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[The outlines of the life of the lately deceased Thomas II. Benton, which are contained in the 
following pages, were prepared by the author and subject of them whilst he was suffering excruciating 
pain from the di-ease that, a few weeks later, closed his earthly career. They were not intended 
for a Biography, properly so called, but rather to present some salient points of character and 
some chief incidents of life, and in respect of them, at least, to govern subsequent Biographies.]

Thomas Hart Benton, known as a senator for thirty years in Congress, and as 
the author of several works, was born in Orange County, near Hillsborough, North 
Carolina, March 14th, 1782 ; and was the son offCol. Jesse Benton, an able lawyer 
of that State, and of Ann Gooçh, of Hanover county, Virginia, of the family of the 
Goodies of colonial residence in that State. By this descent, on the mother’s side, he 
took his name from the head of the Hart family (Col. Thomas Hart, of Lexington, 
Kentucky), his mother’s maternal uncle ; and so became related to the numerous Hart 
family. Ho was cousin to Mrs. Clay, born Lucrctia Hart, the wife of Henry Clay ; and, 
by an easy mistake, was often quoted during his public life as the relative of Mr. Clay 
himself. He lost his father before lie was eight years Of age, and fell under the care of 
a mother still young, and charged with a numerous family, all of tender age—and devot
ing herself to them. She was a woman of reading and observation—solid reading, and 
observation of the men of the Revolution, brought together by course of hospitality of 
that time, in which the houses of friends, and not taverns, were the universal stopping 
places. Thomas was the oldest son, and at the age of ten and twelve was reading solid 
books with his mother, and studying the great examples of history, and receiving encour
agement to emulate these examples. His father’s library, among others, contained the 
famous State Trials, in the large folios of that time, and here he got a foundation of 
British history, in reading the treason, and other trials, with which these volumes abouti 
She was also a pious and religious woman, cultivating the moral and religious education 
of her children, and connected all her life with the Christian church ; first, as a member 
of the English Episcopalian, and when removal to the Great West, then in the wilder
ness, had broken that connection, then in the Methodist Episcopalian—in which she died. 
All the minor virtues, as well as the greater, were cherished by her ; and her house, the 
resort of the eminent men of the time, was the abode of temperance, modesty, decorum. 
A pack of cards was never seen in her house. From such a mother all the children
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received the impress of future character ; and she lived to see the fruits of her pious and 
liberal cares—living a widow above fifty years, and to see her eldest son half through his 
senatorial career, and taking his place among the historic men of the country for which 
she had begun so early to train him. These details deserve to be noted, though small in 
themselves, as showing how much the after life of the man may depend upon the early 
cares and guidance of a mother.

His scholastic education was imperfect : first, at a grammar school taught by Richard 
Stanford, Esq., then a young New England emigrant, soon after, and for many years, and 
until death, a representative in Congress, noted as the life-long friend of Macon and Ran
dolph. Afterwards he was at Chapel Hill, the University of North Carolina, but finished 
no course of study there, his mother removing to Tennessee, where his father had ac
quired great landed property (40,000 acres), and intended to make Nashville his home; 
and now, as the eldest of the family, though not grown, the care and management of a 
new settlement, in a new country, fell upon him. The family went upon a choice tract 
of 3000 acres, on West Harpeth, twenty-five miles south of Nashville, where for several 
years the main care was the opening a farm in the wilderness. Wilderness! for such 
was the state of the country at that time within half a day’s ride of the city of Nashville. 
“ The widow Benton’s settlement ” was the outside settlement between civilization and 
the powerful southern tribes which spread to the Gulf of Mexico. The Indian wars had 
just been terminated, and the boundary which these great tribes were enabled to exact 
brought their frontier almost to the gates of Nashville—within 25 miles ! for the line 
actually touched the Outside line of the estate. The Indians swarmed about it. Their 
great war trace (the trace on which they came for blood and plunder in time of war, for 
trade in time of peace) led through it. Such a position was not to be maintained by a 
small family alone—a widow, and every child under age, only some twenty odd slaves. 
It required strength ! and found it in the idea of a little colony—leases to settlers with
out price, for seven years ; moderate rents afterwards. The tract was well formed for 
the purpose, being four miles square, with every attraction for settlement—rich land, 
fine wood, living streams. Settlers came ; the ground was covered over : it was called 
“ Benton Town,’’ and retains the name to this day. A rude log school-house, a meeting 
house of the same primitive structure, with roads and mills, completed the rapid conver
sion of this wilderness into an abode of civilization. The scholastic education of her son 
had ceased, but reading continued; and books of solid instruction became his incessant 
companions. He has been heard to say that, in no period of his life, has.he ever read so 
much, nor with as much system and regularity, nor with the same profit and delight 
History and geography was (what he considered) his light reading; national law, the 
civil law, the common law—and, finally, the law itself, as usually read by law students— 
constituted his studies. And all this reading, and study, was carried on during the active 
personal exertions which he gave to the opening of the fahn and to the ameliorations 
upon it which comfgrt exacted.

Then came the law license, indulgently granted by the three Superior Court Judges 
■—White, Overton, and Campbell—the former afterwards senator in Congress, Overton 
an eminent lawyer before ho was a Superior Court judge, and Campbell, one of the
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respectable early settlers and lawyers of the State. The law license signed, practice 
followed, and successful—Gen. Jackson, Gen. James Robertson, Judge McNairy, 
Major Thomas Hardeman, and the old heads of the population giving him their support 
and countenance as a young man that might become useful to the State, and so deserved 
to be encouraged. Scarcely at the bar, and a legislative career was opened to him. Ho 
was elected to the General Assembly of the State ; and, though serving but for a single 
session, left the impress of his mind and principles on the statute book, and on the 
public policy. He was the author of the Judicial Reform Act, by which the old system 
of Superior Courts was substituted by the circuit system, in which the administration 
of justice was relieved of great part of its delay, of its expense, and of much of its incon
venience to parties and witnesses. And he was the author of a humane law, giving to 
slaves the same full benefit of jury trial which was the right of the white man under-the 
same accusation—a law which still remains on the statute book, but has lost its effect 
under the fatal outside interference which has checked the progress of Southern slave
policy amelioration, and turned back the current which was setting so strongly in favor 
of mitigating the condition of the slave. '

Returning to the practice of the law, the war of 1812 broke out. Volunteers were 
called for, to descend the rivers to New Orleans, to meet the British, expected there in the 
winter of 1812-13, but not coming until the winter of 1814-’15. Three thousand volun
teers were raised ! raised in a flash ! under thepresftys of Jackson’s name—his patriotic 
proclamation—and the ardent addresses of Benton, flying from muster ground to muster 
ground, and stimulating the inherent courage and patriotism of the young men. They 
were formed into three regiments, of which Benton was colonel of one. He had been 
appointed aide-de-camp to Jackson (then a major-general in the Tennessee militia), on 
the first symptoms of war with Great Britain, and continued to perform many of the 
most intimate duties of that station, though, as colonel of a regiment, he could not hold 
the place. The force descended to the Lpwcr Mississippi : the British did not come; 
the volunteers returned to Tennessee, were temporarily disbanded, but called again into 
service by Gen. Jackson at the breaking out of the Creek war. These volunteers 
were the foundation of all Jackson’s subsequent splendid career; and the way in which, 
through their means, he was enabled to get into the regular army, is a most curious 
piece of history, not told anywhere but by Col. Benton, as a member of the House of 
Representatives, on the presentation of Jackson’s sword (Feb. 26th, 1855). That piece 
of unknown history, which could only come from one who was part and parcel of the 
transaction, dcXcrves to be known, and to be studied by every one who is charged with 
the administration of government, and by every one who would see with what difficulties 
genius and patriotism may have to contend—with what chances they may have to wrestle 
—before they get an opportunity to fulfil a destiny for which they were born.

The volunteers disbanded, Col. Benton proceeded to Washington, and was appointed 
by Mr. Madison a lieutenant-colonel of infantry iu the army (1813); and afterwards 
(J814-15) proceeding to Canada, where he had obtained service, he met the news of 
peace; and desiring no service in time of peace, he was within a few months on the west 
bank of the Mississippi, St. Louis his home, and the profession of the law ardently
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recommenced. In four years the State of Missouri “was admitted into the Union, and 
Col. Benton was elected one of her first senators; and, continuously by successive elec
tions, until 1851. From that time his life was in the public eye, and the bare enumera
tion of the measures of which he was the author, and the prime promoter, would be 
almost a history of Congress legislation. The enumeration is unnecessary here: the, 
long list is known throughout the length and breadth of the land—repeated with the 
familiarity of household words from the great cities on the seaboard to the lonelv-Cabins 
on the frontier—and studied by the little boys who feel an honorable ambitioiybeginning 
to stir within their bosoms, and a laudable desire to |carn something of the history of 
their country.

- ___ Omitting this detail of well-known measures, we proqeed to something else charac
teristic of Senator Benton’s legislative life, less known, but necessary to be known to 
know the man. He never had a clerk, nor even a copyist; but did his own writing, and 
made his own copies. He nevei; had office, or contract, for himself, or any one of his 
blood. He detested office seeking, and office hunting, and all changés in politics followed 
by demand for office. He was never in any Congress caucus, or convention to nominate^ 
a Preside» or Vice-President, nor even suffered his name to go before such a body for 
any such nominations. He refused many offices which were pressed upon him—the mis
sion to Russia, by President Jackson ; war minister, by Mr. VanBuren; minister to 
France, by Mr. Polk. Three appointments were intended for him, which he would have 
accepted if the occasions had occurred—command of the army by General Jackson, if 
war took place with Mexico during his administration ; the same command by the sam^ 
President, if war had taken place with France, in 1836; the command of the army in 
Mexico, by President Polk, with the rank'of lieutenant-general, if the bill for the rank 
had not been defeated in the Senate after having passed the House by a general vote. 
And none of these military appointments could have wounded professional honor, as Col. 
■Benton, at the time of his retiring from the army, ranked all those who have since 
reached its head.

Politically, (Jlol. Benton always classed democratically, but with very little regard 
for modern democracy, founded on the platforms which the little political carpenters re
construct about every four years, generally" out of office-timber, sometimes green and 
sometimes rotten, and in either case equally good, as the platform was only wanted to last 
until after the election. He admitted no platform«of political principles but the consti
tution, and viewed as impertinent and mischievous the attempt to expound the constitu
tion, periodically, in a set of hurrah resolutions, juggled through the fag-end of a packed 
convention, and held to be the only test of political salvation during its brief day of 
supremacy.

His going to Missouri, then a Territory under the pupillage of Congress, was at a 
period of great interest both for the Territory and the Union. Violent parties were 
there, as usual in Territories, and great questions coming on upon which the future fate 
of the State, and perhaps of the Union, depended. The Missouri controversy soon raged 
in Congress, throughout the States, and into the Territory. An active restriction party 
was in the Territory, largely reinforced by outside aid, and a decided paper was wanting
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to give the proper tone to the public mind. Col. Benton had one set up, and wrote for it 
with such point and vigor that the Territory soon presented a united front*, and when 
the convention election came round there was but one single delegate elected on the 
side of restriction. This united front had an immense effect in saving the question in 
Congress.

Besides his legislative reports, bills and speeches, sufficient to fill many volumes, Col. 
Benton is known as the author of some literary works—the Thirty Years’ View of the 
inside working of the Federal Government ; the Abridgment of Debates of Congress 
from 1789 to (intended) 1856; and an examination of the political part (as he deemed 
it) of the Supreme Court’s decision in the Drcd Scott case, that part of it which pro
nounced the abrogation of the Missouri Compromise line and the self-extension of the 
Constitution to Territories carrying African slavery along with it, and peeping it there 
in defiance of Congress or the people of the Territory. There was also a class of speeches, 
of which he delivered many, which were out of the line of political or legislative discus
sion ; and may be viewed as literary. They were the funeral eulogiums which the cus
tom of Congress began to aurait, though not to the degree at present practised, over 
deceased members. These eulogiums were universally admired, and were read over 
Europe, dnd found their charm in the perception of character which they exhibited ; in 
the perception of the qualities which constituted the man, and gave him identity and 
individuality. These qualities, thus perceived (and it requires intimate acquaintance 
with the man, and some natural gift, to make the perception), and presented with truth 
and simplicity, imparted the interest to these eulogiums which survives many readings, 
and will claim lasting places in biographies.

While in the early part of life, at Nashville and at St. Louis, duels and affrays were 
common; and the young Benton had his share of them: a very violent affray bet ween 
himself and brother on one side, and Genl. Jackson and some friends on the other, in 
which severe pistol and dagger wounds were given, but fortunately without loss of life ; 
and the only use for which that violent collision now finds a reference is in its total ob
livion by the parties, and the cordiality with which they acted together for the public 
good in their subsequent long and intimate publie career, A duel at St. Louis ended 
fatally, of which Col. Benton has not been heard to speak except among intimate friends, 
and to tell of the.pang which went thrtmgh his heart when he saw the young man fall, 
and would have given the world to see him restored to life. As the proof of the manner 
in which he looks upon all these scenes, and his desire to bury all remembrance of them 
forever, he has had all the papers burnt which relate to them, that no future curiosity or 
industry should bring to light what he wishes had never happened.

Col. Benton was married, after becoming Senator, to Elizabeth, daughter of Col 
James McDowell, of Rockbridge county, Virginia, and of Sarah his wife, born Sarah 
Preston ; and has surviving issue four daughters : Mrs. William Carey Jones, Mrs. Jessie 
Ann Benton Fremont, Mrs. Saran Benton Jacob, and Madame Susan Benton Boilleau,uow 
it Calcutta, wife of the French consul general—all respectable in life and worthy of their 
mother, who was a woman of singular merit, judgment, elevation of character, and regard

(X
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for every social duty, crowned by a life-long connection with the church in which she 
was bred, the Presbyterian old school. Following the example of their mother, all the 
daughters are members of some church. Mrs. Benton died in 1854, having been struck 
with paralysis in 1844, and from the time of that calamity her husband was never known 
to go to any place of festivity or amusement
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PREFACE

1 —MOTIVES FOR WRITING THIS WORK.

1

Justice to the men with whom I acted, and to the causey in which we were en
gaged, is my chief motive for engaging in this work. A secondary motive is 
the hope of being useful to our republican form of government in after ages by 
showing its working through a long and eventful period ; working well all the 
time, and thereby justifying theliope of its permanent good operation in all time 
to come, if maintained in its purity and integrity. Justice to the wise and 
patriotic men who established our independence, and founded this government, 
is another motive with me. I do not know how young I was when I first read 
in the speeches of Lord Chatham, the encomium which he pronounced in the 
House of Lords on these founders of our republic ; but it sunk deep into my 
memory at the time, and, what is more, went deep into the heart : and has 
remained there ever since. “ When your lordships look at the papers trans
mitted us from America ; when you consider their decency, firmness, and wis
dom, you cannot but respect their cause, and wish to make it your own. For 
myself, I must declare and avow, that in all my reading and observation—and 
it has been my favorite study—I have read Thucydides, and have studied and 
admired the master states of the world—that for solidity of reasoning, force of 
sagacity, and wisdom of conclusion, under such a complication of difficult cir
cumstances, no nation, or body of men, can stand in preference to the general

r*
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congress at Philadelphia.” This encomium, so just and so grand, so grave and ■ havinj
so measured, and the more impressive on account of its gravity and measure, was ■ The ;
pronounced in the early part of our revolutionary struggle—in its first stage— H thoug
and bèfore a long succession of crowning events had come to convert it into his- I never
tory, and to show of how much more those men were capable than they had I study
then done. If the great William Pitt—greater under that name than under ■ Hamp
the title he so long refused—had lived in this day, had lived to see these I overthi
men making themselves exceptions to the maxim of the world, and finishing ■ Lifirar
the revolution which they began—seen them found a new. government and ■ notes \
administer it in their day and generation, and until “ gathered to their fathers,” I lively s
and all with the same wisdom, justice, moderation, and decorum, with which ■ Mr. F( 
they began it : if he had lived to have seen all this, even his lofty genius might ■ Englist 
have recoiled from the task of doing them justice ;—and, I may add, from the I I was ii 
task of doing justice to the People who sustained such men. Eulogy is not my ■ her, at!
task ; but gratitude and veneration is the debt of my birth and. inheritance, and I and a c
of the benefits which I have enjoyed from their labor* ; and I have proposed I the pub
to acknowledge this debt—to discharge it is impossible—in laboring to preserve ■ differen;
their work during my day, and in now commending it, by the fruits it has ■ parties ■
borne, to the love and care of posterity. Another motive, hardly entitled to ■ and ami
the dignity of being named, has its weight with me, and belongs to the rights ■ between
of “ self-defence.” I have made a great many speeches, and have an apprehen- ■ Lord Lj
sion that they may be published after I am gone—published in the gross, ■ use his
without due discrimination—and so preserve, or perpetuate, things said, both ■ means o:
of men and of "measures, which I no longer approve, and would wish to leave Jto ■ son, and
oblivion. By making selections of suitable parts of these speeches, and weaving | be used i

them into this work, I may hope to prevent a general publication—or to render 
it harmless if made. But I do not condemn all that I leave out.

2.—QUALIFICATIONS FOR THE WORK.

Of these I have c®e, admitted by all to be considerable, but by no means 
enough of itself. Mr. Macaulay says of Fox and Mackintosh, speaking of their 
histories of the last of the Stuarts, and of the Revolution of 1688 : “ They 
had one eminent qualification for writing history ; they had spoken history, 
acted history, lived history. The turns of political fortune, the ebb and flow of 
popular feeling, the hidden mechanism by whicti parties are moved, all these 
things were the subject of their constant thought, and of their most familiar 
conversation. Gibbon has remarked, that his history is much the better for his
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having been an officer in the militia, and a member of the House of Commons. 
The remark is most just. We have not the smallest doubt that his campaigns, 
though he never saw an enemy, and his parliamentary attendance, though he 
never made a speech, were of far more use to him than years of retirement and 
study would have been. If the time that he spent on parade and at mess in 
Hampshire, or on the Treasury bench and at Brooke’s, during the storms which 
overthrew Lord North and Lord Shelburne, had been passed in the Bodleian 
Library, he might have avoided some inaccuracies ; he might have enriched his 
notes with a greater number of references ; but he never could have produced so 
lively a picture'of the court, the camp, and the senate-house. In this respect 
Mr. Fox and Sir James Mackintosh had great advantages over almost every 
English historian since the time of Burnet.”—I can say I have these advantages.
I was in the Senate the whole time of which I write—au active business mem
ber, attending and attentive—in the confidence of half the administrations, 
and a close observer of the others—had an inside view of transactions of which 
the public only saw the outside, and of many of which the two sides were very 
different—saw the secret springs and hidden machinery by which men and 
parties were to be movedv and measures promoted or thwarted—saw patriotism 
and ambition aLtheir respective labors, and was generally able to discriminate 
between them. So far, I have one qualification ; but Mr. Macaulay says that 
Lord Lyttleton had the same, aud made but a poor history, because unable to 
use his material. So it may be with me ; but in addition to my senatorial 
means of knowledge, I have access to the unpublished papers of General Jack- 
son, and find among them some that he intended for publication, and which will 
be used according to his intention, v

3—THE SCOPE OF THE WORK.

VORK.
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I do not propose a regular history, but a political work, to show the practical 
working of the government, and speak of men and events in subordination to 
that design, and to illustrate the character of Institutions which are new and 
complex—the first of their kind, and upon the fate of which the eyes of the 
world are now jixed. Our duplicate form of government, State and Federal, 
is a novelty which has no precedent, and has found no practical imitation, and 
is still believed by some to be an experiment. I believe in its excellence, and 
wish to contribute to its permanence, and believe I can do so by giving a faith
ful account of what I have seen of its working, and of the trials to which I 
have seen it subjected.
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4— THE SPIRIT OF THE WORK.

I write in the spirit of Truth, but not of unnecessary or irrelevant trijth, 
only giving that which is essential to the object of the work, and the omission 
which would be an imperfection, and a subtraction from what ought to be known. \ 
I have no animosities, and shall find far greater pleasure in bringing out the good 
and the great acts of those with whom I have differed, than in noting the points 
on which I deemed them wrong. My ambition is to make a veracious work, 
reliable in its statements, candid in its conclusions, just in its views, and which 
cotemporaries and posterity may read without fear of being misled.
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PRELIMINARY VIEW.

FROM 1816 TO 1820

The war with Great Britain commenced in 
1812, and ended in 1815. It was a short war, 
but a necessary and important one, and intro
duced several changes, and made some new 
points of departure in American policy, which 
are necessary to be understood in order to un
derstand the subsequent working of the govern
ment, and the VIEW of that working which is 

I proposed to be given.
1. It struggled and labored under the state 

of the finances and the currency, ami terminated 
without any professed settlement of the cause 
for which it began. There was no national cur
rency—no money, or its equivalent, which re-

t
irescnted the same value in all places. The 
irst Bank of the United States had ceased to ex
ist in 1811. Gold, from being undervalued, had 

keased to be a currency—had become an article 
^f merchandise, and of export—and was carried 

i foreign countries. Silver had been banished 
by the general use of bank notes, had been re- 
|uced to a small quantity, insufficient for a pub- 

: demand ; and, besides, would have been too 
Umbrous for a national currency. Local banks 

Irerspread the land ; and upon these the federal 
pvernment, having lost the currency of the con- 
|itution, was thrown for a currency and for 
ans. They, unequal to the task, and having 

Imoved their own foundations by banishing 
cie with profuse pa|)cr issues, sunk under the 

lublc load of national and local wants, and 
ppped specie payments—all except those of 
pw England, which section of the Union was

favorable to the war. Treasury notes were 
n the resort of the federal government, 
pywcrc issued in great quantities; and not 
ng convertible into coin at the will of the

Vol. L—1

holder, soçn began to depreciate. In the second 
year of the war the depreciation had already be
come enormous, especially towards the Canada 
frontier, where the war raged, and where money 
was most wanted. An officer setting out from 
Washington with a supply of these notes found 
them sunk one-third by the time he arrived at 
the northern frontier—his every three dollars 
counting but two. After all, the treasury notes 
could not be used as a currency, neither legally, 
nor in fact : they could only be used to obtain 
local bank paper—itself greatly depreciated. 
All government securities were under par, even 
for depreciated bank notes. Loans were obtain
ed with great difficulty—at large discount—al
most on the lender’s own terms ; and still at
tainable only in depreciated local bank notes. 
In less than three years the government, para
lyzed by the state of the finances, was forced to 
seek peace, and to make it, without securing, by 
any treaty stipulation, the object for which war 
had been declared Impressment was the object 
—the main one, with the insulte and the outra
ges connected with it—and without which there 
would have been no declaration of war. The 
treaty of peace did not mention or allude to the 
subject—the first time, perhaps, in modern his
tory, in which a war was terminated by treaty 
without any stipulation derived from its cause. 
Mr. Jefferson, in 1807, rejected upon his own 
responsibility, without even its communication 
to the Senate, the treaty of that year negotiated 
by Messrs. Monroe and Pinkney, because it did 
not contain an express renunciation of the prac
tice of impressment—because it was silent on 
that point.- it was a treaty of great moment, 
settled many troublesome questions, was very
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desirable for what it contained ; but as it was 
silent on the main point, it was rejected, without 
even a reference to the Senate. Now we were 
in a like condition after a war. The war was 
struggling for its own existence under the state 
of the finances, and had to be stopped without 
securing by treaty the object for which it was 

’declared. The object was obtained, however, 
by the war itself. It showed the British govern
ment that the people of the United States would 
fight upon that point—that she would have war 
again if she impressed again : and there has been 
no impressment since. Near forty years with
out a case ! when we were not as many days, 
oftentimes, without cases before, and of the 
most insulting and outrageous nature. The 
spirit and patriotism of the people in furnishing 
the supplies, volunteering for the service, and 
standing to the contest in the general wreck of 
the finances and the currency, without regard to 
their own losses—and the heroic courage of the 
army and navy, and of the militia and volunteers, 
made the war' successful and glorious in spite of 
empty treasuries ; and extorted from a proud 
empire that security in point of fact which diplo
macy could not obtain as a treaty stipulation. 
And it was well. Since, and now, and hence
forth, we hold exemption from impressment as 
we hold our independence—by right, and by 
might—and now want the treaty acknowledg
ment of no nation on either point. But the glo
rious termination of the war did not cure the 
evil of a ruined currency and defective finances, 
Bor render less impressive the financial lesson 
which it taught. A return to the currency of 
the constitution—to the hard-money government 
which our fathers gave us—no connection with 
banks—no bank paper for federal uses—the es
tablishment of an independent treasury for the 
federal government ; this was the financial les
son which the war taught. The new generation 
into whose hands the working of the government 
fell during the Thirty Years, eventually availed 
themselves 6f that lesson :—with what effect, the 
state of the country since, unprecedentedly pros
perous.; the statySCf the currency, never de
ranged; of the flderal treasury, never polluted 
with “ unavailable f&ds,” and constantly cram
med to repletion with solid gold ; the issue of 
the Mexican war, carried on triumphantly with
out a national bank, and with the public securi
ties constantly above par—sufficiently proclaim.

No other tongue but these results is necessary 
to show the value of that financial lesson, taught 
us by the war of 1812.

2. The establishment of the second national 
bank grew out of this war. The failure of the 
local banks was enough to prove the necessity 
of a national currency, and the re-establishment 
of a national bünk was the accepted remedy. 
No one seemed to think of the currency of the 
constitution—especially of that gold currency 
upon which the business of the world had been 
carried on from the beginning of the world, and 
by empires whose expenses for a week were 
equal to those of the United States for a year, 
and which the framers of the constitution had so 
carefully secured and guarded for their ebuntry. 
A national bank was the only remedy thought 
of. Its constitutionality was believed by some 
to have been vindicated by the events of the war. 
Its expediency was generally admitted. The 
whole argument turned upon the word “ neces
sary,” as used in the grant of implied powers at 
the end of the enumeration of powers expressly 
granted to Congress ; and this necessity was af
firmed and denied on each side at the time of the 
establishment of the first national bank, with a 
firmness and steadiness which showed that these 
fathers of the constitution knew that the whole 
field of argument lay there. Washington’s que
ries to his cabinet went to that point ; the close 
reasoning of Hamilton and Jefferson turned up
on it. And it is worthy of note, in order to show 
how much war has to do with the working of 
government, and the trying of its powers, that 
the strongest illustration used by General Ham
ilton, and the one, perhaps, which turned the 
question in Washington’s mind, was the stale 
of the Indian war in the Northwest, then just 
become a charge upon the new federal govern
ment, and beginning to assume the serious char
acter which it afterward attained. To carry on 
war at that time, with such Indians as were 
then, supported by the British traders, them
selves countenanced by their government, at 
such a distance in the wilderness, and by the 
young federal government, was a severe trial 
upon the finances of the federal treasury, as well 
as upon the courage and discipline of the troops; 
and General Hamilton, the head of the treasury, 
argued that with the aid of a national bank, the 
war would be better and more successfully con
ducted : and, therefore, that it was “ necessary,”

and might 1 
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and might be established as a means of executing 
a granted power, to wit, the power of making 
war. Tha^ war terminated well ; and the bank 
having been established in the mean time, got 
the credit if having furnished its “sinews.” 
The war of 1812 languished under the state of 
the finances and the currency, no national bank 
existing ; and this want seemed to all to be the 
cause of its difficulties, and to show the necessi
ty for a bank. The second national bank was 
then established—many of its old, most able, 
and conscientious opponents giving in to it, Mr. 

j^Iadison at their head. Thus the question of a 
national bank again grew up—grew up out of 
the events of the war—and was decided against 
the strict construction of the constitution—to 
the weakening of a principle which was funda
mental in the working of the government, and to 
the damage of the party which stood«upon the 
doctrine of a strict construction of the constitu
tion. But in the course of the “ Thirty Years” 
of which it is proposed to take a “ View,” some of 
the younger generation became impressed with 
the belief that the constitutional currency had 
not had a fair trial in that war of 1812 ! that, in 
fact, it had had no trial at all ! that it was not 
even in the field ! not even present at the time 
when it was supposed to have failed ! and that 
it was entitled to a trial before it was condemned. 
That trial has been obtained The second nation
al bank was left to expire upon its own limita
tion. The gold currency and the independent 
treasury were established. The Mexican war 
tried them. They triumphed. And thus a na
tional bank was shown to be “ unnecessary,” 
and therefore unconstitutional. And thus a 
great question of constitutional construction, and 
of party division, three times decided by the 
events of war, and twice against the constitution 
and the strict constructionists, was decided the 
last time in their favor ; and is entitled to stand, 
being the last, and the only one in which the 
constitutional currency had a trial.

3. The protection of American industry, as a 
substantive object, independent of the object of 
revenue, was a third question growing out of the 
war. Its incidental protection, under the reve
nue clause in the constitution, had been always 
acknowledged, and granted ; but protection as a 
substantive object was a new question growing 
out of the state of things produced by the war. 
Domestic manufactures had taken root and

grown up during the non-importation periods of 
the embargo, and of hostilities with Great Bri
tain, and under the temporary double duties 
which ensued the war, and which were laid for 
revenue. They had grown up to be a large 
interest, and a new one, classing in importance 
after agriculture and commerce. The want of 
articles nefcessary to national defence, and of 
others essential to individual comfort—then 
neither imported nor made at home—had been 
felt during the interruption of commerce occa
sioned by the war ; and the advantage of a 
domestic supply was brought home to the con
viction of the public mind. The question of 
protection for the sake of protection was brought 
forward, and carried (in the year 1816) ; and 
very unequivocally in the minimum provision in 
relation to duties on cotton goods. This reversed 
the old course of legislation—made protection 
the object instead of the incident, and revenue 
the incident instead of the object; and was 
another instance of constitutional construction 
being made dependent, not upon its own words 
but upon extrinsic, accidental and transient cir 
cumstances. It introduced a new and a large 
question of constitutional law, and of national 
expediency, fraught with many and great conse
quences, which fell upon the period of the 
Thirty Yf.ars’ View to settle, or to grapple 
with.

4. The question of internal improvement 
within the States, by the federal government, 
took a new and large development after the war. 
The want of facilities of transportation had been 
felt in our military operations. Roads were bad, 
and canals few ; and the question of their con
struction became a prominent topic in Congress 
common turnpike roads—for railways had not 
then been invented, nor had MacAdam yet given 
his name to the class of roads which has since 
borne it. The power was claimed as an incident 
to the granted powers—as a means of doing 
what was authorized—as a means of accomplish
ing an end : and the word “ necessary ” at the 
end of the enumerated powers, was the phrase 
in which this incidental power was claimed to 
have been found. It was the same derivation 
which was found for the creation of a national 
bank, and involved very nearly the same division 
of parties. It greatly complicated the national 
legislation from 1820 to 1850, bringing the two 
parts of our double system of government—State
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and Federal—into serious disagreement, and 
threatening to compromise their harmonious 
action. Grappled with by a strong hand, it 
seemed at one time to have been settled, and 
consistently with the rights of the States ; but 
sometimes returns to vex the deliberations of 
Congress. To territories the question did not 
extend. They have no political rights under the 
constitution, and are governed by Congress 
according to its discretion, under that clause 
which authorizes it to “dispose of and make all 
needful rules and regulations respecting the ter
ritory or other property belonging to the United 
States.” The improvement of rivers and har
bors, was a branch of the internal improvement 
question, but resting on a different clause in 
the constitution—the commercial and revenue 
clause—and became complex and difficult from 
its extension to small and local objects. The 
party of strict construction contend for its 
restriction to national objects—rivers of national 
character, and harbors yielding revenue.

5. The boundaries between the treaty-mak
ing and the legislative departments of the 
government, became ai subject of examination 
after the war, and gave rise to questions deeply 
affecting the working of tifcse two departments. 
A treaty is the supreme law of the land, and as 
such it becomes obligatory on the House of 
RcproscntJtives to vote the money which it stipu
lates, and to co-operate in forming the laws 
necessary to carry it into effect. That is the 
broad proposition. The qualification is in the 
question whether the treaty is confined to the 
business of the treaty-making power ? to the 
subjects which fall under its jurisdiction ? and 
does not encroach upon the legislative power of 
Congress ? This is the qualification, and a vital 
one : for if the President and Senate, by a treaty 
with a foreign power, or a tribe of Indians, could 
exercise ordinary legislation, and make it su
preme, a double injury would have been done, 
and to the prejudice of that branch of the 
government which lies closest to the people, and 
emanates most directly from them. Confine
ment to their separate jurisdictions is the duty 
of each ; but if encroachments take place, which 
is to judge ? If the President and Senate invade 
the legislative field of Congress, which is to 
judge? or who is to judge between them? or is 
each to judge for itself? The House of Repre
sentatives, and the Senate in its legislative capa

city, but especially the House, as the great 
constitutional depository of the legislative power, 
becomes its natural guardian and defender, and 
is entitled to deference, in the event of a differ
ence of opinion between the two branches of the 
government. The discussions in Congress be
tween 1815 and 1820 greatly elucidated this 
question; and while leaving unimpugned tht^ 
obligation of the House to carry into effect a 
treaty duly made by the President and Senate 
within the limits of the treaty making power— 
upon matters subject to treaty regulation—yet 
it belongs to the House to judge when these 
limits have been transcended, and to preserve 
inviolate the field of legislation which the consti
tution has intrusted to the immediate represen
tatives of the people.

6. The doctrine of secession—the right of a 
State, or a combination of States, to withdraw 
from the Union, was born of tha^war. It was 
repugnant to the New England States, and 
opposed by them, not with arms, but with argu
ment and remonstrance, and refusal to vote 
supplies. They had a convention, famous under 
the name of Hartford, to which the design of 
secession was imputed. That design was never 
avowed by the convention, or authentically 
admitted by any leading member; nor is it the 
intent of this reference to decide upon the fact 
of that design. The only intent is to show that 
the existence of that convention raised the ques
tion of secession, and presented the first instance 
of the greatest danger in the working of the 
double form of our government—that of a col
lision between a part of the States and the 
federal government. This question, and this 
danger, first arose then—grew out of the war of 
1812—and were hushed by its sudden termina
tion; but they have reappeared in a different 
quarter, and will come in to swell the objects of 
the'Thirty Years’ View?''At the time of its 
first 'appearance the right of secession was re 
pulsed and repudiated by the democracy gene
rally, and in a large degree by the federal 
party—the difference between a Union and a 
League being better understood at that time 
when so many of the fathers of the new govern
ment were still alive. The leading language in 
respect to it south of the Potomac was, that no 
State had a right to withdraw from the Union— 
that it required the same power to dissolve as 
to form the Union—and that any attempt to
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dissolve it, or to obstruct the action of constitu
tional laws, was treason. If, since that time, 
political parties and sectional localities, have 
exchanged attitudes on this question, it cannot 
alter the question of right, and may receive some 
interest from the development of causes which 
produce such changes. Secession, a question of 
speculation during the war of 1812, has become 
a practical question (almost) during the Thirtv
Years; and thus far has been “compromised,

. not settled.
7. Slavery agitation took its rise during this 

time (1819-’20), in the form of attempted 
restriction on the State of Missouri—a prohibi
tion to hold slaves, to be placed upon her as a 
condition' of her admission into the Union, and 
to be binding upon her afterwards. This agita
tion came from the North, and under a federal 
lead, and soon swept both parties into its vortex.
It was quieted, so far as that form of the ques
tion was concerned, by admitting the State 
without restriction, and imposing it on the 
remainder of the Louisiana territory north and 
west of that State, and above the parallel of 36 
degrees, 30 minutes ; which is the prolongation 
of the southern boundary line of Virginia and 
Kentucky. This was called a “compromise,” 
and was all clear gain to the antislavery side 
of the question, and was done under the lead of 
the united slave state vote in the Senate, the 
majority of that vote in the House of Represen
tatives, and the undivided sanction of a Southern 
administration. It was a Southern measure, and 
divided free and slave soil far more favorably to 
the North than the ordinance of 1787. That 
divided about equally: this of 1820 gave about i 
all to the North. It abolished slavery over an 
immense extent of territory where it might then 
legally exist, over nearly the whole of Louisiana, 
left it only in Florida and Arkansas terri toiy, and 
opened no new territory to its existence. It 
was an immense concession to the non-slave-1 
holding States ; but the genius of slavery agita
tion was not laid. It reappeared, and under 
different forms, first from the North, in the shape 
of petitions to Congress to influence legislation 
on the subject ; then from the South, as a means 
of exciting one half the Union against the other, 
and laying the foundation for a Southern confede
racy. With this new question, in all its forms, 
the men of the new generation have had to grap
ple for the whole period of the “ Thirty Years.”

8. The war had created a debt, which, added
to a balance of that of the Revolution, the pur
chase of Louisiana, and some other items, still 
amounted to ninety-two millions of dollars at 
the period of the commencement of this “ View ; ” 
and the problem was to be solved, whether a 
national debt could be paid and extinguished in a 
season of peace, leaving a nation wholly free 
from that encumbrance ; or whether it was to go 
on increasing, a burthen in itself, and absorbing 
with its interest and changes an annual portion 
of the public revenues. That problem was 
solved, contrary to the experience of the world, 
qnd the debt paid; and the practical benefit 
added to the moral, of a corresponding reduction 
in the public taxes.

9. Public distress was a prominent featufte 
of the times to be embraced in this Preliminary 
View. Tha Bank of the United States was 
chartered in 1816, and before 1820 had perform
ed onè of its cycles of delusive and bubble pros
perity, followed by actual and wide-spread 
calamity. The whole paper system, of which it 
was the head and the citadel, after a vast expan
sion, had suddenly collapsed, spreading desola
tion over the land, and carrying ruin to debtors.
The years 1819 and ’20 were a period of gloom 
and agony. No money, either gold or silver : no 
paper convertible into specie: no measure, or 
standard of value, left remaining. The local 
banks (all but those of New England), after a 
brief resumption of specie payments, again sank 
into a state of suspension. The Bank of the 
United States, created as a remedy for all those 
evils, now at the head of the evil, prostrate and 
helpless, with no power left but that of suing its 
debtors, and selling their property, and purchas
ing for itself at its own nominal price. No price 
for property, or produce. No sales but those of 
the sheriff and the marshal. No purchasers at 
execution sales but the creditor, or some hoarder 

I of money. No employment for industry—no 
I demand for labor—no sale for the product of the 

farm—no sound of the hammer, but that of the 
auctioneer, knocking down property. Stop 
laws—property laws—replevin laws—stay laws 
—loan office laws—the intervention of the legis
lator between the creditor and the debtor : this 
was the business of legislation in three-fourths 
of the States of the Union—of all south and 
west of New England. No medium of exchange 
but depreciated paper: no change even, but
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little bits of foul paper, marked so many cents, 
and signed by some tradesman, barber, or inn
keeper : exchanges deranged to the extent of 
fifty or one hundred per cent. Distress, the 
universal cry of the people: Relief, the univer
sal demand thundered at the doors of all legisla
tures, State and federal. It was at the moment 
when this distress had reached its maximum— 
1820—’21—and had come with its accumulated 
force upon the machine of the federal govern
ment, that this “ View” of its working begins. 
It is a doleful starting point, and may furnish 
great matter for contrast, or comparison, at its 
concluding period in 1850. •

Such were some of the questions growing out 
of the war of 1812, or immediately ensuing its 
termination. That war brought some difficul
ties to the new generation, but also great advan
tages, at the head of thejn the elevation of the 
national character throughout the world. It 
immensely elevated the national character, and, 
as a consequence, put an end to insults and out-

>

rages to which we had been subject. No more 
impressments : no more searching our ships: no 
more killing : no more carrying off to be forced 
to serve on British ships against their own coun
try. The national flag became inspected. It 
became the Ægis of those who were under it. The 
national cliaractcr appeared in a new light 
abroad. We were no longer considered as a 
people so addicted to commerce as to be insensi
ble to insult : and wo reaped all the advantages, 
social, political, commercial, of this auspicious 
change. It was a war necessary to the honor and 
interest of the United Slates, and was bravely 
fought, and honorably concluded, and makes a 
proud era in our history. I was not in public life 
at the time it was declared, but have understood 
from those who were, that, except for the exer
tions of two men (Mr. Monroe in the Cabinet, 
and Mr. Clay fn Congress), the declaration of 
war could not have been obtained. Honor to 
their memories !
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THIRTY YEARS’ VIEW.

CHAPTER I.

PERSONAL ASPECT OK THE GOVERNMENT.

All the departments of the government appear
ed to great advantage in the personal character 
of their administrators at the time of my arrival 
as Senator at Washington. Mr. Monroe was 
President ; Governor Tompkins, Vice-President ; 
Mr. John Quincy Adams, Secretary of State; 
Mr. William II. Crawford, Secretary of the 
Treasury ; Mr. John C. Calhoun, Secretary at 
Wav; Mr. Smith Thompson, of NewWork, Sec
retary of the Navy ; Mr. John McLean, Post
master General ; William Wirt, Esq., Attorney 
General. These constituted the Executive De
partment, and it would be difficult to find in 
any government, in any country, at any time, 
more talent and experience, more dignity and 
decorum, more purity of private life, a larger 
mass of information, anil more addiction to busi
ness, than was comprised in this last of celebrated 
names. The legislative department was equally 
impressive. The Senate presented a long list of 
eminent men who had become known by their 
services in the federal or State governments, 
and some of them connected with its earliest 
history. From Ncw-York there were Mr. Rufus 
King and Nathan Sanford ; from Massachusetts, 
Mr. Harrison Gray Otis; from North Carolina, 
Mr. Macon and Governor Stokes ; from Virginia, 
the two Governors, James Barbour and James 
Pleasants; from South Carolina, Mr. John 
Gaillard, so often and so long President, pro 
tempore, of the Senate, and Judge William 
Smith; from Rhode Island, Mr. William Hun
ter; from Kentucky, Colonel Richard M. John
son; from Louisiana, Mr. James Brown and 
Governor Henry Johnson ; from Maryland, Mr.

William Pinkney and Governor Edward Lloyd; 
from New Jersey, Mr. Samuel L. Southard ; 
Colonel John Williams, of Tennessee ; William
R. King and Judge Walker, from Alabama; 
and many others of later date, afterwards be
coming eminent, and who will be noted in their 
places. In the House of Representatives there 
was a great array of distinguished and of busi
ness talent. Mr. Clay, Mr. Randolph, Mr. 
Lowndes were there. Mr. Henry Baldwin and 
Mr. John Sergeant, from Pennsylvania; Mr. 
John W. Taylor, Speaker, and Henry Storrs, 
from New-York ; Dr. Eustis, of revolutionary 
memory', and Nathaniel Silsbee, of Massachu
setts; Mr. Louis McLane, from Delaware ; Gen
eral Samuel Smith, from Maryland ; Mr. William
S. Archer, Mr. Philip V. Barbour, General John 
Floyd, General Alexander Smytho, Mr. John 
Tyler, Charles Fenton Mercer, George Tucker, 
from Virginia; Mr. Lewis Williams, who 
entered the House young, and remained long 
enough to be called its "Father,” Thomas II. 
Hall, Weldon N. Edwards, Governor Hutchins 
G. Burton, from North Carolina ; Governor 
Earle and M r. Charles Pinckney, from South 
Carolina ; Mr. Thomas W. Cobb and Governor 
George Gilmer, from Georgia ; Messrs. Richard 
C. Anderson, Jr., David Trimble, George Robert
son, Benjamin Hardin, and Governor Metcalfe, 
from Kentucky ; Mr. John Rhea, of revolution
ary service, Governor Newton Cannon, Francis 
Jones, General John Cocke, from Tennessee ; 
Messrs. John W. Campbell, John Sloan and 
Henry Bush, from Ohio ; Mr. William Hen
dricks, from Indiana; Thomas Butler, from 
Louisiana ; Daniel P. Cook, from Illinois ; John 
Crowell, from Alabama ; Mr. Christopher Ran
kin, from Mississippi ; and a great many other 
business men of worth and character from the
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different States, constituting a national repre
sentation of great weight, efficiency and decorum. 
The Supreme Court was still presided over by 
Chief Justice Marshall, almost septuagenarian, 
and still in the vigor of his intellect, associated 
with Mr. Justice Story, Mr. Justice Johnson, of 
South Carolina, Mr. Justice Duval, and Mr. 
Justice Washington, of Virginia. Thus all the 
departments, and all the branches of the govern
ment, were ably and decorously filled, and the 
friends of popular representative institutions 
might contemplate their administration with 
pride and pleasure, and challenge their com
parison with any government in the world.

CHAPTER II.

ADMISSION OF THE STATE OF MISSOURI.

This was the exciting and agitating question of 
the session of 1820-’21. The question of re
striction, that is, of prescribing the abolition of 
slavery.within her limits, had been “compro
mised ” the session before, by agreeing to admit 
the State without restriction, and abolishing it in 
all the remainder of the province of Louisiana, 
north and west of the State of Missouri, and 
north of the parallel of 36 degrees, 30 minutes. 
This “ compromise ” was the work of the South, 
sustained by the united voice of Mr. Monroe’s 
cabinet, the united voices of the Southern sena
tors, and a majority of the Southern representa
tives. The unanimity of the cabinet has been 
shown, impliedly, by a letter of Mr. Monroe, 
and positively by the Diary of Mr. John Quincy 
Adams. The unanimity of the slave States in the 
Senate, where the measure originated, is shown by 
its journal, not on the motion to insert the section 
constituting the compromise (lor on that motion 
the yeas and nays were not taken), but on the 
motion to strike it out, when they were taken, 
and showed 30 votes for the compromise, and 15 
against it—every one of the latter from non- 
slaveholding States—the former comprehending 
every slave State vote present, and a few from 
the North. As the constitutionality of this 
compromise, and its binding force, have, in these 
latter times, begun to bo disputed, it is well to 
give the list of the senators names voting for it,

that it may be seen that they were men of judg
ment and weight, able to know what the consti 
tution was, and not apt to violate it. They were 
Governor Barbour and Governor Pleasants, ol 
Virginia; Mr. James Brown and Governor 
Henry Johnson, of Louisiana; Governor Ed
wards and Judge Jesse B. Thomas, of Illinois; 
Mr. Elliott and Mr. Walker, of Georgia; Mr. 
Gaillard, President, pro tempore, of the Senate 
and Judge William Smith, from South Carolina 
Messrs. Horsey and Van Dyke, of Delaware; 
Colonel Richard M. Johnson and Judge Logan, 
from Kentucky ; Mr. William R. King, since 
Vice-President of the United States, and Judge 
John W. Walker, from Alabama ; Messrs. Leake 
and Thomas H. Williams, of Mississippi ; Gov
ernor Edward Lloyd, and the great jurist and 
orator, William Pinkney, from Maryland ; Mr. 
Macon and Governor Stokes, from North Caro
lina ; Messrs. Walter Lowrie and- Jonathan 
Roberts, from Pennsylvania; Mr. Noble and 
Judge Taylor, from Indiana; Mr. Palmer, from 
Vermont; Mr.-Parrott, from New Hampshire. 
This was the vote of the Senate for the compro
mise. In the House, there was some division 
among Southern members ; but the whole vote 
in favor of it was 134, to 42 in the negative—the 
latter comprising some Northern members, as 
the former did a majority. <if the Southern— 
among them one whose opinion had a weight 
never exceeded by that of any other American 
statesman, William Lowndes, of South Carolina 
This array of names shows the Missouri com
promise to have been a Southern measure, and 
the event put the seal upon that character by 
showing it to be acceptable to the South. - But 
it had not allayed the Northern feeing against 
an increase of slave States, then openly avowed 
to be a question of political power between the 
two sections of the Union. The State of Mis
souri made her constitution, sanctioning slavery, 
and forbidding the legislature to interfere with it. 
This prohibition, not usual in State constitutions, 
was the effect of the Missouri controversy and 
of foreign interference, and was adopted "for the 
sake of peace—for the sake of jntemal tranquil
lity—and to prevent the agitation of the slave 
question, which could only be accomplished by 
excluding it wholly from the forum of elections 
and legislation. I was myself the instigator of 
that prohibition, and the cause of its being put 
into the constitution—though not a member of
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the convention—being equally opposed to slavery 
agitation and to slavery extension. There was 
also a clause in it, authorizing the legislature to 
prohibit the emigration of free people of color 
into the State ; and this clause was laid hold of 
in Congress to resist the admission of the State.
It was treated as a breach of that clause in the 
federal constitution, which guarantees equal 
privileges in all the States to the citizens of 
every State, of which privileges the right of 
emigration was one; and free people of color 
being admitted to citizenship in some of the 
States, this prohibition of emigration was held 
to be a violation of that privilege in their per
sons. But the real point of objection was the 
slavery clause, and the existence of slavery in 
the State, which it sanctioned, and seemed to 
perpetuate. The constitution of the State, and 
her application for admission, was presented by 
her late delegate and representative elect, Mr. 
John Scott ; and on his motion, was referred to 
a select committee. Mr. Lowndes, of South 
Carolina, Mr. John Sergeant, of Pennsylvania, 
and General Samuel Smith, of Maryland, were 
appointed the committee ; and the majority 
being from slave States, a resolution was quick
ly reported in favor of the admission of the State. 
But the majority of the House being the other 
way, the resolution was rejected, 79 to 83—and 
by a clear slavery and anti-slavery vote, the 
exceptions being but three, and they on the side 
of admission, andf contrary to the sentiment of 
their own State. They were Mr. Henry Shaw, 
of Massachusetts, and General Bloomfield and 
Mr. Bernard Smith, of New-Jersey. In the 
Senate, the application of the State shared a 
similar fate. The constitution was referred to a 
committee of three, Messrs. Judge William 
Smith, of South Carolina, Mr. James Burrill, of 
Rhode Island, and Mr. Macon, of North Caro
lina, a majority of whom being from slave States, 
a resolution of admission was reported, and 
passed the Senate—Messrs. Chandler and Holmes 
of Maine, voting with the friends of admission*; 
but was rejected in the House of Representa
tives. A second resolution to the same effect 
passed the Senate, and was again rejected in the 
House. A motion was then made in the House 
by Mr. Clay to raise a committee to act jointly 
with any committee which might be appointed 
by the Senate, “ to consider and report to the 
Senate and the House respectively, whether it

be expedient or not, to make provision for the 
admission of Missouri into the Union on the 
same footing as the original States, and for the 
due execution of the laws of the United States 
within Missouri ? and if not, whether any other, 
and what provision adapted to her actual condi
tion ought to be made by law.” This motion 
was adopted by a majority of nearly two to 
one—101 to 55—which shows a large vote in its 
favor from the non-slaveholding States. Twenty- 
three, being a number equal to the number of 
the States, were then appointed on the part of 
the House, and were : Messrs. Clay, Thomas W. 
Cobb, of Georgia ; Mark Langdon Hill, of Mas
sachusetts ; Philip P. Barbour, of Virginia ; 
Henry R. Storrs, of New-York; John Cocke, 
of Tennessee, Christopher Rankin, of Mississippi; 
WilliamS. Archer, of Virginia; William Brown, 
of Kentucky ; Samuel Eddy, from Rhode Island ; 
William D. Ford, of New-York; William Cul- 
breth, Aaron Hackley, of New-York ; Samuel 
Moore, of Pennsylvania, James Stevens, of Con
necticut ; Thomas J. Rogers, from Pennsylvania ; 
Henry Southard, of New-Jersey; John Ran
dolph; James S. Smith, of North Carolina; 
William Darlington, of Pennsylvania ; Nathaniel 
Pitcher, of New-York ; John Sloan, of Ohio, and 
Henry Baldwin, of Pennsylvania. The Senate 
by a vote almost unanimous—29 to 7—agreed 
to the joint committee proposed by the House 
of Representatives ; and Messrs. John Holmes, 
of Maine ; James Barbour, of Virginia ; Jona
than Roberts, of Pennsylvania ; David L. Mor- 

, ril, of New-Hampshire ; Samuel L. Southard, of 
New-Jersey ; Colonel Richard M. Johnson, of 
Kentucky ; and Rufus King, of New-York, to 
be a committee on its part. The joint commit
tee acted, and soon reported a resolution in favor 
of the admission of the State, upon Jho condition 
that her legislature should first declare that the 
clause in her constitution relative to the free 
colored emigration into the State, should never 
be construed to authorize the passage of any act 
by which any citizen of either of the States of 
the Union should be excluded from the enjoy
ment of any privilege to which he may be enti
tled under the constitution of the United States ; 
and the President of the United States being 
furnished with a copy of said act, should, by 
proclamation, declare the State to be admitted. 
This resolution was passed in the House by a 
close vote—86 to 82—several members from
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non-slaveholding States voting for it. In the 
Senate it was passed by two to one—28 to 14; 
and the required declaration having been soon 
made by the General Assembly of Missouri, and 
communicated to the President, his proclamation 
was issued accordingly, and the State admitted. 
And thus ended the “ Missouri controversy,” or 
that form of the slavery question which under
took to restrict a State from the privilege of 
having slaves if she chose. The question itself, 
under other forms, has survived, and still sur
vives, but not under the formidable aspect which 
it wore during that controversy, when it divided 
Congress geographically, and upon the slave line. 
The real struggle was political, and for the 
balance of power, as frankly declared by Mr. 
Rufus King, who disdained dissimulation ; and 
in that struggle the non-slaveholding States, 
though defeated in the State of Missouri, were 
successful in producing the “compromise,” con
ceived and passed as a Southern measure. The 
resistance made to the admission of the State on 
account of the clause in relation to free people 
of color, was only a mask to the real cause of 
opposition, and has since shown to be so by the 
facility with which many States, then voting in 
a body against the admission of Missouri on that 
account, now exclude the whole class of the free 
colored emigrant population from their borders, 
and without question, by statute, or by consti
tutional amendment. For a while this formida
ble Missouri question threatened the total over
throw of all political parties upon principle, and 
the substitution of geographical parties discrimi
nated by the slave line, and of course destroying 
the just and proper action of,the federal govern
ment, and leading eventually <g a separation of 
the States. It was a federal movement, accru
ing to the benefit of that party, and at first was 
overwhelming, sweeping all the Northern de
mocracy into its current, and ^ivirfg the supre
macy to their adversaries. When this effect 
was perceived the Northern democracy became 
alarmed, and only wanted a turn or abatement 
in the popular feeling at home, to take the first 
opportunity to get rid of the question by ad
mitting the State, and re-establishing party lines 
upon the basis of political principle. This was 
the decided feeling when I arrived at Washing
ton, and many of the old Northern democracy 
took early opportunities to declare themselves 
to me to that effect, and showed that they were

ready to vote the admission of the State in any 
form which would answer the purpose, and save 
themgelves from going so far as to lose their 
own States, and give the ascendant to their po 
litical adversaries. In the Senate, Messrs. Low 
rie and Roberts, from Pennsylvania ; Messrs. 
Morril and Parrott, from Ncw-Hampshire; 
Messrs. Chandler and Holmes, from Maine; 
Mr. William Hunter, from Rhode Island ; ana 
Mr. Southard, from New-Jersey, were of tha 
class ; and I cannot refrain from classing with 
them Messrs. Horsey and Vandyke, from Dela
ware, which, though counted as a slave State, yet 
from its isolated and salient position, and small 
number of slaves, seems more justly to belong 
to the other side. In the House the vote of 
nearly two to one in favor of Mr. Clay’s resolu
tion for a joint committee, and his being allowed 
to make out his own list of the House commit
tee (for it was well known that ha drew up the 
list of names himself, and distributed it through 
the House to be voted), sufficiently attest the 
temper of that body, and showed the determina
tion of the great majority to have the question 
settled. Mr. Clay has been often complimented 
as the author of the “ compromise ” of 1820, in 
spite of his repeated declaration to the contrary, 
that measure coming from the Senate ; but he is 
the undisputed author of the final settlement of 
the Missouri controversy in the actual admission 
of the State. He had many valuable coadjutors 
from the North—Baldwin, ef Pennsylvania; 
Stores and Meigs, of New-York ; Shaw, of Mas
sachusetts: and he had also some opponents 
from the South—members refusing to vote for 
the “ conditional ” admission of the State, hold
ing her to be entitled to absolute admission— 
among them Mr. Randolph. I have been minute 
in stating this controversy, and its settlement, 
deeming it advantageous to the public interest 
that history and posterity should see it in the 
proper point of view ; and that it was a political 
movement for the balance of power, balked by 
the Northern democracy, who saw their own 
overthrow, and the eventual separation of the 
States, in the establishment of geographical par 
tics divided by a slavery and anti-slavery line.
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CHAPTER III.

FINANCES.-REDUCTION OF TIIE ARMY.

The distress of the country became that of the 
government. Small as the government expen
diture then was, only about twenty-one millions 
of dollars (including eleven millions for perma
nent or incidental objects), it was still too great 
for the revenues of the government at this disas
trous period. Reductions of expense, and loans, 
became the resort, and economy—that virtuous 
policy in all times—became the obligatory and 
the forced policy of this time. The small regu
lar army was the first, and the largest object on 
which the reduction fell. Small as it was, it 
was reduced nearly one-half—from 10,000 to 
6,000 men. The navy felt it next—the annual 
appropriation of one million for its increase 
being- reduced to half a million. The construc
tion and armament of fortifications underwent 
the like process. Reductions of expense took 
place at many other points, and even the aboli
tion of a clerkship of $800 in the office of the 
Attorney General, was not deemed an object 
below the economical attention of Congress. 
After all a loan became indispensable, and the 
President was authorized to borrow five millions 
of dollars. The sum of twenty-one millions 
then to be raised for the service of the govern
ment, small as it now appears, was more than 
double the amount required for the actual ex
penses of the government—for the actual ex
pense of its administration, or the working its 
machinery. More than half went to permanent 
or incidental objects, to wit : principal and in
terest of the public debt, five and a half millions ; 
gradual increase of the navy, one million ; pen
sions, one and a half millions ; fortifications, 
$800,000 ; arms, munitions, ordnance, and other 
small items, about two millions ; making in the 
whole about eleven millions, and leaving for the 
expense of keeping the machinery of govern
ment in operation, about ten millions of dollars ; 
rod which was reduced to less than nine mil
lions after the reductions of this year were 
effected. A sum of one million of dollars, over 
ind above the estimated expenditure of the 
government, was always deemed necessary to be

provided and left in the treasury to meet con
tingencies—a sum which, though small in itself, 
was absolutely unnecessary for that purpose, 
and the necessity for which was founded in the 
mistaken idea that the gove)gimcnt expends 
every year, within the year, the amount of its 
income. This is entirely fallacious, and never did „ 
and never can take place ; for a large portion of 
the government payments accruing within the lat
ter quarters of any year are not paid until the next 
year. And so on in every quarter of every year. 
The sums becoming payable in each quarter 
being in many instances, and from the nature of 
the service, only paid in the next quarter, while 
new revenue is coming in. This process regu
larly going on always leaves a balance in the 
treasury at the end of the year, not called for 
until the beginning of the next year, and when 
there is a receipt of money to meet the demand, 
even if there had been no balance in hand. 
Thus, at the end of the year 1820, one of the 
greatest depression, and when demands pressed 
most rapidly upon the treasury, there was a 
balance of above two millions of dollars in the 
treasury—to be precise, $2,076,607 14, being 
one-tenth of the annual revenue. In prosperous 
years the balance is still larger, sometimes 
amounting to the fourth, or the fifth of the an
nual revenue ; as may be seen in the successive 
annual reports of the finances. There is, there
fore, no necessity to provide for keeping any 
balance a» a reserve in the treasury, though in 
later times this provision has been carried up to 
six millions—a mistake which economy, the 
science of administration, and the purity of the 
government, requires to be corrected.

CHAPTER IV

RELIEF OF PUBLIC LAND DEBTORS.

Distress was the cry of the day ; relief the 
general demand. State legislatures were occu
pied in devising measures of local relief ; Con
gress in granting it to national debtors. Among 
these was the great and prominent class of the 
public land purchasers. The credit system then 
prevailed, and the debt to the government had
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accumulated to twenty-three millions of dollars 
—a large sum in itself, but enormous when con
sidered in reference to the payors, only a small 
proportion of the population, and they chiefly 
the inhabitants of the new States and territories, 
whose resources were few. Their situation was 
deplorable. A heavy debt to pay, and lands 
already partly paid for to be forfeited if full 
payment was not made. The system was this : 
the land was sold at a minimum price of two 
dollars per acre, one payment in hand and the 
remainder in four annual instalments, with for
feiture of all that had been paid if each succes
sive instalment was not delivered to the day. 
In the eagerness to procure fresh lands, and 
stimulated by the delusive prosperity which 
multitudes of banks created after the war, there 
was no limit to purchasers except in the ability 
to make the first payment. That being accom
plished, it was left to the future to provide for 
the remainder. The banks failed ; money van
ished ; instalments were becoming due which 
could not be met ; and the opening of Congress 
in November, 1820, was saluted by the arrival 
of memorials from all the new States, showing 
the distress, and praying relief to the purchasers 
of the public lands. The President, in his an
nual message to Congress, deemed it his duty to 
bring the subject before that body, and in doing 
so recommended indulgence in consideration of 
the unfavorable change which had occurred 
since the sales. Both Houses of Coffgress took 
up the subject, and a measure of relief was 
devised by the Secretary of the Treasury, Mr. 
Crawford, which was equally desirable both to 
the purchaser and the government. The prin
ciple of the relief was to change all future sales 
from the credit to the cash system, and to reduce 
the minimum price of the lands to one dollar, 
twenty-five cents per acre, and to give all pre
sent debtors the benefit of that system, by, al
lowing them to consolidate payments already 
made on different tracts on any particular one, 
relinquishing the rest ; and allowing a discount 
for ready pay on all that had been entered, 
equal to the difference between the former and 
present minimum price. This released the pur
chasers from debt, and the government from the 

, inconvenient relation of creditor to its own citi
zens. A debt of twenty-three millions of dol
lars was quietly got rid of, and purchasers were 
tnabled to save lands, at the reduced price, to

the ampunt of their payments already made; 
and thus saved in all cases their homes and 
fields, and as much more of their purchases as 
they were able to pay for at the reduced rate. 
It *as an equitable arrangement of a difficult 
subject, and lacked but two features to make it 
perfect ; first, a pre-emptive right to all first 
settlers ; and, secondly, a periodical reduction of 
price according to the length of time the land 
should have been in market, so as to allow of 
different prices for different qualities, and to 
accomplish in a reasonable time the sale of the 
whole. Applications were made at that time 
for the establishment of the pre-emptive system ; 
but without effect, and, apparently without the 
prospect of eventual success. Not even a report 
of a committee could be got in its favor—nothing 
more than temporary provisions, as special fa
vors, in particular circumstances. But perseve
rance was successful. The new States continued 
to press the question, and finally prevailed ; and 
now the pre-emptive principle has become a 
fixed part of our land system, permanently in
corporated with it, and to the equal advantage 
of the settler and the government. The settler 
gets a choice home in a new country, due to his 
enterprise, courage, hardships and privations in 
subduing the wilderness : the government gets a 
body of cultivators whose labor gives value to 
the surrounding public lands, and whose courage 
and patriotism volunteers for the public defence 
whenever it is necessary. The second, or gradu
ation principle, though much pressed, has not 
yet been established, but its justice and policy 
are self-evident, and the exertions to procure it 
should not be intermitted until successful. The 
passage of this land relief bill was attended by 
incidents which showed the delicacy of members 
at that time, in voting on questions in which 
they might be interested. Many members of 
Congress were among the public land debtors, 
and entitled to the relief to be granted. One 
of their number, Senator William Smith, from 
South Carolina, brought the point before the 
Senate on a motion to be excused from voting 
on account of his interest. The motion to excuse 
was rejected, on the ground that his interest was 
general, in common \with the country, and not 
particular, in relation to himself ; and that his 
constituents were entitled to the benefit of his 
vote.
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CHAPTER V

OREGON TERRITORY.

The session of 1820-21 is remarkable as being 
the first at which any proposition was made in 
Congress for the occupation and settlement of 
our territory on the Columbia River—the only 
part then owned by the United States on the 
Pacific coast. It was made by Dr. Floyd, a re
presentative from Virginia, an ardent man, of 
great ability, and decision of character, and, 
from an early residence in Kentucky, strongly 
imbued with western feelings. He took up this 
subject with the energy which belonged to him, 
and it required not only energy, but courage, to 
embrace a subject which, atxthat time, seemed 
more likely to bring ridicule than credit to its 
advocate. I had written and published some 
essays on the subject the year before, which he 
had read. Two gentlemen (Mr. Raifisaÿ Crooks, 
of New-York, and Mr. Russell Farnham, of 
Massachusetts), who had been in the employ
ment of Mr. John Jacob Astor in founding his 
colony of Astoria, and carrying on the fur trade 
on the northwest coast of America, were at 
Washington that winter, and had their quarters 
at the same hotel (Brown’s), where Dr. Floyd 
and I had ours. Their acquaintance was natu
rally made by Westera men like us—in fact. I 
knew them before ; and their conversation, rich 
in information upon a new and interesting coun
try, was eagerly devoured by the ardent spirit 
of Floyd. He resolved to bring forward the 
question of occupation, and did so. He moved 
for a select committee to consider and report 
upon the subject. The committee was granted 
by the House, more through courtesy to a re
spected member, than with any view to business 
results. It was a committee of three, himself 
chairman, according to parliamentary rule, and 
Thomas Metcalfe, of Kentucky (since Governor 
of the State), and Thomas V. Swearingen, "from 
Western Virginia, for his associates—both like 
himself ardent men, and strong in western feel
ing. They reported a bill within six days after 
the committee was raised, “ to authorize the oc
cupation of the Columbia River, and to regulate 
trade and intercourse with the Indian tribes 
thereon,” accompanied by an elaborate report, 
replete with valuable statistics, in support of the

measure. The fur trade, the Asiatic trade, and 
the preservation of our own territory, were_the 
advantages proposed. The bill was treated with 
the parliamentary courtesy which respbet for 
the committee required : it was read twice, and 
committed to a committee of the whole House 
for the next day—most of the members not 
considering it a serious proceeding. Nothing 
further was done in the House that session, but 
the first blow was struck : public attention was 
awakened, and the geographical, historical, and 
statistical facts set forth in the report, made a 
lodgment in the public mind which promised 
eventual favorable consideration. I had not been 
admitted to my seat in the Senate at the time, 
but was soon after, and quickly came to the 
support of Dr. Floyd’s measure (who continued 
to pursue it with zeal and ability) ; and at a 
subsequent session presented some views on the 
subject which will bear reproduction at this 
time. The danger of a contest with Great Bri
tain, to whom we had admitted a joint posses
sion, and who had already taken possession, was 
strongly suggested, if wc delayed longer our own 
occupation ; “ and a vigorous effort of policy, and 
perhaps of arms, might be necessary to break 
her hold.’’ Unauthorized, or individual occupa
tion was intimated as a consequence of govern
ment neglect, and what has since taken place 
was foreshadowed in this sentence : “ mere ad
venturers may enter upon it, as Æneas entered 
upon the Tiber, and as our forefathers came 
upon the Potomac, the Delaware and the Hud
son, and renew the phenomenon of individuals 
laying the foundation of a future empire.” The 
effect upon Asia of the arrival of an American 
population on the coast of the Pacific Ocean was 
thus exhibited : “Upon the people of Eastern 
Asia the establishment of a civilized power on 
the opposite coast of America, could not fail to 
produce great and wonderful benefits. Science, 
liberal principles in government, and the true 
religion, might cast their lights across the inter
vening sea. The valley of the Columbia might 
become the granary of China and Japan, and an 
outlet to their imprisoned and exuberant popula
tion. The inhabitants of the oldest and the 
newest, the most despotic and the freest govern
ments, would become the neighbors, and the 
friends of each other. To my mind the proposition 
is clear, that Eastern Asia and the two Americas, 
as they become neighbors should become friends
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tod I for one had as lief see American ministers 
going to the emperors of China and Japan, to 
the king of Persia, and even to the Grand Turk, 
as to sec them dancing attendance upon those 
European legitimates who hold every thing 
American in contempt and detestation.” Thus 
I spoke j and this I believe was the first time 
that a suggestion for sending ministers to the 
Oriental nations was publicly made in the 
United States. It was then a “wild” sugges
tion : it is now history. Besides the preserva
tion of our own territory on the Pacific, the 
establishment of a port there for the shelter of 
our commercial and military marine, the protec
tion of the fur trade and aid to the whaling 
vessels, the accomplishment of Mr. Jefferson’s 
idea of a commercial communication with Asia 
through the heart of our own continent, was 
constantly insisted upon as a consequence of 
planting an American colony at the mouth of 
the Columbia. That man of large and useful 
ideas—that statesman who could conceive mea
sures useful to all.mankind, and in all time to 
come—was the first to propose that commercial 
communication, and may also be considered the 
first discoverer of the Columbia River. His philo
sophic mind told him that where a snow-clad 
mountain, like that of the Rocky Mountains, 
shed the waters on one side which collected into 
such a river as the Missouri, there must be a 
corresponding shedding and collection of waters 
on the other ; and thus he was perfectly assured 
of the existence of a river where the Columbia 
lias since been found to be, although no naviga
tor had seen its mouth and no explored trod its 
banks. His conviction was complete ; but the 
idea was too grand and usefbl to be permitted 
to rest in speculation. He was then minister to 
France, and the famous traveller Ledyard, hav
ing arrived at Paris on Ais expedition of discov
ery to the Nile, was prevailed upon by Mr. 
Jefferson to enter upon a fresher and more use
ful field of discovery. He proposed to him to 
change his theatre from the Old to the New 
World, and. proceeding to St. Petersburg upon 
a passport he would obtain for him, he should 
there obtain permission from the Empress Cath
arine to traverse her dominions in a high north
ern latitude to their eastern extremity—cross 
the sea from Kamtchatka, or at Behring’s Straits, 
and descending the northwest coast of America, 
come down upon the river which must head op

posite the head of the Missouri, ascend it to its 
source in the Rocky Mountains, and then follow 
the Missouri to the French settlements on the 
Upper Mississippi ; and thence home. It was a 
magnificent and a daring project of discovery, 
and on that account the more captivating to the 
ardent spirit of Ledyard. He undertook it— 
went to St. Petersburg—received the permission 
of the Empress—and had arrived in Siberia 
when ho was overtaken by a revocation of the 
permission, and conducted as a spy out of the 
country. He then returned to Paris, and re
sumed his original design of that exploration of 
the Nile to its sources which terminated in his 
premature death, and deprived the world of a 
young and adventurous explorer, from whose 
ardour, courage, perseverance and genius, great 
and useful results were to have been expected. 
Mr. Jefferson was balked in that, his first at
tempt, to establish the existence of the Columbia 
River. But a time was coming for him to under
take it under better auspices. He became Pre
sident of the United States, and in that character 
projected the expedition of Lewis and Clark, 
obtained thq^anction of Congress, and sent them 
forth to discover the head and course of the 
river (whose mouth was then known), for the 
double purpose of opening an inland commercial 
communication with Asia, and enlarging the 
boundaries of geographical science. The com
mercial object was placed first in his message, 
and as the object to legitimate the expedition. 
And thus Mr. Jefferson w as the first to propose 
the North American road to India, and the in
troduction of Asiatic trade on that road ; and all 
that I myself have either said or written on that 
subject from the year 1819, when I first took it 
up, down to the present day when I still contend 
for it, is nothing but the fruit of the seed plant
ed in my mind by the philosophic hand of Mr. 
Jefferson. Honor to all those who shall assist 
in accomplishing his great idea

CHAPTER VI.

FLORIDA TREATY AND CESSION OF TEXAS.

I was a member of the bar at St. Louis, in the 
then territory of Missouri, in the year 1818,
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when the Washington City newspapers made 
known the progress of that treaty with Spain, 
which was signed on the 22d day of February 
following, and which, in acquiring Florida, gave 
away Texas. I was shocked at it—at the ces
sion of Texas, and the new boundaries proposed 
for the United States on the southwest. The 
acquisition of Florida was a desirable object, 
long sought, and sure to be obtained in the pro
gress of events ; but the new boundaries, besides 
cutting off Texas, dismembered the valley of the 
Mississippi, mutilated two of its noblest rivers, 
brought a foreign dominion (and it non-slavc- 
holding), to the neighborhood of New Orleans, 
and established a wilderness barrier between 
Missouri and New Mexico—to interrupt their 
trade, separate their inhabitants, and shelter the 
wild Indian depredators upon the lives and pro
perty of all who undertook to pass from one to 
the other. I was not then in politics, and had 
nothing to do with political affairs ; but I saw at 
once the whole evil of this great sacrifice, and 
instantly raised my voice against it in articles 
published in the St. Louis newspapers, and in 
which were given, in advance, all the national 
reasons against giving away the country, which 
were afterwards, and by so many tongues, and 
at the expense of war and a hundred millions, 
given to get it back. I denounced the treaty, 
and attacked its authors and their motives, and 
imprecated a woe on the heads of those who 
should continue to favor it. “The magnificent 
valley of the Mississippi is ours, with all its 
fountains, springs and floods ; and woe to the 
statesman who shall undertake to surrender one 
drop of its water, one inch of its soil, to any 
foreign powe/.” In these terms I spoke, and in 
this spirit I wrote, before the treaty was even 
ratified. Mr. John Quincy Adams, the Secre
tary of State, negotiator and ostensible author 
of the treaty, was the statesman against whom 
my censure was directed, and I was certainly 
sincere in my belief of his great culpability. 
But the/ declaration which he afterwards made 
on the (floor of. the House, absolved him from 
censure Ion account of that treaty, and placed 
the blank on the majority in Mr. Monroe’s cabi 
net, southern men, by whose vote he had been 
governed in ceding Texas and fixing the bound
ary which I so much condemned. After this 
authoritative declaration, I made, in my place in 
the Senate, the honorable amends to Mr. Adams,

which was equally due to him and to myself. 
The treaty was signed on the anniversary of 
the birth-day of Washington, and sent to the 
Senate the same day, and unanimously ratified 
oa the next day, with the general approbation 
of the country, and the warm applause of the 
newspaper press. This unanimity of the Senate, 
and applause of the press, made no impression 
upon me. I continued to assail the treaty and 
its authors, and the more bitterly, because the 
official correspondence, when published, showed 
that this great sacrifice of territory, rivers, and 
proper boundaries, was all gratuitous and volun
tary on our part—“ that the Spanish govern
ment had offered us more than ice accepted ; ” 
and that it was our policy, and not hers, which 
had deprived us of Texas and the largo country, 
in addition to Texas, which lay between the Red 
River and Upper Arkansas. This was an enigma, 
the solution of which, in my mind, strongly 
connected itself with the Missouri controversy 
then raging (1819) with its greatest violence, 
threatening existing political parties with sub
version, and the Union with dissolution. My 
mind went there—to that controversy—for the 
solution, but with a misdirection of its applica
tion. I blamed the northern men in Mr. Mon
roe’s cabinet: the private papers of General 
Jackson, which have come to my hands, enable 
mo to correct that error, and give me an inside 
view of that which I could only see on the out
side before. In a private letter from Mr. Mon
roe to General Jackson, dated at Washington, 
May 22d, 1820—more than one year after the 
negotiation of the treaty, written to justify it, 
and evidently called out by Mr. Clay’s attack 
upon it—are these passages : “ Having long 
known the repugnance with which the eastern 
portion of our Union, or rather some of those 
who have enjoyed its confidence (for I do not 
think that the people themselves have any inter
est or wish of that kind), have seen its aggran
dizement to the West and South, I have been 
decidedly of opinion that we ought to be content 
with Florida for the present, and until the pub
lic opinion in that quarter shall be reconciled to 
any further change. I mention these circum
stances to show you that our difficulties arc not 
with Spain alone, but are likewise internal, pro
ceeding from various causes, which certain men 
are prompt to seize and turn to the account of 
their own ambitious views.” This paragraph
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from Mr. Monroe’s letter lifts the curtàin which 
concealed the secret reason for ceding Texas— 
that secret which explains what was incompre
hensible—our haring refused to accept as much 
as Spain had offered. Internal difficulties, it 
was thus shown, had induced that refusal ; and 
these difficulties grew out of the repugnance of 
leading men in the northeast to see the further 
aggrandizement of the Union upon the South 
and West. This repugnance was then taking 
an operative form in the shape of the Missouri 
controversy ; and, as an immediate consequence, 
threatened the subversion of political party lines, 
and the introduction of the slavery question into 
the federal elections and legislation, and bring
ing into the highest of those elections—those of 
President and Vice-President—a test which no 
southern candidate could stand. The repug
nance in the northeast was not merely to terri
torial aggrandizement in the southwest, but to 
the consequent extension of slavery in that quar
ter ; and to allay that repugnance, and to pre
vent the slavery extension question from becom
ing a test in the presidential election, was the 
true reason for giving away Texas, and the true 
solution of the enigma involved in the strange 
refusal to accept as much as Spain offered. The 
treaty was disapproved by Mr. Jefferson, to 
whom a similar letter was written to that sent 
to General Jackson, and for the same purpose— 
to obtain his approbation ; but he who had ac
quired Louisiana, and justly gloried in the act, 
could not bear to see that noble province muti
lated. and returned his dissent to the act, and 
his condemnation of the policy on which it was 
done. General Jackson had yielded to the 
arguments of Mr. Monroe, and consented to the 
cession of Texas as a temporary measure. The 
words of his answer to Mr. Monroe’s letter 
were : “I am clearly of your opinion, that, for 
the present, we ought to be contented with the 
Floridas.” But Mr. Jefferson would yield to no 
temporary views of policy, and remained inflexi
bly opposed to the treaty ; and in this he was 
consistent with his own conduct in similar cir
cumstances. . Sixteen years before, he had been 
in the same circumstances—at the time of the 
acquisition of Louisiana—when he had the same 
repugnance to southwestern aggrandizement to 
contend with, and the same bait (Florida) to 
tempt him. Then eastern men raised the same 
objections ; and as early as August 1803—only

four months after the purchase of Louisiana— 
he wrote to Dr. Breckenridge : “ Objections are 
raising to the eastward to the vast extent of our 
boundaries, and propositions are made to ex
change Louisiana, or a part of it, for the Flori
das ; but as I have said, we shall get the Flori- 
dâswhimut ; and I would not give one inch of 
the waters ~tif the Mississippi to any foreign 
nation.” So that Mr. Jefferson, neither in 1803 
nor in 1819, would have mutilated Louisiana to 
obtain the cession of Florida, which he knew 
would be obtained without that mutilation ; nor 
would he have yielded to the threatening discon
tent in the east. I have a gratification that, 
without knowing it, and at a thousand miles 
from him, I took the same ground that Mr. Jef
ferson stood on, and even used his own words : 
“ Not an inch of the waters of the Mississippi to 
any nation.” But I was mortified at the time, 
that not a paper in the United States backed my 
essays. It was my first experience in standing 
“ solitary and alone ; ” but I stood it without 
flinching, and even incurred the imputation of 
being opposed to the administration—had to 
encounter that objection in my first election to 
the Senate, and was even viewed as an opponent 
by Mr. Monroe himself, when I first came to 
Washington. He had reason to know before 
his office expired, and still more after it expired, 
that no one (of the young generation) had a 
more exalted opinion of his honesty, patriotism, 
firmness and general soundness of judgment ; or 
would be more ready, whenever the occasion 
permitted, to do justice to his long and illus
trious career of public service. The treaty, as I 
have said, was promptly and unanimously rati
fied by the American Senate ; not so on the 
part of Spain. She hesitated, delayed, procras
tinated ; and finally suffered the time limited ' 
for the exchange of ratifications to expire, with
out having gone through that indispensable 
formality. Of course this put an end to the 
treaty, unlcsg it could be revived ; and, there
upon, new negotiations and vehement expostula
tions against the conduct which refused to ratify 
a treaty negotiated upon full powers and in con
formity to instructions. It was in the course 
of this renewed negotiation, and of these warm 
expostulations, that Mr. Adams used the strong 
expressions to the Spanish ministry, so enigma
tical at the time, “ That Spain had offered more 
than we accepted, and that she dare not deny
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it.” Finally, after the lapse of a year or so, the 
treaty was ratified by Spain. In the mean time 
Mr. Clay had made a movement against it in the 
House of Representatives, unsuccessful, of course, 
but exciting some sensation, both for the reasons 
he gave and the vote of some thirty-odd mem
bers who concurred with him. This movement 
very certainly induced the letters of Mr. Monroe 
to General Jackson and Mr. Jefferson, as they 
were contemporaneous (May, 1820), and also 
some expressions in the letter to General Jack- 
son, which evidently referred to Mr. Clay’s 
movement. The ratification of Spain was given 
October, 1820, and being after the time limited, 
it became necessary to submit it again to the 
American Senate, which was done at the session 
of 1820-21. It was ratified again, and almost 
unanimously, but not quite, four votes being 
given against it, and all by western senators, 
namely: Colonel Richard M. Johnson, of Ken
tucky; Colonel John Williams, of Tennessee; 
Mr. James Brown, of Louisiana, and Colonel 
Trimble, of Ohio. I was then in Washington, 
and a senator elect, though not yet entitled to a 
seat, in consequence of the delayed admission of 
the new State of Missouri into the Union, and so 
had no opportunity to record my vote against 
the treaty. Blit the progress of events soon 
gavoNne an opportunity to manifest my opposi
tion, and TO-appear in the parliamentary history 
as an enemy to it. The case was this : While 
the treaty was still encountering Spanish pro
crastination in the delay of exchanging ratifica
tions, Mexico (to which the amputated part of 
Louisiana and the whole of Texas was to be at
tached), itself ceased to belong to Spain. She 
established her independence, repulsed all Spa
nish authority, and remained at war with the 
mother country. The law for giving effect to 
the treaty by providing for commissioners to 
run and mark the new boundary, had not been 
passed at the time of the ratification of the 
treaty ; it came up after I took iny scat, and 
was opposed by me. I opposed it, not only 
upon the grounds of original objections to the 
treaty, but on the further and obvious ground, 
that the revolution in Mexico—her actual inde
pendence—had superseded the Spanish treaty in 
the whole article of the boundaries, and that it 
was with Mexico herself that we should now 
settle them. The act was passed, however, by a 
sweeping majority, the administration being for 
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it, and senators holding themselves committed 
by previous votes ; but the progress of events 
soon justified my opposition to it. The country 
being in possession of Mexico, and she at war 
with Spain, no Spanish commissioners could go 
there to join ours in executing it ; and so the 
act remained a dead letter upon the statute- 
book. Its futility was afterwards acknowledged 
by our government, and the misstep corrected 
by establishing the boundary with Mexico her
self. This was done by treaty in the year 1828, 
adopting the boundaries previously agreed upon 
with Spain, and consequently amputating our 
rivers (the Red and the Arkansas), and dis
membering the valley of the Mississippi, to the 
same extent as was done by the Spanish treaty 
of 18^9. I opposed the ratification of the treaty 
with Mexico for the same reason that I opposed 
its original with Spain, but without success. 
Only two senators voted with me, namely, 
Judge William Smith, of South Carolina, and 
Mr. Powhatan Ellis, of Mississippi. Thus I saw 
this treaty, which repulsed Texas, and dismem
bered the valley of the Mississippi—which 
placed a foreign dominion on the upper halves 
of the Red River and the Arkansas—placed a 
foreign power and a wilderness between Mis
souri and New Mexico, and which brought a 
non-slavcholding empire to the boundary line 
of the State of Louisiana, and almost to the 
southwest corner of Missouri—saw this treaty 
three times ratified by the American Senate, as 
good as unanimously every time, and with the 
hearty concurrence of the American press. Yet 
I remained in the Senate to sec, within a few 
years, a political tempest sweeping the land and 
overturning all that stood before it, to get back 
this vCry country which this treaty had given 
away ; and menacing the Union itself with dis
solution, if it was not immediately done, and 
without regard to consequences. But of this 
hereafter. The point to be now noted of this 
treaty of 1819, is, that it completed, very nearly, 
the extinction of slave territory within the limits 
of the United States, and that it was the work 
of southern men, with the sanction of the South. 
It extinguished or cut off the slave territory 
beyond the Mississippi, below 30 degrees, 30 
minutes, all except the diagram in Arkansas, 
which Was soon to become a State. The Mis
souri compromise line had interdicted slavery in 
all the vast expanse of Louisiana north of 36
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degrees, 30 minutes ; this treaty gave away, first 
to Spain, and then to Mexico, nearly all the 
slave territory south of that line ; and what lit
tle was left by the Spanish treaty was assigned 
in perpetuity by laws and by treaties to different 
Indian tribes. These treaties (Indian and Span
ish), together with the Missouri compromise 
lino—a measure contemporaneous with the 
treaty—extinguished slave soil in all the United 
States territory west of the Mississippi, except 
in the diagram which was to constitute the 
State of Arkansas ; and, including the extinction 
in Texas conseqijfnt upon its cession to a non
slaveholding power, constituted the largest ter
ritorial abolition of slavery that was ever effects 
ed by the political power of any nation. The 
ordinance of 1787 had previously extinguished 
slavery in all the northwest territory—all the 
country east of the Mississippi, above the Ohio, 
and out to the great lakes ; so that, at this 
moment—era of the swjbnd election of Mr. Mon
roe—slave soil, except in Arkansas and Florida, 
,<vas extinct in the territory of the United States. 
The growth of slave States (except of Arkansas 
and Florida) was stopped ; the increase of free 
States was permitted in all the vast expanse 
from Lake Michigan and the Mississippi River to 
the Rocky Mountains, and to Oregon ; and there 
was not a ripple of discontent visible on the sur
face of the public mind at this mighty transfor
mation of slave into free territory. No talk then 
about dissolving the Union, if every citizen was 
'not allowed to go with all his “ property,” that 
is, all his slaves, to all the territory acquired by 
the “common blood and treasure" of all the 
Union. But this belongs to the chapter of 1844, 
whereof I have the material to w rite the true and 
secret history, and hope to use it with fairness, 
with justice, and with moderation. The outside 
view of the slave question in the United States 
at this time, which any chronicler can write, is, 
that the extension of slavery was then arrested, 
circumscribed, and confined within narrow terri
torial limits, while free States W’ere permitted an 
almost unlimited expansion. That is the out
side view; the inside is, that all this was the 
work of southern men, candidates for the presi
dency, some in abeyance, some in praxenti, and 
all yielding to that repugnance to territorial ag
grandizement, and slavery extension in the south
west, which Mr. Monroe mentioned in his letter 
to General Jackson as the “internal difficulty"

which occasioned the cession of Texas to Spain. 
This chapter is a point in the history of the times 
which will require to be understood by all who 
wish to understand and appreciate the events 
and actors of twenty years later.

^ CHAPTER VII.

DEATH OF MR. LOWNDES.

I had but a slight acquaintance with Mr. 
Lowndes. He resigned his place on account of 
declining health soon after I came into Congress ; 
but all that I saw of him confirmed the impres
sion of the exalted character which the public 
voice had ascribed to him. Virtue, modesty, 
benevolence, patriotism were the qualities of his 
heart ; a sound judgment, a mild persuasive elo
cution were the attributes of his mind ; his man
ners gentle, natural, cordial, and inexpressibly 
engaging. He was one of the galaxy, as it was 
w-ell called, of the brilliant young men which 
South Carolina sent to the House of Represent
atives at the beginning of the war of 1812—Cal
houn, Cheves, Lowndes ;—and was soon the 
brightest star in that constellation. He was one 
of those members, rare in all assemblies, who, 
when lie spoke, had a cluster around him, not 
of friends, but of the House—members quitting 
their distant seats, and gathering up close about 
him, and showing by their attention, that each 
one would feci it a personal loss to have missed 
a word that he said. It was the attention of 
affectionate confidence. He imparted to others 
the harmony of his own feelings, and was the 
moderator as well as the leader of the House 
and was followed by its sentiment in all case
in which inexorable party feeling, or some pow
erful interest, did not rule the action of the mem
bers ; and even then he was courteously and 
deferentially treated. It was so the only time 
I ever heard him speak—session of 1820-21— 
and on the inflammable subject of the admission 
of the State of Missouri—a question on which the 
inflamed passions left no room for the influence 
of reason and judgment, and in which the mem
bers voted by a geographical line. Mr. Lowndes 
was of the democratic school, and strongly ind>
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rated for an early elevation to the presidency— 
indicated by the public will and judgment, and 
not by any machinery of individual or party 
management—from the approach of which he 
shrunk, as from the touch of contamination. 
He was nominated by the legislature of his na
tive State for the election of 1824 ; but died be
fore the event came round. It was he who ex
pressed that sentiment, so just and beautiful in 
itself, and so becoming in him because in him it 
was true, “ That the presidency was an office 
neither to be sought, nor declined.” He died at 
the age of foMy-two ; and his death at that early 
age, and in the impending circumstances of the 
country, was felt by those wrho knew him as a 
public and national calamity. I do not write 
biographies, but note the death and character of 
some eminent deceased contemporaries, whose 
fame belongs to the country, and goes to make 
up its own title to the respect of the world.

CHAPTER VIII.

DEATH OF WILLIAM PINKNEY.

He died at Washington during the session of 
the Congress of which he was a member, and of 
the Supreme Court of which he was a practi
tioner. He fell like the warrior, in the plenitude 
of his strength, and on the field of his fame— 
under the double labors of the Supremo Court 
and of the Senate, and under the immense con
centration of thought which he gave to the 
preparation of his speeches. He was considered 
in his day the first of American orators, but 
will hardly keep that place with posterity, be
cause he spdke more to the hearer than to the 
reader—to the present than to the absent—and 
avoided the careful publication of his own 
speeches. He labored them hard, but it w w 
for the effect of their delivery, and the triumph 
of present victory. Ho loved the admiration of 
the crowded gallery—the trumpet-tongued fame 
which went forth from the forum—the victory 
which crowned the effort ; but avoided the pub
lication of what was received with so much 
applause, giving as a reason that the published 
speech would not sustain the renown of the 
delivered one. His forte as a speaker lay in his

judgment, his logic, his power of argument ; 
but, like many other men of acknowledged pre
eminence in some great gift of nature, and who 
are still ambitious of some inferior gift, he 
courted his imagination too*much, and laid too 
much stress upon action and delivery—so potent 
upon the small circle of actual hearers, but so 
lost upon the national audience which the press 
now gives to a great speaker. In other respects 
Mr. Pinkney was truly a great orator, rich in 
his material, strong in his argument—clear, 
natural and regular in the exposition of ,his 
subject, comprehensive in his views, and chaste 
in his diction. His speeches, both senatorial 
and forensic, were fully studied and laboriously 
prepared—all the argumentative parts carefully 
digested under appropriate heads, and the showy 
passages often fully written out and committed 
to memory. He would not speak at all except 
upon preparation ; and at sexagenarian age— 
that at which I knew him—was a model of 
study and of labor to all young men. His last 
speech in the Senate was in reply to Mr. Rufus 
King, on the Missouri question, and was the 
master effort of his life. The subject, the place, 
the audierfee. the antagonist, were all such as to 
excite him to the utmost exertion. The subject 
was a national controversy convulsing the Union 
and menacing it with dissolution ; the place was 
the American Senate ; the audience was Europe 
and America ; tlpe antagonist was Puincefs 
Senates, illustrious for thirty years of diplo
matic and senatorial service, and for great dig
nity of life and character. He had ample time 
for preparation, and availed himself of it. Mr. 
King had spoken the session before, and pub
lished the “ Substance ” of his speeches (for 
there were two of them), after the adjournment 
of Congress. They were the signal guns for the 
Missouri controversy. It was to these published 
speeches that Mr. P nkney replied, and with 
the interval between two sessions i<> prepare. 
It was a dazzling and overpowering reply’, with 
the prestige of having the union and the harmony 
of the States for its object, and crowded with 
rich material. The most brilliant part of it was 
a highly-wrought and splendid amplification 
(with illustrations from Greek and Roman his
tory), of that passage in Mr. Burke’s speech 
upon “ Conciliation with the Colonies,” in which, 
and in looking to the elements of American re
sistance to British pow er, he looks to the spirit
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of the slaveholding colonies as a main ingredi
ent, and attributes to the masters of slaves, who 
are not themselves slaves, the highest love of 
liberty and the most difficult task of subjection. 
It was the most gorgeous speech ever delivered 
in the Senate, and the most applauded ; but it 
was only a magnificent exhibition, as Mr. Pink
ney knew, and could not sustain in the reading 
the plaudits it received in delivery ; and there
fore he avoided its publication. He gave but 
little attention to the current business of the 
Senate, only appearing in his place when the 
* Salaminian galley was to be launched,” or 
some special occasion called him—giving his 
time and labor to the bar, where his pride and 
glory was. He had previously served in the 
House of Representatives, and his first speech 
there was attended by an incident illustrative of 
Mr. Randolph’s talent for delicate intimation, 
and his punctilious sense of parliamentary eti
quette. Mr. Pinkney came into the House with 
a national reputation, in the fulness of his fame, 
and exciting a great expectation—which he was 
obliged to fulfil. He spoke on the treaty
making power—a question of diplomatic and 
consti tutional law ; and ho having been minister 
to half the courts of Europe, attorney general 
of the United States, and a jurist by profession, 
could only speak upon it in one way—ns a great 
master of the subject; and, consequently, ap
peared as if instructing the House. Mr. Ran
dolph—a veteran of twenty years’ parliamentary 
service—thought a new member should serve 
a little apprenticeship before he became an in
structor, and wished to signify that to Mr. 
Pinkney. He had a gift, such as man never 
had, at a delicate intimation where he desired 
to give a hint, without offence; and he displayed 
it on this occasion. He replied to Mr. Pinkney, 
referring to him by the parliamentary designa
tion of “ the member from Maryland ; ” and 
then pausing, as if not certain, added, “ I belitve 
ho is from Maryland.” This implied doubt as 
to where he came from, and consequenUy as to 
who he was, amused Mr. Pinkney, whb under
stood it perfectly, and taking it right, went over 
to Mr. Randolph’s scat, introduced himself. and 
assured him that he was “ from Maryland.” 
They became close friends for ever after ; and it 
was Mr. Randolph who first made known his 
ieath in the House of Representatives, interrupt- 
ng for that purpose an angry debate, then

raging, with a beautiful and apt quotation from 
the quarrel of Adam and Eve at their expulsion 
from paradise. The published debates give this 
account of it : “Mr. Randolph rose to announce 
to the House an event which he hoped would 
put an end, at least for this day, to all further 
jar or collision, here or elsewhere, among the 
members of this body. Yes, for this one day, 
at least, let us say, as our first mother said to 
our first father—

1 While yet we live, scarce one short hour perbape, 
Between us two let there be peace.’%

“ I rise to announce to the House the not un
locked for death of a man who filled the first 
place in the public estimation, in the first profes
sion in that estimation, in this or in any other 
country. We have been talking of General 
Jackson, and a greater than him is, not here, 
but gone for ever. I allude, sir, to the boast 
of Maryland, and the pride of the United States 
—the pride of all of us, but more particularly 
the pride and ornament of the profession of 
which you, Mr. Speaker (Mr. Philip P. Bar
bour), are a member, and an eminent one.”

Mr. Pinkney was kind and affable in his 
temper, free from every taint of envy or jealousy, 
conscious of his powers, and relying upon them 
alone for success. He was a model, as I have 
already said, and it will bear repetition, to all 
young men in his habits of study and applica
tion, and at more than sixty years of age was 
still a severe student. In politics he classed 
democratically, and was one of the few of our 
eminent public men who never seemed to think 
of the presidency. Oratory was his glory, the 
law his profession, the bar his theatre ; and his 
service in Congress was only a brief episode, 
dazzling each House, for he was a momentary 
member of each, with a single and splendid 
speech.

CHAPTER IX.

ABOLITION OF THE INDIAN FACTOKY SYSTEM.

Tnr. experience of the Indian factory system, 
is an illustration of the unfitness of the federal 
government to carry on any system of trade, 
the liability of the benevolent designs of the gov-
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ernment to be abused, and the difficulty of dc- to abolish the factories, and throw open the fur 
tecting and redressing abuses in the management trade to individual enterprise, and supported
of our Indian affairs. This system originated in the bill with all the facts and reasons of which 
the year 1796, under the ——J A' ' I was master. Th» *-:n —______ _ mis system originated inthe year 1796, under the recommendation of 
President Washington, and was intended to 
counteract the influence of the British traders, 
then allowed to trade with the Indians of the 
United States within »■— **-

— - — ovira ui whichI was master. The bill was carried through
both Houses, and became a law ; but not with
out the strenuous opposition which the attack of____ _ witn mo Indians of the every abuse for ever encounters—not that anyUnited States within our limits ; also to protect member favored the Abuse, but that those inter- 

the Indians from impositions from our own trad- o^ted in it were v-ii-Vl--* —J - " 
ers, and for that mimes» *» —» '*

______ _ uur limits; also to protecthe Indians from impositions from our own trad
ers, and for that purpose to sell them goods at 
cost and carriage, and receive their furs and pel
tries at fair and liberal prices ; and which being 
sold on account of the United States, would de
fray the expenses of the establishment, and pre
serve the capital undiminished—to be returned 
to the treasury at the end of the experiment. The 
goods were purchased at the.expensc of the Unit
ed States—the superintendent and factors were 
paid out of the treasury, and the whole system 
was to be one of favor and benevolences to the 
Indians, guarded by the usual amount of bonds 
and oaths prescribed by custom in such cases. 
Being an experiment, it was first established by 
a temporary act limited «» *•-------

_____ _ vuc aouse, but that those interred in it were violant and active, visiting the 
members who would permit such visits, furnish
ing them with adverse statements, lauding the 
operation of the system, and constantly lugging 
in the name of Washington as its author. When 
the system was closed up, and the inside of it 
seen, and the balance struck, it was found how 
true all the representations were which had been 
made against it. The Indians had been imposed 
upon in the quality and prices of the goods sold 
them ; a general trade had been carried on with 
the whites as qrell as with the Indians ; large 
per centums had been charged upon every thing 
sold; and the total capital of three hundred 
thousand dollars was lost and gone. It was 
loss whirl. o*

..., .no total capital of three hundred w —r-—mi, it was first established by thousand dollars was lost and gone. It was aa temporary act, limited to two years—the usual loss which, at that time (1822), was considered
way in which equivocal measures get a foothold large, but now (1850) would be considered
in legislation. It was soon suspected that this small ; but its history still has its uses, in show-
system did not work as disinterestedly as had ing how differently from its theory a well in-
been expected—that it was of no benefit to the tended act may operate—how long the Indians
Indians—no counteraction to British traders— and the government may be cheated without
an injury to our own fur trade—and a loss to knowing it—and how difficult it is to get a bad
the United States ; and many attempts were law discontinued (where there is an interest in
made to get rid of it, but in vain. It was kept keeping it uni ever. ---- 1 »
up by continued temnoror.. —------"

___, ...... many
made to get rid of it, but in vain. It was kept 
up by continued temporary renewals for a quar
ter of a century—from 1796 to 1822—the name 
of Washington being always invoked to continue 
abuses which he would have been the first to re
press and punish. As a citizen of a frontier 
State, I had seen the working of the system— 
seen its inside working, and knew its operation 
lobe entirely contrary to the benevolent de
signs of its projectors. I communicated all 
this, soon after my admission to a scat in the 
Senate, to Mr. Calhoun, the Secretary at 
War, to whose department the supervision of 
this branch of service belonged, and proposed to 
him the abolition of the system ; but he had too
good an opinion of the superintendent (then intern

Mr. Thomas L. McKinney), to believe that any
thing was wrong in the business, and refused The Presidential election of 1824 was ap
his countenandfc to my proposition. Confident proachiug, the candidates in the field, their ro- 
that I was right, I determined to bring the ques- spective friends active and busy, and popular 
tion before the Senate—did so—brought in a bill topics for the canvass in earnest requisition. The

______—. vwuere mere is an intereikeeping it up), even though first adopted as a 
temporary measure, and as a mere experiment 
It cost me a strenuous exertion—much labor in 
collecting facts, and much speaking in laying 
them before the Senate—to get this two years’ 
law discontinued, after twenty-five years of in
jurious operation and costly experience. Of all 
the branches of our service, that of the Indian 
affairs is most liable to abuse, and its abuses the 
most difficult of detection.

CHAPTER
internal improvement.

S
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New-York canal had just been completed, and 
had brought great popularity to its principal ad
vocate (De Witt Clinton), and excited a great 
appetite in public men for that kind of fame. 
Hoads and canals—meaning common turnpike, 
for the steam car had not then been invented, 
nor McAdam impressed liis name on the new 
class of roads which afterwards wore it—were 
all the vogue ; and the candidates for the Presi
dency spread their sails upon the ocean of inter
nal improvements. Congress was full of pro
jects for different objects of improvement, and 
the friends of each candidate exerted themselves 
in rivalry of each other, under the supposition 
that their opinions would" stand for those of their 
principals. Mr. Adams, Mr. Clay, and Mr. 
Calhotm, were the avowed advocates of the mea
sure, going thoroughly for a general national 
system of internal improvement r Mr. Crawford 
and General Jackson, under limitations and qua
lifications. The Cumberland road, and the Chesa
peake and Ohio canal, were the two prominent 
objects discussed ; but the design extended to a 
general system, and an act was finally passed, in
tended to be annual and permanent, to appropri
ate $30,000 to make surveys of national routes. 
Mr. Monroe signed this bill as being merely for 
the collection of information, but the subject 
drew from him the most elaborate and thorough
ly considered opinion upon the general question 
which has ever been delivered by any of bur 
statesmen. It was drawn out by the passage of 
an act to provide for the preservation and repair 
of the Cumberland road, and was returned by 
him to the House in which it originated, with his 
objections, accompanied by a state paper, in ex
position of his opinions upon the whole subject ; 
for the whole subject was properly before him. 
The act which he had to consider, though mod
estly entitled for the “ preservation ” and *' re
pair ” of the Cumberland road, yet, in its mode 
of accomplishing that purpose, assumed the whole 
of the powers which were necessary to the exe
cution of a general system. It passed with sin
gular unanimity through both Houses, in the 
Senate, only seven votes against it, of which I af
terwards felt proud to have been one. ' He de
nied the power ; But before examining the argu
ments for and against it, very properly laid 
down the amount and variety of jurisdiction and 
authority which it would require the federal gov
ernment to exercise within the States, in order

to execute a system, and that in each and every 
part—in every mile of each and every canal 
road—it should undertake to construct. He be
gan with acquiring the right of way, and pur
sued it to its results in the construction and pre
servation of the work, involving jurisdiction, 
ownership, penal laws, and administration. 
Commissioners, he said, must first be appointed 
to trace a route, and to acquire a right to the 
ground over which the road or canal was to pass, 
with a sufficient breadth for each. The ground 
could only be acquired by voluntary grants from 
individuals, or by purchases, or by condemna
tion of the property, and fixing its value through 
a jury of the vicinage, if they refused to give or 
sell, or demanded an exorbitant price. After 
all this was done, then came the repairs, the care 
of which was to he of perpetual deration, and 
of a kind to provide against criminal-atid wilful 
injuries, as well as against the damages of acci
dent, and deterioration from time and use. 
There are persons in every community capable 
of committing voluntary injuries, of pulling 
down walls that ai*e made to sustain the road ; 
of breaking the bridges over water-courses, and 
breaking the road itself. Some living near it 
might be disappointed that it did not pass through 
their lands, and commit these acts of violence 
and waste from revenge. To prevent these 
crimes Congress must have a power to pass laws 
to punish the offenders, wherever they may be 
found. Jurisdiction over the road would not 
be sufficient, though it were exclusive. There 
must be power to follow the offenders wherever 
they might go. It w’ould seldom happen that the 
parties would be detected in the act. They would 
generally commit it in the night, and fly far off be
fore the sun appeared. Right of pursuit must at
tach, or the power of punishing become nugatan-. 
Tribunals, State or federal, must be invested 
with power to execute the law. Wilful injuria 
would require all this assumption of power, and 
machinery of administration, to punish and pre
vent them. Repair of natural deteriorations 
would require the application of a different re
medy. Toll gates, and persons to collect the 
tolls, were the usual resort for repairing this 
class of injuries, and keeping the road in order 
Congress must have power to make such an esta
blishment, and to enact a code 'of regulations 
for it, with fines and penalties, and agents to 
execute it. To all these exercises of authority
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the question of the constitutionality of the law 
may be raised by the prosecuted party. But op
position might not stop with individuals. States 
might contest the right of the federal govern
ment thus to possess and to manage all the great 
roads and canals within their limits; and then a 
collision would be brought on between two gov
ernments, each claiming to be sovereign and in
dependent in its actions over the subject in dis
pute. .

Thus did Mr. Monroe stqte the question in its 
practical bearings, traced to their legitimate re
sults, and the various assumptions of power, and 
difficulties with States or individuals which they 
involved ; and the bare statement which he 
made—the bare presentation of the practical 
working of the system, constituted a complete 
argument against it, as an invasion of State 
rights, and therefore unconstitutional, and, he 
might have added, as complex and unmanage
able by the federal government, and therefore 
inexpedient. But, after stating the question, he 
examined it under every head of constitutional 
derivation under which its advocates claimed the 
power, and found it to be granted by no one of 
them, and Virtually profited by some of them. 
These were, jh$t, the right to establish post- 
offices and post-roads ; second, to declare war ; 
third, to regulate commerce among the States ; 
fourth, the power to pay the debts and provide 
for the common defence and general welfare of 
the United States ; fifth, to make all laws ne
cessary and proper to carry into effect the grant
ed (enumerated) powers ; surth, from the power 
to dispose of, and make all needful rules and re
gulations respecting the territory or other pro
perty of the United States. Uporf this long 
enumeration of these claimed sources of power, 
Mr. Monroe well remarked that their very mul
tiplicity was an argument against them, and that 
each one was repudiated by some of the advo
cates for each of the others : that these advocates 
could not agree among themselves upon any one 
single source of the power; and that it was 
sought for from place to place, with an assiduity 
which proclaimed its non-existence any where. 
Still he examined each head of derivation in its 
order, and effectually disposed of each in its turn. 
1. The post-office and post-road grant. The 
word “establish” was the ruling term : roads 
tnd offices were the subjects on which it was to 
«et And how ? Ask any number of enlight

ened citizens, who had no connection ytith pub
lic affairs, and whose minds were unprejudiced, 
what was the meaning of the word ‘/establish,” 
and the extent of the grant it controls, and there 
would not he a difference of opinion among 
them. They would answer that it was a power 
given to Congress to legalize existing roads as 
post routes, and existing places as post-offices— 
to fix on the towns, court-houses, and other 
places throughout the Union, at which there 
should be post-offices ; the routes by which the 
mails should be carried ; to fix the postages to 
be paid ; and to protect the post-offices and mails 
from robbery, by punishing those who commit 
the offence. The idea of a right to lay off roads 
to take the soil from the proprietor against 
his will ; to establish turnpikes and tolls ; to 
establish a criminal code for the punishment 
of injuries to the road ; to do what the protection 
and repair of a road requires : these are things 
which would never enter into his head. The use 
of the existing road would be all that would be 
thought of ; the jurisdiction and soil remaining 
in the State, or in those authorized by its legis
lature to change the road at pleasure. x

2. The war power. Mr. Monroe shows the \ 
object of this grant of power to the federal gov- / 
eminent—the terms of the grant itself—its in
cidents as enumerated in the constitution—the 
exclusion of constructive incidents—and the per
vading interference with the soil and jurisdiction 
of the States which the assumption of the internal 
improvement power by Congress would carry 
along with it. He recites the grant of the power 
to make war, as given to Congress, and prohi
bited to the States, and enumerates the incidents 
granted along with it, and necessary to carrying 
on war : which are, to raise money by taxes, 
duties, excises, and by loans ; to raise and sup
port armies and a navy ; to provide for calling 
out, arming, disciplining, and governing the mili
tia, when in the service of the United States ; es
tablishing fortifications, and to exercise exclusive 
jurisdiction over the places granted by the State 
legislatures for the sites of forts, magazines, ar
senals, dock-yards, and other needful buildings. 
And having shown this enumeration of incidents, 
he very naturally concludes that it is an exclu
sion of constructive incidents, and especially of 
one so great in itself, and so much interfering 
with tho soil and jurisdiction of the States, as the 
federal exercise of the road-making power would
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be. He exhibits the enormity of this interfer
ence by a view of the extensive field over which 
it would operate. The United States are ex
posed to invasion through the whole extent of 
their Atlantic coast (to which may now be add
ed seventeen degrees of the Pacific coast) by 
any European power with whom we might be 
engaged in war : on the northern and north
western frontier, on the side of Canada, by Great 
Britain, and on the southern by Spain, or any 
power in alliance with her. If internal im
provements are to be carried on to the full 
extent to which they may be useful for military 
purposes, the power, as it exists, must apply to 
all the roads of the Union, there being no limita
tion to it. Wherever such improvements may 
facilitate the march of troops, the transportation 
of cannon, or otherwise aid the operations, or 
mitigate the calamities of war along the coast, 
or in the interior, they would be useful fbr mili
tary purposes, and might therefore be made. 
They must be coextensive with the Union. The 
power following as an incident to another power 
can be measured, as to its extent, by reference 
only to the obvious extent of the power to which 
it is incidental. It has been shown, after the 
most liberal construction of all the enumerated 
powers of the general government, that the ter
ritory within the limits of the respective States 
belonged to them ; that the United States had 
no right, under the powers granted to them 
(with the exceptions specified), to any the 
smallest portion of territory within a State, all 
those powers operating on a different principle, 
and having their full effect without impairing, in 
the slightest degree, this territorial right in the 
States. By specifically granting the right, as to 
such small portions^/Of territory as might be ne
cessary for these purposes (forts, arsenals, mag
azines, dock-yards and other needful buildings), 
and, on certain conditions, minutely and well 
defined, it is manifest that it was not intended to 
gtiuit it, as to any other portion, for any purpose, 
or in any manner whatever. The right of the 
general government must be complete, if a right 
at all. It must extend to every thing necessary 
to the enjoyment and protection of the right. 
It must extend to the seizure and condemnation 
of the property, if necessary ; to the punishment 
of the offenders for injuries to the roads and 
canals ; to the establishment and enforcement of 
tolls ; to the unobstructed construction, protec

tion, fend preservation of the roads. ; It must be 
a complete right, to the extent above stated, or 
it will be of no avail. That right does not exist.

3. The commercial power. Mr. Monroe ar
gues that the sense in which the power to regu
late commerce was understood and exercised by 
the States, was doubtless that in which it was 
transferred to the United States ; and then shows 
that their regulation of commerce was by the 
imposition of duties and imposts ; and that it was 
so regulated by them (before the adoption of the 
constitution), equally in respect to each other, 
and to foreign powers. The goods, and the ves
sels employed in the trade, are the only subject 
of regulation. It can act on none other. Ho 
then shows the evil out of which that grant of 

•jjower grew, and which evil was, in fact, the pre
dominating cause in the call for the convention 
which framed the federal constitution. Each 
State had the right to lay duties and imposts, 
and exercised the right on narrow, jealous, and 
selfish principles. Instead of acting as a nation 
in regard to foreign powers, the States, individ
ually, had commenced a system of restraint upon 
each other, whereby the interests of foreign 
powers were promoted at their expense. This 
contracted policy in some of the States was 
counteracted by others. Restraints were imme
diately laid on such commerce by the suffering 
States ; and hence grew up a system of restric
tions and retaliations, which destroyed the har
mony of the States, and threatened the confederacy 
with dissolution. From this evil the new con
stitution relieved us; and the federal government, 
as successors to the States in the power to regu
late commerce, immediately exercised it as they 
had done, by laying duties and imposts, to act 
upon goodq and vessels : and that was the end 
of the power.

4. To pay the debts and provide for the com
mon defence and general welfare of the Union. 
Mr. Monroe considers this “ common defence " 
and “ general welfare ” clause as being no grant 
of power, but, in themselves, only an object and 
end to be attained the exercise of the enume
rated powers. They are found in that sense in 
the preamble to the constitution, in company 
with others, as inducing causes to the formation 
of the instrument, and as benefits to be obtained 
by the powers granted in it. They stand thus in 
the preamble : “ In order to form a more perfect 
union, establish justice, insure domestic tran
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1er to form a more perfect 
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quillity, provide for the common defence, promote 
the general welfare, and secure the blessings of 
liberty to ourselves and our posterity, do ordain 
and establish this constitution.” These are the 
objects to be accomplished, but not by allowing 
Congress to do what it pleased to accomplish 
them (in which case there would have been no 
need for investing it with specific powers), but to 
be accomplished by the exercise of the powers 
granted in the body of the instrument. Con
sidered as a distinct and separate grant, tho 
power to provide for tho 1 common defence ” 
and the “ general welfare,” or either of them, 
would give to Congress the command of the 
whole force, and of all the resources of the 
Union—absorbing in their transcendental power 
all other powers, and rendering all the grants 
and restrictions nugatory and vain. The idea of 
these words forming an original grant, with un
limited power, superseding every other grant, is 
(must be) abandoned. The government of the 
United States is a limited government, instituted 
for great national purposes, and for those only. 
Other interests are left to the States individually, 
whose duty it is to provide for them. Roads 
and canals fall into this class, the powers of the 
General Government being utterly incompetent 
to the exercise of the rights which their con
struction, and protection, and preservation re
quire. Mr. Monroe examines the instances of 
roads made in territories, and through the In
dian countries, and the one upon Spanish terri
tory below the 31st degree of north latitude 
(with the consent of Spain), en the route from 
Athens in Georgia to New Orleans, before we 
acquired the Floridas ; and shows that there was 
no objection to these territorial roads, being all 
of them, to the States, ex-territorial. He exam
ines the case of the Cumberland road, made 
within the States, and upon compact, but in 
which the United States exercised no power, 
founded on any principle of “jurisdiction or 
right.” He says of it : This road was founded 
on an article of compact between the United 
States and the State of Ohio, under which that 
State came into the Union, and by which the ex
pense attending it was to be defrayed by the ap
plication of a certain portion of the money aris
ing from the sales of the public lands within the 
Slate. And, in this instance, the United States 
have exercised no act of jurisdiction or sovereign
ty within either of the States through which the

road runs, by taking the land from the proprie
tors by force—by passing acts for the protection 
of the road—or to raise a revenue from it by the 
establishment of turnpikes and tolls—or any 
other act founded on the principles of jurisdic
tion or right. And I can add, that the bill 
passed by Congress, and which received his veto, 
died under his veto message, and has never been 
revised, ttr attempted to be revised, since ; and 
the road itself has been abandoned to the States.

5, The power to make all laws which shall be 
necessary and proper to carry into effect the 
powers specifically granted to Congress. This 
power, as being the one which chiefly gave rise 
to the latitudinarian constructions which dis
criminated parties, when parties were founded 
upon principle, is closely and clearly examined 
by Mr. Monroe, and shown to be no grant of 
power at all, nor authorizing Congress to do 
any thing which might not have been done with
out it, and only added to the enumerated powers, 
through caution, to secure their vimplcte exe
cution. He says : I hare always considered this 
power as having been granted on a principle of 
greater caution, to secure the complete execu
tion of all the powers which had been vested in 
the General Government. It contains no distinct 
and specific power, as every other grant does, 
such as to lay and collect taxes, to declare ^tr, 
to regulate commerce, and the like. Looking to "" 
the whole scheme of the General Government, it 
gives to. Congress authority to make all laws 
which should be deemed necessary and proper 
Jor carrying all its powers into effect. My im
pression has invariably been, that this power 
would have existed, substantially,^1 this grant 
had not been made. It results, by necessary 
implication (such is the tenor of the argument), 
from the granted powers, and was only added 
from caution, and to leave nothing to implica
tion. ' To act under it, it must first be shown 
that the thing to be done is already specified in 
one of the enumerated powers. This is the point 
and substance of Mr. Monroe’s opinion on this 
incidental grant, and which has been the source 
of division between parties from the foundation 
of the government—the fountaih of latitudi- 
nous construction—and which, taking the judg
ment of Congress as the rule and measure of 
what was “ necessary and proper ” in legislation, 
takes a rule which puts an end to the limitations 
of the constitution, refers all the powers of the
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body to its own discretion, and becomes as absorb
ing and transcendental in its scope as the “ gen
eral welfare ” a*id “ common defence clauses ” 
would be themselves.

6. The power to dispose of, and make all need
ful rules and .regulations respecting the territory 
or other property of the United States. This 
clause, as a source of power for making roads 
and canals within a State, Mr. Monroe disposes 
of summarily, as having no relation whatever to 
the subject. It grew out of the cessions of •ter
ritory which different States had made to the 
United States, and relates solely to that terri
tory (and to such as has been acquired since the 
adoption of the constitution), and which lay 
without the limits of a State. Special provision 
was deemed necessary for such territory, the 
main powers of the constitution operating inter
nally, not being applicable or adequate thereto ; 
and it follows that this power gives no authority, 
and has even no bearing on the subject.

Such was this great state paper, delivered at 
a time when internal improvement by the fede
ral government, having become an issue in the 
canvass for the Presidency, and ardently advo
cated by three of the candidates, and qualifiedly 
by two others, had an immense current in its 
favor, carrying many of the old strict constitu- 
tionists along with it. Mr. Monroe stood firm, 
vetoed the bill which assumed jurisdiction over 
the Cumberland road, and drew up his senti
ments in full, for the consideration of Congress 
and the country. His argument is abridged 
and condensed in this view of it ; hut his posi
tions and conclusions preserved in full, and with 
scrupulous correctness. And the whole paper, 
as an exposition of the differently understood 
parts of the constitution, by one among those 
most intimately acquainted with it, and as ap
plicable to the whole question of constructive 
powers, deserves to be read and studied by every 
student of our constitutional law. The only 
point at which Mr. Monroe gave way, or yielded 
in the least, to the temper of the times, was in 
admitting the power of appropriation—the right 
of Congress to appropriate, but not to apply 
money—to internal improvements ; and in that 
he yielded against his earlier, and, as I believe, 
better judgment. He had previously condemned 
the appropriation as well as the application, but 
finally yielded on this point to the counsels that 
beset him ; but nugatorially, as appropriation

without application was inoperative, and a balk 
to the whole system. But an act was passed 
soon after for surveys—for making surveys of 
routes for roads and canals of general and nation
al importance, and the sum of $30,000 was ap
propriated for that purpose. The act was as 
carefully guarded as words could do so, in its 
limitation to objects of national importance, but 
only presented another to the innumerable in
stances of the impotcncy of words in securing 
the execution of a law. The selection of routes 
under the act, rapidly degenerated from national 
to sectional, from sectional to local, and from lo
cal to mere neighborhood improvements. Early 
in the succeeding administration, a list of some 
ninety routes were reported to Congress, from 
the Engineer Department, in which occurred 
names of places hardly heard of before outside 
of the State or section in which they were 
found. Saugatuck, Amounisuck, Pasumic, Win- 
nispiscogee, Piscataqua, Titonic Falls, Lake Mem- 
phramagog, Conneaut Creek, Holmes’ Hole, 
Lovcjoy’s Narrows, Steele’s Ledge, Cowhegan, 
Androscoggin, Cobbiesconte, Ponccaupcchaux, 
alias Soapy Joe, were among the objects which 
figured in the list for national improvement 
The bare reading of the list was a condemnation 
of the act under which they were selected, and 
put an end to the annual appropriations which 
were in the course of being made for these sur
veys. No appropriation was made after the year 
182^ Afterwards the veto message of Presi
dent Jackson put an end to legislation upon 
local routes, and the progress of events has with
drawn the whole subject—the subject of a sys
tem of national internal improvement, once so 
formidable and engrossing in the public mind— 
from the halls of Congress, and the discussions 
of the people. Steamboats and steam-cars have 
superseded turnpikes and canals ; individual en
terprise has dispensed with national legislation. 
Hardly a great route exists in any State which 
is not occupied under State authority. Even 
great works accomplished by Congress, at vast 
cost and long and bitter debates in Congress, 
and deemed eminently national at the time, have 
lost that character, and sunk into the class of 
common routes. The Cumberland road, which 
cost $0,670,000 in money, and was a prominent 
subject in Congress for thirty-four years—from 
1802, when it was conceived to 1836, when it was 
abandoned to the States : this road, once sr ah-
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sorbing both of public money and public atten
tion, has degenerated into a common highway, 
and is entirely superseded by the parallel rail
road route. The same may be said, in a less de
gree, of the Chesapeake and Ohio canal, once a 
national object of federal legislation intended, as 
its name imports, to connect the tide w-ater of 
the Atlantic with the great rivers of the West ; 
now a local canal, chiefly used by some com
panies, very beneficial in its place, but sunk from 
the national character which commanded for it 
the votes of Congress and large appropriations 
from the federal treasury. Mr. Monroe was one 
of the most cautious and deliberate of our pub
lic men, thoroughly acquainted with the theory 
and the working of the constitution, liis opinions 
upon it entitled to great weight ; and on this 
point (of internal improvement within the States 
by the federal government) his opinion has be
come law. But it does not touch the question 
of improving national rivers or harbors yielding 
revenue—appropriations for the Ohio and Missis
sippi and other large streams, being easily had 
when unincumbered with local objects, as shown 
by the appropriation, in a separate bill, in 1824, 
of «75,000 for the improvement of these two 
rivers, and which was approved and signed by 
Mr. Monroe.

C II A PTE H XI.
GENERAL REMOVAL OF INDIANS.

Thu Indian tribes in the different sections of the 
Union, had experienced very different fates—in 
the northern and middle States nearly extinct 
in the south and west they remained numerous 
and formidable. Before the war of 1812, with 
Great Britain, these southern and western tribes 
held vastj compact bodies of land in these 
States, preventing the expansion of the white 
settlements within their limits, and retaining a 
dangerous neighbor within their borders. The 
victories of General Jackson over the Creeks, 
and the territorial cessions which ensued made 
the first great breach in this vast Indian domain ; 
but much remained to be done to free the south
ern and western States from a useless and dan
gerous population—to give them the use and 
jurisdiction of all the territory within their 
limits, and to place them, in that respect, on an

equality with the northern and middle States. 
From the earliest periods of the colonial settle
ments, it had been the policy of the government 
by successive purchases of their territory, to 
remove these tribes further and further to the 
west ; and that policy, vigorously pursued after 
the war with Great Britain, had made much 
progress in freeing several of these States (Ken
tucky entirely, and Tennessee almost) from this 
population, which so greatly hindered the expan
sion of their settlements and so much checked 
the increase of their growth and strength. Still 
there remained up to the year 1824—the last 
year of Mr. Monroe’s administration—large por
tions of many of these States, and of the terri
tories, in the hands of the Indian tribes ; in 
Georgia, nine and a half millions of acres ; in 
Alabama, seven and a half millions ; in Missis
sippi, fifteen and three quarter millions ; in the 
territory of Florida, four millions ; in the terri
tory of Arkansas, fifteen and a half millions ; 
in the State of Missouri, two millions and three 
quarters ; in Indiana and Illinois, fifteen mil
lions ; and in Michigan, east of the lake, seven 
millions. All these States and territories were 
desirous, and most justly and naturally so, to 
get possession of these vast bodies of land, 
generally the best within their limits. Georgia 
held the United States bound by a compact to 
relieve her. Justice to the other States and ter
ritories required the same relief ; and the appli
cations to the federal government, to which the 
right of purchasing Indian lands, even within the 
States, exclusively belonged, were incessant and 
urgent. Piecemeal acquisitions, to end in get
ting the whole, were the constant effort ; and it 
was evident that the encumbered States and ter
ritories would not, and certainly ought not to be 
satisfied, until all their soil w-as open to settle
ment, and subject to their jurisdiction. To the 
Indians themselves it was equally essential to bo 
removed. The contact and pressure of the white 
race was fatal to them. They had dwindled un
der it, degenerated, become depraved, and whole 
tribes extinct, or reduced to a few individuals, 
wherever they attempted to remain in the old 
States ; and could look for no other fate in the 
new ones.

“What,” exclaimed Mr Elliott, senator from 
Georgia, in advocating a system of general re
moval—“ what has become of the immense hordes 
of these people who once occupied the soil of the
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older States 1 In New England, where numer
ous and warlike tribes once so fiercely contended 
for supremacy with our forefathers, but two 
thousand five hundred of their descendants re
main, and they are dispirited and degraded. Of 
the powcrfol league of the Six Nations, so long the 
eoourge and terror of New-York, only about five 
thousand souls remain. In New Jersey, Pennsyl
vania, and Maryland, the numerous and powerful 
tribes once seen there, are either extinct, or so re
duced as to escape observation in any enumeration 
of the States’ inhabitants. In Virginia, Mr. Jef
ferson informs us that there were at the com
mencement of its colonization (1G07), in the com
paratively small portion of her extent which lies 
between the sea-coast and the mountains, and 
from the Potomac to the most southern waters 
of James River, upwards of forty tribes of 
Indians : now there are but forty-seven individ
ual^ in the whole State ! In North Carolina 
none are counted : in South Carolina only four 
hundred and fifty. While in Georgia, where 
thirty years since there were not less than thirty 
thousand souls, there now remain some fifteen 
thousand—the one half having disappeared in a 
single generation. That many of these people 
have removed, and others perished by the sword 
in the frequent wars which have occurred in the 
progress of our settlements, I am free to admit. 
But where are the hundreds of thousands, with 
their descendants, who neither removed, nor 
were thus destroyed 1 Sir, like a promontory 
of sand, exposed to the ceaseless encroachments 
of the ocean, they have been gradually wasting 
away before the current of the advancing white 
population which set in upon them from every 
quarter ; «nd unless speedily removed beyond 
the influence of this cause, of the many tens of 
thousands now within the limits of the southern 
and western States, a remnant will not long be 
found to point you to the graves of their ances
tors, or to relate the sad story of their disap
pearance from earth.”

Mr. Jefferson, that statesman in fact as well 
as in name, that man of enlarged and compre
hensive views, whose prerogative it was to fore
see evils and provide against them, had long fore
seen the evils both to the Indians and to the 
whites, in retaining any part of these tribes within 
our organized limits ; and upon the first acquisi
tion of Louisiana—within three months after the 
acquisition—proposed it for the future residence

of all the tribes on the east of the Mississippi ; 
and his plan had been acted upon in some de
gree, both by himself and his immediate succes
sor. But it was reserved for Mr. Monroe’s ad
ministration to take up the subject in its full 
sense, to move upon it as a system, and to ac
complish at a single operation the removal of 
all the tribes from the east to the west side of 
the Mississippi—from the settled States and ter
ritories, to the wide and wild expanse of Louisi
ana. Their preservation and civilization, and 
permanency in their new possessions, were to be 
their advantages in this removal—delusive, it 
might be, but still a respite from impending de
struction if they remained where they were. This 
comprehensive plan was advocated by Mr. Cal
houn. then Secretary of War, and charged with 
the administration of Indian affairs. It was a plan 
of incalculable value to the southern and .west
ern States, but impracticable without the hearty 
concurrence of the northern and non-slaveholding 
States. It might awaken the slavery question, 
hardly got to sleep after the alarming agitations 
of the Missouri controversy. The States and 
territories to be relieved were slaveholding. To 
remove the Indians would makd room for the 
spread of slaves. No removal could be. effected 
without the double process of a treaty and ai 
appropriation act—the treaty to be ratified by 
two thirds of the Senate, where the slave and 
free States were equal, and the appropriation to 
be obtained from Congress, where free States 
held the majority of members. It was evident 
that the execution of the whole plan was in the 
hands of the free States ; and nobly did they do 
their duty by the South. Some societies, and 
some individuals, no doubt, with very humane 
motives, but with the folly, and blindness, and 
injury to the objects of their care which generally 
attend a gratuitous interference with the affaira 
of others, attempted to raise an outcry, and made 
themselves busy to frustrate the plan ; but the 
free States themselves, in their federal action, 
and through the proper exponents of their will 
—their delegations in Congress—cordially con
curred in it, and faithfully lent it a helping and 
efficient hand. The President, Mr. Monroe, in 
the session 1824-’25, recommended its adoption 
to Congress, and asked the necessary appropria
tion to begin from the Congress. A bill was re
ported in the Senate for that purpose, and unani
mously passed that body. What is more,
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the treaties made with the Kansas and Osage 
tribes in 1825, for the cession to the United 
States of all their vast territory west of Missouri 
and Arkansas, except small reserves to them
selves, and which treaties had been made with
out previous authority from the government, and 
for the purpose of acquiring new homes for all 
the Indiana east of the Mississippi, were duly 
and readily ratified. Those treaties were made 
at St. Louis by General Clarke, without any au
thority, so far as this large acquisition was con
cerned, at my instance, and upon my assurance 
that the Senate would ratify them. It wras done. 
They were ratified : a great act of justice was 
rendered to the South. The foundation was 
laid for the future removal of the Indians, which 
was followed up by subsequent treaties and acts 
of Congress, until the southern and western 
States were as free as the northern from the in-, 
cumbrance of an Indian population ; and I, who 
was an actor in these transactions, who reported 
the bills and advocated the treaties which brought 
this great benefit to the south and west, and 
witnessed the cordial support of the mem
bers from the free States, withopt whose con
currence they could not have been passed—I, 
who wish for harmony and concord ameng all 
the States, and all the sections of this Union, 
owe it to the cause of truth and justice, and to 
the cultivation of fraternal feelings, to bear 
this faithful testimony to the just and liberal 
conduct of the non-slaveholding States, in re
lieving the southern and western States from 
so large an incumbrance, and aiding the exten
sion of their settlement and cultivation. The 
recommendation of Mr. Monroe, and the treaties 
of 1825, were the beginning of the system of 
total removal ; but it was a beginning which 
assured the success of the whole plan, and 
was followed up, as will be seen, in the history 
of each case, until the entire system was accom-

C II APT Kit XII.
VISIT OF LAFAYETTE TO THE UNITED STATES.

In the sumincY of this year General Lafayette, 
accompanied by his son, Mr. George Washing
ton Lafayette, and under an invitation from the 
President revisited the United States after a

lapse of forty years. He was received with un
bounded honor, affection, and gratitude by the 
American people. Ttf-the survivors of the Revo
lution, it was the return of a brother ; to the 
new generation, born since that time, it was the 
apparition of an historical character, familiar 
from the cradle ; and combining all the titles to 
love, admiration, gratitude, enthusiasm, which 
could act upon the heart and the imagination of 
the young and the ardent. He visited every 
State in the Union, doubledin number since, as 
the friend and pupil of Washington, he had spilt 
his blood, and lavished his fortune, for their in
dependence. His progress through the States 
was a triumphal procession, such as no Roman 
ever led up—a procession not through a city, 
but over a continent—followed, not by captives 
in chains of iron, but by a nation in the bonds 
of affection. To him it was an unexpected and 
overpowering reception. His modest estimate of 
himself had not allowed him to suppose that he 
was to electrify a continent. He expected kind
ness, but not enthusiasm. He expected to meet 
with surviving friends—not to rouse a young gen
eration. As he approached the harbor of New- 
York, he made inquiry of some acquaintance to 
know whether he could find a hack to convey 
him to a hotel ? Illustrious man, and modest as 
illustrious ! Little did he know that all Ame
rica was on foot to receive him—to take posses
sion of him the moment he touched her soil—to 
fetch and to carry him—to feast and applaud 
him—to make him the guest of cities, States, 
ibid the nation, as long as he could be detained. 
Many were the happy meetings which he had 
with old coin rades, survivors for near half a 
century of their early hardships and dangers ; 
and most grateful to his heart it was to see 
them, so many of them, exceptions to the maxim 
which denies to the beginners of revolutions the 
good fortune to conclude them (and of which 
maxim his own country had just been so sad an 
exemplification), and to see his old comrades not 
only conclude the one they began, but live to enjoy 
its fruits and honors. Three of his old associates 
he found ex-presidents (Adams, Jefferson, and 
Madison), enjoying the respect and affection of 
their country, after having reached its highest 
honors. Another, and the last one that T'ira» 
would admit to the Presidency (Mr. Monroe), 
now in the Presidential chair, and inviting him 
to revisit the land of his adoption. Many of his
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early associates seen in the two Houses of Con
gress—many in the State governments, and 
many more in all the walks of private life, pa
triarchal sires, respected for their characters, 
and venerated for their patriotic services. It 
was a grateful spectacle, and the more impres
sive from the calamitous fate which lie had seen 
attend so many of the revolutionary patriots of 
the Old, World. But the enthusiasm of the 
young/generation astonished and excited him, 
and gave him a new view of himself—a future 
glimpse of himself—and such as he would be 
seen in after ages. Before them, he was in the 
presence of posterity ; and in their applause and 
admiration he saw his own future place in his
tory, passing down to the latest time as one of 
the most perfect and beautiful characters which 
one of the most eventful periods of the world 
had produced. Mr. Clay, as Speaker of the 
House of Representatives, and the organ of their 
congratulations to Lafayette (when he was re
ceived in the hall of the House), very felicitously 
seized the idea of his present confrontation with 
posterity, and adorned and amplified it with the 
graces of oratory. He said : “ The vain wish 
has been sometimes indulged, that Providence 
would allow the patriot, after death, to return 
to his country, and to contemplate the inter
mediate changes which had taken place—to view 
the forests felled, the cities built, the mountains 
levelled, the canals cut, the highways opened, 
the progress of the arts, the advancement of 
learning, and the increase of population. Gen
eral ! your present visit to the United States is 
the realization of the consoling object of that 
wish, hitherto vain. You are in the midst of 
posterity ! Every where you must have been 
struck with the great changes, physical and 
moral, which have occurred since you left 113, 
Even this very city, bearing a venerated name, 
alike endearing to you and to us, has since 
emerged from the fores which then covered its 
site. In one respect you behold us unaltered, 
and that is, in the sentiment of continued devo
tion to liberty, and of ardent affection and pro
found gratitude to your departed friend, the fa
ther of his country, and to your illustrious asso
ciates in the field and in the cabinet, for the mul
tiplied blessings which surround us, and for the 
very privilege of addressing you, which I now 
have.” He was received in both Houses of Con
gress with equal honor; but the Houses did

not limit themselves to honors : they added sub
stantial rewards for long past services and sacri
fices—two hundred thousand dollars in money, 
and twenty-four thousand acres of fertile land in 
Florida. These noble grants did not pass with
out objection—objection to the principle, not to 
the amount. The ingratitude of republics is the 
theme of any dcelaimer : it required a Tacitus 
to say, that gratitude was the death of republics, 
and the birth of monarchies ; and it belongs to 
the people of the United States to exhibit an 
exception to that profound remark (as they do 
to so many other lessons of history), and show a 
young republic that knows how to be grateful 
without being unwise, and is able to pay the debt 
of gratitude without giving its liberties in the dis
charge of the obligation. The venerable Mr. Ma
con, yielding to no one in love and admiration of 
Lafayette, and appreciation of his services and sa
crifices in the American cause, opposed the grants 
in the Senate, and did it with the honesty of pur
pose and the simplicity of language which distin
guished all the acts of his life. He said: “It 
was with painful reluctance that he felt himself 
obliged to oppose his voice to the passage of this 
bill. Ho admitted, to the full extent claimed for 
them, the great and meritorious services of 
General Lafayette, and he did not object to the 
precise sum which this bill proposed to award 
him ; but he objected to the bill on this ground: 
he considered General Lafayette, to all intents 
and purposes, as having been, during our revolu
tion, a son adopted into the family, taken into 
the household, and placed in every respect, on 
the same footing with the other sons of the same 
family. To treat him as others were treated, 
was all, in this view of his relation to us, that 
could be required, and this had been done. That 
General Lafayette made great sacrifices, and 
spent much of his money in the Service of this 
country (said Mr. M.), I as firmly believe as 1 
do any other thing under the sun. I have no 

I doubt that every faculty of his mind and body 
I were exerted in the Revolutionary war. in de- 
j fence of this country ; but this was equally the 
case with all the sons of the family. Many na
tive Americans spent their all, made great sacri- 

I fices, and devoted their lives in the same cause. 

This was the ground of his objection to this bill,
! which, he repeated, it was as disagreeable to 

him to state as it could be to the Senate to hear.
] He did not mean to take up the time of the Sa
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natc in debate upon the principle of the bill, or 
to move any amendment to it. He admitted 
that, when such things were done, they should 
be done with a free hand. It was to the prin
ciple of the bill, therefore, and not to the sum 
proposed to be given by it, that he objected.”

The ardent Mr. Ilaync, of South Carolina, re
porter of the bill in the Senate, replied to the 
abjections, and first showed from history (not 
from Lafayette, who would have nothing to do 
with the proposed grant), his advances, losses, and 
sacrifices in our cause. He had expended for 
the American service, in six years, from 
1777 to 1783, the sum of 700,(KM) francs 
( $140,000 ), and under what circumstances? 
—a foreigner, owing us nothing, and throwing 
his fortune into the scale with his life, to be la
vished in our cause. He left the enjoyments of 
rank and fortune, and the endearments of his 
family, to come and serve in our almost destitute 

and w-ithout pay. He equipped and

while the grants were depending (for the bill 
was passed in the Christmas holidays, when I 
had gone to Virginia, and took the opportunity 
to call upon that great man), which showed 
his regard for liberty abroad as well as at home, 
and his far-seeing sagacity into future events, 
lie said there would be a change in France, 
and Lafayette would be at the head of it, and 
ought to be easy and independent in his circum
stances, to be able to act efficiently in conducting 
the movement. This he said to me on Christmas 
day, 1824. Six years afterwards this view into 
futurity was verified. The old Bourbons had to 
retire : the Duke of Orleans, a brave general in 
the republican armies, at the commencement of 
the Revolution, was handed to the throne by La
fayette, and became the “ citizen king, surround
ed by republican institutions.” And in this 
Lafayette was consistent and sincere. He was 
a republican himself, but deemed a constitutional 
monarchy the proper government for Franco, and 
labored for that form in the person of Louis 
XVI. Is well as in that of Louis Philippe.

Loaded with honors, and with every feeling of 
his heart gratified in the noble reception he had 
met in the country of his adoption, Lafayette re
turned to the country of his birth the following 
summer, still as the guest of the United States, 
and under its flag. He was carried back in a 
national ship of war, the new frigate Brandy
wine—a delicate compliment ( in the name and 
selection of the ship) from the new President, 
Mr. Adams, Lafayette having wet with his blood 
the sanguinary battle-field which takes its name 
from the little stream which gave it first to the 
field, and then to the frigate. Mr. Monroe, then 
a subaltern in the service of the United States, 
was wounded at the same time. How honorable 
to themselves and to the American people, that 
nearly fifty years afterwards, they should again 
apjicar together, and in exalted station ; one as 
President, inviting the other to the great repub 
lie, and signing the acts which testified a na
tion’s gratitude ; the other as a patriot hero, 
tried in the revolutions of two countries, and re
splendent in the glory of virtuous and consistent 
fame.

armies,
armed a regiment for our service, and freighted 
a vessel to us, loaded with arms and munitions. 
It was not until the year 1794, when almost 
ruined by the French revolution, and by his ef
forts in the cause of liberty, that he would re
ceive the naked pay, without interest, of a gene
ral officer for the time he had served with us. 
He w as entitled to land as one of the officers of 
the Revolution, and 11,500 acres was granted to 
him, to be located on any of the public lands of 
the United States. Ills agent located 1000 
acres adjoining the city of New Orleans ; and 
Congress afterwards, not being informed of the 
location, granted the same ground to the city of 

Ilis location was valid, and heNew Orlcani
was so informed ; but he refused to adhere to it, 
saying that he would have no contest with any 
portion of the American people, and ordered the 
location to be removed ; which was done, and car 
ried upon ground of little value—thus giving 
up what was then worth $50,000, and now 
$500,000. These were his moneyed advances, 
losses, and sacrifices, great in themselves, and of 
great value to our cause, but perhaps exceeded 
by the moral effect of his example in joining us, 
and his influence with the king and ministry, 
which procured us the alliance of France.

The grants were voted with great unanimity, 
toil with the general concurrence of the Ameri-

Ican people. M r. Jefferson was warmly for them, 
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CHAPTER XIII.

THE TARIFF, AND AMERICAN SYSTEM.

The revision of the Tariff, with a view to the 
protection of home industry, and to the estab
lishment of what was then called, “ The Ameri
can System,” was one of the large subjects 
before Congress at the session 1823-24, and was 
the regular commencement of the heated debates 
on that question which afterwards ripened into 
a serious difficulty between the federal govern
ment and sgrae of the southern States. The 
presidential election being then depending, the 
subject became tinctured with party politics, in 
which, so far as that ingredient was concerned, 
and was not controlled by other considerations, 
members divided pretty much on the line which 
always divided them on a question of construct
ive powers. The protection of domestic indus
try not being among the granted powers, was 
looked for in the incidental ; and denied by the 
strict constructionists to be a substantive power, 
to be exercised for the direct purpose of protec
tion ; but admitted by all at that time, and ever 
since the first tariff act of 1789, to be an inci
dent to the revenue raising power, and an inci
dent to bo regarded in the exercise of that 
power. Revenue the object, protection the inci
dent, had been the rule in the earlier tariffs : 
now that rule was sought to be reversed, and to 
make protection the object of the law, and reve
nue the incident. The revision, and the aug
mentation of duties which it contemplated, 
turned, not so much on the emptiness of the 
treasury and the necessity for raising money to 
fill it, as upon the distress of the country, and 
the necessity of creating a home demand for la
bor, provisions and materials, by turning a larger 
proportion of our national industry into the 
channel of domestic manufactures. Mr. Clay, 
the leader in the proposed revision, and the 
champion of the American System, expressly 
placed the proposed augmentation of duties on 
this ground ; and in his main 8|>eech upon the 
question, dwelt upon the state of the country, 
and gave a picture of the public distress, which 
deserves to be reproduced in this View of the 
working of our government, both as the leading 
argument for the new tariff, and as an exhibi

tion of a national distress, which those tvho were 
not cotemporary with the state of things which 
ho described, would find it difficult to conceive 
or to realize. He said :

“In casting our eyes around us, the most 
prominent circumstance which fixes our atten
tion and challenges our deepest regret, is the 
general distress which pervades the whole coun
try. It is forced upon us by numerous facts 
of the most incontestable character. It is indi
cated by the diminished exports of native pro
duce ; by the depressed and reduced state of our 
foreign navigation ; by our diminished com
merce ; by successive unthreshed crops of grain 
perishing in our barns for want of a market ; 
by the alarming diminution of the circulating 
medium ; by the numerous bankruptcies ; by a 
universal complaint of the want of employment, 
and a consequent reduction of the wages of la
bor ; by the ravenous pursuit after public situa
tions, not for the sake of their honors, and the 
performance of their public duties, but as a 
means of private subsistence ; by the reluctant 
resort to the perilous use of paper money ; by 
the intervention of legislation in the delicate 
relation between debtor and creditor ; and, 
above all, by the low and depressed state of the 
value of almost every description of the whole 
mass of the property of the nation, which has, 
on an average, sunk not less than about fifty 
per centum within a few years. This distress 
pervades every part of the Union, ever)- class of 
society ; all feel it, though it may be felt, at dif
ferent places, in différent degrees. It is like the 
atmosphere which surrounds us : all must in
hale it, and none can escape from it. A few 
years ago, the planting interest consoled itself 
with its happy exemptions from the general ca
lamity ; but it has now reached this interest also, 
which experiences, though with less severity, 
the general suffering. It is most painful to me 
to attempt to sketch, or to dwell on the gloom 
of this picture. But I have exaggerated nothing. 
Perfect fidelity to the original would have au
thorized me to have thrown on deejier and 
darker hues.”

Mr. Clay was the leading speaker on the part 
of the bill in the House of Representatives, 
but he was well supported by many able and 
effective speakers—by Messrs. Ntorrs, Tracy. 
John \V. Taylor, from New-York ; by Messrs. J 
Buchanan, Todd, Ingham, Hemphill. Andrew 
Stewart, from Pennsylvania ; by Mr. Louis 
McLane, from Delaware ; by Messrs. Buckner 
F. Johnson, Letcher,'Metcalfe, Trimble, White, 
Wickliffe, from Kentucky ; by Messrs. Camp
bell, Vance, John W. IV right, Vinton, Whittle
sey, from Ohio ; Mr. Daniel P. Cook, from 
Illinois.
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Mr. Webster was the leading speaker on the 
other side, and disputed the universality of the 
distress which had been described ; claiming ex
emption from it in New England ; denied the 
assumed cause for it where it did exist, and at
tributed it to over expansion and collapse of the 
paper system, as in Great Britain, after the long 
suspension of the Bank of England ; denied the 
necessity for increased protection to manufac
tures, and its inadequacy, if granted, to the relief 
of (he country where distress prevailed ; and 
contested the propriety of high or prohibitory 
duties, in the present active and intelligent state 
of the world, to stimulate industry and manu
facturing enterprise. He said :

“Within my own observation, there is no 
' cause for such gloomy and terrifying a repre

sentation. In respect to the New England 
States, with the condition of which I am best 
acquainted, they present to me a period of very 
general prosperity. Supposing the evil then to 
be a depression of prices, and a partial pecuniary 
pressure ; the next inquiry is into the causes of 
that evil. A depreciated currency existed in a 
great part of the country—depreciated to such a 
degree as that, at one time, exchange between 
the centre and the north was as high as twenty 
per cent. The Bank of the United States was 
instituted to correct this evil ; but, fbr causes 
which it is not now necessary to enumerate, it 
did not for some years bring back the currency 
of the country to a sound state. In May, 1819, 
the British House of Commons, by an unanimous 
vote, decided that the resumption of cash pay
ments by the Bank of England should not be 
deferred beyond the ensuing February (it had 
then been in a state of suspension near twenty- 
five years). The paper system of England had 
certainly communicated an artificial value to 
property. It hail encouraged speculation, and 
excited overtrading. When the shock therefore 
came, and this violent pressure for money acted 
at the same moment on the Continent and in 
England, inflated and unnatui'&l prices could be 
kept up no longer. A reduction took place, 
which has been estimated to have been at least 
equal to a fall of thirty, if not forty, per cent. 
The depression was universal ; and the change 
was felt in the United States severely, though 
not equally so in every part of them. About 
the time of these foreign events, our own bank 
system underwent a change ; and all these 
causes, in my view of the subject, concurred to 
produce the great shock which took place in our 
mmmercial cities, and through many piarts of 
the country. The year 1819 was a year of nu
merous failures, ami very considerable distress, 
rod would have furnished far better grounds 
than exist at present for that gloomy represen
tation which has been presented. Mr. Speaker
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(Clay) hits alluded to the strong inclination 
which exjfyts) or has existed, in various parts of 
the country, to issue paper money, as a proof of 
great existing difficulties. I regard it rather as 
a very productive cause of those difficulties ; and 
we cannot fail to observe, that there is at this 
moment much the loudest complaint of distress 
precisely where there lias been the greatest at
tempt to relieve it by a system of proper credit. 
Let us not suppose that we are beginning the 
protection of manufactures by duties on impiorts. 
Look to the history of our laws ; look to the 
present state of our laws... Consider that our 
whole revenue, with a trifling exception, is col
lected from the custom-house, and always has 
been ; and then say what propriety there is in 
calling on the government for protection, as if 
no protection had heretofore been afforded. On 
thfl*vieral question, allow me to ask if the 

of prohibition, as a general doctrine, be 
steruus ? Suppose all nations to act* 
iiey would be prospierous, then, accord

ing to fié argument, precisely ill the proportion 
in wljqff they abolished intercourse with one 
another. The best apology for laws of prohibi
tion and laws of monopoly, will be found in that 
state of society, not only unenlightened, but 
sluggish, in which they are most generally es
tablished. Private industry in those days, re
quired strong provocatives, which government 
was seeking to administer by these means. 
Something was wanted to actuate and stimulate 
men, and tjie prospects of such profits as would, 
in our times, excite unlwunded competition, 
would hardly move the sloth of former ages. 
In some instances, no doubt, these laws produced 
an effect which, in that picriod, would not have 
taken place without them. (Instancing the piro- 
tection to the English woollen manufactures in 
the time of the Henrys and the Edwards). But 
our age is wholly of a different character, and 
its legislation takes another turn. Society is 
full of excitement: competition comes in place 
of monopoly ; and intelligence and industry ask 
only for fair pilay and an opien field.”

'With Mr. Webster were numerous and able 
spieakers on the side of free trade : From his 
own State, Mr. Bay lies; from New-York, Mr. 
Cambrcling; from Virginia, Messrs. Randolpih, 
Philip P. Barbour, John S. Barbour, Garnet, 
Alexander Smythe, Floyd, Mercer, Archer, Ste
venson, Rives, Tucker, Mark Alexander ; from 
North Carolina. Messrs. Mangum, Saunders, 
Spaight, Lewis Williams, Burton, Weldon N. 
Edwards ; from South Carolina, Messrs. Me- 
Duffic, James Hamilton, Poinsett ; from Geor
gia, Messrs. Forsyth, Tatnall, Cuthbert, Cobb; 
from Tennessee, Messrs. Blair, Isaaks, Reynolds; 
from Louisiana, Mr. Edward Livingston ; from 
Alabama, Mr. Owen ; from Maryland, Mr.
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Warfield ; from Mississippi, Mr. Christopher 
Rankin.

The bill was carried in the House, after a pro
tracted contest of ten weeks, by the lean majority 
of five—107 to 102—only two members absent, 
and the voting so zealous that several members 
were brought in upon their sick couches. In the 
Senate the bill encountered a strenuous resist
ance. Mr. Edward Lloyd, of Maryland, moved 
to refer it to the committee on finance—a motion 
considered hostile to the bill ; and which was 
lost by one vote—22 to 23. 11 was then, on the 
motion of Mr. Dickerson, of New Jersey, referred 
to the committee on manufactures ; a reference 
deemed favorable to the bill, and by which com
mittee it was soon returned to the Senate with
out any proposed amendment. 11 gave rise to a 
most earnest debate, and many propositions of 
amendment, some of which, of slight import, 
were carried. The bill itself was carried by the 
small majority of four votes—25 to 21. The 
principal speakers in favor of the bill were : 
Messrs. Dickerson, of New Jersey; D’Wolf, of 
Rhode Island ; Holmes, of Maine ; II. M. John
son, of Kentucky ; Lowric, of Pennsylvania ; Tal
bot, of Kentucky ; Van Burcn. Against it the 
principal speakers were : Messrs. James Barbour 
and John Taylor, of Virginia (usually called 
John Taylor of Caroline) ; Messrs. Branch, of 
North Carolina ; Ilaync, of South Carolina ; 
Henry Johnson and Josiah Johnston, of Louisi
ana ; Kelly and King, of Alabama ; Rufus King, 
of New-York ; James Lloyd, of Massachusetts ; 
Edward Lloyd and Samuel Smith, of Maryland ; 
Macon, of North Carolina ; Van Dyke, of Dela
ware. The bill, though brought forward avow
edly for the protection of domestic.manufactures, 
was not entirely supported on that ground. An 
increase of revenue was the motive with some, 
the public debt being still near ninety millions, 
and a loan of five millions being authorized at 
that session. An increased protection to the pro
ducts of several States, as lead in Missouri and 
Illinois, hemp in Kentucky, iron in Pennsylvania, 
wool in Ohio and New-York, commanded many 
•votes for the bill ; and the impending presidential 
election had its intluencc in its favor. Two of 
the candidates, Messrs. Adams and Clay, were 
avowedly for it; General Jackson, who voted 
for the bill, was for it, as tending to give a home 
supply of the articles necessary in time of war, 
and as raising revenue to pay the public debt

Mr. Crawford was opposed to it; and Mr. Cal
houn had been withdrawn from the list of presi
dential candidates, and become a candidate for 
the Vice-Presidency. The Southern planting 
States were extremely dissatisfied with the pass
age of the bill, believing that the new burdens 
uj>on imjiorts which it imposed fell upon the 
producers of the exports, and tended to enrich 
one section of the Union at the expense of 
another. The attack and support of the bill 
took much of a sectional aspect ; Virginia, the 
two Carolinas, Georgia, and some others being 
nearly unanimous against it. Pennsylvania, 
Ncw-York, Ohio, Kentucky being nearly unani
mous for it. Massachusetts, which up to this 
time hhd a predominating interest in commerce, 
voted all, except one member, against it. With* 
this sectional aspect, a tariff for protection also 
began to assume a political aspect, being taken 
under the care of the party since discriminated 
as Whig, which drew from Mr. Van Buren a 
sagacious remark, addressed to the manufactur
ers themselves; that if they suffered their inter
ests to become identified with a political party 
(any one), they would share the fate of that 
party, and go down with it whenever it sunk. 
Without the increased advantages to some States, 
the pendency of the presidential election, and 
the political tincture which the question began 
to receive, the bill would not have passed—so 
difficult is it to prevent national legislation from 
falling under the influence of extrinsic and acci
dental causes. The bill was approved by Mr. 
Monroe—a proof that that careful and strict 
constructionist of the Constitution did not con
sider it as deprived of its revenue character by 
the degree of protection which it extended.

CHAPTER XIV.

THE A. H. I’LOT.

On Monday, the 10th of April, the Speaker of 
the House (Mr. Clay) laid before that body a 
note just received from Ninian Edwards, Esq- 
late Senator in Congress, from Illinois, and then 
Minister to Mexico, and then on his way to his 
post, requesting him to present to the House a 
communication which accompanied the note, and
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which charged illegalities and misconduct on the 
Secretary of the Treasury, Mr.William II. Craw
ford. The charges and specifications, spread 
through a voluminous communication, were con
densed at its close into six regular heads of 
accusation, containing matter of impeachment ; 
and declaring them all to be susceptible of proof, 
if the House would order an investigation. The 
communication was accompanied by ten num
bers of certain newspajier publications, signed 
A. B., of which Mr. Edwards avowed himself to 
be the author, and asked that they might be 
received as a part of his communication, and 
printed along with it, and taken as the specifica
tions under the six charges. Mr. Crawford was 
then a prominent candidate for the Presidency, 
and the A. B. papers, thus communicated to the 
House, were a series of publications mafic in a 
Washington City paper, during the canvass, to 
defeat his election, and would doubtless have 
shared the usual fate of such publications, and 
sunk into oblivion after the election was over, 
had it not been for this formal appeal to the 
House (the grand inquest of the nation) and thi: 
rail for investigation. The communication, how
ever. did not seem to contemplate an early in
vestigation, and certainly not at the then session 
of Congress. Congress was near its adjourn
ment ; the accuser was on his way to Mexico ; 
the charges were grave ; the specifications under 
them numerous and complex ; and many of them 
relating to transactions with the remote western 
hanks. The evident expectation of the accuser 
was, that the matter would lie over to the next 
session, before which time the presidential elec
tion would take place, and all the mischief be 
done to Mr. Crawford’s character, resulting from 
unanswered accusations of so much gravity, and 
so imposingly laid before the impeaching branch 
of Congress. The friends of Mr. Crawford saw 
the necessity of immediate action ; and Mr. Floyd 
of Virginia, instantly, upon the reading of the 
communication, moved that a committee be ap
pointed to take it into consideration, and that it 
be empowered to send for persons and pajicrs— 
to administer oaths—take testimony—and report 
it to the House ; with leave to sit after the ad
journment, if the investigation was not finished 
before ; and publish their report. The committee 
was granted, with all the powers asked for, and 
was most unexccptionably composed by the 
speaker (Mr. Clay) ; a tusk of delicacy and re

sponsibility, the Speaker .being himself a candi
date for the Presidency, and every member of the 
House a friend to some one of the candidates, in
cluding the accused. 11 consisted of Mr. Floyd, the 
mover; Mr. Livingston, of Louisiana; Mr. Wel>- 
ster, of Massachusetts; Mr. Randolph, of Virgi
nia; Mr. J. W. Taylor, of Ncw-York ; Mr. Dunam 
McArthur, of Ohio ; and Mr. Owen, of Alabama.

The sergeant-at-arms of the House was imme
diately dispatched by the committee in pursuit 
of Mr. Edwards: overtook him at fifteen hun
dred miles; brought him back to Washington; 
but did not arrive until Congress had adjourned.
In the mean time, the committee sat, and received 
from Mr. Crawford his answer to the six char
ges: an answer pronounced by Mr. Randolph 
to be u a triumphant and irresistible vindication ; 
the most temperate, passionless, mild, dignified, 
and irrefragable exposure of falsehood that ever 
met a base accusation ; and without one harsh 
word towards their author.” This was the tme 
character of the answer; but Mr. Crawford did - 
not write it. He was imablc at that time to 
write any thing. It was written and read to 
him as it went on, by a treasury clerk, familiar 
with all the transactions to which the accusa
tions related—Mr. Asbury Dickens, since secre
tary of the Senate. This Mr. Crawford told 
himself at the time, with his accustomed frank
ness. His answer being mentioned by a friend, 
as a proof that his paralytic stroke had not af
fected his strength, he replied, that was no proof— 
that Dickens wrote it. The committee went on 
with the case (Mr. Edwards represented by hie 
son-in-law, Mr. Cook), examined all the evidence 
in their reach, made a report unanimously con
curred in, and exonerating Mr. Crawford from 
every dishonorable or illegal imputation. The 
report was accepted by the House ; but Mr. 
Edwards, having far to travel on his return 
journey, hail not yet been examined ; and to hear 
him the committee continued to sit after Con
gress had adjourned. He was examined fully, 
but could prove nothing; and the committee 
made a second report, corroborating the fornier, 
and declaring it as their unanimous Opinion— 
the opinion of every one present—ythat nothing 
had been proved to impeach the integrity of the 
Secretary, or to tiring into doubt the general 
correctness and ability of his administration of 
the public finances.”

The committee also reported all the testimony
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token, from which it appeared that Mr. Edwards 
himself had contradicted all the accusations in 
the A. B. papers ; had denied the authorship of 
them ; had applauded the conduct of Mr. Craw
ford in the use of the western banks, and their 
currency in payment of the public lands, as hav
ing saved farmers from the loss of their homes ; 
and declared his belief, that no man in the gov
ernment could have conducted the fiscal and 
financial concerns of the government with more 
integrity and propriety than he had done. This 
was while his nomination as minister to Mexico 
was depending in the Senate, and to Mr. Noble, 
a Senator from Indiana, and a friend to Mr. 
Crawford. He testified :

“ That he had had a conversation with Mr. 
Edwards, introduced by Mr. E. himself, concern
ing Mr. Crawford’s management of the western 
banks, and the authorship of the A. B. letters. 
That it was pending his nomination male by 
the President to the Senate, as minister to Mex
ico. He (Mr. E.) stated that he was about to

1 ‘ ~ t-’..-**.*„ fin* tlin ruirnnsfl of flp-
1CU. UC ^iiii . t-j.f --------------------------...
be attacked in the Senate, for the purpose of de
feating his nomination : that party and political 
spirit was now high ; that he understood that 
charges would be exhibited against him, and 
that it had been so declared in the Senate. He 
further remarked, that he knew me to be the 
decided friend of William H. Crawford, and said,
I am considered as being his bitter enemy ; and 
I am charged with being the author of the num
bers signed A. B. ; but (raising his hand) I pledge 
you my honor, I am not the author, nor do I 
know who the author is. Crawford and I, said 
Mr. Edwards, have had a little difference; but I 
have always considered him a high-minded, hon
orable, and vigilant officer of the government. 
He has been abused about the western banks 
and the unavailable funds. Leaning forward, 
and extending his hand, he added, now damn it, 
you know we both live in States where there 
are many [xxir debtors to the government for 
lands, together with a" deranged currency. The 
notes on various banks being depreciated, after 
the effect and operation of the war in that por
tion of the Union, and the banks, by attempting 
to call in their paper, having exhausted their 
specie, the notes that were in circulation became 
of little or no value. Many men of influence in 
that country, said he, have united to induce the 
Secretary of the Treasury to select certain banks 
as banks of deposit, and to take the notes of 
certain banks in payment for public land. Had 
he (Mr. Crawford) not done so, many of our in
habitants would have been turned out of doors, 
and lost their land ; and the people of the coun
try would have had a universal disgust against 
Mr. Crawford. And I will venture to say. said 
Mr. Edwards, notwithstanding I am considered 
his enemy, that no man in this government could 
have managed the fiscal and financial concerns

of the government with more integrity and pro. 
priety than Mr. Crawford did. He (Mr. Noble) 
had never repeated this conversation to any body 
until the evening of the day that I (he) was inform
ed that Gov. Edwards’1 address ’ was presented to 
the House of Representatives. On that evening, 
in conversation with several members of the 
House, amongst whem were Mr. Reid and Mr. 
Nelson, some of whom said that Governor Ed
wards had avowed himself to be the author of 
A. B., and others said that he had not done so, I 
remarked, that they must have misunderstood the 
‘address,’ for Gov. Edwards had pledged fils 
honor to me that he was not the author of A. B.”

Other witnesses testified to his denials, while 
the nomination was depending, of all authorship 
of these publications : among them, the editors 
of the National Intelligencer,— friends to Mr. 
Crawford. Mr. Edwards called at their office 
at that time (the first time he had been there 
within a year), to exculpate himself from the 
imputed authorship ; and did it so earnestly that 
the editors believed him, and published a contra
diction of the report against him in their paper, 
stating that*they had a “good reason” to know 
that he was not the author of these publications. 
That “ good reason,” they testified, was his own 
voluntary denial in this unexpected visit to their 
office, and his declarations in what he called a 
“frank and free” conversation with them on the 
subject. Such testimony, and the absence of all 
proof on the other side, was fatal to the accusa
tions, and to the accuser. The committee re
ported honorably and unanimously in favor of 
Mr. Crawford ; the Congress and the country 
accepted it ; Mr. Edwards resigned his commis
sion, and disappeared from the federal political 
theatre : and that was the end of the A. B. plot, 
which had filled some newspapers for a year with 
publications against Mr. Crawford, and which 

, might have passed into oblivion, as the current 
I productions and usual concomitants of a Presi

dential canvass, had it not been for their formal 
communication to Congress as ground of im
peachment against a high officer. That com
munication carried the “ six charges,” and their 
ten chapters of specifications, into our parlia
mentary history, where their fate becomes one 
of the instructive lessons which it is the province 
of history to teach. The newspaper in which the 
A. B. papers were published, was edited by a 
war-office clerk, in the interest of the war Secre
tary (Mr. Calhoun), to the serious injury of that 
gentleman, who received no vote in any State 
voting for Mr. Crawford.
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CHAPTER XV.

AMENDMENT OP THE CONSTITUTION IN RELA
TION TO THE ELECTION OF PRESIDENT AND 
VICE-PRESIDENT.

European writers on American affairs are full 
of mistakes on the working of our government ; 
and these mistakes are generally to the prejudice 
of the democratic element Of these mistakes, 
and in their ignorance of the difference between 
the theory and the working of our system in the 
election of the two first officers, two eminent 
French writers are striking instances: Messrs, 
de Tocqueville and Thiers. Taking the working 
and the theory of our government in this par
ticular to be the same, they laud the institution 
of electors, to whom they believe the whole 
power of election belongs (as it was intended) ;— 
and hence attribute to the superior sagacity 
of these electors the merit of choosing all the 
eminent Presidents who have adorned the presi
dential chair. This mistake between theory and 
practice is known to every body in America, and 
should be known to enlightened men in Europe, 
who wish to do justice to popular government. 
The electors have no practical power over the 
election, and have had none since their institu 
tion. From the beginning they have stood 
pledged to vote for the candidates indicated (in 
the early elections) by the public will; after
wards, by Congress caucuses, as long as those 
caucuses followed the public will ; and since, by 
assemblages called conventions, whether they 
follow the pefflic will or not. In every case the 
elector has been an instrument, bound to otcy a 

particular impulsion ; and disobedience to which 
would be attended with infamy, and with every 
penalty which public indignation could inflict. 
From the beginning these electors have been 
useless, and an inconvenient intervention be 
tween the people anil the object of their choice 
and, in time, may become dangerous : and being 
useless inconvenient, and subject to abuse and 
danger ; having wholly failed to answer the pur 
pose for which they were instituted (and for 
which purpose no one would now contend) ; it 
becomes a just conclusion that the institution 
should be abolished, and the election committed 
to the direct vote of the people. And, to obvi

ate all excuse for previous nominations by inter
mediate bodies, a second election to be held 
forthwith between the two highest or leading 
candidates, if no one had had a majority of the 
whole number on the first trial. These are not 
new ideas, bom of a spirit of change and innova
tion ; but old doctrine, advocated in the conven
tion which framed the Constitution. by wise and 
good men ; by Dr. Franklin and Njjawt, of Penn
sylvania; by John Dickinson and others, of 
Delaware. But the opinion prevailed in the 
convention, that the mass of the people would 
not be sufficiently informed, discreet, and tem
perate to exercise with advantage so great a 
privilege as that of choosing the chief magistrate 
of a great republic ; and hence the institution of 
an intermediate body, called the electoral col
lege—its members to be chosen by the people— 
and when assembled in conclave (I use the word 
in the Latin sense of con and Claris, under key), 
to select whomsoever they should think projier 
for President and Vice-President. All this 
scheme having failed, and the people having 
taken hold of the^clection. it became just and 
regular to attempt to legalize their acquisition 
by securing to them constitutionally the full 
enjoyment of the rights which the)- imperfectly 
exercised. The feeling to this effect became 
strong as the election of 1824 approached, when 
there were many candidates in ttio field, and 
Congress caucuses fallen into disrepute ; and 
several attempts were made to obtain a consti
tutional amendment to accomplish the purpose. 
Mr. McDuffie, in the House of Representatives, 
and myself in the Senate, both proposed such 
amendments ; the mode of taking the direct 
votes to be in districts, and the persons receiving 
the greatest number of votes for President or 
Vice-President in any district to count one vote 
for such office respectively ; which is nothing but 
substituting the candidates themselves for their 
electoral representatives, while simplifying the 
election, insuring its integrity, and securing 
the rights of the people. In support of my 
proposition in the Senate, I delivered some ar
guments in the form of a speech, from which I 
here add some extracts, in the hope of keeping 
the question alive, and obtaining for it a better 
success at some future day.

“ The evil of a want of uniformity in the 
choice of presidential electors, is not limited to 
its disfiguring effect upon the face of our gov-
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emment, but goes to endanger the rights of the 
people, by permitting sudden alterations on the 
eve of an election, and to annihilate the right of 
the small States, by enabling the large ones to 
combine, and to throw all their votes into the 
scale of a particular candidate. These obvious 
evils make it certain that any uniform rule 
would be preferable to the present state of 
things. But, in fixing on one, it is the duty of 
statesmen to select that which is calculated to 
give to every portion of the Union its due share 
in the choice of the Chief Magistrate, and to 
every individual citizen, a fair opportunity of 
voting according to his will. This would be 
effected by adopting the District System. It 
would divide every State into districts, equal to 
the whole number of votes to be given, and the 
people of each district would be governed by 
its own majority, and not by a majority existing 
in some remote part of the State. This would 
be agreeable to the rights of individuals : for, in 
entering into society, and submitting to be bound 
by the decision of the majority, each individual 
retained the right of voting for himself wherever 
it was practicable, and of being governed by a 
majority of the vicinage, and not by majorities 
brought from remote sections to overwhelm him 
with their accumulated numbers. It would be 
agreeable to the interests of all parts, of the 
States ; for each State may have different inter
ests in different parts ; one part may be agricul
tural, another manufacturing, another commer
cial ; and it would be unjust that the strongest 
should govern, or that two should combine and 
sacrifice the third. The district system would 
be agreeable to the intention of our present con
stitution, which, in giving to each elector a sepa
rate vote, instead of giving to each State a con
solidated vote, composed of all its electoral 
suffrages, clearly intended that each mass of 
persons entitled to one elector, should have the 
right of giving one vote, according to their own 
sense of their own interest.

“ The general ticket system now existing in ten 
States, was the offspring of policy, and not of 
any disposition to give fair play to the will of 
the people. It was adopted by the leading men 
of those States to enable them to consolidate 
the vote of the State. It would be easy to prove 
this by referring to facts of historical notoriety. 
It contributes to give power and consequence to 
the leaders who manage the elections, but it is a 
departure from the intention of the constitution ; 
violates the rights of the minorities, and is at
tended with many other evils. The intention of 
the constitution is violated, because it was the 
intention of that instrument to give to each mass 
of persons, entitled to one elector, the power of 
giving an electoral vote to any candidate they 
preferred. The rights of minorities arc violated, 
because a majority of one will carry the vote of 
the whole State. This principle is the same, 
whether the elector is chosen by general ticket 
or by legislative ballot ; a majority of one, in

either case, carries the vote of the whole State. 
In New-York, thirty-six electors arc chosen 
nineteen Is a majority, and the candidate receiving 
this majority is fairly entitled to count nineteen 
votes ; but hti counts in reality, thirty-six : be
cause the minority of seventeen arc addcil to the 
majority. These seventeen votes belong to seven
teen masses of people, of 40,000 souls each, in all 
680,000 people, whose votes are seized upon, 
taken away, and presented to whom the majority 
pleases. Èxtend the calculation to the seventeen 
States now choosing electors by general ticket 
or legislative ballot, and it will show that three 
millions of souls, a population equal to that 
which carried us through the Revolution, may 
have their votes taken from them in the same 
way. To lose their votes, is the fate of all mi
norities, and it is their duty to submit ; but this 
is not a case of votes lost, but of votes taken 
away, added to those of the majority, and 
given to a persdn to whom the minority was 
op|>osed.

“ lie said, this objection (to the direct vote of 
the people) had a weight in the year 1787, to which 
it is not entitled in the year 1824. Our govern
ment was then young, schools and colleges were 
scarce, political science was then confined to few, 
and the means of diffusing intelligence were both 
inadequate and uncertain. The experiment of a 
popular government was just beginning; the 
people had been just released from subjection to 
an hereditary king, and were not yet practised 
in the art of choosing a temporary chief fur 
themselves. But thirty-six years have reversed 
this picture. Thirty-six years, which have pro
duced so many wonderful changes in America 
have accomplished the work of many centuries 
upon the intelligence of its inhabitants. Within 
that period, schools, colleges, and universities 
have multiplied to an amazing extent. The 

] means of diffusing intelligence have been won
derfully augmented by the establishment of six 
hundred newspapers, and upwards of five thou
sand |K>st-oflices. The whole course of an Amer
ican’s life, civil, social, and religious, has become 
one continued scene of intellectual and of moral 
improvement. Once in every week, more than 
eleven thousand men, eminent for learning and 
for piety, petforin the double duty of amen ling 
the hearts, and enlightening the understandings, 
of more than eleven thousand congregations of 
people. Under the benign influence of a free 
government, both our public institutions and pri
vate pursuits, our juries, elections, courts of jus
tice, the liberal professions, and the mechanic 
arts, have each become a school of political sci
ence and of mental improvement. The federal 
legislature, in the annual message of the I’rcsi- 
dent, in rc|iorts from heads of departments, and 
committees of Congress, and speeches of mem
bers, pours forth a Hood of intelligejg'c which 
carries its waves to the remotest confines of the 
republic. In the different States, tftenty-four 
State executives and State legislatures are annu

ally repeating 
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le remotest confines of the 
feront States, tAcnty-four 
State legislatures are annu

ally repeating the same process within a more 
limited sphere. The habit of universal travel
ling. and the practice of universal interchange of 
thought, arc continually circulating the intelli
gence of the country, and augmenting its mass. 
The face of our country itself, its vast extent, its 
grand and varied features, contribute to expand 
the human intellect, and to magnify its power. 
Less than half a century of the enjoyment of 
liberty has given practical evidence of the great 
moral truth, that, under a free government, the 
power of the intellect is the only power which 
rules the affairs of men ; and virtue and intelli
gence the only durable passports to honor and 
preferment. The conviction of this great truth 
has created an universal taste for learning and 
for reading, and has convinced every parent that 
the endowments of the mind, and thevirtucs of 
the heart, arc the only imperishable,\lib only 
inestimable riches which he can leave to his 
posterity.

“This objection (the danger of tumults and 
violence at the elections) is taken from the his
tory of the ancient republics ; from the tumultu
ary elections of Rome and Greece. But the
justness of the example is denied. There is no
thing in the laws of physiology which admits a 
parallel between the sanguinary Roman, the 
volatile Greek, and the phlegmatic American. 
There is nothing in the state of the respective 
countries, or in their manner of voting, which 
makes one an example for the other. The Ro
mans voted in a mass, at a single voting place, 
even when the qualified voters amounted to mil
lions of persons. They came to the polls armed, 
and divided into classy, and voted, not by heads, 
hut by centuries. In the Grecian Republics all 
the voters were brought together in one great 
city, and decided the contest in one great strug
gle. In such assemblages, both the inducement 
to violence, and the means of committing it, were 
prepared by the government itself. In the Uni
ted States all this is different. The voters arc 
assembled in small bodies, at innumerable voting 
places, distributed over a vast extent of country. 
They come to the polls without arms, without 
odious distinctions, without any temptation to 
violence, and with every inducement to harmony. 
If heated during the day of election, they cool off 
upon returning to their homes, and resuming 
their ordinary occupations.

“ But let us admit the truth of the objection. 
Let us admit that the American people would 
be as tumultuary at their presidential elections, 
as were the citizens of the ancient republic» at 
the election of their chief magistrates. What 
then 7 Are we thence to infer the inferiority 
of the officers thus elected, and the consequent 
degradation of the countries over which they 
presided 1 I answer no. So far from it, that i 
assert the superiority of these officers over all 
others ever obtained for the same countries, 
either by hereditary succession, or the most se
lect mode of election. 1 affirm those periods of

history to be the most glorious in arms, the 
most renowned in arts, the most celebrated in 
letters, the most useful in practice, and the most 
happy in the condition of the people, in which 
the whole body of the citizens voted direct for 
the chief officer of their country. Take the 
history of that commonwealth which yet shines 
as the leading star in the firmament of nations. 
Of the twenty-five centuries that the Roman 
state has existed, to what period do we look for 
the generals and statesmen, the poets and ora
tors, the philosophers and historians, the sculp
tors painters, and architects, whose immortal 
works have fixed upon their country the admir
ing eyes qf all succeeding ages ? Is it to the 
reigns of the seven first kings ?—to the reigns 
of the emperors, proclaimed by the prietorian 
bands ?—to the reigns of the Sovereign Pontiffs, 
chosen by a select body of electors in a conclave 
of most holy cardinals ! No—We look to none 
of these, but to that short interval of four cen
turies and a half which lies between the expul
sion of the Tarquins, and the re-establishmcnt 
of monarchy in the person of Octavius Cæsar. 
It is to this short period, during which the con
suls, tribunes, and praetors, were annually elected 
by a direct vote of the people, to which we look 
ourselves, and to which we direct the infant 
minds of our children, for all the works and 
monuments of Roman greatness ; for roads,
bridges, and aqueducts, constructed ; for victo
ries gamed, nations vanquished, commerce ex
tended, treasure imported, libraries founded, 
learning encouraged, the arts flourishing, the 
city embellished, and the kings of the earth 
humbly suing to be admitted into the friendship, 
and taken under the protection, of the Roman 
people. It was of this magnificent period that 
Cicero spoke, when he proclaimed the people of 
Rome to be the masters of kings, and the con
querors and commanders of all the nations of 
the earth. And, what is wonderful, during this 
whole period, in a succession of four hundred 
and fifty annual elections, the people never once 
preferred a citizen to the consulship who did not 
carry the prosperity and the glory of the Re
public to a point beyond that at which he had 
found it.

“ It is the same with the Grecian Republics. 
Thirty centuries have elapsed since they were 
founded ; yet it is to an ephemeral period of one 
hundred and fifty years only, the period of popu
lar elections which intervened between the dis
persion of a cloud of petty tyrants, and the 
coming of a great one in the person of Philip, 
king of Macedon, that wo are to look for that 
galaxy of names which shed so much lustre upon 
their country, and in which we arc to find tho 
first cause of that intense sympathy which now 
burns in our bosoms at the name of Greece.

“ These short and brilliant periods exhibit the 
great triumph of popular elections ; often tu
multuary, often stained with blood, but always 
ending gloriously for the country. Then the
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right of suffrage was enjoyed ; the sovereignty 
of the people was no fiction. Then a sublime 
spectacle was seen, when the Roman citizen 
adyifnced to the polls and proclaimed : ‘ / vote 
for Cato to be Consul;’ the Athenian, ‘ I vote 
for Aristides to be Archon ; ’ the Theban, 11 
vote for Pelopidas to be Bceotrach ; ’ the Lace
demonian, 11 vote for Leonidas to be first of 
the Ephori.’ And why may not an American 
citizen do the same ? Why may not he go up 
to the poll and proclaim, 11 vote for Thomas 
Jefferson to be President of the United States ? ’ 
Why is he compelled to put his vote in the hands 
of another, and to incur all the hazards of an 
irresponsible agency, when he himself could im
mediately give his own vote for his own chosen 
candidate, without the slightest assistance from 
agents or managers ?

“ But, said Mr. Benton, I have other objec
tions to these intermediate electors. They are 
the peculiar and favorite institution of aristocratic 
republics, and elective monarchies. I refer the 
Senate to the late republics of Venice and Genoa ; 
of France, and her litter ; to the kingdom of 
Poland ; the empire of Germany, and the Pon
tificate of Rome. On the contrary, a direct 
vote by the people is the peculiar and favorite 
institution of democratic republics ; as we have 
just seen in the governments of Rome, Athens,

, Thebes, and Sparta ; to which may be added the 
principal cities of the Amphyctionic and Achaian 
leagues, and the renowned republic of Carthage 
when the rival of Rome.

“I have now answered the objections which 
were brought forward in the year ’87. I ask 
for no judgment upon their validity at that day, 
but I affirm them to be without force or reason 
in the year 1824. Time and experience have 
so decided. Yes, time and experience, the only 
infallible tests of good or bad institutions, have 
now shown that the continuance of the electoral 
syrstem will be both useless and dangerous to 
the liberties of the people, and that ' the only 
effectual mode of preserving our government 
from the corruptions uhich hare wulennined 
the liberty of so many nations, is, to confide 
the election of our chief magistrate to t/iose 
who are farthest removed from the influence 
of his patronagethat is to say, to the
WHOLE BODY OF AMERICAN CITIZENS !

“ The electors are not independent ; they 
have no superior intelligence ; they are not left 
to their own judgment in the choice of President ; 
they are not above the control of the people ; on 
the contrary, every elector is pledged, before he 
is chosen, to give his vote according to the will 
of those who choose him. lie is nothing but an 
agent, tied down to the execution of a precise 
trust. Every reason which induced the conven
tion to institute electors has failed. They arc 
oo longer of any use, and may be dangerous to

• Report of a Committee of the House of Representatives 
OP Mr. McDattio'e proposition.

the liberties of the people. They are not useful, 
because they have no power over their own votej 
and because the people can vote for a President 
as easily as they can vote for an elector. They 
are dangerous to the liberties of the people, be
cause, in the first place, they introduce extrane
ous considerations into the election of President ; 
and, in the second place, they may sell the vote 
which is intrusted to their keeping. They in
troduce extraneous considerations, by bringing 
their own character and their own exertions 
into the presidential canvass. Every one sees 
this. Candidates lor electors are now selected, 
not for the reasons mentioned in the Federalist, 
but for their devotion to a particular party, for 
their manners, and their talent at electioneering. 
The elector may betray the liberties of the peo
ple, by selling his vote. The operation is easy, 
because he votes by ballot ; detection is impos
sible, because ho does not sign his vote ; the 
restraint is nothing but his own conscience, for 
there is no legal punishment for his breach of 
trust. If a swindler defrauds you out of a few 
dollars in property or money, he is whipped and 
pilloried, and rendered infamous in the eye of 
the law ; but, if an elector should defraud 40,000 
people of their vote, there is no remedy but to 
abuse him in the newspapers, where the best 
men in the country may be abused, as much as 
Benedict Arnold, or Judas Iscariot. Every 
reason for instituting electors has failed, and 
every consideration of prudence requires them 
to be discontinued. They are nothing but 
agents, in a case which requires no agent ; and 
no prudent man would, or ought, to employ an 
agent to take care of his money, his property, 
or his liberty, when he is equally capable to 
take care of them himself.

“ But, if the plan of the constitution had not 
failed—if we were now deriving from electors 
all the advantages expected from their institu
tion—I, for one, said Mr. B., would still 1» in 
favor of getting rid of them. I should esteem 
the incorruptibility of the people, their disinte
rested desire to get the best man for President, 
to be more than a counterpoise to all the advan
tages which might be derived from the superior 
intelligence of a more enlightened, but smaller, 
and therefore, more corruptible body. I should 
be opposed to the intervention of electors, lie- 
cause the double process of electing a man to 
elect a man, would paralyze the spirit of the 
people, and destroy the life of the election itself. 
Doubtless this machinery was introduced into 
our constitution for the purpose of softening the 
action of the democratic element ; but it also 
softens the interest of the people in the result 
of the election itself. It places them at too 
great a distance from their first servant. It in
terposes a body of men between the people and 
the object of their choice, and gives a false di
rection to the gratitude of the President elected. 
He feels himself indebted to the electors who 
collected the votes of the people, and not to the
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people, who gave their votes to the electors. It 
enables a few men to govern many, and, in time, 
it will transfer the whole power of the election 
into the hands of a few, leaving to the people 
the humble occupation of confirming what has 
been done by superior authority.

“ Mr Benton referred to historical examples to 
prove the correctness of his opinion.

“He mentioned the constitution of the F rench 
Republic, of the year III. of French liberty. 
The people to choose electors ; these to choose 
the Councils of Five Hundred, and of Ancients ; 
and these, by a further process of filtration, to 
choose the Five Directors. The effect was, that 
the people had no concern in the election of 
their Chief Magistrates, and felt no interest in 
their fate. They saw them enter and expel 
each other from the political theatre, with the 
same indifference with which they would see 
the entrance and the exit of so many players on 
the stage. It was the same thing in all the subal
tern Republics of which the French armies were 
delivered, while overturning the thrones of Eu
rope. The constitutions of the Ligurian, Cisal
pine, and Parthenopian Republics, were all 
duplicates of the mother institution, at Paris; 
and all shared the same fate. The French con
sular constitution of the year VIII. (the last 
year of French liberty) preserved all the vices 
of the electoral system ; and from this fact, 
alone, that profound observer, Neckar, from 
the bosom of his retreat, in the midst of the 
Alps, predicted and proclaimed the death of 
Liberty in France. lie wrote a book to prove 
that 'Liberty would be ruined by providing
ANY KIND OF SUBSTITUTE FOR POPULAR ELEC
TIONS : ’ and the result verified liis prediction in 
four years.”

CHAPTER XVI.

INTERNAL trade WITH NEW MEXICO.

The name of Mexico, the synonyme of gold and 
silver mines possessed always an invincible 
charm for the people of the western States. 
Guarded from intrusion by Spanish jealousy 
and despotic power, and imprisonment for life, 
or labor in the mines, the inexorable penalty for 
every attempt to penetrate the forbidden coun 
try, still the dazzled imaginations and daring 
spirits of the Great West adventured upon the 
^ltcrprise; and failure and misfortune, chains 
and labor, were not sufficient to intimidate 
tillers. The journal of (the then lieutenant,

afterwards) General Pike inflamed this spirit, 
and induced new adventurers to hazard the en
terprise, only to meet the fate of their predeces
sors. It was not until the Independence of 
Mexico, in the year 1821, that the frontiers of 
this vast and hitherto scaled up country, were 
thrown open to foreign ingress, and trade and 
intercourse allowed to take their course. The 
State of Missouri, from her geographical posi
tion, and the adventurous spirit of her inhabit
ants, was among the first to engage in it ; and 
the “Western Internal Provinces”—the vast 
region comprehending New Mexico, El Paso del 
Norte, New Biscay, Chihuahua, Sonora, Sinaloa, 
and all the wide slope spreading down towards 
the Gulf of California, the ancient “ Sea of Cor
tez”—was the remote theatre of their cour
ageous enterprise—the further off and the less 
known, so much the more attractive to their 
daring spirits. It was the work of individual 
enterprise, without the protection or countc- 
ance of the government—without even its know
ledge—and exposed to constant danger of life 
and property from the untamed and predatory 
savages, Arabs of the New World, which roam
ed over the intermediate country of a thousand 
miles, and considered the merchant and his 
goods their lawful prey. In three years it had 
grown up to be a new and regular branch of in
terior commerce, profitable to those engaged in 
it, valuable to the country from the articles it 
carried out, and for the silver, the furs, and the 
mules which it brought back ; and well entitled 
to the protection and care of the government. 
That protection was sought, and in the form 
which the character of the trade required—a 
right of way through the countries of the tribes 
between Missouri and New Mexico, a road 
marked out and security in travelling it, stipula
tions for good behavior from the Indians, and a 
■consular establishment in the provinces to be 
traded with. The consuls could he appointed 
by the order of the government ; but the road, 
the treaty stipulations, and the substantial pro
tection against savages, required the aid of the 
federal legislative power, and for that purpose a 
Bill was brought into the Senate by me in the 
session of 1824-25 ; and being a novel and 
strange subject, and asking for extraordinary 
legislation, it became necessary to lay a foun
dation of facts, and to furnish a reason and an 
argument for every thing that was asked. I
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produced a statement from those engaged in the 
trade, among others from Mr. Augustus Storrs, 
late of New Hampshire, then of Missouri—a 
gentleman of character and intelligence, very 
capable of relating things as they were, and in
capable of relating them otherwise; and who 
had been personally engaged in the trade. In 
presenting his statement, and moving to have it 
printed for the use of the Senate, I said :

“ This gentleman had been one of a caravan of 
eighty persons, one hundred and fifty-six horses, 
and twenty-three wagons and carriages, which 
had made the expedition from Missouri to Santa 
FÔ (of New Mexico), in the months of May 
and June last. His account was full of interest 
and novelty. It sounded like romance to hear 
of caravans of men, horses, and wagons, travers
ing with their merchandise the vast plain which 
lies between the Mississippi and the Jlio del 
Norte. The story seemed better adapted to Asia 
than to North America. But, romantic as it 
mifht seem, the reality had already exceeded the 
visions of the wildest imagination. The journey 
to New Mexico, but lately deemed a chimerical 
project, had become an alfair of ordinary occur
rence. Santa Fé, but lately the Ultima Thule 
of American enterprise, was now considered as 
a stage only in the progress, or rather, a new 
point of departure to our invincible citizens. 
Instead of turning back from that point, the 
caravans broke up there, and the subdivisions 
branched olf in different directions in search of 
new theatres for their enterprise. Some pro
ceeded down the river to the Paso del Norte ; 
some to the mines of Chihuahua and Durango, 
in the province of New Biscay ; some to Sonora 
and Sinaloa, on the Gulf of California; and 
some, seeking new lines of communication with 
the Pacific, had undertaken to descend the west
ern slope of our continent, through the unex
plored regions of the Colorado. The fruit of 
these enterprises, for the present year, amounted 
to $190,000 in gold and silver bullion, and coin, 
and precious furs ; a sum considerable, in itself, 
in the commerce of an infant State, but chiefly 
deserving a statesman’s notice, as an earnest of 
what might be expected from a regulated and 
protected trade. The principal article givert in 
exchange, is that of which we have the greatest 
abundance, and which has the peculiar advantage 
of making the circuit of the Union before it 
departs from the territories of the republic— 
cotton—which grows in the South, is manu
factured in the North, and exported from the 
West.

“ That the trade will be liencficial to the 
inhabitants of the Internal Provinces, is a pro
position too plain to be argued. They are a 
pcoplo among whom all the arts are lost—the j 
ample catalogue of whose wants may bo inferred 
from the lamentable details of Mr. Storrs. No

books ! no newspapers ! iron a dollar a pound 
cultivating the earth with wooden tools ! and 
spinning upon a stick ! Such is the picture of a 
people whose fathers wore the proud title of 
“ Conquerors ; ” whose ancestors, in the time of 
Charles the Fifth, were the pride, the terror, and 
the model of Europe; and such has been the 
power of civil and religious despotism in accom
plishing the degradation of the human species! 
To a people thus abased, and so lately arrived 
at the possession of their liberties, a supply of 
merchandise, upon the cheapest terms, is the 
least of the benefits to be derived from a com
merce with the people of the United States. The 
consolidation of their republican institutions 
the improvement of their moral and social con
dition, the restoration of their lost arts, and the 
development of their national resources are 
among the grand results which philanthropy 
anticipates from such a commerce.

“ To the Indians themselves, the opening of a 
road through their country is an object of vital 
importance. It is connected with the preserva
tion and improvement of their race. For two 
hundred years the problem of Indian civilization 
has been successively presented to each genera
tion of the Americans, and solved by each in the 
same way. Schools have been set up, colleges 
founded, and minions established ; a wonderful 
success has attended the commencement of every 
undertaking ; and, after some time, the schools, 
the colleges, the missions, and the Indians, have 
all disappeared together. In the south alone 
have we seen an exception. There the nations 
have preserved themselves, and have made a 
cheering progress in the arts of civilization. 
Their advance is the work of twenty years. It 
dates its commencement from the opening of 
roads through their country. Roads induced 
separate families to settle at the crossing of 
rivers, to establish themselves at the best springs 
and tracts of land, and to begin to sell grain 
and provisions to the travellers, whom, a few 
years before, they would kill and plunder. This 
imparted the idea of exclusive property in the 
soil, and created an attachment for a fixed resi
dence. Gradually, fields were opened, houses 
built, orchards planted, flocks and herds acquired, 
and slaves bought. The acquisition of these 
comforts, relieving the body from the torturing 
wants of cold and hunger, placed the mind in a 
condition to pursue its improvement.—This, Mr. 
President, is the true secret of the happy ad
vance which the southern tribes have made in 
acquiring the arts of civilization ; this has titled 
them for the reception of schools and missions; 
ami doubtless, the same cause will produce the 
same effects among the tribes beyond, which it 
has produced among the tribes on this sida of 
the Mississippi.

“ The right of way is indispensable, and the 
committee have begun with directing a bill to be 
re|K>rtcd for that purpose. Happily, there are 
no constitutional objections to it. State rights
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are in no danger ! The road which is contem
plated will trespass upon the soil, or infringe upon 
the jurisdiction of no State whatsoever. It runs 
a course and a distance to avoid all that ; for it 
begins upon the outside line of the outside State, 
and runs directly off towards the setting sun— 
far away from all the States. The Congress and 
the Indians are alone to be consulted, and the 
statute book is full of precedents. Protesting 
against the necessity of producing precedents for 
an act in itself pregnant with propriety, 1 will 
yet name a few in order to illustrate the policy 
of the government, and show its readiness to 
make roads through Indian countries to facilitate 
the intercourse of its citizens, and even upon 
foreign territory to promote commerce and na
tional communications.”

Precedents were then shown. 1. A road from 
Nashville, Tennessee, through the Cliicasaw and 
Choctaw tribes, to Natchez, 1800; 2, a road 
through the Creek nations, from Athens, in 
Georgia, to the 31st degree of north latitude, in 
the direction to New Orleans, 1806, and con
tinued by act of 1807, with the consent of the 
Spanish government, through the then Spanish 
territory of West Florida to New Orleans; 
3, three roads through the Cherokee nation, to 
open an intercourse between Georgia. Tennessee, 

| and the lower Mississippi ; and more than twenty 
others upon the territory of' the United States. 
But the precedent chiefly relied upon was that 
from Athens through the Creek Indian territory 
andjhe Spanish dominions to New Orleans. It 
was up to the exigency of the occasion in every 
particular—being both upon Indian territory 
within our dominions, und upon foreign territory 
beyond them. The road I wanted fell within 
the terms of both these qualifications. It was 
to pass through tribes within our own territory, 
until it reached the Arkansas River: there it 
met the foreign boundary established by the 
treaty of 1819, which gave away, not only 
Texas, but half the Arkansas besides ; and the 
bill which I brought in provided for continuing 
the road, with the assent of Mexico, from this 
boundary to Santa Fé, on the Upper del Norte. 
1 deemed it fair to give additional emphasis to 
this precedent, by showing that I had it from 
Mr. Jefferson, and said :

“ For a knowledge of this precedent, I am in
debted to a conversation with Mr. Jefikrson 
himself. In a late excursion to Virginia, I 
availed myself of a broken day to call and pay 

I my respects to that patriarchal statesman. The 
I individual must manage badly, Mr. President,

who can find himself in the presence of that 
great man, and retire from it without bringing 
off some fact, or some maxim, of eminent utility 
to the human race. I trust that I did not so 
manage. I trust that, in bringing off a fact 
which led to the discovery of the precedent, 
which is to remove the only serious objection to 
the road in question, I have done a service, if not 
to the human family, at least to the citizens of 
the two greatest Republics in the world. It 
was on the evening of Christmas day that I 
called upon Mr. Jefferson. The conversation, 
among other things, turned upon roads. lie 
spoke of one from Georgia to New Orleans, 
made during the last term of his own adminis
tration. He said there w as a manuscript map 
of it in the library of Congress (formerly his 
own), bound up in a certain volume of maps, 
which he described to me. On my return to 
Washington, I searched the statute book, and I 
found the acts which authorized the road to be 
male : they arc the same which I have just read 
to the Senate. I searched the Congress Library, 
and I found the volume of maps which he had 
described ; and here it is (presenting a huge 
folio), and there is the map of the road from 
Georgia to New Orleans, more than two hun
dred miles of which, marked in blue ink, is 
traced through the then dominions of the King 
of Spain ! ”

The foreign part of the road was the difficulty, 
and was not entirely covered by the precedent. 
That was a road to our own city, and no other 
direct territorial way from the Southern States 
than through the Spanish province of West 
Florida: this was a road to bo, not only on 
foreign territory, but to go to a foreign country. 
Some Senators, favorable to the bill, were 
startled at it, and Mr. Lloyd, of Massachusetts, 
moved to strike out the part of the section 
which provided for this ex-territorial national 
highway ; but not in a spirit of hostility to the 
bill itself providing for protection to a branch 
of commerce. Mr. Lowrie, of Pennsylvania, 
could not admit the force of the objection, and 
held it to be only a modification of what was 
now done for the protection of commerce—the 
substitution of land for water ; and instanced the 
sums annually spent in maintaining a licet in 
the Mediterranean Sea, and in the most remote 
oceans for the same purpose. Mr. Van Buren, 
thought the government was bound to extend 
the same protection to this branch of trade as 
to any other; and the road upon the foreign 
territory was only to be marked out, not made. 
Mr. Macon thought the question no great mat
ter. Formerly Indian traders followed “ traces : ”
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now they must have roads. He did not care 
for precedents : they are generally good or bad 
as they suit or cross our purposes. The case 
of the road made by Mr. Jefferson was different. 
That road was made among Indians compara
tively civilized, and who had some notions of 
property. But the proposed road now to be 
marked out would passthrough wild tribes who 
think of nothing but killing and robbing a white 
man the moment they sec him, and would not 
be restrained by treaty obligations even if they 
entered into them. Col. Johnson, of Kentucky, 
had never hesitated to vote the money which 
was necessary to protect the lives or property 
of our sea-faring men, or for Atlantic fortifica
tions, or to suppress piracies. We had, at this 
session voted $500,000 to suppress piracy in the 
West Indies. We build ships of war, erect light
houses, spend annual millions for the protection 
of ocean commerce ; and he could not suppose 
that the sum proposed in this bill for the protec
tion of an inland branch of trade so valuable to 
the West could be denied. Mr. Kelly, of Ala
bama, said the great object of the bill was to 
cherish and foster a branch of commerce already 
in existence. It is carried on by land through 
several Indian tribes. To be safe, a road must be 
had—a right of way—“ a trace,” if you please. 
To answer its purpose, this road, or “trace,” 
must pass the boundary of the United States, 
and extjbnd several hundred miles through the 
wilderness country, in the Mexican Republic to 
the settlements with which the traffic must be 
carried on. It may be well to remember that the 
Mexican government is in the germ of its exist
ence, struggling with difficulties that we have 
long since surmounted, and may not feel it con
venient to make the road, and that it is enough to 
permit us to mark it out upon her soil ; whichls 
all that this bill proposes to do within her limits. 
Mr. Smith, of Maryland, would vote for the 
bill. The only question with him was, whether 
commerce could bo carried on to advantage on 
the proposed route ; and, being satisfied that 
it could be, he should vote for the bill. Mr. 
Brown, of Ohio (Ethan A.), was very glad to 
hear such sentiments from the Senator from 
Maryland, and hoped that a reciprocal good 
feeling would always prevail between different 
sections of the Union. He thought there could 
be no objection to the bill, and approved the 
policy of getting the road upon Mexican territory

with the consent of the Mexican government. 
The bill passed the Senate by a large vote—30 
to 12 ; and these are the names of the Senators 
voting for and against it :

Yeas.—Messrs. Barton, Benton, Bouligny, 
Brown, D’Wolf, Eaton, Edwards, Elliott, Holmes 
of Miss., Jackson (the General), Johnson of 
Kentucky, Johnston of Lou., Kelly, Knight, 
Lanman, Lloyd of Mass., Lowrie, Mcllvaine, 
McLean, Noble, Palmer, Parrott, Ruggles, Sey
mour, Smith, Talbot, Taylor, Thomas, Van 
Burcn, Van Dyke—30.

Navs.—Messrs. Branch, Chandler, Clayton, 
Cobb, Gaillard, Hayne, Holmes of Maine, King 
of Ala., King of N. Y., Macon, Tazewell, Wil
liams—12.

It passed the House of Representatives by a 
majority of thirty—received the approving sig
nature of Mr. Monroe, among the last acts of 
his public life—was carried into effect by his 
successor, Mr. John Quincy Adams—and this 
road has remained a thoroughfare of commerce 
between Missouri and New Mexico, and all the 
western internal provinces ever since.

CHAPTER XVII.

PRESIDENTIAL AND VICE-PRESIDENTIAL ELEC- 
TION IN THE ELECTORAL COLLEGES.

Four candidates were befoiic the people for the 
office of President—General Jackson, Mr. John 
Quincy Adams, Mr. William II. Crawford, and 
Mr. Henry Clay. Mr. Crawford had lieen nom
inated in a caucus of democratic members of 
Congress ; but being a minority of the members, 
and the nomination not in accordance with pub
lic opinion, it carried no authority along with it, 
and was of no service to the object of its choice. 
General Jackson was the candidate of the peo
ple, brought forward by the masses. Mr. 
Adams and Mr. Clay were brought forwardly 
bodies of their friends in different States. The 
whole number of electoral votes was 201 ; of 
which it required 131 to make an election. No | 
one had that number. General Jackson wu | 
the highest on the list, and had 99 votes ; Mr. 
Adams 84 ; Mr. Crawford 41; Mr. Clay 
No one having a majority of the whole of elect-1 
ors, the election devolved upon the House of [
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Representatives ; of which an account will be 
given in a separate chapter.

In the vice-presidential election it was dif
ferent. Mr. John C. Calhoun (who in the be
ginning of the canvass had been a candidate 
for the Presidency, but had been withdrawn by 
his friends in Pennsylvania, and put forward 
for Vice-President), received 182 votes in the 
electoral college, and was fleeted. Mr. Nathan 
Sandford, Senator in Congress from New-York, 
®,d been placed on the ticket with Mr. Clay, 
and received 30 votes. The 24 votes of Vir
ginia were given to Mr. Macon, as a compli
ment, he not being a candidate, and having 
refused to become one. The nine votes of 
Georgia were given to Mr. Van Buren, also as a 
compliment, he not being on the list of candi
dates. Mr. Albert Gallatin had been nominated 
in the Congress caucus with Mr. Crawford, 
but finding the proceedings of that caucus un
acceptable to the people he had withdrawn from 
the canvass. Mr. Calhoun was the only sub
stantive vice-presidential candidate before the 
people, and his election was an evidence of good 
feeling in the North towards southern men—he 
receiving the main part of his votes from that 
quarter—114 votes from the non-slaveholding 
States, and only 68 from the slaveholding. A 
southern man, and a slaveholder, Mr. Calhoun 
was indebted to northern men and non-slave
holders, for the honorable distinction of an elec
tion in the electoral colleges—the only one in 
the electoral colleges—the only one on all the 
lists of presidential and vice-presidential candi
dates who had that honor. Surely there was 
no disposition in the free States at that time to 
be unjust, or unkind to the South.

CHAPTER XVIII

DEATH OF JOHN TAYLOR, OF CAROLINE.

Foa by that designation was discriminated, in 
his own State, the eminent republican statesman 
of Virginia, who was a Senator in Congress in 
the first terra of General W ashington’s adminis
tration, and in the last term of Mr. Monroe— 
lad who, having voluntarily withdrawn himself

from that high station during the intermediate 
thirty years, devoted himself to the noble pur
suits of agriculture, literature, the study of po
litical economy, and the service of his State oi 
county when called by his fellow-citizens. Per. 
sonally I knew him but slightly, our meeting in 
the Senate being our first acquaintance, and our 
senatorial association limited to the single ses
sion of which he was a member—1823-24 ;—at ^ 
the end of which he died. But all my observa
tion of him, and his whole appearance and de
portment, went to confirm the reputation of his 
individuality of character, and high qualities 
of the head and the heart. I can hardly figure 
to myself the ideal of a republican statesman 
more perfect and complete than he was in re
ality :—plain and solid, a wise counsellor, a ready 
and vigorous debater, acute and comprehensive, 
ripe in all historical and political knowledge, in
nately republican—modest, courteous, benevolent, 
hospitable—a skilful, practical farmer, giving his 
time to his farm and his books, when not called 
by an emergency to the public service—and re
turning to his books and his farm when tho 
emergency was over. His whole character was 
announced in his looks and deportment, and in 
his uniform (senatorial) dress—the coat, waist
coat, and pantaloons of the same “London 
brown,” and in the cut of a former fashion— 
beaver hat with ample brim—fine white linen 
—and a gold-headed cane, carried not for show, 
but for use and support when walking and 
bending under the heaviness of years. He 
seemed to have been cast in the same mould 
with Mr. Macon, and it was pleasant to see 
them together, looking like two Grecian sages, 
and showing that regard for each other which 
every one felt for them both. He belonged to 
that constellation of great men which shone so 
brightly in Virginia in his day, and tho light of 
which w as not limited to Virginia, or our Ame
rica, but spread through the bounds of the civi
lized world. He was the author of several 
works, }iolitical and agricultural, of whiah his 
Araior in one class, and his Construction Con
strued in another, were the principal—one 
adorning and exalting the plough with the attri
butes of science ; the other exploring the confines 
of the federal and the State governments, and 
presenting a mine of constitutional law very pro
fitably to be examined by the political student 
who will not be repulsed from a banquet of rich
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ideas, by the quaint Sir Edward Coke style— 
(the only point of resemblance between the 
republican statesman, and the crown officer of 
Elizabeth and James)—in which it is dressed. 
Devotion to State rights was the ruling feature 
of his policy; and to keep both governments, 
State and federal, within their respective consti
tutional orbits, was the labor of his political life.

In the years 1798 and ’99, Mr. Taylor was a 
member of the General Assembly of his State, 
called into service by the circumstances of the 
times ; and was selected on account of the dignity 
and gravity of his character, his power and rea
diness in debate, and his signal devotion to the 
rights of the States, to bring forward those cele
brated resolutions which Mr. Jefferson conceived, 
which his friends sanctioned, which Mr. Madison 
drew up, and which “John Taylor, of Caroline,” 
presented ;—which are a perfect exposition of 
the principles of our duplicate form of govern
ment, aud of the limitations upon the power 
of the federal government ;—and which, in their 
declaration of the unconstitutionality of the 
alien and sedition laws, and appeal to other 
States for their co-operation, had nothing in view 
but to initiate a State movement by two-thirds of 
the States (the number required by the fifth 
article of the federal constitution), to amend, or 
nuthoiitatively expound the constitution;—the 
idea of forcible resistance to the execution of 
any act of Congress being expressly disclaimed 
at the time.

C II A P T E II XIX.
PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION IN TIIE HOUSE OF 

REPRESENTATIVES.

It has already been shown that the theory of 
the constitution, and its practical working, was 
entirely different in the election of President anil 
Vice-President—that by the theory, the people 
were only to choose electors, to whose superior 
intelligence the choice of fit persons for these 
high stations was entirely committed—and that, 
in practice, this theory had entirely failed from 
the beginning. From the very first election the 
electors were made subordinate to the people, 
having no choice of their own, ami pledged to 
deliver their votes for a particular person, ac
cording to the will of those who elected them.

Thus the theory had failed in its application to 
the electoral college; but there might be a 
second or contingent election, and has been ; and 
here the theory of the constitution has failed 
again. In the event of no choice being made by 
the electors, either for want of a majority of 
electoral votes being given to any one, or on ac
count of an equal majority for two, the House 
of Representatives became an electoral college 
for the occasion, limited to a choice out of the 
five highest (before the constitution was amend
ed), or the two highest having an equal majority. 
The President and Vice-President were not 
then voted for separately, or with any designa
tion of their office. All appeared upon the 
record as presidential nominees—the highest on 
the list having a majority, to be President ; the 
next highest, also having a majority, to be Vice- 
President ; but the people, from the beginning, 
had discriminated between the persons for these 
respective places, always meaning one on their 
ticket for President, the other for Vice-President 
Rut, by the theory of the constitution and its 
words, those intended Vice-Presidents might be 
elected President in the House of Representa
tives, cither by' being among the five highest 
when there was no majority, or being one of two 
in an equal majority. This theory failed in the 
House of Representatives from the first election, 
the demos Urateo principle—the people to gov
ern—prevailing there as in the electoral colleges, 
and overruling the constitutional design in each.

The first election in the House of Representa
tives was that of Mr. Jefferson and Mr. Burr, 
in the session of 1890-1801. These gentlemen 
had each a majority of the whole number of 
electoral votes, and an equal majority —73 each 
—Mr. Burr being intended for Vice-President 
One of the contingencies had then occurred in 
which the election went to the House of Repre
sentatives. The federalists had acted more 
wisely, one of their State electoral colleges (that 
of Rhode Island), having withheld a vote from 
the intended Vice-President on their side Mr. 
Charles Colesworth Pinckney, of South Caro
lina ; and so prevented an equality of votes be
tween him and Mr. John Adams. It would 
have been entirely constitutional in the Boost 
of Representatives to have elected Mr. Burr 
President, but at the same time, a gross viola
tion of the democratic principle, which requires 
the will of the majority to bo compliod with.
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The federal States undertook to elect Mr. Burr, 
and kept up the struggle for seven days and 
nights, and until the thirty-sixth ballot. There 
were sixteen States, and it required the concur
rence of nine to effect an election. Until the 
thirty-sixth Mr. Jefferson had eight, Mr. Burr 
six, and two were divided. On the thirty-sixth 
ballot Mr. Jefferson had ten States and was 
elected. General Hamilton, though not then in 
public life, took a decided part in this election, 
rising above all personal and all party considera
tions, and urging the federalists from the begin
ning to vote for Mr. Jefferson. Thus the demo
cratic principle prevailed. The choice of the 
people was elected by the House of Representa
tives ; and the struggle was fatal to those who 
had opposed that principle. The federal party 
was broken down, and at the ensuing Congress 
elections, was left in a small minority. Its can
didate at the ensuing presidential election receiv
ed but fourteen votes out of one hundred anil 
seventy-six. Burr, in whose favor, and with 
whose connivance the struggle had been made, 
was ruined—fell under the ban of the republican 
party, disappeared from public life, and was only 
seen afterwards in criminal enterprises, and end
ing his life in want and misery'. The constitu
tion itself, in that particular (the mode of elec
tion), was broken down, and had to be amended so 
as to separate the presidential from the vice-presi
dential ticket, giving each a separate vote ; and 
in the event of no election by the electoral col
leges, sending each to separate houses—the three 
highest on the presidential lists to the House of 

I Kcprescntativcs,—the two highest on the vice-
presidential, to the Senate. And thus ended 
the first struggle in the House of Representa
tives (in relation to the election of President); 
between the theory of the constitution and the 
democratic principle—triumph to the principle 
min to its opposera, and destruction to the clause 
in the constitution, which permitted such a 
struggle.

The second presidential election in the House 
of Representatives was after the lapse of a quarter 
of a century, and under the amended consti
tution, which carried the three highest on the 
list to the House when no one had a majority 
of the electoral votes. General Jackson, Mr. 
John Quincy Adams, and Mr. AVilliam If! Craw
ford, were the three, their respective votes being 
99, 84, 41 ; and in this case a second struggle

took place between the theory of the constitu
tion and the democratic principle ; and with 
eventual defeat to the opposers of that principle, 
though temporarily successful. Mr. Adams was 
elected, though General Jackson was the choice 
of the people, having received the greatest num
ber of votes, and being undoubtedly the second 
choice of several States whose votes had been 
given to Mr. Crawford and JJr. Clay (at the 
general election). The representatives from 
some of these States gave the vote of the State to 
Mr. Adams, upon the argument that he was best 
qualified for the station, and that it was dan
gerous to our institutions to elect a military 
chieftain—an argument which assumed a guard
ianship over the people, and implied the necessity 
of a superior intelligence to guide them for their 
own good. The election of Mr. Adams was 
perfectly constitutional, and as such fully sub
mitted to by the people ; but it was also a viola
tion of the1 demos krateo principle ; and that 
violation was signally rebuked. All the repre
sentatives who voted against the will of their 
constituents, lost their favor, and disappeared 
from public life. The representation in the 
House of Representatives was largely changed 
at the first general election, and presented a full 
opposition to the new President. Mr. Adams 
himself was injured by it, and at the ensuing 
presidential election was beaten by G encrai 
Jackson more than two to one—178 to 83. Mr. 
Clay, who took the lead in the House for Mr. 
Adams, and afterwards took upon himself the 
mission of reconciling the people to his election 
in a series of public speeches, was himself crip
pled in the effort, lost his place in the democratic 
party, joined the whigs (then called national 
republicans), and has since presented the dis
heartening spectacle of a former great leader 
figuring at the head of his ancient foes in all 
their defeats, and lingering on their rear in their 
victories. The democratic principle was again 
victor over the theory of the constitution, and 
great and good were the results that ensued. It 
vindicated the demos in their right and their 
power, and showed that the prefix to the con
stitution, 11 We, the people, do ordain and es
tablish,” Ac., may also be added to its adminis
tration, showing them to be as able to administer 
as to make that instrument. It re-established 
parties upon the basis of principle, and drew 

I anew party lines, then almost obliterated under
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the fusion of parties during the “ era of good 
feeling,” and the efforts of leading men to make 
personal parties for themselves. It showed the 
conservative power of our government to lie in 
the people, more than in its constituted authori
ties. It showed that they were capable of ex
ercising the function of self-government. It 
assured the supremacy of the democracy for a 
long time, and until temporarily lost by causes 
to be shown in their proper place. Finally, it 
wâs a caution tç all public men against future 
attempts to govern presidential elections in the 
House of Representatives.

It is no part of the object of this “ Thirty 
Years’ View ” to dwell upon the conduct of indi
viduals, except as showing the causes and the 
consequences of events ; and, under this aspect, 
it becomes the gravity of history to tell that, in 
these two struggles for the election of President, 
those who struggled against the democratic 
principle lost their places on the political theatre, 
—the mere voting members being put down in 
their States and districts, and the eminent actors 
for ever ostracised from the high object of their 
ambition. A subordinate cause may have had 
its effect, and unjustly, in prejudicing the public 
mind against M r. Adams and Mr. Clay. They 
bad been political adversaries, had co-operated in 
the election, and went into the administration to
gether. Mr. Clay received the office of Secretary 
of State from Mr. Adams, and this gave rise to 
the imputation of a bargain between them.

It came within my knowledge (for I was then 
intimate with Mr. Clay), long before the elec
tion, and probably before Mr. Adams knew it 
himself, that Mr. Clay intended to support him 
against General Jackson ; and for the reasons 
afterward averred in his public speeches. I made 
this known when occasions required me to speak 
of it, and in the presence of the friends of the 
impugned parties. It went into the newspapers 
upon the information of these friends, and Mr. 
Clay made me acknowledgments for it in a let
ter, of which this is the exact copy :

‘‘ / have received a paper published on the 
20th ultimo, at Ixmington, in Virginia, in 
which is contained an article stating that you 
had, to a gentleman of that place, expressed 
your disbelief of a charge injurious to me. 
touching the late presidential election, and 
that I had communicated to you uneipiivocally, 
before the 15th of December, 1824, my determi

nation to vote for Mr. Adams and not for 
General Jackson. Presuming that the publi
cation was with your authority, 1 cannot deny 
the. expression of proper acknowledgments for 
the sense of justice which has prompted you to 
rentier this voluntary and faithful testimony.”

This letter, of which I now have the original, 
was dated at Washington City, December 6th, 
1827—that is to say, in the very heat and mid
dle of the canvass in which Mr. Adams was 
beaten by General Jackson, and when the testi
mony could be of most service to him. It went 
the rounds of the papers, and was quoted and 
relied upon in debates in Congress, greatly to 
the dissatisfaction of many of my own party. 
There was no mistake in the date, or the fact. 
I left Washingtq^ the 15th o^Kiccmber, on a 
visit to my father-in-law, C^HU James Mc
Dowell, of Rockbridge county, Virginia, where 
Mrs. Benton then was ; and it was before I left 
Washington that I learned from Mr. Clay him
self that his intention was to support Mr. 
Adams. I told this at that time to Colonel Mc
Dowell, and any friends that chanced to be pre
sent, and gave it to the public in a letter which was 
copied into many newspapers, and is preserved 
in Niles’ Register. I told it as my belief to Mr 
Jefferson on Christmas evening of the same year, 
when returning to Washington and making a call 
on that illustrious man at his seat, Monticello ; and 
believing then that Mr. Adams would be elected, 
and, from the necessity of the case, would have 
to make up a mixed cabinet, I expressed that 
belief to Mr. Jefferson, using the term, familial 
in English history, of “ broad bottomed ; ” ant 
asked him how it would do? He answered,
“ Not at all—would never succeed—would ruin 
all engaged in it.” Mr. Clay told his intentions 
to others of his friends from an early period, 
but as they remained his friends, their testimony 
was but little heeded. Even my own, in the 
violence of party, and from my relationship to 
Mrs. Clay, seemed to have but little effect. The 
imputation of “bargain" stuck, and doubtless 
had an influence in the election. In fact, the 
circumstances of the whole affair—previous an
tagonism between the parties, actual support m 
the election, and acceptance of high office, made 
up a case against Messrs. Adams and Clay which 
it was hardly safe for public men to create and 
to brave, however strong in their own conscious
ness of integrity. Still, the great objection to
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the election of Mr. Adams was in the violation 
of the principle demos krateo ; and in the ques
tion which it raised of the capacity of the demos 
to choose a safe President for themselves. A 
letter which I wrote to the representative from 
Missouri, before he gave the vote of the State to 
Mr. Adams, and which was published immedi
ately afterwards, placed the objection upon 
this high ground ; and upon it the battle was 
mainly fought, and won. It was a victory of 
principle, and should not be disparaged by the 
admission of an unfounded and subordinate 
cause.

This presidential election of 1824 is remarkable 
under another aspect—as having put an end to 
the practice of caucus nominations for the Presi
dency by members of Congress. This mode of 
concentrating public opinion began to be prac
tised as the eminent men of the Revolution, to 
whom public opinion awarded a preference, were 
passing away, and when new men, of more equal 
pretensions, were coming upon the stage. It 
was tried several times with success and general 
approbation, public sentiment having been fol
lowed, and not led, by the caucus. It was at
tempted in 1824, and failed, the friends of Mr. 
Crawford only attending—others not attending, 
not from any repugnance to the practice, as their 
previous conduct had shown, but because it was 
known that Mr. Crawford had the largest num
ber of friends in Congress, and would assuredly 
receive the nomination. All the rest, therefore, 
refused to go into it : all joined in opposing the 
“caucus candidate,” as Mr. Crawford was called ; 
all united in painting the intrigue and corrup
tion of these caucus nominations, and the ano
maly of members of Congress joining in them. 
By their joint efforts they succeeded, and justly 
in the fact though not in the motive, in rendering 
these Congress caucus nominations odious to 
the people, and broke them down. They were 

ped, and a different mode of concentrating 
I public opinion was adopted—that of party nomi

nations by conventions of delegates from the 
States. This worked well at first, the will of 
the people being strictly obeyed by the delegates, 
and the majority making the nomination. But 
it quickly degenerated, and became obnoxious to 
all the objections to Congress caucus nomina
tions, and many others besides. Members of 
Congress still attended them, either as delegates 
x as lobby managers. Persons attended as 
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delegates who had no constituency. Delegates 
attended upon equivocal appointments. Double 
sets of delegates sometimes came from the State, 
and either were admitted or repulsed, as suited 
the views of the majority. Proxies were in
vented. Many delegates attended with the sole 
view of establishing a claim for office, and voted 
accordingly. The two-thirds rule was invent
ed, to enable the minority to control the ma
jority ; and the whole proceeding became anom
alous and irresponsible, and subversive of the 
will of the people, leaving them no more con
trol over the nomination than the subjects of 
kings have over the birth of the child which 
is born to rule over them. King Caucus is as 
potent as any other king in this respect; for 
whoever gets the nomination—no matter how 
effected—becomes the candidate of the party, 
from the necessity of union against the opposite 
party, and from the indisposition of the great 
States to go into the House of Representatives to 
be balanced by the small ones. This is the mode 
of making Présidents, practised by both parties 
now. It is the virtual election ! and thus the 
election of the President and Vice-President of 
the United States has passed—not only from the 
college of electors to which the constitution con
fided it, and from the people to whom the prac
tice under the constitution gave it, and from the 
House of Representatives which the constitution 
provided as ultimate arbiter —but has gone to 
an anomalous, irresponsible body, unknown to 
law or constitution, unknown to the early ages 
of our government, and of which a large propor
tion of the members composing it, and a much 
larger pro[Kirtion of interlopers attending it, 
have no other view cither in attending or in pro
moting the nomination of any particular man. 
than to get one elected who will enable them to 
eat out of the public crib—who will give them a 
key to the public crib.

The evil is destructive to the rights and sov
ereignty of the people, and to the purity of elec
tions. The remedy is in the application of the 
democratic principle—the people to vote direct 
for President and Vice-President ; and a second 
election to be held immediately between the two 
highest, if no one has a majority of the whole 
number on the first trial. But this would re
quire an amendment of the constitution, not to 
be effected but by a concurrence of two thirds 
of each house of Congress, and the sanction uf
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three fourths of the States—a consummation to 
which the strength of the people has not yet 
been equal, but of which there is no reason to 
despair. The great parliamentary reform in 
Great Britain was only carried after forty years 
of continued, annual, persevering exertion. Our 
constitutional reform, in this point of the presi
dential election, may require but a few years ; in 
the meanwhile I am for the people to select, as 
well as elect, their candidates, and for a reference 
to the House to choose one out of three presented 
by the people, instead of a caucus nomination of 
whom it pleased. The House of Representatives 
is no longer the small and dangerous electoral col
lege that it once was. Instead of thirteen States 
we now have thirty-one ; instead of sixty-five 
representatives, we have now above two hundred. 
Responsibility in the House is now well establish
ed, and political ruin, and personal humiliation, at
tend the violation of the will of the State. No 
man could be elected now, or endeavor to be 
elected (after the experience of 181)0 and 1821), 
who is not at the head of the list, and the choice 
of a majority of the Union. The lesson of those 
times would deter imitation, and the democratic 
principle would again crush all that were instru
mental in thwarting the public will. There is 
no longer the former danger from the House of 
Representatives, nor any thing in it to justify a 
previous resort to such assemblages as our na
tional conventions have got to be. The House 
is legal and responsible, which the convention is 
not, with a better chance for integrity, as having 
been actually elected by the people ; and more 
restrained by position, by public opinion, and a 
clause in the constitution from the acceptance of 
office from the man they elect. It is the consti
tutional umpire ; and until the constitution is 
amended, I am for acting upon it as it is.

CHAPTER XX.

THE OCCUPATION OF THE COI.UMIIIA.

This subject had begun to make a lodgment 
in the public mind, and I brought a bill into the 
Kenate to enable the President to possess and re
tain the country. The joint occupation treaty 
of 1818 was drawing to a close, and it was my

policy to terminate such occupation, and hold 
the Columbia (or Oregon) exclusively, as we had 
the admitted right to do while the question of 
title was depending. The British had no title 
and were simply working fora division—for the 
right bank of the river, and the harbor at its 
mouth—and waiting on time to ripen their joint 
occupation into a claim for half. I knew this, and 
wished to terminate a joint tenancy which could 
only be injurious to ourselves while it lasted 
and jeopard our rights when it terminated. The 
bill which I brought in proposed an appropria
tion to enable the President to net efficiently, 
with a detatchment of the army and navy; and 
in the discussion of this bill the whole question 
of title and of policy came up ; and, in a reply 
to Mr. Dickerson, of New Jersey, I found it to 
be my duty to defend both. 1 now give some 
extracts from that reply, as a careful examina
tion of the British pretension, founded upon her 
own exhibition of title, and showing that she 
had none south of forty-nine degrees, and that 
we wore only giving her a claim, by putting her 
possession on an equality with our own. These 
extracts will show the history of the case as it 
then stood—as it remained invalidated in all suis 
sequent discussion—and according to which and 
after twenty years, and when the question had 
assumed a war aspect, it was finally settled. 
The bill did not pass, but received an encouraging 
vote—fourteen senators voting favorably to it. 
They were :

Messrs. Barbour, Benton, Bouligny, Cobh, 
Ilayne, Jackson (the General), Johnson of 
Kentucky, Johnston of Louisiana, Lloyd of 
Massachusetts, Mills, Noble, Buggies, Talbot, 
Thomas.

“ Mr. Benton, in reply to Mr. Diclçcrson, said 
that he bad not intended to S]ieak to this bill. 
Always unwilling to trespass upon the time and 
patience of the Senate, bo was particularly so 
at this moment, when the session was drawing 
to a close, ami a hundred bills upon the table 
were each demanding attention. The occupa
tion of the Columbia River was a subject which 
had engaged the deliberations of Congress fui 
four years past, and the minds of gentlemen 
might be supposed to be made up upon jt. Rest
ing upon this belief, Mr. I!., as reporter of tk 
bill, had limited himself to the duty of watch
ing its progress, and of holding himself in readi
ness to answer any inquiries which might be put 
Inquiries he certainly expected ; but a general 
assault, at this late stage of the session, upon 
the principle, the policy, and the details of tk
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bill, bad not been anticipated. SuclVan assault1 
had. however, been made by the senator from 
New Jersey (Mr. I).), and Mr. B. would be 
unfaithful to his duty if he did not repel it. In 
discharging this duty', he would lose no time in 
going over the gentleman’s calculations about 
the expense of getting a member of Congress 
from the Oregon to the Potomac ; nor would lie 
solve his difficulties about the shortest and best 
route—whether Cape Horn should he doubled, a 
new route explored under the north pole, or 
mountains climbed, whose aspiring summits pre
sent twelve feet of defying snow to the burning 
rays of a July sun. Mr. B. looked ujkiii these 
calculations and problems as so many dashes of 
the gentleman’s wityftid admitted that wit was 
an excellent article m debate, equally convenient 
for embellishing an argument, and concealing 
the want of one. For which of these purposes 
the senator from New Jersey had amused the 
Senate with the wit in question, it was not for 
Mr. B. to say, nor should he undertake to dis
turb him in the quiet enjoyment of the honor 
which he had won thereby, and would proceed 
directly to speak to the merits of the hill.

“It is now. Mr. President, continued Mr. It., 
precisely two and twenty years since a contest 
for the Columbia has been going on between the 
United States and Great Britain. The contest 
originated with the discovery of the river itself. 
The moment that we discovered it she claimed 
it; and without a color of title in her hand, she 
has labored ever since to overreach us in the 
arts of negotiation, or to bully us out of our dis
covery by menaces of war.

“ In tiic year 17V0, a citizen of the United 
States, Cnpt. Gray, of Boston, discovered the 
Columbia at its entrance into the sea; and in 
1813, Lewis and Clarke were sent byr the gov- 

I eminent of the United States to complete the 
discovery of the whole river, from its source 
downwards, and to take formal possession in 
the name of their government.- In 1703 Sir 
Alexander McKenzie had been sent from Canada 
ly the British Government to effect the same 
object ; but he missed the sources of the river, 
fell upon the Tacoutcke Tesse, and struck the 
Pacific about live hundred miles to the north of 
the mouth of the Columbia.

“ In 1803, the United States acquired Louisiana, 
and with it an open question of boundaries for 
that vast province. On the side of Mexico and 
Florida this question was to he settled with 
the King of Spain ; on the north and north
west, with the King of Great Britain. It 
happened in the very time that we were signing 
a treaty in Paris for the acquisition of Louisiana, 
that we were signing another in London for the 
adjustment of the boundary line between the 
northwest possessions of the United States and 
the King of Great Britain. The negotiators 
of each were ignorant of what the others had 
done ; and on remitting the two treaties to the 

: Senate of the United States for ratification, that 
I for the purchase of Louisiana was ratified with

out restriction ; the other, with the exception of 
the fifth article. It was this article which ad
justed the l>oundary line between the United 
States and Great Britain, from the Lake of the 
Woods to the head of the Mississippi ; and the 
Senate refused to ratify it, because, by possibili
ty. it might jeopard the northern boundary of 
Louisiana. The treaty was sent hack to London, 
the fifth article expunged ; and the British Gov
ernment., acting then as upon a late occasion, 
rejected the whole treaty, when it failed in se
curing the precise advantage of which it was 
in search.

In the year 1807. another treaty was negoti
ated between the United States and Great Bri
tain. The negotiators on both sides were then 
possessed of the fact that Louisiana belonged to 
the United States, and that her boundaries to 
the north and west wen1 undefined. The settle
ment of this houndaryjk'as a point in the nego- 
tiaVon. and continugifefforts were made by the 
British plenipotentiaries to overreach the Ame
ricans, with respect to the country west of the 
Rocky Mountains. Without presenting any 
claim, they endeavored to ‘ leave a nest egg for 
future pretensions in that quarter? (State 
Papas, 1822-3.) Finally, an article was agreed 
to. Th^ forty-ninth degree of north latitude 
was to be followed west, as far as the territories 
of the two countries extended in that direction, 
with a proviso against its application to the 
country west of the Rocky Mountains. This 
treaty shared the fate of that of 1803. It was 
never ratified. For causes unconnected with tho 
questions of boundary, it was rejected by Mr. 
Jefferson without a reference to the Senate.

‘‘At Ghent, in 1814, the attempts of 1803 and 
1807 were renewed. The British plenipotentia
ries offered articles upon the subject of the boun
dary, and of the northwest coast, of the same 
character with those previously offered; but no
thing could he agreed upon, and nothing upon 
the subject was inserted in the treaty signed at 
that place.

‘‘At London, in 1818, the negotiations upon 
this point were renewed; and the British Gov
ernment, for the first time, uncovered the ground 
upon which its pretensions rested. Its plenipo
tentiaries, Mr. Robinson and Mr. Goulbourn, 

] asserted (to give them the benefit of their own 
! words, as reported by Messrs. Gallatin and Rush) 
i ‘ That former voyages, and principally that of 
1 Captain Cook, gave to Great Britain the rights 
I derived from discovery ; and they alluded to pur- 
I chases from the natives south of the river Co
lumbia. which they alleged to have been made 

\ prior to the American Revolution. They did 
not make any formal proposition for a boundary, 
but intimated that the river itself was the most 

: convenient that could be adopted, and that they 
would not agree to any which did not give them 
the harbor at the mouth of the river in common 

i with the United States.’—letter from Messrs. 
UaUatin and Kush, October 20th, 1820.

To this the Ainericau pleuqwtcutiaries an-
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swered, in a way better calculated to, encourage 
than to repulse the groundless pretensions of 
Great Britain. 1 We did not assert (continue 
these gentlemen in the same letter), we did not 
assert that the United States had a perfect right 
to that country, but insisted that their claim was 
at least good against Great Britain. We did not 
know with precision what value our govern
ment set on the country to the westward of these 
mountains ; but we were not authorized to enter 
into any agreement which should bo tantamount 
to an abandonment of the claim to it. It was 
at last agreed, but, as we thought, with some re
luctance on the part of the British plenipoten
tiaries, that the country on the northwest coast, 
claimed by either party, should, without preju
dice to the claims of either, and for a limited 
time, be opened for the purposes of trade to the 
inhabitants of both countries.’

“ The substance of this agreement was inserted 
in the convention of October, 1818. It con
stitutes the third article of that treaty, and is 
the same upon which the senator from New 
Jersey (Mr. Dickerson) relies for excluding 
the United States from the occupation of the 
Columbia.

“ In subsequent negotiations, the British agents 
further rested their claim upon the discoveries 
of McKenzie, in 1793, the seizure of Astoria du
ring the lain war. and the Nootka Sound Treaty, 
of 1790.

“ Such an exhibition of title, said Mr. B., is 
ridiculous, and would be contemptible in the 
hands of any other power than that of Great 
Britain. Of the five grounds of claim which 
she lias set up, not one of them is tenable against 
the slightest examination. Cook never saw, 
much less took possession of any part of the 
northwest coast of America, in the latitude of 
the Columbia River. All his discoveries were 
far north Of that point, and not one of them was 
followed up by possession, without which the 
fact of discovery would confer no title. The 
Indians were not even named from whom the 
purchases are stated to have been made anterior 
to the Revolutionary War. Not a single parti
cular is given which could identify a transaction 
of the kind. The only circumstance mentioned 
applies to the locality of the Indians supposed 
to have made the sale ; and that circumstance 
invalidates the whole claim. They are said to 
have resided to the 1 south' of the Columbia; 
by consequence they did not reside upon it, and 
could have no right to sell a country of which 
they were not the possessors.

“ McKenzie was sent out from Canada, in the 
year 1793, to discover, at its head, the river 
which Captain Gray had discovered at its mouth, 
three years before. But McKenzie missed the 
object of his search, and struck the Pacific five 
hundred miles to the north, as I have already 
stated. The seizure of Astoria, during the war, 
was an operation of arms, conferring no more 
title upon Great Britain to the Columbia, than 
the capture of Castine and Detroit gave her to |

Maine and Michigan. This new ground of claim 
was set up by Mr. Bagot, his Britannic Majesty’s 
minister to this republic, in 1817, and set up 
in a way to contradict and relinquish all their 
other pretended titles. Mr. Bagot was remon
strating against the occupation, by the United 
States, of the Columbia River, and reciting that 
it had been taken possession of, in his Majesty’s 
name, during the late war, ‘ and had since been 
considered us forming a part of his Majesty’s 
dominions. The word 'since,' is exclusive of 
all previous pretension, and the Ghent Treaty, 
which stipulates for the restoration of all the 
captured posts, is a complete extinguisher to this 
idle pretension. Finally, the British negotiators 
have been drivçn to take shelter under the Noot
ka Sound Treaty of 1790. The character of 
that treaty was well understood at the time that 
it was made, and its terms will speak for them
selves at the present day. It whs a treaty of 
concession, and not of acquisition of rights, on 
the part of Great Britain. It was so character
ized by the opposition, and so admitted to bo bv 
the ministry, at the time of its communication to 
the British Parliament.

[Here Mr. B. read passages from the speeches 
of Mr. Fox and Mr. Pitt, to prove the character 
of this Treaty.]

“ Mr. Fox said, 1 What, then, was the extent 
of our rights before the convention—(whether 
admitted or denied by Spain was of no conse
quence)—and to what extent were they now 
secured to us ? We possessed and exycised the 
free navigation of the Pacific Oceq^ without re
straint or limitation. We possessed and exer
cised the right of carrying on fisheries in the 
South Seas equally unlimited. This was no 
barren right, but a right of which we had avail
ed ourselves, as appeared by the papers on the 
table, which showed that the produce of it had 
increased, in five years, from twelve to ninety- 
seven thousand pounds sterling. This estate we 
had, and were daily improving ; it was not to be 
disgraced by the name of an acquisition. The ad
mission of part of these rights by Spain, was all we 
had obtained. Our right, before, was to settle in 
any part of the South or Northwest Coast ol 
America, not fortified against us tiy previous 
occupancy ; and we were now restricted to settle 
in pertain places only, and under certain restric
tions. This was an important concession on our, 
part. Our rights of fishing extended to the 
whole ocean, and now it, too, was limited, and to 
be carried on within certain distances of the 
Spanish settlements. Our right of making set
tlements was not, as now, a right to build huts, 
but to plant colonies, if we thought proper. 
Surely these were not acquisitions, or rather 
conquests, as they must be considered, if we 
were to judge by the triumphant language re
specting them, but great and important conces
sions. By the third article, we ary authorized 
to navigate the Pacific Ocean and South Seas, 
unmolested, for the purpose of carrying on our I 
fisheries, and to land on the unsettled coasts, for
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the purpose of trading with the natives ; but, 
after this pompous recognition of right to navi
gation, fishery, and commerce, comes another 
article, the sixth, which takes away the right of 
landing, and erecting even temporary huts, for 
any purpose but that of carrying on the fishery 
and amounts to a complete dereliction of all 
right to settle in any way for the purpose of 
commerce with the natives.’—British Parlia
mentary History, Vol. 28, p. 990.

“Mr. Pitt, in reply. 1 Having finished that 
part of Mr. t"ox’s speech which referred to the 
reparation, Mr. Pitt proceeded to the next point, 
namely, that gentleman’s argument to prove, 
that the other articles of the convention were 
mere concessions, and not acquisitions. In an
swer to this, Mr. Pitt maintained, that, though 
what this country had gained consisted not of 
new rights, it certainly did of new advantages. 
We had, before, a right to the Southern whale 
fishery, and a right to navigate and carry on 
fisheries in the Pacific Ocean, and to trade on 
the coasts of any part of Northwest America ; 
but that right not only had not been acknow
ledged, but disputed and resisted : whereas, by 
the convention, it was secured to us—a circum
stance which, though no new right, was a new 
advantage.’—Same—p. 1002.

“ But, continued Mr. Benton, wo need not 
take the character of the treaty even from the 
high authority of these rival leaders in the Brit
ish Parliament. The treaty wilfqpeak for itself. 
I have it in my hand, and will read the article 
relied upon to sustain the British claim to the 
Columbia River.

-‘ARTICLE THIRD OF THE NOOTKÀ SOUND 
TREATY.

“'In order to strengthen the bonds of friend
ship. and to preserve, in future, a perfect har
mony and good understanding between the two 
contracting parties, it is agreed that their re
spective subjects shall not be disturbed or 
molested, either in navigating or carrying 
on their fisheries in the Pacific Ocean, or in 
the South Seas, or in landing on the coasts of 
those seas in places not already occupied, for the 
purpose of carrying on their commerce with the 
natives of the country, or of making settlements 
there ; the w hole subject, nevertheless, to the 
restrictions and provisions specified in the three 
following articles.’

“The particular clause of this article, relied 
upon by the advocates for the British claim, is 
that which gives the right of landing on parts 
of the Northwest Coast, not already occupied 
for the purpose of carrying on commerce ami 
making settlements. The first inquiry arising 
upon this clause is, whether the coast, in the 
latitude of the Columbia River, was unoccupied 
at the date of the Nootka Sound Treaty ? The 
answer is in the affirmative. The second is, 
whether the English landed upon this coast while 
it was so unoccupied? The answer is in the 
negative ; and this answer puts an end to all pre- 

| tension of British claim founded upon this treaty,

without leaving us under the necessity of recur
ring to the fact that the permission to land. and 
to make settlements, so far from contemplating 
an acquisition of territory, was limited by subse
quent restrictions, to the erection of temporary 
huts for the personal accommodation of fisher
men and traders only.

“ Mr. B. adverted to the inconsistency, on the 
part of Grpat Britain, of following the 49th par
allel to the Rocky Mountains, and refusing to 
follow it any further. He affirmed that the 
principle which would make that parallel a 
boundary to the top of the mountain, would 
carry it out to the Pacific Ocean. He proved 
this assertion by recurring to the origin of that 
line. It grew out of the treaty of Utrecht, that 
treaty which, in 1704, put an end to the wars of 
Queen Anne and Louis the XIVth and fixed the 
boundaries of their respective dominions in 
North America. The tenth article of that treaty 
was applicable to Louisiana and to Canada. It 
provided that commissioners should be appoint
ed by the two powers to adjust the boundary 
between them. The commissioners were ap
pointed, and did fix it. The parallel of 49 de
grees was fixed upon as the common boundary 
from the Lake of the Woods, “ indefinitely to 
the Hest.” This boundary was acquiesced in 
for a hundred years. By proposing to follow it 
to the Rocky Mountains, the British Govern
ment admits its validity ; by refusing to follow 
it out, they become obnoxious to the charge of 
inconsistency, and betray a determination to en
croach upon the territory of the United States, 
for the undisguised purpose of selfish aggran
dizement.

“ The truth is, Mr. President, continued Mr. 
B., Great Britain has no color of title to the 
country in question. She sets up none. There 
is not a paper upon the face of the earth in 
which a British minister has stated a claim. I 
speak of the king’s ministers, and not of the 
agents employed by them. The claims we 
have been examining are thrown out in the con
versations and notes of diplomatic agents. No 
English minister has ever put his name to them, 
and no one will ever risk his character as». 
statesman bjLventuring to do so. The clarifTof 
Great Britain h nothing but a naked pretension, 
founded on the double, prospect of/benefiting 
herself and injuring the United State^. The fur 
trader, Sir Alexander McKenzie, is at the bottom 
of this policy. Failing inmis attempt to explore 
the Columbia River, in 1793, he, nevertheless, 
urged upon the British Government the advan
tages of taking it to herself, and of expelling the 
Americans from the whole region west of the 
Rocky Mountains. The advice accorded too 
wrcl! with the passions and policy of that govern
ment, to be disregarded. It is a government 
which has lost no opportunity, since the peace 
of ’83, of aggrandizing itself at the expense of the 
United States. It is a government which listens 
to the suggestions of its experienced subjects, 
and thus an individual, in the humble station of
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a fur trader, has pointed out the policy which 
has been pursued by every Minister of Great 
Britain, from Pitt to Canning, and for the main
tenance of-which a war is now menaced.

“For a boundary line between the United 
States and Great Britain, west of the Mississippi, 
McKenzie proposes the latitude of 45 degrees, be
cause that latitude is necessary to give the Co- I 
lumBia River to Great Britain. His words are :
L Let the line begin where it may on the Missis- ! 
sippi, it must be continued west, till it termi
nates in the Pacific Ocean, to Hie south of the 
Columbia.’“ Mr. B. said it was curious to observe with j 
what closeness every suggestion of McKenzie 
had been followed up by the British Govern- j 
ment. He recommended that the Hudson Bay 
and Northwest Company should be united ; and 
they have been united, lie proposed to extend 
the fur trade of Canada to the shore of the Pa
cific Ocean ; and it has been so extended. He 
proposed that a chain of trading postsVhould be 
formed through the continent, from sea jo sea ; j 
and it has been formed, lie recommended that 
no boundary line should be agreed upon with 
the United States, which did not give the Co
lumbia Rider to the British; and the British 
ministry declare that none other shall be formed. 
He proposed to obtain the command of the fur 
trade from latitude 45 degrees north ; and they 
have it even to the Mandan villages, and the I 
neighborhood of the Council Blutfs. lie recom
mended the expulsion of American traders from 
the whole region west of the Rocky Mountains, | 
and they are expelled from it. He proposed to 
command the commerce of the Pacific Ocean ; 
and it will be commanded the moment a British 
fleet takes position in the mouth of the Colum
bia. Besides these specified advantages, McKen
zie alludes toother •political considerations' 
which it was not necessary for him to particu- 
larize. Doubtless it was not. They were suf
ficiently understood. They arc the same which 
induced the retention of the northwestern posts, 
in violation of the treaty of 1783; the same 
which induced the acquisition of Gibraltar, 4 
Malta, the Cape of Good Hope, the Islands of 
Ceylon and Madagascar; the same which makes | 
Great Britain covet the possession of every com
manding position in the four quarters of the 
globe.”

I do not argue the question of title on the 
part of the United States, but only state it as 
founded upon—1. Discovery of the Columbia 
River by Capt. Gray, in 1790 ; 2. Purchase of 
Louisiana in 1803 ; 3. Discovery of the Colum-1 
bia from its head to its mouth, by Lewis and 
Clarke, in 1803 ; 4. Settlement of Astoria, in 
1811 ; 5. Treaty with Spain, 1819 ; 6. Contigu- | 
ity and continuity of settlement and possession. 
Nor do I argue the question of the advantages 
of retaining the Columbia, and refusing to di

vide or alienate our territory upon it. I merely 
state them, and leave their value to result from 
the enumeration. 1. To keep out a foreign 
power ; 2. To gain a seaport with a military and 
naval station, on the coast of the Pacific ; 3. To 
save the fur trade in that region, and prevent 
our Indians from being tampered with by British 
traders ; 4. To open a communication for com
mercial purposes between the Mississippi and 
the Pacific ; 5. To send the lights of science and 
of religion into eastern Asia.

CHAPTER XXI.

COMMENCEMENT OF MR. ADAMS'S ADMINISTRA- 
TION.

Os the 4th of March he delivered his inaugural 
address, and took the oath of office. That ad
dress—the main feature of the inauguration of 
every President, as giving the outline of the po
licy of -his administration—furnished a topic 
against Mr. Adams, and went to the reconstruc
tion of parties on the old line of strict, or latitu- 
dinous,construction of the constitution. It was 
the topiic of internal national improvement by 
the federal government. The address extolled 
tlw value of such works, considered the constitu
tional objection as yielding to the force of argu
ment, expressed the hope that every speculative 
(constitutional) scruple would bo solved in a 
practical blessing ; and declared the belief that, 
in the execution of such works posterity would 
derive a fervent gratitude to the founders of our 
Union, and most deeply feed and acknowledge 
the beneficent action of our government. The 
declaration of principles which would give so 
much power to the government, and the danger 
of which hail just been so fully set forth by Mr. 
Monroe in his veto message on the Cumberland 
road bill, alarmed the old republicans, and gave» 
newground of opposition to Mr. Adams’s adminis
tration, in addition to the strong one growing out 
of the election in the House of Representatives, 
in which the fundamental principle of represen
tative government had been disregarded. This 
new ground of opposition was greatly strength
ened at the delivery of the first annual message, 
in which the topic of internal improvement wu 
again largely enforced, other subjects recom-
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improvement iru 
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mended which would require a liberal use of 
constructive powers, and Congress informed that 
the President had accepted an invitation from 
the American States of Spanish origin, to send 
ministers to their proposed Congress on the 
Isthmus of Panama. It was, therefore, clear 
from the beginning that the new administration 
was to have a settled and strong opposition, and 
that founded in principles of government—the 
same principles, under different forms, which 
had discriminated parties at the commencement 
of the federal government. Men of the old 
school—survivors of the contest of the Adams 
and Jefferson times, with some exceptions, divid
ed accordingly—the federalists going for Mr. 
Adams, the republicans against him, with the 
mass of the younger generation.

In the Senate a decided majority was against 
him, comprehending (not to speak of younger 
men afterwards become eminent.) Mr. Macon of 
North Carolina, Mr. Tazewell of Virginia, Mr. 
Van Burcn of New-York, Gclfcral Samuel 
Smith of Maryland, Mr. Gaillard of South Ca
rolina (the long-continued temporary President 
of the Senate), Dickerson of New Jersey, Gover- 

' nor Edward Lloyd of Maryland, Rowan of Ken
tucky, and Findlay of Pennsylvania. In the 
House of Representatives there was a strong 
minority opposed to the new President, destined 
to bo increased at the first election to a decided 
majority : so that no President could have com
menced his administration under more unfavor
able auspices, or with less expectation of a pop
ular career.

The cabinet was composed of able and expe
rienced men—Mr. Clay, Secretary of State; Mr. 
Richard Rush, of Pennsylvania, Secretary of the 
Treasury, recalled from the London mission for 
that purpose ; Mr. James Barbour, of Virginia, 
Secretary at War ; Mr. Samuel L. Southard, of 
New Jersey, Secretary of the Navy under Mr. 
Monroe, continued in that place ; the same of 
Mr. John McLean, of Ohio, Postmaster General, 
and of Mr. Wirt, Attorney General—both occu
pying the same places respectively under Mr. 
Monroe, and continued by bis successor. The 
place of Secretary of the Treasury w as offered 
by Mr. Adams to Mr. William II. Crawford 
ind declined by him—an offer which deserves to 
be commemorated to show how little there was 
of personal feeling between these two eminent

citizens, who had just been rival candidates for 
the Presidency of the United States. If Mr. 
Crawford had accepted the Treasury department, 
the administration of Mr. John Quincy Adams 
would have been entirely composed of the same 
individuals which composed that of Mr. Monroe, 
with the exception of the two (himself and Mr. 
Calhoun) elected President and Vice-President ; 
—a fact which ought to have been known to Mons. 
de Tocqueville, when he wrote, that “ Mr. Quincy 
Adams, on his entry into office, discharged the 
majority of the individuals who had been ap
pointed by his predecessor.”

There was opposition in the Senate to the con
firmation of Mr. Clay’s nomination to the State 
department, growing out of his support of Mr. 
Adams in the election of the House of Represen
tatives, and acceptance of office from him ; but 
overruled by a majority of two to one. The af
firmative votes were Messrs. Barton and Benton 
of Missouri ; Mr. Bell of New Hampshire ; 
Messrs. Bouligny and Josiah F. Johnston of 
Louisiana ; Messrs. Chandler and Holmes of 
Maine ; Messrs. Chase and Seymour of Vermont ; 
Messrs. Thomas Clayton and Van Dyke of Dela
ware ; Messrs. DeWolf and Knight of Rhode 
Island ; Mr. Maillon Dickerson of New Jersey ; 
Mr. Henry W. Edwards of Connecticut ; Mr. 
Gaillard of South Carolina ; Messrs. Harrison 
(the General) and Ruggles of Ohio ; Mr. Hen
dries of Indiana ; Mr. Elias Kent Kane of Illi- 

is ; Mr. William R. King of Alabama; Messrs.
Edward Lloyd and General Samuel Smith from 
Maryland ; Messrs. James Lloyd and Elijah II. 
Mills from Massachusetts ; Mr. John Rowan of 
Kentucky ; Mr. Van Burcn of New-York—27. 
The negatives were : Messrs. Berrien and Thos. 
W. Cobb of Georgia ; Messrs. Branch and Ma
con of North Carolina ; Messrs. Jackson (the 
General) and Eaton of Tennessee ; Messrs. Find
lay and Marks of Pennsylvania ; Mr. Ilayne ot 
South Carolina ; Messrs. David Holmes and 
Thomas A. Williams of Mississippi ; Mr. Mcll- 
vainc of New Jersey ; Messrs. Littleton W. Taze
well and John Randolph of Virginia; Mr. Jesse 
B. Thomas of Illinois. Seven senators were 
absent, one of whom (Mr. Noble of Indiana) 
declared he should have voted for the confirma
tion of Mr. Clay, if he had been present ; and of 
those voting for him about the one half were liia 
political opponents.
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CHAPTER XXII.

CASE OF MR. LANMAN—TEMPORARY SENATORIAL 
APPOINTMENT FROM CONNECTICUT.

Mr. Lanman had served a regular term as 
senator from C onnecticut. His term of service 
expired on the 3d of March of this year, and the 
General Assembly of the State having failed to 
make an election of senator in his place, he re
ceived a temporary appointment from the gov
ernor. On presenting liimself to take the oath of 
office, on the 4th day of March, being the first 
day of the special senatorial session convoked by 
the retiring President (Mr. Monroe), according 
to usage, for the inauguration of his successor ; 
his appointment was objected to, as not having 
been made in a case in which a governor of a 
State could fill a vacancy by making a tempo
rary appointment. Mr. Tazewell was the prin
cipal speaker against the validity of the appoint
ment, arguing against it both on the words of 
the constitution, and tho reason for the provi
sion. The words of the constitution are : “ If 
vacancies happen (in the Senate) by resignation 
or otherwise, during the recess of the legislature 
of any State, the executive thereof may make 
temjiorary appointments, until tho next meeting 
of the legislature.” “ Happen” was held by Mr. 
Tazewell to be tho governing word in this pro
vision, and it always implied a contingency, and 
an unexpected one. It could not apply to a 
foreseen event, bound to occur at a fixed period. 
Here the vacancy was foreseen ; there was no 
contingency in it. It was regular and certain. 
It was the right of the legislature to fi'I it, and 
if they failed, no matter from what cause, there 
was no right in tho governor to supply their 
omission. The reason of the phraseology was 
evident. The Assembly was the appointing 
body. It was tho regular authority to elect 
senators. It was a body of more or less mem
bers, but always representing the whole body 
of the State, and every county in the State, and 
on that account vested by tho constitution with 
the power of choosing senators. The terms choose 
and elect are the words applied to the legislative 
election of senators. The term appoint is the 
word applied to a gubernatorial appointment.

The election was the regular mode of the con
stitution, and was not to be superseded by an 
appointment in any casein which the legislature 
could act, whether they acted or not. Some 
debate took place, and precedents were called 
for. On motion of Mr. Eaton, a committee was 
appointed to search for them, and found several. 
The committee consisted of Mr. Eaton, of Ten
nessee ; Mr. Edwards, of Connecticut ; and Mr. 
Tazewell, of Virginia. They reported the cases 
of William Cooke, of Tennessee, appointed by 
the governor of the State, in April, 1797, to fill 
the vacancy occasioned by the expiration of his 
own term, the 3d of March preceding ; of Uriah • 
Tracy, of Connecticut, appointed by the governor 
of the State, in February, 1801, to fill the va
cancy to occur upon the expiration of his own 
term, on the 3d of March following ; of Joseph 
Anderson, of Tennessee, appointed by the gov
ernor of the State, in February, 1809, to fill the 
vacancy which the expiration of his own term 
would make on the 4th of March following ; of 
John Williams, of Tennessee, appointed by the 
governor of the State, in January, 1817, to fill 
the vacancy to occur from the expiration of his 
term, on the ensuing 3d of March ; and in all 
these cases the persons so appointed had been 
admitted to their seats, and all of them, except 
in the case of Mr. Tracy, without any question 
being raised ; and in his case by a vote of 13 to 
10. These precedents were not satisfactory to 
the Senate ; and alter considering Mr. Lanmm’s 
case, from the 4th to the 7th of March, the mo
tion to admit him to a scat was rejected by a 
vote of 23 to 18. The senators voting in favor 
of the motion were Messrs. Bell, Bouligny, Chase, 
Clayton, De Wolf, Edwards, Harrison (General), 
Hendricks, Johnston of Lousiana, Kane, Knight, 
Lloyd of Massachusetts, Mcllvaine, Mills, Noble, 
Rowan, Seymour, Thomas—10. Those voting 
against it were Messrs. Barton, Benton, Berrien, 
Branch, Chandler, Dickerson, Eaton, Findlay, 
Gaillard, Ilayne, Holmes of Maine, Holmes of 
Mississippi, Jackson (General), King of Ala
bama, Lloyd of Maryland, Marks, Macon, Bug
gies, Smith of Maryland, Tazewell, Van Buren, 
Vandyke, Williams, of Mississippi—23 ; and 
with this decision, the subsequent practice of 
the Senate has conformed, leaving States in part 
or in whole unrepresented, when the legislature 
failed to fill a regular vacancy.
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CHAPTER XXIII.

RETIRING OF MR. RUFUS KING.

Is the summer of this year, this gentleman ter
minated a long and high career in the legislative 
department of the federal government, but not en
tirely to quit its service. He was appointed by 
the new President, Mr. John Quincy Adams, to 
the place of Minister Plenipotentiary and Envoy 
Extraordinary to the Court of St. James, the 
same place to which he had been appointed thirty 
years before, and from the same place (the 
Senate) by President Washington ; and from 
which he had not been removed by President 
Jefferson, at the revolution of parties, which 
took place in 1800. He had been connected 
with the government forty years, having served 
in the Congress of the Confederation, and in 
the convention which framed the federal con
stitution (in both places from his native State 
of Massachusetts), in the Senate from the State 
of New-York, being one of the first senators from 
that State, elected in 1789, with General Philip 
Schuyler, the father-in-law of General Hamilton 
He was afterwards minister to Great Britain, 
—again senator, and again minister—having, in 
the mean time, declined the invitation of Presi
dent Washington to be his Secretary of State. 
He was a federalist of the old school, and the 
head of that party after the death of General 
Hamilton ; and when the name discriminated a 
party, with whose views on government and 
systems of policy, General Washington greatly 
coincided. As chief of that party, he was voted 
for as Vice-President in 1808, and as President 
in 1816. He was one of the federalists who 
supported the government in the war of 1812

position which the war in Canada and repug
nance to the war in New England, rendered es
sential to the welfare of the Union. History 
should remember this patriotic conduct of Mr. 
King, and record it for the beautiful and instruc
tive lesson which it teaches.

Like Mr. Macon and John Taylor of Carolina, 
Mr. King had his individuality of character, 
manners and dress, but of different type ; they, 
of plain country gentlemen ; and he, a high 
model of courtly refinement. He always ap
peared in the Senate in full dress ; short small
clothes, silk stockings, and shoes, and was ha
bitually observant of all the courtesies of life. 
His colleague in the Senate, during the chief 
time that I saw him there, was Mr. Van Buren: 
and it was singular to see a great State represent
ed in the Senate, at the same time, by the chiefs 
of opposite political parties; Mr. Van Buren 
was much the younger, and it was delightful to 
behold the deferential regard which he paid to 
his elder colleague, always returned with mark
ed kindness and respect.

I felt it to be a privilege to serve in the Senate 
with three such senators as Mr. King, Mr. Ma
con, and John Taylor of Carolina, and was anx
ious to improve such an opportunity into a means 
of benefit to myself. With Mr. Macon it came 
easily, as he was the cotemporary and friend of 
my father and grandfather ; with the venerable 
John Taylor there was no time for any intimacy 
to grow up, as we only served together for one 
session ; with Mr. King it required a little system 
of advances on my part, which I had time to 
make, and which the urbanity of his manners 
rendered easy. He became kind to me ; readily 
supplied me with information from his own vast 
stores, allowed me to consult him, and assisted me 
in the business of the State (of whose admission 
he had been the great opponent), whenever I

«gainst Great Britain. Opposed to its déclara- j could satisfy him that I was right,—evendown to
lion, he went into its support as soon as it was 
declared, and in his place in the Senate voted 
the measures and supplies required; and (what 
vis most essential) exerted himself in providing 
for the defence of his adopted State, New-York

the small bills which wore entirely local, or mere
ly individual. More, he gave me proofs of real 
regard, and in that most difficult of all friendly 
offices,—admonition, counselling against a fault ; 
one instance of which was so marked and so 

(on the strength and conduct of which so much \ agreeable to me (reproof as it was), that I im- 
then depended) ; assisting to raise and equip her ! mediately wrote down the very words of it in a 
volunteer regiments and militia quotas, and co-op-! letter to Mrs. Benton (who was then absent 
crating with the republican leaders (Gov. Tomp- i from the city), and now copy it, both to do lion- 
kins and Mr. Van Buren), to maintain the great j or to an aged senator, who could thus act a 

State of New-York in the strong and united I “father's ” part towards a young one, and be-
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cause I am proud of the words ho used to me. 
The letter says :

“Yesterday (May 20th, 1824). we carried 
$75,000 for improving the navigation of the Mis
sissippi and the Ohio. I made a good speech, 
but no part of it will be published. I spoke in 
reply, and with force and animation. When it 
was over, Mr. King, of N. Y., came and sat down 
in a chair by me, and took hold of my hand and 
said he would speak to me as a father—that I 
had great powers, and that he felt a sincere pleas
ure in seeing me advance and rise in the world, 
and that he would take the liberty of warning 
me against an effect of my temperament when 
heated by opposition; that under these circumstan
ces I took an authoritative manner, and a look and 
tone of defiance, which sat ill upon the older mem
bers ; and advised me to moderate my manner.”

This was real friendship, enhanced by the 
kindness of manner, and had its effect. I sup
pressed that speech, through compliment to him, 
and have studied moderation and forbearance 
ever since. Twenty-five years later I served in 
Congress with two of Mr. King’s sons (Mr. 
James Gore King, representative from Ncw- 
York, and Mr. John AIsop King, a representa
tive from New Jersey) ; and was glad to let 
them both see the sincere respect which I had 
for the memory of their father.

In one of our conversations, and upon the for
mation of the constitution in the federal conven
tion of 1787; he said some things to me which, 1 
think ought to be remembered by future genera
tions, to enable them to appreciate justly those 
founders of our government who ivcre in favor 
of a stronger organization than was adopted. 
He said : “You young men wrho have been born 
since the Revolution, look with horror upon the 
name of a King, and upon all propositions for a 
strong government. It was not so with us. 
We were horn the subjects of a King, and were 
accustomed to subscribe ourselves ‘Ilis Majesty’s 
most faithful subjects ;’ and we began the quar
rel which ended in the Revolution, not against 
the King, hut against his parliament ; and in 
making the new government many propositions 
were submitted which would not bear discus
sion ; and ought not to be quoted against their 
authors, being offered for consideration, and to 
bring out opinions, and which, though beldnd 
the opinions of this day, were in advance of those 
of that day.”—These things were said chiefly in

relation to General Hamilton, who had submit
ted propositions stronger than those adopted, 
but nothing like those which party spirit attri
buted to him. I heard these words, I hope, with 
profit ; and commit them, in the same hope, to 
after generations.

CHAPTER XXIV.

REMOVAL OF THE CREEK INDIANS FROM 
GEORGIA.

Bv an agreement with the State of Georgia in 
the year 1802, the United States became bound, 
in consideration of the cession of the western 
territory, now constituting the States oî Alabama 
and Mississippi, to extinguish the remainder of 
the Indian title within her limits, and to remove 
the Indians from the State ; of which large and 
valuable portions were then occupied by the 
Creeks and Chcrokees. No time was limited 
for the fulfilment of this obligation, and near a 
quarter of a century had passed away without 
seeing its full execution. At length Georgia, seeing 
no end to this delay, became impatient, and just 
ly so, the long delay being equivalent to a breach 
of the agreement ; for, although no time was 
limited for its execution, yet a reasonable time 
was naturally understood, and that-incessant and 
faithful endeavors should be made by the United 
States to comply with her undertaking. In the 
years 1824-’25 this had become a serious ques
tion between the United States and Georgia— 
the compact being but partly complied with—and 
Mr. Monroe, in the last year of his Administra
tion, and among its last acts, had the satisfaction 
to conclude a treaty with the Creek Indians for 
a cession of all their claims in the State, and their 
removal from it. This was the treaty of the 
Indian Springs, negotiated the 12th of February, 
1825, the famous chief, Gen. Wm. McIntosh, ami 
some fifty other chiefs signing it in the presence 
of Mr. Crowell, the United States Indian agent. 
It ceded all the Creek country in Georgia, and 
also several millions of acres in the State of Ala
bama. Complaints followed it to Washington as 
having been concluded by McIntosh without the 
authority of the nation. The ratification of the 
treaty was opposed, but finally carried, and by
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the strong vote of 34 to 4. Disappointed in their 
opposition to the treaty at Washington, the dis
contented party became violent at home, killed 
McIntosh and another chief, declared forcible re
sistance to the execution of the treaty, and pre
pared to resist. Georgia, on her part, determin
ed to execute it by taking possession of the ceded 

/ territory. The Government of the United States 
; felt itself bound to interfere. The new Presi

dent, Mr. Adams, became impressed with the 
conviction that the treaty had been made with
out due authority, and that its execution ought 
pot to be enforced ; and sent Gen. Gaines with 
federal troops to the confines of Georgia. All 
Georgia was in a flame at this view of force, and 
the neighboring States sympathized with her. 
In the mean time the President, anxious to avoid 
violence, and to obtain justice for Georgia, treat
ed further; and assembling the head men and 
chiefs of the Creeks at Washington City, conclu
ded a new treaty with them (January', 182G) ; 
by which the treaty of Indian Springs was an
nulled, and a substitute for it negotiated, ceding 
all the Creek lands in Georgia, but none in Ala
bama. This treaty, with a message detailing all 
the difficulties of the question, was immediately 
commqmcated by the President to the Senate, 
and by it referred to the Committee on Indian 
Affairs, of which I was chairman. The commit
tee reported against the ratification of the treaty, 
earnestly deprecated a collision of arms between 
the federal government and a State, and recom
mended further negotiations—a thing the more 
easy as the Creek chiefs were still pt Washing
ton. The objections to the new treaty were :

1. That it annulled the McIntosh treaty; there
by implying its illegality', and apparently justify
ing the fate of its authors.

2. Because it did not cede the whole of the 
Creek lands in Georgia.

8. Because it ceded none in Alabama.
Further negotiations according to the recom

mendation of the Senate, were had by the Pres
ident; and on the 31st of March of the same 
year, a supplemental article was concluded, by 
which all the Creek lands in Georgia were ceded 
to her; andtho Creeks within her borders bound 
to emigrate to a new home beyond the Mississip
pi. The vote in the Senate on ratifying this new 
treaty, and its supplemental article, was full and 
emphatic—thirty to seven: and the seven nega
tives all Southern senators favorable to the object,

but dissatisfied with the clause which annulled 
the McIntosh treaty and implied a censure upon 
its authors. Northern senators voted in a body 
to do this great act of justice to Georgia, re
strained by no unworthy feeling against the 
growth and prosperity of a slave State. And 
thus was carried into effect, after a delay of a 
quarter of a century, and after great and just 
complaint on the part of Georgia, the compact 
between that State and the United States of 1802. 
Georgia was paid at last for her great cession ot 
territory, and obtained the removal of an Indian 
community out of her limits, and the use and 
dominion of all her soil foy settlement and juris
diction. It was an incalculable advantage to her, 
and sought in vain under three successive Southern 
Presidents—Jefferson, Madison, Monroe—(who 
could only' obtain part concessions from the In
dians)—and now accomplished under a Northern 
President, with the full concurrence and support 
of the Northern delegations in Congress : for the 
Northern representatives in the House,voted the 
appropriations to carry the treaty into effect as 
readily as the senators had voted the ratification 
of the treaty itself. Candid men, friends to the 
harmony and stability of this Union, should re
member these things when they hear the North
ern States, on account of the conduct of soma 
societies and individuals, charged with unjust 
and criminal designs towards the South.

An incident which attended the negotiation 
of the supplemental article to the treaty of 
January deserves to be commemorated, as an 
instance of the frauds which may attciid Indian 
negotiations, and for which there is so little 
chance of detection by cither of the injured 
parties,—by the Indians themselves, or by the 
federal government. When the President sent 
in the treaty of January, and after its rejection 
by the Senate became certain, thereby leaving 
the federal government and Georgia upon the 
point of collision, I urged upon Mr. James Bar
bour, the Secretary at War (of whose depart
ment the Indian Office was then a branch) the 
necessity of a supplemental article ceding all the 
Creek lands in Georgia ; and assured him that, 
with that additional article, the treaty would 
be ratified, and the question settled. The Secre
tary was very willing to do all this, but said it 
was impossible,—that the chiefs would not agree 
to it. I recommended to him to make them 
some presents, so as to overcome their opposi-

i
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tion ; which he most innocently declined, because 
it would savor of bribery. In the mean time 
it had been communicated, to me, that the 
treaty already made was itself the work of 
great bribery; the sum of $160,000 out of 
$247,000, which it stipulated to t^e Creek na
tion, as a first payment, being a fund for private 
distribution among the chiefs who negotiated 
it. Having received this information, I felt quite 
sure that the fear of the rejection of the treaty, 
and the consequent loss of these $160,000, to the 
negotiating chiefs, would insure their assent to 
the supplemental article without the inducement 
of further presents. I had an interview with 
the leading chiefs, and made known to them the 
inevitable fact that the Senate would reject the 
treaty as it stood, but would ratify it with a 
supplemental article ceding all their lands in 
Georgia. With this information they agreed to 
the additional article : and then the whole was 
ratified, as I have already stated. But a further 
work remained behind. It' was to balk the 
fraud of the corrupt distribution of $160,000 
among a few chiefs ; and that was to be done 
in the appropriation bill, and by a clause 
directing the whole treaty money to be paid 
to the nation instead of the chiefs. The case 
was communicated to the Senate in secret ses
sion, and a committee of conference appointed 
(Messrs. Benton, Van Buren, and Berrien) to 
agree with the House committee upon the pro
per clause to be put into the appropriation bill. 
It was also communicated to the Secretary at 
War. He sent in a report from Mr. McKinney, 
the Indian bureau clerk, and actual negotiator of 
the treaty, admitting the fact of the intended 
private distribution ; which, in fact, could not be 
denied, as I held an original paper showing the 
names of all the intended recipients, with the 
sum allowed to each, beginning at $20,000 and 
ranging down to $5000 : and that it was done 
with his cognizance.

Some extracts from speeches delivered on 
that occasion will well finish this view of a trans
action which at one time threatened violence 
between a State and the federal government, 
and in which a great fraud in an Indian treaty 
was detected and frustrated.

EXTRACTS FROM THE SPEECHES IN THE SENATE
AND IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTAT IVES.

“ Mr. Van Buren said he should state the cir
cumstances of this case, and the views of the

f-

committee of conference. A treaty was made 
in this city, in which it was stipulated on the 
part of the United States, that $247,000,. to
gether with an annuity of $20,000 a year, 
and other considerations, should be paid to the 
Creeks, as a consideration for the extinguishment 
of their title to lands in the State of Georgia, 
which the United States, under the cession of 
1802, were under obligations to extinguish. The 
bill from the other House to carry this treaty 
into effect, directed that the money should be 
paid and distributed among the chiefs and war
riors. That bill came to the Senate, and a con
fidential communication was made to the Senate, 
from which it appeared that strong suspicions 
were entertained that a design existed çn the 
part of the chiefs who made the treaty, to prac
tise a fraud on the Creek nation, by dividing the 
money amongst themselves and associates. An 
amendment was proposed by the Sehate, which 
provided for the payment of those moneys .in 
the usual way, and the distribution of them in 
the usual manner, and in the usual proportion 
to which the Indians were entitled. That 
amendment was sent to the other House, who, 
unadvised as to the facts which were known to 
the Senate, refused to concur in it, and asked a 
conference. The conferees, on the part of the 
Senate, communicated their suspicions to the 
conferees on the part of the Honse, and asked 
them to unite in an application to the Depart
ment of War, for information on the subject 
This was accordingly done, and the documents 
sent, ip. answer, were a letter from the Secre
tary of War, and a report by Mr. McKenney. 
From that report it appeared clear and satisfac
tory, that a design thus existed on the part of 
the Indians, by whom the treaty was negotiated, 
to distribute of the $247,000 to be paid for the 
cession by the United States, $159,750 among 
themselves, and a few favorite chiefs at home, 
and three Cherokee chiefs who had no interest 
in the property. Ridge and Vann were to re
ceive by the original treaty $5000 each. By 
this agreement of the distribution of the money 
each was to receive $15,000 more, making 
$20,000 for each. Ridge, the father of Ridge 
who is here, was to receive $10,600. The other 
$100,000 was to 1» distributed, $5000, and, in 
some instances, $10,000 to the chiefs who nego
tiated the treaty here, varying from one to ten 
thousand dollars each.

“ Mr. V. B. said, in his judgment, the char
acter of the government was involved in this 
subject, and it would require, under the circum
stances of this case, that they should take even- 
step they could rightfully take to exculpate 
thenyclves from having, in any degree or form, 
concurred in this fraud. The sentiment of the 
American people where he resided was. and had 
been, highly excited on this subject ; .they had 
applauded, in the most ardent manner, ti e zee! 
manifested by the government to preserve them
selves pure in their negotiations with the Indians: 
and though he was satisfied—though he deemed
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it impossible to suppose for a moment that 
government could have countenanced the prac
tice of this fraud, yet there were circumstances 
in the case which required exculpation. Between 
the negotiation of the treaty and tile negotiation 
of the supplementary article on which the treaty 
was finally adopted, all these circumstances were 
communicated to the Department of War by the 
two Cherokees. Mr. V. B. said it was not his 
purpose, because the necessity of the case did not 
require it, to say what the Secretary of War 
ought to have done, or to censure what lie did 
do, when the information was given to him. He 
had known him many years, and there was not 
an honoster man, or a man more devoted to his 
country, than that gentleman was. Mr. V. B. 
said it vVas not for him to have said whal should 
have been the course of the President of the 
United States, if the information had been given 
to him on the subject. It could not fail to make 
a mortifying and most injurious impression on 
the minds of the people of this country, to find 
that no means whatever were taken for the 
suppression of this fraud. There was, and 
there ought to be, an excitement on the subject 
in the public mind. ”

“Mr. Benton said, that after the explanation 
of the views of the committee of conference 
which had been given by the senator from New- 
York (Mr. Van Buren), ho would limit himself 
to a statement of facts on two or three points, 
on which references had been made to his per
sonal knowledge.

“ The Secretary of War had referred to him, in 
his letter to the committee, as knowing the fact 
that the Secretary had refused to give private 
gratuities to the-%reek chiefs to promote, the 
success of the negotiation. The reference was 
correct. Mr. B. had himself recommended the 
Secretary to do so ; it was, how-evor, about forty 
days after the treaty had been signed. He re
ferred to a paper which fixed the date to the 
i)th or 10th of March, and the treaty had been 
signed in the month of January preceding. It 
was done at the time that Mr. B. had offered his 
services to procure the supplemental article to 
be adopted. The Secretarjy entirely condemned 
the practice of giving these gratuities. Mr. B. 
said he had recommended it as the only way 
of treating with barbarians ; that, if not grati
fied in this way, the chiefs would prolong the 
negotiation, at a great daily expense to the gov
ernment, until they got their gratuity in one 
way or other, or defeated the treaty altogether. 
He considered thq practice to be sanctioned by 
the usage of the (United States ; he believed it 
to be common iit all barbarous nations, and in 
many that were civilized ; and referred to the 
article in the federal constitution against re
ceiving “presents" from foreign powers, as a 
proof that the convention thought such a re
striction to be necessary, even among ourselves.

‘ The time at which Mr. B. had offered his ser
vices to aid this negotiation, had appeared to him 
to be eminently critical, and big with consequences

which he was anxious to avert. It was after 
the committee had resolved to report against the 
new treaty, and before they had made the report 
to the Senate. The decision, whatsoever it might 
be, and the consequent discussions, criminations, 
and recriminations, were calculated to bring on 
a violent struggle in the Senate itself ; between 
the Senate and the Executive ; perhaps between 
the two Houses (for a reference of the subject 
to both would have taken place) ; and between 
one or more States and the federal government. 
Mr. B. had concurred in the report against the 
new treaty, because it divested Georgia of vested 
rights ; and, though objectionable in many other 
respects, he was willing, for the sake of peace, 
to ratify it, provided the vested rights of Georgia 
were not invaded. The supplemental article had 
relieved him upon this point. He thought that 
Georgia had no further cause of dissatisfaction 
w-ith the treaty ; it was Alabama that was injured 
by the loss of some millions of acres, which she 
had acquired under the treaty of 1825, and lost 
under that of 1826. Her case commanded his 
regrets and sympathy. She had lost the right 
of jurisdiction over a considerable extent of ter
ritory ; and the advantages of settling, cultivat-j 
ing, and taxing the same, were postponed ; butjf 
he hoped, not indefinitely. But these were con
sequential advantages, resulting from an act 
which the government was not bound to do ; 
and, though the loss of them was an injury, yet 
this injury could not be considered as a violation 
of vested rights ; but the circumstance certainly 
increased the strength of her claim to the total 
extinction of the Indian titles lyithin her limits 
and. he trusted, would have its due effect upon 
the Government of the United States.

“ The third and last peint on which Mr. B. 
thought references to his name had made it 
proper for him to give a statement, related to the 
circumstance which had induced the Senate to 
make the amendment which had become the 
subject of the conference betw-een the two 
Houses. He had himself come to the knowledge 
of that circumstance in the last days of April, 
some weeks after the supplemental article had 
been ratified. He had deemed it to be his duty 
to communicate it to the Senate, and do it in a 
way that would avoid a groundless agitation of 
the public feeling, or unjust reflections upon any 
individual, white or red, if, peradventure, his 
infonnation should turn out to have been un
true. He therefore communicated it to the 
Senate in secret session ; and the effect of the 
information was immediately manifested in the 
unanimous determination of the Senate to adopt 
the amendment which was now under considera
tion. He deemed the amendment, or one that 
would effect the same object, to be called for by 
the circumstances of the case, aitfMie relative 
state of the parties. It was apparent that a few 
chiefs were to have an undue proportion of the 
money—they had realized what he had foretold 
to the Secretary ; and it was certain that the 
knowledge of this, whenever it should be found
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General Government in negotiating the treaty— 
gentlemen whose integrity will not shrink from a 
comparison with that of the proudest and loftiest 
of their accusers. Then the sympathies of the 
people of the Union were excited in behalf of • the 
children of the forest.’ who were represented as 
indignantly spin ning the gold, which was offered 
to entice them from the graves of their fathers, 
and resolutely determined never to abandon them. 
The incidents of the plot being thus prepared, the 
allair hastens to its consummation. A new treaty 
is negotiated here—a pure and spotless treaty. 
The rights of Georgia and of Alabama are sacri
ficed; the United States obtain a part of the lands, 
and pay double the amount stipulated bv the old 
treaty ; and those poor and noble, and unsophis
ticated sons of the forest, having succeeded in 
imposing on the simplicity of this government, 

and certain Cherokee diplomatists. Hitherto, in I next concert, under its eye. and with its know- 
the discussions before the Senate on this subject, i ledge, the means of defrauding their own constitu- 
1 have imposed a restraint upon mv own feel-j cuts, the chiefs and warriors of the (.'reek nation, 
ings under the influence of motives which have j ‘‘Tor their agency in exciting the Creeks to 
now ceased to ojierate. It was my first duty to resist the former treaty, and in deluding this 
obtain an acknowledgment, on this floor, of the government to annul it, three ('/linkers— 
rights of Georgia, repressing, for that purpose, /{idgc,Wann,and the father of the for nur—arc 
even the story of her wrongs. It was my first I to receive ioktv thousand dollars of the 
duty, sir. and I have sacrificed to it every other 1 money stipulated to be paid by the United States 
consideration. As a motive to forbearance it no t to the chiefs of the Cïeek nation ; and the govvrn- 
longcr exists. The rights of Georgia have been ment, when informed of the projected fraud, deems 
prostrated. itself ]>owerless to avert it. Nay. when apprised

“Sir, in the progress of that controversy, I by your amendment, thaVyou hud also detected 
which has grown out of the treaty of the Indian j it, that government does nobhesitate to inter]

out by the nation, would occasion disturbances, 
and, perhaps, bloodshed. He thought that the 
United States should prevent these consequences, 
by preventing the cause of them, and. for this 
purpose, he would concur in any amendment 
that would effect a fair distribution of the money, 
or any distribution that was agreeable to the 
nation in open counsel. ”

Mr. Rerrien : ‘‘You have arrived at the last 
scene in the present act of the great political 
drama of the Creek controversy. In its progress, 
you have seen two of the sovereign States of the 
American Confederation—especially, you have 
seen one of those States, which has always been 
faithful and forward in the discharge of her 
duties to this Union, driven to the wall, by the 
combined force of the administration and its 
allies consisting of a jiortion of the Greek nation,

Springs, the people of Georgia have been grossly 
and wantonly calumniated, and the acts of the 
administration have assisted to give currency to 
these calumnies. lier chief magistrate lias 
been traduced. The solemn act of her legisla
ture has been set at naught by a rescript of the 
federal Executive. A military force has been 
quartered on lier borders to coerce her to sub
mission ; and without a trial, without the privi
lege of being heard, without the semblance of 
evidence, she has been deprived of rights secured 
to her by the solemn stipulations of treaty.

“ When, in obedience to the will of the legis
lature of Georgia, her chief magistrate had com
municated to the President his determination 
to survey the coded territory, his right to do so 
was admitted. It was declare 1 by the President 
that the act would lie‘wholly’ on the rcs|>oiisi- 
bility of the government of Georgia, ami that 
‘the Government of the United States would ! we no power ? We have stipulated for the pav 
not be in any manner responsible for any conse
quences which might result from the measure.’
When his willingness to encounter this responsi
bility was announced, it was met by the declara
tion that the President would ‘not permit the 
survey tojbo made.’ and he was ref rred to a
major-general of the army of the United States, j of the rights secured by that treaty, are about 
and one thousand regulars. j to appropriate this money to themselves. Arc

‘•The murder of McIntosh—the defamation i wc jxiwerless to prevent it? Nav, must we, 
of the chief magistrate of Georgia—the menace too. suffer ourselves to be made the conscious 
of military force to coerce her to submission— instruments of its consummation? We have 
were followed by the traduction of two of her made a bargain with a savage tribe which you 
cherished citizens, employed as the agents of the | choose to dignify with the name of a treaty

by one of its high functionaries, to rc.sist. your 
proceeding, by a singular fatuity, thus giving iy 
countenance and support to the commis.-don ofv 
the fraud. Sir, 1 s]>cak of what has paxsc'i 
before your ey£S even in this hall.

“One fifth of the whole purchase money is to 
ho given to three (Vierokees. Ti n huh \nd 
doll \ns reward one of the heroes of fort 
Mims—a boon which it so well becomes us ft, 
bestow. A few chosen favorites divi it* among 
themselves upwards of onk hummckd and ion 
thousand dollars, leaving a pittance f->r <1: ,tri- 
bution among the great body of the chiefs and 
warriors of the nation.

•• lint the administration, though it condemns 
the fraud, thinks that we have no power to pre
vent its consummation. What. sir. have we no 
power to see that our own treaty is carried into 
elli-ct ? Have we no interest in doing so ? 1 lave

ment of two hundred nrd forty-seven thousand 
dollars to the chiefs of tWe Creek nation .tube 
distributed among the chiefs and warriors of 
that nation. Is not thc distribution part uf 
the contract as well ns thv payment? We know 
that a few of those chiefs^ In fraudulent violation

them are ahouyto cheat 
have She inca^R in our hi 
their coXu4*Ppurposc canne 
we not the right to see that 
honestly fulfilled ? Cousis 
honesty, can we put the con 
the contract into the ham 
know are about to defrav. 
trusted them ? Sir, the pro] 
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cil. hv an amendment to the bill 
success of the profitable scheme 
House, entirely ignorant of tin 
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j.ctvd it., insisted upon their dis 
and a committee of the two House 
Mifvrred on the subject. Now, tl 
ascertained by the separate repo; 
milices, there can be no different' 
the great |K>int of defeating the in 

j t\ of the delegation and secret ariv 
tribe. The only matter which va 
.'inn, is, how shall the treachery 
—how shall the Creek tribe be | 
the aho|>inable designs of their 
unprincipled agents? Will the an 
posed by the committee reach their 
plan is. to pay the money to the 
■iivided among the chiefs and wn 
the direction of the Secretary of 
council of the nation, convened for 
Sii|i}Hisc the council in solemn sessii 
kiorc them, and the division aboui 

1 nmler the direction of the Sccretai 
may not the chiefs and their seen 
the money, as promised to them unde 
and how will the Secretary or his 
the claim? They assented—the Hoi 
wive that the only difficulty was tli 
the bribed The Secretary was willir. 
high as five thousand dollars, but
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concerning whom/w& Qçgislato with their con- stretch to ten thousand dollars. Notwithstand
ing or without/ it. as it seems good in our 
eyes. Wo know that some ten or twenty of 
them are about/to cheat the remainder. We 
havcHhe mesufR in our hands, without which 
their cmVii^^nuirposc cannot he effected. Have 
we not the right to see that our own bargain is

ing the assent of the Cherokees, and the declara
tion of the Secretary, that live thousand dollars 
each was the extent that they couhl be allowed, 
Ridge and Vann, after the treaty was signed, and 
before it was acted on by the Senate, or submit
ted to that body, brought a paper, the precious

honestly fulfilled? Consistently with common I Mst of the price of each traitor, for the inspection
honesty, can we put the consideration money of 
the contract into the hands of those who we 
know are about to defraud the people who 
trusted them 7 Sir. the proposition is absurd.

- Mr. Forsyth (of the House of Representa
tives) said : A stupendous fraud, it seems, was 
intended by the delegation who had formed, with 
the Secretary of War. the new contract. The 
chiefs composing the Creek diplomatic train, as
sisted bv their Cherokee secretaries of legation, 
had combined to put into their own pockets, and 
those of a few select friends, somewhere about 
three fwrîhs of the first payment to be made for 
the second cession of the lands lying in ( leor- 

The facts connected with this transaction, 
although concealed from the Senate when the 
second contract was before them for ratification, 
and from the House when the appropriation hill 
to carry it into effect was under consideration, 
were perfectly understood at the War Depart
ment by the Secretary, and by his clerk, who 
i< called the head of the Indian Bureau (Mr. 
lhomas b. McKinney). The Senate having, hv 
some strange fortune, discovered the intended 
fraud, after the ratification of the contract, and

and information of the head of the bureau and 
the head of the department ; and what ansyyer 
did they receive from both ? The head of the 
bureau said it was their own affair, vTlie Secre
tary said he presumed it was theirdnvn affair. 
Rut I ask this House, if the engagement for the 
five thousand dollars, and the list of the sums to 
he distributed, may not be claimed as part u Alb is 
new contract? If these persons have not a 
to claim, in the face of the tribe, these sum-i. as 
promised to them by their ( I re at Father? Ay, 
sir ; and, if they aie jiowcrful enough in the 
tribe, they will enforce their claim. Under what 
pretext will your Secretary of War direct a diP 
fere lit disposition or division of the money, after 
his often repeated declaration, ‘ it is their own 
affair ’—the affair of the delegation ? Yes. sir, 
so happily has this business been managed at the 
seat of government, under the Executive eye, 
that this division which the negotiators proposed 
to make of the spoil, may be termed a part of the 
consideration of the contract. It must he con
fessed that these exquisite ambassadors were 
quite liberal to themselves, their secretaries, and 
particular friends: one hundred and fill y-nine

before they acted on the appropriation hill, wish- I thousand seven hundred dollars, to he divided 
cil. hv an amendment to the bill, to prevent the among some twenty persons, is pretty well! 
success of the profitable scheme of villany. The What name shall we give to this division of 
House, entirely ignorant of the facts, and not | money among them ? To call it a bribe, would 
Mispcoting the motive of the amendment,, had re- ! shock the delicacy of the War Department, and 
jectcl it,, insisted upon their disagreement to it. j possibly offend those gentle spirited politicians, 
and a committee of the two Houses, as usual, had who resemble Cow pel's preachers, ; who could 
('.inferred on the subject. Now, that the facts are not mention hell to ears polite.’ The transcend- 
ascertained by the separate reports of the Com-1 cut criminality of this design cannot he well 
miltiTS. there can he no difference of opinion on j understood, without recalling to recollection the 

' great |K)int of defeating the intended treache-| dark and bloody scenes of the year past. The
n of the delegation and secretaries to the Creek 
:nlie. The only matter which can hear discus- 
-o.i. is. how shall the treachery he punished ?

chief McIntosh, distinguished at all times by his 
courage and devotion to the whites, deriving his 
name of the White Warrior, from his mixed pa- 

—how shall the Creek tribe he protected from i rentage, had formed, with his party, the treaty 
the abominable designs of their worthless and , of the Indian Springs. He was denounced for it. 
unprincipled agents ? Will the amendment pro- ' His midnight sleep was broken by -the crackling 
posed hv the committee reach their object ? The | tînmes of his dwelling burning over bis head, 
plan is. to pay the money to the chiefs, to Ik- Escaping from the flames, lie was shot down hv 
divided among the chiefs and warriors, under a party acting under the orders of the persons 
the direction of the Secretary of War. in a full who accused him of betraying, for his own selfish 
council of the nation, convened for the purjtosc. J purposes, the interest of the tribe. Those who 
Siijijxise the council in solemn session, the money , condemned that chief, the incendiaries and the 
Wore them, and the division about to he made, murderers, are the negotiators of this new con- 
ender the direction of the Secretary of War— i tract ; the one hundred and fifty-nine thousand 
may not the chiefs and their secretaries claim i dollars, is to he the fruit of their victory over the 
the money, as promised to them under the treaty, assassinated chief. What evidence of fraud, and 
and how will the Secretary or his agent resist j selfishness, and treachery, has red or white malice 
the claim ? They assented—the House will per- j been able to exhibit against the dead warrior ? 
reive that the only difficulty was the amount of A reservation of land for him. in the contract of 
the bribe» The Secretary was willing to go as I 1821, was sold by him to the United States, for 
high as live thousand dollars, but could not i twenty-live thousand dollars ; a price he could
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have obtained from individuals, if his title h 
been deemed secure. This sale of pppperty givi 
to him by the tribe, was the foundation of th 
calumnies that have been heaped upon his mcipo 
ry. and the cause which, in the eyes of our ad-' 
mini.stratiorsjiewispaper editors, scribblers, arid rtx 
viewers, justified his execution. , Now. sir,'the 
executioners are to I» rewarded by pillaging the 
public Treasury. I look with some cuhosity fbr 
the indignant denunciations of this accidentally 
discovered treachery. Perhaps it will be dis
covered that all this new business of the Creeks 
is ‘ their own affair,’ with which the white editors 
and reviewers have nothing to do. Fortunately, 
Mr. F. said, Congress had something to do with 
this affair. We owe a justice to the tribe. This 
amendment, he feared, would not do justice. The 
power of Congress should, lie exerted, not only to 
keep the monejreut ofibe hands of these wretch
es, but to secure a talfnfiil and equal distribution 
of it among the whole Creek nation. The whole 
tribe hold the land ; their title by occupancy 
resides in all ; all arc rightfully claimants to equal 
portions of the price of their removal from it. 
The country is not aware how the Indian annui
ties are distributed, or the moneys paid to the 
tribes disposed of. They arc divided according 
to the discretion of the Indian government, com
pletely aristocraties!—all the powers vested in a 
few chiefs. Mr. F. had it from authority he 
could not doubt, that the Creek annuities had, 
for years past, been divided in very unequal pro
portions, not among the twenty thousand souls 
of which the tribe was believed to be composed, 
but among about one thousand five hundred | 

chiefs and warriors.“Mr. Forsyth expressed his hope that the 
House would reject the report of the committee. 
Before taking his seat, he asked the indulgence 
of the House, while he made a few comments on 
this list of worthies, and the prices to lie paid to 
each. At the head of the list stands Mr. ltidge, 
with the sum of ,$15.000 opposite to his elevated 
name. This man is no Creek, but'» Cherokee, 
educated among the whites, allied to them by 
marriage—has received lessons in Christianity, 
morality, and sentiment—[icrfectlv civilized, ac
cording to the rules and customs of Cornwall. 
This negotiation, of which he has been, either as 
actor or Instrument, the principal manager, is an 
admirable proof of the benefits he has derived 
from his residence among a moral and religious 
people. Vann, another Cherokee, half savage 
and half civilized, succeeds him with $15.0110 
bounty. A few inches below comes another 
Ridge, the major, father to the secretary—a gal
lant old fellow, who did some service against the 
hostile Creeks, during the late war. for which he 
deserved and received acknowledgments—hut 
what claims he had to this Creek money, Mr. F. 
could not comprehend. Probably bis name was 
used merely to cover another gratuity for the 
son, whose modesty would not permit him to 
take more than $15,000 in his own name. These

Cherokees were together ter' receive $40,000 of 
Creek money, and the Secretary of War is of 
opinion it is quite consistent with the contract, 
which provides for the distribution of it among 
the chiefs and warriors of the Creeks. Look, 
sir, at the distinction made for these exquisites. 
Yopothle Yoholo, whose word General Gaines 
would take against the congregated world, is set 
down for but $10,000. The Little Prince but 
$10.000. Even Menawec, distinguished as he is 
as the leader of the party who murdered McIntosh 
and Etomc Tustunnuggec—as one of the accursed 
band who butchered three hundred men, women, 
and children, at Fort Minis—has but $10,000.
A distinguished Red Stick, in these days, when 
kindness to Indians is shown in proportion (o 
their opposition to the policy of the (leneral ( lev- 
eminent, might have expected better treatment 
—only ten thousand dollars to our enemy in war 
and in peace ! But, sir, I will not detain the 
House longer. I should hold myself criminal if 
I had exposed these things unnecessarily or use
lessly. That patriotism only is lovely which, 
imitating the filial piety of the sons of the Patri
arch, seeks, with averted face, to cover the rtaked- 
ness of the country from the eye of a vulgar and 
invidious curiosity. But the commands of public 
duty must be obeyed ; let those who have im
posed this duty upon us answer for it to the 
people.”

'• Mr. Tatnall, of Geo. (IL R.) He was as con
fident as his colleagues could be, that the foulest 
fraud had been projected by some of the individ
uals calling themselves a part of the Greek dele
gation. and that it was known to the depart
ment of war before the ratification of the treaty, 
and was not communicated by that department 
to the Senate, either before or during the pen
dency of the consideration of the treaty l>v that 
body. Mr. T. said he would not, however, for 
the reasons just mentioned, dwell on this ground, 
but would proceed to state, that he was in favor 
of the amendment offered by the committee of 
conference, (and therein he differed from his col
league). which, whilst it would effectually pre
vent the commission of the fraud intended, would, 
also, avoid a violation of the terms of • the new 
treaty.’ as it was styled, lie stated, that the 
list which he held in his hand was, itself, con. 
elusive evidence of a corrupt intention to divide 

! the greater [Uirt of the money among the few 
persons named in it. In this list, different sums 
were written opposite the names of different in
dividuals. such, for instance, as the following: 
‘John Ridge, $10.nihi—Joseph Vann. lfi.oiHt’ 
(both Cherokees. and not Greeks, and. therefore, 
not entitled to one cent). I be next, a long and 
barbarous Indian name, which I shall not at
tempt to pronounce. ‘$10,000’—next. John 
Stcdham, " $10,000.’ Ac. This list, as it appears 
in the documents received from the Secretary nf 
War. was presented to the war deuartment by 
Ridge and Vann.”

T
ANNO 1

CHAPTER X

THE PANAMA MISS

Tun history of t(iis mission, oi 
Bjon (for it never took effect, th 
sanctioned by both Houses of 
serves a place in this inside view 
of our government. Though 1 
into oblivion, and its name almi 
was a master subject on the p 
during its day ; and gave rise 
national, and of constitutional li 
tional fiolicy, the importance of 
the occasion from which they spi 
solution of which (as then sol 
some guide to future action, if sin 
again occur. Besides the grave 
which the subject gave rise, the 
became one of unusual and painfu 
It agitated the people, made a viol 
the two Houses of Congress, inflai 
sions of parties and individuals, rai: 
before which Congress bent, made 
between the President and the Sen 
to the duel between Mr. Randolph a 
It was an administration measure, 
by all the means known to an ad 
It was evidently relied upon as a rn 
ing upon the people—as a popular 
which might have the effect if turni 
which was then running high against 
and Mr. Clay on account of the elec 
House of Representatives, and the 
tnnes of the inaugural address, and < 
annual message : and it was doul 
imagined for that purjiose. 11 was ai 
movement, and republican. It was th 
of the American states of Spanish origi 
ling for their mutual safety and indt 
and presenting the natural wish fur t 
Slates to place herself at their hea 
eldest sister of the new republics, nn< 
whose example and institutions the o 
followed. The monarchies of Europe hi 
« "Holy Alliance,” to check the pre 
liberty: it seemed just tlfat the rep 
the New World should confederate agi 
dangers of despotism, The subject had 
111; and the name and place of met
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CHAPTER XXV.

THE PANAMA MISSION.

Tur. history of tyis mission, or attempted mis
sion (for it never took effect, though eventually 
sanctioned by both Houses of Congress), de
serves a place in this inside view of the working 
of our government. Though long since sunk 
into oblivion, and its name almost forgotten, it 
was a master subject on the p<ai»tical theatre 
during its day ; and gave rtèc to questions of 
national, and of constitutional law, and of na
tional policy, the importance of which survive 
the occasion from which they sprung ; and the 
solution of which (as then solved), may t>e 
some guide to futuro action, if similar questions 
again occur. Besides the grave questions to 
which the subject gave rise, the subject itself 
became one of unusual and painful excitement. 
It agitated the people, made a violent debate in 
the two Houses of Congress, inflamed the pas
sions of parties and individuals, raised a tempest 
before which Congress bent, made had feeling 
between the President and the Senate ; and led 
to the duel between Mr. Randolph and Mr. Clay. 
It was an administration measure, and pressed 
by all the means known to an administration. 
It was evidently relied upon as a means of act
ing upon the people—as a popular movement, 
which might have the effect of turning the tide 
which was then running high against Mj. Adams 
and Mr. Clay on account of the election in the 

I House of Representatives, and the broad doc-

called classic and cherished recollections. It 
was on an isthmus—the Isthmus of Panama— 
which connected the two Americas, the Grecian 
republics had their isthmus—that jtf Corinth— 
where their deputies assembled. 'All the ad
vantages in the presentation of the question 
were on the side of the administration. It ad
dressed itself to the imagination—to the pas
sions—to the prejudices ;—and could only be 
met by the cold and sober suggestions of reason 
and judgment. It had the prestige of name 
and subject, and was half victor before the con
test began ; and it required bold men to make 
head against it.

The debate began in the Senate, upon the nomi
nation of ministers ; and as the Senate sat with 
closed doors, their objections were not heard, 
while numerous presses, and popular speakers, 
excited the public mind in favor of the measure», 
and inflamed it against the Senate for delaying 
its sanction. It was a plan conceived by the new 
Spanish American republics, and prepared as a 
sort of amphictyonie council for the settlement 
of questions among themselves ; and, to which, 
in a manner which had much the appearance of 
our own procuring, we had received an invitation 
to send deputies. The invitation was most seduc
tively exhibited in all the administration presses ; 
and captivated all young and ardent imagina
tions. The people were roused : the majority in 
both Houses of Congress gave way (many against 
their convictions, as they frankly told me), while 
the project itself—our participation in it—was 
utterly condemned by the principles of our con
stitution, and bv the policy which forbade “ en
tangling alliances.” and the proposed congress

trines of the inaugural address, and of the first ; itself was not even a diplomatic body to which 
annual message : and it was doubtless well 1 ministers could be sent under the law of nations, 
imagined for that purjwse. It was an American To counteract the effect of this outside current.

I movement, and republican. It was the assembly the Senate, on the motion of Mr. Van Boren, 
of the American states of Spanish origin, counsel-i adopted a resolve to debate the question with 
ling for their mutual safety and independence ; j open doors, “ unless, in the opinion of the Prvsi- 
and presenting the natural wish for the United \ dent, the publication of documents necessary to 
States to place herself at their head, as the | be referred to in (Rebate should be prejudicial to 
eldest sister of the new republics, and the one existing negotiations and a copy of the resolve 
whose example and institutions the. others had 1 was sent to Mr. Adams for his opinion on that 
followed. The monarchies of Europe had formed jxiint. He. declined, to give it, and left it to the 
i "Holy Alliance,” to check the progress of I Senate to decide for itself, “ the question of an

I
 liberty: it seemed just that the republics of unexampled departure from its own usages, 
the New World should confederate against the and upon the motives of which, not being him- 
dingvrs of despotism. The subject had a charm self informed. he did not feel himself competent 
kit; and the name and place of meeting ro- , to decide.” This reference to the motives of the
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66____________________members, and the usages of the Senate, with its agreement for the congress, was the existing state 
clear implication of the badness of one, and the of war between all the new states and the mother 
violation of the other, gave great offence in the country—Spanish pride and policy being slow to 
Senate, and even led to a proposition (made by " 0f revolted colo-

Mr. Rowan of Kentucky), not to act on the nom
inations until the information requested should 
be given. In the end the Senate relinquished the 
idea of a public; debate, and contented itself with 
its publication after it was over. Mr. John Ser
geant of Pennsylvania, and Mr. Richard Clark 
Anderson of Kentucky, were the ministers nomi
nated ; and, the question turning wholly upon the 
mission itself, and not upon the persons nominated 
(to whose fitness there was no objection), they 
were confirmed by a close vote—24 to 21). The 
negatives were: Messrs. Benton, Berrien, Branch.

. Chandler, Cobb (Thomas W. of Georgia). Dick
erson, Eaton, Findlay, Hay ne, Holmes of Maine,

- ltandolnh, Tazc-

country—Spanish priuu aim ....---------,,
acknowledge the independence of revolted colo
nies, no matter how independent in fact and 
the wish to establish concert among themselves, 
in the mode of treating her commerce, and that 
of such of her American possessions (Cuba, 
Porto Rico), as had not thrown off their siibj<*. 
tion. We were at [>cace with Spain, and could 
not go into any such council without comprom
ising our neutrality, and impairing the integrity 
of our national character. Besides the difficul
ties it would involve with Spain, there was one 
subject specified in the treaties for discussion and 
settlement in that congress, namely, the consid
erations of future relations with the government 
of Haiti, which would have been a firebrand in 
the southern half of our Union,—not to Le han
dled or touched by our goverment any where.

. t|m s»n,,„
erson, Eaton, 4 muiay, 11 ------Kane, King of Alabama, Macon. Randolph, Taze
well, Rowan, Van Burcn, White of Tennessee, riled or toueucu in v... b---------Williams of Mississippi, Woodbury. The Vice- The publication of the secret debates in the Senate
President, Mr. Calhoun, presiding in the Senate, on the nomination of the ministers, and the pub 
had no vote, the constitutional contingency to lie discussion in the House of Representatives on 
authorize it not having occurred : but he was full the appropriation clauses, to carry the mission 
and free in the expression of his opinion against into effect, succeeded, after some time, in dis. 
the mission. sipating all the^llusions which had fascinated the

It was verv nearly a party vote, the democracy public mind—turned the current against the ad- 
as a party, being against it: but of those of the ministration—made the project a now head of 
party who voted for it, the design of this history objection to its authors ; and in a short time ii
(which is to show the working of the govern- would have been impossible to obtain any con- 

- - • - .i------ - sidération for it, cither in Congress or bvfon- ih.
“ *... i—

(which is to snow mu ...........0ment) requires it to be told that there was after
wards. either to themselves or relatives, some 
large dispensations of executive patronage. Their 

1—" ’“’"n conscientious ; bu

would nave uw,« -------
sidération for it, either in Congress or before the 
people. It is now entirely forgotten, but deserves 
to be remembered in this View of the working el

-— **— -laiagtjmiv nf ,«|rr |
wards, either to ilium—.,....large dispensations of executive patronage. Their to be rememDurai ......votes may have been conscientious; but in that the government, to show the questions of policy 
case, it would have been latter to have vin- of national and constitutional law which wm
dicated the disinterestedness of the act, bv the j discussed—the excitement which can be got up 

c„vnr. Mr. Adams " ' ' 1 reason—hov
mcaieu mu ______total refusal of executive favor. Mr. Adams 
commenced right, by asking the advice of the 
Senate, before he instituted the mission ; but the 

" was nursued, made it

discussed—me u„u..--------
without foundation, and against reason—how 
public men can bend lieforc a storm—how all the 
departments of the government can go wrong 

“ - *■■■“ conservative power in our
commenced nguv, —Senate, before he instituted the mission ; but the departments u. ..... „-----manner in which the object was pursued, made it and how the true conservative power in 

matter of opposition to the administration to country is in the people, in their judgment and 
"nnnirod the harmony reason, and in steady appeals to their intelligence

and patriotism.Mr. Adams communicated the objects of the 
pro|iosed congress, so far as the Vnited States 
could engage in them, in a special message to 
the Senate ; in which, disclaiming all part in an

a matter ol oppusuiuu — .... 
refuse it, and greatly impaired the harmony 
which ought to exist between the President and 
the Senate. After all, the whole conception of the 
Panama congress was an abortion. It died out 
of itself, without ever having been once held— 
not even by the states which had conceived it 
It was incongruous and. impracticable, even foi 
them,—more apt to engender disputes atnon 
themselves than to harmonize action against 
Spain,—and utterly foreign to us, and dangerous 
to our peace and institutions. The basis of the

1, wuinouv u,u. ------- ,,m by the states which bad conceived it. the Senate ; m .........------incongruous and. impracticable, even for deliberations of a belligerent character, or design
‘ —itieniitas among to contract alliances, or to engage in any projet

- ‘ V « - nation he tins

deliberations ui .. ... ______
to contract alliances, or to engage in any projet 
importing hostility to any other nation, he enu
merated, as the measures in which we could well 
take part, 1. The establishment of liberal prin

ciples of commercial intercour 
posed could be best done in a 
the American states together, 
taneous adoption of principles 
trality. 3. The doctrine that 
free goods. 4. An agreement I 
doctrine,” as it is called, shouh 
the congress, each state to gi 
means, its own territory from 
colonization. The enunciation 
so different from what it has o 
posed, to be, as binding the t 
guard all the territory of the N 
European colonization, makes il 
this passage from Mr. Adams’s me 
«■ords. They arc these: “An agr 
all the piarties represented at th 
each will guard, by its own men 
establishment of any future Fa 

within its borders, may be found : 
was. more than two years since, 
my predecessor to the world, as i 
suiting from the emancipation of I 
rican continents. 11 may be so de 
new southern nations, that they i 
an essential appendage to their i 
These were the words of Mr. Adi 
been a member of Mr. Monroe’s 
filling the department from which 
would emanate ; written at a lii 
enunciation of it was still fresh, i 
himself, in a communication to t 
Senate, was laying it down for the a 
the American nations in a general coil 
,eputies. The circumstances of tl 
ration render it incredible that Mr. . 
he deceived in his understanding ; 
ing to him, this “ Monroe doctrine ’ 
to which it has been of late believ 
United States were to stand guard o 
Americas, and repulse all intrusiv 
from their shores), was entirely coni 
own borders: that it was only propi 
the other states of the Now World to 
each for itself, and by its own met 
guard its own territories : and, cor 
that the United States, so far from 
gratuitous protection to the territorii 
states, would neither give, nor receive, 
inch enterprise, but that each should u 
means, within its own borders, for its o\ 

n from European colonial intrusion.
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ciples of commercial intercourse, which he sup
posed could be best done in an assembly of all 
the American states together. 2. The consen
taneous adoption of principles of maritime neu
trality. 3. The doctrine that free ships make 
free goods. 4. An agreement that the “ Monroe 
doctrine,” as it is called, should bo adopted by 
the congress, each state to guard, by its own 
means, its own territory from future European 
colonization. The enunciation of this doctrine, 
so different from what it has of late been sup
posed to be, ns binding the United States to 
guard all the territory of the New World from 
European colonization, makes it proper to give 
this passage from Mr. Adams’s message in his own 
words. They arc these : “An agreement between 
all the parties represented at the meeting, that 
each will guard, by its own means, against the 
establishment of any future European colony 
within its borders, may be found advisable. This 
was. more than two years since, announced by 
mV predecessor to the world, as a principle re
sulting from the emancipation of both the Ame
rican continents. It may ho so developed to the 
new southern nations, that they may feel it as 
an essential appendage to their independence.” 
These were the words of Mr. Adams, who had 
been a member of Mr. Monroe’s cabinet, and 
filling the department from which the doctrine 
would emanate ; written at a time when the 
enunciation of it was still fresh, and when he 
himself, in a communication to the American 
Senate, was laying it down for the adoption of all 
the American nations in a general congress of their 
itputics. The circumstances of the communi
cation render it incredible that Mr. Adams could 
be deceived in his understanding ; and. accord-1 
ing to him, this “ Monroe doctrine” (according 
to which it has been of late believed that the 
United States were to stand guard over the two 
Americas, and repulse all intrusive colonists 
from their shores), was entirely confined to our 
own borders : that it was only proposed to get 
the other states of the New World to agree that, 
each for itself, and by- its own means, should 
guard its own territories : and, consequently, 
that the United States, so far from extending 
gratuitous protection to the territories of other 
states, would neither give, nor receive, aid in any 
inch enterprise, but that each should use its own 
means, within its own borders, for its own exemp
tion from European colonial intrusion. 5. A fifth

object proposed by Mr. Adams, in which he sup
posed our participation in the business of the 
Panama congress might be rightfully and bene
ficially admitted, related to the advancement of 
religious liberty : and as this was a point at 
which the message encountered much censure,
1 will give it in its own words. They are these:
" There is yet another subject upon which, with
out entering into any treaty, the moral influence 
of the United States may, perhaps, bo exerted 
with beneficial influence at such meeting—the 
advancement of religious liberty. Some of the 
southern nations are, even yet, so far under the 
dominion of prejudice, that they have incorpo
rated, with their |iolitical constitutions, an ex 
elusive Church, without toleration of aiy other 
than the dominant sect. The abandonment of 
this last badge of religious bigotry and oppres
sion, may he pressed more effectually by ^he 
united exertions of those who concur in the 
principles of freedom of conscience, upon those 
jh ho are yet to he convinced of their justice and 
wisdom, than by the solitary efl'orts of a minis
ter to any one of their separate governments.’
G. The sixth and last object named by Mr. 
Adams was, to give proofs of our good will to 
all the new southern republics, by accepting 
their invitation to join them in the congress 
which they proposed of American nations. The 
President enumerated no others of the objects 
to which the discussions of the congress might he 
directed ; but in the papers which he commu
nicated with the invitations he had received, 
many others were mentioned, one of which was, 
“ the basis on which the relations with Haiti 
should he placed ; ” and the other, " to consider 
and settle the future relations witli Cuba and 
Porto liico.’

Tho message was referred to the Senate’s 
Committee on Foreign Affairs, consisting of Mr. 
Macon, Mr. Tazewell, and Mr Gaillard of South 
Carolina, Mr. Mills of Massachusetts, and Mr. 
Hugh !.. White of Tennessee. The committee 
reported adversely to the President’s recom
mendation, and replied to the message, point by 
point. It is an elaborate document, of great 
ability and research, and well expressed the 
democratic doctrines of that day. ft was pre
sented by Mr. Macon, the chairman of the 
committee, and was drawn by Mr. Tazewell, 
and was the report of which Mr. Macon, when 
complimented upon it, was accustomed to answer,
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“ Yes : it is a good report. Tazewell wrote it.” 
But it was his also ; for no power could have 
made him present it, without declaring the fact, 
if he had not approved it. The general principle 
of the report was that of good will and friend
ship to all the young republics, and the cultiva
tion of social, commercial and political relations 
with each one individually ; but no entangling 
connection, and no internal interference with any 
one. On the suggestion of advancing religious 
freedom, the committee remark :

‘■In the opinion of this committee, there is no 
proposition, concerning which the people of the 
United States are now and ever have lieen more 
unanimous, than that which denies, not merely the 
expediency, but the right of intermeddling with 
the internal affairs of other states; and espe
cially of seeking to alter any provision they may 
have thought proper to adopt as a fundamental 
law, or may have incorporated with their politi
cal constitutions. And if there be any such 
subject more sacred and delicate than another, 
as to which the United States ought never to 
intermeddle, even by obtrusive advice, it is that 
which concerns religious liberty. The most 
cruel and devastating wars have been produced 
by such interferences ; the blood of man has 
been poured out in torrents ; and. from the days 
of the crusades to the present hour, no benefit 
has resulted to the human family, from discus
sions carried on by nations upon such subjects. 
Among the variety even of Christian nations 
which now inhabit the earth, rare indeed are the 
examples to be found of states who have not 
established an exclusive church ; and to far the 
greater number of these toleration is yet un
known. In none of the communications which 
have taken place, is the most distant allusion made 
to this delicate subject, by any of the ministers 
who have given this invitation ; and the com
mittee feel very confident in the opinion, that, if 
ever an intimation shall be made to the sove
reignties they represent, that it was the pur]iosc 
of the United States to discuss at the proposed 
congress, their plans of internal civil polity, or 
any thing touching the supposed interests of 
their religious establishments, the invitation 
given would soon be withdrawn.”

On the Aibject of the “ Monroe doctrine," the 
report shows that, one of the new republics 
(Colombia) proposed that this doctrine should 
be enforced “ by the joint and united clforts of 
all the states to be represented in the congress, 
who should be bound by a solemn convention 
to secure this end. It was in answer to this pro
position that the President in his message showed 
the extent of that doctrine to be limited to our 
own territories, and that all that we could do,

would be to enter into agreement that each 
should guard, by its own means, against the es
tablishment of any foreign colony within its bor-.
ders. " Even such an agreement thqjfcommitteo 
deemed unadvisable, and that there was no 
more reason for making it a treaty stipulation 
than there was for reducing to such stipulations 
any other of the “ high, just, and universally ad
mitted rights of all nations.” The favorable com
mercial treaties which the President expected to 
ob«nin, the committee believed would be more 
readily obtained from each nation separately (in 
wdiich opinion their foresight has been justified 
by the event) ; and that each treaty would be the 
more easily kept in proportion to the smaller 
number of parties to it. The ameliorations of the 
laws of nations which the President proposed, in 
the adoption of principles of maritime neutrality, 
and that free ships should make free goods, and 
the restriction of paper blockades, were deemed 
by the committee objects beyond the enforce
ment of the American states alone ; and the en
forcement of which, if agreed to, might bring the 
chief burthen of enforcement upon the United 
States ; and the committee doubted the policy el 
undertaking, by negotiation with these nations 
to settle abstract propositions, as parts of public 
law. On the subject of Cuba and Porto Rico, 
the report declared that the United States could 
never regard with indifference their actual condi
tion, or future destiny ;—but deprecated anv 
joint action in relation to them, or any action to 
which they themselves were not parties; and it 
totally discountenanced any joint discussion or ac
tion in relation to the future of Haiti. To the 
whole of the new republics, the report expressed 
the belief that, the retention of our present un
connected and friendly position towards them 
would be most for their own l>enetit, and enable 
the United States to art most effectually for them 
in the case of needing our good offices. It 
said :

“ While thM'nited States retain the positi'.n 
which they liwve hitherto occupied, ami mani
fest a constant determination not to mingle their 
interests with those of the other states of Amerce 
they may continue to employ the influence which 
they possess, and have already happily exerted, 
with the nations of Europe, in favor of these new 
republics. But, if ever the United States per
mit themselves to he associated with these nv 
tions in any general congress, assembled furlin' 
discussion of common plans, in the way «fleeting 
European interests, they will, by such an act.not

only deprive themselves of tt 
possess, of rendering useful 
other American states, but 
effects, prejudicial to their ow 
the powers of Europe, who \ 
tided in the sagacity, vigilano 
of the United States, to watch 
and restrain any disposition tl 
existing contest might excite 
of America, to extend their cm 
own limits, and who have, th 
their possessions and coinmerc 
while so guarded, would no loi 
lldcnce. ”

The advantage of pursuing 
maintaining friendly relations 
“entangling alliances with m 
presented in a brief and strikii

“ And the United States, wl 
in happiness, to their present 
strict observance of their old v 
uf policy, and by manifesting 
and most profound respect for 
must prepare to embark their 
upon an unknown and turbulci 
by little experience, and dostim 
haven. In such a voyage the 
isting between themselves and 
in interest, character, language, 1 
customs, habits, laws, and air 
particular : and the rivalship th 
must surely produce amongst tl 
crate discords, which, if they die 
hope of its successful terminate 

. even success itself the ultimate c 
direful conflicts between themse 
been the issue of all such enti 
lime; and we have therefore sti 
expect in the future, similar resu 
causes.

The committee dissented frorr 
on the point of his right to institi 
without the previous advice and 
Senate. The President averred 1 
so: but deem'd it advisable, und 
cuinstanccs, to waive the right, ai 
via1. The Committee averred tin 
Senate to decide directly u]>on the 
this new mission ; grounding the 
originality, and holding that when 
i$to be instituted it is the creatioi 
not the filling of a vacancy ; and tl 
have a right to decide upon the exp 
office itself.

I spoke myself on this question, 
points which it presented, and on t 
relations with Haiti (on which a 
was to be determined on, or a rule
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only deprive themselves of the ability they now 
possess, of rendering useful assistance to the 
other American states, but also produce other 
effects, prejudicial to their own interests. Then, 
the powers of Europe, who have hitherto con
fided in the sagacity, vigilance, and impartiality 
of the United States, to watch, detect, announce, 
and restrain any disposition that the heat of the 
existing contest might excite in the new states 
of America, to extend their empires beyond their 
own limits, and who have, therefore, considered 
their possessions and commerce in America safe, 
while so guarded, would no longer feel this con
fidence. ”

The advantage of pursuing our old policy, and 
maintaining friendly relations with all powers, 
“entangling alliances with none,” was forcibly 
presented in a brief and striking paragraph :

“ And the United States, who have grown up 
in happiness, to their present prosperity, by a 
strict observance of their old well-known course 
of policy, and by manifesting entire good will 
and most profound respect for all other nations, 
must prepare to embark their future destinies 
upon an unknown and turbulent ocean, directed 
by little experience, and destined for no certain 
haven. In such a voyage the dissimilitude ex
isting between themselves and their associates, 
in interest, character, language, religion, manners, 
customs, habits, laws, and almost every other 
particular : and the rivalship these discrepancies 
must surely produce amongst them, would gen
erate discords, which, if they' did not destroy all 
hope of its successful termination, would make I 
even success itself the ultimate cause of new and

cations, according to the proposition of Colombia) 
I held that our policy was fixed, and could bo 
neither altered, nor discussed in any foreign as
sembly ; and especially in the one proposed ; all 
the other parties to which had already placed 
the two races (black and white) on the basis of 
political equality. I said :

“ Our policy towards Haïti, the old San Do
mingo, has been fixed for three and thirty years. 
We trade with her, but'tio diplomatic relations 
have been fetablishcd between us. We purchase 
coffee from her, and pay her for it ; but wc inter
change no consuls or ministers. We receive no 
mulatto consuls, or black ambassadors from her. 
And why ? Because the peace of eleven States 
in this Union will not permit the fruits of a suc
cessful negro insurrection to be exhibited among 
them. It will not permit black consuls and am
bassadors to establish themselves in our cities, 
and to parade through our country, and give to 
their fellow blacks ill the United States, proof 
in hand of the honors which await them, for a 
like successful effort on their part. It will not 
permit the fact to be seen, and told, that for the 
murder of their masters and mistresses, they ere 
to find friends among the white people of these 
United States. No, this is a question which has 
been determined here for three and thirty 
years ; one which has never been open for dis
cussion, at home or abroad, neither under the 
Presidency of tien. Washington, of the first Mr. 
Adams, of Mr. Jefferson Mr. Madison, or Mr. 
Monroe. It is one which cannot be discussed 
in this chamber on this day ; and shall wo go 
to Panama to discuss it ? I take it in the mild-

direfu conflicts between themselves. Such has egt , character of thia (Jongress-shall
been the issue of all such enterprises in past , w„ 1 \hcr0 to adnae and cong„,f in colmci, 
time; and wc have therefore strung reasons to , ^ it , who arc lo a(lvisc ttnd sit in jud 
expect m the future, stmtlar results from smular , ment upon it, Five natioll8 who havc alroady 
causes. , , t(le black man upon an equality with the

The committee dissented from the President white, not only in their constitutions but in real 
on the point of his right to institute the mission ■ *'ve nations who have at this moment (at

least some of them) black generals in their ar- 
1 lilies and mulatto senators in their congresses !without the previous advice and consent of the 

Senate. The President averred his right to do | 
so: hut decm.-d it advisable, under all the cir- I No question, in its day,excited more heat and 
cumstanccs, to waive the right, and ask the ad- I intemperate discussion, or more feeling between 
via1. The Committee averred the right of the i a President and Senate, than this proposed mis- 
Scnate to decide directly upon the expedience of sion to the congress of American nations at Pan- 
Üài new mission ; grounding the right uggon its ama ; and no heated question over cooled otf, 
originality, and holding that when a new mission ’ and died out so suddenly and completely. And 

be instituted it is the creation of an office, ! now the chief benefit to lie derived from its 
not the filling of a vacancy ; and that the Senate! retrospect—and that indeed is areal one—is a 
have a right to decide upon the expediency of the ; view of the firmness with which was then main- 
office itself. I tained by a minority, the old policy of the Uni-

I spoke myself on this question, and to all the ! ted States, to avoid entangling alliances and in- 
points which it presented, and on the subject of j tcrfercncc with the affairs of other nations ;—and 
relations with Haiti (on which a uniform rule i the exposition of the Monroe doctrine, from one 
was to be determined on, or a rule with modifi-1 so competent to give it as Mr. Adams.
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CHAPTER XXVI.
DUEL BETWEEt^MR. CLAY AND MR. RANDOLPH.

It was Saturday, the first day of April, towards 
noon, the Senate not being that day in session, 
that Mr. Randolph came to my room at Brawn’s | 
Hotel, and (without explaining the reason of the 
question) asked me if I was a blood-relation of 
Mrs. Clay 7 I answered that I was, and he im
mediately replied that that put an end to a re
quest which lie had wished to make of me ; anil 
then went on to tell me that lie had just received 
a challenge from Mr. Clay, had accepted it, was 
ready to go out, and woulij apply to Col. Tat- 
nall to be lus second. Before leaving, he told me 
he would make my bosom the depository of a 
secret which he should commit to no other per
son : it was, that ho did not intend to fire at 
Mr. Clay. He told it to me because he wanted j 
a witness of his intention, ami did not mean to 

- tell it to his second or any body else ; and en
joined inviolable secrecy until the duel was over. 
This was the first notice 1 had of the ailair. 
The circumstances of the delivery of the challenge 
I had from Gen. Jcsup, Mr. Clay’s second, and 
they were so perfectly characteristic of Mr. Ran
dolph that t give them in detail, and in the Gen

eral’s own words :

lication in a Philadelphia paper ; and the other, 
that he stood pledged to establish certain facts 
in regard to a great man, whom he would not 
name ; but, he added he could receive no verbal 
message from Mr. Clay—that any message from 
him must be in writing. 1 replied that I was 
not authorized by Mr. Clay to enter into or 
receive any verbal explanations—that the in
quiries I had made were for my own satisfaction 
and upon my own responsibility—that the on'y 
message of which I was the bearer was in writing.
1 then presented the note, and remarked that I 
knew nothing of Mr. ('lav’s pledges ; but that il 
they existed as he (Mr. Randolph) understood 
them, and he was aware of them when he made 
the attack complained of, he could not avail him- 

- self of them—that by making the attack 1 thou ,1,1.
I he had waived them himself. lie said he ivvl 

not the remotest intention of taking advantage 
i of the pledges referred to ; that ho had mention- 
I cd them merely to remind me that he was waiv

ing his privilege, not only as a senator from 
Virginia, but as a private gentleman ; that la
wns reaily to respond to Mr. Clay, and won't 
he obliged to me if I would bear his note in r - 
ply ; and that he would in the course of the day 
look out for a friend. I declined being the bear
er of his note, but informed him my only rca.-on 
for declining was, that I thought he owed it tn 
himself to consult his friends before taking so 

- - -,— u„ Rnizod 1nv hand, savii

‘‘I was unable to see Mr. Randolph until the 
morning of the 1st of April, when 1 called on 
him for the puijiosc of delivering the note. 
Previous to presenting it, however. 1 thought it 
proper to ascertain from Mr. Randolph, himself 
whether the information which Mr. Clay had 
received—that he considered himself personally 
accountable for the attack on him—was correct.
1 accordingly informed Mr. Randolph that I was 
the bearer of a message from Mr. Clay in conse
quence of an attack which he had made upon his 
private as well as public character in the Senate; 
that I was aware no one had the right to ques
tion him out of the Senate for any thing said in 
debate, unless he chose voluntarily to waive his 
privileges as a member of that body. Mr. Ran
dolph replied, that the constitution did protect 
him, but he would never shield himself under 
such a subterfuge as the pleading of his privilege 
as a senator from Virginia ; that he did hold him
self accountable to Mr. Clay ; but he said that 
gentleman had first two pledges to redeem: one 
that he had bound himself to fight any member 
of the House of Representatives, who should ac- 

himself the author of a certain pub-

himsclf to consult ms menu» eviviv- 
important u step. He seized illy hand, saying 
1 You are right, sir. I thank you for the in
gestion : but as you do not take my note, you 
must not be impatient if you should not hear fioi.i 
me to-day. 1 now think of only two friends, 
and there are circumstances connected with one 
of them which may deprive me of his servie ,, 
and the other is in bad health—he was sick y( 
terday, and may not he out to-day.’ 1 assmed 
him that any reasonable time which lie might 
find necessary to take would lie saiisfactwy. 
I took leave of him ; and it is due to his in, nor, 
to say that his bearing was, throughout the in
terview, that of a high-toned, chivalrous gvntlv- 
man of the old school.”

These were the circumstances ol the delivery »l 
the challenge, and the only thing necessary to 
give them their character is to recollect that, with 
this prompt acceptance an t positive refusal to 
explain, and this extra cut about the two plni- 
ges. there was a jierfect determination not to lire 
at Mr. Clay. That determination rested on twj 
grounds ; first, an entire unwillingness to hurt Mr 
Clay ; and, next, a conviction that to return tin- 
lire would be to answer, and would be an iinpliul 
acknowledgment of Mr. Clay’s right to make him 
answer. This he would not do, neither by impli
cation nor in words. lie denied the right of any 
person to question him out of the Senate for 

--------1„ within it. lie took a distinction

between man and senator. A 
constitutional immunity, given 
and which ho would neither s 
promise ; as individual he was 
faction for what was decmec 
would receive, but not return 
much as to say: Mr. Clay m 
what has offended him ; I will 
the lire, admit his rigtit to do 
subtle distinction, and that in 
death, and not very clear to the c 
but to Mr. Randolph both cleai 
Ilis allusion to the “ two plcdg 
which lie might have plead in b 
challenge, and would not, was « 
cut at Mr. Adams and Mr. Clay 
satisfaction for cuts already give 
berof the House” was Mr. Geo 
Pennsylvania, who, at the time i 
tial election in the House of Repi 
avowed himself to be the author o 
publication, the writer of which 
threatened to call to account if 1 
himself—and did not. The “gi 
President Adams, with whom Mr 
a newspaper controversy, involvin 
fact,—which had been postponed, 
this sarcastic cut, and of all the ke 
in the Panama speech, was the , 
President and Secretary, the lat 
encouraged the newspapers ill tin 
attack him, which they did inccssi 
chose to overlook the editors and 
the instigators, as lie believed them 
he did to his heart’s content in that 

'to their great annoyance, as theeomi 
Ucngcproved. The 11 two friends” at 

Col. Tntnall and myself, and the e 
which might disqualify one of the tv 
of my relationship to Mrs. Clay, of - 
not know the degree, and whether < 
consanguinity—considering the first 
the other a complete liar to my nppe 
second—holding, as lie did, with the 
an Indian, to the obligations of blood 
hut little stress on marriage comic* 
affable reception and courteous demea 
Jcsup were according to hisown high hi 
the decorum which belonged to such 
A duel in the circle to which lie belong 
affair of honor and high honor, ucco 
®dc, must pervade every part of it,
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between man and senator. As senator he had a 
constitutional immunity, given for a wise purpose, 
and which ho would neither surrender nor com
promise ; as individual he was ready to give satis
faction for what was deemed an inju-y. He 
would receive, but not return a lire. It was as 
much as to say : Mr. Clay may lire at me for 
what has offended him ; I will not, by returning 
the fire, admit his right to do so. This was a 
subtle distinction, and that in case of life and 
death, and not very clear to tiic common intellect ; 
but to Mr. Randolph both clear and convincing.
His allusion to the “ two pledges unredeemed,” 
which he might have plead in bar to Mr. Clay’s 
challenge, and would not, was another sarcastic 
cut at Mr. Adams and Mr. Clay, while rendering 
satisfaction for cuts already given. The “ mem
ber of the House” was Mr. George Krancr, of 
Pennsylvania, who, at tiie time of the presiden
tial election in the House of Representatives, had 
avowed himself to he the author of an anonymous 
publication, the writer of which Mr. Clay had 
threatened to call to account if he would avow 
himself—and did not. The “ great man” was 
President Adams, with whom Mr. Clay had had 
a newspaper controversy, involving a question of 
faCt—which had been postponed. The cause of 
tliis sarcastic cut, and of all the keen personality 
in the Panama speech, was the belief that the 
President and Secretary, the latter especially, j lus constitutional privilege, brief and cogent in 
encouraged tlio newspapers in their interest to j presenting the case as one of some reprehension 
attack him, which they did incessantly ; and lie ! —the case of a member of an administration 
chose to overlook the editors and retaliate upon | challenging a senator for words spoken in do- 
thc instigators, as he believed them to be. '1 his j bate of that administration ; and all in brief, 
lie did to his heart’s content in that speech—and ! terse, and superlatively decorous language. It 
to their greatannoyance,astliecomingofthechal- 1 ran thus;

Jesup had come upon an unpleasant business. 
Mr. Randolph determined to put him at his ease ; 
and did it so effectually as to charm him into ad 
miration. The whole plan of his conduct, down 
to contingent details, was cast in his mind in
stantly, as if by intuition, and never departed 
from. The acceptance, the refusal to explain, the 
determination not to fire, the first and second 
choice of a friend, and thu circumstances which 
might disqualify one and delay the other, the ad
ditional cut, and the resolve to fall, if he fell, on 
the soil of Virginia—was all, to his mind, a single 
emanation, the flash of an instant. He needed 
no consultations, no deliberations to arrive at all 
these important conclusions. 1 dwell upon these, 
small circumstances because they arc character
istic, and show the mail—a man who belongs to 
history, and had his own history, and should be 
known as lie was. That character can only be shown 
in his own conduct, his own words and acts : and 
this duel with Mr. Clay illustrates it at many 
points. It is in that point of view that I dwell 
upon circumstances which might seem trivial, 
but which arc not so, being illustrative of char
acter and significant to tfieir smallest particulars.

The acceptance of the challenge was in keep
ing with the whole proceeding—prompt in the 
agreement to meet, exact in protesting against 
the right to call him out, clear in the waiver ol

K lengc proved. The “ two friends” alluded to were “ Mr. Randolph accepts the challenge of Mr.
Col. latnall and myself, and the circumstances ('];lVi ^\t the same time he protests against the
which might disqualify one of the two were those ■ right of any minister of the Executive Government 
of my relationship to Mrs. Clay, of which lie did ! of the United States to hold him responsible for 
nut know the degree, and whether of affinity or : words spoken in debate, as a senator from Vir- 

:. ... . . . prima, m crimination ot such minister, or the ad-
consanguinity—considering the first no obstacle, ministration llml,r which he shall have taken 
the other a complete bar to my appearing as his office. Colonel Tatnall, of Georgia, tlio bearer 
second—holding, as lie did, with the tenacity of : of this letter, is authorized to arrange with Gen-
an Indian, to the obligations of blood, and laying <‘ra* '*esuI' bearer of Mr. t lay s challenge)
, „ , . "... ' the terms of the meeting to which Mr. RandolphImt little stress on marriage connections. Ills jg invitud by that notc.,. •
niable reception and courteous demeanor to Gen. j
Jesupwercaccordingtohisown high breeding,and j This protest which Mr. Randolph entered 
the decorum which belonged to such occasions. : against the right of Mr. Clay to challenge him, 
A duel in the circle to which lie belonged was1'an led to an explanation between their mutual 
affair of honor and high honor, according to its , friends on that delicate point—a point which 
içlc, must pervade every part of it. General ; concerned the independence of debate, the pri-
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vileges of the Senate, the immunity of a mem
ber, and the sanctity of the constitution. It 
was a point which Mr. Clay felt ; and the expla
nation which was had between the mutual friends 
presented an excuse, if not a justification, for his 
proceeding. He had been informed that Mr. 
Randolph, in his speech, had avowed his respon
sibility to Mr. Clay, and waived his privilege—a 
thing which, if it had been done, would have been 
a defiance, and stood for an invitation to Mr. Clay 
to send a challenge. Mr. Randolph, through 
Col. Tatnall, disavowed that imputed avowal, 
and confined his waiver of privilege to the time i 
of the delivery of the challenge, and in answer 
to an inquiry before it was delivered.

The following are the communications between 
the respective seconds on this point :

“In regard to the protest with which Mr. 
Randolph’s note concludes, it is due to Mr. Clay 
to say that he had been informed Mr. Randolph 
did, and would, hold himself responsible to him 
for any observations he might make in relation 
to him ; and that 1 (Gen. Jcsup) distinctly un
derstood from Mr. Randolph, before 1 delivered 
the note of Mr. Clay, that lie waived his privilege 
as a senator. ”

To this Col. Tatnall replied:

- As this expression (did and would hold him
self responsible, &<;,) may be construed to mean 
that Mr. Randolph had given this intimation not ! 
only before called upon, but in such a manner 
as to throw out to Mr. Clay something like an 
invitation to make such a call, 1 have, on the 
part of Mr. Randolph, to disavow any disposition, 
when expressing his readiness to waive his privi
lege as a senator from Virginia, to invite, in any 
case, a call upon him for personal satisfaction., 
The concluding paragraph of your note, I pre
sume, is intended to show merely that you did 
not present a note, such as that of Mr. Clay I 
to Mr. Randolph, until you had ascertained his 
willingness to waive his privilege as a senator. 
This 1 infer, As it was in your recollection that 
the expressiomof such a readiness on the part of 
Mr. Randolph y-as in reply to an inquiry on that
point made by yourself. ’

Thus an irritatmg circumstaadc in the affair was 
virtually negatives and its offensive import whol
ly disavowed. Formy part, I do not believe that 
Mr. Randolph used such language in his speech. ; 
I have no recollection of having heard it. The 
published report of the speech, as taken down by 
the reporters and not revised by the speaker, con- [ 
tains nothing of it. Such gasconade was foreign |

to Mr. Randolph’s character. The occasion was 
not one in which these sort of defiances are 
thrown out, which are either to purchase a cheap 
reputation when it is known they will be despis
ed, or to get an advantage in extracting a chal
lenge when there is a design to kill. Mr. Ran
dolph had none of these views with respect to Mr. 
Clay. He had no desire to fight him, or to hurt 
him, or gain cheap character by appearing to 
bully him. He was above all that, and had 
settled accounts with him in his speech, and 
wanted no more. I do not believe it was said; 
but there was a part-of the speech which might 
have received a wrong application, and led to the 
erroneous report : a part which applied to a 
quoted passage in Mr. Adams’s Panama message, 
which he condemned and denounced, and dared 
the President and his friends to defend. Ilis 
words were, as reported unrevised : “ Here I 
plant my foot ; here I fling defiance right into 
his (the President’s) teeth; here I throw the 
gauntlet to him and the bravest of his compeers 
to come forward and defend these lines, ” &c. A 
very palpable defiance this, but very different 
ffbm a summons to personal combat, and from 
what was related to Mr. Clay. It was an unfor
tunate report, doubtless the effect of indistinct 
apprehension, and the more to be regretted as. 
after having been a main cause inducing the 
challenge, the disavowal could not stop it.

Thus the agreement for the meeting was ab
solute ; and, according to the expectation of the 
principals, the meeting itself would be imme
diately ; but their seconds, from the most laud
able feelings, determined to delay it, with the 
hope to prevent it, and did keep it off a week, 
admitting me to a participation in the good work, 
as being already privy to the affair and friendly 
to both parties. The challenge stated no specific 
ground of otlence, specified no exceptionable 
words. It was peremptory and general, for an 
“unprovoked attack on his (Mr. Clay’s) char
acter, ” anil it dispensed with explanations by 
alleging that the notoriety and indisputable ex
istence of the injury superseded the necessity for 
them. Of course this demand was bottomed on 
a report of the words spoken—a verbal rc]»rt, 
the full daily publication of the debates having 
not then begun—and that verbal report was of 
a character greatly to exasperate Mr. Clay. It 
stated that in the course of the debate Mr. Ran
dolph said :

“ That a letter from General 
can Minister at Washington, 
Executive to the Senate, bon 
having been manufactured or : 
retary of State, and denounce 
lion as a corrupt coalition bet 
and blackleg ; and added, at t 
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it, and to attempt an acco 
peaceable determination of tl 
consequence, General Jcsup sta 
in a note to Col. Tatnall, thus:

“The injury of which Mr. C 
sists in this, that Mr. Randolp 
with having forged or manufac 
nected with the Panama inisi 
has applied to him in debate tl; 
leg. The explanation which I 
is, that Mr. Randolph declare 
tention of charging Mr. Clay, t 
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paper, or misrepresenting any 
that the term blackleg was not 
to him. ”

To this exposition of the gi 
plaint, Col. Tatnall answered :

“Mr. Randolph informs m 
used by him in debate were a 
1 thought it would be in m 
evidence sufficiently presump 
Charlotte (county) jury that t 
manufactured here—that Salai 
me as bearing a strong likenesi 
to the other papers. I did 
prove this, but expressed my s 
fact was so. I applied to the i 
epithet, puritanic-diplomatic-! 
ministration.’ Mr. Randolph 
words as those uttered by him 
willing to afford any explanation 
ing and application. ”

In this answer Mr. Randol 
his original ground of refusin; 
the Senate for words spoken v 
respects the statement of tli 
spoken greatly ameliorated tl; 
the coarse and insulting wor 
falsifying, ” living disavow'd 
were not used, and arc not tc 
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“ That a letter from General Salazar, the Mexi
can Minister at Washington, submitted by the 
Executive to the Senate, bore the car-mark of 
having been manufactured or forged by the Sec
retary of State, and denounced the administra
tion as a corrupt coalition between the puritan 
and blackleg ; and added, at the same time, that 
he (Mr. Randolph) held himself personally re
sponsible for all that he had said. ”

This was the report to Mr. Clay, and upon 
which he gave the absolute challenge, and re
ceived the absolute acceptance, which shut out 
all inquiry between the principals into the causes 
of the quarrel. The seconds determined to open 
it, and to attempt an accommodation, or a 
peaceable determination of the difficulty'. In 
consequence, General Jesup stated the complaint 
in a note to Col. Tatnall, thus :

‘’The injury of which Mr. Clay complains con
sists in this, that Mr. Randolph has charged him 
with having forged or manufactured a ]>apvr con
nected with the Panama mission ; also, that he 
has applied to him in debate the epithet of black
leg The explanation which I consider necessary 
is, that Mr. Randolph declare that he had no in
tention of charging Mr. Clay, cither in his public 
or private capacity', with forging or falsifying any 
pa[ier, or misrepresenting any fact ; and also 
that the term blackleg was not intended to apply 
to him. ”

To this exposition of the grounds of the com
plaint, Col. Tatnall answered :

“Mr. Randolph informs me that the words 
used by him in debate were as follows: ‘ That 
1 thought it would be in my power to show- 
evidence sufficiently presumptive to satisfy a 
Charlotte (county) jury that this invitation was 
manufactured here—that Salazar’s letter struck 
me as bearing a strong likeness in point of style 
to the other papers. 1 did not undertake to 
prove this, but expressed my suspicion that the 
fact was so. I applied to the administration the 
epithet, puritanic-diplomatic-black-legged ad
ministration. ’ Mr. Randolph, in giving these 
words as those uttered by him in debate, is un
willing to afford any explanation as to their mean
ing and application. ”

In this answer Mr. Randolph remained upon 
his original ground of refusing to answer out of 
the Senate for words spoken within it. In other 
respects the statement of the words actually 
spoken greatly ameliorated the offensive report, 
the coarse and insulting words, “/urging and 
falsifying,'’ being disavowed, as in fact they 
were not used, and are not to be found in the 
published report. The speech was a bitter phi

lippic, and intended tp be so, taking for its point 
tho alleged coalition between Mr. Clay and Mr 
Adams with respect to the election, and their 
efforts to get up a popular question contrary to 
our policy of non-entanglement with foreign na
tions, in sending ministers to the congress of the 
American states of Spanish origin at the Isthmus 
of Panama. I heard it all, and, though sharp 
and cutting, I think it might have been heard, 
had he been present, without any manifestation 
of resentment by Mr. Clay. The part which ho 
took so seriously to heart, that/of having the 
Panama invitations manufactured in his office, 
was to my mind nothing more than attributing 
to him a diplomatic superiority which enabled 
him to obtain from the South American ministers 
the invitations that he wanted ; and not at all 
that they were spurious fabrications. As to the 
expression, “blackleg and puritan,” it was 
merely a sarcasm to strike by antithesis, and 
which, being without foundation might have been 
disregarded. I presented these views to the 
parties, and if they had come from Mr. Randolph 
they might have been sufficient ; but he w as in
exorable, and would not authorize a word to be 
said beyond what he had w-ritten.

All hope of accommodation having vanished, 
the seconds proceeded to arrange for the duel. 
The afternoon of Satimlay, the 8 th of April, was 
fixed upon for the time ; the right bank of the 
Potomac, within the State of Virginia, above the 
Little Falls bridge, was the place,—pistols tho 
weapons,—distance ten paces ; each party to bo 
attended by tw-o seconds and a surgeon, and my
self at liberty to attend as a mutual friend. 
There was to he no practising with pistols, and 
there was none ; and the words “ one, ” “ two, ” 
“ three, ” “ stop, ” after the word “ fire, ” were, 
by agreement between the seconds, and for tho 
humane purpose of reducing the result as near 
as possible to chance, to be given out in quick 
succession. The Virginia side of the Potomac 
was taken at the instance of Mr. Randolph. He 
went out as a Virginia senator, refusing to com
promise that character, and, if he fell in defence 
of its rights, Virginia soil was to him the chosen 
ground to receive his blood. There was a statute 
of the State against duelling w ithin her limits ; 
but, as he merely went out to receive a lire with
out returning it, he deemed that no fighting, and 
consequently no breach of her statute. 'This 
reason for choosing Virginia could only be ex
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plained to me, as I alone was the depository of 
his secret.

The week’s delay which the seconds had con
trived was about expiring. It was Friday even
ing, or rather night, when I went to sec Mr. Clay 
for the last time before the duel. There had been 
some alienation between us since the time of the 
presidential election in the House of Representa
tives, and I wished to give evidence that there 
was nothing personal in it. The family were in 
the parlor—company present—and some of it 
staid late. The youngest child, I believe James, 
went to sleep on the sofa—a circumstance which 
availed me for a purpose the next day. Mrs. 
Clay was, as always since the death of her daugh
ters, the picture of desolation, but calm, conversa
ble, and without the slightest apparent conscious
ness of the impending event. When all were 
gone, and she also had left the parlor, I did what 
I came for, and said to Mr. Clay, that, notwith
standing our late political differences, my personal 
feelings towards him were the same as fomerly, 
and that, in whatever concerned his life or honor 
my best wisaes were with him. He expressed 
his gratification at the visit and the declaration, 
and said it wassshat he wouldjjave expected of 
me. We parted at miiluiglit.

Saturday, the 8th of April—the day for the 
duel—had come, and almost the hour. It was 
noon, and the meeting was to take place at 41, 
o’clock. I had gone to see Mr. Randolph before 
the hour, and for a purpose ; and, besides, it was 
so far on the way, as he lived half way to 
Georgetown, and we had to pass through that 
place to cross the Potomac into Virginia at the 
Little Falls bridge. I had heard nothing from 
him on the point of not returning the fire since 
the first communication to that effect, eight days 
before. I had no reason to doubt the steadiness 
of his determination, but felt a desire to have 
fresh assurance of it after so many days’ delay, 
and so near approach of the trying moment. I 
knew it would not do to ask him the question— 
any question which would imply a doubt of his 
word. His sensitive feelings would be hurt and 
annoyed at it. So I fell upon a scheme to get at 
the inquiry without seeming to make it. 1 told 
him of my visit to Mr. Clay the night before— 
of the late sitting—the child asleep—the uncon
scious tranquillity of Mrs. Clay; and added, I 
could not help reflecting how different all that 
might be the next night. He understood mo

perfectly, and immediately said, with a quietude 
of look and expression which seemed to rebuke 
an unworthy doubt, “ I shall do nothing to dis
turb the sleep of the child or the depose of the 
mother,” and went on with Ids employment—(his 
seconds being engaged in their preparations in a 
different room)—which was, making codicils to 
his will, all in the way of remembrance to 
friends ; the bequests slight in value, but inval
uable in tenderness of feeling and beauty of ex
pression, and always appropriate to the receiver. 
To Mr. Macon he gave some English shillings, 
to keep the game when he played whist. His 
namesake, John Randolph Bryan, then at school 
in Baltimore, and since married to his niece, had 
been sent for to see him, but sent off before the 
hour for going out, to save the boy from a possi
ble shock ai seeing him brought back. He 
wanted some gold—that coin not being then in 
circulation, and only to be obtained by favor or 
purchase—and sent his faithful man, Johnny, 
to the United States Branch Bank to get a few 
pieces, American being the kind asked for. 
Johnny returned without the gold, and delivered 
the excuse that the bank had none. Instantly 
Mr. Randolph’s clearX silver-toned voice was 
heard above its natural pitch, exclaiming, “ Their 
name is legion ! and they are liars from the be
ginning. Johnny, bring me my horse.” Ilis 
own saddle-horse was brought him—for he 
never rode Johnny’s, nor Johnny his, though 
both, and all his hundred horses, were of the 
finest English blood—and rode off to the bank 
down Pennsylvania avenue, now Corcoran it 
Riggs’s—Johnny following, as always, forty 
paces behind. Arrived at the bank, this scene, 
according to my informant, took place :

“ Mr. Randolph asked for the state of his ac
count, was shown it and found to be some four 
thousand dollars in his favor. Ho asked for it 
The teller took up packages of bills, and civilly 
asked in what sized notes he would have it. ‘I 
want money,’ said Mr. Randolph, putting em
phasis on the word ; and at that time it required 
a bold man to intimate that United States llank 
notes were not money. The teller, beginning to 
understand him, and willing to make sure, said, 
inquiringly, ‘You want silver?’ ‘I want mv 
money ! ’ was the reply. Then the teller, lifting 
boxes to the counter, said politely: ‘Have you 
a cart, Mr. Randolph, to put it in ?’ ‘ That is 
my business, sir,’ said he. By that time the at- 
tentioq of the cashier (Mr. Richard Smith) was 
attracted to what was going on, who came up, and 
understanding the question, and its cause, told»
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Mr. Randolph there was a mistake in the answer 
given to his servant ; that they had gold, and he 
should have what he wanted.”

Iu fact, he had only applied for a few pieces, 
which he wanted for a special purpose. This 
brought about a compromise. The pieces of gold 
were received, the cart and the silver dispensed 
with ; but the account in bank was closed, and a 
check taken for the amount on New-York. He 
returned and delivered me a scaled paper, which 
I was to open if he was killed—give back to him 
if he was not ; also an open slip, which I was to 
read before I got to the ground. This slip was 
a request to feel in his left breeches pocket, if he 
was killed, and find so many pieces of gold—I 
believe nine—take three for myself, and give the 
same number to Tatnall and Hamilton each, to 
make seals to wear in remembrance of him. We 
were all three at Mr. Randolph’s lodgings then, 
and soon sat out, Mr. Itandolph and his seconds 
in a carriage, I following him on horseback.

I have already said that the count was to be 
quick after giving the word “ fire,” and for a 
reason which could not be told to the principals. 
To Mr. Randolph, who did not mean to fire, and 
who, though agreeing to be shot at, had no desire 
to be hit. this rapidity of counting out the time 
and quick arrival at the command “ stop ” pre
sented no objection. With Mr. Clay it was dif
ferent. With him it was all a real transaction, j 
and gave rise to some proposal for more deliber
ateness in counting off the time ; which being \ 
communicated to Col. Tatnall, and by him to 
Mr. Randolph, had an ill effect upon his feelings, 
and, aided by an untoward accident on the 
ground, unsettled for a moment the noble deter
mination which he had formed not to fire at Mr. j
Clay. I gidto give the words of Gen. Jesup : 

f
“When I repeated to Mr. Clay the 1 word’ in 

the manner in which it would be given, he ex- I 
pressed some apprehension that, as he was not 
accustomed to the use of the pistol, he might j 
not be able to fire within the time, and for that 
reason alone desired that it might be prolonged.
1 mentioned to Col. Tatnall the desire of Mr.

| Clay. He replied, ‘If you insist upon it, the 
time must be prolonged, but I should very much 

j regret it.’ I informed him I did not insist u]x>n ; 
prolonging the time, and I yva» sure Mr. Clay 
vould acquiesce. The original agreement was 

[ carried out.”

I knew nothing of this until it was too late to 
spak with the seconds or principals. I had

crossed the Little Falls bridge just after them, 
and come to the place where the servants and 
carriages had stopped. I saw none of the gen
tlemen, and supposed they had all gone to the 
spot where the ground was being marked off; 
but on speaking to Johnny, Mr. Randolph, who 
w as still in his carriage and heard my voice, 
looked out from the window, and said to me : 
“ Colonel, since I saw you, and since 1 have been 
in this carriage, I have heard something which 
may make me change my determination. Col. 
Hamilton will give you a note which will explain 
it.” Col. Hamilton was then in the carriage, 
and gave me the note, in the course of the even
ing, of which Mr. Randolph spoke. I readily 
comprehended that this possible change of deter
mination related to his firing ; but the emphasis 
with which he pronounced the word “ may ” 
Clearly showed that his mind was undecided, and 
left it doubtful whether he would fire or not. 
No further conversation took place between us ; 
the preparations for the duel were finished ; the 
parties went to their places ; and I went forward 
to a piece of rising ground, from which I could- 
see what passed and hear what was said. Tho 
faithful Johnny followed mo close, speaking not 
a word, but evincing the deepest anxiety for his 
beloved master. The place was a thick forest, 
and the immediate spot a little depression, or 
basis, in which the parties stood. The principals 
saluted each other courteously as they took their 
stands. Col. Tatnall had won the choice of po
sition, which gave to Gen. Jesup the delivery of 
the word. They stood on a line east and west— 
a small stump just behind Mr. Clay ; a low 
gravelly bank rose just behind Mr. Randolph. 
This latter asked Gen. Jesup to repeat the word 
as he would give it ; and while in the act of doipg 
so, and Mr. Randolph adjusting the butt of liis 
pistol to his hand, the muzzle painting down
wards, and almost to the ground, it fired. In
stantly Mr. Randolph turned to Col. Tatnall and 
said : “ I protested against that hair trigger.” 
Col. Tatnall took blame to himself for having 
sprung the hair. Mr. Clay had not then receiv
ed his pistol. Senator Johnson, of Louisiana 
( Josiah), one of his seconds, was carrying it to him, 
and still several steps from him. This untimely 
fire, though clearly an accident, necessarily gave 
rise to some remarks, and a species of inquiry, 
which was conducted with the utmost delicacy, 
l ut which, in itself, was of a nature to be inexpre»-
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sibly painful to a gentleman’s feelings. Mr. Clay 
stopped it with the generous remark that the fire 
was clearly an accident : and it was so unani
mously declared. Another pistol was immedi
ately furnished ; and exchange of shots took 
place, and, happily, without effect upon the per
sons. Mr. Randolph’s bullet struck the stump 
behind Mr. Clay, and Mr. Clay’s knocked up the 
earth and gravel behind Mr. Randolph, and in a 
line with the level of his hips, both bullets hav
ing gone so true and close that it was a marvel 
how they missed. The moment had come for 
me to interpose. I went in among the parties 
and offered my mediation ; but nothing could be 
done. Mr. Clay said, with that wave of the 
hand with which he was accustomed to put away 
a trifle, “ This is child's play ! ” and required 
another Are. Mr. Randolph also demanded 
another fire. The seconds were directed to re
load. While this was doing I prevailed on Mr. 
Randolph to walk away from his post, and re
newed to him, more pressingly than ever, my 
importunities to yield to some accommodation ; 
but I found him more determined than I had 
ever seen him, and for the first time impatient, 
and seemingly annoyed and dissatisfied at what 
I was doing. He was indeed annoyed and dis
satisfied. The accidental fire of his pistol preyed 
upon his feelings. He was doubly chagrined at 
it, both as a circumstance susceptible in itself of 
an unfair interpretation, and as having been the 
immediate and controlling cause of his firing at 
Mr. Clay. He regretted this fire the instant it 
was over. He felt that it had subjected him to 
imputations from which he knew himself to be 
free—a desire to kill Mr. Clay, and a contempt 
for the laws of his beloved State ; and the an
noyances which he felt at these vexatious cir
cumstances revived his original determination, 
and decided him irrevocably to carry it out 

It was in this interval that he told me what 
he had heard since we parted, and to‘which he 
alluded when he spoke to me from the Window 
of the carriage. It was to this effect : That he 
had been informed by Col. Tatnall that it was 
proposed to give out the words with more delib
erateness, so as to prolong the time for taking 
aim. This information grated harshly upon his 
feelings. It unsettled his purpose, and brought 
his mind to the inquiry (as he now told me, and 
as I found it expressed in the note which he had 
immediately written in pencil to apprise me o'

his possible change), whether, under these cir
cumstances, he might not “ disable ” his adver
sary ? This note is so characteristic, and such 
an qgsential part of this affair, that I here give 
its very words, so far as relates to this point. It 
ran thus :

“ Information received from Col. Tatnall since 
I got into the carriage may induce me to change 
my mind, of not returning Mr. Clay’s fire. I 
seek not his death. I would not have his blood 
upon my hands—it will not be upon my soul if 
shed in self-defence—for the world. He has de
termined, by the use of a long, preparatory cau
tion by words, to get time to kill me. May I not, 
then, disable him l Yes, if I please.”

It has been seen, by the statement of Gen. 
Jesup, already given, that this “ information ’’ 
was a misapprehension ; that Mr. Clay had not 
applied for a prolongation of time for the purpose 
of getting sure aim, but only to enable his unused 
hand, long unfamiliar with the pistol, to fire 
within the limited time ; that there was no pro
longation, injàct, either granted or insisted upon ; 
but he was in doubt, and General Jesup having 
won the word, he was having him repeat it in 
the way he was to give it out, when his finger 
touched the hair-trigger. How unfortunate that 
I did not know of this in time to speak to Gen
eral Jesup, when one word from him would hate 
set all right, and saved the imminent1, risks incur
red ! This inquiry, “May I uot disable him ? ” was 
still on Mr. Randolph’s mind, and dependent for 
its solution on the rising incidents of (the moment 
when the accidental fire of his pistol gave the 
turn to his feelings which solved thq doubt. But 
he declared to me that he had not aimed at the 
life of Mr. Clay ; that he did not level as high as 
the knees—not higher than the knee-band ; “ for 
it was no mercy to shoot a man in the knee;” 
that his only object was todisable him and spoil 
his aim. And then added, with a beauty of ex
pression and a depth of feeling which no studied 
oratory can ever attain, and which I shall never 
forget, these impressive words : “ I would not 
have seen him fall mortally, or even doubtfully 
wounded, for all the land that is watered by 
the King of Floods and all his tributary 
streams." He left me to resume his post, utterly 
refusing to explain out of the Senate any thing 
that he had said in it, and with the positive dec
laration that he would not return the next fbe.
I withdrew a little way into the woods, and kept 
my eyes fixed on Mr. Randolph, who I then knew
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to be the only one in danger. I saw him receive 
the fire of Mr. Clay, saw the gravel knocked up 
in the same place, saw Mr. Randolph raise his 
pistol—discharge it in the air ; heard him say, 11 
do not fire at you, Mr. Clay;’ and immediately 
advancing and offering his hand. He was met in 
the same spirit. They met half way, shook hands, 
Mr. Randolph saying, jocosely, ‘ You owe me a 
coat, Mr. Clay—(tho bullet'had passed through 
the skirt of the coat, very near the hip)—to 
which Mr. Clay promptly and happily replied,
1 / am glad the debt is no greater.' I had come 
up, and was prompt to proclaim what I had been 
obliged to keep secret for eight days. The joy 
of all was extreme at this happy termination of a 
most critical affair; and we immediately left, with 
lighter hearts than we brought. I stopped to 
sup with Mr. Randolph and his friends—none of 
us wanted dinner that day—and had a charac
teristic time of it A runner came in from the 
bank to say that they had overpaid him, by mis
take, $130 that day." He answered, ‘I believe it 
is your rule not to correct mistakes, except at 
the time, and at your counter.’ And with that 
answer the runner had to return. When gone, 
Mr. Randolph said, ‘ / will pay it on Monday ; 
people must be hor.est, if banks are notHe 
asked for the sealed paper he had given me, 
opened it, took out a check for $1,000, drawn in 
my favor, and with which I was requested to 
have him carried, if killed, to Virginia, and buried 
under his patrimonial oaks—not let him be buried 
at Washington, with an hundred hacks after 
him. He took the gold from his left breeches 
pocket, and said to us (Hamilton, Tatnall, and 
1),1 Gentlemen, Clay’s bad shooting shan’t rob 
you of your seals. I am going to London, and 
will have them made for you ;’ which he did. and 
most characteristically, so far as mine was con
cerned. He went to the herald’s office in London 
and inquired for the Benton family, of which I 
had often told him there was none, as we only 
dated on that side from my grandfather in North 
Carolina. But the name was found, and with it 
a coat of arms—among the quarterings a lion 
rampant. That is the family, said he ; and had 
the arms engraved on the seal, the same which I 
have since habitually worn ; and added the motto. 
Partis non verbis ; of which he was afterwards 
accustomed to say the non should be changed 
into et. But. enough. I run into these details, 
not merely to relate an event, but to show cha

racter ; and if I have not done it, it is not for 
want of material, but of ability to use it.

On Monday the parties exchanged cards, and 
social relations were formally and courteously re
stored. It was about tlie last high-toned duel 
that I have witnessed, and among the highest- 
toned that I have ever witnessed, and so happily 
conducted to a fortunate issue—a result due fo 
the noble character of the seconds as well as to 
the generous and heroic spirit o£ the principals. 
Certainly duelling is bad, and has been put down, 
but not quite so bad as its substitute—revolvers, 
bowie-knives, blackguarding, and street-assassi
nations under the pretext of eelf-defence.

CHAPTER XXVII.

DEATH OF MR GAILLARD.

He was a senator from South Carolina, and 
had been continuously, from the year 1804. He 
was five times elected to the Senate—the first 
time for an unexpired term—and died in the 
course of a term ; so that the years for whkffi 
he had been elected were nearly thirty. He was 
nine times elected president of the Senate pro 
tempore, and presided fourteen years over the de
liberations of that body,—the deaths of two Vice- 
Presidents during his time (Messrs. Clinton and 
Gerry), and the much absence of another (Gov. 
Tompkins), making long continued vacancies in 
the President’s chair,—which he was called to fill. 
So many elections, and such long continued ser
vice, terminated at last only by death, bespeaks 
an eminent fitness both for the place of Senator, 
and that of presiding officer over the Senate. In 
the language of Mr Macon, he seemed bom for 
that station. Urbane in his manners, amiable in 
temper, scrupulously impartial, attentive to his 
duties, exemplary patience, perfect knowledge ot 
the rules, quick and clear discernment, uniting 
absolute firmness of purpose, with the greatest 
gentleness of manners, setting young Senators 
right with a delicacy and amenity, which spared 
the confhsion of a mistake—preserving order, not 
by authority of rules, but by the graces of de
portment: such were the qualifications which 
commended him to the presidency of the Senate,
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tod which facilitated the transaction of business 
while preserving the decorum of the body. There 
was probably not an instance of disorder, or a 
disagreeable scene in the chamber, during his 
long continued presidency. He classed demo
cratically in politics, but wa»as much the favorite 
of one side of the house as of the other, and that 
in the high party times of the war with G real 
Britain, which so much exasperated party spirit.

Mr. Gaillard was, as his name would indicate, 
of French descent, having issued from oneyof 
those Huguenot families, of which the bigotry of 
Louis XIV., dominated by .an old woman, depriv
ed France, for the Vendit of other countries.

CHAPTER XXVIII.
AMENDMENT OP THE CONSTITUTION IN RELA

TION TO THE ELECTION OF PRESIDENT AND 
VICE-PRESIDENT.

The attempt was renewed at the session of 
1825-’26 to procure an amendment to the con
stitution, in relation to the election of the two 
first magistrates of the republic, so as to do away 
with all intermediate agencies, and give the elec
tion to the direct vote of the people. Several 
specific propositions were offered in the Senate 
to that effect, and all substituted by a general 
proposition submitted by Mr. Macon—“ that a 
select committee be appointed to report upon the 
best and most practicable mode of electing the 
President and Vice-President and, on the mo
tion of Mr. Van Buren, the number of the com
mittee was raised to nine—instead of five—the 
usual number. The members of it were ap
pointed by Mr. Calhoun, the Vice-President, and 
were carefully selected, both geographically as 
coming from different sections of the Union, and 
personally and politically as being friendly to 
the object and known to the country. They 
were : Mr. Benton, chairman, Mr. Macon, Mr. 
Van Buren, Mr. Hugh L. White of Tennessee, 
Mr. Findlay of Pennsylvania, Mr. Dickerson of 
New Jersey, Mr. Holmes of Maine, Mr. Haync 
of South Carolina, and Col. Richard M. Johnson 
of Kentucky. The committee agreed upon a 
proposition of amendment, dispensing with elec
tors, providing for districts in which the direct

vote of the people was to be taken ; and obvia
ting all excuse for caucuses and conventions to 
concentrate public opinion by proposing a second 
election between the two highest in the event of 
no one receiving a majority of the whole number 
of district votes in the first election. The plan 
reported was in these words :

“ That, hereafter the President and Vice-Pres
ident of the United States shall be chosen by the 
People of the respective States, in the maimer 
following : Each State shall be divided by the 
legislature thereof, into districts, equal in num
ber to the whole number of senators and repre
sentatives, to which such State may be entitled 
in the Congress of the United States ; the said 
districts to be composed of contiguous territory, 
and to contain, as nearly as may be, an equal 
number of persons, entitled to be represented, 
under the constitution, and to be laid off, for the 
first time, immediately after the ratification of 
this amendment, and afterwards at the session 
of the legislature next ensuing the appointment 
of representatives, by the Congress of the United 
States ; or oftencr, if deemed necessary by tire 
State ; but no alteration, after the first, or after 
each decennial formation of districts, shall take 
effect, at the next ensuing election, after such 
alteration is made. That, on the first Thursday, 
and succeeding Friday, in the month of August, 
of the year one thousand eight hundred and 
twenty-eight, and on the same days in even- 
fourth year thereafter, the citizens of each State, 
who possess the qualifications requisite for elec 
tors of the most numerous branch of the State 
legislature, shall meet within their respective 
districts, and vote for a President and Vice 
President of the United States, one of whom, at 
least, shall not lie an inhabitant of the same 
State with himself: and the person receiving the 
greatest number of votes for President, ami the 
one receiving the greatest number of votes for 
Vice-President in each district shall be holdcnto 
have received ope vote: which fact shall he im- 
meeliatcly certified to the Governor of the Slate, 
to each of the senators in Gongress from such 
State, and to the President of the Senate. The 
right of affixing the places in the districts at 
which the elections shall be held, the manner of 
holding the same, and of canvassing the votes, 
and certifying the returns, is reserved, exclu
sively, to the legislatures of the States. The 
Congress of tho United States shall be in session 
on the second Monday of October, in the year one 
thousand eight hundred and twenty-eight, ami on 
the same day in every fourth year thereafter: and 
the President of the Senate, in the presence of 
the Senate and House of Representatives, shall 
open all the certificates, and the votes shall then 
be counted. The person having the greatest 
number of votes for President, shall be Presi
dent, if such number be equal to a majority of 
the whole number of votes given ; but if no per
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eon have such majority, then a second election 
shall be held, on the first Thursday and suc
ceeding Friday, in the month of December, then 
next ensuing, between the persons having the 
two highest numbers, for the office of President : 
which second election shall be conducted, the 
- suit certified, and the votes counted, in the 

ic manner as in the first; and the person hav- 
g the greatest number of votes for President, 

ihall be the President. But, if two or more per
sons shall have received the greatest and equal 
number of votes, at the second election, the 
House of Representatives shall choose one of 
them for President, as is now prescribed by the 
constitution. The person having the greatest 
number of votes for Vice-President, at the first 
election, shall be the Vice-President, if such 
number bo equal to a majority of the whole 
number of votes given, and, if no person have 
such majority, then a second election shall take 
place, between the persons having the two highest 
numbers, on the same day that the second elec
tion is held for President, and the person having 
the highest number of votes for Vice-President, 
shall be the Vice-President. But if two or more 
persons shall have received the greatest number 
of votes in the second election^ then the Senate 
shall choose one of them for Vice-President as is 
now provided in the constitution. But, when a 
second election shall bo necessary, in the case 
of Vice-President, and not necessary in the case 
of President, then the Senate shall choose a Vice- 
President, from the persons having the two 
highest numbers in the first election, as is now 
prescribed in the constitution.”

The prominent features of this plan of election 
are: 1. The abolition of electors, and the direct 
vote of the people ; 2. A second election between 
the two highest on each list, when no one has a 
majority of the whole; 3. Uniformity in the 
mode of election.—The advantages of this plan 
would be to get rid of all the machinery by 
which the selection of their two first magistrates 
is now taken out of the hands of the people, and 
usurped by self-constituted, illegal, and irrespon
sible bodies,—and place it in the only safe, prop
er, and disinterested hands—those of the people 
themselves. If adopted, there would bo no pre
text for caucuses or conventions, and no rcsorrto 
the House of Representatives,—where the largest 
State is balanced by the smallest. If any one 
received a majority of the whole number of dis
tricts in the first election, then the democratic 
pritociplo — the demos Irateo—the majority to 
govern—is satisfied. If no rone receives Such 
majority, then the first election stands for ax| 
popular nomination of the two highest—a nomi
nation by the people themselves—out of which

two the election is sure to be made on the sec
ond trial. But to provide for a possible contin
gency—too improbable almost ever to occur— 
and to save in that case the trouble of a third 
popular election, a resort to the House of Rep
resentatives is allowed ; it being nationally un
important which is elected where the candidates 
were exactly equal in the public estimation.— 
Such was the plan the copimittee reported ; and 
it is the perfect plan" of a popular election, and 
has the advantage of being applicable to all elec
tions, federal and State, from the highest to the 
lowest. The machinery of its operation is easy 
and simple, and it is recommended by every con
sideration of public good, which requires the aban
donment of a defective system, which has failed— 
the overthrow of usurping bodies, which liavo 
seized upon the elections—and the preservation to 
the people of the business of selecting, as well as 
electing, their own high oflccrs. The plan was 
unanimously recommended by the whole com
mittee, composed as it was of experienced men 
taken from every section of the Union. But it 
did not receive the requisite sqpport of two- 
thirds of the Senate to parry it through that 
body ; and a similar plan proposed in the House 
of Representatives received the same fate there 
—reported by a committee, and unsustained by 
two-thirds of the House : and such, there is too 
much reason to apprehend, may be the fate of
future similar propositions* originating in Con
gress, without the powerful impulsion of the peo
ple to urge them through. Select bodies arc not 
the places for popular reforms. These reforms 
arc for the benefit of the people, and should be
gin with the people ; and the constitution itself, 
sensible of that necessity in this very case, has 
very wisely made provision for the popular initi
ative of constitutional amendments. The fifth 
article of that instrument gives the power of be
ginning the reform of itself to the States, in their 
legislatures, as well as to the federal government 
in its Congress: and there is the place to 
begin, and before the people themselves in 
their elections to the general assembly. And 
there should be no despair on account of the fail
ures already suffered. No great reform is carried 
suddenly. It requires years of persevering exer
tion to produce tho unanimity of opinion which 
is necessary to a great popular reformation : but 
because it is difficult, it is not impossible. The 
greatest reform ever effected by peaceful means
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in the history of any government was that of the 
parliamentary reform of Great Britain, by which 
the rotten boroughs were disfranchised, populous 
towns admitted to representation, the elective 
franchise extended, the House of Commons puri
fied, and made the predominant branch—the 
master branch of the British government. And 
how was that great reform effected 1 By a few 
desultory exertions in the parliament itself ? No, 
but by forty years of continued exertion, and by 
incessant appeals to the people themselves. The 
society for parliamentary reform, founded in 
1792, by Earl Grey and Major Cartwright, suc
ceeded in its efforts in 1832; and in their success 
there is matter for encouragement, as in their 
conduct there is an example for imitation. They 
carried the question to the people, and kept it there 
forty years, and saw it triumph—the two patriotic 
founders of the society living to see the consum
mation of their laboes, and the country in the 
enjoyment of the inestimable advantage of a 
“Reformed Parliament.”

CHAPTER XXIX.

days. The six bills reported were. 1. To re
gulate the publication of the laws of the United 
States, and of the public advertisements. 2. To 
secure in office the faithful collectors and disburs- 
ers of the revenue, and to displace defaulter^. 3. 
To regulate the appointment of postmasters. 4. 
To regulate the appointment of cadets. ]5. To 
regulate the appointment of midshipmen. 6. To 
prevent military and naval officers from being 
dismissed the service at the pleasure of the Pre
sident.—In favor of the general principle, and 
objects of all the bills, the report accompanying 
them, said :

SEDUCTION OF EXECUTIVE PATRONAGE.
I

r*
In the session 1825-’26, Mr. Macon moved that 
the select committee, to which had been com
mitted the consideration of the propositions for 
amending the constitution in relation to the elec
tion of President and Vice-President, should also 
be charged with an inquiry into the expediency 
of reducing Executive patronage, in cases in 
yhich it could be done by law consistently with 
the constitution, and without impairing the effi
ciency of the government. The motion was adopt
ed, anâ1- the committee (Messrs. Benton, Macon, 
Van Buren, White of Tennessee, Findlay of Penn
sylvania, Dickerson, Holmes, Haync, and John
son of Kentucky) made a report, accompanied 
by six bills ; which report and bills, though not 
acted upon at the time, may still have their use 
in showing the democratic principles, on practical 
points of that day (when some of the fathers of 
the democratic church were still among us) ;— 
and in recalling the administration of the govern
ment, to the simplicity and economy of its early

“ In coming to the conclusion that Executive 
patronage ought to be diminished and regulated, 
on the plan proposed, the committee rest their 
opinion on the ground that the exercise of great 
patronage in the hands of one man, has a constant 
tendency to sully the purity of our institutions, 
and to endanger the liberties of the country. This 
doctrine is not new. A jealousy of power, and 
of th| influence of patronage, which must always 
accompany its exercise, has ever been a distin
guishes! feature in the American character. It 
displayed itself strongly at the period of the for
mation, and of the adoption, of the federal con
stitution. At that time the feebleness of the old 
confederation had excited a much greater dread 
of anarchy than of power—‘ of anarchy among 
the members than of power in the head ’—and 
although the impression was nearly universal 
that a government of more energetic character 
had become indispensably necessary, yet, even 
under the influence of this conviction—such was 
the dread of power and patronage—that the 
States, with extreme reluctance, yielded their 
assent to the establishment of the federal gov
ernment. Nor was this the effect of idle and 
visionary fears, on the part of an ignorant multi
tude, without knowledge of the nature and ten
dency of power. On the contrary, it resulted 
from the most extensive and profound political 
knowledge,—from the heads of statesmen, nnsur- 
passed, in any ago, in sagacity and patriotism. 
Nothing could reconcile the great men of that 
day to a constitution of so much power, but the 
guards which were put upon it against the abuse 
of power. Dread and jciflousy of this abuse dis
played itself throughout the instrument. To this 
spirit we are indebted for the freedom of the 
press, trial by jury, liberty of conscience, freedom 
of debate, responsibility to constitm nts, power 
of impeachment, the control of the Senate over 
appointments to office ; and many other provi
sions of a like character. But the committee can
not imagine that the jealous foresight of the time, 
great as it was, er that any human, sagacity, 
could have foreseen, and placed a competent guard 
upon, every possible avenue to the abuse of 
power. The nature of a constitutional act ex
cludes the possibility of combining minute per

lection with general excelle! 
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lection with general excellence. After the exer
tion of all possible vigilance, something of what 
ought to have been done, has been omitted ; and 
much of what has been attempted, has been found 
insufficient and unavailing in practice. Much re
mains for us to do, and much will still remain for 
posterity to do—for those unborn generations to 
do, on whom will devolve the sacred task of 
guarding the tlpmplo of the constitution, and of 
keeping alive thto vestal flame of liberty.

“ The committee believe that they will bo act
ing in the spirit of the constitution, in laboring 
to multiply the guards, and to strengthen the 
barriers, against the possible abuse of power. If 
a community could be imagined in which the 
laws should execute themselves—in which the 
power of government should consist in the enact
ment of laws—in such a state the machine of 
government would carry on its operations with
out jar or friction. Parties would lie unknown, 
and the movements of the political machine would 
but little more disturb the passions of men, than 
they are disturbed by the operations of the great 
laws of the material world. But this is not the 
case. Ttle scene shifts from this imaginary re
gion. where laws execute themselves, to the thea
tre of real life, wherein they are executed by civil 
and military officers, by armies and navies, by 
courts of justice, by the collection and disburse
ment of revenue, with all its train of salaries, 
jobs, and contracts ; and in this aspect of the re
ality, we behold the working of patronage, and 
discover the reason why so many stand ready, in 
any country, and in all ages, to flock to the stand
ard of power, wheresoever, and by whomsoever, 
it may be raised.

“ The patronage of the federal government at 
the beginning, was founded upon a revenue of 
two millions of dollars, It is now operating upon 
twenty-two millions ; and, within the lifetime of 
many now living, must operate upon fifty. The 
whole revenue must, in a fe\v years, be wholly 
applicable to subjects of patronage. At present 
about one half, say ten millions of it, are appro
priated to the principal and interest of the public 
debt, which, from the nature of the object, in
volves but little patronage. 1 n the course of a 
few years, this debt, without great mismanage
ment, must be paid off. A short period of peace, 
and a faithful application of the sinking fund, 
must speedily accomplish that most desirable o!>- 
ject. Unless the revenue be then reduced, a work 
is difficult in republics as in monarchies, the 
patronage of the federal government, great as it 
already is. must, in the lapse of a few years, re
ceive a vast accession of strength. The revenue 
itself will be doubled, and instead of one half 
being applicable to objects of patronage, the 
whole will take that direction. Thus, the reduc
tion o/ the public debt, and the increase of reve
nue, will multiply in a four-fold degree the num
ber of persons in the service of the federal gov
ernment, the quantity of public money in their 
hands, and the number of objects to which it is 
applicable ; but as each person employed will
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have a circle of greater or less diameter, of which 
he is the centre and the soul—a circle composed 
of friends and relations, and of individuals em
ployed by himself on public or on private account 
—the actual increase of federal power and patron
age by the duplication of the revenue, will be, 
not in the arithmetical ratio, but in geometrical 
progression—an increase almost beyond the pow
er of the mind to calculate or to comprehend.”

This was written twentv-five years ago. Its 
anticipations of increased revenue and patronage 
are more than realized. Instead of fifty millions 
of annual revenue during the lifetime of persons 
then living, and then deemed a visionary specu
lation, I saw it rise to sixty millions before I 
ceased to be a senator; and saw all the.objects 
of patronage expanding and multiplying in the 
same degree, extending the circle of its influence, 
and, in many cases, reversing the end of its crea
tion. .Government was instituted for the protec
tion of individuals—not for their support. Office 
was to be given upon qualifications to fill it—not 
upon the personal wants of the recipient. Proper 
persons were to be sought out and appointed— 
(by the President im the higher appointments, 
and by the heads of the different brandies of 
service in the lower ones) ; and importunate 
suppliants were not to beg themselves into an 
office which belonged to the public, and was only 
to bo administered for the public good. Such 
was the theory of the government. Practice lias 
reversed it. Now office is sought for support, 
and for the re|iair of dilapidated fortunes ; appli
cants obtrude themselves, and prefer " claims” to 
office. Their personal condition and party ser
vices, not qualification, arc made the basis of the 
demand : and the crowds which congregate at 
Washington, at the change of an administration, 
supplicants for office, are humiliating to behold, 
and threaten to change the contests of parties 
from a contest for principle into a struggle for 
plunder.

The bills which were reported were intended 
to control, atiSl regulate different brandies of 
the public service, and to limit some exercises 
of executive power. 1. The publication of the 
government advertisements had been found to be 
subject to great abuse—large advertisements, and 
for long periods, having been often found to bo 
given to papers of little circulation, and sometimes 
of no circulation at all, in places where the adver
tisement was to operate—the only effect of that 
favor being to conciliate the support of the paper,



or to sustain an efficient one. For remedy, the I 
bill for that purpose provided for the selection, 1 

and the limitation of the numbers, of the news
papers which were to publish the federal laws 
and advertisements, and for the periodical report 
of tneir names to Congress. 2. The four years’ 
Limitation law was found to operate contrary to 
its intent, and to have become the facile means 
of getting rid of faithful disbursing officers, in
stead of retaining them. The object of the law 
was to pass the disbursing officers every four 
years under the supervision of the appointing 
power, for the inspection of their accounts, in 
order that defaulters might be detected and drop- i 
ped, while the faithful should be ascertained and 
continued. Instead of this wholesome discrimina
tion, the expiration of the four years’ term came 
to be considered as the termination and vacation 
of all the offices on which it fell, and the crea
tion of vacancies to be filled by new appoinftnents 
at the option of the President. The bill to re
medy tlüs evil gave legal effect to the original 
intention of the law by confining the vacation of 
office to actual defaulters. The power of the 
President to dismiss civil officers was not attempt
ed to be curtailed, but the restraints of respon
sibility were placed upon its exercise by requiring 
the cause of dismission to be communicated to 
Congress in each case. The section of the bill to 
that effect was in these words: u That in all. 
nominations made by the /‘res.dent to the ; 
Senate, to Jill vacancies occasioned by an exer
cise of the President’s potter to remove from 
office, the fact of the remoral shall be stated to 
the Senate at the same time thailhe nomination 
is made, tcilh a statement of the reasonsfor ah ich 
such officer may have been removed.” This was 
intended to operate as a restraint upon removals 
without cause, and to make legal and general I 
what the Senate itself, anil the members of the 
committee individually, had constantly refused 
to do in isolated cases. It was the recognition 
of a principle essential to the proper exercise of 
the appointing power, and entirely consonant to 
Mr. Jefferson’s idea of removals ; but never ad
mitted by any administration, nor enforced by 
the Senate against any one—always waiting the 
legal enactment. The opinion of nine such 
senators as composed the committee vgho pro
posed to legalize this principle, all of them demo
cratic, and most of them aged and experienced, 
should stand for a persuasive reason why this

principle should be legalized. 3. The appoint
ment of military fcadets was distributed accord
ing to the Congressional representation, and 
which has been adopted in practice, and perhaps 
become the patronage of the member from a 
district instead of the President. 5. The selection 
of midshipmen was placed on the same footing, 
and has been followed by the same practical conse
quence. 0. To secure the independence of the 
army and navy officers, the bill proposed to do, 
what never has been done by law,—define the 
tenure by which they held their commissions, 
and substitute “ good behavior ” Tor the clause 
which now runs “during the pleasure of the 
President. ’’ The clause in the existing com
mission was copied from those then in use, de
rived from the British government ) and, in 
making army and navy officers subject to dis
mission at the will of the Preeidcnt, departs from 
the principle of our republican institutions, and 
lessens the independence of the officers.

CHAPTER XXX.

EXCLUSION OF MEMBERS OF CONGRESS FROM 
CIVIL OFFICE APPOINTMENTS.

An inquiry into the expediency of amending 
the constitution so as to prevent the appointment 
of any member of Congress to any federal office 
of trust or profit, during the period for which he 
was elected, was moved at the session 1825-26, 
by Mr. Senator Thomas W. Cobb, of Georgia; 
and his motion was committed to the consider 
ation of the same select committee to which had 
been referred the inquiries into the expediency 
of reducing executive patronage, and amending 
the constitution in relation to the election of ' 
President and Vice-President The motion as 
submitted only applied to the term for which the 

senator or representative was elected—only 
carried the exclusion to the end of his constitu
tional term ; but the committee yrore of opinion 
that such a ] : ; -I -uitincnts were injurious to the in
dependence of Congress and to the purity of 
legislation ; and believed that the limitation on 
the eligibility of members should be more compre
hensive than the one proposed, and should extend
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to the President’s term under whom the Hember 
served as well as to his own—so as to cut off 
the possibility for a member to receive an appoint
ment from the President to whom he might have 
lent a subservient vote: and the committee 
directed their chairman (Mr. Benton) to report 
accordingly. This was done ; and a report was 
made, chiefly founded upon the proceedings of the 
federal convention which framed the constitution, 
and the proceedings of the conventions of the 
States which adopted it—showdng that the total 
exclusion of members of Congress from all federal 
appointments was actually adopted in the con
vention on a full vote, and struck out in the ab
sence of some members ; and afterwards modified 
m as to leave an iinadequate, and easily evaded 
clause in the constitution in place of the full re
medy which had been at first provided. It also 
showed that conventions of several of the States, 
and some of the earlier Congresses, endeavored 
(o obtain amendments to the constitution to cut 
off members of Congress entirely from executive 
patronage. Some extracts from that report are 
here given to show the sense of the early friends 
of the constitution on this important point. 
Thus:

‘•That, having had recourse to the history of the 
times in which the constitution was formed, the 
committee find that the proposition now referred 
to them, had engaged the deliberations of the 
Moral convention which framed the constitution, 
and of several of the State conventions which 
ratified it.

“ In an early stage of the session of the federal j 
convention, it was resolved, as follows :

“ ‘ Article G, section 9. The members of each 
House (of Congress) shall fié ineligible to, and in
capable of holding, any office under the authority 
of the United States, during the time for which 
they shall respectively be elected ; and the mem
bers of the Senate shall be ineligible to, and in-1 
capable of holding any siidi office for one year 
afterwards. ’

“It further appears from the journal, tfiat this 
clause, in the first draft of the constitutif, was 
adopted with great unanimity ; and that: after
wards, in the concluding days of the sessiotv it 
wa< altered, and its intention defeated, by a ma
jority of a single vote, in the absence of one of 
the States by which it had been supported.

“ Following the constitution into the State con- 
rentions which ran I led it. and the committee find, 
that, itytlie New-York convention, it was recom- 
emded, as follows :

“‘That no senator or representative shall, 
during the time for which he was elected, be 
appointed to any office under the authority of 
the United States.

“ By the Virginia convention, as follows :
“ 1 That the members of the Senate and I huge 

of Representatives shall be ineligible to, and in
capable of holding, any civil office under the 
authority of the United States, during the term 
for which they shall respectively be elected.’

“By the North,Carolina convention, the same 
amendment was recommended, in the same 
words.

“In the first session of the first Congress, which 
was held under the constitution, a member of the 
IIoBso of Representatives submitted a similar 
proposition of amendment; and. in the third 
session of the eleventh Congress, James Madison 
being President, a like proposition was again 
submitted, and being referred to a committee of 
the House, was reported by them in the following 
words :

“1 No senator or representative shall be ap
pointed to any civil office, place, or emolument, 
under the authority of the United States, until! 
the expiration of the presidential term in which 
such person shall have served as a senator or 
representative.’

“ Upon the question to adopt this resolution,the 
vote stood 71 yeas, 40 nays,—wanting but three 
votes of the constitutional number for referring 
it to the decision of the States.

“ Having thus shown, by a reference to the 
venerable evidence of our early history, that the 
principle of the amendment now under consider
ation, has had the Support and approbation of the 
first friends of the constitution, the committee 
will now declare their own opinion in favor of its 
correctness, and expresses its belief that the rul
ing principle in the organization of the federal 
government demands its adoption.”

It is thus seen that in the formation of the 
constitution, and in tile early ages of our govern
ment, there was great jealousy on this head— 
great fear of tampering between the President 
and the members—and great efforts made to 
keep each independent of the other. For the 
safety of the President, and that Congress should 
not have him in their power, he was made inde
pendent of them in point of salary. By a con
stitutional provision his compensation was neither 
to be diminished nor increased during the term 
for which he was elected ;—not diminished, lest 
Congress should starve him into acquiescence 
in their views ;—not increased, lest Congress 
should seduce him by tempting his cupidity with 
an augmented compensation. That provision 
secured the independence of the President ; but 
the independence of the two Houses was still to 
be provided for ; and that was imperfectly effect
ed by two provisions—the first, prohibiting office 
holders under the federal government from tak: 
ing a seat in either House ; the second, by pro»
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hibiting their appointment to any civil office that 
might have been created, dr its emoluments in
creased, durihg the term for which he should 
have been elected. These provisions were deemed 
by the authors of the federalist (No. 55) suffi
cient to protect the independence of Congress, and 
would have been, if still observed in their spirit, 
as well as in their letter, as was done by the 
earlier Presidents. A very strong instance of 
this observance was the case of Mr. Alexander 
Smythe, of Virginia, during the administration 
of President Monroe. Mr. Smythe had been a 
member of the House of Representatives, and in 
that capacity had voted for the establishment of a 
judicial district in Western Virginia, and by which 
the office oijudge was created. His term of service 
had expired: he was proposed for the judgeship: 
the letter of the constitution {«emitted the ap? 
pointaient : but its spirit did not. Mr. Smythe 
was entirely fit for the pWe, and Mr. Monroe 
entirely willing to bestow irupon him. But he 
looked to the spirit of the act, and the mischief 
it was intended to prevent, as well as to its let
ter ; and could see no difference between bestow
ing the appointment the day after, or the day 
before, the expiration of Mr. Smythe’s term of 
service : and he refused to make the appointment. 
This was protecting the purity of legislation ac
cording to the intent of the constitution ; but it 
has not always been so. A glaring case to the 
contrary occurred in the person of Mr. /Thomas 
Butler King, under the presidency of Mr. Fillmore, 
Mr. King was elected a member of Congress for 
the term at which the office of collector of the 
customs at San Francisco had been created, and 
had resigned his place : but the resignation could 
not work an^wyasion of the constitution, nor af
fect the principle of its provision. He had liecn 
appointe» in the recess of Congress, and sent to 
take the place before his two years had expired 
—and did take it ; and that was against the words 
of the constitution. His nomination was not 
sent in until his term expired—the day after it 
expired—having been held back during the regu
lar session; and was confirmed by the Senate. 
I had then ceased to be a member of the Senate, 
and know not whether any qdcstion was raised on 
the nomination ; but if I had been, there should 
have been a question.

But the constitutional limitation upon the ap
pointment of members of Congress, even when 
executed beyond its letter and according to its

spirit, as done by Mr. Monroe, is but a very 
small restraint upon their appointment, only ap. 
plying to the few cases of new offices created, or 
of compensation increased, during the period of 
their membership. The whole class of regular
vacancies remain open ! All the vacancies which
the President pleases to create, by an exercise of 
the removing power, are opened ! and between 
these two sources of supply, the fund is ample 
for as large a commerce between members and 
the President—between subservient votes on one 
side, and executive appointments on the other— 
as any President, or any set of members, might 
choose to carry on. And here is to be noted a 
wide departure from the theory of the govern
ment on this point, and how differently it has 
worked from what its early friends and advocates 
expected. I limit myself now to Hamilton, 
Madison and day ; and it is no narrow limit 
which includes three such men. Their names 
w-ould have lived for ever in American history, 
among those of the wise and able founders of our 
government, without the crowning work of the 
“ Essays ” in behalf of the constitution which 
have been embodied under the name' of “ J’kdf.r- 
alist”—and which made that name so respect
able before party assumed it. The defects of the 
constitution were not hidden from them in the 
depths of the admiration which they felt for its 
perfections ; and these defects were noted, and as 
far as possible excused, in a work devoted to its 

tiust advocation. This point (of dangerous com
merce between the executive and the legislative 
body) was obliged to be noticed—forced upor 
their notice by the jealous attacks of the " Asti- 
Federalists ”—as the opponents of the constitu
tion were called : and in the number 55 of their 
work, they excused, and diminished, this defect 
in these terms :

“ Sometimes we are told, that this fund of cor
ruption (Executive appointments) is to he ex
hausted by the President in subduing the virtue 
of the Senate. Now, the fidelity of the other 
House is to be the victim. The improbability of 
such a mercenary and perfidious combination of 
the several members of the government, stand
ing on as different foundations as republican prin
ciples will well admit, and at the same time ac
countable to the society over which they ire 
placed, ought alone to quiet this apprehension. 
But, fortunately, the constitution lias provided 
a still further safeguard. The members of the 
Congress are rendered inéligible to any civil 
offices that may be created, or of which^thi
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emoluments may be increased, during the term | 
of their election. No offices, therefore, can be 
dealt out to the existing members, but such as 
may tiecome vacant by ordinary casualties ; 
apdio suppose that these would.be sufficient to 
purchase the guardians of the people, selected by 
the people themselves, is to renounce every rule 
by which events ought to be calculated, and to 
substitute an indiscriminate and unbounded 
jealousy, with which all reasoning must bd vain.”

Such was their defence—the best which their 
great abilities, and ardent zeal, and patriotic de
votion, could furnis(i. They could not deny the 
danger. To diminish its quantum, and to cover 
with a brilliant declamation the little that re
mained, was their resource. And, certainly if 
the working of the government had been accord
ing to their supposition, their defence would have 
been good. I have taken the liberty to mark in 
ital^kthe ruling words contained in the quota
tion which I have made from their works— 
uordinary casualties.” And what were they"? 
deaths, resignations, removals upon impeach
ment, and dismissions by the President and Se
nate. This, in fact, would constitute a very 
small amount of vacancies during the presidential 
term and as new offices, and those of increased 
compensation, were excluded, the answer was 
undoubtedly good, and even justified the visible 
contempt with which the objection was repulsed. 
But what has been the fact ? what has been the 
working of the government at this point? and 
how stands this narrow limitation of vacancies 
to “ordinary casualties?” In the first place, 

►the main stay of the argument in the Federalist 
was knocked from under it at the outset of the 
government ; and so knocked by a side-blow 
from construction. In the very first year of the 
constitution a construction was ]5ut on that in
strument which enabled the President to create 
as many vacancies as he pleased, and at any 
moment that he pleased.. This was effected by 
yielding to him the kingly prerogative of dismiss
ing officers without the formality of a trial, or 
the consent of the other part of the appointing 
power. The authors of the Federalist had not 
foreseen this construction : so far from it they 
had asserted the contrary : and arguing logically 
from the premises, “ that the dismissing power 
sat appurtenant to the appointing power,” 
they had maintained in that able and patriotic 
work—(No. 77)—that, as the consent of the 
Senate was necessary to the appointment of an

officer, so the cotisent of the same body would 
be equally .necessary to his dismission from 
office. But this construction was overruled by 
the first Congress which sat under the constitu
tion. The power of dismission from office was 
abandoned to the President alone ; and, with the 
acquisition of this prerogative, the power and 
patronage of the presidential office was instantly 
increased to an indefinite extent ; and the argu
ment of the Federalist against the capacity of the 
President to corrupt members of Congress, 
founded on the small number of places which 
he could use for that purpose, was totally over
thrown. This is what has been done by con
struction. Now for the effects of legislation : 
and without going into an enumeration of sta
tutes so widely extending and increasing execu
tive patronage in the multiplication of offices, 
jobs, contracts, agencies, retainers, and sequiturs 
of all sorts, holding at the will of the President, 
it is enough to point to a single act—the four 
years’ limitation act ; which, by vacating almost 
the entire civil list—the whole “ Blue Book ”— 
the 40,000 places which it registers—in every 
period of a presidential term—puts more offices 
at the command of the President than the authors 
of the Federalist ever dreamed of ; and enough to 
equip all the members and all their kin if they 
chose to accept his favors. But this is not the 
end. Large as it opens the field of patronage, 
it is not the end. There is a practice grown up 
in these latter times, which, upon every revolu
tion of parties, makes a political exodus among 
the adversary office-holders, marching them off 
into the wilderness, and leaving their places for 
new-comers. This practice of itself,'also unfore
seen by the authors of the F"edcralist, again over
sets their whole argument, and leaves the mis
chief from which they undertook to defend the 
constitution in a degree of vigor and universality 
of which the original opposers of that mischief 
had never formed the slightest conception.

Besides the direct commerce which may take 
place between the Executive and a member, 
there arc other evils resulting from their ap
pointment to office, wholly at war with the 
theorytof our government, and the purity of its 
action. Responsibility to his constituents is the 
corner-stone and sheet-anchor, in the system of 
representative government. It is the substance 
without which representation Is but a shadow. 
To secure that responsibility the constitution

c
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has provided that the members shall be periodi
cally returned to their constituents—those of 
the House at the end of every two years, those 
of the Senate at the end of every six—to pass in 
review before them—to account for what may 
have been done amiss, and to receive the reward 
or censure of good or bad conduct. This re
sponsibility is totally destroyed if the President 
takes a member out of the hands of his constit
uents, prevents his return home, and places him 
in a situation where he is independent of their 
censure. Again : the constitution intended that 
the three departments of the government,—the 
executive, the legislative, and the judicial— 
should be independent of each other : and this 
independence ceases, between the executive and 
legislative, the moment the members become 
expectants and recipients of presidential favor ; 
—the more so if the President should have 
owed his office to their nomination. Then it 
becomes a commerce, upon the regular principle 
of trade—a commerce of mutual benefit. For 
this reason Congress caucuses for the nomination 
of presidential candidates fell under the ban of 
public opinion, and were ostracised above twenty- 
years ago—only to be followed by the same evil 
in a worse form, that of illegal and irresponsible 
“ conventions ; ” in which the nomination is an 
election, so far as party power is concerned ; and 
into which the member glides who no longer 
dares to go to a Congress caucus ;—whom the 
constitution interdicts from being an elector— 
and of whom some do not blush to receive office, 
and even to demand it, from the President whom 
they have created. The framers of our govern
ment never foresaw—far-seeing as they were— 
this state of things, otherwise the exclusion of 
members from presidential appointments could ; 
never have failed as part of the constitution, ( 
(after having been first adopted in the original 
draught of that instrument) ; nor repulsed when j 
recommended by so many States at the adoption 
of the constitution ; nor rejected by a majority of 
one in the Congress of 1789, when proposed as , 
an amendment, and coming so near to adoption I 
by the House.

Thus far I have spoken of this abuse as a po
tentiality—as a possibility—as a thing which 
might happen : the inexorable law of history | 
requires it to be written that it has happened, is 
happening, becomes more intense, and is ripen
ing into a chronic disease of the body politic, j

When I first came to the Senate thirty years 
ago. aged members were accustomed to tell me 
that there were always members in the market, 
waiting to render votes, and to receive office; 
and that in any closely contested, or nearly 
balanced question, in which the administration 
took an interest, they could turn the decision 
which way they pleased by the help of these 
marketable votes. It was a humiliating revela
tion to a young senator—but true ; and I have 
seen too much of it in my time—seen members 
whose every vote was at the ^service of govern
ment—to whom a seat in Congress was but 
the stepping-stone to executive appointment—to 
whom federal office was the pabulum for which 
their stomachs yearned—and who to obtain it, 
were ready to forget that they had cither con
stituents or country. And now, why this mor
tifying exhibition of a disgusting depravity ? 1 
answer—to correct it :—if not by law and con
stitutional amendment (for it is hard to get 
lawgivers to work against themselves), at least 
by the force of public opinion, and the stern re
buke of popular condemnation.

I have mentioned Mr. Montoc as a President 
who would not depart, evenxfrom the spirit of 
the constitution, in appointing^uoc a member, 
but an ex-member of Congress, to office. Others 
of the earlier Presidents were governed by the 
same principle, of whom I will only mention 
(for his example should stand for all) General 
Washington, who entirely condemned the prac- 
tice. In a letter to General Hamilton (vol. 6, 
page 53, of Hamilton’s Works), he speaks of hi * 
objections to these appointments as a thing well 
known to that gentleman, and which he was 
only driven to think of in a particular instance, 
from the difficulty of finding a Secretary of 
State, successor to Mr. Edmund Randolph. No 
leas than four persons had declined the offer of 
it ; and seeing no other suitable person without 
going into the Senate, he offered it to Mr. Rufus 
King of that body—who did not accept it : and 
for this offer, thus made in a case of so much 
urgency, and to a citizen so eminently fit, Wash
ington felt that the honor of his administration 
required him to show a justification. What 
would the Father of his country have thought 
if members had come to him to solicit office? 
and especially, if these members (a thing al
most blasphemous to be imagined in connection 
with his name) had mixed in caucuses and
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conventions to procure his nomination for Presi
dent ? Certainly he would have given them a 
look which would have sent such suppliants for 
ever from his presence. And I, who was senator 
for thirty years, and never had office for myself 
or any one of my blood, have a right to con
demn a practice which my conduct rebukes, and 
which the purity of the government requires to 
be abolished, and which the early Presidents 
carefully avoided.

C II APT EH XXXI.

DEATH OF THE EX-PRESIDENTS .I01IN ADAMS 
AND THOMAS JEFFERSON.

It comes within the scope of this View to notice 
the deaths and characters of eminent public men 
who have died during my time, although not my 
contemporaries, and who have been connected 
with the founding or early working of the fed
eral government. This gives me a right to head 
a chapter with the names of Mr. John Adams 
and Mr. Jefferson—two of the most eminent 
political men of the revolution, who, entering 
public life together, died on the same day,— 
July 4th, 1820,—exactly fifty years after they 
had both put their hands to that Declaration of 
Independence which placed a new nation upon 
the theatre of the world. Doubtless there was 
enough of similitude in their lives and deaths to 
excuse the belief in the interposition of a direct 
providence, amPto justify the feeling of mys
terious reverence with which the news of their co
incident demise was received throughout the 
country. The parallel between them was com
plete. Born nearly at the same time, Mr. 
Adams the elder, they took the same course in 
life—with the same success—and ended their 
earthly career at the same time, and in the same 
way in the regular course of nature, in the re
pose and tranquillity of retirement, in the bosom 
of their families, and on the soil which their 
labors had contributed to make free.

Bom, one in Massachusetts, the other in Vir
ginia, they both received liberal educations, em
braced the same profession (that of the law-), 
mixed literature and science with their legal

studies and pursuits, and entered early into the 
ripening contest with Great Britain—first in 
their counties and States, and then on the broader 
field of the General Congress of the Confeder
ated Colonics. They were both members of the 
Congress which declared Independence—both of 
the committee which reported the Declaration— 
both signed it—were both employed in foreign 
missions — both became Vice Presidents — and 
both became Presidents. They were both work
ing men ; and, in the great number of efficient 
laborers in the :ause of Independence which the 
Congresses of the Revolution contained, they 
were doubtless the two most efficient—and Mr. 
Adams the more so of the two. He was, as Mr. 
Jefferson styled him, “the Colossus” of the 
Congress — speaking, writing, counselling — a 
member of ninety different committees, and 
(during his three years’ service) chairman of 
twenty five—chairman also of the board of war 
and board of appeals : his soul on tire with the 
cause, left no rest to his bead, hands, or tongue. 
Mr. Jefferson drew the Declaration of Indepen
dence, but Mr. Adams was “ the pillar of its sup
port, and its ablest advocate and defender.” 
during the forty days it was before the Congress. 
In the letter which he wrote that night to Mrs. 
Adams (for, after all the labors of the day, and 
such a day, he could still write to her), ho- took 
a glowing view of the future, and used those 
expressions, “gloom” and “glory,” which his 
son repeated in the paragraph of his message to 
Congress in relation to the deaths of the two cx- 
Prcsidents, which I have heard criticized by 
those who did not know their historical allusion, 
and could not feel the force and beauty of their 
application. They were w ords of hope and con
fidence when he wrote them, and of history 
when he died. “ I am well aware of the toil, 
and blood, and treasure, that it w-ill cost to main
tain this Declaration, and to support and defend 
these States ; yet through all the gloom, I can 
see the rays of light and glory ! " and he lived to 
see it—to see the glory—with the bodily, as well 
as with the mental eye. And (for the great fact 
will bear endless repetition) it was he that con
ceived the idea of making Washington command
er-in-chief. and prepared the way for his unani
mous nomination.

In the division of partus which ensued the 
establishment of the federal government, Mr. 
Adams and Mr. Jefferson differed in systems of
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policy, and became heads of opposite divisions, 
but without becoming either unjust or unkind to 
each other. Mr. Adams sided with the party 
discriminated as federal ; and in that character 
became the subject of political attacks, from 
which his competitor generously defended him, 
declaring that “a more perfectly honest man 
never issue® from the hands of his Creator and, 
though opposing candidates for the presidency, 
neither would have any thing to do with the elec
tion, which they considered a question between 
the systems of policy which they represented, 
and not a question between themselves. Mr. 
Jefferson became the head of the party then 
called republican—now democratic ; and in that 
character became the founder of the political 
school which has since -chjpfly prevailed in the 
United States, lie «'as a statesman : that is to 
say, a man capable of conceiving measures use
ful to the country and to mankind—able to re
commend them to adoption, and to administer 
tnem when adopted. I have seen many politi
cians—a few statesmen—and, of these few, he 
their pre-eminent head. He was a republican 
by nature and constitution, and gave proofs 
of it in the legislation of his State, as well as in 
the policy of the United States! He was no 
speaker, but a most instructive and fascinating 
talker ; and the Declaration of Independence, 
even if it had not been sistered by innumerable 
classic productions, would have placed him at 
the head of political writers. I never saw him 
but once, when I went to visit him in his retire
ment ; and then I felt, for four hours, the charms 
of his bewitching talk. I was then a young sen
ator, just coming on the stage of public life—he a 
patriarchal statesman just going off the stage of 
natural life, and evid.-ntly desirous to impress 
some views of policy upon me—a design in which 
he certainly did not fail. I honor him as a patriot 
of the Revolution—as one of the Founders of the 
Republic—as the founder of the political school 
to which I belong ; and for the purity of charac
ter which he possessed in common with his com- 
natriots, and which gives to the birth of the 
United States a beauty of parentage IVhu h the 
genealogy of no other nation can show#

v
'S

CHAPTER XXXT!.

BRITISH INDEMNITY FOR DEPORTED SLAVES.

In this year was brought to a conclusion tho 
long-continued controversy wjth Great Britain 
in relation to the non-fulfilment of the first arti
cle of tho treaty of Ghent (1814), for the resti
tution of slaves carried off by the British troops 
in the w'ar of 1812. It was a renewal of the mis
understanding, but with a better issue, which 
grew up under the seventh article of the treaty 
of pehce of 1783 upon the same subject. The 
power of Washington’s administration was not 
able to procure the execution of that article, 
either by restoration of the slaves or indemnity. 
The slaves then taken a«-ay were carried to Nova 
Scotia, where, becoming an annoyance, they were 
transferred to Sierra Leone ; and Ahus became the 
foundation of the British Afrioan colony there. 
The restitution of deported slaves, stipulated in 
the first article of the Ghent treaty, could not be 
accomplished between the two powers ; they dis
agreed as to the meaning of words ; and. after 
seven years of vain efforts to come to an under
standing, it was agreed to refer the question to 
arbitrament The Emperor Alexander accepted 
the office of arbitrator, executed it, and decided 
in favor of the United States. That decision was 
as unintelligible to Great Britain as all the pre
vious treaty stipulations on the same subject had 
been. She could not understand it A second 
misunderstanding grew up, giving rise to a second 
negotiation, which was concluded by a final 
agreement to pay tho value of the slaves carried 
off. In 1827 payment was made—twelve years 
after the injury and the stipulation to repair it 
and after continued and most strenuous exertions 
Xo obtain redress.

The case was this : it was a part of the system 
of warfare adopted by the British, when operat
ing in the slave States, to encourage the slaves to 
desert from their owners, promising them free
dom ; and at the end of the war these slaves 
were carried off. This carrying off was foreseen 
by tho United States Commissioners at Ghent, 
and in tho first article of tno treaty was pro
vided against in these words ; “ all places taken, 
Ac. shall bo restored without delay, Ac., or car
rying away any of tho artillery, or other public
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property originally captured in the said posts or 
places, and which shall remain therein upon the 
exchange of the ratifications of this treaty, or 
any slaves or other private property." The 
British Government undertook to extend the 
limitation "which applied to public property to 
that which was private also ; and so to restore 
only such slaves as were originally captured 
within the forts, and which remained therein at 
the time of the exchange of ratifications—a con- 
itruction which would have excluded all that 
were induced to run away, being nearly the ( 
whole ; and all that left the forts before the ex
change of ratifications, which would have ihclud- 
ed the rest. She adhered to the construction 
given to the parallel article in the treaty of 1783, 
and by which all slaves taken during the war 
were held to be lawful prize of war, and free un
der the British proclamation, and not to be com
pensated for. The United States, on the contrary, 
confined this local limitation to things appurte
nant to the forts ; and held the slaves to be pri
vate property, subject to restitution, or claim for 
compensation, if carried away at all, no matter 
how acquired.

The point was solemnly carried before the | 
Emperor Alexander, the United States represent
ed Ip' their minister, Mr. Henry Middleton, and 
Great Britain by Sir Charles Bagot—the Counts 
Nesselrode and Capo D’Istrias receiving the ar
guments to be laid before the Emperor. Ilis 
Majesty's decision was peremptory ; “ that the 
United States of America are entitled to a just 
indemnification from Great Britain for all private 
property carried away by the British forces;

1 and. as the question regards slaves more espe
cially. for all such slaves as were carried away 
by the British forces from the places and terri
tories of which the restitution was stipulated by 
the treaty, in quitting the said places and territo
ire.” This was explicit ; but the British minis
ter undertook to understand it as not applying 
to slaves who voluntarily joined the British 
troops to free themselves from bondage, and who 
ame from places never in possession of the 

hsh troops ; and he submitted a note to that 
oct to the Russian minister, Count Nesselrode, 

to be laid before the Emperor. To this note 
Alexander gave an answer which is a model of 
atepincal reply to unfound ,'d dubitation. He 
aid: “the Emperor having, by the mutual con- 
ant of the two plenipotentiaries, given an opiu-
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ion, founded solely upon the sense which results 
from the text of the article in dispute, docs not 
think himself called upon to decide here any 

! question relative to what the laws of war permit 
I or forbid to the belligerents ; but, always faithful 
to the grammatical interpretation of the first ar
ticle of the treaty of Ghent, his Imperial Majesty 
declares, a second lime, that it appears to him, 
according to this interpretation, that, in quitting 
the places and territories of which the treaty ol 
Ghent stipulates the restitution to the United 
States, his Britannic Majesty’s forces bad no 

! right to carry away from the same places and 
territories, absolutely, any slave, by whatever 
means he had fallen or come into their power." 
This was the second declaration, the second de
cision of the point ; and both parties having 
bound themselves to abide the decision, be it 
what it might, a convention was immediately con
cluded for the purpose of carrying the Emperor’s 
decision into effect, by establishing a board to 
ascertain the number and value of the deported 
slaves. It was a convention formally drawn 
up, signed by the ministers of the three powers, 
done in triplicate, ratified, and ratifications ex
changed, and the affair considered finished. Not 
so the fact ! New misunderstanding, new nego
tiation, five years more consumed in diplomatic 
notes, and finally a new convention concluded ! 
Certainly it was not the value of the property 
in controversy, not the amount of money to be 
paid, that led GŸeat Britain to that pertinacious 
resistance, bordering upon cavilling and bad faith.
It was the loss of an advantage in war—the loss 
of the future advantage of operating upon the 
slave States through their slave property, and 
which advantage would be lost if this compensa
tion was enforced,—which induced her to stand 
out so long against her own stipulations, and the 
decisions of her own accepted arbitrator.

I This new or third treaty, making indemnity 
for these slaves, was negotiated at London, No
vember, 1820, between Mr. Gallatin on the part 
of the United States, and Messrs. Huskisson and 
Addington on the part of Great Britain. It com
menced with reciting that “difficulties having 
arisen in the execution of the convention conclud
ed at St. Petersburg, July 12th, 1822, under the 
mediation of bus majesty the Emperor of all the 
Russias, between the United States of America 
and Great Britain, for the purpose of carrying 
into effect the decision of hiâ Imperial Majesty
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upon the differences which had arisen between 
the said United States and Great Britain as to 
the true construction and meaning of the first 

article of the treaty of Ghent, therefore the said 
parties agree to treat again," Ac. The result of 
this third negotiation was to stipulate for the 
payment of a gross sum to the government of 
the United State*, to be by it divided among 
those whose slaves had been carried off1, and the 
sum of one million two hundred and four thou
sand nine hundred and sixty dollars was the 
amount agreed upon. This sum was satisfactory 
to the claimants, and was paid to the United 
States for their benefit in the year 1827 —just 
twelve years alter the conclusion of the war, and 
after two treaties had been made, and two arbi
trations rendered to explain the meaning Of the 
first treaty, and which fully explained itself. 
Twelve years of persevering exertion to obtain 
the execution of a treaty stipulation which solely 
related to private property, and which good faith 
and sheer justice required to have been complied 
with immediately ! At the commencement of 
the session of Congress, 1827-28, the President, 
Mr. John Quincy Adams, was able to communi
cate the fact of the final settling and closing up 
of this demand upon the British government for 
the value of the slaves carried off by its troops. 
The sum received was large, and ample to pay 
the damages; but that was the smallest part of 
the advantage gained. The example and the 
principle were the main points—the enforcement 
of such a demand against a government so jiower- 
ful, and after so much resistance, and the con
demnation which it carried, and the rcsponsibilty 
which it implied—this was the grand advantage. 
Liberation and abduction of slaves was one of 
the modes of warfare adopted by the British, and 
largely counted on as a means of harassing and 
injuring one half of the Union. It had been 
practised during the Revolution, and indemnity 
avoided. If avoided a second time, impunity 
would havfc sanctioned the practice and render® 
it inveterate ; and in future wars, yiot only with 
Great Britain but with all powers, this mode of 
annoyance would have become an ordinary re
sort, leading to servile insurrections. The in
demnity exacted carried along with it the con
demnation of the practice, as a spoliation of 
private property to be atoned for ; and was both 
a compensation for the past and a warning for
the future. It implied a responsibility wjrich no j

/

power, or art, or time could evade, and the prin
ciple of which being established, there will be no 
need for future arbitrations.

I have said that this article in the treaty "of 
Ghent for restitution, or compensation, for de- x 
ported slaves was brought to a better issue than 
its parallel in the treaty of peace of 1783. By 
the seventh article of this treaty it was declared 
that the evacuation (by the British troops) should 
be made “ without carrying away any negroes or 
other property belonging to the American in

habitants.'’ Yet three thousand slaves were 
carried away (besides ten times that number— 
27,000 in Virginia alone—perishing of disease in 
the British camps) ; and neither restitution nor 
compcnsatioi^mnde for any part of them. Both 
were resisted—the restitution by Sir Guy 
Carleton in his letter of reply to Washington’s 
demand, declaring it to be an impossible infamy 
in a British officer to give up those whom they 
had invited to their standard ; but reserving the 
point for the consideration of his government. and 
in the mean time, allowing and facilitating the 
taking of schedules of all slaves taken away— 
names, ages, sex, former owners, and Slates 
from which " taken. The British government 
resisted compensation upon the ground of war 
captures ; that, being taken in war, no matter 
how, they became, like other plunder, the pro
perty of the captors, who had a right to dispose 
of it as they pleased, and had chosen to set it 
free; that the slaves, having become free, be
longed to nobody, and consequently it was no 
breach of the treaty stipulation to carry them 
away. This ground was contested by the Con
gress of the confederation to the end of its exist-, 
encc, and afterwards by the new federal govern
ment, from its commencement until the claim 
for indemnity was waived or abandoned, at 
the conclusion of Jay’s treaty, in 1796. The 
very first message of Washington to Congress 
when he became President, presented thA inexé
cution of the treaty of peace in this [articular, 
among others, as one of the complaints justly 
existing against Great Britain ; and all the di
plomacy of his administration was exerted to 
obtain redress—in vain. The treaties of KJ4 and 

’9G were both signed without allusion to the sub
ject ; and, being left unprovided for in these trea
ties, the claim sunk into the class of obsolete de 
manda ; and the stipulation remained in the treaty 
a dead letter, although containing the precia
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words, and the additional one “ negroes,” on which 
the Emperor Alexander took the stand which com
manded compensation and dispensed with argu
ments founded in the laws of war. Not a shilling 
bad been received for that immense depredation 
upon private property ; although the Congress of 
the confederation adopted the strongest resolves, 
nd even ordered each State, to be furnished with 
nies of the schedules of the slaves taken from 

it ; and. jjopes of indemnity were kept alive until 
extinguished-by _the treaty of ’96. It was a 
bitter complaint against that treaty, as the Con
gress debates of the tim>,,and the public press, 
abundantly show.

Northern men did their duty to the South in 
getting compensation (and, what is infinitely 
more, establishing the principle that there shall 
be compensation in such cases) for the slaves 
carried aw-ay in the war of 1812. A majority 
of the commissioners at Ghent who obtained the 

. stipulation for indemnity were Northern men— 
Adams, Russell, Gallatin, from the free, and 
Clay and Bayard from the slave States. A 
Northern negotiator (Mr. Gallatin), under a 
Northern President (Mr. John Quincy Adams), 
finally obtained it ; and it is a coincidence wor
thy of remark that this Northern negotiator, 
who was finally successful, was the same de
bater in Congress, in ’96, who delivered the best 
argument (in my opinion surpassing even that 
of Mr. Madison), against the grounds on which 
the British Government resisted the execution 
of this article of the treaty-.

I am no man to stir up old claims against the 
I federal government ; and, I detest the trade 

which exhumes such claims, and deplore the fa
cility with which they arc considered—too often 
in the hands of speculators who gave noticing, or 
next to nothing, for them. But t must say that 
the argument on which the French spoliation 
claim is now receiving so much consideration, 
applies with infinitely more force to the planters 
whose slaves were taken during the war of the 
Revolution than in behalf of these French spoli- 

I alion claims. They were contributing—some in 
their persons in the camp or council, all in their 

ilantary or tax contributions—to the indepen- 
ience of their country when they were thus de- 

1 of their property. They depended upon 
I these slaves to support their families while they 
1 were supporting theii country. They were in 
| debt to British merchants, and relied upon com

pensation for these slaves to pay those debts, at 
the very moment when compensation was aban
doned by the same treaty which enforced the 
pay-ment of the debts. They had a treaty obli
gation for indemnity, express in its terms, and 
since shown to be valid, when deprived of this 
stipulation by another treaty, in order to obtain 
general advantages for the whole Union. This 
is something like taking private property for 
public use. Three thousand slaves, the property 
of ascertained individuals, protected by a treaty 
stipulation, and afterwards abandoned by another 
treaty, against the entreaties and remonstrances 
of the owners, in order to obtain the British 
commercial treaty of ’94, and its supplement of 
’96 : such is the case which this revolutionary 
spoliation of slave property presents, and which 
puts it immeasurably ahead of the French spoli
ation claims prior to 1800. There is but four 
years’ difference in their ages—in the dates of 
the two treaties by which they were respectively 
surrendered—and every other difference between 
the two cases is an argument of preference in 
favor of the losers under the treaty of 1796. 
Yet I am against both, and each, separately or 
together ; and put them in contrast to make one 
stand as an argument against the other. But 
the primary reason for introducing the slave 
spoliation case of 1783, and comparing its less 
fortunate issue with that of 1812, was to show 
that Northern men will do justice to the South; 
that Northern men obtained for the South an 
indemnity and secimty in pur day which a 
Southern Administration, with Washington at 
its head, had not been abldbto obtain in the days 
of our fathers.

CHAPTER XXXIII.

MEETING OF THE FIRST CONGRESS ELECTED UN
DER THE ADMINISTRATION OF MR. ADAMS.

The nineteenth Congress, commencing its legal 
I existence, March the 4th, 1825, had been chiefly 
j elected at the time that Mr. Adams’ administra- 
j tion commenced, and the two Houses stood di
vided with respect to him—the majority of the 

J Representatives being favorable to him, while the
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majority of the Senate was in opposition. The 
elections for the twentieth Congress—the first 
under his administration—were looked to with 
great interest, both as showing whether the new 
President was supported by the country, and his 
election by the House sanctioned, and also as an 
index to the issue of the ensuing presidential 
election. For, simultaneously with the election 
in the House of Representatives did the canvass 
for the succeeding election begin—General Jack- 
son being the announced candidate on one side

gress, he took occasion to disclaim some views 
attributed to him, I deem it just to give him the 
benefit of his own words, both in making the 
disclaimer, and in giving the account of the 
abortion of an impracticable scheme which had 
so lately been prosecuted, and opposed, with so 
much heat and violence in our own country. He 
said of it :

“ Disclaiming alike all right and all intention 
of interfering in those concerns which it is the 
prerogative of their independence to regulate as

1 " ------- Ok with inv nvnrvounced candidate on one side, prerogative ui u.o.. - - - p-.....-. to them shall seem fit, we hail with joy every
and Mr. Adams on the other; and the event in- jn(ycation of their prosperity, of their harmony, 
volving not only the question of merits between Gf their persevering amh inflexible homage to 

•i:-----nr those Drinciples of freedom and of equal rights,
OI II1V11 ETC » VI — ---------------- „
those principles of freedom and of equal rights, 
which are alone suited to the genius and temper 
of the American nations. It has been therefore 
with some concern that wq have observed indi
cations of intestine divisions in some of the re
publics of the South, and appearances of less 
union with one another, than we believe to be 
the interest of all. Among the results of this 
state of things has been that the treaties con
cluded at Panama do not appear to have been 
ratified by the contracting parties, and that the 
meeting of the Congress at Tacubaya has been 
indefinitely postponed. In accepting the invita
tions to be represented at this Congress, while s 
manifestation was intended on the part of the 

■s on all the committees, and tneir cnair- , United States, of the most friendly disposition
both Houses adverse to the administra- 1 towards the Southern republics by whom it

- I had been proposed, it was hoped that it would
furnish an opportunity for bringing all the na
tions of this hemisphere to the common acknow
ledgment and adoption of the principles, in the 
regulation of their international relations, which 
would have secured a lasting peace and harmony 
between them, and have promoted the cause of 
mutual benevolence throughout the globe. But 
as obstacles appear to have arisen to the re-

- 1 -------- -------- e *l..

VOlVmg UUk urn; ------,--------------
the parties, but also the question of approved or 
disapproved conduct on the part of the represen
tatives who elected Mr. Adams. The elections 
took place, and resulted in placing an opposition 
majority in the House of Representatives, and 
increasing the strength of the opposition majori
ty in the Senate. The state of parties in the 
House was immediately tested by the election of 
speaker, Mr. John W. Taylor, of New-York, 
the administration candidate, being defeated by 
Mr. Andrew Stevenson, of Virginia, in the op
position. The appointment of the majority of 
members on all the committees, and their chair

men, in tm»u — ___
tion was a regular consequence of the inflamed 
state of parties, although the prcfjrer conducting 
of the public business would demand for the ad
ministration the chairman of several important 
committees, as enabling it to place its measures 
fairly before the House. The speaker (Mr. Ste
venson) could only yield to this just sense ofd only yield to mis just «u» v. , lls ,v„ __ ________
propriety in the case of one of the committees, i assembling of the Congress, one of the two min-
that of foreign relations, to which Mr. Edward | ‘sters commissioned on the part of the Crated 
w-i .. i , .... . , , | States has returned to the bosom of his countrv,
Everett, class,ng as the pol.tical and personal whi,e th„ minister chargwl with thc onlllw, 
friend of the President, was appointed chairman, j mission to Mexico remains authorized to attend 
In other committees, and in both Houses, thc at the conferences of thc Congress whenever 
stem spirit of the times prevailed ; and the or- j they may be resumed.” 
ganization of the whole Congress was adverse to I This is the last that was heard of that so much 
the administration. ] vaunted Congress of American nations, and in

The presidential message contained no new | the manner in which it died out of itself, among 
recommendations, but referred to those previ- j those who proposed it, without ever having been) 
ously made, and not yet acted upon; among " " "

which internal improvement, and the encourage
ment of home industry, were most prominent.
It gave an account of the failure of the proposed 
congress of Panama ; and, consequently, of the
imitility of all our exertions to be represented __ ____thtrqi And, as in this final and valedictory no- message, without intending it, gave proof of t 
tice Jjy Mr. Adams of that once far-famed con- | paradoxical proposition, first, I believe, broach

most) Wiiv jnujwov.. .v, ..... ....reached by a minister from the United StateJ 
wo have the highest confirmation of the sound-1 
ness of thc objections taken to it by thc oppose^ 
tion members of the two Houses of our Com 

gross.
In stating the condition of the finances, th|

--<■ -C ,u
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by myself, that an annual revenue to the extent 
of a fourth or a fifth below the annual expendi
ture, is sufficient to meet that annual expendi
ture ; and consequently that there is no neces
sity to levy as much as is expended, or to pro
vide by law for keeping i certain amount in the 
treasury when the receipts are equal, or superior 
to the expenditure. He said :

“The balance in the treasury on the first
T.-norv' loot tiroo «î— —:i1-"  ' ’ *

the revenue itself is reduced below the ex
penditure. This is a financial paradox, sustain
able upon reason, proved by facts, and visible 
in the state of the treasury at all time»; yet I 
have endeavored in vain to establish it; and 
Congress is as careful as ever to provide an an
nual income equal to the annual expenditure ; 
and to make permanent provision by law to keep 
up a reserve in the treasury ; which would be
It,»-----r:*—if -■ ■ ’ -

" ine uaituice in me treasury on the first UP a reserve in the treasury ; which would be 
January last was six millions three hun- there of itself without such law as long as the 
d and fifty-eight thousand six hundred and revenue comes within a fmn-ih „» •> not- -f **--
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dred and fifty-eight thousand six hundred and 
eighty-six dollars and eighteen cents. The 
receipts from that day to the 30th of Septem
ber last, as near as the returns of them yet 
received can show, amount to sixteen millions 
eight hundred and eighty-six thousand five 
hundred and eighty-one dollars and thirty-two 
cents. The receipts of the present quarter, 
estimated at four millions five hundred and fif
teen thousand, added to the above, form an ag
gregate of twenty-one millions four hundred 
thousand dollars of receipts. The expenditures 
of the year may perhaps amount to twenty-two 
millions three hundred thousand dollars, present
ing a small excess over the receipts. But of 
these twenty-two millions, upwards of six have 
been applied to the discharge of the principal of 
the public debt; the whole amount of which, 
ipproaching seventy-four millions on the first of 
January last, will on the first day of next year 
[ill short of sixty-seven millions and a half.
The balance in the treasury on the first of Jan
uary next, it is expected, will exceed five millions 
four hundred and fifty thousand dollars ; a sum 
eiceeding that of the first of January, 1825. 
though falling short of that exhibited on the first 
of January last.”

In this statement the expenditures of the year
I ue shown to exceed the income, and yet to leave t -------

ibalance, about equal to one fourth of the whole Carolina
h,he treasury at the end of the year; also ‘^"Lu-John MTherson Berrien, Thom, 
that the balance was larger at the end 'of the W. Cobb.
preceding year, and nearly the same at the end j Kentucky—RichardM.Johnson,John Rowat

I of the year before. And the message might | Tennessee—John II. Eaton, Hugh L. White 
hit added, that these balances were about the ' g]^H,(>—Wll,lam 11 Harrison, Benjamin Rug
an* at the end of every quarter of every year, ! Louisiana—Dominique Bouligny, Josiah 5
md every day of every quarter—all resulting | Johnston.
Iran the impossibility of applying money to ob- j Indiana—William ilend ricks, James Noble, 
jeets until there has been time to apply it. Yet hatun Ellis, Thomas 11. Wil
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revenue comes within a fourth or a fifth of the 
expenditure.

The following members composed the two 
Houses at this, the first session of the twentieth 
Congress :

SENATE.
Maine—John Chandler, Albion K. Parris.
New Hampshire—Samuel Bell, Levi Wood

bury.
Massachusetts—Nathaniel Silsbee, Daniel 

Webster.
Connecticut—Samuel A. Foot Calvin Willey.
Rhode Island—Nehemiah K. Knight, Asher 

Robbins.
Vermont-—Dudley Chase, Horatio Seymour. 
New-York—Martin Van Buren, Nathan San

ford.
New Jersey—Malilon Dickerson, Ephraim 

Bateman.
Pennsylvania—William Marks, Isaac D. 

Barnard.
Delaware—Louis M‘Lane, Henry M. Ridge- 

ley.
Maryland—Ezekiel F. Chambers, Samqel 

Smith.
Virginia—Littleton W.Tazewell, John Tyler.
North Carolina—John Branch, Nathaniel 

Macon.
William Smith, Robert Y.

---------------- -v. Yet!
■the time of those balances of which Mr. Ad- 
ee speaks, there was a law to retain two mil-1 
baa in the treasury ; and now there is a law to 
Wim six millions ; while the current balances, 
«the rate of a fourth or a fifth of the income, arc

Illinois—Elias K. Kane. Jesse B. Thomas. 
Alabama—John McKinley, William R. King 
Missouri—David Barton, Thomas II. Benton

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.

_ ,■ . , P , | Maine—John Anderson, Samuel Butmaimy times greater than the sum ordered to be Rufug M,ntin. Jervmiah b’Brien. James W
'«lined; and cannot be reduced to that sum, j Ripley, Peleg Sprague, Joseph F. Wingate—7.

regular payments from the treasury, until | New Hampshire—Ichabod Bartlett, Davi
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Barker, jr., Titus Brown, Joseph Healey, Jona
than Harvey. Thomas Whipple, jr.—6.

“3. Ar 'Massachusetts—Samuel C. Allen, Joltn Bai 
Ipy, Issac C. Bates, B. W. Crowninshield, John 
Davis, Henry W. Dwight, Edward Everett, 
Beniamin Gorham, James L. Hodges, John 
Locke, John Reed, Joseph Richardson, John 
Vamum—15.

Rhode Island—Tristam Burges, Dutec J. 
Pearce—2

Connecticut—John Baldwin. Noyes Barber, 
Ralph J. Ingcrsoll, Orange Merwin, Elisha 
Phelps, David Plant—6.

Vermont—Daniel A. A. Buck, Jonathan 
Hunt, Rolin C. Mallary. Benjamin Swift, George 
E. Wales—5.

New-York—Daniel D. Barnard. George O. 
Belden, Rudolph Bunner, C. C. Cambreleng, 
Samuel Chase, John C. Clark, John D. Dickin
son, Jonas Earll, jr., Daniel G. Garnsey, Na
thaniel Garrow, John f. De Graff, John Hallock, 
jr., Selah R. Ilobbie, Michael Hoffman, Jeromus 
Johnson, Richard Keese, Henry Markell, H. C. 
Martindale, Dudley Marvin, John Magee, John 
Maynard, Thomas J. Oakley, S. Van Rensselaer, 
Henry R. Storre, James Strong, John G. Slower, 
Phineas L. Tracy, John W. Taylor, G. C. Ver- 
planck, Aaron Ward, John J. Wood, Silas Wood, 
David Woodcock, Silas Wright, jr.—34.

New Jersey—Lewis Condict, George Hol- 
cçmbe, Isaac Pierson, Samuel Swan, Edge 
Thompson, Ebenezer Tucker—0

Pennsylvania—William Addams, Samuel 
Anderson, Stephen Barlow, James Buchanan, 
Richard Coulter, Chauncey Forward, Joseph Fry, 
jr., Innés Green, Samuel D. Ingham, George 
Kremer, Adam King, Joseph Lawrence, Daniel 
H. Miller, Charles Miner. John Mitchell, Samuel 
M'Kean, Robert Orr, jr., William Ramsay, John 
Sergeant, James S. Stevenson, John B. Sterigere, 
Andrew' Stewart. Joel B. Sutherland, Espy Van 
Horn, James Wilson, George Wolf—20.

Delaware—Kensy Johns, jr.—1.
Maryland—John Barney, Clement Dorsey. 

Levin Gale, John Leeds Kerr, Peter Little, 
Michael C. Sprigg, G. C. Washington, John C. 
Weems, Ephraim K. Wilson—9.

Virginia—Mark Alexander, Robert Allen, 
Wm. S. Archer,Wm. Armstrong, jr.. John S. Bar
bour, Philip P. Barbour, Burweil Bassett, N. H. 
Claiborne, Thomas Davenport, John Floyd, Isaac 
Leffler, Lewis Maxwell, Charles F. Mercer, 
William M'Coy, Thomas Newton, John Ran
dolph, William C. Rives, John Roane, Alexan
der Smyth, A Stevenson, John Talliaferro, James 
Trezvant—22.

North Carolina—Willis Alston, Daniel L. 
Barringer, John H. Bryan, Samuel P. Carson, 
Henry W. Conner, John Culpeper, Thomas 11. 
Hall, Gabriel Holmes, John Long, Lemuel Saw-

Îrer, A. II. Shepperd, Daniel Turner, I-cwis Wil
iams—13.

South Carolina—John Carter, Warren R. 
Davis, William Drayton, James Hamilton, jr., 
George M'Duffle, William D. Martin, Thomas

R. Mitchell, Wm. T. Nuckolls, Starling Tucket
—9.

Georgia—John Floyd, Tomlinson Fort, 
Charles E. Haynes, George R. Gilmer, Wilson 
Lumpkin, Wiley Thompson,Richard II. Wilde—7.

Kentucky—Richard A. Buckner, James Clark 
Henry Daniel, Joseph Lecompte, Robert P. 
Letcher, Chittenden Lyon, Thomas Metcalfe, 
Robert M'Hatton, Thomas P. Moore, Charles A. 
Wickliffe, Joel Yancey, Thomas Chilton—12.

Tennessee—.John Bell, John Blair, David 
Crockett, Robert Desha, Jacob C. Isacks, Prjor 
Lea, John H. Marable, James C. Mitchell, J aines 
K. Polk—9..

Ohio—Mordecai Bartley, Philemon Beecher, 
William Creighton, jr., John Davenport, James 
Findlay, Wm. M’Lean, William Russell. John 
Sloane, William Stan berry, Joseph Vance, Samuel 
F. Vinton, Elisha Whittlesey, John Woods, John 
C. Wright—14.

Louisiana—William L. Brent, Henry II. 
Gurley, Edward Livingston—3.

Indiana—Thomas II. Blake, Jonathan Jen
nings, Oliver II. Smith—3.

Mississippi—William Haile—1.
Illinois—Joseph Duncan—1. •
Alabama—Gabriel Moore, John M‘Kca 

George W. Owen—3.
Missouri—Edward Bates—1.

DELEGATES.
Arkansas Territory—A. H. Sevier. 
Michigan Territory—Austin E. Wing. 
Florida Territory—Joseph M. White.

This list of members presents an immense 
array of talent, and especially of business talent; 
and in its long succession of respectable names, 
many will be noted as having attained national 
reputations—others destined to attain that dis
tinction—while many more, in the first class of 

I useful and respectable members,remained without 
national renown for want of that faculty which 
nature seems most capriciously to have scattered 
among the children of men—the faculty of fluent 
and copious speech ;—giving it to some of gnat 
judgment—denying it to others of equal, or still 
greater judgment—and lavishing it upon some 
of no judgment at all. The national eyes are 
fixed upojj the first of these classes—the men 
of judgment and copious speech ; and even those 
in the third class obtain national notoriety ; while 
the men in the second class—the men of judg
ment and few words—arc extremely valued ana 
respected in the bodies to which they belong, 
and have great weight in the conduct of business 
They arc, in fact, the business men, often more 
practical and efficient than the great orators 
This twentieth Congress, as all others that ban

useful and respectable mci 
the pleasant task of this 
justice which their modes 
for themselves.
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CHAPTER XXXIV.

REVISION OP THE TARIFF.

The tariff of 1828 is an era in our legislation, 
being the event from which the doctrine of 
“nullification’' takes its origin, and from which 
a serious division dates between the North and 
the South. ,It was the work of politicians and 
manufacturers ; and was commenced for the 
benefit of the woollen interest, and upon a bill 
chiefly designed to favor that branch of manu
facturing industry. But, like all other bills of 
the kind, it required help from other interests to 
get itself along ; and that help was only to be 
obtained by admitting other interests into the 
benefits of the bill. And so, what began as a 
special benefit, intended for the advantage of a 
particular interest, became general, and ended 
with including all manufacturing interests—or 
at least as many as were necessary to make up 
the strength necessary to carry it. The produc
tions of different States, chiefly in the West, 
were favored by additional duties on their rival 
imports ; as lead in Missouri and Illinois, and 
hemp of Kentucky ; and thus, though opposed 
to the object of the bill, many members were 
necessitated to vote for it. Mr. Rowan, of Ken
tucky, well exposed the condition of others in 

I this respect, in showing his own in some remarks 
which he made, and in which he said :

I “ He was not opposed to the tariff as a system 
of revenue, honestly devoted to the olyects and 
purposes of revenue—on the contrary, he was 
friendly to a tariff of that character ; but when 

! inverted by the ambition of political aspirants.
I mil the secret influence of inordinate cupidity, to 
I purposes of individual, and sectional ascendency, 
I he could not be seduced by the captivation of 
I limes, or terms, however attractive, to lend it 
I his individual support.

1 It is in vail, Mr. President, said he, that it is 
lolled the American System—names do not alter 
I things. There is but one American System, and 
I thit is delineated in the State and Federal consti

tutions. It is the system of equal rights and 
privileges secured by the representative principle 
—a system, which, instead of subjecting the pro
ceeds of the labor of some to taxation, in thj 
view to enrich others, secures to all the proceeds 
of their labor—exempts all from taxation, ex
cept for the support of the protecting power of 
the government. As a tax necessary to the sup
port of the government, he would support it— 
call it by what name you please ;—as a tax for 
any other purpose, and especially for the purposes 
to which he had alluded—it had his individual 
reprobation, under whatever name it might as
sume.

•“ It might, he observed, be inferred from what 
he had said, that he would vote against the bill. 
He did not wish any doubts to be entertained as 
to the vote he should giye ujion this measure, or 
the reasons which would influence him to give 
it. He was not at liberty to substitute his in
dividual opinion for that of his State. He was 
one of the organs here, of a State, that had, by the 
tariff of 1824, been chained to the car of the East
ern manufacturers—a State that had been from 
that time, and w-as now groaning under the press
ure of that unequal and unjust measure—a 
measure from the pressure of which, owing to 
the prevailing illusion throughout the United 
States, she saw no hope of escape, by a speedy 
return to correct principles ;—and seeing no hope 
of escaping from the ills of the system, she is con
strained, on principles of self-defence, to avail 
herself of the mitigation which this bill presents, 
in the duties which it imposes upon foreign hemp, 
spirits, iron, and molasses. The hemp, iron, and 
distilled spirits of the West, will, like the woollens 
of the Eastern States, he encouraged to the extent 
of the tax indirectly imposed by this hill, upon 
those who shall buy and consume them. Those 
who may need, and buy those articles, must pay 
to the grower, or manufacturer of them, an in
creased price to the amount of tho duties imposed 
upon t(ie like articles of foreign growth or fabric. 
To thjs tax upon the labor of tho consumer, his 
individual opinion was opposed. But, as the 
organ of the State of Kentucky, he felt himself 
bound to surrender his individual opinion, and 
express the opinion of his State. ”

Thus, this tariff bill, like every one admitting 
a variety of items, contains a vicious principle, by 
which a majority may be made up to pass a 
measure which they do not approve. But be
sides variety of agricultural and manufacturing 
items collected into this bill, there was another 
of very different import ad blitted into it, namely, 
that of party politics. A presidential election 
was approaching : General Jackson and Mr. 
Adams were the candidates—the latter in favor 
of the “ American System ”—of which Mr. Clay 
(his Secretary of State) was the champion, and 
indissolubly connected with him in the public
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mind in the issue of the election. This tariff 
was made an administration measure, and be
came an issue in the canvass ; and to this Mr. 
Rowan significantly alluded when he spoke of a 
tariff as being “ perverted by the ambition of 
political aspirants.” It was in vain that the 
manufacturers were warned not to mix their in
terests with the doubtful game of politics. They 
yielded to the temptation—yielded as a class, 
though with individual exceptions—for the sake 
of the temporary benefit, without seeming to re
alize the danger of connecting their interests 
with the fortunes of a political party. This 
tariff of ’28, besides being remarkable for giving 
birth to “nullification,” and heart-burning be- 
t.veen the North and the South, was also re
markable for a change of policy in the New 
England States, in relation to the protective 
system. Being strongly commercial, these States 
had hitherto favored free trade ; and Mr. Web
ster was the champion of that trade up to 1824. 
At this session a majority of those States, and 
especially those which classed politically with 
Mr. Adams and Mr. Clay, changed their policy : 
and Webster became a champion of the protec
tive system. The cause of this change, as then 
alleged, was the fact that the protective system 
had become the established policy of the govern
ment, and that these States had adapted their 
industry to it ; though it was insisted, on the 
other hand, that political calculation had more 
to do with the change than federal legislation : 
and, in fact, the question of this protection was 
one of those which lay at the foundation of par
ties, and was advocated by General Hamilton in 
one of his celebrated reports of fifty years ago. 
But on this point it is right that New England 
should speak for herself, which she did at the time 
of the discussion of the tariff in ’28 ; and through 
the member, now a senator (Mr. WebsterX who 
typified in Ids own person the change which his 
section of the Union had undergone. He said :

“ New England, sir, has not been a leader in 
this policy. On the contrary, she held back, her
self, and tried to hold othcajf'liask. from it. from 
the adoption of the constimtion to 1824. Up to 
1824, she was accused of miskr anil selfish de
signs, because she discountSuul&cd the progress 
of this policy. It was laid to her charge, then, 
that having established her manufactures herself, 
she wished that others should not have the power 
of rivalling her; and, for that reason, opposed all 
legislative encouragement. Under this angry 
denunciation against her, the act of 1824 passed.

Now the imputation is precisely of an opposite 
character. The present measure is pronounced 
to be exclusively for the benefit of New England • 
to be brought forward by her agency, and de
signed to gratify the cupidity of her wealthy es
tablishments. •

“Both charges, sir, are equally without the 
slightest foundation. The opiniqn of New Eng
land, up to 1824, was founded in the conviction, 
that, on the whole, it was wisest and best, both 
for herself and others, that manufacturers should 
make haste slowly. She felt a reluctance to trust 
great interests on the foundation of government 
patronage ; for who could tell how long such 
patronage would last, or with what steadiness, 
skill, or perseverance, it would continue to he 
granted? It is now nearly.fifteen years, since, 
among the first things which I ever ventured to 
say here, was the expression of a serious doubt 
whether this government was fitted by its con
struction, to administer aid and protection to 
particular pursuits ; whether, haying called such 
pursuits into being by indications of its favor, it 
would not, afterwards, desert them, when troubles 
come upon them ; and leave them to their fate. 
Whether this prediction, the result, certainly, of 
chance, and not of sagacity, will so soon be ful
filled, remains to be seen.

“ At the same time it is true, that from the 
very first commencement of the government 
those who have administered its concerns have 
held a tone of encouragement and invitation to
wards those who should embark in manufactures. 
All the Presidents. I believe, without exception, 
have concurred in this general sentiment ; and 
the very first act of Congress, laying duties of ini- 

! post, adopted the then unusual expedient of a 
preamble, apparently for little other purpose than 

| that of declaring, that the duties, which it impos
ed, were imposed for the encouragement and pro- 

! tection of manufactures. When, at the com- 
1 mencement of the late war, duties were doubled.
| we were told that we should find a mitigation of 
the weight of taxation in the new aid and suc
cor which would be thus afforded to our own 
manufacturing labor. Like arguments were 
urged, and prevailed, but not by the aid of New 

j England votes, when the tariff was afterwards 
1 arranged at the close of the war, in 1816. fi
nally. after a whole winter’s deliberation, the act |

! of 1824 received the sanction of both Houses ol j 
j Congress, and settled the policy of the country.
; What, then, was New England to tio? She was 
fitted for manufacturing operations, by the 
amount and character of her population, bv her 
capital, by the vigor and energy of her free labor, 
by the skill, economy, enterprise, and persevere 

j ance of her people. 1 re]>eat, what was she. un
der these circumstances, to do ? A great and 
prosperous rival in her near neighborhood, threat
ening to draw from her a part, perhaps a great 
part, of her foreign commerce ; was she to use 

' or to neglect, those other means of seeking her 
own prosperity which belonged to her character 

j and her condition ? Was she to hold out, fore

see herself losing, on one 
efforts to sustain herself 
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ever, against the course of the government, and 
see herself losing, on one side, and yet making no 
efforts to sustain herself on the other 1 No, sir. 
Nothing was left to New'Sngland, after the act 
of 1824, but to conform h*self to the will of 
others. Nothing was left tocher, but to consider 
that the government had fixed and determined 
its own pmicy ; and that policy was protection. ”

The question of a protective tariff had now 
not only become political, but sectional. In the 
early years of the federal government it was not 
so. The tariff bills, as the first and the second 
that were passed, declared in their preambles 
that they were#>r the encouragement of manu
factures, as well as for raising revenue ; but 

*thcn the duties imposed were all moderate— 
such as a revenue system really required ; and 
there were no “ minimums,” to make a false ba
gs for the calculation of duties, by enacting 
that all which cost less than a certain amount 
should be counted to have cost that amount ; 
and be rated at the custom-house accordingly. 
Iu this early period the Southern States were 
as ready as any part of the Union in extending 
the protection to home industry which resulted 
from the imposition of revenue duties on rival 
imported articles, and on articles necessary to 
ourselves in time of war ; and some of her 
statesmen were amongst the foremost members 
of Congress in promoting that policy. As late 
as 1810, some of her statesmen were still in favor 
of protection, not merely as an incident to reve
nue, but as a substantive object : and among 
these was Mr. Calhoun, of South Carolina—who 
even advocated the minimum provision—then 
for the first time introduced into a tariff bill, and 
upon his motion—and applied to the cotton 
goods imported. After that year (181ti) the 
tariff bills took a sectional aspect—the Southern 
States, with the exception of Louisiana (led by 
her sugar-planting interest), against them : the 
New England States also against them:'•the 
Middle and Western States for them. After 
1824 the New England States (always meaning 
the greatest portion when a section is spoken of) 
classed with the protective States—leaving the 
South alone, as a section, ag&inst that policy. 
My personal position was that of a great 
many others in the three protective sections— 
opposed to the policy, but going with it, on ac
count of the interest of the State in the protec
tion of some of its productions. I moved an ad
ditional duty upon lead, equal to one hundred
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per centum ; and it was carried. I moved a 
duty upon indigo, a former staple of the South, 
but now declined to a slight production ; and I 
proposed a rate of duty in harmony with the 
protective features of the Jiill. No southern 
member would move that dut^^-because he op
posed the principle : I moved it, that the “Amer
ican System,” as it was called, should work 
alike in all parts- of our America. I supported 
the motion with some reasons, and some views 
of the former cultivation of that plant in the 
Southern States, and its present decline, thus:

Mr. Benton then proposed an amendment, to 
impose a duty of 25 cents pier pound on imported 
indigo, with a progressive increase at the rate of 
25 cents per pound per annum, until the whole 
duty amounted to $1 pier piound. He stated his 
object to he two-fold in proposing this duty, first, 
to plate the American System beyond the reach 
of it^enemies, by procuring a home supply of an 
article indispensable to its existence ; and next, 
to benefit the South by reviving the cultivation 
of one of its ancient and valuable staples.

Indigo was first planted in the Carolinas and 
Georgia about the year 1740, and succeeded so 
well as to command the attention of the British 
manufacturers and the British parliament. An 
act was pinssed for the encouragement of its pro
duction in these colonies, in the reign of George 
the Second ; the preamble to which Mr. B. read, 
and recommended to the consideration of the 
Senate. It recited that a regular, ample, and 
certain supply of indigo was indispensable to the 
success of British manufacturers ; that these 
manufacturers were then dependent upon foreign
ers for a supipily of this article ; and that it was 
the dictate of a wise policy to encourage the pro
duction of it at home. The act then went on to 
ditcct that a premium of sixpence sterling should 
be paid out of the British treasury for every 
piound of indigo imported into Great Britain, 
from the Carolinas and Georgia. Under*the fos
tering influence of this bounty, said Mr. B., the 
cultivation of indigo became great and extensive. 
In six years after the passage of the act, the ex
port was 217,000 lbs. and at the breaking out of 
the Revolution it amounted to 1,100,000 lbs. The 
Southern colonies became rich upon it ; for the 
cultivation of cotton was then unknown ; rice and 
indigo were the staples of the South. After the 
Revolution, and especially after the great territo
rial acquisitions which the British made in India, 
the cultivation of American indigo declined. The 
premium was no longer paid ; and the British 
government, actuated by the same wise policy 
which made them look for a home supply of this 
article from the Carolinas, when they were a part 
of the British possessions, now looked to India 
for the same reason. The export of American 
indigo rapidly declined. In 1800 it had fallen to 
400,000 lbs. ; in 1814 to 40,000 lbs, ; and in the
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last few years to 6 or 8,000 lbs. In the mean 
time our manufactories were growing up p and 
having no supply of indigo at Rome, they had to 
import from abroad. In 1820 this importation 
amounted to 1,150,000 lbs., costing a fraction less 
than two millions of dollars, and had to be paid 
for almost entirely in ready money, as it was 
chiefly obtained from places where American pro
duce was in no demand. Upon this state of 
facts. Mr. B. conceived it to be the part of a wise 
and prudent policy to follow the example of the 
British parliament in the reign of George 11. and 
provide a home supply of this indispensable ar
ticle. Our manufacturers now paid a high price 
for fine indigo, no less than $2 50 per pound, as 
testified by one of themselves before the Com
mittee on Manufactures raised in the House of 
Representatives. The duty which he proposed 
was only 40 per cent, upon that value, and would 
not even reach that rate for four years. It was 
less than one half the duty which the same bill 
proposed to lay instanter upon the very cloth 
which this indigo was intended to dye. In the 
end it would make all indigo come cheaper to the 
manufacturer, as the home supply would soon be 
equal, if not superior to the demand ; and in the 
mean time, it could not be considered a tax on 
the manufacturer, as he would levy the advance 
which he had to pay, with a good interest, upon 
the wearer of the cloth.

“ Mr. B. then went into an exposition of the 
reasons for encouraging the home production of 
indigo, and showed that the life of the American 
System depended upon it. Neither cotton nor 
woollen manufactures could be carried on with
out indigo. The consumption of that article was 
prodigious. Even now. in the infant state of our 
manufactories, the importation was worth two 
millions of dollars: and must soon be worth 
double or treble that sum. For this great sup
ply of an indispensable article, we were chiefly 
indebted to the jealous rival, and vigilant 
enemy, of these very manufactures, to Great Bri
tain herself. Of the 1,150,000 lbs. of indigo im
ported, we bring 620,000 lbs. from the British 
East 1 lilies ; which one word from the British 
government would stop for ever ; wo bring the 
further quantity of 120.000 lbs. from Manilla, a 
Spanish possession, which British influence and 
diplomacy could immediately stop : and the re
mainder came from different parts of South Ame
rica, and might be taken from us by the arts ol 
diplomacy, or by a monopoly of the whole on the 
part of our rival. A stoppage of a supply of in
digo for one year, would prostrate all our manu
factories, and give them a blow from which they 
would not recover in many pears. Great Britain 
could effect this stoppage to the amount of three 
fourths of the whole quantity by speaking a sin
gle word, and of the remainder by a slight exer
tion of policy, or the expenditure of a sum suffl- 
tient to monopolize for one year, the purchase of 
what South America sent into the market.

“ Mr. B. said he expected a unanimous vote 
in favor of his amendment. The North should

vote for it to secure the life of the American Sys
tem ; to give a proof of their regard for the South) 
to show that the country south of the Potomac 
is included in the bill for some other purpose be
sides that of oppression. The South itself, al
though opposed to the further increase of duties, 
should vote for this duty ; that the bill, if it 
passes, may contain one provision favorable to its 
interests. The West should vote for it through 
gratitude for fifty years of guardian protection, 
generous defence, and kind assistance, which the 
South had given it under all its trials; and for 
the purpose of enlarging the market, increasing 
the demand in the South and its ability to pur
chase the horses, mules, and provisions which the 
West can sell nowhere else. For himself he had 
personal reasons for wishing to do this little jus
tice to the South. He was a native of one oL 
these States (N. Carolina)—the bones of his fa
ther and his grandfathers rested there. Her 
Senators and Representatives were his early and 
his hereditary friends. 'The venerable Senator 
before him (Mr. Macon) hod been the friend of 
him and his, through four generations in a 
straight line ; the other Senator (Mr. Branch) 
was his schoolfellow : the other branch of the 
legislature, the House of Representatives, also 
showed him in the North Carolina delegation, 
the friends of him and his through successive 
generations. Nor was this all. Ho felt for the 
sad changes which had taken place in the South 
in the last fifty years. Before the Revolution it 
was the scat of wealth as well ns of hospitality. 
Money, and all that it commanded, abounded 
there. But how now ? All this is reversed.

“ Wealth has fled from the South, and settled 
in the regions north of the Potomac, and this in 
the midst of the fact that the South, in four staples 
alone, in cotton, tobacco, rice and indigo (while 
indigo was one of its staples), had exported pro
duce since the Revolution, to the value of eight 
hundred million of dollars, and the North had 
exported comparatively nothing. This sum was 
prodigious ; it w as nearly equal to half the coin
age of the mint of Mexico since the conquest by 
Cortez. It was twice or thrice the amount of 
the product of the three thousand gold and silver 
mines of Mexico, for the same period of fifty 
years. Such an export would indicate unparal- 
Ieled wealth; but what was the f;u<2. In place 
of wealth, a universal pressure for money was 
felt; not enough for current expenses; the price 
of all property down ; the country drooping and 
languishing ; towns and cities decaying ; and the 
fnigal habits of the people pushed to the verge 
of universal self-denial, for the preservation of 
their family estates. Such a'fcsult is a strange 
and woAderful phenomenon. It calls upon states
men to inquire into the cause ; and if they in
quire upon the theatre of this strange metamor
phosing they will receive one universal answer 
from all ranks and all ages, that it is. federal 
legislation which has worked this ruin. Under 
this legislation the exports of the South have 
been made the basis of the federal revenue. The
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twenty odd millions annually levied upon im
ported goods, arc deducted out of the price of 
their cotton, rice and tobacco, either in the dimi
nished price which they receive for these staples 
in foreign ports, or in the increased price which 
they pay for the articles they have to consume 
at home. Virginia, the two Carolinas and Georgia, 
may be said to defray three fourths of the annual 
expense of supporting the federal government ; 
and of this gregjt sum annually furnished by tncm. 
nothing, or next to nothing, is returned to them 
in the shape of government expenditure. That 
expenditure flows in an opposite direction ; it 
flows northwardly, in one uniform, uninterrupted 
and perennial stream ; it takes the course of trade 
and of exchange ; and this is the reason why 
wealth disappears from the South and rises up in 
the North. Federal legislation does all this ; it 
does it-by the simple process of eternally taking 
awav from the South, and returning nothing to 
it. If it returned to the South the whole, or 
even a good part of what it exacted, the four 
States south of the Potomac might stand the 
action of this system, as the earth is enabled to 
stand the exhausting influence of the sun’s daily 
heat by the refreshing dews which are returned 
to it at night ; but as the earth is dried up, and 
all vegetation destroyed in regions where the 
heat is great, and no dews returned, so must the 
South be exhausted of its money and its pro
perty by a course of legislation which is for ever 
taking from it, and never returning any thing to 
H.

“ Every new tariff increases the force of this 
action. No tariff has ever yet included Virginia, 
the two Carolinas, and Georgia, within its pro
visions, except to increase the burdens imposed 
upon them. This one alone, presents the oppor
tunity to form an exception, by reviving and re
storing the cultivation of one of its ancient sta
les,—one of the sources of its wealth before the 
{evolution. The tariff of 1828 owes this repara

tion to the South, because the tariff of 1816 con
tributed to destroy the cultivation of indigo; 
sunk the duty on the foreign article, from twenty- 
five to fifteen cents per pound. These are the 
reasons for imposing the duty on indigo, now pro
posed. What objections can possibly be «raised 
to it I Not to the quality ; for it is the same 
which laid the foundation of the British manu- 
hetures, and sustained their reputation for more 
than half a century ; not to the quantity ; for 
the two Carolinas and Georgia alone raised as 
much fifty years ago as we now import, and we 
have now the States of Louisiana, Alabama, and 
Mississippi, and the Territories of Florida and Ar
asas, to add to the countries which produce it ; 
not to th^amount of the duty ; for its maximum 
will ha but fertv per cent., only one half of the 
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the goods ; from whom he levies, with a good 
interest on the price of the cloths, all that he ex
pends in the purchase of materials. For once, 
said Mr. B., I expect a unanimous vote on a clause 
in the tariff. This indigo clause must have the 
singular and unprecedented honor of an unani
mous voice in its favor. The South must vote for it, 
to revive the cultivation of one of its most ancient 
and valuable staples ; the West must vote for it 
through gratitude for past favors—through grati
tude for the vote on hemp this night*—and to 
save, enlarge, and increase the market for its own 
productions ; the North must voie for it to show 
their disinterestedness ; to give one proof of just 
feeling towards the South ; and, above all, to 
save their favorite American System from the 
deadly blow which Great Britain can at any mo
ment give it by stopping or interrupting the sup
plies of foreign indigo ; and the whole Union, the 
entire legislative body, must vote for it, and vote 
for it with joy and enthusiasm, because it is im
possible that Americans can deny to sister States 
of the Confederacy what a British King and a 
British Parliament granted to these same States 
when they were colonies and dependencies of the 
British crown.”

Mr. Hayne, of South Carolina, seconded my 
motion in a speech of which this is an extract :

“Mr. Hayne said he was opposed to this bill 
in its principles as well as in its details. It could 
assume no shape which would make it accepta
ble to him, or which could prevent it from ope
rating most oppressively and unjustly on his 
constituents. With these views, he had deter
mined to make no motion to amend the bill in 
any respect whatever ; but when such motions 
were made by others, and he was compelled to 
vote on them, he knew no better rule than to 
endeavor to make the bill consistent with itself. 
On this principle he had acted in all the votes he 
had given on this bill, lie had endeavored to 
carry out to its legitimate consequences what 
gentlemen are pleased to miscall the ‘American 
System.’ With a fixed resolution to vote against 
the bill, he still considered himself at liberty to 
assist in so arranging the details as to extend to 
avery great interest, and to all portions of the 
country, as far as may be practicable, equal pro
tection, and to distribute the burdens of the 
system equally, in order that its benefits as well 
as its evils may be fully tested. On this prin
ciple, he should vote for the amendment of the 
gentleman from Missouri, because it was in strict 
conformity with all the principles of the bill. As 
a southern man, he would ask no boon for the 
South—he should propose nothing : but he must 
say that the protection of indigo rested on the 
same principles as every other article proposed

• “ The vole on hemp this night” In rejecting Mr. Web
ster's motion to strike out the duty on hemp, and a vote in 
which the South went unanimously with the Weeti —Noté bÿ 
Mr. B.
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to be protected by this bill, and he did not see 
how gentlemen could, consistently with their 
maxims, vote against it. What was the principle 
on which this bill was professedly founded? If 
there was any principle at all in the bill, it was 
that, whenever the country had the capacity to 
produce an article with which any imported ar
ticle could enter into competition, the domestic 
product was to be protected by a duty. Now, 
had the Southern States the capacity to produce 
indigo? The soil and climate of those States 
were well suited to the culture of the article. At 
the commencement of the Revolution our exports 
of the article amounted to no less than 1,100,000 
lbs. The whole quantity now imported into the 
United States is only 1,150,000 lbs. ; so that the 
capacity of the country to produce a sufficient 
quantity of indigo to supply the wants of the 
manufacturers is unquestionable. It is true that 
the quantity now produced in the country k not 
great.

“ In 1818 only 700 U>s. of domestic indigo were 
exported.

•‘In 1825 9.955 do.
“In 1826 5,289 do.
“ This proves that the attention of the country 

is now directed to the subject. The senator from 
Indiana, in some remarks which he made on tfflS" 
subject yesterday, stated that, according to the 
principles of the American System (so called), 
protection was not extended to any article which 
the country was not in the habit of exporting. 
This is entirely a mistake. Of the articles pro
tected by the tariff of 1824, as well as th<*e in
cluded in this bill, very few are exported^ all. 
Among these arc iron, woollens, hemp, flax, and 
several others. If indigo is to be protected at all, 
the duties proposed must surely be considered 
extremely reasonable, the maximum proposed 
being much below that imposed by this bill on 
wool, woollens, and other articles. The duty on 
indigo till 1816, was 25 cctits per pound. It was 
then (in favor of the manufacturers) reduced to 
15 cents. The first indreaso of duty proposed 
here, is only to put back the old duty of 25 cents 
per pound, equal to an ad valorem duty of from 
10 to 15 per cent.—and the maximum is only 
from 40 to 58 per cent, ad valorem, and that will 
not accrue for several years to come. With this 
statement of facts, Mr. II. said he would leave 
the question in the hands of those gentlemen 
who were engaged in giving this bill the form in 
which it is to lie submitted to the final decision 
of the Senate.”

The proposition for this duty on imported indigo 
did not prevail. In lieu of the amount proposed, 
and which was less than any protective duty in 
the bill, the friends of the “ American System” 
(constituting a majority of the Senate) substi
tuted a nominal duty of five cents on the pound 
—to be increased five cents annually for ten 
years—and to remain at fifty. This was only

about twenty per centum on the cost of the ar
ticle, and that only to be attained after a pro 
gression of ten years ; while all other duties in 
the bill were from four to ten times that amount 
—and to take effect immediately. A duty so 
contemptible, so out of proportion to the other 
provisions of the bill, and doled out in such mis
erable drops, was a mockery and ÿisult ; and so 
viewed by the southern members. It increased 
the odiousness of the bill, by showing that tlie 
southern section of the Union was only included 
in the “ American System ” for its burdens, and 
not for its benefits. Mr. McDuffie, in the House 
of Representatives, inveighed bitterly against it, 
and spoke the general feeling of the Southern 
States when he said :

“ Sir, if the union of these States shall ever he 
severed, and their liberties subverted, the histo
rian who records these disasters will have to as
cribe them to measures of this description. I do 
sincerely believe that neither this government 
nor any free government, can exist for a quarter 
of a century, under such a system of legislation. 
Its inevitable tendency is to corrupt, not only the 
public functionaries, but all those portions of the 
Union and classes of society who have an interest 
real or imaginary, in the bounties it provides, by 
taxing other sections and other classes. What, 
sir, is the essential characteristic of a freeman ! 

It is that independence which results from an 
habitual reliance upon his own resources and his 
own labor for his support. He is not in fact a 
freeman, who habitually looks to the government 
for pecuniary bounties. And I confess that no
thing in the conduct of those who are the promi
nent advocates of this system, has excited more 
apprehension and alarm in my mind, than the 
constant efforts made by all of them, from the 
Secretary of the Treasury down to the humblest 
coadjutor, to impress upon the public mind, the 
idea that national prosperity and individual 
wealth arc to be derived, not from individual in
dustry and economy, but from government boun
ties. An idea more fatal to liberty could not be 
inculcated. I said, on another occasion, that the 
days of Roman liberty were numbered when the 
people consented to receive bread from the pub
lic granaries. From that moment it was not the 
patriot who had shown the greatest capacity and 
made the greatest sacrifices to serve the republic, 
but the demagogue who would promise to dis
tribute most profusely the spoils of the plundered 
provinces, that was elevated to office by a degen
erate and mercenary populace. Every thing be
came venal, even in the country of Fabridfc. un
til finally the empire itself was sold at public 
auction ! And what, sir, is the nature aud'ten- 
dency of the system we are discussing ? 11 bears 
an analogy, but too lamentably striking, to that 
which corrupted the republican purity of the
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Roman people. God forbid that it should con
summate its triumph over the public liberty, by 
a similar catastrophe, though even that is an 
event by no means improbable, if we continue to 
legislate periodically in this way, and to connect 
the election of our Chief Magistrate with the 
question of dividing out the spoils of certain 
States—degraded into Roman provinces—among 
the influential capitalists of the other States of 
this Union ! Sir, .when I consider that, by a 
single act like the present, from five to ten mil
lions of dollars may be transferred annually from 
one part of the community to another ; when I 
consider the disguise of disinterested patriotism 
under which the basest and most profligate am
bition may perpetrate such an act of injustice 
and political prostitution, I cannot hesitate, for a 
moment, to pronounce this very system of indi
rect bounties, the most stupendous instrument 
of corruption ever placed in the hands of public 
functionaries. It brings ambition and avarice 
and wealth into a combination, which it is fearful 
to contemplate, because it is almost impossible to 
resist. Do we not perceive, at this very moment, 
the extraordinary and melancholy spectacle of 
less than one hundred thousand capitalists, by 
means of this unhallowed combination, exercising 
an absolute and despotic control over the opin
ions of eight millions of free citizens, and the 
fortunes and destinies of ten millions ? Sir, I 
will not anticipate or forebode evil. I will not, 
permit myself to believe that the Presidency of 
the United States will ever be bought and sold, 
by this system of bounties and prohibitions. But 
I must say that there are certain quarters of this 
Union in which, if a candidate for the Presidency 
were to come forward with the Harrisburg tariff 
in his hand, nothing could resist his pretensions, 
if his adversary were opposed to this unjust sys
tem of oppression. Yes, sir, that bill would be 
a talisman which would give a charmed existence 
to the candidate who would pledge himself to 
support it. And although he were covered with 
all the “multiplying villanies of nature,” the 
most immaculate patriot and profound statesman 
in the nation could hold no competition with him, 
if he should refuse to grant this new species of 
imperial donative.”

■ Allusions were constantly made to the combi 
nation of manufacturing capitalists and poli
ticians in pressing this bill. There was evident- 
.y foundation for the imputation. The scheme 
of it had been conceived in a convention of man
ufacturers in the State of Pennsylvania, and had 
been taken up by politicians, and was pushed as 
a party measure, and with thb visible purpose 
of influencing the presidential election. In fact 
these tariff bills, each exceeding the other in its 
degree of protection, had become a regular ap
pendage of our presidential elections—coming 
round in every cycle of four years, with that re

turning event. The year 1816 was the starting 
p»int : 1820, and 1824, and now 1828, having 
successively renewed the measure, with succes
sive augmentations of duties. The South be
lieved itself impoverished to enrich the North 
by this system; and certainly a singular and 
unexpected result had been seen in these two 
sections. . In the colonial state, the Southern 
were the rich part of the colonies, and expected 
to do well in a state of independence. They had 
the exports, and felt secure of their prosperity : 
not so of the North, whose agricultural resources 
were few, and who expected privations from the 
loss of British favor. But in the first half cen
tury after Independence this expectation was 
reversed. The wealth of the North was enor
mously aggrandized : that of the South had de
clined. Northern towns had become great cities : 
Southern cities had decayed, or become station
ary ; and Charleston, the principal port of the 
South, was less considerable than before the 
Revolution. The North became a money-lender 
to the South, and southern citizens made pil
grimages to northern cities, to raise money upon 
the hypothecation of their patrimonial estates. 
And this in the face of a southern export since 
the Revolution to the value of eight hundred 
millions of dollars !—a sum equal to the product 
of the Mexican mines since the days of Cortez ! 
and twice or thrice the amount of their product 
in the same fifty years. The Southern States 
attributed this result to the action of JJje federal 
government—its double action of levying reve
nue upon the industry of one section of the 
Union and expending it in another—and espe
cially to its protective tariffs. To some degree 
this attribution was just, but not to the degree 
assumed ; which is evident from the fact that the 
protective system had then only been in force for 
a short time—since the year 1816; and the re
vel sed condition of the two sections of the Union 
had commenced before that time. Other causes 
must have had some effect : but for the present 
we look to the protective system ; and, without 
admitting it to have done all the mischief of 
which the South complained, it had yet done 
enough to cause it to be condemned by every 
friend to equal justice among the States—by 
every friend to the harmony and stability of the 
Union—by all who detested sectional legislation 
—by every enemy to the mischievous combina
tion of partisan politics with national legislation.
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And this was the feeling with the mass of the 
democratic members who voted for the tariff of 
1828, and who were determined to act upon that 
feeling upon the overthrow of the political party 
which advocated the protective system ; and 
which overthrow they believed to he certain at 
the ensuing presidential election.

Thus would fall an expensive agency, with all 
the influence which attends it.”

CHAPTER XXXV.
rHE PUBLIC LANDS—THEIR PROPER DISPOSITION 

—GRADUATED PRICES—PRE-EMPTION RIGHTS— 
DONATIONS TO SETTLERS.

About the year 1785 the celebrated Edmund 
Burke brought a bill into the British House of 
Commons for the sale of the crown lands, in 
which he laid down principles in political econ
omy, in relation to such property, profoundly 
sagacious in themselves, applicable to all sove
reign landed possessions, whether of kings or 
republics—applicable in all countries—and no
where more applicable and less known or ob
served, than in the United States. In the course 
of the speech in support of his bill lie said :

“ Lands sell at the current rate, and nothing 
in sell for more. But be the price what it may, 
great object is always answered, whenever any 
roperty is transferred from hands which arc not 
t for that property, to those that are. The 
uyer and the seller must mutually profit by 
nch a bargain ; and, w hat rarely happens in 
mtters of revenue, the relief of the subject will 
o hand in hand with the profit of the Exchequer.

* * The revenue to be derived from the 
ale of the forest lands will not be so considera
te as many have imagined ; and I conceive it 
vould be unwise to screw it up to the utmost, 
>r even to suffer bidders to enhance, according 
•jo their eagerness, the purchase of objects, 
wherein the expense of that purchase may 
weaken the capital to be employed in their culti
vation. * * * The principal revenue which I 
propose to draw from these uncultivated wastes, 
is to spring from the improvement and popula
tion of the kingdom; events infinitely more 
advantageous to the revenues of the crown than 
the rents of the best landed estate which it can 
hold. * * * It is thus I would dispose of the 
unprofitable landed estates of the crown : throw 
them into the mass of private property : by 
which they will come, through the course of cir
culation and through the political secretions of 
the State, into well-regulated revenue. * * *

I do not know how old, or rather, how young 
I was, when I first took up the notion that sales 
of land by a government to its own citizens, and 
to the highest bidder, was false policy ; ami that 
gratuitous grants to actual settlers was the true 
policy, and their labor the true way of extract
ing national wealth and strength from the soil.
It might have been in childhood, when reading 
the Bible, and seeing the division of the prom
ised land among the children of Israel : it might 
have been later, and in learning the operation of 
the feudal system in giving lands to those who 
would defend them : it might have been in early 
life in Tennessee, in seeing the fortunes and re
spectability of many families derived from the 
040 acre head-rights which the State of North 
Carolina had bestowed upon the first settlers.
It was certainly before I haef read the speech of 
Burke from which the extract above is taken ; 
for I did not see that speech until 1820 ; and 
seventeen years before that time, when a very 
young member of the General Assembly of 
Tennessee, I was fully imbued with the doctrine 
of donations to settlers, and acted upon the prin
ciple that wras in me, as far as the case admitted, 
in advocating the pre-emption claims of the set
tlers on Big and Little Pigeon, French Broad, 
and Nolichucky. And when I came to the then 
Territory of Missouri in 1815, and saw land ei- 
posed to sale to the highest bidder, ami lead 
mines and salt springs reserved from sale, and 
rented out for the profit of the federal treasury,
I felt repugnance to the whole system, ami de
termined to make war upon it whenever I should 
have the power. The time came round with my 
election to the Senate of the United States in 
1820: and the years 1824, ’20, and ’28, found 
me doing battle for an ameliorated system of 
disposing of our public lands; and with some 
success. The pre-emption system was estab
lished, though at first the pre-emption claimant 
was stigmatized as a trespasser, and repulsed as 
a criminal ; the reserved lead mines .and salt 
springs, in the State of Missouri, were brought 
into market, like other lands; iron ore lands,in 
tended to have been withheld from sale, were 
rescued from that fate, and brought into market 
Still the two repulsive features of the federal 
land system—sales to the highest bidder, and 
donations to no one—with an arbitrary minimum
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price which placed the cost of all lands, good 
mid bad, at the same uniform rate (after the 
auctions were over), at one dollar twenty-five 
cents per acre. I resolved to move against the 
whole system, and especially in favor of gradu
ated prices, and donations to actual and destitute 
settlers. I did so in a bill, renewed annually 
for a long time ; and in speeches which had more 
effect upon the public mind than upon the fed
eral legislation—counteracted as my plan was 
by schemes of dividing the public lands, or the 
money arising from their sale, among the States.
It was in support of one of these hills that I 
produced the authority of Burke in the extract 
quoted; and no one took its spirit and letter 
more promptly and entirely than President 
Jackson. He adopted the principle fully, and 
in one of his annual messages to Congress recom
mended that, as soon as the public (revolution
ary) debt should be discharged (to the payment 
of which the lands ceded by the States were 
pledged), that they should cease to be a sub
ject or REVENUE, AND BE DISPOSED OF CHIEFLY 
WITH A VIEW TO SETTLEMENT AND CULTIVATION.
His terms of service expired soon after the ex
tinction of the debt, so that he had not an oppor
tunity to carry out his wise and beneficent design.

Mr. Burke considered the revenue derived 
from the sale of crown lands as a trifle, and of 
no account, compared to the amount of revenue 
derivable from tin»/ same lands through their 
settlement and cultivation, lie was profoundly 
right! and provably so, both upon reason and 
experience. The sale of the land is a single 
operation. Some money is received, and the 
cultivation is disabled to that extent from its 
improvement and cultivation. The cultivation is 
perennial, and the improved condiÿon of the 
farmer enables him to pay taxes, and consume 
dutiable goods, and to sell the products which 
command the imports which pay duties to the 
government, and this is the “ well-regulated 
revenue” which comes through the course of cir 
culation, and through the “ political secretions” 
of the State, and which Mr. Burke commends 
ibove all revenue derived from the sale of lands. 
Docs any one know the comparative amount of 
revenue derived respectively from the sales and 
from the cultivation of lands in any one of our 
new States where the federal government was the 
proprietor, and the auctioneerer, of the lands ? 
lad can he tell which mode of raising money has

been most productive ? Take Alabama, for ex
ample. How much has the treasury received for 
lands sold within her limits ? and how much in 
duties paid on imports purchased with the ex
ports derived from her soil ? Perfect exactitude 
cannot be attained in the answer, but exact 
enough to know that the latter already exceeds 
the former several times, ten times over ; and is 
perennial and increasing for ever ! while the sale 
of the land has been a single operation, performed 
once, and not to be repeated ; and disabling the 
cultivator by the loss of the money it took from 
him. Taken on a large scale, and applied to the 
whole United States, and the answer becomes 
more definite—but still not entirely exact. The 
whole annual receipts from land sales at this 
time (1850) are about two millions of dollars : the 
annual receipts from customs, founded almost en
tirely upon the direct or indirect productions of 
the earth, exceed fifty millions of dollars ! giving 
a comparative difference of twenty-five to one 
for cultivation over sales ; and triumphantly 
sustaining Mr. Burke’s theory. I have looked 
into the respective amounts of federal revenue, 
received into the treasury from these two sources, 
since the establishment of the federal government ; 
and find the customs to have yielded, in that 
time, a fraction over one thousand millions of 
dollars net—the lands to have yielded a little less 
than one hundred and thirty millions gross, not 
forty millions clear after paying all expenses of 
surveys, sales and management. This is a dif
ference of twenty-five to one—w ith the further 
difference of endless future production from one, 
and no future production from the land once 
sold ; that is to say, the same acre of land is 
paying for ever through cultivation, and pays 
but once for itself in purchase.

Thus far I have considered Mr. Burke’s theory 
only under one of its aspects—the revenue as
pect : lie presents another^that of population— 
and here all measure of comparison ceases. The 
sale of land brings no people : cultivation pro
duces population : and people arc the true wealth 
and strength of nations. These various views 
were presented, and often enforced, in the course 
of the several speeches which I made in support 
of my graduation and donation bills : and, on 
the point of population, and of freeholders, 
against tenants, I gave utterance to these senti
ments :

“ Tenantry is unfavorable to freedom. It lays
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the .foundation for separate orders in society, 
annihilates the love of country, and weakens the 

» spirit of independence. The farming tenant has, 
in fact, no country, no hearth, no domestic altar, 
no household god. The freeholder, on the con
trary, is the natural supporter of a free govern
ment ; and it should be the policy of republics 
to multiply their freeholders, as it is the policy 
of monarchies to multiply tenants. We are a 
republic, and we wish to continue so : then 
multiply the class of freeholders ; pass the public 
lands cheaply and easily into the hands of the 
people ; sell, for a reasonable price, to those who 
are able to pay ; and give, without price, to those 
who arc not. I say give, without price, to those 
who are not able to pay ; and that which is so 
given, I consider as sold for the best of prices ; 
for a price above gold and silver ; a price which 
cannot bo carried away by delinquent officers, 
nor lost in failing banks, nor stolen by thieves, 
nor squandered by an improvident and extrava
gant administration. It brings a price above 
rubies—a race of virtuous and independent la
borers, the true supporters of their country, 
and the stock from which its best defenders must 
be drawn.

What constitutes a State T
Not hlgh-rals'd battlements, nor labored mound,
Thick wall, nor moated gate ;
Nor cities proud, with spires and turrets crown'd, 
Norstarr'd and spangled courte,
Where low-born baseness wafts perfume to pride :
But men 1 hlgh mindedrmen.
Who their duties know, but know their Riuirni,
And, knowing, dare maintain them.* "

In favor of low prices, and donations, I quot-. 
ed the example and condition of the Atlantic 
States of this Union—all settled under liberal 
systems of land distribution which dispensed 
almost (or altogether in many instances) with 
sales for money. I said :

“ These Atlantic States were donations from 
the British crown ; and the great proprietors dis
tributed out their possessions with a free and 
generous hand. A few shillings for a hundred 
acres, a nominal quitrent, and gifts of a hun
dred, five hundred, and a thousand acres, to ac
tual settlers: such wTre the terms on which 
they dealt out the soil which is now covered by 
a nation of freemen. Provinces, which now7 
form sovereign States, were sold from hapd to 
hand, for a less sum than the federal govern
ment now demands for an area of two miles 
square. I could name instances. I could naitye 
the State of Maine—a name, for more reasons 
than one, familiar and agreeable to Mi.dsoufi, 
and whose pristine territory was sold by (Sir 

> Ferdinando Gorges to the proprietors of the 
Massachusetts Bay, for twelve hundred pounds, 
provincial money. And well it was for Maine 
that she was so sold; well it was for her that 
Uie modern policy of waiting for the rise, and

sticking at a minimum of $1 25, was not then 
in vogue, or else Maine would have been a desert 
now. Instead of a numerous, intelligent, and 
virtuous population, we should have had trees and 
wild beasts. My respectable friend, the senator 
from that State (Gen. Chandler), would not 
have been here to watch so steadily the interest 
of the public, and to oppose the bills which I 
bring in for the relief of the land claimants. And 
I mention this to have an opportunity to do 
justice to the integrity of his heart, and to the 
soundness of his understanding—«qualities in 
which he is excelled by no senator—and to ex
press my belief that we will come together upon 
the final passage of this bill : for the cardinal 
points in our policy are the same—economy m 
the public expenditures, and the prompt extinc
tion of the public debt. I say, well it was for 
Maine that she was sold for the federal price 
of four sections of Alabama pine, Louisiana 
swamp, or Missouri prairie. Well it was for 
every State in this Union, that their soil was 
sold for a song, or given as a gift to whomsoever 
would take it— Happy for them, and for the 
liberty of the human race, that the kings of 
England and the “ Lords Proprietors,” did not 
conceive the luminous idea of waiting for the rise 
and sticking to a minimum of $1 25 per acre. 
Happy for Kentucky, Tennessee, and Ohio, that 
they were settled under States, and not under 
the federal government. To this happy exemp- 
tion they owe their present greatness and pros
perity. When they were settled, the State laws 
prevailed in the acquisition of lands ; and dona
tions, pre-emptions, and settlement rights, and 
sales at two cents the acre, were the order of the 
day. I include Ohio, and I do'7 it with a know
ledge of what I say : for ten millions of her soil 
—that which now constitutes her chief wealth ahd 
strength,—were settled upon the liberal princi
ples which I mention. The federal system only 
fell upon fifteen millions of her soil ; and, of that 
quantity, the one half now lies waste and useless, 
paying no tax to the State, yielding nothing to 
agriculture, desert spots in the midst of a smiling 
garden, “ waiting for the rise,” and exhibiting,in 
high and L^ld relief, the miserable folly of pre
scribing an arbitrary minimum upon that article 
which is the gift of God to man, and which no 
parental government has ever attempted to con
vert into a source of revenue and an article of 
merchandise.”

Against the policy of holding up refuse lands 
until they should rise to the price of good land, 
and against the reservation of saline and mineral 
lands, and making money by boiling salt water, 
and digging lead ore, or holding a body of tenantry 
to boil and dig, I delivered these sentiments :

“I do trust and believe, Mr. President, that 
the Executive of this free government will not 
be second to George the Third in patriotism, nor 
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British Parliament in political wisdom. I do 
trust and believe that this whole system of hold
ing up land for the rise, endeavoring to make 
revenue out of the soil of the country, leasing 
and renting lead mine#, salt springs, and iron 
banks, with all its train of penal laws and civil 
and military agents, will be condemned and abol
ished. I trust that the President himself will 
give the subject a place in his next message, and 
lend the aid of his recommendation to the success 
of so great an object. The mining operations, 
especially, should fix the attention of the Con
gress. They are a reproach to the age in which 
we live. National mining is condemned by every 
dictate of prudence, by every maxim of political 
economy, and by the voice of experience in 
every age and country. And yet we are engaged 
in that business. This splendid federal gov
ernment, created for great national purposes, 
has gone to work among the lead mines of Up
per Louisiana, to give us a second edition, no 
doubt, of the celebrated “ Mississippi Scheme ” 
of Jbfm Law. For that scheme was nothing 
more nor less than a project of making money 
out of the same identical mines. Yes, Mr. 
President, upon the same identical theatre, 
among, the same holes and pits, dug by John 
Laic’» men in 1720; among the cinders, ashes, 
broken picks, and mouldering furnaces, of that 
celebrated projector, is our federal government 
now at work ; and, that no circumstance should 

I be wanting to complete the folly of such an un- 
I dertaking, the task of extracting “revenue ” 

from these operations is confided, not to the 
Treasury, but to the ll'ar Department.

“Salines and salt springs arc subjected to the 
same system—reserved from sale, and leased for 
the purpose of raising revenue. But I flatter 
myself that I see the end of this branch of the 
system. The debate which took place a few 
weeks ago on the bill to repeal the existing duty 
upon salt, is every word of it applicable to the 
bill which I have introduced for the sale of the 
reserved salt springs. I claim the benefit of it 
accordingly, ami shall expect the support of all 
the advocates for the repeal of that tax, when
ever the bill for the sale of the salines shall be 
put to the vote.”

Argument and sarcasm had their effect, in rc- 
lition to the mineral and saline reserves in the 
State in which 1 lived—the State of Missouri.
An act was passed in 1828 to throw them into 
the mass of private property—to sell them like 
other public lands. And thus the federal gov- 
mment, in that State, got rid of a degrading and 
mprofitable pursuit ; and the State got citizen 
beholders instead of federal tenants; and pro
bably were developed in the hands of individuals 
the pursuits of private industry which languished 
ml stagnated in the hands of federal agents and 

I bunts. But it was continued for some time

longer (so far as lead ore was concerned) on the 
Upper Mississippi, and until an argument ar
rived which commanded the respect of the legis
lature : it was the argument of profit and loss—an 
argument which often touches a nerve which is 
dead to reason. Mr. Polk, in his message to 
Congress at the session of 1845-’4fi (the first of 
his administration), stated that the expenses of 
the system during the preceding four years— 
those of Mr. Tyler’s administration—were twen
ty-six thousand one hundred and eleven dollars, 
and eleven cents ; and the whole amount of rents 
received during the same period was six thou
sand three hundred and fifty-four dollars, and 
seventh-four cents : and recommended the aboli
tion of the whole system, and the sale of the re
served mines ; which was done ; and thus was 
completed for the Upper Mississippi what I had 
done for Missouri near twenty years before.

The advantage of giving land to those who 
would settle and cultivate it, was illustrated in 
one of my speeches, by reciting the case of 
“ Granny White ”—well known in her time to 
all the population of Middle Tennessee, and es
pecially to all w ho travelled south from Nash
ville, along the great road which crossed the 
“ divide ” between the Cumberland and Ilarpeth 
waters, at the evergreen tree which gave name 
to the gap—flic Holly Tree Gap. The aged 
woman, and her fortunes, were thus introduced 
into our senatorial debates, and lodged on a page 
of our parliamentary history, to enlighten, by 
her incidents, the councils of national legisla
tion :

“ At the age of sixty, she had been left a 
widow, in one of the counties in the tide-water 
region of North Carolina. Her poverty was so 
extreme, that when she went to the county 
court to get a couple of little orphan grandchil
dren bound to her, the Justices refused to let 
her have them, because she could not give security 
to keep them off the parish. This compelled her 
to emigrate ; and she set off with the tw’O littio 
lioys, u]>on a journey of eight or nine hundred 
miles, to what was then called “the Cumberland 
Settlement.” Arrived in the neighborhood of 
Nashville, a generous-hearted Irishman (his 
name deserves to be remembered—Thomas 
McCrory) let her have a corner of lii.s land, on 
her own terms,—a nominal price and indefinite 
credit. It was fifty acres in extent, and com
prised the two faces of a pair of confronting hills, 
whose precipitous declivities lacked a few de
grees. and but a few, of mathematical perpendic
ularity. Mr. B. said he knew it well, for he had 
seen the old lady’s pumpkins propped and sup-

6
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ported with stakes, to prevent their ponderous 
weight from tearing up the vine, and rolling to 
the bottom of the hills. There was just room at 
their base for a road to run between, and not 
room far a house, to find a level place for its foun
dation ; for which purpose a part of the hill had 
to bd dug away. Yet, from this hopeless begin- 
nÿi&, with the advantage of a little piece of 
ground that was her own, this aged widow, and 
two little grandchildren, of eight or nine years 
old, advanced herself to comparative wealth : 
money, slaves, horses, cattle ; and her fields ex
tended into the valley below, and her orphan 
grandchildren, raised up to honor and indepen
dence : these were the fruits of economy and in
dustry ; and a noble illustration of the advantage 
of givmg land to the poor. But the federal gov
ernment would have demanded sixty-two Sollars 
and fifty cents for that land, cash in band ; and 
old Granny White and her grandchildren might 
have lived in misery and sunk into vice, before 
the opponents of this bill would have taken less.”

I quoted the example of all nations, ancient 
and modern, republican and monarchical, in fa
vor of giving lands, in parcels suitable to their 
wants, to meritorious cultivators ; and denied 
that there was an instance upon earth, except 
that of our own federal government, which made 
merchandise of land to its citizens—exacted the 
highest price it could obtqjn—and refused to suf
fer the country to be settled untÿ it was paid 
for. The “ promised land ” was divided among 
the children of Israel—the women getting a share 
where there was no man at the head of the 
family—as with the daughters of Manassch. All 
the Atlantic States, when British colonies, were 
settled upon gratuitous donations, or nominal 
sales. Kentucky and Tennessee were chiefly 
settled in the same way. The two Floridas, and 
Upper and Lower Louisiana, were gratuitously 
distributed by the kings of Spain to settlers, in 
quantities adapted to their means of cultivation 
—and with the whole vacant domain to select 
from according to their pleasure. Land is now 
given to settlers in Canada ; and £30,000 ster
ling, has been voted at a single session of Par
liament, to aid emigrants in their removal to 
these homes, and commencing life upon them. 
The republic of Colombia now gives 400 acres to 
a settler : other fjputh American republics give 
more or less. Quoting these examples, I added :

“ Such, Mr. President, is the conduct of the 
free republics of the South: I say republics :

" “— -nd it

from Hudson’s Bay to Cape Horn (with the 
single exception of these United States), land, 
the gift of God to man, is also the gift of the 
government to its citizens. Nor is this wise 
policy cotyined to the New World. It prevails 
even in Asia ; and the present age has seen—we 
ourselves have seen—published in the capital of 
the European world, the proclamation of the 
King of Persia, inviting Christians to go to the 
ancient kingdom of Cyrus, Cambyses and Dari
us, and there receive gifts of land—first rate, not 
refuse—with a total exemption from taxes, and 
the free enjoyment of their religion. Here is the 
proclamation : listen to it.

The Proclamation.
“ ‘ Mirza Mahomed Saul, Ambassador to Eng

land, in the name, and by the authority of Ab
bas Mirza, King of Persia, offers to those who 
shall emigrate to Persia, gratuitous grants of 
land, good for the production of wheat, barley, 
rice, cotton, and fruits,—free from taxes or contri
butions of any kind, and with the free enjoyment 
of their religion ; the king’s object being to

IMPROVE HIS COUNTRY.

•‘vv. y-i--—............ ,for it is the same in all of them, and it would be
tedious and monotonous to repeat their numerous 
decreed. In fact, throughout the New World,

London, July 8th, 1823.’”

The injustice of holding all lands at one uni
form price, waiting for the cultivation of the good 
land to give value to the poor, and for the jioorcst 
to rise to the value of the richest, was shown in > 
reference to private sales, of all articles ; in the 
whole of which sales the price was graduated to 
suit different qualities of the same article. The 
heartless and miserly policy of waiting for 
government land to be enhanced in value by the 
neighboring cultivation of private land, was de 
nounced as unjust as well as unwise. The new 
States of the West were the sufferers by this fed
eral land policy. They were in a different con
dition from other States. In these others, the 
local legislatures held the primary disposal of the 
soil,—so much as remained vacant within their 
limits,—and being of the same community, made 
equitable alienations among their constituents 
In the new States it was different. The federal 
government held the primary disposition of the 
soil; and the majority of Congress (beinginde
pendent of the pcoplij of these States), was less 
heedful of their wantsfaid wishes. They were ti 
a stepmother, instead of a natural mother : and 
the federal government being sole purchaser from 
foreign nations, anil sole recipient of Indian ces
sions, it became the monopolizer of vacant lands 
in the West : and this mom>i>oly, like all mono
polies, resulted in luardships to those upon whom 
it acted. Few, or none of our public men, had
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raised their voice against this har<^ policy before 
I came into the national councils. My own was 
soon raised there against it : and it is certain that 
a great amelioration has taken place in our 
federal land policy during my time : and that the 
sentiment of Congress, and that of the public 
generally, has become much more liberal in land 
alienations ; and is approximating towards the 
beneficent systems of the rest of the world. But 
the members in Congress from the new States 
should not intermit their exertions, nor vary 
their policy ; and should fix their eyes steadily 
upon the period of the speedy extinction of the 
federal title to all the lands within the limits 
of their respective States ;—to be effected by 
pre-emption rights, by donations, and by the 
sale (of so much as shall be sold), at graduated 
prices,—adapted to the different qualities of the 
tracts, to be estimated according to the time it 
has remained in market unsold—and by liberal 
grants to objects of general improvement, both 
national and territorial.
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C II APT K 11 XXXVI.

CESSION OF A PART OF THE TERRITORY OF 
ARKANSAS TO THE CHEROKEE INDIANS.

Arkansas was an organized territory, and 
had been so since the year 1819. lier western 
boundary was established by act of Congress in 
May 1$24 (chiefly by the exertions of her then 
delcgatefllenry W. Conway),—and was an ex
tension of her existing boundary on that side ; 
and for national and State reasons. It was an 
outside territory—beyoml the Mississippi—a 
frontier both to Mexico (then brought deep into 
the Valley of the Mississippi by the Florida 
treaty which gave away Texas), and to the nu
merous Indian tribes then being removed from 
the South Atlantic States to the west of the 
Mississippi It was, therefore, a point of national 
policy to make her strong—to make her a first 

! class State,—both for her own sake and that of 
the Union,—and equal to all the exigencies of 
her advanced and frontier position. The exten
sion was on the west—the boundaries on the 
other three sides being fixed and immovable—

and added a fertile belt—a parallelogram of 
forty miles by three hundred along her whole 
western border—and which was necessary to 
compensate for the swamp lands in front on the 
river, and to give to her certain valuable salt 
springs there existing, and naturally appurtenant 
to the territory, and essential to its inhabitants. 
Even with this extension the territory was still 
deficient in arable land—not as strong as her 
frontier position required her to be, nor suscepti
ble (on account of swamps and sterile districts) 
of the population and cultivation which her su
perficial contents and large boundaries would im
ply her to be. Territorially, and in mere extent, 
the western addition was a fourth part of tlio ter
ritory : agriculturally, and in capacity for popula
tion, the addition might be equal to half of the 
whole territory ; and its acquisition was celebrat
ed as a most auspicious event for Arkansas at the 
time tlmt it occurred.

In flic month of May, 1828, by a treaty nego
tiated at Washington by the Secretary at War, 
Mr. James Barbour, on one side, and the chiefs of 
the Cherokee nation on the other, this new west
ern boundary for the territory was abolished— 
the old line re-established : and what hail been an 
addition to the territory of Arkansas, was ceded to 
the Cherokees. On the ratification of this treaty 
several questions arose, all raised by myself— 
some of principle, some of expediency—as, whether 
a law of Congress could be abolished by an Indian 
treaty ? and whether it was expedient so to re
duce, and thus weaken the territory (and future 
State) of Arkansas ? I was opposed to the 
treaty, and held the negative of both questions, 
and argued against them with zeal and perse
verance. The supremacy of the treaty-making 
power fl held to be confined to subjects within 
its sphere, and quoted “ Jefferson’s Manual,” to 
show that that was the sense in which the clause 
in the constitution was understood. The treaty
making power was supreme ; hut that suprem
acy was within its proper orbit, and free from 
the invasion of the legislative, executive, or judi
cial department. The proper objects of treaties 
were international interests, which neither party 
could regulate by municipal law, and which re
quired a joint consent, and a double execution, to 
give it effect. Tried by this test, and this Indian 
treaty lost its supremacy. The subject was one of 
ordinary legislation, and specially and exclusively 
confined to Congress. It was to repeal a law which
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Congress had made in relation to territory ; and to 
reverse the disposition which Congress had made 
of a part of its territory. To Congress it be
longed to dispose of territory ; and to her it be
longed to repeal her own laws. The treaty 
avoided the word *• repeal,” while doing the 
thing : it used the word “ abolish ”—which was 
the same in effect, and more arrogant and 
offensive—not appropriate to legislation, and 
evidently used to avoid the use of a word 
which would challenge objection. If the word 
“ repeal ” had been used, every one w ould 
have felt that the ordinary legislation of Con
gress was flagrantly invaded ; and the avoidance 
of that word, and the substitution of another of 
the same meaning, could have no effect in legal
izing a transaction which would be condemned 
under its proper name. And so I held the 
treaty to be invalid for want of a proper subject 
to act upon, and because it invaded the legisla
tive department

The inexpediency of the treaty was in the ques
tion of crippling and mutilating Arkansas, re
ducing her to the class of weak States, and that 
against all the reasons which had induced Con
gress, four years before, to add on twelve thou
sand square miles to her domain ; and to almost 
double the productive and inhabitable capacity 
of the Territory, and future State, by the char
acter of the country added. I felt this wrong 
to Arkansas doubly, both as a neighbor to my 
own State, and because, having a friendship for 
the delegate, as well as for his territory, I had ex
erted myself to obtain the addition which had 
been thus cut off. I argued, as I thought, con
clusively ; but in vain. The treaty was largely 
ratified, and by a strong slaveholding vote, not
withstanding it curtailed slave territory, and 
made soil free which was then slave. Anxious 
to defeat the treaty for the benefit of Arkansas, 
I strongly presented this consequence, showing 
that there was, not only legal, but actually 
slavery upon the amputated part-j-that these 
twelve thouCamd^ square miles were inhabited, 
organized into counties, populous id some parts, 
and with the due proportion of slaves found in a 
southern and planting State. Nothing would 
do. It was a southern measure, negotiated, on 
the record, by a southern secretary at war, in 
reality by the clerk McKinney ; and voted for 
by nineteen approving slaveholding senators 
against four dissenting. The affirmative vote

was : Messrs. Barton, Berrien, Bouligny, Branch, 
Ezekiel Chambers, Cobb, King of Alabama, 
McKinley, McLano of Delaware, Macon, Ridge- 
ly, Smith of Maryland, Smith of South Caroling 
John Tyler of Virginia, and Williams of Mi* 
sissippi. The negative was, Messrs. Benton, 
Eaton, Rowan, and Tazewell.—Mr. Calhoun 
was then Vice-President, and did not vote ; but 
he was in favor of the treaty, and assisted its 
ratification through his friends. The House of 
Representatives voted the appropriations to carry 
it into effect ; and thus acquiesced in the repeal 
of an act of Congress by the President. Senate, 
and Cherokee Indians ; and these appropriations 
were voted with the general concurrence of the 
southern members of the House. And thus 
another slice, and a pretty large one (twelve 
thousand square miles), was taken off of slave 
territory in the former province of Louisiana; 
which about completed the excision of what 
had been left for slave State occupation after 
the Missouri compromise of 1820, and the 
cession to Texas of contemporaneous date, and 
previous cessions to Indian tribes. And all 
this was the work of southern men, who then 
saw no objection to the Congressional legis
lation which ywted upon slavery in terri
tories—which further curtailed, and even ex
tinguished slave soil in all the vast expanse 
of the former Louisiana—save and except the 
comparative little that was left in the State of 
Missouri, and in the mutilated Territory of Ar
kansas. The reason of the southern members 
for promoting this amputation of Arkansas in 
favor of the Chcrokees, was simply to assist 
in inducing their removal by adding the best 
part of Arkansas, with its salt springs, to the 
ample millions of acres west of that territory 
already granted to them ; but it was a gra
tuitous sacrifice, as the large part of the tribe 
had already emigrated to the seven millions 
of acres, and the remainder were waiting for 
moneyed inducements to follow. And besides, 
the desire for this removal could have no effect 
upon the constitutional power of Congress to 
legislate upon slavery in territories, or upon the 
policy which curtails the boundaries of a future 
slave State.

I have said that the amputated part of An 
kansas was an organized part of the territory, 
divided into counties, settled and cultivated, 
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labitants I—their

property ? and possessions ? They were bought 
out by the federal government ! A simultaneous 
act was passed, making a donation of three hun
dred and twenty acres of land (within the re
maining part of Arkansas), to each head of a 
family who would retire from the amputated 
part; and subjecting all to military removal 
that did not retire. It was done. They all 
withdrew. Three hundred and twenty acres of 
land in front to attract them, and regular troops 
in the rear to push them, presented a motive 
power adequate to its object ; and twelve thou
sand square miles of slave territory was evacu
ated by its inhabitants, with their flocks, and 
herds, and slaves ; and not a word was said 
about it ; and the event has been forgotten. But 
it is necessary to recall its recollection, as an 
important act, in itself, in relation to the new 
state of Arkansas—as being the work of the 
South—and as being necessary to be known in 
order to understand subsequent events.

CHAPTER XXXVII.

RENEWAL OF THE OREGON JOINT OCCUPATION 
CONVENTION.

The American settlement at the mouth of the 
Columbia, or Oregon, was made in 1811. It was 
au act of private enterprise, done by the eminent 
merchant, Mr. John Jacob Astor, of Ncw-York ; 
and the young town christened after his own 
name, Astoria : but it was done with the couu- 

j tenancc and stipulated approbation of the gov
ernment of the United States; and an officer of 
the United States navy—the bravo Lieutenant 
Thom, who was with Decatur at Tripoli, and 

| who afterwards blew up his ship in Nootka 
| Sound to avoi# her capture by the savages 
I (blowing himself, crew and savages all into the 

air),—was allowed to command his (Mr. Astor’s) 
leading vessel, iij order to impress upon the en- 

1 terprise the seal if nationality. This town was 
I captured during the war of 1812, by a ship of 
1 war detached for that purpose, by Commodore 
I Uillyar, commanding a British squadron in the 
| Pacific Ocean. No attempt was made to recover 
lit during the war; and, at Ghent, after gome ef

forts on the part of the British commissioners, 
to set up a title to it, its restitution was stipu
lated under the general clause which provided 
for the restoration of all places captured by 
either party. But it was not restored. An 
empty ceremony was gone through to satisfy the 
words of the treaty, and to leave the place in the 
hands of the British. An American agent, Mr. 
John Baptist Prévost, was sent to Valparaiso, to 
go in a British sloopof war (the Blossom) to receive 
the place, to sign a receipt for it, and leave it in 
the hands of the British. This was in the au
tumn of the year 1818 ; and coincident with that 
nominal restitution was the conclusion of a con
vention in London between the United States 
and British government, for the joint occupation 
of the Columbia for ten years—Mr. Gallatin 
and Mr. Rush the American negotiators—if 
those can bo called negotiators who are tied 
down to particular instructions. The joint occu
pancy was provided for, and in these words :
“ That any country claimed by either party on 
the northwest coast of America, together with its 
harbors, bays, and creeks, and the navigation of 
all rivers within the same, be free and open, for 
the term of ten years, to the subjects, citizens, 
and vessels of the two powers ; without preju
dice to any claim which either party might have 
to any part of the country.”—I was a practising 
lawyer at St. Louis, no way engaged in politics, 
at the time this convention was published ; but 
I no sooner saw it than I saw its delusive nature 
—its onc-sidedness—and the whole disastrous 
consequences which were to result from it to the 
United States ; and immediately wrote and pub
lished articles against it : of which the following 
is an extract :

“ This is a specimen of the skill with which 
the diplomatic art deposits the seeds of a new 
contestation in the assumed settlement of an ex
isting one,—and gives unequal privileges in words 
of equality,—and breeds a serious question, to be 
ended perhaps by war, where no question at all 
existed. Every word of the article for this joint 
occupation is a deception and a blunder—sug
gesting a belief for which there is no foundation, 
granting privileges for which there is no equiv
alent, and presenting ambiguities which require 
to be solved—]>cradvcnture by the sword. It 
speaks as if there was a mutuality of countries 
on the northwest coast to which the article was 
applicable, and a mutuality of benefits to accrue 
to tile citizens of both governments by each occu
pying the country claimed by the other. Not 
so the fact. There is but one country in ques-
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tion, and that is our own ;—and of this the Brit
ish arc to have equal possession with ourselves, 
and we no possession of theirs. The Columbia 
is ours ; Frazer’s River is a British possession to 
which no American ever went, or ever will go. 
The convention gives a joint rierht of occupying 
the ports and harbors, and of navigating the 
rivers of each other. This would imply that each 
government possessed in that quarter, ports, and 
harbors, and navigable rivers ; and were about 
to bring them into hotch-potch for mutual en
joyment. No such thing. There is but one port, 
and that the mouth of the Columbia—but one 
river, and that the Columbia itself : and both 
port and river our own. We give the equal use 
of these to the British, and receive nothing, in re
turn. The convention says that the “claim ” of 
neither party is to be prejudiced by the joint 
possession. This admits that Great Britain has 
a claim—a thing never admitted before by us, 
nor pretended by her. At Ghent she stated no 
claim, and could state none. Her ministers 
merely asked for the river as a boundary, as be
ing the most convenient ; and for the use of the 
harbor at its mouth, ai being necessary to their 
ships and trade ; but stated no claim. Our com
missioners reported that they (the British com
missioners) endeavored 1 to lay a nest-egg ’ for 
a future pretension ; which they failed to da at 
Ghent in 1815, but succeeded in laying in Lon
don in 1818 ; and before the ten years lire out, a 
full grown fighting chicken will be hatched of 
that egg. There is no mutuality in any thing. 
We furnish the whole stake - country, river, 
harbor; and shall not even maintain the joint 
use of our own. We shall be driven out of it, 
and the British remain sole possessors. The fur 
trade is the object. It will fare with our traders 
on the Columbia under this convention as it 
fared with them on the Miami of the Lakes (and 
on the lakes themselves), under the British 
treaties of ’94 and ’96, which admitted British 
traders into our territories. Our trailers will lie 
driven out ; and that by the fair competition of 
trade, even if there should be no foul play. The 
difference between free and dutied goods, would 
work that result. The British traders pay no 
duties : ours pay above an average of fifty per 
centum. No trade can stand against such odds. 
But the competition will not be fair. The sav
ages w'ill be incited to kill and rob our traders, 
and they will be expelled by violence, without 
waiting the slower, but equally certain process, 
of expulsion by underselling. The result then 
is, that wo admit the British into our country, 
our river, and our harbor ; and wo get no admit
tance into theirs, for they have none—Frazer’s 
River and New Caledonia being out of the ques
tion—that they will become sole possessors of 
our river, our harbor, and our country ; and at 
the end of the ten years will have an admitted 
1 claim ’ to our property, and the actual posses
sion of it.”

Thus I wrote in the year 1818, when the joint

occupation convention of that year was promu], 
gated. I wrote in advance ; and long before the 
ten years were out, it was all far more than 
verified. Our traders were not only driven from 
the mouth of the Columbia River, but from all 
its spring&JiQd branches ;—not only from all the 
Valley of the Côîmfibia, but from the whole re
gion of the Rocky Mountains between 49 and 
42 degrees ;—not only from all this mountain 
region, but from the upper waters of all our far 
distant rivers—the Missouri, the Yellow Stone, 
the Big Horn, the North Platte ; and all their 
mountain tributaries. And, by authentic reports 
made to our government, not less than five hun
dred of our citizens had been killed, nor less than 
five hundred thousand dollars worth of goods 
and furs robbed from them;—the British re
maining the undisturbed possessors of all the 
Valley of the Columbia, acting as its mastei s, and 
building forts from the sea to the mountains. 
This was the effect of the first joint occupation 
treaty, and every body in the West saw its ap
proaching termination with pleasure; but the 
false step which the government had made in
duced another. They had admitted a “claim" 
on the part of Groat Britain, and given her the 
sole, under the name of a joint, possession ; and 
now to get her out was the difficulty. It could 
not be done ; and the United States agreed to a 
further continued “joint” occupation (as it was 
illusively called in the renewed convention), not 
for ten years more, but “ indefinitely, ” determin- | 
able on one year’s notice from either party to 
the other. The reason for this indefinite, and 
injurious continuance, was set forth in the pre
amble to the renewed convention (Mr. Gallatin 
now the sole United States negotiator); and 
recited that the twro governments “ being desirous 
to prevent, as far as possible, all hazard of mis
understanding, and with a view to give further 
time for maturing measures which shall havefor 
their object a more definite settlement of the 
claims of each party to the said territory;’’dû 
thereupon agree to renew the joint occupation 
article of the convention of 1818, Ac. Thus, we 
had, by our diplomacy in 1818, and by the pen 
mitted non-execution of the Ghent treaty in the 
delivery of the post and country, hatched i 
question which threatened a “ misunderstanding” 
between the two countries ; and for maturing 
measures for the settlement of which indéfini» 
time was required—and granted—Great Bntai
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remaining, in the mean time, sole occupant of the 
whole country. This was all that she could ask, 
and all that we could grant, even if we actually 
intended to give up the country.
, J was a member of the Senate when this re- 
newed convention was sent in for ratification, 
and opposed it with all the zeal and ability of 
which I was master : but in vain. The weight 
of the administration, the indifference of many to 
a remote object, the desire to put off a difficulty, 
and the delusive argument that we could terminate 
it at any time—(a consolation so captivating to 
gentle temperaments)—were too strong for reason 
and fact ; and I was left in a small minority on 
the question of ratification. But I did not limit 
myself to opposition to the treaty. I proposed, 
as well as opposed ; and digested my opinions 
into three resolves ; and had them spread on the 
executive journal, and made part of our parlia
mentary history for future reference.

The resolves were: 1. “ That it is not expe
dient for the United States and Great Britain to 
treat further in relation to their claims on the 
northwest coast of America, on the basis of a 
joint occupation by their respective citizens. 2. 
That it is expedient that the joint-occupation 
article in the convention of 1818 bo allowed to 
expire upon its own limitation. 3. That it is ex
pedient for the government! of the United States 
to continue to treat with IBs Britannic Majesty 
in relation to saiti-elaims, j>n the basis of a se
rration of interests, ahd the establishment of a 
permanent boundary between their dominions 
westward of the Rocky Mountains, in the short- 
ut possible time. ” These resolves were not 
voted upon ; but the negative vote on the rati
fication of the convention showed what the vote 
would have beep if it had been taken. That 
negative vote was—Messrs. Benton, Thomas 
W. Cobb of Georgia, Eaton of Tennessee, Ellis 
of Mississippi, Johnson of Kentucky, Kane of 
Illinois, and Rowan of Kentucky—iiV all 7.

I fifteen years afterwards, and when X' had 
|jot to the cry of “ inevitable war, ” I hi 

ification to see the whole Senate, all Congress? 
all the United States, occupy the same ground 

relation to this joint occupation on which only 
fveu senators stood at the time the convention 

it was ratified.

C II APT Ell XXXVIII.

PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION OF 1828, AND FURTUKB 
ERRORS OF MONS. DE TOCQUEVILLE.

General Jackson and Mr. Adams were the 
candidates ;—w ith the latter, Mr. Clay (his 
Secretary of State), so intimately associated in 
the public mind, on account of the circumstances 
of the previous presidential election in the House 
of Representatives, that their names and interests 
were inseparable during the canvass. General 
Jackson was elected, having received 178 elec
toral votes to 83 received by Mr. Adams. Mr. 
Richard Rush, of «Pennsylvania, was the vico- 
presidential candidate on the ticket of Mf. Adams, 
and received an equal vote with that gentleman: 
Mr. Calhoun was the vice-presidential candidate 
on the ticket with General Jackson, and receiv
ed a slightly less vote—the deficiency being in 
Georgia, where the friends of Mr. Crawford still 
resented his believed connection with the 11 A. B. 
plot.” In the previous election, he had been 
neutral between General Jackson and Mr. Adams ; 
but was now decided on the part of the General, 
and received the same vote every where, except 
in Georgia. In this election there was a circum
stance to bo known and remembered. Mr. 
Adams and Mr. Rush were both from the non
slaveholding— General Jackson and Mr. Cal
houn from the slaveholding States, and both 
large slave owners themselves—and both receiv
ed a large vote (73 each) in the free States— 
and of which at least forty were indispensable to 
their election. There was no jealousy, or hos
tile. or aggressive spirit in the North at that 
time against the South !

The election of General Jackson was a triumph 
of democratic principle, and an assertion of the 
people's right to govern themselves. That prin
ciple had been violated in the presidential elec
tion in the House of Representatives in the ses
sion of 1824-’25 ; and the sanction, or rebuke, of 
that violation was a leading question in the whole 

nvass. It was also a triumph over the high 
tective policy, and the federal internal i ra

re vcment policy, and the latitudinous construc
tion of the constitution ; and of the democracy 
over the federalists, then called national repub
licans ; and was the re-establishment of parties 
on principle, according to the landmarks of the
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early ages of the government For although 
Mr. Adams had received confidence and office 
from Mr. Madison and Mr. Monroe, and had 
classed with the democratic party during the 
fusion of parties in the “era of good feeling,” 
yet he had previously been federal ; and in the 
re-establishment of old party lines which began 
to take place after the election of Mr. Adams in 
the House of Representatives, his affinities, and 
policy, became those of his former party : and as 
a party, with many individual exceptions, they \ 
became his supporters and his strength. Gen
eral Jackson, on the «üitrary, had always been 
democratic, so classing when he was a senator in 
Congress under the administration of the first 
Mr. Adams, and when party lines were most I 
straightly drawn, and upon principle : and as 1 
such now receiving the support of men and 
States which took their political position at that 
time, and had maintained it ever since—Mr. 
Macon and Mr. Randolph, for (Sxample, and the 
States of Virginia and Pennsylvania. And here 
it becomes my duty to notice an error, or a con
geries of errors, of Mons. de Tocqueville, in rela
tion to the causes of General Jackson’s election ; 
and which he finds exclusively in the glare of a 
military fame resulting from “a very ordinary 
achievement, only to be remembered where bat

tles are rare.” He says :
“ General Jackson, whom the Americans have 

twice elected to the head of their government, is 
a man of a violent temper and mediocre talents. 
No one circumstance in the whole course of his 
career ever proved that he is qualified to govern 
a free people ; and, indeed, the majority of the 
enlightened classes of the Union has always 
been opposed to him. But he was raised to the 
Presidency, and has been maintained in that 
lofty station, solely by the recollection of a Vic
tory which he gained twenty years ago, under 
the walls of New Orleans ;—a victory which, 
however, was a very ordinary achievement, and 
which could only be remembered in a country 
where battles are rare.”—(Chapter 17.)

This may piass for American history, in Europe 
and in a foreign language, and even finds abet
tors here to make it American history in the 
United States, with a preface and notes to en- I 
force and commend it: but America will find 
historians of her own to do justice to the nation
al. and to individual character. In the mean time 
I have some knowledge of General Jackson, and 
the American people, and the two presidential 
elections with which they honored the General ;

and will oppose it, that is, my knowledge, to the 
flippant and shallow statements of Mons. de Toc
queville. “ A man of violent temper.” I ought 
to know something about that—contemporaries 
will understand the allusion—and I can say that 
General Jackson had a good temper, kind and 
hospitable to every body, and a feeling of protec
tion in it for the whole human race, and espe- 
cially the weaker and humbler part of it. He had 
few quarrels on his own account ; and probably 
the very ones of which Mons. de Tocqueville had 
heard were accidental, against his will, and for 
the succor of friends. “ Mediocre talent, and 
no capacity to govern a free peojtle." In the 
first place, free people arc not governed by any 

j man, but by laws. But to understand the phrase 
as perhaps intended, that he had no capacity for 
civil administration, let the condition of the coun
try at the respective periods when he took up, 
and when he laid down the administration, 
answer. He found the country in domestic dis
tress—pecuniary distress—and the national and 
state legislation invoked by leading politicians to 
relieve it by empirical remedies tariffs, to re
lieve one part of the community by taxing the 
other ;—internal improvement, to distribute pub
lic money ;—a national bank, to cure the paper 
money evils of which it was the author;—the 
public lands the pillage of broken bank paperi- 
depreciated currency and ruined exchanges 
a million and a half of “unavailable funds” in 
the treasury ;—a large public debt the public 
money the prey of banks ;—no gold in the coud- | 
try—only twenty millions of dollars in silver, J 
and that in banks which refused, when ther 
pleased, to pay it down in redemption of their I 
own notes, or even to render back to depositor». I 
Stay laws, stop laws, replevin laws, baseless I 
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southern States, and unsettled questions of wrens 
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funds ; ” an abundant gold and silver currency ; 
the public debt paid off; the treasury made 
independent of banks ; the Indian tribes remov
ed from the States ; indemnities obtained from 
all foreign powers for all past aggressions, and 
io new ones committed ; several treaties obtain

ed from great powers that never would treat 
with us before ; peace, friendship, and commerce 
with all the world ; and the measures established 
which, after one great conflict with the expiring 
Bank of the United States, and all her affiliated 
banks in 1837, put an end to bank dominion in 
the United States, and all its train of contractions 
and expansions, panic and suspenèon, distress 
and empirical relief. This is the answer which 
the respective periods of the beginning and the 
ending of General Jackson’s administration 
gives to the flippant imputation of no capacity 
for civil government. I pass on to the next. 
•• The majority of the enlightened classes al- 
inays opposed to him.” A majority of those class
es which lions, de Tocqueville would chiefly see 
in the cities, and along the highways—bankers, 
brokers, jobbers, contractors, politicians, and spe
culators—were certainly against him, and ho as 
certainly against them : but the mass of the in
telligence of the country was with him ! and 
sustained him in retrieving the country from the 
deplorable condition in which the 11 enlightened 
disses ” had sunk it ! and in advancing it to that 
state of felicity at home, and respect abroad, 
which has made it the envy and admiration of 
the civilized world, and the absorbent of popula
tions of Europe. I pass on. liaised to the Pre- 
lidency and maintained there solely by the 
recollection of the victory at New Orleans.” 
Here recollection, and military glare, reverse the 
action of their ever previous attributes, and bc- 
tome stronger, instead of weaker, upon the lapse 
of time. The victory at New Orleans was gain
ed in the first week of the year 1815; and did 
not bear this presidential fruit until fourteen and 
eighteen years afterwards, and until three previ
ous good seasons had passed without production. 
There was a presidential election in 1816. when 
the victory was fresh, and the country ringing, 
and imaginations dazzled with it: but it did not 
Hike Jackson President, or even bring him for- 
vinl as a candidate. The same four years aftcr- 
rodS at the election of 1820—not even a can- 
tiitethen. Fouryears still later,at theclcction 
i 1824, he became a candidate, and—was not

elected ;—receiving but 99 electoral votes out of 
261. In the year 1828 he was first elected, re
ceiving 178 out of 261 votes; and in 1832 he 
was a second time elected, receiving 219 out 
of 288 votes. Surely there must have been 
something besides an old military recollection to 
make these two elections so different from the 
two former ; and there was ! That something 
else was principle ! and the same that I have 
stated in the beginning of this chapter as enter
ing into the canvass of 1828, and ruling its issue.
1 pass on to the last disparagement “ A victory 
which was a very ordinary achievement, and only 
to be remembered where battles were rare.” 
Such was not the battle at New Orleans. It 
was no ordinary achievement. It was a victory 
of 4,000 citizens just called from their homes, 
without knowledge of scientific war, under a lead
er as little schooled as themselves in that parti
cular, without other advantages than a slight 
field work (a ditch and a bank of earth) hastily 
thrown up—over double their numbers of 
British veterans, survivors of the wars of the 
French Revolution, victors in the Peninsula and 
at Toulouse, under trained generals of the Wel
lington school, and with a disparity of loss never 
before witnessed. On one side 700 killed (in
cluding the first, second and third generals) ; 
1400 wounded; 500 taken prisoners. On the 
other, six privates killed, and seven wounded ; 
and the total repulse of an invading army which 
instantly fled to its “ wooden walls,” and never 
again placed a hostile foot on American soil. 
Such an achievement is not ordinary, much less 
“wry” ordinary. Does Mons. de Tocqueville 
judge the importance of victories by the num
bers engaged, anil the quantity of blood shed, 
or by their consequences ? If the former, the 
cannonade on the heights of Yalmy (which was 
not a battle, nor even a combat, hut a distant 
cannon firing ill which few were hurt), must 
seem to him a very insignificant affair. Yet it 
did what the marvellous victories of Chamjiau- 
bvrt, Montmiriul, Ch.Ucau-Thierry, Yauchamps 
and Montcreau could not do—turned back tho 
invader, and saved the soil of France from the 
iron hoof of the conqueror’s horse! and was 
commemorated twelve years afterwards by the 
great emperor in a ducal title bestowed upon one 
of its generals. The victory at New Orleans 
did what the connonade at Valmy did—drove hack 
the invader ! and also what it did not do—de-
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stroycd the one fourth part of his force. And, 
therefore, it is not to be disparaged, and will pot 
be, by any one who judges victories by their 
consequences, instead of by the numbers engaged. 
And so the victory at New Orleans will remain 
in history as one of the great achievements of 
the world, in spite of the low opinion which the 
writer on American democracy entertains of it. 
But Mens, do Tocquevillc’s disparagement of 
General Jackson, and his achievement, does not 
stop at him and his victory. It goes beyond 
both, and reaches the American people, their re
publican institutions, and the elective franchise : 
It represents the people as incapable of self- 
government—as led off by a little military glare 
to elect a man twice President who had not onq 
qualification for the place, who was violent and 
mediocre, and whom the enlightened classes op- 
jioscd : all most unjustly said, but still to pass 
for American Iiistory in Europe, and with some 
Americans at home.

Regard for Mons. de Tocqueville is the cause 
of this correction of his errors : it is a piece of 
respect which I do not extend to the riffraff of 
Euro[)can writers who come here to pick up the 
gossip of the highways, to sell it in Europe for 
American history, and to requite with defama
tion the hospitalities of our houses. He is not 
of that class : he is above it : he is evidently not 
intentionally unjust. But he is the victim of the 
company which he kept wliile among us ; and his 
book must pay the penalty of the impositions 
practised upon him. The character of our coun
try, and the cause of republican government, 
require his errors to be corrected : and, unhap
pily, I shall have further occasion to perform 
that duty.

CHAPTER XXXIX.

RETIRING OF MR. MACON.

Philosophic in his temperament and wise in his 
conduct, governed in all his actions by reason 
and judgment, aud deeply imbued with Bible 
images, this virtuous and patriotic man (whom 
Mr Jefferson called “ the last of the Romans) ” 
had loag fixed the term of his political existence 
at the .age which the Psalmist assigns for the

limit of manly life : “ The days of our years are 
threescore years and ten ; and if by reason of 
strength they be fourscore years, yet is their 
strength labor and sorrow, for it is soon cut off, 
and we fly away. ” He touched that age in 
1828 ; and, true to all his purposes, he was true 
to his resolve in this, and executed it with the 
quietude and indifference of an ordinary transac
tion. Ho was in the middle of a third senatorial 
term, and in the full possession of all his faculties 
of mind and body ; but his time for «retirement 
had come—the time fixed by himself* but fixed 
upon conviction and for well-considered reasons, 
and inexorable to him as if fixed by fate. To 
the friends who urged him to remain to the end 
of his term, and who insisted that his mind was 
as good as ever, he would answer, that it was 
good enough yet to let him know that he ought 
to quit office before his mind quit him, and that 
he did not mean to risk the fate of the Archbishop 
of Grenada. Ho resigned his senatorial liofiors 
as he had worn them—meekly, unostentatiously, 
in a letter of thanks and gratitude to the General 
Assembly of his State;—and gave to reposent 
home that interval of thought and quietude which 
every wise man would wish to place between the 
turmoil of life and the stillness of eternity, lie 
had nine years of this tranquil enjoyment, and 
died without pain or suffering June 29th, 1837. 
—characteristic in death as in lifb. 11 was eight 
o’clock in the morning when he felt that the su
preme hour had come, had himself full-dressed 
with his habitual neatness, walked in the room 
and lay upon the bed, by turns conversing kind
ly with those who were about liim, and showing 
by his conduct that he was ready and waiting,but 
hurry ing nothing. It was the death of Socrates, 
all but the hemlock, and in that full faith of 
which the Grecian sage had only a glimmering. 
He directed his own grave on the point of a sterile 
ridge (where nobody would wish to plough), 
and covered with a pile of rough flint-stone, 
(which nobody would wish to build with), deem
ing this sterility and the uselessness of this rock 
the best security for that undisturbed repose of 
the bones which is still desirable to those who 
are indifferent to monuments.

In almost all strongly-marked characters there 
is usually some incident or sign, in early life, 
which shows that character, and reveals to the 
close observer the type of the future man. So 
it was with Mr. Macon. Ilis firmness, his pf
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triotism, his self-denial, his devotion to duty 
and disregard of office and emolument ; his mod
esty, integrity, self-control, and subjection of 
conduct to the convictions of reason and the dic
tates of virtue, all so steadily exemplified in a 
long life, were all shown from the early age of 
eighteen, in the miniature representation of indi
vidual action, and only confirmed in the subse
quent public exhibitions of a long, beautiful, and 
exalted career.

lie was of that age, and a student at Princeton 
college, at the time of the Declaration of Ameri
can Independence. A small volunteer corps was 
then on the Delaware. Me quit his books, join
ed it. served a term, returned to Princeton, and 
resumed his studies. I n the year 17 78 the South
ern States had become a battle-field, big with 
their own fate, and possibly involving the issue 
of the war. British fleets and armies appeared 
there, strongly supported by the friends of the 
British cause; and the conquest of the South 
was fully counted upon. Help was needed in 
these States; and Mr. Macon, quitting college, 
returned to his native county in North Carolina, 
joined a militia company as a private, and march
ed to South Carolina—then the theatre of the 
enemy’s operations. He had his share in all the 
hardships and disasters of that trying time ; was 
at the fal 1 of Fort Moultrie, surrender of Charles
ton, defeat at Camden ; and in the rapid winter 
retreat across the up|icr part of North Carolina, 
lie was in the camp on the left bank of the Yad
kin when the sudden flooding of that river, in 
the brief interval between the crossing of the 
Americans and the coming up of the British, ar
rested the pursuit of Cornwallis, and enabled 
Greene to allow some rest to his wearied and 
exhausted men. In this camp, destitute of every
thing and with gloomy prospects ahead, a sum
mons came to Mr. Macon from the Governor of 
North Carolina, requiring him to attend a meet
ing of the General Assembly, of which ho had 
ken elected a member, without his knowledge, 
by the people of his county. He refused logo:

I and the incident being talked of through the 
i amp. came to the knowledge of the general.
| Greene was a man himself, and able to know a 
| eon. He felt at once that, if this report was true, 

k young soldier was no common character ; and 
I determined to verify the fact. He sent for the 
1 young man, inquired of him, heard the truth, 
I and then asked for the reason of this unexpected

conduct—this preference for a suffering camp 
over a comfortable scat in the General Assem
bly 7 Mr. Macon answered him, in his quaint 
and sententious way, that he had seen the face) 
of the British many times, but had never seen 
their backs, and meant to stay in the army till 
he did. Greene instantly saw the material the 
young man was made of, and the handle by 
which lie was to be worked. That material was 
patriotism; that handle a sense of duty-; and 
laying hold of this handle, he quickly worked 
the young soldier into a different conclusion from 
the one that he had arrived at. lie told him he 
could do more good as a member of the General 
AsscnHily than as a soldier ; that in the army 
he was hut one man, and in the General Assem
bly he might obtain many, with the supplies 
they needed, by showing the destitution and 
suffering which he had se<#i in the camp ; and 
that it was his duty to go. This view of duty 
and usefulness was decisive. Mr. Macon obeyed 
the Governor’s summons ; and W.liis represen
tations contributed to obtain the supplies which 
enabled Greene to turn back and face Cornwallis, 
—fight him, cripple him, drive him further back 
th^ti lie had advanced (for Wilmington is South 
of'Camden), disable him from remaining in the 
South (of which, up to the battle of Guilford, 
he believed himself to he master) ; and sending 
him to Yorktown, where lie was captured, and 
the war ended.

The philosophy of history has not yet laid hold 
of the battle of Guilford, its consequences and 
effects. That battle made the capture at York
town. The. events are told in every history: 
their connection and dependence in. none. It 
broke up the plan of Cornwallis in the South, and 
changed the plan of Washington in tljfe North. 
Cornwallis was to subdue the Southern States, 
and was doing it until Greene turned upon him 
at Guilford. Washington was occupied with 
Sir Henry Clinton, then in New-York, with 
12,000 British troops. He had formed the heroic 
design to capture Clinton and his army (the 
French fleet co-operating) in that city, and there
by putting an end to the war. All his prepara
tions were going on for that grand consummation 
when he got the news of the battle of Guilford, 
the retreat of Cornwallis to Wilmington, his in
ability to keep the field in the South, and his 
return northward through the lower part of 
Virginia He saw his advantage—an easier prey
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—end the same result, if successful. Cornwallis 
or Clinton, cither of them captured, would put 
an end to the war. Washington changed his 
plan, deceived Clinton, moved rapidly upon the 
weaker general, captured him and his 7000 men ; 
and ended the revolutionary war. The battle 
of Guilford put that capture into Washington’s 
hands; and thus Guilford and Yorktown became 
connected ; and the philosophy of history shows 
their dependence, and that the lesser event was 
father to the greater. The State of North G'aro- 

-dioa gave General Greene 25,000 acres of west
ern tyid for that day’s work, now worth a million 
of dollats ; but the day itself has not yet obtain
ed its proper place in American history.

The military life of Mr. Macon finished with 
his departure from the camp on the Yadkin, and 
his civil public life commenced on his arrival at 
the General Assembly, to which he had been 
summoned—that civil public life in which he was 
continued above forty years by free elections— 
representative in Congress under Washington. 
Adams, Jefferson, and Madison, and long the 
Speaker of the House ; senator in Congress un
der Madison, Monroe, and John Quincy Adams ; 
and often elected President of the Senate, and 
until voluntarily declining ; twice refusing to be 
Postmaster General under Jefferson ; never tak
ing any office but that to which he was elected ; 
and resigning his last senatorial term when it 
was only half nin. But a characteristic trait 
remains to be told of his military life—one that 
has neither precedent nor imitation (the example 
of Washington being out of the line of compari
son) : he refused to receive pay, or to accept pro- 
tnotion, and served three years as a private 
through mere devotion to his country. And all 
the long length of his life was conformable to this 
patriotic and disinterested beginning : and thus 
the patriotic principles of the future senator were 
all revealed in early life, and in the obscurity of 
an unknown situation. Conformably to this be
ginning, he refused to take any thing under the 
modern acts of Congress for the benefit of the 
surviving officers and soldiers of the Revolution, 
and voted against them all, saying they had suf
fered alike (citizens and military), and f^l been 
rewarded together in the establishment of inde
pendence ; that the debt to the army had been 
settled by pay, by pensions to the wounded, by 
half-pay and land to the officers ; that no mili
tary claim could be founded on depreciated con

tinental paper money, from which the civil 
functionaries who performed service, and the far. 
mers who furnished supplies, suffered as much 
as any. On this principle he voted against the 
bill for Lafayette, against all the modem revo
lutionary pensions and land bounty acts, and 
refused to take any thing under them (for many 
were applicable to himself).

His political principles were deep-rooted, in
nate. subject to no change and to no machinery 
of party. He was democratic in the broad sense 
»f the word, as signifying a capacity in the people 
for self-government; and in its party sense, as 
in favor of a plain and economical administrà 
lion of the federal government, and against lati- 
tudinarian constructions of the constitution. Ho 
was a party man, not in ttie hackneyed sense of 
the word, but only where principle was concern
ed ; and was independent of party in all his so
cial relations, and in all the proceedings which 
he disapproved. Of this he £ave a strong in
stance in the case of General Hamilton, whom 
he deemed honorable and patriotic ; anti utterly 
refused to be concerned in a movement proposed 
to affect him personally, though politically op
posed to him. He venerated Washington, ad
mired the varied abilities and high qualities of 
Hamilton ; and esteemed and respected the emi
nent federal gentlemen of his time. He had af
fectionate regard for Madison and Monroe ; but 
Mr. Jefferson was to him the full and perfect 
exemplification of the republican statesman. 
His almost fifty years of personal and political 
friendship and association with Mr. Randolph is 
historical, and indissolubly connects their names 
and memories in the recollection of their friends, 
and in history, if it does them justice. He was 
the early friend of General Jackson, and intimate 
with him when he was a senator in Congress 
under the administration of the elder Mr. Adams; 
and was able to tell Congress and the world who 
he was when he began to astonish Europe and I 
America by his victories. He was the kind oh- [ 
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and wisely ; and was one of those speakers which 
Mr. Jefferson described Dr. Franklin to have 
been—a speaker of no pretension and great per
formance,—who spoke more good sense while he 
was getting up out of his chair, and getting back 
into it, than many others did in long discourses ; 
and he suffered no reporter to dress up a speech 
for him.

He was abbve the pursuit of wealth, but also 
above dependence and idleness ; and, like an old 
Roman of the cider Cato’s time, worked in the 
fields at the head of his slaves in the intervals 
of public duty ; and did not cease this labor until 
advancing age rendered him unable to stand the 
hot sun of summer—the only season of the year i 
when senatorial duties left him at liberty to fol
low the plough, or handle the hoe. I think it 
was the summer of 1817,—that was the last time 
(he told me) he tried it, and found the sun too 
hot for him—then sixty years of ■>»«--------

professions ; yet, when speaker of the House of 
Representatives, he displaced Mr. Randolph from 
the head of the committee of ways-and means, 

1 because the chairman of that committee should 
be on terms of political friendship with the ad
ministration,—which Mr. Randolph had then 
ceased to be with Mr. Jeflfcrson’s. He was 
above executive office, even the highest the 
President could give ; but not above the lowest 
the people could give, taking that of justice of the 
peace in his county, and refusing that of Post
master-General at Washington. He was op
posed to nepotism, and to all quartering of his 
connections on the government ; and in the 
course of his forty-years’ service, with the abso
lute friendship of many administrations and the 
perfect respect of all, he never had office or con
tract for any of his blood. He refused to be 

, „,.u u.vy uv wieu it, and found the sun too candidate for the vice-presidency, but took th
for him—then sixty years of age, a senator, place of elector on the Van Buren ticket in 183É 
the refuser of alToffice. How often I think He was against paper monrv en.i «.— 

him, when I see at'Wash'"-*—

hOt ---------- 0 7- -““Wl )

ind the refuser of al l'office. How often I think 
of him, when I see at'Washington robustious 
men going through a scene-vf supplication, tribu
lation, and degradation, to to tain office, which 
the salvation of the soul docs “Jjpt imp6so upon 
the vilest sinner ! His fields, his flocks, and his 
herds yielded an ample supply of domestic pro
ductions. A small crop of tobacco—three hogs
heads when the season was good, two when bad ] 
-purchased the exotics which comfort and ne
cessity required, and which the farm did not pro
duce. He was not rich, but rich enough to dis
pense hospitality and char ity, to receive all guests 
in his house, from the President to the day la
borer—no other title being necessary to enter 
his house but that of an h""-* —

___..... . au Buren ticket in 1836,He was against paper money and the paper sys
tem, and was accustomed to present the strong 
argument against both in the simple phrase, that 
this was a hard-money government, made by 
hard-money men, who had seen the evil of paper- 
money, and meant to save their posterity from it. 
He was opposed to security-ships, and held that 
no man ought to be entangled in the affairs 
of another, and that the interested parties alone 

' —those who expected to find their profit in the 
transaction—should hear the bad consequences, 
as well as enjoy the good ones, of their own 
dealings. He never called any one “friend” 
without being so ; and never expressed faith in 
the honor and integrity of a man without acting 
up to the declaration when it->------ ’

------ ou ; any never expressed faith-/-.re. mie ncing necessary to enter the honor and integrity of a man without actii
his house but that of an honest man ; rich up to the declaration when the occasion requin 
enough to bring up his family (two daughters) it. Thus, in constituting his friend Weldon 1 
is iccomplished ladies, and marry them to ac- Edwards, Esq., his testamentary and sole exec 
mnplished gentlemen—one to Willi»" w—tor, with large discret"»—------

____ , —... marry them to ac-
„_r__ 1 gentlemen—one to William Martin,

I Esq, the other to William Eaton, Esq., of Roan- 

I *e, my early school-fellow and friend for more 
I than half a century ; and, above all, he was rich 
I enough to pay as he went, and never to owe a 
I dollar to any man.

He was steadfast in his friendships, and would | 
«ike himself for a friend, but would violate no 
point of public duty to please or oblige liim. Of 
this his relations with Mr. Randolph gave a sig- 
nil instance. He drew a knife to defend him in 
Ik theatre at Philadelphia, 4hen menaced by 
we naval and military officers for words 
molten in debate, and deemed offensive to their ,

,__ ...o testamentary and sole exceltor, with large discretionary powers, he left a 
to his honor, and forbid him to account to an; 
court or power .or the manner in which h 
should execute that trust. This prohibitioi 
was so characteristic, and so honorable to botl 
parties, and has been so well justified by th< 
event, that I give it in his own words, as copied 
from his will, to wit:

“I subjoin the following, in my own ham 
writing, as a codicil to this my last will and tei 
tament, and direct that it be a part thereof—thi 
is to say. having full faith in the honor and ii 
tegrity of my executor above named, he shall no 
be held to account to any court or power what
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errer for the discharge of the trust confided by 
me to him in and by the foregoing will."

And the event has proved that his judgment, 
as always, committed no toiistake when it be
stowed that confidence. Ho had his peculiarities— 
idiosyncracies, if any one pleases—but they were 
born with him, suited to him, constituting a part of 
his character, and necessary to its completeness. 
He never subscribed to charities, but gave, and 
freely, according to his means—the left hand not 
knowing what the right hand did. He never 
subscribed for new books, giving as a reason to 
the soliciting agent, that nobody purchased his 
tobacco until it was inspected; and he could 
buy no book until he had examined it. He 
would not attend the Congress Presidential Cau
cus of 1824, although it was sure to nominate 
his own choice (Mr. Crawford); and, when a 
reason was wanted, he gave it in the brief answer 
that lie attended one once and they cheated him, 
and he had said that he would never attend 
another. Ho always wore the same dress—that 
is to say, a suit of the same material, cut, and 
color, superfine navy blue—the whole suit from 
the same piece, and in the fashion of the time of 
the Revolution ; and always replaced by a new 
one before it showed age. He was neat in his 
person, always wore fine linen, a fine cambric 
stock, a fine fur hat with a brim to it, fair top- 
boots—the boot outside of the pantaloons, on the 
principle that leather was stronger than cloth. 
He would wear no man’s honors, and when com
plimented on the report on the Panama mission, 
which, as chairman of the committee on foreign 
relations, he had presented to the Senate, he 
would answer, “ Yes ; it is a good report ; Taze
well wrote it.” Left to himself, he was ready 
to take the last place, ^nd the lowest seat any 
where; but in his representative capacity lie 
would suffer no derogation of a constitutional or 
of a popular right .Thus, when Speaker of 
the House, and a place behind the President’s |

Secretaries had been assigned him in some cere, 
mony, he disregarded the programme ; and, as
the elect of the elect of all the people, took his 
place next after those whom the national vote 
had elected. And in 1803, on ,the question to 
change the form of voting for President and 
Vice-President, and the vote wanting one of the 
constitutional number of two thirds, he resisted 
the rule of the House which restricted the 
speaker’s vote to a tie, or to a vote which would 
make a tie,—claimed his constitutional right to 
vote as a member, obtained it, gave the vote 
made the two thirds, and carried the amend
ment. And, what may well be deemed idiosyn
cratic in these days, he was punctual in the per
formance of all his minor duties to the Senate 
attending its sittings to the moment, attending 
all the committees to which he was appointed 
attending all the funerals of the members 
and officers of the Houses, always in time at 
every place where duty required him ; and re
fusing double mileage for one travelling, when 
elected from the House of Representatives to the 
Senate, or summoned to an extra session. He 
was an habitual reader and student of the Bible, 
a pious and religious man, and of the “ Unptist 
persuasion,” as he was accustomed to express it.

I have a pleasure in recalling the recollections 
of this wise, just, and good man, and in writing 
them down, not without profit, I hope, to rising 
generations, and at least as extending the know
ledge of the kind of men to whom we are indebt
ed for our independence, and for the form of 
government which they established for us. Mr. 
Macon was the real Cincinnatus of America, the 
pride and ornament of my native State, my he
reditary friend through four generations, my 
mentor in the first seven years of) my senatorial, 
and the last seven of his senatorial life ; and a 
feeling of gratitude and of filial affection mingles 
itself with this discharge of historical duty to 1 
memory.
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ADMINISTRATION OF ANDREW JACKSON.

CHAPTER XL.

COMMENCEMENT OF GENERAL JACKSON'S AD
MINISTRATION.

Ox the 4th of March, 1829, the new President 
was inaugurated, with the usual ceremonies, 
and delivered the address which belongs to the 
occasion ; and which, like all of its class, was a 
general declaration of the political principles by 
which the new administration would be guided. 
The general terms in which such addresses arc 
necessarily conceived preclude the possibility of 
minute practical view's, and leave to time and 
events the qualification of the general declarations. 
Such declarations are always in harmony with 
the grounds upon which the new President’s 
election had been made, and generally agreeable 
to Ids supporters, without being repulsive to his 
opponents; harmony and conciliation being an 
especial object with every new administration. 
So of General Jackson’s inaugural address on 
this occasion. It was a general chart of demo- 
mtic principles ; but of which a few paragraphs 
will bear reproduction in this work, as being 
other new and strong, or a revival of good old 

I principles, of late neglected. Thus: as a military 
i min his election had been deprecated as possibly 

lading to a military administration : on the con- 
1 tnry he thus expressed himself on the subject 

standing armies, and subordination of the 
I military to uie civil authority : “ Considering 

standing armies as dangerous to free govern- 
I men, in time of peace, I shall not seek to cn- 
! hrge our present establishment ; nor disregard

that salutary lesson of political experience which 
teaches that the military should be held subor
dinate to the civil power. ” On the cardinal 
doctrine of economy, and freedom from public 
debt, he said : “ Under every aspect in which it 
can be considered, it would appear that advantage 
must result from the observance of a strict and 
faithful economy. This I shall aim at the more 
anxiously, both because it will facilitate the ex
tinguishment of the national debt—the unneces
sary duration of which is incompatible with real 
independence ;—and because it will counteract 
that tendency to public and private profligacy 
which a profuse expenditure of money by the 
government is but too apt to engender.” Reform 
of abuses and non-intcrferenco with elections, 
were thus enforced : “ The recent demonstration 
of public sentiment inscribes, on the list of ex
ecutive duties, in characters too legible to 1* 
overlooked, the task of reform, which will re
quire, particularly, the correction of those abuses 
that have brought the patronage of the federal 
government into.conflict with the freedom of 
elections. ” The oath of office was administered 
by the venerable Chief Justice, Marshall, to whom 
that duty had belonged for about thirty years. 
The Senate, according to custom, having been 
convened in extra session for the occasion, the 
cabinet appointments were immediately sent , in 
and confirmed. They were, Martin Van Burcn, 
of New-York, Secretary of State (Mr. James A. 
Hamilton, of New-York, son of the late General 
Hamilton, being charged with, the duties of the 
office until Mr. Van Burcn could enter upon 
them) ; Samuel D. Ingham, of Pennsylvania,
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Secretary of the Treasury ; John II. Eaton, of 
Tennessee, Secretary at War; John Branch, of 
North Carolina, Secretary of the Navy ; John M. 
Berrien, of Georgia, Attorney General ; William 
T. Barry, of Kentucky, Postmaster General ; 
those who constituted the late cabinet, under 
Mr. Adams, only one of them, (Mr. John 
McLean, the Postmaster General,) classed poli
tically with General Jackson ; and a vacancy 
having occurred on the bench of the Supreme 
Court by the death of Mr. Justice Trimble, of 
Kentucky, Mr. McLean was appointed to fill it; 
and a further vacancy soon alter occurring, the 
death of Mr. Justice Bushrod Washington 
(nephew of General Washington), Mr. Henry 
Baldwin, of Pennsylvania, was appointed in his 
place. The Twenty-first Congress dated the 
commencement of its legal existence on the day 
of the commencement of the new administration, 
and its members were as follows :

SENATE.

Maine—John Holmes, Peleg Sprague.
New Hampshire—Samuel Bell, Levi Wood

bury.
Massachusetts—Nathaniel Silsbce,_ Daniel 

Webster.
Connecticut—Samuel A. Foot, Calvin Willey.
Rhode Island—Nehemiah R. Knight, Asher 

Robbins.
Vermont—Dudley Chase, Horatio Seymour.
New-York—Nathan Sanford, Charles É. Dud

ley.
New Jersey—Theodore Frelinghuysen, Mah- 

lon Dickerson.
Pennsylvania—William Marks, Isaac D. 

Barnard. *
Delaware—John M. Clayton, ( Vacant.)
Maryland—Samuel Smith, Ezekiel F. Cham

bers.
Virginia—L. W. Tazewell, John Tyler.
North Carolina—James Iredell, (Vacant.)
South Carolina—William Smith, Robert Y. i 

Hayne.
Georgia—George M. Troup, John Forsyth.
Kentucky—John Rowan, George M. Bibb.
Tennessee—Hugh L. White, Felix Grundy.
Ohio—Benjamin Ruggles, Jacob Burnet.
Louisiana—Josiah S. Johnston, Edward Liv- 

mgston.
Indiana—William Hendricks, James Noble.
Mississippi—Powhatan Ellis, ( Vacant.)
Illinois—Elias K. Kane, John McLane.
Alabama—John McKinley, William R. King.
Missouri—David Barton, Thomas H. Benton.

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.

Maine—John Anderson, Samuel Butman, 
George Evans, Rufus Mclntire, James W. Ripley, 
-Joseph F. Wingate—6. (One vacant.)

New Hampshire—John Brodhead, Thomas 
Chandler, Jossph Hammons, Jonathan Harvey. 
Henry Hubbard, John W. Weeks—G.

Massachusetts—John Bailey, Issac C. Bates 
B. W. Crowninshield, John Davis, Henry W, 
Dwight, Edward Everett, Benjamin Gorham, 
George Grennell, jr., James L. Hodges, Joseph 
G. Kendall, John Reed, Joseph Richardson, 
John Vamum—13.

Rhode Island—Tristam Burgess, Dutee J. 
Pearce—2.

Connecticut—Noyes Barber, Wm. W. Ells
worth, J. W. Huntington, Ralph J. Ingersoll 
W. L. Storrs, Eben Young—6.

Vermont—William Gaboon, Horace Everett, 
Jonathan Hunt, Rollin G. Mallary, Beniamin 
Swift—5.

New-York—William G. Angel, Benedict Ar
nold, Thomas Beckman, Abraham Bockee, Peter
I. Borst, C. C. Cnmbrcleng, Jacob Crocheron, 
Timothy Childs, Henry B. Cowles, Hector Craig. 
Charles G. Dewitt, John D. Dickinson, Jonas 
Earlljr.,George Fisher, Isaac Finch, Michael Hoff
man, Joseph Hawkins, Jehiel II. Halsey, Perkins 
King, James W. Lent, John Magee, llenry C. 
Mart indale, Robert Monell, Thomas Maxwell E. 
Norton, Gershom Powers, Robert S. Rose Hen- 
ry R. Storrs, James Strong, Ambrose Spencer, 
John W. Taylor, Phineas L. Tracy, Gulian. C. 
Verplanck, Campbell P. White—34.

New Jersey—Lewis Condict, Richard M. 
Cooper, Thomas II. Hughes, Isaac Pierson 
James F. Randolph, Samuel Swan—6.

Pennsylvania—James Buchanan, Richard 
Coulter, Thomas H. Crawford, Joshua Evans, 
Chauncey Forward, Joseph Frj, jr., James Ford,’ 
Innés Green, John Gilmore, Joseph Hemphill, 
Peter Ihrie, jr., Thomas Irwin, Adam King, 
George G. Lciper, II. A. Muhlenburg, Alcm 
Marr, Daniel II. Miller, William McCrcery, Wil
liam Ramsay, John Scott, Philander Stephens, 
John B. Sterigere, Joel B. Sutherland, Samuel 
Smith, Thomas II. Sill—25. ( One vacant.)

Delaware—Kcnsy Johns, jr.—1.
Maryland—Elias Brown, Clement Dorsey, 

Benjamin C. Howard, George E. Mitchell, Mi
chael C. Sprigg, Benedict I. Sommes, Richard 
Spencer, George C. Washington, Ephraim K. 
Wilson—9.

Virginia—Mark Alexander, Robert Allen, 
Wm. S. Archer, Wm. Armstrong, jr., John S. 
Barbour, Philip P. Barbour, J. T. Boulding, 
Richard Coke, jr., Nathaniel II. Claiborne, 
Robert B. Craig, Philip Doddridge, Thomas 
Davenport, William F. Gordon, Lewis Max
well, Charles F. Mercer, William McCoy, 
Thomas Newton, John Roane, Alexander Smyth, 
Andrew Stevenson, John Taliaferro, James | 
Trezvant—22.

North Carolina—Willis Alston, Daniel L I 
Barringer, Samuel P. Carson, H. W. Conner, I 
Edmund Deberry, Edward B. Dudley, Thomas I
II. Hall, Robert Potter, William B. Shepard, I 
Augustine II. Shepperd, Jesse Speight, Lewial 
W illiams—12. ( One vacant.)
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Georgia—Thomas F. Forster, Charles E. 
Haynes, Wilson Lumpkin, Henry G. Lamar, 
Wiley Thompson, Richard II. Wilde, James M. 
Wayne—7.

Kentucky—James Clark; N. D. Coleman, 
Thomas Chilton, Henry Daniel, Nathan Gaither, 
R. M. Johnson, John Kinknid, Joseph Lecompte, 
Chittenden Lyon, Robert P. Letcher, Charles 
X. Wickliffe, Joel Yancey—12.

Tennessee—John Blair, John Bell David 
Crockett, Robert Desha, Jacob C. Isacks, Cave 
Johnson, Pryor Lea, James K. Polk, James 
Standifcr—9.

Ohio—Mordecai Bartley, Joseph II. Crane, 
William Creightom James Findlay, John M. 
Goodenow, Wm. W. Irwin, Wm. Kennon, Wm. 
Russell. William Stanberry, James Shields John 
Thomson, Joseph Vance, Samuel F. Vinton, 
Elisha Whittlesey—14.

Louisiana—Henry II. Gurley, W. II. Over- 
ton, Edward D. White—3.

Indiana—Ratliff Boon, Jonathan Jennings, 
lohn Test—3.

Alabama—R. E. B. Baylor, C. C. Clay.XDix- 
on H. Lewis.—3.

Mississippi—Thomas Hinds—1. /
Illinois—Joseph Duncan—1.
Missouri—Spencer Pettis—1.

DELEGATES.
Michigan Territory—John Biddle—1. 
Arkansas Territory—A. II. Sevier—1. 
Florida Territory—Joseph M. White—1.

Andrew Stevenson, of Virginia, was re-elected 
i ipeaker of the House, receiving 152 votes out of 
i 191 ; and he classing politically with General 

Jackson, this large vote in his favor, and the 
mill one against him (and that scattered and 

| thrown away on several different names not Can- 
Mates), announced a pervading sentiment among 
the people, in harmony with the presidential elec- 
tion—and showing tlfat political principles, and 
«A military glare, had produced the G ncral’s 

| election.

CHAPTER XL I.

| HUT ANNUAL MESSAGE OF GENERAL JACKSON 
TO THE TWO HOUSES OF CONGRESS.

I hi first annual message of a new President, 
kng always a recommendation of practical

measures, is looked to with more interest than 
the inaugural address, confined as this latter 
must be, to a declaration of general principles. 
That of General Jackson, delivered the 8th of 
December, 1829, was therefore anxiously looked 
for ; and did not disappoint the public expecta
tion. It was strongly democratic, and contained 
many recommendations of a nature to simplify, 
and purify the working of the government, and 
to carry it back to the times of Mr. Jefferson-r- 
to promote its economy and efficiency, and to 
maintain the rights of the people, and of the 
States in ^administration. On the subject of 
electing a President and Vice-President of the 
United States, he spoke thus :

“ I consider it one of the most urgent of my 
duties to bring to your attention the propriety 
of amending that part of our Constitution which 
relates to the election of President and Vice- 
President. Our system of government w as, by 
its framers, deemed an experiment ; and they, 
therefore, consistently provided a mode of reme
dying its defects.

“ To the people belongs the right of electing 
their chief magistrate : it was never designed 
that their choice should, in any case, be defeated, 
either by the intervention of electoral colleges, 
or by the agency confided, under certain contin
gencies, to the House of Representatives. Expe- 
ricnca proves, that, in proportion as agents to 
execute the will of the people are multiplied, 
there is danger of their wishes being frustrated. 
Some may tie unfaithful : all are liable to err. 
So far, therefore, as the people can, with conve
nience, speak, it is safer for them to express their 
own will.

“In this, as in all other matters of public con
cern, policy requires that as few impediments as 
possible should exist to the free operation of the 
public will. Let us, then, endeavor so to amend 
our system, as that the office of chief magistrate 
may not be conferred upon any citizen but in 
pursuance of a fair expression of the will of tho 
majority.

“ I would therefore recommend such an amend
ment of the constitution as may remove all in
termediate agency in the election of President 
and Vice-President. The mode may be so regu
lated as to preserve to each State its present 
relative weight in the election ; and a failure 
in the first attempt may lie provided for, by con
fining the second to a choice between the two 
highest candidates. In connection with such an 
amendment, it would seem advisable to limit the 
service of the chief magistrate to a single term, 
of cither four or six years. If, however, it should 
not be adopted, it is worthy of consideration 
whether a provision disqualifying for office the 
Representatives in Congress on whom such an 
election may have devolved, would not be 
proper.”
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This recommendation in relation to our elec
tion system has not yet been carried into effect, 
though doubtless in harmony with the principles 
of our government, necessary to prevent abuses, 
and now generally demanded by the voice of the 
people. But the initiation of amehdmcnts to the 
federal constitution is too far removed from the 
people. It is in the hands of Congress and of 
the State legislatures ; but even there an almost 
impossible majority—that of two thirds of each 
House, or two thirds of the State legislatures— 
is required to commence the amendment ; and a 
still more difficult majority—that of three 
fourths of the States—to complete it. Hitherto 
all attempts to procure the desired amendment 
has failed ; but the friends of that reform should 
not despair. The great British parliamentary 
reform was only obtained after forty years of 
annual motions in parliament ; and forty years 
of organized action upon the public mind through 
societies, clubs, and speeches; and the incessant 
action of the daily and periodical press. In the 
meantime events are becoming more impressive 
advocates for this amendment than any language 
could be. The selection of 'President has gone 
from the hands of the people—usurped by irre
sponsible and nearly self-constituted bodies—in 
which the selection becomes the result of a jug
gle, conducted by a few adroit managers, who 
baffle the nomination, until they are able to 
govern it, and to substitute their own will for 
that of the people. Perhaps another example is 
not upon earth of a free people voluntarily relin
quishing the elective franchise, in a case so great 
as that of electing their own chief magistrate, 
and becoming the passive followers of an irre 
sponsible body—juggled, and baffled, and govern
ed by a few dextrous contrivers, always looking 
to their own interest in the game which they 
play in putting down and putting up men. 
Certainly the convention system, now more un
fair and irresponsible than the exploded congress 
caucus system, must eventually share the same 
fate, and be consigned to oblivion and disgrace. 
In the meantime the friends of popular election 
should press the constitutional amendment which 
would give the Presidential election to the peo
ple, and discard the use of an intermediate body 
which disregards the public will and reduces the 
people to the condition of political automatons.

Closely allied to this proposed reform was 
another recommended by the President in rela

tion to member^ of Congress, and to exclude 
them generally from executive appointments1 
and especially from appointments conferred by 
the President for whom they voted. The evil 
is the same whether the member votes in the 
House of Representatives when the election goes 
to that body, or votes and manages in a Congress 
caucus, or in a nominating convention. The act 
in either case opens the door to corrupt practices • 
and should be prevented by legal, or constitu
tional enactments, if it cannot be restrained by 
the feelings of decorum, or repressed by public 
opinion. On this point the message thus recom
mended :

“ While members of Congress can be consti
tutionally appointed to offices of trust and profit 
it will be the practice, even under the most con
scientious adherence to duty, to select them for 
such stations as they are believed to he better 
qualified to fill than other citizens ; but the 
purity of our government would doubtless be 
promoted by their exclusion from all appoint
ments in the gift of the President in whoso elec
tion they may have been officially' concerned. The 
nature of the judicial office, and the necessity 
of securing in the cabinet and in diplomatic sta
tions of the highest rank, the best talents and 
political experience, should, perhaps, except these 
from the exclusion.

On the subject of a navy, the message com 
tained sentiments worthy of the democracy in its 
early day, and when General Jackson was a 
member of the United States Senate. The re
publican party had a policy then in respect to 
a navy : it was, a navy for deeence, instead of 
conquest ; and limited to the protection of our 
coasts and commerce. That policy was im
pressively set forth in the celebrated instructions 
to the Virginia senators in the year 1800, in 
which it was said :

“ With respect to the navy, it may lie proper 
to remind you that whatever may "lie the pro
posed object of its establishment, or whatever 
may be the prospect of temporary advantages 
resulting therefrom, it is demonstrated by the 
experience of all nations, who have ventured far 
into naval policy, that such prospect is ultimate 
ly delusive ; and that a navy has ever in practice 
been known more as an instrument of power, 
a source of expense, and an occasion of collisions 
and wars with other nations, than as an instru
ment of defence, of economy, or of protection to 
commerce.”

These were the doctrines of the republican 
party, in the early stage of our government—in 
the great days of Jefferson and his compeers.
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We had a policy then—the result of thought, of 
judgment, and of experience : a navy for defence, 
and not for conquest : and, consequently, con- 
finable to a limited number of ships, adequate to 
Iheir defensive object—instead of thousands, 
aiming at the dominion of the seas. ’ That policy 
was overthrown by the success of our naval 
eombats during the war ; and the idea of a great 
navy became popular, without any definite view 
of its cost and consequences. Admiration for 
good fighting did it, without having the same 
effect on the military policy. Our army fought 
well also, and excited admiration ; but without 
subverting the policy which interdicted standing 
armies in time of peace. The army was cut 
down in peace : the navy was building up in 
peace. In this condition President Jackson 
found the two branches of the service—the army 
reduced by two successive reductions from a 
large body to a very small one—G000 men—and 
although illustrated with military glory yet re
fusing to recommend an army increase: the navy, 
from a small one during the war, becoming large 
during the peace—gradual increase the law— 
ship-building the active process, and rotting 
down the active effect ; and thus wo have been 
going on for near forty years. Correspondent 
to his army policy was that of President Jack- 
son in relation to the navy ; ho proposed a 
pause in the process of ship-building and ship- 
rotting. He recommended a total cessation of 
the further building of vessels of the first and 
second class—ships of the line, and frigates— 
with a collection of materials for future use— 
and the limitation of our naval policy to the ob
ject of commercial protection. Ho did not even 
include coÿt defence, his experience having 
shown him that the men on shore could defend 
the land. In a word, he recommended a naval 
policy ; and that was the same which the re
publicans of 1798 had adopted, and which Vir
ginia made obligatory upon her senators in 
1800 ; and which, under the blaze of shining 
victories, had yielded to the blind, and aimless,

I and endless operation of building and rotting 
peaceful ships of war. He said :

“In time of peace, we have need of no more 
ships of war than arc requisite to the protection 

I of our commerce. Those not wanted for this 
ect must lay in the harbors, where, without 

I proper covering, they rapidly decay ; and, even 
under the best precautions for their preserva- 

| turn, must soon become useless. Such is already

the case with many of our finest vessels ; which, 
though unfinished, will now require immense 
sums of money to be restored to the condition 
in which they were, when committed to their 
proper element. On this subject there can bo 
but little doubt that our best policy, would be, 
to discontinue the building of ships of the first 
and second class, and look rather to the pos
session of ample materials, préparai for tho 
emergencies of war, than to the number of ves
sels which wo can float in a season of peace, as 
the index of our naval power.”

This was written twenty years ago, and by a 
President who saw what he described—many ol 
our finest ships going to decay before they were 
finished—demanding repairs before they had 
sailed—and costing millions for which there was 
no return. We have been going on at the same 
rate ever since—building, and rotting, and sink
ing millions; but little to show for forty years 
of ship-carpentry ; and that little nothing to do 
hut to cruise where there is nothing to catch, 
and to carry out ministers to foreign courts who 
arc not. quite equal to the Franklins, Adamses 
and Jeffcrsons—the Pinckneys, Rufus Kings, 
and Marshalls—tho Clays, Gallatins and Bay
ards—that went out in common merchant ves
sels. Mr. Jefferson told me that this would be 
the case twenty-five years ago when naval glqry 
overturned national policy, and when a navy 
board was created to facilitate ship-construction. 
Ilut this is a subject which will require a chapter 
of its own, and is only incidentally mentioned 
now to remark that we have no policy with re
spect to a navy, and ought to have one—that 
there is n<f middle point between defence and 
conquest—and no sequence to a conquering navy 
but wars with the world,—and the debt, taxes, 
pension list, and pauper list of Great Britain.

The inutility of a Bank of the United States 
as a furnisher of a sound and uniform currency, 
and of questionable origin under our constitution, 
was thus stated : ^

“ The charter of the Bank of tho United States 
expires in 1830, and its stockholders will most pro
bably apply for a renewal of their privileges. In 
order to avoid tho evils resulting from precipi
tancy in a measure "involving such important 
principles, and such deep pecuniary interests, I 
feel that I cannot, in justice to the parties inter
ested, too soon present it to the deliberate con
sideration of the legislature and the people. 
Both the constitutionality and the expediency of 
the law creating this bank, are well ques
tioned by a large portion of our fellow-citizens ; 
and it must be admitted by all, that it has failed
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in the great end of establishing a uniform and 
sound currency.”

This is the clause which party spirit, and 
bank tactics, perverted àKthe time (and which 
has gone into history), into an attack upon the 
bank—a war upon the bank—with a bad mo
tive attributed for a war so wanton. At the 
lame time nothing could be more fair, and just, 
and more in consonance with the constitution 
which requires the President to make the legis
lative recommendations which he believes to be 
proper. It wras notice to all concerned—the 
bank on one side, and the people on the other—that 
there would be questions, and of high import— 
constitutionality and expediency—if the present 
corporators, at the expiration of their charter, 
should apply for a renewal of their privileges. 
It was an intimation against the institution, not 
against its administrators, to whom a compliment 
was paid in another part of the same message, in 
ascribing to the help of their “judicious arrange
ment ” the averting of the mercantile pressure 
which might otherwise have resulted from the 
iiidden withdrawal of the twelve and a half mil
lions which had just been taken from the bank and 
ipplied to the payment of the public debt. But of 
this hereafter. The receipts and expenditures were 
•trftcd, respectively, for the preceding year, and 
estimated for the current year, the former at a 
fraction over twenty-four and a half millions— 
the latter a fraction over twenty-six millions— 
with large balances in the treasury, exhibiting 
the constant financial paradox, so difficult to be 
understood, of permanent annual balances with 
an even, or even deficient revenue. The passage 
of the message is in these words :

“The balance in the treasury on the 1st of 
January, 1829, was five millions nine hundred 
and seventy-two thousand four hundred and 
thirty-five dollars and eighty-one cents. The 
receipts of the current year are estimated at 
twenty-four millions, six hundred and two thou
sand, two hundred and thirty dollars, and the 
expenditures for the same time at twenty-six 
millions one hundred and sixty-four thousand 
five hundred and ninety-five dollars ; leaving a 
balance in the treasury on the 1st of January 
next, of four millions four hundred and ten thou
sand and seventy dollars, eighty-one cents.”

Other recommendations contained the sound 
democratic doctrines—speedy and entire extinc
tion of the public debt—reduction of custom
house duties—equal and fair incidental protec
tion to the great national interests (agriculture, 
manufactures and commerce)—the disconnection

of politics and tariffs—and the duty of retrench
ment by discontinuing and abolishing all useless 
offices. In a word, it was a message of the old 
republican school, in which President Jackson 
had been bred ; and from which he had never 
departed ; and which encouraged the young dis
ciples of democracy, and consoled the old surviv
ing fathers of that school.

ANN

CHAPTER X L11.

THE RECOVERY OF THE DIRECT ffUDE WITH 
THE BRITISH WEST INDIA ISLANDS.

The recovery of this trade had been a large ob
ject with the American government from the 
time of its establishment. As British colonies 
we enjoyed it before the Revolution ; as revolted 
colonies we lost it ; and as an independent na
tion we sought to obtain it again. The position 
of these islands, so near to our ports and shores 
—the character of the exports they received 
from us, being almost entirely the product of 
our farms and forests, and their large amount, 
always considerable, and of late some fourmil
lions of dollars per annum—the tropical pro
ductions which we received in return, and the 
largo employment it gave to our navigation— 
all combined to give a cherished value to this 
branch of foreign trade, and to stimulate our 
government to the greatest exertions to obtain i 
and secure' its enjoyment ; and with the advan- | 
tage of being carried on by our own vessels. 
But these were objects not easily attainable, 
and never accomplished until the administiation 
of President Jackson. All power- arc jealous 
of alien intercourse with their colonies, and hare 
a natural desire to retain colbnial trade in their 
own hands, both for commercial and political 
reasons ; and have a perfect right to do so if 
they please. Partial and conditional admission 
to trade with their colonics, or total exclus*» 
from them, is in the discretion of the mother 
country ; and any participation in their trade 
by virtue of treaty stipulations or legislative 
enactment, is the result of concession—general
ly founded in a sense of self-interest, or at best 
in a calculation of mutual advantage. No 1« 
than six negotiations (besides several attempt* 
at “concerted legislation”) had been carried on

between the United States ai 
this subject ; and mil, until t 
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between the United States and Great Britain on 
Ihis subject ; and all, until the second year of 
General Jackson’s administration, resulting in 
nothing more than limited concessions for a 
year, or for short terms ; and sometimes cou
pled with conditions which nullified the privi
lege. It was a primary object of concern with 
General Washington’s administration ; and a 
knowledge of the action then had upon it eluci
dates both the value of the trade, the difficulty 
of getting admission to its participation, and the 
right of Great Britain to admit or deny its en
joyment to others. General Washington had 
practical knowledge on the subject. He had 
seen it enjoyed, and lost—enjoyed as British 
subjects, lost as revolted colonies and inde
pendent states—and knew its value, both from 
the use and the loss, and was most anxious to 
recover it. It was almost the first thing, in our 
foreign relations, to which he put his hand on 
becoming President ; and literally did he put 
his band to it. For as early as the 14th of Oc
tober, 1789—just six months after his inaugura
tion—in a letter of unofficial instructions to Mr. 
Gouverneur Morris, then in Europe, written 
,ith his own hand (requesting him to sound 
the British government on the subject of a com- 
mc'rial treaty with the United States), a point 

I thit he made was to ascertain their views in re

lation to allowing us the “privilege” of this 
I trade. Privilege was his word, and the instruc

tion ran thus : “ Let it be strongly impressed 
I on your mind that the privilege of carrying our 
! productions in our own vessels to their islands, 

and bringing, in return, the productions of those 
elands to our ports and markets, Is regarded 

bore as of the highest importance,” &c.
It was a prominent point in our very first ne

gotiation with Great Britain in 1794 ; and the 
instructions to Mr. Jay, in May of that year, 
shows that admission to the trade was then 
only asked as a privilege, as in the year ’89 
and upon terms of limitation and condition.
This is so material to the right understanding 
if this question, and to the future history of the 
eue, and especially of a debate and vote in the 
Senate, of which President Jackson’s instruc
tions through Mr. Van Buren on the same sub
ject was made the occasion, that I think it right 
to give the instructions of President Washing
ton to Mr. Jay in his own words. They were 
line:
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“ If to the actual footing of our commerce and 
navigation in the British European dominions 
could be added the privilege of carrying directly 
from the United States to the British West In
dies in our own bottoms generally, or of certain 
specified burthens, the articles which by the Act 
of Parliament, 28, Geo. III., chap. 6, may be 
carried thither in British bottoms, and of bring
ing them thence directly to the United States in 
American bottoms, this would afford an accepta
ble basis of treaty for a term not exceeding fif
teen years.”

An article was inserted in the treaty in con
formity to these principles—our carrying vessels 
limited in point of burthen to seventy tons and 
under ; the privilege limited in point of duration 
to the continuance of the then existing war be
tween Great Britain and the French Republic, 
and to two years after its termination ; and re
stricted in the return cargo both-as to the na
ture of the articles and the port of their destina
tion. These were hard terms, and precarious 
and the article containing them was “ suspended ” 
by the Senate in the act of ratification, in the 
hope to obtain better ; and arc only quoted here 
in order to show that this direct trade to the 
British West Indies was, from the beginning of 
our federal government, only sought as a privi
lege, to be obtained under restrictions and limi
tations, and subordinately to British policy and 
legislation. This was the end of the first nego
tiation ; five others were had in the ensuing 
thirty years, besides repeated attempts at “con
certed legislation ’’—all ending cither abortively
or in temporary and unsatisfactory arrange 
ments.

The most important of these attempts was in 
the years 1822 and 1823 : and as it forms an es
sential item in the history of this case, and shows, 
besides, the good policy of letting “ well-enough ” 
alone, and the great mischief of inserting an ap

parently harmless word in a hill of which no one 
secs the drift but those in the secret, I will here 
give its particulars, adopting for that purpose 
the language of senator Samuel Smith, of Mary- 

I land,—the best qualified of all our statesmen to 

speak on the subject, he having the practical 
knowledge of a merchant in addition to experi

ence as a legislator. His statement is this:

“ During the session of 1822, Congress was in
formed that an act was {lending in Parliament 
for the opening of the colonial ports to the com
merce of the United States. In consequence, an 
act was passed authorizing the President (then
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Mr. Monroe), in case the act of Parliament was 
satisfactory to him, to open the ports of the 
.United ™ntes to British vessels by his procla
mation. The act of Parliament was deemed 
satisfactory, and a proclamation was accordingly 
issued, and the trade commenced. Unfortunate
ly for our commerce, and I think contrary to 
justice, a treasury circular issued, directing the 
collectors to charge British vessels entering our 
ports with the alien tonnage and discriminating 
duties. This order was remonstrated against by 
the British minister (I think Mr. Vaughan). 
The trade, however, went on uninterrupted. 
Congress met, and a bill was drafted in 1823 by 
Mr. Adams, then Secretary of State, and passed 
both Houses, with little, if any, debate. 1 voted 
for it, believing that it met, in a spirit of reci
procity, the Britifjji act of Parliament. This bill, 
however, contained one little word, ‘'elsewhere ” 
which completely defeated al 1 our expectations. 11 
was noticed by no one. The senator from Mas
sachusetts (Mr. Webster) may have understood 
its effect, if he did so understand it, he was si
lent. The effect of that word 1 elsewhere” was 
to assume the pretensions alluded to in the in
structions to Mr. McLane. ( Pretension to a 
“right ” in the tradé.) The result was, that the 
British government shut their colonial ports iin- 
pediately, and thenceforward. This act of 1822 
gave us a monopoly (virtually) of the West In
dia trade. It admitted, free of duty, a variety 
of articles, such as Indian corn, meal, oats, peas, 
and beans. The British government thought 
wo entertained a belief that they could not do 
without our produce, and by their acts of the 
27th June and 5th July, 1825, they 0|>encd their 
ports to all the world, on terms far less advan
tageous to the United States, than those of the 
act of 1822.”

Such is the important statement of General 
Smith. Mr. Webster was present at the time, 
and said nothing. Both these acts were clear 
rights on the part of Great Britain, and that of 
1825 contained a limitation upon the time within 
which each nation was to accept the privilege it 
offered, or lose the trade for ever. This legisla
tive privilege was accepted by all nations which 
had any thing to send to the British West Indies, 
except the United States. Mr. Adams did not 
accept the proffered privilege—undertook to ne
gotiate for better terms—failed in the attempt— 
and lost all. Mr. Clay was Secretary of State, 
Mr. Gallatin the United States Minister in Lon
don, and the instructions to him were, to insist 
upon it as a “right” that our produce should be 
admitted on the same terms on which produce 
from the British possessions were admitted.— 
This was the “elsewhere,” 4c. The British 
government refused to negotiate ; and then Mr.

Gallatin was instructed to waive temporarily 
the demand of right, and accept the privilege 
offered by the act of 1825. But in the mean 
time the year allowed in the act for its accept
ance had expired, and Mr. Gallatin was told 
that his offer was too late ! To that answer the 
British ministry adhered ; and, from the month 
of July, 1820, the direct trade to the British 
West Indies was lost to our citizens, leaving 
them no mode of getting any share in that trade, 
cither in sending out our productions or recciv- 
ing theirs, but through the expensive, tedious, 
and troublesome process of a circuitous voyage 
and the intervention of a foreign vessel. The 
shock and dissatisfaction in the United States 
were extreme at this unexpected bereavement; 
and that dissatisfaction entered largely into the 
political feelings of the day, and became a point 
of attack on Mr. Adams’s administration, and an 
element in the presidential canvass which ended 
in his defeat.

In giving an account of this untoward event 
to his government, Mr. Gallatin gave an account 
of his final interview with Mr. Iluskisson, from 
which it appeared that the claim of “right” on 
the part of the United States, on which Mr. Gal
latin had been instructed to “insist,” was “tun- 
jorarily waived ;” but without effect. Irritation, 
on account Of old scores, as expressed by Mr 
Gallatin—or resentment at our pertinacious per
sistence to secure a “ right ” where the rest of 
the world accepted a “ privilege,” as intimated 
by Mr. Iluskisson—mixed itself with the re
fusal ; and the British government adhered to 
its absolute right to regulate the foreign trade 
of its colonies, and to treat us as it did the rest 
of the world. Tho/ollbwing are passages from 
Mr. Gallatin’s dispatch, from London, September 
11,1827:

“ Mr. Iluskisson said it was the intention of 
the British government to consider the inter- I 
course of the British colonies as being exclusive 
ly under its control, and any relaxation from 
the colonial system as an indulgence, to be 
granted on such terms as might suit the policy 
of Great Britain at the time it was granted. I 
said every question of rigif had, on this occa
sion, been waived on the part of the United 
States, the only object of the present. inquiry 
being to ascertain whether, as a matter of mu
tual convenience, the intercourse might not be 
opened in a manner satisfactory to both coun
tries. He (Mr. II.) said that it had appeared as 
if America had entertained the opinion that the
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British West Indies could not exist without her 
supplies ; and that she might, therefore, compel 
Great Britain to open the intercourse on any 
terms she pleased. 1 disclaimed any such belief 
or intention on the part of the United States. 
But it appeared to me, and 1 intimated it, indeed, 
to Mr. 1 luskisson, that he was acting rather un
der the influence of irritated feelings, on account 
of past events, than with a view to the mutual 
interests of both parties.”

Tills was Mr. Gallatin's last dispatch. An 
order in council was issued, interdicting the trade 
to the United States ; and he returned home. 
Mr. James Barbour, Secretary at War, was sent 
to London to replace him, and to attempt again 
the repulsed negotiation ; but without success. 
The British government refused to open the ques
tion: and thus the direct access to this valuable 
commerce remained sealed against us. President 
Adams, at the commencement of the session of 
Congress, 1827-28, formally communicated this 
fict to that body, and in terms which showed at 
once that an insult had been received, an injury 
sustained, redress refused, and ill-will established
between the two governments. lie said:

♦

11 At the commencement of the last session of 
Congress, they were informed of the sudden and 
unexpected exclusion by the British government, 
»f access, in vessels of the United States, to all 
ihtir colonial ports, except those immediately 
bordering upon our own territory.

‘ In the amicable discussions which have suc
ceeded the adoption of this measure, which, as it 
ifcctcdharshly the interests of the United States, 
became a subject of expostulation on our part,

I the principles upon which its justification has 
been placed have been of a diversified character. 
It has at once been ascribed to a mere recurrence 

I to the old long-established principle of colonial 
monopoly, and at the same time to a feeling of 
«sentaient, because the offers of an act of Par- 
lament, opening the colonial ports upon certain 
conditions, had not been grasped at with sufficient 
ngenicss by an instantaneous conformity to 
them. At a subsequent period it has been inti
mated that the new exclusion was in resentment, 
because a prior act of Parliament, of 1822, open
ly certain colonial ports, under heavy and bur- 
toemc restrictions, to vessels of the United 
States, had not been reciprocated by an admis
se of British vessels from the colonies, and 
the cargoes, without any restriction or dlscrimi- 
isthn whatever. But, be the motive for the 
■terdiction what it may, the British government 
hire manifested no disposition, cither by negoti- 
liiimor by corresponding legislative enactments, 
«recede from it; and we have been given dis- 
hstlly to understand that neither of the bills 
•inch were under the consideration of Congress 
« their last session, would have been deemed

sufficient in their concessions to have been reward
ed by any relaxation from the British interdict. 
The British government hive not only declined 
negotiation upon the subject, but, by the princi
ple they- have assumed with reference to it, have 
precluded even the means of negotiation, It be
comes not the self-respect of the United States, 
either to solicit gratuitous favours, or to accept, 
as the grant of a favor, that for which an ample 
equivalent is exacted.”

This was the communication of Mr. Adams to 
Congress, and certainly nothing could he more 
vexatious or hopeless than the case which he 
presented—an injury, an insult, a rebuff, and a 
refusal to talk with us upon the subject. Nego
tiation, and the hope of it, having thus terminat
ed, President Adams did what the laws required 
of him, and issued his proclamation making knqwn 
to the country the total cessation of all direct com
merce between the United States and the British 
West India Islands.

The loss of this trade was a great injury- to the 
United States (besides the insult), and was at
tended by circumstances which gave it the air of 
punishment for something that was past. It was 
a rebuff in the face of Europe; for while the 
United States were stertily and Unceremoniously 
cut off from the benefit of the act of 1825, for 
omission to accept it within the year, yet other 
powers in the same predicament (France, Spain 
and Russia) were permitted to accept after the 
year ; and the a irritated feelings” manifested by 
Mr. Iluskisson indicated a resentment which was 
finding its gratification. We were ill-treated, 
and felt it. The people felt it. It was an ugly 
case to manage, or to endure ; and in this period 
of its worst aspect General Jackson was elected 
President.

Ilis position was delicate and difficult. His 
election had been deprecated as that of a rash 
and violent man, who would involve us in quar
rels with foreign nations ; and here was a dissen
sion with a great nation lying in wait for him— 
prepared to his hand—the legacy of his predeces
sor—either to be composed satisfactorily, or to 
ripen into retaliation and hostility ; for it was 
not to he supposed that things could remain as 
they were. He had to choose between an attempt 
at amicable recovery of the trade by new over
tures, or retaliation—leading to, it is not known 
what. He determined upon the first of these al
ternatives, and Mr. Louis Me Lane, of Delaware, 
was selected for the delicate occasion. Ho was
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sent minister to London ; and in renewing an 
application which had been so lately and so cate
gorically rejected, some reason had to be given 
for a persistance which might seem both impor
tunate and desperate, and even deficient in self- 
respect ; and that reason was found in the simple 
truth that there had been a change of adminis
tration in the United States, and with it a change 
of opinion on the subject, and on the essential 
point of a “ right ” in us to have our productions 
admitted into her West Indies on the same terms 
as British productions were received ; that we 
were willing to take the trade as a “ privilege, " 
and simply and unconditionally, under the act of 
Parliament of 1825. Instructions to that effect 
had been drawn up by Mr. Van Buren, Secretary 
of State, under the special directions of General 
Jackson, who took this early occasion to act 
upon his cardinal maxim in our foreign inter
course : “ Ask nothing hut what is right—sub
mit to nothing wrong. ” This frank and candid 
policy had its effect. The great object was ac
complished. The trade was recovered ; and 
what had been lost under one administration, and 
precariously enjoyed undef^hers, and been the 
subject of fruitless negotiatioh for forty years, and 
under six different Presidents—Washington, John 
Adams, Jefferson, Madison, Monroe, Quincy Ad
ams—with all their accomplished secretaries and 
ministers, was now amicably and satisfactorily 
obtained under the administration of General 
Jackson ; and upon the basis to give it perpetu
ity—that of mutual interest and actual recipro
city. The act of Parliament gave us the trade 
on terms nearly as good as those suggested by 
Washington in 1789 ; fully as good as those 
asked for by him in 1794 ; better than those in
serted in the treaty of that year, and suspended 
by the Senate ; and, though nominally on the 
same terms as given to the rest of the world, yet 
practically better, on account of our proximity to 
this British market ; and our superabundance 
of articles (chiefly provisions and lumber) w hich 
it wants. And the trade has been enjoyed un
der this act ever since, with such entire satisfac
tion. that there is already an oblivion of the forty 
years’ labor which it cost us to obtain it ; and a 
generation has grown up, almost without know
ing to whom they are indebted for its present 
enjoyment. But it made its sensation at the 
time, and a great one. The friends of the Jack- 
son administration exulted ; the people rejoiced ;

Ah

gratification was general—but not universal; 
and these very instructions, under which such 
great and lasting advantages had been obtained, 
were made the occassion in the Senate of the 
United States of rejecting their ostensible author 
as a minister to London. But of this hereafter.

The auspicious conclusion of so delicate an af 
fair was doubtless first induced by General Jack- 
son’s frank policy in falling back upon Washing
ton’s ground of “ privilege, ” in contradistinction 
to the new pretension of “ right, ”—helped out a 
little, it may be, by the possible after-clap sug
gested in the second part of his maxim. Good 
sense and good feeling may also have had its in
fluence, the trade in question being as desirable 
to Great Britian as to the United States, and 
better for each to carry it on direct in their own 
vessels, than circuitously in the vessels of others; 
and the articles on each side being of a kind to 
solicit mutual exchange—tropical productions on 
one part, and those of the temperate zone on the 
other. But there was one thing which certainly 
contributed to the good result, and that was the 
act of Congress of May 29th, of which General 
Samuel Smith, senator from Maryland, was the 
chief promoter ; and by which the President was 
authorized, on the adoption of certain measures 
by Great Britian, to open the ports of the United 
States to her vessels on reciprocal terms. The 
effect of this act was to strengthen General Jack
son’s candid overture ; and the proclamation 
opening the trade was issued October the 5th. 
1830, in the second year of the first term of the 
administration of President Jackson. And under 
that proclamation this long desired trade has 
been enjoyed ever since, and promises to lie en
joyed in after time co-extcndingly with the dura 
tion of peace between the two countries.

CHAP T E K X L 111.

ESTABLISHMENT OF THE GLOBE NEWBPAPEt

At a presidential levee in the winter of 1830 
-’31, Mr. Duff Green, editor of the TtUgrapk 
newspaper, addressed a person then and now i 
respectable resident of Washington city (Mr. J 
M. Duncan son), and invited him to call at his 
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to call at his 
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would require a confidential interview. The call 
was made, and the object of the interview dis
closed, which was nothing less than to engage 
bis (Mr. Duncnnson’s) assistance in the execu
tion of a scheme in relation to the next presiden
tial election, in which General Jackson should 
be prevented from becoming a candidate for re- 
election, and Mr. Calhoun should be brought for
ward in his place. He informed Mr. Duncanson 
that a rupture was impending between General 
Jackson and Mr. Calhoun ; that a correspond
ence had taken place between them, brought 
about (as he alleged) by the intrigues of Mr. 
Van Huron ; that the correspondence was then 
in print, but its publication delayed until certain 

arrangements could be made ; that the demo
cratic papers at the most prominent points in 

I the States were to be first secured ; and men well 
known to the people as democrats, but in the ex
clusive interest of Mr. Calhoun, placed in charge 
of them as editors ; that as soon as the arrange
ments were complete, the Telegraph would 
startle the country with the announcement of 
the difficulty ( between General Jackson and 
Mr. Calhoun), and the motive for it ; and that 
all the secured presses, taking their cue from the 
Telegraph, would take sides with Mr. Calhoun, 
and cry out at the same time ; and the storm 
would seem to bo so universal, and the indigna
tion against Mr. Van Burcn would appear to be 
so great, that even General Jackson's popularity 
would be unable to save him.

Mr. Duncanson was then invited to take part 
in the execution of this scheme, and to take 
charge of the Frankfort (Kentucky) Argus; and 
flattering inducements held out to encourage him 
to do so. Mr. Duncanson expressed surprise and 
regret at all that he heard—declared himself the 
friend of General Jackson, and of his re-election 

! -opposed to all schemes to prevent him from 
bring a candidate again—a disbeliever in their 
iticcess, if attempted—and made known his dé
termination to reveal the scheme, if it was not 

I abandoned. Mr. Green bogged trim not to do so 
-said that the plan was not fully agreed upon ; 
and might not tie carried out. This was the end 
of the first interview. A few days afterwards 
Mr. Green called on Mr. Duncanson, and inform
ed him that a rupture was now determined upon, 

I and renewed his proposition that he should take 
I rharge of some paper, either as proprietor, or as 
| editor on a liberal salary—one that would tell on
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the farmers and mechanics of the country, and 
made bo cheap as to go into every workshop anti 
cabin. Mr. Duncanson was a practical printei 
—owned a good job office—was doing a large 
business, especially for the departments—and 
only wished to remain as he was. Mr. Green 
offered, in both interviews, to relievo him from 
that concern by purchasing it from him, and as
sured him that he would otherwise lose the 
printing of the departments, and be sacrificed. 
Mr. Duncanson again refused to have any thing 
to do with the scheme, consulted with some 
friends, and caused the whole to be communicat
ed to General Jackson. The information did not 
take the General by surprise ; it was only a con
firmation of what he well suspected, and had 
l>een wisely providing against. The history of 
the movement in Mr. Monroe’s cabinet, to bring 
him before a military court, for his invasion of 
Spanish territory during the Seminole war, had 
just come to his knowledge ; the doctrine of 
nullification had just been broached in Congress ; 
his own patriotic toast : “ The Federal Union : 
it must be preserved ”—had been delivered ; his 
own intuitive sagacity told him all the rest—the 
breach with Mr. Calhoun, the defection of the 
Telegraph, and the necessity for a new paj>er at 
Washington, faithful, fearless and incorruptible.

The Telegraph had been the central metro
politan organ of his friends and of the demo
cratic party, during the long and bitter canvass 
which ended in the election of General Jackson, 
in 1828. Its editor had been gratified with the 
first rich fruits of victory—the public printing 
of the two Houses of Congress, the executive 
patronage, and the organship of the administra
tion. The paper was still (in 1830) in it» 
columns, and to the public eye, the advocate and 
supporter of General Jackson ; hut he knew 
what was to happen, and quietly took his mea
sures to meet an inevitable contingency. In tire- 
summer of 1830, a gentleman in one of the pub
lic offices showed him a paper, the Frankfort 
(Kentucky) Argun, containing a powerful and» 
spirited review of a certain nullification speech 
in Congress. lie inquired for the author, ascer
tained him to be Mr. Francis P. Blair—not tho 
editor, hut an occasional contributor to the Argtis 
—and had him written to on the subject of tak
ing ciiarge of a paper in Washington. The ap
plication took Mr. Blair by surprise. He was 
not .thinking uf changing his residence and pur*
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suits. He was well occupied where he was— 
clerk of the lucrative office of the State Circuit 
Court at the capital of the State, salaried presi
dent of the Commonwealth Hank (by the elec
tion of the legislature), and proprietor of a farm 
and slaves in that rich State. But he was devot
ed to General Jackson and his measures, and did 
not hesitate to relinquish his secure advantages 
at home to engage in the untried business of 
editor at Washington. He came—established the 
Globe newspaper—and soon after associated with 
John C. Rives,—a gentleman worthy of the 
association and of the confidence of General Jack- 
son and of the democratic party : and under their 
management, the paper became the efficient and 
faithful organ of the administration during the 
whole period of his service, and that of his suc
cessor, Mr. Van Buren. It was established in 
time, and just in time, to meet the advancing 
events at Washington City. All that General 
Jackson had foreseen in relation to the conduct 
of the Telegraph, and all that had been com
municated to him through Mr. Duncanson, came 
to pass : and he found himself, early in the first 
term of his administration, engaged in a triple 
war—with nullification, the Bank of the United 
States, and tlie whig party :—and must have 
been without defence or supjiort from the news
paper press at Washington had it not been for 
his foresight in establishing the O'lobe.

CHAPTER X LIV.

LIMITATION OF PUBLIC LAND SALES. SUSPEN
SION OF SURVEYS. ABOLITION OF TIIE OFFICE 
OF SURVEYOR GENERAL ORIGIN OF TIIE UNI
TE!) STATES LAND SYSTEM. AUTHORSHIP OF 
THE ANTI-SLAVERY ORDINANCE OF 1774 SLA
VERY CONTROVERSY. PROTECTIVE TARIFF. 
INCEPTION OF TIIE DOCTRINE OF NULLIFICA
TION.

At the commencement of the session 1K29-’.'10, 
Mr. Foot, of Connecticut, submitted in the Sen
ate a resolution of inquiry which excited mu«h 
feeling among the western members of that body. 
It was a proposition to inquire into the cx|ic- 
diency of limiting the sales of the public lands to 
those then in market—to suspend the surveys 
of the public lands—and to abolish the office of 
Surveyor General. The effect of such a resolu

tion, if sanctioned upon inquiry and carried into 
legislative effect, would have been to check emi
gration to the new States in the West—to check 
the growth and settlement of these States and 
territories—and to deliver up large portions of 
them to the dominion of wild beasts. In that 
sense it was immediately taken up by myself 
and other western members, and treated as an 
injurious proposition—inciting ns well as inju
rious—and not fit to be considered by a com
mittee, much less to be reported upon anil adop. 
ted. I opened the debate against it in a speech 
of which the following is an extract:

“ Mr. Benton disclaimed all intention of hat- 
ing any thing to do with the motives of the 
mover of the resolution : he took it according to 
its effect and operation, and conceiving this to l« 
eminently injurious to the rights and interests 
of the new States and Territories, he should jus
tify the view which he had taken, and the vote 
he intended to give, by an exposition of facts 
and reasons which would show the disastrous 
nature of the practical effects of this resolution.

“ On the first branch of these effects—check
ing emigration to the West—it is clear, that, if 
the sales are limited to the lands now in market, 
emigration will cease to flow ; for these lands 
are not of a character to attract people at a dis
tance. In Missouri they arc the refuse of forty 
years picking under the Spanish Government 
and twenty more under the Government of the 
United States. The character anil value of this 
refuse had been shown, officially, in the reports 
of the Registers and Receivers, made in obedience 
to a call from the Senate. Other gentlemen 
would show what was said of it in their respec
tive States; he would coniine himself to his 
Own. to the State of Missouri, and show it to lie 
miserable indeed. The St. Ixrtiis District, con
taining two anil a quarter millions of acres, wis 
estimated at an average value of fifteen cents [cr 
acre; the Cairo Girardeau District, containing 
four and a half millions of acres, was estimated 
at twelve and a half cents [at acre ; the Wes- j 
tern District, containing one million and three 
quarters of acres, was estimated at sixty-two 
and a half cents ; from the other two districts | 
there was no intelligent or pertinent return ; hot 
assuming them to be equal to the Western 1 
tnct, and the average value of the lands they I 
contain would be only one half the amount of I 
the present minimum price. This being the I 
state of the lands in Missouri which would bel 
subject to sale under the o|icration of this rests I 
lotion, no emigrants would lie attracted to them.f 
Versons w ho remove to new countries wantnerl 
lands, first choices ; anti if they cannot get these, I 
they have no sufficient inducement to tpovu.
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limiting the settlements in the new States and 
Territories. This limitation of settlement would 

the inevitable effect of confining the sales to 
the lands now in market. These lands in Mis
souri, only amount to one third of the State. 
By consequence, only one third could be settled. 
Two thirds of the State would remain without 
inhabitants ; the resolution says, for ‘a certain 
period,’ and the gentlemen, in their speeches, 
expound this certain period to he seventy-two 
years. They say seventy-two millions of acres 
are now in market ; that we sell hut one million 
a year ; therefore, we have enough to supply the 
demand for seventy-two years. It does not en
ter their heads to consider that, if the price was 
adapted to the value, all this seventy-two mil
lions that is fit for cultivation would he sold 
immediately. They must go on at a million a 
year for seventy-two years, the Scripture term of 
the life of man—a long period in the ago of a 
nation ; the exact period of the Babylonish enp- 
tjvitv—a long and sorrowful period in the his
tory of the Jews; and not less long nor less 
sorrowful in the history of the West, if this 

l resolution should take effect.
■■The third point of objection is. that it would 

deliver up large ]xirtions of new States and Ter
ritories to the dominion of wild beasts. In Mis
souri. this surrender would be equal to two-thirds 
of the State, comprising about forty thousand 
square miles, covering the whole valley of the 
Osage Hiver, besides many other parts, and ap
proaching within a dozen miles of the centre and 
capital of the State. All this would be dcliver- 

| at up to wild beasts: for the Indian title is ex
tinguished, and the Indians gone ; the white pieo- 

I pit would be excluded from it ; beasts alone 
would take it; and nil this in violation of the 
Divine command to replenish the earth, to in
crease and multiply upon it, and to have domin
ion over the beasts of tlw forest, the birils of the 
air. the fish ill the waters, and the creeping 
things of the earth.

-The fourth poiwtwif objection is, in the remo
val of the land records—the natural effect of 
abolishing all the offices of the Surveyors General. 
These offices are five in number. It is promised 
to abolish them all, and the reason assigned in 
Mate is, that they are sinecures ; that is to 
ay, offices which have revenues and no cmplov- 
amt. This is the description of a sinecure. 
We have one of these offices in Missouri, and I 
know something of it. The Surveyor General, 
Colonel McRee, ill point of fidelity to his trust. 
Wongs to the school of Nathaniel Macon ; in 

t of science and intelligence, he belongs to 
I tie first order of men that Europe or America 
Imttras. He and his clerks carry labor and 
Ihdgery to the ultimate point of human cxer- 
■ta. awl still fall short of the task before them ; 
Ini this is an office which it is proposed to 
■Wish under the notion of a sinecure, as an 
■fa with revenues, and without employment. 
|&t abolition of these offices would involve the 

sityof removing all their records, and thus

depriving the country of all the evidences of the 
foundations of all the land titles. This woulo 
be sweeping avork ; but the gentleman’s plan 
would be incomplete without including the 
General Land Office in this city, the principal 
business of which is to superintend the five Sure'-''" 
veyor General’s offices, and for which there could 
be but little use after they were abolished.

“ These arc the practical effects of the resolu
tion. Emigration to the new states checked ; 
their settlement limited ; a large portion of their 
surface delivered up to the dominion of beasts ; 
the land records removed. Such arc the injuries 
to he inflicted upon the new States, and we, the 
senators from those States, are called upon to 
vote in favor of the resolution which proposes to' 
inquire into the expediency of committing all 
these enormities ! 1, for one, will not do it. I
will vote for no such inquiry. I would as soon 
vote for inquiries into the expediency of confla
grating cities, of devastating provinces, and of 
submerging fruitful lands under the waves of tilt 
ocean.

“ I take my stand upon a great moral principle. 
that it is never right to inquiry into the expedi
ency of doing Wrong.

•• The proposed inquiry is to do wrong ; to in
flict unmixed, unmitigated evil upon the new 
States and Territories. Such inquiries are not 
to ho tolerated. Courts of law will not sustain 
actions which have immoral foundations ; legis-i 
lativc bodies should not sustain inquiries which 
have iniquitous conclusions. Courts of law make' 
it an object to give public satisfaction in the adf 
ministration of justice ; legislative bodies should 
consult the public tranquillity in the prosecution 
of their measures. They should not alarm and 
agitate the country ; j y et. this inquiry, jf it goes 
on. will give the greatest dissatisfaction to the 
new States in the West and South. It will alarm 
and agitate thorn, anil ought to do it. It will 
connect itself with other inquiries going on else
where—in the other end of this-building—in the 
I loupe of Representatives—to make the new 
States a source of revenue to the old ones, to de
liver them up to a new set of masters, to throw 
them as grajies into the wine press, to tie trod 
and squeezed as long us ono drop of juice could 
tic pressed from their hulls. These measures will 
go together ; and if that resolution passes, and 
this one passes, the transition will he easy and 
natural, from dividing the money after the lands 
are sold, to divide the lands lieforc they are sold, 
and then to renting the land and drawing an an
nual income, instead of selling it for a price i™ 
hand. The signs are portentous ; the crisis is 
alarming ; it is time for the new States to wake 
up to their danger, and to prepare for a struggle 
which carries ruin and disgrace to them, if the 
issue is against them.”

The debate spread, and took an acrimonious 
turn, and sectional, imputing to the quarter of 
the Union from which it came an old, and early 
policy to check the growth of the West at tlm
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cutset by proposing to limit the sale of the west
ern lands to a clean riddance ” as they went— 
selling no tract in advance until all in the rear 
was sold out. It so happened that the first or
dinance reported for the sale and survey of west
ern lands in the Congress of the Confederation, 
(1785.) contained a provision to this effect ; and 
came from a committee strongly Northern—two 
to one, eight against four: and was struck out 
in the House on the motion of southern members, 
supported by the whole power of the South. I 
gave this account of the circumstance : .

u The ordinance reported by the committee, I 
contained the plan of surveying the public lands, 
which has since been followed. It adopted the | 
scientific principle of ranges of townships, which 
has been continued ever since, and found so 
beneficial in a variety of ways to the country. 
The ranges began on the Pennsylvania line, and 
proceeded west to the Mississippi ; and since the 
acquisition of Louisiana, they have proceeded 
west of that river ; the townships began upon 
the Ohio River, anil proceeded north to the Lakes. 
The townships were divided into sections of a 
mile square, six hundred and forty acres each ; 
and the minimum price was fixed at one dollar 
per acre, and not less than a section to bo sold 
together. This is the outline of the present plan 
of sales and surveys; and, with the modifica
tions it has received, and may receive, in gradua
ting the price of the land to the quality, the plan 
i» excellent. Rut a principle was incorporated 
in the ordinance of the most fatal character. It 
was, that each township should be sold out com
plete before any land could bo offered in the next 
one! This was tantamount to a law that the 
lands should not be sold ; that the country should 
not be settled : for it is certain that every town
ship, or almost everyone, would contain land un
fit for cultivation, and for which no person would 
give six hundred and forty dollars for six hun
dred and forty acres. The effect of such a pro
vision may be judged by the fact that al>ove one 
hundred thousand acres remain to this day un
sold in the first land district ; the district of Steu
benville, in Ohio, which included the first range 
and first township. If that provision had re- i 
inained in the ordinance, the settlements would 
not yet have got out of sight of the Pennsylva
nia line. It was an unjust and preposterous 
provision. It required the people to take the 
country clean before them ; buy all as they went ; 
mountains, hills, and swamps ; rocks, glens, and 
prairies. They were to make clean work, as the 
giant Polyphemus did when he ate up the com
panions of U lysses :

‘No entrails, blood, nor solid bone remains.’

Nothin; conlil lie more iniquitous than such a 
provision. It was like requiring your guest to eat 
all the hones on his plate before he should have 
more meat. To say that township No. 1 should

be sold out complete before township No. 2 should 
be ottered for sale, was like requiring the bones 
of the first turkey to be cat up before the breast 
of the second one should be touched. Yet such 
was the provision contained in the first ordinance 
for the sale of the public lands, reported by a 
committee of twelve, of which eight were from 
the north and four from the south side of tho 
l’otomac. How invincible must have been the 
determination of some politicians to prevent the 
settlement of the West, when they would thus 
counteract the sales of the lands which hail just 
been obtained after years of importunity, for tin 
payment of the public debt !

“ When this ordinance was put upon its pas
sage in Congress, two Virginians, whose names, 
for that act alone, wopid deserve the lasting gra
titude of the West, levelled their blows against 
the obnoxious provision. Mr. Grayson moved to 
strike it out, and Mr. Monroe seconded him;and 
after an animated and arduous contest, they suc
ceeded. The whole South supjiorted them ; not 
one recreant arm from the South ; many scatter
ing members from the North also voted with 
the South, and in favor of the infant West ; prov
ing then, as now, and as it always has been, that 
the West has true supporters of her ridits and 
interests—unhappily not enough of tlem—in 
that quarter of the Lnion from which the mea
sures have originated that several times threaten, 
ed to be fatal to her.”

Still enlarging its circle, but as yet still confined 
to the sale and disposition of the public lands, 
the debate went on to discuss the propriety ol 
selling them to settlers at auction prices, and at 
an abitrary minimum for all qualities, and are 
fusai of donations ; and in this hard policy the 

i North was again considered as the exacting part 
1 of the Union—the South as the favorer of liberal 
terms, and the generous dispenser of gratuitous j 
grants to the settlers in the new States and Ter
ritories. On this point, Mr. Ilavue, of South I 

Carolina, thus expressed himself :

“The payment of ‘a penny,’ or a ‘pepper 
corn,’ was the stipulated price which our fathers 
along the whole Atlantic coast, now composing 
the old thirteen States, paid fur their lands; and 
even when conditions, seemingly more substan
tial, were annqxed to the grants ; such for instance 
as 1 settlement and cultivation ; ’ these were con
sidered as substantially complied with, by the 
cutting down a few trees and erecting a log cabin 
—the work of only a few days. Even these tom 
ili t ions very soon came to he considered as inert!) 
nominal, and were never required to he pursue, 
in order to vest in the grantee the fee simplet 
the soil. Such was the system under which thi 
country was originally settled, and under wind 
the thirteen colonies nourished and grew up l 
that early and vigorous manhood, which ciiabltj 
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and I beg gentlemen to recollect, and note the 
fact, that, while they paid substantially nothing 
to the mother country, the whole profits of their 
industry were suffered to remain in their own 
hands. Now, what. let us inquire, was the rea
son which has induced all nations to adopt this 
gvstem in the settlement of new countries ? 
Can it be any other than this ; that it affords the 
only certain means of building up in a wilder
ness. great and prosperous communities ? Was 
not that policy founded on the universal belief, 
that the conquest of a new country, the driving 
outi: the savage beasts and still more savage men,” 
cutting down and subduing the forest, and en
countering all the hardships and privations neecs^ 
snrilv incident t® the conversion of the wilder
ness into cultivated fields, was worth the fee sim
ple of the soil 1 And was it not believed that 
ihc mother country found ample remuneration 
for the value of the land so granted, in the addi- 

I tions to her [tower and the new sources of com
merce and of wealth, furnished by prosperous 
in(l populous States '! Now, sir, 1 submit to the 
undid consideration of gentlemen, whether the 
policy so diametrically opposite to this, which lias 
teen invariably pursued by the United States to- 
rirds the new States in the West has been quite 
y j0st and liberal, as we have been accustomed 
to believe. Certain it is. that the British colo
nies to the north of us, and the Spanish and French 
to the south and west, have been fostered and 
reared up under a very different system. Lands, 
which had been for fifty or a hundred years open to 
irerv settler, without any charge beyond the ex- 

j j*nsc of the survey, were, the moment they fell 
«to the hands of the United States, held up for 
ale at the highest price that a public auction, at 
thf roost favorable seasons, and not unfrequcntly 
(spiritof the wildest competition, could produce ; 
nth a limitation that they should never lie sold 
below a certain minimum price ; thus making it. 
as it would seem, the cardinal point of our policy, 

I jot to settle the country, and facilitate the iorma- 
1 » of new States, but to till our rollers by coin

ing our lands into gold.”

The debate was taking a turn which was for- 
agn to the expectations of the mover of the res- 

| dation, and which, in leading to sectional crimi- 
I «bons, would only inflame feelings without lead- 
I ig to any practical result. Mr. Webster saw 

is; and to get rid of the whole subject, moved 
I ils indefinite post[tonement ; but in arguing his 
I notion he delivered a speech which introduced 
I tew topics, and greatly enlarged the scope, and 
I ntended the length of the debate which he pro- 
1 pond to terminate. One of these new topics re- 
I bed to the authored ip, and the merit of pass- 
li; the famous ordinance of 1787, for the gov- 
Itrament of the Northwestern Territory, and es- 
1 pally in relation to the antislavery clause

which that ordinance contained. Mr. Webster 
claimed the merit of this authorship for Mr. 
Nathan Dane—an eminent jurist of Massachu
setts, and avowed that “ it wax carried by the 
North, and by the North alone." I replied, 
claiming the authorship for Mr. Jefferson, and 
showing from the Journals that he (Mr. Jeffer
son) brought the measure into Congress in the 
year 1784 (the 19th of April of that year), as 
chairman of a committee, with the antislavery 
clause in it, which Mr. Speight, of North Caroli
na, moved to strike out ; and it was struck out 

the three Southern States present voting for 
ie striking out, because the clause did not then 

contain the provision in favor of the recovery of 
fugitive slaves, which was afterwards ingrafted 
upon it. Mr. Webster says it was struck out 
because :1 nine States ” did not vote for its reten
tion. That is an error arising from confounding 
the [towers of the confederation. Nine States 
were only required to concur in measures of the 
highest import, as declaring war, making peace, 
negotiating treaties, &c.,—and in all ordinary 
legislation the concurrence of a bare majority 
(seven) was sufficient ; and in this case there 
were only six States voting for tho retention, 
New Jersey being erroneously counted* by Mr. 
Webster to make seven. If she bad voted the 
numlier would have been seven, and the clause 
would have stood. He was led into the error by 
seeing the name of Mr. Ditk appearing in the 
call for New Jersey ; but New Jersey was not 
present as a State, being represented by only one 
member, and it requiring two to constitute the 
presence of a State. Mr. Dick was indulged with 
[mtting his name on the Journal, but bis vote 
was not counted. Mr. Webster says the ordi
nance reported by Mr. Jefferson in 1784. did not 
pass into a law. This is a mistake again. Ii 
did pass ; and that within five days after the 
antislavery clause was struck out—and that 
without any attempt to renew that clause, 
although the competent number (seven) of 
non-slavcholding States were present—the col
league of Mr. Dick having joined him, and con
stituted the presence of New Jersey. Two years 
afterwards, in July 1787, the ordinance was [Hiss
ed over again, ns it now stands, and was pre
eminently the work of the South. The ordi
nance. as it now stands, was reported by a com
mittee of five members, of whom three were 
from slaveholding States, and two (and one of
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them the chairman) were from Virginia alone. 
It revived its first reading the day it was re
ported—its second reading the next day, when 
one other State had appeared—the third reading 
on the day ensuing ; going through all the 
forms of legislation, and becoming a law in three 
days—receiving the votes of the eight States 
present, and the vote of every member of each 
State, except one ; and that one from a free 
State north of the Potomac. These details I 
verified by producing the Journals, and showed 
under the dates of July 11th, 1787, and July 12th 
and 13th, the votes actually given for the ordi
nance. The same vote repealed the ordinance 
(Mr. Jefferson’s) ef 1784. I read in the Senate 
the passages from the Journal , of the Congress 
of the confederation, the passages which showed 
these votes, and incorjK)rated into the speech 
which I published, the extract from the Journal 
which I produced ; and now incorporate the same 
in this work, that the authorship of that ordi
nance of 1787, and its passage through the old 
Congress, may be known in all time to come as 
the indisputable work, l>oth in its conception and 
consummation, of the South. This is the ex
tract:

THE JOURNAL.

Wednesday, July 1 \lh, 1787.
“ Congress assembled : Present, the seven 

States above mentioned.” (Massachusetts, New 
York, New Jersey, Virginia. North Carolina, 
South Carolina, and Georgia—7.)

“The Committee, consisting of Mr. Carring
ton (of Virginia). Mr. Dane (of Massachusetts), 
Mr. It. II. Lee (of Virginia), Mr. Kean (of South 
Carolina), and Mr. Smith (of New York), to 
whom was referred the report of a committee 
touching the temporary government of the West
ern Territory, reported an ordinance for the go
vernment of the Territory of the United States 
northwest of the river Ohio ; which was read a 
first time.

“Ordered, That to-morrow be assigned for 
the second reading.”

“ Thursday, July 12///, 1787.
“ Congress assembled : Present, Massachu

setts, New York, New Jersey. Delaware, Vir
ginia. North Carolina, South Carolina, and G cor- 
gia—(8.)

“ According to order, the ordinance for the 
government of the Territory of the United States 
northwest of the river Ohio, was read a second 
time.

“ Ordered, That to-morrow be assigned for 
the third reading of said ordinance.”

“ Friday, July 13/A, 1787.
“ Congress assembled : Present, as yesterday.
“ According to order, the ordinance for the 

government of the Territory of the United States 
northwest of the river Ohio, was read a third 
time, and passed as follows.”

[Here follows the whole ordirfance, in the 
very words in which it now appears among the 
laws of the United States, with the non-slavery 
clause, the provisions in favor of schools and 
education, against impairing the obligation of 
contracts, laying the foundation and security of 
all these stipulations in compact, in favor of re
storing fugitives from service, and repealing tho 
ordinance of 23d of April, 1784—the one report 
ed by Mr. Jefferson.]

“ On passing the above ordinance, the yeas 
and nays being required by Mr. Yates :

Massachusetts—Mr. Holton, aye ; Mr. Dane 
aye.

New York—Mr. Smith, aye ; Mr. Yates ne 
Mr. Harring, aye.

New Jersey—Mr. Clarke, aye ; Mr. Schcur- 
man, aye.

Delaware—Mr. Kearney, aye ; Mr. Mitchell, 
aye.

Virginia—Mr. Grayson, aye; Mr. It. H. Lce 
ayc ; Mr. Carrington, aye.

North Carolina—Mr. Blount,aye; Mr.Haw- 
kins, aye.

South Carolina—Mr. .Kean, aye; Mr. Hu
ger, aye.

(leorgia—Mr. Few, aye ; Mr. Pierce, aye.
So it was resolved in the atlirmativc.” ’(IVt 

754, volume 4.)

The bare reading of these passages from tho 
Journals of the Congress of the old confedera
tion, shows how erroneous Mr. Webster was in 
these portions of his speech :

“ At the foundation of the constitution of these 
new northwestern States, we are accustomed, 
fir, to praise the lawgivers of antiquity ; we 
help to perpetuate the fame of Solon and l.ycur- 
gus ; but 1 doubt whether one single law of any 
lawgiver, ancient or modern, has produced effects 
of more distinct, marked and lasting character, 
than the ordinance of ’87. That instrument, 
was drawn by Nathan Dane, then, and noiv, a 
citizen of Massachusetts. It was adopted, a< 1 
think I have understood, without the slightest 
alteration ; and certainly it has happened to fvw 
men to be the authors of a political measure u( 
more large and enduring consequence. It tiled, 
for ever, the character of tho population in the 
vast regions northwest of the Ohio, by delud
ing from them involuntary servitude. It im
pressed on the soil itself, while it was yet a wil
derness, an incapacity to bear up any other than 
free men. It laid tho interdict against personal 
servitude, in original compact, not only deeper 
than all local law, but deeper, also, than all local
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[(institutions. Under the circumstances then 
existing, I look upon this original and season
able provision, as a real good attained. We see 
its consequences at this moment, and we shall 
ncver cease to see them, perhaps, while the Ohio 
shall flow. It was a great and salutary measure 
of prevention. Sir. I should fear the rebuke of 
no intelligent gentleman of Kentucky, were I 
to ask whether if such an ordinance could have 
been applied to his own S.atc, while it yet was 
a wilderness, and before Boon had passed the 
gap of the Alleghany, he does not suppose it 
would have contributed to the ultimate great
ness of that commonwealth ? It is, at any rate, 
not to be doubted, that where it did apply it has 
produced an effect not easily to be described, or 
measured in the growth of the States, and the 
extent and increase of their population. Now, 
sir, this great measure again was carried by the 
north, and by the north alone. There were, in
deed. individuals elsewhere favorable to it ; but 
it was supported as a measure, entirely by tin- 
votes of the northern States. If New England 
had been governed by the narrow and selfish 
views now ascribed to her, this very measure 
was. of all others, the best calculated to thwart 
her purposes. It was, of all tilings, the very 
means of rendering certain a vast emigration 
from her own population to the west. She 
looked to that consequence only to disregard it. 
She deemed the regulation a most useful one to 
the States that would spring up on the territory, 
ami advantageous to the country at large. She 
adhered to the principle of it pcrseveringly, year 
after year, until it was finally accomplished.

“ An attempt has been made to transfer, from 
the North to tile South, the honor of this exclu
sion of slavery from the northwestern territory. 
The journal, without argument or comment, re
futes such attempt. The cession by Virginia 
was made, March, 1784. On the 19th of April 
following, a committee, consisting of Messrs. 
Jetfemon, Chase, and IIowcll, reported a plan 
for a temporary government of the territory, in 
which was this article : ‘ that, after the year 
lljjJO, there shall be neither slavery, nor invol
untary servitude in any of the said States, other
wise than in punishment pf crimes, whereof the 
party shall have been convicted.’ Mr. Speight, 
of North Carolina, moved to strike out this 
paragraph. The question was put, according to 
the form then practised : 1 Shall these words 
stand, as part of the plan,’ Ac. ? New Hamp
shire, Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Connecti
cut, New York, New Jersey, and Pennsylvania 
—seven States, voted in the affirmative. Mary
land, Virginia, and South Carolina, in the nega
tive. North Carolina was divided. As the con
sent of nine States was - necessary, the words 
could not stand, and were struck out according
ly. Mr. Jellerson voted for the clause, but was 
overruled by his colleagues.

‘•In March, tho next year [1785], Mr. King 
of Massachusetts, seconded by Mr. Ellery of 
Rhode Island, proposed the formerly rejected

article, with this addition : L And that this regu 
talion shall he an article of compact, and re
main a fundamental principle of the constitu
tions between the thirteen original Stales, and 
each of the States described in the resolve,’ Ac. 
On this clause, which provided the adequate and 
thorough security, the eight northern States at 
that time voted affirmatively, and the four 
southern States negatively. The votes of nine 
States were not yet obtained, and thus, the pro
vision was again rejected by the southern States. 
The perseverance of the north held out, and two 
years afterwards the object was attained.”

This is shown to be all erroneous in relation to 
this ordinance. It was not first drawn by Mr. 
Dane, but by Mr. Jefferson, and that nearly two 
years before Mr. Dane came into Congress. It 
was not passed by the North alone, but equally 
by the South—there being but eight States pre
sent at the passing, and they equally of the North 
and the South—and the South voting unani
mously for it, both as States and as individual 
members, while the North had one member against 
it. It was not battled two years for tho want of 
nine States ; if so, and nine States had been neces
sary, it would not have been passed when it was, 
and never by free State votes alone. There were 
but eight States (both Northern and Southern) 
present at the passing ; and there were not nine 
free States in the confederacy at that time. There 
were but thirteen in all : and the half of these, 
as nearly as thirteen can be divided, were slave 
States. The fact is, that the South only delayed 
its vote for the antislavery clause in the ordi
nance for want of the piovision in favor of re
covering fugitives from service. As soon as that 
was added, she took the lead again for the ordi
nance—a fact which gives great emphasis to the 
corresponding provision in the constitution.

Mr. Webster was present when I read these 
extracts, and said nothing. He neither reaffirm
ed his previous statement, that Mr. Dane was 
the author of the ordinance, and that “ th is great 
measure teas carried by the North, and by the 
North alone." He said nothing ; nor did he af
terwards correct the errors of his speech : and 
they now remain in it ; and have given occasion 
to a very authentic newspaper contradiction of 
his statement, copied, like my statement to the 
Senate, from the Journals of the old Congress. 
It was by Edward Coles, Esq., formerly of Vir
ginia. and private secretary to President Madi
son. afterwards governor of the State of Illinois, 
and now a citizen of Pennsylvania, resident of

7092
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Philadelphia. He made his correction through 
the National Intelligencer, of Washington City ; 
and being drawn from the same sources it agrees 
entirely with my own. And thus the South is 
entitled to the credit of originating and pass
ing this great measure—a circumstance to be re
membered and quoted, as showing the South at 
that time in taking the lead in curtailing and re
stricting the existence of slavery. The cause of 
Mr. Webster’s mistakes may be found in the 
fact that the ordinance was three times before the 
old Congress, and once (the third time) in the 
hands of a committee of which Mr. Dane was a 
member. It was first reported by a committee 
of three (April, 1784) of which two were from 
slave states, (Mr. Jefferson of Virginia and Mr. 
Chase of Maryland,) Mr. Howard, of Rhode 
Island ; and this, as stated, was nearly two years 
before M r. Dane became a member. The anti- 
slavery clause was then dropped, there being but 
six States for it. The next year, the antislavery 
clause, with some modification, wasmoved by Mr. 
Rufus King, and sent as a proposition to a commit
tee : but did not ripen into a law. Afterwards 
the whole ordinance was passed as it now stands, 
upon the report of a committee <-f six, of whom 
Mr. Dane was one ; but not the chairman.

Closely connected with this question of author
ship to which Mr. Webster’s remarks give rise, 
was another which excited some warm discussion 
—the topic of slavery—and the effect of its ex
istence or non-existence in different States. Ken
tucky and Ohio were taken fbr examples, and the 
superior improvement and population of Ohio 
were attributed to its exemption from the evils 
of slavery. This was an excitable subject, and 
the more so because the wounds of the Missouri 
controversy, in which the North was the undis
puted aggressor, were still tender, and hardly 
scarred over. Mr. Hayne answered with warmth 
and resented as a reflection upon the slave States 
this disadvantageous comparison. 1 replied to 
the same topic myself, and said :

“ I was on the subject of slavery, as connected 
with the Missouri question, when last on the 
floor. The senator from South Carolina [Mr. 
Hayne] could see nothing in the question before 
the Senate, nor in any previous part of the de
bate. to justify the introduction of that topic. 
Neither could*!. He thought lie saw the ghost 
of the Missouri question brought in among us. 
So did 1. He was astonished at the apparition.
I was not : for a close observance of the signs 
in the West had prepared me for this develop

ment from the East. I was well prepared foi 
that invective against slavery, and fur that am
plification of the blessings of exemption from 
slavery, exemplified in the condition of Ohio 
which the senator from Massachusetts indulged’ 
in, and which the object in view required to be 
derived from the Northeast. I cut the root of 
that derivation by reading a passage from the 
Journals of the old Congress ; but tliis will not 
prevent the invective and encomium from going 
forth to do their office ; nor obliterate the line 
which was drawn between the free State of Ohio 
and the slave State of Kentucky. If the only 
results of this • invective anil encomium were 
to txalt still higher the oratorical fame of the 
speaker, I should spend not a moment in remark
ing upon them. Rut it is not to be forgotten that 
the terrible Missouri agitation took its rise from 
the “ substance of two speeches” delivered on 
this floor ; and since that time, antislavery speech
es, coming from the same political and geographi
cal quarter, arc not to be disregarded here. What 
was said upon that topic was certainly intended 
for the north side of the Potomac and Ohio ; to 
the people, then, of that division of the Union 
I wish to address myself, and to disabuse them 
of some erroneous impressions. To them I can 
truly say, that slavery, in the abstract, has hut 
few advocates or defenders in the slave-lioldin- 
Statcs, and that slavery as it is, an hereditary in
stitution descended upon us from our ancestors, 
would have fewer advocates among us than it 
has, if those who have nothing to do with' the 
subject would only let us alone. The sentiment 
in favor of slavery was much weaker before those 
intcrineddlers began their operations than it is at 
present. The views of leading men in the North 
and the South were indisputably the same in 
the earlier periods of our government. Of this 
our legislative history contains the highest proof. 
The foreign-slave trade was prohibited in Virgi
nia. as soon as the Revolution began. It was one 
of her first acts of sovereignty. In flic conven
tion of that State which adopted the federal con
stitution. it was an objection to that instrument 
that it tolerated the African slave-trade for twen
ty years. Nothing that has appeared since has 
sur|iasse<4 the indignant denunciations of this 
traffic by Patrick Henry, George Mason, and 
others, in that convention.

“ Sir, 1 regard with admiration, that is to say 
with wonder, the sublime morality of those who 
cannot bear the abstract contemplation of sla
very', at flic distance of five hundred or a thou
sand miles off. It is entirely alxwe, that is to 
say, it affects a vast superiority over the moral
ity of the primitive Christians, the apostles of 
Christ, and Christ himself. Christ anil the 
apostles appeared in a province of the llonir.ii 
empire, when that empire was called the Homan 
world, and that world was filled with slaves. 
Forty millions was the estimated numlier, being 
one-fourth of the whole population. Single indi
viduals held twenty thousand slaves. A freed 
man, one who had himself been a s.ave, died the
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goggessor of four thousand—such were the num- 
hfl^The rights of the owners over this multi
tude of human beings was that of life and death, 
without protection from law or mitigation from 
public sentiment. The scourge, the cross, the 
fish-pond, the den of the wild beast, and the 
arena of of the gladiator, was.the lot of the slave, 
upon the slightest expression of the master’s will. 
\ ]aw of incredible atrocity made all slaves re
sponsible with their own lives for the life of their 
master; it was the law that condemned the 
whole household of slaves to death, in case of the 
assassination of the master—a law under which 
as many as four hundred have been executed at 
a time. And these slaves were the white people 
of Europe and of Asia Minor, the Greeks and 
other nations, from whom the present inhabitants 
of the world derive the most valuable productions 
0f the human mind. Christ saw all this—the 
number of the slaves—their hapless condition— 
and their white color, which was the same with 
his own ; yet he said nothing against slavery ; 
he preached no doctrines which led to insurrec
tion and massacre; none which, in their applica
tion to the state of things in our country, would 
authorize an inferior race of blacks to extermi
nate that superior race of whites, in whose ranks 
he himself appeared upon earth. lie preached 
no such doctrines, but those of a contrary tenor, 
which inculcated the duty of fidelity and obedi
ence on the part of the slave—humanity and 
kindness on the part of the master. His apostles 
did the same. St Paul sent back a runaway 
slave. Oncsimus, to his owner, with a letter of 
apology and supplication. Ho was not the man 
to harbor a runaway, much less to entice him 
from Ids master ; and, least of all, to excite an 
insurrection. ”

This allusion to the Missouri controversy, and 
invective against the free States for their part in 
it, brought a reply from Mr. Webster, showing 
what their conduct had been at the first introduc
tion of the slavery topic in the Congress of the 
United States, and that they totally refused to 
interfere between master and slave in any way 
whatever. This is what ho said :

“ When the present constitution was submitted 
for the ratification of the people, there were those 
who imagined that the powers of the government 
which it proposed to establish might, perhaps, in 
some possible mode, be exerted in measures tend
ing to the abolition of slavery. This suggestion 
would, of course, attract much attention in the 
southern conventions. In that of Virginia, Gover
nor Randolph said :
“1 hope there is none here who, considering 

the subject in the calm light of philosophy, will 
make an objection dishonorable to Virginia—that,

| it the moment they are securing the rights of 
their citizens, an objection is started, that there 
is a spark of hope that those unfortunate men

now held in bondage may, by the operation cf 
the general government, be made flee. ’

“ At the very first Congress, petitions on the 
subject were presented, if I mistake not, from 
different States. The Pennsylvania society for 
promoting the abolition of slavery, took a lead, 
and laid before Congress a memorial, praying 
Congress to promote the abolition by such powers 
as it possessed. This memorial was referred, in 
the House of Representatives, to a select commit
tee consisting of Mr. Foster of New Hampshire; 
Mr. Gerry of Massachusetts, Mr. Huntington of 
Connecticut; Mr. Lawrence of New-York; Mr. 
Sinnickson of New Jersey; Mr. Hartley of 
Pennsylvania, and Mr. Parker of Virginia; all 
of them, sir, as you will observe, northern men, 
but the last. This committee made a report, 
which was committed to a committee of the whole 
house, and there considered anil discussed on 
several days ; and being amended, although in 
no material respect, it was made to express three 
distinct propositions on the subject of slavery 
and the slave-trade. First, in the words of the 
constitution, that Congress could not, prior to the 
year 1808, prohibit the migration or importation 
of such persons as any of the States, then exist
ing. should think pro[ier to admit. Second, that 
Congress had authority to restrain the citizens 
of the United States from carrying on the Afri
can slave-trade, for the purpose of supplying 
foreign countries. On this proposition, our laws 
against those who engage in that traffic, are 
founded. The third pro[iosition, and that which 
bears on the present question, was expressed in 
tho following terms:

“1 Uesohed, That Congress have no authority 
to interfere in the emancipation of slaves, or in 
the treatment of them in any of the States ; it re
maining with the several States alone to provide 
rules and regulations therein, which humanity 
and true policy may require. ’

“This resolution received the sanction of the 
House of Representatives so early as March, 171)0. 
And now, sir, tho honorable member will allow 
me to remind him, that not only were the select 
committee who reported the resolution, with a 
single exception, all northern men. but also that 
of the members then composing tho House of 
Representatives, a large majority, I believe near
ly two thirds, were northern men also.

“The house agreed to insert these resolutions 
in its journal, and. from that day to this, it has 
never been maintained or contended that Con
gress had any authority to regulate, qr interfere 
with, the condition of slaves in the several States. 
No north-rn gentleman, to my knowledge, has 
moved ary such question in either house of Con
gress.

“Tho fears of tho South, whatever fears they 
might have entertained, were allayed and quieted 

. by this early decision; and so remained, till they 
were excited afresh, without cause, hut for col- 

I lateral and indirect purposes. When it became 
! necessary, or was thought so, by some political 
i persons, to lind an unvarying ground for the ex-
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elusion of northern men from confidence and 
from lead in the affairs of the republic, then, and 
not till then, the cry was raised, and the feeling 
industriously excited, that the influence of north
ern men in the public councils would endanger 
the relation of master and slave. For myself I 
claim no other merit^ than that this gross and 
enormous injustice towards the whole North, has 
not wrought upon me to change my opinions, or 
my political conduct. I hope I am above violat
ing my principles, even under the smart of in
jury and false imputations. Unjust suspicions 
and undeserved reproach, whatever pain I may 
experience from them, will not induce me, I trust, 
nevertheless, to overstep the limits of constitution
al duty, or to encroach on the rights of others. 
The domestic slavery of the South I leave where 
I find it—in the hands of their own governments. 
It is their affair, not mine. Nor do I complain 
of the peculiar effect which the magnitude of that 
population has had in the distribution of power 
under this federal government. Wc know, sir, 
that the representation of the states in the other 
house is not equal. We know that great ad
vantage, in that respect, is enjoye|l by the slave- 
holding States ; and we know, too, that the in
tended equivalent for that advantage, that is to 
say, the imposition of direct taxes in the same 
ratio, has become merely nominal ; the habit of 
the government being almost invariably to col
lect its revenues from other sources, and in other 
modes. Nevertheless, I do not complain : nor 
would I countenance any movement to alter this 
arrangement of representation. It is thcoriginal 
bargain, the compact—let it stand : let the ad
vantage of it bo fully enjoyed. The Union itself 
is too full of benefit to be hazarded in proposi
tions for changing its original basis. I go for the 
constitution as it is, and for the Union as it is. 
But I am resolved not to submit, in silence, to 
accusations, either against myself individually, 
or against the North, wholly unfounded and un
just; accusations which impute to us a disposi
tion to evade the constitutional compact and to 
extend the power of the government over the in
ternal laws and domestic condition of the States. 
All such accusations, wherever and whenever 
made, all insinuations of the existance of any 
such purposes, I know, and feel to be groundless 
and injurious. And we must confide in southern 
gentlemen themselves ; we must trust to those 
whose integrity of heart and magnanimity of 
feeling will lead them to a desire to maintain and 
disseminate truth, and who possess the means of 
its diffusion with the southern public ; we must 
leave it to them to disabuse that public of its 
prejudices. But, in the mean time, for my own 
part, I shall continue to act justly, whether those 
towards whom justice is exercised, receive it with 
candor or with contumely. ”

This is what Mr. Webster said on the subject 
ef slavery ; and although it was in reply to an in
vective of my own, excited by the recent agitation

of the Missouri question, I made no answer iny 
pugning its correctness ; and must add that I 
never .saw any thing in Mr. Webster inconsistent 
with what he then said; and believe that the 
same resolves could have been passed in the same 
way at any time during the thirty years that 
I was in Congress.

But the topic which became the leading feature 
of the whole debate ; and gave it an interest 
which cannot die, w as that of nullification—the 
assumed right of a state to annul an act of Co», 
gross—then first broached in our national legis
lature—and in the discussion of which Mr. Web
ster and Mr. Ilayne were the champion speakers 
on opposite sides—the latter understood to be 
speaking the sentiments of the Vice-President 
Mr. Calhoun. This new turn in the debate was 
thus brought about : Mr. Ilayne, in the sectional 
nature of the discussion which had grown up,
made allusions to the conduct of New England
during the war of 1812; and especially to the 
assemblage known as the Hartford Convention, 
and to which designs unfriendly to the Union 
had been attributed. This gave Mr. Webster 
the rights both of defence and of retaliation ; and 
he found material for the first in the character 
of the as 'cmblage, and for the second in the 
public meetings which had taken place in South 
Carolina on the subject of the tariff—and at 
which resolves were passed, and propositions 
adopted significant of resistance to the act ; and, 
consequently, of disloyalty to the Union, lie, 
in his turn, made allusions to these resolves and 
propositions, until he drew out Mr. Ilayne into 
their defence, and into an avowal of what has 
since obtained the current name of “ Sullifia- 
tiimalthough at the time (during the delate) it 
did not at nil strike me as going the length wind 
it afterwards avowed ; nor have 1 ever believed 
that Mr. Havne contemplated disunion, in any 
contingency, as one of its results. In entering 
upon the argument, Mr. Webster first summwl 
up the doctrine, as ho conceived it to be avowal 
thus :

"■ I understand the honorable gentleman from 
.South Carolina to maintain, that it is a right of 
the State legislature to interfere, whenever, in 
their judgment, this government transcends ns 
constitutional limits, and tô arrest the operation 
of its laws.

“ I understand him to maintain this right, as a 
right existing under the constitution; not asi 
right to overthrow it, on the ground of citron»
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» I understand him to maintain an authority, 
on the part of the States, thus to interfere, for 
the purpose of correcting the exercise of power 
bv the general government, of checking it, and 
of compelling it to conform to their opinion of the 
extent of its powers.

• I understand him to maintain that the ulti
mate power of judging of the constitutional ex
tent of its own authority is not lodged exclusive
ly in the general government, or any branch of 
it- biA that, on the contrary, the States may 
lawfully decide for themselves, and each State 
for itself, whether, in a given case, the act of the 
general government transcends its power.
6 « I understand him to insist that, if the exi
gency of the case, in the opinion of any State 
government, require it, such State government 
may, by its own sovereign authority, annul an 
act of the general government, which it deems 
plainly and palpably unconstitutional.”

Mr. Hayne, evidently unprepared to admit, or 
fully deny, the propositions as broadly laid down, 
bad recourse to a statement of bis own ; and, 
adopted for that purpose, the third resolve of 
the Virginia resolutions of the year 1798—re
affirmed in 1799. He rose immediately and said 
that, for the purjiose of being clearly understood, 
he would state that his proposition was in the 
words of the Virginia resolution ; and read it—

“That (his Assembly doth explicitly and 
peremptorily declare, that it views the |>owers 
of the federal government as resulting from the 
compact, to which the States arc parties, as lim
ited by the plain sense and intention of the in
strument constituting that compact, as no farther 
valid than they are authorized by the grants 
enumerated in that compact ; and that, in case 
of a deliberate, palpable, and dangerous exercise 
of other powers, not grunted by the said com
pact. the States who are parties thereto have the 
right, and are in duty bound, to interpose, for 
arresting the progress of the evil, and for main
taining, within their respective limits, the author
ities, rights, and liberties, ap|>ertaining to them.”

Thus were the propositions stated, and argued 
—each speaker taking his own pro|>osition for 
his text; which in the end, (and as the Virginia 
resolutions turned out to he understood in the 
South Carolina sense) came to be identical. Mr. 
Webster, at one point, giving to his argument a 
practical form, and showing what the South 
Carolina doctrine would have accomplished in 
New England if it had been acted ujwn by the 

j Hartford Convention, said :

‘ Let me here say, sir, that, if the gentleman’s 
ioctnue had been received aud acted upon in

New England, in the times of the embargo and 
non-intercourse, wc should probably not now 
have l>ecn here. The government would, very 
likely, have gone to pieces, and crumbled into 
dust. No stronger case can ever arise than ex
isted under those laws ; no States can ever en
tertain a clearer conviction than the New Eng
land States then entertained ; and if they had 
been under the influence of that heresy of opin
ion, as I must call it, w hich the honorable mem- 
l>er espouses, this Union would, in all probabil
ity, have been scattered to the four winds. I 
ask the gentleman, therefore, to apply his prin
ciples to that case ; I ask him to come forth and 
declare, whether, in his opinion, the New Eng
land States would have been justified in inter
fering to break up the embargo system, under 
the conscientious opinions which they held upon 
it ? Had they a right to annul that law ? Does 
he admit or deny ? If that which is thought 
palpably unconstitutional in South Carolina, 
justifies that State in arresting the progress of 
the law. tell me, whether that which was thought 
palpably unconstitutional also in Massachusetts, 
would have justified her in doing the same thing ? 
Sir, 1 deny the whole doctrine. It has not a 
foot of ground in the constitution to stand on. 
No public man of reputation ever advanced it in 
Massachusetts, in the warmest times, or could 
maintain himself upon it there at any time.”

lie argued that the doctrine had no founda
tion either in the constitution, or in the Virginia 
resolutions—that the constitution makes the 
federal government act upon citizens within the 
States, and not upon the States themselves, as in 
the old confederation : that within their consti
tutional limits the laws of Congress were su
preme—and that it was treasonable to resist 
them with force : and that the question of theii 
constitutionality was to be decided by the Su 
premc Court. On this point, lie said :

“ The |>eoplc. then, sir, erected this govern
ment. They gave it a constitution ; and in that 
constitution they have enumerated the powers 
which they bestow on it. They have made it a 
limited government. They have defined its 
authority. They have restrained it to the exer
cise of such {towers as arc granted; and all 
others, they declare, are reserved to the States 
or to the people. But. sir, they have not stop
ped here. If they had, they would have accom
plished but half their work. No definition can 
i»e so clear as to avoid possibility of doubt ; no 
limitation so precise as to exclude all uncertainty. 
Who then shall construe this grant of the jk-o- 
ple ? Who shall interpret their will, where it 
may be supposed they have left it doubtful ? 
With whom do they repose this ultimate right 
of deciding on the powers of the government ? 
Sir, they have settled all this in the fullest man
ner. They have left it with the government it-
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self, in its appropriate branches. Sir, the very 
chief end, the main design, for whicli the whole 
constitution was framed and adopted was, to es
tablish a government that should not be obliged 
to act through State agency, or depend on State 
opinion and State discretion. The people had 
had quite enough of that kind of government 
under the confederacy. Under that system, the 
legal action, the application of law to individuals, 
belonged exclusively to the States. Congress 
could only recommend ; their acts were not of 
binding force, till the States had adopted and 
sanctioned them. Are we in that condition still ? 
Arc we yet at the mercy of State discretion, and 
State construction ? Sir, if we are, then vain 
will be o<b attempt to maintain the constitution 
under which we sit But, sir, the people have 
wisely provided, in the constitution itself, a pro
per, suitable mode and tribunal for settling ques
tions of constitutional law. There arc, in the 
constitution, grants of powers to Congress, and 
restrictions on these powers. There are. also, 
prohibitions on the States. Some authority 
must, therefore, necessarily exist, having the 
ultimate jurisdiction to fix and ascertain the in
terpretation of these grants, restrictions, and 
prohibitions. The constitution has, itself, point
ed out, ordained, and established, that authority. 
How has it accomplished this great and essential 
end ? By declaring, sir, that ‘ the constitution, 
and the laws of the United States made in pur
suance thereof, shall be the supreme law of the 
land, any thing in the constitution or laws of 
any State to the contrary notwithstanding.’

'• This, sir, was the first great step. By this, 
the supremacy of the constitution and laws of 
the United States is declared. The people so 
will it. No State law is to be valid which comes 
in conflict with the constitution or any law of 
the United States. But who shall decide this 
question of interference ? To whom lies the last 
appeal? This, sir. the constitution itself decides 
also, by declaring 1 that the judicial |io\yer shall 
extend to all cases arising under the constitution 
and laws of the United States.’ These two pro
visions, sir, cover the whole ground. They arc, 
in truth, the key-stone of the arch. With these, 
it is a constitution ; without them it is a confed
eracy. In pursuance of these clear and express 
provisions, Congress established, at its very first 
session, in the Judicial Act, a mode for carrying 
them into full effect, and for bringing all ques
tions of constitutional power to the final decision 
of the Supreme Court. It then, sir, became a 
government. It then had the means of self- 
protection ; and, but for this, it would, in all pro
bability, have been now among things which are 
past. Having constituted the government, yud 
declared its powers, the people have farther said, 
that, since someliody must decide on the extent 
of these powers, the government shall itself 
decide ; subject, always, like other popular go
vernments, to its responsibility to the people. 
And now, sir. I repeat, how is it that a State 
legislature acquires any power to interfere ?

w no or wnai gives mem trie rignt to say to the 
people, ‘ we, who are your agents and servants 
for one purpose, will undertake to decide that 
your other agents and servants, appointed by 
you for another purpose, have transcended the 
authority you gave them?’ The reply would 
be, I think, not impertinent: who made you 
judge over another’s servants? To their own 
masters they stand or fall.’’

With respect to the Virginia resolutions, on 
which Mr. Ilayno relied, Mr. Webster disputed 
the interpretation put upon them—claimed for 
them an innocent and justifiable meaning—and 
exempted Mr. Madison from the suspicion of 
having penned a resolution asserting the right 
of a State legislature to annul an act of Con
gress, and thereby putting it in the power of one 
State to destroy a form of government which lie 
had just labored so hard to establish. To this 
effect he said :

“ I wish now, sir, to make a remark upon the 
Virginia resolutions of 1798. I cannot under
take to say how these resolutions were under
stood by those who passed them. Their lan
guage is not a little indefinite. In the case of the 
exercise, by Congress, of a dangerous power, not 
granted to them, the resolutions assert the right 
on the part of the State, to interfere, and arrest 
the progress of the evil. This is susceptible of 
more than one interpretation. It may mean no 
more than that the States may interfere by com
plaint and remonstrance ; or by proposing to the 
people an alteration of the federal constitution. 
This would all he quite unobjectionable ; or. it 
may be, that no more is meant than to assert the 
general right of revolution, as against all gov- 
ernments, in eases of intolerable oppression. 
This no one doubts ; and this, in my opinion, is 
all that lie who framed the resolutions could 
have meant by it : for I shall not readily believe 
that he (Mr. Madison) was ever of opinion that a
State, under the constitution, and in conformity 
with it, could, upon the ground of her ow n opinion 
of its unconstitutionality, however clear and pal
pable she might think the case, annul a law ef 
Congress, so far as it should operate on herself, 
by her own legislative power.”

Mr. Hayno, on his part, disclaimed all imita
tion of the Hartford Convention ; and gave (is 
the practical part of his doctrine) the pledge of 
forcible resistance to any attempt to enforce un
constitutional laws. He said:

“ Sir, unkind as my allusion to the Hartford 
Convention has Iieen considered by its supportent 
I apprehend that this disclaimer of the gentle 
man will be regarded as ‘the unkinjlest cut of 
all.’ When the gentleman spoke of the Caro
lina conventions of Colleton and Abbeville, let 
me tell him that lie spoke of that which new
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Pad existence, except in his own imagination. 
There have, indeed, been meetings of the people 
in those districts^ composed, sir, of as high- 
minded and patriotic men as any country can 
poast ; but we have had no ‘ convention ' as yet ; 
alld when South Carolina shall resort to such a 
measure for the redress of her grievances, let me 
tell the gentleman that, of all the assemblies 
that have ever been convened in this country, 
the Uartford Convention is the very last we 
shall consent to take ns an example ; nor will it 
Hud more favor in our eyes, from being recom
mended to us by the senator from Massachu
setts. Sir, wo would scorn to take advantage 
of difficulties created by a foreign war, to wring 
from the federal government a redress even of 
our grievances. We arc standing up for our 
constitutional rights, in a time of profound peace ; 
but if the country should, unhappily, be involved 
m a war to-morrow, we should be found flying 
to the standard of our country—first driving 
back the common enemy, and then insisting 
upon the restoration of our rights.

‘‘ The gentleman has called upon us to carry 
out our scheme practically. Now, sir, if I am 
correct in my view of this matter, then it fol
lows. of course, that the right of a State being 
established, the federal government is bound to 
acquiesce in a solemn decision of a State, acting 
in its sovereign capacity, at least so far as to 
mike an appeal to the people for an amendment 
to the constitution. This solemn decision of a 
State (made cither through its legislature, or a 
convention, as may be supposed to tie the proper 
organ of its sovereign will—a point I do not pro
pose now to discuss) hinds the federal govern
ment, under the highest constitutional obligation, 
not to resort to any means of coercion against 
the citizens of the dissenting State. How, then, 
on any collision ensue between the federal and 
State governments, unless, indeed, the former 
should determine to enforce the law by uncon
stitutional means'! What could the federal 
government do, in such a case ? Itcsort, says 
the gentleman, to the courts of justice. Now, 
can any man believe that, in the face of a solemn 
decision of a State, that an act of Congress is 
1 a gross, palpable, and deliberate violation of the 
constitution,’ and the interposition of its sove
reign authority to protect its citizens from the 
usurpation, that juries could be found ready 
merely to register the decrees of the Congress, 
wholly regardless of the unconstitutional char
acter of their acts? Will the gentleman con
tend that juries are to be coerced to find verdicts 
at the point of the bayonet? And if not, how 
arc the United States to enforce an act solemnly 
pronounced to he unconstitutional ? But, if the 
attempt should be made to carry such a Intv 
into effect, by force, in what would the case dif
fer from an attempt to carry into elfcct an act 
nullified by the courts, or to do any other un
lawful and unwarrantable act ? Suppose Con
gress should pass an agrarian law, or a law 

I emancipating our slaves, or should commit any

other gross violation of our constitutional rights, 
will any gentleman contend that -the decision of 
every branch of the federal government, in favor 
of such laws, could prevent the States from de
claring them null and void, and protecting their 
citizens from their operation ?

“ Sir, if Congress should ever attempt to en
force any such laws, they would put themselves 
so clearly in the wrong, that no one could doubt 
the right of the State to exert its protecting 
power. •

“ Sir, the gentleman has alluded to that por
tion of the militia of South Carolina with which 
1 have the honor to bo connected, and asked 
how they would act in the event of the nullifi
cation of the tarif!' law by the State of South 
Carolina ? The tone of the gentleman, on this 
subject, did not seem to me as respectful as I 
could have desired. I hope, sir, no imputation 
was intended.

[Mr. Webster: “Not at all; just the re
verse.”] •

“ Well, sir the gentleman asks what their 
leaders would be able to read to them out of 
Coke upon Littleton, or any other law book, to 
justify their enterprise ? Sir, let me assure the 
gentleman that, whenever any attempt shall be 
made from any quarter, to enforce unconstitu
tional laws, clearly violating our essential rights, 
our leaders (whoever they may be) will not he 
found reading black letter from the musty pages 
of old law books. They will look to the consti
tution, and when called upon, by the sovereign 
authority of the State, to preserve and protect 
the rights secured to them by the charter of 
their liberties, they will succeed in •defending 
them, or 1 perish in the last ditch.’ ”

I do not pretend to give the arguments of the 
gentlemen, or even their substance, but merely 
to state their propositions and their conclusions. 
For myself, I did not believe in anything serious 
in the new interpretation given to the Virginia 
resolutions—did not believe in any thing practi
cal from nullification—did not believe in forcible 
resistance to the tariff laws from South Carolina 
—did not believe in any scheme of disunion— 
believed, and still believe, in the patriotism of 
Mr. Ilayne : and as ho came into the argument 
on my side in the article of the public lands, so 
my wishes were with him, and I helped him 
where I could. Of this desire to help, and disbe
lief in disunion, I gave proof, in ridiculing, as 
well as 1 could, Mr. Webster's fine peroration 
to liberty and union, and really thought it out 
of place—a fine piece of rhetoric misplaced, for 
want of circumstances to justify it. Ho had 
concluded thus :

“ When my eyes shall bo turned to behold, 
for the last time, the sun in heaven, may I not see
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him shining on the broken and dishonored frag
ments of a once glorious Union ; on States dis
severed, discordant, belligerent ; on a land rent 
with civil feuds, or drenched, it may be, in fra
ternal blood ! Let their last feeble and lingering 
glance, rather, behold the gorgeous ensign of the 
republic, now known and honored throughout 
the earth, still full high advanced, its arms and 
trophies streaming in their original lustre, nota 
stripe erased or polluted, nor a single star ob
scured, bearing for its motto no such miserable 
interrogatory as, What is all this worth ? Nor 
those other words of delusion and folly, Liberty 
first, and Union afterwards: but every where, 
spread all over in characters of living light, blaz
ing on all its ample folds, as they float over the sea 
and over the land, and in every wind under the 
whole heavens, that other sentiment, dear to every 
true American heart—Liberty and Union, now 
and for ever, one and inseparable ! ”

These were noble sentiments, oratorically ex
pressed, but too elaborately and too artistically 
composed for real grief in presence of a great ca- 
lamity—of which calamity I saw no sign ; and 
therefore deemed it a fit subject for gentle casti
gation : and essayed it thus :

“ I proceed to a different theme. Among the 
novelties of this debate, is that part of the speech 
of the senator from Massachusetts which dwells 
with such elaboration of declamation and orna
ment, upon the love and blessings of union— 
the hatred and horror of disunion. It was a 
part of the senator’s speech which brought into 
full play the favorite Ciceronian figure of ampli-i..,~ —------------------------- 0
lication. It was up to the rule in that {articu
lar. But, it seemed to me, that there was an 
other rule, and a higher, and a precedent one. 
which it violated. It was the rule of propriety ; 
that rule which requires the fitness of things to 
be considered ; which requires the time, the 
place, the subject, and the audience, to be consid
ered ; and condemns the delivery of the argu
ment, and all its flowers, if it fails in congru
ence to these particulars. I thought the essay 
upon union and disunion had so failed. It came 
to us when we were not prepared to# it ; when 
there was nothing in the Senate, n<M*Mtthe coun
try to grace its introduction ; nothing to give, or 
to receive, effect to, or from, the impassioned 
scene that we witnessed. It may be, it was the 
prophetic cry of the distracted daughter of Pri
am, breaking into the council, and alarming its 
tranquil members with vaticinations of the fall 
of Troy : but to me, it all sounded like the sud
den proclamation for an earthquake, when the 
sun, the earth, the air, announced no such prodi
gy ; when all the elements of nature were at 
rest, and sweet repose {lervading the world. 
There was a time, and you, and I, and all of us, 
did sec it, sir, when such a speech would have 
found, m its delivery, every attribute of a just 
and rigorous propriety ! It was at a time, when 
the five-striped banner was waving over the laud

of the North ! when the Hartford Convention 
was in session ! when the language in the capj. 
tol was, “ Peaceably, if we can ; forcibly, if w, 
must ! ” when the cry, out of doors, was, “ the 
Potomac the boundary; the negro States by 
themselves! The Alleghanies the boundary 
the Western savages by themselves ! The 
sippi the boundary, let Missouri be governed by 
a prefect, or given up as a haunt for wild beasts!” 
That time was the fit occasion for this speech ■ 
anil if it had been delivered then, cither in the' 
hall of the House of Representatives, or in the 
den of the Hartford Convention, or in the high- 
way among the bearers and followers of the 
five-striped banner, what effects must it not have 
produced ! IV hat terror and consternation amoiv 
the plotters of disunion! But, here, in this loyal 
and quiet assemblage, in this season of general 
tranquillity and universal allegiance, the whole 
performance has lost its effeckforAvnnt of affin
ity, connection, or relation, <(Btony subject de
pending, or sentiment expresScayln the Senate • 
for want of any application, or reference, to any 
event impending in the country.”

I do not quote this passage for any thing 
that I now sec out of place in that perora
tion ; but for a quite different purpose—for 
the purpose of showing that I was slow to 
believe in any design to subvert this Union— 
that at the time of this great debate (February 
and March, 1830) I positively discredited it. 
and publicly proclaimed my incredulity. I did 
not want to believe it. I repulsed the belief. 1 
pushed aside every circumstance that Mr. Web
ster relied on, and softened every expression that 
Mr. Ilayne used, and considered him as limiting 
(practically) his threatened resistance to the tariff 
act, to the kind of resistance which Virginia 
made to the alien and sedition laws—which was 
an appeal to the reason, judgment and feelings 
of the other States—and which had its effect in 
the speedy repeal of those laws. M r. Calhoun 
had not then uncovered his jiosition in relation to 
nullification. 1 knew that Mr. Webster was 
speaking at him in all that he said to Mr. Ilayne: 
but I would believe nothing against him except 
upon his own showing, or undoubted evidence.
Although not a favorite statesman with me, I felt 
admiration for his high intellectual endowments, 
and respect for the .integrity and purity of his 
private life. Mr. Ilayne I cordially loved; and 
believed, and still believe, in the loyalty of 
his intentions to the Union. They were both 
from the South—that sister Carolina; of winch 
the other was my native State, and in both of 
which I have relatives and hereilitary friends—
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in(p'for which I still have the affections which 
none but the wicked ever lose for the land of their 
birth : and I felt as they did ir. all that relates 
to the tariff—except their remedy. But enough 
for the present. The occasion will come, when 
we arrive at the '«radical application of the mo
dem nullification doctrine, to vindicate the con
stitution from the political solecism of containing 
within itself a suicidal principle, and to vindi
cate the Virginia resolutions, and their authors 
(and, in their own language), from the “ anarchi- 
cal ami prepotterovs ” interpretation which has 
been put upon their words.

CHAPTER X L V.

REPEAL OK THE SALT TAX.

A tax on Salt is an odious measure, hated by 
all people and in all time, and justly, because 
being an article of prime necessity, indispensable 
to man and to beast, and bountifully furnished 
them by the Giver of all good, the cost should 
not he burthened, nor the use be stinted by gov
ernment regulation ; and the principles of fair 
taxation would require it to be spared, because 
it is an agent, and a great one, in the develop
ment of many branches of agricultural and me
chanical industry which add to the wealth of 
the country and produce revenue from the ex
ports and consumption to which they give rise. 
People hate the salt tax, because they are obliged 

I to have the salt, and cannot evade the tax : gov
ernments love the tax for the same reason—be
cause people are obliged to pay it. This would 
seem to apply to governments despotic or mo- 

f narehial, and not to those which are représenta
tive and popular. But representative govern- 

| meats sometimes have calamities—war for exam
ple—when subjects of taxation diminish as need 

I for revenue increases : and then representa- 
[ live governments, like others, must resort to the 
I objects which will supply its necessities. This 
I his twice been the case with the article of salt 
I in the United States. The duty on that article 
I was carried up to a high tax in the quati war 
IrithFrancc (171)8), having been small before; 
liai then only imposed as a war measure—to 
I ex* as soon as the war was over. But all gov

ernments work alike on the imposition and re
lease of taxes—easy to get them on in a time of 
necessity—hard to get them off when the neces
sity has passed. So of this first war tax on 
salt. The “ speck of war ” with France, visible 
above the horizon in ’98, soon sunk bq£v it ; 
and the sunshine of peace prevailed. In the 
year 1800—two years after the duty was raised 
to its maximum—the countries were on the most 
friendly terms ; but it was not until 1807, and 
under the whole power of Mr. Jefferson’s ad
ministration, that this temporary tax was abol
ished ; and with it the whole system of fishing 
bounties and allowances founded upon it.

In the war of 1812, at the commencement of 
the war with Great Britain, it was renewed, 
with its concomitant of «fishing bounties and 
allowances ; but still as a temporary measure, 
limited to the termination of the war which in
duced it, and one year thereafter. The war ter
minated in 1815, and the additional year expired 
in 1810 ; but before the year was out, the tax 
was continued, not for a definite period, but 
without time—on the specious argument that, 
if a time was fixed, it would be difficult to get it 
off before the time was out : but if unfixed, it 
would be easy to get it off at any time : and all 
agreed that that was to be soon—that a tempo
rary continuance of all the taxes was necessary 
until the revenue, deranged by the war, should 
become regular and adequate. It was continued 
on this specious argument—and remained in full 
until General Jackson’s administration—and, in 
part, until this day ( 1850)—the fishing boun
ties and allowances in full : and that is the work
ing of all governments in the levy and repeal of 
taxes. I found the salt tax in full force when I 
came to the Senate in 1820, strengthened by 
time, sustained by a manufacturing interest, and 
by the fishing interest (which made the tax a 
source of profit in the supposed return of the 
duty in the shape of bounties and allowances) : 
and by the whole American system ; which took 
the tax into its keeping, as a protection to a 
branch of home industry. I found efforts being 
made in each House to suppress this burthen 
upon a prime necessary of life; and, in the ses
sion 1829—’30, delivered a speech in support 
of the laudable endeavor, of which these aro 
some parts :

“ Mr. Benton commenced his speech, by say
ing that he was no advocate for unprofitable do-
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a:

bate, and had no ambition to add his name to 
the catalogue of barren orators ; but that there 
were cases in which speaking did good ; cases in 
which moderate abilities produced great results ; 
and he believed the question of repealing the 
salt to to be one of those cases. It had eer- 
tainljWkcn so in England. There the salt tax 
had been ov erthrown by the/labors of plain men, 
under circumstances muebrimore unfavorable to 
their undertaking than exist here. The English 
salt tax had continued one hundred and fifty 
years. It was cherished by the ministry, to 
whom it yielded a Million and a half sterling of 
revenue ; it was defended by the domestic salt 
makers, to wliojn it gave a monopoly of the 
home market vit was consecrated by time, hav
ing subsisted/for five generations ; it was forti
fied by the habits of the people, who were born, 
and had grown gray under it ; and it was sanc
tioned by the necessities of the State, which re
quired every resourced rigorous taxation. Yet 
it was overthrown ; and the overthrow was ef
fected by two debates, conducted, not by the 
orators whose renown has tilled the world—not 
by Sheridan, Burke, Pitt, and Fox—but by plain, 
business men—Mr. Calcraft, Mr. Curwen, and 
Mr. Egcrton. These patriotic members of the 
British Parliament commenced the war upon the 
British salt tax in 1817, and finished it in 1822. 
They commenced with the omens and auspices 
all against them, and ended with complete suc
cess. They abolished the salt tax in loto. They 
swept it all off, bravely rejecting all compro
mises when they had got their adversaries half 
vanquished, and carrying their appeals home to 
the i>eople, until they had roused a spirit before 
which the ministry quailed, the monopolizers 
trembled, the Parliament gave way, and the tax 
fell. This example is encouraging ; it is full of 
•onsolation and of hope ; it shows what zeal and 
perseverance can do in a good cause : it shows 
that the cause of truth and justice is triumphant 
when its advocates are bold and faithful. It 
leads to the conviction that the American salt 
tax will fall as the British tax did, as soon as 
the people shall see that its continuance is a 
fiurthen to them, without adequate advantage to 
the government, and that its repeal is in their 
own bands.

“ The enormous amount of the tax was the 
first point to which Mr. B. would direct his at
tention. lie said it was near three hundred per 
cent, upon Liverpool blown, and four hundred 
per cent, upon alum salt ; but as the Liverpool 
was a very inferior salt, and not much used in 
the West, he would confine his observations to 
the salt of Portugal and the West Indies, called 
by the general name of alum. The import price 
of this salt was from eight to nm<| cents a bush
el of fifty-six pounds each, aryl t lie duty ujxm 
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it got to the consumer, each had his profit upon 
it ; and whenever this profit amounted to fifty 
per cent, upon the duty, it was upwards of one 
hundred per cent, upon the salt. Then, the 
tariff' laws have deprived the consumer of thirty, 
four pounds in the bushel, by substituting weight 
for measure, and that weight a false one. The 
true weight of a measured bushel of alum silt 
is eighty-four pounds ; but the British tariff 
laws, for the sake of multiplying the bushels 
and increasing the product of the tax. substi
tuted weight for measure ; and our tariff laws 
copied after them, and adopted their standard 
of fifty-six pounds to the bushel.

“Mr. B. entered into statistical details to show
the aggregate amount of this tax, which he stat
ed to be enormous, and contrary to every princi
ple of taxation, even if taxes were so necessary 
as to justify the taxing of salt. He stated th"e 
importation of foreign salt, in 1821), at six mil- 
lions of bushels, round numbers ; the value seven 
hundred and fifteen thousand dollars, and the 
tax at twenty cents a bushel, one million two 
hundred thousand dollars, the merchant’s profit 
upon that duty at fifty per cent, is six hundred 
thousand dollars ; and the secret or hidden tax 
in the shape of false weight for true measure at 
the rate of thirty pounds in the bushel, was four 
hundred and fifty thousand dollars. Here, then 
is taxation to the amount of about two millions 
and a quarter of dollars, u|*>n an article costin- 
seven hundred and fifty thousand dollars, ami 
that article one of prime necessity and universal 
use, ranking next after bread, in the catalogue 
of articles for human subsistence.

“ The distribution of this enormous tax upon 
the different sections of the Union, was the next 
object of Mr. B.’s inquiry ; and, for this purpiosc, 
he viewed the Union under three great divisions 
—the Northeast, the South, and the West. To 
the northeast, and especially to some parts of it. 
he considered the salt tax to be no burthen, but 
rather a benefit and a money-making business 
The fishing allowances and bounties produced 
this effect. In consideration of the salt duty, the 
curers and exporters of fish are allowed nionev 
out of the treasury, to the amount, as it w«< 
intended, of the salt duty paid by them; hut it 
has been proved to be twice as much. The an
nual allowance is about two hundred and filly 
thousand dollars, and the aggregate drawn from 
the treasury since the first inquisition of the salt 
duty in 1789, is shown by the treasury returns i 
to be five millions of dollars. Much of this is 
drawn by undue means, as is shown by the re
port of the Secretary of the Treasury, at the I 
commencement of the present session, page eight | 
of the annual rejiort on the finances. The North-1 
east makes much salt at home, and chiefly byl 
solar evaporation, which fits it for curing hshl 
and provisions. Much of it is proved, by thal 
returns of the salt makers, to be used in the fish-J 
cries, while the fisheries are drawing money from 
the treasury under the laws which intended M 
indemnify them for the duty paid on foreign slid
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To this section of the Union, then, the salt tax 
y not felt as a burthen.

u pet us proceed to the South. In this section 
there are but few salt works, and no bounties or 
vllowances, as there are no fisheries. The con
fers are thrown almost entirely upon the 
foreign supply, and chiefly use the Liverpool 
blown. The import price of this is about fifteen 
cents a bushel ; the weight and strength is less 
than that of alum salt ; and the tax falls heavily 
and directly upon the people, to the whole amount 
of their consumption. It 6 a heavy burthen 
upon the South.

« The West is the last section to be viewed, 
audit will he found to bo the truc soit of the 
most oppressive operations of the salt tax. The 
domestic supply is high in price, deficient in 
quantity, and altogether unfit for one of the 
greatest purposes for which salt is there wanted 
-curing provisions for exportation. A foreign 
supply is indispensable, and alum salt is the kind 
used. The im|iort price of this kind, from the 
West Indies, is nine cents a bushels ; from Port- 
0!al eight cents a bushel. At these prices, the 
West could he supplied with this salt at New 
Orleans, if the duty was abolished ; but, in con- 
s»|uence of the duty, it costs thirty-seven and a 
half cents per bushel there, being four times the 
import price of the article, and seventy-five cents 
nor bushel at Louisville and other central parts 
of the valley of the Mississippi. This enormous 
price, resolved into its component parts, is tints 
made up: 1. Eight or nine cents a bushel for 
the salt. 2. Twenty cents for duty. 3. Eight 
or ten cents for merchant's profit at New Orleans. 
1. Sixteen or seventeen cents for freight to Lou
isville. 6. Fifteen or twenty cents for the second 
merchant’s profit, who counts his per centum on 
liiswholeoutlay. In all, about seventy-live cents 
lor a bushel of fifty pounds, which, if there was 
to duty, and the tariff regulations of weight for 
measure abolished, would be itought in New Or
tas, by the measured bushel of eighty pounds 
night for eight or nine cents, and would be 
brought up the river, by steamboats, at the rate 
ef thirty-three and a third cents per hundred 
night. It thus appears that the salt tax falls 
wriest upon the West. It is an error tosup- 
|ose that the South is the greatest sufferer. The 
lest wants it for every purpose the South docs, 
lid two great purposes besides—curing provision 
fcr export, and salting stock. The West uses 
alum salt, and on this the duty is heaviest, be- 
lOiise the price is lower, and the weight greater. 
Twenty cents on salt which costs eight or nine 
misa bushel is a much heavier duty than on 
|thtt which costs fifteen cents ; and then the de- 
iteption in the substitution of weight for measure 
imuch greater in alum salt, which weighs so 

inch more than the Liverpool blown. Like the 
Tth. the West receives no bounties or allow- 

account of the salt duties. This may 
bit in the South, where the imported salt is 
imported upon fish or provisions ; hut it is 

in the West, where the exportation of
VOL I.—10

beef, pork, bacon, cheese, and butter, is prodigi
ous, and the foreign salt re-exported upon the 
whole of it.

“Mr. B. then argued, with great warmth, that 
the provision curers and exporters were entitled 
to the same bounties and allowances with the ex
porters of fish. The claims of each rested upon 
the same principle,, and upon the principle of all 
drawbacks—that of a reimbursement of the duty 
which was paid on the imported salt when re-ex
ported on fish and provisions. The same princi
ple covers the beef and pork of the farmer, which 
covers the fish of the fisherman ; and such was 
the law in the beginning. The first act of Con
gress, in the year 178U, whieji imposed a duty 
upon salt, allowed a bounty, italieu of a draw
back, on beef and pork exported,Vs well as fish. 
The l>ounty was the same in çiïh case ; it was 
five cents a quintal on drietr fish, five cents a 
barrel on pickled fish, and five on beef and jxrrk. 
As the duty on suit was increased, the bounties 
and allowances were increased also. Fish awl 
salted beef and pork fared alike for the first 
twenty years.

“They fared alike till the revival of the salt 
tax at the commencement of the late war. Then 
they parted company ; t>ounties and allowances 
were continued to the fisheries, and dropped on 
beef and pork ; and this has been the case ever 
since. The exporters of fish are now drawing at 
the rate of two hundred and fifty thousand dollars 
per annum, as a reimbursement for their salt tax ; 
while exporters of provisions draw nothing. The 
aggregate of the fishing bounties and allowances, 
actually drawn from the treasury, exceeds five 
millions of dollars ; while the exporters of pro
visions, who get nothing, would have t>een en
titled to draw a greater sum ; for the export in 
salted provisions exceeds the value of exmrtcd 
fish.

u Mr. B. could not quit this part of his suIh 
joct. without endeavoring to fix the attention of 
the Senate upon the provision trade of the West. 
He took this trade in its largest sense, as includ
ing the export trade of beef, pork, bacon, cheese, 
and butter, to foreign countries, especially the 
West Indies ; the domestic trade to the Lower 
Mississippi and the Southern States; the neigh- 
borhood trade, as supplying the towns in the up
per States, the miners in Missouri and the Upper 
Mississippi, the army and the navy ; and the 
various professions, which, being otherwise em
ployed, did not raise their own provisions. The 
amount of this trade, in this comprehensive view, 
was prodigious* and annually increasing, and in
volving in its current almost the entire population 
of the West, either as the growers and makers 
of the provisions, the curcrs, exporters, or con
sumers. The amount could scarcely be ascer
tained. What was exported from New Orleans 
was shown to be great ; but it was only a fraiv 
tion of the whole trade. He declared it to be en
titled to the favorable consideration of Congress, 

-and that the repeal of the salt duty was the 
greatest favor, if an act of justice ought to come
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under the name of favor, which could be ren
dered it, as the salt was necessary in growing 
the hogs and cattle, as well as in preparing the 
beef and pork for market. A reduction in the 
price of salt, next to a reduction in the price of 
land, was the greatest blessing which the federal 
government could now confer upon the West. 
Mr. B. referred to the example of England, who 
favored hdr provision curcrs, and permitted them 
to import alum salt free of duty, for the encou
ragement of the provision trade, even when her 
own salt manufacturers were producing an abun
dant and superfluous supply of common salt, 
lie showed that she did more ; that she extend
ed the same relief and encouragement to the 
Irish ; and he read from the British statute book 
an act of the British Parliament, passed in 1807, 
entitled ‘ An act to encourage the exjiort of 
salted beef and pork from Ireland,’ which allow
ed a bounty of ten pence sterling on every hund
red weight of beef and pork so exported, in con
sideration of the duty paid on the salt which 
was used in the curing of it. He stated, that, 
at a later period, the duty had been entirely re
pealed, and the Irish, in common with other 
British subjects, allowed a free trade with all 
the world, in salt ; and then demanded, in the 
most emphatic manner, if the people of the West 
could not obtain from the American Congress 
the justice which the oppressed Irish had pro
cured from a British Parliament, composed of 
hereditary nobles, and tilled with representa
tives of rotten boroughs, and slavish retainers 
of the king’s ministers.

“The ‘ American system ’ has taken the salt 
tax under its shelter and protection. The prin
ciples of that system, as I understand them, and 
practise upon them, are to tax. through the cus
tom-house, the foreign rivalsof our own essential 
productions, when, by that taxation, an adequate 
supply of tjie same article, as good and as cheap, 
can be made at home. These wore the princi
ples of the system (Mr. B. said) when lie was 
initiated, and, if they had changed since, he had 
not changed with them ; and lie apprehended a 
promulgation of the change would produce a 
schism amongst its followers. Taking these to be 
the principles of the system, let the salt tax lie 
brought to its test. In the first place, the do
mestic manufacture had enjoyed all possible pro
tection. The duty was near three hundred per 
cent, on Liverpool salt, and four hundred upon 
alum salt ; and to this must be added, so far as 
relates to all the interior manufactories, the pro
tection arising from transportation, frequently 
equal to two or three hundred per cent. more. 
This great and excessive protection has been en
joyed, without interruption, for the last eighteen 
years, and partially for /twenty years longer. 
This surely is time enough for the trial of a man
ufacture which requires but little skill or expe
rience to carry it on. Now for the results. Have 
the domestic manufactories produced an ade
quate supply for the country ? They have not ; 
nor half enough. The production of the last

year (1829) as shown in the returns to the See* ■ - . .
rotary of the Treasury, is about five millions of f0*ar,rom bemg equal ii
bushels ; the inqiortation of foreign salt, for the ■ rren , as a ^stiti
same period, as shown by the custom-house tv- 'mP°rtjint business of the j
turns, is five million nine hundred and forty-five am0l,nt 0 .®? rnV, °^hat
thousand five hundred and forty-seven bushels, H e!frn conntrics> y*1*- & sho 
This shows the consumption to be eleven mil- I"008*, barrels of l>eef
lions of bushels, of which five are domestic. ^E kvrrcls of pork, two million 
Here the failure in the essential particular of an ^E ml ,1 , P0,mds of b 
adequate supply is more than one half. In the ^E °^un(V ° c‘lccse> ftud h< 
next place, how is it in point of price? Is the Pb' 'or, 10 ariny an(i navy,
domestic article furnished as cheap as the ^E 'n r excce(I the
foreign? Far from it, as alrendy shown, and ^E ‘ It cannot be necessary 
still further, as can he shown. The price of the ^E uscs_ . sa ^ ri
domestic, along the coast of the Atlantic States. ^E ^an( ’ ^ was thought w 
varies, at the works, from thirty-seven and a ^E v!ftS necessary to the 
half to fifty cents; in the interior, the usual ^E fa^cn*nK ™ nogs, cattle, she 
prices, at the works, are from thirty-three and a ^E ll wa< a I,nJser’vaI,vo of hay 
third cents to one dollar for the bushel of fifty ^E Rtore<^mou “ 0(I an(I Hooded 
pounds, which can nearly be put into a half ^8 w^es0Ine state, and made c 
bushel measure. The prices of the foreign salt. ^8 available as food for cattle, 
at the import cities, as shown in the custom ^8 lllll^crs not speak of pro 
house returns for 1829, are, for the Liverpool ^8 s4^' fluantity of duty w 
blown, altout fifteen cents for the bushel of fifty. ^8 lxVe mus^ ^iavc ter the p 
six pounds ; for Turk’s Isl/lnd and other West ^8 llPon that kind o
India salt, about nine cents; for St. Ubes and ^E *llir^lcn “I1011 th°'m, without 
other Portugal salt, about eight cents ; for Span- ^8 advantage to the salt makers 
ish salt, Bay of Biscay and Gibraltar, about ^r‘ sa^} there was n
seven cents; from the Island of Malta, six cents, ^8 c0'1^ he used here, in favor 
Leaving out the Liverpool salt, which is made ^8 was n°t used, a
by boiling, and, therefore, contains slack and ^8 England; and many were u 
bittern, a septic ingredient, which promotesnutre- force, which cannot be
faction, ittid renders that salt unfiUfos curin» •^mcr*can system, by name, - 
provisions, and which is not used iff the West! ^8 ‘n*° ^ie serv*ce the tax the: 
and the average price of the strong, pure, alum ^8 in,e ant^ h°‘ read a part of 
salt, made by solar evaporation, in hot climates. ^8 comm'^cc on sa^ duties, in 
is about eight cents to the bushel. Here, then, ^8 "ls statement of then
is another lamentable failure. Instead of being ^8 manu^ac^urt‘rs’ ,^Ir- Wi. 
sold as cheap as the foreign, the domestic salt is ^8 i'rassworn ai,H examined as a 
from four to twelve times the price of alum salt. ^8 * " ^ rommcilce hy referring 
The last inquiry is as to the quality of the ^8 ^Vc suhject of rock
domestic article. Is it as good as the foreign? ^8 esta^*s^1 Prcsi1 nipt ion of
This is the most essential application of the test: °I* the* sMt trade, aii<i
and here again the failure is decisive. The do- ^8 eXtcn^ of British capital emplc 
mestic salt will not cure provisions for exporta- ^8 ^ co.ns^crable number c 
tion (the little excepted which is uyidc, in the ^8 Ml "j100 *l ^or sllPlK)rt- I, a 
Northeast, by solar evaporation), nor for con- ^8 stated that the salt trade was i: 
sumption in the South, nor for long keeping at ^8 R^e’ an(^ that it continued to 
the army posts, nor for voyages with thenavv. ^8 ltmnot be doubted that the e 
Foi*aH these purposes it is worthless, and use- ^8 ra(jnwjth staple British rna 
less, and the provisions which are put up in it ^8 JJ.^r ^lc Pr°tection of gove 
arc lost, or have to bo repacked, at a great ex- ^8 an jsa ma,iufactimers of salt 
l>ensc, in alum salt. This fact is well known ^8 cornmon with other manufactui 
throughout the West, where too many citizens ^8 uiey are entitled to such p 
have paid the penalty of trusting to domestic tl(,ular from a competition at In 
salt, to Ik- duix-d or injured by it any longer. ^8 man 11 >ac turers ; and. in con sec 

“And here he submitted to the Senate, that ^8 t0Rfv a l,r<|hihitory uuty on foi 
the American system, without a gross departure ^8 . S|lt‘*1 the petition of tl 
from its original principles, could not cover this ^8 ,Hrltllrers- * Iu‘y urged the arm 
duty any longer. It has had the full benefit of 1,11 Ai" depressed state of tli
that system in high duties, imposed for a long nii!ilil']r persons dependent i
time, on foreign salt; it had not produced an ^8 lj'r'l| 110 djity of the governme 
adequate supply for the country, nor half a sup- 11. ,|, c"s<ity for a prohibitory
ply ; nor at as cheap a rate, by three hundred or ^8 aad Hie fact that they wc 
one tliousand jicr cent. ; and what it did supply ^8 "il l. ,country could consume

■ ülcked thei» with a call for the
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£0 far from being equal in quantity, could not 
even he used as a substitute for the great and 
important business of the provision trade. The 
amount of so much of that trade as went to for
eign countries, Mr. B. showed to be sixty-six 
thousand barrels of beef, fifty-four thousand 
barrels of pork, two millions of pounds of bacon, 
two millions of pounds of butter, and one million 
of pounds of cheese; and he considered the sup
ply for the army and navy, and for consumption 
in the South, to exceed the quantity exported.

‘ It cannot be necessary here to dilate upon 
the uses of salt. But, in repealing that duty in 
England, it was thought worthy of notice that 
salt was necessary to the health, growth, and 
fattening of hogs, cattle, sheep, and horses ; that 
it w&< a preservative of hay and clover, and re
stored moulded and flooded hay to its good and 
wholesome state, and made even straw and chaff 
available as food for cattle. The domestic salt 
makers ftecd not speak of protection against alum 
salt. No quantity of duty will keep it oui. The 
people must have it for the provision trade ; and 
the duty upon that kind of salt is a grievous 
burthen upon them, without being of the least 

l advantage to the salt makers.
“Mr. B. said, there was no argument which 

could be used here, in favor of continuing this 
duty, which was not used, and used in vain, in 
England ; and many were used there, of much 
real force, which cannot be used here. The 
American system, by name, was not impressed 
into the service of the tax there, but its doctrines 
were; and he read a part of the report of the 
committee on salt duties, in 1817, to prove it.
It was the statement of the agent of the British 
salt manufacturers, Mr. William Horne, who 
was sworn and examined as a witness. I le said : 
l will commence by referring to the evidence I 

paw upon the subject of rock salt, in order to 
establish the presumption of the national im
portance of the salt trade, arising from the large 
extent of British capital employed in the trade, 
and the considerable number of persons depend
ant upon it for support. I, at the same time, 
stated that the salt trade was in a very depressed 
state, and that it continued to falloir. I think 
it cannot be doubted that the salt trade, in com
mon with all staple British manufactures, is en
titled to the protection of government ; and the 
British manufacturers of salt consider that, in 
common with other manufacturers of this coun
try. they are entitled to such protection, in par
ticular from a competition at home with foreign 
manufacturers; and. in consequence, they hojie 
to sir a prohibitory uuty on foreign salt.’

Such was the petition of the British manu
facturers. They urged thu amount of their cap
itol. tin- depressed state of their business, the 
number of jiersons dependent upon it for sup- j 
pr. the duty of the government to protect it,, 
ilv necessity for a prohibitory duty on foreign 
salt, and the fact that they were making more I 
than the country could consume. The ministry j 
hacked them with a call for the continuance of |

the revenue, one million five hundred thousand 
pounds sterling, derived from the salt tax ; and 
with a threat to lay that amount upon some
thing else, if it was taken off of salt. All would 
not do. Mr. Caleraft. and his friends, appealed 
to the rights and interests of the people, as over
ruling considerations in questions of taxation. 
They denounced the tax itself as little less than 
impiety, and an attack upon the goodness and 
wisdom of God, who had filled the bowels of the 
earth, and the waves of the sea, with salt for the 
use and blessing of man. and to whom it was de
nied, its use clogged and fettered, by odious and 
abominable taxes. They demanded the whole 
repeal ; ami when the ministry and the manu
facturers, overpowered by the voice of the |>eo- 
ple, ottered to give up three fourths of the tax, 
they bravely resisted the proposition, stood out 
for total repeal, and carried it.

“ Mr. B. could not doubt a like result here, and 
lie looked forward, with infinite satisfaction, to 
the era of a free trade in salt. The first eflbct 
ot such a trade would be, to reduce the price of 
alum salt, at the import cities, to eight or nine 
cents a bushel. The second effect would be, a 
return to the measured bushel, by getting rid 
of the tariff regulation, which substituted weight 
for measure, and reduced eighty-four pounds to 
fifty. The third effect would lie, to establish a 
great trade, carried on by barter, between the 
inhabitants of the United States and the people 
of the countries which produce alum salt, to the 
infinite advantage and comfort of both parties. 
He examined the operation of this barter at 
New Orleans. He said, this pure and superior 
salt, made entirely by solar evaporation, came 
from countries which were deficient in the 
articles of food, in which the West abounded. 
It came from the West Indies, from the coasts 
of Spain and Portugal, and from places in the 
Mediterranean; all of which are at this time 
consumers of American provisions, and take 
from us beef, pork, bacon, rice, corn, corn nival, 
flour, potatoes, Ac. Their salt costs them almost 
nothing. It is made on the sea beach by the 
power of the sun, with little care and au] JjgrffT 
man. It is brought to the United states as 
ballast, costing nothin" fur the tra/sportation 
across the sea. The (luty-aJuiiv prevents it from 
coming to the United StatcX in thy most un
bounded quantity. Remove roe duty, and the 
trade would be prodigious. A Bushel of corn is 
worth more than a sack of silt to the half- 
starved people to whom the sea and the sun 
give as much of this salt as they will rake up 
and park away. The levee at New Orleans 
would he covered—the warehouses would lie 
crammed with salt; the barter trade would be
come extensive and universal, a bushel of com, 
or of jiotatoes. a few pounds of butter, or a few 
pounds of beef or pork, would purchase a sack 
of salt; the steamboa^/would bring it up for a 
trifle ; and all the upper States of the Great 
Valley, where salt is so scarce, so dear, and so 
indispensable for rearing stock and curing pro-
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article. Mr. B. concluded with saying, that 
next to the reduction of the price of public lands, 
and the free use of the earth for labor and culti
vation. he considered the abolition of the salt tax, 
and a free trade in foreign salt, as the greatest 
blessing which the federal government could 
now bestow upon the people of the West.”

C II A r T E K , VI
BIRTHDAY OF MR. JEFFERSON, AND THE DOC

TRINE OF NULLIFICATION.

Tjik anniversary of the birthday of Mr. Jeffer
son ( April 13th) was celebrated this year by a 
numerous company at Washington City. Among 
the invited guests present were the President and 
Vice-President of the United States, three of the 
Secretaries of departments—Messrs. Van Buren, 
Eaton and Branch—and the Postmaster-General, 
Mr. Barry—and numerously attended by mem
bers of both Houses of Congress, and by citizens.
11 was a subscription dinner ; and as the paper 
imported, to do honor to the memory of Mr Jef
ferson as the founder of the political school to 
which the subscribers belonged. In that sense 
I was a subscriber to the dinner and attended 
it ; and have no doubt that the mass of the sub- 

.scribers acted under the same feeling. There 
was a full assemblage when I arrived, and I ob
served gentlemen standing about in clusters in 
the ante-rooms, and talking with animation on 
something apparently serious, and which seemed 
to engross their thoughts. I soon discovered 
what it was—that it came from the promulgation 
of the twenty-four regular toasts, which savor
ed of the new doctrine of nullification ; and which, 
acting on some previous misgivings, began to 
spread the feeling, that the dinner was got up 
to inaugurate that doctrine, and to make Mr. 
Jefferson its father. Many [arsons broke off, 
and refused to attend further ; but tfie company 
was still numerous, and ardent, as was proved 
by the number of volunteer votes given—above 
eighty—in addition to the twenty-four regulars ;

■ > --------- 1—l

•‘Our Federal Union: It must be preserved.' 
This brief and simple sentiment, receiving em
phasis and interpretation from all the attendant 
circumstances, and from the feeling which had 
been spreading since the time of Mr. Webster’s 
speech, was received by the public as a procla
mation from the President, to- announce a plot 
against the Union, and to summon the people to 
its clefence. Mr. Calhoun gave the next toast ; 
and it did not at all allay the suspicions which 
were crowding every bosom. It was this : “ The 
Union : next to our Liberty the most dear: may 
we all remember that it can only be preserved by 
respecting the rights of the States, and distribut
ing equally the benefit and burthen of the Union.” 
This toast touched all the tender parts of the 
new question—liberty before union—only to bo 
preserved—State r ights—inequality of burthen> 
and benefits. These phrases, connecting them
selves with Mr. Hayne’s speech, and with pro
ceedings and publications in South Carolina, un
veiled nullification, as a new and distinct doc
trine in the United States, with Mr. Calhoun for 
its apostle, and a new party in the field of which 
he was the leader. The proceedings of tHNay 
put an end to all doubt about the justice of Mr. 
Webster’s grand peroration, and revealed to the 
public mind the fact of an actual design tending to 
dissolve the Union.

Mr Jefferson was dead at that time, and could 
not defend himself from the use which the new 
party made of his name—endeavoring to mate 
him its founder ;—and putting words in his mouth 
for that purpose which he never spoke. He 
happened to have written in his lifetime, and 
without the least suspicion of its future great 
materiality, the facts in relation to his concern n 
the famous resolutions of Virginia and Kentucky, 
and which absolve him from the accusation \ 

brought against him since his death. lie counsel
led the resolutions of the Virginia General Assem
bly ; and the word nullify, or nullification, is not 
in them, or any equivalent word : he drew the 
Kentucky resolutions of 1708 : and they arc equal
ly destitute of the same phrases, lie had no
thing to do with the Kentucky resolutions of

eighty—in addition to the twcnty-lour regulars; i um,6 ... .... ...........
and the numerous and animated speeches deliver- j 17'JO, in which the word 11 nullification,” and 
cd—the report of the whole proceedings filling I the “ rightful remedy,” is found ; and upon which 

eleven newspaper columns. When the regular I the South Carolina school relied as their main ar 
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as their main an 
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||S(ne. Well, he had nothing to do with it ! and 
w wrote (as a mere matter of information, and 
without foreseeing its future use), in a letter to 
William C. Cabell shortly before his death. This 
letter is in Volume Iff., page 429, of his publish
ed correspondence. Thus, he left enough to vindi
cte himself, without knowing that a vindication 
would he necessary, and without recurring to the 
argumentative demonstration of the peaceful and 
constitutional remedies which the resolutions 
which he did write, alone contemplated. But 
he left a friend to stand up for him when he 
rras laid low in his grave—one qualified by his 
long and intimate association to be his compur- 
ptor, and entitled from his character to the ab
solute credence of all mankind. I speak of Mr. 
Madison, who, in various letters published in a 
quarto volume by Mr. J. C. McGuire, of Wash- 
ini-ton City, has given the proofs Which I have 
already used, and added others equally conclu
sive. He fully overthrows and justly resents the 
attempt “ of the nullijiera to make the nthne of 
,lfr. Jefferson the pedestal of their colossal here
in (Page 280: letter to Mr. N. I’. Trist.) And 
lie left behind him a State also to come to the 
rescue of his assailed integrity—his own na
tte State of Virginia—whose legislature almost 
unanimously, immediately after the attempt 
to make Mr. Jefferson “ the pedestal of this 
tdossal heresy," passed resolves repulsing the 
imputation, and declaring that there was no
thing in the Virginia resolutions ’98 ’99, to sup- 
portSouth Carolina in her doctrine of, nullifica
tion. These testimonies absolve Mr. Jefferson: 
but the nnllifiers killed his birthday celebrations ! 
Instead of being renewed annually, in all time, 
is his sincere disciples then intended, they have 
lever been heard of since ! and the memory of a 
peat man—benefactor of his species—lias lost an 
honor which grateful posterity intended to pay 
it and which the preservation and dissemination 
il his principles require to he paid.

CHAPTER XL VII.
REGULATION OF COMMERCE.

I tit constitution of the United States gives to 
lCongress the power to regulate commerce with 
lkeign nations. That power has not yet been

executed, in the sense intended by the constitu
tion : for the commercial treaties made by the 
President and the Senate arc not the legislative 
regulation intended in that grant of power ; nor 
arc the tariff laws, whether for revenue or pro
tection, any the more so. They all miss the ob
ject, and the mode of operating, intended by the 
constitution in that grant—the true nature of 
which was explained early in the life of the new 
federal government by those most competent to 
do it—Mr. Jefferson, Mr. Madison, and Mr. Wm. 
Smith of South Carolina,—and in the form most 
considerate and responsible. Mr. Jefferson, as 
Secretary of State, in his memorable report “ On 
the restrictions and privileges of the commerce 
of the United States in foreign countries ; ” Mr. 
Madison in his resolutions as a member of the 
House of Representatives in the year 1793, “ For 
the regulation of our foreign commerce ; ” and 
in his speeches in support of his resolutions ; 
and the speeches in reply, chiefly by Mr. Wil
liam Smith, of South Carolina, speaking (as it was 
held), the sense of General Hamilton ; so that in 
the speeches and writing of these three early 
members of our government (not to speak of 
many other ahl e men then in the House of Rep
resentatives), wc have the authentic exposition 
of the meaning of the clause in question, and of 
its intended mode of operation : for they all 
agreed in that view of the subject, though differ
ing about the adoption of a system which would 
then have borne most heavily upon "Great Brit
ain. The plan was defeated at that time, and 
only by a very small majority (52 to 47),—the 
defeat effected by the mercantile influence, which 
favored the British trade, and was averse to any 
discrimination to her disadvantage, though only 
intended to coerce her into a commercial treaty— 
of which we then had none with her. After
wards the system of treaties was followed up, 
and protection to our own industry extended in
cidentally through the clause in the constitution 
authorizing Congress to “ Lay and collect taxes, 
duties, imports and excises,” Ac. So that the 
power granted in the clause, “ To regulate com
merce with foreign nations,” has never yet been 
exercised by Congress :—a neglect or omission, the 
more remarkable as, besides the plain and obvious 
fairness and benefit of the regulation intended, 
the power conferred by that clause was the po
tential moving cause of forming the present con
stitution, and creating the present Union.
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The principle of the regulation was to be that 
of reciprocity—that is, that trade was not to be 
free on one side, and fettered on the other—that 
goods were not to be taken from a foreign coun
try, free of duty, or at a low rate, unless that 
country should take something from us, also 
free, or at a low rate. And the mode of acting 
was by discriminating in the imposition of duties 
between those which had, and had not, commer
cial treaties with us—the object to be accom
plished by an act of Congress to that effect ; 
which foreign nations might meet either by leg
islation in their imposition of duties ; or, and 
wliich is preferable, by treaties of specified and 
limited duration. My early study of the theory, 
and the working of our government—so often 
different, and sometimes opposite—led mo to 
understand the regulation clause in the constitu
tion, and to admire and approve it : and ns in 
the beginning of General Jackson’s administra
tion, I foresaw the speedy extinction of the pub
lic debt, and the consequent release of great part 
of our foreign imports from duty, I wished to 
be ready to derive all the benefit from the event 
which would result from the double process of 
receiving many articles free which were then 
taxed, and of sending abroad many articles free 
which were now met by heavy taxation. With 
this view-, I brought a bill into the Senate in the 
session 1829-’30, to revive the policy of Mr. 
Madison’s resolutions of 1793—without effect 
then, but without despair of eventual success. 
And still wishing to see that policy revived, and 
seeing near at hand a favorable opportunity for 
it in the approaching extinction of our present 
public debt—(and I wish I could add, a return 
to economy in the administration of the govern
ment)—and consequent large room for the reduc
tion and abolition of duties, 1 here produce some 
passages from the speech I delivered on my bill 
of 1830, preceded by some passages from Mr. 
Madison’s speech of 1793, in support of his res
olutions, and show ing his view of their policy 
and operation—not of their constitutionality, for 
of that there was no question : and his com
plaint was that the identical clause in the consti
tution which caused the constitution to be 
framed, had then remained four years without 
execution. He said :

“ Mr. Madison, after some general observa
tions on the report, entered into a more particu- 
.ar consideration of the subject, lie remarked

that the commerce of the United States is not, 
at this day, on that respectable footing to which 
from its nature and importance, it is entitled 
He recurred to its situation previous to the adop. 
tion of the constitution, when conflicting sy«. 
terns prevailed in the different States. The then 
existing state of things gave rise to that conven
tion of delegates from the different parts of the 
Union, who met to deliberate on some general 
principles for the regulation of commerce, which 
might be conducive, in their operation, to the 
general welfare, and that such measures should 
be adopted as would conciliate the friendship 
and good failli of those countries who w ere dis. 
posed to enter into the nearest commercial con
nections with us. lint what has been the result 
of the system which has been pursued ever 
since 1 What is the present situation of our 
commerce ? From the situation in which we find 
ourselves after four years’ experiment he ob
served, that it appeared incumbent on the Uni- 
ted States to sec whether they could not now 
take measures promotivc of those? objects for 
which the government was in a great degree in
stituted. Measures of moderation, firmness and 
decision, he was persuaded, were now necessary 
to be adopted, in order to narrow the sphere of 
our commerce w ith those nations who see proper 
not to meet us on terms of reciprocity.

‘•Mr. M. took a general view of the probable 
effects which the adoption of something like l:,.- 
resolutions he had proposed, would produce. 
They would produce, respecting many articles 
imported, a competition which would enable 
countries who did not now supply us with those 
articles, to do it, and would increase the encou
ragement on such as we can produce within our
selves. We should also obtain an equitable 
share in carrying our own produce ; we should 
enter into the field of competition on equal terms, 
and enjoy the actual benefit of advantages which 
nature and the spirit of our people entitle us to.

"lie adverted to the advantageous situation 
this country is entitled to stand in, considering I 
the nature of our exports and returns. Our ex
ports are bulky, and therefore must employ 
much shipping, which might he nearly all our | 
own: our exports are chiefly necessaries of life, 
or raw materials, the food for the manufacturers I 
of other nations. On the contrary, the chief of I 
what we receive from other countries, we can I 
either do without, or produce substitutes.

‘•It is in the power of the United States, ha, 
conceived, by exerting her natural rights, with
out violating the rights, or even the equitable I 
pretensions of other nations—by doing no moral 
than most nations do for the protection of their I 
interests, and much less than some, to male her! 
interests respected ; for, what we receive from I 
other nations are but luxuries to us, which, if I 
we choose to throw aside, we could deprive jiattl 
of the manufacturers of those luxuries, of evcnl 
bread, if we are forced to the contest of self-1 
denial. This being the case, our country nun 
make her enemies feel the extent of her power |
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WTe stand, with respect to the nation exporting 
those luxuries, in the relation of an opulent in
dividual to the laborer, in producing the siq>er- 
fluities for his accommodation ; the former can 
do without those luxuries, the consumption of 
which gives bread to the latter.

a Ho did not propose, or wish that the United 
States should, art present, go so far in the line 
which his resolutions point to, as they might go. 
'fl,c extent to which the principles involved in 
those resolutions should ho carried, will depend 
upon tilling up the blanks. To go the very ex
tent of the principle immediately, might be in
convenient. He wished, only, that the Legisla
ture should mark out the ground on which we 
think wc can stand ; perhaps it may produce 
the effect wished for, without unnecessary irrita
tion; we need not at first, go every length.

• Another consideration would induce him. he 
said, to be moderate in filling up the blanks— 
not to wound public credit. lie did not wish to 
ri>k any sensible diminution of the public revenue. 
He believed that if the blanks were tilled with 
judgment, the diminution of the revenue, from a 
diminution in the quantity of imports, would be 
counterbalanced by the increase in the duties.

• The last resolution he had proposed, he said, 
is in a manner, distinct from the rest. The 
nation is bound by the most sacred obligation, 
he conceived, to protect the rights of its citizens 
against a violation of them from any quarter ; or, 
if thev cannot protect, they arc bound to repay 
the damage.

It is a fact authenticated to this House by 
communications from the Executive, that there 
in- regulations established by some European 
nations, contrary to the law of nations, by which 
our property is seized and disposed of in such a 
wav that damages have accrued. We are bound 
either to obtain reparation for the injustice, or 
compensate the damage. It is only in the first 
instance, no doubt, that the burden is to bo 
thrown upon the United State's. The proper de
partment of government will, no doubt, take pro
per steps to obtain redress. The justice of foreign 
nations will certainly not permit them to deny 
reparation when the breach of the law of nations 
evidently appears ; at any rate, it is just that the 
individual should not suffer. lie believed the 
amount of the damages that would come within 

I themeaning of this resolution, would not be very 
considerable.”

Reproducing these views of Mr. Madison, and 
with a desire to fortify myself with his authority, 
the better to produce a future practical effect, I 
now give the extract from mv own speech of
1830:

“Mr. Benton said he rose to ask the leave for 
which he gave notice on Friday last ; and in do
ing so, he meant to avail himself of the parlia 
mentary rule, seldom followed here, but familiar 
m the place from whence wc drew our rule 
the British Parliament—and strictly right and

proper, when any thing new or unusual is to be 
projxised, to state the clauses, and make an ex
position of the principles of his bill, before he 
submitted the formal motion for leave to bring 
it in.

*k 'flic tenor of it is, not to abolish, but to pro
vide for the abolition of duties. This phrase
ology announces, that something in addition to 
the statute—«' me power in addition to that of 
the legislature, is to be concerned in accom
plishing the abolition. Then the duties for 
abolition are described as unnecessary ones ; 
ami under this idea is included the twofold con
ception, that they are useless, either for the pro
tection of domestic industry, or for supplying 
the treasury with revenue. The relief of the 
people from sixteen millions of taxes is based 
upon the idea of an abolition of twelve millions 
of duties ; the additional four millions being the 
merchant’s protit upon the duty he advances ; 
which profit the people pay ns a part of the tax, 
though the government never receives it. It is 
the merchant’# compensation for advancing the 
duty, and is the same as his profit upon the 
goods. The improved condition of the four great 
branches of national industry is presented as the 
third object of the bill ; and their relative,im
portance, in my estimation, classes itself accord
ing to the order of my arrangement. Agricul
ture, as furnishing the means of subsistence to 
man, and as the foundation of every thing else, 
is put foremost; manufactures, as preparing 
and fitting things for our use, stands second, 
commerce, as exchanging the superfluities of 
different countries, comes next ; and navigation, 
as furnishing the chief means of carrying on 
commerce, closes the list of the four great 
branches of national industry. Though classed 
according to their respective importance, neither 
branch is disparaged. They are all great inter
ests—all connected—all dependent upon each 
other—friends in their nature—for a long time 
friends in fact, under the operations of our go
vernment : and only made enemies to each other, 
as they now are by a course of legislation, which 
the approaching extinguishment of the public 
debt presents a fit opportunity for reforming 
and ameliorating. The title of my bill declares 
the intention of the bill to improve the condition 
of each of them. The abolition of sixteen mil
lions of taxes would itself operate a great im
provement in the condition of each ; but the in
tention of the bill is not limited to that inciden
tal and consequential improvement, great as it 
may be ; it proposes a positive, direct, visible, 
tangible, and countable benefit to each ; and 
this 1 shall prove and demonstrate, not in this 
brief illustration of the title of my bill, but at 
the proper places, in the course of the examina
tion into its provisions and exposition of its 
principles.

“1 will now proceed with the bill, reading each 
section in its order, and making the remarks 
upon it which are necessary to explain its object 
and to illustrate its operation.
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The First Section.
“ That, for the term of ten years, from and af

ter the first day of January, in the year 1832, 
or, as soon thereafter as may he agreed upon 
between the United States and any foreign [low
er, the duties now payable on the importation of 
the following articles, or such of them as may be 
agreed upon, shall cease and de'ermine, or be 
reduced, in favor of such countries as shall, by 
treaty, grant equivalent advantages to the agri
culture, manufactures, commerce, and navigation, 
of the United States.

“This section contains the principle of abolish
ing duties by the joint act of the legislative and 
executive departments. The idea of equiva
lents, which the section also presents, is not 
new, but has for its sanction high and venerated 
authority, of which I shall not fail to avail my
self. That we ought to have equivalents for 
abolishing ten or twelve millions of duties on 
foreign merchandise is most clear. Such an 
abolition will be an advantage to foreign powers, 
for which they ought to compensate us, by re
ducing duties to an equal amount upon our pro
ductions. This is what no law, or separate act 
of our own, can command. Amicable arrange
ments alone, with foreign owers, ran effect it ; 
and to free such arrangements from serious, per
haps insuperable difficulties, it would be neces
sary first to lay a foundation for them in an act 
of Congress. This is what my bill proposes to 
do. It proposes that Congress shall select the 
articles for abolition of duty, and then leave it to 
the Executive to extend the provisions of the act 
to such powers as will grant us equivalent ad
vantages. The articles enumerated for abolition 
of duty arc of kinds not made in the United 
States, so that my bill presents no ground of 
alarm or uneasiness to any branch of domestic 
industry. -

“The acquisition of equivalents is a striking 
feature in the plan which I propose, anil for that 
I have the authority of him whose opinions will 
never be invoked in vain, while republican prin
ciples have root in our soil. I speak of Mr. Jef
ferson, and of his it;oil on the commerce and 
navigation of the United States, in the year ’U3, 
an extract from which 1 will read.”

The F. struct.
“ Such being the restrictions on the commerce 

and navigation of the United States, the question 
is. in what way they may best be removed, mod
ified. or counteracted ?

“ As to commerce, (two methyls occur 1. 
By friendly arrangements with the several na
tions with whom these restrictions exist : or, 2. 
By the separate act of our own legislatures, for 
countervailing their effects.

“ There can be no doubt, but that, of these 
two, friendly arrangements is the most eligible. 
Instead of embarrassing commerce under piles 
of regulating laws, duties, and prohibitions, could 
it be relieved from all its shackles, in all parts

of the world—could every country be employed 
in producing that which nature has best fitted it 
to produce, and each be free to exchange with 
others mutual surplusses, for mutual wants 
the greatest mass possible would then be pro! 
duced, of those things which contribute to hu. 
man life and human happiness, the numbers of 
mankind would be increased, and their condition 
bettered.

“ Would even a single nation begin with the 
United States this system of free commerce, it 
would be advisable to begin it with that nation ; 
since it is one by one only that it can be extend
ed to all. Where the circumstances of cither 
party render it expedient to levy a revenue, by 
way of impost on commerce, its freedom might 
be mollified in that particular, by mutual and 
equivalent measures, preserving it entire in ,|; 
others.

“ Some nations, not yet ripe for free com
merce, in all its extent, might be willing to mol
lify its restrictions and regulations, for us, in 
proportion to the advantages which an inter
course with us might oti’er. Particularly they 
may concur with us in reciprocating the duties 
to be levied on each side, or in compensating any 
excess of duty, by equivalent advantages of 
another nature. Our commerce is certainly of 
a character to entitle it to favor in most coun
tries. The commodities wc offer arc either ne
cessaries of life, or materials for manufacture, or 
convenient subjects of revenue ; and wc take in 
exchange either manufactures, when they have 
received the last finish of art and industry, or 
mere luxuries. Such customers may reasonably 
expect welcome and friendly treatment at every 
market—customers, too, whose demands, increas
ing with their wealth and population, must very 
shortly give full employment to the «'hole indus
try of any nation whatever, in any line of supply 
they may get into the habit of calling for from il, 

“ But, should any nation, contrary to our 
wishes, suppose it may better find its ad-anlage 
by continuing its system of prohibitions, duties, 
and regulations, it behooves us to protect our 
citizens, their commerce and navigation, by 
counter prohibitions, duties, and regulations, 
also. Free commerce and navigation are not to 
tie given in exchange for restrictions and vexa
tions ; nor are they likely to produce a relaxa
tion of them.”

“ The plan which I now propose adopts the 
idea of equivalents and retaliation to the whole 
extent recommended by Mr. Jefferson. It dif
fers from his plan in two features: first, in the 
mode of proceeding, by founding the treaties 
abroad upon a legislative act at home ; secondly, 
in combining protection with revenue, in sell* 
ing articles of exception to the system of free 
trade. This degree of protection he admitted 
himself, at a later period of his life. It corres
ponds with the recommendation of President 
Washington to Congress, in the year ’VO, and 
with that-of our present Chief Magistrate, to

ourselves, at the commence 
session of Congress.
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great provision market, our beef 
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our bacon, from ten to twer 
found; live hogs, eight dollars e 
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every thing else, in proportion 
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or exceeding the value of the 
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manufactures, annually ; and it 
turned that wc have to pay 
the shape of duties, for the priv 
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duties, wherever they go. The in’ 
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Momestic cottons, to ,hc „„„„„ 
« dollars; soap and candles, to tin
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Durselves, at the commencement of the present 
session of Congress.

a j will not now stop to dilate upon the bene
fit which will result to every family from an 
abolition of duties which will enable them to get 
all the articles enumerated in my bill for about 
one third, or one half less, than is nowr paid fbr 
them. Let any one read over the list of articles, 
and thtn look to the sum total which he now 
mvs eut annually for them, and from that sum 
ileducViiear fifty per cent., which is about the 
average of the duties and merchant’s profit in
cluded. vgith which they now come charged to 
him. This deduction will be his saving under 
om. branch of my plan—the abolition clause. 
To this must be added the gain under the clause 
to secure equivalents in foreign markets, and 
the two being added together, the saving in pur
chases at home being added to the gain in sales 
abroad, will give the true measure of the advan
tages which my plan presents.

» Let us now sec whether the agriculture and 
manufactures of the United States do not require 
better markets abroad than they possess at this 
time. What is the state of these markets ? Let 
facts reply. England imposes a duty of three 
shillings sterling a pound upon our tobacco, 
which is ten times its value. She imposes duties 
equivalent to prohibition on our grain and pro
visions ; and either totally excludes, or cnormous- 
lv taxes, every article, except cotton, that we 
ind te her ports. In France, our tobacco is 
subject to a royal monopoly, which makes the 
king the sole purchaser, and subjects the seller 
to the necessity of taking the price which his 
agents will give. In Germany7, our tobacco, and 
other articles, are heavily dutied, and liable to 
a transit duty, in addition, when they have to 
ascend the Rhine, or other rivers, to penetrate 
the interior. In the West Indies, which is our 
mat provision market, our ticef, pork, and flour, 
usually pay from eight to ten dollars a barrel : 
our bacon, from ten to twenty-five cents a 
pound; live hogs, eight dollars each ; corn, com
ma!. lumber, whiskey, fruit, vegetables, and 
every thing else, in proportion ; the duties in 
the different islands, on an average, equalling 
or exceeding the value of the articles in the 
Inited States. We export about forty-five 

| millions of domestic productions, exclusive of 
manufactures, annually ; and it may lie safely 

I assumed that we have to pay near that sum in 
the shape of duties, for the privilege of sidling 
these exports in foreign markets. No much for 
agriculture. Our manufactures are in the same 
condition. In many branches they have met the 
home lemand, and arc going abroad in search of 
foreign markets. They meet with vexatious re
strictions. peremptory exclusions, or oppressive 
duties.wherever they go. The quantity already 
tiportcd entitles them to national consideration, 
in the list of exports. Their aggregate value for 
1828 was about five millions of dollars, compris
ing domestic cottons, to the amount of a million 

I tf dollars ; soap and candles, to the value of nine

hundred thousand dollars ; boots shoes, and 
saddlery, five hundred thousand dollars ; hats, 
three hundred thousand dollars ; cabinet, coach, 
and other wooden work, six hundred thousand 
dollars ; glass and iron, three hundred thousand 
dollars ; and numerous smaller items. This 
large amount of manufactures pays their value, 
in some instances more, for the privilege of being 
sold abroad ; and, what is wrorse, they arc totally 
excluded from several countries from which we 
buy largely. Such restrictions and impositions 
are highly injurious to our manufactures ; and 
it is incontestably true, the amount of exports 
prove it, that what most of them now need is not 
more protection at home, but a better market 
abroad ; and it is one of the objects of this hill to 
obtain such a market for them.

“It appears to me [said Mr. II.] to he a fair 
and practicable plan, combining the advantages 
of legislation and negotiation, and avoiding the 
objections to each. It consults the sense of the 
people, in leaving it to their Representatives to 
say on what articles duties shall be abolished for 
their relief ; on what they shall be retained for 
protection and revenue ; it then secures the ad
vantage of obtaining equivalents, by referring it 
to the Executive to extend the benefit of the ab
olition to such nations as shall reciprocate tlic 
favor. To such as will not reciprocate, it leaves 
every thing as it now stands. The success of 1 
this plan can hardly he doubted. It addresses 
itself to the two most powerful passions of the 
human heart—interest and fear ; it applies itself 
to the strongest principles of human action- 
profit and loss. For, there is no nation with 
whom we trade but will be benefited by the in
creased trade of her staple productions, which 
will result from a free trade in such productions ; 
none that would not he crippled by the loss of 
such a trade, which loss would be the immediate 
cflect of rejecting our system. Our position en
ables us to command the commercial system of 

j the globe ; to mould it to our own plan, for the 
benefit of the world and ourselves. The ap- 

j preaching extinction of the public debt puts it in
to our power to abolish twelve millions of duties, 
and to set free more than one-half of our entire 
commerce. We should not forego, nor lose the 
advantages of such a position. It occurs but sel
dom in the life of a nation, and once missed, is 
irretrievably gone, to the generation, at least, that 
saw and neglected the golden opportunity. We 
have complained, and justly, of the burthens 
u|X>n our exports in foreign countries ; a part of 
our tariff system rests upon the principle of reta
liation for the injury thus done us. Retaliation, 
heretofore, has been our only resource : hut re
ciprocity of injuries is not the way to enrich na
tions any more than individuals. It is an • un
profitable contest,’ under every aspect, lint 
the present conjuncture, payment of the public 
debt, in itself a rare and almost unprecedented 
occurrence in the history of nations, enables us 
to enlarge our system ; to present a choice of al
ternatives : one fraught with relief, the other
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presenting a burthen to foreign nations. The cd the principle of Mr. Madison s resolutions
participation!, or exclusion, from forty millions of ))Ut reversed their action. The discrimination
free trade, annually increasing, would not admit w||jch jlc pr0poScd was a levy of five or ten per

thaiifyht in the head of any nation , , » , .cent, more on the imports from countries which
did not enter into our propositions for reciprocity: 
my plan, as being the same thing in substance, 
and less invidious in form, was a levy of five or 
ten per cent, leas on the commerce of the recip- 
rocating nations—thereby holding out, an in
ducement and a benefit, instead of a threat and 
a penalty.

iruc UBUO, »uuuwv —----------------n,
of a second thought, in the head of any nation 
with which we trade. To say nothing of her 
gains in the participation in such a commerce, 
what would be her loss in the exclusion from it? 
How would England, France, or Germany, bear 
the loss of their linen, silk, or wine trade, with 
the United States ? How could Cuba, St. Do
mingo. or Brazil. l»ear the loss of their coffee trade 
with us ? They could not bear it at all. Deep 
and essential injury, ruin of industry seditions, 
and bloodshed, and the overthrow of administra
tions, would be the consequence of such loss. 
Yet such loss would be inevitable (and not to 
the few nations, or in the articles only which 1 
have mentioned, for I have put a few instances 
only by way of example), but to every nation 
with whom we trade, that would not fall into 
our system, and throughout the whole list of es
sential articles to which our abolition extends. 
Our present heavy duties would continue in force 
against such nations ; they would be abolished 
in favor of their rivals. We would say to them, 
in the language of Mr. Jefferson, free trade and 
navigation is not to be given in exchange for re
strictions and vexations! But I feel entire 
confidence that it would not be necessary to use 
the language of menace or coercion. Amicable 
representations, addressed to their sense of self- 
interest, would be more agreeable, and not less 
effectual. The plan cannot fail ! It is scarcely 
within the limits of possibility that it should 
fail ! And if it did, what then ? Wo have lost 
nothing. We remain as wo were. Our present 
duties are still in force, and Congress can act 
uj>on them one or two years hence, in any way 
they please.*' Here, then, is the peculiar recommendation 
to my plan, that, while it secures a chance, little 
short of absolute certainty, of procuring an al>o- 
lition of twelve millions of duties upon our ex
ports in foreign countries, in Return for an aboli
tion of twelve millions of duties upon imports

’ «I... nl.v

CHAPTER XL VIII.

ALUM SALT. TIIE ABOLITION OF THE DUTY UPON 
IT, AND REPEAL OF THE FISHING BOUNTY AM, 
ALLOWANCES FOUNDED ON IT.

I look upon a salt tax as a curse—as some
thing worse than a political blunder, great as 
that is—as an impiety, in stinting the use, anil 
enhancing the cost by taxation, of an article 
which God has made necessary to the health and 
comfort, and almost to the life, of every animat
ed being—the poor dumb animal which can only I 

manifest its wants in mute signs and frantic ac
tions, as well as the rational and speaking man 
who can thank the Creator for his goodness, and 
curse the legislator that mars its enjoyment 
There is a mystery in salt. It was used in holy 
sacrifice from the earliest day ; and to this time, f 

in the Oriental countries, the stranger lodging n 
1 the house, cannot kill or rob while in it. after lie I 
has tasted the master’s salt. The disciples of I

nun ....... . _ Christ were called by their master the salt of the
from them, it exposes nothing to risk , the abo- I earth. Sacred and profane history abound in in- 
lition of duty upon the foreign article here being , Alices 0f people refusing to fight against the 
contingent upon the acquisition of the equivalent ) , . ,advantage abroad. | km^ who l,ad K,vcn tl,cm salt : an'1 ,h,s

“I close this exposition of the principles of rious deference for an article so essential to nun|
my bill with the single remark, that these treaties j ami boast takes it out of the class of onlinarvl 
for the mutual abolition of duties should lie for I .)roductjons, and carries it up close to those viJ 
limited terms, say for seven or ten years, to give - .. > • , „ I
room for the modifications which time, and the 
varying pursuits of industry, may show to he 
necessary. Upon this idea, the hill is framed, 
and the period of ten years inserted by wav of 
suggestion and exemplification of the plan. Ano
ther feature is too obvious to need a remark, that 
the time for the commencement of the aliolition 
of duties is left to the Executive, who can ac
commodate it to the state of the revenue and the 
extinction of the public debt.”

i........... ............—
tal elements—bread, water, fire, air—which I’m 
videnec has made essential to life, and spreaè 
every where, that craving nature may find itj 
supply without stint, and without tax Thi 
venerable Mr. Macon considered a salt tax m j 

sacrilegious point of view—as breaking a sain* 
law—an«l fought against ours as long as 1 
public life lasted ; and I, his disciple, not disej 
teemed by him, commenced lighting by Ins sir

The plan which I proposed in this speech adopt- against the odious imposition
A

and have contil

aed it since his death, and 
tfi the tax ceases, or my pc 
Many are my speeches, an 
in my senatorial life of thirl 
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because it had a foreign rival 
made crystallized salt at home 

j nothing to protect in taxing I 
I 1 had failed—we had all failed 

to abolish the salt tax general 
to attempt the abolition of the i 
pjrately ; and with it, the fish 

] allowances founded upon it :
1 into the Senate to acconq 

I The fishing bounties and allown 
el by some, as a bounty to navij 
point of view they would be as 
is unjust), I was under the neci 
their origin, as being founded o 
Jnwback of the duty paid on tl 
the exported ^'ed or pickled fisl 
liththc salt tax, and adjust to 
the tax—rising with its increase a 
ils tall—and that, in the beginning 
exportation of pickled beef and 
roe degree, and upon the same 
the bounties ami allowances weri 
the fisheries. In the bill inf rod 
purpose, I spoke as follows :

•To spare any senator the suppo 
f ahearsing me a lecture iqioii tin 
<the fisheries, 1 will premise that 
Kpintancc with the subject—that 
tarries to be valuable, for the fix» 
he. the commerce they create, t 
hr perfect, the employment they g 
■sinthe building of vessels ; and t 

■ta they make of wood, hufnp and i 
lew that the fishermen Applied fin 
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I
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and have coni

ned it since his death, and shall continue it un- 
y the tax ceases, or my political life terminates. 
Many are my speeches, and reports, against it 
in my senatorial life of thirty years ; amf*among 
other speeches, one limited to a particular kind 
of salt not made in the United States, and indis
pensable to dried or pickled provisions. This is 
the alum salt, made by solar evaporation out of 
tea water ; and being a kind not produced at 
home, indispensable and incapable of substitute, 
it had a legitimate claim to exemption from the 
canons of the American system. That system 
protected homemade fire-boiled common salt, 
because it had a foreign rival : wo had no sun- 
made crystallized salt at home; and therefore had 
nothing to protect ill taxing the foreign article.

1 1 had failed—we had all failed—in our attempts 
to abolish the salt tax generally : 1 determined 
to attempt the abolition of the alum salt duty se
parately ; and with it, the fishing bounties and 
allowances founded upon it: and brought a 
bill into the Senate to accomplish that object. 
The fishing bounties and allowances being claim- 
,dby some, as a bounty to navigation (in which 
pint of view they would be as unconstitutional 
»s unjust), I was under the necessity of tracing 
their origin, as being founded on the idea of a 
drawback of the duty paid on the salt put upon 
lit exported l,r'ed or pickled fish—commencing 
filhthc salt tax, and adjulükl to the amount of 
the tax—rising with its increase and falling with 
its fall—and that, in the beginning allowed to the 
aportation of pickled beef and pork, to the 
amc degree, and upon the same principle that 
the bounties and allowances were extended to 
the fisheries. In the bill introduced for this 
purpose, 1 spoke as follows : 1

uTo spare any senator the supposed necessity

I
lf rehearsing me a lecture upon the importance 
i the fisheries, I will premise that 1 have some 
ejiMiUmce with the subject—that 1 know the 
titties to be valuable, for the food they pro- 
Ike, the commerce they create, the mariners 
hr perfect, the employmeiit they give to arti- 

is in the building of vessels ; and thcconsump- 
• tliey make of wood, hump and iron. J also 
t that the fishermen Applied for the Conn

ut the commcncvmentW our present form 
K prominent, which the British give to their 
bries,for the encouragement of navigation; 
1 that they were denied them upon the rv- 
I of the then Secretary of State (Mr. Jef- 

I also know that our fishing boun- 
i Mid allowances go, in no part, to that 
mi of fishing to which the British give

most bounty—whaling—because it is the best 
school for mariners ; and the interests of nav
igation are their principal object in promoting 
fishing. No part of our bounties and allow
ances go to our w hale ships, because they do 
not consume foreign salt on which they have 
paid duty, and reclaim it as drawback. I have 
also read the six dozen acts of Congress, genera) 
and particular, passed in the last forty years— 
from 1789 to 1829 inclusively—giving the boun
ties and allowances which it is my present pur
pose to abolish, with the alum salt duty on 
which all this superstructure of legislative en
actment is built up. 1 say the salt tax, and es
pecially the tax on alum salt (which is the kind 
required for the fisheries), is the foundation of 
all these bounties and allowances ; and that, as 
they grew up together, it is fair and regular that 
they should sink and fall together. 1 recite a 
dozen of the acts : thus :

“ 1. Act of Congress, 1789, grants five cents 
a barrel on pickled fish and salted provisions, 
and five cents a quintal on dried fish, exported 
from the United Ktatcs, in lieu of a drawback of 
the duties imposed on the importation of the salt 
used in curing such fish and provisions.

“ N. li. Duty on salt, at that time, six cents a 
bushel.

“ 2. Act of 1790 increases the bounty in lieu of 
drawback to ten cents a barrel on pickled fish 
and salted provisions, and ten cents a quintal on 
dried fish.- The duty on salt being then raised 
to twelve cents a bushel.

“ 3. Act of 1792 repeals the bounty in lieu of 
drawback on dried fish, and in lieu of that, and 
as a commutation and equivalent therefor, au
thorizes an allowance to be pakl to vessels in the 
cod fishery (dried fish) at the rate of one dollar 
and fifty cents a ton on vessels of twenty to 
thirty tons ; with a limitation of one hundred 
and seventy dollars for the highest allowance to 
any vessel.

" 4. A supplementary act, of the same year, 
adds twenty per cent, to each head of these al
lowances.

“5. Act of 1797 increases the bounty on salt
ed provisions to eighteen cents a barrel ; on 
pickled fish to twenty-tw o cents a barrel ; and 
adds thirty-three and a third j>cr cent, to the al
lowance in favor of the cod-fishing vessels. Du
ty on salt, at the same time, being raised to twen
ty cents a bushel.

1‘ ti. Act of 1799 increases the bounty on 
pickled fish to thirty cents a barrel, on salted 
provisions to twenty-five.

“7. Act of 1800 continues all previous acts 
(for bounties and allowances) for ten years, and 
makes this proviso : That these allowances shall 
not he understood to be continued for a lonjjor 
time than the correspondent duties on salt, re- 
spcetively, for which the said additional allow
ances were granted, shall be payable.

'• 8. Act of 1807 repeals all laws laying a du
ty on imported salt, and for paying bounties ou 
the exportation of pickled fish and salted pro-
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visions, and making allowances to fishing vessels 
—Mr. Jefferson being then President.

“9. Act of 1813 gives a bounty of twenty 
cents a barrel on pickled fish exported, and al
lows to the cod-fishing vessels at the rate of 
two dollars and forty cents the ton for vessels 
between twenty and thirty tons, four dollars a 
ton for vessels above thirty, with a limitation of 
two hundred and seventy-two dollars for the 
highest allowance ; and a proviso, that no boun
ty or allowance should be paid unless it was 
proved to the satisfaction of the collector that 
the fish was wholly cured with foreign salt, and 
the duty on it secured or paid. The salt duty, 
at the rate of twenty cents a bushel, was re
vived as a war tax at the same time. Bounties 
on salted provisions were omitted.

‘‘ 10. Act of 1816 continued the act of 1813 
in force, which, being for the war only, would
otherwise have expired.

‘‘11. Act of 1819 increases the allowance to 
vessels in the cod fishery to three dollars and 
fifty cents a ton on vessels from five to thirty ; 
to four dollars a ton on vessels alxnc thirty tons ; 
with A limitation of three hundred and sixty dol
lars for the maximum allowance.“ 12. Act of 1828 authorizes the mackerel 
fishing vessels to take out licenses like the cod
fishing vessels, under which it is reported by 
the vigilant Secretary of the Treasury that mo
ney is illegally drawn by the mackerel vessels— 
the newspapers sayt to the amount of thirty to 
fifty thousand dollars per annum.

These recitals of legislative enactments are 
sufficient to prove that the fishing bounties and 
allowances are Ixdtomed uj>on the salt duty, and 
must stand or fall with that duty. 1 will now 
give my reasons for proposing to abolish the du
ty on alum salt, and will do it in the simplest 
form of narrative statement ; the reasons them
selves being of a nature too weighty and obvi
ous to need, or even to admit, of coloring or ex
aggeration from arts of speech.

•• 1. Because it is an article of indispensable 
necessity in the provision trade of the V ni ted 
States. No lieef or jxtrk for the army or navy, 
or for consumption in the South, or for ex infla
tion abroad, can la* put up except in this kind of 
salt. If put up in common salt it is rejected 
absolutely by the commissaries of the army and 
navy, ami if taken to the South must be repacked 
in alum salt, at an expense of one dollar and 
twelve and a half cents a barrel, before it is ex
ported, or sold for domestic consumption. The 
quantity of provisions which require this salt, and 
must have it, is prodigious, and annually increas
ing. The exports of 1828 were, of beef sixty-six 
thousand barrels, of jtork fifty-four thousand 
barrels, of bacon one million nine hundred thou
sand pounds weight, butter and cheese two mil
lion )K)imds weight. The value of these articles 
was two millions and a quarter of dollars. To 
this amount must be added the supply for the 
army and navy, and all that was sent to the 

** South for home consumption, every pound of

which had to t»e cured in this kind of salt, for 
common salt will not cure it. The Western 
country is the great producer of provisions ; and 
there is scarcely a farmer in the whole extent of 
that vast region whose interest does not require 
a prompt repeal of the duty on this description 
of salt.

2. Because no salt of this kind is made in the 
United States, nor any rival to it, or substitute 
for it. It is a foreign importation, brought from 
various islands in the West Indies, belonging to 
England. France, Spain, and Denmark ; and from 
List>on, St. Ubes, (Jibraltar. the Bay of Biscay, 
and Liverpool. The principles of the protecting 
system do not extend to it: for no quantity of 
protection can produce a home supply. The 
present duty, which is far beyond the rational 
limit of protection, has been in force near thirty 
years, and has not produced a pound. We are 
still thrown exclusively uj>on the foreign supply. 
The principles of the protecting system can only 
apply to common salt, the product of which is 
considerable in the United States; and upon that 
kind, the present duty is proposed to be left m 
full force.

3. Because the duty is enormous, and quad
ruples the price of the salt to the farmer. The 
original value of salt is about fifteen cents the 
measured bushel of cjghty-four pounds. But 
the tariff substitutes Wbi^lit for measure, and 
fixes that weight at fifty-six pounds, instead of 
eighty-four. Ujion that fifty-six pounds, a duty 
of twenty cents is laid. Upon this duty, the re
tail merchant has his profit of eight or ten cents, 
and then reduces his bushel from fifty-six toliftv 
pounds. The consequence of all ..-se operations 
is. that the farmer pays al»out three times as 
much for a weighed bushel of fifty pounds, as 
he would have paid for a measured bushel <4 J 
eighty-four pounds, if this duty had never beta I
imposed. *

‘*4. Because the duty is unequal in its opera
tion, and falls heavily on some parts of the com
munity, and produces profit to others. It i> a 
heavy tax on the farmers of the West, who ex- 
I>ort provisions ; and no tax at all. but rather a 
source of profit, to that branch of the fisheries to 
which the allowances of the vessels apply. Kx- 
|winters of provisions have the same claim to these 
allowances that exjx triers of fi>h have. Both 
claims rest upon the same principle, and upon 
the principle of all drawbacks, that of refunding 
the duty paid on the imported salt, which is n- 
exporled on salted fish and provisions. The saint 
principle covers the beef and jtork of the farines 
which covers the fish of the fisherman ; and suc» 
was the law, as I havo^shown. for the first eizhl 
teen years that these bounties and allowance! 
were authorized. Fish and provisions faredaliki 
from 1789 to 1807. Bounties and allowance^ 
Itcgan iqxMi them together, and fell together. < 
the repeal of the salt tax, in the second term of 
Mr. Jefferson’s administration. At the renew J 
of the salt tax. in 181». at the commencement of 

i theî&W* war, they parted company, and the li^

|n the exact sense of the prover 
of one and flesh of the other 
fishing interest is now drawing 
dred ami fifty thousand dollar 
the treasury ; the provision rai 
cent, while they export more 
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In the exact sense of the proverb, has made fish 
of one and flesh of the other ever since. The 
tishintr interest is now drawing about two hun
dred and fifty thousand dollars annually from 
the treasury ; the provision raisers draw not a 
cent, while they export more than double as 
much, and ought, upon the same principle, to 
draw more than double as much money from the 
treasury.

u5. Because it is the means of drawing an un
due amount of money from the public treasury, 
under the idea of an equivalent for the drawback 
of duty on the salt used in the curing of fish. 
The amount of money actually drawn in that 
wav is about four millions seven hundred 
ami fifty thousand dollars, and is now going 
on at the rate of two hundred and fifty 
thousand dollars per annum, and constantly 
augmenting. That this amount is more than 
the legal idea recognizes, or contemplates, is 
proved in various ways. 1. By comparing the 
quantity of salt supposed to have been used,

I with the quantity yf fish known to have been 
exported, within a given year. This test, for 
the year 1828, would exhibit about seventy 
millions of jiounds weight of salt on alxmt forty 
millions of |>ounds weight of fish. This would 
suppose about a pound and three quarters of 
gait upon each pound of fish. 2. By comparing 
the value of the salt supposed to have been used, 
with the value df the fish known to have been 
exported. This test would give two hundred 
and forty-eight thousand dollars for the salt 
duty on about one million of dollars’ worth of 
fish; making the duty one fourth of its value. 
Un this basis, the amount of the duty on the salt 
used on exported provisions would he near six 
hundred thousand dollars. 3. By comparing 
the increasing allowances for salt with the de
creasing exjiortation of fish. This test, for two 
pven periods, the rate of allowance being the 
same, would produce this result: In the year 
18*3b three hundred and twenty-one thousand 
four hundred and nineteen quintals of dried f ish 
exported, and one hundred and ninety-eight 
thousand sewn hundred and twenty-four dollars 
paid for the commutation of the salt drawback : 
in 1^28, two hundred and sixty-five thousand 
two hundred and seventeen quintals of dried fish 
exported, and two hundred and thirty-nine thou
sand one hundred and forty-five dollars paid for 
the commutation. These comparisons establish 

I the fact that money is unlawfully drawn from 
,the treasury by means of these fishing allow
ances bottomed on the salt duty, and that fact 

18 expressly stated by the Secretary of the 
Treasury (Mr. Ingham), in his report uj>on the 

Ifinancvs at the commencement of the present 
Usionof Congress. [Sec page eight of the re-
H

6. Because it has become a practical viola- 
lion of one of tfce most equitable clauses in the 

institution of the United States—the clause

which declares that duties, taxes, and excises, 
shall be uniform throughout the Union. There 
is no uniformity in the operation of this tax. 
Far from it It empties the i>ockets of some, i 
and fills the pockets of others. It returns fo 
some five times as much as they pay, and to 
others it returns not a cent. It gives to the 
fishing interest two hundred and fifty thousand 
dollars per annum, and not a cent to the farm
ing interest, which, upon the same principle, 
would be entitled to six hundred thousand dol
lars ]M?r annum.

“ 7. Because this duty now rests upon a false 
basis—a basis which makes it the interest of 
one part of the Union to keep it up, while it is 
the interest of other parts to get rid of it. It is 
the interest of the West to abolish this duty: it 
is the interest of the Northeast to perpetuate it. 
The former loses money by it ; the latter makes 
money by it ; and a tax that becomes a money
making business is a solecism of the highest 
order of absurdity. Yet such is the fact. The 
treasury records prove it, and it will allord the 
Northeast a brilliant opportunity to manifest 
their disinterested atfcction to the West, by giv
ing up their own profit in this tax, to relieve the 
West from the burthen it imposes upon her.

“ 8. Because the repeal of the duty will not 
materially diminish the revenue, nor delay the 
extinguishment of the public debt. It is a tax 
carrying money out of the treasury, as well as 
bringing it in. The issue is two hundred and 
fifty thousand dollars, jærhaps the full amount 
which accrues on the kind of salt to which the 
al>olition extends. The duty, and the fishing 
allowances bottomed upon it. falling together as 
they did when Mr. Jefferson was President, 
would probably leave the amount of revenue 
unaffected.

u 9. Because it belongs to an unhappy period 
in the history of our government, and came to 
us, in its present, magnitude, in company with 
nn odious and repudiated set of measures. The 
maximum of twenty cents a bushel on salt was 
fixed in the year ’98, and was the fruit of the 
same system which produced the alien and sedi
tion laws, the eight per cent. loans, the stamp 
act. the black cockade, and the standing army in 
time of peace. It was one of the contrivances 
of that disastrous period for extorting money 
from the jieople, for the support of that strong 
and splendid government which was then the 
cherished vision of so many exalted heads. The 
reforming hand of Jefferson overthrew it, and all 
the superstructure of fishing allowances which 
was erected upon it. The exigencies of the late 
war caused it to be revived for the term of the 
war, and the interest of some, and the neglect of 
others, have ]>ermitted it to continue ever since. 
It is now our duty to sink it a second time. Wo 
profess to be disciples of the Jeffersonian school ; 
let us act up to our profession, and complete the 
task which our master set us.”
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C II A P T E It X I. I X.
tU i

BANK OF THE UNITED STATUS.

It has been already shown that General Jack- 
son in his first annual message to Congress, call
ed in question both the constitutionality and 
expediency of the*, national bank, in a way to 
show him aversewo the institution, and dis
posed to see the.federal government carried on 
without the “Sid of such an assistant. In the 
same message he submitted the question to Con
gress, that, if such an institution is deemed es
sential to the fiscal operations of the govern
ment, whether a national one, founded upon the 
credit of the government, and its revenues, might 
not be devised, which would avoid all constitu
tional difficulties, and at the same time secure all 
the advantages to the government and country 
that were expected to result from the present 
bank. 1 was not in Washington when this mes
sage was prepared, and had had no conversation 
with the President in relation to a substitute for 
the national bank, or for the currency which it fur
nished, and which having a general circulation 
was better entitled to the character of “ nation
al” than the issues of the local or State banks. 
We knew each other’s opinions on the question of 
a bank itself : but had gone no further. I had 
never mentioned to him the idea of reviving the 
gold currency—then, and for twenty years—ex
tinct i:i-*llie I ni ted States : nor had I mentioned 
to him the idea of an independent or sub-trea
sury—that is to say, a government treasury un
connected with any bank—and which was to 
have the receiving and disbursing of the public 
moneys. When these ideas were mentioned to 
him, be took them at once ; but it was not until 
the Bank of the United States should be disposed 
of that any thing could be done on these two 
subjects ; and on the latter a process had to Ik* 
gone through in the use of local banks as depos
itories of the public moneys which required sev
eral years to show its issue and inculcate its les
son. Though strong in the confidence of the 
people, the President was not deemed strong 
enough to encounter all the banks of all the 
States at once. Temporizing was indispensable 
-—and even the conciliation of a part of them, 
lienee the deposit system—or some years’ use

of local banks as fiscal agents of the govern, 
ment—which gave to the institutions so selected 
the invidious appellation of “pet banks ; ” mcan. 
ing that they were governibent favorites.

In the mean time the question which the I'resj 
dent had submitted to Congress in relation to a 
government fiscal agent, was seized upon as an 
admitted design to establish a government Itanl; 
—stigmatized at once as a “ thousand times more 
dangerous ” than an incorporated national bank— 
and held up to alarm the country. Committees in 
each House of C ongress, and all the ' " s 
in the interest of the existing Bank of the 
United States, took it up in that sense, and vehe
mently inveighed against it. Under an instruc
tion to the Finance Committee of the Senate, to 
rejHirt upon a plan for a uniform currency, and 
under a reference to the Committee of Ways and 
Means of the House, of that part of the Presi
dent’s message which related to the bank and its 
currency, most ample, elaborate and argumenta
tive reports were made—Wholly repudiating all 
the suggestions of the President, and sustaining 
the actual Bank of the United States under every 
aspect of constitutionality and* of expediency: 
and strongly presenting it for a renewal of its 
charter. These rejorts were multiplied without 
regard to expense, or numbers, in all tfie varie
ties of newspaper and pamphlet publication; 
and lauded to the skies for their jiower and ex
cellence, and triumphant refutation of all the 
President’s opinions. Thus was the “ war of the 
bank ” commciiml at once, in both Houses of 
Congress, and in the public press ; and openly at 
the instance of the bank itself, which, forgetting 
its position as an institution of the government, 
for the convenience of the government, set itself 
up for a [lower, and struggled for a continued 
existence—in the shape of a new charter—as i 
question of its own, and almost as a right. It | 
allied itself at the same time to the political par
ty opposed to the President, joined in all their 
schemes of protective tariff, and national inter
nal improvement : and became the head of the 
American system. With its moneyed and po 
cal power, and numerous interested affiliations, 
and its control over other hanks, brokers and 
money dealers, it was truly a power, and a great 
one : and, in answer to a question put by dene 
ral Smith, of Maryland, chairman of the Finance 
Committee of the Senate already mentioned (and 
appended with other questions and answers to

that report), Mr. Biddle, the 
a power in the national bank t 
destroy the local banks, which 
their absolute master ; and, < 
control them at will. The que 
a spirit of friendship to the b 
view to enable it,s president to 

I tution as great, just and benefi 

tion was : “ Has the bank at ai. 
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have been injured. Many Jia 
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to injure and destroy—to relieve 
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good; and was a power entirely t 
trusted to any man, with a heart i 
or to any government, responsible 
much less to a corporation without 
irresponsible to heaven or earth, 
view of the case which the parties 
tioaiad not foreseen ; but which \ 

! the time ; and which, in the prot^-c! 
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that report), Mr. Biddle, the president, showed 
, power in the national bank to save, relieve or 
destroy the local banks, which exhibited it ns 
their absolute master ; and, of course able to 
control them at will. The question was put in 
a spirit of friendship to the bank, and with a 
view to cfrablc i!,s president to exhibit the insti
tution as great, just and beneficent. The ques
tion was: " Has the hank at anytime, oppressed 
arty Of the Mate hanks?” and the answer: 
“After.” And, as if that was not enough, Mr. 
Biddle went on to say : “ There, are very few 
Unks which might not hare beet+destroyed by 
a» exertion of the power of the bank. None 
have been injured. Many Juive been saved, 
bid more have been, a ml are constantly re- 
liacd, when it is found that they are Solvent 
but arc suffering under temporary difficulty.”

| This was proving entirely too much. A power 
to injure and destroy—to relieve and to save the 
thousand banks of all the States and Territories 
was a power over the business and fortunes of 
nearly all the people of those States and Terri
tories: and might be used for evil as well as for 
pood; and was a power entirely too large to be 
trusted to any man, with a heart in his bosom— 
or to any government, responsible to the people ; 
much less to a corporation without a soul, and 
irresponsible to heaven or earth. This was a 
view of the case which the parties to the ques- 
tioahad not foreseen ; but which was noted at 
die time ; and which, in the prepress of the gov

ernment struggle with the bank, received exern- 
|,dilations which will be remembered by the 
generation of that day while memory lasts ; 
aid afterwards known as long as history has 
purer to transmit to posterity the knowledge 
of national calamities.

CHAPTER L.

REMOVALS FItOM OFFICE.

I hilled to give a particular examination of 
I Ifchead, from the great error iqto which Tocque- 
liüle has fallen in relation to it, and which he has 
Iiropigatedthroughout Europe to the’prejudioc of 
lrtpublioan government ; and also, because the 
||(iircr itself is not generally understood among

ourselves as laid down by Mr. Jefferson ^ and 
has been sometimes abused, and by each pkrty, 

but never to the degree supposed by Mons. do 
Tocqueville. He saysj in Iris chapter 8 on Amer
ican democracy : l' Mr. Quincy Adams, on his 
entry into office, discharged the majority of the 
individuals who had been appointed by his pre
decessor ; and I am not aware that General 
Jackson allowed a single removable functionary 
employed in the public service to retain his place 
beyond the first year which succeeded his elec
tion.” Of course, all these imputed sweeping re
movals were intended to be understood to have 
been made on account of party politics—for dif
ference of political opinion—and not for miscon
duct, or unfitness for office. To these classes of 
removal (unfitness and misconduct), there could 
be no objection : on the contrary, it would have 
been misconduct in the President not to have re
moved in such eases.1 Of political removals, for 
difference of opinion, then, it only remains to 
speak ; and of those officials appointed by bis 
predecessor, it is probable that Mr. Adams did 
not remove one for political cause ; and that M. 
de Tocqueville, with resjiect to him, is wrong to 
the whole amount of his assertion.

I was a close observer of Mr. Adams’s admin
istration, and belonged to the opposition, which 
was then keen and powerful, and permitted no
thing to escape which could he rightfully (some
times wrongfully) employed against him ; yet I 
never heard of this accusation, and have no 
knowledge or recoflcction at this time of a sin
gle instance on which it could be founded. Mr. 
Adams’s administration was not a case, in fact, in 
which such removals—for dillvrencc of political 
opinion—could occur. They only take place 
when the presidential election is a revolution of 
parties ; and that was not the casq when Mr. 
Adams succeeded Mr. Monroe, lie belonged to 
the Monroe administration, had occupied the 
first place in the cabinet during its whole double 
term of eight years ; and of course, stood in con
currence with, and not in opposition to, Mr. Mon
roe’s aptiointments. Besides, party lines were 
confused, and nearly obliterated at that time. It 
was called “ the era of good feeling.” Mr. Ad
ams was himself an illustration of that feeling. 
He had been of the federalViarty—brought ear

ly into public life as such—a hiinister abroad and 
a senator at home as such ; but having divided 
from his party in giving support to several prom-
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inent measures of Mr. Jefferson’s administration,1 
he was afterwards several times nominated by 
Mr. Madison as minister abroad; and on the 
election of Mr. Monroe he was invited from 
London to be made his Secretary of State—where 
he remained till his own election to the Presiden
cy. There was, then, no case presented to him 
for political removals ; and in fact none such 
were made by him ; so that the accusation of M. 
de Tocqueville, so far as it applied to Mr. Adams, is 
wholly erroneous, and inexcusably careless.

With respect to General Jackson, it is about 
equally so in the main assertion—the assertion 
that he did not allow a single removable func
tionary to remain in office beyond the first year 
after his election. On the contrary, there were 
entire classes—all those whose functions partook 
of the Judicial—which he never touched. Boards 
of commissioners for adjudicating land titles; 
commissioners for adjudicating claims under 
indemnity treaties; judges of the territorial 
courts; justices of the District of Columbia; 
none of these were touched, either in the first or 
in any subsequent year of his administration, 
except a solitary judge in one of the territories ; 
and he not for political cause, but on 8|>ecific 
complaint, and after taking the written and re
sponsible opinion of the then Attorney General, 
Mr. Grundy. Of the seventeen diplomatic func
tionaries abroad, only four (three ministers and 
one chargé des affaires) were recalled in the first 
year of his administration. In the departments 
at Washington, a majority of the incumbents re
mained opposed.,to him during his administration. 
Of the near eight thousand deputy postmasters 
in the United Sub's, precisely four hundred and 
einety-one werr-romoved in the time mentioned 
oy Mons. de Tocqueville, and they for all causes 
—for every variety of Causes. Of the whole 
number of removable officials, amounting to 
many thousands, the totality of removals was 
about six hundred and ninety and they for all 
causes. Thus the government archives contra
dict Mons. de Tocqueville, anjl vindicate General 
Jackson’s administration from the reproach cast 
upon it. Yet he came into office under circum
stances well calculated to excite him to make re
movals. In the first place, none of his |H>litioal 
friends, though constituting a great majority of 
the people of the United States, had been ap- 
pointed to office during the preceding administra
tion ; and such an exclusion could not be justified

on any consideration. His election was, in some 
degree, a revolution of parties, or rather a re-estab- 
lishment of parties on the old line of federal and 
democratic. It was a change of administration, 
in which a change of government functionaries, 
to some extent, became a right and a duty ; but 
still the removals actually made, when political, 
were not merely for opinions, but for conduct 
under these opinions ; and, unhappily, there was 
conduct enough in too many officials to justify 
their removal. A large proportion of them, in
cluding all the new appointments, were inimical 
to General Jackson, and divided against him on 
the rc-establishmcnt of the old party lines ; and 
many of them actively. Mr. Clay, holding the 
first place in Mr. Adams’s cabinet, took the field 
against him, travelled into different States, de
claimed against him at public meetings ; and.He? 
precated his election os the greatest of calam
ities. The subordinates of the government, to a 
great degree, followed his example, if not in 
public speeches, at least in public talk and news
paper articles ; and it was notorious that these 
subordinates were active in the presidcntal elec
tion. It was a great error in them. It chang
ed their position. By their position all admin
istrations were the same to them. Their duties 
were ministerial, and the same under all Presi- 
dents. They were noncombatahts. By engag
ing in the election they became combatant, and 
subjected themselves to the law of victory and 
defeat—reward and promotion in one caw, loss 
of place in the other. General Jackson, then, 
on his accession to the Presidency, was in a new 
situation with respect to parties, different frnm 
that of any President since the time of Mr. Jef
ferson, whom he took for his model, and whose 
ride he followed. lie made many removals, and 
for cause, but not so many as not to leave a ma
jority in office against him—even in the execu
tive departments in Washington City.

Mr. Jefferson hud early and anxiously studied 
the question of removals. He was the first 
President that had occasion to make them, and 
with him the occasion was urgent. His election 
was a complete revolution of parties, and when 
elected, he found himself to be almost the only 
man of hi» party in office. The democracy had 
been totally excluded from federal appointment 
during the administration of his predecessor; al
most all offices were in the bands of his politi
cal focs. I recollect to have beard an officer of

the army say that there was but 
ri the service favorable to him. 
type of the civil service. Justio 
his party required this state of 
tered; required his friends to hi 
portionate to their numbers in th 
office ; and required him to havi 
of his friends in the administratioi 
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and the only question was the ] 
which they should be made.
Mr. Jefferson studied anxiously,

| jgs aspects of principle and jiolii 
and of party duty'; and upon con 
his friends, settled it to his and the 
The fundamental principle was, tl 
was to have a share in the mini: 
die control of each branch of the 
in the hands of the administration; 
were only to bo made for cause ; a 
that there should be inquiry into 
imputed delinquencies. “Official 
‘personal misconduct,” “neglige: 
parity,” “inherent vice in the a|
‘ partisan electioneering beyond the 
if the elective franchise ; ” and wher 
of some branches of the service we 
opposed to his administration ”—thi 
Jefferson, constituted the law of re 
was so written down by him imme 
Ms inauguration. Thus, March 7 th, 
four days after his induction infi 
wrote to Mr. Monroe :

"Some removals, I know, mus; 
They oust be as few as possible, do 
ly. and bottomed on some malvcrst 
krent disqualification. Where we s 
the line between retaining all and i 
vit settled, ami will not lie until we 
ministration together; and, perhaps, 
we shall proceed n talon», balancing oi 
according to the impression we percei 
make. "

On the 23d of March, 1801, being

I first month of his administration, M 
wrote thus to Gov. tides, of Virgin!

' Good men, to whom there is no o

ii difference of political opinion, pract 
lo far ns the right of a private citize

VOL. l.-ll
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the army say that there was but one field officer 
in the service favorable to him. This was the 
lype of the civil service. Justice to himself and 
his party required this state of things to bo al
tered ; required his friends to have a share pro
portionate to their numbers in the distribution of 
o$ce ; and required him to have the assistance 
of his friends in the administration of the govern
ment. The four years’ limitation law—the law 
which now vacates within the cycle of every 
presidential term the great mass of the o^ices 
-was not then in force. Resignations jlTen, as 
now, were few. Removals were indispensable, 
ind the only question was the principle upon 
which they should be made. This question, 
Mr, Jefferson studied anxiously, and under all 

I jts aspects of principle and policy, of national 
ind of party duty'; and upon consultation with 
his friends, settled it to his and their satisfaction. 
The fundamental principle was, that each party 
was to have a share in the ministerial offices, 
the control of each branch of the service being 
in the hands of the administration ; that removals 
were only to be made for cause ; and, of course, 
that there should be inquiry into the truth of 
imputed delinquencies. “Official misconduct,” 
‘personal misconduct,” “negligence,” “inca
pacity, ” “ inherent vice in the appointment, ” 
‘partisan electioneering beyond the fair exercise 
of the elective franchise ; ” and where “the heads 
of some branches of the service were politically 
opposed to his administration ”—these, with Mr. 
Jefferson, constituted the law of removals, and 
was so written down by him immediately after 
lib inauguration. Thus, March 7th, 1801—only 
four days after his induction into office—he 
wrote to Mr. Monroe:

"Some removals, I know, must he made. 
They must be as few as possible, done gradual
ly, and bottomed on some malversation, or in
herent disqualification. Where we should draw 
the line between retaining all and none, is not' 
yet settled, and will not be until we get our ad
ministration together; and, perhaps, even then 
we shall proceed <i tâtons, balancing our measures 
according to the impression wre perceive them to 

I make. ”

On the 23d of March, 1801, being still in the 
I first month of his administration, Mr. Jefferson 

wrote thus to Gov. Giles, of Virginia :

“Good men, to whom therein no objection but 
I i difference of political opinion, practised on only 
I » hr as the right of a private citizen will justi- 
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fy, are not proper subjects of removal, except in 
the case of attorneys and marshals. The courts 
being so decidedly federal and irremovable,it is 
believed that republican attorneys and marshals, 
being the doors of entrance into the courts, are 
indispensably necessary as a shield to the repub
lican part of our fellow-citizens ; which, I believe, 
is the main body of the people. ”

Six days after, he wrote to Elbridge Gerry, 
afterwards Vice-President, thus:

“ Mr. Adams’s last appointments, when he knew 
he was appointing counsellors and aids for me, not 
for himself, I set aside as fast as depends on me. 
Officers who have been guilty of gross abuse of 
office, such as marshals packing juries, &c., I 
shall now remove, as my predecessors ought in 
justice to have done. The instances will be few, 
and governed by strict rule, and not party pas
sion. . The right of opinion shall suffer no inva
sion from me. Those who have acted well have 
nothing to fear, however they may have differed 
from me in opinion : those who have done ill, 
however, have nothing to hope ; nor shall I fail 
to do justice, lest it should be ascribed to that 
difference of opinion. ”

T6 Mr. Lincoln, his Attorney-General, still 
writing in the first year of his administration, he 
says:

“ I still think our original idea as to office is 
best; that is, to depend, for obtaining a just par
ticipation, on deaths, resignations and delinquen
cies. This will least affect the tranquillity of the 
jieople, and prevent their giving into the sugges
tion of our enemies—that ours has been a contest 
for office, not for principle. This is rather a slow 
operation, but it is sure, if we pursue it steadily, 
which, however, has not been done with the un
deviating resolution I could have wished. To 
these means of obtaining a just share in tho 
transaction of the public business, shall be added 
one more, lo wit, removal for electioneering ac
tivity, or ojK.li and industrious opposition to the 
principles of the present government, legislative 
and executive. Every officer of the government 
may vote at elections according to his conscience ; 
but we should betray the cause committed to our 
care, were we to permit the influence of official 
patronage to lie used to overthrow that cause. 
Your present situation will enable you to judge 
of prominent otlenders in your State in the case 
of the present election. 1 pray you to seek them, 
to mark them, to he quite sure of your ground, 
that we may commit no errors or wrongs ; and 
leave the rest to me. 1 have been urged to remove 
Mr. Whittcmore, the surveyor of Gloucester, on 
grounds of neglect of duty and industrious oppo- 
sition ; yet no facts are so distinctly charged as 
to make the step sure which we should take in 
this. Will you take the trouble to satisfy your
self on the jaunt?”

This was the law of removals as laid down by
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Mr. Jefferson, and practised upon by him, but | 

not to the extent that his principle required, or 
that public outcry indicated. He told me him
self, not long before his death (Christmas, 1824), 
that he had never done justice to his own party 
—had never given them the share of office to j 
which there numbers entitled them—had failed 
to remove many who deserved it. hut who 
were spared through the intercession of friends 
and concern for their distressed families. Gene
ral Jackson acted upon the rule of Mr. Jefferson, 
but no doubt was often misled into departures 
from the rule ; hut never to the extent of giving 
to the party more than their due proportion of 
office, according to their numbers. Great cla
mor was raised against him. and the number of 
so-caliled “removals” was swelled by an abuse 
of the term, every case being proclaimed a “ re
moval, ” where he refused to reappoint an ex- 
incumbent whose term had expired under the 
four years’ limitation act. Far from universal 
removals for opinion’s sake, General Jaeksàn, as 
I have already said, left the majority of his op
ponents in office, and re-appointed many such 
whose terms had expired, and who had approver! 
themselves faithful officers.

Having vindicated General Jackson and Mr. 
Adams from the reproach of Mons. do Tocquc- 

1 ville, and having shown tliat it was neither a 
principle nor a practice of the Jefferson school 
to remove officers for political opinions, 1 now 
feel bound to make the declaration, that the doc
trine of that school has been too much departed 
rrom of late, and by both parties, and to the great 
ictriment of the right ami proper working of tlic 
government.

The practice of removals for opinion’s sake is 
Becoming too common, and is reducing our pre
sidential elections to what Mr. Jefferson depre
cated, “ a contest of office instead of principle, ” 
and converting the victories of each party, so far 
as office is concerned, into the political extermi
nation of the other; as it was in Great Britain 
between the whips and tories in the bitter con
tests of one hundred years ago, and when the 
victor made a “clean sweep” of the vanquished, 
leaving not a wreck behind. Mr. Macaulay thus 
describes one of those “ sweepings: ”

“ A persecution, such as had never been known 
before, ami has never been known since, raged in 
every public department. Great numbers of 
jumble and laborious clerks were deprived of

their bread, not because they had neglected their 
dutiea'Tiot because they had taken an active par; 
against the ministry, but merely because the) 
had owed they situations to some Çwhig) noble
man who was against the peace. The proscrip, 
tion extended to tidewaiters, to doorkeepers. 
One poor man, to whom a pension had been given 
for his gallantry in a fight with smugglers, was 
deprived of it because lie had been befriended by 
the (whig) Duke of Grafton. An aged widow 
who, on account of her husband’s services in the 
navy, had, many years before, been made house
keeper in a public office, was dismissed from her 
situation because she was distantly connected 
by marriage with the (whig) Cavendish family.”

This, to be ’Sure, was a tory proscription of 
whips, and therefore the less rccoinmcndahlc as 
an example to either party in the United States, 
but too much followed by both—to the injury 
of individuals, the damage of the public service, 
the corruption of elections, and the degradation 
of government. De Tocqueville quotes removals 
as a reproach to our government, and although 
untrue to the extent he represented, the evil has 
become worse since, and is true to a sufficient 
extent to demand reform. The remedy is found 
in Mr. Jefferson’s rule, and in the four years’ 
limitation act which has since been passed; and 
under which, with removals for cause, and some 
deaths, and a few resignations, an ample field 
would be found fur new apjointments, without 
the harshness of general and sweeping removals.

I consider “ sweeping” removals, ns now [une 
Used by both parties, a great political evil in our 
country, injurious to individuals, to the public 
service, to the purity of elections, and to the 
harmony and union of the people. Certainly.

I no individual has a right to an office : no one 
Iras an estate or property in a public employ
ment ; but when a mere ministerial worker in » 
subordinate station has learned its duties by ex- 

j pcriencc, and approved his fidelity by his con
duct, it is an injury to the public service to cs- 

rchange him fo« a novice, whose only title to the 
place may he 1 political badge or a part™ 

j service. It is exchanging experience for inexpe- 
I ricncc. tried ability for untried, and destroying 
incentive to good conduct by destroying its re
ward. To the party displaced^ it is an injury, 
having become a proficient in that businc..\ ex
pecting to remain in it during good behavior, anil 
finding it difficult, at an advanced age, and with 
fixed habits, to begin a new career in some new 
walk of life. It converts elections into scram'
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bles for office, and degrades the government into 
an office for rewards and punishments ; and di
vides the people of the Union into two adverse 
parties—each in its turn, and as it becomes dom
inant, to strip and proscribe the other.

Our government is a Union. We want a 
united people, as well as united States—united 
for benefits as well as for burdens, and in feeling 
as well as in compact ; and this cannot be while 
one half (each in its turn) excludes the other 
from all share in the administration of the gov
ernment. Mr. Jefferson’s principle is perfect, 
and reconciled public and private interest with 
party rights and duties. The party in power is 
responsible for the well-working of the govern
ment and has a right, and is bound by duty to 
itself to place its friends at the head of the dif
ferent branches of the public service. After 
that, and in the subordinate places, the opposite 
party should have its share of employment ; and 
this Mr. Jefferson’s principle gives to it. But 
is there are offices too subordinate for party 
proscription, so there are others too elevated and 
national for it. This is now acknowledged in 
the army and navy, and formerly was acknow
ledged in the diplomatic department ; and should 
be again. To foreign nations we should, at least, 
be one people—an undivided people, and that in 
peace as well as in war. Mr. Jefferson’s prin
ciple reached this case, and he acted upon it. 
llis election was not a signal gun, fired for the 
recall of all the ministers abroad, to he succeeded 
incontinently by partisans of its own. Mr. Ilu- 

| fus King, the most eminent of the federal minis
ters abroad, and at the most eminent court of 
Europe, that of St. James, remained at his post 
for two years after the revolution of parties in 
1800; and until he requested his own recall, 
treated all the while with respect and confidence, 
and intrusted with a negotiation which he con
ducted to its conclusion. Our early diplomatic 
policy, eschewing all foreign entanglement, re
jected the office of “minister resident."1 That 
mlm-publican policy would have no perma
nent representation at foreign courts. The “ en
voy extraordinary ami minister plenipotentiary,” 
called out on an emergent occasion, and to return 
home as soon as the emergency was over, was 
the only minister known to our early history ; and 
then the mission was usually a mixed one, com
posed of both parties. Ami so it should be 
fcgain. The present permanent supply and per

petual succession of “envoys extraordinary and 
ministers plenipotentiary ” is a fraud upon the 
name, and a breach of the old policy of the gov 
eminent, and n hitching on American diplomacy 
to the tail of the diplomacy of Europe. It is the 
actual keeping up of “ministers resident” under 
a false name, and contrary to a wise and vener 
able policy; and requires the reform hand of 
the House of RcpresentativeX But this point 
will require a chapter of its own, and its élucida-, 
tion must be adjourned to another and a separate 
place.

Mons. de Tocqueville was right in the princi
ple of his reproach, wrong in the extent of Ids 
application, but would have been less wrongu 
lie had written of events a dozen years later. I 
deprecate the effect of such sweeping removals 
at each revolution of parties, and believe it is 
having a deplorable effect both upon the purity 
of elections and the distribution of office, and 
taking both out of the hands of the people, and 
throwing the management of one and the en
joyment of the other into most unfit hands. ' I 
consider it as working a deleterious change in 
the government, making it what Mr. Jefferson 
feared : and being a disciple of his school, and 
believing in the soundness and nationality of the 
rule which lie laid down, I deem it good to re
call it solemnly to public recollection—for tjie 
profit, and hope, of present and of future times

C II A P T E : LI.

INDIAN SOVEREIGNTIES WITHIN TUB STATES

A political movement on the part of some oi 
the southern tribes of Indians, brought up a new 
question between the States and those Indians, 
which called for the interposition of the federal 
government. Though still called Indians, their 
primitive ami equal government had lost its 
form, and had become an oligarchy, governed 
chi«‘fly by a few white men. called half-breeds, 
because there was a tincture of Indian blood in 
their veins. These, in some instances, sat up 
governments within the States, and claimed sov
ereignty and dominion within their limits. The 
States resisted this claim and extended their laws 
and jurisdiction over them. The federal govern-
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ment was appealed to ; and at the commence
ment of the session of 1829-30, in his first an
nual message, President Jackson brought the 
subject before the two Houses of Congress,
thus :

“ The condition and ulterior destiny of the 
Indian tribes within thp limits of some of our 
States, have become objects of much interest and 
importance. It has long been the policy of gov
ernment to introduce among them the arts of 
civilization, in the hope of gradually reclaiming 
them from a wandering life. This policy has, 
however, been coupled with another, wholly in
compatible with its success. Professing a de
sire to civilize and settle them, wo have, at the 
same time, lost no opportunity to purchase their 
lands and thrust them further into the wilder
ness. By this means they have not only been 
kept in a wandering state, but been led to look 
upon us as unjust, and indifferent to their fate. 
Thus, though lavish in its expenditures tyon the 
subject, government has constantly defeated its 
own policy, and the Indians, in general, reced
ing further and further to the West, have re
tained their savage habits. A portion, however, 
of the southern tribes, having mingled much 
with the whites and made some progress in the 
arts of civilized life, have lately attempted to 
erect an independent government within the lim
its of Georgia and Alabama. These States, 
claiming to be the only sovereigns within their 
territories, extended their laws over the Indians ; 
which induced the latter to call upon the United 
States for protection.

“ Under these circumstances, the question pre
sented was, whether the general government had 
a right to sustain those people in their preten
sions ? The constitution declares, that “ no 
new States shall be formed or erected within the 
jurisdiction of any other State,” without the 
consent of its legislature. If the general gov
ernment is not permitted to tolerate the erection 
of a confederate State within the territory of 
one of the members of this Union, against her i 
consent, much less could it allow a foreign and 
independent government to establish itself there. 
Georgia became a member of the confederacy 
which eventuated in our federal union, as a sov
ereign State, always asserting her claim to cdW- 
tain limits ; which, having been originally de
fined in her colonial charter, and subsequently 
recognized in the treaty of |>eace, she has ever 
since continued to enjoy, except as they have 
been circumscribed by her own voluntary trans
fer of a portion of her territory to the United 
States, in the articles of cession of 1802. Ala
bama was admitted into the Union on the same 
footing with the original States, with bounda
ries which were prescribed by Congress. There 
is no constitutional, conventional, or legal pro
vision, which allows them less power over the 
Indians witljin their borders, than is possessed 
by Maine or New-York. Would the people of

Maine permit the Penobscot tribe to erect u 
independent government within their State, 
and, unless they did, would it not be the duty 
of the general government to support them in 
resisting such a measure ? Would the people of 
New-York permit each remnant of the Six N». 
tions within her borders, to declare itself an in- 
dependent people, under the protection of the 
United States? Could the Indians establishi 
separate republic on each of their reservations 
in Ohio? And if they were so disposed, would 
it be the duty of this government to protect 
them in the attempt ? If the principle involved 
in the obvious answer to these questions !» 
abandoned, it will follow that the objects of this 
government are reversed ; and that it has bo- 
come a part of its duty to aid in destroying the 
States which it was established to protect.

“ Actuated by this view of the subject, I jn. 
formed the Indians inhabiting parts of Georgia 
and Alabama, that their attempt to establish an 
independent government would not be counte
nanced by the Executive of the United States; 
and advised them to emigrate beyond the Missis
sippi, or submit to the laws of those States."

Having thus refused to sustain these southern 
tribes in their attempt to set up independent 
governments within the States of Alabama and 
Georgia, and foreseeing an unequal and disagree
able contest between the Indians and the States, 
the President recommended the passage of an 
act to enable him to provide for their removal to 
the west of the Mississippi. It was an old poli
cy, but party spirit now took hold of it, and 
strenuously resisted the passage of the net. It 
was one of the closest, and most earnestly con
tested questions of the session ; and finally car
ried by an ^considerable majority. The sum of 
$500,000 was appropriated to defray the expen
ses of treating with them for an exchange, or sale 
of territory ; and under this act, and with the 
ample means which it placed at the disposal of 
the President, the removals were eventually ef
fected ; but with great difficulty, chiefly on ac 
count of a foreign, or outside influence from pol
iticians and intrusive philanthropists. Georgia 
was the State where this question took its moat 
serious form. The legislature of the State laid 
off the Cherokee country into counties, ami pre
pared to exercise her laws within them. The 
Indians, besides resisting through their political 
friends in Congress, took counsel and legal ad
vice, with a view to get the question into the Su 
preme Court of the United States. Mr. Wirt, 
the late Attorney General of the United Stately 
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nited States^ 
Iressed a com

munication to the Governor of the State, ap- 1 
prising him °f the fact ; and proposing that an 
«agreed case” should be made up for the decis
ion of the court. Gov. Gilmer declined tliis 
proposal, and in his answer gave as the reason 
why the State had taken the decided step of ex
tending herjurisdiction, that the Cherokee tribe 
had become merged in its management in the 
«half breeds," or descendants of white men, 
«•ho possessed wealth and intelligence, and act
ing under political and fanatical instigations from 
without, were disposed to perpetuate their resi
dence within the State,—(the part of them still 
remaining and refusing to join their half tribe 
beyond the Mississippi). The governor said : 
«So long as the Cherokces retained their primi
tive habits, no disposition was shown by the 
States under the protection of whose govern
ment they resided, to make them subject to their 
laws. Such policy would have been cruel ; bc- 
ousc it would have interfered with their habits 
of life, the enjoyments peculiar to Indian people, 
,nd the kind of government which accorded 
with those habits and enjoyments. It was the 
power of the whites, and of their children 
imong the Cherokces, that destroyed the ancient 

j laws, customs and authority of the tribe, and 
subjected the nation to the rule of that most op- I pressive of governments—an oligarchy. There 
is nothing surprising in this result. From the 
character of the people, and the causes operating 
u|«m them, it could not have been otherwise. It 
was this state of things that rendered it obliga
tor upon Georgia to vindicate the rights of her 
sofereignty by aliolishing all Cherokee govern
ment within its limits. Whether of the intelli
gent. or ignorant class, the State of Georgia has 

I passed no laws violative of the liberty, personal 
I security, or private property of any Indian. It 
fhas been the object of humanity, and wisdom, 

to separate the two classes (the ignorant, and the 
informed Indians) among them, giving the rights 

| of citizenship to those who arc capable of p>er- 
fonning its duties and properly estimating its 
privileges ; and increasing the enjoyment and the 
probability of future improvement to the ignor
ant and idle, by removing them to a situation 
where the inducements to action will be more in 
iceordance with the character of the Cherokee 
people.”

h^th respect to the foreign interference with 
| this question, by politicians of other States and

pseudo philanthropists, the only effect of which 
was to bring upons ubaltern agents the punishment 
whicli the laws inflicted upon its violators, the 
governor said ; 11 It is well known that the ex
tent of the jurisdiction of Georgia, and the pol
icy of removing the Cherokees and other Indians 
to the west of the Mississippi, have become party 
questions. It is believed that the Cherokces in 
Georgia, had determined to unite with that por
tion of the tribe who had removed to the west of 
the Mississippi, if the policy of the President 
was sustained by Congress. To prevent this re
sult, as soon as it became highly probable.that 
the Indian bill would pass, the Cherokees were 
persuaded that the right of self-government could 
bo secured to them by the power of the Supreme 
Court of the United States, in defiance of the leg
islation of the general and State governments. 
It was not known, however, until the receipt of 
your letter, that the spirit of resistance to the 
laws of the State, and views of the United States, 
which has of late been evident among the Indi
ans, had in any manner been occasioned by your 
advice.” Mr. Wirt had been professionally em
ployed by the Cherokees to bring their case be
fore the Supreme Court ; but as he classed polit
ically with the party, which took sides with the 
Indians against Georgia, the governor was the 
less ceremonious, or reserved in his reply to him.

Judge Clayton, in whose circuit the Indian 
counties fell, at his first charge to the grand jury 
assured the Indians of protection, warned the in- 
tcrmeddlers of the mischief they were were do
ing, and of the inutility of applying to the Su
preme Court He said: ‘‘My other purpose is 
to apprise the f ndians that they are not to be oppres
sed, as lias been sagely foretold : that the same 
justice which will be meted to the citizen shall be 
meted to them." With respect to intcmieddlers 
he said : “ Meetings have been held in all direc
tions, to express opinions on the conduct of 
Georgia, and Georgia alone—when her adjoining 
sister States had lately done precisely the same 
thing ; and which she and they had done, in 
the rightful exercise of their State sovereignty.” 
The judge even showed that one of these intru
sive philanthropists had endeavored to interest 
European sympathy, in behalf of the Cherokees; 
and quoted from the address of the reverend Mr. 
Milner, of New-York, to the Foreign Missionary 
Society in London: “That if the cause of the 
negroes in the West Indias was interesting to
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that auditory—and deeply interesting it ought 
to be—if the population in Ireland, groaning be
neath the degradation of superstition—excited 
their sympathies, he trusted the Indians of North 
America would also be considered as the objects 
of their Christian regard. He was grieved, how
ever, to state that there were those in America, 
who acted towards them in a dificrcnt spirit ; and 
he lamented to say that, at this very moment, the 
State of Georgia was seeking to subjugate and 
destroy the liberties both of the Creeks and the 
Cherokees ; the former of whom possessed in 
Georgia, ten millions of acres of land, and the 
latter three millions.” In this manner European 
sympathies were sought to be brought to tiear 
upon the question of removal of the Indians—a 
political and domestic question, long since resolv
ed upon by wise and humane American states
men—and for the benefit of the Indians them
selves, as well as of the States in which they 
were. If all that the reverend missionary utter
ed had been true, it would still have been a very 
improper invocation of European sympathies in 
an American domestic question, and against a set
tled governmental policy : but it was not true. 
The Creeks, with their imputed ten millions of 
acres, owned not one acre in the State ; and had 
not in live years—not since the treaty of cession 
in 1825 : which shows the recklessness with 
which the reverend suppliant for foreign sympa
thy, spoke of the people and States of his own 
country. The few Cherokees who were there, 
instead of subjugation and destruction of their 
liberties, were to lie paid a high price for their 
land, if they chose to join their tribe beyond the 
Mississippi ; and if not. they were to be protect
ed like the white inhabitants of the counties they 
lived in. With respect to the Supreme Court, 
the judge declared that he should pay no atten
tion to its mandate—holding no writ of error to 
lie from the Snpreme Court of the United States 
to his State Court—but would execute the sen
tence of the lawXwhatever it might be, in defiance 
of the Supreme Court ; and such was the fact. 
Instigated by foreign interfèrent#^ and relying 
upon its protection). one ticords Tassels, of In
dian descent, comtniUed a homicide in resisting 
the laws of Geoigia—was tried for murder —con
victed—condemned—and sentenced to be hanged 
on a given day. A writ of error, to bring the case 
before itself, was obtained from the Supreme Court

of the United States ; and it was proposed by the 
counsel, Mr. Wirt, to try the whole question ol 
the right of Georgia, to exercise jurisdiction over
the Indians and Indian country within her line 
its, by the trial of this writ of error at Wash- 
ington ; and for that purpose, and to save the te- 
dious forms of judicial proceedings, he requested 
the governor to consei^ to make up an "agreed 
case” for the consideration and decision of that 
high court. This proposition Governor Gilmer 
declined, in firm but civil terms, saying: "Your 
suggestion that it would be convenient and sat
isfactory if yourself, the Indians, and the gov. 
ernor would make up a law case to be submit- 
ted to the Supreme Court for the determination 
of the question, whether the legislature of Geor
gia has competent authority to pass laws for tin 
government of the Indians residing within in 
limits, however courteous the manner, and concilia
tory the phraseology, cannot hut lie considered u 
exceedingly disrespectful to the government of the 
State. No one knows better than yourself, that 
the governor would grossly violate his duty, and 
exceed his authority, by complying with such a 
suggestion ; and that both the letter and the stunt 
of the powers conferred by the constitution upon 
the Supreme Court forbid its adjudging such a 
case. It is hoped that the dibi ts of the general 
government to execute its contract with Georgia 
(the compact of 1802). to secure the continuance 
and advance the happiness of the Indian triWs, 
and to give quiet to the country, may lie so ef
fectually successful as to prevent the necessity of 
any further intercourse tqion the subject.” And 
there was no further intercourse. The day fm 
the execution of Tassels came round : lie was 
hanged : and the writ of the Supreme Court was 
no more heard of. The remaining Cherokees af
terwards made their treaty, and removed to the 
west of the Mississippi ; ami that was the end(i 
the political, and intrusive philanthropica! inter
ference in the domestic policy of Georgia, line 
Indian hanged, some missionaries imprisoned, the 
writ of the Supreme Court disregarded, the In
dians removed: and the al and pseudo- 
philanthropic intormeddlcrs left to the reflection 
of having done much mischief in assuming to 
become the defenders and guardians of a not 
which the humanity of our laws and people wen 
treating with parental kindness
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<J II APTE II LII.

VETO ON THE MAYSYILLE ROAD BILL

j us was the third veto on the subject of federal 
internal improvements within the States, and by 
lliree different Presidents. The first was by Mr. 
Madison, on the bill “to set «part, anil pledge 
certain funds for constructing roads and canals, 
and improving the navigation of watercourses, 
in order to facilitate, promote, and give security 
to internal commerce among the several States : 
and to render more easy and less expensive the 
means and provisions of the common defence”— 
a very long title, and even argumentative—as if 
afraid of the President’s veto—which it received 
in a message with the reasons for disapproving 
it. The second was that of Mr. Monroe on the 
Cumberland Hoad bill, which, with an abstract 
of his reasons and arguments, has' already been 
given in this View. This third veto on the same 
subject, and from President Jackson, and at a 
time when internal improvement by the federal 
government had become a point of party division, 
and a part of the American system, and when 
concerted action on the public mind had created 
for it a degree of popularity : this third veto un
der such circumstances was a killing blow to the 
system—which lias shown but little, and only 
occasional vitality since. Taken together, the 
three vetoes, and the three messages sustaining 
them, and the action of Congress upon them (fur 
in r.o instance diil the House in which they origi
nated pass the bills, or cither of them, in opposi
tion to the vetoes), may be considered as embra
cing all flic constitutional reasoning upon the 
question ; and enough to be studied by any one 
who wishes to make himself master of the sub- 
jecL
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l>elong to history, which would be an empty tale, 
devoid of interest or instruction, without the de- 
velopment of the causes, and consequences of 
the acts which it narrates. Division among 
chiefs has always been a cause of mischief to their 
country ; and when so. it is the duty of history 
to show it. That mischief points the moral of 
much history, and has been made the subject of 
the greatest of poems :

“AclillW wrath, to Greoco the direful spring 
Of wovs unnuinhered--------”

CHAPTER LUI.

EVPTÜRE BETWEEN PRESIDENT JACKSON, ANI) 
VICE-PRESIDENT CALHOUN.

With the quarrels of public men history has 
no concern, except as they enter into public con
duct, and influence public events. In such case, 
and as the cause of such events, these quarrels

I About the beginning of March, in the year 
1831, a pamphlet appeared in Washington City, 
issued by Mr. Calhoun, and addressed to the 
people of the United States, to explain the cause 

j of a difference which had taken place between 
himself and General Jackson, instigated as the 

I pamphlet alleged by Mr. Van Buren, and in
tended to make mischief between the first and sec
ond officers of the government, and to effect the 
political destruction of himself (Mr. Calhoun) for 
the benefit of the contriver of the quarrel—the. 
then Secretary of State ; and indicated as a candi
date for the presidential succession upon the termi
nation of G encrai Jackson’s service. It was the 
same pamphlet of which Mr. Duneanson. as here
tofore related, had received previous notice from 
Mr. Duff* Green, as being ih print in his office, 
but the publication delayed for the maturing of 
the meases which were to attend its appear- 
anee ; namely : the change in the course of the 
Telegraph ; its attacks u|>on General Jackson 
and Mr. Van Buren ; the defence of Mr. Calhoun ; 
and the chorus of the affiliated presses, to be en
gaged il in getting up the storm which even the 
popularity of General Jackson could not stand.”

The pamphlet was cnt'tled, Correspondence 
between General Andrew Jackson and John C. 
Calhoun, President and Vice-President of the 
United States, on the subject of the course of the 
latter in the deliberations of the cabinet of Mr. 
Monroe on the occurrences of the Seminole war 
and its contents consisted of a prefatory address, 
and a number of letters, chiefly from Mr. Calhoun 
himself, and his friends—the General’s share of 
the correspondence being a few brief notes t« »

! ascertain if Mr. Crawford’s statement was true')
I and, being informed that, substantially, it was,
| to decline any further correspondence with Mr.
I Calhoun, and to promise a full public reply when 
i he had the leisure for the purj>ose and access to
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the proofs. His words were : l; In your and Mr. 
Crawford’s dispute I have no interest whatever ; 
but it may become necessary for me hereafter, 
when I shall have more leisure, and the docu
ments at hand, to place the subject in its proper 
light—to notice the historical facts and refer
ences in your communication—which will give
a very different view to the subject.................
Understanding you now, no further commutii- 
cation with you on ^his subject is necessary.” 
.............An<) none further appears from Gen
eral Jackson.

But the general did what he had intimated he 
would—drew up a sustained reply, showing the 
subject in a different light from that in which 
Mr. Calhoun’s letters had presented it; and 
quoting vouchers for all that he said. The case, 
as made out in the published pamphlet, stood 
before the public as that of an intrigue on the 
part of Mr. Van Burcn to supplant a rival—of 
which the President was the dupe—Mr. Calhoun 
the victim—and the country the sufferer : and 
the modus operandi oUthe intrigue was, to dig 
up the buried proceedings in Mr. Monroe’s cabi
net, iiWelation to a proposed court of inquiry on 
the general (at the instance of Mr. Calhoun), 
for liis alleged, unauthorized, and illegal opera
tions in Florida during the Seminole war. It 
was this case which the general felt himself 
bound to .confront—and did ; and in confronting 
which he showed that Mr. Calhoun himself was 
the sole cause of breaking their friendship ; and, 
consequently, the sole cause of all the conse
quences which resulted from that breach. Up 
to that time—up to the date of the discovery of 
Mr. Calhoun’s now admitted part in the proposed 
measure of the court of inquiry—that gentleman 
had been the general’s beau ideal of a states
man and a man—“the noblest work of God,”as 
he publicly expressed it in a toast: against 
whom he would believe nothing, to whose friends 
he gave an equal voice in the cabinet, whom he 
consulted as if a member of his administration ; 
and whom he actually preferred for his successor. 
This reply to the pamphlet, entitled “An e.rpo- 
tilion of Mr. Calhoun’s course towards Gene
ral Jackson'' though written above twenty 
years ago, and intended for publication, has 
never before Ikxm given to the public. Its pub
lication becomes essential now. It belongs to a 
dissension between chiefs which has disturbed 
the harmony, and loosened the foundations of the

Union ; and of which the view, on one side, wu 
published in pamphlet at the time, registered in 
the weeklies and annuals, printed in many p». 
pers, carried into the Congress debates, espo- 
daily on the nomination of Mr. Van Buren; and 
so made a part of the public history of the times 
Trto bo used as historical material in after time. 
The introductory paragraph to the “ Exposition^ 
shows that it was intended for immediate publi
cation, but with a feeling of repugnance to tho 
exhibition of the chief magistrate as a newspa
per writer : which feeling in tho end predomi
nated, and delayed the publication until the ex
piration of his office—and afterwards, until his 
death. But it was preserved to fulfil its origi
nal purpose, and went in its manuscript form to 
Mr. Francis P. Blair, the literary legatee of Gen
eral Jackson ; and by Mm was turned over to 
me (with trunks full of other papers) to be used 
in this Thirty Yrears’ View. It had been previ
ously in the hands of Mr. Amos Kendall, as ma
terial for a life of Jackson, which he had begun 
to write, and was by him made known to Mr. 
Calhoun, who declined ‘ furnishing any fur
ther information on the subject." * It is in the 
fair round-hand writing of a clerk, slightly in- 
terlined in the general’s hand, the narrative 
sometimes in the first and sometimes in the 
third person; vouchers referred to and shown 
for every allegation ; and signed by the gen
eral in his own well-known hand. Its mat
ter consists of three parts : 1. The justification 
of himself, under the law of nations and the 
treaty with Spain of 1795, for taking military 
possession of Florida in 1818. 2. The same jus
tification, under the orders of Mr. Monroe and 
his Secretary at War (Mr. Calhoun). 3. The

• Mr. Kendall's letter to the author la In those words:
“December 29,1863.—In reply to your note just reedret, 

I have to state that, wishing to do exact justice to all nit-nln 
my Life of General Jackson, I addressed a note to Mr. Cal
houn stating to hlm In substance, that I was In poweaeion of 
the'evidences on which the general based Ida Imputation of 
duplicity touching his course in Mr. Monroe's cabinet upon 
the Florida war question, and inquiring whether It was his 
desire to furnish any further information on the subject, or real 
upon that which was already before the public (in his publica
tion). A few days afterwards, the Hon. Dixon 11. Lewis told 
mqthat Mr. Calhoun had received my letter, and had requested 
him to ask me what was the nature of the evidences among 
General Jackson’s papers to which I alluded. I stated them to 
him, as embodied in General Jackson's ‘Exposition,’ to which 
you refer. Mr. Lewis afterwards informed me that Mr. Calboal 
had concluded to let the matter rest as it waa This is all the 
answer I ever received from Mr. Calhoun. ' ,
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datement of Mr. Calhoun’s conduct towards 
him (the general) in all that affair of the Sem
ple war, and in the movements in the cabinet, 
ud in the two Houses of Congress, to which it 

i rise. All these parts belong to a life of 
lickson, or a history of the Seminole war ; but 
nnly the two latter come within the scope of this 
ïiew. To these two parts, then, this publica
tion of the Exposition is confined—omitting the 
references to the vouchers in the appendix— 
ihich having been examined (the essential ones) 
ire found in every particular to sustain the 
text; and also omitting a separate head of com
plaint against Mr. Calhoun on account of his 
representations in relation to South Carolina 

I claims.
“ EXPOSITION.

“It will be recollected that in my correspond- 
I are with Mr. Calhoun which he has published, 

1 engaged, when the documents should bo at 
land, to give a statement of facts respecting my 
redact in the Seminole campaign, which would 

I present it in a very different light from the one 
E which that gentleman has placed it.

“ Although the time I am able to devote to the 
I subject, engrossed as I am in the discharge of 
I ay public duties, is entirely inadequate to do it 
1 justice, yet from the course pursued by Mr. Cal- 
I boon, from the frequent misrepresentations of 
I ay conduct on that occasion, from the misappre- 
I Wskm of my motives for entering upon that 
I rerrespondence, from the solicitations of numer- 
I us friends in different parts of the country, and 
I nromplianoe with that engagement, 1 present 
I to my fellow-citizens the following statement, 
| nth the documents on which it rests.

‘I am aware that there arc some among us 
I tho deem it unfit that the chief magistrate of 
I this nation should, under any circumstances, ap- 
■ par before the public in this manner, to vindi- 
I ale hisconduct. These opinions or feelings may 

'prom too great fastidiousness, or from a 
ised analogy between his station and that 

I i the first magistrate of other countries, of 
I item it is said they can do no wrong, or they 
I my be well founded. I, however, entertain dif- 
I fevnt opinions on this subject. It seems to mo 
I tint the course I no w take of appealing to the 
I judgment of my fellow-citizens, if not in exact 
I tonformity with past usage, at least springs from 
1 the spirit of our popular institutions, which re- 
huires that the conduct and character of every 
Inn. how elevated soever may be his station 
I should be fairly and freely submitted to the dis- 
I mssion and decision of the people. Under this 
I «miction 1 have acted heretofore, and now act, 
I not wishing this or any other part of my public 
I ft to be concealed. I present my whole con- 
lioet in connection with the subject of that cor- 
I impendence in this form* to the indulgent but

firm and enlightened consideration of my fellow 
citizens.

[Here follows a justification of Gen. Jackson’s 
conduct under tho law of nations, and under the 
orders to Gen. Gaines, his predecessor in the 
command.]

“ Such was tho gradation of orders issued by 
the government. At first they instructed their 
general 1 not topass the line.' He is next in
structed to 1 exercise a sound discretion as to 
the necessity of crossing the line.' He is then 
directed to consider himself ‘ at liberty to march 
across the Florida line,’ but to halt, and re
port to the department in case the Indians 
‘should shelter themselves under a Spanish 
fori.' Finally, after being informed of the atro
cious massacre of the men women and children 
constituting the party of Lieutenant Scott, they 
order a new general into the field, and direct 
him to 1 adopt the necessary measures to put 
an end to the conf iât, without regard to territo
rial “lines," or “Spanish forts."' Mr. Cal
houn’s own understanding oi the order issued 
by him, is forcibly and clearly explained in a let
ter written by him in reply to the inquiries of 
Governor Bibb, of Alabama, dated the 13th of 
May, 1818, in which he says :— 1 General Jack- 
son is vested with full power to conduct the 
war as he may think best.’

“ These orders were received by General Jack- 
son at Nashville on the night of the 12th Janu
ary, 1818, and he instantly took measures to 
carry them into effect.

“In the mean time, however, he had received 
copies of the orders to General Gaines, to take 
possession of Amelia Island, and to enter Flori
da but halt and report to the department, in 
case the Indians sheltered themselves under a 
Spanish fort. Approving the policy of the for
mer, and perceiving in the latter, dangers to tho 
army, and injury to the country, on the Gth of 
January he addressed a confidential letter to tho 
President, frankly disclosing his views on both 
subjects. The following is a copy of that let
ter, viz. :—

"Nashville, 6/A Jan., 1818.
“ Sir :—A few days since, I received a letter 

from the Secretary of War, of the 17th ult., 
with inclosures. Your order of the l'Jth ult. 
through him to Brevet Major General Gaines to 
enter the territory of Spain, and chastise the 
ruthless savages who have been depredating on 
tho projierty and lives of our citizens, will meet 
not onlythe approbation of your country, but the 
approbation of Heaven. Will you however permit 
mo to suggest the catastrophe that might arise by 
General Gaines’s compliance with the last clause 
of your order ? Suppose the case that the In
dians are beaten : they take refuge either in 
Pensacola or St. Augustine, which open their 
gates to them : to profit by Ills victory, General 
Gaines pursues the fugitives, and has to halt be-
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fore the garrison until he can communicate with 
his government. In the mean time the militia 
grow restless, and he is left to defend himself 
by the regulars. The enemy, with the aid of 
their Spanish friends, and Woodbine's British" 
partisans, or, if you please with Aurcy’s force, 
attacks him. What may not he the result ? 
Defeat and massacre. Permit mo to remark 
that the arms of the United States must he 
carried to any point within the limits of Bast 
Florida, where an enemy is permitted and pro
tected, or disgrace attends.

“The Executive Government have ordered, 
and, as I conceive, very projwrly. Amelia Island 
to be taken possession of. This order ought to 
be carried into execution at all hazards, and si
multaneously the whole of East Florida seized, 
and held as an indemnity for the outrages of 
Spain upon the property of our citizens. This 
done, it puts all opposition down, secures our cit
izens a complete indemnity, and saves us from a 
war with Great Britain, or some of the conti
nental powers combined with Spain. This can 
be done without implicating the government. 
Let it be signified to me through any channel 
(say Mr. J. Hhea), that the possession of the 
Florida# would be desirable to the United 
States, and in sixty days it will be accom
plished.

“ The order being given for the possession of 
Amelia Island, it ought to be executed, or our 
enemies, internal and external, will use it to the 
disadvantage of the government. If our troops 
enter the territory of Spain in pursuit of our 
Indian enemy, all opposition that they meet 
with must be put down, or we will he involved 
in danger and disgrace.

“ I have the honor, Ac.
“ANDREW JACKSON. 

“James Monroe, President U. S.

“ The course recommended by General Jack- 
son in this letter relative to the occupation of the 
Floridas accords with the policy which dictated 
the secret act of Congress. Ho recommended 
no more than the President had a right to do. 
In consequence of the occupation of Amelia Isl
and by the officers of the Colombian and Mexican 
governments, and the attempt to occupy the 
whole province, the President had aright, under 
the act of Congress, to order General Jackson to 
take possession of it in the name of the United 
States, lie would have been the more justifiable 
in dojng so, because the inhabitants of the pro- 
vincÉ, the Indian subjects of the King of Spain, 
whom he was bound not only by the laws of na
tions, but by treaty to restrain, were in open war 
with the United States.

“Mr. Calhoun, the Secretary of War, was the 
first man who read this letter after its reception 
at Washington. In a letter from Mr. Monroe 
to General Jackson, dated 21st December, 1818, 
published in the Calhoun corespoudcnce, page 
44, is the following account of the reception, 
epening and perusal of this letter viz. : 1 Y our let

ter of January tith, was received while I was so 
riously indisposed. Observing that it was from 
you, I handed it to Mr. Calhoun to read, after 
reading one or two lines only myself. The order 
to you to take command in that quarter had be- 
fore been issued. He remarked after perusing 
the letter, that it was a confidential one relating 
to Florida, which 1 must answer. ’

“In accordance with the advice of Mr. Calhoun 
and availing himself of the suggestion contained 
in the letter, Mr. Monroe sent for Mr. John 
Rhea (then a member of Congress), showed him 
the confidential letter, and requested him to 
answer it. In conformity with this request Mr. 
Rhea did answer the letter, and informed General 
Jackson that the President had shown him the 
confidential letter, and requested him to state that 
he approved of its suggestions. This answer was 
received by the general on the second night he 
remained at Big Creek, which is four miles in 
advance of Hartford, Georgia, and before his 
arrival at Fort Scott, to take command of the 
troops in that quarter.

“General Jackson had already received or
ders, vesting him with discretionary powers in 
relation to the measures necessary to put an 
end to tjie war. Hahad informed the President 
in his confidential letter, that in his judgment it 
was necessary to seize and occupy the whole of 
Florida This suggestion had iSien considered 
by Mr. Calhoun and the President, and approv
ed. From this confidential correspondencebefore 
he entered Florida, it was understood on bulk 
sides, that under the order received by him he 
would occupy the whole province, if an occasion 
to do so should present itself ; as Mr. Calhoun 
wrote to Governor Bibb, he was 1 authorized te 
conduct the war as he thought best;1 and how 
he ‘ thought best ’ to conduct it was then made 
known to the Executive, and approved, before 
he struck a blow.

“ In the approval given by Mr. Monroe upon 
the advice of Mr. Calhoun to the suggestions of 
General Jackson, he acted in strict obedience to 
the laws o£ his country. By the secret act of 
Congress, the President was authorized, under 
circumstances then existing, to seize and occupy 
all Florida. Orders had been given which were 
sufficiently general in their terms to cover that 
object. The confidential correspondence, ami 
private understanding, made them, so far as re
garded the parties, as cllcetually orders to tula and 
occupy the Province of Florida as if that ab
ject had been declared on their Jace.

“ Under these circumstances General Jacks® 
entered Florida with a, perfect right, according 
to international law, and the constitution and 
laws of his country, to take possession of the 
whole territory. He was clothed with all the 
power of the President, and authorized ‘ to con
duct the war as he thought best.’ He had or
ders as general and comprehensive as words 
could make them: he had the confidential appro
bation of the President to Ills cofidential mom- 
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province with the full knowledge that not only 
justice and policy but the laws of his country, 
and the orders of the President as publicly and 
privately explained and understood, w-ould justi
fy him in expelling every Spanish garrison, and 
extending the jurisdiction of the United States 
over every inch of its territory.

“‘Nevertheless, General Jackson, from his 
knowledge of the situation of affairs in Florida, 
expected to find a justification for himself in the 
conduct of the Spanish authorities. On the con
trary had ho found on entering the province 
that the agents and officers of Spain, instead of 
instigating, encouraging and supplying the Indi
ans, had used all the means in their power to 
prevent and put an end to hostilities, he would not 
have incurred the responsibility of seizing their 
fortresses and expelling them from the country. 
But he wrote to the President, and entered upon 
the campaign with other expectations, and in 
these he was not disappointed.

“Ashe approached St. Marks it was ascer
tained that it was a place of rendezvous and a 
source of supply for the Indians. Their councils 
had been held within its walls : its storehouses 
were appropriated to -their use : they had there 
obtained supplies of ammunition : there they had 
found a maket for their plunder : and in the eopi- 
mandant’s family resided Alexander Arbuthijot, 
the chief instigator of the war. Moreover, the 
negroes and Indians under Amhrister threatened 
to drive out the feeble Spanish garrison and take 
entire possession of the fort, as a means of protec
tion for themselves and annoyance to the United 
States. In these circumstances General Jackson 
found enough to justify him in assuming the re
sponsibility of seizing and occupying that post 
with an American garrison.

-The Indians had been dispersed, and St. 
Marks occupied. "No facts had as yet appeared 
which would justify General Jackson in assum
ing the responsibility of occupying the other 
Spanish posts in Florida, lie considered the 
war as at an end, and was about to discharge a 
tonsiderable portion of his force, when he was in
formed that a portion of the hostile Indians had 
been received, fed and supplied by the Spanish 
authorities in Pensacola, lie therefore directed 
his march upon that point. On his advance he 
received a letter from the governor, denouncing 
his entry into Florida as a violent outrage on 
the rights of Spain, requiring his immediate re
treat from the Territory, ami threatening in case 
of refusal to use force to expel him. This dec
laration of hostilities on the part of the Spanish 
authorities, instead of removing, tended to in
crease the necessity for the General’s advance, 
because it was manifest to tioth parties that if 
the American army then left Florida, the Indians, 
under the belief that there they would always 
find a safe retreat, would commence their bloody 
Incursions upon our frontiers with redoubled 
tore; and General Jackson was warned that if 
he left any portion of his army to restrain the 
Indians, and retired with his main force, the

Spaniards would be openly united with the In
dians to expel the whole, and thus it became as 
necessary in order to terminate the war to de
stroy or capture the Spanish force at Pensacola 
as the Indians themselves. In this attitude of 
the Spanish governor, and in tlie fact that the 
hostile Indians were received, fed, clothed, fur
nished with munitions of war, and that their 
plunder was purchased in Pensacola, General 
Jackson found a justification for seizing that 
post also, and holding it in the name of the Uni
ted States.

“ St. Augustine was still in the hands of the 
Spaniards, and no net of the authorities or peo
ple of that place was known to General Jackson 
previous to his return to Tennessee, which would 
sustain him in assuming the responsibility of 
occupying that city. However, about the 7th 
of August. 1818, he received information that the 
Indians were there also received and supplied. 
On that day, therefore, he issued an order to 
General Gaines, directing him to collect the evi
dences of these facts, and if they were well found
ed. to take possession of that place. The fol
lowing is an extract from that order :

I have noted with attention Major Twiggs' 
letter marked No. 5. I contemplated that the 
agents of Spain or the officers of Fort St. Augus
tine would excite the Indians Jo hostility and 
furnish them with the means. It will be neces
sary to obtain evidence substantiating this fact, 
ami that the hostile Indians have been fed and 
furnished from the garrison of St.«Augustine. 
This being obtained, should you deem your force 
sufficient, you will proceed to take ami garrison 
with American troops, Fort St. Augustine, and 
hold the garrison prisoners until you hear from 
the President of the United States, or transport 
thorn to Cuba, as in your judgment under exist
ing circumstances you may think best.’

“ An order had some time before been given to 
the officer of ordnance at Charleston, to have in 
readiness a battery train, and to him General 
Gaines was referred.

“ The order to take St. Augustine has often 
been adduced as evidence of General Jackson’s 
determination to do as lie pleased, without re
gard to the orders or wishes of his government. 
Though justifiable on the ground of self-defence, 
it would never have been issued hut for the con
fidential orders given to General Gaines and 
Colonel Bankhead, to take possession of Amelia 
Island forcibly, if not yielded peaceably, and 
when possessed, to retain and fortify it ; and the 
secret Understanding which existed between trim 
and tlie government, in consequence of which lie 
never doubted that he was acting in compliance 
with the wishes, and in accordance with the 
orders and exjicctalions of tlie President and Sec
retary of War.

" To show more conclusively the impressions 
under which General Jackson acted, reference 
should be had to tlie fact that, after the capture 
of tlie Spanish forts, lie instructed Captain Gads
den to prepare and report a plan for the perm»-
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nent defence of Florida, which was agreeable to 
the confidential orders to General Gaines and 
Col. Bankhead before referred to. Of this he 
informed the Secretary of War in a dispatch 
dated 2d,June, 1818, of which the following is 
an extract :— *

“ 1 Captain Gadsden is instructed to prepare 
and report on the necessary dcrenoes as far as 
the military reconnoissances he has taken will 
permit, accompanied with plans of existing 
works ; what additions or improvements are 
necessary, and what new works should, in his 
opinion, be erected to give permanent security 
to this important, territorial addition to our 
republic. As soon as the report is prepared, 
Captain Gadsden will leceive orders to repair to 
Washington City with some other documents 
which I may wish to confide to his charge.’

“ This plan was completed and forwarded to 
Mr. Calhoun on the 10th of the succeeding Au
gust, by Captain Gadsden himself, with a letter 
from General Jackson, urging the necessity not 
only of retaining possession of St Marks, but 
Pensacola. The following is a part of that let
ter :

“1 Captain Gadsden will also deliver you his 
report made in pursuance of my order, accompa
nied with the plans of the fortifications thought 
necessary for tjie defence of the Floridas, in con
nection with the line of defence on our Southern 
frontier.

“ ‘ This was done under the belief that the 
government will never jeopardize the safety of 
the Union, or the security of our frontier, by sur
rendering those posts, and the possession of the 
Floridas, unless upon a sure guaranty agreeable 
to the stipulations of the articles of capitulation, 
that will insure permanent peace, tranquillity and 
security to our Southern frontier. It is believed 
that Spain can never furnish this guaranty. As 
long as there are Indians in Florida and it is 
possessed by Spain, they will be excited to war, 
and the indiscriminate murder of our citizens, by 
foreign agents combined with the officers of 
Spain. The duplicity and conduct of S|iain for 
the last six years fully prove this. It was on a 
belief that the Floridas would be held ‘hat my 
order was given to Captain Gadsden to make the 
report he has done.’

“Again: ‘By Captain Gadsden you will re
ceive some letters lately inclosed to me, detailing 
the information that the Spaniards at Fort St. 
Augustine are again exciting the Indians to war 
against us, and a copy of my order to General 
Gaines on this subject. It is what I expected, 
and proves the justice and sound policy of not 
only holding the posts we are now in possession 
of. but of possessing ourselves of St. Augustine. 
This, and this alone can give us peace and secu
rity on “our Southern frontier.” ’

“It is thus clearly shown that in taking pos
session of St. Marks and Pensacola, and giving 
orders to take St. Augustine, I was acting within 
the letter as well as spirit of my orders, and in 
accordance with the secret understanding be

tween the government and myself, and under i 
full persuasion that these fortresses would nevei 
again be permitted by our government to 
under the dominion of Spain. From the time o( 
writing my confidential letter of the 6th of Jn, 
uary to the date of this dispatch, the loth of 
August, 1818,1 never had an intimation that the 
wishes of the government had changed, or that 
less was expected of me, if the occasion should 
prove favorable, than the occupation of the whole 
of Florida. On the contrary, cither by their 
direct approval of my measures, or their silence, 
the President and Mr. Calhoun gave me reason 
to suppose that 1 was to be sustained, and that 
the Floridas after being occupied were to be held 
for the benefit of the United States. Upon re
ceiving my orders on the 11th of January, 1 took 
instant measures to bring into the field a suffi, 
tient force to accomplish all the objects sugg^y 
in my confidential letter of the 6th, of which I 
informed the War Department, and Mr. Calhoun 
in his reply dated 29th January, 1818 after the 
receipt of my confidential letter, and a full know. 
Jedge and approbation of my views says :—

“1 The measures you have taken to bring an 
efficient force into the field are approbated, and 
a confident hope is entertained that a speedy 
and successful termination of the Indian war will 
follow your exertions.’

“ Having received further details of my pre
parations, not only to terminate the Seminole 
war, but, as the President and his Secretary well 
knew, to occupy Florida also, Mr. Calhoun on 
the 6th February, writes as follows:—

“ * I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt 
of your letter of the 20th ulL, and to acquaint 
you with the entire approbation of the President 
of all the measures you have adopted to termi
nate the rupture with the Indians.’

“On the 13th of May following, with a full 
knowledge that I intended if a favorable occasion 
presented itself to occupy Floekla, and that the 
design had the approbation of the President, Mr. 
Calhoun wrote to Governor Bibb, of Alabama, the 
letter already alluded to, concluding as follows:—

“ ‘ General J nckson is vested with full powers 
to conduct the war in the manner he may deem 
best.’

“On the 25th of March, 1818, I informed Mr. 
Calhoun that I intended to occupy St. Marks, 
and on the 8th of April I informed him that it 
was done.

“ Not a whisper of disapprobation or of doubt 
reached me from the government.

“ On the 5th May l wrote to Mr. Calhoun 
that 1 was about to move upon Pensacola with 
a view of occupying that place.

“ Again, no reply was ever given disapproving 
or discountenancing this movement.

“On the 2d of June I informed Mr. Calhoun 
that 1 had on the 24th May entered Pensacola, 
and on the 28th had received the surrender of tlx 
Barrancas.

“ Again no reply was given to this letter a 
pressing any disapproval of these acts.
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h [n fine, from the receipt of the President’s 
reply to my confidential letter of 6th January, 
1818, through Mr. Rhea, until the receipt of the 
president’s private letter, dated 19th July, 
1818 I received no instructions or intimations 
from the government public or private that my 
operations in Florida were other than such as 
the President and Secretary of War expected 
and approved. I had not a doubt that I had 
acted in every respect in strict accordance with 
their views, and that without publicly avowing 
that they had authorised my measures they were 
ready at all times and under all circumstances 
to sustain me ; and that as there were sound 
reasons and justifiable cause for taking possession 
of Florida, they would in pursuance of their 
private understanding with me retain it as in
demnity for the spoliations committed by Span- 
tit subjects on our citizens, and as security for 
the peace of our Southern frontier. I was will
ing to rest my vindication for taking the posts 
on the hostile conduct of their officers and garri- 
soas bearing all the responsibility myself: but I 
eipected my government would find in their 
claims upon Spain, and the danger to which our 
frontier would again be exposed, sufficient ren
ions for not again delivering them into the pos- 
eession of Spam.

v It was late in August before I received official 
information of the decision of the government to 
instore the posts, and about the same time I saw 
it stated in the Georgia Journal that the cabinet 
had been divided in relation to the course pur
sued by me in Florida ; and also an extract of a 
letter in a Nashville paper, alleging that a move
ment had been made in the cabinet against me 
which was attributed to Mr. G’rawford, in which 
«tract it is expressly stated that I had been 
triumphantly vindicated by Mr. Calhoun and 
Mr. Adams. Being convinced that the course I 
hid pursued was justified by considerations of 
public policy, by the laws of nations, by the 
state of things to which 1 have referred, and by 
the instructions, intimations, and acquiescence 
o! the government, and believing that the latter 

l had been communicated to all the members of 
the cabinet, I considered that such a movement 

I by Mr. Crawford was founded on considerations 
foreign to the public interests, and personally 
inimical to me ; and therefore, after these pub
lic and explicit intimations of what had occurred 
m the cabinet, I was prepared to, and did believe 
that Mr. Crawford was bent on my destruction, 

I rod was the author of the movement in the cate 
1 inet to which they referred. I the more readily 
I atertained this belief in relation to him (in 
I which I am rejoiced to avail myself of this public 
I occasion to say 1 did him injustice) because it 
I waa impossible that I should suspect that afiy 

position to punish or censure me could come 
» either the President or Mr. Calhoun, as I 

I well knew that I had expressed to the Presi- 
Ifent my opinion that Florida ought to be 
I taken, and had offered to take it if he would 
|pve me an intimation through Mr. Rhea that it

was desirable to do so, which intimation wan 
given ; that they had given me orders broad 
enough to sanction all that was done ; that Mr. 
Calhoun had expressly interpreted those orders 
as vesting me ‘ with mil power to conduct the 
war as he (I) might think best ; ’ that they had 
expressly approved of all my preparations, and 
in silence witnessed all my operations. Under 
these circumstances it was impossible for me to 
believe, whatever change might have taken 
place in their views of public policy, that either 
the President or Mr. Calhoun could have origi
nated or countenanced any proposition tending 
to cast censure upon me, much less to produce 
my arrest, trial, and punishment.

“If these facts and statements could have 
left room for a doubt in relation to Mr. Calhoun’s 
approval of my conduct and of his friendship for 
me, 1 had other evidence of a nature perfectly 
conclusive. In August, 1818, Colonel A. P. Hayne, 
Inspector General of the Southern Division, who 
had served in this campaign, came to Washing
ton to settle his accounts, and resign his staff a]>- 
pointment in the army. He was the fellow-citi
zen and friend of Mr. Calhoun, and held constant 
personal interviews with him for some weeks in 
settling his accounts. On the 24th September ho 
addressed a letter to me, stating that he had 
closed his public accounts entirely to his satisfac
tion, and in relation to public affairs among othci 
things remarks :—

11 * The course the administration has thought 
proper to adoptas to me inexplicable. They 
retain St. Marks, and in the same breath pin 
up Pensacola. Who can comprehend this ? Tire 
American nation possesses discernment, and will 
judge for themselves. Indeed, sir, 1 fear that 
Mr. Monroe has on the present occasion yielded 
to the opinion of those about him. I cannot he- 
lieve that it is the result of his own honest con
victions. Mr. Cfflhoun certainly thinks with you 
altogether, although after the decision of the 
cabinet, he must of course nominally support 
what has been done.’ And in another letter, 
dated 21st January, 1819, he says : ‘Since I last 
saw you 1 have travelled through West and East 
Tennessee, through Kentucky, through Ohio, 
through the western and eastern part of Penn
sylvania, and the whole of Virginia—have been 
much in Baltimore and Philadelphia, and the 
united voice of the people of those States and 
towns (and I have taken great pains to inform 
myself) approve of your conduct in every respect. 
And the people of the United States at large en
tertain precisely the same opinion with the peo
ple of those States. So does the administration, 
to wit: Mr. Mpnroe, Mr. Calhoun, anil Mr. 
Adams. Mr. Monroe is your frieml. He has 
identified you with himself. After the most ma
ture reflection and deliberation u|xin all of your 
operations, he has covered your conduct, liut I 
ait\ candid to confess that he did not adopt this 
line of conduct (in my mind) as soon as he ought 
to have done. Mr. Xdatns has done honor to 
his country and himself.’
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“ Colonel Ilayne is a man of honor, and did 
not intend to deceive ; I had no doubt, and have 
none now, that he derived his impressions from 
conversations with Mr. Calhoun himself ; nor 
have I any doubt that Mr. Calhoun purposely 
conveyed those impressions that they might be 
communicated to me. Without other evidence 
than this letter, how could 1 have understood 
Mr. Calhoun otherwise than as approving my 
whole conduct, and as having defended me in 
the cabinet ? How could I have understood any 
seeming dissent in his official communications 
otherwise than as arising from his obligation to 
give a ‘ nominal support’ to the decision of the 
cabinet which in reality he disapproved 1 >

“ The reply to my confidential letter, the ap
proval of my preparations, the silence of Mr. 
Calhoun during the campaign, the enmity of Mr. 
Crawford, the language of the newspapers, the 
letters of Colonel Havne, and other letters of 
similar import fmm other gentlemen who were 
on familiar terms with the Secretary of War, 
left no doubt on my mind that Mr. Calhoun 
approved of my conduct in the Seminole war 
1 altogether ; ’ had defended me against an attack 
of Mr. Crawford in the cabinet, and was, through
out the struggle in Congress so deeply involving 
my character and fame, my dpvoted and zealous 
friend. This impression was confirmed by the 
personal kindness of Mr. Calhoun towards me, 
during my visit to this city, pending the proceed
ings of Congress relative to the Seminole war, 
and on every after occasion. Nor was such con
duct confined to me alone, for however incon
sistent with his proposition in the cabinet, that 
I should ' be punished ill some form,’ or in the 
language of Mr. Adams, as to what passed there 
' that General Jackson should be brought to 
trial,’ in several conversations with Colonel Rich
ard M. Johnson, while he was preparing the 
counter rcjiort of the Military Committee of the 
House of Representatives, Mr. Calhoun always 
spoke of me with respect and kindness, and ap
proved of my course.

“So strong was my faith in Mr. Calhoun’s 
friendship that the appointment of Mr. Lacock. 
shortly after he had made his report upon the Se
minole war in the Senate, to an important office, 
although inexplicable to me, did not shake it.

“ I was informed by Mr. Rankin (member of 
the House of Representatives from Mississippi), 
and others in 1823 and 1824, once in the presence 
of Colonel Thomas 11. Williams (of Mississippi) 
of the Senate, that I had blamed Mr. Craw ford 
unjustly and that Mr. Calhoun was the instigator 
of the attacks made upon me : yet in consequence 
of the facts and circumstances already recapitu- 
.ated tending to prove Mr. Calhoun’s approval of 
my course, 1 could not give the assertion the least 
credit.

“ Again in 1825 Mr. Cobb told mo that I 
blamed Mr. Crawford wrongfully, both for the 
attempt to injure me in the cabinet, and for hav
ing an agency in framing the resolutions which 
he (Mr. Cobb) offered in Congress censuring

my conduct in the Seminole war. He stated on 
the contrary that Mr. Crawford was opposed to 
those resolutions and always asserted that 
‘ General Jackson had a sufficient defence 
whenever he chose to make it, and that the at
tempt* to censure him mould do Him pood, ami 
recoil upon its authors ;’ yet it was impossible 
for me to believe that Mr. Calhotigi had been my 
enemy ; on the contrary I did hot doubt that 
he had been my devoted friend, not only through 
all those difficulties, but in the contest for the 
Presidency which ended in the election of Mr. 
Adams.

‘In the Spring of 1828 the impression of Mr. 
Calhoun’s rectitude and iidclity towards me 
was confirmed by an incident which occurred 
during the progress of an effort to reconcile all 
misunderstanding between him and Mr. Craw- 
ford and invself. Colonel James A. Hamilton 
of New-York inquired of Mr. Calhoun himself, 
at Washington, ‘ whether at any meeting of Mr! 
Monroe’s cabinet the propriety of arresting Gen
eral Jackson for any thing dofte during the Sem- 
inWc war had been at any time discussed ?1 Mr. 
Calhoun replied, ‘ Never : such a measure was 
not thought of, much less discussed. The only 
point before the cabinet was the answer to be 
given to the Spanish government.’ In conse
quence of this conversation Colonel Hamilton 
wrote to Major Lewis, a member of the Nashville 
committee, that 1 the Vice-President, who you 
know was the member of the cabinet best ac
quainted with the subject, told me General Jack- 
son’s arrest was never thought of, much less 
discussed.’ Information of this statement re
newed and strengthened the impression relative 
to the friendship of Mr. Calhoun, which 1 had 
entertained from the time of the Seminole war.

“ In a private letter to Mr. Calhoun dated 
25th May, 1828, written after the conversation 
with Colonel Hamilton had been communicated 

j to me, I say in relation to the Seminole war:
“ ‘ I can have no wish at this day to obtain an ei- 

planation of the orders under which 1 acted whilst 
charged with the campaign against the Seminole 

[ Indians in Florida. 1 viewed them when received 
j as plain and explicit, and calledlor by the situation 
! of the country. I executed then! faithfully, and 
was happy in reply to my reports to the Depart
ment of War to receive your approbation for it1

“ Again : ‘ The fact is, I never had the least 
ground to belicyo (previous to the reception of 
Mr. Monroe’s letter of 19th July, 1818) that 
any difference of opinion between the government 
and myself existed on the subject of my powers. 
So far from this, to the communications which I 
made showing the construction which I placed 
u|K>n them, there was not only no difference of 
opinion indicated in the replies of the Executive 
but as far as 1 received replies, an entire approa 
of the measures which 1 had adopted. ’

“ This was addressed directly from me to Mr. 
Calhoun, in May, 1828. In his reply Mr. Cal 
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duct, and thought I ought to have been punished 
for a violation of orders. He does not inform 
me that he or any other had proposed in the 
abiuct council a court of inquiry, or any other 
court He says nothing inconsistent with the 
impression already made upon my mind—noth
ing which might not have been expected from one 
who had been obliged to give a ‘ nominal sup- 
met ’ to a decision which lie disapproved. His 
reply, dated 10th July, 1828. is in these words :
-‘Any discussion of them (the orders) ‘now,

1 agree with you, would he unnecessary. They 
a-, matters of history, and must be left to the 
historian as they stand. In fact I never did sup- 
|x«e that the justification of yourself or the gov
ernment depended on a critical construction of 
them. It is sufficient for both that they were 
honestly issued, and honestly-executed, without 
involving the question whether they were execu
ted strictly in accordance with the intention that 
they were issued. Honest and patriotic motives 
are all that can be required, and I never doubted 
that they existed on both sides. ’ 
p 11 was certainly impossible for me to conceive

hp<l 1 • nwizl ----X
__ ______________ t____________ ...v tv wncuive

that Mr. Calhoun had urged in cabinet council a 
court of inquiry with a view to my ultimate 
punishment for violation of orders which he ad
mitted were ‘honestly executed,' especially as 
he never doubted that my ‘ motives ’ were 
•htnusl and patriotic.’ After this letter I 
could not have doubted, if I had before, that 
Mr. Calhoun had zealously vindicated my ' hon
est and patriotic’ acts in Mr. Monroe’s cabinet 

I v.minst the supposed attacks of Mr. Crawford,1 as had long before been announced." 1 could 
| not have doubted that Mr. Calhoun 1 thought 
! with me altogether,’ ns I had been informed by 

Colonel Hayne. I could not have conceived 
tint Mr. Calhoun had ever called in question 
my compliance with my orders, when he says 
!u-‘utter did suppose' that my 1justification 
ilcpcnded on a critical construction of them, ’ 
and that it was sufficient that they were 
honestly executed.’

• By the unlimited authority conferred on 
me by my orders; by the writing and reception 
if my confidential letter and the answer thereto 

advised by Mr. Calhoun ; by the positive ap
proval of all my preparatory measures and the 
silence of the government during my operations ; 
by uncontradicted publications in the newspa
pers; by positive assurances received through the 
friends of Mr. Calhoun ; by Mr. Calhoun’s déc
laration to Colonel Hamilton ; and finally by 
his own assurance that he never doubted the 
honesty or patriotism with which 1 executed 
oy orders, which he ‘ deemed sufficient ’ with
out inquiring ‘ whether they were executed 
itricUy in accordance with the intent inn that 
theiiicere issued,' I was authorized to believe 
and did believe that Mr. Calhoun had been my 
devoted friend, defending on all occasions, public 
anl private, my whole conduct in the Seminole 
war. With these impressions I entered upon the 

vcharge of the duties of President,in March, 182V.

“ Recent disclosures prove that these impre» 
sions were entirely erroneous, and that Mr. Cal
houn himself was the author of the proposition 
made in the cabinet to subject me to a court of 
inquiry, with a view to my ultimate punishment 
for a violation of orders.

“ My feelings towards Mr. Calhoun continued 
of the most friendly character until my suspi
cions of his fairness were awakened by the fol
lowing incident. The late Marshal of the District 
of Columbia (Mr. Tench Ringold), conversing 
with a friend of mine in relation to the Seminole 
war, spoke in strong terms of Mr. Monroe’s 
support of me ; and upon being informed that I 
had always regarded Mr. Calhoun as my firm 
and undeviating friend and supporter, and par
ticularly on that occasion, Mr. Ringold replied 
that Mr. Calhoun was the first man to move in 
the cabinet for my punishment, and that he 
was against me on that subject. Informed of 
this conversation, and recurring to the repeated 
declarations that had been made to me by dif
ferent persons and at different times, that Mr. 
Calhoun, and not Mr. Crawford, was the person 
who had made tha^ movement against me in the 
cabinet, and observing the mysterious opposition 
that had shown itself, particularly among those 
who were known to be the friends and partisans of 
Mr. Calhoun, and that the measures which 1 had 
recommended to the consideration of Congress, 
and which appeared to have received the appro
bation of the people, were neglected or opposed 
in that quarter whence 1 hail a right to believe 
they would have been brought forward and sus
tained, I felt a desire to see the written state
ment which 1 had been informed Mr. Crawford 
had made, in relation to the proceedings of tho 
cabinet, that I might ascertain its true charac
ter. 1 sought and obtained it, in the manner 
heretofore stated, and immediately sent it to Mr. 
Calhoun, and asked him frankly whether it was 
possible that, the information given in it was 
correct ? His answer, which he has given to 
the world, indeed, as 1 have before stated, sur
prised, nay, astonished me. I had always re
fused to believe, notwithstanding the various as
surances I hail received, that Mr. Calhoun could 

i be so far regardless of that duty which the plain- 
I est principles of justice and honor imposed upon 
| him, as to propose the punishment of a subordi- 
, nato officer for the violation of orders which 
were so evidently discretionary as to permit me 
as he (My, Calhoun) informed Governor Bibb,
• to conduct the war us he may think best.’ But 
the fact that lie so acted has been affirmed by 
all who were present on the occasion, and admit
ted by himself.*

* Mr. Calhoun la his conversation with Colonel Hamilton, 
substantially denied that such a propos!lion as that which he 
now admits ho made, was ever submitted to the cabinet lie
is asked “ whn«i»«r «» -...........•• * ”. ____ , v-icr Buimimou to tlio cabinet lie
is asked “ whether at any meeting of Mr. Monroe's cabinet the 

1 propriety of arresting General Jackson for any thing done du* 
j ring the Seminole war had been at any time discussed." He 

replies “ Never ; such a measure was not thought of, much less 
! discussed : the only point be/ora the cabinet icat the armcet
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“ That Mr. Calhoun, with his knowledge of 
facts and circumstances, should have dared to 
make such a proposition, can only be accounted 
for from the sacredly confidential character 
which he attaches to the proceedings of a cabinet 
council. His views of this subject arc strongly 
expressed in his printed correspondence, page 15. 
‘ I am not at all surprised,’ says he, 1 that Mr. 
Crawford should feel that he stands in need of 
an apology for betraying the deliberations of the 
cabinet. It is, I believe, not only the first in
stance in our country, but one of a very few 
instances in any country, or any age, that an in
dividual has felt himself absolved from the high 
obligations which honor and duty impose on one 
situated as he was.’ It was under this veil, 
which he supposed to be for ever impenetrable, 
that Mr. Calhoun came forward and denounced 
those measures which he knew were not only 
impliedly, but positively authorized by the Presi
dent himself. He proposed to take preparatory 
slips for the punishment of General Jackson, 
whose ‘ honest and patriotic motives he never 
doubted’ for the violation of orders which he 
admits were ' honestly executed.' That he ex-

to be given to the Spanish governmentl" By the last branch 
of the answer the denial Is made to embrace the whole subject 
In any form It might have assumed, and therefore deprives Mr. 
Calhoun of all grounds of cavil or escape by alleging that he on
ly proposed a military inquiry, and not an arrest, and that he 
did not therefore answer the inquiry in the negative. But 
again when Colonel Hamilton submitted to Mr. Calhoun his re
collection of the conversation that Mr. Calhoun might correct 
It If erroneous, and Informed him that he did so because he in
tended to communicate in to Major Lewis, Mr. Calhoûn did not 
question the correctness of Colonel Hamilton's recollection of 
the conversation ; he does not qualify or alter it; he does not 
say, as in frankness he was bound to do—“ It is true, the propo
sition to arre-'t General Jackson was not discussed, but an inqui
ry into his conduct in that war was discussed on a propoeition 
to that end made by me." He does not say that the answer to 
the Spanish government was not the only point before the cab
inet, but he endeavors, without denying as was alleged by Colo
nel Hamilton that this part of the conversation was understood 
between them to be confidential, to prevent him from making 
it public, and to that end and that alone he writes a letter of ten 
pages on the sacredness of cabinet deliberations. Why, let us 
ask, did Mr. Calhoun upon reflection feel eo much solicitude to 
prevent a disclosure*^his answer to Colonel Hamilton, which if 
true could not injure him ? At first, although put upon his guard 
he admits that this part of the conversailon was not confidential, 
although It referred to what was, as well as what was not done 
In cabinet council. The reason Is to be found In his former in
volutions, and In the fact that the answer was not true, and in 
his apprehension that If that answer was made public, Mr. 
Crawford, who entertained the worst opinions of Mr. Calhoun, 
and who had suffered In General Jackson's opinion on this sub
ject, would Immediately disclose the tghole truth, as he has since 
done; and that thus the veil worn out, of the sacredness of cabi
net deliberations under which Mr. Calhoun upon second thought 
had endeavored to conceal himself, would be raised, and he 
would be exposed to public Indignation and scorn. This could 
alone be the motive for his extreme anxiety to prevent Colonel 
Hamilton from communicating the result of an Inquiry made 
by him from the best and purest motives, to the persons who 
had prompted that inquiry from like motives.

peeled tb succeed with his proposition so long « 
there was a particle of honor, honesty, or pro- 
dence left to President Monroe, is not to be !mt- 
gined. The movement was intended for some 
future contingency, which perhaps Mr. Calhoun 
himself only can certainly explain.

“ The shape in which this proposition was made 
is variously stated. Mr. Calhoun, in the printed 
correspondence, page 15, says : ‘I was of the 
impression that you had emeeded your orders, 
and acted on your own responsibility, but 1 
neither questioned your patriotism nor your roo 
lives. Believing that where orders wore trans
cended, investigation as a matter of course ought 
to follow, as due in justice to the government 
and the Officer, unless there be strong reasons 
to the contrary, I came to the [cabinet] meet
ing under the impression that tne usual course 
ought to be pursued in this case, which I sup. 
ported by presenting fully and freely all the 
arguments that occurred to me.’

“ Mr. Crawford, in his letter to Mr. Forsyth 
published in the same correspondence, pap. g’ 
says : 1 Mr. Calhoun’s proposition in the cabinet 
was. that General Jackson should be punished 
in some form, or reprehended in some form, I am 
not positively certain which.’

“ Mr. Adams, in a letter to Mr. Crawford, 
dated 30th July, 1830, says: ‘The main point 
upon which it was urged that General Jackson 
should be brought to trial, was, that he had 
violated his orders by taking St. Murks anj 
Pensacola.’

“ Mr. Crowninshield, in a letter to Mr. Craw
ford, dated 25th July, 1830, says: 1 remem
ber too, that Mr. Calhoun was severe u|»n the 
conduct of General Jackson, but the wortls par 
ticularly spoken have slipped my memory.’

“ From the united testimony it appears that 
Mr. Calhoun made a proposition for a court of 
inquiry upon the conduct of General Jackson, 
upon the charge of having violated his orders x 
taking St. Marks and Pensacola, with a view to 
his ultimate trial and punishment, and that l.e 
was severe in his remarks upon that conduct 
But the President would listen to no such pro
position. Mr. Crawford, in his letter lo Mr 
Calhoun, dated 2d October, 1830, says: You 
remembered the excitement which Your preps 
sition produced in the mind and on the feelings 
of the President. and,did not dare to ask him 
any question tending to revive his recollection 
of that proposition.’ This excitement was ten | 
natural. Hearing the very member of his cabs i 
net whom he had consulted upon the subject of 
General Jackson’s confidential letter, and win 
had advised the answer which had approve! le 
forehand the capture of St. Marks and Pensacola 
and who on the 8th September. 1818, wrote li I 
General Jackson, that 1 St. Mark's w ill be tv ] 
tallied till Spain shall be ready to garrison ill 
with a sufficient force, and Fort Gadsden, and I 
any other position in East or YVcst Florida with-1 
in the Indian country, which may be deemed I 
eligible, will be retained so long as there is u) |
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danecr, which, it is hoped, will afford the desired 
security’ make a proposition which went to 
sump his character with treachery, by the pun
ishment of General Jackson for those very acts, 
it was impossible that Mr. Monroe should not 
be excited. He must have been more than hu
man or loss, to have beheld Mr. Calhoun utter
ing violent philippics against General Jackson 
for those acts, without the strongest emotion.

‘•Mr. Calhoun’s proposition was rejected, as 
he knew it would be; and he came from behind 
the veil of cabinet secrecy all smiles and profes
sions of regard and friendship for General Jack
al ]t was then that by his deceitful conver
sations he induced Colonel Hayne and others , to 
inform General Jackson, that so far from think- 
in» that he had violated his orders and ought to 
k punished, he disapproved and only nominally 
supported the more friendly decision of the cabi
net, and thought with him altogether! There 
was no half-way feeling in his friendship ! So 
complete and entire was the deception, that while 
General Jackson was passing through Virginia 
the next winter on his way to Washington, he 
toasted 1 John C. Calhounas ‘on honest 
man. the noblest work of God.’ YVho can 
paint the workings of the guilty Calhoun’s soul 
when he read that toast ! !

••But Mr. Calhoun was not content with the 
attack made by him upon General Jackson’s 
character and fame in the dark recesses of Mr. 
Monroe’s cabinet. At the next session of Con- 
grvss the same subject was taken in hand in 
both houses. Mr. Cobb came forward with his 
resolutions of censure in the House of Represen
tatives, where, alter a long discussion, the assail
ants were signally defeated. Mr. Lacock headed 
a committee in the Senate which was engaged in 
the affair from the 18th December, 1818, to the 
24th February, 1819, when they made a report 

of bitterness against General Jackson. It 
| charged him with a violation of the laws and 

constitution of his country ; disobedience of 
orders; disregard of flic principles of humanity, 
and almost every crime which a military man 
an commit.

I l'ltwas not suspected at the time that this 
report owed any of its bitterness to Mr. Calhoun, 

I yet that such was the fact is now susceptible of 
I the strongest proof!

"While the attacks upon Gcnc/al Jackson 
I were in progress in Congress his pretence in the 
I city was thought to Ire necessary by Jus friends. 
I Colonel Robert Butler, then in Washington 
[wrote to him to that effect. A few days nftcr- 
I wards Mr. C dhoun accosted him, and asked him 
lie an abrupt manner why he had written to 
[Générai Jackson to eotne to the city. Colonel 
■Butler answered, ‘ that lie might sec that jus- 
Itice was done him in person.’ Mr. Calhoun 
I turned from him without speaking another word 
[With an air of anger and vexation which made 
lia indelible impression on the colonel’s mind. 
[It was obvious enough that he did -not desire, 
|mt rather feared General Jackson’s jresence in
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tlîp city. Colonel Butler’s letter to General 
Jackson, dated the 9th June, 1831, is in these 
words :

‘ When in Washington in the winter of 1818 
-’19, finding the course which Congress appeared 
to be taking on the Seminole question, 1 wrote 
you that I esteemed it necessair that you should 
be present at Washington. Having done so, I 
communicated this fact to our friend Bronaugh, 
who held the then Secretary of War in high esti
mation. The succeeding evening, while at the 
French Minister’s, he came to me and inquired 
in a tone somewhat abrupt, what could induce 
me to write for General Jackson to come to the 
city—(Bronaugh having informed him that I had 
done so)—to which I replied, perhaps as sternly, 

that he may in person have justice done him. 
The Secretary turned on his heel, and so ended 
the conversation ; hut there was a something in
explicable in the countenance that subsequent 
events have given meaning to. After your arri
val at Washington, we were on a visit at the 
Secretary’s, and examining a map—(the Yellow 
Stone expedition of the Secretary’s being the 
subject of conversation)—Mr. Lacock, of the 
Senate, was announced to the Secretary, who re
marked—u Do not let him come in now, General 
Jackson is here, but will soon be gone', when I 
can see him.” There was nothing strange in all 
this ; hut the whispered manner and apparent 
agitation fastened on my mind tlie idea that Mr. 
Calhoun and Lacock understood each other on 
the Seminole matter. Such were my impres
sions at the time.’

“On my arrival, however, in January, 1819, 
Mr. Calhoun Created me with marked kindness. 
The latter part of Colonel Butler’s letter, as to 
Mr. Lacock. is confirmed by my own recollection 
that one day when Mr. Calhoun and myself 
were together in the War Department, the mes
senger announced Mr. Lacock at the door: Mr. 
Calhoun, in a hurried manner, pronounced the 
name of General Jackson, and Mr. Lacock did 
not come in. This circumstance indicated an 
intimacy between them, but I inferred nothing 
from it unfavorable to Mr. Calhoun.

“In speaking of my confidential letter to Mr. 
Monroe (printed correspondence, page 19). Mr. 
Calhoun states, that after reading it when re
ceived, ‘I thought no more of it. Long after, I 
think it was at the commencement of the next 
session of Congress, 1 heard some allusion which 
brought that letter to my recollection. It was 
from a quarter which induced me to believe that 
it came from Mr. Crawford. 1 called and men
tioned it to Mr. Monroe, and found that he lmd 
entirely forgotten the letter. After searching 
some tirtie he found it among some other pa- 
pers. and read it, as he told me, for the first 
time.’

“ The jiarticular ‘ quarter ’ whence the ‘ allu
sion ’ which called up the recollection of this 
confidential letter came. Mr. Calhoun has not 
thought proper to state. Probably it was Mr. 
Lacock, who was the friend of Mr. Crawford.
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ProbeHv he applied to Mr. Calhoun for infor
mation, and Mr. Calhoun went to the President, 
and requested a sight of that letter that he 
might communicate its contents to Mr. Lacock.
Mr. Lacock was appointed upon the committee 
on the Seminole wai,on the 18th December.
On the 21st of that 'nonth the recollection of 
the confidential letter was first in the mind of 
Mr. Monroe, for on that day, in a letter to Gen
eral Jackson, he gives an account of its recep
tion, and the disposition made of it. Probably, 
therefore, it was about the time that M r. Lacock 
undertook the investigation of this affair in the 
Senate, and that it was for his information that 
Mr. Calhoun called on Mr. Monroe to inquire
about this letter. |

“ Nay, it is certain that the existence and
contents of this letter were about that time 
communicated to Mr. Ixicock: that he con
versed freely and repeatedly with Mr. Calhoun 
upon the whole subject : that he was informed 
of all that had passed: the views of the. Cresi
dent, of Mr. Calhoun, and the cabinet, and 
that Mr. Calhoun coincided with Mr. Jeicock
in all his vtctAe. i

“These factqlare stated upon the authority
of Mr. Lacock himself “ The motives of these secret communications 
to Mr. I .acock by Mr. Calhoun cannot be mis
taken. By communicating the contents of the 
confidential letter, and withholding the fact 
that an approving answer had been rpturned, 
he wished to impress Mr. Lacock with the be
lief that General Jackson had predetermined 

j vi..-m,, t0 poize the Spanish
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lief that General Jackson nau [111.. ...........before he entered Florida, to seize the Spanish 
posts, right or wrong, with orders or without. 
Acting under this impression, he would be pre
pared to discredit and disbelieve all General 
Jackson’s explanations and defences, and put 
the worst construction upon every cirqiynstance 
disclosed in the investigation. By this perfidy 
General Jackson was deprived of all opportu
nity to make an eltèctual defence. To him Mr. 
Calhoun was all smiles and kindness, lie be
lieved him his frientl, seeking by all proper 
irigans, in public and private, to shield him from 
tmTattacks of his enemies. Having implicit 

^ confidence In Mr. Calhoun and the President, 
he would sooner have endured the tortures of 
the inquisition than have disclosed their answer 
to his letter through Mr. Rhea. The tie which 
he felt, Mr. Calhoun felt not. He did not 
scruple to use one side of a correspondence to 
destroy a man, his friend, who confided in him 
with the faitn and affection of a brother—when 
he knew that man felt bound by obligations 
from which no considerations short of a know
ledge of his own perfidy could absolve him, to 
hold the other side in eternal silence. General 
Jackson had no objection to a disclosure of the 
whole correspondence. There was nothing in it 
of which he was ashamed, or which on his own 
account be wished to '/mceal. Public policy
made it inexpedient that the world should 

'1 - -Timi'i]t had

approved beforehand of his proceedings. But 
had he known that Mr. Calhoun was attempt, 
ing to destroy him by secretly using one sick 
of the correspondence, he would have been jug. 
tified by the laws of self-defence in making 
known the other. He saw not, lffcard not, in» 
gined not, that means so perfidious and dishon
orable were in use to destroy him. It nerct 
entered his confiding heart that the hand ho 
shook with the cordiality of a warm friend was 
secretly pointing out to his enemies the path by 
which they might ambuscade and destroy him.
He was incapable of conceiving that the honeyed 
tongue, which to him spake nothing but kind
ness, was secretly conveying poison into the 
ears of Mr. Lacock, and other members of Con
gress. It could not enter his mind that his 
confidential letters, the secrets of the cabinet 
and the opinions of its members, were all se
cretly arrayed against him by the friend in 
whom he implicitly confided, misinterpreted 
and distorted, without giving him an opportu
nity for self defence or explanation.

“ Mr. Calhoun’s object was accomplished. Mr.
I Lacock made a report far transcending in bit
terness any thing which even in the opinion of 
General Jackson’s enemies the evidence seemed 
to justify. This extraordinary and unaccount-’ 
able severity is now explained. It proceeded 
from the secret and perfidious representations 
of Mr. Calioun, based on General Jackson’s con
fidential letter. Mr. Lacock ought to be pan 
tially excused, and stand before the world com
paratively justified. For most of the injustice 
done by his report to the soldier who had 
risked all for his country, Mr. Calhoun is Itu 
responsible man.“ As dark as this transaction is, a shade it 
yet to be added. 11 was not enough that Gen
eral Jackson bad liven deceived and betraved 
by a professing friend ; that the contents of hit 
confidential correspondence had been secretly 
communicated to his open enemies, while all in
formation of the reply was withheld: it was 
not enough that an official report overflowing 
with bitterness had gbne out to the world 
to blast his fame, which must stand for ever 
recorded in the history of his country. Lost 
some accident might expose the evidences of 
the understanding under which he acted, and 
the duplicity of his secret accuser, means mast 
be taken to procure the destruction of the in- 
swer to the confidential letter through Mr. 
Utica. They were these. About the time Mr. 
I.gpock made his report General Jackson uni 
Mr. Rhea were both in the city of Washington. 
Mr. Rhea called on General Jackson, as he said, 
at the request of Mr. Monroe, and begged hie 
on his return home to burn his reply. Head 
the President feared that by the of Gen
eral J ackson, or some other accident, r 
fall into the hands of those who would Aiakml 
improper use of it. He therefore conjured hial 
bv the friendship which had always existed b»|
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.her accident,!} might 
so who would make >1 
herofore conjured b*. 
had always existed»
obligations as abrethet

mason) to destroy it on his return to Nashville, 
gelieving Mr. Monroe and Mr. Calhoun to be 
his devoted friends, and not deeming it possible 
that any incident could occur which would re
ndre or justify its use, hé gave Mr. Rhea the 
promise he solicited, andeccofdingly after his re
turn to Nashville he burnt Mr. Rhea’s letter, and 
on his letter-book opposite the copy of his confi
dential letter to Mr. Alonroe made this entry :— 

rn jlfr. Rhea's letter in answer is burnt this 
12th April, 1819.’

•‘Mr. Calhouns management was thus far 
completely triumphant. He had secretly as
sailed General Jackson in cabinet council, and 
caused it to be publicly announced that he was 
his friend. While the confiding soldier was 
toasting him as ‘an honest man, the noblest 
»ork of God,’ he was betraying his confiden
tial correspondence to his enemy, and laying 
the basis of a document which was intended to 
Hist his fame and ruin his character in the es
timation of his countrymen. Lest accident 
should bring the truth to light, and expose his 

^duplicity, he procures through the President 
and Mr" Rhea the destruction of the approving 
answer to the confidential letter* Mr. lthca 
ns an old man and tienelhl Jackson’s health 
fctble. In a few years all who were supposed 
to have any knowledge of the reply would be in 
their graves. Every trace of the approval given 
beforehand by the government to the opera
tions of General Jackson would soon be obliter- 

I \ted, and the undivided responsibility’would 
forever rest on his head. At least, should acci- 

• dent or policy bring to light the duplicity of 
Mr. Calhoun, he might deny nil knowledge of 
this reply, and challenge its production. He 
n,i:ht defend his course in the cabinet and ex
tenuate his disclosures to Mr. Lacock, by main- 
Uining before the public that he had always 
believed General Jackson violated his orders 
and ought to have been punished. A t the worst, 
the written reply if once destroyed could never 
be recalled from the flames; and should (len- 

1 end Jackson still be living, his assertion might 
not be considered more conclusive than Mr. 

1 Calhoun’s denial. In any view it was desirable 
I to him that this letter should be destroyed, and 
I through his management, as is verily believed, 
I it was destroyed.

“Happily however for the truth of history 
land the cause of public justice, the writer of the 
Imply is still alive; and from ajournai kept at 
I the time, is able to give an accurate account of 
I this transaction, lie testifies directly to the 
I writing of the letter, to its contents, and the 
I means taken to secure its destruction. Judge 
I Overton, to whom the letter was confidentially 
I ihown, testifies directly to the existence of the 
I letter, and to the fact that General Jackson af- 
I lerwards told him it was destroyed.

“These, with the statement of General Jack- 
Ikm himself, and the entry in his letter-book 
I which was seen by several persons many years 
lip,hi these facts beyond a doubt.

“ Certainly the history of the world scarcely 
presents a parallel to this transaction. It has 
been seen with what severity Mr. Calhoun de
nounced Mr. Crawford for revealing the secret 
proceedings of the cabinet : with what justice 
may a retort of tenfold severity be made upon 
him, when he not only reveals to Mr. La- 
cock the proceedings of the cabinet, but the 
confidential letter of a confiding friend, not for 
the liencfit of that friend, but through misrep
resentation of the transaction and concealment 
of the tcply, to aid his enemies in accomplish
ing his destruction. It was doubtless expected 
that Mr. Lacock would produce a document 
which would overwhelm General Jacksôn and 
destroy him in public estimation. In that event 
the proceedings of the cabinet would no longer 
have been held sacred. The erroneous impres- , 
sion made on the public mind would have been 
corrected, and the world have been informed 
that Mr. Calhoun not only disapproved the acts 
of General Jackson, but had in the cabinet at
tempted in vain to procure his punishment. As 
ttie matter stood, the responsibility of attacking 
the General rested on Mr. Crawford, and had the 
decision of the people been different, the responsi
bility of defending him would have been thrown 
exclusively upon Mr. Adams,end Mr. Calhoun 
would have claimed the merit of the attack. But 
until the public should idecide, it was not pru
dent to lose the friendship of General Jackson, 
which might be of more service to Mr. Calhoun 
than the truth. It was thus at the sacrifice of 
every principle of honor and friendship that 
Mr. Calhoun managed to throw all responsibil
ity on his political rivals, and profit by the re 
suit of these movements whatever it might be. 
It cannot be doubted, however, that Mr. Cal
houn expected the entire prostration of Gene
ral Jackson, and managed to procure the destruc
tion of Mr. Rhea’s letter, for the purpose of 
disarming the friend lie had betrayed, that ho 
might, with impunity when the public should 
have pronounced a sentence of condemnation, 
have come forward and claimed, the merit of 
having been the first to denounce him.

“Thepeople however sustained General Jack- 
son against the attacks of all his enemies, pub
lic and private, open and secret, and therefore it 
became convenient for Mr. Calhoun to retain 
his mask, to appear as the friend of one whom 
the people lmd pronounced their friend, and to 
let Mr. Crawford bear the unjust imputation of 
having assailed him in the cabinet.

“It must be oonfeesed that the mask was 
worn with consummate skill. Mr. Calhoun was 
understood by all of General Jackson’s friends 
to be liis warm and able defender. When, in 
1824, Mr. Calhoun was withdrawn ftotn the 
lists as a candidate' for the Presidency, the im
pression made on the friends of General Jack- 
son was that ho did it to favor the election of 
their favorite, when it is believed to be suscep
tible of proof that he secretly ilattercd the 
friends of Mr. Adams with the idea that he waa
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with them. It is certain that for the Vice- 
Presidency he continued to secure nearly all 
the Adams votes, most of the Jackson votes, 
and even half of the Clay votes in Kentucky. 
But never did the friends of General Jackson 
doubt his devotion to their cause in that con
test, until the publication of his correspondence 
with General Jackson. In a note, page 7, he 
undeceives them by saying :

“ ‘ When my name was withdrawn from the 
list of presidential candidates, I assumed a per
fectly neutral position between General Jack- 
son and Mr. Adams. I was decidedly opposed 
to a congressional caucus, as both those gentle
men were also, and as I bore very friendly per
sonal and political relations to both, I would 
have been well satisfied with the election of 
either.’

“I have now given a faithful detail of the cir
cumstances and facts which transpired touching 
my movements in Florida, during the Seminole 
campaign.

“ When Mr. Calhoun was secretly misinter
preting my views and conduct through Mr. 
Speer to the citizens of South Carolina, I had 
extended to him my fullest confidence, inas
much as I consulted him as if he were one 
of my cabinet, showed him the written rules 
by which my administration was to be gov
erned, which he apparently approved, received 
from him the strongest professions of friend
ship, so much so that I would have scorned 
even a suggestion that he was capable of such 
unworthy conduct.

“ ANDREW JACKSON.”

Such is the paper which General Jackson 
left behind him for publication, and which is so 
essential to the understanding of the events of 
the time. From the rupture between General 
Jackson and Mr. Calhoun (beginning to open 
in 1830, and breaking out in 1831), dates ca
lamitous events to this country, upon which 
history cannot shut her eyes, and which would 
be a barren relation without the revelation of 
their cause. Justice to Mr. Monroe (who seemed 
to hesitate in the cabinet about the proposition 
to censure or punish Gen. Jackson), requires it 
to be distinctly brought out that he had either 
never read, or had entirely forgotten General 
Jackson’s confidential letter, to be answered 
through the venerable representative from Ten
nessee (Mr. John Rhea), and the production of 
which in the cabinet had such a decided influ
ence on Mr. Calhoun’s proposition—and against 
it. This is well told in the letter of Mr. Craw
ford to Mr. Forsyth—is enforced in the “ Expo
sition," and referred to in the “ correspondence," 
but deserves to be reproduced in Mr. Crawford’s

own words. He says : “ Indeed, my own views 
on the subject had undergone a material changi 
after the cabinet had been convened. Mr. Calhoun 
made some allusion to a letter the General had 
written to the President, who had forgotten 
that he had received such a letter, but said if 
he had received such an one, he could find it' 
and went directly to his cabinet and brought the 
letter out. In it General Jackson approved of 
the determination oft the government to break up 
Amelia Island and Galveston ; and gave it also 
as his opinion that the Floridas should be taken 
by the United States. He added it might he a 
delicate matter for the Executive to decide ; but 
if the President approved of it, he had only to 
give a hint to some confidential member of Con
gress, say Mr. Johnny Ray (Rhea), and he would 
do it, and take the responsibility of it on him
self. I asked the President if the letter had 
been answered. He replied, No ; for that he 
had no recollection of having received it 1 
then said that I had no doubt that General Jack- 
son, in taking Pensacola, believed he was doing 
what the Executive wished. After that letter 
was produced unanswered I should have opposed 
the infliction of punishment upon the General, 
who had considered the silence of the President 
as a tacit consent. Yet it was after this letter 
was produced and read that Mr. Calhoun made 
his proposition to the cabinet for punishing the 
General. You may show this letter to Mr. Cal
houn, if you please." It was shown to him by 
General Jackson, as shown in the ‘ correspond
ence,’’ and in the “ Exposition ;’’ and is only re
produced here for the sake of doing justice ta 
Mr. Monroe.

CHAPTER LIV.

BREAKING UP OF THE CABINET, AND APPOiXI 
MENT OF ANOTHER

The publication of Mr. Calhoun’s pamphlet wa 
quickly followed by an event which seemed to 
be its natural consequence—that of a breaking 
up, and reconstructing the President’s cabinet 
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lun’s pamphlet wa 
t which seemed to 
-that of a breaking 
President’s cabinet 
led as the political ! 
could hardly expect 
i General Jackaoa 
leman. The Sec»

(uy of State, Mr. Van Buren, was in the cate
gory of future presidential aspirants ; and in 
tlmt character obnoxious to Mr. Calhoun, and 
became the cause of attacks upon the Presi
dent He determined to resign ; and that de
termination carried with it the voluntary, or 
obligatory resignations of all the others—each 
one of whom published his reasons for his act 
Mr. Eaton, Secretary at War, placed his upon 
the ground of original disinclination to take the 
place, and a design to quit it at the first suita
ble moment—which he believed had now arriv
ed. Mr. Ingham, Secretary of the Treasury, 
Mr. Branch, of the Navy, and Mr. Berrien, At
torney General, placed theirs upon the ground 
ofcompliance with the President’s wishes. Of 
the three latter, the two first classed as the 
friends of Mr. Calhoun ; the Attorney General, 
on this occasion, was considered as favoring 
him, but not of his political party. Theunplea- 
ent business was courteously conducted- 
tnnsseted in writing as well as in personal 
enversations, and all in terms of the utmost 
lemrum. Far from attempting to find an ex- 
mse for his conduct in the imputed misconduct 
if the retiring Secretaries, the President gave 
them letters of respect, in which he bore testi- 
eony to their acceptable deportment while 
associated with him, and placed the required 
resignations exclusively on the ground of a de- 

| termination to reorganize his cabinet And, 
in fact, that determination became unavoidable 
iher the appearance of Mr. Calhoun’s pam
phlet After that Mr. Van Buren could not re
main, as being viewed under the aspect of 
1 Monlecai, the Jew, sitting at the king’s gate.” 

I Mr. Eaton, as his supporter, found a reason to 
i what he wished, in following his example. 

I The supporters of Mr. Calhoun, howsoever unex- 
I «ptionable their conduct had been, and might 
I be, could neither expect, nor desire, to remain 
I among the President s confidential advisers 
I after the broad rupture with that gentleman. 
I Mr. Barry, Postmaster General, and the first 
1 if that office who had been called to the 
I abmet councils, and classing as friendly to 
I Mr, Van Buren, did not resign, but soon had 
Ibis place vacated by the appointment of min
ister to Spain. Mr. Van Buren’s resignation 
I was soon followed by the appointment of min- 
I«1er to London; and Mr. Eaton was made 
|Governor of Florida; and, on the early death

of Mr. Barry, became his successor at Ma
drid.

The new cabinet was composed of Edward 
Livingston of Louisiana, Secretary of State ; 
Louis McLanc of Delaware (recalled from the 
London mission for that purpose), Secretary of 
the Treasury ; Lewis Cass of Ohio, Secretary 
at War ; Levi Woodbury of New Hampshire, 
Secretary of the Navy ; Amos Kendall of Ken
tucky, Postmaster General ; Roger Brooke 
Taney of Maryland, Attorney General. This 
change in the cabinet made a great figure in the 
party politics of the day, and filled all the oppo
sition newspapers, and had many sinister rea
sons assigned for it—all to the prejudice of 
General Jackson, and Mr. Van Buren—to 
which neither of them replied, though having 
the easy means of vindication in their hands— 
the former in the then prepared “ Exposition ” 
which is now first given to the public—the lat
ter in the testimony of General Jackson, also 
first published in this Thirty Years’ View, 
and in the history cf the real cause of the breach 
between General Jackson tod Mr. Calhoun, 
which the “ Exposition ” contains. Mr. Craw
ford was also sought to be injured in the pub
lished “ correspondence,” chiefly as the alleged 
divulgcr, and for a wicked purpose, of the pro- 
ceedihgs in Mr. Monroe’s cabinet in relation to 
the proposed military court on General Jackson. 
Mr. Calhoun arraigned him as the divulger of 
that cabinet secret, to the faithful keeping of 
which, as well as of all the cabinet proceedings, 
every member of that council is most strictly 
enjoined. Mr. Crawford’s answer to this ar
raignment was brief and pointed. He denied 
the divulgation—affirmed that the disclosure 
had been made immediately after the oabinet 
consultation, in a letter sent to Nashville, Ten
nessee, and published in a paper of that city, in 
which the facts were reversed—Mr. Crawford 
being made the mover of tho court of inquiry 
proposition, and Mr. Calhoun tho defender of 
the General ; and he expresed his belief that 
Mr. Calhoun procured that letter to be written 
and published, for the purpose of exciting Gen
eral Jackson against him ; (which belief the 
Exposition seems to confirm)—and declaring 
that he only spoke of the cabinet proposition 
after the publication of that letter, and for the 
purpose of contradicting it, and telling the fact, 
that Mr. Calhoun made the proposition for the
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court, and that Mr. Adams and himself resisted, 
and defeated it. His words were : “ My apol
ogy for-having disclosed what passed in a cabi
net meeting, is this : In the summer after that 
meeting, an extract of a letter from Washing- 
ton was published in a Nashville paper, in which 
it was stated that I had proposed to arrest 
General Jackson, but that he was triumphantly 
defended by Mr. Calhoun and Mr. Adams. 
This letter I have always believed was writteh 
by Mr. Calhoun, or by his direction. It bad 
the desired effect. General Jackson became 
extremely inimical to me, and friendly to Mr. 
Calhoun. In stating the arguments of Mr. 
Adams to induce Mr. Monroe to support Gen
eral Jack son’s’’conduct throughout, adverting 
to Mr. Monroe’s apparent admission, that if a 
young officer had acted so, he might be safely 
punished, Mr. Adapts said—that if General 
Jackson had acted so, that.if he had been a 
subaltern officer, shooting vas too good for 
him. This, however, was said with a view of 
driving Mr. Monroe to an unlimited support of 
what General Jackson had done, and not with 
an unfriendly view .to the General. Mr. Cal
houn’s proposition in the cabinet was, that 
General Jackson should be punished in some 
form, I am not positive which. As Mr. Cal
houn did not propose to arrest General Jack- 
son, I feel confident that I could not have made 
use of that word in my relation to you of the 
circumstances which transpired in the cabinet” 
This was in the letter to Mr. Forsyth, of April 
30th, 1830, and which was shown to General 
Jacks<>n, and by him communicated to Mr. Cal
houn; and which was the second thing that 
brought him to suspect Mr. Calhoun, having 
repulsed all previous intimations of his hostility 
to the General, or been quieted by Mr. Cal
houn’s answers. The Nashville letter is strong
ly presented in the “ Exposition ” as having 
come from Mr. Calhoun, as believed by Mr. 
Crawford.

Upon the publication of the “correspond
ence,” the 7WegTa/)flJtformerly the Jackson 
organ, changed its course, as had been revealed 
to Mr. Duncanson—came out for Mr. Calhoun, 
and against General Jackson and Mr. Van Bu- 
ren, followed by all the affiliated presses which 
awaited its lead. The (rfobe took the stand 
for which it was established ; and became the 
faithful, fearless, incorruptible, and powerful

supporter of Giuq/al Jackson and his admini» 
tration, in the long, vehement, and eventfa. 
contests in which he became engaged

f

CHAPTER LV.

MILITARY ACADEMY
\
The small military establishment of the United 
States seemed to be almost in a state of dissolu
tion about this time, from the frequency of dç. 
sertion ; and the wisdom of Congress was taxed 
to find a remedy for the evil. It could devise 
no other than an increase of pay to the rank 
and file and non-commissioned officers ; which 
upon trial, was found to answer but little pur 
pose. In an army of 6000 the desertions wen 
1450 in the year ; apd increasing. Mr. Mac™ 
from his home in North Carolina, having hit 
attention directed to the subject by the debate) 
in Congress, wrote me a letter, in which he laid 
his finger upon the true cause of these deser 
tions, and consequently showed what should U 
the true remedy. He wrote thus :

“Why docs the army, of lute years, dtsen 
more than formerly ? Because the officers have 
been brought up at West Point, and not aman» 
the people. Soldiers desert because not attach
ed to the service, or not attached to the officers. 
West Point cadets prevent the promotion of 
good sergeants, apd men cannot like a service 
which denies them promotion, nor like officers 
who get all the commissions. The increase f 
pay will not cure the evil, and nothing hut pcs 
motion will. In the Revolutionary army, wr 
had many distinguished officers, who enteral 
the anny as privates. ”

This is wisdom, and besides carrying convic
tion for the truth of all it says, it leads to re 
flections upon the nature and effects of our na
tional military school, which extend beyond 
the evil which was the cause of writing it Sina 
the act of 1812, which placed this institution 
upon its present footing, giving its students i] 
legal right to appointment (as constructed uni 
practised), it may be assumed that there is n 
a government In Europe, and has been not» I 
since the commencement of the French révolu- I 
tion (when the nobles had pretty nearly a me 
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Jue advantages to some parts of the com mu 
nity over the rest. Officers can now rise from 
the ranks in all the countries of Europe—in 
Austria, Russia, Prussia, as well as in Great 
Britain, of which there are constant and illus
trious examples. Twenty-three marshals of 
theempin rose from the ranks—among them 
yev Mass -na, Oudinot, Murat, Soult, Berna
dette. In Great Britain, notwithstanding her 
Royal Military College, the largest part of the 
commissions are now given to citizens in civil 
life, and to non-dommissioned officers. A re
turn lately made to parliament shows that in 
eighteen years—from 1830 to 1847—the number 
of citizens who received commissions, was 1,266 ; 
the number of non-commissioned officers pro
moted. was 446 ; and the number of cadets ap
pointed from the Royal Military College was 
473. These citizen appointments were exclusive 
of those who purchased commissions—another 
mode for citizens to get into the British army, 
md which largely increases the number in that 
elass of appointments—sales of commissions, 
with the approbation of the government, being 
there valid. But exclusive of purchased commis- 
sio#during the same period of eighteen years, 
the number of citizens appointed, and of non
commissioned officers promoted, were, together, 
nearly four times the number of government 
cadets appointed. Now, how has it been in our 
8e,ttx during any equal number of years, or all 
(he years, since the Military Academy got into 
fall operation under the act of 1812 ? I confine 
the inquiry to the period subsequent to the war of 
1812, for during that war there were field and 
general officers in service who came from civil 
life, and who procured the promotion of many 
meritorious non-commissioned officers ; the act 
not having at first been construed to exclude 
them. How many? Few or none, of citizens ap
pointed, or non-comniisioned oflicers promoted 
-only in new or temporary corps—the others 
being held to belong to the government cadets.

1 will mention two instances coming within 
my own knowledge, to illustrate the difficulty 
of obtaining; a commission for a citizen in the 
regular regiments—one the case of the late Capt. 
Hermann Thorn, son of Col. Thorn, of New- 
ïork. The young man had appl ied for the place 
of cadet at West Point ; und not being able to 
obtain it, and having a strong military turn, he 
Rught service in Europe, and found it in Aus

tria ; and was admitted into a hussar regiment 
on the confines of Turkey, without commission, 
hut with the pay, clothing, and ration of a cor
poral ; with the privilege of associating with 
officers, and a right to expect a commission if 
he proved himself worthy. These are the exact 
terms, substituting sergeant for corporal, en 
which cadets were received into the aiqpy, and 
attached to companies, in Washington’s time. 
Young Thorn proved himself to be worthy ; re
ceived the commission ; rose in five years to the 
rank of first lieutenant; when, the wTar breaking 
out between the United States and Mexico, he 
asked leave to resign, was permitted to do so, 
and came home to ask service in the regular ar
my of the United States. His application was 
made through Senator Cass and otheixi, he only 
asking for the lowest place in the gradation of 
officers, so as not to interfere with the right of 
promotion in any one. The application was re
fused on the ground of illegality, he not having 
graduated at West Point. Afterwards I took 
up the case of the young man, got President Polk 
to nominate him, sustained the nomination be
fore the Senate ; and thus got a start for a young 
officer who soon advanccd-himself, receiving two 
brevets for gallant conduit and several wounds 
in the great battles of Mexico ; and was after
wards drowned, conducting a detachment to 
California,Th^croâsiog his men over the great 
Colorado of the West.

ThuSpThora was with difficulty saved. The 
other case was that of the famous Kit Carson 
also nominated by President Polk. I was not 
present to argue his case when he was rejected, 
and imight have done no good if I had been, the 
place being held to belong to a cadet that was 
waiting for it. Carson was rejected because he 
did not come through the West Point gate. Be
ing a patriotic man, he has since led many ex
peditions of his countrymen, and acted as guide 
to the United States officers, in New Mexico, 
where he lives. He was a guide to the detach
ment that undertook to rescue the unfortunate 
Mrs. White, whose fate excited so much com
miseration at the time ; and I have the evidence 
that if he had been commander, the rescue would 
have been effected, and the unhappy woman 
saved from massacre.

This rule of appointment (the graduates of 
the academy to take all) may now he considered 
the law of the land,, so settled by construction
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and senatorial acquiescence ; and consequently 
that no American citizen is to enter the regular 
army except through the gate of the United 
States Military Academy ; and few can reach 
that gate except through the weight of a family 
eonnection, a political influence, or the instru
mentality of a friend at court. Genius in ob
scurity has no chance ; and the whole tendency 
of the institution is to make a governmental, and 
not a national army. Appointed cadet by the 
President, nominated officer by him, promoted 
upon his nomination, holding commission at his 
pleasure, receiving his orders as law, looking to 
him as the fountain of honor, the source of pre
ferment, and the dispenser of agreeable and pro
fitable employment—these cadet officers must 
naturally feel themselves independent of the 
people, and dependent upon the President ; and 
be irresistibly led to acquire the habits and fel- 
ings which, in all ages, have rendered regular ar
mies obnoxious to popular governments.

The instinctive sagacity of the people has 
long since comprehended all this, and conceived 
an aversion to the institution which has mani
fested itself in many demonstrations against it 
—sometimes in Congress, sometimes in the 
State legislatures, always to be met, and trium
phantly met, by adducing Washington as the 
father and founder of the institution.—No ad
duction could be more fallacious. Washington 
is no more the father of the present West Point 
than he is of the present Mount Vernon. The 
West Point of his day was a school of engineer
ing and artillery, and nothing more ; the cadet of 
his day was a young soldier, attached to a com
pany, and serving with it in the field and in the 
lamp, “ with the pay, clothing, and ration of ser
vant” (act of 1794); and in the intervals of ac- 
ive service, if he had shown an inclination for the 
profession, and a capacity for its higher branch
es, then he was sent, in the “ discretion " of the 
President, to West Point, to take instruction in 
those higher branches, namely, artillery and engi
neering, and nothing more. All the drills both of 
otficeaand private—all the camp duty—all the 
trainings in the infantry, the cavalry, and the rifle 
.—were then left to be taught in the field and 
the camp—a better school than any academy ; 
and under officers who were to lead them into 
action—better teachers than any school-room 
professors. And all without any additional 
expense to the United States. /

All was right in the time of Washington, and 
afterwards, up to the act of 18)2. None became 
cadets then but those who hacha stomach for 
the hardships, as well as taste for the pleasures 
oPa soldier’s life—who, like the Young Norval 
on the Grampian Hills, had felt the soldiery 
blood stir in their veins, and longed to be oil' to' 
the scene of war’s alarms, instead of standing 
guard over flocks and herds. Cadets were not 
then sent to a superb school, with the emolu
ments of officers, to remain four years at public 
expense, receiving educations for civil as well «s 
military life, with the right to have commis
sions and be provided for by the government ; 
or with the secret intent to quit the service u 
soon as they could do better—which most of 
them soon do. The act of 1812 did the mis
chief ; and that insidiously and by construction, 
while ostensibly keeping up the old idea of ca
dets serving with their companies, and only de
tached when the Presidents pleased, to get in
struction at the academy. It runs thus: “The 
cadets heretofore appointed in the service of the 
United States, whether of artillery, cavalry, rifle
men. or infantry, or may be in future appointed 
or hereinafter provided, shall at no time exceed 
250 ; that they may be attached, at the discre
tion of the President of the United States as 
students to the Military Academy ; and be sub
ject to the established regulations thereof.”

The deception of this clause is in keeping up 
the old idea of these cadets being with their 
companies, and by the judgment of the Presi
dent detached from their companies, and attach
ed, as students, to the Military Academy. The 
President is to exercise a “ discretion,” by 
which the cadet is transferred for a while from • 
his company to the school, to be there as a élu
dent ; that is to say, like a student, but still 
retaining his original character of r/uusi officer 
in his company. This change from camp to 
school, upon the face of tho*nct, was to be, u 
formerly, a question for the President to decide, 
dependent for its solution upon the military 
indications of the young man’s character, and 
his capacity for the higher branches of the itt- 
vice; and this only permissive in the President 
He “may” attach, &c. Now, all this is illu
sion. Cadets are not sent to companies, whe
ther of artillery, infantry, cavalry, or riflemen. 
The President exercises no “discretion” about 
detaching them from their company and attach
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them as students. They are appointed as 
students, and go right off to school, and get 
four years’ education at the public expense, 
whether they have any taste for military life, or 
not. That is the first large deception under 
the act : others follow, until it is all deception. 
Another clause says, the cadet shall “ sign arti
cles, with the consent of his parent or guardian, 
to serve five years, unless sooner discharged.” 
ThÎTiwdgçeptive, suggesting a service which has 
no existence, ami taking a bond for what is not 
(0 be performed.- It is the language of a sol
dier’s enlistment, where there is no enlistment ; 
md was a fiction invented to constitutionalize 
the act. The language makes the cadet an en
listed soldier, bound to serve the United States 
the usual soldier’s term, when this paper sol
dier—this apparent private in the ranks—is in 
reality a gentleman student, witlj the emolu
ments of an officer, obtaining education at pub
lic expense, instead of carrying a musket in the 
ranks. The whole clause is an illusion, to use 
no stronger term, and put in for a purpose 
which the legislative history of the day well 
explains ; and that was, to make the act consti
tutional on its face, and enable it to get through 
the forms, and become a law. There were mem
bers who denied the constitutional right of 
Congress to establish this national eleemosy- 
nirv university ; and others who doubted the 
policy and expediency of officering the army in 
this manner. To get over these objections, the 
selection of the students took the form, in the 
statute, of a soldier’s enlistment; and in fact 
they sign articles of enlistment, like recruits, 
but only to appease the constitution and satisfy 
Bcraples; and I have myself, in the early pe
riods of my service in the Senate, seen the ori
ginal articles brought into secret session and 
exhibited, to prove that the student was an 

j enlisted soldier, and not a student, and there
fore constitutionally in service. The term of 
five years being found to be no term of service 
it all, as the student might quit the service 
within a year after his education, which many 
of them did, it was extended to eight ; but still 

j without effect, except in procuring a few years 
of unwilling service from those w ho mean to 

I gn»t ; as the greater part do. I was told by an 
officer in the time of the Mexican war that, of 

I thirty-six cadets who had graduated and been 
eminissioned at the same time with himself,

%

there were only about half a dozen then in ser
vice ; so that this great national establishment 
is mainly a school for the gratuitous education 
of those who have influence to get there. The 
act provides that these students are to be in
structed in the lower as well as the higher 
branches of the military art; they are to be 
“ trained and taught all the duties incident to 
a regular camp.” Now, all this training and 
teaching, and regular camp duty, was done in 
Washington’s time in the regular camp itself, 
and about as much better done as substance is 
better than form, and reality better than imita
tion, with the advantage of training each officer 
to the particular arm of the service to which he 
was to belong, and in which he would be ex
pected to excel.

Gratuitous instruction to the children of the 
living is a vicious principle, which has no foun
dation in reason or precedent. Such instruc
tion, to the children of those who have died 
for their country', is as old as the first agesW 
the Grecian republics, as we learn from the 
oration which Thucydides puts into the mouth 
of Pericles at the funeral of the first slain of 
the Peloponnesian war : and as modern as the 
present British Military Royal Academy ; which, 
although royal, makes the sons of the living 
nobility and gentry pay ; and only gives gratu
itous instruction and support to the sons of 
those who have died in<thc public service. And 
so, I believe, of other European military schools.

Thesi are vital objections to the institution ; 
but thejndo not incliide the high practical evil 
which tlW wisdom of Mr. Macon discerned, and 
with which this chapter opened—namely, a mo
nopoly of the appointments. That is effected 
in the fourth section, not openly and in direct 
terms (for that would have rendered the act un
constitutional on its face), but by the use of 
words which admit the construction and the 
practice, and therefore make the law, which now 
is, the legal right of the cadet to receive a com 
mission who has received the academical diplo 
ma for going through all theclasscs. This gives 
to these cadets a monopoly of the offices, to the 
exclusion of citizens and non-commissioncd offi
cers ; and it deprives the Senate of its constitu
tional share in making these appointments. By 
a “ regulation,” the academic professors are to 
recommend at each annual examination, five 
cadets in each class, on account of their particu
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lar merit, whom the President is to attach to 
companies. This expunges the Senate, opens 
the door to that favoritism which natural pa
rents find it hard to repress among their own 
children, and which is proverbial among teach
ers. By the constitution, and for a great pub
lic purpose, and not as a privilege of the body, 
the Senate is to have an advising and consenting 
power over the army appointments : by practice 
and construction it is not the President and Sen
ate, but the President and the academy who 
appoint the officers. The President sends the 
student to the academy: the academy gives a 
diploma, and that gives him a right to the com- 
mission-*-the Senate’s consent being an obliga
tory form. The President and^the academy 
are the real appointing power, and the Senate 
nothing but an office for the registration of their 
appointments. And thus the Senate, by con
struction of a statute and its own acquiescence, 
has ceased to have control over these appoint
ments : and the whole body of army officers is 
fast becoming the mere creation of the Presi
dent and of the military academy. The effect 
of this mode of appointment will be to create a 
governmental, instead of a national army ; and 
the effect of this exclusion of non-commissioned 
officers and privates from promotion, w ill be to 
degrade the regular soldier into a mercenary, 
serving for pay without affection for a country 
which dishonors him. Hence the desertions 
and the correlative evil of diminished enlistments 
on the part of native-born Americans.

Courts of law have invented many fictions to 
facilitate trials, but none to give jurisdiction. 
The jurisdiction must rest upon fact, and so 
should the constitutionality of an act of Con
gress; but this act of 1812 rests its constitu
tionality upon fictions. It is a fiction to sup
pose that the cadet is an enlisted soldier—a 
fiction to suppose that he is attached to a com
pany and thence transferred, in the “ discretion ” 
of the President, to the academy—a fiction to 
suppose that he is constitutionally appointed in 
the army oy the President and Senate. The 
very title of the act is fictitious, giving not the 
least hint, not even in the convenient formula 
of “ other purposes ” of the great school it was 
about to create.

11 is entitled, “An act making further pro
vision for the corps of engineers ; ” when five 
out of the six sections which it contains go to

make further provision for two hundred and fif 
ty students at a national military and civil uni. 
versity. As now constituted, our academy j, 
an imitation of the European military schools, 
which create governmental and not national of. 
fleers—which make routine officers, but cannot 
create military genius—and which block up 
way against genius—especially barefooted g*. 
nius—such as this country abounds in, and 
which the field alone can develops. “ My cy|. 
drcn, ”—the French generals were accustomed 
to say to the young conscripts during the Rev- 
olution—“ MySdiildren, there are some captains 
among you, and the first campaign will show 
who they are, and they shall have their places.” 
And such expressions, and the system in which 
they are founded^ have brought out the milita
ry genius of the country in every ago and na
tion, and produced such officers as the schools 
can never make.

The adequate remedy for these evils is to re- 
peal the act of 1812, and-remit the academy t0 
its condition in Washington’s time, and as en- 
larged by several acts up to 1812. Then no 
one would wish to become a cadet but he that 
had the soldier in him, and meant to stick to 
his profession, and work his way up from the 
“ pay, ration, and clothing of a sergeant,” to the 
rank of field-officer or general. Struggles for 
West Point appointments would then cease, 
and the hoys on the “Grampian Hills" would 
have their chance. This is the adequate reme
dy. If that repeal cannot be had, then a sub
ordinate and half-way remedy may be found in 
giving to citizens and non-commissioned officers 
a share of the commissions, equal to what they 
get in the British service, and restoring the 
Senate to its constitutional right of rejecting is 
well as confirming cadet nominations.

These arc no new views with me. 1 hare 
kept aloof from the institution. During the 
almost twenty years that I was at the head of 
the Senate’s Committee on Military Affaire, 
and would have been appropriately a “ visitor" 
at West Point at some of the annual examina 
lions, I never accepted the function, and hare 
never even seen the place. I have been always 
against the institution ns now established, and 
have long intended to bring my views of it b». I 
fore the country ; and now fulfil that intern 
tion.
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CHAPTER L VI.
BISK of the united states—non-renewal

OF CHARTER.

From the time of President Jackson’s intima
tions against the recharter of the Bank, in the 
annual message of 1829, there had been a cease
less and pervading activity in behalf of the 
Bank in all parts of the Union, and in all forms 
—in the newspapers, in the halls of Congress, 
in State legislatures, even in much of the pe
riodical literature, in the elections, and in the 
conciliation of presses and individuals—all con
ducted in a way to operate most strongly upon 
(he public mind, and to conclude the question 
in the forum of the people before it was brought 
forward in the national legislature. At the 
same time but little w'as done, or could be done 
on the other side. The current was all setting 
one way. I determined to raise a voiefe against 
it in' the Senate, and made several efforts be
fore I succeeded—the thick array of the Bank 
friends throwing every obstacle in my way, and 
even friends holding me back for the regular 
course, which was to wait until the application 
for the renewed charter to be presented ; and 
then to oppose it. I foresaw that, if this course 
was followed, the Bank would triumph with
out a contest—that she would wait until a 
majority was installed in both Houses of Con
gress-then present her application—hear a few 
barren speeches in opposition ;—and then gal
lop the renewed charter through. In the session 
6f 1830, ’31,1 succeeded in creating the first op
portunity of delivering a speech against it; it was 
done a little irregularly by submitting a nega
tive resolution against the renewal of the char
ter, and taking the opportunity while asking 
leave to introduce the resolution, to spieak fully 
against the re-charter. My mind was fixed up
on the character of the speech which I should 
make—one which should avoid the beaten 
tracks of objection, avoid all settled points, 
avoid the problem of constitutionality—and 
take up the institution in a practical sense, as 
having too much.,power over the people and the 
government,—over business and politics—and 

1 too much disposed to exercise that power to the 
prejudice of the freedom and equality which 
humid prevail in a republic, to be allowed to

exist in our country. But I knew it was not 
sufficient to pull down : we must build up also 
The men of 1811 had committed a fatal error, 
when most wisely refusing to re-^harter the in
stitution of that day, they failed to provide a 
substitute for its currency, and fell back upon 
the local banks, whose inadequacy speedily made 
a call for the re-establishment of a national 
bank. 1 felt that error must be avoided—that 
another currency of general circulation must be 
provided to replace its notes ; and I saw that 
currency in the gold coin of the constitution, 
then an ideal currency in the United States, 
having been totally banished for many years by 
the erroneous valuation adopted in the time of 
tien. Hamilton, Secretary of the Treasury. I 
proposed to revive that currency, and brought 
it forward at the conclusion of my first speech 
(February, 1831) against the Bank, thus:

“ I am willing to see the charter expire, with
out providing any substitute for the present 
bank. I am willing to sec the currency of the 
federal government left to the hard money 
mentioned and intended in the constitution ; I 
am willing to have a hard money government, 
as that of France has been since the time of 
assignats and mandats. Every species of pa
per might be left to the State authorities, un 
recognized by the federal government, and only 
touched by it for its own convenience when 
equivalent to gold and silver. Such a currency 
tilled France with the precious metals, when 
England, with her overgrown bank, was a prey 
to all the evils of unconvertible paper. It fur
nished money enough for the imperial govern
ment when the population of the eVnpire was 
three times more numerous, and the expense 
of government twelve times greater, than the 
population and expenses of the United States ; 
and, when France possessed no mines of gold or 
silver, and was destitute of the exports which 
command the specie of other countries. The 
United States possess gold mines, now yield
ing half a million per annum, with every pros
pect of equalling those of Peru. But this is 
not the best dependence. We have what is su
perior to mines, namely, the exports which com
mand the money of the world ; that is to say, 
the food which sustains life, and the raw mate
rials wliiclf sustain manufactures. Hold and 
silver is the best currency lor a republic; it 
suits the men of middle property and the work
ing people best ; and if 1 was going to establish 
a working man’s party, it should be on the ba
sis of hard money :—a hard money party, 
against a paper party.”

In the speech which I delivered, I quoted co
piously from British speakers—not the brilliant 
rhetoricians, but the practical, sensible, upright
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business men, to whom countries are usually in
debted for all beneficial legislation : the Sir Hen
ry Parnells, the Mr. Joseph Humes, the Mr. 
Edward Ellices, the Sir William Pulteneys ; and 
men of that class, legislating for the practical 
concerns of life, and merging the orator in the 
man of business.

THE SPEECH—EXTRACTS.

“ Mr. Benton commenced his speech in sup
port of the application for the leave he was about 
to ask, with a justification of himself for bringing 
forward the question of renewal at this time, 
when tlie charter had still five years to run ; 
and bottomed his vindication chieliy on the 
right lie possessed, and the necessity he was un
der to answer certain reports of one of the com
mittee of the Senate, made in opposition to cer
tain resolutions relative to the bank, which he 
had submitted to the Senate at former sessions, 
and w’hicfi Reports he had not had an opportunity 
of answering. He said it had been his fortune, 
or chance, some three years ago, to submit a re
solution in relation to the undrawn balances of 
public money in the hands of the bank, and to 
accompany it with some poor remarks of unfa
vorable implication to the future existence of 
that institution. My resolution [said Mr. B.] 
was referred to the Committee on Finance, who 
made a report decidedly adverse to all my views, 
and eminently favorable to the bank, both as a 
present and future institution. This report came 
on tlie 13th of May, just fourteen days before 
the conclusion of a six months’ session, when all 
was hurry and precipitation to terminate the 
business on hand, and when there was not the 
least chance to engage the attention of the Sen
ate in tlie consideration of any new subject. 
The report was, therefore, laid upon the table 
unanswered, but was printed by order of the 
Senate, and that in extra numbers, and widely 
diffused over the country by means of the news
paper press. At the commencement of the next 
session, it lieing irregular to call for the consid
eration of the past report, I was under the ne
cessity to begin anew, and accordingly submitted 
my resolution a second time, and that quite 
early in the session ; say on the first day of 
January. It was my wish and request that this 
resolution might be discussed in the Senate, but 
tho sentiment of the majority was different, and 
a second reference of it was made to the Finance 
Committee. A second report of the same purport 
with the first was a matter of course ; but what 
did not seem to me to be a matter of course was 
this ; that this second report should not come 
in until the 20th day of February, just fourteen 
days again before the end of the session, for it 
was then the short session, and the Senate as 
much pinched as before for time to finish the 
business on band. No answer could be made to 
it, but the report was printed, with the former 
rejiort appended to it ; and thus, united like the

Siamese twins, and with the apparent, but not 
real sanction of the Senate, they went forth to. 
gether to make-the tour of the Union in the co. 
lumns of the newspaper press. Thus. I was a 
second time out of court ; a second time non
suited for want of a replication, when there 
wras no time to file one. I had intended to be
gin de novo, and for the third time, at the open
ing of the ensuing session ; but, happily, was an
ticipated and prevented by the annual message 
of the new President [General Jackson], which 
brought this question of renewing the bank 
charter directly before Congress. A reference 
of this part of the message was made, of course 
to the Finance Committee : the committee, of 
course, again reported, and with increased ardor 
in favor of the bank. Unhappily this third ie! 
port, which w’as an amplification and reiteration 
of the two former, did not come in until the ses
sion was four months advanced, and when the 
time of the Senate had become engrossed, and its 
attention absorbed, by the numerous and impor
tant subjects which had accumulated upon the 
calendar. Printing in extra numbers, general 
circulation through the newspaper press, and no 
answer, was the catastrophe of this third refer
ence to the Finance Committee. Thus was I 
nonsuited for the third time. The fourth ses
sion lias now come round ; Jhe same subject is 
again before the same committee on the refer
ence of the part of the President’s second annual 
message which relates to the bank ; and, doubt
less, a fourth report of the same import with the 
three preceding ones, may be expected. But 
when? is the question. And, as I cannot answer 
that question, and the session is now two thirds 
advanced, and as 1 have no disposition to be cut 
off for the fourth time, I have thought proper to 
create an occasion to deliver my own sentiments, 
by asking leave to introduce a joint resolution, 
adverse to the tenor of all the reports, and to 
give my reasons against them, while supporting 
my application for the leave demanded ; a course 
of proceeding which is just to myself and unjust 
to no one, since all are at liberty to answer me. 
These are my personal reasons for this step, and 
a part of my answer to the objection that 1 have 
begun too soon. The conduct of the bank, and 
its friends, constitutes the second branch of my 
justification. It is certainly not1 too soon1 for 
them, judging by their conduct, to engage in the 
question of renewing the bank charter. In and 
out of Congress, they all seem to be of one ac
cord on this point. Three reports of comroil- 
tces in the Senate, and one from a committee of 
the House of Representatives, have been made 
in favor of the renewal ; and all these reports, 
instead of being laid away for future .te-in- I 
stead of being stuck in pigeon holes, anu labelled 
for future attention, as things coming forth pre
maturely, and not w anted for present serrice- 
hnve, on the contrary, been universally received 
by the bank and its friends, in one great tempest 
of applause ; greeted with every species of ac
clamation ; reprinted in most of the papers, and
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every effort made to give the widest diffusion, 
uid the highest effect, to the arguments they 
contain. In addition to this, and at the present 
session, within a few days past, three thousand 
copies of the exposition of the affairs of the Bank 
hive-boon printed by order of the two Houses, a 
thing never before done, and now intended to bla- 
aon the mérite of the bank. [Mr. Smith, of Mary
land, here expressed some dissent to this state
ment ; but Mr. B. affirmed its correctness in sub
stance if not to the letter, and continued.] This 
does not look as if the hank advocates thought 
it was loo soon to discuss the question of renew- 
in» the charter; and, upon this exhibition of 
their sentiments, I shall rest the assertion and 
the proof, that they do not think no. The third 
branch of my justification rests upon a sense of 
public duty ; upon a sense of what is just and 
advantageous to the people in general, and to the 
debtors and stockholders of the bank in particu
lar. The renewal of the charter is a question 
which concerns the people at large ; and if they 
are to have any hand in the decision of this ques
tion—if they are even to know what is done be
fore it is done, it is high time that they and their 
representatives in Congress should understand 
each other’s mind upon it. The charter has but 
he years to run ; and if renewed at all, will 
probably be at some short period, say two or 
three years, before the time is out, and at any 
time sooner that a chance can be seen to gallop 
the renewal through Congress. The people, 

i therefore, have no time to lose, if they mean to 
hire any hand in the decision of this great ques
tion. To the bank itself, it must be advantage
ous. at least, if not desirable, to know its fate at 
once, that it may avoid (if there is to be no re
newal) the trouble and expense of multiplying 
branches upon the eve of dissolution, and the 
risk and inconvenience of extending loans be
yond the term of its existence. To the debtors 
upon mortgages, and indefinite accommodations, 
it must be also advantageous, if not desirable, to 

1 be notified in advance of the end of their in
dulgences : so that, to every interest, public 
and private, political and pecuniary, general 
and particular, full discussion, and seasonable 

I decision, is just and proper.
I hold myself justified, Mr. President, upon 

I the reasons given, for proceeding in my present 
application ; but, as example is sometimes more 
authoritative than reason, 1 will take the liberty 
to produce one, which is as high in point of au
thority as it is appropriate in point of applica
tion, and which happens to fit the case before 
the Senate as completely as if it had been made 

I for it I speak of what has lately been done in 
the Parliament of Great Britain. It sojiappens, 

I that the charter of the Bank of England is to 
lexpire, upon its own limitation, nearly about 
I the same time with the charter of the Bank of 
1 the United States, namely, in the year 1833; 
Imdas far back as 1824, no less than nine years 
I before its expiration, the question of its renewal 
|m debated, and that with great freedom, in

the British House of Commons. I will read 
some extracts from that debate, as the fairest 
way of presenting the example to the Senate, 
and the most effectual mode of securing to my
self the advantage of the sentiments expressed 
by British statesman.

The Extracts.

“ ‘ Sir Henry Parnell.—The House should no 
longer delay to turn its attention to the expe
diency of renewing the charter yf the Bank of 
England. Heretofore, it had been the regular 
custom to renew the charter several years before 
the existing charter had expired. The last re
newal was made when the existing charter had 
eleven years to run : the present charter had 
nine years only to continue, and he felt very 
anxious to prevent the making of any agreement 
between the government and the bank for a re
newal, without a full examination of the policy 
of again conferring upon the Bank of England 
any exclusive privilege. The practice had been 
for government to make a secret arrangement 
with the bank; to submit it immediately to 
the proprietors of the bank for their approba
tion, and to call upon the House the next day 
to confirm it, without affording any opportunity 
of fair deliberation. So much information had 
been obtained upon the banking trade, and upon 
the nature of currency in the last fifteen years, 
that it was particularly necessary to enter upon 
a full investigation of the policy of renewing the 
hank charter before any negotiation should be 
entered upon between the government and the 
bank ; and he trusted the government would not 
commence any such negotiation until the sense 
of Parliament had been taken on this important 
subject. ’

“ ‘ Mr. Hume said it was of very great impor
tance that his majesty’s ministers should take 
immediate steps to free themselves from the 
trammels in which they had long been held by 
the bank. As the interest of money was now 
nearly on a level with what it was when the 
bank lent a large sum to government, he hoped 
the Chancellor of the Exchequer would not lis
ten to any application for a renewal of the bank 
charter, but would pay off every shilling that 
had been borrowed from the bank. * * * * * 
1s t the country gentlemen recollect that the 
hank was now acting as pawn broker on a largo 
scale, and lending money on estates, a system 
entirely contrary to the original intention of 
that institution. ****** He hoped, before 
the expiration of the charter, that a regular in 
quiry would be made into the whole subject. ’

‘“Mr. Edward Ellice. It (the Bank of Eng
land) is a great monopolizing body, enjoying 
privileges which belonged to no other corpora
tion, and no other class of his majesty’s sub
jects. »**♦»** He hoped that the exclu
sive charter would never again be granted ; and 
that the conduct of the bank during t h- last ten 
or twelve years would make governm >t very
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cautious how they entertained any such propo
sitions. The right honorable Chancellor of the 
Exchequer [Mr. Robinson] had protested against 
the idea of straining any point to the prejudice 
of the bank ; he thought, however, that the bank 
bad very little to complain of, when their stock, 
after all their past profits, was at 238.’

“ 1 The Chancellor of the Exchequer depre
cated the discussion, as leading to no practical 
result.’

“ ‘ Mr. Alexander Baring objected to it as 
premature and unnecessary.’

“Sir William Pulteney (in another debate). 
The prejudices in favor of the present bank 
have proceeded from the long habit of consider
ing it as a sort of pillar which nothing can 
shake. * ****** The bank has
been supported, and is still supported, by the 
fear and terror which, by means of its mono
poly, it has had the power to inspire. It is 
well known, that there is hardly an extensive 
trader, a manufacturer, or a banker, either in 
London, or at a distance from it, to whom the 
bank could not do a serious injury, and could 
often bring on even insolvency. * * * * »
I consider the power given by the monopoly to 
be of the nature of all other despotic power, 
which corrupts the despot as much as it cor
rupts the slave. * * * * * * It is in
the nature of man, that a monopoly must neces
sarily be ill-conducted. ******* 
Whatever language the [private] bankers may 
feel themselves obliged to hold, yet no one can 
believe that they have any satisfaction in being, 
and continuing, under a dominion which has 
proved so grievous and so disastrous. * * * 
* * * I can ntver believe that the mer
chants and bankers of this country will prove 
unwilling to emancipate themselves, if they can 
do it without risking the resentment of the 
bank. No man in France was heard to com
plain, openly, of the Bastile while it existed. 
The merchants and bankers of this country 
have the blood of Englishmen, and will be hap
py to relieve themselves from a situation of 
I>erpetual terror, if they could do it consistently 
with a due regard to their own interest.’

“Here is authority added to reason—the force 
of a great example added to the weight of un
answerable reasons, in favor of early discussion ; 
so that, I trust, I have effectually put aside that 
old and convenient objection to the ‘ time,’ 
that most flexible and accommodating objection, 
which applies to all seasons, and all subjects, 
and is just as available for cutting oil' a late de
bate, because \t is-tno late, as it is for stilling an 
early one, beyuse it is too early.

“But, it isfcaid (tot the debate will injure 
the Btockholdeky trait it depreciates the value 
of their property, And that it is «Tong to sport 
with the vested rights of individuals. This 
complaint, supposing it to come from the stock
holders themselves, is both absurd and ungrate
ful. Its absurd, because the stockholders, at 
«east sc many of them as are not foreigners,

must have known when they accepted achartci I “Mr. B. resumed, 
of limited duration, that the approach of iti H consideration of the re
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here, as the Bank of England charter had for- ^B the Journal of any voi
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holders ought to be grateful : but, like all per ^E i: n^ua^ flroIM'rty of the ci 
sons who have lieen highly favored with undue ^E monv-v power of the 
benefits, they mistake a privilege for a right—a ^E U-r"direct, 
favor for a duty—and resent, as an attack upon ^E ■. ' ice-President I
their property, a refusal to prolong their undue ^E “I*1011 **lat. *lc was out ol 
advantages. There is no ground for these com- ^E nf“t t*> go into the meril 
plaints, but for thanks and lienedictions rather. ^E i',ie motlun "'hicli ho had 

| for permitting the bank to live out its number- ^E I^fdou of the Vii 
led days! That institution has forfeited ils spectfuliy insisted that he1 
charter. It may be shut up at any hour, ll 1 dfifi 1° proceed. He sai 

I lives from day to day by the indulgence of those ^E parliamentary ru 
I whom it daily attacks ; and, if any one is igno- ^E 1 joint resolution, 
rant of this fact, let him look at the case of the ^E a "c*11 1° stiito his 
Bank of the United States against Owens and ^E** '*>nst'tuted his speec 
others, decided in the Supreme Court, and it- ^E 818 debatable, and the v 
ported in the 2d Peters. ^■amrerhim. The Vice-Prc

“ [Here Mr. B. read a part of this case, show- «. Benton to proceed.] 
ing that it was a case of usury at the rale of . -nr. B. resumed. The < 
forty-six per cent, and that Mr. Sergeant, corns “ is now prodigious, am 
sel for the bank, resisted the decision of the ^EkT'u1^lc r^artt‘f. mu 
Supreme Court, upon the ground that it would «occult-.- ami uncontrollable 
expose the charter of the bank to forfeiture; roorized to own effects, la
and that the decision was, nevertheless, given amount of fifty-five millio
upon that ground ; so that the bank, being con- ISEUC notes to the am 
victcd of taking usury, in violation of its char- more. This make
ter, was liable to be "deprived of its charter, «I -j" addition to this vas
any time that a scire facias should issue against fur an unlimited iric
it.j ■"4*n*,ti„I1 i„ tllu chlrk.r
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“Mr. B. resumed. Before I proceed to the 
consideration of the resolution, I wish to be in
dulged in adverting to a rule or principle of 
parliamentary practito.,which i{ is only neces
sary to read now in orïer to avoid the possi- 
bilitv of any necessity far recurring to it here
after. It- b the rule which forbids any member 
to be present—which, in fact, requires him to 
withdraw—during the discussion of any ques
tion in which his private interest may be con
cerned; and authorizes the expurgation from 
the Journal of any vote which may have been 
given tinder the predicament of an interested 
motive. 1 demand that the -Secretary of the 
Senate may read the rule to which I allude.

" [Tlir jpenury read the following rule :]
“ 'Where the private interests of a member 

are concerned in a hill or question, he is to 
withdraw. And where such an interest has 
appeared, his voice has been disallowed, even 
after a division. In a case so contrary, not only 
to the laws of decency, but to the fundamental 
principles of the social compact, which denies 
to any man to be a judge in his own cause, it is 
for the honor of the House that this rule, of 
immemorial observance, should be strictly ad
hered ta’

« f'irst : Mr. President, I object to the renewal 
if the charter of the Bank of the United States, 
because I look upon the bank as an institution 
too great and powerful to be tolerated in a gov
ernment of free and equal laws. Its power is 
that of the purse ; a power more potent than 
that of the sword ; and this power it possesses 
to a degree and extent that will enable this 
lank to draw to itself too much of the political 
power of this Union ; and too much of the in- 
liitidual property of the citizens of these States. 
The money power of the bank is both direct 
and indirect

“[The Vice-President here intimated to Mr. 
Benton that he was out of order, and had not a 
right to go into the merits of the hank upoft 
the motion which ho had made. Mr. Benton 
begged pardon of the Vice-President, and re
spectfully insisted that he was in order, and had 
i right to proceed. Ho said he was proceeding 
upon the parliamentary rule of asking leave to 

I bring in a joint resolution, and, in doing which, 
be hail a right to state his reasons, which rea- 

I sons constituted his speech ; that tira motion 
Ins debatable, and the whole Senate might 
Iinswer him. The Vice-President then directed 
I hr. Benton to proceed.]
I "Mr. B. resumed. The direct power of the 
I lank is now prodigious, and in the event of the 
I renewal of the charter, must speedily become 
I boundless and uncontrollable. The bank is now 
I uthorized to own ellfccts, lands inclusive, to the 
limoiint of fifty-five millions of dollars, and 
Ito issue notes to the amount of thirty-five 
Imillions more. This makes ninety millions ; 
lud, in addition to this vast sum, there is an 
lipeuing fur an unlimited increase: for there is 
|t dispensation in the charter to issue as many

more notes as Congress, by law, may permit. 
This opens the door to boundless emissions ; for 
what can be more unbounded than the will and 
pleasure of successive Congresses 7 The indi
rect power of the bank cannot be stated in fig
ures ; but it can be shown to be immense. In 
the first place, it has the keeping of the public 
moneys, now amounting to tvrenty-six millions 
per annum (the Post Office Department in
cluded), and the gratuitous use of the undrawn 
balances, large enough to constitute, in them
selves, the capital of a great State bank. In 
the next place, its promissory nptes are receiv
able, by law, in purchase of all property owned 
by the United States, and in payment of all 
debts due them; and this may increase its 
pow er to the amount of the annual revenue, by 
creating a demand for its notes to that amount. 
In the third place, it wears the name of the 
United States, and has the federal government 
for a partner ; and this name, and this partner
ship, identifies the credit of the bank with the 
credit of the Union. In the fourth place, it is 
lymed with authority to disparage and discred
it the notes of other banks, by excluding them 
from all payments to the United States ; and 
this, added to all its other powers, direct and 
indirect, makes this institution the uncontroll
able monarch of the moneyed system of the 
Union. To whom is all this power granted 7 To 
a company of private individuals, many- of them 
foreigners, and the mass of them residing in a 
remote and narrow corner of the Union, uncon
nected by any sympathy with the fertile regions 
of the Great Valley, in which the natural power 
of this Union—the power of numbers—will be 
found to reside long before the renewed term 
of a second charter would expire. By whom 
is all this power to be exercised 7 By a direc
tory of seven (it may be), governed by a major
ity, of four (it may be); and none of these 
elected by the people, or responsible to them. 
Where is it to he exercised7 At a single city, 
distant a thousand miles from some of the 
States, receiving the produce of none of them 
(except one) ; no interest in the welfare of any 
of them (except one) ; no commerce with the 
people ; with branches in every State ; and every 
branch subject to the secret and libsolute orders 
of the supreme central head : thus constituting 
a system of centralism, hostile to the federative 
principle of our Union, encroaching upon the 
wealth and power of the States, and organized 
upon a principle to give the highest effect to the 
greatest power. This mass of power, thus con
centrated, thus ramified, and thus directed, must 
necessarily become, under a prolonged existence, 
the absolute monopolist of American money, the 
sole manufacturer of paper currency, and the 
sole authority (fur authority it will be) to which 
the federal government, the State governments, 
the great cities, corporate bodies, merchants, 
traders, and every private citizen, must, of ne
cessity apply, for every loan which their exigen
cies may demand. ‘ The rich ruleth the poor,
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and the borrower is the servant of the lender.’ 
Such are the words of Holy Writ ; and if the 
authority of the Bible admitted of corroboration, 
the history of the world is at hand to give it. 
But I will not cite the history of the world, but 
one eminent example only, and that of a nature 
so high and commanding, as to include all others ; 
and so near and recent, as to be directly appli
cable to our own situation. I speak of wnat 
happened in Great Britain, in 'the year 1795, 
when the Bank of England, by a brief and un
ceremonious letter to Mr. Pitt, such as a miser 
would write to a prodigal in a pinch, gave the 
proof of what a great moneyed power could do, 
and would do, to promote its own interest, in a 
crisis of national alarm and difficulty. I will 
read the letter. It is exceedingly short ; for 
after the compliments are omitted, there are but 
three lines of it. It is, in fact, about as long as 
a sentence of execution, leaving out the prayer 
of the judge. It runs thus :

‘“It is the wish of the Court of Directors that 
the Chancellor of the Exchequer would settle 
his arrangements of finances for the present 
year, in such manner as not to depend upon any 
further assistance from them, beyond what is 
already agreed for.’

“Such were the words of this memorable 
note, sufficiently explicit and intelligible ; but 
to appreciate it fully, we must know what was 
the condition of Great Britain at that time 7 
Remember it was the year 1795, and the begin
ning of that year, than which a more porten
tous one never opened upon the British em
pire. The war with the French republic had 
been raging for two years ; Spain had just de
clared war against Great Britain ; Ireland was 
bursting into rebellion ; the fleet in the Nore 
was in open mutiny ; and a cry for the reform 
of abuses, and the reduction of taxes, resounded 
through the land. It was a season of alarm 
and consternation, and of imminent actual danger 
to Great Britain ; and this was the moment 
which the Bank selected to notify the minister 
that no more loans were to be expected ! What 
was the effect of this notification 1 It was to 
paralyze the government, and to subdue the 
minister to the purposes of the bank. From 
that day forth Mr. Pitt became the minister of 
the bank ; and, before two years were out, he 
had succeeded in bringing all the departments 
of government, King, bonis, and Commons, and 
the Privy Council, to his own slavish condition, 
lie stopped the specie payments of the bank, 
and made its notes the lawful currency of the 
land. In 1797 he obtained an order in council 
for this purpose ; in the same year an act of 
parliament to confirm the order for a month, 
and afterwards a series of acts to continue it for 
twenty years. This was the reign of the bank. 
For twenty years it was a dominant power An 
England ; and, during that disastrous period, the 
public debt was increased about £490,1X10,(MX) 
sterling, equal nearly to two thousand millions 
of dollars, and that by paper loans from a

bank which, according to its own déclarations 
had not a shilling to lend at the commencement 
of the period ! I omit the rest I say nothing 
of the general subjugation of the country banks’ 
the rise in the price of food, the decline in wages' 
the increase of crimes and taxes, the multiple 
cation of lords and beggars, and the frightful de
moralization of society. I omit all this. I only 
seize the prominent figure in the picture, that 
of a government arrested in the midst of war 
and danger by the veto of a moneyed corpora
tion ; and only permitted to go on upon condi
tion of assuming the odium of stopping specie 
payments, and sustaining the promissory notes 
of an insolvent bank, as the lawful currency 
of the land. This single feature suffices to hi 
the character of the times ; for when the gov- 
emment becomes the ‘ servant of the lender’ 
the people themselves become its slaves. Cannot 
the Bank of the United States, if re-chartered, 
act in the same way 7 It certainly can, and 
just as certainly will, when time and opportu
nity shall serve, and interest may prompt. It 
is to no purpose that gentlemen may come for 
ward, and vaunt the character of the United 
States Bank, and proclaim it too just and mer
ciful to oppress the state. I must be permit
ted to repudiate both the pledge and the praise. 
The security is insufficient, and the encomium 
belongs to Constantinople. There were enough 
such in the British Parliament the year before, 
nay, the day before the bank stopped ; yet their 
pledges and praises neither prevented the stop
page, nor made good the damage that ensued. 
There were gentlemen in our Congress to pledge 
themselves in 1810 for the then expiring bank, 
of which the one now existing is a second and 
deteriorated edition ; and if their securityship 
had been accepted, and the old bank re-charter
ed, we should have seen this government greet
ed with a note, abdht August, 1814—about the 
time the British were burning this capitol—of 
the same tenor with the one received by the 
younger Pitt in the year 1795 ; for, it is incon
testable, that that bank was owned by men who 
would have glorified in arresting the govern
ment, and the war itself, for want of money. 
Happily, the wisdom and patriotism of Jetier- 
st#n, under the providence of God, prevented 
thpt infamy and ruin, l^kqireventing the re
newal of the old bank charter.

“iSecondly. 1 object to the continuance of this 
bank, because its tendencies are dangerous and 
pernicious to the government and the people.

“What are the tendencies of a great moneyed] 
power, connected with the government, 
controlling its fiscal operations? Are they m 
dangerous to every interest, public and private 
—political as well as pecuniary ? I sav tin 
are ; and briefly enumerate the heads of tad 
mischief.

“1. Such a bank tends to subjugate the goi 
emment, as 1 have already shown in the hist 
ry of what happened to the British minister 

)the year 1795.
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«2. It tends to collusions between the gov
ernment and the bank in the terms of the loans, 
y has been fully experienced in England in those 
frauds upon the people, and insults upon the
understanding, called three per cent, loans, in
which the government, for about £50 borrow 
ed became liable to pay £100.

13. It tends to create public debt, by facilitat
ing public loans, and substituting unlimited 
supplies of paper, for limited supplies of côin. 
The British debt is born of the Bank of Eng- 
lyrd. That bank was chartered in 1C94, and 
was nothing more nor less in the beginning, 
than an act of Parliament for the incorpo
ration of a company of subscribers to a gov
ernment loan. The loan was £1,200,000 ; 
the interest £80,000 ; and the expenses of 
management £4,000. And this is the birth 
and origin, the germ and nucleus of that 
debt, which is now £900.000,000 (the un
funded items included), which bears an in
terest of £30,000,000, and costs £200,000 for 
annual management.

‘•4. It tends to beget and prolong unnecessary 
wan, by furnishing the means of carrying them 
on without recurrence to the people. England 
is the ready example for this calamity. / Her 
wars for the restoration of the Capet Bourbons 
were kept up by loans and subsidies created out 
of bank paper. The people of England had no 
interest in these wars, which cost them about 
16)0,000,000 of debt in twenty-five years, in 
addition to the supplies raised within the year. 
The kings she put back upon the French throne 
rat not able to sit on it. Twice she put them 
te; twice they tumbled off in the mud ; and 
allthatnow remains of so much sacrifice of life 
and money is, the debt, which is eternal, the 
lues, which are intolerable, the pensions and 
lilies of some warriors, and the keeping of the 
Capet Bourbons, who are returned upon their 
lands.

*■5. It tends to aggravate the inequality of for
tunes; to make the rich richer, and the poor 
poorer ; to multiply nabobs and paupers ; and 
It deepen and widen the gulf which separates 
Hives from Lazarus. A great moneyed power 
ifavorable to great capitalists; for it is the 
principle of money to favor money. Ifcis unta
mable to small capitalists ; for it is the princi- 
pir of money to eschew the needy and unfortu- 
■nle. It is injurious to the laboring classes ; 
pause they receive no favors, and have the 
pm^f the property they wish to acquire 
nised t8~the paper maximum, while wages re
po at the silvecmiiiiimum.

It tends to make and to break fortunes, by 
|lie flux and rollux oNdaper. Profuse issues, 

sudden contractionsVtocrform this opena- 
jfcn. which can be repeated like planetary and 
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this kind performed by the Bank of England, 
about five years ago, was described by Mr. 
Alexander Baring, in the House of Commons, 
in terms which are entitled to the knowledge 
and remembrance of American citizens. I will 
read his description, which is brief, but impres
sive. After describing the profuse issues of 
1823-24, he painted the reaction in the follow
ing terms :

“1 They, therefore, all at once, gave a sudden 
jerk to the horse on whose neck they had be
fore suffered the reins to hang loose. They 
contracted their issues to a considerable extent. 
The change was at once felt’ throughout the 
country-. A few days before that, no one knew 
what to do with his money ; now, no one knew 
where to get it. * * * * The London bankers 
found it necessary to follow the same course 
towards their country correspondents, and these 
again towards their customers, and each indi
vidual towards his debtor. The consequence 
was obvious in the late panic. Every one, 
desirous to obtain what was due to him, ran to 
his banker, or to any other on whom he had a 
claim ; and even those who had no immediate 
use for their money, took it back, and let it lie 
unemployed in their pockets, thinking it unsafe 
in others’ hands. The effect of this alarm was, 
that houses which were Wfeak went immediately. 
Then went second rate houses; and, lastly, 
houses which were solvent went, because their 
securities were unavailable. The daily calls to 
which each individual was subject put it out of 
his power to assist his neighbor. Men were 
known to seek for assistance, and that, too, 
without finding it, who, on examination of their 
affairs, were proved to be worth 200,000 pounds, 
—men, too, who held themselves so secure, that, 
if asked six months before whether they could 
contemplate such an event, they would have said 
it w-ould be impossible, unless the sky should 
fall, or some other event equally improbable 
should occur.’

“ This is what was done in England five years 
ago, it is what may be done here in every live 
years to come, if the bank charter is renewed. 
Sole dispenser of money, it cannot omit the 
oldest and most obvious means of amassing 
wealth by the liux and reflux of paper. The 
game will be in its own hands, and the only- 
answer to be given is that to which 1 have ai- 
luded: ‘The Sultan is too just and merciful to 
abuse his power.’

*' Thirdly. 1 object to the renewal of the char
ter, on account of the exclusive privileges, and 
anti-republican monopoly, which it gives to the 
stockholders. I t gives, and that by an act of 
Congress, to a company of individuals, the ex
clusive legal privileges :

“ 1. To carry on the trade of banking upon 
the revenue and credit, and in the name, of the 
United States of America.

“ 2. To pay the revenues of the Union in their 
own promissory notes.

“ 3. To hold the moneys of the United States
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in deposit, without making compensation for thu 
undrawn balances.

“4. To discredit and disparage the notes of 
other banks, by excluding them from the col
lection of the federal revenue.

“5. To hold real estate, receive rents, and 
retain a body of tenantry.

“0. To deal in pawns, merchandise, and bills 
of exchange.

“ 7. To establish branches in the States with
out their consent.

“ 8. To be exempt from liability on the failure 
of the bank.

4 9. To have the United States for a partner.
“ 10. To have foreigners for partners.
“11. To lx; exempt from the regular adminis

tration of justice for the violations of their charter.
“12. To have all these exclusive privileges 

secured to them as a monopoly, in a pledge of 
the public faith not to grant the like pwteges 
to any other company.

“These are the privileges, and this the mo
nopoly of the bank. Now, let us examine them, 
and ascertain their effect and bearing. Let us 
contemplate the magnitude of the power which 
they create and ascertain the compatibility of 
this power with the safety of this republican 
government, and the rights and interests of its 
free and equal constituents.

“1. The name, the credit, and the revenues 
of the United States arc given up to the use of 
this company, and constitute iw themselves an 
immense capital to bank up<<flr The name of 
the United States, like that of the King, is a 
tower of strength ; and this strong tower is now 
an outwork to defend the citadel of a moneyed 
corporation. The credit of the Union is incal
culable ; and. of this credit, as going with the 
name, and being in partnership with the United 
States, the same corporation now has possession. 
The revenue^ of the Union are twenty-six mil
lions of dollars, including the post-office ; and all 
this is so much capital in the hands of the bank, 
Ixicause the revenue is received by it, and is 
payable in its promissory notes.

“2. To pay the revenues of the United States 
in their own notes, until Congress, by law, shall 
otherwise direct. This is a part of the charter, 
incredible and extraordinary as it may apjx'ar. 
The promissory notes of the bank arc to be 
received in payment of every thing the United 
States may have to sell—in discharge <>f every 
debt due to her, until Congress, by law. shall 
otherwise direct ; so that, if this bank, like its 
prototype in England, should stop payment, its 
promissory notes would still lx,* receivable at 
every custom-house, land-office, post-office, and 
bv every collector of public moneys, throughout 
the Union, until Congress shall meet, pass a 
repealing law. and promulgate the repeal. Other 
banks <le|x*nd upon their credit for the recciva- 
bility of their notes ; but this favored institution 
has law on its side, and a chartered right to 
coined the reception of its pa|x*r by the federal 
government. The immediate consequence of

this extraordinary privilege is. that the United 
States becomes virtually bound to stand security 
for the bank, as much so as if she had signed a 
bond to that ell Vet ; and must stand forward to 
sustain the institution in all emergencies, in
order to save her own revenue. This is what
has already happened, some ten years ago. i„ 
the early progress of the bank, and when the 
immense aid given it by tiie federal government 
enabled it to survive the crisis of its own over
whelming mismanagement.

o. To hold the moneys of the United States 
in deposit, without making comjtensation for 
the use of the undrawn balances.—This is a 
right which I deny ; but, as the bank claims it 
and, what is more material, enjoys it ; and ^ 
the people of the United States have gulVrid 
to a vast extent in consequence of this claim 
and enjoyment, I shall not hesitate to set it 
down to the account of the bank. Let us then 
examine the value of this privilege, and its ef
fect upon the interest of the community ; and. 
in the first place, let us have a full and accurate 
view of the amount of these undrawn balance? 
from the establishment of the bank to the pm- 
sent day. Here it is ! Look ! Read !

“Sec, Mr. President, what masses of money 
and always on hand. The paper is covered ill 
over with millions : and yet, for all these vast 
sums, no interest is allowed ; no compensation 
is made to the United Stales. The Rank of 
England, for the undrawn balances of the pub
lic money, has made an equitable compensation 
to the British government ; namely, a p- rma- 
nvnt loan of half a million sterling, and a tem
porary loan of three millions for tw enty years, 
without interest. Yet, when I moved fur i 
like compensation to the Untied States, the 
proj>osition was utterly rejected bv the Finance 
Committee, and treated as an attempt to vio
late the charter of the bank. At the same 
time it is incontestable, that the United States I 
have been borrowing these undrawn balances I 
from the bank, and paying an interest upon 
their own money. I think we can identify one 
of these loans. Let us try. In May, 1824.Coe- I 
gross authorized a loan of live millions of dollar» [ 
to pay the awards under the treaty with Stain, 
commonly called the Florida treaty. 1 In- Lank 
of the United States took that loan, and pad 
the money for the United States in January an I 
March, 1825. In looking over the statement of 
undrawn balances, it will be seen that they I 
amounted to near four millions at the end of the I 
first, and six millions at the end of the second | 
quarter of that year. Thu inference is irresist
ible, and I leave every senator to make it; only 
adding, that we have paid $1,4(19,375 in interest 
upon that loan, either to the hunk or its trans
ferrers. This is a strong ease ; but 1 have i 
stronger one. It is known to every body,that 
the United States subscribed seven millions to 
the capital stock of the bank, for which she 
gave her fttock note, bearing an interest of fin 
per eeut. per annum. 1 have a statement from
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the Register of the Treasury, from which it ap
pears that, up to the 30th day of June last, the 
United States had paid four millions seven hun
dred and twenty-tive thousand dollars in inter
est upon that note; when it is proved by the 
statement of balances exhibited, that the United 
States for the whole period in which that inter
est was accruing, had the half, or the whole, and 
once the double, of these seven millions in the 
hands of the bank. This is a stronger case than 
that of the five million loan, but it is not the 
strongest. The strongest case is this: in the 
year 1817, when the hank went into operation, 
the United State's owed, among other debts, a 
sum of about fourteen millions and three-quar
ters, bearing an interest of three per cent. In 
the same year, the commissioners of the sink- 
in* fund were authorized by an act of Congress 
to purchase that stock at sixty-live |xir cent., 
which was then its market price. Under this 
authority, the amount of about one million and 
a half was purchased ; the remainder, amount- 
in-: to about thirteen millions and a quarter, 
hi< continued un purchased to this day ; and, 
iftcr costing the United States about six mil
lions in interest sinoo 1817. the stock has risen 
ibout four millions in value; that is to say. 
from sixty-five to nearly ninety-five. Now, 
heivis a clear loss of ten millions of dollars to 
the United States. In 1817 she could have paid 
off thirteen millions and a quarter of debt, with 
ei"ht millions and a half of dollars : now, after 
paving six millions of interest, it would require j 
twelve millions and a half to pay oil* the same j 
debt. Bvreferring to the statement of undrawn ' 
balances, it will ht' seen that the United States j 
hail during the whole year 1817. an average 

i sum of above ten millions of dollars in the j 
hands of the bank, being a million and a half 
men.'than enough to have bought in the whole ; 
of the three per cent, stock. The question.! 
therefore, naturally comes up, why was it not j 
applied to the redemption of these thirteen mil-, 
lions and a quarter, according to the authority ' 
contained in the act of Congress of that year ? ; 
Certainly the hank needed the money ; for it 
was just getting into operation, and was as hard 
run to escape bankruptcy about that time, ns 
any bank that ever was saved from the brink of I 
destruction. This is the largest injury which 1 
we have sustained, on account of accommodât-1 
in? the hank with the gratuitous use of these 
vast deposits. But, to show myself impartial.
1 will now state the smallest case of injury 
that has come within my knowledge: it is the 
ase of the bonus of fifteen hundred thousand 
dollars which the bank was to pay to the United 
States, in three equal instalments, for the pur
chase of its charter. Nominally, this bonu.s hits 
be n paid, hut out of what moneys ? Certainly 
out of our own ; for the statement shows our 

j money was there, and further, shows that it is 
Mill there; for, on the 30th day of June last, 
which is the latest return, there was still 
$1550,GC4 in the hands of the bank, which

is aW*ve $750,000 more than the amount of 
the bonus.

“One word more upon the subject of these 
balances. It is now two years since 1 made an 
effort to repeal the 4th section of the Sinking 
Fund act of 1817 ; a section which w as intended 
to limit the amount of surplus money which 
might lie kept in the treasury, to two millions 
of dollars; but, by the power of construction, 
was made to authorize the keeping of two mil
lions in addition to the surplus. 1 wished to 
repeal this section, which had thus been con
strued into the re verse of its intention, end to 
revive the first section of the Sinking Fund act 
of 17UU, which directed the whole of the surplus 
on hand to l>c applied, at t he end of each year, 
to the payment of the public debt. Mv argument 
was*this: that there was no necessity to keep 
any surplus; that the revenue, coming in as fast 
as it went out, was like a perennial fountain, 
which you might drain to the last drop, and not 
exhaust ; for the place of the last drop would bo 
supplied the instant it was out. And 1 sup
ported this reasoning by a reference to the 
annual treasury reports, which always exhibit 
a surplus of four or five millions; and which 
were equally in the treasury the whole year 
round, as on the last day of every year. This 
was the argument, which in fact availed nothing ; 
but now 1 have mathematical proof of the truth 
of my position. Look at this statement of 
balances; look for the year 181V, and you will 
find hut three hundred thousand dollars on hand 
for that year; look still lower for 18:21, and you 
will find this balance but one hundred ami eighty- 
two thousand dollars. And what was the con
sequence ? Did the (iovemment stop? Did 
the wheels of the State chariot cease to turn 
round in those years for want of treasury oil? 
Not at all. Every tiling went on as well as 
before ; the operations of the treasury were as 
perfect and regular in those two years of insig
nificant balances, as in 1817 and 1818, when live 
and ten millions were on hand. This is proof ; 

j this is demonstration; it is the indubitable 
evidence of the senses which concludes argu- 

| ment, and dir-pc Is uncertainty ; and. as my 
i proposal for the repeal of the 4th Section of the 
Sinking Fund act <»f 1817 was enacted into a 

1 law at the last session of Congress, upon tho 
: recommendation of the Secretary of the Trca- 
! surv, a vigilant and exemplary officer, 1 trust 
that the repeal will be acted upon, and that tho 

! hank platter will be wijied as clean of federal 
money in 1831, as it was in 1821. Such clean- 
taking from that dish will allow two ur three 
millions more to go to the reduction of the public 

I debt t find there can be no danger in taking the 
j last dollar, as reason and experience both prove. 
But, to quiet every apprehension on this point, 

j to silence the last suggestion of a possibility of 
any temporary deficit, 1 recur to a provision^ 
contained in two different clauses in the hank 

! charter, copied from an amendment in the charter 
1 of the Bank of England, and expressly made, at

fjggg % ij! m
, h ' 8 f !
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the instance of the ministry, to meet the con
tingency of a temporary deficiency in the annual 
revenue. The English provision is this: that 
the government may borrow of the bank half 
a million sterling, at any time, without a special 
act of parliament to authorize it. The provision 
in our charter is the same, with the single sub
stitution of dollars for pounds. It is, in words 
and intention, a standing authority to borrow 
that limited sum, for the obvious purpose of 
preventing a constant keeping of a sum of 
money in hand as a reserve, to meet contingen
cies which hardly ever occur. This contingent 
authority to ellect a small loan has often liven 
used in England—in the United States, never ; 
possibly, because there has been no occasion fu
it ; probably, because the clause was copied 
mechanically from the English charter, and 
without the perception of its practical bearing. 
Be this as it may, it is certainly a wise and 
prudent provision, such as all governments 
should, at all times, lie clothed with.

‘‘If any senator thinks that 1 have exagge
rated the injury suffered by the United States, 
on account of the uncompensated masses of 
public money in the hands of the bank, 1 am 
now going to convince him that he is wrong. 
I am going to prove to him that I have under
stated the case; that 1 have purposely kept 
back a large part of it ; and that justice requires 
a further development. The fact is, that there 
arc two different deposits of public money in the 
bank ; one in the name of the Treasurer of the 
United States, the other in the name of disbursing 
officers. The annual average of the former has 
been alxnit three and a half millions of dollars, 
and of this I have said not a word. But the 
essential character of both deposits is the same ; 
they are both the pnqxTty of the United States ; 
both permanent ; both available as so much 
capital to the bank ; and both uncompensated.

- 1 have not ascertained the average of these 
deposits since 1817, but presume it may equal 
the amount of that honus of one million live 
hundred thousand dollars for which we sold the 
charter, and which the Finance Committee of 
the Senate compliments the bank for paying in 
three, instead of seventeen, annual instalments ; 
and shows bow much interest they lost by doing 
so. Certainly, this was a disadvantage to the 
bank.

“ Mr. President, it does seem to me that there 
is something ominous to the bank in this contest 
for compensation on the undrawn balances. It 
is the very way in which the struggle begun in 
the British Parliament which has ended in the 
overthrow of the Bank of England. It is the 
way in which the struggle is beginning here. 
My resolutions of two and three years ago are 
the causes of the 8{x*ech which you now hear ; 
and, as I have reason to believe, some others 
more worthy of your hearing, which will come 
at the projx*r time. The question of comjxnisa- 
tion for balances is now mixing itself up here, 
as m England, with the question of renewing

the charter; and the two, acting together, will 
faff with combined weight upon the public mind 
and certainly eventuate here as they did th,.*.» they did there.

“ 4. To discredit and disparage the notes of all 
other banks, by excluding them from the collet, 
lion of the federal revenue. This results from 
the collection—no, not the collection, hut the 
receipt of the revenue hav ing been communicated 
to the hank, and along with it the virtual exe
cution of the joint resolution of 181tq to regulate 
the collection of the federal revenue. The exe
cution of that resolution was intended to be 
vested in the Secretary of the Treamirv—a 
disinterested arbiter between rival banks ;* but 
it may be considered as virtually devolved 
upon the Bank of the United States, and power
fully increases the capacity of that institution to 
destroy, or subjugate, all other banks, 'fhis 
power to disjtarage the notes of all other banks, 
is a power to injure them t and, added to all to
other privileges of the Bank of the United Stitts, 
is a power to destroy them ! If any one doubt; 
this assertion, let him read the answers of 
president of the hank to the questionnât to 
him by the chairman of the Financ^jPmumittee. 
These answers are appended to Üitfcomniittec5 
report of the last session in ûm>r of the hank, 
and expressly declare the edacity of the federal 
bank to destroy the State banks. The worthy 
chairman [Mr. Smith, of Md.] puts this ques
tion ; * Has the bank at any time oppressed any 
of the State banks.’ The president [Mr. 
Biddle], answers, as the whole world would 
answer to a question of oppression, that it never 
had ; and this response was as much as the 
interrogatory required. But it did not content 
the president of the bank ; be chose to go further, 
and to do honor to the institution over which 
he presided, by showing that it was as just and 
generous as it was rich and powerful, lie, 
therefore, adds the following words, for which, 
as a seeker after evidence, to show the alarming 
and dangerous character of the bank. 1 return 
him my unfeigned thanks : * There are very few 
banks which might not have been destroyed bv 
an exertion of the power of the bank.’

“This is enough ! proof enough ! not for 
me alone, but for all who art* unw il ling to see i 
moneyed domination set up—a moneyed oli
garchy established in this land, and the entire 
Union subjected to its sovereign will. The 
power to destroy all other banks is admitted 
and declared ; the inclination to do so is known 
to all rational beings to reside with the power! 
Policy may restrain the destroying faculties for 
the present; but they exist ; and will come 
forth when interest prompts and policy permits. 
They have been exercised ; and the gintnl 
prostration of the Southern and Western buiki 
attest the fact. They will Ik* exercised (the 
charter In'ing renewed ). and the remainingSute 
banks will be swept with the besom of de-truc- 
lion. Not that all will have their signs knocked 
down, and their doors closed up. Far worse thu 
that to many of them. Subjugation, in prefer*
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tyranny must *lAVC *t8 instruments ; every 
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,,f beasts, the royal quadruped, whose roar sub
dues the forest, must have a small, subservient 
mimai to spring his prey. .Just so of this 

rial bank, when installed anew in its for-.ropci
The State banks,niable and lasting power, 

enared by the sword, will be passed under the 
voke. They will become subordinate parts in 
the great machine. Their place in the scale of 
subordination will be one degree below the rank 
of the legitimate branches; their business, to 
perform the work which it would be too dis re
ntable for the legitimate branches to jK-rform. 
This will be the fate of the State banks which 
W allowed to keep up their signs, and to set 
open their doors ; and thus the entire moneyed 

I mwerofthe Union would fall into the hands of 
one single institution, whose inexorable and 
invisible mandates, emanating from a centre, 
would pervade the Union, giving or withholding 
roonev according to its own sovereign will and 
absolute pleasure. To a favored State, Vo an 
individual, or a class of individuals, favored by 
the central power, the golden stream of PactVus 
would tiow direct. To all such the munificent 
mandates of the High Directory would coniOL 
as the fabled god made his terrestrial visit of lova 
and desire, enveloped in a shower of gold. 1\\)i 
toothers—to those not favored—and to^fiose 
kfed—the mandates of this saimyrfffreetory 
would be as ‘ the planetary plague which hangs 
its poison in the sick air;’ death to them! 
death to all who minister to theirwants! What 
a state of things ! What a condit ion for a con
federacy of States! What grounds for alarm 
md terrible apprehension, when in a confede- 
nicvuf such vast extent, so many independent 
States, so many rival commercial cities, so much 
factional jealousy, such violent political parties, 
such livra- contests for power, there should he 
but one moneyed tribunal, before which all the 
rival and contending elements must appeal r ! but 

.one single dis penser of money, to which every 
citizen, every trader, every merchant, every 
miDufacturer, every planter, every corporation, 
every city, every State, and the federal govern
ment itself must apply, in every emergency, for 
the most indispensable loan ! and this, in the 
lie? of the fact, that, in every contest for bo
om rights, the great moneyed institutions of 
[theworld have uniformly been found on the side 

kings and nobles, against the lives and liberties 
the people«

"5. To hold real estate, receive rents, and re- 
lin a body of tenantry. This privilege is hos

tie to the nature of our republican government, 
id inconsistent wit h the nature and design of 
banking institution. Republics want free- 

loldvrs, not landlords and tenants ; and. except 
corporators in this bank, and in the British 
t India Company, there is not an incorpora

te body of landlords in any country upon the

I face of the earth whose laws emanate from a 
legislative body. Banks are instituted to pro- 

| mote trade and industry, and to aid the govern
ment and its citizens with loans of money. T he 
whole argument in favor of banking—every ar
gument in favor of this bank—rests upon that 
idea. No one, when this charter was granted, 

i presumed to speak in favor of incorporating a 
| society of landlords, especially foreign landlords, 
to buy lands, build houses, rent tenements, and 
retain tenantry. Loans of money was the ob- 

| ject in view, and the purchase of real estate is 
incompatible with that object. Instead of re- 

i maining bankers, the corporators may turn land 
sjieculators : instead of having money to lend, 
they may turn you out tenants to vote. Toanap- 
plication for a loan, they may answer, and answer 
truly, that they have no money on hand ; and the 
reason may be. that they have laid it out in land. 
This seems to be the case at present. A com 
mit tec of the legislature of Pennsylvania has 
just applied fur a loan ; the president of the 
bank, nothing loth to make a loan to that great 
stall*, for twenty years longer than the charter 
has tn w^ist, expresses his regret that he can
not lend luit a limited and inadequate sum. The 
funds of th*i institution, he says, will not permit 
it to advaneckjnure than eight millions of dollars. 
And why 7 because it has invested three millions 
in real estatyd To this power to hold real estate, 
is superadde^l the means to acquire it. The bank 
is now the greatest moneyed power in the 
Union ; in the event of the renewal of its char
ter, it will soon be the sole one. Sole dispenser 
of money, it will soon be the chief owner of pro
perty. To unlimited means of acquisition, would 
be united perpetuity <>f tenure ; for a corporation 
never dies, and is free from the operation of the 
laws which govern the descent and distribution of 
real estate in the hands of individuals. The lim
itations in the charter are vain and illusory. 
They insult the understanding, and mock the 
credulity of foolish believers. The bank is first 
limited to such acquisitions of real estate as are 
necessary to its own accommodation ; then comes 

: a proviso to undo the limitation, so far as it con
cerns purchases upon its own mortgages and 
executions! This is the limitation upon the 

1 capacity of such an institution to acquire real 
estate. As if it had any thing to do but to make 
loans upon mortgages, and push executions upon 

i judgments! Having all the money, it would be 
the sole lender; mortgages being the road to 
loans, all borrowers must travel that road. 
When birds enough are in the net, the fowler 
draws his string, and the heads are wrung oil". 
So when mortgages enough are taken, the loans 
are called in ; discounts cease ; curtailments are 

j made ; failures to pay ensue; writs issue; 
judgments ami executions follow; all the mort
gaged premises are for sale at once ; and the at
torney of the hank appears at the elbow of the 

i marshal, sole bidder and sole purchaser.
“ What is the legal elfect of this vast capacity 

; to acquire, and this legal jKnvcr to retain, real
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estate ? Is it not the creation of a new species 
of mortmain? And of a kind more odious and 
dangerous than that mortmain of the church 
which it battled the English Parliament so many 
ages to abolish. The mortmain of the church 
was a power in an ecclesiastical cor|>oration to 
hold real estate, independent of the laws of dis
tribution and descent: the mortmain of the bank

t's a power in a lay corporation to do the same 
hing. The evil of the two tenures is identical ; 

the difference between the two corporations is 
no more than the difference between parsons and 
money-changers ; the capacity to do mischief 
incomparably the greatest on the part of the lay 
corporators. The church could only operate 
upon the few who were thinking of the other 
world; the bank, upon all who are immersed in 
the business or the pleasures of this. The means 
of the church were nothing but prayers ; the 
means of the bank is money ! The church re
ceived what it could beg from dying sinners ; the 
bank may extort what it pleases from the whole 
living generation of the just and unjust. Such 
is the parallel between the mortmain of the two 
corporations. They both end in monopoly of 
estates and perpetuity of succession ; and the 
bank is the greatest monopolizer of the two. 
Monopolies and perpetual succession are the bane 
of republics. Our ancestors took care to provide 
against them, by abolishing entails and primo
geniture. Even the glebes of the church, lean 
and few ns they were in most of the States, fell 
under the republican principle of limited tenures. 
All the States abolished the anti-republican ten
ures ; but Congress re-establishes them, and in 
a manner more dangerous and offensive than be
fore the Revolution. They are now given, not 
generally, but to few ; not to natives only, but 
to foreigners also; for foreigners are large own
ers of this bank. And thus, the principles of 
the Revolution sink Indore the privileges of an 
incorporated company* The laws of the States 
fall before the mandates of a central directory 
in Philadelphia. Foreigners become the land
lords of free-born Americans; and the young 
and flourishing towns of the Ended States are 
verging to the fate of the family borough* which 
belong to the great aristocracy of England.

“lA*t no one say the bank will not avail itself 
of its capacity to amass read estate. The fact is. 
it has already done so. 1 know towns, yea, 
cities, and could name thcmjif it might not seem 
invidious from this elevated theatre to make a 
public reference to their lyisfArtunes, in which 
this bank already apjiearst as \ dominant and 
engrossing proprietor. I have,'been in places 
where the answers to inquiries for the owners 
of l lie most valuable tenements, would remind 
you of the answers given by the Egyptians to 
similar questions from the French oHirers, on 
their march to Cairo. You recollect, no doubt, 
sir, the dialogue to which 1 allude: ‘Who 
owns that palace ?* ‘ The Mameluke ; ’ 1 Who 
this country bouse?’ ‘Thu Mameluke;’ ‘These 
gardens?’ ‘The Mameluke;’ “That field covered

! with rice?’ ‘The Mameluke.’—And thus p1|T|
I been answered, in the towns and cities rvfernd 
to, with the single* exception of the name of tf,e 

1 Bank of the United States substituted lor that 
of the military scourge of Egypt. If this is done 
under the first charter, what may not. be espi
ed under the second ? If this is done wbde 
the bank is on its best behavior, what may she 
not do when freed from all restraint and deliver- 
ed up to the boundless cupidity and runortkgi 
exactions of a moneyed corporation ?

“(i. To deal in pawns, merchandise, and bill»
, of exchange. I hope the Senate will notrequirc 
j me to read dry passages from the charter to 
I prove what 1 say. 1 know 1 speak a thing near
ly incredible when I allege that this hank, in 
addition to all its other attributes, is an incor|n> 
rated company of pawnbrokers! The allegation j 
staggers belief, but a reference to the charter will 
dispel incredulity. The charter, in the first part 
forbids a traille in merchandise; in the after [ 
part, permits it. For truly this instrument 
seems to have been framed upon the principles I 
of contraries ; one principle making limitations, 
and the other following alter with provisos to 
undo them. Thus is it with lands, as 1 havc 
just show»; thus is it with merchandise, as I 
now show. The bank is forbidden to deal in 
merchandise—proviso, unless in the case 4 
goods pledged for money lent, and not redeemed 

! to the day ; and, proviso, again, unless fitgoods 
which shall be the proceeds of its lands. Wd, 
the help <-f these two provisos, it is clear that 
the limitation is undone; it is clear that the 

I hank is at liberty to act the pawnbroker and I 
i merchant, to any extent that it pleases. 11 n:av f 
| say to all the merchants who want loans. Plitige 
your stores, gentlemen! They hum du it r| 
do worse; and, if any accident prevents m!-. i i- 

i tion on the day, the pawn is forfeited, and the 
| hank takes possession. On the other hard ;| 
may lay out its rents for goods; it may oil;

| real estate, now worth three millions of dollar 
1 for goods, 'finis the hank is an incurg nu* ; 
company < f pawnbrokers and merchants, as vuil 

| as an incorporation of landlords and land-pwi- 
jlators; and this derogatory privil go, liki 
others, is copied from the old Rank of England 

i charter of 1RV4. Rills of exchange areal.-i 
jeeted to the t rallie of this bank. It is a tratl.c | 

i unconnected with the trade of banking, danger 
ous for a great bank to hold and now op 
most injuriously in the South and Wot. It 3 

i the process which drains these quarters of the 
Enion of their gold and silver, and stifles the 
growth of a fair commerce in tin product- - f the 
country. The merchants, to make remittance*, 
buy lulls of exchange from the branch banks, 
instead of buying produce from the farmers. 
The bills are paid for in gold and silver; and,

I eventually, the gold and silver arc sent t*» the 
mother bank, or to the branches in the Eastern 

: cities, either to meet those bills, or to replenish 
their coffers, and to furnish vast loam tu lavent* 

l States or individuals. The bills sell cheap,

I fraction of one per cent.; ti
irood remittance to the merci
the operation is doubly good ; 
of one per cent, on bills of e 
profit to the institution which 
business, while the collvctioi 
the branches of all the hard n
t-v is a still more considerable i
this system, the best of the I 
do not speak of those which h 
and sunk under the weight 
opinion, but those which <U 
confidence—sunk ten years ag< 
tcin, the entire \\ est is now u
general, ami invisible drain oj
yd, if not quickly arrested, 
goon be, so far as the prvciou 
corned. no more than the env 
notated victim.
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States without their consent,; 
their resistance. No one can 
UL-and injurious tendency of 
dtrucates from the sovereig 
tramples upon her laws; inji 
md commerce; lays open he 
the attacks of ccntruli.-m; inq 
of her citizens ; and fastens r 
bos'im to suck out her goli 
It derogates from her sovereip 
central institution may imp 
branches upon the State will: 
yd in defiance of her résistai 
ready been done. The State 
four years ago, by a resolve o 
remonstrated against the intri 
upon her. She protested a; 
Was the will of the State res 
contrary, was not a branch 
forced upon her, as if, by the s 
action, to make a striking and 
play of the omnipotence1 of tl 
nullity of the Stale ? Ü. It ti 
tors because, according to tin 
Supreme Court, the bank and a 
wholly independent of State It 
tramples on them again, bccai 
foreigners to hold lands and tei 
State, contrary to the laws of 
and because it admits of the v 
which is condemned by all the 
in the Union, ii It injures her 
the hank stock, under the do 
preme Court, is not liable to 
thus, foreigners, and non-resit 
who monopolize the money o 
hold its best lands and town 
dh? in its elections, and mu 
ind silver, and perform no 
ire exempted from paying taxe 
to their wealth, for the mipp<
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benefits they usurp. 4. It eul 
to the dangerous manœuvres i 
eentralism, by means of the t
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fraction of one per cent.; they are, therefore,
1 H1 remittance to the merchant. To the bank 
V operation is doubly good ; for even the half 
Tone per cent, on bills of exchange is a great 
° ,tit to the institution which monopolizes that 
fliness. while the collection ami delivery to 
the branches of all the hard money in the coun
try isa still more considerable advantage. Under 
th'is system, the host of the Western banks—1 
do not speak of those which had no foundations, 

i sunk under the weight of neighborhood 
opinion, but those which deserved favor and 

I confidence—sunk ten years ago. I mlvr this sys
tem the entire West is now undergoing a silent, 

-neral. ami invisible drain of its hard money ; 
Tl if not quickly arrested, these States will 
goun so far as the precious metals are con
cerned, iio more than the empty skin of an im
molated victim.

To establish branches in the different 
states without their consent, and in defiance of 
their resistance. No one can deny the degrad- 
L and injurious tendency of this privilege. It 
dtrugates from the sovereignty of a State; 
tramples upon her laws; injures her revenue 
ind commerce ; lays open lier government to 
the attacks of centralism; impairs the property 
flfher citizens; and fastens a vampire on lier 
bcs-iin to suck out her gold and silver. 1. 
It derogates from her sovereignty, because the 
central'institution may impose its intrusive 
branches upon the State without her consent, 
indin defiance of her resistance. This has al- 
rwdv been done. The State of Alabama, but 
bar rears ago, by a resolve of her legislature, 
remonstrated against the intrusion of a branch 
qyin her. She protested against the favor. 
Wi$ the will of the State respected ? On the 
contrary, was not a branch instantaneously 
forced upon her, as if, by the suddenness of the 
action, to make a striking and conspicuous dis
play of the omnipotence of the bank, and the 
nijlitv of the Stale ! 2. It tramples upuii her

because, according to the decision of the 
Supreme Court, the hank and all its branches are 
wholly independent of State legislation ; and it 
tramples on them again, because it authorizes 
foreigners to hold lands and tenements in every 
State, contrary to the laws of many of them; 
ind because it admits of the mortmain tenure, 
which is condemned by all the republican States 
in the Union. 3. It injures lier revenue, because 
the bank stock, under the dvci-ion of the Su
preme Court, is not liable to taxation. And 
thus, foreigners, and non-resident Americans, 
who monopolize the money of the State, who 
hold its best lands and town lots, w ho mid
dle in its elections, and suck out its gold 
md silver, and perform no military duty, 
ire exempted from paying taxes, in proportion 
to their wealth, fur the support of the State 
whose laws they trample upon, ami whose 
benefits they usurp. 4. it subjects the State 
to the dangerous manœuvres ami intrigues of 
tentralism, by means of the tenants, debtors,

hank officers, and hank money, which the cen
tral directory retain in the State, and may 
embody and direct against it in its elections, 
and in its legislative and judicial proceedings.
5. It tends to impair the property of the citizens, 
and, in some instances, that of the States, by 
destroying the State banks in which they have 
invested their money. 0. It is injurious to the 
commerce of the States (l speak of the West
ern States), by substituting a trade in bills 
of exchange, for a trade in the products of 
the country. 7. It fastens a vampire on the 
bosom of the State, to suck away its gold and 
silver, and to co-operate with the course of 
trade, of federal legislation, and of exchange, in 
draining the South and West of all their hard 
money. The Southern States, with their thirty 
millions of annual exports in cotton, rice, and 
tobacco, and the Western States, with their 
twelve millions of provisions and tobacco ex
ported from New Orleans, and five millions 
consumed in the South, and on the lower Mis
sissippi,—that is to say, with three fifths of the 
marketable productions of the Union, are not 
able to sustain thirty specie paying banks ; while 
the minority of the States north of the Potomac, 
without any of the great staples for export, have 
above four hundred of such banks. These States, 
without rice, without cotton, without tobacco, 
without sugar, and with less flour and provisions, 
to export, are saturated with gold and silver; 
while the Southern and Western States, with 
all the real sources of wealth, arc in a state of 
the utmost destitution. For this calamitous 
reversal of the natural order of things, the Bank 
of the United States stands forth pre-eminently 
culpable. Yes, it is pre-eminently culpable ! 
and a statement in the * National Intelligencer’ 
of this morning (a paper which would overstate 
no fact to the prejudice of the bank), cites and 
proclaims the fact which proves this culpability. 
It dwells, and exults, on the quantity of gold 

j and silver in the vaults of the United States 
j Bank. It declares that institution to be ‘over- 
j burdened’ with gold and silver; and well may it 
| be so overburdened, since it has lifted the load 
| entirely from the South and West. It calls these 
metals ‘a drug’ in the hands of the bank ; that 
is to say, an article fur which no purchaser cqji 
he found. Lot this 1 drug.’ like the treasures of 
the dethroned Dey of Algiers, be released from 
the dominion of its keeper; let a part go hack 
to the South and West, and the bank will no 
longer complain of repletion, nor they of de
pletion.

“8. Exemption of the stockholders from indi- 
vidua. liability on the failure of the bank. This 
privilege derogates from the common law, is con
trary to the principle of partnerships, and inju
rious to the rights of the community. It is a 
peculiar privilege granted by law to these corpo
rators, and exempting them from liability, except 
in their corporate capacity, and to the amount of 
the assets of the corporation. Unhappily these 
assets are never assez, that is to say, enough.
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when occasion comes for recurring to them. 
When a bank fails, its assets are always less 
than its debts ; so that responsibility fails the 
instant that liability accrues. Lot no one say 
that the bank of the United States is too great 
to fail. One greater than it, and its prototype, 
has failed, and that in our own day, and for 
twenty- years at a time: the Bank of England 
hailed m 1797, and the Bank of the United States 
was on the point of failing in 1819. The same 
cause, namely, stockjobbing and overtrading, 
carried both to the brink of destruction ; the 
same means saved both, namely, the name, the 
credit, and the helping hand of the governments 
which protected them. Yes, the Bank of the 
United States may fail; and its stockholders 
live in splendor upon the princely estates ac
quired with its notes, while the industrious classes, 
who hold these notes, will be unable to receive a 
shilling for them. This is unjust. It is a vice 
in the charter. The true principle in banking 
requires each stockholder to be liable to the 
amount of his shares ; and subjects him to the 
summary action of every holder on the failure of 
the institution, till he has paid up the amount of 
his subscription. This is the true principle. It 
has prevailed in Scotland Ibr the last century, 
and no such thing as a broken bank has been 
known there in all that time.

“9. To have the United States for a partner. 
Sir, there is one consequence, one result of all 
partnerships between a government and indi
viduals, which should of itself, and in a mere 
mercantile point of view, condemn this associa
tion on the part of the federal government. It 
is the principle which puts the strong partner 
forward to bear the burden whenever the con
cern is in danger. The weaker members Hock 
to the strong partner at the approach of the 
storm, and the necessity of venturing more to 
save what he has already staked, leaves him no 
alternative. He becomes the Atlas of the firm, 
and bears all upon his own shoulders. This is 
the principle : what is the fact ? Why, that the 
United States has already been compelled to 
sustain the federal bank ; to prop it with her 
revenues and its credit in the trials and crisis of 
its early administration. I pass over other in
stances of the damage suffered by the United 
States on account of this partnership ; the im-1 
mense standing deposits for which we receive no 
compensation ; the loan of five millions of our 
own money, for which we have paid a million 
and a half in interest ; the five per cent, stock 
note, on which we have paid our partners four 
million seven hundred and twenty-five thousand 
dollars in interest ; the loss of ten millions on I 
the three per cent, stock, and the ridiculous ca- | 
tastrophe of the miserable bonus, which has | 
been paid to us with a fraction of our own 
money : 1 pass over all this, and come to the 
point of a direct loss, as a partner, in the divi
dends upon the stock itself. Upon this naked 
point of profit and loss, to be decided by a rule | 
in arithmetic, we have sustained a direct and i

heavy loss. The stock held by the United State* 
as every body knows, was subscribed, not pay1 
4 was a stock note, deposited for seven million, 
o$dollars, bearing an interest of five percent 
The inducement to this subscription was the sc’ 
ductive conception that, by paying five per cent 
on its note, the United States would clear four 
or five per cent, in getting a dividend of eight or 
ten. This was the inducement ; now for the re. 
alization of this fine conception. Let us sec it 
Here it is ; an official return from the Register 
of the Treasury of interest paid, and of dividends 
received. The account stands thus :

Interest paid by the United States, ^4,725 000 
Dividends received by the U ni ted States, 4,G29 Do

Loss to the United States, $95,571
“ Disadvantageous as this partnership must be 

to the United States in a moneyed point of view 
there is a far more grave and serious aspect 
under which to view it. It is the political aspect, 
resulting from the union between the bank and 
the government. This union has been tried in 
England, and has been found there to be just y 
disastrous a conjunction as the union between 
church and state. It is the conjunction of the 
lender and the borrower, and Holy Writ has told 
us which of these categories will be master oi 
the other. But suppose they agree to drop rival
ry, and unite their resources. Suppose they I 
combine, and make a push for political power: I 
how great is the mischief which they may not I 
accomplish ! But, on this head, I wish to use I 
the language of one of the brightest patriots ot I 
tirent Britain ; one who has shown himself, in I 
these modem days, to be the worthy successor I 
of those old iron barons whose patriotism com-1 
manded the unpurchasable culogium of the elder I 
Pitt. 1 speak of Sir William Pultency, and his I 
speech against the Bank of England, in 1797.

'THE SrEF.cn :—EXTRACT.

“ • I have said cnotigh to show that gotem-l 
ment has been rendered dependent on the bank,! 
and more particularly so in the time of war; andf 
though the bank has not vet fallen into the hantk] 
of ambitious men, yet it is evident that it might 
in such builds, assume a power sufficient to conJ 
trol and orernwc, not only the ministers, bu| 
king, lordA and commons. * * » *
As the hank has thus become dangerous togovj 
miment, it bright, on the other hand, by uni 
with an ambitious minister, become the mean! 
of establishing a fourth estate, sufficient to inj 
volve this nation in irretrievable slavery, 
ought, therefore, to be dreaded as much as a c« 
tain East India bill was justly dreaded, at a pel 
riod not very remote. I will not sav that thj 
present minister (the younger Pitt), by ci 
deavoring, at this crisis, to take the Bank i 
England under his protection, can have anl 
view to make use, hereafter, of that engine r 
perpetuate his own power, and to enable him t|

domineer over our constiti 
supposed, it would only si 
tertain a very different tri 
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.posed, it would only show that men can en

tertain a very different train of ideas, when en
deavoring to overset a rival, from what occurs to 
them when intending to support and fix them
selves. My object is to secure the country 
sjainst all risk either from the bank as opposed 
to government, or as the engine of ambitious 
men.1

« And this is my object also. 1 wish to secure 
the Union from all chance of narm from this 
tank. I wish to provide against its friendship, 
y well as its enmity—against all danger from 
its hug, as well as from its blow. I wish to 
provide against all risk, and every hazard ; for, 
J His risk and hazard were too great to be en- 
eountcred by King, Lords, and Commons, in 
Gient Britain, they must ccrUinly be too great 
to be encountered by the people of the United 
Steles, who are but commons alone.
‘10. To have foreigners for partners. This, 

Hr, President, will be a strange story to be told 
is the West. The downright and upright people 

I if that unsophisticated region believe that words 
eesn what they signify, and that ‘ the Bank of 
the United States’ is the Bank of the United 

I Sates. How great then must be their astonish- 
sent to learn that this belief is a false concep
tion md that this bank ( its whole name to the 
entrary notwithstanding) is just as much the 
tank of foreigners as it is of the federal govern- 
wnt Here I would like to have the proof—a 

I let of the names and nations, to establish this 
ilmost incredible fact. But I have no access 
tieept to public documents, and from one of 

I three I learn as much as will answer the present 
mb. It is the report of the Committee of 

I ftvsand Means, in the House of Kcpresenta- 
I hé, for the last session of Congress. That re- 
! port admits that foreigners own seven millions 
Igfthe stock of this hank; and every body 
| hows that the federal government owns seven 

pillions also.
VThua it is proved that foreigners are as 

I kply interested in this hank as the United 
| Steles itself. In the event of a renewal of the 
I darter they will be much more deeply liiterest- 
I ai than at present ; for a pros|>ect of a rise in 
14e stock to two hundred and fifty, and the un- 
lrttled state of things in Europe, will induce 
I teem to make great investments. It is to no 
Iparpose to say that the foreign stockholders 
1 oanut be voters or directors. The answer to 
Iikt suggestion is this : the foreigners have the 

icy; they pay down the cash, and want no 
|Bumiiiod»tions ; they are lenders, not borrow- 
|n; and in a great moneyed institution, such 
Iwtholders must have the greatest influence. 
Ilk name of this bank is a deception upon the 
Ipblic. It is not the bank of the federal gov- 
llwcnt, as its name would import, nor of the 
■States which compose this Union; but chiefly 
Hpnvatc individuals, foreigners as well as nu- 
Itre, denizens, and naturalized subjects. They 
|m twenty-eight millions of the stock, the fed

eral government but seven millions, and these 
seven are precisely balanced by the stock of the 
aliens. The federal government and the aliens 
are equal, owning one fifth each ; and there 
would be as much truth in calling it the Eng
lish Bank as the Bank of the United States. 
Now mark a few of the privileges which this 
charter gives to these foreigners. To be land
holders, in deiiance of the State laws, which 
forbid aliens to hold land ; to he landlords by 
incorporation, and to hold American citizens 
for tenants ; to hold lands in mortmain ; to he 
pawnbrokers and merchants by incorporation ; to 
pay the revenue of the United States in their own 
notes ; in short, to do every tiling which 1 have 
endeavored to point out in the long and hideous 
list of exclusive privileges granted to this hank. 
If I have shown it to he dangerous for the United 
States to be in partnership with its own citi
zens, how much stronger is not the argument 
against a partnership with foreigners'? What 
a prospect for loans when at war with a foreign 
power, and the subjects of that power large 
owners of Use- hank here, from which alone, or 
from hanks liable to he destroyed by it, we can 
obtain money to carry on the war! What a 
state of things, if, in the division of political 
parties, one of these parties and the foreigners, 
coalescing, should have the exclusive control of 
all the money in the Union, and, in addition to 
the money, should have bodies of debtors, ten
ants, and hank officers stationed in all the States, 
with a supreme and irresponsible system of 
centralism to direct the whole ! Dangers from 
such contingencies are too great and obvious to 
he insisted upon. They strike the common 
sense of all mankind, and were powerful consid
erations with tlie old whig republicans for the 
non-renewal of the charter of 1791. Mr. .1 etivr- 
son and the whig republicans staked their po
litical existence on the non-renewal of that 
charter. They succeeded ; and, by succeeding, 
prevented the country from being laid at the 
mercy of British and ultra-federalists for funds 
to carry on the tyst war. It is said the United 
Statbs lost forty millions by using depreciated 
currency during tnc last war. That, probably, 
is a mistake of one half. But be it so ! For 
what are forty millions compared to the loss of 
the war itself—compared to the ruin and infa
my of having the government arrested for want 
of money—stopped and paralyzed by the recep
tion of such a note as the younger l’itt received 
from the Bank of England in 1795?

‘•II. Exemption from due course of law for 
violations of its charter.—This is a privilege 
which affects the administration of justice, and 
stands without example in the annals of repub
lican legislation. In the case of all other delin
quents, whether persons or corporations, the 
laws take their course against those who offend 
them. It is the right of every citizen to set the 
laws in motion against every offender ; and it is 
the constitution of the law, when set in motion, 
to work through, like a machine, regardless of

iffy!
Jü
We.JKtts- 1yte,. s ■ >Hits 9; *
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powers and principalities, and cutting down the 
guilty which may stand in its way. Not so in 
the case of this bank. In its behalf, there are 
barriers erected between the citizen and his op
pressor, between the wrong and the remedy, be
tween the law and the oflender. Instead of a 
right to sue out a scire facias or a </uo war
ranto, the injured citizen, with an humble peti
tion in his hand, must repair to the President 
of the United States, or to Congress and crave 
their leave to do so. If leave is denied (and 
denied it will be whenever the bank has a 
peculiar friend in the President, or a majority 
of such friends in Congress, the convenient pre
text being always at hand that the general wel
fare requires the bank to be sustained), he can 
proeeed.no further. The machinery of the law 
cannot be set in motion, and !he great offender 
laughs from behind his barrier at the impotent 
resentment of its helpless victim. Thus the 
bank, for the plainest violations of its charter, 
and the greatest oppressions of the citizen, 
may escape the pursuit of justice. Thus the 
administration of justice is subject to be stran
gled iu its birth for the shelter and protection 
of this bank. Hut this is not all. Anotherand 
most alarming mischief results from the same 
extraordinary privilege. It gives the bank a 
direct interest in the presidential and congres
sional elections : it gives it need for friends in 
Congress and in the presidential chair. Its fate, 
its very existence, may often depend upon the 
friendship of the President and Congress ; and, 
in such cases, it is not in human nature to avoid 
using the immense means in the hands of the 
bank to inllucnce the elections of these officers. 
Take the existing fact—the case to which I al
luded at the commencement of this speech. 
There is a case made out, ripe with judicial 
evidence, and big with the fate of the bank. It 
is a case of usury at the rate of forty-six per 
cent., in violation of the charter, which only 
admits an interest of six. The facts were ad 
milled, in the court below, by the bank’s de
murrer; the law was decided, in the court 
above, by the supreme judges. The admission 
concludes the facts ; the decision concludes the 
law. The forfeiture of the charter is estab
lished; the forfeiture is incurred; the applica
tion of the forfeiture alone is wanting to put an 
end to the institution. An impartial President 
or Congress might let the laws take their 
course; those of a different temper might inter
pose their veto. What a crisis for the bank! 
It beholds the sword of Damocles suspended 
over its head! What an interest in keeping 
those away who might sutler the hair to be 

cut !1112. To have all these unjust privileges secured 
to the corjxirators as a monopoly, by a pledge of 
the public faith to charter no other bank.—This 
is the most hideous feature in the whole mass of 
deformity. If these banks arc beneficial institu
tions, why not several ? one. at least, and each

independent of the other, to each great section of 
the Union? If malignant, why create one! 
The restriction constitutes the monopoly, aid 
renders more invidious what was sufficiently 
hateful in itself. It is, indeed, a double monop. 
oly, legislative as well as banking ; for the Com 
gross of 1816 monopolized the power to grant 
these monopolies. It has tied up the hands of 
its successors ; and if tliis can be done on one 
subject, and for twenty years, why not upon all 
subjects, and for all time ? Here is the form of 
words which operate this double engrossment of 
our rights : 1 No other bank shall be established 
by any future law of Congress, during the con
tinuance of the corporation hereby enacted, for 
which the faith of Congress is hereby pledged;’ 
with a proviso for the District of Columbia. 
And that no incident might be wanting to com
plete the title of this charter, to the utter repro- 
bation of whig republicans, this compound mo. 
nopoly, and the very form of words in which it 
is conceived, is copied from the cldrtcr of the 
Bank of England !—not the charter of William 
and Mary', as granted In 1G94 (for the Bill of 
Rights was then fresh In the memories of Eng. 
lishmen), but the charter as amended, and 
that for money, in the memorable reign of 
Queen Aune, when a tory queen, a tory minis
try, and a tory parliament, and the apostle of 
toryism, in the person of Dr. Sacheverell, with 
his sermons of divine right, passive obedience, 
and non-resistance, were riding and ruling over 
the prostrate liberties of England ! This is the 
precious period, and these the noble authors, 
from which the idea was borrowed, and the very 
form of words copied, which now figure in the 
charter of the Hank of the United .States, consti
tuting that double monopoly, which restricts at 
once the powers of Congress and the rights of 
the citizens.“These, Mr. President, arc the chief of the I 
exclusive privileges which constitute the monop I 
oly of the Bank of the United States. 1 haver 
spoken of them, not as they deserved, hut as mv l 
abilities have permitted. 1 have shown you that 
they are not only evil in themselves, hut copied 
from an evil example. I now wish to show urn 
that the government from which we have made 
this copy has condemned the original ; and. al
ter showing this fact, I think I shall be able to 
appeal, with sensible effect, to all liberal minds, 
to follow the enlightened example of Great Bril 
tain, in getting rid of a dangerous and invidiour 
institution, after having followed her perniciw 
example in assuming it. For this purpose, I ail 
have recourse to proof, and will read from llrit 
ish state papers of 1826. 1 will rend extract
from the correspondence between Earl bu rl 
pool, first Lord of the Treasury, and Mr. Roll 
inson. diancellor of the Exchequer, on the mr 
side, and the Governor and Deputy Gou-nuj 
of the Bank of England on the other ; the sur 
ject being the renew al, or rather non-rcnewil 
of the charter of the Bank of England.
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Communication» from the Pint Lord of the 
Treasury and Chancellor of the Exchequer to 
the Governor and Deputy Governor of the 
Dank of England.—Extracts.

« i The failures which have occurred in Eng
land, unaccompanied as they have been by the 
same occurrences in Scotland, tend to prove that 
there must have been an unsolid and delusive 
system of banking in one part of Great Britain, 
tod a solid and substantial one in the other. * 
• * * In Scotland, there are not more than 
thirty banks (three chartered), and these banks 
have stood firm amidst 411 the convulsions of the 
money market in England, and amidst all the dis
tresses to which the manufacturing and agricultu
ral interests in Scotland, as well as in England, 
ll$ve occasionally been subject. Banks of this de
scription must necessarily be conducted upon the 
ronerally understood and approved principles of 
banking. * * * * The Bank of England 
may, perhaps, propose, as they did upon a for
mer occasion, the extension of the term of their 
exclusive privilege, as to the metropolis and its 
neighborhood, beyond the year 1833, ns the 
price of this concession [immediate surrender of 
exclusive privileges]. It would he very much 
to be regretted that they should require any 
such condition. * * * * It is obvious, from
that passed before, that Parliament will never 
yree to it. * * * * Such privileges are 
out of fashion ; and what expectation can the 
lank under present circumstances, entertain 

’ that theirs will be renewed?’—Jan. 13.

hmer of the Court of Directors.—Extrwt.

‘■Under the uncertainty in which the Court 
l of Directors find themselves with respect to the 

death of the hank, and the etl'cct which they 
I my have on the interests of the hank, this 

court cannot feel themselves justified in recom
mending to the proprietors to give up the privi
lege which they now enjoy, sanctioned and con- 
6nned as it is by the solemn acts of the legis- 

I tare.’—Jan. 20.

| Sand tommunication from the Ministers.—- 
Extract.

■The First Lord of the Treasury and Chan- 
I allor of the Exchequer have considered the an
imer of the hank of the 20th instant. They 
lemot hut regret that Hie Court of Directors 
I thrill have declined to recommend to the Court 
Id Proprietors the consideration of the paper de- 
I hired by the First Lord of the Treasury and the 
1 Chancellor of the Exchequer to the Governor 
I nd Deputy Governor on the 13th instant. The 
Intiment contained in that paper appears to 
IÉ»First Lor>l of the Treasury and the Chan- 
I «Uor of the Exchequer so full and explicit on 
I ill the points to which it related, that they 
line nothing further to add, although they 
I mull have been, and still are, ready to answer,

as Car as possible, any specific questions which 
might he put, for the purpose of removing the 
uncertainty in which the court of directors state 
themselves to be with respect to the details of 
the plan suggested in that paper.’—Jan. 23.

Second answer of the Hank.—Extract.

“ 1 The Committee of Treasury [bank] having 
taken into consideration the paper received from 
the F irst Lord of the Treasury and the Chan
cellor of the Exchequer, dated January 23d, and 
finding that His Majesty’s ministers persevere in 
their desire to propose to restrict immediately 
the exclusive privilege of the bank, as to the 
number of partners engaged in banking to a 
certain distance from the metropolis, and also 
continue to he of opinion that Parliament would 
not consent to renew the privilege at the expira
tion of the period of their present charter; 
finding, also, that the proposal by the bank of 
establishing branch hanks is deemed by His 
Majesty’s ministers inadequate to the wants of 
the country, are of opinion that it would bo 
desirable for this corporation to propose, as a 
basis, the act of Cth of George the Fourth, which 
states, the conditions on which the Bank of 
Ireland relinquished its exclusive privileges ; this 
corporation waiving the question of a prolonga
tion of time, although the committee [of the 
hank] cannot agree in the opinion of the First 
Lord of the Treasury and the Chancellor of the 
Exchequer, that they arc not making a consider
able sacrifice, adverting especially to the Bank 
of Ireland remaining in possession of that privi
lege five years longer than the Bank of England.’ 
—January 25.

“ Here, Mr. President, is the end of all the 
exclusive privileges and odious monopoly of the 
Bank of England. That ancient and powerful 
institution, so long the haughty tyrant of the 
moneyed world—so long the subsidizer of kings 
and ministers—so long the fruitful mother of 
national debt and useless wars—so long the 
prolific manufactory of nabobs anil paupers—so 
long the dread dictator of its own terms to 
parliament—now droops the conquered wing, 
lowers its proud crest, and quails under the 
blows )f its late despised assailants. It first 
put. on a courageous air, and takes a stand upon 
privileges sanctioned by time, and confirmed by 
solemn acts. Seeing that the ministers could 
have no more to say to men who would talk of 
privileges in the nineteenth century, and being 
reminded that parliament was inexorable, the 
bully Suddenly degenerates into the craven, and, 
from showing tight, calls for quarter. The di 
rectors condescend to beg for tiie smallest rem
nant of their former power, for five years only ; 
for the city of London even ; and offer to send 
branches into all quarters. Denied at every 
point, the subdued tyrant acquiesces in his fate ; 
announces his submission to the spirit and intel
ligence of the age ; and quietly sinks down into
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the humble, but safe and useful condition of a 
Scottish provincial bank.

“ And here it is profitable to pause ; to look 
back, and see by what means this ancient 
and powerful institution—this Babylon of the 
banking world—was so suddenly and so totally 
prostrated. Who did it? And with what weap
ons ? Sir, it was done by that power which is 
now regulating the affairs of the civilized world.
It was done by the power of public opinion, 
invoked by the working members of the British 
parliament. It was done by Sir Henry Parnell, 
who led the attack upon the Wellington minis
try, on the night of the 15th of November ; by 
Sir William Pulteney, Mr. Grenfell, Mr. Hume, 
Mr. Edward Ellice, and others, the working 
members of the House of Commons, such as had, 
a few years before, overthrown the gigantic op
pressions of the salt tax. These are the men 
who have overthrown the Bank of England. 
They began the attack in 1824, under the dis
couraging cry of too soon, too soon—for the 
charter had then nine years to ruff ! and ended 
with showing that they had began just soon 
enough. They began with the ministers in their 
front, on the side of the bank, and endedb with 
having them on their own side, and m&ing 
them co-operators in the attack, and the instru
ments and intiicters of the fatal and final blow. 
But let us do justice to these ministers. Though 
wrong in the beginning, they were right in the 
end ; though monarchists, they behaved like 
republicans. They were not I’olignacs. They 
yielded to the intelligence of the age ; they 
yielded to the spirit which proscribes monopolies 
and privileges, and in their correspondence with 
the bank directors, spoke truth and reason and 
asserted liberal principles, with a point and 
power which quickly put an end to dangerous 
and obsolete pretensions. They told the bank 
the mortifying truths, that its system was 
unsolid and delusive—that its privileges and 
monopoly were out of fashion—that they could 
not be prolonged for five years even—nor suf
fered to exist in London alone ; and. what was 
still more cutting, that the banks of Scotland, 
which had no monopoly, no privilege, no con
nection with the government, which paid interest 
on deposits, and whose stockholders were re
sponsible to the amount of their shares—were 
the solid and substantial banks, which alone the 
public interest could hereafter recognize. They 
did their business, when they undertook it, like 
true men ; and, in the single phrase, 1 out of 
fashion' achieved the most powerful combina
tion of solid argument and contemptuous sar
casm, that ever was compressed into three words. 
It is a phrase of electrical power over the senses 
and passions. It throws back the mind to the 
reigns of the Tudors and Stuarts—the termagant 
Elizabeth and the pedagogue James—and rouses 
within us all the shame and rage we have been 
accustomed to feel at the view of the scandalous 
sales of privileges and monopolies which were 
the disgrace and oppression of these wretched

times. Out of fashion ! Yes; even in England, 
the land of their early birth, and late protection! 
And shall they remain in fashion here ? Shall 
republicanism continue to wear, in America, the 
antique costume which the doughty champions 
of antiquatcej. fashion have been compelled to 
dojPni England ? Shall English lords and ladies 
cimtinue to find, in the Bank of the United 
States, the unjust and odious privileges which 
they can no longer find in the Bank of England ? 
Shall the copy survive here, after the original 
has been destroyed tiiere? Shall the young 
whelp triumph in America, after the old lion 
has been throttled and strangled in England !
*' 1 ----------- 1 tKinw la imtlAOsilvIn I 'll

racy against the bank- 
democrats against it. T1

lino wvvu -------- i r'----- .

No ! never ! The thing Is impossible ! The
», i r TT •• J LU-A no __ 1. o

: UfUl i At.ü araa.a.g, — ----- ,-------- .~.v . 1 ,1V

Bank of the United States dies, as the Bank of 
England dies, in all its odious points, upon the 
limitation of its charter ; and the only circum
stance of regret is, that the generous deliverance
is to take effect two years earlier in the British 

. tj,- a- - - - - ;- - - - - - - - - - - -monarchy than in the American republic. It 
came to us of war—it will go away with peace. 
It was born of the war of 1812-*-it will die in 
the long peace with which the world is blessed. 
The arguments on which it was created will no 
longer apply. Times have changed ; and the 
policy of the republic changes with the times. 
The war made the bank ; peace will dnmake it. 
The baleful planet of fire, and blood, and every 
human woe, did bring that pestilence upon us; 
the benignant star of peace shall chase it away.”

This speech was not answered. Confident in | 

its strength, and insolent in its nature, the great 
moneyed power had adopted a system in which 
she persevered, until hard knocks drove her out 
of it : it was to have an anti-bank speech treated 
with the contempt of silence in the House, and 
caricatured and belittled in the newspapers ; and 
according to this system my speech was treated. 
The instant it was delivered, Mr. Webster called 
for the vote, and to be taken by yeas and/nays, 
w hich was done ; and resulted differently from 
what was expected—a strong vote against the 
bank—20 to 211 ; enough to excite uneasiness, 
but not enough to pass the resolution and le
gitimate a debate on the subject. The debatif 
stopped with the single speech ; but it was i 
speech to be read by the people—the masscs- 
the millions ; and was conceived and delivered 
for that purpose ; and w as read by them ; ant 
has been complimented since, as having cripple» 
the bank, and given it the wound of which i 
afterwards died ; but not within the year and 
day which would make the slayer respontihl 
for the homicide. The list of yeas and najf 
was also favorable to the effect of the sped 
Though not a party vote, it was sufficiently I 
to show how it stood—the mass of the demot
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democrats against it. The names were :—

“Yeas. — Messrs. Barnard, Benton, Bibb, 
Brown, Dickerson, Dudley, Forsyth, Grundy; 
Haync, Iredell, King, McKinley, Poindexter, 
Sanford, Smith of S. C., Tazewell, Troup, Tyler, 
White, Woodbury—20.

“ Navs.—Messrs. Barton, Bell, Burnet, Chase, 
Clayton, Root, Frclinghuyscn, Holmes, llend- 
ncks, Johnston, Knight, Livingston, Marks, 
Noble, Robbins, Robinson, Rugglcs, Seymour, 
Silsbee, Smith of Md., Sprague, Webster, Willey 
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CHAPTER EVII.
jKBOK OF DE TOCQUEVILLE, IN RELATION TO 

THE HOUSE OF REl'RESENTATIVES.

I bave had occasion several times to notice the 
| ujors of Monsieur de Tocqueville, in his work 

American democracy. That work is au
thority in Europe, where it has appeared in 
suerai languages ; and is sought by some to be 
made authority here, where it has been translated 
into English, and published with notes, and a 
grface to recommend it. It jwas written with 
I view to enlighten Ihiropcan opinion in relation 
a democratic governm<mt;-«n<Pevidently with a 
andid intent ; but abounds with errors to the 
prejudice of that form of government, which 
last do it greaé mischief, both at home and 
stand, if not corrected. A fundamental error 
i this kind—one which goes to the root of 
Mttsentative government, occurs in chapter 8 
(This work, where he finds a great difference in 
the members comprising the two Houses of 
Congress, attributing an immense superiority 
bthe Senate, and discovering the cause of the 
tortnec in the different modes of electing the 
umbers—the popular elections of the House, 
el the legislative elections of the Senate. He 
ivu-

‘On entering the House of Representatives at 
iMnngton, one is struck with the vulgar de- 
llanor of that great assembly. The eye fre- 
fcintly does not discover a man of celebrity 
llttin its walls. Its members are almost all 
hero individuals, whose names present no 
■votations to the mind ; they are mostly village 
ftsyen, men in trade, or even persons belonging 
^btlit lower classes of society. In a country in 

J i education is very general, it is said that

the representatives of the people do not always 
know how to write correctly. At a few yards’ 
distance from this spot is the door of the Senate, 
which contains within a small space a large 
proportion of the celebrated men in America. 
Scarcely an individual is to be found in it, who 
does not recall the idea of an active and illustri
ous career. The Senate is composed of eloquent 
advocates, distinguished generals wise magis
trates, and statesmen of note, whose language 
would at all times do honor to the most remark
able parliamentary debates of Europe. What, 
then, is the cause of this strange contrast ? and 
why are the most able citizens to be found in 
one assembly rather than in the other ? Why 
is the former body remarkable for its vulgarity, 
and its poverty of talent, whilst the latter seems 
to enjoy a monopoly of intelligence and of sound 
judgment ? Both of these assemblies emanate 
from the people. From what cause, then, does 
so startling a difference arise 1 The only reason 
which appears to mo adequately to account for 
it is, that the House of Representatives is elected 
by the populace directly, and that of the Senate 
is elected by an indirect application of universal 
suffrage ; but this transmission of the popular 
authority through an assembly of chosen men 
operates an important change in it, by refining 
its discretion and improving the forms which it 
adopts. Men who arc chosen in this manner, 
accurately represent the majority of the nation 
which governs them ; but they represent the 
elevated thoughts which are current in the com
munity, the generous propensities which prompt 
its nobler actions, rather than the petty passions 
which disturb, or the vices which disgrace it. 
The time may be already anticipated at which 
the American republics will be obliged to intro
duce the plan of election by an elected body 
more frequently into their system of represen
tation, or they will incur no small risk of perish
ing miserably among the shoals of democracy." 
— Chapter Ü.

The whole tenor of these paragraphs is to 
disparage the democracy—to disparage demo
cratic government—to attack fundamentally the 
principle of popular election itself. They dis
qualify the people for self-government, hold 
them to be incapable of exercising the elective 
franchise, and predict the downfall of our repub
lican system, if that franchise is not still further 
restricted, and the popular vote—the vote of 
the people—reduced to the subaltern choice of 
persons to vote for them. These are profound 
errors on the part of Mens, de Tocqueville, 
which require to be exposed and corrected ; and 
the correction of which comes within the scope 
of this work, intended to show the ca]>acity of 
the |>eople for self-government, and the advantage 
of extending—instead of restricting—the privi-
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lege of the direct vote. He seems to look upon 
the members of the two Houses as different 
orders of beings—different classes—a higher and 
a lower class ; the former placed in the Senate 
by the wisdom of State legislatures, the latter 
in the House of Representatives by the folly of 
the people—when the fact is. that they arc not 
only of the same order and class, but mainly the 
same individuals. The Senate is almost entirely 
made up out of the House ! and it is quite cer
tain that every senator whom Mons. de Tocque
ville had in his eye when he bestowed such 
encomiiin^on that body had come from the 
House of Representatives ! placed there by the 
popular vote, and afterwards transferred to the 
Senate by the legislature ; not as new men just 
discovered by the superior sagacity of that body, 
but as public men with national reputations, al
ready illustrated by the operation of popular 
elections. And if Mons. de Tocqueville had 
chanced to make his visit some years sooner, he 
would have seen almost every one of these sena
tors, to whom his exclusive praise is directed, 
actually sitting in the other House.

Away, then, with his fact ! and with it, away 
with all his fanciful theory of wise elections by 
small electoral colleges, and silly ones by the 
people ! and away with all his logical deductions, 
from premises which have no existence, and 
which would have us still further to “refine 
popular discretion,” by increasing and extending 
the number of electoral colleges through which 
it is to bo filtrated. Not only all vanishes, but 
his praise goes to the other side, and redounds 
to the credit of popular elections ; for almost 
every distinguished man in the Senate or in any 
other department of the government, now or 
heretofore—from the Congress of Independence 
down to the present day—has owed his first 
elevation and distinction to popular elections— 
to the direct vote of the people, given, without 
the intervention of any intermediate body, to the 
visible object of their choice ; and it is the same 
in other countries, now and always. The Eng
lish, the Scotch and the Irish have no electoral 
colleges ; they vote direct, and arc never without 
their ablest men in the House of Commons. 
The Romans voted direct ; and for five hundred 
years—until fair elections were detsroyed by 
force and fraud—never failed to elect consuls and 
praetors, who carried the glory of their country 
beyond the point at which they had found it.

The American people know this—know that 
popular election has given them every eminent 
public man that they have ever had—that it is 
the safest and wisest mode of political election- 
most free from intrigue and corruption ; and in
stead of further restricting that mode, and re- 
ducing the masses to mere electors of electors, 
they are, in fact, extending it, and altering con
stitutions to carry elections to the people, which 
were formerly given to the general assemblies. 
Many States furnish examples of this. Even 
the constitution of the United States has been 
overruled by universal public sentiment in the 
greatest of its elections—that of President and 
Vice-President. The electoral college by that 
instrument, both its words and intent, was to 
have been an independent body, exercising its own 
discretion in the choice of these high officers. 
On the contrary, it has been reduced to a mere 
formality for the registration of the votes which 
the people prepare and exact. The speculations 
of Monsieur de Tocqueville are, therefore, ground
less ; and must be hurtful to representative gov
ernment in Europe, where the facts are un
known ; and may be injurious among ourselves, 
where his book is translated into English, with 
a preface and notes to recommend it.

Admitting that there might be a difference 
between the appearance of the two Houses and 
between their talent, at the time that Mons. de 
Tocqueville looked in upon them, yet that dif
ference, so far ns it might then have existed, 
was accidental and temporary, and has already 
vanished. And so far as it may have appeared, 
or may appear in -other times, the difference in 
favor of the Senate may "be found in causes very 
different from those of more'jor less judgment 
anA virtue in the constilucnfcies which elect the 
two Houses. The Wnqtqfls a smaller body, and 
therefore may be more dfcorous ; it is composed 
of older men, and therefore should he graver, 
its members have usually served in the highest 
branches of the State governments, and in the 
House of Representatives, and therefore should 
be more experienced ; its terms of service are 
longer, and therefore give more time for talent 
to mature, and for the measures to be carried 
which confer fame. Finally, the Senate is in 
great part composed of the pick of the House, 
and therefore gains double—by brilliant acces
sion to itself amt abstraction from the other. 
These are causes enough to account for any »
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casional. or general difference which may show 
itself in the decorum or ability of the two 
Houses. But there is another cause, which is 
found in the practice of some of the States—the 
caucus system and rotation in office—which 
brings in men unknown to the'people, and turns 
them out as they begin to be useful ; to be suc
ceeded by other new beginners, who are in turn 
turned out to make room for more new ones ; 
all by virtue of arrangements which look to in
dividual interests, and not to the public good.

The injury of these chanfj'çij to the business 
qualities of the House and the interests of the 
State, is readily conceivable, a^d very visible in 
the delegations of States where they do, or do 
not prevail—in some Sorthern and some Nouth- 
em States, for example. To name them might 
seem invidious, and is not necessary, the state
ment of the general fact being sufficient to indi
cate an evil which requires correction. Short 
termsjtf service are good on account of their re
sponsibility, and two years is a good legal term ; 
but every contrivance is vicious, and also incon
sistent with the re-eligibility permitted by the 
constitution, which prevents the people from 
continuing a member as long as they deem him 
useful to them. Statesmen are not improvised 
in any country ; and in our own, as well as in 
Great Britain, great political reputations have 
only been acquired after long service—20,30.40, 
imd even 50 years ; and great measures have 
only been carried by an equal number of years 
of persevering exertion by the same man who 
commenced them. Ear! G rey and Major Cart
wright—1 take the aristocratic and the demo
cratic leaders of the movement—only carried 
British parliamentry reform after forty years 
of annual consecutive exertion. They organized 
the Society for Parliamentry Reform in 1792, 
and carried the reform in 1832—disfranchising 
56 burgs, half disfranchising 31 others, enfran
chising 41 new towns ; and doubling the numlier 
of voters by extending the privilege to X10 

1 householders—extorting, perhaps, the greatest 
concession from power and corruption to popular 
nght that was ever obtained by civil and legal 
means. Yet this was only done upon forty 
years' continued annual exertions. Two men 

I did it, but it took them forty years.
The same may be said of other great British 

I measures—Catholic emancipation, corn law re- 
I peal, abolition of the slave trade, and many

others ; each requiring a lifetime of continued 
exertion from devoted men. Short service, and 
not popular election, is the evil of the House of 
Representatives ; and this becomes more appar
ent by contrast—contrast between the North 
and the South—the caucus, or rotary system, 
not prevailing in the South, and useful members 
being usually continued from that quarter as 
long as useful; and thus with fewer members, 
usually showing a greater number of men who 
have attainud a distinction. Monsieur de Tocque- 
ville is profoundly wrong, and does great injury 
to democratic government, as his theory coun
tenances the monarchial idea of the incapacity 
of the people for self-government. They are 
with us the best and safest depositories of the 
political elective power. They have not only 
furnished to the Senate its ablest members 
through the House of Representatives, but have 
sometimes repaired the injustice of State legis
latures, which repulsed or discarded some emi
nent men. The late Mr. John Quincy Adams, 
after forty years of illustrious service—after hav
ing been minister to half the great courts of Eu
rope, a senator in Congress, Secretary of State, 
and President of the United States—in the full 
possession of all Ivs great faculties, was refused 
an election by the Massachusetts legislature to 
the United States Senate, where lie had served 
thirty years before. Refused by the legisla
ture, he was taken up by the people, sent to the 
House of Representatives and served there to 
octogenarian age—attentive, vigilant and capa
ble—an example to all, and a match for half the 
House to the last. The brilliant incorruptible, 
sagacious Randolph—friend of the people, of the 
constitution, of economy and hard money— 
scourge and foe to all corruption, plunder and 
jobbing—had nearly the same fate; dropped 
from the Senate by the Virginia general assem
bly, restored to the House of Representatives 
by the people of his district, to remain there till, 
following the example of his friend, the wise 
Macon, lie voluntarily withdrew. I name no 
more, confining myself to instances of the illus
trious dead.

I have been the more particular to correct 
this error of De Tocqueville, because, while dis
paraging democratic government generally, it 
especially disparages that branch of our govern
ment which was intended to be the controlling 
part. Two clauses of the constitution—one
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vesting the House of Representatives with the 
sole power of originating revenue bills, the other 
with the sole power of impeachment—sufficient
ly attest the high function to which that House 
was appointed. They are both borrowed from 
the British constitution, where ,'their effect has 
been seen in controlling the course of the whole 
government, and bringing great criminals to the 
bar. No sovereign, no ministry holds out an 
hour against the decision of the House of Com
mons. Though an imperfect representation of 
the people, even with the great ameliorations of 
the reform act of 1832, it is at once the demo
cratic branch, and the master-branch of the 
British government. Wellington administra
tions have to retire before it. Bengal Gover- 
nors-General have to appear as criminals at its 
bar. It is the theatre which attracts the talent, 
the patriotism, the high spirit, and the lofty am
bition of the British empire ; and the people look 
to it as the master-power in the working of the 
government, and the one in which their will has 
weight. No rising man, with ability to acquire 
a national reputation, will quit it for a peerage 
and a seat in the House of Lords. Our House 
of Representatives, with its two commanding 
prerogatives and a perfect representation, should 
not fall below the British House of Commons 
in the fulfilment of its mission. It should not 
become second to the Senate, and in the begin
ning it did not. For the first thirty years it 
was the controlling branch of the government, 
and the one on whose action the public eye was 
fixed. Since then the Senate has been taking 
the first place, and people have looked less to 
the House. This is an injury above what con
cerns the House itself. It is an injury to our 
institutions, and to the people. The high func
tions of the House were given to it for wise pur
poses—for paramount national objects. It is 
the immediate representation of the people, and 
should command their confidence and their 
hopes. As the sole originator of tax bills, it is 
the sole dispenser of burthens on the people, 
and of supplies to the government. As sole au
thors of impeachment, it is the grand inquest of 
the nation, and has supervision over all official 
delinquencies. Duty to itself, to its high func
tions, to the people, to the constitution, and to 
the character of democratic government, require 
it to resume and maintain its controlling place 
•n the machinery and working of our federal

government : and that is what it has commenc
ed doing in the last two or three sessions—am) 
with happy results to the economy of the pub
lic service—and in preventing an increase of the 
evils of our diplomatic representation abroad.

CHAPTER L VIII.
TIIE TWENTY-SECOND CONGRESS.

Tnrs body commenced its first session the 
5th of December, 1831, and terminated that ses
sion July 17th, 1832 ; and for this session alone 
belongs to the most memorable in the annals of 
our government. It was the one at which the 
great contest for the renewal of the charter of 
the Bank of the United States was brought on, 
and decided—enough of itself to entitle it to last
ing remembrance, though replete with other im
portant measures. It embraced, in the list of 
members of the two Houses, much shining talent 
and a great mass of useful ability, and among 
their names will be found many, then most emi
nent in the Union, and others destined to be
come so. The following are the names :

t
SENATE.

Maine—John Holmes, Peleg Sprague.
New Hampshire—Samuel Bell, Isaac Hill.
Massachusetts—Daniel Webster, Nathaniel 

Silsbec.
Rhode Island—Nchcmiah It. Knight, Asher 

Robbins.
Connecticut—Samuel A. Foot,Gideon Tom

linson.
Vermont—Horatio Seymour, Samuel Pren

tiss.
New-York—Charles F. Dudley, Win. Marry.
New Jersey—M. Dickerson, Theodore Fre- 

lingliuysen.
Pennsylvania—Geo. M. Dallas, Wm. Wil

kins.
Delaware—John M. Clayton, Arnold Nut- 

dain.
Maryland—E. F. Chambers, Samuel Smith
VinuiNiA—Littleton W. Tazewell, John Tr

ier.
North Carolina—B. Brown, W. P. Man

gum.
South Carolina—Robert Y. Ilaync, S. D. | 

Miller.
Georgia—George M.Troup, John Forsyth 
Kentucky-—George M. Bibb. Henry Clay. 
Tennessee—Felix Grundy, Hugh !.. White.| 
Ohio—Benjamin Buggies, Thomas Ewing.

Louisiana—J. S. Jo] 
mam

Indiana—William lit 
Mississippi—Powhata 

ter.
Illinois—Elias K. Ki 
Alabama—William 1 
Missouri—Thomas 1] 

ner.
HOUSE OF ItEPR

r

From Maine—John 1 
George Evans, Cornelius 
ris. Edward Kavanagh, 1 

New Hampshire—Jo] 
Chandler, Joseph Damn 
Joseph M. Harper, John 

Massachusetts—John 
than Appleton, Isaac C. B 
Rufus Choate, llvnry vi 
Paris, Edward Everett, 
James L. Hodges, Josci 
Reed. (One vacancy.)

Rhode Island—Tristai 
Pearce.

Connecticut—Noyes 
Ellsworth, Jabez W. Hun 
gersoll, William L. Storrs, 

Vermont—Neman All 
Horace Everett, Jonathan 

New York—William ( 
Bars tow, Joseph Botick, W 
T. Bergen, John C. Brodt 
ley. John A. Collier, Batei 

[ breleng, John Dickson, Cli 
F. Doubleday, William 11 
man. Freeborn (i. Jewett , 
Erasing, James Ix-nt, Jot 
Pitcher, Edmund 11. Pcndlc 
Erastus Hoot, Nathan Soi 
Phineas !.. Tracy, «Julian I 
nc Whittlesey, Samui l J. 
Wheeler, Campbell P Whit, 
iel Wardwell.

Xtw Jersey—Lewis Cm 
Richard M. Cooper, Thonuu 
Fitr Randolph, Isaac South

J Pennsylvania—Robert j
I (icolge Burd, Jo|m ç. 11 
I Crawford, Richard Coultvi 
I lewis Dewart, Joshua E- 
I Mm Gilmore, William He 
IPfterlhrie.jiin., Adam Kin,
I h Mann, Robert McCoy
|kf?,T.M.Mckc„„»n, Iia’vi 
I Stewart. Samuel A Si,
Iphens, Joel II. Sutherland .1 

Delaware John J. Mill
•Maryland—Benjamin C

l£*. J;-hn L. Kerr, (J,
I Benedict I. Senimes. John
C.GCOrgB Washi"K

lvm"C,'Vé‘?Mark A lend |Wil™ S-Archer, William 
VOL. j.—14
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deg Sprague.
1 Bell, Isaac Hill. 
Webster, Nathaniel

h R. Knight, Asher

. Foot, Gideon Tom-

nour, Samuel Prcn-

Dudley.Wm. Marry, 
rson, 'Theodore Frc-

. Dallas, Wm. Viil-

layton, Arnold Slfr

hera, Samuel Smith 
Tazewell, John IV

Brown, ■ 1’-

rrt Y. llaync. S. D.

,p, John Forsyth 
bti. Henry Clay, 
y Hugh I-White. I 
t homas Ewint-

Louisiana—J. S. Johnston, Geo. A. Wagga-

mlhoiANA—William Hendricks, Robert Hanna.
Mississippi—Powhatan Ellis, Geo. Poindex- 

ter.
Illinois—Elias K. Kane. John M. Robinson. 
Alabama—William K. King, Gabriel Moore. 
Missouri—Thomas 11. Benton, Alex. Buck

ner.
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.

From Maine—John Anderson. James Bates, 
George Evans, Cornelius Holland, Leonard Jar- 
Ti>, Edward Kavanagh, Rufus Mclntire.

New Hampshire—John Brodhvad, Thomas 
Chandler, Joseph Hammons, Henry Hubbard, 
Joseph M. Harper, John W. Weeks.

Massachusetts—John Quincy Adams, Na
than Appleton, Isaac C. Bates, George N. Briggs, 
Hufus Choate, Henry A. S. Dearborn, John 
Davis, Edward Everett, George Grennell, jun., 
Junes L. Hodges, Joseph G. Kendall, John 
Reed. (One vacancy.)

Rhode Island—Tristam Burgess, Dutee J. 
Pearce.

Connecticut—Noyes Barber, William W. 
Ellsworth, Jabez W. Huntington, Ralph 1. In- 
gersoll, William L. Storrs, Ebenezer Young.

Vermont— Human Allen, William Gaboon, 
Horace Everett, Jonathan Hunt, William Slade.

New York—William G. Angel, Gideon II. 
F>&rstow, Joseph Bouck, William Babcock, John 
T. Bergen, John C. Bredhead, Samuel Beards- 
lev. John A. Collier, Bates Cooke, C. C. Cam- 
breleng, John Dickson, Charles Dayan, Ulysses 
F. Doublcday, William Hogan, Michael Hoff
man, Freeborn G. Jewett, John King, Gerrit Y. 
Lansing, James lient, Job Pierson, Nathaniel 
Pitcher, Edmund 11. Pendleton. Edward C. Reed,

I Erastus Root, Nathan Soule, John W. Taylor, 
Phineas L. Tracy, (Lilian C. Vvrplanck, Frcde- 

; ric Whittlesey, Samuel J. Wilkin, (irattan II. 
Wheeler, Campbell P White, Aaron Ward, Dan- 

i iel Wardwell.
Ntw Jersey—Lewis Condict, Silas Condict, 

Richard M. Cooper, Thomas 11. Hughes, James 
Fitz Randolph, Isaac Southard.

Pennsylvania—Rol>ert Allison, John Banks, 
I fieoYge Burd, John C. Bucher, Thomas II. 
I Crawford, Richard Coulter, llariuar Denny, 
I Lewis Dewart Joshua Evans, James Ford, 
I Lhn Gilmore, William Heister, Henry Horn, 
I Peter Ihrie, jun., Adam King, Henry King. Joel 
j K. Mann. Roliert McCoy, Henry A.Muhlen- 
I berg, T. M. McKennan, David Potts, jun., An
drew Stewart. Samuel A. Smith, Philander Ste- 

)bens, Joel B. Sutherland. John G. Watmough. 
Delaware—John J. Milligan.
Maryland—Benjamin C. Howard, Daniel

■ Jenifer, John L. Kerr, George E. Mitchell,
■ Benedict I. Sennnes. John S. Spence, Francis 
|Thomas, George C. Washington, J. T. II. Wor-

Lrginia—Mark Alexander, Robert Allen,
■ William S. Archer, William Armstrong, John 
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S. Barbour, Thomas T. Bouldin, Nathaniel II. 
Claiborne, Robert Craig, Joseph W. Chinn, 
Richard Coke, jun., Thomas Davenport, Philip 
DodcL .dge, Wm. F. Gord n, Charles C. John
ston, John Y. Mason, Lewis Maxwell, Charles 
F. Mercer, William McCoy, Thomas Newton, 
John M. Patton, John J. Roane, Andrew Ste
venson.

North Carolina—Dan’l L. Barringer, iAugh- 
lin Bethune, John Branch, Samuel P. Carson, 
Henry W. Conner, Thomas II. Hall, MicajahT. 
Hawkins, James J. McKay, Abraham Bencher, 
William B. Shepard, Augustine II. Shepperd, 
Jesse Speight, Lewis Williams.

South Carolina—Robert W. Barnwell, Jas. 
Blair, Warren R. Davis, William Drayton, John 
M. Felder, J. R. Griffin. Thomas R. Mitchell, 
George McDuffie, Wm. T. Nuckolls.

Georgia—Thomas F. Foster, Henry G. Ia- 
Daniel Newnan, Wiley Thompson, Richard 

11.'Wilde, James M. Wayne, ((hie vacancy.)
Kentucky—John Adair, Chilton Allan, Hen

ry Daniel, Nathan Gaither, Albert G. Hawes, 
R. M. Johnson, Josejlh Lecooipte, Chittenden 
Lyon, Robert P. Ijetcher, 1V>mas A. Mar
shall, Christopher Tompkins, Charles A. Wick- 
lifle.

Tennessee—Thomas D. Arnold, John Bell, 
John Blair, William Fitzgerald, William Hall, 
Jacd|) C. Isacks, Cave Johnson, James K. Polk 
James Standifer.

Ohio—Joseph II. Crane, Eleutheros Cooke 
William Creighton, jun., Thomas Corwin, James 
Findlay, William W. Irwin, William Kennon, 
Humphrey II. Leavitt, William ltussel, William 
Stanherry, John Thomson. Joseph Vance, ^«m- 
uel F. Vinton, Elisha Whittlesey.

Louisiana—II. A. BullardyKhilcmon Thom- | as, Edward D. White. Jr
Indiana—Ratliff BoofiyJohn Carr, Jonathan 

McCarty.
Mississippi—Franklin E. Plummer.
I u.i nois—Joseph Duncan.
Alabama—Clement C. Clay, Dixon II. Lewis,

| Samuel W. Mardis.
Missouri—William H. Ashley.

I> K I. KG AT KS.

Michigan—Austin E. Wing.
Arkansas—Ambrose II. Sevier.
Florida—Joseph M. White.

Andrew Stevenson, Ksq., of Virginia, was re- 
| elected speaker ; and both hranches'of the body 

being democratic, they were organized, in a 
I party sense, ns favorable to the administration, 
although the most i^&cntial of the committees, 
when the Bank question unexpectedly sprung 
up, were found to be on the side of that inStitu- 

i tion. In his message to the two Houses, the 
President presented a condensed and general 
view of our relations, political and commercial,
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with foreign nations, from which the leading 
passages are here given :

“ Aller our transitu n from the state of cuionies 
to that of an independent nation, many points 
were found necessary to be settled between us 
and Great Britain. Among them was the de
marcation of boundaries, not described with suf
ficient precision in the treaty of peace. Some of 
the lines that divide the States and territories of 
the United States from the British province's, 
have been definitively fixed. That, however, 
which separates us from the province's of ('ana- 
da anti New Brunswick to the North and the 
East, was still in dispute when 1 came into 
office. But I found arrangements made for its 
settlement, over which I had no control. The 
commissioners who had been appointed under 
the provisions of the treaty of Ghent having 
been unable to agree, a convention was made 
with Great Britain by my immediate predecessor 
in office, with the advice and consent of the 
Senate, by which it was agreed ‘ that the points 
of difference which have arisen in the settlement 
of the boundary line between the American and 
British dominions, as described in the fifth arti
cle of the treaty of Ghent, shall be referred, as 
therein provided, to some fHendly sovereign or 
State, who shall be invited to investigate, and 
make a decision uj>on such points of difference:’ 
and the King of the Netherlands having, by the 
late President and his Britannic Majesty, been 
designated as such friendly sovereign, it became 
my duty to carry, with good faith, the agree
ment. so made, into full effect. To this end I 
caused all the measures to be taken which were 
necessary to a full exposition of our case to the 
sovereign arbiter; and nominated as minister 
plenijMitentiary to bis court, a distinguished 
citizen of the State most interested in the ques- j 
lion, and who hail been one of the agents previ- i 
ously employed for settling the controversy. < >n 
the lnth day of January last. His Majesty the 
King of the Netherlands delivered to the pleni- ;

ries of the United States, and of Great] 
Britain, his written opinion on the case referred | 
to him. The papers in relation to the subject j 
will Ik: communicated, by a sjiecial message, to ^ 
the proper branch of the government, with the | 
perfect confidence that its wisdom will adopt 
such measures as will secure an amicable settle- j 
ment of the controversy, without infringing any 
constitutional right of the States immediately 
interested.

“In my message at the opening of the last 
session of Congress. I expressed a confident hoj** 
that the justice of our claims upon France, urged 
as they were with jx-rseveranee and signal ability 
by our minister there, would final1 y be acknowl
edged. This hope has been realized. A treaty 
lias been signed, which will immediately l>e 
laid before the Senate for its approbation ; and 
which, containing stipulations that require legis
lative acts, must have the concurrence of both 
Houses before it can be earned into effect.

“ Should this treaty receive the proper sai* 
tion, a source of irritation will be stopped, that 
has, for so many years, in some degree alienated 
from each other two nations who, from interest 
as well as the remembrance of early association» , 
ought to cherish the most friendly relations—an 
encouragement will he given for perseverance in 
the demands of justice, by this new proof, that 
if steadily pursued, they will be listened to^-and 
admonition will be offered to those powtrs 
if any, which may be inclined to evade tlu m 
that they will never lxi abandoned. Above all 
a just confidence will In* inspired in our fellow! 
citizens, that their government will exert all the 
powers with which they have invested it, in 
support of their just claims upon foreign nations- 
at the same time that the frank nek now lo la
ment and provision for the payment of tho* 
which were addressed to our equity, although 
unsupported by legal proof, affords a practical 
illustration of our submission to the Divine rale 
of doing to others what w\ desire they should 
do unto us.

•‘Sweden and Denmark having made compen
sation for the irregularities committed l.y their I 
vessels, or in their ports, to the perfect satisfac
tion of the parties concerned, and having re- 
newed the treaties of commerce entered into 
with them, our political and commercial rela
tions with those powers continue to be on the 
most friendly footing.

“ With Spain, our differences up to the22dof I 
February, 181B. were settled by*the treaty of 
Washington of that date; hut, at a ul*e.juent 
period, our commerce with the states formerly 
colonies of Spain, on the continent of America, 
was annoyed and frequently interrupted by her 
public and private armed ships. They captured 
many of our vessels prosecuting a lawful com
merce, and sold them and their cargoes ; and at 
one time, to our demands for restoration and 
indemnity, opposed the allegation, that they were 
taken in the violation of a blockade of all the 
ports of those states. This blockade was de
claratory only, and the inadequacy uf the force 
to maintain it was so manifest, that this allega
tion was varied to a charge of trade in contraband 
of war. 'This, in its turn, was also found i 
tenable ; and the minister whom 1 sent with] 
instructions to press for the reparation that wai 
due to our injured fellow-citizens, has transmitted 
an answer to his demand, by which the captured 
are declared to have l*een legal, and arc justitief 
because the independence of the states of Amena 
never hav'ng been acknowledged by Spain.-hi 
had a right to prohibit trade with them undef 
her old colonial laws. This ground of deft-nej 
was contradictory, not only to those which 1 
been formerly alleged, but to the uniform prat 
tice and established laws of nations; and ha 
been abandoned by Spain herself in the cornel 
tion which granted indemnity to British subject 
for captures made at the same time, under tl 
same circumstances, and for the same allegatiot 
with those of which we complain.

“I, however, indulge 
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“I however, indulge the hope that further 
reflection will lead to other views, and feel con
fident. that when his Catholic Majesty shall he 
convinced of the justice of the claim, his desire 
to preserve friendly relations between the two 
countries, which it is my earnest endeavor to 
maintain, will induce him to accede to our de
mand. I have therefore dispatched a special 
messenger, with instructions to our minister to 
bring the case once more to his consideration ; 
l0 the end that if, which I cannot bring myself 
to believe, the same decision, that cannot but 
be deemed an unfriendly denial of justice, should 
be persisted in, the matter may, before your 
adjournment, be laid before you, the constitu
tional judges of what is proper to be done when 
negotiation for redress of injury fails.

• The conclusion of a treaty for indemnity 
with France, seemed to present a favorable op- 
portunity to renew our claims of a similar nature i 

i on other powers, and particularly in the case of 1 
those upon Naples; more especially as, in the 
course of former negotiations with that power, | 
our failure to'iuduce France to render us justice 
was used as an argument against us. The i 
desires of the merchants who were the principal ! 
fliti'erers, have therefore been acceded to, and a 1 
mission has been im&tuted for the special pur
pose of obtaining for thgin a reparation already 
too long delayed. Thisîtmcasufe having been ! 
resolved on, it was put in execution without 
waiting for the meeting of Congress, because the 
state of Europe created an apprehension of I 
events that might have rendered our application 

I wdectual.
•Our demands upon the government of the 

| Two Sicilies arc of a peculiar nature. The in
juries on which they are founded are not denied, 
oor are the atrocity and perfidy under which 

I those injuries were perpetrated attempted to be 
I extenuated. The sole ground on which indom- 
1 nitv has been refused is the alleged illegality of 
I the tenure by which the monarch who made the 
I seizures held his crown. This defence, always 
I unfounded in any principle of the law' of nations 
I-now universally abandoned, even by those 
I powers u;>on whom the resj>onsibililv for acts of 
I past rulers bore the most heavily, will unques- 
Ittn&bly be given up by his Sicilian Majesty,
I whose counsels will receive an impulse from that 
I high sense of honor and regard to justice which 

i- said to characterize him ; and I feel the fullest 
I confidence that the talents of the citizen com- 
liissioned for that purpose will place before him 
I the just claims of our injured citizens in such a 
I light as will enable me. before your adjournment, 
I to announce that‘they have been adjusted and 
I ecured. Precise instructions, to the effect of 
■ bringing the negotiation to a speedy issue, have 
I been given, and will he obeyed.
1 ‘In the late blockade of Tervvira, some of the* 
I Portuguese fleet captured several of our vessels, 
Iindcommitted other excesses, for which repa- 
1 tttion was demanded ; and 1 was on the point of 
I torching an armed force, to prevent any

recurrence of a similar violence, and protect our 
citizens in the prosecution of their lawful com
merce, when official assurances, on which I relied, 
made the sailing of the ships unnecessary. Since 
that period, frequent promises have been made 
that full indemnity shall he given for the injuries 
inflicted and the losses sustained. In the per- 
formance there has been some, perhaps unavoid
able, delay; but 1 have the fullest confidence 
that my earnest desire that this business may at 
once be closed, which our minister has l>een 
instructed strongly to express, will very soon be 
gratified. 1 have the better ground for tjiis 
hope-, from the evidence of a friendly deposition 
which that government has shown by ay actual 
reduction in the duty on rice, the produce of our 
Southern States, authorizing the anticipation that 
this important article of our export will soon bo 
admitted on the same footing with that produced 
by the most favored nation.

“ With the other powers of Europe, we have 
fortunately had no cause of discussions for the 
redrcs.s of injuries. With the Empire of the 
Russia», our political connection is of the most 
friendly, and our commercial of the most liberal 
kind. We enjoy the advantages of navigation 
and trade, given to the most favored nation ; but 
it has not yet suited their policy,or perhaps has 
not been found convenient from other consider
ations, to give stability and reciprocity to those 

i privileges, by a commercial treaty. The ill- 
health of the minister last year charged with 

! making a proposition for that arrangement, did 
not permit him to remain at St. Petersburg ; 
and the attention of that government, during 
the whole of the period since his departure, 
having been occupied by the war in which it 
was engaged, we have been assured that nothing 

1 could have been effected by bis presence. A 
minister will soon be nominated, as well to effect 
this important object, as to keep up the relations 
of amity and good understanding of which we 
have received so many assurances and proofs 
from his Imperial Majesty and the Emperor his 
predecessor.

“ Th(i treaty with Austria is opening to us an 
important trade with the hereditary dominions 
of the Emperor, the value of which has been 
hitherto little known, and of course not suffi
ciently appreciated. While our commerce finds 
an entrance into the south of (iermany by means 

i of this treaty, those we have formed with the 
Hanseatic towns and Prussia, and others now in 
negotiation, will open that vast country to the 
enterprising spirit of our mcrchantson the north ; 
a country abounding in all the materials for a 

! mutually beneficial commerce, filled with cn- 
1 lightened and industrious inhabitants, holding 

an important place in the politics of Europe*, and 
to which we owe so many valuable citizens. 
The ratification of the treaty with the Porte was 
sent to be exchanged by the gentleman appointed 
our charge d'affaires to t hat court. Some diffi
culties occurred on his arrival ; but at the date 

j of his last official dispatch, he supposed they had
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been obviated, and that there was every prospect 
of the exchange being speedily effected.

“ This finishes the connected view I have 
thought it pk>per to give of our political anil 
commercial relations in Europe. Every effort 
in my power will he continued to strengthen and 
extend them by treaties founded on principles 
of the most perfect reciprocity of interest, neither 
asking nor conceding any exclusive advantage, 
but liberating, as far as it lies in my power, the 
activity and industry of our fellow-citizens from 
the shackles which foreign restrictions may im
pose.

‘To China and the East Indies, our commerce 
continues in its usual extent, and with increased 
facilities, which the credit and capital of our 
merchants afford, by substituting bills for pay
ments in specie. A daring outrage having been 
committed in those seas by the plunder of one 
of our merchantmen engaged in the pepper trade 
at a port in Sumatra, anil the piratical perpetra
tors belonging to tribes in such a state of society 
that the usual course of proceeding between 
civilized nations could not he pursued, I forth
with dispatched a frigate with orders to require 
immediate satisfaction for the injury, and in
demnity to the sufferers.

“ Few changes have taken place in our con
nections with the independent States of America 
since my last communication to Congress. The 
ratification of a commercial treaty with the 
United Republics of Mexico has been for some j 
time upder deliberation in their Congress, but 
was still undecided at the date of our last dis
patches. The unhappy civil commotions that 
have prevailed there, were undoubtedly the 
cause of the delay ; but as the government is 
now said to be tranquillized, we may hope soon 
to receive the ratification of the treaty, and an 
arrangement for the demarcation of the bounda-1 
ries between us. In the mean time, an im- I 
portant trade has been ojxuied, with mutual | 
benefit, from St. Louis, in the State of Missouri, j 
by caravans, to the interior provinces of Mexico. 
This commerce is protected in its progress 
through the Indian countries by the troops of 
the United States, which have been permit
ted to escort the caravans beyond our boun
daries to the settled part of the Mexican ter- j 
ritory.

“ From Central America I have received assu
rances of the most friendly kind, and a grati
fying application for our good offices to remove 
a supposed indisposition towards that govern
ment in a neighboring state : this application 
was immediately and successfully complied with. 
They gave us also the pleasing intelligence, that 
differences which had prevailed in their internal 
affairs had been peaceably t Our treaty
with this republic continues lobe faithfully ob
served, and promises a great and beneficial com
merce between the two countries ; a commerce 
of the greatest importance, if the magnificent 
project of a ship canal through the dominions 
»f that state, from the Atlantic to the Pacific

Ocean, now in serious contemplation, shall be 
executed.

“ 1 have great satisfaction in communicating 
the success which has attended the exertions ol 
our minister in Colombia to procure a very eon- 
sidcrable reduction in the duties on our flour in 
that republic. Indemnity, also, has been stipy. 
luted for injuries received by our merchants from 
illegal seizures ; and renewed assurances are 
given that the treaty between the two countries 
shall be faithfully observed.

“ Chill and Peru seem to be still threatened 
with civil commotions ; and, until they shall be 
settled, disorders may naturally l>e apprehended 
requiring the constant presence of a naval force 
in the Pacific Ocean, to protect our fisheries and 
guard our commerce.

l' The disturbances that took place in the Em- 
pire of Brazil, previously to, and immediately 
consequent upon, the abdication of the laic Em
peror, necessarily suspended any effectual appli- 
cation for the redress of some past injuries suf
fered by our citizens from that government, 
while they have been the cause of others, in 
which all foreigners seem to have participated. 
Instructions have been given to our minister 
there, to press for indemnity due for losses oca- 
sioned by these irregularities, and to take cam 
that oar fellow-citizens shall enjoy all the privi
leges stipulated in their favor, by the treaty 
lately made between the two powers; all which, 
the good intelligence that prevails between our 
minister at Rio Janeiro and the regency gives 
us the best reason to expect.

“I should have placed Buenos Ayres on the 
list of South American powers, in respect to 
which nothing of importance affecting us was to 
be communicated, but for occurrences which have | 
lately taken place at the Falkland Islands, 
which the name of that republic lias been used I 
to cover with a show of authority acts injurious 
to our commerce, and to the property and liber
ty of our fellow-citizens. In the course of the 
present year, one of our vessels engaged in the 
pursuit of a trade which we have always enjoy-1 
ed without molestation, has been captured by a I 
band acting, as they pretend, under the authority I 
of the government of Buenos Ayres. I have I 
therefore given orders for the dispatch of an am-1 
ed vessel, to join our squadron in those seas, and I 
aid in affording all lawful protection to our trade I 
which shall be necessary; and shall, without I 
delay, send a minister to inquire into the naturel 
of the circumstances, and also of the claim, if any, I 
that is set up by that government to thoseid-1 
anils. In the mean time, 1 submit the case to* 
the consideration of Congress, to the end that thevl 
may clothe the Executive with such authority! 
and means as they may deem necessary for pt» I 
viiling a force adequate to the curhpleto prcteel 
tien of our fellow-citizens fishing and trading iaf 
those seas.

“ This rapid sketch of our foreign relations, it 
is hoped, fellow-citizens, may be of some use m 
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our foreign relations ifl 
may be of some use O- 
on as may bear on r

important subject ; while it affords to the coun- 
trv at large a source of high gratificaton in the 
contemplation of our political and commercial 
connection with the rest of the world. At peace 

all—having subjects of future difference 
mtb few, and those susceptible of easy adjust
er—extending our commerce gradually on all 
odes, tod011 none any *)ut t*le most liberal 
ind mutually beneficial means—we may, by the 
blessing of Providence, hope for all that national 
prosperity which can be derived from an inter
course with foreign nations, guided by those 
eternal principles of justice and reciprocal good 
,cill which arc binding as well upon States as 
the individuals of whom they arc composed.
'I have great satisfaction in making this 

statement of our affairs, because the course of 
our national policy enables me to do it without 
my indiscreet exposure of what in other govern
ments is usually concealed from the jieople. 
Hiving none but a straightforward, open course 
to pursue—guided by a single principle that will 
kar the strongest light—we have happily no 
political combinations to form, no alliances to 
entangle us, no complicated interests to consult; 
and in subjecting all wo have done to the con
sideration of our citizens, and to the inspection 
of the world, we give no advantage to other na
tions, and lay ourselves open to no injury.”

This clear and succinct account of the state of 
jour foreign relations makes us fully acquainted 
I with these affairs as they then stood, and presents 

anew of questions to lie settled with several 
I powers which were to receive their solution 
I from the firm and friendly spirit in which they 
| would be urged. Turning to our domestic con- 
looms, the message thus speaks of the finances; 
| showing a gradual increase, the rapid extinction 
I if the public debt, and that a revenue of 27 } mil
itais was about double the amount of all expen- 
Ittircs, exclusive of vTliat that extinction absorb- 
|ed:

"The state of the public finances will be fully 
litown by the Secretary of the Treasury, in the 
■report which he will presently lay before you. 
il will here, however, congratulate you upon their 
Ijrosperous condition. The revenue received in 
Ilk present year will not fall short of twenty- 
leven million seven hundred thousand dollars ; 
Ind the expenditures for all objects other than 
■the public debt will not exceed fourteen million 
leven hundred thousand. The payment on ac- 
Iraint of the principal and interest of the debt, 
Tiuring the year, will exceed sixteen millions and 

■halfof dollars: a greater sum than has been 
Wpbed to that object, out of the revenue, in any 
Bar since the enlargement of the sinking fund, 
Impt the two years following immediately 
■hereafter. Tiic amount which will have been 
pplitd to the public debt from the 4th of March,

1829, to the 1st of January next, which is less 
than three years since the administration has 
been placed in my hands, will exceed forty mil
lions of dollars.”

On the subject of government insolvent debt
ors, the message said

“Tn my annual message of December, 1829, I 
had the honor do recommend the adoption of a 
more liberal policy than that which then prevail
ed towards unfortunate debtors to the govern
ment ; and 1 deem it my duty again to invite 
your attention to this subject. Actuated by 
similar views. Congress at their last session pass
ed an act for the relief of certain insolvent debt
ors of the United States : but the provisions of 
that law have not been deemed such as were 
adequate to that relief to this unfortunate class 
of our fellow-citizens, which may be safely ex
tended to them. The points in which the law 
appears to he defective will be particularly com
municated by the Secretary of the Treasury : and 
I take pleasure in recommending such an exten
sion of its provisions as will unfetter the enter
prise of a valuable portion of our citizens, and 

j restore to them the means of usefulness to them
selves and the community.”

Recurring to his previous recommendation in 
favor of giving the election of President and Vice- 
President to the direct vote of the people, the 
message says :

“ I have heretofore recommended amendmenti 
of the federal constitution giving the election' 
of President and Vice-President to the people, 
and limiting the service of the former to a 
single term. So important do 1 consider these 
changes in our fundamental law that I cannot, 
in accordance with my sense of duty, omit to 
press them upon the consideration of a new Con
gress. For my views more at large, as well in 
relation to these points as to the disqualification 
of members of Congress to receive an office from 
a President in whose election they have had an 
official agency, which I proposed as a substitute, 
1 refer you to my former messages.”

And concludes thus in relation to the Bank of 
the United States :

‘ Entertaining the opinions heretofore express
ed in relation to the liank of the United States, 
as at present organized. I felt it my duty, in my 
former messages, frankly to disclose them, in or
der that the attention of the legislature ami the 
jieoplc should be seasonably directed' to that im
portant subject, and that it might be considered 
and finally disposed of in a manner best calcula
ted to. promote the ends of the constitution, and 

| subserve the public interests. Having thus con- 
I scientiously discharged a constitutional duty, I 
[ deem it proper, on this occasion, without a more 
| particular reference to the views of the subject

»V
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then expressed to leave it for tho present to the 
investigational an enlightend people and their 
representatives.’’

CHAPTER LI X .
REJECTION OF MR. VAN BUREN, MINISTER TO 

ENGLAND.

At the period of the election of General Jackson 
to the Presidency, four gentlemen stood prominent 
in the political ranks, each indicated by his friends 
for the succession, and each willing to he the 
General’s successor. They were Messrs. Clay 
and Webster, and, Messrs. Calhoun and Van 
Buren ; the two former classing politically against 
General Jackson—the two latter with him. But 
an event soon occurred to override all political 
distinction, and to bring discordant and rival 
elements to work together for a common object. 
That event was the appointment of Mr. Van 
Buren to be Secretary of State—a post then look
ed upon as a stepping-stone to the Presidency— 
and the imputed predilection of General Jackson 
for him. This presented him as an obstacle in 
the path of the other three, and which the inter
est of each required to be got out of the way. 
The strife first, and soon, began in the cabinet, 
where Mr. Calhoun had several friends ; and Mr. 
Van Buren. seeing that General Jackson’s ad
ministration was likely to be embarrassed on his 
account, determined to resign his post—having 
first seen the triumph of the new administration 
in the recovery of the British West India trade, 
and the successful commencement of other nego
tiations, which settled all outstanding difficulties 
with other nations, and shed such lustre upon 
Jackson’s diplomacy. He made known his de
sign to the President, and his wish to retire from 
the cabinet—did so—received the appointment 
of minister to London, and immediately left the 
United States ; and the cabinet, having been from 
the beginning without harmony or cohesion, was 
dissolved—some resigning voluntarily, the rest 
under requisition—as already related in the chap
ter on the dissolution of the cabinet. The volun
tary resigning members were classed as friends 
to Mr. Van Buren, the involuntary as opposed 
to him, and two of them (Messrs. Ingham and 
Branch) as friends to Mr. Calhoun ; and be- 
eame, of course, alienated from General Jackson.

I was particularly grieved at this breach between 
Mr. Branch and the President, having known 
him from boyhood—been school-fellows together 
and being well acquainted with his inviolable 
honor and long and faithful attachment to Gene- 
ral Jackson. It was the complete extinction of 
the cabinet, and a new one was formed.

Mr. Van Buren had nothing to do with thii 
dissolution, of which General Jackson has borne 
voluntary and written testimony, to be uscj jn 
this chapter ; and also left behind him a written 
account of the true cause, now first published 
in this Thirty Years’ View, fully exonerating 
Mr. Van Buren from all concern in that event, 
and showing his regret that it had occurred. But 
the whole catastrophe was charged upon him bv 
his political opponents, and for the unworthy 
purpose of ousting the friends of Mr. Calhoun 
and procuring a new set of members entirely de
voted to his interest. This imputation was ne
gatived by his immediate departure from the 
country, setting out at once upon his mission 
without awaiting the action of the Senate on his 
nomination. This was in the summer of 1831. 
Early in the ensuing session—at its very com
mencement, in fact—his nomination was sent in 
and it was quickly percept|blo that there was to 
be an attack upon him—a combined one; the I 
three rival statesmen acting in concert, and each 
backed by all his friends. No one outside of the 
combination, myself alone excepted, could believe 
it would be successful. I saw they were masters 
of the nomination from the first day, and would 
reject it when they were ready to exhibit a case 
of justification to the country : and so informed 
General Jackson from an early period in the sett- 
sion. The numbers were sufficient: the difficulty I 
was to make up a ease to satisfy the people; and I 
that was found to be a tedious business.

Fifty days were consumed in these prelim 
naries—to be precise, fifty-one ; and that in I 
addition to months of preparation before tho I 
Senate met. The preparation was long, but the I 
attack vigorous; and when commenced, the! 
business was finished in two days. There were I 
about a dozen set speeches against him, from u I 
many different speakers—about double the num-1 
ber that spoke against Warren Hasting—mi I 
but four off-hand replies for him; and it wul 
evident that the three chiefs had brought up ill I 
their friends to tho work. It was anunprere-l 
dented array of numbers and talent against ont I

individual, and he absent,- 
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It was an unprere- 
id talent against o«

individual, and he absent,—and of such amenity 
of manners as usually to disarm political oppo- 
dtion of all its virulence. The causes of objection 
were supposed to be found in four different heads 
of accusation ; each of which was elaborately 
urged:

1. The instructions drawn up and signed by 
jlr. Van Buren as Secretary of State, under the 
direction of the President, and furnished to Mr. 
klcLane, for his guidance in endeavoring to re
open the negotiation for the West India trade, 
i Making a breach of friendship between the 

Hoot and second officers of the government— 
President Jackson and Vice-President Calhoun 
_for the purpose of thwarting the latter, and 
helping himself to the Presidency.

3. Breaking up the cabinet for the same pur

pose.
4, Introducing the system of “ proscription” 

(removal from office for opinion’s sake), for the 
ame purpose.

A formal motion was made by Mr. Holmes, 
of Maine, to raise a committee with power to 
rend for persons and papers, administer oaths, 
receive sworn testimony, and report it, with the 
«mmittee’s opinion, to the Senate ; but this 
tolled so much like preferring an impeachment, 
is well as trying it, that the procedure was 
dropped ; and all reliance was placed upon the 
numerous aud elaborate speeches to be delivered, 
ill carefully prepared, and intended for publica
tion, though delivered in secret session. Rejection 
of the nomination was not enough—a killing off 
in the public mind was intended ; and therefore 
the unusual process of the elaborate preparation 
and intended publication of the speeches. All 
the speakers went through an excusatory for
mula. repeated with equal precision and gravity ; 
ibjuring all sinister motives ; declaring them
selves to be wholly governed by a sense of public 
duty; describing the pain which they felt at 
smigning a gentleman whose manners and 
deportment were so urbane ; and protesting that 
nothing but a sense of duty to the country could 

| force them to the reluctant performance of such 
a painful task. The accomplished Forsyth com
plimented, in a way to he perfectly understood, 
this excess of patriotism, which could voluntarily 
indict so much self-distress for the sake of the 
public good ; and I, most unwittingly, brought 
the misery of one of the gentlemen to a sudden 
and ridiculous conclusion by a chance remark.

It was Mr. Gabriel Moore, of Alabama, who sat 
near me, and to whom I said, when the vote was 
declared, “ You have broken a minister, and 
elected a Vice-President.” He asked how? and 
I told him the i>eople would see nothing in it 
but a combination of rivals against a competitor, 
and would pull them all down, and set him up. 
“Good God ! ” said he, “ why didn’t you tell mo 
that before I voted, and I would have voted the 
other way.” It was only twenty minutes be
fore, for he was the very lost speaker, that Mr. 
Moore had delivered himself thus, on this very 
interesting point of public duty against private 
feeling :

“ Under all the circumstances of the case, not
withstanding the able views which have been 
presented, and the impatience of the Senate, I 
feel it a duty incumbent upon me, not only in 
justification of myself, and of the motives which 
govern me in the vote which I am about to give, 
hut, also, in justice to the free and independent 
people whom I have the honor in part to repre
sent, that I should set forth the reasons which 
have reluctantly compelled mo to oppose the 
confinnation of the present nominee. Sir, it is 
proper that 1 should declare that the evidence 
adduced against the character and conduct of 
the late Secretary of State, and the sources from 
which this evidence emanates, have made an 
impression on my mind that will require of me 
in the conscientious though painful discharge of 
my duty, to record my vote against his nomina
tion.”

The famous Madame Roland, when mounting 
the scaffold, apostrophized the mock statue upon 
if with this exclamation : “ Oh Liberty ! how 
many crimes are committed in thy name !” 
After what I have seen during my thirty years 
of inside and outside views in the Congress of the 
United States, I feel qualified to paraphrase the 
apostrophe, and exclaim : “ Oh Politics ! how 
much bamboozling is practised in thy game ! ”

The speakers against the nomination were 
Messrs. Clay, Webster, John M. Clayton, Ewing 
of Ohio, John Holmes, Frclinghuysen, Poindex
ter, Chambers of Maryland, Foot of Connecticut, 
Governor Miller, and Colonel 11 ay ne of South 
Carolina, and Governor Moore of Alabama—just 
a dozen, and equal to a full jury. Mr. Calhoun, 
as Vice-President, presiding in the Senate, could 
not speak ; but he was understood to bo per
sonated by his friends, and twice gave the 
casting vote, one interlocutory, against the nomi
nee—a tie being contrived for that purpose, and 
the combined plan requiring him to be upon the
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record. Only four spoke on the side of the 
nomination ; General Smith of Maryland, Mr. 
Forsyth, Mr. Bedford Brown, and Mr. Marcy. 
Messrs. Clay and Webster, and their friends, 
chiefly confined themselves to the instructions 
on the West India trade ; the friends of Mr. 
Calhoun paid most attention to the cabinet rup
ture, the separation of old friends, and the sys
tem of proscription. Against the instructions it 
was alleged, that they begged as a favor what 
was due as a right ; that they took the side of 
Great Britain against our own country ; and 
carried our party contests, and the issue of our 
party elections, into diplomatic negotiations with 
foreign countries ; and the following clause from 
the instructions to Mr. McLane was quoted to 
sustain these allegations :

“In reviewing the causes which have preceded 
and more or less contributed to a result so much 
regretted, there will be found three grounds- 
opon which we are most assailable : 1. In our 
too long and too tenaciously resisting the right 
of Great Britain to impose protecting duties in 
her colonies. 2. In not relieving her vessels 
from the restriction of returning direct from the 
United States to the colonies after permission 
had been given by Great Britain to our vessels 
to clear out from the colonies to any other than 
a British port. And, 3. In omitting to accept 
the terms offered by the act of Parliament of 
July, 1825, after the subject had been brought 
before Congress and deliberately acted upon by 
our government. It is, without doubt, to the 
combined operation of these (three) causes that 
we are to attribute the British interdict ; you 
will therefore see the propriety of possessing 
yourself fully of all the explanatory and miti
gating circumstances connected with them, that 
you may be able to obviate, as far as practicable, 
the unfavorable impression which they have 
produced.”

This was the clause relied upon to sustain the 
allegation of putting his own country in the 
wrong, and taking the part of Great Britain, and 
truckling to her to obtain as a favor what was 
due as a right, and mixing up our party contests 
witn our foreign negotiations. The fallacy of 
all these allegations was well shown in the re
plies of the four senators, and especially by 
General Smith, of Maryland ; and has been fur
ther shown in the course of this work, in the 
chapter on the recovery of the British West In
dia trade. But there was a document at that 
time in the Department of State, unknown to 
the 'riends of Mr. Van Buren in the Senate, 
which would not only have exculpated him, but

turned the attacks of his assailants against them 
selves. The facts were these : Mr. Gallati 
while minister at London, on the subject of this 
trade, of course sent home dispatches, addressed 
to the Secretary of State (Mr. Clay), jn 
he gave an account of his progress, or rather o[ 
the obstacles which prevented any progress, in
the attempted negotiation. There were two of
these dispatches, one dated September 22 lgog 
the other November the 14th, 1827. The latter 
had been communicated to Congress in full and 
printed among the papers of the case j of the 
former only an extract had been communicated, 
and that relating to a mere formal point. It a 
happened that the part of this dispatch of Sep. 
tomber, 1826, .tot communicated, contained Mr 
Gallatin’s report of the causes which led to the 
refusal of the British to treat—their refusal to 
permit us to accept the terms of their act of 
1825, after the year limited for acceptance had 
expired—and which led to the order in council 
cutting us off from the trade ; and it so happened 
that this report of these causes, so made by Mr 
Gallatin, was the original from which Mr. Van 
Buren copied his instructions to Mr. McLane ! 
and which were the subject of so much censure 

i the Senate. I have been permitted by Mr. 
Everett, Secretary of State under President Fill- 
more—(Mr. Webster would have given me the 
same permission if I had applied during his 
time, for he did so in every case that I ever 
asked)—to examine this dispatch in the Depart
ment of State, and to copy from it whatever I 
wanted ; I accordingly copied the following :

“On three points we were perhaps vulnerable.
“ 1. The delay of renewing the negotiation.
“ 2. The omission of having revoked the re

striction on the indirect intercourse when that 
of Great Britain had ceased.

“ 3. Too long an adherence to the opposition 
to her right of laying protecting duties. This 
might have been given up as soon as the act of 
1825 passed. These are the causes assigned foi 
the late measure adopted towards the United 
States on that subject ; and they have, un
doubtedly, had a decisive effect as far as relates 
to the order in council, assisted as they were 
by the belief that our object was to compel this 
country to regulate the trade upon our own 
terms.”

This was a passage in the unpublished part 
of that dispatch, and it shows itself to be the 
original from which Mr. Van Buren copied, sub- | 
stitutiug the milder term of1 assailable” where
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)jr. Gallatin had applied that of “ vulnerable ” 
to Mr. Adams’s administration. Doubtless the 
tontents of that dispatch, in this particular, 
were entirely forgotten by Mr. Clay at the time 
bo gpoke against Mr. Van Buren, having been 
^reived by him above four years before that 
time. They were probably as little known to 
the rest of the opposition senators as to our- 
jflves ; and the omission to communicate and 
pnnt them could not have occurred from any 
design to suppress what was material to the 
debate in the Senate, as the communication and 
printing had taken place long before this occa
sion of using the document had occurred.

, phe way I came to the knowledge of this 
oGiitted paragraph was this : When engaged 
upon the chapter of his rejection, I wrote to 
Mr. Van Buren for his view of the case ; and 
ht sent me back a manuscript copy of a speech 

I which he had drawn up in London, to be de- 
| lirered in New-York, at some “ public dinner,” 

which his friends could get up for the occasion ; 
hot which he never delivered, or published, 
l»rtly from an indisposition to go into the 
newspapers for character—much from a real 
fcrbearance of temper—and possibly from see
ing, on his return to the United States, that ho 
was not at all hurt by his fall. That manu- 
tcript speech contained this omitted extract, 
■nd I trust that I have used it fairly and benefi
cially for the right, and without invidiousness to 
the wrong. It disposes of one point of attack ; 
but the gentlemen were wrong in their whole 
broad view of this British West India trade 
question. Jackson took the Washington ground, 
and he and Washington were both right. The 
enjoyment of colonial trade is a privilege to be 
elicited, and not a right to be demanded ; and 
the terms of the enjoyment arc questions for 
the mother country. The assailing senators 
were wrong again in making the instructions a 
natter of attack upon Mr. Van Buren. They 
were not his instructions, but President Jack- 
n'a By the constitution they were the Prcsi- 
tat’s, and the senators derogated from that 
■trament in treating his secretary as their 
athor. The President alone is the conductor 
4 oar foreign relations, and the dispatches 
«gned by the Secretaries of State only have 
tree as coming from him, and are usually au- 

enticated by the formula, “ / am instructed 
|lflAe President to say," Ac., Ac. It was a

constitutional blunder, then, in the senators to 
treat Mr. Van Buren as the author of these in
structions ; it was also an error in point of fact, 
general Jackson himself specially directed 
them ; and so authorized General Smith to 
declare in the Senate—which he did.

Breaking up the cabinet, and making dissen
sion between General Jackson and Mr. Cal
houn, was the second of the allegations against 
Mr. Van Buren. Repulsed as this accusation 
has been by the character of Mr. Van Buren, 
and by the narrative of the “ Exposition,” it has 
yet to receive a further and most authoritative 
contradiction, from a source which admits of 
no cavil—from General Jackson himself—in a 
voluntary declaration made after that event 
had passed away, and when justice alone re
mained the sole object to be accomplished. It 
was a statement addressed to “ Martin Van Bu- 
nen, President of the United States,” dated at 
the Hermitage, July 31st, 1840, and ran in 
these words :

“It was my intention as soon as I heard that 
Mr. Calhoun had expressed his approbation ol 
the leading measures of your administration, 
and had paid you a visit, to place in your pos
session the statement which I shall now make ; 
but bad health, and the pressure of other busi
ness have constantly led me to postpone it. 
What 1 have reference to is the imputation that 
has been sometimes thrown upon you, that you 
had an agency- in producing the controversy 
which took place between Mr. Calhoun and my
self, in consequence of Mr. Crawford’s disclosure 
of wYlat occurred in the cabinet of Mr. Monroe 
relative to my military operations in Florida 
during his administration. Mr. Calhoun is 
doubtless already satisfied that he did you in
justice in holding you in the slightest degree 
resjionsible for the course I pursued on that oc
casion : but as there may be others who may 
still be disposed to do you injustice, and who 
may hereafter use the circumstance for the pur
pose of impairing both your character and his, 
I think it my duty to place in your possession 
the following emphatic declaration, viz. : That 
I am not aware of your ever saying a word to 
me relative to I\lr. Calhoun, which had a ten
dency to create an interruption of my friemlly 
relations with him:—that you were not con
sulted in any stage of the correspondence on 
the subject of his conduct in the cabinet of Mr. 
Monroe ;—and that, after this correspondence 
became public, the only sentiment you ever ex
pressed to me about it was that of deip regret 
that it should hare occurred. You are at lib
erty to show this letter to Mr. Calhoun and 
make what other use of it you may think
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proper for the purpose of correcting the erro
neous impressions which have prevailed on this 
subject.” ------

A testimony more honorable than this in be-, 
half of a public man, was never delivered, nor 
one more completely disproving a dishonorable 
imputation, and showing that praise was due 
where censure had been lavished. Mr. Van 
Buren was not the cause of breaking up the cabi
net, or of making dissension between old friends, 
or of raking up the buried event in Mr. Monroe’s 
cabinet, or of injuring Mr. Calhoun in any way. 
Yet this testimony, so honorable to him, was 
never given to the public, though furnished for 
the purpose, and now appears for the first time 
in print.

Equally erroneous was the assumption, taken 
for granted throughout the debate, and so exten
sively and deeply impressed upon the public 
mind, that Mr. Calhoun was the uniform friend 
of General Jackson in the election—his early 
supporter in the canvass, and steadfast adherent 
to the end. This assumption has been rebutted 
by Mr. Calhoun himself, who, in his pamphlet 
against General Jackson, shows that he was for 
himself until withdrawn from the contest by 
Mr. Dallas at a public meeting, in Philadelphia, 
in the winter of 1823—4; and after that was 
perfectly neutral. Ilis words arc : li When my 
name was withdrawn from the list of presi
dential candidates, I assumed a perfectly neu
tral position between Gen. Jackson and Mr. 
Adams." This clears Mr. Van Buren again, as 
he could not make a breach of friendship where 
none existed, or supplant a supporter where 
there was no support : and that there was none 
from Mr. Calhoun to Gen. Jackson, is now au
thentically declared by Mr. Calhoun himself. 
Yet this he»d of accusation, with a bad motive 
assigned for it, was most perseveringly urged 
by his friends, and in his presence, throughout 
the whole debate.

Introducing the “New-York system of pro
scription” into the federal government, was the 
last of tbe accusations on which Mr. Van Bu
ren was arraigned ; and was just as unfounded 
as all the rest. Both his temper and his judg
ment was against the removal of faithful offi
cers because of difference of political opinion, or 
even for political conduct against himself—as 
the whole tenor of his conduct very soon after, 
and when he became President of the United

States, abundantly showed. The department! 
at Washington, and some part of every State in 
the Union, gave proofs of his forbearance in this 
particular.

I have already told that I did not speak 
in the debate on the nomination of Mr. Van 
Buren ; and this silence on such an occasion may 
require explanation from a man who does not 
desire the character of neglecting a friend in a 
pinch. I had strong reasons for that abstinence, 
and they were obliged to be strong to produce 
it. 1 was opposed to Mr. Van Buren’s goin» to 
England as minister. He was out intended can
didate for the Presidency, and I deemed such a 
mission to be prejudicial to him and the party 
and apt to leave us with a candidate weakened 
with the people by absence, and by a residence 
at a foreign court. I was in this state of mind 
when I saw the combination formed against 
him, and felt that the success of it would be his 
and our salvation. Rejection was a bitter medi
cine, but there was health at the bottom of the 
draught. Besides, 1 was not the guardian of 
Messrs. Clay, Webster, and Calhoun, and was 
quite willing to sec them fall into the pit which 
they were digging for another. I said nothing 
in the debate ; but as soon as the vote was over 
I wrote to Mr. Van Buren a very plain letter, 
only intended for himself, and of which 1 kept 
no copy ; but having applied for the original for 
use in this history, he returned it to mo, on the 
condition that I should tell, if I used it, that in 
a letter to General Jackson, he characterized it 
as ‘‘honest and sensible.” Honest, I knew it 
to be at the time ; sensible, I believe the event 
has proved it to be ; and that there was no mis
take in writing such a letter to Mr. Van Buren. 
has been proved by our subsequent intercourse. 
It was dated January 28, 1832, and 1 subjoin it 
in full, as contemporaneous testimony, and a<an 
evidence of the independent manner in which 1 
spoke to my friends—even those I was endeavor
ing to make President. It ran thus:

“ Your faithful correspondents will have in
formed you of the event of the 25th. Nobody 
would believe it here until after it happened, but 
the President can bear me witness that I pre
pared him to expect it a month ago. The public 
will only understand it as a political movement 
against a rival ; it is right, however, that you 
should know that without an auxiliary cause 
the political movement against you would not j 
have succeeded. There were gentlemen voting

igainst you who would no 
for a reason which was str 
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itli ago. The public I 
, political movement 
L, however, that yw [ 

an auxiliary cause 
ilnst you would not j 
re gentlemen voting

gainst you who would not have done so except 
for a reason which was strong and ciear in their 
own minds, and which (it would be improper to 
dissemble) has hurt you in the estimation of 
many candid and disinterested people. After 
saving this much, I must also say, that I look 
upon this head of objection as temporary, dying 
oat of itself, and to he swallowed up in the 
current and accumulating topics of the day. 
Vou doubtless know what is best for yourself, 
and it does not become me to make suggestions ; 
kut for myself, when I find myself on the bridge 
of Lodi, I neither stop to parley, nor turn hack 
to start again. Forward, is the word. Some 
sav, make you governor of New-York ; I say, 
vou have been governor before : that is turning 
jyk. Some say, come to the Senate in place 
of some of your friends ; I say, that of itself will 
be only parleying with the enemy while on the 
middle of the bridge, and receiving their fire. 
The vice-presidency is the only thing, and if a 
place in the Senate can be coupled with the trial 
tor that, then a place in the Senate might lie 
desirable. The Baltimore Convention will meet 
in the month of May, and I presume it will tie 
m the discretion of your immediate friends in 
New-York, and your leading friends here, to 
have you nominated ; and in all that allair I 
think you ought to be passive. 1 For Vice- 
President,’ on the Jackson ticket, will identify 
vou with him; a few cardinal principles of the 
old democratic school might make you worth 
contending for on your own account. The dy
nasty of ’98 (the federalists) has the Bank of 
the I’nited States in its interest ; and the Bank 

I of the United States has drawn into its vortex, 
and wields at its pleasure, the whole high tariff 
and federal internal improvement party. To set 
up for yourself, and to raise an interest which 
can unite the scattered elements of a nation, 
you will have to take positions which arc visible, 
and represent principles which are felt and un
derstood; you will have to separate yourself 
from the enemy by partition lines which the 

I people can see. The dynasty of’1)8 (federalists) 
the Bank of the United States, the high tariff 
party, the federal internal improvement party, 
are against you. Now, if you are not against 

I them, the people, and myself, as one of the peo
ple can see nothing between you and them

I worth contending for, in a national point of 
| view. This is a very plain letter, and if you

it like it, you will throw it in the fire ; con
sider it as not having been written. For myself. 
1 mean to retire upon my profession, while I 
hire mind and body to pursue it ; but I wish 
to see the right principles prevail, and friends 
instead of foes in power.”

The prominent idea in this letter was, that 
| the people would see the rejection in the same 

it that I did—as a combination to put down
II rival—as a political blunder—and that it 
I would work out the other way. The same idea

prevailed in England. On the evening of the 
day, on the morning of which all the London 
newspapers heralded the rejection of the Ameri
can minister, there was a great party at Prince 
Talleyrand’s—then the representative at the 
British court, of the new King of the French, 
Louis Phillippe. Mr. Van Buren, always mas
ter of himself, and of all the proprieties of his 
position, was there, as if nothing had happened ; 
and received distinguished attentions, and com
plimentary allusions. Lord Aukland, grandson 
to the Mr. Eden who was one of the Commis
sioners of Conciliation sent to us at the begin
ning of the revolutionary troubles, said to him, 
“ It is an advantage to a public man to bo the 
subject of an outrage ”—a remark, wise in itself, 
and piropihetic in its application to the person to 
whom it was addressed. He came home-—appa
rently gave himself no trouble about what had 
happened—was taken up by the people—elect
ed, successively, Vice-President and President— 
while none of those combined against him ever 
attained cither position.

There was, at the time, some doubt among 
their friends as to the policy of the rejection, 
but the three chiefs were positive in their belief 
that a senatorial condemnation would he politi
cal death. I heard Mr. Calhoun say to one of 
his doubting friends, “ It will kill him, sir, kill 
him dead. He will never kick sir, never kick ; ” 
and the alacrity with which he gave the casting 
votes, on the two occasions, both vital, on which 
they were put into his hands, attested the sin
cerity of his belief, and his readiness for the 
work. IIow those tie-votes, for there were two 
of them, came to happen twice, “ hand-running,” 
and in a case so important, was matter of marvel 
and speculation to the public on the outside of 
the loeked-up senatorial door. It was no mar
vel to those on the inside, who saw how it was 
done. The combination hail a superfluity of 
votes, and, as Mr. Van Buren’s friends were 
every one known, and would sit fast, it only re
quired the superfluous votes on one side to go 
out ; and thus an equilibrium between the two 
lines was established. When all was finished, 
the injunction of secrecy was taken off the pro
ceedings, and the dozen set speeches delivered in 
secret session immediately published—which 
shows that they were delivered for effect, not 
upon the Senate, but upon the public mind. 
The whole proceeding illustrates the impolicy,
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ns well as peril to themselves, of rival public 
men sitting in judgment upon each other, and 
carries a warning along with it which should 

not be lost
As an event affecting the most eminent public 

men of the day, and connecting itself with the 
settlement of one of our important foreign com
mercial questions—as belonging to history, and 
already carried into it by the senatorial debates 
—as a key to unlock the meaning of other con
duct—I deem this account of the rejection of 
Mr. Van Buren a necessary appendage to the 
settlement of the British West India trade ques
tion—as an act of justice to General Jackson’s 
administration (the whole of which was involved 
in the censure then cast upon his Secretary of 
State), and as a sunbeam to illuminate the laby
rinth of other less palpable concatenations.

invented hy a Scotch banker of Aberdeen, »he 
issued notes payable in London, always of 
small denominations, that nobody should take 
them up to London for redemption. The Bank 
of Ireland seeing what a pretty way it was to 
issue notes which they could not practically be 
compelled to pay, adopted the same trick. Then 
the English country bankers followed the ex
ample. But their career was short. The Brii- 
ish parliament took hold of the fraud, and sup. 
pressed it in the three kingdoms. That parlia
ment would tolerate no currency issued at one 
place, and, payable at another.

The mode of proceeding to get at the question 
of this vicious currency was the same as that 
pursued to get at the question of the non-re
newal of the charter—namely, an application 
for leave to bring in a joint resolution declaring 
it to be illegal, and ordering it to be suppressed; 
and in asking that leave to give the reasons for 

| the motion : which was done, in a speech of 
| which the following are some parts :

CHAPTER LX.

BANK OF THE UNITED STATES—ILLEGAL ANI) j 
VICIOUS CURRENCY.

In his first annual message, in the year 1829, 
President Jackson, besides calling in question the 
unconstitutionality and general expediency of the 
Bank, also stated that it had failed in furnish
ing a uniform currency. That declaration was 
greatly contested by the Bank and its advocates, 
and I felt myself bound to make an occasion to 
show it to be well founded, and to a greater ex
tent than the President had intimated. It had 
in fact issued an illegal and vicious kind of paper I 
—authorized it to be issued at all the branches 
—in the shape of drafts or orders payable in \ 
Philadelphia, but voluntarily paid where issued, ! 

and at all the branches ; and so made into a < 
local currency, and constituting the mass of all 
its paper seen in circulation ; and as the great- j 
est quantity was usually issued at the most re
mote and inaccessible branches, the phyment of 
the drafts were well protected by distance and 
difficulty ; and being of small denominations, 
loitered and lingered in the hands of the labor- 
:ng people until the “ wear and tear ” became a 
large item of gain to the Bank, and the difficulty 
of presenting them at Philadelphia an effectual 
bar to their payment there. The origin of this 
Hind of currency was thus traced by me : 11 was

“ Mr. Benton rose to ask leave to bring in his 
promised resolution on the state of the currency, 
lie said he had given his notice for the leave he 
was about to ask. without concerting or consult
ing with any member of the Senate. The object 
of his resolution was judicial, not political; and 
he had treated the senators not as counsellors, 
but as judges, lie had conversed with no one, 
neither friend nor adversary ; not through con
tempt of counsel, or fear of opposition, but from 
a just and rigorous regard to decorum and pro
priety. His own opinion had been made up 
through the cold, unadulterated process of legal 
research ; and he had done nothing, and would 
do nothing, to prevent, or hinder, any other sena
tor from making up Ills opinion in the same 
way'. It was a case in which politics, especially 
partisan politics, could find no place; and in the 
progress of which every senator would feel him
self retiring into the judicial office—becoming 
ony of the judices selrcti—and searching into 
the stores of his own legal knowledge, for the 
judgment, and the reasons of the judgment, 
which he must give in this great cause, in which 
a nation is the party on one side, and a great 
moneyed corporation on the other, lie (Mr. B.| 
liclievcd the currency, against which his resolu
tion was directed, to lie illegal and dangerous; 
and so believing, it had long been his detemnnv 
tion to bring ting question of its legality before 
the Senate and the people ; and that without ns 
gard to the powerful resentment, to the clfcvls 
of which he might be exposing himself. He hid 
adopted the form of a declaratory resolution, be
cause it was intended to declare the true sense 
of the charter upon a disputed point, lie mide 
Ids resolution joint in its character, that it might
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bare the action of both Houses of Congress ; and 
jiogle in its object, that the main design might 
not be embarrassed with minor propositions. 
The form of tire resolution gave him a right to 
state his reasons for asking leave to bring it in ; 
the importance of it required those reasons to be 
clearly stated. The Senate, also, has its rights 

its duties. It is the right of the Senate and 
House of Representatives, vs the founder of the 
bank corporation, to examine into the regularity 
of its proceedings, and to take cognizance of the 
infractions of its charter ; and this right has be
come a duty, since the very tribunal selected by 
the charter to try these infractions had tried this 
,erv question, and that without the formality of 
i scire facias or the presence of the adverse 
party, and had given judgment in favor of the cor
poration; a decision which he [Mr. li.] was com
pelled,by the.strongest convict ions of his judgment, 
to consider both as extrajudicial and erroneous.

“The resolution, continued Mr. B., which I am 
asking leave to bring in, expresses its own ob
ject. It declares against the legality of these 
oiders, as a currency. It is the currency which 
1 arraign. 1 make no inquiry, for I will not em
barrass my subject with irrelevant and imma
terial inquiries—I make no inquiry into the 
modes of contract and payment which are per
mitted, or not permitted, to the Bank of the 
United States, in the conduct of its private deal
ings »nd individual transactions. My business 
lies with the currency ; for, between public cur
rency and private dealings, the charter of the 
bank has made a distinction, and that founded 
in the nature of things, as broad as lines can 
draw, and as clear as words can express. The 
currency concerns the public ; and the soundness 
of that currency is taken under the particular 
guardianship of the charter ; a special code of law 
b enacted for it : private dealings concern indi- 
viduals : and it is for individuals, in making their 
bargains, to take care of thefr own interests. 
The charter of the Bank of the United States has 
luthoriied, but not regulated, certain private 
dealings of the bank ; it is full and explicit upon 
the regulation of currency. Upon this distinc
tion 1 take my stand. 1 establish myself upon 
the broad and clear distinction which revson 
makes, and the charter sanctions. I arraign the 
currency ! I eschew all inquiry into the modes 
of making bargains for the sale or purchase of 
bills of exchange, buying and selling gold or sil
ver bullion, building houses, hiring officers, clerks, 
and servants, purchasing necessaries, or laying 
in supplies of fuel and stationery.

“1. I object to it because it authorizes an is
sue of currency upon construction. The issue 
of currency, sir, wvs the great and main business 
for which the bank was created, and which it is, 
in the twelfth article, expressly authorized to 
perform ; and I cannot pay so poor a compliment 

| to the understandings of the eminent men who 
framed that charter, as to suppose that they left 

| the main business of the bank to be found, by 
xmtruction, in an independent phrase, and that

phrase to be found but once in the whole char
ter. I cannot compliment their understandings 
with the supposition that, after having author
ized and defined a currency, and subjected it, to 
numerous restrictions, they had left open the 
door to the issue of another sort of currency, 
upon construction, wliich should supersede the 
kind they had prescribed, and be free from every 
restriction to which the prescribed currency was 
subject.

“ Let us recapitulate. Let us sum up the points 
of incompatibility between the characteristics of 
this currency, and the requisites of the charter : 
let us group and contrast the frightful features 

I of their flagrant illegality. 1. Are they signed 
by the president of the bank and his principal 
cashier ? They are not ! 2. Are they under 
the corporate seal ? Not at all ! 3. Are they 
drawn in the name of the corporation ? By no 
means ! 4. Are they subject to the double lim
itation of time and amount in case of credit ? 
They are not ; they may exceed sixty days’ 
time, and he less than one hundred!dollars ! 5.
Are they limited to the minimum size of five 
dollars ? Not at all ! 6. Are they subject to 
the supervision of the Secretary of the Treasury ? 
Not in the least ! 7. The prohibition against 
suspending specie payments 7 They are not 
subject tq it ! 8. The penalty of double interest 
for delayed payment ? Not subject to it ! 9. 
Are they payable where issued ? Not at all, 
neither by their own terms, nor by any law 
applicable tq them ! 10. Are they payable at 
other branches ? So far from it, that they were 
invented to avoid such payment ! 11. Are they 
transferable by delivery ? No ; by indorse
ment ! 12. Are they receivable in payment of 
public dues? So far from it, that they are twice 
excluded from such payments by positive enact
ments ! 13. Are the directors liable for exces
sive issues ? Not at all ! 14. Has the holder a
right to sue at the branch which issues the order ? 
No, sir, lie has a right to go to Philadelphia, and 
sue the directors there ! a right about equivalent 
to the privilege of going to Mecca to sue the 
successors of Mahomet for the hones of the 
prophet ! Fourteen points of contrariety and 
difference. Not a feature of the charter in the 
faces of these orders. Every mark a contrast ; 
every lineament a contradiction ; all announcing, 
or rather denouncing, to the world, the positive 
fact of a spurious progeny ; the incontestable 
evidence of an illegitimate and bastard issue.

“ 1 have now, Mr. President, brought this 
branch hank currency to the test of several 
provisions in the charter not all of them, hut a 
few which are vital and decisive. The currency 
fails at every test ; and upon this failure 1 pre
dicate an argument of its total illegality. Thus 
far 1 have spoken upon the charter, and have 
proved that if this currency can prevail, that 
instrument, with all its restrictions arid limita
tions. its jealous, prohibitory constitution, and 
multiplied enactments for the safety of the public, 
is nothing hut a blank piece of paper in the hands

mm ■ :‘mmi l
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of the bank. I will now have recourse to another 
class of arguments—a class extrinsic to the char
ter, but close to the subject—indispensable to 
fair examination, and directly bearing upon the 
illegal character of this currency.

“ 1. In the first place, I must insist that these 
orders cannot possibly serve for currency, be
cause they are subject teethe law of indorsable 
paper. The law which governs all such paper 
is too universally known to be ^enlarged upon 
neres Presentation for acceptance and payment, 
notice of default in either, prompt return of the 
dishonored paper ; and all this with rigorous j 
punctuality, and a loss of recourse for the slight
est delay at any point, are the leading features 
of this law. Now it is too obvious that no paper 
subject to the law of indorsement can answer 
the purposes of circulation. It will die on the 
hands of the holders while passing from one to 
another, instead of going to the place of pay
ment. Now it is incontestable that these orders 
are instruments negotiable by indorsement, and 
by indorsemes* alone. Whether issued under 
the charter, qr under the general laws of the 
land, they art still subject to the lawr of indors
able paper. They are the same in either case 
as if drawn by one citizen upon another. And 
this is a point which I mean to make clear : for 
many worthy people believe there is some pe
culiar law for bank paper, which takes it out of 
the o|x‘ration of the general laws of the land. 
Not so the fact. The twelfth fundamental ar
ticle of the bank constitution declares that the 
bills or notes to be issued by the bank shall be 
negotiable in the same manner as if issued by a 
fin rate person; that is to say, those payable to 
a named person or his order, by indorsement, 
in like manner and with the like effect as foreign 
bills of exchange ; and those made payable to 
hearer shall be negotiable by delivery alone ; 
in the same manner, we may add, as a silver 
dollar. So much for these orders, if drawn under 
the charter ; if not drawn under it, they are then 
issued under the general law of the land, or with
out any law at all. Taken either under the charter 
or out ol it, it comes to the same point, namely, 
that these orders are subject to the same law as if 
drawn by one private person upon another. This 
is enough to tlx their character, and to condemn 
them as a circulating medium ; it is enough for 
the. people to know ; for every citizen knows 
enough of law to estimate the legal value of an 
unaccepted order, drawn upon a man five hun
dred or one thousand miles off! But it has the 
word bearer on the back ! Yes, sir. and why 
not on the face as easily as on the back ? Our 
school-time acquaintance, Mr. President, the 
gentleman from Cork, with his coat buttoned 
behind, had a sensible, and, I will add, a lawful 
reason for arraying himself in that grotesque 
habiliment ; but what reason can the bank have 
for putting bearer on the back of the order, 
where it has no effect (qion its negotiable cha
racter, and omitting it on the face, where it 
Would have governed the character, and secured |

to the holder all the facilities for the prompt
and easy recovery of the contents of a paper 
transferable by mere delivery ? The only effect 
of this preposterous or cunning indorsement 
must be to bamboozle the ignorant—pardon the 
low word, sir—to bamboozle the ignorant with 
the belief that they are handling a eurrenev 
which may at any time be collected without 
proof, trouble, or delay ; while in reality it is, 
currency which reserves to the bank all the legal 
defences which can be set up to prevent the re
covery of a parcel of old, unaccepted, unpresented 
unauthorized bills of exchange.

“2. I take a second exception to these orders 
as a currency. It is this, that being once paid 
they are done with. A note transferable by 
delivery, may be reissued, and its payment de 
manded again, and soon forever. But a bill of 
exchange, or any paper subject to tile same law 
with a bill of exchange, is incapable of reissue and 
is payable but once. The payment once made, 
extinguishes the debt ; the paper which evidenced 
it is dead in law, and cannot be resuscitated by 
any act of the parties. That payment can be 
plead in bar to any future action. This law 
applies to checks and orders as well as to bills 
of exchange ; it applies to bank checks and orders 
as well as to those of private persons, and this 
allegation alone would annihilate every preten
sion of these branch bank orders to the character 
of currency'.

“ The bank went into operation with the be
ginning of the year 1817 ; established eighteen 
branches, half a dozen of which in the South 
and West ; issued its own notes freely, and 
made large issues of notes pay able at all these 
branches. The course of trade carried the 
branch notes of the South and West to the 
Northeast ; and nothing in the course of trade 
brought them back to the West. They were 
payable in all demands to the federal govern
ment ; merchants in Philadelphia, New-York, 
and Boston received them in payment of goods, 
and gave them—not back again in payment of 
Southern and Western produce—hut to the 
collectors of the customs. Become the money 
of the government, the bank had to treat them 
as cash. The fourteenth section of the charter 
made them receivable in all payments to the 
government, and another clause required the 
bank to transfer the moneys of the government 
to any point ordered ; these two clauses (the 
transfer clause being harmless without the re
ceiving one contained in the fourteenth section) 
laid the bank under the obligation to cash all 
the notes of all the branches wherever present-1 
cd ; for, if she did not do it, she would be or-1 
dered to transfer the notes to the place where I 
they were payable, and then to transfer the sil-1 
ver to the place where it was wanted ; and both I 
these operations she had to perform at her own I 
expense. The Southern and Western branch I 
notes flowed to the Northeast ; the gold and I 
silver of the South and West were ordered to I 
follow them ; and, in a little while, the specia I
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of the South and West was transferred to the 
Northeast ; but the notes went faster on horses 
ind in mail stages than the silver could go in 
wagons ; and the parent bank in Philadelphia, 1 
tnd the branches in Ncw-York and Boston, ex
hausted by the double operation of providing 
for their own, and for Southern and Western 
branch notes besides, were on the point of stop- 
,:r, payment at the end of two years. Mr. 
Chcves then came into the presidency ; he 
stopped the issue of Southern and Western j 
branch paper, and saved the hank from insol- | 
vency ! Application'was then made to Con- ! 
press to repeal the fourteenth section of the 
charter, and thus relieve the bank from this 
obligation to cash its notes every where. Cvn- 
rr«a refused to do so. Application was made 
it the same time to repeal a part of the twelfth 
fundamental article of the constitution of the 
bank, for the purpose of relieving the president 
and principal cashier of the parent hank from 
the labor of signing the five and ten dollar 
notes. Congress refused that application also. 
.hid here every thing rested while Mr. Chcves 
continued president. The Southern and est
era branches ceased to do business as banks; 
no bank notes or bills were seen but those 
bearing the signatures of the president and his 
principal cashier, and none of these payable at 
Southern and Western branches. The profits 
of the stockholders became inconsiderable, and 
the prospect of a renewed charter was lost in 
the actual view of the inactivity and uselessness 
of the bank in the South aud West. Mr. Chcves 
retired. Ho withdrew from an institution he 
had saved from bankruptcy, but which he could 
not render useful to the South and West ; and 
then ensued a set of operations for enabling the 
bank to do the tilings which Congress had re
fused to do for it ; that is to say, to avoid the 
operation of the fourteenth section, mid so much 
of the twelfth fundamental article as related to 
the signature of the notes and hills of the hank.

I These operations resulted ill the invention of 
the branch bank orders. These orders, now 
dixxling the country, circulating as notes, and 
considered every where as gold and silver (be
cause they are voluntarily cashed at several ! 
branches, and erroneously received at every 
land office and custom-house), have given to i 
the hank its present apparent prosperity, its j 

I temporary popularity, and its delusive cry of a ] 
sound and uniform currency. This is my nnr- 1 

Intire; an appalling one, it must be admitted ;
I bit let it stand for nothing if not sustained hy 
I the proof.

"I have now established, Mr. President, as I 
I trust and believe, the truth of the first branch 
I of my proposition, namely, that this currency of 
I branch bank orders is unauthorized by the 
I charter, and illegal. I will now say a few words 1 
I in support of the second branch of the proposi- 
I lion, namely, that this currency ought to he 
I suppressed.

"The mere fact of the illegality, sir, I should

hold to be sufficient to justify this suppression.
In a country of laws, the laws should be 
obeyed. No private individual should be al
lowed to trample them under foot ; much less 
a public man, or public body ; least of all, a great 
moneyed corporation wielding above one hun
dred millions of dollars per annum, and boldly 
contending with the federal government for the 
sceptre of political power—money is power! 
The Bank of the United States possesses more 
money than the federal government ; and the 
question of power is now to be decided between 
them. That question is wrapped up in the 
case before you. It is a case of clear conviction 
of a violation of the laws hy this great moneyed 
corporation ; and that npt of a single statute, 
and hy inadvertence, and in a small matter, 
which concerns but few, hut in one general, 
sweeping, studied, and systematic infraction of 
a whole code of laws—of an entire constitution, 
made for its solo government and restraint—and 
the pernicious effects of which enter into the 
revenues of the Union, and extend themselves 
to every moneyed transaction between man and 
man. This is the case of violated law which 
stands before you ; and if it goes unpunished, 
then do I say, the question of political power is 
decided between the bank and the government. 
The question of supremacy is at an end. Let 
there be no more talk of restrictions or limita
tion in the charter, tirant a new one. tirant 
it upon the spot, tirant it without w'ords !
(irant it in blank ? to save the directors from the 
labor of re-examination ! the court from the labor 
of constructions ! and yourselves from the 
radation of being publicly trampled under foot.

“I do insist, Mr. President, that this currency 
ought to be suppressed for illegality alone, even 
if no pernicious consequences could result from 
its circulation. But jicmicious consequences do 
result. The substituted currency is not the 
equivalent of the branch bank notes, whose 
place it has usurjied : it is inferior to those 
notes in vital particulars, and to the manifest 
danger and loss of the people.

‘•In the first place, these branch bank orders 
are not payable in the Statfs in which they are 
issued. Look at them ! they are nominally 
payable in Philadelphia k Look at the law ! 
It gives the holder no right to demand their 
contents at the branch bank, until the order has 
been to Philadelphia and returned. 1 lay no 
stress upon the insidious circumstance Hint these 
orders are now paid at the branch where issued, 
and at other branches. That voluntary, delu-* 
sive payment may satisfy those who are f illing 
to swallow a gilded hook ; it may satisfy those 
who are willing to hold their property at the 
will of the bank. For my part, I want law for 
my rights. 1 look at the law, to the legal 
rights of the holder, and say that he has no 
right to demand payment at the branch which 
issued the order. The present custom of paying 
is voluntary, not compulsory ; it depends upon 
the will of the hank, not upon law ; and none
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but tyrants can require, or slaves submit to, a 
tenure at will. These orders, even admitting 
them to be legal, are only payable in Philadel
phia ; and to demand payment there, is a delu
sive and impracticable right. For the body of 
the citizens cannot go to Philadelphia to get the , 
change for the small orders ; merchants will not [ 
remit them ; they would as soon carry up the 
fires of hell to Philadelphia ; for the bank would 
consign them to ruin if they did. These orders 
are for the frontiers ; and it is made the interest 
and the policy of merchants to leave them at 
home, and take a bill of exchange at a nominal 
premium. Brokers alone will ever carry them, 
and that as their own, after buying them out of 
the hands of the people at a discount fixed by 
themselves.“ This contrivance, Mr. President, of issuing 
bank paper at one place, payable at another and 
a distant place, is not a new thing under the 
sun ; but its success, if it succeeds here, will be 
a new thing in the history of banking. This 
contrivance, sir, is of European origin. It began 
in Scotland some years ago, with a banker in 
Aberdeen, who issued promissory notes paya
ble in Ijundon. Then the Bank of Ireland set 
her branches in Sligo, Cork, and Belfast, at the 
same work ; and they made their branch notes 
payable in Dublin. The English country bankers 
took the hint, and put out their notes payable 
in /Minion. The mass of these notes were of 
the smaller denominations, one or two pounds 
sterling, corresponding with "our five and ten 
dollar orders; such as were handled by the 
laboring classes, and who could never carry 
them to London and Dublin to demand their 
contents. At this point the British Imperial 
Parliament took cognizance of the matter; 
treated the issue of such notes as a vicious 
practice, violative of the very fir«t idea of a 
sound currency, and particularly dangerous 
to the laboring classes. The parliament sup
pressed the practice. This all happened in the 
year 1826; and now this practice, thus sup
pressed in England, Scotland, and Ireland, is 
in full operation in our America! and the di
rectors of the Bank of the United States are 
celebrated, as the greatest of financiers, for 
picking up an illegal practice of Scottish origin, 
and putting it into operation in the United 
States, and that, too, in the very year in which 
it was suppressed in Great Britain ! ”

press it The veto message put an end to the 
charter, and for the necessity of the remedy in 
that quarter ; but the practice has been taken 
up by local institutions and private bankers in 
the States, and become an abuse which require 
extirpation.

CIIAPTEIl L X if

ERROR OF MON9. DE TOCQUEVILLE IN RELATION 
TO T11E BANK OK THE UNITED STATES, THE 
PRESIDENT, AND THE PEOPLE.

The first message of President Jackson, de
livered at the commencement of the session of 
1829-30, confirmed the hopes which the democ
racy had placed in him. It was a message of 
the Jeffersonian school, and re-established the 
land-marks of party, as parties were when found
ed on principle. Its salient point was the Bank 
of the United States, and the non-renewal of its 
charter. He was opposed to the renewal, both 
on grounds of constitutionality and expediency ; 
and took this early opportunity of so declaring, 

both for the information of the people, and of the 
institution, that each might know what they had 
to rely upon with respect to him. He said :

“The charter of the Bank of the United States 
expires in 1836, and its stockholders will prob
ably apply for a renewal of their privileges. In 
order to avoid the evils resulting from precipi 
tancy in a measure involving such important 
principles, and such deep pecuniary interest», 1 
feel that I cannot, in justice to the parties inter
ested, too soon present it to the deliberate con
sideration of the legislature and the people. Both 
the constitutionality and the expediency of the 
law creating this bank are well questioned by a 
large portion of our fellow-citizens ; and it must 
be admitted by all that it has failed in the great 
end of establishing a uniform and sound cur
rency.”

Leave was not given to introduce the joint 
resolution. The friends of the bank being a 
majority in the Senate, refused the motion, but 
felt themselves bound to make defence for a 
currency so illegal and vicious. Further discus
sion was stopped for that time ; but afterwards, 
on the question of the recharter, the illegality 
of this kind of currency was fully established, 
and a clause put into the new charter to sup-

I This passage was the grand fcatureof the mes-1 

sage, rising above precedent and judicial decisions, 
going back to the constitution and the found*

! tion of party on principle ; and risking a contest 
| at the commencement of his administration, 
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but charter in 1816, yielded to the authorities 
without surrendering his convictions. But the 
(fleet was the same in behalf of the institution, 
ind against the constitution, and against the in
tegrity of party founded on principle. It threw 
down the greatest landmark of party, and yicld- 

a power of construction which nullified the 
limitations of the constitution, and left Congress 
U liberty to pass any law which it deemed ne- 
ttnary to carry into effect any granted power, 
jbe whole argument for the bank turned upon 
(be word “ necessary ” at the end of the enu
merated powers granted to Congress ; and gave 
flic to the first great division of parties in 
Washington's time—the federal party being for 
lie construction which would authorize a na
tional bank ; the democratic party (republican, 
uthen called,) being against it.

It was not merely the bank which the democ
racy opposed, but the latitudinarian construc
tion which would authorize it, and which would 

j sable Congress to substitute its own will in 
other cases for the words of the constitution, and 

what it pleased under the plea of “ necessary ” 
-a plea under which they ^mld be left as much 

| to their own will as under the ‘‘ general welfare " 
tta*. It was the turning- point between a 
Srong and splendid government on one side, do
ing what it jileased, and a plain economical 
gomment on the other, limited by a written 
®Dstititution. The construction was the main 
mint because it made a gap in the constitution 

jh which Congress could pass any other 
measures which it deemed to be “ necessary : ” 
atill there were great objections to the bank it- 
■If. Experience had shown such an institution 
to be a political machine, adverse to free govern
ment mingling in the elections and legislation of 
Ik country, corrupting the press ; and exerting 
in influence in the only way known to the mo
neyed power—by corruption. General Jack 
era's objections reached both heads of the case 

he nnconstitutionality of the bank, and its in- 
dicncy. It was a return to the Jeffersonian 
Hamiltonian times of the early adminlstra- 
of General Washington, and went to the 

ds of the constitution, and not to the intcr- 
etitions of its administrators, for its meaning. 
Such a message, from such a man—a man not 

i look back when he had set his face for
d-electrified the democratic spirit of the
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country. The old democracy felt as if they were
to see the constitution restored before they dM__
—the young, as if they were summoned to the re^ 
construction of the work of their fathers. It was 
evident that a great contest was coming on, and 
the odds entirely against the President. On the 
one side, the undivided phalanx of the federal 
party (for they had not then taken the name of 
whig) ; a large part of the democratic party, 
yielding to precedent and judicial decision ; thu 
bank itself, wdth its colossal money power—its 
arms in every State by means of branches—its 
power over the State banks—its power over the 
business community—over public men who 
should become its debtors yr retainers—its or
ganization under a single head, issuing its orders 
in secret, to be obeyed in all places and by all 
subordinates at the same moment. Such was the 
formidable array on one side: on the other side 
a divided democratic party, disheartened by divi
sion, with nothing to rely upon but the goodness 
of their cause, the prestige of Jackson’s name, 
and the presidential power;—good against any 
thing less thaii two-thirds of Congress on the final 
question of the re-charter ; but the risk tjo run of 
his non-election before the final question tame on.

Under such circumstances it required ja strong 
sense of duty in the new President to commence 
his career by risking such a contest; but he be
lieved the institution to be unconstitutional and 
dangerous, and that it ought to cqasc to exist; 
and there was a clause in the constitution—that 
constitution which he had sworn to support— 
which commanded him to recommend to Con
gress, for it6 consideration, such measures as he 
should deem expedient and proper. Under this 
sense of duty, and under the obligation of this 
oath, President Jackson had recommended to 
Congress the non-renewal of the hank charter, 
and the substitution of a different fiscal agent 
for the operations of the government—if any 
such agent was required. And with his accus
tomed frankness, and the fairness of a man who 
has nothing but the public good in view, and 
with a disregard of self which permits no 
personal consideration to stand in the way 
of a discharge of a public duty, he made the re
commendation six years before the expiration 
of the charter, and in the first message of his 
first term; thereby taking upon his hands such 
an enemy as the Bank of the United States, at 
the very commenceme nt of his administration.
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That such a recommendation against such an in
stitution should bring upon the President and 
his supporters, violent attacks, both personal 
and political, with arraignment of motives as 
well as of reasons, was naturally to be expected ; 
and that expectation was by no means disap
pointed. Both he and they, during the seven 
years that the bank contest (in,-different forms) 
prevailed, received from it—from the newspaper 
and periodical press in its interest, and from the 
public speakers in its favor of every grade—an 
accumulation of obloquy, and even of accusation, 
only lavished upon the oppressors and plunder
ers of nations—a Verres, or a Hastings. This 
was natural in such an institution. But Presi
dent Jackson and his friends had a right to ex
pect fair treatment from history—from disinter
ested history—which should aspire to truth, and 
which has no right to be ignorant or careless. 
He and they had a right to expect justice from 
such history ; but this is what they have not 
received. A writer, who^e book takes him out 
of that class of European travellers who requite 
the hospitality of Americans by disparagement 
of their institutions, their country, and their 
character—one whose general intelligence and 
oaudor entitle his errors to the honor of correc
tion—in brief, M. de Tocqueville—writes thus of 
President Jackson and the Bank of the United 
States:

“ When the President at lacked the bank, the 
country was excited and parties were formed ; 
the well-informed classes rallied round the bank, 
the common people round the President. But 
it must not be imagined that the people had 
formed a rational opinion upon a question which 
offers so many difficulties to the most experienced 
statesman. The bank is a great establishment, 
which enjoys an independent existence, and the 
people, accustomed to make and unmake what
ever it pleases, is startled to meet with this 
obstacle to its authority. In the midst of the 
perpetual fluctuation of society, the community 
is irritated by so permanent an institution, and 
is led to attack in order to see whether it can be 
shaken or controlled, like all other institutions 
of the country.”—(Chapter 10.)

Of this paragraph, so derogatory to President 
Jackson and the people of the United States, 
every word is »n error. Where a fact is alleged, 
it is an error ; where an opinion is expressed, it 
U an error ; where a theory is invented, it is 
fanciful and visionary. President Jackson did 
not attack the bank ; the bank attacked him, and

AN

for political as well as pecuniary motives; uaj 
under the lead of politicians. When General 
Jackson, in his first message, of December, 1829 
expressed his opinion to Congress against thi 
renewal of the bank’s charter, ho attacked no 
right or interest which the bank possessed. 
was an institution of limited existence, enjoying 
great privileges,—among others a monopoly of 
national banking, and had no right to any pm. 
longntion of existence or privilege after the 
termination of its charter—so far from it, if 
there was to be another bank, the doctrine of 
equal rights and no monopolies or perfietuitics
required it to be thrown open to the-ffee rompis
tition of all the citizens. The reasons given by 
the President were no attack upon tlie lank 
He impugned neither tne integrity nor the skill 
of the institution, but repeated the objections of I 
the political school to which he belonged, and 
which were as old as Mr. Jefferson’s cabinet 
opinion to President Washington, in the year 
1791, and Mr. Madison’s great sfieech in the 
House of Representative* in the same year. Ik, 
therefore, made no attack upon the bank, cither 
upon its existence, its character, or any one of 
its rights. On the other hand, the bank did 
attack President Jackson, under the lead of 
politicians, and for the purpose of breaking lun 
down. The facts were these : President Jackson 
had communicated his opinion to Congress in 
December, 1829, against the renewal of the 
charter ; near three years afterwards, on the 
9th of January, 18112, while the charter had yet 
above three years to run, and a new Congress 
to be elected before Us expiration, and the presi
dential election impending—(General Jackson 
and Mr. Clay the candidates)—the memorial of 
the president and directors of the bank was 
suddenly presented in the Senate of the United 
States, for the renewal of its charter.

Now, how came that memorial to be presented 
at a time so inopportune 7 so premature so 
inevitably mixing itself with the presidential 
election, and so encroaching upon the rights of 
the |>eople, in snatching the question out of their 
hands, and having it decided by a Congress net 
elected for the purpose—and to the usurpation 
of the rights of the Congress elected for the 
purpose 7 How came all these anomalies ! all 
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stronger than the President—that it could 
(*at him in the election—that it could beat him 
in Congress (as it then stood), and carry the 
charter,—driving him upon the veto power, and 
rendering him odious if he used it, and disgracing 
(,1m if (after what he had said) lie did not. 
phis was the opinion of the leading politicians 
fjiendly to the bank, and inimical to the Presi
dent. But the bank had a class of friends in 
Congress also friendly to Gen. Jackson ; and 
between these two classes there was vehement 
opposition of opinion on the point of moving 
(or tie new charter. It was found impossible, 
jn communications between Washington and 
Philadelphia, then slow and uncertain, in stage 
coach conveyances, over miry roads and frozen 
pters, to come to conclusions on the diffi
cult point. Mr. Biddle and the directors were 
indoubt, for it would not do to move in the 
matter, unless all the friends of the bank in 
Congress acted together. In this state of un
certainty, General Cadwalladcr, of Philadelphia, 
(rienff and confidant of Mr. Biddle, and his 
«sail envoy in all the delicate hank negotiations 
«troubles, was sent to Washington to •obtain a 
■gait ; and the union of both wings of the 
bulk party in favor" of the desired movement. 
% eme, and the mode of operation was through 
lie machinery of caucus—that contrivance by 
vhich s few govern many. The two wings 
icing of different politics, sat separately, one 

I tied by Mr. Clay, the other by Gen. Samuel 
Smith, of Maryland. The two caucuses dis- 
iyreed,'but the democratic being the smaller, 
rod Mr.Clay’s strong will dominating the other, 
the resolution was taken to proceed, and all 
brand to go together.

I had a friend in one of these councils who 
I informed me regularly of the progress made, and 
nentually that the point was carried for the 
brnl—that General Cadwalladcr hail returned 
with the news, and with injunctions to have the 
memorial immediately at Washington, and by a 

■given day. The day arrived, hut not the nie- 
Imorial. and my friend came to inform me the 
|reson why ; which was, that the stage had got 
«verturned in the bad roads and crippled Gen. 
hdwallader in the shoulder, and detained him ; 
it that the delay would only be of two days ;

then the memorial would certainly arrive. 
It did so ; and on Monday, the Vth of January, 
1532, was presented in the Senate by Mr. Dallas,

a senator from Pennsylvania, and resident of 
Philadelphia, where the bank was established. 
Mr. Dallas was democratic, and the friend of 
General Jackson, and on presenting the me
morial, as good as told all that I have now 
written, bating only personal particulars. He 
said :

“ That being requested to present this docu
ment to the Senate, praying for a renewal of the 
existing charter of the bank, he begged to be 
indulged in making a few explanatory remarks. 
With unhesitating frankness he wished it to bo 
understood by the Senate, by the good common
wealth which it was alike his duty and his pride 
to represent with fidelity on that floor, and by 
the people generally, that this application, at this 
time, had been discouraged by him. Actuated 
mainly, if not exclusively, by a desire to preserve 
to the nation the practical benefits of the insti
tution, the expediency of bringing it forward 
thus early in the term of its incorporation, during 
a popular representation in Congress which must 
cease to exist some years before that term ex
pires, and on the eve of all the excitement incident 
to a great political movement, struck his mind 
as more'than doubtful. He felt deep solicitude 
and apprehension lest, in the progress of inquiry, 
and in the development of views, under present 
circumstances, it might be drawn into real or 
imaginary conflict with some higher, some more 
favorite, some more immediate wish or purpose 
of the American people ; and from such a conflict, 
what sincere friend of this useful establishment 
would not strive to save or rescue it, by at least 
a temporary forbearance or delay ? ”

This was the language of Mr. Dallas, and it 
was equivalent to a protest from a well-wisher 
of the bank against the perils and improprieties 
of its open plunge into the presidential canvass, 
for the purpose of defeating General Jackson 
and electing a friend of its own. The prudential 
counsels of such men as Mr. Dallas did not 
prevail ; political counsels governed ; the bank 
charter was pushed—was carried through both 
Houses of Congress—dared the veto of Jackson 
—received it—roused the people—and the bank 
and all its friends were crushed. Then it affected 
to have been attacked by Jackson ; and Mons. 
de Tocqueville lias carried that fiction into his
tory, with all the imaginary reasons for a 
groundless accusation, which the bank had in
vented.

The remainder of this quotation from Mons. 
de Tocqueville is profoundly erroneous, and de
serves to be exposed, to prevent the mischiefs 
wliich his book might do in Europe, and even in
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America, among that class of our people who 
look to European writers for information upon 
their own country. He speaks of the well- 
informed classes who rallied round the bank ; 
and the common people who had formed no ra
tional opinion upon the subject, and who joined 
General Jackson. Certainly the great business 
community, with few exceptions, comprising 
wealth, ability and education, went for the bank, 
and the masses for General Jackson ; but which 
had formed the rational opinion is seen by the 
event. The “ well-informed ” classes have bowed 
not merely to the decision, but to the intelligence 
of the masses. They have adopted their opin
ion of the institution—condemned it—repudiated 
it as an “ obsolete idea;” and of all its former 
advocates, not one exists now. All have yield
ed to that instinctive sagacity of the people, 
which is an overmatch for book-learning ; and 
which being the result of common sense, is 
usually right ; and being disinterested, is always 
honest, i adduce this instance—a grand na
tional one—of the succumbing of the well-in
formed classes to the instinctive sagacity of the 
people, not merely to correct Mons. de Tocque
ville, but for the higher pur]>ose of showing the 
capacity of the people for self-government. The 
rest of the quotation, “ the independent exist
ence—the people accustomed to make and un
make—startled at this obstacle—irritated at a 
permanent institution—attack in order to shake 
and control ; ” all this is fancy, or as the old 
English wrote it, fantasy—enlivened by French 
vivacity into witty theory, as fallacious as witty.

I could wish I were done with quotations 
from Mons. de Tocqueville on this subject ; but 
be forces me to make another extract from his 
book, and it is found in his chapter 18, thus :

“ The slightest observation enables us to ap
preciate the advantages which the country de
rives from the bank. Its notes are taken on the 
borders of the desert for the same value as in 
Philadelphia. It is nevertheless the object of 
great animosity. Its directors have proclaimed 
their hostility to the President, and are accused, 
not without some show of probability, of having 
abused their influence to thwart his election. 
The President, therefore, attacks the establish
ment with all the warmth of personal enmity ; 
and he is encouraged in the pursuit of his re
venge by the conviction that he is supported by 
the secret propensities of the majority. It al
ways holds a great number of the notes issued 
by the provincial banks, which it can at any 
tune oblige them to convert into cash. It has

itself nothing to fear from a similar demand, u 
the extent of its resources enables it to meet all 
claims. But the existence of the province 
banks is thus threatened, and their operations 
are restricted, since they are only able to ig8M 
a quantity of notes duly proportioned to their 
capital. They submit with impatience to this 
salutary control. The newspapers which the* 
have bought over, and the President, whose in- 
terest renders him their instrument, attack the 
bank with the greatest vehemence. They rouse 
the local passions and the blind democratic in. 
stinct of the country to aid in their cause ; and 
they assert that the bank directors form a per
manent aristocratic body, whose influence must 
ultimately be felt in the government, and must 
affect those principles of equality—upon which 
society rests in America.”

Now, while Mons. do Tocqueville was arrang
ing all this fine en omium upon the bank, and 
all this censure upo > its adversaries, the whole 
of which is nothin;, but a French translation of 
the bank publications of the day, for itself and 
against President Jackson—during all this time 
there was a process going on in the Congress of 
the United States, by which it was proved that 
the bank was then insolvent, and living from 
day to day upon expedients ; and getting hold of 
property and money by contrivances which the j 
law would qualify as swindling—plundering its 
own stockholders—and bribing individuals, à- 
stitutions, and members of legislative bodies, 
wherever it could be done. Those tine notes. I 
of which ho speaks, were then without solid I 
value. The salutary restraint attributed to iti | 
control over local banks was soon exemplified ia 
its forcing many of them into complicity in its I 
crimes, and all into two general suspensions o 
specie payments, headed by itself. Its solidity I 
and its honor were soon shown in open bani-1 
ruptcy—in the dishonor of its notes—the v». I 
lation of sacred deposits—the disappear»»» I 
of its capital—the destruction of institutions I 
connected with it—the extinction of fifly-siil 
millions of capital (its own, and that of others! 
drawn into its vortex) ;—and the ruin or I 
damage of families, both foreign and AmerianJ 
who had been induced by its name, and bj nil 
delusive exhibitions of credit, to invest their I 
money in its stock. Placing the opposition tfl 
President Jackson to such an institution to thi| 
account of base and personal motives—to feeling 
of revenge because he had been unable to sedno 
it into his support—is an error of fact manifest 
by all the history of the case ; to say noth
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of his own personal character. He was a senator 
in Congress during the existence of the first 
national bank, and was against it ; and on the 
gune grounds of unconstitutionality and of inex
pediency. He delivered his opinion against this 
gecond one before it had manifested any hostility 
lo him. His first opposition was abstract— 
gainst the institution—without reference to its 
conduct ; he knew nothing against it then, and 
oeither said, or insinuated any thing against it. 
Subsequently, when misconduct was discovered, 
he charged it ; and openly and responsibly. 
Equally unfounded is the insinuation in another 

I plice. of subserviency to local banks. He, the 
instrument of local banks ! he who could not be 
nude the friend, even, of the great bank itself ; 
rto was all his life a hard money man—an 
opposer of all banks—the denouncer of delin
quent banks in his own State ; who, with one 

I itnke of his pen, in the recess of Congress, and 
giinst its will, in the summer of 1836, struck 
ill their notes from tho list of land-office pay- 

| «nts! and whose last message to Congress, and 
n his farewell address to the people, admonished 
hem earnestly and affectionately against the 

I whole system of paper money—the evils of 
1 which he feelingly described as falling heaviest 

i the most meritorious part of the com- 
I Dunity, and the part least able to bear them— 
I the productive classes.

The object of this chapter is to correct this 
I error of lions, de Tocqueville, and to vindicate 
I history, and to do justice to General Jackson 
I ind the democracy : and my task is easy. Events 
I have done it for me—have answered every ques- 
I tkm on which the bank controversy depended, 
Itod have nullified every argument in favor of 
Itbe bank—and that both with, and without ref- 
leroce to its misconduct. As an institution, it 
Ihis been proved to be “ unnecessary,” and the 
leountry is found to do infinitely better without 

k than with it. During the twenty years of its 
lexistence there was pecuniary distress in the 
Tsuntry—periodical returns of expansion and 
protraction, deranged currency, ruined exchanges, 

laics and convulsions in the money market. In 
i almost twenty years which have elapsed 

fince, these calamitous words have never been 
: and the contrast of the two periods will 

ike the condemnation of one, and the eulogy 
f the other. There was no gold during tho 

fence of the bank : there has been an ample

gold currency ever since, and that before we got 
California. There were general suspensions ol 
specie payments during its time ; and nope since. 
Exchanges were deranged during its existence : 
they have been regular since its death. Labor and 
property lived the life of “ up and down”—high 
price one day, no price another day—while 
the bank ruled : both have been “ up ” all the 
time, since it has been gone. We have had a 
war since—a foreign war—which tries the 
strength of financial systems in all countries; 
and have gone through this war not only with
out a financial crisis, but with a financial tri
umph—the public securities remaining above par 
the whole time ; and the government paying to 
its war debt creditors a reward of twenty dol
lars upon the hundred to get them to accept 
their pay before it is due ; and in this shining 
side of the contrast, experience has invalidated 
the decision of the Supreme Court, by expunging 
the sole argument upon which the decision 
rested. “ Necessity,” “ necessary to carry into 
effect the granted powers,” was the decision of 
the court. Not so, the voice of experience. That 
has proved such an institution to be unnecessary. 
Every granted power, and some not granted, 
have been carried into effect since the extinction 
of the national bank, and since the substitution 
of the gold currency and the independent treasu
ry ; and all with triumphant success—the war 
power above all, and most successfully exercised 
of all. And this sole foundation for the court's 
decision in favor of the constitutionality of the 
Lank being removed, the decision itself van
ishes—disappears—“ like the baseless fabric of a 
vision, leaving not a wreck behind.” But there 
will be a time hereafter for the celebration of 
this victory^ of the constitution over the Supreme 
Court—the only object of this chapter being to 
vindicate General Jackson and the people from 
the errors of Mons. de Tocqueville in relation to 
them and the bank : which is done.

CHAPTER LX 11.

EXPENSES OF THE GOVERNMENT.

Economy in the government expenditures was 
a cardinal feature in the democratic policy, and 
every increase of expense was closely scrutinized
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by them, and brought to the test of the clearest 
necessity. Some increase was incident to the 
growing condition of the country ; but every 
item beyond the exigencies of that growth was 
Subjected to severe investigation and determined 
opposition. In the execution of this policy the 
expenses proper of the government—those inci
dent to working its machinery—were, immedi
ately after my entrance into the Senate, and after 
the army and other reductions of 1820 and ’21 
had taken effect—just about eight millions of 
dollars. The same expenditure up to the be
ginning of the year 1832—a period of about ten 
years—had risen to thirteen and a half millions : 
and, adverting to this increase in some current 
debate, and with a view to fix attention upon 
the growing «evil, I stated to the Senate that 
these expenses had nearly doubled since I had 
been a member of the Senate. This statement 
drew a reply from the veteran chairman of the 
Senate’s committee on finance (General Smith, 
of Maryland), in opposition to my statement ; 
which, of course, drew further remarks from me. 
Both sets of remarks are valuable at this day—in
structive in the picture they present between 
1822—1832—and 1850. Gen. Smith’s estimate 
of about ten millions instead of eight—though 
predicated on the wrong basis of beginning to 
count before the expenses of the army reduction 
had taken effect, and counting in the purchase 
of Florida, and some other items of a nature 
foreign to the support of government—even his 
estimate presents a startling point of comparison 
with the same expenditure of the present day ; 
hnd calls for the revival of that spirit of economy 
which distinguished the democracy in the earlier 
periods of the government. Some passages from 
the speech of each senator ( General Smith and 
Mr. Benton) will present this brief, but impor
tant inquiry, in its proper point of view. Gen. 
Smith said :

“ I will now come, Mr. President, t my prin
cipal object. 11 is the assertion, 1 that, since the 
year 1821, the expenses of the government had 
nearly doubled ; ’ and I trust I shall he able to 
show that the senator from Missouri [Mr. Ben
ton] had been under some misapprehension. The 
Senate are aware of the effect which such an asser
tion, coming from such high authority, must have 
upon the public mind. It certainly had its effect 
even upon this enlightened body. I mentioned 
to an honorable senator a few days since, that 
the average ordinary expenditure of the govern
ment for the last nine years did not exceed the 
sum of twelve and a half millions. But, said

AN

e senator, the expenditures have greatly in. 
eased during that period. I told him I thourti

the 
creased . in- 

- thought
they had not ; and 1 now proceed to prove, that 
with the exception of four years, viz., 1821,18“»’ 
1823, and 1824, the expenditures of the govern
ment have not increased. I shall endeavor to 
show the causes of the reduction of expenses 
during those years, and that they afford no cri
teria by which to judge of the necessary expense? 
of government, and that they are exceptions io 
the general rate of expenditures, arising from 
particular causes. But even they exhibit an 
expenditure far above the one half of the present 
annual ordinary expenses.

“ In the year 1822, which was the period when 
the senator from Missouri [Mr. Benton] took his 
seat in the Senate, the ordinary expenses of t|le 
government amounted to the sum of $9,827,Mi, 
The expenses of the year 1823. amounted t„ 
$9,784,154. I proceed, Mr. President, to show 
the cause which thus reduced the ordinary ex- 
penses during these years. I speak in the 
presence of gentlemen, some of whom were then 
in the House of Representatives, and will coned 
me if my recollection should lead me into error. 
During the session of the year 1819-’2D the 
President asked a loan, I think, of five million?, 
to defray the expenses of the government, which 
he had deemed necessary, hnd for which estimates 
had, as usual, been laid before Congress. \ 
loan of three millions only was granted ; and. in 
the next session, another loan of. 1 think, seven 
millions w as asked, in order to enable the Exe
cutive to meet the amount of expenses estimated 
for, as necessary for the year 1821. A loan of 
five millions was granted, and in the succeeding 
year another loan of five hundred thousand 
dollars was asked, and refused. Congress wen- 
dissatisfied that loans should be required in lira- 
of profound pence, to meet the common expense 
of the nation ; and they refused to grant the 
amount asked for in the estimates, although tin- 
amount would have liven granted if there had 
been money in the treasury to meet them, with
out resorting to loans. The Committee of Wan 
and Means (and it was supported by the Uou.se) 
lessened some of the items estimated for, and 
refused others. No item, except such as was 
indispensably necessary, was granted, liy the 
adoption of this course, the expenditures were 
reduced, in 1821, to $10,723,479, and to the 
sums already mentioned for the two years. Is" 
and 1823, and the current expenses of 1824. 
$10,330,144. The consequence was, that the 
treasury was restored to a sound state, so that 
Congress was enabled, in the year 1825, toq-f 
propriété the full amount of the estimate. He I 
expenditures of 1824 amounted to $15,330,144. | 
This large expenditure is to be attributed to the | 
payment made tn Spain in that year,of$5,(W 
for the purchase *f Florida. 1 entertained doubts 
whether I ought\to include this sum in the ex
penditures ; but, on full consideration. 1 deemed 
it proper to include it. It may be said that it 
w as an extraordinary payim nt, and such as could
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nnd 1828, amounting to $1,188,716. Of the 
ame character, too, are the payments made for 
the purchase of lands from the Indians; fori the 
pimoval of the Indians ; for payments to the 
several States for moneys advanced during the 
late war; and a variety of other extraordinary 
charges on the treasury.”

The error of this statement was in the basis 
of the calculation, and in the inclusion of items 
which did not belong to the expenses proper of 
the government, and in beginning to count be
fore the year of reduction—the whole of which, 
in a period of ten years made an excess of twenty- 

two millions above the ordinary expenses. 1 
answered thus :

"Mr. Benton rose in reply to the senator from 
Maryland. Mr. B. said that a remark of his, 
in a former debate, seemed to have been the 
occasion of the elaborate financial statements 
which the senator from Maryland had just gone 
through. Mr. B. said he had made the remark 
in debate ; it was a general one, and not to be 
treated as an account stated by an accounting 
officer. His remark was, that the public expen
diture had nearly doubled since lie had been a 
member of the Senate. Neither the words 
used, nor the mode of the expression, implied 
the accuracy of an account ; it was a remark to 
signify a great and inordinate increase in a com
paratively short time. He had not come to the 
Senate this day with the least expectation of 
being called to justify that remark, or to hear a 
long arraignment of it argued ; but he was 
ready at all times to justify, and he would 
quickly do it. Mr. B. said' that when he made 
the remark, lie had no statement of accounts in 
his eye, but ho had two great and broad facts 
before him, which all the figures and calcula
tions upon earth, and all the compound and 
comparative statements of arithmeticians, could 
not shake or alter, which were—first, that when 
he came into the Senate the machinery of this 
government was w'orked for between eight and 
nine millions of dollars ; and, secondly, the actual 
payments for the last vear, in the President’s 
message, were about fourteen millions and three- 
quarters. The sum estimated for the future 
expenditures, by the Secretary of the Treasury, 
was thirteen and a half millions ; but fifteen 
millions were recommended by him to be levied 
to meet increased expenditures. Mr. B. said 
these were two great facts which he had in his 
eye, and which he would justify, lie would 
produce no proofs as to the second of his facts, 
because the President’s message and the Secre
tary’s report were so recently sent in, and so 
universally reprinted, that every person could 
recollect, or turn to their contents, and verify 
lis statement upon their own examination or

recollection. He would verify his first state* 
ment only by proofs, and for that purpose would 
refer to the detailed statements of the public 
exjienditures, compiled by Van Zandt and Wat
ters ton, and for which he had just sent to the 
room of the Secretary of the Senate. Mr. B. 
would take the years 1822-’3 ; for he was not 
simple enough to take the yeaijs before the re
duction of the army, when he was looking for 
the lowest expenditure. Four thousand men 
were disbanded, and had remained disbanded 
ever since ; they were disbanded since he came 
into the Senate ; lie would therefore date from 
that reduction. This would bring him to the 
years 1822-’3, when you, sir (the Vice-Presi
dent). was Secretary' of War. What was tho 
whole expenditure of the government for each 
of those years 7 It stood thus :

1822, $17,f>76,592 63
1823, 15,314,171 00

“ These two sums include every head of ex
penditure—they include public debt, revolution
ary and invalid pensions ; three heads of tem
porary expenditure. The payments on account 
of tlie public debt in those tw'o years, were—

In 1822, $7,848,919 12
1823, 6,630,016 41

“ Deduct these two stmts from the total ex
penditure of the years to which they refer, and 
you will have—

For 1822, $9,727,673 41
1823, 9,784,165 69

“ The pensions for those years were—
Revolutionary. Invalid. Aggregate.

1822, $1,642,691) 94 $305,608 46 $1,947,199 40
1823, 1,449,097 04 331,491 48 1,730,688 5‘4

“ Now, deduct these pensions from the years 
to which they refer, and you will have just about 
$8,000,000 as the expense of working the ma
chinery of government at the period which I 
had in my eye. But the pensions have not yet 
totally ceased ; they are much diminished since 
1822, 1823, and in a few years must cease. The 
revolutionary pensioners must now average 
seventy years of age ; their stipends will soon 
cease. 1 hold myself well justified, then, in say
ing, as I did, that the expenditures of the govern
ment have nearly doubled in my time. The 
remark had no reference to administrations. 
There was nothing comparative in it; nothing 
intended to put up, or put down, any body. 
The burdens of the people is the only thing I 
wish to put down. My service in the Senate 
has extended under three administrations, and 
my periods of calculation extend to all three. 
My opinion now is, that the machinery of this 
government, after the payment of the public debt* 
should be worked for ten millions or ltre, and 
two millions more for extraordinaries; in all 
twelve millions ; hut this is a point for future 
discussion. My present object is to show a greai
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increase in a short time ; and to show that, not 
to affect individuals, but to show the necessity 
of practising what we all profess—economy. I 
am against keeping up a revenue, after the debt 
and pensions are paid, as large, or nearly as large, 
as the expenditure was in 1822,1823, with these 
items included. I am for throwing down my 
load, when I get to the end of my journey. I 
am for throwing off the burden of the debt, when 
I get to the end of the debt. The burden of the 
debt is the taxes levied on account of it. I am 
for abolishing these taxes ; and this is the great 
question upon which parties now go to trial be
fore the American people. One word more, and 
I am done for the present. The senator for 
Maryland, to make up a goodly average for 1822, 
and 1823, adds the expenditure of 1824, which 
includes, besides sixteen millions and a half for 
the public debt, and a million and a half for pen
sions, the sum of five millions for the purchase 
of Florida. Sir, he must deduct twenty-two 
millions from that computation ; and that de
duction will bring his average for those years to 
agree very closely with my statement.”

It was something at the time this inquiry 
took place to know which was right—General 
Smith, or myself. Two millions, more or less, 
per annum in the public expenditures, was then 
something—a thing to be talked about, and ac
counted for, among the economical men of that 
day. It seems to be nothing now, when the 
increases are many millions per annum—w hen 
personal and job legislation have become the 
frequent practice—when contracts are legislated 
to adventurers and speculators—when the halls 
of Congress have come to be considered the pro
per place to lay the foundations, or to repair the 
dilapidations of millionary fortunes: and when 
the public fisc, and the national domain may con
sider themselves fortunate sometimes in getting 
off with a loss of two millions in a single opera
tion.

CHAPTER LX 111.

BANK OF THE UNITED STATES—KF.CHARTER 
COMMENCEMENT OF THE 1'IiOCEEDlNGS.

In the month of December 1831, the “National 
Republicans” (as the party was then called 
which Afterwards took the name of “ whig), as
sembled in convention at Baltimore to nominate 
candidates of their party for the presidential, and 
Vice-presidential election, which was to take 
place in the autumn of the ensuing year The

nominations were made—Henry Clay of Ken
tucky, for President ; and John Sergeant of 
Pennsylvania for Vice-President : and the nomi
nations accepted by them respectively. After- 
wards, and according to what was usual on siich 
occasions, the convention issued an address to 
the people of the United States, setting forth 
the merits of their own, and the demerits of the 
opposite candidate ; and presenting the party 

issues which were to be tried in the ensuing 
elections. So far as these issues were political 
they were legitimate subjects to place before the 
people : so far as they w-ere not political, they 
were illegitimate, and wrongfully dragged into 
the political arena, to be made subservient to 
party elevation. Of this character were the topics 
of the tariff', of internal improvement, the re
moval of the Cherokee Indians, and the renewal 
of the United States Bank charter. Of these 
four subjects, all of them in their nature uncon
nected with politics, and requiring for their own 
good to remain so unconnected, I now notice but 
one—that of the renewal of the charter of the 
existing national bank ;—and which was now 
presented as a party object, and as an issue in 
the election, and under all the exaggerated as
pects which party tactics consider lawful in the 
prosecution of their aims. The address said :

“ Next to the great measures of policy which 
protect and encourage domestic industry, the 
most important question, connected with the 
economical policy of the country, is that of the 
bank. This great and beneficial institution, by 
facilitating exchanges between different parts of 
the Union, and maintaining a sound, ample, and 
healthy state of the currency, may he said to 
supply the body politic, economically viewed, 
with a continual stream of life-blood, without 
which it must inevitably languish, and sink into 
exhaustion. It was first conceived and organ- 
.led by the powerful mind of Hamilton. After 
having been temporarily shaken by the honest 
though groundless scruples of other statesmen, 
it has been recalled to existence by the general 
consent of all parties, and with the universal ap
probation of the people. Under the ablest and 
most faithful management it has been for many 
years past pursuing a course of steady and con
stantly increasing influence. Such is the institu
tion which the President has gone out of his way 
in several successive messages, without a pretence 
of necessity or plausible motive, in the first in
stance six years before his suggestion could with 
any propriety be acted upon, to denounce to 
Congress as a sort of nuisance, and consign, as 
far as his influence extends, to immediate de
struction.
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"For this denunciation no pretext of any ade
quate motive is assigned. At a time when the 
institution is known to all to he in the most 
efficient and prosperous state—to be doing all 
that any bank ever did or can do, we are briefly 
told in ten words, that it has not effected the 
objects for which it was instituted, and must be 
abolished. Another institution is recommended 
js a substitute, which, so far as the description 
riven of it can be understood, would be no better 
than a machine in the hands of the government 
for fabricating and issuing paper money without 
check or responsibility, In his recent message 
to Congress, the President declares, for the third 
time, his opinion on these subjects, in the same 
concise and authoritative style as before, and in
timates that he shall consider his re-election as 
in expression of the opinion of the people that 
they ought to be acted on. If, therefore, the 
President be re-elected, it may be considered 
certain that the bank will be abolished, and the 
institution which he has recommended, or some
thing like it, substituted in its place.

“Are the people of the United States prepared 
for this? Are they ready to destroy one of their 
most valuable establishments to gratify the ca
price of a chief magistrate, who reasons, and ad
vises upon a subject, with the details of which he is 
evidently unacquainted, in direct contradiction to 
the opinion of his own official counsellors ? Are 
the enterprising, liberal, high-minded, and intel
ligent merchants of the Union willing to coun
tenance such a measure ? Are the cultivators 
of the West, who find in the Bank of the United 
States a never-failing source ’ of that capital, 
which is so essential to their prosperity, and 
which they can get nowhere else, prepared to 
lend their aid in drying up the fountain of their 
own prosperity ? Is there any class of the 
people or section of the Union so lost to every 
sentiment of common prudence, so regardless of 
ill the principles of republican government, as 
to pUce in the hands of the executive depart- 

I ment the means of an irresponsible and unlim- 
I ited issue of paper money—in other words, the 
I meins of corruption without check or bounds ? 
I If such b^ intact, the wishes of the people, they 
I will act with consistency and propriety in voting 
I hr General Jackson, as President of the United 
I Stiles ; for, by his re-election, all these disas- 
I trous effects will certainly be produced. He is 
I fully and three times over pledged to the people 
I to negative any bill that may be passed lor re 
I chartering the bank, and there is little doubt 
I that the additional influence which he would 
Ixquire by a re-election, would be employed 
I to carry through Congress the extraordinary 
I substitute which he has repeatedly proposed.’"

Thus the bank question was fully presented 
Its an issue in the election by that part of its 
Ifnends which classed politically against Presi 
lient Jackson; but it had also democratic

friends, without whose aid the recharter could 
not bo got through Congress; and the result 
produced which was contemplated with hope 
and pleasure—responsibility of a veto thrown 
upon the President. The consent of this win^ 
was necessary : and it was obtained as related 
in a previous chapter, through the instrumen
tality of a caucus—that contrivance of modern 
invention by which a few govern many—by 
which the many are not only led by the few, but 
subjugated by them, and turned against them
selves : and after having performed at the cau
cus as a figurante (to make up a majority), be
come real actors in doing what they condemn. 
The two wings of the bank friends were brought 
together by this machinery, as already related 
in chapter lxi. ; and operations for the new char
ter immediately commenced, in conformity, to 
the decision. On the 9th day of January tho 
memorial of the President, Directors & Com
pany of the Bank was presented in each House 

by Mr. Dallas in the Senate, and Mr. McDuffie 
in the House of Representatives ; and while con
demning the time of bringing forward the ques
tion of the recharter, Mr. Dallas, in further inti
mation of his previously signified opinion of its 
then dangerous introduction, said : “ He became 
a willing, as he was virtually an instructed 
agent, in promoting to the extent of his humble 
ability, an object which, however dangerously 
timed its introduction might seem, was in itself 
as he conceived, entitled to every consideration 
and favor.” Mr. Dallas then moved for a select 
committee to revise, consider, and report upon 
the memorial—which motion was granted, and 
Messrs. Dallas, Webster, Ewing of Ohio, Ilayne 
of South Carolina, and Johnston of Louisiana, 
were appointed the committee—elected for that 
purpose by a vote of the Senate—and all except 
one favorable to the recharter.

In the House of Representatives Mr. McDuffie 
did not ask for the same reference—a select 
committee—but to the standing committee of 
AVays and Means, of which he was chairman, 
and which was mainly composed of the same 
members as at the previous session when it re
ported so elaborately in favor of the bank. Tho 
reason of this difference on the point of tho 
reference was understood to be this : that in the 
Senate the committee being elective, and the 
majority of the body favorable to the hank, a 
favorable committee was certain to be had on

I
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ballot—while in the House the appointment of 
the committee being in the hands of the Speaker 
(Mr. Stevenson), and he adverse to the institu
tion, the same favorable result could not be safely 
silmted on ; and, therefore, the select committee 
was avoided, and the one known to be favorable 
was preferred. This led to an adverse motion to 
refer to a select committee—in support of which 
motion Mr. Wayne of Georgia, since appointed 
one of the justices of the Supreme Court, said :

“ That he had on a former occasion expressed 
his objection to the reference of this subject to 
the Committee of Ways and Means ; and he 
should not trouble the House by repeating now' 
what he had advanced at the commencement of 
the session iu favor of the appointment of a se
lect committee ; but he called upon gentlemen 
to consider what was the attitude of the Com
mittee of Ways and Means in reference to the 
bank question, and to compare it with the atti
tude in w-hich that question had been presented 
to the House by the President of the United 
States ; and he would ask, whether it was not 
manifestly proper to submit the memorial to a 
committee entirely uncommitted upon the sub
ject. But this was not the object for which he 
had risen ; the present ^question had not come 
upon him unexpectedly ; he had been aware 
before he entered the House that a memorial 
of this kind would this morning be presented ; 
and when he looked back upon the occurrences 
of the last four weeks, and remembered what 
had taken place at a late convention in Baltr- 
more, and the motives which had been avowed 
for bringing forward the subject at this time, 
he must say that gentlemen ought not to per
mit a petition of this kind to receive the atten
tion of the House. Who could doubt that the 
presentation of that memorial was in fact a 
party measure, intended to have an important 
operation on persons occupying the highest 
offices of the government ? If, however, it 
should be considered necessary to enter upon 
the subject at the present time, Mr. Wayne 
said he was prepared to meet it. But when 
gentlemen saw distinctly before their eyes the 
motive of such a proceeding, he hoped that, not
withstanding there might be a majority in the 
House in favor of the bank, gentlemen would 
not lend themselves to that kind of action. 
Could it be necessary to take up the question 
of rechartering the bank at the present session ? 
Gentlemen all knew that four years must pass 
before its charter would expire, and that Con
gress had power to extend the period, if further 
time was necessary to wind up its affairs. It 
was known that other subjects of an exciting 
character must come up during the present ses
sion ; and could there be any necessity or pro
priety in throwing additional matter into the 
House, calculated to raise that, excitement yet 
tigher ? ”

Mr. McDuffie absolved himself from all TOn, 
nection with the Baltimore national republican 
convention, and claimed like absolution for the 
directory of the bank ; and intimated that a 
caucus consultation to which democratic mem
bers were party, had led to the presentation of 
the memorial at this time an intimation en
tirely true, only it should have comprehended 
all the friends of the bank of both political par. 
ties. A running debate took place on these 
motions, in which many members engaged 
Admitting that the parliamentary law required 
a friendly committee for the application, it was 
yet urged that that committee should be a se
lect one, charged with the single subject, and 
with leisure to make investigations which 
leisure the Committee of Ways did not possess 
—and could merely report as formerly, and 
without giving any additional information to 
the House. Mr. Archer of Virginia, said :

“ As regarded the disposal of the memorial it 
appeared clear to him that a select committee 
would be the proper one. This had been the 
disposal adopted with all former memorials. 
Why vary the mode now ? The subject was of 
a magnitude to entitle it to a special committee. 
As regarded the Committee of Ways and Means, 
with its important functions, were not its hands 
to be regarded as too full for the .great attention 
which this matter must demand Ï It was to be 
remarked, too, that this committee, at a former 
session, with little variety in its composition, 
had, iu the most formal manner, expressed its 
opinion on the great question involved. We 
ought not, as had been said, to put the memorial 
to a nurse which would strangle it. Neither 
would it be proper to send it to an inquest in 
which its fate had been prejudged. Let it go to 
either the Committee of Ways and Means, or a 
select committee ; the chairman of that commit
tee would stand as he ought, in the same relation 
to it. If the last disposal were adopted, too, the 
majority' of the committee would consist, under 
the usage in that respect, of friends of the mea
sure. The recommendation of tills mode was, 
that it would present the nearest approach to 
equality in the contest, of which the case ai- 
fhitted.

“ Mr.* Mitchell, of South Carolina, said that 
he concurred entirely in the views of his friend 
from Georgia [Mr. Wayne], He did not think 
that the bank question ought to he taken up at 
all this session ; hut if it were, it ought most 
unquestionably to be referred to -a se.ect com
mittee. He saw' no reason, however, for its 
being referred at all. The member from South 
Carolina [Mr. McDuffie] tells us, said Mr. Jl, 
that it involves the vast amount of fifty millions 
of dollars ; that this is dispersed to every class
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of people in our widely extended country ; and 
if the question of rochartering were not decided 
now, it would hazard these great and complicated 
interests. Mr. M. said he attached no impor
tance to this argument. The stockholders who 
met lately at Philadelphia thought differently, 
for, by a solemn resolution, they left it discre
tionary with the president of the bank to propose 
the question to Congress when he saw fit. If 
they had thought that a postponement would 
have endangered their interests, would they not 
have said so ? This fact does away the tvgu- 
ment of the member from South Carolina. The 
hank question was decided by the strongest 
party question which could be put to this or 
any House. It has been twice discussed within 
a few years. It was rejected once in the Senate 
by the vote of the Vice-President, and it after
wards passed this House with a majority of two. 
It would divide the whole country, and excite 
on that floor, feelings of the most exasperated 
bitterness. Not a party question ? Docs not 
the member from South Carolina [Mr. McDuffie] 
remember that this question divided the country 
into federalists and republicans ? It was a great 
«institutional question, and he hoped all those 
who thought with him, would rally against it 
in all their strength. But why refer it to the 
Committe of Ways and Means? It was com
mitted before to a select committee on national 
currency. If the question was merely financial, 
as whether we should sell our stock, and, if we 
did, whether we should sell it to the bank, he 
would not object to its being referred to the 
Committee of Ways and Means. ^But it was not 
a question of revenue. It was one of policy and 
the constitution—one of vast magnitude and of 
the greatest complexity—requiring a committee 
of the most distinguished abilities on that floor.
It was a party question in reference to men and 
things out of doors. Those who deny this, must 
be blind to every thing around them—we hear 
it every where—we see it in all which we read. 
Sir, we have now on hand a topic which must 
engross every thought and feeling—a topic which 
perhaps involves the destinies of this nation—a 
topic of such magnitude as to occupy us the re
mainder of the session ; I mean the tarit!'. 1 
hope, therefore, this memorial will be laid on the 
table, and, if not, tliat it will be referred to a 
select committee.”

fromNew-York [Mr. Cambreleng], “nowhere;1 
this charge, also, deserved inquiry. There were 
other charges of maladministration which equally 
deserved inquiry ; and it was his [Mr. J.’s] in 
tention, at a future day, unless some other 
gentleman more versed in the business of the 
House anticipated him, to press these inquiries 
by a scries of instructions to the committee 
intrusted with the subject. Mr. J. urged as an 
objection to referring this inquiry to the Com
mittee of Ways and Means, that so much of 
their time would be occupied with the regular 
aiql important business connected with the fiscal 
operations of the government, tliat they could 
not spare labor enough to accomplish the minute 
investigations wanted at their hands. We had 
been further told that all the members of that 
committee were friendly to the project of re- 
chartering the bank, and the honorable gentleman 
[Mr. Mercer] had relied upon the fact, as a fair 
exponent of public opinion in favor of the bank. 
He [Mr. J.] added, that although he could by 
no means assent to the force of this remark, yet 
that it furnished strong reason for those who 
wished a close scrutiny of the administration of 
the bank, to wish some gentlemen placed on the 
committee of inquiry, who would be actuated by 
the zeal of fair opposition to the bank ; he con
ceded that a majority of the committee should 
be composed of its friends. He concluded, by 
hoping that the memorial would be referred to 
a select committee.”

Finally the vote was taken, and the memorii 
referred to the Committee of Ways and Means 
but by a slender majority—100 against 90—an* 
24 members absent, or not voting. The mem
bers of the committee were : Messrs. McDuffie 
of South Carolina ; Verplanck of New-York , 
Ingcrsoll, of Connecticut ; Gilmore, of I’emisy. 
vania ; Mark Alexander, of Virginia ; Wilde, l\ 
Georgia ; and Gaither, of Kentucky.

CHAPTER LX IV.
Mr. Charles Johnston, of Virginia, said :

“ The bank has been of late distinctly and re
peatedly charged with using its funds, and the 
funds of the people of these States, in operating 
upon and controlling public opinion. He did not 
mean to express any opinion as to thé truth or 
falsehood of this accusation, but it was of suffi
rent consequence to demand an accurate in
quiry. The bank was further charged with 
violating its charter, in the issue of a great 
eumber of small drafts to a large amount, and 
payable, in the language of the honorable member

BANK OF THE UNITED STATES—COMMITTEE OF 
INVESTIGATION OKÜEKED.

Seeing the state of parties in Congress, and tfie 
tactics of the hank—that there was a majority 
in each House for the institution, and no inten
tion to -lose time in arguing for it—our course 
of action became obvious, which was—to attack 
incessantly, assail at all points, display the evil 
of the institution, rouse the people—and prepare 
them to sustain the veto. It was seen to be tlio
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policy of the bank leaders to carry the charter 
first, and quietly through the Senate ; and after
wards, in the same way in the House. We 
determined to have a contest in both places, and 
to force the bank into defences which would 
engage it in a general combat, and lay it open 
to side-blow, as well as direct attacks. With 
this view a great many amendments and inqui
ries were prepared to be offered in the Senate, 
all of them proper, or plausible, recommendable 
in themselves, and supported by acceptable 
reasons ; which the friends of the bank must 
either answer, or reject without answer ; and 
so incur odium. In the House it was determined 
to make a move, which,- w hether resisted or 
admitted by the bank majority, would be certain 
to have an effect against the institution—namely, 
an investigation by a committee of the House, 
as provided for in the charter. If the investi
gation was denied, it would be guilt shrinking 
from detection ; if admitted, it was well known 
that misconduct would be found. I conceived 
this movement, and had charge of its direction. 
I preferred the House for the theatre of investi
gation, as most appropriate, being the grand 
inquest of the nation ; and, besides, wished a 
contest to be going on there while the Senate was 
tngaged in passing the charter ; and the right 
to raise the committee was complete, in cither 
House. Besides the right reserved in the char
ter, there was a natural light, when the corpo
ration was asked for a renewed lease, to inquire 
how it had acted under the previous one. I got 
Mr. Clayton, a new member from Georgia (who 
had written a pamphlet against the bank in his 
own State), to take charge of the movement; 
and gave him a memorandum of seven alleged 
breaches of the charter, and fifteen instances of 
imputed misconduct, to inquire into, if he got 
his committee ; or to allege on the tioor, if he 
encountered resistance.

On Thursday, the 23d of February, Mr. 
Clayton made his motion—“ That a select com
mittee be appointed to examine into the affairs 
of the Bank of the United States, with power to 
send for persons and papers, and to report the 
result of their inquiries to the House.” This 
motion was objected to, and its consideration 
postponed until the ensuing Monday. Called 
up on tliat day, an attempt was made to repulse 
it from the consideration of the House. Mr. 
VVatmough, a representative from Pennsylvania,

and from the city, a friend to the bank, and 
from his locality and friendship supposed to I» 
familiar with its wishes, raised the question ol 
consideration—that is, called on the House to 
decide whether they would consider Mr. Clay, 
ton’s motion ; a question which is only raised 
under the parliamentary law where the motion 
is too frivolous, or flagrantly improper, to re
ceive the attention of the House. It was a false 
move on the part of the institution ; and the 
more so as it seemed to be the result of deliber
ation, and came from its immediate represent», 
tive. Mr. Polk, of Tennessee, saw the advantage 
presented ; and aa the question of consideration 
was not debat<fl|ahe demanded, as the only 
mode of holding the movement to its respon
sibility, the yeas and nays on Mr. Watmough'e 
question. But it went off on a different point— 
a point of order—the question of consideration 
not lying after the House has taken action on 
the subject ; and in this case that had been done 
—very little action to be sure—only postponing 
the consideration from one day to another; but 
enough to satisfy the rule ; and so the motion 
of Mr. Watmough was disallowed; and the 
question of consideration let in. Another move
ment was then made to cut off discussion, and 
get rid of the resolution, by a motion to lay it 
on the table, also made by a friend of the bank 
[Mr. Lewis Williams, of North Carolina], This 
motion was withdrawn at the instance of Mr. 
McDuffie, who began to sec the effect of these 
motions to suppress, not only investigation, but 
congressional discussion ; and, besides, Mr. Mc
Duffie was a bold man, and an able debater, 
and had examined the subject, and reported in 
favor of the bank, and fully believed in its 
purity ; and was, therefore, the less averse to 
debate. But resistance to investigation was 
continued by others, and was severely animad
verted upon by several speakers—among others, 
by Mr. Polk, of Tennessee, who said:

“Thebank asks a renewal of its charter; and 
ought its friends to object to the inquiry ? He 
must say that he had been not a little surprised 
at the unexpected resistance which had been of- 
ferred to the resolution under consideration, hy 
the friends and admirers of this institution—by 
those who, no doubt, sincerely believed its con
tinued existence for another term of twenty yean 
to be essential to the prosjierity of the country. 
He repeated his surprise that its friends should 
be found shrinking from tjie investigation pro- 
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afforded any fair grounds of inference that there 
might be something “ rotten in the state of Den
mark.” Ho would not say this ; for he did not 
(eel himself authorized to do so ; but was it not 
perceived that such an inference might, and 
probably would, be drawn by the public 1 On 
wbat ground was the inquiry opposed ? Was 
it that it was improper 1 Was it that it was 
unusual ? The charter of the bank itself author
ed a committee of either House of Congress to 
examine its books, am( report upon its condition, 
whenever either House may choose to institute 
an examination. A committee of this House, 
upon a former occasion, did make such an ex
amination, and he would refer to their report 
before ho sat down. Upon the presentation of 
the bank memorial to the other branch of the 
legislature, a select committee had been invested 
with power to send for persons and papers, if 
they chose to do so. When the same memorial 
was presented to that House, what had been the 
course pursued by the friends of the bank ? A 
motion to refer it to a select committee was op
posed. It was committed to their favorite Com
mittee of Ways and Means. He meant no dis
respect to that committee, when he said that the 
question of rechartering the bank was known to 
lave been prejudged by that committee. When 
the President of the United States brought the 
subject of the bank to the notice of Congress in 
December, 1829, a select committee was refused 
bvthc friends of the hank, and that portion of the 
message was referred to the Committee of Ways 
md Means. Precisely the same thing occurred 
it the commencement of the last and at the pre
sent session of Congress, in the reference which 
wjs made of that part of the messages of the 
President upon the subject of the bank. The 
friends of this institution have been careful al
ways to commit it to the same committee, a 
committee whose opinions were known. Upon 
the occasion first referred to, that committee 
made a report favorable to the hank, which was 
sent forth to the public,—not a report of facts, 
not a report founded upon an examination into 
the affairs of the bank. At the present session, 
we were modestly asked to extend this hank 
monopoly for twenty years, without any such 
examination having taken place. The committee 
had reported a bill to that effect, hut had given 
us no tacts in relation to the present condition 
of the bank. They had not even deemed it ne
cessary to ask to be invested with power to ex
amine either into its present condition, or into 
the manner in which its affairs have been con 
ducted.

“He would now call the attention of the House 
to the examination of the bank, made by a com
mittee of this House in the year 1819, and under 
the order of the House. He then held the re
port of that committee in his hand. That com
mittee visited the bank at Philadelphia ; they 
examined its books, and scrutinized its conduct. 
They examined on oath the president, a part of 
the directors and officers of the bank. And what

was the result • They discovered many and 
flagrant abuses. They found that the charter 
had been violated in divers particulars, and they , 
so reported to. this House He would not detain 
the House, however, with the details of that 
document. Gentlemen could refer to it. and 
satisfy themselves. It contained much valuable 
information, as bearing upon the proposition now 
before the House. It was sufficient to say that 
at that period, within three years after the bank 
had gone into existence, it was upon the very 
verge of bankruptcy. This the gentleman from 
South Carolina would not deny. The report of 
the committee to which tie had alluded author
ized him to say that there had been gross mis
management, he would not use any stronger 
term, and in the opinion of that committee (an 
opinion never reversed by Congress) a pal panic 
violation of the charter. Now sir, this was the 
condition of the bank in 1819. The indulgence 
of Congress induced them not to revoke the 
charter. The bank had gone on in its opera
tions. Since that period no investigation or ex
amination had taken place. All we knew of it« 
doings, since that period, was from the ex parte 
reports of its own officers. These may all b» 
correctj but, if they be so, it could do no harm to 
ascertain the fact.”

Mr. Clayton then justified his motion for the 
committee, first upon the provisions of tho chan 
ter (article 23) which gave to cither House of 
Congress the right at all times to appoint a com 
mittee to inspect the books, and to examine in 
to the proceedings of the hank ; and to report 
whether the provisions of the charter had been 
violated ; and he treated as a revolt against this 
provision of tho charter, as well as a sign of 
guilt, this resistance to an absolute right on the 
part of Congress, and most proper to he exercised 
when the institution was soliciting the continu
ation of its privileges; and which right had been 
exercised by the House in 1819, when its com
mittee found various violations of the charter, 
and proposed a scire facias to vacate it :—which 
was only refused by Congress, not for the sake 
of the bank, but for the community—whose dis
tresses the closing of the bank might aggravate.
•Next, he justified his motion on the ground of 
misconduct in the bank in seven instances of 
violated charter, involving forfeiture ; and fifteen 
instances of abuse, which required correction, 
though not amounting to forfeiture of the char
ter. All these he read to the House, one by 
one, from a narrow slip of paper, which he con
tinued rolling round his finger all the time. 
The memorandum was mine—in my handwrit
ing—given to him to copy, and amplify, as they
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were brief memoranda. He had not copied 
them ; and having to justify suddenly, he used 
the slip I had given him—rolling it on his finger, 
as on a cylinder, to prevent my handwriting 
from being seen : so he afterwards told me him
self. The reading of these twenty-two heads of 
accusation, like so man}' counts in an indict
ment, sprung the friends of the bank to their 
feet—and its foes also—each finding in it some
thing to rouse them—one to the defence, the other 
to tile attack. The accusatory list was as fol
lows :

“First: Violations of charter amounting 
to forfeiture :

“ 1. The issue of seven millions, and more, of 
branch bank orders as a currency.

“2. Usury on broken bank notes iniOhio and 
Kentucky : nine hundred thousand dollars in 
Ohio, and nearly as much in Kentucky. See 2 
Peters’ Reports, p. 527, as to the nature of the 
case.

“3. Domestic bills of exchange, disguised loans 
to take more than at the rate of six per cent. 
Sixteen millions of these bills for December last. 
See monthly statements.

4. Non-user of the charter. In this, that 
from 181U to 1820, a period of seven years, the 
South and West branches issued no currency of 
any kind. See the doctrine on non-user of char
ter and duty of corporations to act up to the 
end of their institution, and forfeiture for neg
lect.

“5. Building houses to rent. See limitation 
in their charter on the right to hold real pro
perty.

“ti. In the capital stock, not having due pro
portion of coin.

“7. Foreigners voting for directors, through 
their trustees.

“Second: Aloises irorthij of inquiry, not 
amounting to forfeiture. but going, if true, 
dearly to show the inexpediency of renewing 
the charter.

“1. Not cashing its own notes, or receiving 
In deposit at each branch, and at the parent 
bank, the notes of each other. By reason of 
this practice, notes of the mother hank are at a 
discount at many, if not all, of her branches, and 
completely negatives the assertion of 1 sound 
and uniform currency.’

“2. Making a difference in receiving notes' 
from the federal government and the citizens of 
the States. This is admitted as to all notes 
above five dollars.

“ 3. Making a difference between members of 
Congress and the citizens generally, in both 
granting loans and selling bills of exchange. It 
is believed it can be made to apjicar that mem
bers can obtain bills of exchange without, citi
zens with a premium ; the first give nominal 
endorsers, the other must give two sufficient re- 
sident endorsers.

“ 4. The undue accumulation of proxies it 
the hands of a few to control the election for 
directors.

“ 5. A strong suspicion of secret understand- 
ing between the bank and brokers to job i„ 
stocks, contrary to the charter. For example 
to buy up three per cent stock at this day ; anj 
force the government to ]>ay at par for that 
stock; and whether the government deposits 
may not be used to enhance its own debts.

"0. Subsidies and loaqp. directly or indirectly
to printers, editors, and lawyers, for purposes 
other than the regular business of the bank.

“ 7. Distinction in favor of merchants in sell, 
ing bills of exchange.

“8. Practices upon local banks and debtors to 
make them petition Congress for a renewal of its 
charter, and thus impose upon Congress by false 
clamor.

“!). The actual management of the bank, 
whether safely and prudently conducted. See 
monthly statements to the contrary.

“ 10. The actual condition of the bank, her 
debts and credits ; how much she has increased 
debts and diminished her means to pay in the 
last year; how much she has increased her 
credits and multiplied her debtors, since the 
President’s message in 1820. without ability to 
take up the notes she has issued, and pay her 
deposits.

“11. Excessive issues, all on public deposits.
“ 12. Whether the account of the bank’s pros

perity be real or delusive.
“13. The amount of gold and silver coin and 

bullion sent from Western and Southern branch
es of the parent bank since its establishment in 
1817. The amount is supposed to be fifteen or 
twenty millions, and. with bank interest on 
bank debts, constitutes a system of the most 
intolerable oppression of the South and West 
The gold and silver of the South and West hare 
been drawn to the mother bank, mostly bv the 
agency of that unlawful currency created by 
branch bank orders, as will be made fully to ap- 
|iear.

“14. The establishment of agencies in differ
ent States, under the direction and management 
of one person only, to deal in bills of exchange, 
and to transact other business properly belong
ing to branch banks, contrary to the charter.

“ 15. Giving authority to State banks to dis
count their bills without authority from the | 
Secretary of the Treasury.”

Upon the reading of these charges a heated and 
prolonged discussion took place, in which more 
than thirty members engaged (and about ; 
equal number on each side) ; in which the 
friends of the bank lost so much ground in the 
public estimation, in making direct opposition It 
investigation, that it became necessary to give 
up that species of opposition—declare in favor 
of examination—but so conducted as to be na
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ptory, and worse than useless. One proposi
ng was to have the investigation made by the 
Committee of Ways and Means—a proposition 
vbich involved many departures from parlia
mentary law—from propriety—and from the 
aspect which the bank owed to itself, if it was 
Innocent, By all parliamentary law such a com
mittee must he composed of members friendly 
to the inquiry—hearty in the cause—and the 
mover always to be its chairman : here, on the 
contrary, the mover was to he excluded : the 
wry champion of the Bank defence was to be 
the investigating chairman ; and the committee 
to whom it was to go, was the same that had 
just reported so warmly for the Bank. But 
this proposition had so bad a look that the 
chairman of the Committee of Ways and Means 
|)lr. McDuffie) objected ^o it himself, utterly 
refusing to take the office of prosecutor against 
m institution of which he was the public de
fender. Propositions were then made to have 
the committee appointed by ballot, so as to take 
the appointment of the committee out of the 
hinds of the Speaker (who, following the par- 
liimcntary rule, would select a majority of mem- 
ters favorable to inquiry) ; and in the vote by 

| (allot, the bank having a majority in the House, 
could reverse the parliamentary rule, and give 
to the institution a committee to shield, instead 
of to probe it. Unbecoming, and even suspi- 
ots to the institution itself as this proposition 
ns, it came within a tie vote of passing, and 

is only lost by the casting vote of the Sinker. 
Investigation of some kind, and by a select com
mittee, becoming then inevitable, the only tiling 
that could be done in favor of the bank was to 
restrict its scope ; and this was done both as to 
line and matter ; and also as to the part of the 
institution to be examined. Mr. Adams intro
duced a resolution to limit the inquiry to the 
operations of the mother bank, thereby skipping 
the twenty-seven branches, though some of them 
itre nearer than the parent bank ; also limiting 

] Ik points oninquiry to breaches of the charter, 
■ontocut off the abuses ; also limiting the time 
i) a short day (the 21st of April)—March then 
King far advanced ; so as to subject full inves- 
ligation to be baffled fur the want of time. The 
itasrn given for those restrictions was to bring 
the investigation within the compass of the 
fcssion—so as to insure action on the application 
xbre the adjournment of Congress—thcrebv

openly admitting its connection with the presi
dential election. On seeing his proposed inqytfry 
thus restricted, Mr. Clayton thus gave vent to 
his feelings :

“ I hope I may be permitted to take a parting 
leave of my resolution, as I very plainly perceive 
that it is going the way of all flesh. I discover 
the bank has a complying majority at present in 
this House, and at this late hour of the night 
are determined to carry things ill their own 
way ; but, sir, I view with astonishment the 
conduct of that majority. When a speaker rises 
in favor of the bank, lie is listened to with great 
attention ; but when olve opposed to it attempts 
to address the House, skcti is the intentional 
noise and confusion, he Jpmnot tie heard ; and, 
sir, the gentleman wlXMast spoke but one in 
favor of an inquiry, had to take his scat in a 
scene littte short of a riot. 1 do not understand 
such conduct. When 1 introduced my resolu
tion. I predicated it upon the presumption that 
every thing in this House would, when respect
fully presented, receive a respectful considera
tion, and fjtould be treated precisely as all other 
questions similarly situated are treated. 1 ex
pected the same courtesy that other gentlemen 
received in the propositions submitted by them, 
that it would go to a committee appointed in 
the usual form, and that they would have the 
usual time to make their report. I believed, for 
1 had no right to believe otherwise, that all com
mittees of this House were honest, and that they 
had too much respect for themselves, as well as 
for the House, to trifle with any matter confided 
to their investigation. Believing this, 1 did ex
pect my resolution would be submitted in the 
accustomed way ; and if this House had thought 
proper to trust me, in part, with the examina
tion of the subject to which it refers, I would 
have proceeded to the business in good faith, 
and reported as early as was practicable with 
the important interests at stake. It has been 
opposed in every shajie ; vote upon vote has 
been taken upon it, all evidently tending to 
evade inquiry ; and now it is determined to 
compel the committee to report in a limited 
time, a thing unheard of liefore in this House, 
and our inquiries are to he confined entirely to 
the mother hank ; whereas her branches, at 
which more than half the frauds and oppressions 
complained of have been committed, are to go 
unexamined, and we are to be limited to breaches 
of the charter when the abuses charged arc nu
merous and flagrant, and equally injurious to 
the community. We are only to examine the 
books of the parent bank, the greatest part of 
which may lie accidentally from home, at some 
of the hranches. If the bank can reconcile it to 
be,self to meet no other kind of investigation but 
this, she is welcome to all the advantages which 
such an insincere and shuttling course is calculat
ed to confer ; the people of this country are too 
intelligent not to understand exactly her object.”
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Among the abuses cut off from examinations 
by these restrictions, were two modes of ex
torting double and treble compensation for the 
use of money, one by turning a loan note into 
a bill of exchange, and the other by forcing the 
borrower to take his money upon a domestic 
bill instead of on a note—both systematically 
practised upon in the West, and converting 
nearly all the Western loans into enormously 
usurious transactions. Mr. Clayton gave the 
following description of the first of these modes 
of extorting usury :

“ I will now make a fuller statement ; and I 
think I am authorized to say that there arc gen
tlemen in this House from the West, and under 
my eye at present, who will confirm every word 
I say. A person lias a note in one of the West
ern branch banks, and if the bank determines 
to extend no further credit, its custom is, when 
it sends out the usual notice of the time the 
note falls due, to write across the notice, in 
red ink, these three fatal words—well under
stood in that country—‘ Payment is expect
ed.’ This notice, thus rubricated, becomes a 
death-warrant to the credit of that customer, 
unless he can raise the wind, as it is called, to 
pay it off, or can discount a domestic bill of ex
change. This last is done in one of two ways. 
If he has a factor in New Orleans who is in the 
habit of receiving and selling his produce, he 
draws upon him to pay it off at maturity. The 
bank charges two per centum for two months, 
the factor two and a half, and thus, if the draft 
is at sixty days, he pays at the rate of twenty- 
seven per centum. If, however, he has no fac
tor, he is obliged to get some friend who has 
one to make the arrangement to get his draft 
accepted. For this accommodation he pays his 
friend one and a half per cent., besides the two 
per cent, to the bank, and the two and a half 
per cent, to the acceptor ; making, in this mode 
of arrangement, thirty-six per cent, which he
{lays before he can get out of the clutches of the 
iank for that time, twelve per cent, of width, 

in either case, goes to the bank; and so lKtle 
conscience have they, in order to make this, 
they will subject a poor and unfortunate debtor 
to the other enormous burdens, and consequent- 
ly to absolute beggary. For it must be obvious 
to every one that such a per cent, for money, 
under the melancholy depreciation of produce 
every where in the South and West, will soon 
wind up the affairs of such a borrower. No 
leople under thd heavens can bear it ; and un- 
ess a stop is put to it, in some way or other, 1 

predict the Western people will be in the most 
deplorable situation it is possible to conceive. 
There is another great hardship to which this 
debt jr is liable, if he should not be able to fur
nish the produce ; or, which is sometimes the 
case, if it is sacrificed in the sale of it at the

time the draft becomes due, whereby it i6 pro_ 
tested for want of funds, it returns upon him 
with the additional cost of ten per cent for 
non-payment. Now, sir, that is what is meant 
by domestic bills of exchange, disguised as loans, 
to take more than six per cent. ; for, mark Mr 
Speaker, the bank does not purchase a bill of 
exchange by paying out cash for it, and receiv- 
ing the usual rate of exchange, which variée 
from one-quarter to one per cent. ; but it mere
ly delivers up the poor debtor’s note which was 
previously in bank, and, what is worse, just as 
well secured as the domestic bill of exchange 
which they thus extort from him in lieu thereof 
And while they are thus exacting this per cent 
from him, they are discounting bills for others 
not in debt to them at the usual premium of 
one per cent. The whole scene seems to pre
sent the picture of a helpless sufferer in the 
hands of a ruffian, who claims the merit" of 
charity for discharging his victim alive, after 
having torn away half his limbs from his body.”

The second mode was to make the loan take 
the form of a domestic bill from the beginning; 
and this soon came to be the most general prac
tice. The borrowers finding that their notes 
were to be metamorphosed into bills payable in 
a distant city, readily fell into the more con
venient mode of giving a bilV in the first in
stance payable in some virfSge hard by, where 

they could go to redeem it without giving com
missions to intermediate agents in the shape of 
endorsers and brokers. The profit to the back 
in this operation was to get six per centum in
terest, and two per cent, exchange ; which, on 
a sixty days’ bill, was twelve per cent, per an
num ; and, added to the interest, eighteen per 
cent, per annum ; with the addition of ten per 
centum damages if the bill was protested ; and 
of this character were the mass of the loans in 
the West—a most scandalous abuse, but cut ot^ 
with a multitude of others, from investigation 
from the restrictions placed upon the power! 
of the committee.

The supporters of the institution carried tneir 
point in the House, and had the investigation 
in their own way ; but with the country it was 
different. The bank stood condemned upon its 
own conduct, and badly crippled by the attack! 
upon her. More than a dozen speakers assailed 
her : Clayton, Wayne, Foster of Georgia ; J. M. 
Patton, Archer, and Murk Alexander of Vir
ginia; James K. Polk of Tennessee; Cambre- 
leng, Beardsley, Hoffman and Angel of Ncw- 
York ; Mitchell and Blair of South Carolina; 
Carson of North Carolina • Leavitt of Ohio
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jhe speakers on the other side were : McDuffie 
and Drayton of South Carolina ; Denny, Craw
ford, Coulter Watinough, of Pennsylvania ; 
Daniel of Kentucky; Jenifer of Maryland ; 
Huntington of Connecticut ; Root and Collins 

■ New-York ; Evans of Maine ; Mercer of 
Virginia; Wilde of Georgia. Pretty equally 
matched both in numbers and ability ; but the 
dilference between attack and defence—between 
bold accusation and shrinking palliation—the 
conduct of the bank friends, first in resisting all 
investigation, then in trying to put it into the 

Js of friends, then restricting the examina
tion, and the noise and confusion with which 
many of the anti-bank speeches were saluted— 
pave to the assailants the appearance of right, 
and the tone of victory throughout the contest ; 
and created a strong suspicion against the hank. 
Certainly its conduct was injudicious, except 
upon the hypothesis of a guilt, the worst sus
picion of which would be preferable to open de
tection ; and such, eventually, was found to bo 
the fact. In justice to Mr. McDuffie, the lead
ing advocate of the bank, it must he remember
ed that the attempts to stifle, ^ir evade inquiry, 
did not come from him but from the immediate 
representative of the hank neighborhood—that 
lie twice discountenanced and stopped such at
tempts, requesting them to be withdrawn ; and 
no doubt all the defenders of the hank at tile 
time believed in its integrity and utility, and 
only followed the lead of its immediate friends 
in the course which they pursued. For myself 
1 became convinced that the bank was insol
vent. a« well as criminal ; and that, to her, el
imination was death ; and therefore she could 
not face it.

I The committee appointed were : Messrs. 
Clayton, Richard M. Johnson of Kentucky, 
Francis Thomas df Maryland, and Mr. Cambre- 
kn: of Xew-York. opposed to the recharter of 
tie Bank ; Messrs. McDulfie, John Quincy 
Adams, and Watinough, in favor of it. The 
committee was composed according to the par- 
hinnmtary rule—the majority in favor of the 
object—but one of them (Colonel Johnson of 
Kentucky), was disqualified by Ins charitable 
lai indulgent disposition for the invidious task 
of criminal inquisition ; and who frankly told 
.the House, after he returned, that he had never 
[looked at a bank-book, or asked a question 
jirhile he was at Philadelphia ; and, Mr. Adams, 
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in invalidating the report of the majority 
against the bank, disputed the reality of the 
majority, saying that the good nature of Colo
nel Johnson had merely licensed it. On the 
other hand, the committee was as favorably 
composed for the bank—Mr. Adams and Mr. 
McDuffie both able writers and speakers, of na
tional reputation, investigating minds, ardent 
temperaments, firm believers in the integrity 
and usefulness of the corporation ; and of char 
actor and position to be friendly to the institu 
tion without the imputation of an undue mo 
five. Mr. Watinough was a new member, but 
acceptable to the bank as its immediate repre- 

j sentative, as the member that had made the 
motions to bailie investigation ; and as being 
from his personal as well as political and social 

I relations, in the category to form, if necessary, 
its channel of confidential communication with 

| the committee.
The committee made three reports—one by 

the majority, one by the minority, and one by 
Mr. Adams alone. The first was a severe re
crimination of the bank on many points—usury, 
issuing branch bank orders as a currency, selling 
coin, selling stock obtained from government un
der special acts of Congress, donations for roads 
and canals, tuiilding houses to rent or sell, loans 
unduly made to editors, brokers, and members 
of Congress. The adversary reports were a de
fence of the bank on all these points, and the 
highest encomiums upon the excellence of its 

1 management, and the universality of its utility ; 
but too much in the spirit of the advocate to 
retain the character of legislative reports—which 
admit of nothing but facts statecLJnductions 
drawn, and,ns express^*""Both, or ra
ther all three st tsN^-tepilns, were received as 
veracious, and lauded victorious, by the 
respective parties wise A they favored ; and 
(piotcd, as settling for vvef the bank quostion, 
each way. But, alas, for the effect of the pro
gress of events ! In a few brief years all this 
at#ick and defence— all this elaboration of accu
sation, and refinement of vindication—all this 
zeal and animosity, for and against the bank— 
the whole contest—was eclipsed and superse
ded by the actualities of the times—the majority 
report, as being behind the facts : the minority, 
as resting upon vanished illusions. And tlie 

; great bank itself, antagonist of Jackson, called 
j imperial by its friends, and actually constituting
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a power in the State—prostrate in dust and 
ashes — and invoking from the community, 
through the mouth of the greatest of its advo
cates (Mr. Webster), the oblivion and amnesty 
of an “ obsolete idea.”

It Is not the design of this View to explore 
these reports for the names of persons implicated 
(some perhaps unjustly), in the criminating 
statements of the majority. The object pro
posed in this work does not require that inter
ference with individuals. The conduct of the 
institution is the point of inquiry ; and in that 
conduct will be found the warning voice against 
the dangers and abuses of such an establishment 
in all time to come.

CHAPTER L X V.
THE THREE PER CENT. I)EI!T, AND LOSS IN NOT 

PAYING IT WHEN THE RATE WAS LOW, ANI14 
THE MONEY IN THE HANK OE THE UNITED 
STATES WITHOUT INTEREST.

Three was a part of the revolutionary debt, 
incurred by the States and assumed by Con
gress, amounting to thirteen and a quarter mil
lions of dollars, on which an interest of only 
three per centum was allowed. Of course, the 
stock of this debt could be but little over fifty 
cents in the dollar in a country where legal in
terest was six per centum, and actual interest 
often more. In 1817, when the Bank of the 
United States went into operation, the price of 
that stock was sixty-four per centum—the 
money was in bank, more than enough to pay 
it—a gratuitous deposit, bringing no interest— 
and which was contained in her vaults—her sit
uation soon requiring the aid of the federal gov
ernment to enable her to keep lier doors open.
I had submitted a resolve early in my term of 
service to have this stock purchased at its mar- 
ket value; and for that purpose to enlarge The 
power of the commissioners of the sinking fund, 
then limited to a price a little below the current 
rate : a motion which was resisted and defeated 
by the friends of the bank. I then moved a re
solve that the bank pay interest on the deposits: j 
which was opposed and defeated in like manner, ( 
Eventually, and when the rest of the public ! 
debt should be paid off, and the payment of these i

thirteen and a quarter millions would become 
obligatory under a policy which eschewed «11 
debt—a consummation then rapidly approach.
ing, under General Jackson’s administration_it
was clear that the treasury would pay one him- 
dred cents on the dollar on what could be then 
purchased for sixty-odd, losing in the mean time 
the interest on the money with which it could la 
paid. It made a case against the bank, which 
it felt itself bound to answer, and did so through 
senator Johnson, of Louisiana: who showed 
that the bank paid the debt which the commis- 
sioners of the sinking fund required. This wa* 
true ; but it was not the point in the case. The 
point was that the money was kept in deposit 
to sustain the bank, and the enlargement of the 
powers of the commissioners resisted to prevent 
them from purchasing this stock nt a low rate, 
in view of its rise to par : which soon took 
place ; and made palpable the loss to the United 
States. At the time of the solicited renewal of 
the charter, this non-payment of the three per 
cents was brought up as an instance of lots in- 
currcd on account of the bank ; and gave rise tc 
the defence from Mr. Johnson; to which 1 
replied :

“ Mr. Benton had not intended, he said, tosav 
a word in relation to this question, nor shoulil 
he now rise to speak upon it. but from what 
had fallen from the senator from New Jersey. 
That gentleman had gone from the resolution 
to the bank, and from the bank he had gone to 
statements respecting his resolutions on alum 
salt, which were erroneous. Day by day, me 
morials were poured in upon us by command of 
the bank, all representing, in the same terms, 
the necessity of renewing its charter. These 
memorials, the tone of which, and the time of 
their presentation, showed their common origin, 
w-cre daily ordered to be printed. These papou, 
forming a larger mass than we ever had on our 
tables before, and all singing, to the same lone, 
the praises of the bank, were ordered to be 
printed without hesitation. The report which 
lie had moved to have printed for the benefit of 
the farmers, was struck at by the senator of 
New Jersey, In the first place, the senatorvu 
in error as to the cost of printing the report 
He had stated it to be one thousand nine hun
dred dollars, whereas it was only one thousand 
one hundred dollars. A few days ago, two 
thousand copies of a report of the British Ileus 
of Commons on the subject of railroads wa 
ordered to be printed. Following the language 
of that resolution, lie had moved the printing 
another report of that body, which would interest 
a thousand of our citizens, where that report 
would interest one. There was not a farmer a
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America who would not deem it a treasure. It 
jovered the whole saline kingdom ; and those 
unacquainted with its nature had no more idea 
0fit than a blind man had of the solar rays. It 
was of the highest value to the farmer and the 
-jjier, It showed the effect of the mineral king
dom upon the animal kingdom ; and its views 
mrc the results of the wisdom, experience, and 
test talents of Great Britain. 'The assertion of 
the senator, that the bank aided in producing a 
sound currency, he would disprove by facts and 
dates. In 1817 the bank went into operation. 
In three or four years after, forty-four banks 
were chartered in Kentucky, and forty in Ohio ;

| ind the United States Bank, so far from being 
iblc to put them down, was on the verge of 

| bankruptcy. With the use of eight millions of 
rnblic money, it was hardly able, from day to 
day to sustain itself. Eleven millions of dollars, 
as he could demonstrate, the people had lost by 
maintaining the bank during this crisis. But 
(or a waggon load of specie from the mint, as 
Mr. Cheves informs us, it would have become 

I bankrupt. In addition to this, the use of gov- 
tmmeift deposits, to the extent of eight millions, 
was necessary to sustain it ; and tiic country lost 

I ,|(Ten millions by the diversion or those deposits 
I to this purpose. Congress authorized the pur- 

chase of the thirteen millions of three per cents. 
I _jt that time, they Ibuld have been purchased 
I it sixty-five cents, now they were at ninety-six 
I gr milt. This was one item of the amount 
I (pit, and the other was the interest on the 
I stock from that time to the present, amounting 
I to six millions more. It was shown by Mr. I Cheves that the United States Bank owed its 
I distinct' to the local banks—to the indulgence 
I ind forbearance of the banks of Philadelphia and 
I Boston, notwithstanding its receipt of the silver 
I from Ohio and Kentucky, which drained that 
[country,destroyed its local hanks, and threw 
[down the value of every description pf its pro- 
Iperty. The United States Bank currency was 
leaked by the senator the poor man’s friend. 
[The orders on the branches—these drafts issued 
[in Dan and made payable in Bcorslicba—had 
[their origin with a Scotchman ; and, when their 
Itharacter was discovered, they were stopped as 
Teppressive to the poor ; and this bank, which 
Ins cried up as the )«>or man’s friend, issued 
■ho* same orders, in paper so similar to that of 

e bank notes, that the |ieople could not readily 
|fam the difference between them. It was 

bought that the people might mistake the sig
nature of the little cashier and t lie little president 
fcr the groat cashier and the great president. 
The stockholders were foreigners, to a great 
litmt—they were lords and ladies—reverend 

iergymen and military officers. The widows, 
i whose behalf our sympathy was required, 

bn- countess dowagers, and the Barings, some 
whom owned more- of the stock than was pos- 

ssed in sixteen States of this Uuion.”

C II A P T K It L X V I .

BANK OF TI1E UNITED STATES—BILL FOR TUB 
KECHARTKR REPORTED IN THE SENATE—AND 
PASSED THAT BODY.

The first bank of the United States, chartered 
in 1791, was a federal measure, conducted under 
the lead of General Hamilton—opposed by Mr. 
Jefferson, Mr. Madison and the republican party ; 
and became a great landmark of party, not 
merely for the hank itself, but for the latitudi- 
narian construction of the constitution in which 
it was founded, and the great door which it 
opened to tlie discretion of Congress to do what 
it pleased, under the plea of being “ necessary ” 
to carry into effect some granted power. Tlie 
non-renewal of the charter in 1811, was the act 
of the republican party, then in possession of 
the government, and taking the opportunity to 
terminate, upon its own limitation, the existence 
of an institution, whose creation they had not 
been able to prevent. The charter of the second 
bank, in 1810, was the act of the republican 
party, and to aid them in the administration of 
the government, and, as such, was opposed by 
the federal party—not seeming then to under
stand that, by its instincts, a great moneyed 
corporation was in sympathy with their own 
party, and would soon he with it in action 
—which this bank soon was—and now struggled 
for a continuation of its existence under the 
lead of those who lmd opposed its birth, and 
against the party which created it. Mr. Web
ster was a federal leader on both occasions— 
against the charter, in 181 fi ; for the recharter, 
in 1832—and in his opening speech in favor of 
the renewal, according to the hill reported by 
the Senate’s select committee, and in allusion 
to these reversals of positions, and in justifica
tion of his own, he spoke thus, addressing him 
self to the Vice-President, Mr. Calhoun :

“ A considerable portion of the active part of 
life lias elapsed, said Mr. W-, since you and I, 
Mr. President, and three or four other gentlemen, 
now in tlie .Senate, acted our respective parts in 
the passage of the bill creating the present Bank 
of tlie United States. Wc have lived to litlIu 
purjiose, ns public men, if the experience of this 
(icriod lias not enlightened our judgments, and 
enabled us to revise our opinions ; and to correct 
any errors into which we may have fallen, if 
such errors there were, cither iu regard to the
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general utility of a national bank, or the details 
of its constitution. I trust it will not be unbe
coming the occasion, if I allude to your own 
important agency in that transaction. The bill 
incorporating the bank, and giving it a constitu
tion, proceeded from a committee of the House 
of Representatives, of which you were chairman, 
and was conducted through that House under 
vour distinguished lead. Having recently looked 
back to the proceedings of that day, I must be 
permitted to say that I have perused the speech 
by which the subject was introduced to the con
sideration of the House, with a revival of the 
feeling of approbation and pleasure with which 
I heard it ; and I will add, that it would not, 
perhaps, now, be easy to find a better brief 
synopsis of those principles of currency and of 
banking, which, since they spring from the na
ture of money and of commerce, must be essen
tially the same, at all times, in all commercial 
communities, than that speech contains. The 
other gentlemen now with us in the .Senate, all 
of them, I believe, concurred with the chairman 
of the committee, and voted for the bill. My 
own vote was against it. This is a matter of 
little importance ; but it is connected with other 
circumstances, to which I will, for a moment, 
advert. The gentlemen with whom I acted on 
that occasion, had no doubts of the constitutional 
power of Congress to establish a national bank ; 
nor had we any doubts of the general utility of 
an institution of that kind. We had, indeed, 
most of us, voted for a bank, at a preceding 
session. But the object of our regard was not 
whatever might be called a bank. We required 
that it should be established on certain princi
ples, which alone we deemed safe and useful, 
made subject to certain lived liabilities, anil so 
guarded that it could neither move voluntarily, 
nor be moved by others out of its proper sphere 
of action. The bill, when first introduced, con
tained features, to which we should never have 
assented, and we set ourselves accordingly to 
work with a good deal of zeal, in order to effect 
sundry amendments. In some of those proposed 
amendments, the chairman, and those who acted 
with him, finally concurred. Others they 
opposed. The result was, that several most 
iuqiortant amendments, as 1 thought, prevailed. 
But there still remained, in my opinion, objec
tions to the bill, which justified a persevering 
opposition till they should be removed.”

necessary for the support of the social system 
and encourages propensities destructive of iq 
happiness. It wars against industry, f-:. 
gality, and economy ; and it fosters the evil 
spirits of extravagance and speculation. Of all 
the contrivances for cheating the laboring classes 
of mankind, none has been more effectual than 
that which deludes them with paper montv, 
This is the most effectual of inventions to fer
tilize the rich man’s field, by the sweat of t|le 
poor man’s brow. Ordinary tyranny, oppix,. 
sion, excessive taxation, these bear lightly on 
the happiness of the mass of tlie community 
compared with fraudulent currencies, anil tl« 
robberies committed by depreciated paper. (jur 
own history has recorded for our instruction 
enough, and more than enough, of the demor
alizing tendency, the injustice, and the intolera
ble oppression on the virtuous and well disposed
of a degraded paper currency, authorized by la»; : 
or any way countenanced by government ’’ |

He also spoke truly on the subject of the 
small quantity of silver currency in the United 
States—only some twenty-two millions—and j 
not a particle of gold ; and deprecated thesmal1 
bank note currency as the cause of that evil | 
He said :.

“The paper circulation of the country is, at 
this time, probably seventy-five or eighty mil- 
lions of dollars. Of specie we may have twenty 
or twenty-two millions : and this, principally, in 
masses in the vaults of the banks. Now" sir, 
this is a state of things which, in my judgment 
leads constantly to overtrading, and to the 
consequent excesses and revulsions which - 
often disturb the regular course of commercial 
all'airs.

“ Why have we so small an amount of specie in | 
circulation ? Certainly the only reason is, !.. 
cause we do not require more. We have but to 
ask its presence, and it would return. But w 
voluntarily banish it by the great amount el 
small bank notes. In most of the States the 
hanks issue notes of all low denominations, 
down even to a single dollar. How is it po 
ble, under such circumstances, to retain specie I 
in circulation ? All experience shows it to he|

| impossible. The papier will take the place of |

He spoke forcibly and justly against the evils 
of paper money, and a depreciated currency, 
meaning the debased issues of the local banks,
for the cure of which the national bank was to 
be the instrument—not foreseeing that this 
great hank was itself to he the most striking 
exemplification of all the evils which lie de
picted. He said :

" A disordered currency is one of the greatest 
of political evils. It undermines the virtues

the gold and silver. When Mr. l’itt, in thel 
year 17!>7, proposed in Parliament !u autbomel 
the Bank of England to issue one ponrnl notai 
Mr. Burke lay sick at Bath of an illness from 
which he never recovered ; and he - -aid loi 

] have written to the late Mr. Canning, 'Tell Mr.f 
Pitt that if he consents to the issuing of <jat| 

j pound notes, he must never expect tu -tt 
guinea again. ’”

The bill provided that a bonus of $500,0W| 
in three equal annual instalments should 1
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exclusive privileges : Mr. Webster moved to 
modify the section, so as to spread the payment 

i over the entire term of the bank’s proposed ex- 
liKnce—$150,000 a year for fifteen years. 1 
ns opposed both to the bonus, and the exclu- 

| jive privilege, and said:

‘‘The proper compensation for the bank to 
cake, provided this exclusive privilege was sold 
l„ it, would be to reduce the rate of interest on 
tojns and discounts. A reduction of interest 
could be felt by the people ; the payment of a 
(onus would not be felt by them. It would 
cime into the treasury, and probably be lav- 
,jlied immediately on some scheme, possibly' 
unconstitutional in its nature, and sectional in 

I its application, lie was not in favor of any 
feheme for getting money into the treasury at 
present. The difficulty lay the other way.

I The struggle now was to keep money out of the 
treasury.—to prevent the accumulation of a sur- 

I p|,is; and the reception of this bonus would go 
IL aggravate that difficulty, by increasing that 
I uriilus. Kings might receive bonuses for selling 
I delusive privileges to monopolizing companies.
I In that case his subjects would bear the loss,
I and he would receive the profit ; but, in a re- 
I public, it was incomprehensible that the people 
I ihould sell to a company the privilege of making 
I wney out of themselves. lie was opposed to 
] the grant of an exclusive privilege ; he was op- 
I posed to the sale of privileges ; but if granted,
I or sold, he was in favor of receiving the price in 
I the way that would be most beneficial to the 
1 whole body of the people ; and, in this case, a 
I reduction of interest would best accomplish that 
I object. A bank, which had the benefit of the 
Inédit and revenue of the United States to bank 
lopun, could well afford to make loans and dis- 
Icounts for less than six per centum. Five per 
I tentum would be high interest for such a bank ; 
1 and he had no doubt, if time was allowed for 
I the application, that applications enough would 
[be nude to take the charter ujm.hi these terms. ”

I opposed action on the subject at this session. 
iThe bank charter had yet four years to run, 
land two years after that to remain in forco for 
[rinding up its affairs; in all, six years before 
[the dissolution of the corporation : anil this 
Iraki remit the final decision to the Congress 

■which would sit between 1836 and 1838, and 
[there was not only to be a new Congress elected 

before that time, but a new Congress under a 
lier apportionment of the representation, in 
lthicii there would he a great augmentation of 

Pembevs, and especially in the West, where the 
■operation of the present bank was most inju- 
P*- The stockholders had not applied for the 
fcthirter at this session : that was the act of

the directors and politicians, or rather of the 
politicians and directors ; for the former gov
erned the decision. The stockholders in their 
meeting _ last September only authorized the 
president and directors to apply at any time 
before the next triennial meeting—at any time 
within three years ; and that would carry the 
application to the right time. I, therefore, in
veighed against the present application, and in
sisted that :

“ Many reasons oppose the final action of 
Congress upon this subject at the present time. 
We are exhausted with the tedium, if not with 
the labors of a six months’ session. Our hearts 
and minds must be at home, though our bodies 
are here. Mentally and bodily we are unable 
to give the attention and consideration to this 
question, which the magnitude of its principles, 
the extent anil variety of its details, demand 
from us. Other subjects of more immediate 
anil pressing interest must be thrown aside, to 
make way for it. The reduction of the price of 
tlie public lands, for which the new States have 
been petitioning for so many years, anil the 
modification of the tariff, the continuance of 
which seems to be weakening the cement which 
binds this Union together, must be postponed, 
and possibly lost for the session, if we go on 
with the hank question. Why has the tariff 
been dropped in the Senate ? Every one recol
lects the haste with which that subject was 
taken up in this chamber ; how it was pushed 
to a certain point ; and how suddenly and gen
tly it has given way to the bank bill ! Is there 
any union of interest—any conjunction of forces 
—any combined plan of action—any alliance 
offensive or defensive, between .the United 
Status Hank and the American system ? Cer
tainly they enter the field together, one here, 
the other yonder (pointing to the House of 
Representatives), and leaving a clear stage to 
each other, they press at once upon both wings, 
and announce a perfect non-interference, if not 
mutual aid, in the double victory which is to be 
achieved. Why have the two bills reported by 
the Committee on Manufactures, and for taking 
up which notices have been given : why are they 
so suddenly, so easily, so gently', abandoned 1 

Why is the land hill, rejiorted by the same 
committee, and a pledge given to call it up 
when the Committee on Public Lands had made 
their counter report, also suffered to sleep oil 
the table t The counter report is made ; it is 
printed ; it lies on every table ; why not go oil 
with the lands, when the settlement of the ques
tion of the amount of revenue to be derived 
from that source precedes the tariff question, 
anil must be settled before we can know how 
much revenue should be raised from imports.

“An unfinitlied investigation presented an
other reason for delaying the final action of Con 
gross on this subject. The House of Représenta-
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lives had appointed a committee to investigate 
the affairs of the bank ; they had proceeded to 
the limit of the time allotted them—had report
ed adversely to the bank—and especially against 
the renewal of the charter at this session ; and 
had argued the necessity of further examina
tions. Would the Senate proceed while this 
unfinished investigation was depending in the 
other end of the building ? Would they 
act so as to limit the investigation to the few 
weeks which were allowed to the committee, j 
when we have from four to six years on hand 
within which to make it ? The reports of 
this committee, to the amount of some 15,000 
copies had been ordered to be printed by the 
two Houses, to be distributed among the people. 
For what purpose ? Certainly that the people 
might read them—make up their minds upon 
their contents—and communicate their senti
ments to their representatives. But these re
ports arc not yet distributed ; they are not yet 
read by the people ; and why order this distri
bution without waiting for its effect, when there 
is so much time on hand ? Why treat the peo- i 
pie with this mockery of a pretended consulta
tion—this illusive reference to their judgment— 
while proceeding to act before they can read 
what we have sent to them ? Nay, more ; the 
very documents upon which the reports arc 
founded are yet unprinted ! The Senate is ac- j 
tually pushed into this discussion without hav
ing seen the evidence which has been collected 
by the investigating committee, and which the 
Senate itself has ordered to be printed for the 
information of its members.

“ The decision of this question does not belong < 
to this Congress, but to the Congress to be i 
elected under tbe new census of 1830. It 
looked to him like usurpation for this Congress 
ito seize upon a question of this magnitude, which 
required no decision until the new and full ref)- ; 
resentation of the people shall come in ; and 
which, if decided now, though prematurely and 
by usurpation, is irrevocable, although it cannot 
take effect until 183G ;—that is to say, until 
three years after the new and full representa
tion would be in power. What Congress is 
his? It is the apportionment of 1820, formed 

on a population of ten millions. It is just going 
out of existence. A new Congress, apportioned 
upon a representation of thirteen millions, is 
already provided for by law ; and after the 4th 
tif March next—within nine months from this 
day—will be in power, and entitled to the seats | 
in which we sit. That Congress will contain 
thirty members more than the present one. 
Three millions of people—a number equal to 
that which made the revolution—arc now un
represented, who will be then represented. The 
West alone—that section of the Union which 
suffers most from the depredations of the bank 
—loses twenty votes ! In that section alone a 
million of people lose their voice in tho decision 
of this great question. And why ? What ex
cuse ? What necessity ? What plea for tints

sudden haste which interrupts an unfinished] 
investigation—sets aside the immediate busies, 
of the people—and usurps the rights of our suc
cessors? No plea in the world, except that a 
gigantic moneyed institution refuses to wait 
and must have her imperial wishes immediately
gratified. If a charter was to be granted à 

i;«l :___ • ' »should lie done with as little invasion of"thc 
rights of posterity—with as little encroachment 
upon the privileges of our successors—as po^. 
hie. Once in ten years, and that at the com. 
mcncement of each full representation under i 
new census, would be the most appropriate 
time ; and then charters should be for ten al|lj 
not twenty years.

“Mr. B. had nothing to do with motives. He 
neither preferred accusations, nor pronounce] 
absolutions : but it was impossible to shut his 
eyes upon facts, and to close up his reason again.; 
the induction of inevitable inferences. The pre 
sidental election was at hand ;—it weuld come 
in four months;—and here was a question which 
in the opinion of all, must affect that election 
—in the opinion of some, may decide it—which 
is pressed on for decision four years before it i< 
necessary to decide it, and six years before it 
ought to be decided. Why this sudden pressure? 
Is it to throw the bank bill into the hand, I 
of the President, to solve, by a practical reference, 
the disputed problem of the executive veto, and 
to place the President under a cross fire froih the 
opposite banks of the Potomac River ? He [Mr. 
B. | knew nothing about that veto, but he knew 
something of human nature, and something of 
ttie rights of the people under our representative 
form of government ; and lie would be free to 
say that a veto which would stop the encroach- 
ment of a minority of Congress upon the rights 
of its successors—which would arrest afiieht- 
ful act of legislative usurpation—which w, vll 
retrieve for the |ioople the right of délitera;: [ 
and of action—which would arrest tlieoverwhilni- 
ing progress of a gigantic moneyed institution— 
which would prevent Ohio from being deprived I 
of five votes, Indiana from losing four,Tenut-s | 
four. Illinois two, Alabama two, Kentucky, Mis
sissippi and Missouri one each—which weuld 
lose six votes to New-York and two to 1‘eun-vl- 

1 vanin ; a veto, in short, which would protect the 
rights of three millions of |ieople. now unrepn- 
sentod in Congress, would be an act of constitu
tional justice to the people, which ought to use 
the President, and certainly would raise him, loi 
higher degree of favor in the estimation of evrnr 
republican citizen of the community thin he n i 

| enjoyed. By passing on the charter now. Con
gress would lose all check and control over the 

1 institution for the four years it had yet to 
run. The pendency of tho question was a rod 

! over its head for these four years; to drekt 
the question now, is to free it from all re«;nmt 
and turn it loose to play what part it pleased 
in all our affairs—elections, State, federal, pru
dential.
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,nd begged the republican Senate of the United 
States to take a lesson from the monarchial 
parliament of Great Britain. Wo copied their 
evil ways ; why not their good ones ? We cop
ied our bank charter from theirs; why not imi
tate them in their improvements u|>on their own 
work ? At first the bank had a monopoly result- 
jn„ from an exclusive privilege : that is now- 
denied. Formerly the charter was renewed 
several years before it was out : it now lias less 
than a year t0 runi lu,|l >s not yet rechartered.”

Amotion was made by Mr. Moore of Ala- 
bima, declaratory of the right of the States to 
admit, or deny the establishment of branches of 
the mother hank within their limits, and to tax 
their loans and issues, if she chose to admit them : 
and in support of that motion Mr. Benton made 
this speech:

l “The amendment offered by the senator from 
Alabama [Mr. Moore] was declaratory of the 
rights of the States, both to refuse admission of 
these branch banks into their limits, and to tax 
them, like other property, if admitted : if this 
amendment was struck out, it was tantamount 
to a legislative declaration that no such rights 
existed, and would operate as a confirmation of 
the decision of the Supreme Court to that effect. 
It is to no purpose to say that the rejection of 
the amendment will leave the charter silent upon 
the subject ; and the rights of the States, what
soever they may be, will remain in fuU force. 
That is the state of the existing charter. It 
is silent upon the subject of State taxation ; 
and in that silence the Supreme Court has 
spoken, and nullified the rights of the States. 
That court has decided that the Bank of the 
baited States is independent of State legislation ! 
consequently, that she may send branches into 
the States in defiance of their laws, and keep 
them there without the payment of tax. This 
is the decision ; and the decision of the court is 
the law of the land ; so that, if no declaratory 
clause is put into the charter, it cannot be said 
that the new charter will be silent, as the old 
one was. The voice of the Suprome Court is 
now heard in that silence, proclaiming the su
premacy of the bank, and the degradation of the 
States; and, unless we interpose now to coun
tervail that voice by a legislative declaration, it 
will be impossible for the States to resit it, ex
cept by measures which no one wishes to con
template.

“Mr, B. regretted that he had not seen in the 
pipers any report of the argument of the senator 
from Virginia [Mr. Tazewell] in vindication of 
the right of the States to tax these branches. 
It was an argument brief, powerful, and conclu- 
ave—lucid as a sunbeam, direct as an arrow, and 
mortal as the stroke of fate to the adversary 
epeakers. Since the delivery of that argument, 
they had sat in dumb show, silent as the grave, 
mute as the dead, and presenting to our imagi

nations the realization of the Abbé Sicyes’s fa
mous conception of a dumb legislature. Before 
the States surrendered a portion of their sove
reignity to create this federal government, they 

( possessed the unlimited power of taxation ; in 
the act of the surrender, which is the constitu
tion, they abridged this unlimited right but In 
two particulars—exports and imports—which 
they agreed no longer to tax, and therefore re- 
tained the taxing power entire over all other 
subjects. This was the substance of the argu
ment which dumbfounded the adversary ; and 
the distinction which was attempted to be sot 
up between tangible and intangible, visible and 

I invisible, objects of taxation ; between franehi- I ses and privileges on one side, and material sub
stances on the other, was so completely blast
ed and annihilated by one additional stroke of 
lightning, that the fathers of the distinction really 
Imliuved that they had never made it ! and sung 
their palinodes in the face of the House.

“ The argument that these branches are ne
cessary to enable tile federal government to car- 

I ry on its fiscal operations, and, therefore, ought 
I to be independent of State legislation, is an- 
! swered and expunged by a matter of fact, name
ly, that Congress itself has determined other
wise, and that in the very charter of the bank. 
The charter limits the right of the federal gov
ernment to the establishment of a single brandi, 
and that one in the District of Coluufbia ! The 
branch at this place, and the parent bank at 
Philadelphia, arc all that the federal government 
has stipulated for. All beyond that, is left to 
the bank itself ; to establish branches in the 
States or not, as it suited its own interest; or to 
employ State banks, with the approbation of the 
Secretary of the Treasury, to do the business of 
the branches for the United States. Congress 
is contented with State hanks to do the business 
of the branches in the States; and, therefore, au
thorizes the very case which gentlemen appre
hend and so loudly deprecate, that New-York 
may refuse her assent to the continuance of the 
branches within her limits, and send the public 
deposits to the State hanks. This is what the 
charter contemplates. Look at the charter ; see 
the fourteenth article of the constitution of the 
bank ; it makes it optionary w-ith the directors 
of the bank to establish branches in such States 

j as they shall think fit, with the alternative of 
using State banks as their substitutes in States 
in which they do not choose to establish branch
es. This brings the establishment of branches 
to a private affair, a mere question of profit and 
loss to the bank itself ; and cuts up by the roots 
the whole argument of the necessity of these 
branches to the fiscal operations of the federal 
government. The establishment of branches in 
the States is, then, a private concern, and presents 
this question: Shall non-residents and aliens 
—even alien enemies, for such they may be— 
have a right to carry on the trade of banking 
within the limits of the States, without their 
consent, without liability to taxation, and with-

x
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out amenability to State legislation ? The sug
gestion that the United States owns an interest 
m this bank, is of no avail. If she owned it all, 
it would still be subject to taxation, like all 
other property is which she holds in the States. 
The lands which she had obtained from individ
uals in satisfaction of debts, were all subject to 
taxation ; the public lands which she held by 
grants from the States, or purchases from foreign 
powers, were only exempted from taxation hy 
virtue of compacts, and the payment of five per 
centum on the proceeds of the sales for that ex
emption.”

The motion of Mr. Moore was rejected, and 
by the usual majority.

Mr. Benton then moved to strike out so much 
of the bill as gave to the bank exclusive privi
leges, and to insert a provision making the 
stockholders liable for the debts of the institu
tion ; and in support of his motion quoted the 
case of the three Scottish banks which had no 
exclusive privilege, and in which the stockhold
ers were liable, and the superior excellence of 
which over the Bank of England was admitted 

• and declared by English statesmen. lie said :

“ The three Scottish banks had held each 
other in check, had proceeded moderately in all 
their operations, conducted their business regu
larly and prudently, and always kept themselves 
in a condition to face their creditors ; while the 
single English bank, having no check from rival 
institutions, ran riot in the wantonness of its own 
unbridled power, deluging the country, when it 
pleased, with paper, and filling it with speculation 
and extravagance ; drawing in again when it 
pleased, and filling it with bankruptcy and |tau
pe rism ; often transcending its limits, and twice 
stopping payment, and once for a period of 
twenty years. There can be no question of the 
incomparable superiority of the Scottish banking 
system over the English banking system, even 
in a monarchy ; and this has been officially an
nounced to the Bank of England by the British 
ministry, as far back as the year 182(1, with the 
authentic declaration that the English system 
of banking must be assimilated to the Scottish 
s » stem, and that her exclusive privilege could 
never be renewed. This was done in a corre
spondence between the Earl of Liverpool, first 
Lord of the Treasury, and Mr. Robinson, Chan
cellor of the Exchequer, on one side, and the 
Governor and Deputy Governor of the Bank of 
England on the other. In their letter of the 
18th January, 1826, the two ministers, adverting 
M the fact of the stoppage of payment, and 
'epcated convulsions of the Bank of England, 
while the Scottish banks had been wholly free 
from such calamities, declared their conviction 
that there existed an unsound a^l delusive sys
tem of banking in England, and a sound and 
solid system in Scotland ! And they gave the

«

official assurance of the British government, that 
neither His Majesty’s ministers, nor parliament 
would ever agree to renew the charter of the 
Bank of England with their exclusive privilege I 
Exclusive privileges, they said, were out of fhsL 
ion ! Nor is it renewed to this day, though 
the charter is within nine months of its expirj. 
lion !

“In the peculiar excellence of the Scottish 
plan, lies a few plain and obvious principles 
closely related to republican ideas. First Ko 
exclusive privileges. Secondly. Three inde- 
pendent hanks to check and control each other 
and diffuse their benefits, instead of one to do 
as it pleased, and monopolize the moneyed power 
Thirdly. The liability of each stockholder for 
the amount of his stock, on the failure of the 
bank to redeem its notes in specie. Fourthly. 
The payment of a moderate interest to deposi
tors. Upon these few plain principles, all of 
them founded in republican notions, equal rights 
and equal justice, the Scottish banks have ad
vanced themselves to the first rank in Europe, 
have eclipsed the Bank of England, and caused 
it to be condemned in its own country, and have 
made themselves the model of all future banking 
institutions in Great Britain. And now, it 
would be a curious political phenomenon, and 
might give rise to some interesting speculations 
on the advance of free principles in England, and 
their decline in America, if the Scottish repuV 
lican plan of banking should be rejected here, 
while preferred there; and the British monarchal 
plan, which is condemned there, should be per
petuated here ! and this double incongruity 
committed without necessity, without excuse, 
without giving the people time to consider, and 
to communicate their sentiments to their con
stituents, when there is four, if not six years, for 
them to consider the subject before final decision 
is required ! ”

The clause for continuing the exclusive pri
vilege of the bank, was warmly contested in the 
Senate, and arguments against it drawn from the 
nature of our government, as well as from the 
example of the British parliament, which had 
granted the monopoly to the Bank of England 
in her previous charters, and denied it on the 
last renewal. It owed its origin in England to 
the high tory times of Queen Anne, and its ex- 
tinction to the liberal spirit of the present 
century. Mr. Benton was the chief speaker on 
this point ; and—

“ Pointed out the clauses in the charter which 
granted the exclusive privilege, and imposed the 
restriction, which it was the object of his motion 
to abolish ; and read a part of the 21st section, 
which enacted that no other bank should k 
established by any future law of the I ni ted 
States, during the continuance of that charter, 
and which pledged the faith of tho United Statut
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nted was an exclusive privilege, a monopoly, 
^d an invasion of the rights of all future Con
nusses, as well as of the rights of all citizens 
of the Union, for the term the charter had to 
run, and which might be considered perpetual ;

tjjig was the last time that the people could 
,ver make head against the new political power 

I ' which raised itself in the form of the bank to 
overbalance every other power in the govern
ment This exclusive privilege is contrary to 
the genius of our government, which is a gov
ernment of equal rights, and not of exclusive 
privileges; and it is clearly unauthorized by the 
constitution, which only admits of exclusive 
privileges in two solitary, specified cases, and 
each of these founded upon a natural right, 
the ease of authors and inventors ; to whom 
Congress is authorized to grant, for a limited 
time” the exclusive privilege of selling their own 
writings and discoveries. But in the case of 
this charter there is no natural right, and it may 
be well said there is no limited time ; and the 
monopoly is far more glaring and indefensible 
now than when first granted ; for then the 
charier was not granted to any particular set 
of individuals, but lay open to all to subscribe 
to it ; but now it is to be continued to a par
ticular set, and many of them foreigners, and 
ill of whom, or their assignees, had already 
enjoyed the privilege for twenty years. If this 
company succeeds now in getting their monopoly 
continued for fifteen years, they will so intrench 
themselves in wealth and [rower, that they will 
be enabled Hh perpetuate their charter, and 
transmit it as a private inheritance to their pos
terity. Our government delights in roffttion of 
office ; all officers, from the highest to the lowest, 
ire amenable to that principle ; no one is suffered 
to remain in power thirty-five years ; and why 
should one company have the command of the 
moneyed power of America for that long period ? 
Can it be the wish of any person to establish an 
oligarchy with unbounded wealth and perpetual 
existence, to lay the foundation for a nobility 
and monaithy in this America !

"The restriction upon future Congresses is at 
war with every principle of constitutional right 
and legislative equality. If the constitution has 
given to one Congress the right to charter banks, 
it has given it to every one. If this Congress 
has a rigHt to establish a bank, every other 
Congress his. The power to tie the hands of 
our succeaors is*nowhere given to us ; what 

I wc can d» our successors can ; a legislative body 
is always equal to itself. To make, and to 
amend ; to do. and to undo ; is the prerogative 

I of each. But here the attempt is to do what wc 
ourselves cannot amend—what our successors 

j cannot amend—and what our successors are 
forbidden to imitate, or to do in any form. This 
shows the danger of assuming implied powers. 
If the power to establish a national bank had 

j been expressly granted, then the exercise of that

power, being once exerted, would be exhausted, 
and no further legislation would remain to bo 
done ; but this power is now assumed upon con 
struction, after having been twice rejected, in 
the convention which framed the constitution, 
and is, therefore, without limitation as to number 
or character. Mr. Madison was express in his 
opinions in the year 1791, that, if there was one 
bank chartered, there ought to be several ! The 
genius of the British monarchy, he said, favored 
the concentration of wealth and power. In 
America the genius of the government required 
the diffusion of wealth and power. The estab
lishment of branches did not satisfy the prin 
ciple of diffusion. Several independent banks 
alone could do it. The branches, instead of les
sening the wealth and power of tho single insti
tution, greatly increased both, by giving to tho 
great central parent bank an organization and 
ramification which pervaded the whole Union, 
drawing wealth from every part, and subjecting 
every part to the operations, political and pe
cuniary. of the central institution. But this 
restriction ties up the hands of Congress Irom 
granting other charters. Behave as it may— 
plunge into all elections—convulse the country 
with expansions and contractions of paper cur
rency-fail in its ability to help the merchants 
to pay their bonds—stop payment, and leave tho 
government no option but to receive its dis
honored notes in revenue payments—and still 
it would be secure of its monopoly ; the hands 
of all future Congresses would be tied up ; and 
no rival or additional banks could be established, 
to hold it in check, or to supply its place.

“ Is this the Congress to tlo these things 7 Is 
this the Congress to impose restrictions upon 
the power of their successors ? Is this the 
Congress to tie the hands of all Congresses till 
the year 1851 ? In nine months this Congress 
is defunct ! A new and full representation of 
the people will come into power. Thirty addi
tional members will be in the House of Repre
sentatives ; three millions of additional people 
will be represented. The renewed charter is 
not to take cflect till three years after this full 
representation is in power ! And are we to 
forestall and anticipate them ? Take their 
proper business out of their hands—snatch the 
sceptre of legislation from them—do an act 
which we cannot amend—which they cannot 
amend—which is irrevocable and intangible ; 
and, to crown this act of usurpation, deliberately 
set about tying the hands, and imposing a re
striction upon a Congress equal to us in consti
tutional power, superior to us in representative 
numbers, and better entitled to act upon the 
subject, because the present charter is not to 
expire, nor the new one to take effect, until 
three years after the ncw.tkyigress shall be in 
power ! It is in vain to say that this-reasoning 
would apply to other legislative measures, and 
require the postponement of the land bill and 
the tariff bill. Both these bills require imme
diate decision, and therein differ from the bank
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bill, which requires no decision for three years 
to come. But the difference is greater still; for 
the land bill and tariff bill are ordinary acts of 
legislation, open to amendment, or repeal, by 
ourselves and successors ; but the charter is to 
be irrevocable, unamendable, binding upon all 
Congresses till the year 1851. This is rank 
usurpation; and if perpetrated by Congress, and 
afterwards arrested by an Executive veto, the 
President will become the true representative of 
the people, the faithful defender of their rights, 
and the defender of the rights of the new Congress 
which will assemble under the new census.

“Mr. 11. concluded his remarks by showing the 
origin, and also the extinctibq, of the doctrine 
in England. A tory parliamentjn the reign of 
Queen Anne had first granted an exclusive privi
lege to the Bank of England, and imposed a 
restriction upon the right of future parliaments j 
to establish another bank ; and the ministry of 
1820 had condemned this doctrine, and pro- 
scribed its continuance in England. The charter 
granted to the old Bank of the United Status 
and to the existing bank had copied those ob
noxious clahscs ; but now that they)were con
demned in England as too unjust and odious for 
that monarchial country, they ought certainly 
to be discarded in this republic, where equal 
rights was the vital principle and ruling feature 
of all our institutions. ”

All the amendments proposed by the oppo
nents of the bank being inexorably voted down, 
after a debate which, with some cessations, con
tinued from January to June, the final vote was 
taken, several senators first taking occasion to 
show they had no interest in the institution. 
Mr. Benton had seen the names of some mem
bers in the list of stockholders ; and early in 
the debate had required that the rule of parlia
mentary law should be read, which excludes the 
interested member from voting, and expunges 
his vote if he does, and his interest is afterwards 
discovered. Mr. Dallas said that he had sold 
his stock in the institution as soon as it was 
known that the question of the recharter would 
come before him : Mr. Silsbce said that he had 
disposed of his interest before the question came 
before Congress : Mr. Webster said that the in
sertion of his name in the list of stockholders 

» was a mistake in a clerk of the bank. The vote 
was then taken on the passage of the bill, and 
stood : Yets : Messrs. Bell, of New Hampshire ; 
Buckner, of Missouri ; Chambers, of Maryland ; 
Clay! of Kentucky ; Clayton, of Delaware ; Dal
las of Pennsylvania ; Ewing, of Ohio ; Foot, of 
Connecticut ; Frelinghuysen, of New Jeiaey; 
Hendricks, of Indiana ; Holmes, of Maine pjo- 
tuih S. Johnston, of Louisiana ; Knight, of Rhode

Island; Naudain, of Delaware ; Poindexter ol 
Mississippi; Prentiss, of Vermont ; Robbins, of 
Rhode Island ; Robinson, of Illinois ; Rugglcs 
of Ohio ; Seymour, of Vermont ; Silsbee of 
Massachusetts; Smith (Gen. Samuel), of Mary
land ; Sprague, of Maine ; Tipton, of Indiana 
Tomlinson, of Connecticut ; Waggaman of 
Louisiana ; Webster, of Massachusetts ; and ' 
Wilkins, of Pennsylvania: 28. Nays: Messrs. 
Benton, of Missouri ; Bibb, of Kentucky ; Brown 
of North Carolina ; Dickerson, of New Jersey 
Dudley, of New-York; Ellis, of Mississippi’ 

Forsyth, of Georgia; Grundy, of Tennessee■ 
Hnyne, of South Carolina ; Hill, of New Hamp. 
shire ; Kane, of Illinois ; King, of Alabama' 
Mangum, of North Carolina; Marcy, of New- 
York; Miller, of South Carolina ; Moore of 
Alabama ; Tazewell, of Virginia ; Troup, of 
Georgia; Tyler, of Virginia; Hugh L. White 
of Tennessee : 20.

CHAPTER LX VII.

RANK OF THE UNITED STATES—RIEL FOR THE 
RENEWED CHARTER PASSED IN THE HOUSE Of 
REPRESENTATIVES.

Tin: bill which had passed the Senate, after a 
long and arduous contest, quickly passed the 
House, with little or no contest at all. The 
session was near its end ; members were wearied' 
the result foreseen by every body—that the 
hill would pass—the veto be applied—and the 
whole question of charter or no charter go before 
the people in the question of the presidential 
election. Some attempts were made by the 
adversaries of the bill to amend it. by ofitring 
amendments, similar to those which had lira 
offered in the Senate ; hut with the same remit 
in one House as in tire other. They were ail 
voted down by an inexorable majority ; and it 
was evident that the contest was political, anil 
relied upon by one party tâ brin A them into 
power ; and deprecated by the otlX a- the 

flagrant prostitution of a great moneyed coq - 
ration to partisan and election purposes. The 
question was soon put ; and decided by the fol
lowing votes :

Yeas.—Messrs. Adams, C. Allan, II. Alim 
Allison, Appleton, Armstrong, Arnold, Ashley 

j Babcock, Banks, N. Barber, J. S. Barbour, Bar

ringer, Barstow, I. C. 
Billiard, Burd, Burges, 
diet, S. Condit, E. C< 
Corwin, Coulter, Craig, 
ton, Daniel, J. Davis, li 
Doddridge, Drayton, 1 
Evans, E. Everett. H. 
Grennell, Hodges, Heis 
ington, Ihrie, Ingersol 
Kendall, 11. King, Kerr, 
Maxwell, McCoy, McD 
Milligan, Newton, Pen 
Potts, Randolph, J. Ret 
W. B. Shepard, A. II. 
Southard, Spence, Stanl 
Storrs, Sutherland, Ta 
kias, Tracy, Vance, Vcr| 
ton. Watmough, E. VV1 
E. D. White, Wickliffc, 

Nays.—Messrs. Adai 
Archer, J. Rates, Bean 
thune, James Blair, Joli 
Branch, Cambreleng, i 
Claiborne, Clay, Clayto 
Davis, Dayan, Doublet 
Foster, Gaither, Gortlor 
Hall, Hammons, Harper 
man, Hogan, Holland, II 
Cave Johnson, Knvana; 
King, Umar, Leavitt, 1 
Mardis, Mason, McCar 
Mitchell, Ncwnan, Nut 
Polk. E. C. Heed, Rendit 
Standifcr, F. Thomas \\ 
ton. Ward, Wardwell. A 
C.P. White, Wilde, Wo
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embers were wearied ; 
very body—that the 
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est was political, and 
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ction purposes. 11» 
id decided by the to

, C. Allan, H. Alien 
rung, Arnold, Ashley 
;r, J. S. llarboar, Bur

ringer, Barstow, I. C. Bates, Briggs, Bui 
Hilliard, Burd, Burges, Choate, Collier, L. I 
diet, S. Condit, E. Cooke, B. Cooke, Coe

Bucher,
. Con-

dict, S. Uonnit, to. vooKe, u. uookc, Cooper, 
Corwin, Coultor, Craig, Crane, Crawford, Creigh
ton, Daniel, J. Davis, Dearborn, Denny, Dewart, 
Doddridge, Drayton, Ellsworth, G. Evans, J. 
Evans, E. Everett. II. Everett, Ford, Gilmore, 
Grennell, Hodges, Heister, Horn Hughes, Hunt- 
indon, Ihrie, Ingersoll, Irvin, lsacks, Jenifer, | 
Kendall. H. King, Kerr, Letcher, Mann, Marshall, 
Maxwell. McCoy, McDuffie, McKennan, Mercer, 
Milligan, Newton, Pearce, Pendleton, Pitcher, 
Potts, Randolph, J. Reed, Root, Russel, Semmos, 
W, 111 Shepard, A. II. Shepperil, Slade, Smith, 
Southanl, Spence, Stanbcrry, Stephens, Stewart, 
Stores, Sutherland, Taylor, P. Thomas, Tomp
kins, Tracy, Vance, Verplanck, Vinton, Washing- j 
ton. Watmough, E. Whittlesey, F. Whittlesey, 
E, D. White, Wickliffc, Williams, Young.—10(i.

Xats.—Messrs. Adair, Alexander, Anderson, 
Archer, J. Bates, Beardsley, Bell, Bergen. Be- 
thune, James Blair, John Blair. Bouek, Bouldip, 
Branch, Camhreleng, Carr, Chandler, Chinn, j 
Claiborne, Clay, Clayton, Coke, Conner. W. R. 
pavi.e Dayan, Doubledav, Felder, Fitzgerald, 
Foster, Gaither, Gordon, Griffin, T. II. Hall, W. 
Hall. Hammons, Harper, Hawes, Hawkins, Hoff
man, Hogan, Holland, Howard, Ilubbard, Jarvis, ! 
Cave Johnson, Kavanagh, Kennon A. King, J. 
King, Lamar, Leavitt, Lecompte, Lewis, Lyon, 
Mardis, Mason, McCarty, Mclntire, McKay, 
Mitchell, Ncwnan, Nuckolls, Patton, Pierson, 
Polk. E. C. Reed, Readier, Roane, Soule, Speight,1 
Standifer, F. Thomas, W. Thompson, J. Thorn
ton. Ward, Ward well. Wavnc, Weeks, Wheeler, 
C. P, White, Wilde, Worthington.—84.

CHAP T K U L XVIII.

THE VETO.

The act which had passed the two Houses for 
the renewal of the bank charter, was presented* 
to the President on the 4tli day of July, and 
returned by him to the House in which it ori
ginated. on the 10th, with his objections. Ills 
Erst objection was to the exclusive privileges 
vhicti it granted to corporators who had already 
enjoyed them, the great value of these privileges, 
and the inadequacy of the sum to be paid for 
tllem. He said :

“ Every monopoly, and all exclusive privileges, 
arc granted at the expense of the public, which 
ought to receive a fair equivalent. The many 
millions which this act proposes to bestow on 
tin; stockholders of the existing bank, must come 
directly or indirectly out of the earnings of the

American people. It is due to thcm^theroforc, 
if their government sell monopolies anthtxclusive 
privileges, that they should at least exact for 
them as much as they are worth in open market 
The value of the monopoly in this case may be 
correctly ascertained. The twenty-eight millions 
of stock would probably be at an advance of 
fifty per cent., and command, in market, at least 
forty-two millions of dollars, subject to the pay
ment of the present loans. The present value 
of the monopoly, therefore, is seventeen millions 
of dollars, and this the act proposes to sell for 
three millions, payable in fifteen annual instal
ments of $2110,000 each.

“ It is not conceivable how the presentffligk- 
holders can have any claim to the special favor 
of the government. The present corporation 
has enjoyed its monopoly during the period 
stipulated in ttic original contract. If we must 
have such a corporation, why should mot the 
government sell out the whole stock, and thus 
secure to the people the full market value of 
the privileges granted ! Why should not Con
gress create and sell the twenty-eight millions 
of stock, incorporating the purchasers with all 
the powers and privileges secured in this act, 
and putting the premium upon the sales into tlio 
treasury 7

“But.this act does not permit competition in 
the purchase of this monopoly. It seems to ho 
predicated on the erroneous idea that the present 
stockholders have a prescriptive right, not only 
to the favor, but to the bounty of the govern
ment. It appears that more than a fourth part 
of the stock is held by foreigners, and the residue 
is held by a few hundred of our citizens, chiefly 
of the richest class. For their benefit does this 

i act exclude the whole American people from 
colnpctition in the purchase of this monopoly, 
and dispose of it fur many millions less than it 
is worth. This seems the lesi) excusable, because 
some of our citizens, not now stockholders, peti- 

| tamed that the door of competition might he 
I opened, and offered to take a charter oil terms 
much more favorable- to the government and 

| country.
“ But this proposition, although made by men 

whose aggregate wealth is believed to he equal 
to all the private stock in the existing bank, has 
been set aside, and the bounty of our govem- 
ment is proposed to he again bestowed on the 
few who have been fortunate enough to secure 
the stock, and at this moment vyivld the power 

\ of the existing institution. 1 cannot perceive 
| the justice or policy of this course. If our gov
ernment must sell monopolies, it would seem 
to be its duty to take nothing less than their 

j full value ; and if gratuities must lie made once 
j in fifteen or twenty years, let them not ho 
bestowed on the subjects of a foreign govern
ment, nor upon a designated or favored class of 
men in our own country. It is hut justice and 
good policy, as far as the nature of the case will 
admit, to confine our favors to our own fellow- 
citizens, and let caeli ill his turn enjoy an oppor
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tunity to profit by our bounty. In the bearings 
of the act before me upon these points, I find 
aitiplt reasons why it should not become a law.”

The President objected to the constitutionality 
of the bank, and argued against the force of pre
cedents in this case, and against the applicabil
ity and the decision of the Supreme Court in its 
favor. That decision was in the case of the 
Maryland branch, and sustained it upon an argu- 
menwvhich carries error, in point of fact, upon 
its face. The ground of the decision was, that 
the bank was “ necessary ” to the successful con
ducting of the “fiscal operations” of the govern
ment ; and that Congress was the judge of that 
necessity. Upon this ground the Maryland 
branch, and every branch except the one in the 
District of Columbia, was without the constitu
tional warrant which the court required. Con
gress had given no judgment in favor of its 
necessity—but the contrary — a judgment 
against it: for after providing for the mother 
bank at Philadelphia, and one branch at Wash
ington City, the establishment of all other 
branches was referred to the judgment of the 
bank itself, or to circumstances over which Con
gress had no control, as the request of a .State

corporation, from time to time, to employ un» 
other bank or banks, to lie first approved by the 
Secretary of,the Treasury, at any place or 
that they may deem safe and proper, to inanam 
and transact the business proposed aforesaid 
other than for the purposes of discount ; to ^ 
managed and transacted by such offices, under 
such agreements, and subject to such regulations 
as they shall deem just and proper.”

These arc the wonls of the fourteenth funda
mental article of the constitution of the bank and 
the jonduct of the corporation in establishing its 
branches was in accordance with this article 
They placed them where they pleased—at first, 
governed wholly by the question of profit and 
loss to itself—afterwards, and when it was s«a 
that the renewed charter was to be redded by 
the members front some States, governed by the 
political consideration of creating an interest to 
defeat the election, or control the action of the 
dissenting members. Thus it was in my own 
case. A branch in St. Louis was refused to the
application of the business community—establish
ed afterwards to govern me. And thus, it is seen 
the Supreme Court was in error—that the judg- " 

meut of Congress in favor of the “necessity”of 
branches only extended to one in the District of 
Columbia ; and as for the bank itself, the argumentlegislature founded upon a subscription of 20(10

shares within the State with a dispensation in I ,n gs favor and upon which the Supreme Court 

favor of substituting local banks in places where ma,fa its decision, was an argument which made 
the Secretary of the Treasury, and the directors t|1(. constitutionality of a measure 'It'pvii'knt Tst

All this was I Up0(l |]le words of the constitution, hutof the national bank should agree.
, —..... , upon

contained in the fourteenth fundamental article | tl|c o,,inl0n of Congress for the time being,
: upon

of the constitution of the corporation—which [ the ,,f the “ necessity ” of a particular

measure—a question subject to receive dillinnl

“ The directors of said corporation shall c.4 decisions from Congress at different times—
tablish a competent office of discount and deposit which actuary received different decisions
in the District of Columbia, whenever any law of 
the United States shall require such an establish
ment : also one such office of discount and de
posit in any State in which two thousand shares 
shall have been subscribed or may lie held, when
ever. upon application of the legislature of such 
State. Congress may, by law, require the same: 
lJroci<Ud, the directors aforesaid shall not he 
bound to establish such office before the whole of 
the capital of the bank shall he paid up. And it 
shall be lawful for the directors of the corpora
tion to establish offices of discount and deposit 
where they think fit, within the United States 
or the territories thereof, and tc commit the 
management of the said, and the business thereof, 
respectively to such jiorsons, and under such re
gulations, as they shall deem proper, not being 
contrary to the laws or the constitution of the 
bank. Or, instead of establishing such offices, 
U shall he lawful for the directors of the said

1791, 1811, and 1810: and, we may now add 
the decision of experience since 1 S.1G—during 
which tenu we have had no national bank; 
and the fiscal business of the government, as 
veil as the commercial and trading business ef 
the country, has been carried on with a degree of 
success never equalled in the time of the exist
ence of the national hank. I, therefore, believe 
that the President was well warranted in chal
lenging both the validity of the decision of the 
Supreme Court, and the obligatory force ofpre
cedents : which he did, as follows :

“It is maintained by the advocates of the 
hank, that its constitutionality, in all its fea
tures, ought to he considered as settled by pre
cedent, and by the decision of the Supremi

Court To this conclu 
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thority. and should not l 
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as much the duty of the 
lives, of the Senate, and 
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resolution which may he j 
parage or approval, as i 
judges, when it may he 
for judicial decision. The 
has no more authority ovi 
opinion of Congress has < 
vn that point thé Preside 
both. The authority of tin 
a-it. therefore, he pcrniittci 
giY'S. or the Executive, v 
legislative capacities, hut t 
fluence as the force of the

"But in the case relie 
(' mit have not decided th: 
tb-' corporation arc com pa 
ntion. It is true that the 
Vi law incorporating the I 
a! exercise of power by C< 
: it" view the whole opini 
t!r reasoning by which tin 
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law incorporating it is in a 
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t0 ('rnll|oy any 
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> such regulations 
oper.”

fourteenth fund,. 
n °f the bank, and 
•u establishing its 
"■>th this article, 
pleased—at first,

tion of profit and 
" lien it was to.,
10 I*-' restated by 

a, governed by the 
*nK ;in interest to 
the action of the 
was in my own 

•vas refused to the 
nunity—establish-
And thus, it is seen
or—that thejudg. ’ 
die “necessity”of
‘ in the District of 
itself, the argument 
he Supreme Court 
• ment which made 
urc dépende nt.iwt 
titution, hut upon 
ie time living upon 
y ” of a particular 
to receive dillinnl 
different timvs- 

erent decisions in 
we may now add 
ince 1836—during 
no national bant; 
lie govcrnmcnt,.as 
trading business of 
on with a degree of 
time of the exist- 

1, therefore, Iielievo 
warranted in dial- 
the deeision of the 
Aitory force . f pie- 
lows:

e advocates of the 
lily, in all it< f* 
I as settled by pre- 
n of the Supra*

Court To this conclusion I cannot assent. 
Mere precedence is a dangerous source of au
thority. and should not be regarded as deciding 
questions of constitutional power, except where 
die acquiescence of the people anil the States 
UV1 be considered as well settled. So far from 
this being the case on this subject, an argument 
against the hank might be based on precedent. 
One Congress, in 1791, decided in favor of a 
haiilt ; another, in 1811, decided against it. One 
t'i.irress. in 1815, decided against a bank ; an
other, in 1810, decided in its favor. Prior to 
the present Congress, therefore, the precedents 
drawn from that source were equal. If we rc- 
„,rt to the States, Hie expressions of legislative, 
judicial,and executive opinions against the hank 
lute been, probably, to those in its favor, as four 
to one. There is nothing in precedent, there
fore, which, if its authority were admitted, ought 
to weigh in favor of the act before me.

■ |f the opinion of the Supreme Court covered 
the whole ground of this act, it ought not to 
control the co-ordinate authorities of this gov
ernment. The Congress, the Executive, anil the 
court, must each for itself be guided by its own 
opinion of the constitution. Each public ollicvr 
who takes an oath to support the constitution, 
swears that he will support it as he understands 
it. and not as it is understood by others. It is 
ns ranch the duty of the House of Representa
tives, of the Senate, and of the President, to 
decile upon the constitutionality of any bill or 
resolution which may be presented to them for 
passage or approval, as it is of the supreme 
pi-lges, when it may be brought before them 
for judicial decision. The opinion of the judges 
ha< no more authority over Congress than the 
i,pinion of Congress has over the judges ; anil 
mi that point tint President is independent of 
both. The authority of the Supreme Court must 
a it. therefore, he permitted to control the Con
gre.s. or the Executive, when acting in their 
l-gidative capacities, hut to have only such in
ti once as the force of their reasoning may de- 
srvo.

" lint in the case relied upon, the Supreme 
f nut have not decided that all the features of 
tin.- corporation are compatible with the consti
tuent. It is true that the court have said that 
to law incorporating the bank is a constitution
al exercise uf power by Congress. Rut taking 
id" view the whole opinion of the court, and 
Id1 reasoning by which tin y have come to that 
coni lu.-ion, I understand them to have decided 
that, inasmuch as a bank is an appropriate 
moms for carrying into clfect the enumerated 
powers of the general government, therefore the 
law incorporating it is in accordance with that 
provision of the constitution which declares that 
Congress shall have power ‘ to make all laws 
which shall lx1 necessary and proper for carrying 
those [lowers into execution.’ Having satisfied 
themselves that the word ‘ necessary,’ in the 
constitution,means ‘needful,’ ‘requisite,’‘essen
tial,’ ‘ conducivo to,’ and that ‘ a bank ’ is a con

venient, a useful, and essential instrument in the 
prosecution of the government’s 1 fiscal opera
tions,’ they conclude that to 1 use one must bo 
within' the discretion of Congress ; ’ and that 
‘the act to incorporate the Bank of the United 
States, is a law made in pursuance Of the consti
tution.’ 1 But,’ say they, ‘ where the law is not 
prohibited, anil is really calculated to effect any 
of the objects intrusted to the government, to 
undertake here to inquire into the degree of its 
necessity, would be to pass the line which cir
cumscribes the judicial department, and to tread 
on legislative ground.’

“ The principle, here affirmed, is, that the ‘ de
gree of its necessity,’ involving all the details of a 
hanking institution, is a question exclusively for 
legislative consideration. A hank is constitu
tional ; but it is the province of the legislature 
to determine whether this or that particular 
power, privilege, or exemption, is 1 necessary and 
proper ’ to enable the bank to discharge its du
ties to the government ; anil from their deeision 
there is no appeal to the courts of justice. Un
der the decision of the Supreme Court, therefore, 
it is the exclusive province of Congress and 
the President to decide whether the particular 
features of this act are 1 necessary and proper,’ • 
in order to enable the bank to perform, cynveni- . 
ently and efficiently, the public duties assigned 
to it as a fiscal agent, and therefore constitution
al ; or unnecessary and improper, and therefore 
unconstitutional.”

With regard to the misconduct of the institu
tion, both ill conducting its business anil in re
sisting investigation, the message spoke the gen
eral sentiment of the disinterested country when 
it said :

“ Suspicions arc entertained, and charges arc 
made, of gross abuses anil violations of its charter. 
An investigation unwillingly conceded, and so 
restricted in time as necessarily to make it in
complete and unsatisfactory, discloses enough to 
excite suspicion and alarm. In the practices of 

I the principal bank, partially unveiled in the ab
sence of important witnesses, and in numerous 
charges confidently made, and as yet wholly 
uninvestigated, there was enough to induce a 
majority of the committee of investigation, a 

| committee which was selected from the most 
I able aiid honorable members of the House of 

Representatives, to recommend a suspension of 
I further action upon the bill, and a prosecution# 
of the inquiry. As the charter had ÿ t four 

I years togtm, and as a renewal now was not ne
cessary to the successful prosecution of its liusi- 
ness, i t was'to have been expected that the bank 
itself, conscious of its purity, and proud of its 

I character, woaild have withdrawn its application 
, for the [iresent, and demanded the severest sertt- 
| tiny into all its transactions. In their declining 
! to do so, there seems to he an additional reason 
why the functionaries of the government should
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proceed with less haste, and more caution, in 
the renewal of their monopoly.”

The appearance of the veto message was the 
signal for the delivery of the great speeches of 
the advocates of the bank. Thus far they had 
held back, refraining from general debate, and 
limiting themselves to brief answers to current 
objections. Now they came forth in all their 
strength, in speeches elaborate and studied, and 
covering the whole ground of constitutionality 
and expediency ; and delivered with unusual 
warmth and vehemence. Mr. Webster, Mr. 
Clay, Mr. Clayton of Delaware, and Mr. Ewing 
of Ohio, thus entered the lists for the bank. 
And why these speeches, at this time, when it 
was certain that speaking would have no effect 
in overcoming the veto—that the constitutional 
majority of two thirds of each House to carry it, 
so far from being attainable, would but little 
exceed a bare majority ? The reason was told 
by the speakers themselves—fully told, as an 
appeal to the people—as a transfer of the ques
tion to the political arena—to the election fields, 
and especially to the presidential election, then 
impending, and within four months of its con
summation—and a refusal on the part of the 
corporation to submit to the decision of the con
stituted authorities. This was plainly told by 
Mr. Webster in the owning of his argument ; 
frightful distress was predicted: and the change 
of the chief magistrate was presented as the 
only means of averting an immense calamity on 
one hand, or of securing an immense benefit on 
the other. lie said :

cease and determine on or before the 3d day of 
March, 183(1 ; amt within the same period its 
debts must be collected, as no new contract can 
be made with it, as a corporation, for the re
newal of loans, or discount of notes or bills 
after that time.” ”

Mr. Senator White of Tennessee, seizing upon 
this open entrance into the political arena In- 
the bank, thanked Mr. Webster for his candor 
and summoned the people to the combat of the 

[ great moneyed power, now openly at the head 
of a great political party, and carrying the for- 

| tunes of that party in the question of its own
continued existence. He said :

" It is now certain that, without a change in 
our public counafls, this bank will not be con
tinued, nor will any other be established, which, 
according to the general sense and language of 
mankind, can be entitled to the name. In three 
years and nine months from the present mo
ment. the charter of the bank expires ; within 
that period, therefore, it must wind up its con
cerns. It must call in its debts, withdraw its 
bills from circulation, and cease from all its or
dinary operations. AH this is to be done in 
three years and nine months ; because, although 
there is a provision in the charter rendering it 
lawful to use the corporate name for two years 
after the expiration of the charter, yet this is 
allowed only for the purpose of suits, and for 
the sale of the estate belonging to the bank, and 
for no other purpose whatever. The whole ac
tive business of the bank, its custody of pub
lic deposits, its transfers of public moneys, its 
dealing in exchange, all its loans and discounts, 
and all its issues of bills for circulation, must

“ I thank the senator for the candid avowal 
| that unless the President will sign stjoh a char 
! ter as will suit the directors, they intend to in- 
| terfere in the election, and endeavor to displace 
him. With the same candor I state that, after 

I this declaration, this charter shall never be n> 
! newed with my consent.

" Let us look at this matter as it is. Iinmedi 
atcly before the election, the directors apply for 

I a charter, which they think the President at 
j any other time will not sign, for the express 
j purpose of compelling him to sign contrary to 
|4iis judgment, or of encountering all their hus- 
1 tility in the canvass, and at the polls. Suppose 
! thisuttempt to have succeeded,and the President 
] through fear of his election, had signed this char- 
j ter, although he conscientiously believes it will 

he destructive of the liberty of the people who 
have elected him to preside over them, and pre
serve their liberties, so far as in his power. 
What next? Why, whenever the charter is 
likely to expire hereafter, they will come, at 
they do now, on the eve of the election, and 
compel the chief magistrate to sign ,-uch a charter 
as they may dictate, on pain of being turned out 

f and disgraced. Would it not lie far better to 
gratify this moneyed aristocracy, to the whole 

j extent at once, and renew their charter forever! 
The temptation to a periodical interference in 

j our elections would then lie taken away.
"Sir, if. under these cirumstanccs, the charter 

j is renewed, the elective franchise is destroyed and 
j the liberties and prosperity of the people are 
delivered over to this moneyed institution, to lie 
disposed of at their discretion. Against this I 

I enter my solemn protest.”

The distress to lie brought upon the country 
by tile sudden winding up of the bank, the sud- 
ttyn calling in of all its délits, the sudden with- 

! dkiwal of all its capital, was pathetically dwelt 
I upon by all the speakers, and the alarming pic
ture thus presented by Mr. Clayton:

f ask. what is to lie done for the country!
All thinking men must now admit that, as the 
present bank must close its concerns in less thu^.
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lay ton:

for the country? 
admit that, as the 
ncerns in less than.

four rears, the pecuniary distress, the commer
cial "embarrassments, consequent upon its de
struction, must exceed any thing which has ever 
ken known in our history, unless some other 
bank can be established to relieve us. Eight 
ind a half millions of the bank capital, belong- 
,,,. to foreigners, must be drawn from us to 
Europe. Seven millions of the capital must be 

„,i to the government, not to be loaned again, 
but to remain, as the President proposes, de
bited in a branch of the treasury, to check the 

of the local banks. The immense avail- 
ible resourses of the present institution, amount- 
;ll - as appears by the report in the other House,
A $82,057,483, are to be used for banking no 
Wat and nearly fifty millions of dollars in 
nuUs discounted, on personal and other security, 
mud he paid to the bank. The State banks 
:„ust |»V over all their debts to the expiring in
stitution, and curtail their discounts to do so, 
or resort, for the relief of their debtors, to the 
eld plan of emitting more paper, to lie bought 
up by speculators at a heavy discount.” y

This was an alarming picture to present, and 
especially as the corporation had it in its power 

I m create the distress which it foretold—a con
summation frightfully realized three years later 
-but a picture equally unjustifiable and gratu
itous. Two years was the extent of the time, 
liter the expiration of its charter, that the cor- ; 
«oration had accepted in its charter for winding 
up its business ; and t here were now four years ! 
tu run before these two years would commence. 
The section 21, of the charter, provided fur the ] 

contingency thus : —-

‘ And notwithstanding the expiration of the ' 
term fur which the said corporation is created, ’ 
:: -hall he lawful to use the coporate name, style 
and capacity, for the purpose of suits for the 

j final settlement and liquidation of the affairs 
and accounts of the corporation, and for the sale ; 

! and disposition of their estate real, personal and 1 
1 mixed: but not for any other purpose, or in any 

ether manner whatever, nor for a period exceeding 
two years after the expiration of said term of 
incorporation.”

Besides the two years given to the institution 
after the expiration of its charter, it was perfect - 
y well known, and has since been done in its 
iwti case, and was done by the first national 

hank, and may he by any expiring corporation, ; 
that the (lirectors may appoint tnistces to wind 

I up their concerns ; and who will not he subject 
I" any limited time. The first national hank— 
lint which was created in 1791, and expired in 

II—had no two years, or any time whatever, 
allowed fur winding up its affairs after the expira- |

tion of its charter—and the question of the re
newal was not decided until within the last days 
of the existence of its charter—yet there 
was no distress, and no pressure upon its debt
ors. A trust w as created ; and the collection 
of debts conducted so gently that it is not yet 
finished. The trustees are still at work: and 
within this year, and while this application for a 
renewed charter to the scconcl bank is going on, 
they announce a dividend of some cents on the 
share out of the last annual collections ; and in
timate no time within which they will finish ; 
so that this menace of distress from the second 
hank, if denied a renewal four years before the 
expiration of its charter, and four years before 
the commencement of the two years to whichit is 
entitled, was entirely gratuitous, and would have 
been wicked if executed.

Mr. Clay concluded the debate on the side of 
the bank application, and spoke with great ar
dor and vehemence, and with much latitude of 
style and topic—though as a rival candidate for 
the Presidency, it was considered by some, that a 
greater degree of reserve might have been com
mendable. The veto, and its imputed undue 
exercise, was the theme of his vehement decla
mation. Besides discrediting its use, and, de
nouncing it ns of inonarchial origin, he alluded to 
the popular odium brought upon Louis the lfith 
by its exercise, and the niekname which il caused 
to be fastened upon him. He said:

“ The veto is hardly reconcilable with the 
genius of representative government. It is to 
tally irreconcilable with it, if it is to be fre
quently employed ill respect to tye expediency 
ol measures, as well as their cohstitutionality. 
It Is a feature of our government borrowed from 
a prerogative of the British King. And it is re
markable that in England it has grown obsolete, 
not having been used for upwards of a century. 
At the commencement of the French Revolution, 
in discussing the principles of their constitution, 
in the national convention, the veto held a con
spicuous figure. The gay, laughing population 
of Paris bestowed on the King the appellation of 
Monsieur Veto, and on the Queen that uf Madame 
Veto.”

Mr. Benton saw the advantage which this de
nunciation and allusion presented, and made re
lentless use of it. He first vindicated the use 
and origin of the veto, as derived from the insti
tution of the tribunes of the people among the 
Romans, and its exercise always intended for the 
benefit of the people ; and, under our coustitu-
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tion, its only effect to refer a measure to the 
people, for their consideration, and to stay its 
execution until the people could pass upon it, and 
to adopt or reject it at an ensuing Congress. It 
was a power eminently just and proper in a re
presentative government, and intended for the 
benefit of the whole people ; and, therefore, 
placed in the hands of the magistrate elected by 
the whole. On the allusion to the nickname on 
the King and Queen of France, he said :

Mr. Clay also introduced a fable, not taken 
from Æsop—that of the cat and the eagle—the 
moral of which was attempted to be turned 
against him. It was in allusion to the p^;. 
dent’s message in relation to the bank, and the 
conduct of his friends since in ‘‘attacking” the 
institution ; and said :

“ lie not only recollected the historical inci
dent to which the senator from Kentucky had 
alluded, but also the character of the decrees to 
which the unfortunate Louis the 16th had affixed 
his vetoes. One was the decree against the emi
grants, dooming to death and confiscation of 
estate every man, woman, and child who should 
attempt to save their lives by Hying from the 
pike, the guillotine, and the lamp-post. The other 
was a decree exposing to death the ministers of 
religion who could not take an oath which their 
consciences repulsed. To save tottering age, 
trembling mothers, and affrighted children from 
massacre—to save the temples and altars of God 
from being stained by the blood of his minis-1 
ters—were the sacred objects of those vetoes ; | 
and was there any thing to justify a light or re- : 
proaehful allusion to them in the American 
Senate ? The King put his constitutional vetoes 
to these decrees ; and the canaille of Saint An- j 
toi ne and Marceau—not the ga v and laughing I 
Parisians, but the bloody canaille, instigated , 
by leaders more ferocious than themselves—be- j 
gan to salute the King as Monsieur Veto, and 
demand his head for the guillotine. And the I 
Queen, when seen at the windows of her prison, | 
her locks pale with premature white, the effect t 
of an agonized mind at the ruin she witnessed, ; 
thè poissardes saluted her also as Madame 
Veto ; and the Dauphin came in for the epithet 
of the Little Veto. All this was terrible in 
France, and in the disorders of a revolution jfyut 
why revive their remembrance in this Congress, 
successor to those which w< re accustomed to 
call this king our great ally l and to compliment 
him on the birth of that child, stigmatized le. petit 
rqjn, and j>erisking prematurely under the inhu
manities of the convention inflicted by the hand 
of Simon, the jailer l The two elder vetoes. 
Monsieur and Madame,came to the guillotine in 
Paris, and the young one to a death, compared 
to which the guillotine was mercy. And now. 
why this allusion ? what application of its moral l 
Surely it is not jxiintlvss ; not devoid of meaning 
and practical application. We have no bloody 
guillotines here, but we have political ones: 
sharp axes falling from high, and cutting off 
political heads ! Is the service of that axe in
voked here upon ‘ General Andrew Veto V If 
so, and the invocation should be successful, then 
Andrew Jackson, like Louis 16th, will cease to 
be in any body’s way in their march to power.”

“ They have done so ; and their condition now 
reminds me of the fable invented by Dr. Frank
lin, of the Eagle and the Cat, to demonstrate 
that Æsop had not exhausted invention, in the 
construction of his memorable fables. The ea
gle, you know, Mr. President, pounced, from l,i< 
lofty"flight in the air, upon a cat., taking it to 
l>e a pig. Having borne off bis prize, he quick
ly felt most painfully the claws of the cat thrust 
deeply into his sides and body. Whilst Hviu- 
he held a parley with the supposed ]»i«^ and 
proposed to let go his hold, if the other would 
let him alone. No, says puss, you brought me 
from yonder earth below, and 1 will hold fiht 
to you until you carry me hack ; a condition to 
which the eagle readily assented.”

Mr. Benton gave a poetical commencement to 
this fable ; and eyd :

“ An eagle towering in his pride of belvht 
was—not by a mousing owl, hut by a pig under 
a jimpson weed—not hawked and killed, bit 
caught and whipt. The opening he the ; t 
grand ; the conclusion rather bathetic, ’lb- 
mi stake of the sharp-eyed bird of J- ve. he 
thought might be attributed to old aye -bu
rning the sight, and to his neglect of his sjiocta- 
cles that morning. He was rather surpik-l at 
the whim of the cat in not choosing to fall, toe
ing that a cat (unlike a politician somethin-1 
always falls on its legs ; hut concluded it v. 
piece of pride in puss, and a wish to assimi,.::,- 
itself still closer to an icrunaut ; and havin '-. 
up |K?ndant to a balloon, it would come -i>v, 
artistically, with a parachute spread <nvr it> 
head. It was a pretty fable,and well t-dd; Vt 
the moral—the application l Æsop u1\\y.\> h b
a moral to his fable ; and Dr. Franklin, h;.-
putvd contimmtor in this particular; ti.-u l, 
not yet the rival of his master in fabulous n ; n- 
tatiou, \ el had a large sprinkling of practical 
sense I and never wrote or spoke witlm:.; 
point and an application. And n -w, vh.i i 
the point here l And the senator front N- 
tuckv has not left that to he inferred ; he s 
told it himself. General Jackson is tire: - ; 
the bank is the cat ; ihc parler L tie pr ■ 
tion of the bank to the President t<> ~ •
charter, and it will support him for the pn 
deucy—if not, will keep his claws stuck u: i 
sides. But, Jackson, different from the e.. 
with his cat, will have no compromise, or bar
gain with the hank. One or the other shall 
fall ! and be dashed into atoms ! 
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Mr. B. came to the matter in hand—the debate 
on the bank, which had only commenced on the 
flde of the friends of that institution since the 
return of the veto message. Why debate the 
bank question now. he exclaimed, and not de
bate it before? Then was the time to make 
converts ; now, none can lie expected. Why 
^ lips unsealed now, which were silent as the 
crave when this act was on its passage through 
tin- Senate ? The senator from Kentucky him- 
sdC at the end of one of his numerous perora
tions, declared that he expected to make no 
converts. Then, why sjieak three hours l and 
other gentlemen speak a whole day ? Why 
this post facto—post mortem—this posthumous 
-debate ?—The deed is done. Thu bank bill 
is finished. £ peaking cannot change the minds 
of senators, and make them reverse their votes ; 
still less can it change the President, and make 
him recall his veto. Then why speak ? To 
whom do they ^peak ? With what object do 
they speak ? Sir ! exclaimed Mr. B.. this post 
fcido debate is not for the Senate, nor the Pres
ident, nor to alter the fate of the bank bill. It is 
to rouse the ofliccrs of the bank—to direct the ef
forts of its mercenaries in their designs upon the 
people—to bring out its stream of corrupting influ
ence, by inspiring hope, and to embody all its re
cruits at the polls to vote against President Jack
in. Without an avowal wo would all know 
this; but we have not been left without an 
avowal. The senator from Massachusetts (Mr. 
Webster), who opened yesterday, commenced 
his speech with showing that Jackson must be 
put down ; that he stood as an impassable bar
rier between the bank and a new charter; and 
that the road to success was through the ballot 
boxes at the presidential election. The object 
of this debate is then known, confessed, declared, 
avowed ; the bank is in the field ; enlisted for 
the war; a battering ram—the catapulta, not 
of the Romans, but of the National Republicans ; 
not to beat down the walls of hostile cities, but 

| to beat down the citadel of American liberty ;
! to batter down the rights of the people ; to de

stroy a hero and patriot ; to command the elec
tions and to elect a Bank President by dint of 
bank power.

■The bank is in the field (said Mr. B.), a com
batant, and a fearful and tremendous one, in the 
presidential election. If she succeeds, there is 

I an end of American liberty—an end of the re
public. The forms of election may 1A* permitted 
for a while, as the forms of the consular elec
tions were permitted in Rome, during the last 

■yearsof the republic; hut it will he for a while, 
only. The President of the bank, and the Pres
ident of the V ni ted States, will be cousins, and 
cousins hi the royal sense of the word. They 
will elect each other. They will elect their suc
cessors ; they will transmit their thrones to their 
descendants, and that by legislative construc
tion. The great Napoleon was decreed to be 
hereditary emperor by virtue of the 22d article 
6f the constitution of the republic. The evu-
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servative Senate and the Tribunitial Assembly 
made him emperor by construction ; and the 
same construction which was put upon the 22d 
article of the French constitution of the year 
VIII. may be as easily placed upon the ‘ general 
welfare ’ clause in the constitution of these 
United States.

“ The Bank is in the field, and the West,— 
the Great West, is the selected theatre of her 
operations. There her terrors, her seductions, 
her energies, her rewards and her punishments, 
are to be directed. The senator from Massa
chusetts opened yesterday with a picture of the 
ruin in the West, if the bank were not rechar
tered ; and the senator from Kentucky, Mr. 
Clay, wound up with a retouch of the same pic
ture to day, with a closeness of coincidence 
which showed that this part of the battle 
ground had been reviewed in company by the 
associate generals and duplicate senators. Both 
agree that the West is to be ruined if the bank 
be not rechartered ; and rechartered it cannot 
he, unless the veto President is himself vetoed. 
This is certainly candid. But the gentlemen’s 
candor did not stop there. They went on to show 
the modus operandi ; to show how the ruin 
would be worked, how the country would be de
vastated,—if Jackson was not put down, and the 
bank rechartered. The way was this : The West 
owes thirty millions of dollars to the bank ; the 
bank will sue every debtor within two years al
ter its charter expires ; there will be no money in 
the country to pay the judgments, all property 
will he sold at auction ; the price of all properly 
will fall ; even the growing crops, quite up to 
Boon’s Lick, will sink in value and lose half their 
price! This is the picture of ruin now%drawn by 
the senator from Massachusetts; these the words 
of a voice now pleading the cause of the West 
against Jackson, the sound of which voice never 
happened to be heard in favor of the West during 
the late war, when her sons were bleeding under 
the British and the Indians,and Jackson was pe
rilling life and fortune to save and redeem her.

u This is lu hi- the punishment of the West if 
she votes lor Jackson ; and by a plain and natu
ral inference, she is to have her reward for put
ting him down ami put ting up another. Thirty 
millions is the hank debt in the West ; -and 
these thirty millions they threaten to collect 
by writs of execution if Jackson is re-elected; 
but if he lie not elected, and somebody else be 
elected, then they promise no forced payments 
shall be exacted,—hardly any payment at all ! 
The thirty millions it is pretended will almost 
be forgiven ; and thus a bribe of thirty millions 
is deceitfully otVered for the Western vote, 
with a threat of punislunent, if it he not taken ! 
But the West, and especially the State of Ohio, 
is aware that Mr. Clay does not use the bank 
power, in extending charities—coercion is his 
mode of apjK*al—and when President Clay and 
President Biddle have obtained their double 
sway, all these fair promises will be forgotten. 
Mr. B. had read in the Roman history of the
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empire being put up to sale; he had read of 
victorious generals, returning from Asiatic con
quests, and loaded with oriental spoil, bidding 
in the market for the consulship, and purchas
ing their elections with the wealth of conquered 
kingdoms; but he had never expected to wit
ness a bid for the presidency in this young and 
free republic. He thought he lived too early,— 
too near the birth of the republic,—while every 
thing was ^Tet too young and innocent,—to see 
the American presidency put up at auction. 
But he affirmed this to be the case now; and 
called upon every senator, and every auditor, 
who had heard the senator from Massachusetts 
the day before, or the senator from Kentucky 
on that day, to put any other construction, if

tinthey could, upon this seductive otler 6 
Wpst of indefinite accommodation for thirtyWest
millions of debt, if she would vote for one gen
tleman, and the threat of a merciless exaction 
of that debt, if she voted for another ?

“Mr. B. demanded how the West came to be 
selected by these two senators as the theatre for 
the ojieration of all the terrors and seductions of 
the bank debt ? Did no other part of the country 
owe money to the bank? Yes! certainly, fifteen 
millions in the South, and twenty-five millions 
north of the Potomac. Why then were not the 
North and the South included in the fancied 
fate of the West? Simply because the presiden
tial election could not he affected by the bank 
debt in those quarters. The South was irrevo
cably fixed; ami the terror, or seduction, of the 
payment, or non-payment, of her bank debt, 
would operate nothing there, 'flic North owed 
but little, compared to its means of payment, 
and the presidential election would turn upon 
other points in that region. The hank debt was 
the argument for the West ; and the bank and 
the orators had worked hand in hand, to pro
duce, and to use, this argument. Mr. B. then 
aflirined. that the debt had been created for the 
very purpose to which it'was now applied; an 
electioneering, political purpose; and this he 
proved by a reference to authentic documents.

“ First: He took the total hank debt, as it ex
isted when President Jackson first brought the 
bank charter before the view of Congress in De
cember, 1829, and showed it to be $40,216,000; 
then he took the total debt as it stood at pre
sent, being $70,428,000; and thus showed an in
crease of thirty millions in the short space of 
two years and four months. This great increase 
had occurred since the President had delivered 
opinions against the bank, and when as a pru
dent, and law abiding institution, it ought to 
have been reducing and curtailing its business, 
or at all events, keeping it stationary. He then 
Showed the annual progress of this increase, to 
demonstrate that the increase was faster and 
faster, as the charter drew nearer and nearer to 
its termination, and the question of its renewal 
pressed closer and closer upon the people. He 
showed that the increase the first year after the 
message of 182V v^as four millions and a quarter ;

in the second year, which was last year, about 
nineteen millions, to wit, from ^44,052,(K>0, to 
$63,026 452 ; and the increase in the four first 
months of the present year was nearly five mil- 
lions, being at the rate of about one million ami 
a quarter a month since the bank had applied 
for a renewal of lier charter! After having 
shown this enormous increase in the sum total 
of the debt, Mr. B. went on to show where it 
had taken place; and this he proved to be 
chiefly in the West, and not merely in the West 
but principally in those parts of the West in 
which the presidential election was held to be 
most doubtful and critical.

“He began with the State of Louisiana, and 
showed that the increase there, since the delivery 
of the message of 182V, was $5,061,lid; i‘n 
Kentucky, that the increase was $3,009,838 ■ 
that in Ohio, it was $2,079,207. Here was an 
increase of ten millions in three critical and 
doubtful States. And so on, in others. Having 
shown this enormous increase of debt in the I 
West, Mr. B. went on to show, from the time I 
and circumstances and subsequent events, that 
they were created fur a political purpose, And 
had already been used by the bank with that 
view. He then recurred to the two-and-twentv 
circulars, or writs of execution, as he called | 
them, issued against the South and West, in 
January and February last, ordering curtailments 
of all debts, and the supply of reinforcements to 
the Northeast. He showed that the reasons 

j assigned by the bank for issuing the orders of 
; curtailments were false ; that she was not de

prived of public deposits, as she asserted ; for I 
I she then had twelve millions, and now has [ 
I twelve millions of these deposits ; that she was 
not in distress for money, as she asserted, for 
she was then increasing her loans in other quar
ters, at the rate of a million and a quarter a 
month, and had actually increased them ten 
/millions and a half from the date of the first 
order of curtailment, in October, 1831, to flu- 
end of May, 1832! Her reasons then assigned 
for curtailing at the Western branches, wen- 
false, infamously false, and were proved to be so, 
by lier own returns. The true reasons were 
political : a foretaste and prelude to what is now 
threatened. It was a manœuvre to press the 
debtors—a turn of the screw upon the borruw- 

to make them all cry out and join in the I
clamors ami petitions for a renewed charier!I 
This was the reason, this the objqct ; and a most I 
wanton and cruel sporting it was with the 

I perty and feelings of the unfortunate debtors. 
'The overflowing of the river at Louisville and 
| Cincinnati, gave the bank an opportunity of 
showing its gracious condescension in the tem
porary and slight relaxation of her orders at 

| those places ; hut there, and every where else in 
| the West, the screw was turned far enough to 
! make the screams of the victims reach their rc-f 
! presentatives in Congress. In Mobile, aUne,| 
I half a million was curtailed out of a million ml 
Si half; at every other branch, curtailments are!
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going on ; and all this for political effect, and to right to constitute trustees to wind up its affairs, 
^followed up by the electioneering fabrication The Congress acted upon the suggestion by re
tint it is the effect of the veto message. Yes ! fusing the time ; the bank acted upon the sug- 
^ veto message and President, are to be held gestion by appointing trustees ; the debtors 
0p as the cause of these curtailments, which hushed their cries, and the public never heard of 
hive been going on for half a year past ! the subject afterwards. The pretext of an un-

•Connected with the creation of this new renewed charter is not necessary to stimulate 
debt, was the establishment of several new the hank to the pressure of Western debtors, 
branches, and the promise of many more. In- Look at Cincinnati ! what hut a determination 
«toad of remaining stationary, and awaiting the * to make its power felt and feared occasioned the 
union of Congress, the hank showed itself de- pressure at that place ? And will that disposi- 
termined to spread and extend its business, not tion ever be wanting to such an institution as 
enly in debts, but in new branches. Nashville, that of the Hank of the United States ?
Nitrhcz, St. Ivouis, were favored with branches “The senator from Kentucky has changed his 
it the eleventh hour. New-York had the same opinion about the constitutionality of. the bank ; 
fcvordonc her ; and, at one of these (the branch but has he changed it about the legality of the 
it Utica), the Senate could judge of the neces- trust ? If he has not, he must surrender his 
fltv to the federal government which occasioned alarms for the ruin of the West; if he has, the 
jtto be established, and which necessity, in the | law itself is unchanged. The bank may act 

I opinion of the Supreme Court, is sufficient t<> j under it; and if she does not, it is because she 
overturn the laws and constitution of a State : I will not ; and because she chooses to punish the 
the Senate could judge of this necessity, from West for refusing to support her candidate for 
ike fact that twenty-five dollars is rather a large the presidency. What then becomes of all this 
depict to the credit of the United States Trua- j cry about ruined fortunes, fallen prices, and the 
jurer, and that, at the last returns, the federal loss of growing crops ? All imagination or cruel 
itpositwss precisely two dollars and fifty cents ! tyranny ! The bank debt of the West is thirty 
Ths extension of branches ami increase of debt, millions. She has six years to pay it in; and, 
tithe approaching termination of the charter, at all events, he that cannot pay m six years, 
ne evidence of the determination of the bank can hardly do it at all. Ten millions are in bills 
to be rechartered at all hazards. It was done of exchange; and, if they are real bills, they will 
io create an interest to carry her through, in be payable at maturity, in ninety or one hundred 
yteof the will of the people. Numerous pro- and twenty days ; if not real bills, but disguised 
lises fur new branches, is another trick of the : loans, drawing interest as a debt, and premium 
aine kind. rl hirty new branches are. said to be ; as a bill of exchange, they are usurious and void,
icontemplation, and about three hundred vil 
keshave been induced each to believe that it- 
self was the favored spot of location ; but, always 
iponthv condition, well understood, that .lack- 
son should not he re-elected, and that they 
should elect a representat ive to vote for the re- 
darter.

and may be vacated in any upright court.
“ Hut. the great point for the West to fix its 

attention upon is the fact that, once in every ten 
years, the capital of this debt is paid in annual 
interest ; and that, after paying the capital many 
times over in interest, the principal will have to 
he paid at last. I he sooner, then, the capital is

Mr. B.. having shown when and why this \ paid gml interest stopped, the better for thecoun-
Western debt was created, examined next into 
^alleged necessity for its prompt and rigorous 
çollection. if the charter was not renewed ; he 
denied the existence of any such necessity in 
point of law. lie affirmed that the bank could 
tike as much time as she pleased to collect her 
debts, and could be just as gentle with her 

as she chose. All that she had to do 
vu to convert a few’ of her directors into trus-

trv.
“ Mr. Clay and Mr. Webster had dilated large

ly upon the withdrawal of bank capital from 
the West. Mr. H. showed, from the bank doc
uments, that they had sent but IMH.OiM) dol
lars of capital there ; that the operation was the 
other way, a ruinous drain of capital, and that 
in hard money, from the West, lie went over 
the tables which showed the annual amount of 

Iks, as the old Hank of the l ni ted States had these drains, and demonstrated its ruinous na- 
jdone. the affairs of which were wound up so turc upon the South and West. He showed the 
pt!v that the country did not know w hen it tendency of all branch hank paper to tiow to the

Northeast, the necessity to redeem it annually 
with gold and silver, and hills of exchange, and

led. Mr. B. appealed to w hat would be ad- 
■itted to be hank authority on this point : it
k the opinion of the senator from Kentucky : the inevitable result, that the West would vven-

I
(Hr. Clay), not in his speech against renewing 
the hank charter, in 1811, but in his report of 
Hit year against allowing it time to wind up its

tually he left without either hard money, 
branch hank paper.

“Mr. Clay had attributed all the disasters of 
»ir>. The bank then asked time to wind up ; the late war, especially the surrender of Detroit. 
i alt airs ; a cry was raised that the country 1 and the Hladenslmrg rout, to the want of this 

lid be ruined, if time was not allowed ; but bank. Mr. H. asked if bank credits, or bank 
senator from Kentucky then answered that I advances, could have inspired courage into the 

O',by referring the bank to its common law | Jpbsom or the unhappy old man who bad been
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the cause of the surrender of Detroit ? or, could 
have made those fight who could not be inspired 
by the view of their capitol, the presence of their
President, and the near of their fami
lies and firesides ? Andrew Jackson conquered 
at New Orleans, without money, without arms, 
without credit—aye, without a bank. He got 
even his Hints from the pirates. He scouted the 
idea of brave men being produced by the bank.
If it had existed, it would have been a burthen 
upon the hands of the government. 11 was now, 
at this hour, a burthen upon the hands of the 
government, and an obstacle to the payment of 
the public debt. It had procured a payment of 
six millions of the public debt to be delayed, 
from July to October, under the pretext that 
the merchants could not pay their bonds, when 
these bonds were now paid, and twelve millions of 
dollars—twice the amount intended to have been 
paid—lies in the vaults of the bank to be used by 
her in beating down the veto message, the author 
of the message, and all who share- his opinions. 
The bank was not only a burthen upon the 
hands of the government now. but had been a 
burthen upon it in three years after it started— 
when it would have stopped payment, as all 
America knows, in April 1819, had it not been 
for the use of eight millions of public deposits, 
and the seasonable arrival of wagons loaded with 
specie from Kentucky and Ohio.

“ Mr. B. defended the old banks in Kentucky, 
Ohio, and Tennessee, from the aspersions which 
had been cast upon them. They had aided the 
government when the Northern bankers, who 
now scolf at them, refused to advance a dollar. 
They had advanced the money which enabled 
the warriors of the West to go forth to battle. 
They had crippled themselves to aid their gov
ernment. Alter the war they resumed specie 
payments, which had been suspended with the 
consent of the legislatures, to enable them to ex
tend all their means in aid of the national strug
gle. This resumption was made practicable by 
the Treasury deposit, in the State institutions. 
They were withdrawn to give capital to the 
branches of the great monopoly, when first extend
ed to the West. These branches, then, produc
ed again the draining of the local banks, which 
they had voluntarily sullervd for the sake of 
government during the war. They had sacri
ficed their interests and credit to sustain the 
eiV-dit of the national treasury—and the treasu
re sur rende red them, as a sacrifice to the national 
bank. They stopped payment under the pres
suré and extortion of the new establishments, 
introduced against the consent of the people and 
legislatures of the Western States. The paper 
of theXy'cstern banks depreciated—the stock of 
the States and yTSndividiial stockholders was 
sacrificed—the Country was filled with a spu
rious currency, by the course of an institution 
which, it was pretended, was established to pre
vent such a calamity The Bank of the United 
States was thus established on the ruins of the 
banks, and foreigners and non-residents were fat

tened on their spoils. They were stripped 0f 
their specie to pamper the imperial bank. T|,vv 
fell victims to tlipir patriotism, and to the estab
lishment of the United States bank ; and it wm 
unjust and unkind to reproach them with a fate 
which their patriotism, and the establishinen 
of the federal bank brought upon them.

“Mr. Clay and Mr. Webster had rebuked the 
President Jor his allusion to the manner in which 
the bank charter had been pushed through (.'di

gress, pending an unfinished investigation, reluc
tantly conceded. Mr. B. demanded if that was 
not true? He asked if it was not wrong to push 
the charter through in that manner, and if the 
President had not done right to stop it to balk 
this hurried process, and to give the people time 
for consideration and enable them to act ? IK 
had only brought the subject to the notice of the 
Congreas and the people, but had not recom- 
mcinlccf immediate legislation, before the subject 
had been canvassed before the nation?* It was a 
gross perversion of his messages to quote them 
in favor of immediate decision without previous 
investigation. He was not evading the question, 
The veto message proved that. He sought time 
for the people, not for himself, and in that he 
coincided with a sentiment lately expressed bv 
the senator himself (Trom Kentucky) at Cincin
nati ; he was coinciding with the example of the 
British parliament, which had not yet decided 
the question of rechartvring the Bank of Eng
land, and which had just raised an extraordinary 
committee of thirty-one mcmlx-rs # examine 
the bank through all her departments; and, what 
was much more material, he had coincided with 
the spirit of our constitution, and the rightscf 
the people, in preventing an expiring minority 
Congress from usurping the jiowers and rights 
of their successors. The President had not 
evaded the question. He had met it fully. lie 
might have said nothing about it in his messages 
of 1829, ’30, and ’31. He might have remained 
silent, and had the support of both parties; hut 
the safety and interest of the country required 
the people to be awakened to the consideration 
of tlie subject. He had waked them up; and 
now that they are awake, lie has secured them 
time for consideration. Is this evasion ?

“Messrs. C. and W. had attacked the Presi
dent for objecting to foreign stockholders in the 
Bank of the United States. Mr. l>. maintained the 
solidity of the objection, and exposed the futility 
of the argument urged by the duplicate senators. 
They had asked if foreigners did not hold stock 
in road and canal companies ? Mr. P>. said, yw 

! but these road and canal companies did not lwp- 
pen to be the bankers of the l nited States ! The 
foreign stockholders in this bank were the bank- 

| ers of the United States. They held its moneys; 
they collected its revenues ; they almost pa
trolled its finances ; they were to give or with
hold aid in war as well as peace, and, it might 

; l>e, against their own government. as the 
| United States to depend ujK)n foreigners in i 
\ point so material to our existence ? The bank

vas » national institution, 
stitution to be the private 
It was called the Bank of tl 
orht it to be the bank of 
try of Great Britain? Th 
tuckv had once objected to 
himself. He did this in h 
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B,] never understood that 
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What a temptation to the 
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only become masters of the 
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holders are indifferent to th 
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j indifference, the re-election ( 
disappoint their hopes of l 
achievement at New Or lean 
mento of the most signal deli 
land ever sustained ?

• The President, in his n 
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in .nopoly.’ To this Mr. A 
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Mr. B. maintained the 
1 exposed the futility 
ic duplicate senators, 
•s dnl not hold stoeï 
s? Mr. B. said, yes! 
mpanies did not Imp- 
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I'hey held its moneys; 
is ; they almost con- 
were to give or with- 

peace, and, it might 
vernment. W as the 
upon foreigners in a 
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^35 ft national institution. Ought a national in
stitution to be the private property of aliens?
It was called the Bank of the United States, and 
uU„ht it to be the bank of the nobility and gen
try of Great Britain? The senator from Ken
tucky had once objected to foreign stockholders 
himself. He did this in his speech against the 
link in 1811 ; and although he had revoked the 
constitutional doctrines of that speech, he [Mr. 
Ill never understood that he had revoked the 
Juments then expressed of the danger of cor
ruption in our councils and elections, if foreigners 

I wielded the moneyed power of our country. He 
told us then that the power of the purse command
ai that of the sword—and would he commit both 
to the hands of foreigners? All the lessons of 
history, said Mr. B., admonish us to keep clear of 
fowitni influence. The most dangerous influence 
fr inforeignersis through money. The corruption 

| 0f orators and statesmen, is the ready way to 
poison the councils, and to betray the interest of 
a country. Foreigners now own one fourth of 

I this bank ; they may own the whole of it! 
What a temptation to them to engage in our 
flections ! By carrying a President, and a ma- 
oritv of Congress, to suit themselves, they not 
dy liecome masters of the moneyed power, but 
also of the political power, of this republiç. 
Andean it be supposed that the British stock
holders are indifferent to the issue of this elec
tion? that they, and their agents, can see with 
indifference, the re-election of a man who may 

I disappoint their hopes of fortune, and whose 
achievement at New Orleans is a continued me
mento of the most signal defeat the arms of Eng- I laud ever sustained ?

• The President, in his message, had charac- 
terizedthe exclusive privilege of tin* hank as ‘a 
üi/!iopoly.’ To this Mr. Webstar had taken 
vwption, and ascended to the Greek root of 

| the word to demonstrate its true signification^ 
imd the incorrectness of the President’s applica
tion. Mr. B. defended the President’s use of 

I the term, and said that he would give authority 
I to*\but not Greek authority, lie would as- 
I cend, not to the Greek root, but to the English 

1 of the word, and show that a whig baronet 
d applied the term to the Bank of England 

I with still more offensive epithets than any the 
President had used. Mr. B. then road, and 
commentedfupon several passages of a speech of 
Sr William Pulteney, in the British House of 
Commons, against renewing the charter of the 
hank of England, in which the term monopoly 

I ns repeatedly applied to that hank ; and other 
I terms to display its dangerous and odious char- 
I ter. In one of the passages the whig baronet 
|M"1: 'The hank has been supported, and is still 
I supported, by the fear and terror which, by the 
I noms of its monopoly, it has had the power to 
Iinsjdre.’ In another, he said: ‘I consider the 
I p-wvr given by the monopoly to Ik- of the na
il urv of all other despotic power, which corrupts 
■thedespot as much as it corrupts the slave!’ 
|In a third passage he said : 1 Whatever language

the private bankers may feci themselves bound 
to hold, he could not believe they had any sat
isfaction in remaining subject to a power which 
might destroy' them at any moment..’ In a 
fourth : ‘No man in France was heard to com
plain of the Bastile while it existed ; yet when 
it fell, it came down amidst the universal accla
mations of the nation ! ’

“ Here, continued Mr. B., is authority, Eng
lish authority, for calling the British hank in 
England a monopoly ; and the British hank in 
America is copied from it. Sir Win. Pultcney 
goes fhrther than President Jackson. He says, 
that the Bank of England rules by fear and 
terror. He calls it a despot, and a corrupt des
pot. He speaks of the slaves corrupted by the 
bank; by whom he doubtless means the.nomi
nal debtors who have received ostensible loans, 
real douceurs—never to he repaid, except in 
dishonorable services. He considers tin1 praises 
of the country hankers as the unwilling homage 
of the weak and helpless to the corrupt and 
powerful, lie assimilates the Bank of England, 
by the terrors which it inspires, to the old Bas
tile in France, and anticipates the same hurst of 
emancipated joy on the fall of the hank, which was 
heard in France on the fall of the Bastile. And 
is he not right ? And may not every word of 
his invective he applied to the British hank in 
America, and find its appropriate application in 
well-known, and incontestable facts here ? Well 
has lie likened it to the Bastile; well will the 
term apply in our own country. Great is the 
fear and terror now inspired by this bank. Si
lent are millions of ^tongues, under its terrors 
which are impatient for the downfall of the mon 
ument of despotism, that they may break fortl 
into joy and thanksgiving. The real BastiU 
was terrible to all France; the figurative Bas 
tile is terrible to all America; hut above all to 
the West, where the duplicate senators of Ken
tucky arid Massachusetts, have pointed to the 
reign of terror that is approaching, and drawn 
up the victims for an anticipated immolation. 
But, exclaimed Mr. B., this is the month of 
July; a month auspicious to liberty, and fatal 
to Bastiles. Our dependence on the crown of 
Great Britain ceased in the month of July ; the 
Bastile in France fell in the month of July, 
Charles X. was chased from France by the three 
glorious days of J ulv ; and the veto message, 
which is the Declaration of Independence against 
the British hank, originated on the fourth of 
July, and is the signal for the downfall of the 
American Bastile, and the end of despotism. 
The time is auspicious; the work will go on; 
down with the British bank; down with the 
Bastile ; away with the tyrant, will be the pa
triotic cry of Americans; and down it will go.

‘‘The duplicate senators, said Mr. B„ have 
occupied themselves with criticising the Presi
dent’s idea of the obligation of his oath in con
struing the constitution for himself. They also 
think that the President ought to he hound, the 
Congress ought to he hound, to take the const!*

l
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tution which the Supreme Court may deal out 
to them ! If so, why take an oath ? The oath 
is to bind the conscience, not to enlighten the 
head. Every officer takes the oath for himself; 
the President took the oath for himself; admin
istered by the Chief Justice, but not to the 
Chief Justice. He bound himself to observe 
the constitutionf not the Chief Justice’s Inter
pretation of the constitution ; and his message 
is in conformity to his oath. This is the oath of 
duty and of right. It is the path of Jefferson, 
also, who has laid it down in his writings, 
that each department judges the constitution 
for itself, and that the President is as inde
pendent of the Supreme Court as the Supreme 
Court is of the President.

u The senators from Kentucky and Massa
chusetts have not only attacked the President’s 
idea of his own Independence in construing the 
constitution, but also the construction he has 
put upon it in reference to this bank. They 
deny its correctness, and enter into arguments 
to disprove it, and have cvuti quoted authorities 
which may be quoted on both sides. One of 
the senators, the gentleman from Kentucky, 
might have spared his objection to the President 
on this point. He happened to think the same 
way once himself; and while all will accord to 
him thA right of changing fyr himself, few will 
allow hun the privilegsjJefrebuking others for 
not kccpingupwi^Mum in the rigadoon dance 
of changeabîeopînions.

“ The President is assailed for showing the 
drain upon the resources of the West, which is 
made by this bank. How assailed ? With any 
documents to show that he is in error ? No ! 
not at all I no such document exists. The 
President is right, and the fact goes to a far 
greater extent than is stated in his message. 
He took the dividend profits of the bank,—the 
net, and not the gross profits ; the latter is the 
true measure of the burthen upon the people. 
The annual drain for net dividends from the 
West, is $1,600,000. This is an enormous tax. 
But the gross profits are still larger. Then 
there is the specie drain, which now exceeds 
three millions of dollars per annum. Then 
there is the annual mortgage of the growing 
crop to redeem the fictitious and usurious bills 
of exchange which are now substituted for ordi
nary loans, and which sweeps off the staple pro
ducts of tne South and West to the North
eastern cities.—The West is ravaged by this 
bank. New Orleans, especially, is ravaged by 
it ; and in her impoverishment, the whole West 
suffers ; for she is thereby disabled from giving 
adequate prices for Western produce. Mr. ti. 
declared that this British bank, in his opinion, 
had done, and would do, more pecuniary dam
age to New Orleans, than the British army 
would have done if they had conquered it in 
1815. He verified this opinion by referring to 
the immense dividend, upwards of half a million 
a year, drawn from tne branch there ; the im
mense amounts of specie drawn from it; the

produce carried off to meet the domestic kills 
of exchange ; and the eight and a half millions 
of debt existing there, of which five millions 
were created in the last two years to answer 
electioneering purposes, and the collection of 
which must paralyze, for years, the growth of 
the city. From further damage to New Or
leans, the veto message would save that great 
city. (iJafckson would be her saviour a second 
time. Ik would saveJier from the British Unk 
as he had done from the British army ; and if 
any federal bank must'be there, let it be an in
dependent one ; a scpariite and distinct lank. 
Which would 'save to that\city, and to the Valiev 
of the Mississippi, of widely it was the great and 
cherished emporium, th« command of their own 
moneyed system, the regulation of their owi? 
commerce and finances, and the accommodation 
of their owrn citizens.

i “ Mr. B. addressed himself to the Jackson 
bank men, present and absent. They might 
continue to be for a bank and for Jackson; hut 
they could not be for this bank, and for Jack- 
son. This bank is now the oj>en, as it lone 
has been the secret, enemy of Jackson. It ig 
now in the hands of his enemies, wielding all 
its own money—wielding even the revenues 
and the credit of the Union—wielding twelve 
millions of dollars, half of which were intended 
to be paid to the public creditors on the first 
day of July, but which the bank has retained 
to itself by a false representation in the pre
tended behalf of thb merchants. All this mon
eyed power, with ah organization which per
vades the continent, working every where with 
unseen hands, is now operating against the 
President ; and it is impossible to be in favor 
of this power and also in favor of him at the 
same time. Choose ye between them ! To 
those who think a bank to be indispensable, 
other alternatives present themselves. They 
are not bound nor w edded to this. New Amer 
ican banks may be created. Bead, sir, Henry 
Parnell. Sec his invincible reasoning, and in
disputable facts, to show* that the Bank of Eng
land is too powerful for the monarchy of Great 
Britain ! Study his plan for breaking up that 
gigantic institution, and establishing three or 
four independent banks in its place, which 
would be so much less dangerous to liberty, 
and so much safer and better for the people. 
In these alternatives, the friends of Jackson, 
who are in favor of national hanks, may find 
the accomplishment of their wishes without i 
sacrifice of their principles, and without com
mitting the suicidal solecism of fighting against j 
him while professing to be for him.

“Mr. B. addressed himself to the West—the 
great, the generous, the brave, the patriotic, the 
devoted West. It was the selected field of Ut 
tie. There the combined forces, the national 
republicans, and .the national republican hank, 
were to work together, and to fight togvtlier. 
The holy allies understand each other. They 
arc able to speak in each other’s names, and to
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promise and threaten in- each other’s behalf. 
For this campaign the bank created its debt of 
thirty millions in the West ; in this cain|mign 
the associate leaders use that debt for their own 
purposes. Vote for Jackson ! and suits, judg
ments, and executions shall sweep, like the besom 
of destruction, throughout the vast region of the 
West ! Vote against him ! and indefinite indul
gence is basely promised ! The debt itself, it is 
pretended, will, perhaps, be forgiven ; or, at all 
events, hardly ever collected ! Thus, an open 
bribe of thirty millions is virtually offered to 
the West ; and, lest the seductions of the bribe 
may not be sufficient on one hand, the terrors 
of destruction are brandished on the other! 
Wretched, infatuated men. cried Mr. B. Do they 
think the West is to be bought ? Little do they 
know of the generous sons of that magnificent 
region ! poor, indeed, in point of money, but rich 
in all the treasures of the heart ! ricti in all the 
qualities of freemen and republicans !\rich in all 
the noble feelings which look with equal scorn 
upon a bribe or a threat. The hunter of the 
West, with moccasins on his feet, and a hunting 
shirt drawn around him, would repel with in
dignation the highest bribe that the bank could 
offer him. The wretch (said Mr. Benton, with 
isignificant gesture) who dared to offer it, would 
expiate the insult with his blood.

“Mr. B. rapidly summed up with a view of 
the dangerous power of the bank, and the pre
sent audacity of hey conduct. She wielded a 
debt of seventy millions of dollars, with an or
ganization which extended to every part of the 
Union, and she was sole mistress of the moneyed 
power of the ^public. She had thrown herself 
into the political arena, to control and govern 
the presidential election. If she succeeded in 
that election, she would wish to consolidate her 
power by getting control of all other elections. 
Governors of States, judges of the courts, rep
resentatives and senators in Congress, all must 
belong to her. The Senate especially must be
long to her ; for, there lay the power to con
firm nominations and to try impeachments ; and, 
to get possession of the Senate, the legislatures 
of a majoriU of the States would have to be 
acquired. ffl'ne war is now upon Jackson, and 
if he is defeated, all the rest will fall an easy 
prey. What individual could stand in the States 
against the power of the bank, and that bank 
flushed with a victory over the conqueror of the 
conquerors of Bonaparte ? The whole govern
ment would fall into the hands of this moneyed 
puwer. An oligarchy would be immediately es
tablished ; and that oligarchy, in a few genera
tions, would ripen into a monarchy. All govern
ments must have their end ; in the lapse of time, 
this republic must perish ; but that time, he now 
trusted, was far distant ; and when it comes, it 
should come in glory, and not in shame. Home 
had her Pharsalia, and Greece her Chaeronca ; 
and this republic, more illustrious in her birth 
than Greece or Rome, was entitled to a death as 
glorious as theirs. She would not die by poison

—perish in corruption—no ! A field of arms, 
and of glory, should be her end. She had a 
right to a battle -a great, immortal battle— 
where heroes and patriots could die with the 
liberty which they scorned to survive, and con
secrate, with their blood, the spot which marked 
a nation’s fall.

“ After Mr. B. had concluded his remarks, Mr. 
Clay rose and said :—

“ The senator from Missouri expresses dissatis
faction that the speeches of some senators should 
fill the galleries, lie has no ground for uneasi
ness on this score. For if it l>e the fortune of 
some senators to fill the galleries when they 
speak, it is the fortune of others to empty them, 
with whatever else they fill the chamber. The 
senator from Missouri has every reason to be 
w'cll satisfied with the effect of his performance 
to day ; for among his auditors is a lady of great 
literary eminence. [Pointing to Mrs. Royal.) 
The senator intimates, that in my remarks on 
the message of the President, I was deficient in 
a proper degree of courtesy towards that officer. 
Whether my deportment here be decorous or 
not, I should not choose to be decided upon by 
the gentleman from Missouri. I arfewered the 
President’s arguments, and gave my own views 
of the facts and inferences introduced by him 
into his message. The President states that the 
bank has an injurious operation on the inte rests 
of the West, and dwells upon its exhausting 
effects, its stripping the country of its currency, 
&c., and upon these views and statements 1 com
mented in a manner which the occasion called 
for. But, if I am to be indoctrinated in the 
rules of decorum, 1 shall not look to the gentle
man for instruction. 1 shall not strip him of 
his Indian blankets to go to Boon’s Lick for 
lessons in deportment, nor yet to the Court of 
Versailles, wrhich he eulogizes. There arc some 
peculiar reasons why I should not go to that 
senator for my views of decorum, in regard to 
my bearing towards the chief magistrate, and 
why he is not a fit instructor. 1 never had 
any oersonal rencontre with the President of 
the United States. I never complained of any 
outrages on my person committed by him. I 
never published any bulletins respecting his pri
vate brawls. The gentleman will understand 
my allusion.. [Mr. B. said : He will understand 
you, sir, and so w ill you him.) I never com
plained, that while a brother of mine w as down 
on the ground, senseless or dead, he received 
another blow. I have never made any declara
tion like these relative to the individual wrho is 
President. There is also a singular prophecy as 
to the consequences of the election of this indi
vidual, which far surpasses, in evil foreboding, 
wdiatever I may have ever said in regard to his 
election. I never made any prediction so sinis
ter, nor made any declaration so harsh, as that 
which is contained in the prediction to which I 
allude. 1 never declared my apprehension and 
belief, that if he were elected, we should be 
obliged to legislate with pistols and dirks by
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our side. At this last stage of the session I do 
not rise to renew the discussion of this question. 
I only rose to give the senator from Missouri 
a full acquittance, and I trust there will be no 
further occasion for opening a new account with 
him.

“ Mr. B. replied. It is true, sir, that I liad 
an affray with General Jackson, and that I did 
complain of his conduct We fought, sir ; and 
we fought, I hope, like men. When the explo
sion was over, there remained no ill will, on 
either side. No vituperation or system of petty 
persecution was kept up between us. Yes, sir, 
it is true, that I had the personal difficulty, 
which the senator from Kentucky has had the 
delicacy to bring before the Senate. But let me 
tell the (senator from Kentucky there is no ad
journed question of veracity’ between me and 
General Jackson. All difficulty between us 
ended with the conflict ; and a few months after 
it, I believe that either party would cheerfully 
have relieved the other from any peril ; and now 
we shake hands and are friendly when we meet. 
I repeat, sir, that there is no ‘ adjourned ques
tion of veracity’between me and General Jackson, 
standing over for settlement. If there had been, 
a gulf would have separated us as deep as hell.

“Mr. B. then referred to the prediction alleged 
by Mr. Clay, to have been made by him. I 
have seen, he said, a placard, first issued in Mis
souri, and republished lately. It first appeared 
in 1825, and stated that I had said, in a public 
address, that if General Jackson should be 
elected, we must be guarded with pistols and 
dirks to defend ourselves while legislating here. 
This went the rounds of the papers at the time. 
A gentleman, well acquainted in the State of 
Missouri (Col. Lawless), published a handbill 
denying the truth of the statement, and calling 
upon any person in the State to name the time 
and place, when and where, any such address 
had been heard from me, or any such declara
tion made. Colonel Lawless was perfectly fa
miliar with the campaign, but he could never 
meet with a single individual, man, woman, or 
child, in the State, who could recollect to have 
ever heard any such remarks from me. No one 
came forward to reply to the cadi. No one had 
ever heard me make the declaration which was 
charged upon me. The same thing has lately 
been printed here, and, in the night, stuck up in 
a placard upon the posts and walls of this city. 
While its author remained concealed, it was 
impossible for me to hold him to account, nor 
could I tnake him responsible, who, in the dark, 
sticks it to the posts and walls: but since it is 
in open day introduced into this chamber I 
am enabled to meet it as it deserves to be met. 
I see who it is that uses it here, and to his face 
[pointing to Mr. Clay] I Urn enabled to pro
nounce it, as I now do, an Atrocious calumny.

“Mr. Clay.—The assertion that there is ‘an 
adjourned question of veracity’ between me and 
Gen. Jackson, is, whether made by man or mas
ter absolutely false. The President made a cer

/
tain charge against me, and he referred to wit. 
nesses to prove It. I denied the truth of the 
charge. He called upon his witness to prove 
it. I -leave it to the country to say, whether 
that witness sustained the truth of the Presi- 
dent’s allegation. That witness is now on his 
passage to St. Petersburg, with a commission 
in his pocket. [Mr. B. here said aloud, in his 
place, the Mississippi and the fisheries—Mr. 
Adams and the fisheries—every body under- 
stands it.] Mr. C. said, I do not yet understand 
the senator. He then remarked upon the pre
diction’ which the senator from Missouri had 
disclaimed. Can he, said Mr. C., look to me. 
and say that he never used the language attri
buted to him in the placard which he refers to? 
He says, Col. Lawless denies that he used the 
words in the State of Missouri. Can you look 
me in the face, sir [addressing Mr. B ], and say 
tha^ you never used that language out of the 
State of Missouri ?

“ Mr. B. 1 look, sir, and repeat that it is an 
atrocious calumny ; and I will pin it to him who 
repeats it here.

“ Mr. Clay. Then I declare before the Senate 
that you said to me the very words—

“ [Mr. B. in hfs place, While Mr. Clay was vet 
speaking, several; times loudly repeated the 
word ‘false, false,'ifal.se.’[

“ Mr. Clay said, I fling back the charge of atro
cious calumny upon the senator from Missouri.

A call to order was here heard from several 
senators.

“ The President, pro tem., said, the senator 
from Kentucky is not' in order, and must taka 
his seat

“Mr. Clay. AYill the Chair state the point 
of order ?
‘ “ The Chair, said Mr. Tazewell (the President 
pro tem.), can enter in no explanations with the 
senator.

“ Mr. Clay. I shall be heard. I demand to 
know what point of order can be taken against 
me, which was not equally applicable to the 
senator from Missouri.

“ The President, pro tem., stated, that he con
sidered the whole discussion as out of order. 
He would not have permitted it, had he been in 
the chair at its commencement.

“Mr. Poindexter said, he was in the chair at 
the commencement of the discussion, and did 
not then sec fit to check it But he was no* 
of the opinion that it was in not in order.

“ Mr. B. I apologize to the Senate for the 
manner in which I have spoken ; but not to the 
senator from Kentucky.

“ Mr. Clay. To the Senate 1 also offer an 
apology. To the senator from Missouri none.

“ The question was here called for, by several 
senators, and it w as taken, as heretofore re
ported.

The conclusion of the debate on the side of 
the bank was in the most impressive form to the 
fears and apprehensions of the country, and
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well calculated to alarm and rouse a community. 
Mr. Webster concluded with this peroration, 
presenting a dircfhl picture of distress if the veto 
was sustained, and portrayed the death of the 
(Destitution before it had attained the fiftieth 
year of its agk\ He concluded thus—little fore- 
leeing in how few years he was to invoke the 
eharity of the world’s silence and oblivion for 
the institution which his rhetoric then exalted 
into a great and beneficent power, indispensable 
to the well working of the government, and the 
well conducting of their affairs by all the people :

«Mr. President, we have arrived at a new 
epoch. We are entering on experiments with 
the government and the constitution of the 
rountry, hitherto untried, and of fearful and 
appalling aspect. This message calls us to the 
contemplation of a future, which little resem
bles the past. Its principles are at war with all 
that public opinion has sustained, and all which 
thiexperience of the government has sanctioned. 
It denies first principles. It contradicts truths 
heretofore received as indisputable. It denies 
to the judiciary the interpretation of law, and 
demands to divide with Congress the origination 
of statutes. It extends the grasp of Executive 
pretension over every ]X>wer of the government. 

' But this is not all. It presents the Chief Mag
istrate of the Union in the attitude of arguing 
away the powers of that government over which 
he has been chosen to preside; and adopting, 
for this purpose, modes of reasoning which, 
even under the influence of all proper feeling 
towards high official station, it is difficult to 
regard as respectable. It appeals to every pre
judice which may betray men into a mistaken 
view of their own interests ; and to every pas
sion which may lead them to disobey the im
pulses of their understanding. It urges all the 
specious topics of State rights, and national en
croachment, against that which a great majority 
of the States have affirmed to he rightful, and 
in which all of them have acquiesced. * 11 sows, 
in in unsparing manner, the seeds pf jealousy 
ind ill-will against that government of which 
its author is the official head. It raises a cry 
that liberty is in danger, at the very moment 
when it puts forth claims to power heretofore 
unknown and unheard of. It affects alarm for 
the public freedom, when nothing so much en
dangers that freedom as its own unparalleled 
pretences. This, even, is not all. It manifest
ly seeks to influence the poor against the rich. 
It wantonly attacks whole'classes of the people, 
for the purpose of turning against them the pre
judices and resentments of other classes. 11 is 
i state paper which finds no topic too exciting 
for its use; no passion too inflammable for its 
iddress and its solicitation. Such is this ines- 
age. It remains, now, for the people of the 
United States to choose between the principles

here avowed and their government These 
cannot subsist together. The one or the other 
must be rejected. If tile sentiments of the 
message shall receive general approbation, the 
constitution will have perished even earlier than 
the moment which its enemies originally allowed 
for the termination of its existence. It will not 
have survived to its fiftieth year.”

On the other hand, Mr. White, of Tennessee, 
exalted the merit of the veto message above all 
the acts of General Jackson’s life, and claimed 
for it a more enduring fame, and deeper grati
tude than for the greatest of lits victories : and 
concluded his speech thus :

“ When the excitement of the time in which 
we act shall have passed away, and the histori
an and biographer shall Ixi employed in giving 
his account of the acts of our most distinguished 
public men, and comes to the name of Andrew 
Jackson ; when he shall have recounted all the 
great and good deeds done by this man in the 
course of a long and eventful life, and the cir
cumstances under which this message was com
municated shall have been stated, the conclusion 
will be, that, in doing this, he has shown a 
Mill bigness to risk more to promote the happi
ness of ins fellow-men, and to secure their lib
erties. than by the doing of any other act what
ever."

And such, in my opinion, will be the judg
ment of posterity—the judgment of posterity, 
if furnished with the material to appreciate the 
circumstances under which he acted when sign
ing the message which was to decide the ques
tion of supremacy between the bank and the 
government.

CHAPTER LX IX.

, THE PROTECTIVE SYSTEM.

The cy cle had come round which, periodically, 
and once in four years, brings up a presidential 
election and a tariff discussion. Tiro two events 
seemed to be inseparable ; and this being the 
fourth year from the great tariff debate of 1828, 
and the fourth year from the last presidential 
election, and being the long session which pro
cédas the election, it was the one in regular 
course in which the candidates and their friends 
make the greatest efforts to operate upon public 
opinion through the measures which they pro
pose, or oppose in Congress. Added to this, the
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election being one on which not only a change 
of political parties depended, but also a second 
trial of the election in the House of Representa
tives in 1824-’26, in wljjch Mr. Adams and Mr. 
Clay triumphed over General Jackson, with the 
advantage on their side now of both beilfg in Con
gress : for these reasons this session became the 
most prolific of party topics, and of party con
tests, of any one ever seen in the annals of our 
Congress. And certainly there were large sub
jects to be brought before the people, and great 
talents to appear in their support and defence. 
The renewal of the national bank charter—the 
continuance of the protective system—internal 
improvement by the federal government—divi
sion of the public land money, or of the lands 
themselves—colonization society—extension of 
pension list—Georgia and the Cherokees—Geor
gia and the Supreme Court—imprisoned mis
sionaries—were all brought forward, and pressed 
with zeal, by the party out of power ; and pressed 
in a way to show their connection with the 
presidential canvass, and the reliance upon them 
to govern its result The party in power were 
chiefly on the defensive ; and it was the com
plete éivil representation of a military attack 
and defence of a fortified place—a siege—with 

Ats open and covert attacks on one side, its re
pulses and sallies on the other—its sappings 
and minings, as well as its open thundering 
assaults. And this continued for seven long 
months—from December ta July ; fierce in the 
beginning, and becoming more so from day to 
day until the last hour of the last day of the ex
hausted session. It was the most fiery and 
eventful session that I had then seen—or since 
seen, except one—the panic session of 1834—’35.

The two leading measures in this plan of opera
tions—the bank and the tariff—were brought 
forward simultaneously and quickly.— on the 
same day, and under the same lead. The me
morial for the renewal of the bank charter was 
presented in the Senate on the 9th day of January : 
on the same day, and as soon as it was referred, 
Mr. Clay submitted a resolution in relation to 
the tariff, and delivered a speech of three days’ 
duration in support of the American system. 
The President, in his message, and in view of 
the approaching extinction of the public debt— 
then reduced to an event of certainty within the 
ensuing year—recommended the abolition of 
duties on numerous articles of neccessity or

comfort, not produced at home. Mr. Clay pt» 
posed to make the reduction in subordination t« 
the preservation of the “American system'" 
and this opened the whole question of free trade 
and protection ; and occasioned that field to 
trod over again with all the vigor of a fresh ex. 
ploration. M r. C lay opened his great speech with 
a retrospect of what the condition of the country 
was for seven years before the tarrifT of 1824, 
and what it had been since—the first a period of 
unprecedented calamity, the latter of equally 
unprecedented prosperity and he made the 
two conditions equally dependent upon the ab
sence and presence of the protective system. 
He said :

“ Eight years ago, it was my painful duty to 
present to the other House of Congress an un
exaggerated picture of the general distress per
vading the whole land. We must all yet re
member some of its frightful features. We all 
know that the people were then oppressed and 
borne down by an enormous load of debt ; that 
the value of property was at the lowest point of 
depression ; that ruinous sales and sacrifices 
were every where made of real estate ; that stop 
laws and relief laws and paper monev were 
adopted to save the people from impending de
struction ; that a deficit in the public revenue 
existed, which compelled government to seize 
upon, and divert from its legitimate object, the 
appropriation to the sinking fund, to redeem the 
national debt; and that our commerce and 
navigation were threatened with a complete 
paralysis. In short, sir, if I were to select any 
term of seven years since the adoption of the 
present constitution, which exhibited a scene of 
the most wide-spread dismay and desolation, it 
would be exactly the term of seven years which 
immediately preceded the establishment of the 
tariff of 1824."

This was a faithful picture of that calamitous 
period, but the argument derived from it was a 
two-edged sword, which cut, and deeply, into 
another measure, also lauded as the cause of the 
public prosperity. These seven years of nation
al distress which immediately preceded the tariff 
of 1824, were also the same seven years which 
immediately followed the establishment of the 
national bank ; and which, at the time it was 
chartered, was to be the remedy for all the dis
tress under which the country labored : besides, 
the protective system was actually commenced 
in the year 181(1—contemporaneously with the 
establishment of the national bank. Before 1816, 
protection to home industry had been an inci
dent to the levy of revenue ; but in 1810 it be-
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jane an object Mr. Clay thus deduced the 
01jgin and progress of the protective policy :

“It began on the ever memorable 4th day of
joly_the 4th of July, 1789. The second act
which stands recorded in the statute book, bear- 
log the illustrious signature of George Washing
ton laid the corner stone of the whole system. 
That there might be no mistake about the mat- 
tor it was then solemly proclaimed to the Ame
rican people and to the world, that it was neecs- 
tarij for ‘‘ the encouragement and protection of 
nanufactures,” that duties should be laid. It is 
in vain to urge the small amount of the measure 
of protection then extended. The great princi
ple was then established by the fathers of the 
constitution, with the father of his country at 
their head. And it cannot now be questioned, 
that if the government had not then been new 
ind the subject untried, a greater measure of pro
tection would have been applied, if it had been 
iapposed necessary. Shortly after, the master 
minds of Jefferson and Hamilton were brought 
to act on this interesting subject. Taking views 
of it appertaining to the departments of foreign 
dhirs and of the treasury, which they respect- 
itely filled, they presented, severally, reports 

| which yet remain monuments of their profound 
wisdom, and came to the same conclusion of pro
tection to American industry-. Mr. Jefferson 
argued that foreign restrictions, foreign prohibi
tions, and foreign" high duties, ought to be met, 
at home, by American restrictions, American 
prohibitions, and American high duties. Mr. 
Hamilton, surveying the entire ground, and look
ing at the inherent nature of the subject, treated 
it with an ability which, if ever equalled, has not 
bren surpassed, and earnestly recommended pro
tection.

“ The wars of the Frcnch revolution commen
ted about this period, and streams of gold poured 
into the United States through a thousand chan
nels, opened or enlarged by the successful com
merce which our neutrality enabled us to prose- 

I cute. We forgot, or overlooked, in the general 
I prosperity, the necessity of encouraging our do

mestic manufactures. Then came the edicts of 
Napoleon, and the British orders in council ; and 

| our embargo, non-intercourse, non-importation, 
and war, followed in rapid succession. These 
national measures, amounting to a total suspen- 

| sion, for the period of their duration, ofrmr 
foreign commerce, afforded the most efficacious 
encouragement to mierican manufactures ; and, 
accordingly, they cveVy where sprung up. Whilst 
these measures of restriction and this state of war 
continued the manufacturers were stimulated in 
their enterprises by every assurance of support, 
ky public sentiment, and by legislative resolves. 
It was about that period (1808) that South 
Carolina bore her high testimony to the wisdom 
of the policy, in an act of her legislature, the 
preamble of which, now before me, reads :

hereas the establishment and encouragement 
of domestic manufactures is conducive to the in

terest of a State, by adding new incentives ta 
industry, and as being the means of disposing, 
to advantage, the surplus productions of the 
agriculturist : And whereas, in the present 
unexampled state of the world, their establish
ment in our country is not only expedient, but 
politic, in rendering us independent of foreign 
nations.’ The legislature, not being competent 
to afford the most efficacious aid, by imposing 
duties on foreign rival articles, proceeded to in- 

| corporate a company.
“ Peace, under the Treaty of Ghent, returned 

in 1815, but there did not return with it the 
I golden days which preceded the edicts levelled 
at our commerce by Great Britain and France. 
It found all Europe tranquilly resuming the arts 
and the business of civil life. It found Europe 
no longer the consumer of our surplus, and the 
employer of our navigation, but excluding, or 
heavily burdening, almost all the productions 
of our agriculture, and our rivals in manufac
tures, in navigation,and in commerce. It found 
our country, in short, in a situation totally dif
ferent from all the past—new and untried. It 
became necessary to adapt our laws, and espe
cially our laws of impost, to the new circum
stances in which we found ourselves. It has 
been said that the tariff of 181G was a measure 
of mere revenue ; and that it only reduced the 
war duties to a peace standard. It is true that 
the question then was, how much, and in what 
way, should the double duties of the war be re
duced ? Now, also, the question is, on What 
articles shall the duties be reduced so as to sub
ject the amount of the future revenue to the 
wants of the government ? Then it was deem
ed an inquiry of the first importance, as it 
should be now, how the reducllbn should be 
made, so as to secure proper encouragement to 
our domestic industry. That this was a lead
ing object in the arrangement of the tariff of 
181G, 1 well remember, and it is demonstrated 
by the language of Mr. Dallas. «

“ The subject of the American system was 
again brought up in 1820, by the bill reported 
by the chairman of the Committee on Manufac
tures, now a member of the bench of the Su
preme Court of the United States, and the prin
ciple was successfully maintained by the repre
sentatives of the people ; but the bill w hich 
they passed was defeated in the Senate. It 
was revived in 1824, the whole ground carefully 
and deliberately explored, and the bill then in
troduced, receiving all the sanctions of the con
stitution. This act of 1824 needed amendments 

j in some particulars, w hich were attempted in 
1828, but ended in some iqjuries to the system ; 

: and now the whole aim was to save an existing 
I systetyi—not to create a new one.”

Andlhc summed up his policy thus ;

“ 1. That the policy which we have been con
sidering ought to continue to be regarded as 
the genuine American system.

“2. That the free trade system, which is pro- ni
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posed as its substitute, ought really to be con
sidered as the British colonial system.

“3. That the American system is beneficial 
to all parts of the Union, and absolutely neces
sary to much the larger portion.

“ 4. That the price of the great staple of cot
ton, and of all our chief productions of agricul
ture, has been sustained and upheld, and a de
cline averted by the protective system.

“5. That, if the foreign demand for cotton 
has been at all diminished by the operation of 
that system, the diminution has been more than 
compensated in the additional demand created 
at homo.

“ 6. That the constant tendency of the sys
tem, by creating competition among ourselves, 
and between American and European industry, 
reciprocally acting upon each other, is to reduce 
prices of manufactured objects.

“ 7. That, in point of fact, objects within the 
scope "of the policy of protection have greatly 
fallen in price.

“ 8. That if, in a season of peace, these bene
fits are experienced, in a season of war, when 
the foreign supply might be cut of^ they would 
be much more extensively felt.

“ 9. And, finally, that the substitution of the 
British colonial system for the American sys
tem, without benefiting any section of the 
Union, by subjecting us to a foreign legislation, 
regulated by foreign interests, would lead to 
the prostration of our manufactures, general im
poverishment, and ultimate ruin.”

Mr. Clay was supported in his general views 
by many able speakers—among them, Dicker- 
son and Frelinghuysen of New Jersey ; Ewing 
of Ohio; Holmes of Maine ; Bell of New Hamp
shire; Hendricks of Indiana ; Webster and Sils- 
bee of Massachusetts ; Robbins and Knight of 
Rhode Is^nd ; Wilkins and Dallas of Pennsyl
vania ; Sprague of Maine ; Clayton of Delaware ; 
Chambers of Maryland ; Foot of Connecticut. 
On the other hand the speakers in opposition 
to the protective policy were equally numerous, 
ardent and able. They were : Messrs. Ilayne 
and Milflfr of South Carolina ; Brown and Man- 
gum of North Carolina ; Forsyth and Troup of 
Gebrgia ; Grundy and White of Tennessee ; 
Hill of New Hampshire ; Kane of Illinois ; 
Benton of Missouri ; King and Mpore of Ala
bama ; foindexter of Mississippi ; Tazewell 
and Tyler of Virginia ; General Samuel Smith 
of Maryland. I limit the enumeration to the 
Senate. In the House the subject was still 
more fully debated, according to its numbers ; 
and like the bank question, gave rise to heat ; 
and was kept alive to the last day.

General Smith of Maryland, took up the

question at once as bearing upon the harmony 
and stability of the Union—as unfit to 1* 
pressed on that account as well as for itaown 
demerits—avowed himself a friend to iiicuj-nta] 
protection, for which he had always voted, and 
even voted for the act of 1816—which hp con
sidered going far enough ; and insisted that all 
“manufacturers” were doing well under it,and 
did not need the acts of 1824 and 1828. which 
were made for “ capitalists”—to enable them to 
engage in manufacturing ; and who had not the 
requisite skill and care, and suffered, and called 
upon Congress for more assistance. He said:

“We have arrived at a crisis. Y es, Mr. Presi
dent, at a crisis more appalling than a day of 
battle. I adjure the Committee on Manufac
tures to pause—to reflect on the dissatisfaction 
of all the South, ijouth Carolina ha# expressed
itself strongly «gainst the tariff of 1828_
stronger than the other States are willing to 
speak. But, sir, the whole of the South feel 
deeply the oppression of that tariff. In this 
respect there is no difference of opinion. The 
South—the whole Southern States—all, con
sider it as oppressive. They have not vet 
spoken ; but when they do speak, it will be 
with a voice that will not implore, but will de
mand redress. How much better, then, to grant 
redress ? How much better that the Commit
tee on Manufactures heal the wound which has 
been inflicted ? I want nothing that shall in
jure the manufacturer. I only want justice.

“ I am, Mr. President, one of the few survi
vors of those who fought in the war of the revo
lution. We then thought we fought for liberty 
—for equal rights. We fought against taxa
tion, the proceeds of which were for the benefit 
of others. Where is the diflcrence, if the peo
ple are to be taxed by the manufacturers or by 
any others ? 1 say manufacturers—and why-
do I say so 1 When the Senate met, there war 
a strong disposition with all parties to amelio
rate the tariff of 1828 ; but I now see a change, 
which makes me almost despair of any thing 
effectual being accomplished. Even the small 
concessions made by the senator from Ken
tucky [Mr. Clay], have,been reprobated by the 
lobby members, the agents of the manufac
turers. 1 am told they have put their fiat on 
any change whatever, and hence, as a conse
quence, the change in the course and language 
of gentlemen, which almost precludes all ho;*. 
Those interested men hang on the Committee 
on Manufactures like an incubus. 1 say to that 
committee, depend upon your own good judg
ments—survey the whole subject'as politician! 
—discard sectional interests, and study only 
the common weal—act with these views—and 
thus relieve the oppressions of the South.

“1 have ever, Mr. President, supported the 
interest of manufactures, as far as it could be

At
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done incidentally. I supported the late Mr. 
Lowndes’s bill of 1810. I was a member of his 
committee, and that bill protected the manufac- 
tnres sufficiently, except bar iron. Mr. Lowndes 
led reported fifteen dollars per ton. The House 
reduced it to nine dollars per ton. That act 
enabled the manufacturers to exclude importa
tions of certain articles. The hatters carry on 
their business by their sons and apprentices, 
ind few, if any, hats are now imported. Large 
quantities are exported, and preferred. All ar
ticles of leather from tanned side to the finest 
harness or saddle, have been excluded from im
portation ; and why ? Because the business is 
conducted by their own hard hands, their own 
labor, and they are now heavily taxed by the 
tariff of 1828, to enable the rich to enter into 
the manufactures of the country. Yes, sir, I 
tav the rich, who entered into the business after 
thé act of 1824, which proved to be a mushroom 
affair, and many of them suffered severely. The 
act of 1816, I repeat, gave all the protection 
that was necAsary or proper, under which the 
industrious and fnigal completely succeeded. 
Bat, sir, the capitalist who had invested his 
capital in manufactures, was not to he satisfied 
with ordinary profit ; and therefore the act of 
1828.”

Mr. Clay, in his opening speech had adverted 
to the Southern discontent at the working of the 
protective tariff, in a way that showed he felt it 
to be serious, and entitled to enter into the con
sideration of statesmen ; but considered this 
system an overruling necessity of such want 
and value to other parts of the Union, that the 
danger to its existence laid in the abandonment, 
and not in the continuance of the “American 
system.” On this point he expressed himself 
thus:

"■And now, Mr. President, I have to make a 
few observations on a delicate subject, which 1 
approach with all the respect that is due to its 
serious and grave nature. They have not, in
deed, been rendered necessary by the speech of 
the gentleman from South Carolina, whose for
bearance to notice the topic was commendable, 
as his argument throughout was characterized 
by an ability and dignity w'orthy of him and of 
the Senate. The gentleman made one declara
tion which might possibly be misinterpreted, 
tod I submit to him whether an explanation of 
it be not proper. The declaration, as rejiorted 
hi his printed speech, is: ‘the instinct of self- 
interest might have taught us an easier way of 
relieving ourselves from this oppression. It 
wanted but the will to have supplied ourselves 
with every article embraced in the protective 
lystem, free of duty, without any other partici
pation, on our part, than a simple consent to re
ceive them.’ [Here Mr. llayne rose, and re
marked that the passages, which immediately

preceded and followed the paragraph cited, he 
thought, plainly indicated his meaning, which 
related to evasions of the system, by illicit in
troduction of goods, which they were not dis
posed to countenance in South Carolina.] I am 
happy to hear this explanation, But, sir, it is 
impossible to conceal from our view the fact that 
there is great excitement in South Carolina ; that 
the protective system is openly and violently de
nounced in popular meetings ; and that the legis
lature itself has declared its purpose of resorting 
to counteracting measures : a suspension of which 
has only been submitted to, for the purpose of 
allowing Congress time to retrace its steps. 
With respect to this Union, Mr. President, the 
truth cannot be too generally proclaimed, nor 
too strongly inculcated, that it is necessary to 
the whole and to all the parts—necessary to 
those parts, indeed, in different degrees, but vi
tally necessary to each ; and that, threats to 
disturb or dissolve it, coming from any of the 
parts, would be quite as indiscreet and improper, 
as would be threats from the residue to exclude 
those parts from the pale of its benefits. The 
great principle, which lies at the foundation of 
all free governments, is, that the majority must 
govern ; from which there is nor can be no ap
peal but to the sword. That majority ought to 
govern wisely, equitably, moderately, and con
stitutionally ; but, govern it must, subject only 
to that terrible appeal. If ever one, or several 
States, being a minority, can, by menacing a dis
solution of the Union, succeed in forcing an 
abandonment of great measures, deemed essen
tial to the interests and prosperity of the whole, 
the Union, from that moment, is practically gone. 
It may linger on, in form and name, but its vital 
spirit has lied for ever ! Entertaining these de
liberate opinions, I would entreat the patriotic 
people of South Carolina—the land of Marion, 
Sumpter, and Pickens ; of Rutledge, Laurens, 
the Pickneys, and Lowndes ; of living and pre
sent names, which I w-ould mention if they were 
not living or present—to pause, solemnly pause ! 
and contemplate the frightful precipice which lies 
directly before them. To retreat, may be pain
ful and mortifying to their gallantry and pride ; 
but it is to retreat to the Union, to safety, and 
to those brethren, with whom, or, with whose 
ancestors, they, or their ancestors, have won, on 
the fields of glory, imperishable renown. To ad
vance, is to rushton ccrtajn and inevitable dis
grace and destruction.

“ The danger to our Union does not lie on the 
side of persistance in the American system, but 
on that of its abandonment. If, as I have sup
posed and believe, the inhabitants of all north 
and cast of James River, and all west of the 
mountains, including Louisiana, arc deeply inte
rested in the preservation of that system, would 
they be reconciled to its overthrow ? Can it be 
expected that two thirds, if not three fourths, of 
the people of the United States would consent to 
the destruction of a policy believed to be indis
pensably necessary to their prosperity 1 When,
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too, this sacrifice is made at the instance of a 1 
single interest, which they verily believe will not i 
be promoted by it ? In estimating the degree of | 
peril which may be incident to two opposite 
courses of human policy, tire statesman would 
be short-sighted who should content himself 
with viewing only the evils, real or imaginary, 
which belong to that course which is in practi
cal operation. He should lift himself up to the j 
contemplation of those greater and more certain 
dangers which might inevitably attend the adop
tion of the alternative course. What would be 
the condition of this Union, if Pennsylvania and 
New-York, those mammoth, members of our 
confederacy, were firmly persuaded that their 
industry was paralyzed, and their prosperity 
blighted, by the enforcement of the British colo
nial system, under the delusive name of free 
trade 1 They are now tranquil, and happy, and 
contented, conscious of their welfare and feel
ing a salutary and rapid circulation of the pro
ducts of home manufactures and home industry 
througout all their great arteries. But let that 
be checked, let them feel that a foreign system 
is to predominate, and the sources of their sub
sistence anil comfort dried up; let New England 
and the West, and the Middle States, all feel 
that they too arc the victims of a mistaken 
policy, and let these vast portions of our coun
try despair of any favorable change, anil then, 
indeed, might we tremble for the continuance 
and safety of this Union !”

Ilcre was an appalling picture presented : dis
solution of the Union, on either hand, and one 
or the other of the alternatives obliged to be 
taken. If persisted in, the opponents to the 
protective system, in the South, were to make 
the dissolution ; if abandoned, its friends, in the 
North, were to do it. Two citizens, whose word 
was law to two great parties, denounced the 
same event, from opposite causes, and one of 
which causes was obliged to occur. The crisis 
required a hero-patriot at the head of the govern
ment, and Providence had reserved one for the 
occasion. There had been a design, in some, to 
bring Jackson forward for the Presidency, in 
1816, and again, in 1820, when he held hack, 
lie was brought forward, in 1824, and defeated. 
These three successive postponements brought 
him to the right years, for which providence 
seemed to have destined him, and which he 
would have missed, if elected at either of the 
three preceding elections. It was a reservation 
above human wisdom or foresight ; and gave to 
the American people (at the moment they wanted 
him) the man of head, and heart, and nerve, to 
do what the crisis required : who possessed the 
confidence of the people, and who knew no

course, in any danger, but that of duty and pa. 
triotism ; and had no feeling, in any extremity 
but that God and the people would sustain him. 
Such a man was wanted, in 1832, and was fompj 
—found before, hut reserved for use now.

The representatives from the South, generally 
but especially those from South Carolina while 
depicting the distress of their section of the 
Union, and the reversed aspect which had come 
upon their affairs, less prosperous now than be- 
fore the formation of the Union, attributed the 
whole cause of this change to the action of the 
federal government, in the levy and distribution 
of the public revenue ; to the protective system, 

which was now assuming permanency, and in- 
creasingils exactions; and to a course of expendi
ture which carried to the North what was levied 
on the South. The democratic party generally 
concurred in the belief that this system was 
working injuriously upon the South, and that 
this injury ought to be relieved; that it was a 
cause of dissatisfaction with the Union, which a 
regard for the Union required to be redressed; 
hut all did not concur in the cause of Southern 
eclipse in the race of prosperity which their 
representatives assigned ; and, among them, Mr, 
Dallas, who thus spoke : •

“ The impressive and gloomy description of 
the senator from South Carolina (Mr. Bayne], 
as to the actual state and wretched prospecta of 
his immediate fellow-citizens, awakens the live
liest sympathy, and should command our atten
tion. 11 is their right ; it is our duty. I cannot 
feel indifferent to the sufferings of any portion 
of the American people ; and esteem it incon
sistent with the scope and purpose of the federal 
constitution, that any majority, no matter how 
large, should connive at, or protract the oppres
sion or misery of any minority, no matter how 
small. I disclaim and detest the idea of making 
one ]iart subservient to another; of fcastyigupen 
the extorted substance of my countrymen; of 
enriching my own region, by draining the fee 
tility and resources of a neighbor; pf becoming 
wealthy with spoils which leave their legitimate 
owners impoverished and desolate. But. sir. I 
want proof of a fact, whose existence, at least u 
described, it is difficult even to conceive; and, 
above all. I want the true causes of that fact to 
he ascertained; to lie brought within the reach" 
of legislative remedy, and to have that remedy 
of a nature which may be applied w ithout pro
ducing more mischiefs than those it proposes to 
cure. The proneness to exaggerate social evils is 
greatest with the most patriotic. Temporary 
embarrassment is sensitively apprehended to 1» 
permanent. Every day’s ex|>criencc teaches how 
apt we are to magnify partial into universal dir
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^ What, sir, is the cause of Southern distress ? 
lias any gentleman yet ventured to designate 
g! Can any one do more than suppose, or ar- 
nuDcntatively assume it ? 1 am neither willing
nor competent to flatter. To praise the honor
ai,, senator from South Carolina, would he

‘ To a<ld i>erfume to the violet—
Wasteful ami ridiculous excess.’

But if he has failed to discover the source of 
the evils he deplores, who can unfold it ? Amid 
the warm and indiscriminating denunciations 
nth which he lias assailed the policy of protect
ing domestic manufactures and native produce, he 
hxnkly avows that he would not1 deny that there 
ire other causes, besides the tariff, which have 
Contributed to produce the evils which he has 
depicted.’ What are those 1 other causes ?’ In 
xii»t proportion have they acted ? How much 
of this dark shadowing is ascribahle to each 
singly, and to all in combination ? Would the 
tinff be at all felt or denounced, if these other 
cimes were not in operation ? M ould not, in 
kbits influence, its discriminations, its inequal
ities its oppression!, hut for these ‘other causes,’
1,. shaken, by the elasticity and energy, and ex- 
hiustless spirit of the South, as1 dew-drops from 
the lion’s mane 1 ’ These inquiries, sir, must he 
atkfwlorily answered before we can lie justly 
required to legislate away- an entire system. 1 f 
it ta the root of all evil, let it be exposed and 

I demolished. If its poisonous exhalations he hut 
] partial, let us preserve such portions as are in- 
I notions. If, as the luminary of day, it be pure 
I and salutary in itself, let us not wish it extin- 
I pushed, because of the shadows, clouds, and 
| darkness which obscure its brightness or impede 
Its vivifying power.
| That other causes still, Mr. President, for 
I Southern distress, do exist, cannot he doubted.
I They combine with the one 1 have indicated. miW 
lire equally unconnected with the manufacturing 
■policy. One of these it is peculiarly jiainful to 
lidvert to ; and when I mention it, 1 beg honor- 
lilile senators not to suppose that I do it in the | 
Irpint of taunt, of reproach, or of idle declama- 

un. Regarding it as a misfortune merely, not j 
s a fault ; as a disease inherited, not incurred ; ! 
«Ups to be alleviated, but not eradicated, I 
houid feel self-comlcmned were I to treat it 
Kher tlan as an existing fact, whose merit or 
’ merit, apart from the question under debate, i§ 

aided from commentary by the highest and 
M just considerations. I refer, si>, to the 

icter of Southern labor, in itself, and in its 
t

crate elsewhere, cannot penetrate, or, if they do, 
penetrate with dilatory inefficiency, among its 
operatives. They arc merely instinctive and 
passive. While the intellectual industry of other 
parts of this country springs elastically forward 
at every fresh impulse, and manual labor is pro
pelled and redoubled by countless inventions, 
machines, and contrivances, instantly understood 
amt at once exercised, the South remains station
ary, inaccessible to such encouraging and invig
orating aids. Nor is it possible to be wholly 
blind to the moral effect of this species of labor 
upon those freemen among whom it exists. A 
disrelish for humble and hardy occupation ; a 
pride adverse to drudgery and toil ; a dread that 
to partake in the employments allotted to color, 
may be accompanied also by its degradation, are 
natural and inevitable. The high and lofty quali
ties which, in other scenes and for other pur
poses, characterize and adorn our Southern 
brethren, are fatal to the enduring patience, the 
coiqioral exertion, and the painstaking simpli
city, by which only a successful yeomanry can 
be formed. When, in fact, sir, the senatop from 
South Carolina asserts that 1 slaves arc too im
provident, too incapable of that minute, constant, 
delicate attention, and that persevering industry 
which is essential to the success of manufactur
ing establishments,’ lie himself admits the defect 
in the condition of Southern labor, by which the 
progress of his favorite section must he retarded. 
He admits an inability to keep pace with the 
rest of the world, lie admits an inherent weak
ness ; a weakness neither engendered nor aggra
vated by the tariff-—which, as societies are now 
constituted and directed, must drag in the rear, 
and he distanced in the common race.”

Thus spoke Mr, Dallas, senator from Pennsyl
vania ; and thus speaking, gave offence to no 
Southern man ; and seemed to be well justified 
in what he said, from the historical fact that the 
loss of ground, in the race of prosperity, had 
commenced in the South before the protective 
system began—before that epoch year, 1816, 
when it was first installed as a system, and so 
installed by the power of the South Carolina 
vote and talent. But the levy and expenditure 
of the federal government was, doubtless, the 
main cause of this Southern decadence—so un
natural in the midst of her rich staples—and 
which had commenced before 1816.

It so happened, that while the advocates of the 
American system were calling so earnestly for 
government protection, to enable them to sus-
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tain themselves at home, that the custom-house
books were showing that a great many species 
of our manufactures, and especially the cotton, 
were going abroad to far distant countries ; and 
sustaining themselves on remote theatres against 
all competition, and beyond the range of any 
help from our laws. Mr. Clay, himself, spoke of 
this exportation, to show the excellence of our 
fabrids, and that they were worth protection ; I 
used the same fact to show that they were inde

pendent of protection ; and said :

“And here I would ask, how many and which 
• ■ the nrcsent high rate“And here i wouiu w.-.., ___....axe the articles that require the present high rate 

of protection ? Certainly not the cotton manu- 
- - il-~ -fltitw fromf rn1the”r f™ Kentucky [Mr.

facture, ,  this floor as the leadnfacture; for, tno nuuv> ..—Clay], who appears on this floor as the leading
champion of domestic manufactures, and whose 
admissions of fact must be conclusive against his 
arguments of theory ! this senator tells you, and 
dwells upon the disclosure with triumphant ex
ultation, that American cottons are now exported 
to Asia, and sold at a profit in the cotton mar
kets of Canton and Calcutta ! Surely, sir, our 
tariff laws of 1824 and 1828 are not in force in 
Bengal and China. And I appeal to all mankind 
for the truth of the inference, that, if our cottons 
can go to these countries, and be sold at a profit 
without any protection at all, they can stay at 
home, and he sold to our own citizens, without 
loss, under p less protection than fifty and two 
hundred and fifty per centum! One fact, Mr. 
President, is said to be worth a thousand theo
ries ; 1 will add that it is worth a hundred thou
sand speeches ; and this fact that the American 
cottons now traverse the one-half of the circum
ference of this globe—cross the equinoctial line ; 
descend to the antipodes ; "seek foreign markets 
on the double theatre of British and Asiatic com
petition, and come off victorious from the con
test—is ipdjill and overwhelming answer to all 
the speeches' that have been made, or ever can 
be ljMtde, in favor of high protecting duties one 
tlpesc cottons at home. The only effect of such 
d/ities Is to cut off importations—to create mono
poly at home—to enable our manufacturers to 
s6U their goods higher to their own Christian fel
low-citizens than to the |»gan worshippers of Fo 
and of Brahma ! to enable the inhabitants of the 
Ganges and the Burrampootcr to wear Ameri
can cottons upon chea|>cr terms than the inhabit
ants of the Ohio and Mississippi. And every 
Western citizen knows the fact, that when these 
shipments of American cottons were making to 
the extremities of Asia, the price of these same 
cottons was actually raised twenty and twenty- 
jive per cent, in all the towns of the West ; with 
this further difference to our prejudice, that we 
can only pay for them in money, while the in
habitants of Asia make payment in the products 

of thqir own country.—* • ■ _l ,e ...

proved ; but I do not come here to argue upon 
admissions, whether candid or unguarded, of the 
adversary speakers. I bring my own ftcts'anil 
proofs ; and, really, sir, I have a mind to com
plain that the gentleman’s admission about cot- 
tons has crippled the force of my argument ■ 
that it has weakened its effect by letting out half 
at a time, and destroyed its novelty, by an anti
cipated revelation. The truth is, I have this feet 
(that we exported domestic cottons) treasured 
up in my magazine of material ! and intended 
to produce it, at the proper time, to show that 
we exported this article, not to Canton and Cal
cutta alone, but to all quarters of the globe ; not 
a few cargoes only, by way of experiment, hut 
in great quantities, as a regular trade, to the 
amount of a million and a quarter of dollars, 
annually ; and that, of this amount, no less than 
forty thousand dollars’ worth, in the year 183(1 
had done what the combined fleets and armies 
of the world could not do ; it had scaled the 
rock of Gibraltar, penetrated to the heart of the 
British garrison, taken possession of his Britan
nic Majesty’s soldiers, bound their arms, legs, and 
bodies, and strutted in triumph over the ram
parts and batteries of that unattackablc fortress. 
And now, sir, I will use no more of the gentle 
man’s admissions ; I will draw ppon my own 
resources ; and will show nearly the whole list 
of our domestic manufactures to he in the same 
flourishing condition with cottons, actually going 
abroad to seek competition, without protection^

I in every, foreign clime, and contending victo
riously with foreign manufactures wherever they 
can encounter them. I read from the custom
house returns, of 1830—the last that has bun 
printed. Listen to it :

“ This Is the list of domestic manufactures ex
ported to foreign countries. 11 comprehends the 
whole, or nearly the whole, of that long cata
logue of items which the senator from Kentuckr 
[Mr. Clay] read to us, on the second day of hS 
discourse ; and shows the whole to he goiu» 
abroad, without a shadow of protection, to seek 
competition, in foreign marked*, wjd) the foreign 
goods of all the world. The lift of-.articles I 
have read, contains near fifty vaiVtiesM manu
factures (and 1 have omitted many minor arti
cles) amounting, in value, to near six millions ..f 
dollars ! 11----- ihe diversity of humai

mounting, in vaine, lu ...... ...... ........
! And now behold the diversity of hums*

reasoning ! The senator from Kentucky rshij 
*' —-....r.,„i„n.il in the Cniledreasoning] The senator irom iwnmuj u., 

bits a list of articles manufactured in the I'nilet 
States, and argues that the slightest diminuiioi 
in the enormous protection they now enjoy, wil 
overwhelm the whole in ruin, and cover :t> 
country with distress ; I read the same identic* 
list, to show that all these articles go at™ 
and contend victoriously with their foreign rirai 
in all foreign markets.”

Mr. Clay had attributed to the tariffs of 183
and 1828 the reviving and returning prospers 
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if these tariffs, instead of by their help. Busi- 
Mss had been brought to a stand during the 
disastrous period which ensued the establish
ment of the Bank of the United States. It was 
I period of stagnation, of settlement, of paying, 
up, of getting clear of loads of debt ; and start
ing afresh. It was the strong man, freed from 
the burthen under which he had long been pros- 

I' gate and getting on his feet again. In the 
West I knew that this was the process, and that 
out revived prosperity was entirely the result 
if our own resources, independent of, and in 
spite of federal legislation; and so declared it in 

I my speech. I said:

‘•The fine effects of the high tariff upon the 
prosperity of the West have been celebrated on 

" r : how much reason, let facts res-
idfne people judge ! I do not think we 

o the hiIre indebted to the high tariff for fur fertile 
lads and our navigable rivers ; and! I am ocr- 
Uin we are indebted to these blessings for the 
prosperity we enjoy. In all that comes from 
lk soil, the people of the W est are rich. They 
lire an abundant supply of food for man and 
hast, and a Urge surplus to send abroad. They 
kve the ajÿuortnble living which industry ere-, 
«es for il

I power! No Appian or Flaminian ways ; no 
rods paved or McAdamized ; no canals, except 
what are made upon borrowed means ; no aque- 

I ducts; no bridges of stone across our innume- 
I tub!c streams ; no edifices dedicated to eternity ; 
I uc «hoots for the fine arts : not a public library 
I hr which an ordinary scholar would not apolo- 
I pig. And why none of those things 1 Have the 
I people of the W est no taste for public improve- 
I routs, for the useful and the fine arts, and for 
I tenture 1 Certainly they have a very strong 
I taste for them ; but they have no money ! not 
I enough for private and current uses, not enough 
] to defray our current expenses, and buy neces- 
laries! without thinking of public itnprove- 
I nents. We have no money ! and that is a pale 

jeh has been told too often hero—chanted 
lolefully in the book of lamentations which 

I ns «imposed for the death of the Maysville 
-to be denied or suppressed now. They 

I have no adequate supply of money. And why ? 
I Hire they no exports ? Nothing to send 
I abroad ? Certainly they have exports. Behold 
I Ik marching myriads of living animals annually 
I taking their departure from the heart of the 
I Vest, defiling through the gorges of the Cum- 
I Inland, the Alleghany, and the Apalachian 
I mountains, or traversing the plains of the South, 
Itverging as they mardi, and spreading tliem- 
I elves all over that vast segment of our territo- 
I liai circle which lies between the débouché» of 
I Ik Mississippi and the estuary of the Potomac!

Î0L. I.—18

Behold, on the other hand, the flying steam
boats, and the fleets of floating arks, loaded 
with the products of the forest, the fiarm, and 
the pasture, following the course of our noble 
rivers, and bearing their freights to that great 
city which revives, upon the banks of the Mis
sissippi, the name* of fhe greatest of the empe
rors that ever reigned upon the banks of the 
Tiber, and who eclipsed the glory of him own 
heroic exploits by giving an order to his legions 
never to levy a contribution of salt upon a Ro
man citizen ! Behold this double line of ex
ports, and observe the refluent currents of gold 
and silver which result from them ! Large are 
the supplies—millions are the amount which is 
annually poured into the West from these dou
ble exportations ; enough to cover the face of 
the earth with magnificent improvements, and 
to cram every industrious pocket with gold and 
silver. But where is this money 7 for it is not 
in the country ! Where docs it go ? for go it 
does, and sdarccly leaves a vestige of its transit 
behind! Sir, it goes to the Northeast! to the 
seat of the American system ! there it goes ! 
and thus it goes !”

Mr. Clay had commenced his speech with an 
apology for what might be deemed failing pow
ers on account of advancing age. He said he 

:lf in a rich soil; but, beyond this '""as getting old, and might not he able to fulfil 
are poor. They have none of the splendid the expectation, and requite the attention, of the 

which imply the presence of the moneyed attending crowd ; and wished the task could
have fallen to younger and abler hands. This 
apology for age when no diminution of mental 
or bodily vigor was perceptible, induced seve
ral speakers to commence their repliés with al
lusions to it, generally complimentary, but not 
admitting the fact. Mr. Ilayno gracefully said, 
that he had lamented the advances of age, and 
mourned the decay of his eloquence, so elo
quently as to prove that it was still in full vigor : 
and that he had made an able and ingenious 
argument, fully sustaining his high reputation 
as an accomplished orator. General Smith, 
of Maryland, said that he could not complain 
himself of the infirmities of age, though older 
than the senator from Kentucky, nor could find 
in his years any apology for the insufficiency of 
his speech. Mr. Clay thought this was intended 
to he a slur upon him, and replied in a spirit 
which gave rise to the following sliarp encounter :

“Mr. Smith then rose, and said he was sorry 
to find that he had unintentionally offended the 
honorable gentleman from Kentucky. In refer
ring to the vigorous age he himself enjoyed, he

* “Aurellan," whoso name w as given to the military eta 
tlon (jiresldium) which was afterwards corrupted lid#* “Or
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had not supposed he should give offence to others 
who complained of the infirmities of age. The 
gentleman from Kentucky was the last who 
should take the remark as disparaging to his 
vigor and personal apparence ; for, when that 
gentleman spoke to us of his age, lie heard a 
young lady near him exclaim—“ Old, why I 
think he is mighty pretty.” The honorable 
gentleman, on Friday last, made a similitude 
where none existed. 1, said Mr. S., had suggest
ed the necessity of mutual forbearance in set
tling the tarifi, and. thereupon, the gentleman 
vociferated loudly and angrily about removals 
from office. He said I was a leader in the sys
tem. I deny the fact. I never exercised the 
least influence in effecting a removal, and on the 
contrary, I interfered, successfully, to prevent the 
removal of two gentlemen in office. 1 am charg
ed with making a committee on roads and canals, 
adverse to internal improvement. If this be so, 
it is by mistake. I certainly supposed every 
gentleman named on that committee but one to 
be friendly to internal improvement. To the 
committee on manufactures I assigned four out 
of five who were known to be friendly to the 
protective system. The rights of the minority, 
he had endeavored, also, in arranging the com
mittee, to secure. The appointment of the com
mittees he had found one of the most difficult 
and onerous tasks he had ever undertaken. ( Inc- 
third of the house were lawyers, all of whom 
wanted to be put upon some important commit
tee. The oath which the senator had tendered, 
he hoped he would not take. In the year 1705, 
Mr. 8. said, he had sustained a protective duty 
against the opposition of a member from Pitts
burg. Previous to the year 1822, he had always 
given incidental support to manufactures, in fix
ing the tariff. He was a warm friend to the 
tariff of 1810, which lie still regarded as a wise 
and beneficial law. He hoped, then, the gentle
man would not take his oath.

44 Mr. Clay placed, he said, a high value on the 
compliment of which the honorable senator was 
the channel ofACommunication ; and he the more 
valued it, inasmuch as lie did not recollect more 
than once before, in his life, to have received a 
similar compliment, lie was happy to find that 
the honorable gentleman disclaimed the system 

' of proscription ; ami he should, with his appro
bation, hotvaftcr cite his authority in opposition, 
to it. The Committee on Hoads and Canals, 
whatever were the gentleman’s intentions in 
constructing it, had a majority of member* 
whose votes and speeches against internal im
provements were matter of notoriety. The gen
tleman’s appeal to his acts in ”J5, is perfectly 
safe ; for, old as 1 am. my knowledge of his course 
does not extend back that far. lie would take 
the period which the gentleman named, since 
1822. It comes, then, to this : The honora
ble gentleman was in favor of protecting man
ufactures ; but he had turned—1 need not use 
the word—he has abandoned manufactures. 
Thus :

‘Old politician* chew on wlwlom pant.
And totter on In blunder* to the la-t’

“Mr. Smith.—The last allusion is unwortht 
of the gentleman. Totter, sir, 1 totter? Though 
some twenty years older than the gentleman, 1 
can yet stand firm, and am yet able to eonvet 
his errors. I could take a view of the gentle
man’s course which would show how inconsis
tent he has been. |Mr. Clay exclaimed: ‘Take 
it, sir, take it—1 dare you.’ [Cries of 4‘order.’"| 
No, sir, said Mr. 8.. I will not tike it. 1 will 
not so far disregard what i* due to the dignity 
of the Senate.”

Mr. Haync concluded one of his speeches with 
a declaration of the seriousness of the Southern 
resistance to the tariff, and with a feeling appeal 
to senators on all sides of the house to meet their 
Southern brethren in the spirit of conciliation, 
and restore harmony to a divided people by re
moving from among them the never-failing source 
of contention. He said :

“ Ix*t not gentlemen so far deceive themselves 
as to suppose that the opposition of the South to 
the protecting system is not based on high and 
lofty principles. It has nothing to do with par
ty politics, or the mere elevation of men. It 
rises far above all such considérations. Nor is 
it influenced chiefly by calculations of interest, 
but is founded in much nobler impulses. The 
instinct of self-interest might have taught man 
easier way of relieving ourselves from this op
pression. It wanted but the will, to have sup. 
plied ourselves with every article embraced in 
the protective system, free of duty, without anv 
other participation on our part than a simple con
sent to receive them. Hut, sir. we have scorned, 
in a contest for our rights, to resort to any hut 
oj>en and fair means to maintain them. Hie 
spirit with which we have entered into this 
business, is akin to that which was kindled in 
the bosom of our fathers when they were made the 
victims of oppression ; and if it has not displayed 
itself in the same way, it is l>ecause we have ever 
cherished the strongest feelings of confraternity 
towards our brethren, and the warmest and 
most devoted attachment to the Union. If we 
have been, in any degree, divided among our
selves in this matter, the source of that division, 
let gentlemen he assured, has not arisen so much 
from any difference of opinion as to the true 
clinracter of the oppression, as from the different 
degrees of hope of redress. All parties have for 
years past been looking forward to this crisis 
for the fulfilment of their hopes, or the confir* 
mation of their fears. And God grant that the 
result may be auspicious.

“8ir. I call upon gentlemen on all sides of the 
House to meet us in the true spirit of conciliation 
and concession. Hemove, I earnestly beseech 
you. from among us, this never-failing source of 
contention. Dry up at its source this fountain
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CHAP T E II
I PUBLIC LANDS.—DISTKIBU*
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of the waters of bitterness. Restore that har
mony which has been disturbed—that mutual 
affection and confidence which has been impair
ed. And it is in your power to do it this day ; 
but there is but one means under heaven by 
which it can—by doing equal justice to all. And 
be assured that he to whom the country shall be 
indebted for this blessing, will be considered as 
the second founder of the republic, lie will be 
regarded, in all aftertiraes, as the ministering 
mgel visiting the troubled waters of our ]M>Iiti- 
cal dissensions, and restoring to the element its 
healing virtues.”

I take pleasure in quoting these words of Mr. 
Hayne. They are words of moderation and of jus- 
(ice—of sorrow more than anger—of cxpostula- 
tion more than menace—of loyalty to the Union 
-of supplication for forbearance and a moving 
appeal to the high tariff party to avert a nation
al catastrophe by ceasing to he unjust. Ilis mo
deration. his expostulation, his supplication, his 
appeal—had no effect on the majority. The pro
tective system continued to be an exasperating 
theme throughout the session, which ended with
out any sensible amelioration of the system, 
though with a reduction of duty on some articles 
of comfort and convenience : as recommended by 
President Jackson.

CHAUT HU L X X.»
rfBLlC LANDS.—DISTRIBUTION TO THE STATES.

The efforts which had been making for years to 
ameliorate the public land system in the feature 
of their sale and disposition, had begun to have 
their effect—the effect which always attends 
perseverance in a just cause. A hill had ripen
ed to a third reading in the Senate reducing the 
price of lands which had been long in market 
less than one half—to fifty cents per acre—and 
the pre-emption principle had been firmly esta
blished, securing the settler in his home at a 
Hied price. Two other principles, those of do
nations to actual settlers, and of the cession to 
the States in which they lie of all land not sold 
within a reasonable and limited |ieriod, were all 
that was wanting to complete the ameliorated 
system which the graduation hills proposed ; 
and these bills were making a progress which 
promised them an eventual success. All the 
indications were favorable fur the speedy ac

complishment of these great reforms in the 
land system when the session of 1831—’32 open
ed, and with it the authentic annunciation of 
the extinction of the public debt within two 
years—which event would remove the objection 
of many to interfering with the subject, the 
lands being pledged to that object. This ses
sion, preceding the presidential election, and 
gathering up so many subjects to go into the 
canvass, fell upon the lands for that purpose, 
and in the way in which magazines of grain in 
republican Rome, and money in the treasury in 
democratic Athens, were accustomed to be dealt 
with by candidates for office in the periods of 
election ; that is to say, were proposed for dis
tribution. A plan for dividing out among the 
States for a given jioriod the money arising 
from the sale of the lands, was reported from 
the Committee on Manufactures by Mr. Clay, a 
member of that committee—and Which properly 
could have nothing to do with the sale and dis
position of the lands. That report, after a gen
eral history, and view of the public lands, came 
to these conclusions :

“Upon full and thorough consideration, the 
committee have come to the conclusion that it 
is inexpedient either to reduce the price of the 
public lands, or to cede them to the new Stales. 
They believe, on the contrary, that sound policy 
coincides with the duty which has devolved on 
the general government to the whole of the 
States, and the whole of the people of the 
Union, and enjoins the preservation of the ex
isting system as having been tried and approv
ed after long and triumphant experience. But, 
ill consequence of the extraordinary financial 
prosperity which the United States enjoy, the 
question merits examination, whether, whilst 
the general government steadily retains the 
control of this great national resource in its 
own hands, after the payment of the public 
debt, the proceeds of the sales of the public 
lands, no longer needed to meet the ordinary 
expenses of government, may not be beneficial
ly appropriated to some other objects for a lim
ited time.

“ Governments, no more than individuals, 
should be seduced or intoxicated by prosperity, 
however flattering or great it may be. The 
country now happily enjoys it in a most unex
ampled degree. Wo have abundant reason to 
he grateful for the blessings of peace and plen
ty, and freedom from debt But wc must bo 
forgetful of all history and experience, if we in
dulge the delusive hope that we shall always lie 
exempt from calamity and reverses. Seasons 
of national adversity, of suffering, and of war, 
will assuredly come. A wise government
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should expect, and provide for them. Instead 
of wasting or squandering its resources in a pe
riod of general prosperity, it should husband 
and cherish them for those times of trial and 
diflicalty, which, in the dispensations of Provi
dence, may be certainly anticipated. Enter
taining these views, and as the proceeds of the 
sales of the public lands are not wanted for or
dinary revenue, which will be abundantly sup
plied from the imposts, tihe committee respect
fully recommend that an appropriation of them 
be made to some other purpose, for a limited 
time, subject to be resumed in the contingency 
of war. Should such an event unfortunately 
occur, the fund may be withdrawn from its 
peaceful destination, and applied in aid of other 
means, to the vigorous prosecution of the war, 
and, afterwards to the payment of any debt 
which may be contracted in consequence of its 
existence. And when pfoce shall be again re
stored, and the debt of the new war shall have 
been extinguished, the fund may be again ap
propriated to some fit object other than that of 
the ordinary expenses of government. Thus 
may this great resource be preserved and ren
dered subservient, in pence and in war, to the 
common benefit of all the States composing'the 
Union.

“ The inquiry remains, what ought to be the 
specific application of the fund under the restric
tion stated ? After deducting the ten per cent, 
proposed to be set apart for thev new States, a 
portion of the committee would have preferred 
that the residue should be applied to the ob
jects of internal improvement, and colonization 
of the free blacks, under the direction of the 
general government Rut a majority of the 
committee believes it better, as an alternative 
for the scheme of cession to tfie new States, 
and as being most* likely to give general satis
faction, that the residue be divided among the 
twenty-four States, according to their federal 
representative population, to be applied to edu
cation, internal improvement, or colonization, or 
to the redemption of any existing debt contract
ed for internal improvements, as each State, 
judging for itself, shall deem most conformable 
with its own interests and policy. Assuming 
the annual product of the sales of the public 
lands to be three millions of dollars, the table 
hereto annexed, marked C, shows what each 
State would be entitled to receive, according to 
the principle of division which has been stated. 
In order that the propriety of the proposed ap
propriation should again, at a d*v not very far 
distant, be brought under the review of Con
gress, the committee would recommend that it 
be limitée! to a period of five vears, subject to 
the condition of war not breaking out in the 
mean time. By an appropriation so restricted 
as to time, each State will be enabled to esti
mate the probable extent of its proportion, and 
to adapt its measures of education, improve
ment, colonization, or extinction of existing 
debt, accordingly.

“In conformity with the views and principle 
which the committee have now submitted they 
beg leave to report a bill; entitled ‘An act to 
appropriate, for a limited time, the proceeds of 
the sales of the public lands of the United 
States.”’

, The impropriety of originating such a bill in 
the committee on manufactures was so clear that 
acquiescence in it was impossible. The chair
man of the conuyi ttee on public lands immedi
ately moved its 'référence to that committee- 
and although there was a majority for it in the 
Senate, and fbr the bill as it came from the com
mittee on manufactures, yet the reference was 
immediately voted ; and Mr. Clay’s report and 
bill sent to that committee, invested with gen
eral authority over the whole subject That 
committee, through its chairman, Mr. King of 
Alabama, made a counter report, from which 
solue extracts are here given :

e committee ventures to suggest that the 
view Which the committee on manufactures has 
taken of the federal domain, is fundamentally 
erroneous ; that it has misconceived the tme 
principles of national policy with respect to wild 
lands ; and, from this fundamental mistake, and 
radical misconception, have resulted the great 
errors which pervade- the whole structure of 
their report and bill.

“ The committee on manufactures seem to 
contemplate the federal domain merely as an 
object of revenue, and to look for that revenue 
solely from the receivers of the land offices; 
when the science of political economy has ascer
tained such a fund to be chiefly, if not exclu
sively, valuable under the aspect of population 
and cultivation, and the eventual extraction of 
revenue from the people in its customary modes 
of taxes and imposts.

“ The celebrated Edmund Burke is supposed 
to have expressed the sum total of political wis- 
dom on this subject, in his well-known proposi
tions to convert the fur est lands of the British 
crown into private property ; and this commit
tee, to spare themselves further argument, and 
to extinguish at once a political fallacy which 
ought not to have been broached in the nine 
teenth century, will make a brief quotation from 
the speech of that eminent man.

“1 The revenue to be derived from the sale of 
the forest lands will not be so considerable as 
many have imagined ; and I conceive it would 
be unwise to screw it up to the utmost, or even 
to suffer bidders to enhance, according to their 
eagerness, the purchase of\objects wherein the 
expense of that purchase m*y weaken the capi
tal to be employed in their Cultivation. * • * 
The principal revenue which I propose to draw 
from these uncultivated wastes, is to spring from 
the improvement and cultivation of the kingdom
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iwnts infinitely more advantageous to the reve- 
BUes of the Crown, than the rente of the best 
landed estates which it can hold. * * * * 
It is thus that I would dispose of the unprofita
ble landed estates of the Crown—throw them 
into the mass of private property—by which 
they will come, through the course of circula
tion, and through the political secretions of the 
state, into well-regulated revenue. * * * * 
Thus would fall an expensive agency, with all 
the influence which attends it.’

“This committee takes leave to say that the 
sentiments here expressed by Mr. Burke are the 
inspirations of political wisdom ; that their truth 
and justice have been tested in all ages and all 
countries, and particularly in our own age and 
in our own country. The history of the public 
lands of the United States furnishes the most 
instructive lessons of the inutility of sales, the 
value of cultivation, and the fallacy of large cal
culations. Those lands were expected, at the 
time they were acquired by the United States, to 
par off the public debt immediately, to support 
the government, and to furnish large surplusses 
for distribution. Calculations for a thousand 
millions were made upon them, and a charge of 
treachery was raised against General Hamilton, 
then Secretary of the Treasury, for his report in 
the year 1791, in which the fallacy of all these 
visionary calculations was exposed, and the real 
value of the lands soberly set down at an aver
tir twenty cents per acre. Yet, after an ex
periment of ncaify fifty years, it is found that 
the sales of the public lands, so far from paying 
the public debt, have barely defrayed the ex
penses of managing the lands ; while the reve
nue derived from cultivation has paid both prin
cipal and interest of the debts of two wars, and 
supported the federal government in a style of 
expenditure infinitely beyond the conceptions of 
those who established it. The gross proceeds 
of the sales are but thirty-eight millions of dol
lars, from which the large expenses of the sys
tem are to be deducted ; while the clear receipts 
from the customs, after paying all expenses of 
collection, amount to $556,443,830. This im
mense amount of revenue springs from the use 
of soil reduced to private property. For the 
duties are derived from imported goods ; the 
pods arc received in exchange for exports ; and 
the exports, with a small deduction for the pro
ducts of the sea, are the produce of the farm 
and the forest. This is a striking view, but 
it is only one half of the picture. The other 
half must be shown, and will display the culti
vation of the soil, in its immense exports, as 
giving birth to commerce and navigation, and 
supplying employment to all the trades and 
professions connected with these two grand 
branches of national industry ; while the busi
ness of selling the land is a meagre and barren 
operation, auxiliary to no useful occupation, in
jurious to the young States, by exhausting them 
of their currency, and extending the patronage 
of the federal government in the complicated

machinery of the land office department. Such 
has been the difference between the revenue re
ceived from the sales and from the cultivation 
of the land ; but no powers of cultivation can 
carry out the difference, and show what it will 
be : for, while the sale of the land is a single 
operation, and can be performed but once, the 
extraction of revenue from its cultivation is an 
annual and perpetual process, increasing in pro
ductiveness through all time, with the increase 
of population, the amelioration of soils, the im
provement of the country and the application 
of science to the industrial pursuits.

“ This committee have said that the bill re
ported by the Committee on Manufactures, to 
divide the proceeds of the sales of public lands 
among the several States, for a limited time, is a 
bill wholly inadmissible in principle, and essen
tially erroneous in its details.

“ They object to the principle of the bill, be
cause it proposes to change—and that most in
juriously and fatally for the new States, the 
character of their relation to the federal govern
ment, on the subject of the public lands. That 
relation, at present, imposes on the federal go
vernment the character of a trustee, with the 
power and the duty of disposing of the public 
lands in a liberal and equitable manner. The 
principle of the bill proposes to substitute an 
individual State interest in the lands, and would 
be perfectly equivalent to a division of the lands 
among the States ; for, the power of legislation 
being left in their hands, with a direct interest 
in their sales, the old and populous States would 
necessarily consider the lands as their own, and 
govern their legislation accordingly. Sales 
would be forbid or allowed ; surveys stopped or 
advanced ; prices raised or lowered ; donations 
given or denied ; old French and Spanish claims 
confirmed or rejee^ed ; settlers ousted ; emigra
tions stopped, precisely as it suited the interest 
of the old States ; and this interest, in every in
stance, would be precisely opposite to the inte
rest of the new States. In vain would some just 
men wish to act equitably by these new States ; 
their generous efforts would expose them to at
tacks at home. A new head of electioneering 
would be opened ; candidates for Congress would 
rack their imaginations, and exhaust their arith
metic, in the invention and display of rival pro
jects for the extraction of gold from the new 
States ; and he that would promise best for pro
moting the emigration of dollars from the new 
States, and preventing the emigration of people 
to them, would be considered the best qualified 
for federal legislation. If this plan of distribu
tion had been in force heretofore, the price of 
the public lands would not have been reduced, 
in 1819—’20, nor the relief laws passed, which 
exonerated the new States from a debt of near 
twenty millions of dollars. If adopted now, 
these States may bid adieu to their sovereignty 
and independence ! They will become the feu
datory vassals of the paramount States ! Their 
subjection and dependence will be without limit
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or remedy. The five years mentioned in the 
bill had as well be fifty or five hundred. The 
State that would surrender its sovereignty, for 
ten per centum of its own money, would eclipse 
the folly of Esau, and become a proverb in the 
annals of folly with those who have sold their 
birthright for ‘ a mess of pottage.’ ”

After these general objections to the principle 
and policy of the distribution project, the report 
of the Committee on Public Lands went on to 
show its defects, in detail, and to exhibit the 
special injuries to which it would subject the 
new States, in which the public lands lay. It 
said:

“ The details of the bill are pregnant with in
justice and unsound policy.

“ 1. The rule of distribution among the States 
makes no distinction between those States which 
did or did not make cessions of their vacant land 
to the federal government. Massachusetts and 
Maine, which are now selling and enjoying their 
vacant lands in their own right, and Connecti
cut, which received a deed for two millions of 
acres from the federal government, and sold them 
for her own benefit, are put upon an equal foot
ing with Virginia, which ceded the immense do
main which lies in the forks of the Ohio and 
Mississippi, and Georgia, which ceded territory 
for two States. This is manifestly unjust

“2. The bill proposes benefits to some of the 
States, which they cannot receive without dis
honor, nor reftise without pecuniary prejudice. 
Several States deny the power of the federal 
government to appropriate the public moneys to 
objects of internal improvement or to coloniza
tion, A refusal to accept their dividends would 
subject such States to loss ; to receive them, 
would imply a sale of their constitutional prin
ciples for so much money. Considerations con
nected with the harmony and perpetuity of our 
confederacy should forbid any State to be com
pelled to choose between such alternatives.

“ 3. The public lands, in great part, were 
granted to the federal government to pay the 
debts of the Revolutionary War ; it is notorious 
that other objects of revenue, to wit, duties on 
imported goods, have chiefly paid that debt. It 
would seem, then, to be just to the donors of the 
land, after having taxed them in other ways to 
pay the debt, that the land should go in relief 
of their present taxes ; and that, so long as any 
revenue may be derived from them, it should go 
into the common treasury, and diminish, by so 
much, the amount of their annual contributions.

“ 4. The colonization of free people of color, 
on the western coast of Africa, is a delicate 
question for Congress to touch. It connects it
self indissolubly with the slave question, and 
cannot be agitated by the federal legislature, 
without rousing and alarming the apprehensions 
of all the slaveholding States, and lighting up 
the fires of the extinguished conflagration which

lately blazed in the Missouri question. The 
ha rmony of the States, and the durability of this 
confederacy, interdict the legislation of the fede
ral legislature upon this subject. The existence 
of slavery in the United States is local and eec. 
tional. It is confined to the Southern and Mid
dle States. If it is an evil, it is an evil to them 
and it is their business to say so. If it |g to be 
removed, it is their business to remove it. Other 
Slates-put an end to slavery, at their own time 
and in their own way. and without interference 
from federal or State legislation, or organized so
cieties. The rights of equality demand, for the 
remaining States, the same freedom of thought 
and immunity of action. Instead <jf assumin" 
the business of colonization, leave it to the elan- 
holding States to ' do as they pleasel; and leare 
them their resources to carry into affect their 
resolves. Raise no more money from them than 
the exigencies of the government require, and 
then they will have the means if they feel the 
inclination, to rid themselves of* a burden which 
it is theirs to bear and theirs to remove.

“ 5. The sum proposed for distribution, though 
nominally to êonsist of the net proceeds of the 
sales of the public lands, is, in reality,*) consist 
of their gross proceeds. The term net, as ap
plied to revenue from land offices or custom
houses, is quite different. In the latter, its 
signification corresponds with the fact, and im
plies a deduction of all the expanses of collection; 
in the former, it has no such implication, for the 
expenses of the land system arc defrayed by ap
propriations out of the treasury. To make the 
whole sum received from the land offices a fund 
for distribution, would be to devolve the lieavy 
expenses of the land system upon the custom
house revenue : in other words, to take so much 
from the custom-house revenue to be divided 
among the States. This would lie no small 
item. According to the principles of the account 
drawn up against the lands, it would embrace—

“ 1. Expenses of the general land office.
“ 2. Appropriations for surveying.
“ 3. Expenses of six surveyor generals’offices
“ 4. Expenses of forty-four land offices.
“ 5. Salaries of eighty-eight registers and re

ceivers.
“ 0. Commissions on sales to registers and re

ceivers.
“ 7. Allowance to receivers for depositing 

(noney.
/• 8. Interest on money paid for extinguishing 

Indian titles.
“9. Annuities to Indians.
“ 10. Future Indian treaties for extinguishing 

title.
“11. Expenses of annual removal of Indians.
“ These items exceeda million of dollars. They 

are on the increase, and will contim>c to grow at 
least until the one hundred and thirteen million 
five hundred and seventy-seven thousand eight 
hundred and sixty-nine acres of land within the 
limits of the States and territories now covered 

| by Indian title shall be released from such title.
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fhe reduction of these items, present and to 
[dine, from the proposed fund for distribution, 
must certainly be made to avoid a contradiction 
between the profession and the practice of the 
hill- and this reduction might leave little or no
thing for division among the distributees. The 
mss proceeds of the land sales for the last year 
iere large ; they exceeded three millions of dol- 
brs- but they were equally large twelve years 
igo and gave birth to some extravagant calcu
lons then, which vanished with a sudden de- 
due of the land revenue to less than one mil
lion. The proceeds of 1819 were $3,274,422; 
those of 1823 were $916,528. The excessive 
ales twelve years ago resulted from the exces- 
lite issue of b(ink paper, while those of 1831 
ftre produced by the several relief laws passed 
hr Congress. A detached year is no evidence 
of the product of the sales ; an average of a series 
^years presents the only approximation to cor
ses* ; and this average of the last ten years 
would be about one million and three quarters. 
So that alter all expenses arc deducted, with the 
hie per centum now payable to the new States, 
md ten per centum proposed by the bill, there 
n»V be nothing worth dividing among the States ; 
certainly nothing worth the alarm and agitation 
rhich the assumption of the colonization ques
tion must excite among the slaveholding States ; 
nothing worth the danger of compelling the old 
States which deny the power of federal internal 
improvement, to choose between alternatives 
finch involve a sale of their principles on one 
g* or a loss of their dividends on the other ; 
certainly nothing worth the injury to the new 
Stales, which must result from the conversion 
of their territory into the private property of 
those who are to have the power of legislation 
over it, and a direct interest in using that power 
to degrade and impoverish them.”

The two sets of reports were printed irt extra 
limbers,and the distribution bill largely debated 
m the Senate, and passed that body : but it was 
irrested in the House of Representatives. A 
motion to postpone it to a day beyond the session 
-equivalent to rejection—prevailed by a small 
majority : and thus this first attempt to make 

distribution of public property, was, for the 
time, gotten rid of.

CHAPTER L X X I.

SETTLEMENT OF FRENCH AND SPANISH LAND 
CLAIMS.

*
It was now near thirty years since the pro
vince of Louisiana had been acquired, and with 
it a mass of population owning and inhabiting

X

lands, the titles to which in but few instance* 
ever had been perfected into complete grants ; and 
the want of which was not felt in a new country 
where land was a gratuitous gift to every culti
vator, and where the government was more 
anxious for cultivation than the people were to 
give it. The transfer of the province from France 
and Spain to the United States, found the mass 
of the land titles in an inchoate state ; and com
ing under a government which made merchandise 
out of the soil, and among a people who had the 
Anglo-Saxon avidity for landed property, some 
legislation and tribifcal was necessary to separate 

the perfect from the imperfect titles ; and to 
provide for the examination and perfection of the 
latter. The treaty of cession protected every 
thing that was ‘property;’’ and an inchoate title 
fell as well within that category as a perfect 
one.) Without the treaty stipulation the law of 
nations would have operated the same protec
tion, and to the same degree ; and that in the 
case of a conquered as well as of a ceded people. 
The principle was acknowledged : the question 
was to apply it, and to carry out the imperfect titles 
as the ceding government wTould have done, if it 
had continued. This was attempted through 
boards of commissioners, placed under limita
tions and restrictions, which cut off masses of 
claims to which there was no objection except 
in the confirming law ; and with the obligation 
of reporting to Congress for its sanction the 
claims which it found entitled to confirmation : 
—a condition which, in the dis^nce of the 
lands and claimants from the seat of government, 
their ignorance of our laws and customs, their 
habitude to pay for justice, and their natural dis
trust of a new and alien domination, was equiv
alent in its effects to the total confiscation of 
most of the smaller claims, and the quarter or 
the half confiscation of the larger ones in the 
division they were compelled to make with 
agents—or in the forced sales which despair, or 
necessity forced upon them. This state of things 
had been going on for almost thirty years in all 
Louisiana—ameliorated occasionally by slight 
enlargements of the powers of the boards, and 
afterwards of the courts to which the business 
was transferred, but failing at two essential 
points, first, of acknowledging the validity of all 
claims which might in fact have been completed 
if the French or Spanish government had con
tinued under which they originated ; secondly
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in not providing a cheap, speedy and local tri
bunal to decide summarily upon claims, and 
definitively when their decisions were in their 
favor.

In this year—but after an immense number 
of people had been ruined, and after the country 
had been afflicted for a generation with the curse 
of unsettled land titles—an act was passed, 
founded on the principle which the case required, 
and approximating to the process which was 
necessary to give it effect. The act of 1832 ad
mitted the validity of all inchoate claims—all 
that might in fact have been*perfected under the 
previous governments ; and established a local 
tribunal to decide on the spot, making two 
classes of claims—one coming under the princi
ple acknowledged, the other not coming under 
that principle, and destitute of merit in law or 
equity—but with the ultimate reference of their 
decisions to Congress for its final sanction. The 
principle of the act, and its mode of operation, 
was contained in the first section, and in these 
words :

“ That it shall be the duty of the recorder of 
land titles in the State of Missouri, and two 
commissioners to be appointed by the President 
of the United States, by and with the advice and 
consent of the Senate, to examine /ill the uncon
firmed claims to land in that State, heretofore 
filed in the office of the said recorder, according 
to law, founded upon any incomplete grant, con
cession, warrant, or order of survey, issued by 
the authority of France or Spain, prior to the 
tenth day of March, one thousand eight hun
dred and four ; and to class the same so as to 
show, first, what claims, in their opinion, would, 
in fact, have been confirmed, according to the 
laws, usages, and customs of the Spanish gov
ernment, and the practices of the Spanish au
thorities under them, at New Orleans, if the 
government under which said claims originated 
had continued in Missouri ; and secondly, what 
claims, in their opinion, are destitute of merit, 
in law or equity, under such laws, usages, cus
toms, and practice of the Spanish authorities 
aforesaid ; and shall also assign their reasons for 
the opinions so to be given. And in examining 
and classing such claims, the recorder and com
missioners shall take into consideration, as well 
the testimony heretofore taken by the boards 
of commissioners and recorder of land titles 
upon those claims, as such other testimony as 
may be admissible under the rules heretofore 
existing for taking such testimony before said 
boirda and recorder : and all such testimony 
sha^l be taken within twelve months after the 
pastime of this act.” »

Under this act a thirty years’ disturbance of

land titles was closed (nearly), in that part ^ 
Upper Louisiana, now constituting the State of 
Missouri. The commissioners executed the y 
in the liberal spirit of its own enactment and 
Congress confirmed all they classed as coming 
under the principles of the act. In other part* 
of Louisiana, and in Florida, the same harassing 
and ruinous process had been gone through in 
respect to the claims of foreign origin—limit,, 
lions, as in Missouri, upon the kind of claims 
which might be confirmed, excluding minerals 
and saline waters—limitations upon the quanti- 
ty to be confirmed, so as to split or grant, and 
divide it between the grantee and the govern
ment—the former having to divide again with 
an agent or attorney—and limitations upon the 
inception of the titles whiçh might be examined 
so as to confine the origination to particular 
officers, and forms. The act conformed to all 
previous once, of requiring no examination of a 
title which was complete under the previous 
governments.

CHAPTER L X X 11.

“EFFECTS OF THE VETO,"

Under this caption a general register com
menced in all the newspapers opposed to the 
election of General Jackson (and they were > 
great majority of the whole number published), 
immediately after the delivery of the veto mes
sage, and were continued down to the day of 
election, all tending to show the disastrous con
sequences upon the business of the country, and 
upon his own popularity, resulting from that 
act. To judge from these items it would seem 
that the property of the country was nearly 
destroyed, and the General’s popularityefftirelv ; 
and that both were to remain in that state un
til the bank was rechartered. Their character 
was to show the decline which had taken place 
in the price of labor, produce, and property—the 
stoppage and suspension of buildings, improve 
ments, and useful enterprises—the rcnuncia'.ioi 
of the President by his old friends—the scarcity 
of money and the high rate of interest—and the 
consequent pervading distress of the whole com
munity. These lugubrious memorandums of 
calamities produced by the conduct of one nut
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tare duly collected from the papers in which 
they were chronicled and registered in “ Niles’ 
Register,” for the information of posterity ; and 
, few items now selected from the general regis- 
n^jon will show to what extent this business 
of distressing the country—(taking the facts to 
be true), or of alarming it (taking them to be 
yse), was carried by the great moneyed corpo
ration. which, according to its own showing, had 
power to destroy all local banks; and conse
quently to injure the whole business of the 
community. The following are a few of these 
items—a small number of each class, by way of 
showing the character of the whole :

“On the day of the receipt of the President’s 
bank veto in New-York, four hundred and thir- 
ty-eeven shares of United States Bank stock 
were sold at a decline of four per centum from 
the rates of the preceding day. We learn from 
Cincinnati that, within two days after the veto 
reached that city, building-bricks fell from five 
dollars to three dollars per thousand. A general 
consternation is represented to have pervaded 
Ibccity., An intelligent friend of General Jack- 
son, at Cincinnati, states, as the opinion of the 
kst informed men there, that the veto has 
aused a depreciation of the real estate of the 
city, of from twenty-five to thirty-three and 
one third per cent.”—“A thousand people as
sembled at Richmond, Kentucky, to protest 
against the veto.”—“ The veto reached a meeting 
of citizens, in Mason county, Kentucky, which had 
assembled to hear the speeches of the opposing 
candidates for the legislature, on which two of 
the administration candidates immediately with
drew themselves from the contest, declaring that 
they could support the administration no long
er.'—1“Lexingto^ Kentucky : July 25th. A call, 
signed by fifty citizens of great respectability, 
formerly supporters of General Jackson, an
nounced their renunciation of him, and invited 
all others, in the like situation with themselves, 
to assemble in public meeting and declare their 
sentiments. A large and very respectable meet
ing ensued.”—“Louisville, Kentucky: July 18. 
forty citizens, ex-friends of General Jackson, 
called a meeting, to express their sentiments on 
the veto, declaring that they could no longer 
support him. In consequence, one of the largest 
meetings ever h#ld in Louisville was convened, 
and condemned the veto, the anti-tariff and anti- 
internal improvement policy of General Jackson, 
and accused him of a breach of promise, in be
coming a second time a candidate for the Presi
dency.”—“At Pittsburg, seventy former friends 
of General Jackson called a meeting of those 
who had renounced him, which was numerously 
and respectably attended, the veto condemned, 
and the bank applauded as necessary to the pros
perity of the country.”—“ Irish meeting in Phi

ladelphia. A call, signed by above two thousand 
naturalized Irishmen, seceding from General 
Jackson, invited their fellow-countrymen to 
meet and choose between the tyrant and the 
bank, and gave rise to a numerous assemblage 
in Independence Square, at which strong resolu
tions were adopted, renouncing Jackson and his 
measures, opposing his re-election and sustaining 
the bank.”—“ The New Orleans emporium men
tions, among other deleterious effects of the bank 
veto, at that place, that one of the State banks 
had already commenced discounting four months’ 
paper, at eight per centum.”—“ Cincinnati far
mers look here ! We arc credibly informed1 that 
several merchants in this city, in making con
tracts for their winter supplies of pork, are of
fering to contract to pay two dollars fifty cents 
per hundred, if Clay is elected, and one dollar 
fifty cents, if Jackson is elected. Such is the 
effect of the veto. This is something that peo
ple can understand.”—“Baltimore. A great 
many mechanics are thrown out of employment 
by the stoppage of building. The prospect 
ahead is, that we shall have a very distressing 
winter. There will be a swift reduction of price's 
to the laboring classes. Many who subsisted 
upon labor, will lack regular employment, and 
have to depend upon chance or charity ; and 
many will go supperless to bed who deserve to 
be filled.”—“Cincinnati. Facts arc stubborn 
things. 11 is a fact that, last year, before this 
time, $300,000 had been advanced, by citizens of 
this place, to farmers for pork, and now, not one 
dollar. So much for the veto.”—“ Brownsville, 
Pennsylvania. We understand, that a large 
manufacturer has discharged all his hands, and 
others have given notice to do so. We under
stand, that not a single stcamtSiat will be built 
this season, at Wheeling, Pittsburg, or Louis
ville.”—“Niles’ Register editorial. No King 
of England has dared a practical use of the word 
1 veto,’ for about two hundred years, or more ; 
and it has become obsolete in the United King
dom of Great Britain ; and Louis Philippe would 
hardly retain his crown throe days, were he to 
veto a deliberate act of the two French Cham
bers, though sup[iorted by an army of 100,000 
men.” .

All this distress and alarm, real and factitious, 
was according to the programme which pre- 
scrilxsl it, and easily done by the bank, and its 
branches in the States : its connection with mo
ney-dealers and brokers ; its power over its 
debtors, and its power over the thousand local 
banks, which it could destroy by an exertion of 
its strength, or raise up by an extension of its 
favor. It was a wicked and infamous attempt, 
on the part of the great moneyed corporation, 
to govern the election by operating on the busi
ness and the fears of the people—destroying 
some and alarming others.
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CHAPTER LX XI11.

PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION OF 1 882.

General Jackson and Mr. Van Boren were 
the candidates, on one side ; Mr. Clay and Mr. 
John Sergeant, of Pennsylvania, on the other, 
and the result of no election had ever been look
ed to with more solicitude. It was a question 
of systems and of measures, and tried in the 
persons of men who stood out boldly and un
equivocally in the representation of their re
spective sides, Renewal of the national bank 
charter, continuance of the high protective po
licy, distribution of the public land money, in
ternal improvement by the federal government, 
removal of the Indians, interference between 
Georgia and the Cherokees, and the whole Ame
rican system were staked on the issue, repre
sented on one side by Mr. Clay and Mr. Sergeant, 
and opposed, on the other, by General Jackson 
and Mr. Van Buren. The defeat of Mr. Clay, 
and the consequent condemnation of his mea
sures, Was complete and overwhelming. He 
received but forty-nine votes out of a totality of 
two hundred and eighty-eight ! And this re
sult is not to be attributed, as done by Mons. 
de Tocqueville, ^military fame. General Jack- 
son was now a tried statesman, and great issues 
were made in his person, and discussed in every 
form of speech and writing, and in every forum, 
State, and federal—from the halls of Congress 
to township meetings—and his success was not 
only triumphant but progressive. Ilis vote was 
a large increase upon the preceding one of 1828, 
as that itself had been upon the previous one 
of 1824. The result was hailed with general 
satisfaction, as settling questions of national dis
turbance, and leaving a clear field, as it was 
hoped, for future temperate and useful legisla
tion. The vice-presidential election, also, had 
a point and a lesson in it. Besides concur
ring with General Jackson in his systems of 
policy, Mr. Van Buren had, in his own person, 
questions which concerned himself, and which 
went to his character as a fair and honorable 
man. He had been rejected by the Senate as 
minister to the court of Great Britain, under 
circumstances to give éclat to the rejection, being 
then at his post ; and on accusations of prosti

tuting official station to party intrigue and efe, 
vatfbn, and humbling his country before Great 

Britain to obtain as a favor what was due as, 
right He had also been accused of breaking Un 
friendship between General Jackson and Mr Cat 
houn, for the purpose of getting a rival out of 
the way—contriving for that purpose the disso
lution of the cabinet, the resuscitation of the 
buried question of the punishment of General 
Jackson in Mr. Monroe’s cabinet, and a system 
of intrigues to destroy Mr. Calhoun—all brought 
forward imposingly in senatorial and Congress 
debates, in pamphlets and periodicals, and in 
every variety of speech and of newspaper pub
lication ; and all with the avowed purpose o! 
showing him unworthy to be elected Vjce-Pre. 
sident. Yet, he was elected— and triumphantly 
—receiving the same vote with General Jackson, 
except that of Pennsylvania, which went to one 
of her own citizens, Mr. William Wilkins then 
senator in Congress, and afterwards Minister to 
Russia, and Secretary of War. Another circum
stance attended this election, of ominoys charac
ter, and deriving emphasis from the state of the 
times. South Carolina refused to vote in it- 
that is to say, voted with neither party, and 
threw away her vote upon citizens who were 
not candidates, and who received no vote but 
her own ; namely, Governor John Floyd of 
Virginia, and Mr. Henry Lee of Massachusetts: 
a dereliction not to be accounted for upon any 
intelligible or consistent reason, seeing that thé 
rival candidates held the opposite sides of the 
system of which the State complained, aud that 
the success of one was to be its overthrow; of 
the other, to be its confirmation. This circum
stance, coupled with the nullification attitude 
which the State had assumed, gave significance 
to this separation from the other States in the 
matter of the election : a separation too marked 
not to be noted, and interpreted by current 
events too clearly to be misunderstood. Another 
circumstance attended this election, of a nature 
not of itself to command commemoration, but 
worthy to be remembered for the lesson it 
reads to all political parties founded upon one 
idea, and especially when that idea has nothing 
political in it ; it was the anti-masonic vote of 
the State of Vermont, for Mr. Wirt, late United 
States Attorney-General, for President ; and for 
Mr. Amos Ellmakcr of Pennsylvania, for Vice- 
President. The cause of that vote was this:
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jome years before, a citizen of New-York, one 
Mr. Morgan, a member of the Freemason fra
ternity, had disappeared, under circumstances 
which induced the belief that he had been secret
ly put to death, by order of the society, for di
vulging their secret. A great popular ferment 
grew out of this belief, spreading into neighbor
ing States, with an outcry against all masons, 
ind all secret societies, and a demand for their 
suppression. Politicians embarked on this cur
rent ; turned it into the field of elections, and 
nude it potent in governing many. After ob
taining dominion over so many local and State 
elections, “ anti-masonry,” as the new enthusi
asm was called, aspired to higher game, under
took to govern presidential candidates, subject
ing them to interrogatories upon the point of 
their masonic faith ; and eventually set up can
didates of their own for these two high offices. 
The trial was made in the persons of Messrs. 
Wirt and Ellmaker, and resulted in giving them 
seven votes—the vote of Vermont alone—and, 
in showing the weakness of the party, and its 
consequent inutility as a political machine. The 
ret is soon told. Anti-masonry soon ceased to 
hate a distinctive existence ; died out, and, in its 
death, left a lesson to all political jiarties found
ed in one idea—especially when that idea has no
thing political in it.

and in the subdued style of a business paper. 
Of the foreign relations he was able to give a 
good, and therefore, a brief account ; and pro 
cecding quickly to our domestic aflhirs gave to 
each head of these concerns a succinct conside
ration. The state of the finances, and the pub 
lie debt, claimed his first attention. The re
ceipts from the customs were stated at twenty- 
eight millions of dollars—from the lands at two 
millions—the payments on account of the pub
lic debt at eighteen millions ;—and the balance 
remaining to be paid at seven millions—to 
which the current income would be more than 
adequate notwithstanding at) estimated reduc
tion of three or four millions from the customs 
in consequence of reduced duties at the preced
ing session. He closed this head with the fol 
lowing view of the success of his administration 
in extinguishing a national debt, and his con
gratulations to Congress on the auspicious and 
rare event :

“ I cannot too cordially congratulate Congress 
and my fellow-citizens on the near approach of 
that memorable and happy event, the extinction 
of the public debt of this great and free nation. 
Faithful to the wise and patriotic policy marked 
out by the legislation of the country for this 
object, the present administration has devoted 
to it nil the means which a flourishing commerce 
has supplied, and a prudent economy pryerved, 
for the public treasury. Within the four years 
for which the people have confided the execu
tive [lower to my charge, fifty-eight millions of 
dollars will have been applied to the payment 
of the public debt. That this has been accom
plished without stinting the expenditures for 
all other proper objects, will be seen by refer
ring to the liberal provision made, during the 
same period* for the support and increase of our 
means of maritime and military defence, for in
ternal improvements of a national character, for 
the removal and preservation of the Indians 
and, lastly, lor the gallant veterans of the Revo 
tion.”

To the gratifying fact of the extinction of 
the debt, General Jackson wished to add tho 
substantial benefit of release from the burthens 
which it imposed—an object desirable in itself, 
and to all the States, and particularly to those 
of the South, greatly dissatisfied with the bur
thens of the tariff, and with the large expendi- 
ditures which took place in other quarters of 
the Union. Sixteen millions of tjollars, he stat
ed to be the outlay of the federal government 
for all objects exclusive of the public debt ; so 
that ten millions might bo subject to reduction :

11KST ANNUAL MESSAGE OF PRESIDENT JACK- 
SON AFTER HIS SECOND ELECTION.

This must have been an occasion of great and

honest exultation to Uuwral Jackson—a re- 
election after a four years’ trial of his adminis
tration, over an opposition so formidable, and 
after having assumed responsibilities so vast, 
mil by a majority so triumphant—and his mes- 
■je directed to the same members, who, four 
months before, had been denouncing his mea
sures. and consigning himself to popular con
demnation. He doubtless enjoyed a feeling of 
elation when drawing up that message, and had 
l right to the enjoyment ; but no symptom of 
that feeling appeared in the message itself, 
which, abstaining from all reference to the elec
tro, wholly confined itself to business topics,



and thin to be effected so as to retain a protect
ing duty in favor of the articles essential to our 
defence and comfort in time of war. On this 

point he said :
“ Those who take an enlarged view of the 

condition of our country, must be satisfied that 
the policy of protection must be ultimately lim
ited to those articles of domestic manufacture 
which are indispensable to our safety in time of 
war. Within this scope, on a reasonable scale, 
it is recommended by every consideration of 
patriotism and duty, which will doubtless al
ways secure to it a liberal and efficient support. 
But beyond this object, we have already seen 
the operation of the system productive of dis
content. In some sections of the republic, its 
influence is deprecated as tending to concentrate 
wealth into a few hands, and as creating those 
germs of dependence and vice which, in other 
countries, have characterized the existence of 
monopolies, and proved so destructive of liberty 
and the general good. A large portion of the 
people, in one section of the republic, declares it 
not only inexpedient on these grounds, but as 
disturbing the equal relations of property by 
legislation, and therefore unconstitutional and 
unjust,”

of taxation under our impost system, have j, 
the progress of our government, for the lands 
they occupy, paid into the treasury a large pro. 
portion of "forty millions of dollars, and, of the 
revenue received therefrom, but a small part 
has been expended amongst them. When, to 
the disadvantage of their situation in this’re- 
spcct, we add the consideration that it is their 
labor alone which gives real value to the lands, 
and that the proceeds arising from their salé 

' arc distributed chiefly among States which had 
not originally any claim to them, and which 
have enjoyed the undivided emolument arising 
from the sale of their own lands, it cannot be 
expected that the new States will remain longer 
contented with the present policy, after the pay. 
ment of the public debt. To avert the conse
quences which may be apprehended from this 
cause, to put an end for ever to all partial and 
interested legislation on the subject, and to af
ford to every American citizen of enterprise, the 
opportunity of securing an independent free
hold, it seems to me, therefore, best to abandon 
the idea of raising a future revenue out of the 
public lands.”

On the subject of the public lands his recom
mendations were brief and clear, and embraced 
the subject at the two great points which dis
tinguish the statesman’s view from that of a 
mere jjpliticisn. He looked at them under the 
great aspect of settlement and cultivation, and 
the release of the new States from the presence 
of a great foreign landholder within their limits. 
The sale of the salable parts to actual settlers 
at what they cost the United States, and the 
cession of the unsold parts within a reasonable 
time to the States in which they lie, was his 
wise recommendation ; and thus expressed :

“It seems to me to be our true policy that 
the public lands shall coase*| as soon as practica
ble. to be a source of revenue, and that they lie 
sold to settlers in limited parcels, at a price 
barely sufficient to reimburse to the United 
States th* expense of the present system, and 
the cost arising under our Indian compacts 
The advantages of accurate surveys and un
doubted titles, now secured to p<ÿchascrs, seem 
to forbid the abolition of the present system, 
because none can be substituted which will 
more perfectly accomplish these important ends. 
It is desirable, however, that, in convenient 
time, this machinery be withdrawn from the 
States, and that the right of soil, and the future 
disposition of it, lie surrendered to the States, 
respectively, in which it lies.

“ The adventurous and hardy population of 
the West, besides contributing their equal share

These are the grounds upon which the mem- 1 

hers from the new States should unite and 
stand. The Indian title lias been extinguished 
within their limits ; the federal title should be 
extinguished also. A stream of agriculturists 
is constantly pouring into their bosom—mauy 
of them without the means of purchasing land 
—and to all of them the whole of their means 
needed in its improvement and cultivation 
Donations then, or sales at barely reimbursing 
prices, is the wise policy of the government; 
and a day should lie fixed by Congress in every 
State (regulated by the quantity of public land 
within its limits), after which the surrenderor 
the remainder should take effect within the 
State ; and the whole federal machinery for the 
sale of the lands lie withdrawn from it la 
thus filling the new States and Territories with 
independent landholders—with men having a 
stake in the soil—the federal government would 
itself he receiving, and that for ever, the twi 
thintrs of which every government has nerd 
namely, perennial revenue, and military service. 
The cultivation of the lands would bring in well- 
regulated revenue through the course of circu
lation, and, what Mr. Burke calls, ‘the polite! 

cal secretions of the State.” '1 heir populatior 
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pre-eminently belongs to a republic, and 
above all to the republic of the United States, 
ao abounding in the means of creating these de
fenders, and needing them so much. To say 
nothing of nearer domains, there is the broad 
upanse from the Mississippi to the Pacific 
Kean, all needing settlers and defenders. Cover 
it with freeholders, and you have all the de
coders that are required—all that interior sav - 
,^5, or exterior foreigneS, could ever render 
necessary to appear in arms. In a mere milita
nt point of viewr, and as assuring the cheap and 
efficient defence of the nation, our border, and 
our distant public territory, should be promptly 
•OTcred with freehold settlers.

On the subject of the removal of the Indians,
| ^ message said :

‘lam happy to inform you, that the wise 
nnd humane policy of transferring from the 
astern to the western side of the Mississippi, 
the remnants of our aboriginal tribes, with their 
om consent, and upon just terms, has been 
steadily pursued, and is approaching, l trust, its 
(cnsummation. By reference to the report of 
the Secretary of War, and to the documents 
submitted with it, you will sec the progress 
vhich has been made since your last session in 
the arrangement of the various matters connected 
vith our Indian relations. With one exception, 
aery subject involving any question of conflict
ing jurisdiction, or of peculiar difficulty, lias been 
happily disposed of, and the conviction evidently 
pins ground among the Indians, that their re
moval to the country assigned by the United 
Sates for their permanent residence, furnishes 
tie only hope of their ultimate prosperity.

•With that portion of the Cherokecs, how-' 
tver, living within the State of Georgia, it has 
hem found impracticable, as yet, to make a 
atisfactory adjustment. Such was my anxiety 
to remove all the grounds of complaint, and to 
bring to a termination the difficulties in which 
they are involved, that I directed the very liberal 
propositions to be made to them which accom- 
pany the documents herewith submitted. They 
aanot but have seen in these offers the evidence 
if the strongest disposition, on the part of the 
internment, to deal justly and liberally with 
* m. An ample indemnity was offered for their 

sent possessions, a liberal provision for their 
ire support and improvement, and full security

I
k their private and political rights. W hntever 
tfnence of opinion may have prevailed respect
ing the just claims of these people, there will 

’ ibly be none respecting the liberality of the 
seitions, and very little respecting the ex- 

ehency of their immediate acceptance. They

were, however, rejected, and thus the position 
of these Indians remains unchanged, as do the 
views communicated in my message to the Se
nate, of February 22, 1831.

Tbe President does not mention the obstacles 
which delayed the humane policy of transferring 
the Indian tribes to the west of the Mississippi, 
nor allude to the causes which prevented the 
remaining Cherokecs in Georgia from accepting 
the liberal terms offered them, and joining the 
emigrated portion of their tribe on the Arkansas ; 
but these obstacles and causes were known to 
the public, and the knowledge of them was car
ried into the parliamentary, the legislative, and 
the judicial history of the country. These 
removals were seized upon by party spirit as 
soon as General Jackson took up the policy of 
his predecessors, and undertook tocomplete what 
they had began. His injustice and tyranny to 
the Indians became a theme of political party 
vituperation ; and the South, and Georgia espe
cially, a new battle-field for political warfare. 
The extension of her laws and jurisdiction over 
the part of her territory still inhabited by a part 
of the Cherokecs, was the signal for concentrating 
upon that theatre the sympathies, and the interfer
ence of politicians and of missionaries. Congress 
was appealed to ; and refused the intervention 
of its authority. The Supreme Court was applied 
to to stay, by an injunction, the operation of the 
laws of Georgia on the Indian part of the State ; 
and refund "the application, for want of juris
diction of thoquestion. 11 wits applied to to bring 
the case of the missionaries before itself, and did 
so, reversing the judgment of the Georgia State 
Court, and pronouncing one of its own ; which 
was disregarded. It was applied to to reverse 
the judgment in the case of Tassells, and the writ 
of error was issued to bring up the case ; and 
on the day appointed Tassells was hanged. The 
missionaries were released as soon as they ceased 
their appeals to the Supreme Court, and address
ed themselves to the Governor of Georgia, to 
whom belonged the pardoning power ; and the 
correspondence and communications which took 
place between themselves and Governor Lump
kin showed that they were emissaries, as well 
as missionaries, and acting a prescribed |iart for 
the 11 good of the country ”—as they expressed 
it. They came from the North, and returned to 
it as soon as released. All Georgia was outraged, 
and justly, at this political interference in her
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affairs, and this intrusive philanthropy in behalf 
of Indians to whom she gave the same protection 
as to her own citizens, and at these attempts, 
so repeatedly made to bring her before the Su
preme Court. Her governors (Troup, Gilmer, 
and Lumpkin,) to whom it successively belonged 
to represent the rights and dignity of the Stale, 
did so with firmness and moderation ; and, in 
the end, all her objects were attained, and the 
interference and intrusion ceased ; and the issue 
of the presidential election rebuked the piolitical 
and ecclesiastical intermeddlers in her affuirs.

A passage in the message startled the friends 
of the Bank of the United States, and, in fact, 
took the public by surprise. It was an intima
tion of the insolvency of the bank, and of the 
insecurity of the public deposits therein;and a 
recommendation to have the affairs of the in
stitution thoroughly investigated. It was in 
these terms:

” Such measures as are within the reach of 
the Secretary of the Treasury have been taken to 
enable him to judge whether the public deposits 
in that institution may be regarded as entirely 
safe ; but as his limited power may prove inade
quate to this object, I recommend the subject to 
the attention of Congress, under the firm belief 
that it is worthy their serious investigation. An 
inquiry into the transactions of the institution, 
embracing the branches as well as the principal 
bank, seems called for by the credit which is 
given throughout the country to many serious 
charges impeaching its character, and which, if 
true, may justly excite the apprehension that it 
is no longer a safe depository of the money of 
the people.”

This recommendation gave rise to proceedings 
in Congress, which will be noted in their proper 
place. The intimation of insolvency was re
ceived with scorn by the friends of the great 
corporation—with incredulity by the masses— 
and with a belief that it was true only by the 
few who closely observed the signs of the times, 
and by those who confided in the sagacity and 
provident foresight of Jackson (by no means 
inconsiderable either in number or judgment). 
For my own part I had not suspicioned insol
vency when I commenced my opposition to the 
renewed charter ; and was only brought to that 
suspicion, and in fact, conviction, by seeing the 
flagrant manner in which the institution resisted 
investigation, when proposed under circumstan
ces which rendered it obligatory to its honor ; 
and which could only be so resisted from a

/

consciousness that, If searched, something would 
be found worse than any thing charged. The 
only circumstance mentioned by the President 
to countenance suspicion was the conduct of the 
bank in relation to the payment of five million) 
of the three per cent, stock, ordered to have been 
paid at the bank in the October preceding (tod 
where the money, according to its returns, wu 
in deposit) ; and instead of paying which the 
bank secretly sent an agent to London to obtain 
delay from the creditors for six, nine and twelu 
months ; and even to purchase a part of the stock 
on its account—which wras done—and in clear 
violation of its charter (which forbids the in
stitution to traffic in the stocks of the United 
States). This delay, with the insufficient and 
illegal reason given for it (for no reason could 
be legal or sufficient while admitting the money 
to be in her hands, and that which the bank 
gave related to the cholera, and the ever-ready 
excuse of accommodation to the public), could 
only be accounted for from an inability to pro- 
duoe the funds ; in other words, that while her 
returns to the treasury admitted she had the 
money, the state of her vaults showed that she 
had it not. This view was further confirmed 
by her attempt to get a virtual loan to meettht 
|>aymcnt, if delay could not be obtained, or the 
stock purchased, in the application to the London 
house of the Baring/ to draw upon it for the 

amount uncovered b y delay or by purcliasc.
But the salient passage in the message—the 

one which gave it a new and broad emphasis in 
the public mind—was the part which related to 
the attitude of South Carolina. The proceed
ings of that State had now reached a point which 
commanded the attention of all America, and 
could not ke overlooked in the President’s mes-

r|*nsage. Organized opposition, and forcible re
sistance to the laws, took their open form ; and 
brought up the question of the governmental 
enforcement of these laws, or submission to their 
violation. The question made a crisis; and the 
President thus brought the subject before Con
gress:

“It is my painful duty to state, thattn one 
quarter of the United States, opposition to the 
revenue laws has risen to a height which threat
ens to thwart their execution, if not to endan
ger the integrity of the Union. Whateveroh- 
structions may be throw n in the way of the 
judicial authorities of the general government 
it is hoped they will be able, peaceably, to o'er-
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peaceably, to over

dime them by the prudence of their own officers, 
yd the patriotism of the people. But should 
this reasonable reliance on the moderation and 
mod sense of all portions of our fellow-citizens 
be disappointed, it is believed that the laws 
themselves arc fully adequate to the suppression 
of such attempts as may be immediately made. 
Should the exigency arise, rendering the execu
te of the existing laws impracticable, from any 
0use whatever, prompt notice of it will be given 
to Congress, with the suggestion of such views 
ind measures as may be deemed necessary to 
meet it”

Nothing could lie more temperate, subdued, 
aid even conciliatory than the tone and language 
of this indispensable notice. The President 
could not avoid bringing the subject to the no
tice of Congress ; and could not have done it in 
imore unexceptionable manner. His language 
ns that of justice and mildness. The peaceful 

I idministration of the law s were still relied upon, 
I ud if any thing* further became necessary he 

promised an immediate notice to Congress. In 
the mean time, and in a previous part of his 
message, he had shown hie determination, so far 
is it depended on him, to remove all just com- 
pliiLt of the burthens of the tariff by effecting a 
reduction of many millions of the duties :—a dis
pensation permitted by the extinction of the 
public debt within the current year, and by the 
means already provided, and which would admit 

I of in abolition of ten to twelve millions of dol

lars of duties.

CHAPTER L X X V.

I BANK OK THE UNITED STATES—DELAY IN PaY- 

ISO THE THREE VEK CENTS—COMMITTEE OF 
INVESTIGATION.

Tnt President in his message had made two re
commendations which Nqicerncd the bank—one 
that the seven millions of stmrk held therein by 
the United States should be sohlk Hie other that a 
committee should be appointed U investigate its 
condition. On the question of referring the dif
ferent parts of the message to appropriate com
mittees, Mr. Speight, of North Carolina, moved 
that this latter clause be sent toa select commit
tee; to which Mr. Wayne, of Georgia, proposed 
an amendment, that the committee should have 
power to bring persons before them, and to ex

amine them on oath, and to call upon the bank 
and its branches for papers. This motion gave 
rise to a contest similar to that of the preceding 
session on the same point, and by the same 
actors—and with the same result in favor of 
the bank—the debate being modified by some 
fresh and material incidents. Mr. Wickliffe, of 
Kentucky, had previously procured a Call to bo 
made on the Secretary of the Treasury for the 
report which his agent was employed in making 
upon the condition of the bank ; and wished the 
motion for the committee to be deferred until 
that report came in. He said :

“ He had every confidence, both from his own 
judgment and from information in his posses
sion, that when the resolution' he had offered 
should receive its answer, and the House should 
have the report of the agent sent by the Secre
tary of the Treasury to inquire into the affairs of 
the bank, with a view to ascertain whether it 
was a safe depository for the public funds, the 
answer would be favorable to the bank and to 
the entire security of the revenue. Mr. W. said 
he had hoped that the resolution he had offered 
would have superseded the necessity of another 
hank discussion in that House, and of the con
sequences upon the financial and commercial 
operations of the country, and upon the credit 
of our currency. He had not understood, from 
a hasty reading of the report of the Secretary of 
the Treasury, that that officer had expressed any 
desire for the appointment of any committee on 
the subject. The secretary said that he had 
taken steps to obtain such information as was 
within his control, hut that it was possible he 
might need further powers hereafter. What 
had already been the effect throughout the 
country of the broadside discharged by the mes- 
@ge at the bank ? Its stock had; on the recep
tion of that message, instantly fallen down to 
104 per cent. Connected with this proposition 
to sell the stock, a loss had already been incur
red by the government of half a million of dol
lars. What further investigations did gentle
men require 7 What new hill of indictment was 
to he presented 7 There was one in the secre
tary’s report, which was also alluded to in the 
message : it was, that the bank had, by its un- 
waranted action, prevented the government from 
redeeming the three per cent, stock at the time 
it desired, llut what was the actual state of 
the fact 7 What had the bank done to prevent 
such redemption 7 It had done nothing more 
nor less than what it had been acquired by the 
government to do.”

The objection to inquiry, made by Mr. Wick
liffe, that it depreciated the stock, and made a 
loss of the difference to its holders, was entirely 
fallacious, as fluctuations in the price of stocks
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are greatly under the control of those who gam
ble in them, and who seize every circumstance, 
alternately to depress and exalt them ; and the 
fluctuations affect nobody but those who arc 
buyers or sellers. Yet this objection was grave
ly resorted to every time that any movement 
was made which affected the bank ; and arith
metical calculations were gravely gone into to 
show, upon each decline of the stock, how much 
money each stockholder had lost. On this oc
casion the loss of the United States was set 
down at half a million of dollars :—which was 
recovered four days afterwards upon the reading 
of the report of the treasury agent, favorable 
to the bank, and which enabled the dealers to 
put up the shares to 112 again. In the mean 
time nobody lost any thing but the gambled ; 
and that was nothing to the public, as the loss 
of one was the gain of the other : and the thing 
balanced itself. Holders for investment neither 
lost, nor gained. For the rest, Mr. Wayne, of 
Georgia, replied :

“ It has been said that nothing was now be
fore the House tq make an inquiry into the con
dition of the bank desirable or necessary. He 
would refer to the President’s message, and to 
the report of the Secretary of the Treasury, 
both suggesting an examination, to ascertain if 
the bank was, or would be in future, a safe jfc- 
pository for the public funds. Mr. W. did mit 
say it was not, but an inquiry into the fact 
might be very proper notwithstanding ; and the 
President and Secretary, in suggesting it, had 
imputed no suspicion of the insolvency of the 
bank. Eventual ability to discharge all of its 
obligations is not of itself enough to entitle the 
bank to the confidence of (the government. Its 
management, and the spirit in which it is man
aged, in direct reference to the government, or 
to those administering it, may make investiga
tion proper. What was the Executive’s com
plaint against the bank ? That it had interfered 
with the payment of the public debt, and would 
postpone the payment of five millions of it for 
a year alter the time fixed upon for its redemp
tion, by becoming actually or nominally the 
possessors of that amount of the three per 
centum stock, though the charter prohibited it 
from holding* such stock, and from all advanta
ges which might accrue from the purchase of 
it. True, the bank had disavowed the owner
ship. But of that sum which hail been bought 
by Baring, Brothers, & Co., under the agree
ment with the agent of the bank, at ninety-one 
and a half, and the cost of which had been 
charged to the bank, who would derive the 
benefit of the difference between the cost of it 
and the par value, which the government will 
pay 1 Mr. W. knew this gain would be effected

by what may be the rate of exchange between 
the United States and England, but still there 
would be gain, and who w as to receive it ^ Ba
ring, Brothers, & Co. ? No. The bank was, hv 
agreement, charged with the cost of it, i’n , 
separate account, on the books of Baring, Bro
thers, & Co., and it had agreed to pay interest 
upon the amount, until the stock was redeemed

“ The bank being prohibited to deal in such 
stock, it would be well to inquire, even under 
the present arrangements with Baring, Brothers 
& Co., whether the charter, in this respect, was 
substantially complied with. Mr. W. would 
not now go into the question of the policy of 
the arrangement by the bank concerning the 
three per cents. It may eventuate in great 
public benefit, as regards the commerce of the 
country ; but if it does, it will be no apolo
gy for the temerity of an interference with the 
fixed policy of the government, in regard to 
the payment of the national debt; a policy, 
which those who administer the bank knew had 
been fixed by all who, by law, can have any 
agency in its payment. Nor can any apology 
be found for it in the letter of the Secretary of 
the Treasury of the 19th of July last to Mr. 
Biddle ; for, at Philadelphia, the day before, 0n 
the 18th, he employed an agent to go to Eng- 
land, and had given instructions to make an 
arrangement, by which the payment of the pub
lic debt was to be postponed until October 
1833.”

Mr. Watmough, representative from the dis
trict in which the bank was situated, disclaimed 
any intention to thwart any course which the 
House was disposed to take ; but said that the 
charges against the bank had painfully affected 
the feelings of honorable men connected with 
the corporation, and injured its character; and 
deprecated the appointment of a select commit
tee; and proposed the Committee of Ways and 
Means—the same which had twice reported in 
favor of the bank :—and he had no objection 
that this committee should be clothed with all 
the powers proposed by Mr. Wayne to be con
ferred upon the select committee. In this tote 
of the question the report of the treasury agint 
came in, and deserves to he remembered in con
trast with the actual condition of the bank as 
afterwards discovered, and as a 6|xcimen of the 
imposing exhibit of its allairs which « moneyed 
corporation can make when actually insolvent 
The report, founded on the statements furnished 
by the institution itself, presented a superb eon 
dition—near eighty millions of assets (to k 
precise, §79,593,870), to meet all demands 
against it, amounting to thirty-seven millions 
and a quarter—leaving forty-two millions and
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a quarter for the stockholders ; of which thirty- 
lire millions would reimburse the stock, and 
seven and a quarter millions remain for divi
dend. Mr. Polk stated that this report was a 
mere compendium of the monthly bank returns, 
showing nothing which these returns did not 
show; and especially nothing of the eight mil
lions of unavailable funds which had been ascer
tained to exist, and which had been accumulat
ing for eighteen years. On the point of the 
non-payment of the three per cents, he said :

i-php Secretary of the Treasury had given 
public notice that the whole amount of the three 
percents would be paid off on the first of July, 
fhe bank was apprised of this arrangement, 
yd on its application the treasury department 
consented to suspend the redemption of one 
third of this stock until the first of October, the 
bank paying the interest in the mean while. 
Bat if the condition of the bank was so very 
prosperous, as has been represented, why did it 
mike so great a sacrifice as to pay interest on 
that large amount for three months, for the 
aake of deferring the payment ? The Secretary 
of the Treasury, on the 19th July, determined 
that two thirds of the stock should be paid off 
on the first of October ; and, on the 18th of Ju
ly what did the bank do? It dispatched an 
agent to London, without the knowledge of the 
treasury, and for what ? In effect, to borrow 
5,000,000 dollars, for that was the amount of 
lie transaction. From this fact Mr. P. inferred 
that the bank was unable to go on without the 
public deposits. They' then made a communi
cation to the treasury, stating that the bank 
would hold up such certificates as it could con
trol, to suit the convenience of the government ; 
but was it on this account that they sent their 
agent to London ? Did the president of the 
lank himself assign this reason ? No ; he gave 
a very different account of the matter ; he said 
that the bank apprehended that the spread of 
the cholera might produce great distress in the 
country, and that the bank wished to hold itself 
in an attitude to meet the public exigencies, 
and that with this view an agent was sent to 
make an arrangement with the Barings for with
holding three millions of the stock.”

The motion of Mr. Watmough to refer the 
inquiry to the Committee of Ways and Means, 
was carried ; and that committee soon reported : 
/raf, on the point of postponing the payment 
of a part of the three [>cr cents, that the busi
ness being now closed by the actual payment 
of that stock, it no longer presented any im
portant or practicable point of inquiry, and did 
not call for any action of Congress upon it ; and, 
Hcondly, on the point of the safety of the pub-
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lie deposits, that there could be no doubt of the 
entire soundness of the whole bank capital, after 
meeting all demands upon 16, either by its bill 
holders or the government ; and that such was 
the opinion of the committee, who felt great 
confidence in the well-known character and in
telligence of the directors, whose testimony sup
ported the facts on which the committee’s opin
ion rested. And they concluded with a resolve 
which they recommended to the adoption of 
the House, ‘‘ That the government deposits may, 
in the opinion of the House, be safely continued 
in the Bank of the United States.” Mr. Folk, 
one of the committee, dissented from the re
port, and argued thus against it :

“ He hoped that gentlemen who believed the 
time of the House, at this period of the session, 
to bo necessarily valuable, would not press the 
consideration of this resolution upon the House 
at this juncture. During the small remainder 
of the session, there were several measures of 
the highest public importance which remained 
to bo acted on. For one, he was extremely 
anxious that the session should close by 12 
o’clock to-night, in order that a sitting upon the 
Sabbath might be avoided. Ho would not pro
ceed in expressing his views until he should un
derstand from gentlemen whether they intended 
to press the House to a vote upon this resolu
tion. [A remark was made by Mr. Ingcrsoll, 
which was not heard distinctly by the reporter.) 
Mr. P. proceeded. As it had been indicated 
that gentlemen intended to take a vote upon the 
resolution, he would ask whether it was possi
ble for the members of the House to express 
their opinions on this subject with an adequate 
knowledge of the facts. The Committee of 
Ways and Means had s]>cnt marly the whole 
session in the examination of one or two points 
connected with this subject The range of in
vestigation had I aven, of necessity, much less 
extensive than the deep importance of the sub
ject required ; but, before any opinion could be 
properly expressed, it was important that the 
facts developed by the committee should tie un
derstood. There had been no opportunity for 
this, and there was no necessity for the expres
sion of a premature opinion unless it was consi
dered essential to whitewash the bank. If the 
friends of the bank deemed it indispensably neces
sary, in order to sustain the hank/to call for an 
expression of opinion, where the House had en
joyed no opportunity of examining the testimony 
and proof upon which alone a correct opinion 
could he funned, he should be compelled, briefly, 
to present one or two facts to the House. It had 
been one of the objects of the Committee of Ways 
and Means to ascertain the circumstances relative 
to the postponement of the redemption of the 
three percent, stock by the bank. With the mass
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of other important duties devolving upon the 
committee, as full an investigation of the con
dition of the bank as was desirable could not be 
expected. The committee, therefore, had been 
obliged to limit their inquiries to this subject 
of the three per cents ; the other subjects of 
investigation were only incidental. Upon this 
main subject of inquiry the whole committee, 
majority as well as minority, were of opinion 
that the bank had exceeded its legitimate au
thority, and had taken measures which were in 
direct violation of its charter. He would read 
a single sentence from the report of the major
ity, which conclusively established this position. 
In the transactions upon this subject, the ma
jority of the committee expressly say, in their 
report, that ‘ the bank exceeded its legitimate 
authority, and that this proceeding had no suf
ficient warrant in the correspondence of the 
Secretary of the Treasury.’ Could language be 
more explicit ? It was then the unanimous opin
ion of the committee, upon this main topic of 
inquiry, that the bank had exceeded its legiti
mate authority, and that its proceedings relative 
to the three per cents had no sufficient warrant 
in the correspondence of the Secretary of the 
Treasury. The Bank of the United States, it 
must be remembered, had been made the place 
of deposit for the public revenues, for the pur
pose of meeting the expenditures of the govern
ment. With the public money in its vaults, it 
was bound to pay the demands of the govern
ment. Among these demands upon the public 
money in the bank, was that portion of the pub
lic debt of which the redemption had Wen or
dered. Had the bank manifested a willingness 
to pay out the public money in its possession 
for this object? On examination of the evi
dence it would be found that, as early as March, 
1832, the president of the bank, without the 
knowledge of the government directors, had in
stituted a correspondence with certain holders 
of the public debt, for the purpose of procuring 
a postponement of its redemption. There was, 
at that time, no cholera, which could be charged 
with giving occasion to the correspondence. 
When public notice had been given by the Sec
retary of the Treasury of the redemption of the 
debt, the president of the bank immediately came 
to Washington, and requested that the redemp
tion might be postponed. And what was the 
reason then assigned by the president of the 
bank for this postponement? Why, that the 
measure would enable the bank to afford the 
merchants great facilities for the transaction of 
their business under an extraordinary pressure 
upon the money market. XVhat was the evi
dence upon this point ? The proof distinctly 
showed that there was no extraordinary pres
sure. The monthly statements of the bank es
tablished that there was, in fact, a very consider
able curtailment of the facilities given to the 
merchants in the commercial cities.

‘‘The minority of the Committee of Ways 
and Means had not disputed the ability of the
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bank to discharge its debts in its own convenient 
time ; but had the bank promptly paid the public 
money deposited in its vaults when called for? 
As early as October, 1831, the bank had antici
pated that during the course of 1832 it would 
not be allowed the undisturbed and i>erinanent 
use of the public deposits. I n the circular orders 
to the several branches which were then issued 
the necessity was stated for collecting the means 
for refunding those deposits from the loans 
which were then outstanding. Efforts were 
made by the branches of the West to make 
collections for that object ; but those efforts en
tirely failed. The debts due upon loans made 
by tiie Western branches had not been curtailed 
It was found impossible tojfcurtiil them. As 
the list of discounts had goiW down, the list uf 
domestic bills of exchange Imd gone up. The 
application before alluded to wBynade in March 
to Mr. Ludlow, of New-York. represented 
about 1,700,000 of the public debt to postée 
its redemption. This expedient also failed. Then 
the president of the bank came to Washington 
for the purpose of procuring the postponement 
of tlae period of redemption, upon the ground 
that an extraordinary pressure existed, and the 
public interest would be promoted by enabling | 
the bank to use the public money in affording j 
facilities to the merchants of the commercial 
cities. And what next ? In July, the president 
of the bank and the exchange committee, without 
the knowledge of the head of the treasury, or 
of the l>oard of directors of the bank, instituted 
a secret mission to England, for the purpose of 
negotiating in effect a loan of five millions of 
dollars, for which the bank was to pay interest 
The propriety or object of this mission was not 
laid before the board of directors, and no clue 
was afforded to the government. Mr. Cadwal- I 
ader went to England upon this secret mission I 
On the 1st of October the bank was advised of I 
the arrangement made by Mr. Cadwalader, by I 
which it was agreed, in behalf of the bank, to I 
purchase a part of the debt of the foreign holders, I 
and to defer the redemption of a part. Now, it I 
was well known to every one who had taken I 
the trouble to read the charter of the bank, that I 
it was expressly prohibited from purchasing I 
public stock. On the 15th October it was dis- I 
covered that Cadwalader had exceeded his in-1 
structions. This discovery by the bank took I 
place immediately after the circular letter of I 
Baring, Brothers, k Co., of London, announcing I 
that the arrangement had been published in one I 
of the New-York pajxTs. This circular gaveihe I 
first information to the government, or to any one I 
in this country, as far as he was advised, excepting I 
the exchange committee of the hank, oT the I 
object of Cadwalftder's mission. In the limited I 
time which could now be spared for this discus-1 
sion, it was imjiossiblo to go through the parti-1 
culars of this scheme. It would be seen, on I 
examination of the transaction, that the bank I 
liad directly interfered with the redemption of I 
the public debt, for the obvious reason that it I
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ns unable to refund the public deposits. The 
rholera was not the ground of the correspondence 
with Ludlow. It was not the cholera w-hich 
brought the president of the bank to Washington, 
to request the postponement of the redemption 
of the debt ; nor was it the cholera which led to 
the resolution of the exchange committee of the 
bank to send Cadwalader to England. The true 
disorder was, the impossibility in which the 
bjnk found itself to concentrate its funds and 
diminish its loans. It hail been stated in the 
report of the majority of the committee, that the 
certificates of the greater portion of the three 
percents had been surrendered. It had been 
aid that there was now less than a million of 
this debt outstanding. In point of fact, it would 
teem, from the correspondence, that between one 
yd two millions of the debts of which the cer
tificates had been surrendered, had been paid by 
the bank becoming debtor to the foreign holder 
instead of the government. The directors appear 
to suppose this has not been the case, hut the 
correspondence stihws that the certificates have 
b«n sent home under this arrangement. After 
this brief explanation of the conduct of the bank 
in relation to the public deposits, he would ask 
whether it was necessary to sustain the credit 
of the bank by adopting this resolution.”

The vote on the resolution was taken, and 
resulted in a large majority for it—10!) to 40. 
Those who voted in the negative were : John 
Anderson of Maine ; William G. Angel of New- 
Tork; William S. Archer of Virginia ; James 
Bales of Maine; Samuel Beydsley of New- 
York ; John T. Bergen of New-York ; L&ughlin 
Bethune of North Carolina ; John Blair of 
Tennessee ; Joseph Houck of New-York ; John 
C. Brodhead of New-York ; John Carr of 
Indiana; Clement C. Clay of Alabama; Henry 
ff. Connor of North Carolina ; Charles Dayan 
of New-York ; Thomas Davenport of Virginia ; 
William Fitzgerald of Tennessee ; — Clayton 
of Georgia ; Nathan Gaither of Kentucky ; 
William F. Gordon of Virginia ; Thomas II. 
Hall of North Carolina ; Joseph W. Harper 
of New Hampshire ; — Hawkins ; Michael 
Hoffman of New-York ; Henry Horn of Penn
sylvania ; Henry Hubbard of New Hampshire ; 
Adam King of Pennsylvania ; Joseph Recompte 
of Kentucky ; Chittenden Lyon of Kentucky ; 
Joel K. Mann of Kentucky ; Samuel W. Mardis 
of Alabama; John Y. Mason of Virginia ; Jon
athan McCarty of Indiana ; Thomas R. Mitchell 
of South Carolina ; Job Pierson of New-York ; 
James K. Polk of Tennessee ; Edward C. Reed 
of New-York; Nathan Soule of New-York; 
Jesse Speight of North Carolina; Jas. Standifer

of Tennessee ; Francis Thomas of Maryland ; 
Wiley Thompson of Georgia ; Daniel Wardwell 
of New-York ; James M. Wayne of Georgia ; 
John W. Weeks of New Hampshire ; Campbell 
P. White of New-York: J. T. II. Worthington 
of Maryland. And thus the bank not only es 
caped without censure, but received high com
mendation ; while its conduct in relation to the 
three per cents placed it unequivocally in the 
category of an unfaithful and prevaricating agent; 
and only left open the inquiry whether its con
duct was the result of inability to pay the sum 
required, or a disposition to make something for 
itself, or to favor its debtors—the most innocent 
of these motives being negatived by the sinister 
concealment of the whole transaction from the 
government (after getting delay from it), its 
concealment from the public, its concealment 
even from its own board of directors—its entire 
secrecy from beginning to end—until accidentally 
discovered through a London letter published in 
New-York. These are .lie same three percents, 
the redemption of which through an enlargement 
of the powers of the sinking fund commissioners 
I had endeavored to effect some years before, 
when they could have been bought at about 
sixty-six cents in the dollar, and when my at
tempt was defeated by the friends of the bank. 
They were now paid at the rate of one hundred 
cents to the dollar, losing all the time the inter
est on the deposits, in bank, and about four 
millions for the appreciation of the stock. The 
attempt to get this stock redeemed, or interest 
on the deposits, was one of my first financial 
movements after I came into the Senate ; and the 
case with which the bank defeated me. preventing 
both tlte extinction of the debt and the payment 
of interest on the deposits, convinced me how 
futile it was to attempt any legislation unfavor
able to the bank in a case which concerned itself.

CHAPTER LX XVI

ABOLITION OF IMPRISONMENT FOR DEBT.

The philanthropic Col. R. M. Johnson, of Ken
tucky, had laliored for years at this humane 
consummation ; and finally saw his labors suc
cessful. An act of Congress was passed abol
ishing all imprisonment for debt, under process
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from the courts of the United States: the only 
extent to which an act of Congress could go, 
by force of its enactments ; but it could go much 
further, and did. in the force of example and in
fluence ; and has led to the cessation of the prac
tice of imprisoning the debtors, in all, or nearly 
all, of the States and Territories of the Union ; 
and without the evil consequences which had 
been dreaded from the loss of this remedy over 
tiie person. It led to a great many oppressions 
while it existed, and was often relied upon in ex
tending credit, or inducing improvident people 
to incur debt, where there was no means to pay 
it, or property to meet it, in the hands of the 
debtor himself ; but reliance wholly placed upon 
the sympathies of third persons, to save a friend 
or relative from confinement in a prison. The 
(lower of wives, and the purses of fathers, bro
thers, sisters, friends, were thus laid under con
tribution by heartless creditors ; and scenes of 
cruel oppression were witnessed in every State. 
Insol veut laws and bankrupt laws were invented 
to'tfovcr the evil, and to separate the unfortunate 
from the fraudulent debtor ; but they were slow 
and imperfect in operation, and did not reach 
the cases in which a cold and cruel calculation 
was made upon the sympathies of friends and 
relatives, or upon the chances of catching the 
debtor in some strange and unbefriended place. 
A broader remedy was wanted, and it was found 
in the total abolition of the practice, leaving in 
full force all the remedies against fraudulent 
evasions of debt. In one of his reports on the 
subject. Col. Johnson thus deduced the history 
of this custom, called “ barbarous,” but only to 
be found in civilized countries :

‘ In ancient Cl recce, the power of creditors 
over the jiersons of their debtors was absolute ; 
and, as in all cases where despotic control is toler- | 
ated, their rapacity was boundless. They com- 1 
polled the insolvent debtors to cultivate their ; 
lands like cattle, to perform the service of beasts ! 
of burden, and to transfer to them their sops and j 
daughters, whom they exerted as slaves td for- I 
eign countries. \

“These acts of cruelty were tolerated in A thetas, 
during her more barbarous state, and in perfect 
consonance with the character of a pcoplejwhdy 
could elevate a Draco, and bow to his mandates,, 
registered in blood. But the wisdom of Silotf 
corrected the evil. Athens felt the benefit m 

"“the reform ; and the pen of the historian ha# re
corded the name of her lawgiver as the benefac
tor of man. In ancient Home, the condition of j 
the unfortunate |>oor was still more abject. The 
cruelty of the Twelve Tables against insolvent |

debtors should be held up as a beacon of warn, 
in g to all modem nations. After judgment was 
obtained, tliirty days of grace were allowed be- 
fore a Roman was delivered into the power of his 
creditor. After this period, he was retained in 
a private prison, with twelve ounces of rice for 
his daily sustenance. He might be bound with 
a chain of fifteen pounds weight ; and hi.s misery 
was three times exposed in the markot-plaec, to 
excite the compassion of his friends. At the 
expiration of sixty days, the debt vfcs dischaiven 
by the loss of liberty or life. The insolvent 
debtor was either put to death or sold in for
eign slavery beyond the Tiber. But, if several 
creditors were alike obstinate and unrelentin" 
they might legally dismember his body, and 
satiate their revenge by this horrid partition. 
Though the refinements of modem criticisms 
have endeavored to divest this ancie nt cruelty of 
its horrors, the faithful Gibbon, who is not re
markable for his partiality to the poorer class 
preferring the liberal sense of antiquity, draws 
this dark picture of the eflectrof giving the cre
ditor power over the person of the debtor. No 
sooner was the Roman empire subverted than 
the decision of Roman perfection Wan to vanish 
and then the absurdity and crucify of this sys
tem began to be exploded—a f*ÿstem which con
vulsed Greece and Rome, and filled the world 
with misery, and, without one redeeming bene
fit, could no longer be endured—and, to the 
honor of humanity, for al>out one thousand 
years, during the middle ages, imprisonment for 
debt was generally abolished. They seemed to 
have understood what, in more modern times, 
we are less ready to comprehend, that power, in 
any degree, over the person of the debtor, is the 
same in principle, varying only in degree, w hether 
it be to imprison, to enslave, to brand, to dis
member, or to divide his body. But, as the lapse 
of time removed to a greater distance the cruel
ties which had been suffered, the cupidity of the 
affluent found means again to introduce the sys
tem ; but by such slow gradations, that the un
suspecting poor were scarcely conscious of the 
change.

‘‘The history of English jurisprudence fur
nishes the remarkable fact, that, for many cen
turies, personal liberty could not lx* violated for 
debt. Property alone could be taken to satisfy 
a jiecuniary demand. It was not until the reign 
of Henry 111., in tlic thirteenth century, that the 
principle of imprisonment for debt was recognized 
in the land of our ancestors, and that was in 
favor of the barons alone ; the nobility against 
their bailiffs, who had received their rents and 
had appropriated them to their own use. livre 
was tlie shadow of a pretext. The great objec
tion to the punishment was, that it was inflicted 
at the pleasure of the baron, without- a trial : an 
evil incident to aristocracies, but obnoxious to 
republics. The courts, under the pretext of im
puted crime, or constructive violence, on the part 
of the debtor, soon began to extend the principle, 
but without legislative sanction. In the eleventh
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In the eleventh

year of the reign of Edward I., the immediate 
accessor of Henry, the right of imprisoning 
debtors was extended to merchants — Jewish 
merchants excepted, on account of their hetero- 
diiv in religion—and was exercised with great 
severity. This extension was an act of jndicy 
on the part of the monarch. The ascendency 

| stained by the barons menaced the power of 
the throne ; and, to counteract their influence, 
the merchants, a numerous and wealthy class, 
«•ere selected by the monarch, and invested with 
the same authority over their debtors.

-But England was not yet prepared for the 
! vojjet She could endure an hereditary nobility ; 

she could tolerate a monarchy ; but she could 
not vet resign her unfortunate sons, indiscrimi- 
niteiv. to the prison. The barons and the mer
chants had gained the power over their victims ; 
vet more than sixty years elapsed before Parlia
ment dared to venture another act recognizing 
the principle. During this period, imprison
ment for debt had, in some degree, lost its no
velty. The incarceration of the debtor began 
to make the impression that fraud, and not rais- 

! f^une, had brought on his catastrophe, and j that he was, therefore, unworthy of the protec
tion of the law, and too dograded for the society 
ithc world. Parliament then ventured, in the 
reign of Edward III., in the fourteenth century, 
Ui extend the principle to two other cases—debt 
«id detinue. This measure ojiencd the door 
for the impositions which w ere gradually intro- 

! duced by judicial usurpation, and have resulted 
| in the most cruel oppression. Parliament, for 

one hundred and fifty years afterwards, did not 
venture to outrage the sentiments of an injured 
and indignant i>eople, by extending the power 

I to ordinary creditors. But they had laid the 
j foundation, and an irresponsible judiciary reared 

th" superstructure. Prom the twenty-fourth 
vesr of the reign of Edward III., to the nine
teenth of Henry VIII., the subject slumbered 
in Parliament. In the mean time, all the iugc- 

I nuity of the courts was employed, by the intro
duction of artificial forms and legal fictions, to 

j «tend the power of imprisonment for debt in 
cases not provided for by statute. The juris
diction of the court called the King’s Bench, ex
tended to all crimes or disturbances against the 

I peace. Under this court of criminal jurisdic
tion. the debtor was arrested by what was 
called the writ of Middlesex, upon a supposed 
tnspass or outrage against the j>eace and dig
nity of the crown. Thus, by a fictitious con
struction, the person who owed his neighbor 
was supposed to be, what every one knew him 
not to be, a violator of the ]>eace, and an of
fender against the dignity of the crown ; and 
while his body was held in custody for this 
crime, he was proceeded against in a civil action, 
for which he was not liable to arrest under 
statute. The jurisdiction of the court of com
mon pleas extended to civil actions arising be
tween individuals upon private transactions. 

J ïo sustain its importance upon a scale equal

with that of its rival, this court also adopted its 
fictions, and extended its power upon artificial 
construction, quite as far beyond its statutory 
prerogative ; and upon the fictitious plea of 
trespass, constituting a legal supposition of out
rage against the peace of the kingdom, author
ized the writ of capias, and subsequent impri
sonment, in cases where a summons only was 
warranted by law. The court of exchequer 
was designed to protect the king’s revenue, and 
had no legal jurisdiction, except in cases of 
debtors to the public. The ingenuity of this 
court found means to extend its jurisdiction to 
all casus of debt between individuals, upon the 
fictitious plea that the plaintiff, who instituted 
the suit, was a debtor to the king, and rendered 
the less able to discharge the debt by the de
fault of the defendant. Upon this artificial pre
text. that the defendant was debtor to the 
king’s debtor, the court of exchequer, to secure 
the king’s revenue, usurped the power of ar
raigning and imprisoning debtors of every de
scription. Thus, these rival courts, each ambi
tious to sustain its relative imj>ortance, and ex
tend its jurisdiction, introduced, as legal facts, 
the most palpable fictions, and sustained the 
most absurd solecisms ns legal syllogisms.

Where the person of the debtor was. bv 
statute, held sacred, the courts devised the 
means of construing the demand of a debt into 
the supposition of a crime, for which he was 
subject to arrest on mesne process ; and the 
evidence of debt, into the conviction of a crime 
against the peace of tltf kingdom, for which lie 
was deprived of his liberty at the pleasure of 
tlie olfended party. These practices of the 
courts obtained by regular gradation. Each act 
of usurpation was a precedent for similar out
rages until the system became general, and at 
length received the sanction of Parliament. 
The spirit of avarice finally gained a complete tri
umph over personal liberty. The sacred claims 
of misfortune were disregarded, and, to the iron 
grasp of poverty, were added the degrada
tion of infamy, and the misery of the dungeon.

u While imprisonment for debt is sanctioned, 
the threats of the creditor are a source of |>er- 
jK-timl distress to the dependent, friendless 
debtor, holding bis liberty by sutlerance alone. 
Temptations to oppression are constantly in 
view. The means of injustice are always at 
hand ; and even helpless females are not ex
empted from the barbarous practice. In a land 
of liberty, enjoying, in all other respects, the 
freest and happiest government with which <hu 
world was ever blessed, it is matter of astonish
ment that this cruel custom, so anomalous to 
all our institutions, intlicting so much misery 
upon society, should have been so long endured.”

The act was passed soon after this masterly 
report was made, followed by similar acts in 
most of the States ; and has been attended 
every where with the Ixmcficial effect resulting
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from the suppression of any false and vicious 
principle in legislation. 11 is a false and vicious 
principle in the system of credit to admit a cal
culation for the chance of payment, founded on 
the sympathy and alarms of third parties, or on 
the degradation and incarceration of the debtor 
himself. Such a principle is morally wrong, 
and practically unjugt; ahd there is no excuse 
for it in the plea of fraud. The idea of fraud 
does not enter into the contract at its original 
formation ; and if occurring afterwards, and the 
debtor undertakes to defraud his creditor, there 
is a code of law made for the case ; and every 
case should rest upon its own circumstances. 
As an clement of credit, imprisonment for debt is 
condemned by morality, by humanity, and by the 
science of political economy ; and its abolition 
has worked well in reducing the elements of cre
dit to their legitimate derivation in the personal 
character, visible means, and present securities 
of the contracting debtor. And, if in that way, 
it has diminished in any degree the wide circle 
of credit, that is an additional advantage gained 
to the good order of society and to the solidity 
of the social edifice. And thus, as in so many 
other instances, American legislation has ame
liorated the law derived from our English ances
tors, and given an example which British legis
lation may some day follow.—In addition to 
the honor of seeing this humane act passed 
during his administration, General Jackson had 
the further and higher honor of having twice 
recommended it to the favorable consideration 
of Congress.

C II A P T E II I- XXVII.

BALE OF UN1TF.U STATES STOCK IN TIIE NA
TIONAL BANK.

Tub President in his annual message had re
commended the sale of this stock, and all other 
stock held by the United States in corporate 
companies, with the view to disconnecting the 
government from such corporations, and from 
all pursuits properly belonging to individuals. 
And he made the recommendation upon the po
litical principle which condemns the partnership 
of the government with a corporation ; and 
upon the economical principle which condemns

the national pursuit of any branch of industry 
and leaves the profit, or loss of all such pursuits 
to individual enterprise ; and upon the belief, in 
this instance,X^hat the partnership was unsafe— 
that the firm would fail—and the stockholder» 
lose their investment. In conformity to this 
recommendation, a bill was brought into the 
House of Representatives to sell the public stock 
held in the Bank of the United States, being 
seven millions of dollars in amount, and consist, 
ing of a national stock bearing five per centum 
interest. The bill was met at the threshold bv 
the parliamentary motion which implies the un- 
worthiness of the subject to be considered- 
namely, the motion to reject the bill at the first 
reading. That reading is never for considera
tion, but for information only ; and, although 
debatable, carries the implication of unfitness 
for debate, and of some flagrant enormity 
which requires rejection, without the honor of 
the usual forms of legislation. That motion was 
made by a friend of the bank, and seconded hy 
the member (Mr. Watmough) supposed to be 
familiar with the wishes of the bank directory. 
The speakers on each side gave vent to expres
sions which showed that they felt the indignity 
that was offered to the bill, one side in promot
ing—the other in opposing the motion. Mr. 
Wickliffc, the mover, said: “lie was impelled, 
by a sense of duty to his constituents and to his 
country, to do in this case, what he had never 
done before—to move the rejection of a bill at 
its first reading. There are cases in which 
courtesy should yield to the demands of justice 
and public duty ; and this, in my humble opin
ion, is one of them. It is a bill fraught with 
ryin to all private interests, except tire interest 
of the stockjobbers of Wall-street.” Mr. Wat
mough expressed his indignation and amaze
ment at the appearance of such a bill, and e ven 
fell upon the committee which reported it with 
so much personality as drew a call to order from 
the Speaker of the House, “lie expressed his 
sincere regret at the ncccessity which compelled 
him to intrude upon the House, am! to express 
his opinion on the bill, and his indignation 
against this persecution of a national institu
tion. He was at a loss to say which feeling 
predominated in his bosom—amazement, at the 
want of financial skill in the supporters of the bill 
—or detestation of the unrelenting spirit of the 
administration persecution on that floor of an in-
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stitution admitted by the wisest and the best 
jun of the times to be absolutely essential to the 
existence ami safety of this Union, and almost 
to that of the constitution itself which formed 
its basis. lie said, he was amazed that such a 
yk at such a crisis, could emanate from any 
(onimittce of this House ; but Ills amazement 
ns diminished when he recalled to mind the 
«urce from which it came. 11 came from the 
Committee of Ways and Means, and was under 
die parental care of the gentleman from Ten
nessee. Need he say more ? ”

Xow. the member thus referred to, and who, 
^cr being pointed out as the guardian of the 
kill required nothing more to be said, was Mr. 
Polk, afterwards President of the United States, 
jot parliamentary law is no respecter of per- 
jons, and would consider the indecorum and 
outrage of the allusion equally reprehensible in 
the case of the youngest and least considerable 
member; and the language is noted here to 
show the indignities to which members were 
subjected in the House for presuming to take 
me step concerning the bank which militated 
ipinst that corporation. The sale of the gov
ernment stock was no injury to the capital of 
the bank : it was no extinction of seven millions 
of capital but a mere transfer of that amount 
to private stockholders—such transfer as took 

! place daily among the private stockholders. The 
only injury could be to the market price of the 
stock in the possible decline involved in the 
withdrawal of a large stockholder ; but that was 
adamage, in the eye of the law and of morality, 
without injury ; that is, without injustice— 
the stockholder having a right to do so without 
the assignment of reasons to be judged of by the 
corporation ; and consequently a right to sell 
out and withdraw when he judged his money to 
he unsafe, or unprofitably placed, and suscepti
ble of a better investment.

Mr. Polk remarked upon the unusual but not 
unexpected opposition to the hill; and said if the 
House was pow forced to a decision, it would be 
done without opportunity for deliberation. He 
vindicated the bill from any necessary connection 
with the bank—with its eulogy or censure. 
This eulogy or censure had no necessary con
nection with a proposition to sell the government 
stock. It was a plain business proceeding. The 
hill authorized the Secretary of the Treasury to 
tell the stock upon such terms as he should deem

best for the government. It was an isolated 
proposition. It proposed to disenthral the gov
ernment from a partnership with this incorporât 
ed'eompany. It proposed to get rid of the in
terest which the government had in this moneyed 
monopoly ; and to do so by a sale of the govern
ment stocks, and on terms not below the market 
price. Ho was not disposed to depreciate the 
value of the article which ho wished to sell. Ho 
was willing to rest upon the right to sell. Tho 
friends of the bank themselves raised the question 
of solvency, it would seem, that they might have 
an opportunity, to eulogize the institution under 
the forms of a defence. This was not the time 
for such a discussion—for an inquiry into the 
conduct and condition of the bank.

The argument and the right were with tho 
supporters of the bill ; but they signified nothing 
against the firm majority, which not only stood 
by the corporation in its trijxK^ but supported it 
in its wishes. The hill was immediately rejected, 
and by a summary process which inflicted a new 
indignity. It was voted down under tho opera
tion of tho “ previous question,” which, cutting 
off all debate, and all amendments, consigns a 
measure to instant and silent decision—like tho 
“mort .tans phrase" (death without talk) of the 
Abbé Sièyes, at the condemnation of Louis the 
Sixteenth. But the vote was not very triumph
ant—one of tho leanest majorities, in fact, which 
the bank had received : one hundred and two to 
ninety-one.

The negative votes were :

“ Messrs. Adair, Alexander, 11. Allen. Anderson, 
Angel. Archer, Barnwell, James Bates, Beardsley, 
Bell, Bergen, Bcthunc, domes Blair, John Blair, 
Boon, Bouck, Bouldin, Jolm Brodhead, John C. 
Brodhcad, Cambrelcng, Chandler, Chinn. Clai
borne, Clay, Clayton, CokojkConnor, Davenport, 
Dayan, Doulvleday, Drajicr, Folder, Ford. Foster, 
(laither, Gilmore, Gordon, Griffin, Thomas II. 
Hall, William Hall, Harper, Hawkins, Hoffman, 
Holland, Horn, Howard, Hubbard, I sacks, Jar
vis, Jewett, Richard M. Johnson, Cave John
son, Kavanagh, Kennon, Adam King, John King, 
Lamar, Lansing, Leavitt, I.ecompte. Ixwis, Lyon, 
Mann, Mardis, Mason, McCarty, Wm. Mcfcoy, 
Mclntire, McKay, Mitchell, Newnan, Nuckolls, 
Patton, Pierson, Plummer, Polk, Edward C. 
Reed, Roane, Soule, Speight, Standifer, John 
Thompson, V crplanck, Ward, Ward well, Wayne, 
Weeks, Campbell, P. White, Worthington.—

Such was tho result of this attempt, on the 
part of the government, to exercise the most or*
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dinary right of a stockholder to sell its shares : 
opposed, insulted, defeated ; and by the power 
of the bank in Congress, of whose members 
subsequent investigations showed above fifty to 
be borrowers from the institution ; and many to 
be on the list of its retained attorneys. But 
this was not the first time the government had 
been so treated. The same thing had happened 
oftce before, and about in the same way ; but 
without the same excuse of persecution and en
mity to the corporation ; for, it was before the 
time of General Jackson’s Presidency ; to wit, in 
the year 1827, and under the Presidency of Mr. 
Quincy Adams. Mr. Philip P. Barbour, represen
tative from Virginia, moved an inquiry, at that 
time, into the expediency of selling the United 
States stock in the bank : the consideration of the 
resolution was delayed a week, tho time necessary 
for a communication with Philadelphia. At the 
end of the week, the resolution was taken up, 
and summarily rejected. Mr. Barbour had placed 
his proposition wholly upon the ground of a 
public advantage in selling its stock, unconnected 
with any reason disparaging to the bank, and in 
a way to avoid, as he believed, any opposition. 

- He said :

“ The House were aware that the government 
holds, at this time, stock of the Bank of the 
United States, to the amount of seven millions of 
dollars, which stock was at present worth in 
market about twenty-three and one half per 
cent, advance above its par value. If the whole 
of this stock should now be sold by the govern
ment, it would net a profit of one million and 
six hundred thousand dollars above the nominal 
amount of the stock. Such being the case, he 
thought it deserved the serious consideration of 
the House, whether it would not be a prudent 
and proper measure now to dell out that stock. 
It liad been said, Mr. B. observed, by one of the 
best writers on political economy, e:th whom 
he was acquainted, that the pecuniary affairs of 
nations bore a close analogy to those of private 
households : fn both, their prosperity mainly 
depended on a vigilant and effective management 
of their resources. There is, said Mr. B., an 
amount of between seventeen and eighteen mil
lions of the stock of tho United States now re
deemable, and an amount of nine millions more, 
which will be redeemable next year. If the in
terest paid by the United States on this debt is 
compared with the dividend it receives on its 
stock in the Bank of the United States, it will 
be found that a small advantage would be gained

by thf sale of the latter, in this respect ; sine» 
tho djridends on bank stock are received semi- 
annually, while the interest of the United States' 
securities is paid quarterly ; this, however; he 
waived as a matter of comparatively small mo
ment. It must be obvious, he said, that the ad
dition of one million six hundred thousand dol
lars to the available funds of the United States 
will produce the extinguishment of an equiva
lent amount of the public debt, and consequently 
relieve the interest payable thereon, by which a 
saving would accrue of about one hundred thou
sand dollars per annum.”

This was what Mr. Barbour said, at the time 
of offering the resolution. When it came up for 
consideration, a week after, he found his motion 
not only opposed, but his motives impeached, and 
the most sinister designs imputed to himself- 
to him [ a Virginian country gentleman, honest 
and modest ; ignorant of all indirection ; upright 
and open ; a stranger to all guile ; and with the 
simplicity and integrity of a child. He deeply 
felt this impeachment of motives, certainly tho 
first time in his life that an indecent imputation 
had ever fallen upon him ; and he feelingly depre
cated the intensity of the outrage. He said :

“ Wo shall have fallen on evil times, indeed, if 
a member of this House might not, in the in
tegrity of his heart, rise in his place, and offer 
for consideration a measure which he believed 
to be for the public weal, without having all that 
he said ami did imputed to some hidden motive, 
and referred, to some secret purpoje which was 
never presented to the public eye.”

His proposition was put to the vote, and re
ceived eight votes besides his own. They were : 
Messrs. Mark Alexander, John Floyd, John 
Roane, and himself, from Virginia ; Thomas H. 
Hall, and Daniel Turner, of North Carolina; 
Tomlinson Foot of Connecticut ; Joseph Le- 
corapte, and Henry Daniel, of Kentucky. And 
this was the result of that first attempt to sell 
the United States stock in a bank chartered by 
itself and bearing its name. And now, why re
suscitate these buried recollections? I answer : 
for the benefit of posterity ! that they may have 
the benefit of our experience without the humi
liation of having undergone it, and know what 
kind of a master seeks to rule over them if 
another national bank shall ever seek incorpore 
lion at their hands.
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CHAPTER LXX VIII.

NULLIFICATION OBMNANOK IN SOUTH CARO
LINA.

It has been seen that the whole question of the 
American system, and especially its prominent 
feature of a high protective tariff, was put in 
issue in the presidential canvass of 1832 ; and 
that the long session of Congress of that'year 
as occupied by the friends of this system in 
bringing forward to the best advantage all its 
points, and staking its fate upon the issue of the 
election. That issue was against the system ; 
and the Congress elections taking place contem
poraneously with the presidential were of the 
same character. The fate of the American sys
tem was sealed. Its domination in federal 
legislation was to cease. This was acknowledged 
on all hands ; and it was naturally expected 
that all the States, dissatisfied with that system, 
would be satisfied with the view of its speedy 
and regular extinction, under the legislation of 
the approaching session of Congress ; and that 
apectation was only disappointed in a single 
State—that of South Carolina. She had held 
aloof from the presidential election—throwing 
away her vote upon citizens who were not can
didates—and doing nothing to aid the election 
of General Jackson, with whose success her 
interests and wishes were apparently identified. 
Instead of quieting her apprehensions, and mode
rating her passion for violent remedies, the 
success of the election seemed to inflame them ; 
and the 24th of November, just a fortnight after 
the election which decided the fate of the tariff, 
she issued her ordinance of nullification against 
it, taking into her own hands the sudden and 
violent redress which she prescribed for herself. 
That ordinance makes an era in the history of 
our Union, which requires to be studied in order 
to understand the events of the times, and the 
history of subsequent events. It was in these 
words:

“ordinance.

“An ordinance In nullify certain acts of the 
Congress of the United States, purporting to 
be laws laying duties and imposts on the im
portation of foreign commodities.

“Whereas the Congress of the United States, 
^ various acts, purporting to be acts laying

duties and imposts on foreign imports, but in 
reality intended for the protection of domestic 
manufactures, and the giving of bounties to 
classes and individuals engaged in particular 
employments, at the expense and to the injury 
and oppression of other classes and individuals, 
and by w holly exempting from taxation certain 
foreign commodities, such as are not produced 
or manufactured in the United States, to afford 
a pretext for imposing higher and excessive 
duties on articles similar to those intended to 
be protected, hath exceeded its just powers under 
the constitution, which confers on it no authority 
to afford such protection, and hath violated tho 
true meaning and intent of the constitution, 
which provides for equality in imposing the bur
dens of taxation upon the several States and 
portions of the confederacy : And whereas the 
said Congress, exceeding its just power to impose 
taxes and collect revenue for the purpose of 
elfecting and accomplishing the specific objects 
and purposes which the constitution of the 
United States authorizes it to effect and acoom- 
plislq hath raised and collected unnecessary 
revenue for objects unauthorized by the consti
tution.

“Wo, therefore, the people of tho State of 
South Carolina, in convention assembled, do 
declare and ordain, and it is hereby declared and 
ordained, that the several acts and parts of acts 
of the Congress of the United States, purporting 
to be laws for the imposing of duties and imposts 
on the importation of foreign commodities, and 
now having actual operation and effect within 
the United States, and, more especially, an act 
entitled 1 An act in alteration of the several acts 
imposing duties on imports,’ approved on the 
nineteenth day of May, one thousand eight hun
dred and twenty-eight, and also an act entitled 
1 An act to alter and amend tfie several acts 
imposing duties on inqiorts,’ approved on tho 
fourteenth day of July, one thousand eight 
hundred and thirty-two, are unauthorized by 
the constitution of the United States, and violate 
the true meaning and intent thereof, and are 
null, void, and no law, nor binding upon this 
State, its officers or citizens ; and all promises, 
contracts, and obligations, made or entered into, 
or to be made or entered into, with purpose to 
secure the duties imposed by the said acts, and 
all judicial proceedings which shall be hereafter 
hail in affirmance thereof, are and shall be held 
utterly null and void.

“ And it is further ordained, that it shall not 
be law ful for any of the constituted authorities, 
whether of this State or of the United States, to 
enforce the payment of duties imposed by the 
said acts within the limits ^f this State ; but it 
shall be the duty of the legislature to adopt such 
measures and pass such acts as may be necessa
ry to give full effect to this ordinance, and to 
prevent the enforcement and arrest the opera
tion of the said acts and parts of acts of the Con
gress of the United States within the limits of 
this State, from and after the 1st day of Feb-
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ruary next, and the duty of all other constituted 
authorities, and of all persons residing or being 
within the limits of this State, and they are 
hereby required and enjoined to obey and give 
effect to this ordinance, and such acts and mea
sures of the legislature- as may be passed or 
adopted in obedience thereto.

“ And it is further ordained, that in no case 
of law or equity, decided in the courts of this 
State, wherein shall be drawn in question the 
authority of this ordinance, or the validity of 
such act or acts of the legislature as may be 
passed for the purpose of giving effect thereto, 
or the validity of the aforesaid acts of Congress, 
imposing duties, shall any appeal be taken or 
allowed to the Supreme Court of the United 
States, nor shall any copy of the record be per
mitted or allowed fbr that pmqrose ; and if any 
such appeal shall be attempted to be taken, the 
courts of this State shall proceed to execute and 
enforce their judgments, according to the laws 
and usages of the State, without reference to 
such attempted appeal, and the person or per
sons attempting to take such appeal may be 
dealt with as for a contempt of the court.

“ And it is further ordained, that all persons 
now holding any office of honor, profit, or trust, 
civil or military, under this State (members of 
the legislature excepted), shall, within such 
tijne, and in such manner as the legislature shall 
prescribe, take an oath well and truly to oliey, 
execute, and enforce this ordinance, and such act 
or acts of the legislature as may be passed in 
pursuance thereof, according to the true intent 
and meaning of the same ; and on the neglect 
or omission of any such person or persons so to 
do, his or their office or offices shall be forth
with vacated, and shall be filled up as if such 
person or persqns were dead or had resigned ; 
and no person hereafter elected to any office of 
honor, profit, or trust, civil or military (mem
bers of the legislature excepted), shall, until the 
legislature shall otherwise provide and direct, 
enter on the execution of his offiA, or be in any 
respect competent to discharge the duties there
of, until he shall, in like manner, have taken a 
similar oath ; and no juror shall be empannelled 
in any of the courts of this State, in any cause 
in which shall be in question this ordinance, or 
any act of the legislature passed in pursuance 
thereof, unless he shall first, in addition to the 
usual oath, have taken an oath that he will well 
and truly obey, execute, and enforce this ordi
nance, and such act or acts of the legislature as 
may be passed to carry the same into operation 
ami effect, according to the true intent and 
meaning thereof.

“ And we, the people of South Carolina, to the 
end that it may be fully understood by the gov
ernment of the United States, and the people of 
the co-States, that we are determined to main
tain this our ordinance and declaration, at every 
hazard, do further declare that we will not sub
mit to the application of force, on the part of 
the federal government, to reduce this State to

obedience ; but that we will consider the py. 
sage, by Congress, of any act authorizing the 
employment of a military or naval force against 
the State of South Carolina, her constitutional 
authorities or cilizorof; or any act abolishing or 
closing the/ports of this State, or any of them, 
or otherwise obstructing the free ingress and 
egress of vessels to and from the said ports, or 
any other act on the part of the federal govern
ment, to coerce the State, shut up her ports) de
stroy or harass her commerce, or to enforce the 
acts hereby declared to be null and void, other 
wise than through the civil tribunals of the 
country, as inconsistent with the longer eon- 
tinuance of South Carolina in the Union; and 
that the people of this State will thenceforth 
hold themselves absolved from all further obli
gation to maintain or preserve their political 
connection with the people of the other States, 
and will forthwith proceed to organize a sepa
rate government, and do all other acts and things 
which sovereign and independent States may of 
right do.

“ Done in convention at Columbia, the twen
ty-fourth day of November, in the year of our 
Lord one thousand eight hundred and thirty- 
two, and in the fifty-seventh year of the decla
ration of the independence of the United States 
of America.”

This ordinance placed the State in the atti
tude of open, forcible resistance to the laws of 
the United States, to take effect on the first day 
of February next ensuing—a period within 
wMtch it was hardly possible for the existing 
Congress, even if so disposed, to ameliorate ob
noxious laws ; and a period a month earlier 
than the commencement of the legal existence 
of the new Congress, on which all reliance was 
placed. And, in the mean time, if any attempt 
should be made in any way to enforce the ob
noxious laws except through her own tribunals 
sworn against them, the fact of such attempt 
was to terminate the continuance of South Caro
lina in the Union—to absolve her from all con
nection with the federal government—and to 
establish her as a separate government, not only 
unconnected with the United States, hut uncon
nected with any one State. This ordinance 
signed by more than a hundred citizens of the 
greatest respectability, was officially communi
cated to the President of the United States ; 
and a case presented to him to test his patriot
ism, his courage, and his fidelity to his inaugu
ration oath—an oath taken in the pretence of 
God and man, of Heaven and earth, No laht 
care that the laws of the Union were fmthjully 

executed." That President was Jackson; and

the event soon proved, w 
ed, that he was not falsi 
try,and hi# oath. With 
for extraordinary powet 
in his annual message 
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the event soon proved, what in fact no one doubt
ed, that he was not false to his duty', his coun
try, and hi# oath. Without calling on Congress 
for extraordinary powers, he merely adverted 
in his annual message to the attitude of the 
State, and proceeded to meet the exigency by 
the exercise of the powers he already possessed.

CHAPTER LX XIX.

proclamation against nullification.

Thz ordinance of nullification reached Presi
dent Jackson ih the first days of December, 
and on the tenth of that month the proclama
tion was issued, of which the following are the 
essential and leading parts :

“Whereas a convention assembled in the State 
of South Carolina have passed an ordinance, by 

i which they declare ‘ that the several acts and 
parts of acts of the Congress of the United States, 
purporting to be laws for the imposing of duties 
and imposts on the importation of foreign com
modities, and now having actual operation and* 

I effect within the United States, and njore es
pecially’ two acts for the same purposes) passed 
on the 29th of May, 1828, and «u„thc_ft4th of 
July, 1832,‘are unauthorized by the constitu
tion of the United States, and violate the true 
meaning and intent thereof, and arc null and 
roitl, and no law,’ nor binding on the citizens of 
that State, or its ofilters : anti by the said ordi
nance, it is further declared to bo unlawful for 

| any of the constituted authorities of the State or 
of the United States to enforce the payment of 
the duties imposed by the shid acts within the 
same State, and that it is the duty of the legisla
ture to pass such laws as may be necessary to 
gve full effect to the said ordinance :

"And whereas, by the said ordinance, it is 
further ordained, that in no case of law or equity 
decided in the courts of said State, wherein shall 
be drawn in question the validity of the said or
dinance, or of the acts of the legislature that may 
be passed to give it effect, or of the said laws of 
the Uniftd States, no appeal shall be allowed to 
the Supreme Court of the United States, nor 
shall any copy of the record be permitted or al
lured for that purpose, and that any person at
tempting to take such appeal shall be punished 
« fur a contempt of court :

"And, finally, the said ordinance declares that 
the people of South Carolina will maintain the 
said ordinance at every hazard ; and that they 
will consider the passage of any act, by Congress, 
abolishing or closing the ports of the said State, 
ir otherwise obstructing the free ingress or

egress of vessels to and from the said ports, or 
any other act of the federal government to coerce 
the State, shut up her ports, destroy or harass 
her commerce, or to enforce the said acts other
wise than through the civil tribunals of the conn 
try, as inconsistent with the longer continuance 
of South Carolina in the Union; and that the 
people of the said State will thenceforth hold 
themselves absolved from all further obligation 
to maintain or preserve their political con
nection with the people of the other States, 
and will forthwith proceed to organize a sepa
rate government, and do all other acts and things 
which sovereign and independent States may of 
right do :

*• And whereas the said ordinance prescribes 
to the people of South Carolina a course of con
duct in direct violation of their duty as citizens 
of the United States, contrary to the laws of 
their country, subversive of its constitution, 
ami having for its object the destruction of the 
Union—that Union which, coeval with our po
litical existence, led our fathers, without any 
other ties to unite them than those of patriotism 
and a common cause, through a sanguinary 
struggle to a glorious independence—that sacred 
Union, hitherto inviolate, which, perfected by 
our happy constitution, has brought us, by the 
favor of Heaven, to a state of prosperity at 
home, and high consideration abroad, rarely, if 
ever, equalled in the history of nations: To 
preserve this bond of our political existence from 
destruction, to maintain inviolate this state of 
national honor and prosperity, and to justify tlio 
confidence my fellow-citizens have reposed in me, 
l, Andrew Jackson, President of the United 
States, have thought proper to issue this my 
proclamation, stating my views of the constitu
tion and laws applicable to the measures adopt
ed by the convention of South Carolina, and to 
the reasons they have put forth to sustain them, 
declaring the course which duty will require me 
to pursue, and, appealing to the understanding 
and patriotism of the people, warn them of the 
consequences that must inevitably result from 
an observance of the dictates of the convention.

“ Strict duty would require of me nothing 
more titan the exercise of those powers with 
which 1 am now, or may hereafter be, invested, 
for preserving the peace of the Union, and for 
the execution of the laws. But the imposing as
pect which opposition has assumed in this case, 
by clothing itself witli State authority, and the 
deep interest which the people of the United 
States must all feel in preventing a resort to 
stronger measures, while there is a hope that 
any tiling will he yielded to reasoning and re
monstrance, perhaps demanded, and will certain
ly justify, a lull exposition to South Carolina 
and the nation of the views I entertain of this 
important question, as well as a distinct enun
ciation of tile course which my sense of duty 
will require me to pursue.

“ The ordinance is founded, not on the inde
feasible right of resisting acts which are plainly
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unconstitutional and too oppressive to be endur
ed, but on the strange position that any one 
State may not only declare an act of Congress 
void[ but prohibit its execution ; that they may 
do this consistently with the constitution ; that 
the true construction of that instrument permits 
a State to retain its place in the Union, and yet 
be bound by no other of its laws than those it 
may choose to consider as constitutional. It is 
true, they add, that to justify this abrogation of 
a law, it must be palpably contrary to the con
stitution ; but it is evident, that to give the right 
of resisting laws of that description, coupled with 
the uncontrolled right to decide what laws de
serve that characters to give the power of re
sisting all laws. For as, by the theory, there is 
no appeal, the reasons alleged by the State, good 
or bad, must prevail. If it should be said that 
public opinion is a sufficient check against the 
abuse of this power, it may be asked why it is 
not deemed a sufficient guard against the passage 
of an unconstitutional act by Congress. There
is, however, a restraint in this last case, which 
makes the assumed power of a Stale more inde
fensible, and w hich does not exist in the other. 
There are two appeals from an unconstitutional 
act passed by Congress—one to the judiciary, 
the other to the people and the States. There 
is no appeal from the State decision in theory, 
and the practical illustration shows that the 
courts are closed against an application to review
it, both judges and jurors being sworn to decide 
in its favor. But reasoning on this subject is 
superfluous, when our social compact, in express 
terms, declares that the laws of the United States, 
its constitution, and treaties made under it, are 
the supreme law' of the land ; and, for greater 
caution, adds ‘that the judges in every State 
shall be bound thereby, any thing in the consti
tution or laws of any State to the contrary not
withstanding.’ And it may bo asserted with
out fear of refutation, that no federative govern
ment could exist without a similar provision. 
Look fora moment to the consequence. If South 
Carolina considers the revenue laws unconstitu
tional, and has a right to prevent their execution 
in the port of Charleston, there would be a clear 
constitutional objection to their collection in 
evety other port, and no revenue could be col
lected any where; for all imposts must lie equal. 
It is no answer to repeat, that an unconstitution
al law is no law, so long as the question of its 
legality is to bo decided by the State itself; for 
every law operating injuriously upon any local 
interest will be perhaps thought, and certainly 
represented, as unconstitutional, and, os has been 
shown, there is no appeal.

“ If this doctrine hail been established at an 
earlier day, the Union would have liven dissolved 
in its infancy. The excise law in Pennsylvania, 
the embargo and non-intercourse law in the 
Eastern States, the carriage tax in Virginia, were 
all deemed unconstitutional, and were more un
equal in their operation than any of the laws 
now complained of; but fortunately none of

those States discovered that they had the right 
now claimed by South Carolina. The war ini' 
which we were forced to support the dignity of 
the nation and the rights of our citizens mirfe 
have ended in defeat and disgrace, inste id of vic
tory and honor, if the States who supposed it. 
runious and unconstitutional measure, had 
thottght they possessed the right of nullifying 
the act by which it was declared, and denying 
supplies for its prosecution. Hardly and tin. 
equally as those measures bore upon several 
members of the Union, to the legislatures of none 
did this efficient and peaceable remedy, as it is 
called, biggest itself. The discovery of this inn 
portant feature jn our constitution was reserved 
to the present day. To the statesmen of South 
Carolina lielongs the invention, and upon the 
citizens of that State will unfortunately foil the 
evils of reducing it to practice.

“If the doctrine of a State veto upon the laws 
of the Union carries with it internal evidence of 
its impracticable absurdity, our constitutional 
history will also afford abundant proof that it 
would have been repudiated with indignation 
had it been proposed to form a feature in our 
government.

“ In our colonial state, although dependent on 
another power, we very early considered our
selves as connected by common interest with each 
other. Leagues were formed for common de
fence, and, before the declaration of indepen

dence, we were known in our aggregate character 
as the United Colonies of America. That de
cisive and important step was taken jointly 
We declared ourselves a nation by a joint, not 
by several acts, and when the terms of our con
federation were reduced to form, it was in that 
of a solemn league of several States, hy which 
they agreed that they would collectively form 
one nation for the purpose of conducting some 
certain domestic concerns and' aUtor-ign rela
tions. In the instrument forming that Union 
is found an article which declares tirai every 
State shall abide hy the determinatioVs of Con
gress on all qyvsprrinw which, by tlia/confedera
tion, shnuld j-e Submitted to thenrj

“ Under the confederation, then, no State could 
legally annula decision of t lie Congress, or re
fuse to submit to its execution ; belt no provision 
was made to enforce these decisions. Congres 
made requisitions, but they were not complied 
with. The government could not operate on in- 
dividuals. They had no judiciary, no meansof 
collecting revenue.

“But tile defects of the confederation need 
not lie detailed. Under its eqiemtion we could 
scarcely be called a nation. We had neither 
prosperity at home, nor consideration abroad. 
This state of things could not be endured, and 
our present happy constitution was formed, but 
formed in vain, if this fatal doctrine prevail. It 
was formed for important objects that are an
nounced in the preamble made in the name and 
by the authority of the people of the United 
States, whose delegates framed, and whose con-
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rentrons approved it The most important 
among these objects, that which is placed first 
in rank, on which all the others rest, is ‘ to form 
‘ m0re perfect Union.’ Now, is it possible that 
even if there were no express.provi.sion giving 
supremacy to the constitution and laws of the 
United States over those of the States—can it 
te conceived that an instrument made for the 
purpose of‘forming a more perfect Union’ than 
that of the confederation, could be so construct
ed by the assembled wisdom of our country, as 
to substitute for that confederation a form of 
government dependent for its existence on the 
local interest, the party spirit of a Mate, or of a 
prevailing faction in a State ? Every man of 
iliiii, unsophisticated understanding, who hears 
the question, will give such an answer as will 
preserve the Union. Metaphysical subtlety, in 
pursuit of an impracticable theory, could alone 
have devised one that is calculated to destroy it.

“The constitution declares that the judicial 
powers of the' Imitcd States extend to cases 
arsing under the laws of the United States, and 
that su-ch laws, the constitution and treaties shall 
te paramount to the State constitutions and laws. 
The judiciary act prescribes the mode by which 
the case may he brought before a court of the 
United States : by appeal, when a State tribunal 
shall decide against this provision of the consti
tution. The ordinance declares there shall be 
no appeal ; makes the State law paramount to 
the constitution and laws of the United States ; 
forces judges and jurors to swear that they will 
disregard their provisions ; and even makes it 
penal iu a suitor to attempt relief by appeal. It 
further declares that it shall not lie lawful for 
the authorities of the United States, or of that 
State, to enforce the payment of duties impiosed 
tv lia revenue laws within its limits.

Here is a law of the United States, not even 
pretended to be unconstitutional, repealed by the 
authority of a small majority of the voters of a 
single State. Here is a provision of the consti
tution which is solemnly abrogated by the same 
authority.

“On such expositions and reasonings, the or
dinance grounds not only an assertion of the 
right to annul the laws of which it complains, 
but to enforce it by a threat of seceding from the 
Inion. if any attempt is made to execute them.

" This right to secede is deduced from the na
ture of the constitution, which, they say, is a 
couqiact between sovereign States, who have pre
served their whole sovereignty, and, therefore, 
are subject to no superior ; that, because they 
made the compact, they can break it when, in 
their opinion, it has been departed from, by the 
other States. Fallacious as this course of rea
soning is, it enlists State pride, and finds advo
cates in the honest prejudices of those who have 
not studied the nature of our government suffi
ciently to see the radical error on which it rests.

“The people of the United States formed the 
constitution, acting through the State legisla
tures in making the compact, to meet and discuss

its provisions, rind acting in separate conventions 
when they ratified those provisions ; but, the 
terms used in its construction show it to be a 
government in which the people of all the States 
collectively are represented. We are one people 
in the choice of the President and Vice-President. 
Here the States have no other agency than to 
direct the mode in which the votes shall be 
given. Candidates having the majority of all 
the votes are chosen. The electors of a majority 
of States may have given their votes for one 
candidate, and yet another may be chosen. The 
people, then, and not the States, are represented 
in the executive branch.

‘ In the House of Representatives, there is 
this difference : that the people of one State do 
not, as in the case of President and Vice-Presi
dent. all vote for the same officers. The people 
of all the States do not vote for all the members, 
each State electing only itt^own representatives. 
But this creates no material distinction. When 
chosen, they are all representatives of the United 
States, not representatives of the particular 
State from which they come. They are paid by 
the United States, not by the State, nor are they 
accountable to it for any act done in the per
formance of their legislative, functions ; and 
however they may in practice, as it is their 
duty to do, consult and prefer the interests of 
their particular constituents, when they come in 
conflict with any other partial or local interest, 
yet it is their first and highest duty, as repre
sentatives of the United States, to promote the 
general good.

“ The constitution of the United States, then, 
forms a government, not a league ; and whether 
it be formed Uy compact between the States, or 
in any other manner, its character is the same. 
It is a government in which all the people are 
represented, which operates directly on the peo
ple individually, not upon the States—they re
tained all the power they did not grant. But 
each State, having expressly parted with so 
many powers as to constitute, jointly with the 
other States, a single nation, cannot, from that 
period, possess any right to secede, because 
such secession does not break a league, but de
stroys the unity of a nation ; and any injury to 
that unity is not only a breach which would re
sult from the contravention of a compact, but it 
is an offence against the whole Union. To say 
that any State may at pleasure secede from the 
Union, is to say Altai the United States are not 
a nation ; lie cause it would be a solecism to con
tend that any part of a nation might dissolve its 
connection with the other parts, to their injury 
or ruin, without committing any offence. Seces
sion, like any other revolutionary act, may be 
morally justified by the extremity of oppression ; 
but, to call it a constitutional right, is confound
ing the meaning of terms ; and can only be done 
through gross error, or to deceive those who are 
willing to assert a right, hut would pause before 
they made a revolution, or incur the penalties 
consequent on a failure.
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“ Fellow-citizens of my native State, let me 
not only admonish you, aS the First Magistrate 
of our common country, not to incur the penalty 
of its laws, but use the influence that a father 
would over his children whom he saw' rushing 
to certain ruin. In that paternal language, with 
that paternal feeling, let me tell you, my coun
trymen, that you are deluded by men who are 
either deceived themselves, or wish to deceive 
you. Mark under what pretences you have been 
led on to the brink of insurrection and treason, 
on which you stand ! First, a diminution of the 
value of your staple commodity, lowered by^pver 
production in other quarters, and the consequent 
diminution in the value of your lands, were the 
sole effect of the tariff laws.

u The effect of those laws was confessedly in
jurious, but the evil was greatly exaggerated by 
the unfounded theory you were taught to believe, 
that its burdens wei^ in proportion to your ex
ports, not to your consumption of imported 
articles. Your pride was roused by the assertion 
that a submission to those laws was a state of 
vassalage, and that resistance to them was equal, 
in patriotic merit, to the oppositions our fathers 
offered to the oppressive laws of Great Britain. 
You were told this opposition might be peace
ably, might be constitutionally made ; that you 
might enjoy all the advantages of the Union, 
and bear none of its burdens. Eloquent appeals 
to your passions, to your State pride, to your 
native courage, to your sense of real injury, 
were used to prepare you for the |>eriod when 
the mask, which concealed the hideous features 
of disunion, should be taken off. It fell, and you 
were made to look with complacency on objects 
which, not long since, you would have regarded 
with horror. Look back to the arts which have 
brought you to this state ; look forward to the 
consequences to which it must inevitably lead ! 
Ivook back to what was first told you as an in
ducement to enter into this dangerous course. 
The great political truth was repeated to you, 
that you had the revolutionary right of resisting 
all laws that were palpably unconstitutional and 
intolerably oppressive ; it was added that the 
right to nullify a law rested on the same prin
ciple, but that it was a peaceable remedy ! This 
character which was given to it, made you re
ceive with too much confidence the assertions 
that were made of the unconstitutionality of the 
law', and its oppressive effects. Mark, my fe llow- 
citizens, that, by the admission of your leaders, 
the unconstitutionality must be palpable, or it 
will not justify either resistance or nullification ! 
What is the meaning of the word palpable, in 
the sense in which it is here used ? That which 
is apparent to every one ; that which no man 
of- ordinary intellect will fail to perceive. Is 
the unconstitutionality of these laws of that 
description ? Let those among your leaders 
who once approved and advocated the principle 
of protective duties, answer the question ; and 
let them choose whether they will be considered 
as incapable, then, of perceiving that which must

have been apparent to every man of common 
understanding, or as imposing upon your confi 
dence, and endeavoring to mislead you now 
In either case they are unsafe guides in the 
perilous path they urge you to tread. Ponder 
well on this circumstance, and you will know 
how to appreciate the exaggerated languid 
they address to you. They are not champions 
of liberty emulating the fame of our revolution
ary fathers ; nor are you an oppressed people 
contending, as they repeat to you, against worst! 
than colonial vassalage.

Y ou are free members of a flourishing and 
happy Union. There is no settled design to 
oppress you. You have indeed felt the unequal 
<q>eration of laws which may have been unwisely 
not unconstitutionally passed ; hut that ine
quality must necessarily be removed. At the 
very moment when you were madly urged on 
to the unfortunate course you have begun a 
change in public opinion had commenced. The 
nearly approaching payment |>f the public debt, 
and the consequent necessity of a diminution 
of duties, had already produced a considerable 
reduction, and that, too, on some articles of 
general consumption in your State. The impor
tance of this change was underrated, and yon 
were authoritatively told that no further allevi
ation of your burdens was to be expected, at the 
very time when the condition of the country 
imperiously demanded such a modification of 
the duties as should reduce them to a just and 
equitable scale. But, as if apprehensive of the 
effect of this change in allaying your discontents, 
you were precipitated into the fearful state in 
which you now find yourselves.

‘•I adjure you, as you honor their memory 
as you love the cause of freedom, to which they 
dedicated their lives ; as you prize the peace of 
your country, the lives of its best citizens, and 
your own fair fame, to retrace your stepg. 
Snatch from the archives of your State the dis
organizing edict of its convention ; hid its mem
bers to reassemble, and promulgate the decided 
expressions of your will to remain in the }>ath 
which alone can conduct you to safety, prosperity 
and honor. Tell them that, compared to dis
union, all other evils are light, because that 
brings with it an accumulation of all. Declare 
that you will never take the field unless the 
star-spangled banner of your country shall float 
over you ; that you will not be stigmatized when 
dead, and dishonored and scorned while you 
live, as the authors of the first attack on the 
constitution of your country. Its destroyer? 
you cannot be. You may disturb its peace, you 
may interrupt the course of its prosperity, you 
may cloud its reputation for stability, but iti 
tranquillity will t>c restored, its prosperity will 
return, and the stain upon its national character 
will be transferred, and remain an eternal blot 
on the memory of those who caused the disorder.

u Fellow-citizens of the United .States, the 
threat of unhallowed disunion, the names of 
those, once respected, by whom ft is uttered,
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the array of military force to support it, denote 
the approach of a crisis in our affairs, on which 
the continuance of our unexampled prosyierity, 
our political existence, and perhaps that of all 
free governments, may depend. The conjunc
ture demandedui free, a full, and explicit enun
ciation, not only of my intentions, but of my 
principles of action ; and, as the claim was 
asserted of a right by a State to annul the laws 
of the Union, and even to secede from it at 
pleasure, a frank exposition of my opinions in 
relation to the origin and form of our government, 
and the construction I give to the instrument 
by which it was created, seemed to be proper, 
lining the fullest confidence in the justness of 
the legal and constitutional opinion of my duties, 
which has been expressed, I rely, with equal 
confidence, on your undivided support in my 
determination to execute the laws, to preserve 
the Union by all constitutional means, to arrest, 
if possible, by moderate, hut firm measures, the 
necessity of a recourse to force ; and, if it be the 
will of Heaven that the recurrence of its primeval 
curse on man for the shedding of a brother’s 
blood Should fall upon our land, that it be not 
called down by any offensive act on the part of 
the United States.

“ Fellow-citizens : The momentous case is 
tefore you. On your undivided support of your 
government depends the decision of the great 

j «uestion it involves, whether your sacred Union 
{will he preserved, and the blessings it secures to 

as as one people shall be perpetuated. No one 
can doubt that the unanimity with which that 
decision will be expressed, will be such as to 
inspire new confidence in republican institutions, 
ami that the prudence, the wisdom, and the 
courage which it will bring to their defence, will 
transmit them unimpaired and invigorated to 
our children.”

CHAPTER L X X X.

MESSAGE ON THE SOUTH CAROLINA PROCEED- 
, I NOS.

Is his annual message to Congress at the open
ing of the. session 1832-’33, the President had 
adverted to the proceedings in South Carolina, 
hinting at their character as inimical to the 
Union, expressing his belief that the action in 
reducing the duties which the extinction of the 
public debt would permit and require, would 
put an end to those proceedings ; and if they 
did not, and those proceedings continued^ and 
the executive government should need greater 
powers tlian it possessed to overcome them, he 
promised to make a communication to Congress,

showing the state of the question,—w hat had 
been done to compose it,—and asking for the 
powers which the exigency demanded. The 
proceedings not ceasing, and taking daily a more 
aggravated form in the organization of troops, 
the collection of arms and of munitions of war, 
and in declarations hostile to the Union, he found 
himself required, early in January, to make the 
promised communication ; and did so in a mes
sage to both Houses, of which the following are 
the essential part* which belong to history and 
posterity :

“ Since the date of my last annual message. I 
have had officially transmitted to me by the 
Governor of South Carolina, which 1 now com
municate to Congress, a copy of the ordinance 
passed by the convention which assembled at 
Columbia, in the State of South Carolina, in 
November bust, declaring certain acts of Congress 
therein mentraped, within the limits of that 
State, to be absolutely null and void, and mak
ing it the duty of the legislature to pass such 
laws as would be necessary to carry the same 
into effect from and after the 1st of February- 
next ♦

“ The consequences to which this extraordi
nary defiance of the just authority of the gov
ernment might too surely lead, were clearly 
foreseen, and it was impossible for me tq hesi
tate as to my own duty in such an emergotiey.

“The ordinance had been passed, however, 
without any n it.'tin knowledge of the recom
mendation which, from a view of the interests 
of the nation at large, the Executive had deter
mined to submit to Congress ; and a hope was 
indulged that, by frankly explaining bis senti
ments, and the nature of those duties which the 
crisis would devolve upon him. the authorities 
of South Carolina might lie induced to retrace 
their steps. In this hope, 1 determined to issue 
my proclamation of the 10th of December last, 
a copy of which I now lay before Congress.

" 1 regret to inform you that these reasonable 
expectations have not been realized, and that 
the several acts of the legislature of South 
Carolina, which I now lay before you, and which 
have, all and each of them, finally passed, after 
a knowledge of the desire of the administration 
to modify the laws complained of, are too well 
calculated, both in their positive enactments, 
and in the spirit of opposition which they obvi
ously encourage, wholly to obstruct the collec
tion of the revenue within the limits of that 
State.

“Up to this period, neither the recommenda
tion of the Executive in regard to our financial 
policy and impost system, nor the disposition 
manifested by Congress promptly to act upon 
that subject, nor the unequivocal,expression of 
the public will, in all parts of the Union, ap
pears to have produced any relaxation in the
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measures of opposition adopted by the State of 
South Carolina ; nor is there any reason to hope 
that the ordinance and laws will be abandoned.

“ I have no knowledge that an attempt has 
been made, or that it is in contemplation, to 
reassemble either the convention or the legis
lature ; and it will be perceived that the inter
val before the 1st of February is too short to 
admit of the preliminary steps necessary for 
that purpose. It appears, moreover, that the 
State authorities are actively organizing their 
military resources, and providing the means, 
and giving the most solemn gpsuranees of pro
tection and support to all who shall enlist in 
opposition to the revenue laws.

“ A recent proclamation of the present Gover
nor of South Carolina has openly defied the au
thority of the Executive of the Union, and gene
ral orders from the head quarter.: of the State 
announced his determination to accept the ser
vices of volunteers, and his belief that, should 
their country need their services, they will be 
found at the post of honor and duty, ready to 
lay down their lives in her defence. Under 
these orders, the forces referred to are directed 
to 1 hold themselves in readiness to take the 
field at a moment’s warning and in the city of 
Charleston, within a collection district and a 
port of entry, a rendezvous has been opened for 
the purpose of enlisting mei| for the magazine 
and municipal guard. Thus, South Carolina 
presents herself in the attitude of hostile prepa
ration, and ready even for military violence, if 
need be. to enforce her laws for preventing the 
collection of the duties within her limits.

“ Proceedings thus announced and matured 
must be distinguished from menaces of unlawful 
resistance by irregular bodies of people, who, 
acting under temporary delusion, may be re
strained by reflection, and the influence of public 
opinion, from the commission of actual outrage. 
In the present instance, aggression may be re
garded as committed when it is officially au
thorized, and the means of enforcing it fully j 
provided.

" Under these circumstances, there can be no I 
doubt that it is the determination of the autho- j 
rities of South Carolina fully to carry into effect 
their ordinance and laws after the 1st of Febru
ary. It therefore becomes my duty to bring the 
subject to the serious considerat ion of Congress, 
in onler that such measures as they, in their 
wisdom, may deem fit, shall be seasonably pro
vided; and that it may be thereby understood 
that, while the government is disposed to re
move all just cause of complaint, as far as may 
be practicable consistently with a proper regal'd 
to the interests of the community at large, it is, 
nevertheless, determined that the supremacy of 
the laws shall lie maintained.

“In making this communication, it appears to 
me to be proper not only that 1 should lay be
fore you the acts and proceedings of South Ca
rolina, but that I should also fully acquaint you 
with those steps which I have already caused to

be taken for the due collection of the avenue,
and with my views of the subject generally, that 
the suggestions which the constitution requires 
me to make, in regard to your future legislation 
may be better understood.

“This subject, having early attracted the aux- 
ious attention of the Executive, as soon as it was 
probable that the authorities of South Carolina 
seriously meditated resistance to the faithful exe
cution of the revenue laws, it was deemed ad- 
visable that the Secretary of the Treasury should 
particularly instruct the officers of the United 
States, in that part of the Union, as to the na
ture of the duties prescribed by the existing 
laws.

“ Instructions were accordingly issued, on the 
sixth of November, to the collectors in that 
State, pointing out their respective duties and 
enjoining upon each a firm and vigilant, hut dis
creet performance of them in the emergency then 
apprehended. ,

“ I herewith transmit copies of these instruis 
lions, and of the letter addressed to the district 
attorney, requesting his co-operation. These 
instructions were dictated in the hope that as 
the opposition to the laws, by the anomalous 
proceeding of nullification, was represented to 
be of a pacific nature, to be pursued, substan-* 
tially, according to the forms of the constitution, 
and without resorting, in any event, to force or 
violence, the measures of its advocates would he 
ta^cn in conformity with that profession; and. 
on such supposition, the means afforded by the 
existing laws would have been adequate to meet 
any emergency likely to arise.

“It was, however, not possible altogether to 
suppress apprehension of the excesses to which 
the excitement prevailing in that quarter might 
lead ; but it certainly was not foreseen that ihe 
meditated obstruction to the laws would sosoon 
openly assume its present character.

“ Subsequently to the «late of those instroo 
lions, however, the ordinance of the convention 
was passed, which, if complied with liy the IV - 
pie of that State, must effectually render is 

1 operative the present revenue la1,vs within hr 
limits.

“ This solemn denunciation of the laws and 
authority of the United States has been follow
ed up by a series of acts, on the part of the 
authorities of that State, which manifest a de
termination to render inevitable a resort to those 
measures of self-defence which the paramount 
duty of the federal government requins; hut, 
upon the adoption of* which, that State null 
proceed to execute the purpose it lias avowed in 
this ordinance, of withdrawing from the lnioa

“On the 27th of November, the legislature 
assembled at Columbia ; and, on their meeting 
the Governor laid before them the ordinance of 
the convention, lu bis message, on that «a- I 
sion. he acquaints them that ‘ this ordinance has 
thus become a part of the fundamental lav of 
South Carolina ; ’ that1 the die has been at last 
cast, and South Carolina has at length appealed
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to her ulterior sovereignty as a member of this 
confederacy, and has planted herself on her re- 
j^rved rights. The rightful exercise of this 
power is not a question which we shall any 
Over argue. It is sufficient that she has willed 
it. and that the act is done ; nor is its strict 
compatibility with our constitutional obligation 
to all laws passed by the general government, 
within the authorized grants of j>ower, to lie 
drawn in question, when this interposition is 
exerted in a case in which the compact has been 
palpably, deliberately, and dangerously violated. 
That it brings up a conjuncture of deep and mo
mentous interest, is neither to l>e concealed nor 
denied. This crisis presents a class of duties 
which is referable to yourselves. You have 
been commanded by the people, in their highest 
sovereignty, to take care that, within the limits 
of this State, their will shah lie obeyed.’ ‘The 
measure of legislation.’ he says, ‘ which you have 

/fo employ at this crisis, is the precise amount of 
such enactments as may lie necessary to render 
it utterly impossible to collect, within our limits, 
the duties imposed by the protective tariff's thus 
nullified.’ He proceeds : 1 That you should arm 
every citizen with a civil process, by which he 
may claim, if he pleases, a restitution of his 
goods, seized under the existing imposts, on his 
giving security to abide thft issue of a suit at 
law. and, at the same time, Spline what shall 
constitute treason against the titnte, and, by a 
bill of pains and penalties, contpvl obedience^ 
and punish disobedience to your 4$n laws^ere 
points too obvious to require any discussion. In 
one word, you must survey the whole ground. 
You must look to and provide for all possible 
contingencies. In your own limits, your own 
courts of judicature must not only be supreme, 
but vou must look to the ujtimate issue of any 
convict of jurisdiction and power between them 
and the courts of the United States.’

‘The Governor also asks fur power to g vint 
clearances, in violation of the laws of the Union ; 
and, to prepare for the alternative which must 
happen, unless the United States shall passively 
surrender their authority, and the Executive, 
disregarding his oath, refrain from executing the 
laws oT the Union, he recommends a thorough 
revision of the militia system, and that the Go
vernor “lie authorized to accept, for the defence 
of Charleston and its dependencies, the services i 
of two thousand volunteers, either by companies 
or files;’ and that they he formed into a legion
ary brigade, consisting of infantry, riflemen, ca
valry, field and heavy artillery ; and that they 
be ’armed and oquipjied, from the public arse
nals. completely for the field ; and that appro
priations be made for supplying all deficiencies 
in our munitions of war.’ hi addition to these 
volunteer draughts, he recommends that the 
Governor be authorized 4 to accept the services 
of ten thousand volunteers from the other di
visions of the State, to be organized and ar
ranged in regiments and brigades ; ’ the offi
cers to be. selected by the commander-in-chief ; 
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and that this whole force be called the 4 State 
Guard.’ ,

“If these measures cannot be defeated and 
overcome, by the power conferred by the con
stitution on the federal government, the consti
tution must be considered as incompetent to its 
own defence, the Supremacy of the laws is at an 
end, and the rights and liberties of the citizens 
can no longer receive protection from the go
vernment of the Union. They not only abro
gate the acts of Congress, commonly called the 
tariff acts of 1828 and 1832, but they prostrate 
and sweep away, at once, and without exception, 
every act, and every part of every act, imposing 
any amount whatever of duty on any foreign 
merchandise ; and, virtually, every existing act 
which has ever been passed authorizing the col
lection of the revenue, including the act of 1810, 
and, also, the collection law of 1799, the consti
tutionality of which has never been questioned. 
It is not only those duties which are charged to 
have been imposed for the protection of manu
factures that are thereby regaled, but all others, 
though laid for the purpose of revenue merely, 
and upon articles in no degree suspected of being 
objects of protection. The whole revenue sys- ' 
tern of the United States, in South Carolina, is 
obstructed and overthrown ; and the govern
ment is absolutely prohibited from collecting 
any part of the public revenue within the limits 
of that State. Henceforth, not only the citizens 
of South Carolina and of. the Unite'’ States, but 
the subjects of foreign states, may .«liport any 
description or quantity of merchandise into the 
]>orts of South Carolina, without the payment 
of any duty whatsoever. That State is thus re
lieved from the payment of any part of the pub
lic burdens, and duties and "imposts arc not only 
rendered not uniform throughout the United 
States, but a direct and ruinous preference is 
given to the ports of that State over those of all 
the other States of the Union, in manifest viola
tion of the positive provisions of the constitution.

“ In point of duration, also, those aggressions 
upon the authority of Congress, which, by the 
ordinance, are ma le part of tlie fundamental law 
of South Carolina, are absolute, indefinite, and 
without limitation. They neither prescribe the 
jieriod when they shall cease, nor indicate any 
conditions upon which those who have thus un
dertaken to arrest the operation of the laws are 
to retrace their steps, and rescind their measures. 
They oiler to the United States no alternative 
but unconditional submission. If the scope of 
the ordinance is to l>6 received as the scale of 
concession, their demands can be satisfied only 
by a repeal of the whole system of revenue laws, 
and by abstaining from the collection of any 
duties or imposts whatsoever.

“ By these various proceedings, therefore, the 
State of South Carolina has forced the general 
government, unavoidably, to decide the new 
and dangerous alternative of permitting a State 
to obstruct the execution of the laws within its 
limits, or seeing it attempt to execute a threat
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of withdrawing from the Union. That portion 
of the people at present exercising the authority 
of the State, solemnly assert their right to do 
either, and as solemnly announce their determi
nation to do one or the other.

“In my opinion, both purposes are to be re
garded as revolutionary in their character and 
tendency, and subversive of the supremacy of 
the laws and of the integrity of the Union. 
The result of each is the same ; since a State in 
which, by a usurpation of power, the constitu
tional authority of the federal government is 
openly defied and set aside, wants only the 
form to be independent of tbe Union.

“ The right of the people of a single State to 
absolve themselves at will, and without the 
consent of the other States, from their most 
solemn obligations, and hazard the liberties and 
happiness of the millions composing this Union, 
cannot be acknowledged. Such authority is 
believed to be utterly repugnant both to the 
principles upon which the general government 
is constituted, and to the objects which it is ex
pressly formed to attain.

“ Against all acts which may be alleged to 
■ transcend the constitutional power of the gov

ernment, or which may be inconvenient or op
pressive in their operation, the constitution it
self has prescribed the modes of redress. It is 
the acknowledged attribute of free institutions, 
that, under them, the empire of reason and law 
is substituted for the power of the sword. To 
no other source can appeals for supposed wrongs 
be made, consistently with the obligations of 
South Carolina; to no other can such appeals 
be made with safety at any time ; and to their 
decisions, when constitutionally pronounced, it 
becomes the duty, no less of the " "c authori
ties than of- the people, in every case to yield a 
patriotic submission.

“ In deciding upon the course which a high 
sense of duty to all the people of the United 
States imposes upon the authorities of the 
Union, in this emergency, it cannot be over
looked that there is no sufficient cause for the 
acts of South Carolina, or for her thus placing 
in jeopardy the happiness of so many millions of 
people. Misrule and oppression, to warrant 
the disruption of the free institutions of the 
Union of these States, should be great and last
ing, defying all other remedy. For causes of 
minor character, the government could not sub
mit to such a catastrophe without a violation of 
its n»8t sacred obligations to the other States 
of the Union who have submitted their destiny 
to its hands.

“There is, in the present instance, no such 
cause, either in the degree of misrule or oppres
sion complained of, or in the hopelessness of re
dress by constitutional means. The long sanc
tion they have received from the proper author
ities, and from the people, not less than the un
exampled growth and increasing prosperity of 
so many millions of freemen, attest that no 
such oppression as would justify or even palliate

such a resort; can be justly imputed eitherL 
the present policy or past measures of the f«L 
ral govemmVnt. The same mode of collect^ 
duties, and for the same general objects, which 
began with the foundation of the government 
and which has conducted the country, through 
its subsequent steps, to its present enviable con 
dition of happiness and renown, has not been 
changed. Taxation and representation the 
great principle of the American Revolution, have 
continually gone hand in hand ; and at all times 
and in every instance, no tax, of any kind, has 
been imposed without their participation; and 
in some instances, which have been complained 
of, with the express assent of a part of the rep
resentatives of South Carolina in the councils 
of the government. Up to the present period, 
no revenue has been raised beyond the necessa
ry wants of the country, and the authorized ex
penditures of the government. And as soon as 
the burden of the public debt is removed, those 
charged with the administration have promptly 
recommended a corresponding reduction of rev
enue.

“ That this system, thys pursued, has resulted 
in no such oppression upon South Carolina, 
needs no other proof than the solemn and official 
declaration of the late Chief Magistrate of that 
State, in his address to the legislature. In that’ 
he says, that ‘ the occurrences of the past year, 
in connection with our domestic concerns are 
to be reviewed with a sentiment of fervent gra
titude to tlie Great Disposer of human events; 
that tributes of grateful acknowledgment are 
due for the various and multiplied blessings he 
has been pleased to bestow on our people; that 
abundant harvests, in every quarter of the State, 
have crowned the exertions of agricultural labor ; 
that health, almost beyond former precedent 
has blessed our homes ; and that there is not 
less reason for thankfulness in surveying our 
social condition.’ It would, indeed,be difficult 
to imagine oppression where, in the social con
dition of a people, there was equal cause of 
thankfulness as for abundant harvests, and variai 
and multiplied blessings with which a kind Pro
vidence had favored them.

“ Independently of these considerations, it will 
not escapm observation that South Carolina still 
claims to be a component part of the Cm on. to 
participate in the national councils, and to shire 
in the public benefits, without contributing to 
the public burdens ; thus asserting the danger
ous anomaly of continuing in an association 
without acknowledging any other obligation to 
its laws than what depends upon her own will.
'“In this posture of affairs, the duty of the 

government seems to be plain. It inculcates I 
recognition of that State as a member of the 
Union, and subject to its authority ; a vindica
tion of the just power of the constitution ; the 
preservation of the integrity of the Union; and 
the execution of the laws by all constitutional 
means.
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*,h hü oath of offia

übîigee him to support, declares that the Execu
te ‘shall take care that the laws be faithfully 
executed;’ and, in providing that he shall, from 
time to time, give to Congress information of 
the state of the Union, and recommend to their 
consideration such measures as he shall judge 
nwssary and expedient, imposes the additional 
obligation of recommending to Congress such 
more efficient provision for executing the laws 
as may. from ti ne to time, be found requisite.

“It berng thus shown to l>e the duty of the 
Executive to execute the laws by all constitu
tional means, ic remains to consider the extent 
of those already at his disposal, and what it may 
be proper further to provide.

••In th^s instructions of the Secretary of the 
Treasury to the collectors in South Carolina, the 
provisions and regulations made by the act of 
1799 and also the tines, penalties, and forfeitures, 
ibr their enforcement, are particularly detailed 
and explained. It may be well apprehended, 
nowever, that these provisions may prove inad
equate to meet such an open, powerful, organized 

1 opposition as is to be commenced after the lirst 
day of February next.

"Under these circumstances, and the provi- 
■ sons of the acts of South Carolina, the execution 

of the laws is rendered impracticable even 
through the ordinary judicial tribunals of the 
United States. There would certainly be fewer 
difficulties, and less opportunity of actual colli
sion between the officers of the United Status 
and of the State, and the collection of the revenue 
would be more efiectually secured—if indeed it 
can 1)0 done in any other way—by placing the 
custom-house beyond the immediate power of 

I the county.
"For this purpose, it might Ik* proper to pro- 

| vide that whenever, by any unlawful combination 
I or obstruction in any State, or in any port, it 
I should become impracticable faithfully to collect 
I the duties, the President of the United States 
I should be authorized to alter and abolish such 
I of the districts and ports of entry as should be 
I necessary, and to establish the custom-house at 
I some secure place within some port or harbor 
I of such State; and, in sucli cases, it should be 
1 the duty of the collector to reside at such place, 
I and to detain all vessels and cargoes until the 
■duties imposed by law should be properly se- 
Icured or paid in cash, deducting interest; that, 
I in such cases it should be unlawful to take the 
■vessel and cargo from the custody of the projier 
■officer of the customs, unless by process from 
■the ordinary judicial tribunals of the United 
■States; and that, in case of an attempt otherwise 
|to take the property by a force too great to Ik1 

ncrcume by the officers of the customs, it should 
* lawful to protect the possession of the officers 
P the eiriploymjmt of the land and naval forces, 

tad militia, under provisions similar to those 
wthorized by tlie 11th section of the act of the 
unth of January, 180V.

“It n^y, therefore, be desirable to revive, 
With soroo modifications better adapted to the

occasion, the 6th section of the act of the 3d of 
March, 1815. which expired on the 4th of March. 
1817, by the limitation of that of the 27th ot 
April, 1816; and to provide that, in any case 
where suit shall be brought against any indivi
dual in the courts of the State, for any act done 
under the laws of the United States, he should 
Ik; authorized to remove the said cause, by peti 
tion, into the Circuit Court of the United States, 
without any copy of the record, and that the 
courts should proceed to hear and determine the 
same as if it had been «originally instituted 
therein. And that in all eases of injuries to the 
persons or property of individuals for disobedi
ence to the ordinance, and laws of South Carolina 
in pursuance thereof, redress may be sought in 
the courts of the United States. It may be 
expedient, also, by modifying the resolution of 
the 3d of Marcfi, 17U1, to authorize the marshals 
to make the necessary provision for the safr 
keeping of prisoners committed under the au 
thority of the United States.

Provisions less than these, consisting, as they 
do, for the most part, rather of a revival of 
the policy of former acts called for by the exist
ing emergency, than of the introduction of any 
unusual or rigorous enactments, would not cause 
the laws of the Union to be properly respected 
or enforced. It is believed these would prove 
adequate, unless the military forces of the State 
of South Carolina, authorized by the late act of 
the legislature, should be actually embodied and 
called out in aid of their proceedings, and of the 
provisions of the ordinance generally. Even in 
that case, however, it is believed that no more 
will be necessary than a few modifications of 
its terms, to adapt the act of 1705 to the present 
emergency, as, by the act. the provisions of the 
law of 17V2 were accommodated to the crisis 
then existing; and by conferring authority upon 
the President to give it operation during the ses
sion of Congress, and without the ceremony of 
a proclamation* whenever it shall tie officially 
made known to him by the authority of any 
State, or by the courts of the United States, 
that, within the limits of such State, the laws 
of the United States will he openly opposed, and 
their execution obstructed, by the actual em
ployment of military force, or by any unlawful 
means whatsoever, too great to be otherwise 
overcome.

u In closing this communication, I should do 
injustice to my own feelings not to express my 
confident reliance upon the disposition of each 
department of the government to perform its 
duty, and to co-operate in all measures necessary 
in the present emergency.

“ The crisis undoubtedly invokes the fidelity 
of the patriot and the sagacity of the statesman, 
not more in removing such portion of the public 
burden as may be necessary, than in preserving 
the good order of society, and in the mainte
nance of well-regulated liberty.

u While a forbearing spirit may, and I trust 
will be exercised towards the errors of oui
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brethren in a particular quarter, duty to the rest 
of the Union demands that open and organized 
resistance to the law» should not be executed 
with impunity."’

h
Such was the message which President Jack- 

son sent to the two Houses, in relation to the 
South Carolina proceedings, and his own to 
counteract them ; and it was worthy to follow 
the proclamation, and conceived in the same 
spirit of justice and patriotism, and therefore, 
wise and moderate. He knew that there was a 
deep feeling of discontent in the South, founded 
in a conviction that the federal government w as 
working disadvantageously to that part of the 
Union in the vital points of the levy, and the 
expenditure of the federal revenue ; and that it 
was upon this feeling that politicians operated 
to produce disaffection to the Union. That 
feeling of the masses he knew to be just and 
reasonable, and removable by the action of 
Congress in removing its cause ; and when re
moved the politicians who stirred up discontent 

for “personal and ambition* objects,” would 
become harmless for want of followers, or man
ageable by the ordinary process of law. His 
proclamation, his message, and all his proceedings 
therefore bore a two-fold aspect—one of relief 
and justice in reducing the revenue to the wants 
of the government in the economical adminis
tration of its affairs ; the other of firm and mild 
authority in enforcing the laws against offenders. 
He drew no line between the honest discontented 
masses, wanting only relief and justice, and the 
ambitious politicians inflaming this discontent 
for ulterior and personal objects. He merely 
affirmed the existence of these two classes of 
discontent, leaving to every one to classify him
self by his conduct ; and, certain that the honest 
discontents were the mass, and only wanted 
relief from a real grievance, he therefore pursued 
the measures necessary to extend that relief while 
preparing to execute the laws upon those who 
should violate them. Bills for the reduction of 
the tariff—one commenced in the Finance Com
mittee of the Senate, and one reported from the 
Committee of Ways and Means of the House of 
Representatives—and both moved in the first 
days of the session, and by committees politically 
and personally favorable to the President, went 
hand in hand with the exhortations in the pro
clamation and the steady preparations for enforc
ing the laws, if the extension of justice and the

appeals of reason and patriotism should pn,,„ 
insufficient. Many thought that he ought t« 
relax in his civil measures for allaying discontent 
while South Carolina held the military attitude 
of armed defiance to the United States—mj 
among them Mr. Quincy Adams. But he ad 
hered steadily to his purpose of going on with 
what justice required for the relief of the South 
and promoted, by all the means in his power 
the success of the bills to reduce the revenue 
especially the bill in the House ; and which 
being framed upon that of 1816 (which had 
the support of Mr. Calhoun), and which was 
(now that the public debt was paid), sufficient 
both for revenue and the incidental protection 
which manufactures required, and for the relief 
of the South, must have the effect of satisfying 
every honest discontent, and of exposing and 
estopping that which was not

C II A P T K It L X XXI.

REDUCTION OF DUTIES.-MU. VERPLANKS BILL

Reduction of duties to the estimated amounl 
of three or four millions of dollars, had been 
provided for in the bill of the preceding session, 
passed in July, 1832, to take effect on the4th 
of March, ensuing. The amount of reduction 
was not such as the state of the finances ad
mitted, or the voice of the country demanded, 
but was a step in the right direction, and a good 
one, considering that the protective policy was 
still dominant in Congress, and on trial, as ii 
were, for its life, before the people, as one ofth* 
issues of the presidential election. That elle 
tion was over; the issue had been tried; had 
been found against the “American system.” and 
with this finding, a further and larger reduction 
of duties was expected. The President had re
commended it, in his annual message ; and the 
recommendation, being referred to the Commit
tee of Ways and Means, quickly produced a bill, 1 

known as Mr. Verplank’s, because reported by 
the member of that name. It was taken up | 
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R. VEItl'LANKW BILL
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r and stated that—

“ During the last six years, an annual average 
income of 27,000,000 of dollars had been re- 
Kived ; the far greater part from the customs. 
That this sum had been appropriated, the one 
half towards the necessary expenses of the go- 
temment, and the other half in the payment of 
Ihe public debt. In reviewing the regular calls 
upon the treasury, during the last seven years, 
for the civil, naval, and military departments of 
the government, including all ordinary contin- 

I wticies. about 13,000,000 of dollars a year had 
been expended. The amount of 13,000,000 of 
dollars would seem, even now, sufficient to cover 
the standing neoeasary expenses of government, 
t long delayed debt of public justice, for he 
would not call it bounty, to the soldiers of the 
Revolution, had added, for the present, since it 
could be but for a few years only, an additional 
jnnual million. Fourteen millions of dollars 
then covered the necessary expenditures of our 
government But, however rigid and economi
cal we ought to be in actual expenditures, in 
providing the sources of the revenue, which 
might be called upon for unforeseen contingen
cies, it was wise to arrange it on a liberal scale. 
This would be done by allowing an additional 
million, which would cover, not only extra ex
penses in time of peace, but meet those of 
Indian warfare, if such should arise, as well as 
those of ilfcrcased naval expenditure, from tem
porary collisions with foreign powers, short of 
terminent warfare. We are not, therefore, jus
tifiable in raising more than 15,000,000 dollars 
is a permanent revenue. In other words, at 
least 13,000,000 dollars of the revenue that 
would have been collected, under the tariff sys
tem of 1828, may now be dispensed with ; and, 
in years of great importation, a much larger 
gum. The act of last summer removed a large 
portion of this excess ; yet, taking the imjiorta- 
tion of the last year as a standard, the revenues 
derived from that source, if calculated according 
to the act of 1832, would produce 19,500,000, 
and, with the other sources of revenue, an in
come of 22,000,000 dollars. This is, at least 
geven millions above the wants of the treasury.”

This was a very satisfactory statement. The 
public debt paid off ; thirteen millions (the one 
half) of our revenue remÿred unnecessary ; its 
reduction provided for in the bill ; and the tariff 
of duties by that reduction brought down to the 
standard subtantially of 1810. It was carrying 
ick the protective system to the year of its 

lencement, a little increased in some parti- 
ulars, as in the article of iron, but more than 

mmpensated for, in this increase, in the total 
million of the m ini in urntt, or abritrary valua- 
ions—first introduced into that act, and ufter- 

s greatly extended—by which goods costing 
elow a certain sum were to be assumed to have

cost that sum, and rated for duty accordingly. 
Such a bill, in the judgment of the practical and 
experienced legislator (General Smith, of Mary
land, himself a friend to the manufacturing in
terest), was entirely sufficient for the manufac
turer—the man engaged in the business, and un
derstanding it—though not sufficient for the 
capitalists who turned their money into that 
channel, under the stimulus of legislative pro
tection, and lacked skill and care to conduct their 
enterprise with the economy which gives legiti
mate profit, and to such real manufacturers, it 
was Bound to be satisfactory. To the great op
ponents of the tarif! (the South Carolina school), 
it was also bound to be satisfactory, as it carried 
back the whole system of duties to the standard 
at which that school had fixed them, with the 
great amelioration of the total abolition of the 
arbitrary and injurious minimums. The hill, 
then, seemed bound to conciliate every fair inte
rest: the government, because it gave all the 
revenue it needed ; the real manufacturers, be
cause it gave them an adequate incidental pro 
lection gthe South, because it gave them their 
own hill, and that ameliorated. A prompt pas
sage of the bill might have been expected ; on 
the contrary, it lingered in the House, under in
terminable debates on systems and theories, in 
which ominous signs of conjunction were seen 
between the two extremes which had been lately 
pitted against each other, for and against the 
protective system. The immediate friends of 
the administration seemed to be the only ones 
hearty in the support of the bill ; but they were 
no match, in numbers, for those who acted in 
concert against it—spinning out the time in ste
rile and vagrant debate. The 25th of February 
had arrived, and found the bill still afloat upon 
the wordy sea of stormy debate, when, all of a 
sudden, it was arrested, knocked over, run un
der, and merged and lost in a new one which 
expunged the old one and took its place. It was 
late in the afternoon of that day (Monday, the 
25th of February), and within a week of the 
end of the Congress, when Mr. I.etcher, of Ken
tucky, the fast friend of Mr. Clay, rose in his 
place, and moved to strike out the whole Ver- 
plank bill—every word, except the enacting 
clause—and insert, In lieu of it, a hill offered in 
th'o Senate by Mr. ( ay, since called the “ com
promise,” and which lingered at the door of the 
Senate, upon a question of leave for its admit-
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tanoe, and opposition to its entrance there, on 
account of its revenue character. This was of
fered in the House, without notice, without sig
nal, without premonitory symptom, and just as 
the members were preparing to adjourn. Some 
were taken by surprise, and looked about in 
amazement ; but the majority showed conscious
ness, and, what was more, readiness for action. 
The Northern members, from the great manu
facturing States, were astounded, and asked for 
delay, which, not being granted, Mr. John Davis, 
of Massachusetts, one of their number, thus 
gave vent to his amazed feelings : •

“ He was greatly surprised at the sudden 
movement made in this House. One short hour 
ago, said he, we were collecting our papers, and 
putting on our outside garments to go home, 
when the gentleman from Kentucky rose, and 
proposed to send this bill to a Committee of the 
Whole on the state of the Union, with instruc
tions to strike it all out, and insert, by way of 
amendment, an entire new bill, formed upon 
entirely different principles ; yes, to insert, I 
believe, the bill which the Senate now have un
der consideration. This motion was carried ; 
the business has passed through the hands of the 
committee, is now in the House, and there is a 
cry of question, question, around me, upon the 
engrossment of the bill. Who that was not a 
party to this arrangement, could one hour ago 
have credited this? We have, 1 believe, been 
laboriously engaged for eight weeks upon this 
topic, discussing and amending the bill which 
has been before the House. Such obstacles and 
difficulties have been met at every move, that, 
I believe, very little hope has of late been enter
tained of the passage of any bill. But a gleam 
of light has suddenly burst upon us ; those that 
groped in the dark seemed suddenly to see their 
course ; those that halted, doubted, hesitated, 
are in a moment made firm ; and even some of 
those that have made an immediate abandonment 
of the protective system a sine qua non of their 
approbation of any legislation, seem almost to 
favor this measure. I am obliged to acknowl
edge that gentleman have sprung the proposition 
upon us at a moment when 1 did not expect 
it. And as the measure is one of great interest 
to the people of the United States. 1 must, even 
at this late hour, when I know the House is 
both hungry and impatient, and when I per
ceive distinctly it is their pleasure to vote 
rather than debate, beg their indulgence for a 
few minutes while I state some of the reasons 
which impose on me the duty of opposing the 
passage of this act. [Cries from different 
parts of the House, ‘go on, go on, we will 
hear.’]

“Mr. Speaker, I do not approve of hasty 
legislation under any circumstances, but it'is 
•specially to be deprecated in matters of great im

portance. That this is a measure of great import 
ance, affecting, more or less, the entire popuU. 
tion of the United States, will not be denied 
and ought, therefore, to be matured with cam 
and well understood liy every gentleman who 
votes upon it. And yet, sir, a copy has, for t|„ 
first time, been laid upon our tables, since I 
rose to address you ; and this is the first oppor- 
tunity we have had even to read it. I hop* 
others feel well prepared to act in this precipf 
tatc matter ; but I am obliged to acknowlel»o 
I do not ; for I hold even the best, of intentions 
will not, in legislation, excuse the errors of 
haste.

“ 1 am aware that this measure assumes an 
imposing attitude. It is called a bill of com
promise ; a measure of harmony, of conciliation ■ 
a measure to heal disaffection, and to save 
the Union. Sir, I am aware of the imposing 
effect of these bland titles ; men love to be 
thought generous, noble, magnanimous j but 
they ought to be equally anxious to acquire the 
reputation of being just. While they are 
anxious to compose difficulties in one direction.
1 entreat them not to oppress and wrong the 
people in another. In their efforts to save the 
Union, I hoi*; their zeal will not go so far as to 
create stronger and better-founded discontents 
than those they compose. Peacemakers, media 
tors, men who allay excitements, and tran
quillize public feeling, should, above all conside
rations, study to do it by means not ollèuaivi 
to the contending parties, by means which will 
not inflict a deeper wound than the one which 
is healed. Sir, what is demanded by those tlal 
threaten the integrity of the Union ? An aban
donment of the American system ; a formal 
renunciation of the right to protect American 
industry. This is the language of the nullifica
tion convention ; they declare they regard the 
abandonment of the principle as vastly more , 
important than any other matter ; they "look to 
that, and not to an abatement of duties without 
it ; and the gentleman front South Carolina 
[Mr. Davis], with his usual frankness, told us 
this morning it was not a question of dollars 
and cents ; the money they regarded aot, but 
they required a change of policy.

“ This is a bill to tranquillize feeling, to har
monize jarring opinions ; it is oil poured into 
inflamed wounds ; it is to definitively settle the 
matters of complaint. What assurance have wc 
of that ? Have those who threatened the Union 
accepted it ? lias any one here risen in Ids 
place, and announced his satisfaction and his de
termination to abide by it ? Not a word has 
been uttered, nor any sign or assurance of satis
faction given. Suppose they should vote fur the 
bill, what then ? They voted for the bill of July 
last, and that was a bill passed expressly to rave 
the Union ; but did they not flout at it? Did 
they not spurn it with contempt? And did not 
South Carolina, in derision of that compromise, 
nullify the law ? This is a practical illustratiou 
of the exercise of a philanthropic spirit of con

descension to save the 
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descension to save the Union. Your folly and 
vour imbecility was treated as a jest. It has 
already been said that this law will be no more 
binding than any other, and may be altered and 
modified at pleasure by any subsequent legisla- 
pue. In what sense then is it a compromise ? 
Poes not a compromise imply an adjustment on 
terms of agreement ? Suppose, then, that South 
Carolina should abide by the compromise while 
ehe supposes it beneficial to the tariff States, and 
injurious to her; and when that period shall 
close, the friends of protection shall then pro
pose to re-establish the system. What honor
able num, who votes for this bill, could sustain 
such a measure ? Would not South Carolina 
say you have no right to change this law, it was 
founded on compromise ; you have hail the bene
fit of your side of the bargains, and now I de
mand mine ? Who could answer such a declara
tion! If, under such circumstances, you were 
to proceed to abolish the law, would not South 
Carolina have much more just cause of complaint 
and disaffection than she now has?

v- It has been said, wc ought to legislate now, 
because the next Congress will be hostile to the 
tariff. 1 am aware that such a sentiment has 
been industriously circulated, and we have been 
exhorted to escape from the hands of that body 
as from a lion. l$ut, sir, who knows the senti
ments of that body on this question ! Do you, 
or does any one, possess any information which 
justifies him in asserting that it is more unfriend
ly than this House ? There is, in my opinion, 
little known about this matter, liut suppose 
the members shall prove as ferocious towards 
the tariff as those who profess to know their 
opinions represent, will the passage of this bill 
stop their action ? Can you tie their hands ? 
Give what pledges you please, make what bar- 
pins you may, and that body will act its plea
sure without respecting them. If you fall short 
of their wishes in warring upon the tariff, they 
will not stay their hand ; hut all attempts to 
limit their power by abiding compromises, will 
be considered by them as a stimulus to act up
on the subject, that they may manifest their dis
approbation. It seems to me, therefore, that if 
the next Congress is to be feared, we are pur
suing the right course to rouse their jealousy, 
«nd excite them to action.

“Mr. Speaker, 1 rose to express my views on 
this very important question, I regret to say, 
without the slightest preparation, as it is drawn 
before us at a very unexpected moment. But, 
is some things in this bill arc at variance with 
the principles of public policy whicti I have uni
formly maintained, I could not suffer it to pass 
into i#law without stating such objections as 
hive hastily occurred to me.

“Let me, however, before sitting down, be un
derstood on one point. 1 do not object to a rea
sonable adjustment of the controversies which 
exist I have said repeatedly on this floor, that 
i would go for a gradual reduction on protected 
articles j but it must be very gradual, so that no

violence shall' be done to business ; for all rev 
duction is necessarily full of hazard. My objec
tions to this hill are not so much against the 
first seven years, for I would take the conse- 
quences of that experiment, if the provisions be
yond that were not of that fatal character which 
w ill at once stop all enterprise. But I do ob
ject to a compromise which destines the East 
for the altar. No victim, in my judgement, is 
required, none is necessary ; and yet you pro
pose to bind vis, hand and foot, to pour out our 
Idood upon the altar, and sacrifice us as a burnt 
offering, to appease the unnatural and unfounded 
discontent of the South; a discontent, I fear, 
haring deeper root than the tariff, and will 
continue when that is forgotten. 1 am far from 
meaning to use the language of menace, when 1 
say sttcli a compromise cannot endure, nor can 
any adjustment endure, which disregards the in
terests, and sports with the rights of a large 
portion of the people of the United States. It 
has been said that we shall never reach the low
est point of reduction, before the country will 
become satisfied of the folly of the experiment, 
and will restore the protective policy ; and it 
seems to me a large number in this body act 
under the influence of that opinion. But l cannot 
vote down my principles, on the ground that 
some one may come alter me who will vote them 
up.”

This is one of the most sensible speeches ever 
delivered in Congress ; and, for the side on which 
it wras delivered, perfect ; containing also much 
that was valuable to the other side. The dan
gers of hasty legislation are well adverted to 
The seductive and treacherous nature of compro 
mise legislation, and the probable fate of the act 
of legislation then so called, so pointedly foretold, 
was only writing history a few years in advance. 
The folly of attempting to bind future Congresses 
by extending ordinary laws years ahead, with a 
prohibition to touch them, was also a judicious 
reflection, soon to become history ; while the 
fear expressed that Soutli Carolina would not be 
satisfied with the overthrow of the protective 
policy—“ that the root of her discontent lay 
deeper than the tariff and would continue 
when that was forgotten ”—was an apprehen

sion felt in common with many others, and to 
which subsequent events gave a sad realization. 
But all in vain. The bill whicli made its first 
appearance in the House late in the evening, 
when members were gathering up their over
coats for a walk home to their dinners, was pass
ed before those coats had got on the back ; and 
the dinner which was waiting had but little time 
to cool before the astonished members, their 
work done, were at the table to eat it. A bill
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without precedent in the annals of our legisla
tion, and pretending to the sanctity of a com
promise, and to settle great questions for ever, 
went through to its consummation in the frag
ment of an evening session, without the compli
ance with any form which experience and par
liamentary law have devised for the safety of 
legislation. This evasion of all salutary forms 
was effected under the idea of an amendment to 
a bill, though the substitute introduced was an 
entire bill in itself, no way amending the other, 
or even connecting with it, but rubbing it all 
out from the enacting clause, and substituting a 
new bill entirely foreign, inconsistent, and in
congruous to it. The proceeding was a gross 
perversion of the idea of an amendment, which 
always implies an improvement and not a de
struction of the bill to be amended. But there 
was a majority in waiting, ready to consummate 
what had been agreed upon, and the vote was 
immediately taken, and the substitute passed— 
105 to 71 :—the mass of the manufacturing in
terest voting against it. And this was called a 
“ compromise,” a species of arrangement hereto
fore always considered as founded in the mutual 
consent of adversaries—an agreement by which 
contending parries voluntarily settle disputes or 
questions. But here one of the parties dissent
ed, or rather was never asked for assent, nor 
had any knowledge of the compromise by which 
they were to be bound, until it was revealed to 
their vision, and executed upon their consciences, 
in the style of a suqirisc from a vigilant foe up
on a sleeping adversary. To call this a “ com
promise ” was to make sjmrt of language—to 
burlesque misfortune—to turn force into stip
ulation — and to confound fraud and violence 
w:th concession and contract. It was like call
ing the rape of the Romans upon the Sabine 
women, a marriage. The suddenness of the 
movement, and the want of all time for reflection 
or concert—even one night for private commu
nion—led to the most incongruous association 
of voters—to such a mixture of persons and par
ties as had never been seen confounded together 
before, or since : and the reading of which must 
be a puzzle to any man acquainted with the po
litical actors of that day, the unravelling of 
which would set at defiance both his knowledge 
and his ingenuity. The following is the list— 
the voters with Mr. Clay, headed by Mr. Mark 
Alexander of Virginia, one of bin etiflbst oppon

ents : the voters against him, headed by Mr. Johr 
Quincy Adams, for eight years past his indis
soluble colleague in every system of policy, j„ 
every measure of public concern, and in- every 
enterprise of political victory or defeat. Here u 
the list !

Yf.as.—Messrs. Mark Alexander, Chilton Al
lan, Robert Allen, John Anderson, William G. 
Angel, William S. Archer, John S. Barbour 
Daniel L. Barringer, James Bates, John Bell! 
John T. Bergen, Laughlin Bcthune, James Blair, 
John Blair, Ratliff'Boon, Joseph Bouck, Thomas 
T. Bouldin, John Branch, llenry A. Bullard 
Churchill C. Cambreleng, John Carr, Joseph 
W. Chinn, Nathaniel H. Claiborne, Clement C. 
Clay, Augustin S. Clayton, Richard Coke, jr. 
Henry W. Connor, Thomas Corwin, Richard 
Coulter, Robert Craig, William Creighton, jr. 
Henry Daniel, Thomas Davenport, Warren It! 
Davis, Ulysses F. Doubleday, Joseph Draper 
John M. Felder, James Findlay, William Fitz
gerald, Nathan Gaither, John Gilmore, William 
F. Gordon, Thomas H. Hall, William Hall, Jo
seph M. Harper, Albert G. Hawes, Micajah T. 
Hawkins, Michael Hoffman, Cornelius Holland, 
Henry Horn, Benjamin C. Howard, Henry 
Hubbard, William W. Irvin, Jacob C. Isaacs, 
Leonard Jarvis, Daniel Jenifer, Richard M. 
Johnson, Cave Johnson, Joseph Johnson, Ed
ward Kavanagh, John Leeds Kerr, Henry G. 
Lamar, Garret Y. Lansing, Joseph Leeompte, 
Robert P. Letcher, Dixon II. Lewis, Chitten
den Lyon, Samuel W. Mardis, John Ÿ. Mason, 
Thomas A. Marshall, Lewis Maxwell, Rufus 
Mclntire, James McKay, Thomas Newton. Wil
liam T. Nuckolls, John M. Patton, Franklin E. 
Plummer, James K. Polk, Abraham Rcncher, 
John J. Roane, Erastus Root, Charles 8. Sc wall, 
William B. Shepard, Augustine II. Shepperd, 
Samuel A. Smith, Isaac Southard, Jesse Speight, 
John S. Spence, William Stanberry, James 
Standefer, Francis Thomas, Wiley Thompson, 
John Thomson, Christopher Tompkins, Phineas 
L. Tracy, Joseph Vance, Gulian C. Verplanck, 
Aaron Ward, George C. Washington. James M. 
Wayne, John W. Weeks, Elisha Whittlesey, 
Campbell P. White, Charles A. Wickliffe, John 
T. II. Worthington.

Nays.—Messrs. John Q. Adams. Ilcman Al
len, Robert Allison, Nathan Appleton, Thomas 
D. Arnold, William Babcock, John Bank, 
Noyes Barber, Gamaliel II. Bars tow, Thomas 
Chandler, Bates Cooke, Richard M. Coopei 
Joseph II. Crane, Thomas II. Crawford, John 
Davis, Charles Dayan, Henry A. 8. Dearborn, 
llarmar Denny, Lewis Dewart, John Dickson, 
William W. Ellsworth, George Evans, Joshua 
Evans, Edward Everett, Horace Everett, Georg» 
Grennell, jr., Hi land Hall, William Ileister, Mi 
chael Hoffman, Thomas II. Hughes, Jahei U 
Huntington, Peter Ihric, jr., Ralph I. Ingersoll 
Joseph G. Kendall, Henry King, Humphrey U

Leavitt, Robert McCoy, 
nan, John J. Milligan, 
Jeremiah Nelson, Dutee 
Pendleton, Job Pierson, 
P. Randolph, John Reed 
liam Slade, Nathan Soi 
Joel B. Sutherland, Jo 
F. Vinton, Daniel War 

j mough, Grattan II. Wh 
sey, Ebenezer Young.

CHAPTE II
SEDUCTION OF DÜTIF.
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CHAPTER LXXXII.

KEDUCTION OF DÜTIF.8— MIL CLAY'S BILL.

Os the 12th of February Mr. Clay asked leave 
to introduce a bill for the reduction of duties, 
styled by him a “compromise” measure ; and 
prefaced the question with a speech, of which 
the following are parts :

‘In presenting the modification of the tariff 
bus which I am now about to submit, I have 
tro great objects in view. My first object 
looks to the tariff. 1 am compelled to express 
the opinion, formed after the most deliberate 
reflection, and on a full survey of the whole 
country, that, whether rightfully or wrongfully, 
the tariff stands in imminent danger. If it 
should even he preserved during this session, 
it must fall at the next session. By what eir- 
mmstances. and through what causes, has arisen 
the necessity for this change in the policy of our 
enuntry, I will not pretend now to elucidate. 
Others there are who may differ from the im- 

I pressions which my mind has received upon this 
point Owing, however, to a variety of concur
rent causes, the tariff, as it now exists, is in im
minent danger ; and if the system can he pre
ferred beyond the next session, it must be by 
rome means not now within the reach of human 

I sagacity. The fall of that policy, sir, would he 
productive of consequences calamitous indeed. 
When 1 look to the variety of interests which 

I ire involved, to the number of individuals in
itiated, the amount of capital invested, the 
nine of the buildings erected, and the whole 
erangement of the business for the prosecution 
of the various branches of the manufacturing 
lit which have sprung up under the fostering 
are of this government, I cannot contemplate 
any evil equal to the sudden overthrow of all 
those interests. History can produce no paral
lel to the extent of the mischief which would 
lx produced by such a disaster. The repeal of 

] the Edict of Nantes itself was nothing in com
mon with it That condemned to exile and 
ught to ruin a great number of persons. 

The most respectable portion of the population

of France were condemned to exile and ruin by 
that measure. But in my opinion, sir, the sud
den repeal of the tariff policy would bring ruin 
and destruction on the whole people of this 
country. There is no evil, in my opinion, equal 
to the consequences which would result from 
such a catastrophe.

“ I believe the American system to be in the 
greatest danger ; and I believe it can be placed 
on a better and safer foundation at this session 
than at the next. I heard, with surprise, my 
friend from Massachusetts say that nothing had 
occurred within the last six months to increase 
its hazard. I entreat him to review that opinion. 
Is it correct ? Is the issue of numerous elec
tions, including that of the highest officer of the 
government, nothing ? Is the explicit recom
mendation of that officer, in his message at the 
opening of the session, sustained, as he is, by a 
recent triumphant election, nothing ? Is his de
claration in hiS proclamation, that the burdens 
of the South ought to be relieved, nothing ? Is 
the introduction of the hill in the House of Bep- 
resentatives during this session, sanctioned by 
the head of the treasury and the administration, 
prostrating the greater part of the manufactures 
of the country, nothing? Are the increasing 
discontents, nothing ? Is the tendency of re
cent events to unite the whole South, nothing ? 
What have we not witnessed in this chamber ? 
Friends of the administration bursting all the 
tics which seemed indissolubly to unite them 
to its chief, and, witli few exceptions south of 
the Potomac, opposing, and vehemently oppos
ing, a favorite measure of that administration, 
which three short months ago they contributed 
to establish ? I -et us not deceive ourselves. 
Now is the time to adjust the question in a 
manner satisfactory to both parties. Put it off 
until the next session, and the alternative may, 
and probably then would he, a speedy and ruin
ous reduction of the tariff, or a civil war with 
the entire South.

“It is well known that the majority of the 
dominant party is adverse to the tariff. There 
are many honorable exceptions, the senator from 
New Jersey [Mr. Dickerson], among them. But 
for the exertions of the other party, the tariff 
would have beeli long since sacrificed. Now 
let us look at the composition of the two 
branches of Congress at the next session. In 
this body wc lose three friends of the protective 
policy, without being sure of gaining one. Here, 
judging from the present appearances, we shall, 
at the next session, he in the minority. In the 
House it is notorious that there is a considera
ble accession to the number of the dominant 
party. How, then, I ask, is the system to bo 
sustained against numbers, against the whole 
weight of the administration, against the united 
South, and against the increased impending dan
ger of civil war ?

“ I have been represented as the father of tin 
system, and 1 am charged with an unnatural 
abandonment of my own offspring. I have
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never arrogated to myself any such intimate 
relation to it. I have, indeed, cherished it with 
parental fondness, and my affection is undimin
ished. But in what condition do I find this 
child! It is in the hands of the Philistines, 
who would strangle it I fly to its rescue, to 
snatch it from their custody, and to place it on 
a bed of security ami repose for nine years, 
where it may grow and strengthen, and become 
acceptable to the whole people. I behold a 
torch about being applied to a favorite edifice, 
and I would save it, if possible, before it was 
wrapt in flames, or at least preserve the precious 
furniture which it contain^.”

Mr. Clay further advanced another reason for 
his "bill, and which jraa a wish to separate the 
tariff from politics and elections—a wish which 
admitted their connection—and which, king 
afterwards interpreted by events, was supposed 
to be the basis of the coalition with Mr. Cal
houn ; both of them having tried the virtue of 
the tariff question in elections, and found it 
unavailing either to friends or foes. Mr. Clay, 
its champion, could not become President upon 
its support Mr. Calhoun, its antagonist, could 
not become President upon its opposition. To 
both it was equally desirable, as an unavailable 
element in elections, and as a stumbling-block 
to both in future, that it should be withdrawn 
for some years from the political arena; and 
Mr. Clay thus expressed himself in relation to 
that withdrawal :

“/ visit to see the tariff sejmrated from the 
politics of the country, that business men may 
go to work in security, with some prospect of 
stability in our laws, and without erery thing 
being staked on the issue of elections, as it 
were on the hazards of the die."

Mr. Clay then explained the principle of his 
bill, which was a series of annual reductions of 
one tenth per cent, on the value of all duties above 
twenty per cent, for eight successive years ; and 
after that, the reduction of all the remainder 
above twenty per centum to that rate by two 
animal reductions of the excess : so as to com
plete the reduction to twenty per centum on 
the value of all imported goods on the 30th day 
of September, 1842; with a total abolition of 
duties on about one hundred articles after that 
time; and with a proviso in favor of the right 
of Congress, in the event of war with any foreign 
power to impose such duties as might be neces
sary to prosecute the war. And this was called 
a “compromise,” although there was no stipu

lation for the permanency of the reduced, and 
of the abolished duties ; and no such stipulation 
could be made to bind future Congresses ; and 
the only equivalent which the South received 
from the party of protection, was the stipulated 
surrender of their principle in the clause which 
provided that after the said 30th of September 
1842, ‘ duties should only be laid for raising 
such revenue as might be necessary for an 
economical administration of the govern
ment an attempt to bind future Congresses 
the value of which was seen before the time 
was out. Mr. Clay proceeded to touch the ten
der parts of his plan—the number of years the 
protective policy had to run, and the guaranties 
for its abandonment at the end of the stipulated 
protection. On these points he said :

“ Viewing it in this light, it appeared that 
there were eight years and a half, and nine 
years and a half, taking the ultimate time 
which, would be an efficient protection ; the re
maining duties would be withdrawn by a bien
nial reduction. The protective principle must 
be said to be, in some measure, relinquished at 
the end of eight years and a half. This period 
could not appear unreasonable, and he thought 
that no member of the Senate, or any jiortion 
of the country, ought to make the slightest ob
jection. It now remained for him to consider 
the other objection—the want of a guaranty to 
there being an ulterior continuance of the 
duties imposed by the bill, on the expiration of 
the term which it prescribes. The best gua
ranties would be found in the circumstances 
under which the measure would be passed. It 
it were passed by common consent; if it were 
passed with the assent of a portion, a conside
rable portion, of those who had hitherto di 
rectly supported this system, and by a consi
derable portion of those who opposed it; if 
they declared their satisfaction with the mea
sure, he had no doubt the rate of duties guaran
tied would be continued after the expiration of 
the term, if the country continued at peace.”

Here was a stipulation to continue the pro
tective principle for nine years and a half and 
the bill contained no stipulation to abandon it 
at that time, and consequently no guaranty that 
it would be abandoned ; and certainly the gua
ranty would have been void if stipulated, as it 
is not in the power of one Cotigress to abridge 
by law the constitutional power -of its succes
sors. Mr. Clay, therefore, had recourse to mo
ral guaranties ; and found them good, and best 
in the circumstances in which the bill would be 
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wag expected to be done—a calculation which 
found its value, as to the “ common consent,” 
before the bill was passed, as to its binding 
force before the time fixed for its efficacy to 
begin.

Mr. Forsyth, of Georgia, replied to Mr. Clay, 
and said :

“ The avowed object of the bill would meet 
with universal approbation. It was a project to 
harmonize the people, and it could have come 
from no better source than from the gentleman 
from Kentucky : for to no one were we more 
indebted than to him for the discord and dis
content which agitate us. But a few months 
ago it was in the power of the gentleman, and 
those with whom he acted, to settle this question 
at once and for ever. The opportunity was not 
seized, but he hoped it was not passed. In the 
project now offered, he could not see the elements 
of success. The time was not auspicious. But 
fourteen days remained to the session ; and we 
had better wait the action of the House on the 
bill before them, than by taking up this new 
measure here, produce a cessation of their action. 
Was there not danger that the fourteen days 
would be exhausted in useless debate ? Why, 
twenty men, with a sufficiency of breath (for 
words they would not want), could annihilate 
the bill, though a majority in both Houses were 
in favor of it. He objected, too, that the bill 
was a violation of the constitution, because the 
Senate had no power to raise revenue. Two 
years ago, the same senator made a proposition, 
which was rejected on this very ground. The 
offer, however, would not be useless ; it would 
be attended with all the advantages which could 
follow its discussion here. We shall see it, and 
take it into consideration as the offer of the 
manufacturers. The other party, as we are 
called, will view it as a scheme of diplomacy ; 
not as their ultimatum, but as their tirst offer. 
But the bargain was all on one side. After they 
are defeated, and can no longer sustain a conflict, 
they come to make the best bargain they can. 
The senator from Kentucky says, the”tariff is 
in danger ; aye, sir, it is at its last gasp. It has 
received the immedicable wound ; no hellebore 
can cure it. He considered the confession of the 
gentleman to be of immense importance. Yes, 
sir, the whole feeling of the country is opposed 
to the high protective system. The wily serpent 
that crept into our Eden has been touched by 
the spear of Ithuriel. The senator is anxious 
to prevent the ruin which a sudden abolition of 
the system will produce. No one desires to 
inflict ruin upon the manufacturers ; but suppose 
the Southern people, having the power to control 
the subject, should totally and suddenly abolish 
the system ; what right would those have to 
complain who had combined to oppress the 
South 1 What has the tariff led us to already ? 
From one end of the country to the other, it has 
oroduced evils which are worse than a thousand

tariffs. The necessity of appealing now to fra
ternal feeling shows that that feeling is not 
sleeping, but nearly extinguished. He opposed 
the introduction of the bill as a revenue measure, 
and upon it demamjéd the yeas and nays : which 
w ere ordered.”

The practical, clear-headed, straightforward 
Gen. Smith, of Maryland, put his finger at onco 
upon the fallacy and insecurity of the whole 
scheme, and used a word, the point and applica
tion of which was more visible afterwards than 
at the time it was uttered. He said:

“ That the bill was no cure at all for the evils 
complained of by the South. They wished to 
try the constitutionality of protecting duties.
In this bill there was nothing but protection, 
from beginning to end. We had been told that 
if the bill passed \^th common consent, the sys
tem established by it would not be touched.
But he had once been cheated in that way, arid 
would not be cheated again. In 1810 it was 
said the manufacturers would be satisfied with 
the protection afforded by the bill of that year ; 
but in a few years after they came and insisted 
for more, and got more. After the first four 
years, an attempt would be made to repeal all 
the balance of this bill. He would go no further 
than four years in prospective reduction. The 
reduction was on some articles too great.”

He spoke history, except in the time. The 
manufacturers retained the benefits of the bill 
to the end of the protection which it gave them, 
and then re-established the protective system is 
more amplitude than ever.

1‘ Mr. Calhoun rose and said, he would make 
but one or two observations. Entirely approving 
of the object for which this bill was introduced, 
he should give his vote in favor of the motion 
for leave to introduce it. He who loved the 
Union must desire to see this agitating question 
brought to a term illation. Until it should be 
terminated, we could not expect the restoration 
of peace or harmony, or a sound condition of 
things, throughout the country. He believed 
that to the unhappy divisions which had kept 
the Northern and Southern States apart from 
each other, the present entirely degraded condi
tion of the country (for entirely degraded he 
believed it to be) was solely attributable. The , 
general principles of this bill received his appro
bation. He believed that if the present diiiicul 
ties were to be adjusted, they must be adjusted 
on the principles embraced in the bill, of fixing 
ad valorem duties, except in the few cases in 
the bill to which specific duties were assigned.
He said that it had been his fate to occupy a 
position as hostile as any one could, in reference 
to the protecting policy ; but, if it depended 
on his will, he would not give his vote for the
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prostration of the manufacturing interest. A 
very large capital had been invested in manu
factures, whictyhad been of great service to the 
country ; and he would never give his vote to 
suddenly withdraw all those duties by which 
that capital was sustained in the channel into 
which it had been directed. But he would only 
vote for the ad valorem system of duties, which 
he deemed the most beneficial and the most 
equitable. At this titae, he did not rise to go 
into a consideration of any of the details of this 
bill, as such a course would be premature, and 
contrary to the practice of the Senate. There 
were some of the provisions which had his entire 
approbation, and there were some to which he 
objected. But he looked upon these minor 
points of difference as points in the settlement 
of which no difficulty would occur, when gen
tlemen meet together in that spirit of mutual 
compromise which, he doubted not, would be 
brought into their deliberations, without at all 
yielding the constitutional question as to the 
right of protection.” -x

This union of Mr. Calhoun and Mr. Clay in 
the belief of the harmony and brotherly affection 
which this bill would produce, professing as it 
did, and bearing on its face the termination of ■ 
the American system, afforded a strong instance 
of the fallibility of political opinions. It was 
only six months before that the dissolution of 
tile Union would be the effect, in the opinion of 
one of them, of the continuance of the American 
system—an(j of its abandonment in the opinion 
of the other. Now, both agreed that the bill 
which professed to destroy it would restore 
peace and harmony to a distracted country. 
How far Mr. Clay then saw the preservation, 
and not the destruction, of the American system 
in the compromise he was making, may be 
judged by what he said two weeks later, when 
he declared that he looked forward to a re-action 
which would restore the protective system at 
the end of the time.

The first news of Mr. Clay’s bill was heard 
with dismay by the manufacturers. Niles’ Re
gister, tlwj most authentic organ and devoted 
advocate of that class, heralded it thus : “ Mr. 
Clay's new tariff project will be received like 
a crash of thuiuler in the winter season, and 
some will hardly trust the evidence of their 
senses on a first examination of it—so radical 
and sutlden is the change of policy proposed 
because of a combination of circumstances 
which, in the judgment of Mr. Clay, has ren
dered such a change necessary. It may be 
that our favorite systems are all to be destroy

ed. If so the majority determine—so be V» 
The manufacturers flocked in crowds to Washing, 
ton City—leaving home to stop the bill—arriving 
at Washington to promote it. Those practical 
men soon saw that they had gained a reprieve 
of nine years and a half in the benefits of protec
tion, with a certainty of the re-establishment of 
the system at the end of that time, from t|le 
revulsion which would be made in the revenue 
—in the abrupt plunge at the end of that time 
in the scale of duties from a high rate to an ad 
valorem of twenty per centum ; and that leaving 
one hundred articles free. This nine years and 
a half reprieve, with the certain chance for the 
revulsion, they found to be a good escape from 
the possible passage of Mr. Verplank’s bill, or 
its equivalent, at that session ; and its certain 
passage, if it failed then, at the ensuing session 
of the new Congress. They found the protective 
system dead without this reprieve, and now re
ceived as a deliverance what had been viewed as 
a sentence of execution ; and having helped the 
hill through, they went home rejoicing, and more 
devoted to Mr. Clay than ever.

Mr. Webster had not been consulted, in the 
formation of this bill, and was strongly oppowd 
to it, as well as naturally dissatisfied at the ne
glect with which he had been treated. As the 
ablest champion of the tariff, and the represen
tative of the chief scat of manufactures, he 
would naturally have been consulted, and maue 
a party, and a leading one, in any scheme of 
tariff adjustment ; on the contrary, the whole 
concoction of the bill between Mr. Clay and Mr. 
Calhoun had been entirely concealed from him. 
Symptoms of discontent appeared, at times, in 
their speeches ; and, on the night of the 23d, 
some sharp words passed—composed the next 
day by their friends : but it was a strange idea 
of a ‘'compromise,” from which the main party 
was to he excluded in its formation, and bound 
in its conclusion. And Mr. Webster took an 
immediate opportunity to show that he had net 
been consulted, and would not he bound by the 
arrangement that had lieen made. He said:

“ It is impossible that this proposition of the 
honorable member from Kentucky should not ex
cite in the country a very strong sensation ; and, in 
the relation in which 1 stand to the subject. I am 
anxious, at an early moment, to say, that, as fat 
as 1 understand the bill, from the gentleman1! 
statement of it, there are principles in it to 
which I do not at present see how 1 can evei
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concur. If I understand the plan, the result 
0f it will be a well-understood surrender of 
the power of discrimination, or a stipulation 
not to use that power, in the laying duties on 
imports, after the eight or nine years have ex
pired. This appears to me to be matter of great 
moment. I hesitate to be a party to any such 
stipulation. The honorable member admits, 
that though there will be no positive surren
der of the power, there will be a stipulation not 
to exercise it ; a treaty of peace and amity, as 
he says, which no American statesman can, here
after, stand up to violate. For one, sir, I am 
not ready to enter into the treaty. I propose, 
so far as depends on me, to leave all dur succes
sors in Congress as free to aot as we are our
selves.

« fhe honorable member from Kentucky says 
the tariff is in imminent danger ; that, if not 
destroyed this session, it cannot hope to survive 
the next. This may be so, sir. This may be 
so. But, if it be so, it is because the American 
people will not sanction the tariff ; and, if they 
will not, why, then, sir. it cannot be sustained 
at all. I am not quite so despairing as the hon
orable member seems to be. I know nothing 
which has happened, within the last six or eight 
months, changing so materially' the prospects of 
the tariff. I do not despair of the success of an 
appeal to the AnffeKcan people, to take a just 
care of their own interest, and not to sacrifice 
those vast interests which have grown up under 
the laws of Congress.”

There was a significant intimation in these few 
remarks, that Mr. Webster had not been con
sulted in the preparation of this bill. He shows 
that he had no knowledge of it, except from Mr. 
Clay’s statement of its contents, on the floor, for 
it had not then been read ; and the statement 
rade by Mr. Clay was his only means of under- 
ebnding it. This is the only public intimation 
which he gave of that exclusion of himself from 
all knowledge of what Mr. Clay and Mr. Cal
houn were doing ; but, on the Sunday after the 
sharp words between him and Mr. Clay, the fact 
was fully communicated to me, by a mutual 
friend, and as an injurious exclusion which Mr. 
Webster naturally and sensibly felt. On the 
next day, he delivered his opinions of the bill, 
in an unusually formal manner—in a set of re
solutions, instead of a speech—thus :

"Resolved, That the annual revenues of the 
country ought not to be allowed to exceed a 
just estimate of the wants of the government ; 
and that, as soon as it shall be ascertained, w ith 
reasonable certainty, that the rates of duties on 
imports as established by the act of July, 1832, 
will yield an excess over those wants, provision 
ought to be made for their reduction ; and that,

in making this reduction, just regard should b« 
had to the various interests and opinions of dif
ferent parts of the country, so as most effectu
ally to preserve the integrity and harmony of 
the Union, and to provide for the common de
fence, and promote the general welfare of tho 
whole.

“ But, whereas it is certain that the diminu
tion of the rates of duties on some articles 
would increase, instead of reducing, the aggre
gate amount of revenue on such articles ; and 
whereas, in regard to such articles as it has 
been the policy of the country to protect, a 
slight reduction on one might produce essential 
injury, and even distress, to large classes of the 
community, while another might bear a larger 
reduction without any such consequences ; and 
whereas, also, there are -many articles, the duties 
on which might be reduced, or altogether abol
ished, without producing any other effect than 
the reduction of revenue : Therefore, 

uJltsolved, That, in reducing the rates of du
ties imposed on imports, by the act of the 14th 
of July aforesaid, it is not wise or judicious to 
proceed by way of an equal reduction per centum 
on all articles ; but that, as well tho amount as 
the time of reduction ought to be fixed, in re
spect to the several articles, distinctly, having 
.due regard, in each case, to the questions whether 
the i wo posed reduction will affect revenue alone, 
or how far it will operate injuriously on those 
domestic manufactures hitherto protected ; es
pecially such as are essential in time of war, and 
such, also, as have been established on the faith 
of existing laws ; and, above all, how far such 
proposed reduction will affect the rates of wages 
and the earnings of American manual labor.

uJt vaulted, That it is unwise and injudicious, 
in regulating imposts, to adopt a plan, hitherto 
equally unknown in the history of this govern
ment, and in the practice of all enlightened na
tions, which shall, either immediately or pros
pectively, reject all discrimination on articles to 
be taxed, whether they be articles of necessity 
or of luxury, of general consumption or of limit
ed consumption ; and whether they be or tie not 
such as arc manufactured and produced at home, 
and which shall confine all duties to one equal 
rate per centum on all articles.

■ Ilesolred, That, since the people of the United 
States have deprived the State governments of 
all power of fostering manufactures, however 
indispensable in peace or in war, or however im
portant to national independence, by commercial 
regulations, or by laying duties on imports, and 
have transferred the whole authority to make 
such regulations, and to lay such duties, to the 
Congress of the United States, Congress cannot 
surrender or abandon such power, compatibly 
with its constitutional duty ; and, therefore, 

"lleautved, That no law ought to be passed on 
the subject of imposts, containing any stipula
tion, express or implied, or giving any pledge or"' 
assurance, direct or indirect, which shall tend to 
restrain Congress from tho full exercise, at alJ
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times hereafter, of all its constitutional powers, 
in giving reasonable protection to American in
dustry, countervailing the policy of foreign na
tions, and maintaining the substantial indepen
dence of the United States»”

These resolutions brought the sentiments of 
Mr. Webster, on the tariff and federal revenue, 
very nearly to the standard recommended by 
General Jackson, in his annual message ; which 
was a limitation of the revenue to the wants of 
the government, with incidental protection to 
essential articles ; and this approximation of 
policy, with that which had already taken place 
on the doctrine of nullification and its measures, 
and his present support of the “ Force Bill,” may 
have occasioned the exclusion of Mr. Webster 
from all knowledge of this “ compromise.” Cer
tain it is, that, with these sentiments on thd sub
ject of the tariff and the revenue, and with the 
decision of the people, in their late elections 
against the American system, that Mr. Webster 
and his friends would have acted with the friends 
of General Jackson and the democratic party, 
in the ensuing Congress, in reducing the duties' 
in a way to be satisfactory to every reasonable 
interest ; and, above all, to be stable ; and to 
free the country from the agitation of the tariff 
question, the manufacturers from uncertainty, 
and the revenue from fluctuations which alter
nately gave overflowing and empty treasuries. 
It was a consummation devoutly to be wished ; 
and frustrated by tlie intervention of the delu
sive “ compromise,” concocted out of doors, and 
in conclave by two senators ; and to he carried 
through Congress by their joint adherents, and 
by the fears of some and the interests of others.

Mr. Wright, of New-York, saw objections to 
the hill, which would be insurmountable in other 
circumstances, lie proceeded to state these ob
jections, and the reason which would outweigh 
them in his mind :

tion—negro cloths. Again, while it increase! 
this duty, it imposes no corresponding duty oa 
the raw material from which the fabric is made

“Another objection arose from his mature 
conviction that the principle of home valuation 
was absurd, impracticable, and of very unequal 
operation. The reduction on some articles of 
prime necessity—iron, for example—was 80 great 
and so rapid, that he was perfectly satisfied'’that 
it would stop all further production before the 
expiration of eight years. The principle of dis- 
crimination was one of the points introduced 
into the discussion ; and, as to this, he would sar 
that the hill did not recognize, after a limited 
period, the power of Congress to afford protec
tion by discriminating duties. It provides pro
tection for a certain length of time, hut does not 
ultimately recognize the principle of protection 
The bill proposes ultimately to reduce all arti
cles which pay duty to the same rate of duty 
This principle of revenue was entirely unknown 
to our laws, and, in his opinion, was an unwar
rantable innovation. Gentlemen advocating the 
principle and policy of free trade admit the power 
of Congress to lay and collect such duties as are 
necessary for tho purpose of revenue ; and to 
that extent they will incidentally afford pro
tection to manufactures. He would, upon all 
occasions, contend that no more money should 
lie raised from duties on imports than the gov
ernment needs ; and this principle he wished 
now to state in plain terms. lie adverted to 
the proceedings of the Free Trade Convention 
to show that, by a large majority, (120 to 
they recognized the constitutional power of Con
gress to afford incidental protection to domestic 
manufactures. They expressly agreed that the 

| principle of discrimination was in consonance 
: with the constitution.

“ Still another objection he had to the bill. It 
proposed on its lace, and, as he thought,directly, 
to restrict the action of our successors. We had 

i no power, he contended, to hind our successors, 
I We might legislate prospectively, and a future 
| Congress could stop the course of this prosper- 
' live legislation, lie had, however, no alternative 
hut to vote for the hill, with all its defects, be
cause it contained some provisions which the 
state of the country rendered indispensably ne
cessary.”

“ He thought the reduction too slow for the 
first eight years, and vastly too rapid afterwards. 
Again, he objected to the inequality of the rule 
of reduction which had been adopted, it will 
he seen, at once, that on articles paying one 
hundred per cent duty, the reduction is danger
ously rapid There was uniformity in the rule 
adopted by the hill, as regards its operation on 
existing laws. The first object of the hill was 
to effect a compromise between the conflicting 
views of the friends and the opponents of pro
tection. It purports to extend relief to Southern 
interest ; and yet it enhances the duty on one of 
the most material articles of Southern consump-

Ile then stated the reason which would induce 
him to vote for the bill notwithstanding these 
objections. 11 was found in the attitude of South 
Carolina, and in the extreme desire which he 
had to remove all cause of discontent in that 
State, and to enable her to return to the state of 
feeling which belonged to an affectionate member 
of the Union. For that reason he would do what 
was satisfactory to her, though not agreeable to 
himself.

While the bill was still depending before 
the Senate, the hill itself for which the lean
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ns being asked, made its appearance at the 
door of the chamber, with a right to enter it, 
in the shape of an act passed by the House, 
and sent to the Senate for concurrence. This 
was a new feature in the game, and occasioned 
the Senate bill to be immediately dropped, and 
the House bill put in its place; and which, being 
quickly put to the vote, was passed, 29 to 10.

“Yeas-—Messrs. Bell, Bifib, Black, Calhoun, 
Chambers, Clay, Clayton, Exving, Foot, Forsyth, 
Frelinghuysen, Grundy, Hill, Holmes, Johnston, 
King, Mangum, Miller, Moore, Maudain, Poin
dexter, Hives, Robinson, Sprague, Tomlinson, 
Tyler,'Waggaman, White, Wright.

“Nays.—Messrs. Benton, Buckner. Dallas, 
Dickerson, Dudley, Hendricks, Knight,'Prentiss, 
Robbins, Ruggles, Seymour, Silsbce, Smith, Tip- 
ton. Webster, Wilkins.”

And the bill was then called a “compromise,” 
which the dictionaries define to be an “agreement 
without the intervention of arbitrators ; ” and so 
called, it was immediately proclaimed to be 
sacred and inviolable, as founded on mutual con
sent. although the only share which the manu
facturing States (Pennsylvania, New Jersey, 
Maryland, Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Ver
mont) had in making this “ compromise,” was 
to see it sprung upon them without notice, ex
ecuted upon them as a surprise, and forced upon 
them by anti-tariff votes, against the strenuous 
resistance of their senators and representatives 
in both Houses of Congress.

An incident which attended the discussion of 
this bill shows the manner in which great meas
ures—especially a bill of many particulars, like 
the tarjff, which affords an opportunity of grati
fying sffihj; interests—may be worked through 
a legislative body, even the Senate of the United 
States, by other reasons than those derived from 
its merits. The case was this : There were a 
few small manufactories in Connecticut and some 
other New England States, of a coarse cloth call
ed, not Kendall green, but Kendall cotton— 
quite antithetically, as the article was made 
wholly of wool—of which much was also import
ed. As it was an article exclusively for the la
boring population, the tariff of the preceding 
session made it virtually free, imposing only a 
duty of five per centum on the value of the cloth 
vnd the same on the wool of which it was made. 
Now this article was put up in this “ compro
mise” bill which was to reduce duties, to fifty 
per centum, aggravated by an arbitrary minimum

valuation, and by the legerdemain of retaining 
the five per centum duty on the foreign wool 
which they used, and which was equivalent to 
making it free, and reduced to that low rate to 
harmonize the duty on the raw material and 
the cloth. General Smith, of Maryland, moved 
to strike out this duty, so flagrantly in con
trast to the professed objects of the bill, and 
in fraud of the wool duty ; and that motion 
brought out the reason why it was put there 
—which was, that it was necessary to secure 
the passage of the bill. Mr. Foot, of Con- 

Yiecticut, said : “ This was an important
feature of the bill, in which his constituents 
hail a great interest. Gentlemen from the 
South had agreed to it; and they were com
petent to guard their own interestMr. Clay 
said : “ The provision proposed to be stricken 
out was an essential part of the compromise, 
which, if struck out, wonltl destroy the whole.” 
Mr. Bell of New Hampshire, said : “ The pas
sage of the bill depended upon it. If struck 
out, he should feel himself compelled to vote 
against the bill.” So R was admitted by those 
who knew what the/\said, that this item had 

been put into the hill while in a state of concoc
tion out of doors, and as a douceur to conciliate 
the votes which were to pass it. Thereupon 
Mr. Benton stood up, and

“ Animadverted on the reason which was al
leged for this extraordinary augmentation of 
duties in a hill which was to reduce duties. The 
reason was candidly expressed on this floor. 
There were a few small manufactories of these 
woollens in Connecticut ; and unless these man
ufactories be protected by an increase of duties, 
certain members avow their determination to 
vote against the whole bill ! This is the secret 
—no Knot a secret, for it is proclaimed. 11 was 
a secret, but is not now. Two or three little 
factories in Connecticut must be protected ; and 
that by imposing an annual tax upon the wearers 
of these coarse woollens of four or five times the 
value of the fee-simple estate of the factories. 
Better far, as a point of economy and justice, to 
purchase them and burn them. The whole 
American system is to lie given up in the year 
1842 ; and why impose an annual tax of near 
five hundred thousand dollars, upon the laboring 
community, to prolong, for a few years, a few 
small branches of that system, when the whole 
bill has the axe to the root, and nods to its fall I 
But, said Mr. B., these manufactories of coarse 
woollens, to be protected by this bill, are not 
even American ; they are rather Asiatic estab
lishments in America ; for they get their wool 
from Asia, and not from America. The impor*
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tation of this wool is one million two hundred 
and fifty thousand pounds weight; it comes 
chiefly from Smyrna, and costs less than eight 
cents a pound. It was made free of duty at the 
last session of Congress, as an equivalent to these 
very manufactories for the reduction of the duty 
on coarse woollens to five per cent. The two 
measures went together, and were, each, a con
sideration for the other. Before that time, and 
by the act of 1828, this coarse wool was heavily 
dutied for the benefit of the home wool growers. 
It was subjected to a double duty, one of four 
cents on the pound, and the other of fifty per 
cent, on the value. As a measure of compromise, 
this double duty was abolished at the last session. 
The wool for these factories was admitted duty 
free, and, as an equivalent to the community, 
the woollens made out of the corresponding kind 
of wool were admitted at a nominal duty. It 
tvas a bargain, entered into in open Congress, 
and sealed with all the forms of law. Now, in 
six months after the bargain was made, it is to 
be broken. The manufacturers are to have the 
duty on woollens run up to fifty per cent, for 
protection, and are still to receive the foreign 
wool free of duty. In plain English, they are 
to retain the pay which was given them for re
ducing the duties on these coarse woollens, and 
they are to have the duties restored.

“ He said it was contrary to the whole tenor 
and policy of the bill, and presented the strange 
contradiction of multiplying duties tenfold, upon 
an article of prime necessity, used exclusively 
by the laboring part of the community, while 
reducing duties, or abolishing them in toto, upon 
every^ article used by the rich and luxurious. 
Silks were to be free ; cambrics and tine linens 
were to be free ; muslins, and casimeres, and 
broad cloths were to be reduced ; but the coarse 
woollens, worn by the laborers of every color 
and every occupation, of every sex and of every 
age, bond or free—these coarse woollens, neces
sary to shelter the exposed laborer from cold 
and damp, arc to be put up tenfold in point of 
tax, and the cost of procuring them doubled to 
the wearer.

“ The American value, and not the foreign 
cost, will be the basis of computation for the 
twenty percent. The difference, when all is fair, 
is about thirty-five per cent, in the value; so 
that an importation of coarse woollens, costing 
one million in Europe, and now to pay five per 
cent, on that cost, will be valued, if all is fair, at 
one million three hundred and fifty thousand 
dollars ; and the twenty per cent, will be cal
culated on that sura, and will give two hundred 
and seventy thousand dollars, instead of two 
hundred thousand dollars, for the quantum of 
the tax. It will be near sixfold, instead of four
fold, and that if all is fair ; but if there are gross 
errors or gross frauds in the valuation, as every 
human l>eing knows there must be, the real tax 
may be far above sixfold, tin this very floor, 
and in this very debate, we hear it computed, by 
way of recommending this bill to the manufac

turers, that the twenty per cent, on the statuts 
book will exceed thirty in the custom-house

“ Mr. B. took a view of the circumstance, 
which had attended the duties on these coir» 
woollens since he had been in Congress. Even 
act had discriminated in favor of these goods 
because they were used by the poor and the 
laborer. The act of 1824 fixed the duties upon 
them at a rate one third less than on other wool- 
lens ; the act of 1828 fixed it at upwards of one 
half less; the act of 1832 fixed it ninetenthi 
less. All these discriminations in favor of coarse 
woollens were made upon the avowed principle 
of favoring the laborers, bond and free—the 
slave which works the field for his master the 
mariner, the miner, the steamboat hand,’the 
worker in stone and wood, and every out-door 
occupation. It was intended by the framers of 
all these acts, and especially by the supporters 
of the act of 1832, that this class of our popula
tion, so meritorious from their daily labor, so 
much overlooked in the operations of the gov- 
ernment, because of their little weight in the 
political scale, should at least receive one boon 
from Congress—they should receive their work
ing clothes free of tax. This was the intention 
of successive Congresses ; it was the performance 
of this Congress in its act of the last session; 
and now, in six short months since this boon 
was granted, before the act had gone into effect, 
the very week before the act was to go into 
effect, the boon so lately granted, is to be snatched 
away, and the day laborer taxed higher than ever; 
taxed fifty per cent, upon his working clothes I 
while gentlemen and ladies are to have silks and 
ciunbrics, and fine linen, free of any tax at all !

“In allusion to the alleged competency of 
the South to guard its own interest, as averred 
by Mr. Foot, Mr. Benton said that was a specks 
of ability not confined to the South, but existent 
also in the North—whether indigenous or exotic 
he could not say—but certainly existent there, 
at least in some of the small States ; and active 
when duties were to be raised on Kendal cotton 
cloth, and the wool of which it was made to re
main free.”

The motion of General Smith was rejected, 
of course, anti by the same vote which passed 
the bill, no one of those giving way an inch of 
ground in the House who had promised out of 
doors to stand by the hill. Another incident to 
which the discussion of this bill gave rise, and 
the memory of which is necessary to the under
standing of the times, was the character of 
“protection” which Mr. Clay openly claimed 
for it ; and the peremptory manner in which he 
and his friends vindicated that claim in open 
Senate, and to the face of Mr. Calhoun. The 
circumstances were these: Mr. Forsyth object
ed to the leave asked by Mr. Clay to introduce 
his bill, because it was a revenue bill, the origk
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nation of which under the constitution exclu- 
eively belonged to the House of Representa
tives, the immediate representative of the peo
ple. And this gave rise to an episodical debate, 
in which Mr. Clay said : “ The main object of 
the hill Is not revenue, but protection—In an
swer to several senators who said the bill was 
in abandonment of the protective principle, Mr. 
Clay said : “ The language of the bill author
ized no such construction, and that no one 
vould be justified in inferring that there was 
to be an abandonment of the system of protec- 
(jon_ii_And Mr. Clayton, of Delaware, a sup
porter of the bill, said : “ The government can
nai be kept together f the principle of protec
tion were to be discarded in our policy ; 
and dtclared that he would pause before he 
surrendered that principle, even to save the 
Union."—Mr. Webster said : “ The bill is
brought forward by the distinguished senator 
from Kentucky, who professes to have re
nounced none of his former opinions as to the 
constitutionality and expediency of protec
tion"— And Mr. Clay said further : “ The bill 
assumes, as a basis, adequate protection for 
nine years, and less (protection) beyond that 
term. The friends of protection say to their 
opponents, we are willing to lake a lease of 
nine years, with the long chapter of accidents 
beyond that period, including the chance of 
tar, the restoration of concord, and along 
tith it a conviction common to all. of the util
ity of protection ; and in consideration of it, 
if in 1842 none of these contingencies shall 
bare been realized, we are willing to submit, 
as long as Congress may think proper, with a 
maximum of twenty per centum," &c.—“ He 
avowed his object in framing the bill was to 
secure that protection to manufactures which 
mryone foresaw must otherwise soon be swept 
away." So that the bill was declared to be one 
of protection (and upon sufficient data), upon 
a lease of nine years and a half, with many 
dunces for converting the lease into a fee sim
ple at the end of its run ; which, in fact, was 
done ; but with such excess of protection as to 
produce a revulsion, and another tariff catastro
phe in 1840. The continuance of protection 
was claimed in argument by Mr. Clay and his 
friends throughout the discussion, but here it 
was made a point on which the fate of the bill 
depended, and on which enough of its friends to
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defeat it declared they would not support it ex
cept as a protective measure. Mr. Calhoun in 
other parts of the debate had declared the bill 
to be an abandonment of protection ; but at 
this critical point, when such a denial from him 
would have been the instant death warrant of 
the bill, he said nothing. His desire for its pas
sage must have been overpowering when he 
could hear such declarations writhout repeating 
his denial.

On the main point, that of the constitutionali
ty of originating the bill in the Senate, Mr. Web
ster spoke the law of Parliament when he said :

“It was purely a question of privilege, and 
the decision of it belonged alone to the other 
Iloilse, The Senate, by the constitution, could 
not originate bills for raising revenue. It was 
of no consequence whether the rate of duty 
were increased or decreased ; if it was a money 
bill it belonged to the House to originate it. 
In the House there was a Committee of Ways 
and Means organized expressly for such objects. 
There was no such committee in the Senate. 
The constitutional provision was taken from the 
practice of the British Parliament, whose usages 
were well known to the framers of the constitu
tion, with the modification that the Senate might 
alter and amend money bills, which was denied 
by the House of Commons to the Lords. This 
subject belongs exclusively to the House of 
Representatives. The attempt to evade the 
question, by contending that the present bill 
was intended for protection and not for revenue, 
afforded no relief, for it was protection by means 
of revenue. It was not the less a money hill 
from its object being protection. Alter" 1842 
this bill would raise the revenue, or it would 
not be raised by existing laws. He was alto
gether opposed to the provisions of this hill ; 
but this objection was one which belonged to 
the House of Representatives.”

Another incident which illustrates the vice 
and tyranny of this outside concoction of mea
sures between chiefs, to he supported in the 
House by their adherents as they fix it, occur
red in tile progress of this bill. Mr. Benton, 
perceiving that there was no corresponding re
duction of drawback provided for on the expor
tation of the manufactured article made out of 
an imported material on which duty was to ho 
reduced, and supposing it to have been an over
sight in the framing of the bill, moved an 
amendment to that efi’ect ; and meeting resist
ance, stood up, and said :

“ Ilis motion did not extend to the general 
system of drawbacks, hut only to those special

I
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cases in which the exporter was authorized to 
draw from the treasury the amount of money 
which ho had paid into it on the importation of 
the materims which he had manufactured. The 
amount of drawback to be allowed in every case 
had been adjusted to the amount of duty paid, 
and as all these duties were to be periodically 
reduced by the bill, it would follow, as a regu
lar consequence, that the drawback should un
dergo equal reductions at the same time. Mr. 
B. would illustrate his motion by stating a sin
gle case—the case of refined sugar. The draw
back payable on this sugar was five cents a 
pound. These five cents rested upon a duty of 
three cents, now payable on the importation of 
foreign brown sugar. It was ascertained that 
it required nearly two pounds of brown sugar 
to make a pound of refined sugar, and five cents 
was held to be the amount of duty paid on the 
quantity of brown sugar which made the pound 
of refined sugar. It was simply a reimburse
ment of what he had paid. By this bill the 
duty of foreign brown sugar will be reduced im
mediately to two and a half cents a pound, and 
afterwards will be periodically reduced until the 
year 1842, when it will be but six-tenths of a 
cent, very little more than one-sixth of the duty 
when five cents the pound were allowed for a 
drawback. Now, if the drawback is not re
duced in proportion to the reduction of the duty 
on the raw sugar, two very injurious conse
quences will result to the public : first, that a 
large sum of money will be annually taken out 
of the treasury in gratuitous bounties to sugar 
refiners ; and next, that the consumers of refin
ed sugar will have to pay more for American 
refined sugar than foreigners will ; for the re
finers getting a bounty of five cents a pound on 
all that is exported, will export all, unless the 
American consumer will pay the bounty also. 
Mr. B. could not undertake to say how much 
money would be drawn from the treasury, as a 
mere bounty, if this amendment did not prevail. 
It must, however, be great. The drawback was 
now frequently a hundred thousand dollars a 
year, and great frauds were committed to obtain 
it. Frauds to the amount of forty thousand 
dollars a year had been detected, and this while 
the inducement was small and inconsiderable ; 
but, as fast as that inducement swells from year 
to year, the temptation to commit frauds must 
increase ; and the amount drawn by fraud, add
ed to that drawn by the letter of the law, must 
be enormous. ,Mr. B. did not think it necessary 
to illustrate Mis motion by further examples, 
but said there were other cases which would be 
as strong as that of refined sugar ; and justice 
to the public required all to be checked at once, 
by adopting the amendment he had olfered.”

This amendment was lost, although its neces
sity was self-evident, and supyiortcd by Mr. Cal
houn’s vote ; but Mr. Clay was inexorable, and 
would allow of no amendment which was not

offered by friends of the bill: a qualification 
which usually attends all this class of outside 
legislation. In the end, I saw the amendment 
adopted, as it regarded refined sugars, after it 
began to take hundreds of thousands per annum 
from the treasury, and was hastening on to mil- 
lions per annum. The vote on its rejection in 
the compromise bill, was :

“Yeas.—Messrs. Benton, Buckner, Calhoun. 
Dallas Dickerson, Dudley, Forsyth, Johnson 
Kane, King, Rives, Robinson, Seymour, Tondit 
son, Webster, White, Wilkins, Wright.—18,

“ N A vs.—Messrs. Bell, Bibb, Black, Clay, Clay, 
ton, Ewing, Foot, Grundy, Hendricks. Holmes 
Knight, Mangum, Miller, Moore, Naudain, Poim 
dexter, Prentiss, Robbins. Silsbee, Smith 
Sprague, Tipton, Troup, Tyler.—24".” ’

But the protective feature of the bill, which 
sat hardest upon the Southern members, and, at 
one time, seemed to put an end to the “compro
mise,” was a proposition, by Mr. Clay, to sub 
stituto home valuations for foreign on imported 
goods ; and on wtiich home valuation, the dut» 
was to be computed. This was no part of the 
bill concocted by Mr. Clay and Mr."talhoun ; 

and, when offered, evidently took the latter gen- 
tleman by surprise, who pronounced it uncon
stitutional, unequal, and unjust ; averred the ob
jections to the proposition to bo insurmount
able j and declared that, if adopted, would compel 
him to vote against the whole bill On the 
other hand, Mr. Clayton and others, declared 
the adoption of the amendment to be indispensa
ble ; and boldly made known their determina
tion to sacrifice the bill, if it was not adopted. 
A brief and sharp debate took place, in the 
course of which Mr. Calhoun declared his opin
ions to remain unaltered, and Mr. Clayton 
moved to lay the bill upon the table. Its fate 
seemed, at that time, to be scaled ; and certainly 
would have been, if the vote on its passage had 
then been taken ; but an adjournment was 
moved, and carried ; and, on the next day, and 
after further debate, and the question on Mr. 
Clay’s proposition about to be taken, Mr. Cal
houn declared that it had become necessary for 
him to determine whether he would vote for or 
against it ; said he would vote for it, otherwise 
the bill would be lost, lie then called upon 
the reporters in the gallery to notice well whit 
he said, as he intended his declaration to be part 
of the proceedings : and that ho voted upon the 
conditions : first, that no valuation ihould be
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adopted, which would make the duties unequal 
in different parts ; and. secondly, that the duties 
themselves should not become an element in the 
valuation. The practical sense of General Smith 
immediately exposed the futility of these con
ditions, which were looked upon, on all sides, as 
a mere salvo for an inevitable vote, extorted from 
him by the exigencies of his position ; and seve

ral senators reminded him that his intentions 
and motives could have no effect upon the law, 
which would be executed according to its own 
words. The following is the debate on this 
point, very curious in itself, even in the outside 
view it gives of the manner of affecting great 
national legislation ; and much more so in the in

side view of the manner of passing this particular 
measure, so lauded in its day ; and to understand 
which, the outside view must first be seen. It 
appears thus, in the prepared debates :

ii Mr. Clay now rose to propose the amend
ment, of which he had previously given notice. 
The object was, that, after the period prescribed 
by the bill, all duties should thereafter bo as
sessed on a valuation made at the port in which 
the goods are first imported, and under ‘ such 
regulations as may be prescribed by law.’ Mr.
0 said it would be seen, by this amendment, 
that, in place of having a foreign valuation, it 
was intended to have a home one. 11 was be
lieved by the friends of the protective system, 
that such a regulation was necessary'. It was 
believed by many of the friends of the system, 
that, after the period of nine and a half years, 
the most of our manufactures will be sufficiently 
grown to be able to support themselves under a 
duty of twenty per cent., if properly laid ; but 
that, under a system of foreign valuation, such 
would not be the case. They say that it would 
be more detrimental to their interests than the 
lowest scale of duties that could be imposed ; and 
yqp propose to fix a standard of duties. They 
are willing to take you at your word, provided 
you regulate this in a way to do them justice.

“ Mr. Smith opposed the amendment, on the 
ground that it would be an increase of duties ; 
that it had been tried before ; that it would be 
impracticable, unequal, unjust, and productive 
of confusion, inasmuch as imported goods were 
constantly varying in value, and were well known 
to be, at all times, cheaper in Ncw-York than in 
the commercial cities south of it. This would 
have the effect of drawing all the trade of the 
United States to New-York.

"Mr. Clay said ho did not think it expedient, 
m deciding this question, to go forward five or 
» t years, and make that an obstacle to the pas- j 
age of a great national measure, which is not j 
to gol into operation until after that period. The 
honorable senator front Maryland said that the 
measure would be impracticable. Well, sir, if |

so, it will not bo adopted. Wo do not adopt 
it now, said Mr. C. ; we only adopt the princi
ple, leaving it to future legislation to adjust the 
details. Besides, it would be the restoration of 
an ancient principle, known since the founda
tion of the government. It was but at the last 
session that the discriminating duty on goods 
coming from this side, and beyond the Cape of 
Good Hope, ten per cent, on one. and twenty 
per cent, on the other, was repealed. On what 
principle was it, said he, that this discrimination 
ever prevailed? On the principle of the home 
value. Were it not for the fraudulent invoices 
which every gentleman in this country was fa
miliar with, he would not urge the amendment j 
but it was to detect and prevent these frauds 
that he looked upon the insertion of the clause 
as essentially necessary.

“ Mr. Smith replied that he had not said that 
the measure was impracticable. He only in
tended to say that it would be inconvenient and 
unjust. Neither did he say that it would be 
adopted by a future Congress ; but he said, if 
the principle was adopted now, it would be an 
entering wedge that might lead to the adoption 
of the measure. We all recollect, said Mr. S., 
that appropriations were made for surveys for 
internal improvements ; and that those o]ieratcd 
as entering wedges, and led to appropriations 
for roads and canals. The adoption of the prin- 
ple contended for, by the senator from Kentucky, 
would not. in his (Mr. S.’s) opinion, prevent 
frauds in the invoices. That very principle was 
the foundation of all the frauds on the revenue 
of France and S|>aiii, where the duties were as
sessed according to the value of the goods in the 
ports where entered, lie again said that the 
effect of the amendment would be to draw the 
principal commerce of the country to the great 
city of New-York, where goods were cheaper.

“Mr. Forsyth understood, from what had 
fallen from the senator from Kentucky, that this 
was a vital question, and on it depended the suc
cess of this measure of conciliation and compro
mise, which was said to settle the distracted con
dition of the country, lu one respect, it was 
said to be a vital question ; and the next was, it 
was useful ; and a strange contradiction follow
ed: that the fate of this measure, to unite the 
jarrings of brother with brother, depended on 
the adoption of a principle which might or might 
not l>v adopted. He considered the amendment 
wrong in principle, because it would be both 
unequal and uujust in its operation, and because 
it would raise tiiu revenue : as the duties would 
be assessed, not only on the value of the goods 
i*t the place whence imported, but on their value 
at the place of importation, lie would, however, 
vote for the bill, even if the amendment were in
corporated in it, provided lie had the assurances, 
from the proper quarter, that it would effect the 
conciliation and compromise it was intended for.

“Mr. Clay had brought forward this measure, 
with the hope that, in the course of its discus
sion, it would ultimately assume such a shape
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as to reconcile all parties to its adoption, and 
tend to end the agitation of this unsettled ques
tion. If there bq any member of this Congress 
(Mr. C. said), who says that he will take this 
bill now for as much as it is worth, and that he 
will, at the next Congress, again open the ques
tion, for the purpose of getting a better bill, of 
bringing down the tariff to a lower standard, 
without considering it as a final measure of com
promise and conciliation, calculated also to give 
stability to a man of business, the bill, in his 
eyes, would lose all its value, and he should be 
constrained to vote against it.

“It was for the sake of conciliation, of nine 
years of peace, to give tranquility to a disturbed 
and agitated country, that he had, even at this 
late period of the session, introduced this mea
sure, which, his respect for the other branch of 
the legislature, now sitting in that building, and 
who had a measure, looking to the same end, be
fore them, had prevented him from bringing for
ward at an earlier period. But, when he had 
seen the session wearing away, without the 
prospect of any action in that other body, he 
felt himself compelled to come forward, though 
contrary to his wishes, and the advice of some 
of his best friends, with whom he had acted in 
the most perilous times.

“ Mr. Calhoun said, he regretted, exceedingly, 
that the senator from Kentucky had felt it his 
duty to move the amendment. According to his 
present impressions, the objections to it were 
insurmountable ; and, unless these were remov
ed. he should be compelled to vote against the 
whole hill, should the amendment be adopted. 
The measure proposed was, in his opinion, un
constitutional. The constitution expressly pro
vided that no preference should be given, by any 
regulation of commerce, to the ports of one State 
over those of another ; and this would be the 
effect of adopting the amendment. Thus, great 
injustice and inequality must necessarily result 
from it ; for the price of goods being cheaper in 
the Northern than in the Southern cities, a home 
valuation would give to the former a preference 
in the payment of duties. Again, the price of 
goods being higher at New Orleans and Charles
ton than at New-Yurk, the freight and insurance 
also being higher, together with the increased 
expenses of a sickly climate, would give such J 
advantages in the amoupt of duties to the Nor
thern city, as to draw to it much of the trade of 
the Southern ones. In his view of the subject, this 
was not all. He was not merchant enough to ! 
say what would be the extent of duties under j 
this system of home valuation ; but, as he under- ! 
stood it, they must, of consequence, be progress-1 
ive. For instance, an article is brought into 
New-York, value there 100 dollars. Twenty 
per cent, on that would raise the value of the 
art icle to one hundred anil twenty dollars, on 
which value a duty of twenty per cent, would 
be assessed at the next importation, and so on. 
It would, therefore, lie impossible to say to what ; 
extent the duties would run up. lie regretted the

more that the senator from Kentucky had felt jt 
his duty to offer this amendment, as he was willing 
to leave the matter to the decision of a future Con
gress, though he did not see how they could get 
over the insuperable constitutional objections he 
had glanced at Mr. 0. appealed to the senator 
from Kentucky, whether, with these views he 
would press his amendment, when he had eight 
or nine years in advance before it could take ef
fect. He undei^tood the argument of the senator 
from Kentucky to be an admission that the 
amendment was not now absolutely necessary 
With respect to the apprehension of frauds on 
the revenue, Mr. C. said that every future Con
gress would have the strongest disposition to 
guard against them. The very reduction of du
ties, he said, would have that effect ; it would 
strike at the root of the evil. Mr. C. said he 
agreed with the senator from Kentucky, that 
this bill will be the final effort at conciliation and' 
compromise ; and he, for one, was not disposal 
if it passed, to violate it by future legislationpassed, to violate it by future legislation. 

“Mr. Clayton said that he could not vote for 
this bill without this amendment, nor would h», nor would he 
admit any idea of an abandonment of the protec
tive system ; while he was willing to pass this 
measure, as one of concession from the stronger 
to the weaker party, he never could agree that 
twenty per cent, was adequate protection to our 
domestic manufactures. He had been anxious 
to do something to relieve South Carolina from 
her present perilous position ; though he had 

drivnever been driven by the taunts of Southern 
gentlemen to do that, which he now did, for the 
sake of conciliation. I vote for this bill, said 
Mr. C., only on the ground that it may save 
South Carolina from herself.

“ Here Mr. 0. yielded the floor to Mr. Calhoun, 
who said. He hoped the gentleman would not 
touch that question. He entreated him to ha 
lieve that South Carolina had no fears for her
self. The noble and disinterested attitude she 
had assumed was intended for the whole nation, 
while it was also calculated to relieve herself, as 
well as them, from oppressive legislation. It 
was not fear them to consider the condition of 
South Carolina only, in passing on a mcasure’of 
this importance.

’/ Mr. Clayton resumed. Sir, said he, I must 
be j permitted to explain, in my own way, the 
reasons which will govern me in the vote lam 
about to give. As 1 said before, 1 never have 
permitted the fears of losing the protective sys
tem, as expressed by the senator from Georgiy 
when he taunted us with the majority that they 
would have in the next Congress, when they 
would get a better bill, to influence my opinion 
upon this occasion. That we have been driven 
by our fears into this act of concession, 1 «ill 
not admit. Sir, I tell gentlemen that they nay 
never get such another oiler as the present ; for, 
though they may think otherwise, 1 do not ha 
lieve that the people of this country will ever be 
brought to consent to the abandonment of the 
protective system.
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aDoes any man believe that fifty per cent, is 
y adequate protection on woollens 1 No, sir ; 
the protection is brought down to twenty per 
-nl ; and when gentlemen come to me and say 
that this is a compromise, I answer, with my 
friend from Maine, that I will not vote for it, nn- 
|qs you will give me the fair twenty per cent. ; 
yd this cannot be done without adopting the 
principle of a home valuation. I do not vote for 
this bill because I think it better than the 
tariff of 1832, nor because I fear nullification or 
secession ; but from a motive of concession, y icld-
ingmyown opinions. But if Southern gentle
men will not accept this measure in the spirit 
(or which it was tendered, 1 have no reason to 
rote for it- I voted, said Mr. C., against the bill 
of'32. for the very reason that Southern gentle
men declared that it was no concession ; and I 
may rote against this for the same reasons. 1 
thought it bad policy to pass the bill of ’32. I 
thought it a bad bargain, and I think so now. 
[have no fear of nullification or secession ; I am 
yt to be intimidated by threats of Southern 
gentlemen, that they will got a better bill at the 
next session. “ Rebellion made young Harry 

l Percy’s spurs grow cold.” I will vote for this 
measure as one of conciliation and compromise ;

I hot if the clause of the senator from Kentucky 
s not inserted, 1 shall be compelled to vote 
gainst it. The protective system never can he 
abandoned 1 and I> f°r onei will not now, or at 
yy time, admit the idea.

; Mr. Dallas was opposed to the proposition from 
the committee, and agreed with Mr. Calhoun, lie 
would state briefly his objection to the pro]losi tion 
of the committee. Although he was from a State 
strongly disposed to maintain the protective po- 
licv, he labored under an impression, that if any 
tiling could be done to conciliate the Southern 
Slues, it wa# his duty to go for a measure for 
tint purpose ; but he should not go beyond it. 
He could do nothing in this way, as representing 
his particular district of the country, but only 
lor the general good. He could not agree to in- 
«rporate in the bill any principle which he 
thought erroneous or improper. He wouHsanc- 
tion nothing in the bill as an abandonment of 
the principle of protection. Mr. I). then made a 
kw remarks on home and foreign valuation, to 
show the ground of his objections to the amend- 

! mint of Mr. Clay, though it did not prevent his 
strong desire to compromise and conciliation.

" Mr. Clay thought it was premature to agi- 
I late now the details of a legislation which might 
I lake place nine years hence. The senator from 
I South Carolina had objected to the amendment 
I on constitutional grounds. He thought he could 
| «iffy him, and every senator, that there was 
| ao objection from the constitution.

‘Tie asked if it was probable that a valuation 
I h Liverpool could escape a constitutional objoc- 
I lion, if a homo valuation were unconstitutional ? 
I There was a distinction in the foreign value, and 
I ia the thing valued. An invoice might be made 
11( articles at one price in one port of England,

and in another port at another price. The price, 
too, must vary with the time. But all this could 
not affect the rule. There was a distinction 
which gentlemen did not observe, between the 
value and the rule of valuation ; one of these 
might vary, while the other continued always 
the same. The rule was uniform with regard to 
direct taxation ; yet the value of houses and 
lands of the same quality are very different in 
different places. One mode of home valuation 
was, to give the government, or its officers, the 
right to make the valuation after the one which 
the importer had given. It would prevent fraud, 
and the rule would not violate the constitution. 
It was an error that it was unconstitutional ; 
the constitution said nothing about it. It waa 
absurd that all values must be established in 
foreign countries ; no other country on earth 
should assume the right of judging. Objections 
had been made to leaving the business of valua
tion in the hands of a few executive officers; but 
the objections were at least equally great to leav
ing it in the hands of foreigners. He thought there 
was nothing in the constitutional objection, and 
hoped the measure would not be embarrassed by 
such objections.

“ Mr. Calhoun said that he listened with great 
care to the remarks of the gentleman from Ken
tucky, and other gentlemen, who had advocated 
the same side, in hopes of having his objection to 
the mode of valuation proposed in the amend
ment removed ; but he must say, that the diffi
culties he first expressed still remained. Bas
ing over what seemed to him to he a constitu
tional objection, he would direct his observation 
to what appeared to him to be its unequal opera
tion. If by the home valuation be meant the 
foreign price, with the addition of freight, insur
ance, anil other expenses at the port of destina
tion, it is manifest that as these are unequal be
tween the several ports in the Union—for in
stance, between the ports New-York and New 
Orleans—the duty must also be unequal in the 
same degree, if laid on value thus estimated. 
But if, by the home valuation be meant the prices 
current at the place of importation, then, in ad
dition to the inequality already stated, there 
would have to be added the additional inequality 
resulting from the different rates of profits, and 
other circumstances, which must necessarily 
render prices very unequal in the several ports 
of this widely-extended country. There would, 
in the same view, be another and a stronger ob
jection, which lie alluded to in his former re
marks, which remained unanswered—that the 
duties themselves constitute part of the elements 
of the current prices of the imported articles ; 
and that, to impose a duty on a valuation ascer
tained by the current prices, would he to impose, 
in reality, a duty upon a duty, and must neces
sarily produce that increased progression in 
duties, which he had already attempted to illus
trate.

“ He knew it had been stated, in reply, that 
a system which would produce such absurd re-
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*ults could not be contemplated ; that Congress, 
under the power of regulating, reserved in the 
amendment, would adopt some mode that would 
obviate these objections ; and, if none such could 
be devised, that the provisions of the amendment 
would be simply useless. Ilis difficulty was not 
removed by the answer to the objection. He 
was at a loss to understand what mode could be 
devised free from objection ; and, as he wished 
to be candid and explicit, ho felt the difficulty, 
as an honest man, to assent to a general measure, 
which, in all the modiilcations under which he 
had viewed it, was objectionable. He again re
peated, that he regretted the amendment had 
been offered, as he felt a solicitude that the pre
sent controversy should be honorably and fairly 
terminated. It was not his wish that there 
should be a feeling of victory on either side. 
But, in thus expressing his solicitude for an ad
justment, he was not governed by motives de
rived from the attitude which South Carolina 
occupied, and which the senator from Delaware 
stated to influence him. He wished that senator, 
as well as all others, to understand that that gal
lant and patriotic State was far from considering 
her situation as one requiring sympathy, and 
was equally far from desiring that any adjust
ment of this question should take place with the 
view of relieving her, or with any other motive 
than a regard to the general interests of the 
country. So far from requiring commiseration, 
she regarded her position with very opposite 
light, as one of high responsibility, ami exposing 
her to no inconsiderable danger ; but a position 
voluntarily and firmly assumed, with a full view 
of consequences, and which she was determined 
to maintain till the oppression under which she 
and the other Southern States were suffering 
was removed.

‘ In wishing, then, to see a termination to 
the present state of things, he turned not his eyes 
to South Carolina, but to the general interests 
of the country. He did not believe it was pos
sible to maintain our institutions and our liber
ty, under the continuance of the controversy 
which had for so long a time distracted us, and 
brought into conflict the two great sections of 
the country, lie was in the last stage of mad
ness who did not see, if not terminated, that this 
admirable system of ours, reared by the wisdom 
and virtue of our ancestors—virtue, he feared, 
which had fled forever—would fall under its 
shocks. It was to arrest this catastrophe, if pos
sible, by restoring peace and harmony to the 
Union, that governed him in desiring to see an 
adjustment of the question.

“Mr. Clayton said, this point hail been dis
cussed in the committee ; and it was because 
this amendment was not adopted that he had 
withheld his assent from the bill. They had 
new but seven business days of this session re
maining; and it would require the greatest unani
mity, both in that body and in the other House, 
to pass any bill on this subject. Were gentle
men coming from the opposite extremes of the

Union, and representing opposite interests to 
agree to combine together, there would hard]! 
be time to pass this billlnto a law; yet if h 
saw that it could be done, he would gladly go on 
with the consideration of the bill, and with the 
determination to do all that could be done. The 
honorable member from South Carolina had 
found insuperable obstacles where he (Mr C ) 
had found none. On their part, if they agreed 
to this bill, it would only be for the sake of con
ciliation ; if South Carolina would not accept the 
measure in that light, then their motive for ar
rangement was at an end. He (Mr. C.) appre
hended, however, that good might result from 
bringing the proposition forward at that time 
It would be placed before the view of the people 
who would have time to reflect and makeup 
their minds upon it against the meeting of the 
next Congress. He did not hold any man as 
pledged by their action at this time. If the ar
rangement was found to bo a proper one the 
next Congress might adopt it. But, for'the 
reasons he had already stated, lie had little hope 
that any bill would be passed at this session ■ 
and, to go on debating it, day after day, would 
only have the effect of defeating the many pri
vate bills and other business which were wiitine 
the action of Congress. He would therefore 
propose to lay the bill for the present on the 
table ; if it were found, at a future period before 
the expiration of the session, that there was a 
prospect of overcoming the difficulties which now 
presented themselves, and of acting upon it, the 
bill might be again taken up. If no other gen
tleman wished to make any observations o/tlie 
amendment, he would move to lay the bill on the 
table.

“ Mr. Bibb requested the senator from Dela
ware to withdraw his motion, whilst l^c (Mr. 11.) 
offered an amendment to the amendment, bavin., 
for its object to get rid of that interminable 
series of duties of which gentlemen had spoken.

“Mr. Clayton withdrew 1ns motion.
“ Mr. Bibb proceeded to say, that his design 

was to obviate the objection of the great increase 
that would arise from a system of home valua
tion. Ho hoped that something satisfactory 
would be done this session yet. lie should vote 
for every respectable projiosition calculated to 
settle the difficulty. He hoped there would he 
corresponding concessions on both sides; he 
wished much for the harmony of the country. 
It was well known that he (Mr. It.) was opposed 
to any tariff system other than one for revenue, 
and such incidental protection as that might 
afford. His hope was to strike out a middle 
course ; otherwise, ho would concur in the mo
tion that had been made by the senator from 
Delaware |Mr. Clayton], Mr. B. then submitted 
his amendment, to insert the words ‘beforepay
ment of,’ Ac.

“Mr. Clay was opposed *o the amendment, 
and ho hoped his worthy colleague would with
draw it. If one amendment were offered wd 
debated, another, and another would follow ; “d
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thus, the remaining time would be wasted. To 
[xany precise system would be extremely difli- 
eolt at present. IIo only wished the pnnciple 
to bo adopted.

a Jlr. Bibb acceded to the wish of the senator 
jam Kentucky, and w ithdrew his amendment 
Kcordingly.

‘•Mr. Tyler was opposed to the principle of 
this home valuation. The duties would be taken 
into consideration in making the valuations ; and 
thus, alter going down hill for nine and a half 
reaffi, we woulu as suddenly rise up again to 

j nrohTbition. He complained that there were not 
merchants enough on this floor from the South ; 
md, in this respect, the Northern States hail the 
idvantagc. But satisfy me, said Mr. T.. that 

■ the views of the senator from South Carolina 
[Mr. Calhoun] are not correct, and 1 shall vote 
for the proposition.

« Mr. Moore said he would move an amend
ment which he hoped would meet the views 
oftlie gentlemen on the other side ; it was to 
this effect :

1 Provided, That no valuation he adopted that 
„jll operate unequally in different ports of the 
United States.

“.Mr. Calhoun also wished that the amend
ment would prevail, though he felt it would he 
ineffectual to counteract the inequality of the 
ivstcm. But he would raise no cavilling ob
tenons ; he wished to act in perfect good 
Uth; and he only wished to see what could 
be done.

“Mr. Moore said he had hut two motives in 
during the amendment to the amendment of 
the senator. The llrst was, to get rid of the 
constitutional objections to the amendment of 
the senator from Kentucky ; and the second 
ns. to do justice to those he had the honor to 
represent. The honorable gentleman said that 
Mobile and New Orleans would not pay higher 
duties, because the goods imported there would 
be of more value; and this was the very reason, 
Mr. M. contended, why the duties would he 
higher. Did not every one see that if the same 
article was valued in New-York at one hundred 
dollars, and in Mobile at one hundred and thirty- 
live dollars, the duty of twenty per cent, won Id 
khigher at the latter place l lie had nothing 
but the spirit of compromise in view, and hoped 
gentlemen would meet him in the same spirit. 
He would now propose, with the permission of 
the senator from Maine, to vary his motion, and 
offer a substitute inexact conformity with the 
language of the constitution. This proposition 

l king admitted by general consent, Mr. Moore 
modified his amendment accordingly. (It was 
an affirmation of the constitution, that all duties 
ihoukl be uniform, &c).

‘.Mr. Forsyth supported the amendment of the 
aerator from Alabama, and hoped it w ould meet 
the approbation of the Senate. It would get rid 
of all difficulty about words. No one, he pre- 
tumed, wished to violate the constitution ; and 
if the measure of the senator from Kentucky was

consistent with the constitution, it would prevail j 
if not, it would not be adopted.

“ Mr. Holmes moved ap adjournment.
“ Mr. Moore asked for the yeas and nays on 

the, motion to adjourn, and they were accord
ingly ordered, when the question was taken and 
decided in the affirmative—Yeas 22, nays 19, as 
follows :

“Yeas.—Messrs. Bell, Clayton, Dallas, Dick
erson, Ewing, Foot, Frelinghuysen, Holmes, 
Johnston, Kane. Knight, Naudain, Prentiss, 
ltohhins, Robinson, Silsbee, Smith, Tipton,Tom
linson, Waggaman, Webster, Wilkins.—22.

“ Nays.—Messrs. Bibb, Black, Buckner, Cal
houn. Clay, Dudley, Grundy, Hendricks, Hill, 
King, Miller, Moore, Poindexter, Sprague, Rives, 
Troup, Tyler, White, Wright.—19.

“ The Senate then, at half-past four o’clock, 
adjourned.

“Friday, February 22.
“ Mr. Smith (of Md.) said, the motion to amend 

by the word ‘ uniform ’ was unnecessary. That 
was provided for by the constitution. ‘All 
duties must be uniform.’ An addition to the 
cost of goods of forty, fifty, or sixty per cent 
would be uniform, hut would not prevent fraud, 
nor the certainty of great inequality in the valu
ation in the several ports. The value of goods 
at New Orleans particularly, and at almost every 
other port, will he higher than at New-York.
1 have not said that such mode was unconstitu
tional, nor have I said that it was impracticable; 
few things are so. But I have said, and do now 
say, that the mode is open to fraud, and more 
so than the present. At present the merchant 
enters his goods, and swears to the truth of his 
invoice. One package in every live or ten is sent 
to the public warehouse, and there carefully 
examined by two appraisers on oath. If they 
find fraud, or suspect fraud, then all the goods 
belonging to such merchants arc sent to the ap
praisers ; and if frauds he discovered, the goods 
are forfeited. No American merchant has ever 
been convicted of such fraud. Foreigners have 
even been severely punished by loss of their 
property. The laws are good and sufficiently 
safe as they now stand on our statutes. 1 wish 
no stronger ; we know the one, we are ignorant 
how the other will work. Such a mode of 
valuation is unknown to any nation except 
Spain, where the valuation is arbitrary ; and the 
goods are valued agreeably to the amount of the 
bribe given. This is perfectly undoes toed and 
practised. It is in the nature of such mode of 
valuation to ho arbitrary. No rule can he es
tablished that will make such mode uniform 
throughout the Union, and some of the small 
ports will value low to bring business to their 
towns. A scene of connivance and injustice will 
take place that no law can prevent.

“ The merchant will be put to great incon
venience by the mode proposed. All his goods 

I must he sent to the public warehouses, and there 
| opened piece by piece ; by which process they
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will sustain essential injury. The goods will 
be detained from the owners for a week or a 
tnonth, or still more, unless you have one or two 
hundred appraisers in New-York, and propor
tionately in other ports ; thus increasing patron
age ; and with such a host, can we expect either 
uniformity or equality in the valuation ? All 
will not be honest, and the Spanish mode will 
tie adopted. One set of appraisers, who value 
low, will have a priority. In fact, if this mode 
should ever be adopted, it will cause great dis
content, and must soon be changed. As all 
understand the cause to be to tlattcr the manu
facturers with a plan which they think will be 
beneficial to them, but which, we all know, can 
never be realized, it is deception on its face, as 
is almost the whole of the bill now under our
consideration-

“ Remember, Mr. President, that the senators 
from Kentucky and South Carolina [Mr. Clay 
and Mr. Calhoun], have declared this bill (if it 
should become a law), to be permanent, and 
that no honorable man who shall vote for it can 
ever attempt a change ; yet, sir, the pressure 
against it will be such at the next session that 
Congress will be compelled to revise it ; and as 
the storm may then have passed over Congress, 
a new Congress, with better feelings, will be 
able to act with more deliberation, and may 
pass a law that will be generally approved. 
Nearly all agree that this bill is a bad bill. A 
similar opinion prevailed on the passage of the 
tariff of 1828, and yet it passed, and caused all 
our present danger and difficulties. All admit 
that the act of 1828, as it stands on our statutes, 
is constitutional. But the senator [Mr. Cal
houn] has said that it is unconstitutional, be
cause of the motive under which it passed ; and 
he said that that motive was protection to the 
manufacturers. IIow, sir, I ask, are we to know 
the motives of men ? I thought then, and think 
now/that the approaching election for President 
tended greatly to the enactments of the acts of 
1824 and 1828 ; many of my friends thought so 
at the time. I have somewhere read of the 
minister of a king or emperor in Asia, who was 
anxious to be considered a man of truth, and al
ways boasted of his veracity. He hypocritical
ly prayed to God that he might always speak 
the truth. A genii appeared and told him that 
his prayer had been heard, touched him with 
his spear, and said, hereafter you will speak 
truth on all occasions. The next day he waited 
on his majesty and said, Sire, 1 intended to 
have assassinated you yesterday, but was pre
vented by the nod of the officer behind you, 
who is to kill you to-morrow. The result I 
will not mention. Now, Mr. President, if the 
same genii was to touch with his spear each of 
the senators who voted for the act of 1828. and 
an interrogator was appointed, he would ask, 
what induced you to give that vote ? Why, sir, 
I acted on sound principles. 1 believe it is the 
duty of every good government to promote the 
manufactures of the nation ; all historians eulo

gize the kings who have done so and censure 
those kings who have neglected them. I rc.|™
you to the history of Alfred. It is known that 
the staple of England was wool, which was sent 
to Flanders to be exchanged for cloths. The 
civil wars, by the invasions of that nation, kept 
them long dependent on the Flemings for the 
cloths they wore. At length a good king gov. 
erned ; and he invited Flemish manufacturers 
to England, and gave them great privileges 
They taught the youth of England, the manu
facture succeeded, and now England supplies all 
the world with woollen cloth. The intenhga. 
tor asked another the same question. His an
swer might have been, that he thought the pass
ing of the law would secure the votes of the 
manufacturers in favor of his friend who want
ed to be the President. Another answer might 
have been, a large duty was imposed on an ar
ticle w'hich my constituents raised ; and I voted 
for it, although I disliked all the residue of the 
bill. Sir, the motives, no doubt, were different 
that induced the voting for that bill, and were 
as we all know', not confined to the protective 
system. Many voted oft political grounds, as 
many will on this bill, and as they did on the 
enforcing bill. We cannot declare a bill uncon
stitutional, because of the motives that may gov- 
era the voters. It is idle to assign such a cause 
for the part that is now acting in South Caroli
na. I know, Mr. President, that no argument 
will have any effect on the passage of this bill 
The high contracting parties have agreed. But 
1 owed it to myself to make these remarks.

“Mr. Webster said, that he held the home 
valuation to be, to any extent, impracticable; 
and that it was unprecedented, and unknown in 
any legislation. Both the home and foreign 
valuation ought to be excluded as far as possi
ble, and specific duties should be resorted ta 
This keeping out of view specific duties, and 
turning us back to the principle of a valuation 
was, in his wiew, the great vice of this bill. In 
England five out of six, or nine out of ten arti
cles, pay specific duties, and the valuation is on 
the remnant. Among the articles which pay 
ail valorem duties in England are silk goods, 
w'hich are imported either from India, whence 
they are brought to one port only ; or from Eu
rope, in which case there is a specific and an ad 

\ valorem duty ; and the officer has the option to 
take either the one or the other. He suggested 
that the Senate, before they adopted the ad ta- 
lorem principle, should look to the effects on 
the importation of the country.

“ He took a view of the iron trade, to show 
that evil would result to that branch from a 
substitution of the ail valorem for the specific 
system of duties. He admitted himself to 1* 
unable to comprehend the elements of a home 
valuation, and mentioned cases where it would 
be impossible to find an accurate standard of 
valuation of tliis character. The plan was im
practicable and illusory.

“ Mr. Clayton said, I would go for this bill
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rid go for this bill

mlv for the sake of concession. The senator 
feom South Carolina can tell whether it is like- 
1, to be received as such, and to attain the ob- 
L proposed ; if not, I have a plain course to 
•gpue; I am opposed to the bill. Unless I can 
obtain for the manufacturers the assurance that 
the principle of the bill will not be disturbed, 
ind that it will be received in the light of a con
tusion, I shall oppose it.

‘■Mr. Benton objected to the home valuation, 
is tending to a violation of the constitution of 
the United States, and cited the following 
clause: ‘Congress shall have power to lay and 
gjlect taxes, duties, imposts, and excises ; but 
ill duties, imposts, and excises shall be uniform 
throughout the United States.’ All uniformity 
of duties and imposts, he contended, would lie 
destroyed by this amendment. No human judg
ment could fix the value of the same goods at 
the same rate, in all the various ports of the 
United States. If the same individual valued 
fee goods in every port, and every cargo in 
erery port, he would commit innumerable er
rors and mistakes in the valuation ; and, accord
ing to the diversity of these errors and mis
âtes, would be the diversity in the amount of 
duties and imposts laid and collected in the dif
ferent ports.
‘Mr. B. objected to the home valuation, bc- 

tesc it would be injurious and almost fatal to 
the southern ports. He confined his remarks 
to .New Orleans. The standard of valuation 
mold be fifteen or twenty per cent, higher in 
New Orleans than in New-York, and other 
northern ports. All importers will go to the 
northeastern cities, to evade high duties at New 
Orleans ; and that great emporium of the West 
will be doomed to sink into a mere exporting 
oty, while all the money which it pays for ex
ports must be carried off and expended elsewhere 
for imports. Without an import trade, no city 
on Sourish, or even furnish a good market for 
«ports. It will be drained of its effective cash, 
and deprived of its legitimate gains, and must 
languish far in the rear of what it would he, if 
enriched with the profits of an import trade. 
As an exporter, it will buy ; as an importer, it 
will sell. All buying, and no selling, must im
pends cities as well as individuals. New Or
leans is now a great exporting city ; she ex pxirts 
noie domestic productions than any city in the 
Union ; her imports have been increasing, for 
Kune years ; and, with fair play, would soon be
come next to New-York, and furnish the whole 
falley of the Mississippi with its immense sup
pléa of foreign goods ; but, under the influence 
if a home valuation, it must lose a greater part 
afthe import trade which it now possesses. In 
feat loss, its wealth must decline ; its capacity 
io purchase produce for exportation must de- 
ine ; and as the western produce must go there, 
it all events, every western farmer will suffer a 
decline in the value of his own productions, in 
proportion to the decline of the ability of New 
Vrleans to purchase it. It was as a western

citizen that he pleaded the cause of New Orleans, 
and objected to this measure of home valuation, 
which was to have the most baneful effect upon 
her prosperity.

“ Mr. B. further objected to the home valuation, 
on account of the great additional expense it 
would create ; the amount of patronage it would 
confer; the rivalry it would beget between im-» 
porting cities ; and the injury it would occasion 
to merchants, from the detention and handling 
of their goods ; and concluded with saying, that 
the home valuation was the most obnoxious 
feature ever introduced into the tariff acts ; that 
it was itself equivalent to a separate tariff of ten 
per cent. ; that it had always been resisted, and 
successfully resisted, by the anti-tariff interest, 
in the highest and most palmy days of the Ameri
can system, and ought not now to be introduced 
when that system is admitted to he nodding to 
its fall ; when its death is actually fixed to the 
30th day of June, 1842, and when the restora
tion of harmonious feelings is proclaimed to bo 
the whole object of this bill.

“ Mr. B. said this was a strange principle to 
bring into a bill to reduce duties. It was an in
crease, in a itew form—an indefinable form— 
and would be tax upon tax, as the whole cost of 
getting the goods ready for a market valuation 
here, would have to he included : original cost, 
freiglit, insurance, commissions, duties here. It 
was new protection, in a new form, and in an 
extraordinary form, and such as never could be 
carried before. It had oficn been attempted, as 
as a part of the American system, hut never re
ceived countenance before.

11 Mr. Calhoun rose and said :
“ As the question is now about to he put on 

the amendment offered by the senator from 
Kentucky, it became necessary for hinj to de
termine whether he should vote for or* against 
it. He must he permitted again to express his 
regret that the senator had thought proper to 
move it. His objection still remained strong 
against it ; hut, as it seemed to he admitted, on 
all hands, that the fate of the bill depended on 
the fate of the amendment, feeling, as he did, a 
solicitude to see the question terminated, he had 
made up his mind, not, however, without much 
hesitation, not to interpose Iris vote against the 
adoption of the amendment ; hut, in voting for 
it, he wished to he distinctly understood, lie did 
it upon two conditions: first, that no valuation 
would be adopted that should come in conflict 
with the provision in the constitution which de
clares that duties, excises, and imposts shall be 
uniform ; and. in the next place, that none would 
he adopted which would make the duties them
selves a part of the element of a home valuation. 
He felt himself justified in concluding that none 
such would he adopted ; as it had been declared 
by the supporters of the amendment, that no 
such regulation was contemplated ; and, in fact, 
he could not imagine that any such could he 
contemplated, whatever interpretation might lie 
attempted hereafter to he given to the expression
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of the home market. The first could scarcely 
be contemplated, as it would bo in violation of 
the constitution itself ; nor the latter, as it 
would, by necessary consequence, restore the 
very duties, which it was the object of this bill 
to reduce, and would involve the glaring ab- 

■ surdity of imposing duties on duties, taxes on 
taxes. He wished the reporters for the public 
press to notice particularly what lie said, as he 
intended his declaration to be part of the pro
ceedings.

“Believing, then, for the reasons which he had 
stated, that it was not contemplated that any 
regulation .of the home valuation should come 
in conflict with the provisions of the constitution 
which he had cited, nor involve the absurdity 
of laying taxes upon taxes, lie had made up his 
mind to vote in favor of the amendment.

“ Mr. Smith said, any declaration of the views 
and motives, under which any individual senator 
might now vote, could have no influence, in 
1842 ; they would be forgotten long before that 
time had arrived. The law must rest upon the 
interpretation of its words alone.

“ Mr. Calhoun said he could not help that ; he 
should endeavor to do his duty.

“ Mr. Clayton said there was certainly no am
biguity whatever in the phraseology of the amend
ment. In advocating it, he had desired to de
ceive no man ; he sincerely hoped no one would 
suffer himself to be deceived by it.

“Mr. Wilkins said, if it had been his intention 
to have voted against the amendment, ho should 
have remained silent; but. after the explicit de
claration of the honorable gentleman from South 
Carolina [Mr. Calhoun] of the reason of his 
vote, and believing, himself, that the amend
ment would have a different construction from 
that given it by the gentleman, he [Mr. W ] 
would as expressly state, that he would vote on 
the question, with the impression that it would 
not hereafter he expounded by the declaration 
of any senator on this floor, but by the plain 
meaning of the words in the text.

“ The amendment of Mr. Clay, fixing the prin
ciple of home valuation as a part of the bill, was 
then adopted, by the following vote :

“Yeas.—Messrs. Bell, Black, Bibb, Calhoun, 
Chambers, Clay, Clayton, Ewing, Foot, Freling- 
huysen, Ilill, Holmes, Johnson, King, Knight, 
Miller, Moore, Naudain, Poindexter, Prentiss, 
Rives, Robbins, Sprague, Tomlinson, Tyler, Wil
kins.—20.

“Nays.—Messrs. Benton, Buckner, Dallas, 
Dickerson, Dudley, Forsyth, Grundy, Kane, 
Robinson. Seymour, Silsbee, Smith, Waggaman, 
Webster, White, Wright.—10.”

And thus a new principle of protection, never 
before engrafted on the American system, and 
to get at which the constitution had to be vio
lated in the article of the uniformity of duties, 
was established ! and established by the aid of 
those who declared all protection to be uncon

stitutional, and just cause for the secession of a 
State from the Union ! and were then acting 0„ 
that assumption.

CHAPTER LXXXIII.

REVENUE COLLECTION, OR FORCE BILL

The President in his message on the South 
Carolina proceedings had recommended to Con
gress the revival of some acts, heretofore in force 
to enable him to execute the laws in that State • 
and the Senate’s committee on the Judiciary 
had reported a bill accordingly early in the ses
sion. It was immediately assailed by several 
members as violent and unconstitutional, tending 
to civil war, and dcnounced\as “ the bloody bill " 
—“ the force bill,” Ac. Mi\ WJkins of Penn
sylvania, the reporter of tlfMRll, vindicated it 

from this injurious character^ showed that it 
was made out of previous laws, and contained 
nothing novel but the harmless contingent au
thority to remove the office of the customs from 
one building to another in the case of need. 1I« 
said :

“ The Judiciary Committee, in framing it had 
been particularly anxious not to introduce anv 
novel principle—any which could not be found 
on the statute book. The only novel one which j 
the bill presented was one of a very simple 
nature. It was that which authorized the Pres
ident, under the particular circumstances which 
were specified in the bill, to remove the custom- | 
house. This was the only novel principle, and 
care was taken that in providing for such re
moval no authority was given to use force.

“ The committee were apprehensive that some 
collision might take place after the 1st of Feb
ruary, either between the conflicting parties of 
the citizens of South Carolina, or between the | 
oflicers of the federal government and the ! 
citizens. And to remove, as far as possible, all 
chance of such collision, provision was made 
that the collector might, at the moment of im
minent danger, remove the custom-house to it 
place of security ; or, to use a plain phrase, put 
it out of harm’s way. lie admitted the import
ance of this bill; but he viewed its importance I 
as arising not out of the provisions of the 
itself, but out of the state of affairs ill South 
Carolina, to which the bill had reference. In j 
this view, it was of paramount importance.

“It had become necessary to legislate on this I 
subject; whether it was necessary to pass the 

I bill or not, he would not say ; but legislation, in
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reference to South Carolina, previous to the 1st 
of February, had become necessaryt Something 
must be done ; and it behooves the government 
to adopt every mfeasure of precaution, to pre
rent those awful consequences which all must 
foresee as necessarily resulting from the position 
rhich South Carolina has thought proper to 
issume.

• Here nullification is declaimed, on one hand, 
unless we abolish our revenue system. We 
consenting to do this, they remain quiet. But 
jfwe go a hair’s breadth towards enforcing that 
irstem, they present secession. We have seces
sion on one hand, and nullification on the other. 
The senator from South Carolina admitted the 
other day that no such thing as constitutional 
recession could exist. Then civil war, disunion, 
ind anarchy must accompany secession. No 
one denies the right of revolution. That is a 
raturai, indefeasible, inherent right—a right 
thich we have exercised and held out, by our 
cample, to the civilized world. Who denies ! 
it? Then we have revolution by force, not con- 
ititutional secession. That violence must come 
by secession is certain. Another law passed by ; 
tie legislature of South Carolina, is entitled a 

I till to provide for the safety of the people of 
South Carolina. It advises them to put on their 
mnor. It puts them in military array ; and 

I fowhat purpose but for the use of force ? The 
provisions of these laws are infinitely worse than 
those of the feudal system, so far ns they apply 
to the citizens of Carolina. But with its opera
tions on their own citizens he had nothing to 

| fc Resistance was just as inevitable as the 
mini of the day on the calendar. In addition 
to these documents, what did rumor say—ru
mor. which often falsifies, but sometimes utters 
truth. If we judge by newspaper and other 
reports, more men were now ready to take up 
gms in Carolina, than there were during the re
volutionary struggle. The whole State was at 
this moment in arms, and its citizens are ready to 
be embattled the moment any attempt was made 

| toenforce the revenue laws. The city of Charles
ton wore the appearance of a military depot.”

The Bill was opposed with a vehemence rarely 
witnessed, and every effort made to render it 
odious to the people, and even to extend the 

| odium to the President, and to all persons in
strumental in bringing it forward, or urging it 
through. Mr. Tyler of Virginia, was one of its 
firmest opposers, and in the course of an clabo- 
ate speech, said :

“In the course of the examination I have 
mule into this subject, 1 have been led to analyze 
tertain doctrines which have gone out to the 
world over the signature of the President. 1 
know that my language may he seized on by 
those who are disposed to carp) at my course 
ind to mis-epresent me. Since I have held a 
place on this floor, I have not courted the smiles

of the Executive ; but whenever he had done 
any act in violation of the constitutional rights 
of the citizen, or trenching on the rights of the 
Senate, I have been found in opposition to him. 
When he appointed corps of editors to office, I 
thought it was my duty to oppose his course. 
When he appointed a minister to a foreign court 
without the sanction of the law, I also went 
against him, because, on my conscience, I be
lieved that the act was wrong. Such was my 
course, acting, as I did, under a sense of the 
duty I owed to my constituents ; and I will now 
say, I care not how loudly the trumpet may be 
sounded, nor how low the priests may bend their 
knees before the object of their idolatry, I will 
be at the side of the President, crying in his ear,
1 Ilemembcr, Philip, thou art mortal ! ’

“ I object to the first section, because it con
fers on the President the power of closing old 
piorts of entry and establishing new ones. It 
has been rightly said by the gentleman from 
Kentucky [Mr. Bibb] that this was a prominent 
cause which led to the Revolution. The Boston 
port lvill, which removed the custom-house from 
Boston to Salem, first roused the people to re
sistance. To guard against this very abuse, the 
constitution had confided to Congress the power 
to regulate commerce ; the establishment of 
ports of entry formed a material piart of this 
piower, and one which required legislative enact
ment. Now I deny that Congress can deputize 
its legislative pxnvers. If it may one, it may ail ; 
and thus, a majority here can, at their pleasure, 
change the very character of the (government. 
The President might come to bo invested with 
authority to make all laws which his discretion 
might dictate. It is vain to tell me (said Mr. 
T.) that I imagine a case which will never exist. 
1 tell you, sir, that power is cumulative, and that 
patronage begets power. The reasoning is un
answerable. If you can pmrt with your power 
in one instance, you may in another and another. 
You may confer upon the President the right to 
declare war ; and this very provision may fairly 
tie considered as investing him with authority 
to make war at his mere will and pleasure on 
cities, towns, and villages. The prosperity of a 
city dcpxmds on the position of its custom-house 
and port of entry. Take the case of Norfolk, 
Richmond, and Fredericksburg, in my own 
State ; who doubts hut that to remove the 
custom-house from Norfolk to Old Point Com
fort. of Richmond to the mouth of Chickuhominy, 

! or of Fredericksburg to Tappiahannock or Ur- 
banna, would utterly annihilate those towns l 
1 have no tongue to express my sense of the pro- 
bablqinjusticeof the measure. Sir, it involves tho 
innocent with the guilty. Take the case of 
Charleston ; what if ninety-nine merchants were 
ready and willing to comply witli your revenue 
laws, and that but one man could be found to 
resist them ; would you run the hazard of 
destroying the ninety-nine in order to punish 
one ? Trade is a delicate subject to touch ; 
once divert it out of its regular channels, and
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nothing is more difficult than to restore it. 
This measure may involve the actua property 
of every man, woman, and child in that city ; 
and this, too, when you have a redundancy of 
millions in your treasury, and when no interest 

, can sustain injury by awaiting the actual occur
rence of a case of resistance to your laws, before 
you would have an opportunity to legislate.

“ He is further empowered to employ the land 
and naval forces, to put down all 1 aiders and 
abettors.’ How far will this authority extend ? 
Suppose the legislature of South Carolina should 
happen to be in session : I will not blink the 
question, suppose the legislature to be in session 
at the time of any disturbance, passing laws in 
furtherance of the ordinance which has been 
adopted by the convention of that State; might 
they not be considered by the President as aiders 
and abettors ? The President might not, per
haps, march at the head of his troops, with a 
flourish of drums and trumpets, and with bayo
nets fixed, into the state-house yard, at Colum
bia ; but if he did so, he would find a precedent 
for it in English history.

“ There was no ambiguity about this measure. 
The prophecy had already gone forth ; the Pre
sident has said that the laws will be obstructed. 
The President had not only foretold the coming 
difficulties, but he has also assembled an army. 
The city of Charleston, if report spoke true, was 
now a beleagured city ; the cannon of Fort 
Pinckney arc pointing at it ; and although they 
arc now quietly sleeping, they are ready to open 
their thunders whenever the voice of authority 
shall give the command. And shall these ter
rors be let loose because some one man may re
fuse to pay some small modicum of revenue, 
which Congress, the day after it came into the 
treasury, might vote in satisfaction of some un
founded claim ? Shall we set so small a value 
upon the lives of the people? Let usât least wait 
to sec the course of measures. We can never 
be too tardy in commencing the work of blood.

‘•If the majority shall pass this bill, they 
must do it on their own responsibility ; I will 
have no part in it. When gentlemen recount 
the blessings of union ; when they dwell upon 
the past, and sketch out, in bright perspective, 
the future, they awaken in my breast all the 
pride of an American ; my pulse beats respon
sive to theirs, and 1 regard union, next to free
dom, as the greatest of blessings. Yes, sir, ‘the 
federal Union must be preserved.’ Hut how? 
Will you seek to preserve it by force ? Will 
you appease the angry spirit of discord by an 
oblation of blood ? Suppose that the proud 
and haughty spirit of South Carolina shall not 
bend to your high edicts in token of fealty ; that 
you make war upon her, hang her Governor, her 
legislators, and judges, as traitors, and reduce 
her to the condition of a conquered province— 
have you preserved the Union? This Union 
consists of twenty-four States ; would you have 
preserved the Union by striking out one of the 
States—one of the old thirteen ? Gentlemen

had boasted of the flag of our country, with iti 
thirteen stars. When the light of one of the™
stars shall have been extinguished, will the flZ 
wave over us, under which our fathers fought) 
If we are to go on striking out star after star 
w hat will finally remain but a central and ’ 
burning sun, blighting and destroying evJ! I 
germ of liberty ? The flag which I wish to 
wave over me, is that which floated in triumnh I 
at Saratoga and Yorktown. It bore upon it 
thirteen States, of which South Carolina was 
one. Sir, there is a great difference between nre- 
serving Union and preserving government' the 
Union may be annihilated, yet government’pre. 
served ; but, under such a government, no man 
ought to desire to live.” '

Mr. Webster, one of the committee which re-1 

ported the bill, justly rebuked all this vitupera
tion, and justified the bill, both for the equity I 
of its provisions, and the necessity for cnactin» I 
them. Ho said :

“ The President, charged by the constitution 
with the duty of executing the laws, has sent 
us a message, alleging that powerful combina
tions arc forming to resist their execution • that I 
the existing laws are not sufficient to meet the I 
crisis ; and recommending sundry enactments I 
as necessary for the occasion. The message be-1 
ing referred to the Judiciary Committee that I 
committee lias reported a bill in compliance with I 
the President’s recommendation. It has not! 
gone beyond the message. Every thing in the I 
bill, every single provision, which is now mm-1 
plained of, is in the message. Yet the whole I 
war is raised against the hill, and against the [ 
committee, ns if the committee had originated I 
the whole matter. Gentlemen get up and : 
dress us, as if they were arguing against some I 
measure of a factious opposition. They look I 
the same way, sir, and speak with the same vt-1 
heinence, as they used to do when they raised I 
their patriotic voices against w hat they called a |
' coalitiop.’

41 Now, sir, let it he known, once for all that I 
this is an administration measure ; that it is I 
the President’s own measure ; and I pray gen-1 
tlcmcn to have the goodness, if they call it haul I 
names, and talk loudly against its friends, not [ 
to overlook its source. Let them attack it, if | 
they choose to attack it. in its origin.

“ Let it he known, also, that a majority of the I 
committee reporting the hill are friends and! 
supporters of the administration ; and that it is I 
maintained in this house by those who aro | 
among his steadfast friends, of long standing.

“It is, sir, as I have already said, the l‘resi-1 
dent’s own measure. Let those who oppose it, I 
oppose it as such. Let them fairly acknowledge I 
its origin, and meet it accordingly.

“The honorable member from Kentucky, who I 
spoke first against the bill, said he found in il I 
another Jersey prison-ship; let him state,then,I
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-oni Kentucky, who I 
said he found in il [ 
let him state, then, I

list the President has sent a message to Con- 
L recommending a renewal of the sufferings 

I y horrors of the Jersey prison-ship. He 
ays, too, that the bill snutl's of the alien and 
edition law. But the bill is fragrant of no 
(jircr except the same which perfumes the 
j^eage. Let him, then, say, if he thinks so, 
that General Jackson advises a revival of the 
principles of the alien and sedition laws.
”«The honorable member from Virginia [Mr. 

I Trier], finds out a resemblance between this 
I (ill and the Boston port bill. Sir, if one of 
I these be imitated from the other, tliefimitation 
I iithc President’s. The hill makes the Presi

dent, lie says, sole judge of the constitution. 
I Poes be mean to say that the President has 

recommended a measure which is to make him 
tole judge of the constitution ? The bill, ho de
tte3, sacrifices every tiling to arbitrary power 

| _he will lend no aid to its passage—he would 
other1 be a dog, and hay the moon, than such 
i Homan.’ He did not say ' the old Roman.’ 

I Jet the gentleman well knows, that if any thing 
I ■ sacrificed to arbitrary power, the sacrifice 
I jus been demanded by the ‘ old Roman,’ as he 
I ind others have called him ; by the President 
I Thom he has supported, so often and so ably, 
I h the chief magistracy of the country. He 
I «vs. too, that one of the sections is an English 
I Botany Bay law, except that it is much worse. 
I This section, sir, whatever it may he, is just 
I rhat the President’s message recommended. 
I Similar observations are applicable to the rc- 
I parks of both the honorable gentlemen from 
ISorth Carolina. It is not necessary-to particu- 
I brae those remarks. They were in the same 
I em

‘Therefore, sir, let it he understood, let it he 
town, that the war which these gentlemen 

I choose to wage, is waged against the measures 
I title administration, against the President of 
I their own choice. The controversy has arisen 
I ktween him and them, and, in its progress, 
I Iky will probably conic to a distinct under- 

anding.
"Mr. President, I am not to he understood as 

I admitting that these charges against the hill arc 
I just, or that they would he just if made against 
I Ik message. Un the contrary, 1 think them 
1 wholly unjust. No one of them, in my opinion, 
I an be made good. I think the hill, or some 
Iimilar measure, had become indispensable, and 
I fiat the President could not do otherwise than 
| It recommend it to the consideration of Con- 

. He was not at liberty to look on and 
I le silent, while dangers threatened the Union, 
I which existing laws were not competent, in his 
I judgment, to avert.
I "Mr. President, I take this occasion to say, 
I tbat I support this measure, as an independent 
I amber of the Senate, in the discharge of the 
I dictates of my own conscience. I am no man s 
Ihder; and, on the other hand. I follow no lead, 
Ikut that of public duty, and Uie star of the con- 
|fctution. 1 believe the country is in consider

able danger ; I believe an unlawful combination 
threatens the integrity of the Union. I believe 
the crisis calls for a mild, temperate, forbearing, 
but inflexibly firm execution of the laws. And, 
under this conviction, I give a hearty support 
to the administration, in all measures which I 
deem to be fair, just, and necessary. And in 
supporting these measures. I mean to take my 
fair share of responsibility, to support them 
frankly and fairly, without reflections on tho 
past, and without mixing othei*topics in their 
discussion.

“Mr. President, I think I understand the 
sentiment of the country on this subject. 1 
think public opinion sets with an irresistible 
force in favor of the Union, in favor of tho 
measures recommended by the President, and 
against the new doctrines which threaten the 
dissolution of tho Union. I think thg people 
of the United States demand of us, whoTtre in
trusted with the government, to maintain that 
government ; to be just, and fear not ; tpAnake 
all and suitable provisions for the execution of 
the laws, and to sustain the Union and the 
constitution against whatsoever may endanger 
them. For one, I obey this public voice ; I 
comply with this demand of the people. I sup
port the administration in measures which I 
believe to be necessary ; and, while pursuing 
this course, I look unhesitatingly, and with the 
utmost confidence, for the approbation of the 
country.

The support which Mr. Webster gave to all 
the President’s measures in relation to South 
Carolina, and his exposure of tho doctrine of 
nullification, being the first to detect and de
nounce that heresy, made him extremely obnox
ious to Mr. Calhoun, and his friends ; and must 
have been the main cause of his exclusion from 
the confidence of Mr. Clay and Mr. Calhoun in 
the concoction of their bill, called a compromise. 
His motives as well as his actions were attacked, 
and he w as accused of subserviency to the Presi
dent for the sake of future favor. At the same 
time all the support which he gave to these 
measures was the regular result of the principles 
which he laid down in his first sjieechcs against 
nullification in the debate with Mr. Hayne, and 
he could not have done less without being dere
lict to his own principles then avowed. It was 

| a proud era in his life, supporting with tran
scendent ability the cause of the constitution 
and of the country, in the person of a chief 
magistrate to w hom he was politically opposed 
bursting the bonds of party at the call of duty, 
and displaying a patriotism worthy of admira
tion and imitation. General Jackson felt tho 
debt of gratitude and admiration which he
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owed him ; the country, without distinction of 
party, felt the same ; and the universality of 
the feeling was one of the grateful instances of 
popular applause and justice when great talents 
are seen exerting themselves for the good of 
the country. He was the colossal figure on the 
political stage during that eventful time ; and 
his labors, splendid in their day, survive for the 
benefit of disthnt posterity.

C II A P T E R L XXXI V.

MB. CALHOUN’S NULLIFICATION RESOLUTIONS.

Simultaneously with the commencement of the 
discussions on the South Carolina proceedings, 
was the introduction in the Senate of a set of 
resolutions by Mr. Calhoun, entitled by him, 
“ Resolutions on the powers of the government ; ” 
but all involving the doctrine of nullification ; 
and the debate upon them deriving its point and 
character from the discussion of that doctrine. 
The following were the resolutions :

“ Resolved, That the people of the several 
States composing these United States are united 
ns parties to a constitutional compact, to which 
the people of each State acceded as a separate 
sovereign community, each binding itself by its 
owTn particular ratification ; and that the Union, 
of which the said compact is the bond, is a union 
between the States ratifying the same.

‘■Resolved, That the people of the several 
States, thus united by the constitutional com
pact, in forming that instrument, and in creating 
a general government to carry into effect the 
objects for which they were formed, delegated 
to that government, for that purpose, certain 
definite powers, to be exercised jointly, reserving 
at the same time, each State to itself, the residu
ary mass of powers, to be exercised by its own 
separate government ; and that whenever the 
general government assumes the exercise of 
powers not delegated by the compact, its acts 
are unauthorized, and are of no effect ; and that 
the same government is not made the final 
judge of the powers delegated to it, since that 
would make its discretion, and not the constitu
tion, the measure of its powers ; but that, as in 
all other cases of compact among sovereign par
ties, without any common judge, each has an 
equal rightsto judge for itself, as'well as of the 
infraction as" of the mode and measure of redress.

“ Resolved), That the assertions that the people 
of these United States, taken collectively as in

dividuals, are now, or ever have been, united on 
the principle of the social compact, and as suchÉ 
are qow formed into one nation or people 01 " 
that they have ever been so united in any om 
stage of their political existence ; that the riconli 
of the several States composing the Union ban 
not, as members thereof, retained their sovereim 
ty ; that the allegiance of their citizens has beer 
transferred to the general government- thaï 
they have parted with the right of punishini 
treason through their respective State govern, 
ments ; and that they have not the right of judg. 
ing in the last resort as to the extent of th 
powers reserved, and, of consequence, of thos 
delegated ; arc not only without foundation i, 
truth, but are contrary to the most certain an! 
plain historical facts, and the clearest deductiv 
of reason ; and that all exercise of power on I 
part of the general government, or any of 
departments, claiming authority from so erro 
neons assumptions, must of necessity be uncon. 
stitutional, must tend directly and inevitably ti 
subvert the sovereignty of the States, to destn 
the federal character of the Union, and to real 
on its ruins a consolidated government, without 
constitutional check or limitation, and whirl 
must necessarily terminate in the loss of libert 
itself.”

.
To which Mr. Grundy offered a counter sct| 

as follows :

“1. Resolved, That by the constitution of thi 
United States, certain powers are delegated 
the general government, and those not dele] 
ted, or prohibited to the States, are rese; 
to the States respectively, or to the people

“2. Resolved, That one of the powers expre 
ly granted by the constitution to the genei 
government, and prohibited to the States, 
that of laying duties on imports.

‘-3. Resolved, That the power to lay imposts 
by the constitution wholly transferred from thi 
State authorities to the general govemmen 
without any reservation of power or right c 
the part of the State.

“4. Resolved, That the tariff laws of 182 
and 1832 are exercises of the constitution! 
power possessed by the Congress of the V 
States, whatever various opinions may exist 
to their pijjicy and justice.

“ 5. Respit ed, That an attempt on the part 
a State to annul an act of Congress passed u] 
on any subject exclusively confided by the o 
stitution to Congress, is an encroachment on th 
rights of the general government.

‘■0. Resolved, That attempts to obstruct 
prevent the execution of the several acts of C< 
gross imposing duties on imports, whether b 
ordinances of conventions or legislative enaci 
ments, are not warranted by the constitute 
and are dangerous to the political institutions 
the country.”

tel
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indthe kindred subjects of the “force bill’’.and 
the “ revenue collection bill,” that Mr. Calhoun 
jrrt publicly revealed the source from which 

j tie obtained the seminal idea of nullification as 
iremedy in a government. The Virginia reso- 

| lations of '98—’99, were the assumed source of 
the power itself as applicable to our federal and 
State governments ; but the essential idea of nul
lification as a peaceful and lawful mode of arrest
ing a measure of the general government by the 
gtion of one of the States, was derived from the 
«le power of the tribunes of the people in the 
Roman government. 1 hail often heard him talk 
o^that trihunitian power, and celebrate it as the 
perfection of good government—as being for the 
benefit of the weaker part, and operating nega- 
firely to prevent oppression, and not positively to 

injustice—but I never saw him carry that idea 
«to a publjc speech but once, and that was on 
fie discussion of his resolutions of this session ; 
fcrthough actually delivered while the “force 
bill” was before the Senate, yet all his doctrinal 
(piment on that bill was the amplification of 
lis nullification resolutions. On that occasion i 
be traced the Roman tribunitian power, and con- 
adeied it a cure for all the disorders to which 
Ik Roman state had been subject, and the cause

and condition of the country. This requires 
explanation. At that period, according to the 
laws of nations, when one nation conquered an
other, the lands of the vanquished belonged to 
the victors ; and, according to the Roman law 
the lands thus acquired were divided into parts, 
one allotted to the poorer class of the people, 
and the other assigned to the use of the trea
sury, of which the patricians had the distribu
tion and administration. The patricians abused 
their power, by withholding from the people 
that which ought to have been allotted to them, 
and by converting to their own use that which 
ought to have gone to the treasury. In a word, 
they took to themselves the entire spoils of vic
tory, and they had thus the most powerful mo
tive to keep the state perpetually involved in 
war, to the utter impoverishment and oppression 
of the people. After resisting the abuse of power, 
by all peaceable means, and the oppression be
coming intolerable, the [icoplc at last withdrew 
from the city ; they, in a word, seceded ; and, 
to induce them to reunite, the patricians con
ceded to the plebeians, as the means of protect
ing their separate interests, the very power which 
he contended is necessary to protect the rights 
of the States, hut which is now represented as 
necessarily Wading to disunion. They granted 
to the people the right of choosing three tri
bunes from among themselves, whose persons 
should he sacred, mid who should have the
right of interposing their veto, not only against 

______ the passage of laws, but even against their exe-
towhich all her subsequent greatness was to be V"tion ’ a P°wcr,wllich those who, ‘ake a “lla|- 

. ml . ... . ... low insight into human nature would pronounce
umbuted. This remarkable speech was dc-.ver- inconsisU,nt with the strength and unity of the 
«I February 15th, 1833, and after depicting a state, if not utterly impracticable. Yet, so far 
premment of the majority—a majority uncheck- from that being the effect, from that day the 
edhv a right in the minority of staving their P‘m,IS of Rome became ascendant, and victory

followed her steps till she had established an 
almost universal dominion.

“llow can a result so contrary to all antici
pation be explained ? The explanation appear
ed to him to be simple. No measure or move
ment could he adopted without the concurring 
consent of both the patricians'Trnrt-'plubtqans, 
and each thus became dependent on the outer, 
and, of consequence, the desire and objects of. 
neither could he effected without the concur-t 
rencc of the other. To obtain this concurrence, 
each was compelled to consult the good will of 
the other, and to elevate to office not simply 
those who might have the confidence of the or
der to wllich he belonged, but also that of the 
other. The result was, that men possessing 
those qualities wllich would naturally command 
confidence, moderation, wisdom, justice, ami pa
triotism. were elevated to office ; and these, by 
the weight of their authority and the prudence 
of their counsel, together with that spirit of 
unanimity necessarily resulting from the con
curring assent of the two orders, furnishes the 
real explanation of the power of the Roman 

ii word, had their American system, growing state, and of that extraordinary wisdom, mode- 
at of the peculiar character of the government ration, and firmness, which in so remarkable a

assures—to he unmitigated despotism, lie then 
pctaled to argue in favor of the excellence of the 
«r-'oindthc secession power; and thus deliver
ed himsi If :

1 He night appeal to history for the truth of 
Ik# remarks, of which the Roman furnished 
Ik most familiar and striking. It was a well
born! fact, that, from the expulsion of the Tar- 
pins. to the time of the establishment of the 
tnounitian power, the government fell into a 
toe of the greatest disorder and distraction, 
ad. he might add, corruption. How did this 
hppenî The explanation will throw important 
ÿit on the subject under consideration. The 
immunity was divided into two parts, the pa
tinas and the plebeians, with the powers of 
Ik slate principally in the hands of the former, 
without adequate check to protect the rights of 
Ik latter. The result was as might be expected. 
Tk patricians converted the powers of the go
mment into the means of making money, to 
«rich themselves and their dependants. They,
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degree characterized her public men. He might 
illustrate the truth of the position which he had 
laid down, by a reference to the history of all 
free states, ancient and modem, distinguished 
for their power and patriotism ; and conclusive
ly show not only that there was not one which 
had not some contrivance, under some form, by 
which the concurring assent of the different 
portions of the community was made necessary 
in the action of government, but also that the 
virtue, patriotism, and strength of the state 
were in direct proportion to the strength of the 
means of securing such assent. In estimating 
the operation of this principle in our system, 
which depends, as he had stated, on the right 
of interposition on the part of the State, we 
must not omit to take into consideration the 
amending power, by which new powers may be 
granted, or any derangement of the system be 
corrected, by the concurring assent of three- 
fourths of the States ; and thus, in the same 
degree, strengthening the power of repairing 
any derangement occasioned by the executive 
action of a State. In fact, the power of inter
position, fairly understood, may be considered 
in the light of an appeal against the usurpations 
of the general government, the joint agent of all 
the States, to the States themselves, to be de
cided, under the amending power, affirmatively, 
in favor of the government, by the voice of 
three-fourths of the States, as the highest power 
known under the system.

“Mr. C. said that he knew the difficulty, in 
our country, of establishing the truth of the 
principle for which he contended, though rest
ing upon the clearest reason, and tested by the 
universal experience of free nations. He knew 
that the governments of the several States would 
lie cited as an argument against the conclusion 
to which he had arrived, and which, for the 
most part, were constructed on the principle of 
the absolute majority ; but, in his opinion, a 
satisfactory answer could bo given ; that the 
objects of expenditure which fell within the 
sphere of a State government were few and in
considerable ; so that, be their action ever so 
irregular, it could occasion but little derange
ment. If, instead of being members of this 
great confederacy, they formed distinct commu
nities, and were compelled to raise armies, and 
incur other expenses necessary for their defence, 
the laws which he had laid down as necessarily 
controlling the action of a State, where the will 
of an absolute and unchecked majority prevailed, 
would speedily disclose themselves in faction, 
anarchy, and corruption. Even as the case is, 
tlie operation of the causes to which he had re
ferred were perceptible in some of the larger 
and more populous members of the Union, whose 
governments had a powerful central action, and 
which already showed a strong tendency to that 
moneyed action which is the invariable forerun
ner of corruption and convulsions.

“ But to return to the general government ; 
we have now sufficient exjwrience to ascertain

that the tendency to conflict in this action ia 
between Southern and other sections. The lat
ter, having a decided majority, must habitually 
be possessed of the powers of the government 
both in this and in the other House ; and beinr 
governed by that instinctive love of power so 
natural to the human breast, they must become 
the advocates of the power of government, and 
in the same degree opposed to the limitations • 
while the other and weaker section is as neces
sarily thrown on the side of the limitations. In 
one word, the one section is the natural guar
dian of the delegated powers, and the other of 
the reserved ; and the struggle on the side of 
the former will be to enlarge the powers while 
that on the opposite side avili be to restrain 
them within their constitutional limits. The 
contest will, in fact, be a contest between power 
and liberty, and such he considered the present • 
a contest in which the weaker section, with its 
peculiar labor, productions, and situation, has at 
stake all that can be dear to freemen. Should 
they be able to maintain in their full vigor their 
reserved rights, liberty and prosperity will he 
their portion ; but if they yield, and permit the 
stronger interest to consolidate within itself all 
the powers of the government, then will its fate 
be more wretched than that of the aborigines 
whom they have expelled, or of their slaves. 
In this great struggle between the delegated and 
reserved power»* so far from repining that his lot 
and that of those whom he represented is cast on 
the side of the latter, he rejoiced that such is the 
fact ; for though we participate in but few of 
the advantages of the government, we are com
pensated, and more than compensated, in not 
being so much exposed to its corruption. Nix' 
did he repine that the duty, so difficult to 1* 
discharged, as the defence of the reserved powers 
against, apparently, such fearful odds, had been 
assigned to them. To discharge successfully 
this high duty requires the highest qualities, 
moral and intellectual ; and, should you perform 
it with a zeal and ability in proportion to its 
magnitude, instead of being mere planters, oui 
section will become distinguished for Is patriots 
and statesmen. But, on the other hand, if wc 
prove unworthy of this high destiny, if we yield 
to the steady encroachment of power, the se
verest and most debasing calamity and corrup
tion will overspread the land. Every Southern 
man, true to the interests of his section, and 
faithful to the duties which Providence has 
allotted him, will be for ever excluded from the 
honors and emoluments of this government 
which will be reserved for those only who hare 
qualified themselves, by political prostitution, 
for admission into the Magdalen Asylum.”

In this extract from that remarkable speech, 
the first one in which Mr. Calhoun defended 
nullification and secession in the Senate, and in 
which every word hears the impress of intense 
thought, there is distinctly to be seen hie opin
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ion of the defects of our duplicate form of go
vernment (State and federal), and of the remedy 
for those defects. I say, in our form of govern
ment; for his speech had a practical application 
to ourselves, and was a defence, or justification 
of the actual measures of the State he represented, 
tnd this defect was, the unchecked authority 
of a majority ; and the remedy was, an au
thority in the minority to check that majority, 

and to secede. This clearly was an absolute 
condemnation of the fundamenta. principle upon 
which tho administration of the federal consti
tution. and of the State constitutions rested. 
But he did not limit himself to the benefits of 
the ceto and of secession, as shown in Roman 
history! he had recourse to tho Jewish for the 
same purpose—and found it—not in a veto in 
each of the twelve tribes, but in the right of 
secession ; and found it, not in the minority, but 
the majority, in the reign of Jeroboam, when 
ten tribes seceded. That example is thus intro
duced:

“ Among the few exceptions in the Asisdic 
nations, the government of the twelve tribes of 
Israel, in its early period, was the most striking. 
Their government, at first, was a mere confedera
tion, without any central power, till a military 
chieftain, with the title of king, was placed at 
its head, without, however, merging the original 
organization of the twelve distinct tribes. This 
was the commencement of that central action 
among that peculiar people, which, in three 
generations, terminated in a permanent division 
of their tribes. It is impossible even fora care
less reader to peruse the history of that event 
without being forcibly, struck with the analogy 
in the causes which led to their separation, and 
those which now threaten us with a similar 
calamity. With the establishment of tho central 
power in the king commenced a system of tax
ation, which, under king Solomon, was greatly 
increased, to defray the expense of rearing the 
temple, of enlarging and embellishing Jerusalem, 
the seat of the central government, and the other 
profuse expenditures of his magnificent reign. 
Increased taxation was followed by its natural 
consequences—discontent and complaint, which 
before his death began to excite resistance. On 
the succession of his son, Kehoboam, the ten 
tribes, headed by Jeroboam, demanded a re
duction of the taxes ; the temple being finished, 
and the embellishment of Jorusalem completed, 
and the money which had been raised for that 
purpose being no longer required, or, in other 
wordsj the debt being paid, they demanded a 
reduction of the duties—a repeal of the tariff. 
The demand was taken under consideration, and, 
after consulting the old men (tho counsellors of 
’98), who advised a reduction, he then took the 
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opinion of the younger politicians, who had since 
grown up, and knew not the doctrines of their 
fathers. He hearkened unto their counsel, and 
refused to make the reduction ; and the secession 
of the ten tribes, under Jeroboam, followed. 
The tribes of Judah and Benjamin, which had 
received the disbursements, alone remained to 
the house of David.”

This example also had a practical application, 
and a squint at the Virginia resolutions of ’98- 
’99, and at tho military chieftain then at tho 
head of our government, with a broad intimation 
of what was to happen if the taxes were not 
reduced ; and that happened to be secession. And 
all this, and the elaborate speech from which it 
is taken, and many others of the same character 
at the same time, was delivered at a time when 
tho elections had decided for a reduction of the 
taxes—when a bill in tho House was under con
sideration for that purpose—and when his own 
“ compromise ” bill was in a state of concoction, 
and advanced to a stage to assure its final pass
ing. Strong must have been Mr. Calhoun’s 
desire for his favorite remedy, when ho could 
contend for it under such circumstances—under 
circumstances which showed that it could not 
be wanted for the purpose which he then avowed. 
Satisfied of tho excellence, and even necessity in 
our system, of this remedy, the next question 
was to create it, or to find it ; create it, by an 
amendment to the constitution ; or find it already 
existing there ; and this latter was done by a 
new reading of tho famous Virginia resolutions 
of ’98-’99. The right in any State to arrest an 
act of Congress, and to stay it until three fourths 
of the States ordered it to proceed, and with a 
-right forcibly to resist if any attempt was made 
in the mean time to enforce it, with the correla
tive right of secession and permanent separation, 
were all found by him in these resolutions—tho 
third especially, which was read, and commented 
upon for the purpose. Mr. Rives, of Virginia, 
repulsed that interpretation of the act of his 
State, and showed that an appeal to public opin
ion was all that was intended ; and quoted tho 
message of Governor Monroe to show that tho 
judgment of the federal court, under one of the 
acts declared to be unconstitutional, was carried 
into effect in tho capital of Virginia with the 
order and tranquillity of any other judgment. 
He said :

“ But, sir, tho proceedings of my State, on 
another occasion of far higher importance, have
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been so frequently referred to, in the course of 
this debate, as an example to justify the present 
proceedings of South Carolina, that I may be 
excused for saying something of them. What, 
then, was the conduct of Virginia, in the me
morable era of ’98 and ’99 ? She solemnly pro
tested against the alien and sedition acts, as ‘ pal
pable and alarming infractions of the constitu
tion;’ she communicated that protest to the 
other States of the Union, and earnestly appealed 
to them to unite with her in a like declaration, 
that this deliberate and solemn expression of the 
opinion of the States, as parties to the constitu
tional compact, should have its proper effect on 
the councils of the nation, in procuring a revi
sion and repeal of the obnoxious acts. This 
was ‘the head and front of her offending’—no 
more. The whole object of the proceedings was 
by the peaceful force of public opinion, embodied 
through the organ of the State legislatures, to 
obtain a repeal of the laws in question, not to 
oppose or arrest their execution, while they re
mained unrepcaled. That this was the true 
spirit and real purpose of the proceeding, is 
abundantly manifested by the whole of the able 
debate which took place in the legislature of the 
State, on the occasion. All the speakers, who 
advocated the resolutions which were finally 
adopted, distinctly placed them on that legiti
mate, constitutional ground. 1 need only refer 
to the emphatic declaration of John Taylor, of 
Caroline, the distinguished mover and able 
champion of the resolutions, lie said ' the ap
peal was to public opinion ; if that is against 
us, we must yield.’ The same sentiment was 
avowed and maintained by every friend of the 
resolutions, throughout the debate.

“But, sir, the real intentions and policy of 
Virginia were proved, not by declarations and 
speeches merely, but by facts. If there ever 
was a law odious to a whole people, by ils 
daring violation of the fundamental guaranties 
of public liberty, the freedom of speech and free
dom of the press, it was the sedition law to the 
people of Virginia. Yet, amid all this indignant 
dissatisfaction, after the solemn protest of the 
legislature, in ’98, and the renewal of that pro
test, in ’99, this most odious and arbitrary law 
was peaceably carried into execution, in the 
capital of the State, by the prosecution and pun
ishment of Callender, who was fined and im
prisoned for daring to canvass the conduct of 
our public men (as Lyon and Cooper had been 
elsewhere), and was still actually imprisoned, 
when the legislature assembled, in December, 
1800. Notwithstanding the excited sensibility 
of the public mind, no popular tumult, no legis
lative interference, disturbed, in any manner, the 
full and peaceable execution of the law. Thu 
Senate wdll excuse me, I trust, for calling their 
attention to a most forcible commentary on the 
true character of the Virginia proceedings of ’98 
and ’99 (as illustrated in this transaction), which 
was contained in the official communication of 
Mr. Monroe, then Governor of the State, to the

legislature, at its assembling, in December, 1800 
After referring to the distribution which had 
been ordered to be made among the people of 
Mr. Madison’s celebrated report, of ’99, he says 
‘ In connection with this subject, it is proper to 
add, that, since your last session, the sedition 
law, one of the acts complained of, has been car- 
ried into effect, in this commonwealth, by the 
decision of a federal court. I notice this event 
not with a view of censuring or criticising it 
The transaction has gone to the world, and the 
impartial will judge of it as it deserves. 1 no- 
tice it for the purpose of remarking that the 
decision was executed with the same order and 
tranquil submission, on the part of the people 
as could have been shown by them, on a similar 
occasion, to any the most necessary, constitu
tional, and popular acts of the government.’ ”

Mr. Webster, in denying the derivation of nul
lification and secession from the constitution, 
said :

“The constitution docs not provide for events 
which must be preceded by its own destruction. 
Secession, therefore, since it must bring these 
consequences with it, is revolutionary. And 
nullification is equally revolutionary. What is 
revolution ? Why, sir, that is revolution which 
overturns, or controls, or successfully resists the 
existing public authority ; that which arrests 
the exercise of the supreme power ; tliat which 
introduces a new paramount authority into the 
rule of the state. Now, sir, this is the precise 
object of nullification. 11 attempts to supersede 
the supreme legislative authority. It arrests 
the arm of the Executive Magistrate. It inter 
rupts the exercise of the accustomed judicial 
power. Under the name of an ordinance, it de
clares null and void, within the State, all the 
revenue laws of the Ünited States. Is not this 
revolutionary ? Sir, so soon as this ordinance 
shall be carried into effect, a revolution will have 
commencer! in South Carolina. She will have 
thrown off the authority to which her citizens 
have, heretofore, been subject. She will have 
declared her own opinions and her own will to 
be above the laws, and above the power of those 
who are intrusted with their administration 
If she makes good these declarations, she is re
volutionized. As to her, it is as distinctly a 
change of the supreme power as the American 
Revolution, of 1770. That revolution did not 
subvert government, in all its forms. It did not 
subvert local laws and municipal administra
tions. 11 only threw off the dominion of a power 
claiming to be superior, and to have a right, in 
many important respects, to exercise legislative 
authority. Thinking this authority to hare 
been usurped air abused, the American colonics, 
now the United States, bade it defiance, and 
freed themselves from it, by means of a revolu
tion. But that revolution left them with their 
own municipal laws still, and the forms of local 
government^ If Carolina now shall effectually
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resist the laws of Congress—if she shall be her 
own judge, take her remedy into her own hands, 
obey the laws of the Union when she pleases, 
md disobey them when she pleases—she will 
relievo herself from a paramount power, as dis
tinctly as did the American colonies, in 1776. 
In other words, she will achieve, as to herself, a 
revolution.”

The speaker then proceeded to show what 

nullification was, as reduced to practice in the 

ordinance, and other proceedings of South Caro

lina ; and said :

“But, sir, while practical nullification in 
South Carolina would be, as to herself, actual 
md distinct revolution, its necessary tendency 
mu6t also be to spread revolution, and to break 
up the constitution, as to all the other States. 
It strikes a deadly blow at the vital principle of 
the whole Union. To allow State resistance to 
the laws of Congress to be rightful and proper, 
to admit nullification in some States, and yet 
not expect to see a dismemberment of the en
tire gmernment, appears to me the wildest illu
sion and the most extravagant fully. The gen
tleman seems not conscious of the direction or 
the rapidity of his own course. The current of 
his opinions sweeps him along, he knows not 
whither. To begin with nullification, with the 
avowed intent, nevertheless, not to proceed to 
accession, dismemberment, and general revolu
tion, is as if one were to take the plunge of 
Niagara, and cry out that he would stop half-. 
way down. In the one case, as in the other, 
the rash adventurer must go to the bottom of 
the dark abyss below, were it not that that 
abyss has no discovered bottom.

“ Nullification, if successful, arrests the power 
of the law, absolves citizens from their duty, 
subverts the foundation both of protection and 
obedience, dispenses with oaths and obligations 
of allegiance, and elevates another authority to 
supreme command, is not this revolution ? 
And it raises to supreme command four-and- 
twenty distinct powers, each professing to he 
under a general government, and yet each set
ting its laws at defiance at pleasure. Is not 
this anarchy, as well as revolution ? Sir, the 
constitution of the United States was received 
as a whole, and for the whole country, if it 
cannot stand altogether, it cannot stand in 
parts ; and, if the laws cannot he executed 
every where, they cannot long be executed any 
where. The gentleman very well knows that 
all duties and imposts must he uniform through
out the country, lie knows that we cannot 
have one rule or one law for South Carolina, 
and another for other States. Ho must see, 
therefore, and does see—every man sees—that 
the only alternative is a repeal of the laws 
throughout the whole Union, or their execution 
in Carolina as well as elsewhere. And this re
peal is demanded, because a single State inter
posée her veto, and threatens resistance ! The

result of the gentleman’s opinions, or rather the 
very text of his doctrine, is, that no act of Con
gress can hind all the States, the constitutionali
ty of whicli is not admitted by all ; or, in other 
words, that no single State is bound, against its 
own dissent, by a law of imposts. This was 
precisely the evil experienced under the old 
confederation, and for remedy of which this 
constitution was adopted. The leading object 
in establishing this government, an object forced 
on the country by the condition of the times, 
and the absolute necessity of the law, was to 
give to Congress power to lay and collect im
posts without the consent of particular States. 
The revolutionary debt remained unpaid ; the 
national treasury was bankrupt ; the country 
was destitute of credit ; Congress issued its 
requisitions on the States, and the States neg
lected them ; there was no power of coercion 
but war ; Congress could not lay imposts, or 
other taxes, by its own authority ; the whole 
general government, therefore, was little more 
than a name. The articles of confederation, as 
to purposes of revenue and finance, were nearly 
a dead letter. The country sought to escape 
from this condition, at once feeble and disgrace
ful, by constituting a government which should 
have power of itself to lay duties and taxes, and 
to pay the public debt, and provide for the gen
eral welfare ; and to lay these duties and taxes 
in all the States, without asking the (consent 
of the State goverments. This was the very 
power on which the new constitution was to de
pend for all its ability to do good ; and. without 
it. it can he no government, now or at any time. 
Yet, sir, it is precisely against this power, so 
absolutely indis[iensahle to tiie very being of 
the government, that South Carolina directs her 
ordinance. She attacks the government in its 
authority to raise revenue, the very mainspring 
of the w hole system ; and, if she succeed, every 
movement of that system must inevitably cease. 
It is of no avail that she declares that she does 
not resist the law as a revenue law, but as a 
law for protecting manufactures. It is a reve
nue law ; it is the very law by force of which 
the revenue is collected ; if it be arrested in any 
State, the revenue ceases in that State ; it is, in 
a word, the sole reliance of the government for 
the means of maintaining itself and performing 
its duties.”

Mr. Webster condensed into four biief and 
pointed propositions his opinion of the nature 
of our federal government, as being a Union 
in contradistinction to a League, and as acting 
upon individuals in contradistinction to States, 
and as being, in these features discriminated 
from the old confederation.

“1. That the constitution of the United States 
is not a league, confederacy, or compact, between 
the people of the several States in their sove
reign capacities ; hut a government proper,
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founded on the adoption of the people, and 
creating direct relations between itself and in
dividuals.

*• 2. That no State authority has power to dis
solve these relations ; that nothing can dissolve 
them but revolution ; and that, consequently, 
there can be no such thing as secession without 
revolution.

“3. That there is a supreme law, consisting 
of the constitution of the United States, acts of 
Congress passed in pursuance of it, and trea
ties ; and that, in cases not capable of assuming 
the character of a suit in law or equity, Con
gress must judge of, and finally interpret, this 
supreme law, so often as it has occasion to pass 
acts of legislation ; and, in cases capable of as
suming, and actually assuming, the character of 
a suit, the Supreme Court of the United States 
is the final interpreter.

“ 4. That an attempt by a State to abrogate, 
annul, or nullify an act of Congress, or to arrest 
its operation within her limits, on the ground 
that, in her opinion, such law is unconstitu
tional, is a direct usurpation on the just powers 
of the general government, and on the equal 
rights of other States ; a plain violation of the 
constitution, and a proceeding essentially revo
lutionary in its character and tendency.”

Mr. Webster concluded his speech, an elabo
rate an<? able one, in which he appeared in the 
high character of patriot still more than that of 
orator, in which he intimated that some other 
cause, besides the alleged one, must be at the 
bottom of this desire for secession. He was 
explicit that the world could hardly believe in 
such a reason, and that we ourselves who hear 
and see all that is said and done, could not be
lieve it He concluded thus :

“ Sir, the world will scarcely believe that this 
whole controversy, and all the desperate mea- 
6arcs which its support requires, have no other 
foundation than a difference of opinion, upon a 
provision of the constitution, between a majori
ty of the people of South Carolina, on one side, 
and a vast majority of the whole people of the 
United States on the other. It will not credit 
the fact, it w-ill not admit the possibility, that, 
in an enlightened age, in a free, popular repub
lic, under a government where the people gov
ern. as they must always govern, under such 
systems by majorities, at a time of unprece
dented happiness, without practical oppression, 
without evils, such as may not only be pretend
ed, but felt and experienced ; evils not slight or 
temporary, but deep, permanent, and intolera
ble ; a single State should rush into conflict 
with all the rest, attempt to put down the 
power of the Union by her own laws, and to 
support those laws by her military power, and 
thus break up and destroy the world’s last 
hope. And well the world may be incredulous.

We, who hear and see it, can ourselves hardly 
yet believe it. Even after all that had preced
ed it, this ordinance struck the country with 
amazement. It was incredible and inconceiva- 
bio,' that South Carolina should thus plunge 
headlong into resistance to the laws, on a mat
ter of opinion, and on a question in which the 
preponderance of opinion, both of the present 
day and of all past time, was so overwhelming
ly against her. The ordinance declares that 
Congress has exceeded its just power, by laying 
duties on imports, intended for the protection 
of manufactures. This is the opinion of South 
Carolina ; and on the strength of that opinion 
she nullifies the laws. Yet has the rest of the 
country no right to its opinions also ? Is one 
State to sit sole arbitrées ? She maintains that 
those laws are plain, deliberate, and palpable 
violations of the constitution ; that she has a 
sovereign right to decide this matter ; and, that, 
having so decided, she is authorized to resist 
their execution, by her own sovereign power’ 
and she declares that she will resist it, though 
such resistance should shatter the Union into 
atoms.”

•
Mr. Davis, of Massachusetts, had been still 

more explicit, in the expression of the belief 
already given (in the extract from his speech 
contained in this work), that the discontent in 
South Carolina had a root deeper than that of 
the tariff ; and General Jackson intimated the 
same thing in his message to the two Houses on 
the South Carolina proceedings, and in which 
he alluded to the ambitious and personal feelings 
which might be involved in them. Certainly it 
was absolutely incomprehensible that this doc
trine of nullification and secession, prefigured in 
the Roman secession to the sacred mount, and 
the Jewish disruption of the twelve tribes, should 
be thus enforced, and impressed, for that cause 
of the tariff alone ; when, to say nothing of the 
intention of the President, the Congress and the 
country to reduce it, Mr. Calhoun himself had 
provided for its reduction, satisfactorily to him
self, in the act called a “ compromise ; ” to which 
he was a full contracting party. It was impos
sible to believe in the soleness of that reason in 
the presence of circumstances which annulled it; 
and Mr. Calhoun himself, in a part of his speech 
which had been quoted, seemed to rereal a 
glimpse of two others—slavery, about which 
there was at that time no agitation—and the 
presidency, to which patriotic Southern men 
could not be elected. The glimpse exhibited of 
the first of these causes, was ill this sentence :
“ The content (between the North and the 
South) will, in fact, be a content between potter
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and liberty, and such he considered the prê
tent; a contest in which the weaker section, 
yrith Us peculiar labor, productions and situ
ation, has at stake all that is dear to freemen." 
Here is a distinct declaration that there was 
then a congest between the two sections of the 
Union, anfl that that contest was between power 
and liberty, in which the freedom and the slave 
property op the South were at stake. This de
claration at the time attracted but little atten
tion, there being then no sign of a slavery 
agitition, but to close observers it was an 
ominous revelation of something to come, and an 
apparent laying an anchor to windward for a 
new agitation on a new subject, after the tariff 
was done with. The second intimation which 
he gave out, and which referred to the exclusion 
of the patriotic men of the South from the presi
dency was in this sentence : “ Every Southern 
man, true to the interests of his section, and 
faithful to the duties which Providence has 
allotted him, will be forever excluded from the 
honors and emoluments of this government, 
tihich will be reserved for those only who have 
qualified themselves, by political prostitution, 
for admission into the Magdalen asylum." 
This was bitter ; and while revealing his own 
feelings at the prospect of his own failure for 
the presidency (which from the brightness of 
the noon-day sun was dimning down to the 
obscurity of dark night), was, at the same time, 
unjust, and contradicted by all history, previous 
and subsequent, of our national elections ; and 
by his own history in connection with them. 
The North had supported Southern men for 
President—a long succession of them—and even 
twice concurred in dropping a Northern Presi
dent at the end of a single term, and taking a 
Southern in his place He himself had had 
signal proofs of good will from the North in his 
two elections to the vice-presidency ; in which 
he had been better supported in the North than 
in the South, getting the whole party vote in 
the former while losing part of it in the latter. 
It was evident then, that the protective tariff 
was not the sole, or the main cause of the South 
Carolina discontent ; that nullification and seces
sion were to continue, though their ostensible 
«use ceased ; that resistance was to continue on 
a new ground, upon the same principle, until a 
new and impossible point was attained. This 
was declared by Mr. Calhoun in his place, on the

day of the passage of the “ compromise ” bill 
and on hearing that the “ force bill ” had finally 
passed the House of Representatives. He then 
stood up, and spoke thus :

“ He had said, that as far as this subject was 
concerned, he believed that peace and harmony 
would follow. But there is another connected 
with it, which had passed this House, and which 
hail just been reported as having passed the other, 
which would prevent the return of quiet. He 
considered the measure to which he referred as 
a virtual repeal of the constitution ; and, in fact, 
worse than a positive and direct repeal ; as it 
would leave the majority without any shackles 
on its power, while the minority, hoping to shel
ter itself under its protection, and having still 
some respect left for the instrument, would be 
trammelled without being protected by its pro
visions. It would be idle to attempt to disguise 
that the bill will be a practical assertion of one 
theory of the constitution against another—the 
theory advocated by the supporters of the bill, 
that ours is a consolidated government, in which 
the States have no rights, and in which, in fact, 
they bear the same relation to the whole com- t 
munity as the counties do to the States ; and 
against that view of the constitution which Con- 
siders it as a compact formed by the States as 
separate communities, and binding between the 
States, and not between the individual citiz ^s. 
No man of candor, who admitted that our con
stitution is a compact, and was formed and is 
binding in the manner he had just stated, but 
must acknowledge that this bill utterly over
throws and prostrates the constitution ; and 
that it leaves the government under the control 
of the will of an absolute majority.

“ If the measure be acquiesced in, it will be 
the termination of that long controversy which 
began in the convention, and which has been 
continued under various fortunes until the pre
sent day. Rut it ought not—it will not—it 
cannot be acquiesced in—unless the South is 
dead to the sense of her liberty, and blind to 
those dangers which surround and menace them ; 
she never will cease resistance until the act is 
erased from the statute book. To suppose that 
the entire power of the Union may be placed in 
the hands of this government, and that all the 
various interests in this widely extended country 
may be safely placed under the w ill of an un
checked majority, is the extreme of folly and 
madness. The result would be inevitable, that 
power would be exclusively centered in the 
dominant interest north of this river, and that 
all the south of it would be held as subjected 
provinces, to be controlled for the exclusive 
benefit of the stronger section. Such a state of 
things could not endure ; and the constitution 
and liberty of the country would fall in the con
test, if permitted to continue.

“ He trusted that that would not be the case, 
but that the advocates of liberty every where,
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is well in the North as in the South ; that those 
who maintained the doctrines of ’98, and the 
sovereignties of the States ; that the republican 
party throughout the country would rally against 
this attempt to establish, by law, doctrines which 
must subvert the principles <)n which free insti
tutions could be maintained.” , «

Here was a new departure, upon a new point, 
as violent as the former complaint, looking to 
the same remedy, and unfounded and impossible. 
This force bill, which was a repeal of the con
stitution, in the eyes of Mr. Calhoun, was a 
mere revival of formerly existing statutes, and 
could have no operation, if resistance to the tariff 
laws ceased. Yet, nullification and secession 
were to proceed until it was erased from the 
statute book ; and all the morbid views of the 
constitution, and of the Virginia resolutions of 
’98 and ’99, were to hold their places in Mr. Cal
houn’s imagination, and dominate his conduct in 
all his political action, until this statute was 
erased. But it is due to many of his friends 
and followers, to say that, while concurring in 
his complaints against the ferlerai government, 
and in his remedies, they dissented from his 
source of derivation of these remedies. lie 
found them in the constitution, shown to be 
there by the ’98-’99 Virginia resolutions; the 
manly sense of McDuffie, and some others, re
jected that sophistry, and found their justifica
tion wholly in the revolutionary right of self- 
defence from intolerable oppression.

CHAPTER LXXXV.

SECRET HISTORY OF THE “ COMPROMISE " OF 1833.

Mb. Calhoun and Mr. Clay were early, and 
long, rival aspirants for the Presidency, and an
tagonistic leaders in opposite political systems; 
and the coalition between them in 1833 was 
only a hollow truce (embittered by the humilia
tions to which Mr. Calhoun was subjected in the 
protective features of the “ compromise ”) and 
only kept alive for a few years by their mutual 
interest with respect to General Jackson ancfMr. 
Van Buren. A rupture was foreseen by every 
observer ; and in a few years it took place, and 
in open Senate, and in a way to give the key to 
the secret motives which led to that compromise.

It became a question between them which had 
the upper hand of the other—in their own lan
guage—which was master of the other—on that 
occasion. Mr. Calhoun declared that he had 
Mr. Clay down—had him on his back—was his 
master. Mr. Clay retorted : He my master! [ 
would not own him for the meanest of my slaves. 
Of course, there were calls to order about that 
time; but the question of mastery, and the 
causes which produced the passage of the act, 
were still points of contestation between them 
and came up for altercation in other forms. Mr 
Calhoun claimed a controling influence for the 
military attitude of South Carolina, and its in
timidating effect upon the federal government 
Mr. Clay ridiculed this idea of intimidation.'and 
said the little boys that muster in the streets with 
their tiny wooden swords, had as well pretend 
to terrify the grand army of Bonaparte: and 
afterwards said ho would tell how it happened, 
which wras thus : His friend from Delaware (Mr. 
John M. Clayton), said to him one day—these 
South Carolinians act very badly, but they are 
good fellows, and it is a pity to let Jackson hang 
them. This was after Mr. Clay had brought in 
his bill, and while it lingered without the least 
apparent chance of passing—paralyzed by the 
vehement opposition of the manufacturers: and 
he urged Mr. Clay to take a new move with his 
bill—to get it referred to a committee—and by 
them got into a shape in which it could pass 
Mr. Clay did so—had the reference made—aad 
a committee appointed suitable for the measure 
—some of strong will, and earnest for the bill, 
and some of gentle temperament, inclined to easy 
measures on hard occasions. They were: 
Messrs. Clay, Calhoun, Clayton, Dallas, Grundy, 
Hives.

This was the movement, and the inducing 
cause on one side : now for the cause on the 
other. Mr. I .etcher, a representative from Ken
tucky, was the first to conceive an idea of some 
compromise to release South Carolina from her 
position ; and communicated it to Mr. Clay; 
who received it at first coolly and doubtfully. 
Afterwards, beginning to entertain the idea he 
mentioned it to Mr. Webster, who repulsed it 
entirely, saying—'‘It would be yielding great 
principles to faction ; and that the time had 
come to test the strength of the constitution 
and the government.” After that he was no 
more consulted. Mr. Clay drew up his bill, and
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gent it to Mr. Calhoun through Mr. Letcher— 
he and Mr. Calhoun not being on speaking terms.
He objected decidedly to parts of the bill ; and 
said, if Mr. Clay knew his reasons, he certainly 
would yield the objectionable parts. Mr. Letch
er undertook to arrange an interview;—which 
was effected—to take place in Mr. Clay’s room. 
The meeting was cold, distant and civil. Mr. 
Clay rose, bowed to his visitor, and asked him 
to take a seat. Mr. Letcher, to relieve the em
barrassment, immediately opened the business of 
the interview : which ended without results. 
Mr. Clay remained inflexible, saying that if he 
gave up the parts of the hill objected to, it could 
not be passed ; and that it would he better to 
give it up at once. In the mean time Mr. Let
cher had seen the President, and sounded him 
on the subject of a compromise: the President 
answered, he would have no negotiation, and 
would execute the laws. This was told by Mr. 
Letcher to Mr. McDuffie, to go to Mr. Calhoun. 
Soon after, Mi . Letcher found himself required 
to make a direct communication to Mr. Calhoun. 
Hr. Josiah S. Johnson, senator from Louisiana, 
came to his room in the night, after he had gone to 
bed—and informed him of what he had j ust learnt : 
—which was, that General Jackson would ad
mit of no further delay, and was determined to 
take at once a decided course with Mr. Calhoun 
(an arrest and trial foi^ligh treason being 

understood). Mr. Johnson deemed it of the 
utmost moment that Mr. Calhoun should be 
instantly warned of his danger ; and urged Mr. 
Letcher to go and apprise him. He went—found ’ 
Mr. Calhoun in bèd—was admitted to him—in
formed him. " Ht was evidently disturbed.” 
Mr. Letcher and Mr. Clay were in constant com
munication with Mr. Clayton.

After the committee had been appointed, Mr. 
Clayton assembled the manufacturers, for with
out their consent nothing could bo done; and 
in the meeting with them it was resolved to 
pass the bill, provided the Southern senators, 
including the nullifiers. should vote both for the 
amendments which shaild be proposed, and for 
the passage of the bilLftself—the amendments be
ing the same afterwards offered in the Senate 
by Mr. Clay, and especially the home valuation 
feature. When these amendments, thus agreed 
upon by the friends of the tariff, were proposed in 
the committee, they were voted down ; and not 
being able to agree upon any thing, the bill was

carried back to the senate without alteration. 
But Mr. Clayton did not give up. Moved by a 
feeling of concern for those who were in peril, 
and for the state of the country, and for the 
safety of the protective system of which he was 
the decided advocate, he determined to have the 
same amendments, so agreed upon by the friends 
of the tariff and rejected by the committee, 
offered in the Senate ; and, to help Mr. Clay with 
the manufacturers, he put them into his hand? 
to be so offered—notifying Mr. Calhoun and 
Mr. Clay that unless the amendments were 
adopted, and that by the Southern vote, every 
nullifier inclusively, that the bill should not 
pass—that He himself would move to lay it on 
the table. His reasons for making the nul
lification vote a sine qua non both on the 
amendments and on the bill, and for them all, 
separately and collectively, was to cut them off 
from pleading their unconstitutionality after they 
were passed ; and to make the authors of dis
turbance and armed resistance, after resistance, 
parties upon the record to the measures, and 
every part of the measures, which were to pacify 
them. Unless these leaders were thus bound, 
he looked upon any pacification as a hollow truce, 
to be succeeded by some new disturbance in a 
short time ; and therefore he was peremptory 
with both Ma Clay and Mr. Calhoun, denounc
ing the sacrifice of the bill if his terms ^ere not 
complied with ; and letting them know that he 
had friends enough bound to his support. They 
wished to know the names of the senators who 
were to stand by him in this extreme course— 
which he refused to give ; no doubt restrained 
by an injunction of secrecy, there being many 
men of gentle temperaments who are unwilling 
to commit themselves to a measure until they 
sec its issue, that the eclat of success may con
secrate what the gloom of defeat would damn. 
Being inexorable in his claims, Mr. Clay and 
Mr. Calhoun agreed to the amendments, and all 
voted for them, one by one, as Mr. Clay offered 
them, until it came to the last—that revolting 
measure of the home valuation. As soon as it 
was proposed, Mr. Calhoun and bis friends met 
it with violent opposition, declaring it to be 
unconstitutional, and an insurmountable obstacle 
to their votes for the bill if put into it. It was 
then late in the day, and the last day Tret one 

of the session, and Mr. Clayton found himself 
in the predicament which required the execu-
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tion of his threat Ho executed it, and moved 
to lay it on the table, with the declaration that 
it was to lie there. Mr. Clay went to him and 
besought him to withdraw the motion ; but in 
vain. He remained inflexible ; and the bill then 
appeared to be dead. In this extremity, the 
Calhoun wing retired to the colonnade behind 
the Vice-President’s chair, and held a brief con
sultation among themselves : and presently Mr. 
Bibb, of Kentucky, came out, and went to Mr. 
Clayton and asked him to withdraw his motion 
to give him time to consider the amendment. 
Seeing this sign of yielding, Mr. Clayton with
drew his motion—to be renewed if the amend
ment was not voted for. A friend of the parties 
immediately moved an adjournment, which was 
carried ; and that night’s reflections brought 
them to the conclusion that the amendment 
must be passed ; but still with the belief, that, 
there being enough to pass it without him, Mr.

•■Calhoun should be spared the humiliation of 
appearing on the record in its favor. This was 
told to Mr. Clayton, who declared it to be im
possible—that Mr. Calhoun’s vote was indis
pensable, as nothing would be considered secured 
by the passage of the bill unless his vote appeared 
for every amendment separately, and for the 
whole bill collectively. When the Senate met, 
and the bill was taken up, it was still unknown 
what he would do ; but his friends fell in, one 
after the other, yielding their objections upon 
different grounds, and giving their assent to this 
most flagrant instance (and that a new one), of 
that protective legislation, against which they 
were then raising troops in South Carolina ! and 
limiting a day, ami that a short one, on which 
she was to be, ipao facto, a soceder from the 
Union. Mr. Calhoun remained to the last, and 
only rose when the vote was ready to be taken, 
and prefaced a few remarks with the very notable 
declaration that he had then to “ determine ” 
which way he would vote. He then declared 
m favor of the amendment, but upon conditions 
which he desired the reporters to note ; and 
which being futile in themselves, only showed 
the desperation of his condition, and the state 
of impossibility to which he was reduced. Sev
eral senators let him know immediately the 
futility of his conditions ; and without saying 
more, he voted on ayes and noes for the amend
ment ; and afterwards for the whole bill. And 
this concluding scene appears quite correclly

reported in the authentic debates. And thus 
the question of mastery in this famous “ com 
promise,” mooted in the Senate by Mr. Clay and 
Mr. Calhoun as a problem between themselves 
is shown by the inside view of this bit of history' 
to belong to neither of them, but to Mr. John 
M. Clayton, under the instrumentality of Gen 
Jackson, who, in the presidential election had 
unhorsed Mr. Clay and all his systems ; and in 
his determination to execute the laws upon Mr 
Calhoun, had left him without remedy, except 
in the resource of this “compromise.” Upon 
the outside history of this measure which I have 
compiled, like a chronicler, from the documentary 
materials, Mr. Calhoun and Mr. Clay appear as 
master spirits, appeasing the storm which they 
had raised ; on the inside view they appear as 
subaltern agents dominated by the necessities 
of their condition, and providing for themselves 
instead of their country—Mr. Clay, in saving 
the protective policy, and preserving the support 
of the manufacturers ; and Mr. Calhoun, in sav
ing himself from the perils of his condition : and 
both, in leaving themselves at liberty to act to
gether in future against General Jackson and 
Mr. Van Buren.

C II APTEIl LXXXTI.

COMPROMISE LEGISLATION ; AND THE ACt 80 
CALLED, OF 183a

This is a species of legislation which wears « 
misnomer—which has no foundation in the con
stitution—and which generally begejs more mis
chief than it assumes to prevent ; and which, 
nevertheless, is very popular—the name, though 
fictitious, being generally accepted for the reali
ty. There are compromises in the constitution, 
founded upon what gives them validity, namely, 
mutual consent ; and they are sacred. All com
promises are agreements, made voluntarily by 
independent parties—not imposed by one upon 
another. They may lie made b> compact—not 
by votes. The majority cannot subject the mi
nority to its will, except in the present decision 
—cannot bind future Congresses—cannot claim 
any sanctity for their acts beyond tliat which 
grows out of the circumstances in which they 
originate, and which address themselves to the
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moral sense of their successors, and to reasons 
of justice or policy which should exempt an act 
from the inherent fate of all legislation. The 
,ct of 1820, called the Missouri Compromise, is 
one of the most respectable and intelligible of 
this species of legislation. It composed a na
tional controversy, and upon a consideration. 
It divided a great province, and about equal
ly, between slaveholding and non-slaveholding 
States. It admitted a State into the Union ; 
and that State accepted that admission upon the 
condition of fidelity to that compromise. And 
being founded in the material operation of a line 
drawn upon the earth under an astronomical 
law, subject to no change and open to all obser
vation, visible and tangible, it Iwcame an object 
susceptible of certainty, both in its breach and 
in its observance. That act is entitled to re
spect, especially from the party which inqiosed 
it upon the other ; and has been respected ; for 
it has remained inviolate for thirty years— 
neither side attempting to break or abolish it— 
ach having the advantage of it—and receiving 
all the while, like the first magna charta, many 
confirmations from successive Congresses, and 
bom State legislatures.

lhe act of 1833, called a “ compromise,” was 
a breach of all the rules, and all the principles 
of legislation—concocted out of doors, managed 
by politicians dominated by an outside ’-..crest 
-kept a secret—passed by a majority pledged 
to ils support, and pledged against any amend
ment except from its managers ;—and issuing 
from the conjunction of rival politicians who 
bad lately, and long, been in the most violent 
state of legislative as well as political antago
nism. It comprised every title necessary to 
(tamp a vicious and reprehensible act—bad in 
the matter—foul in the manner—full of abuse— 
and carried through upon the terrors of some, 
the interests of others, the political calculations 
of many, and the dupery of more ; and all upon 
a plea which was an outrage irpor representa
tive government—upon the actual government 
-and upon the people of the States. That plea 
was, that the elections (presidential and con
gressional), had decided the fate of the protec
tive system—had condemned it—had sentenced 
it to death—and charged a new Congress with 
Inexécution of the sentence ; and, therefore, 
that it should be taken out of the hands of that 

| lew Congress, withdrawn from it before it met

<
—and laid away for nine years and a half under 
the sanction of a, so called, compromise—Intan
gible to the people—safe in its existence during 
all that time ; and trusting to the chapter of ac
cidents, and the skill of management, for its 
complete restoration at the end of the term 
This was an outrage upon popular representa
tion—an estoppel upon the popular will—the 
arrest of a judgment which the people had given 

the usurpation of the rights of ensuing Con
gresses. It was the conception of some rival 
politicians who had lately distracted the coun
try by their contention, and now undertook to 
compose !t by their conjunction ; and having 
failed in the game of agitation, threw it up for 
the game of pacification ; and, in this new char
acter, undertook to settle and regulate the af
fairs of their country for a term only half a year 
less than the duration of the siege of Troy ; and 
long enough to cover two presidentinl'elections. 
This was a bold pretension. Rome had existed 
above five hundi id years, and citizens had "be
come masters of armies, and the people humblsd 
to the cry of panem et dream ex—bread and 
the circus—before two or three rivals could go 
together in a corner, and arrange the affairs of 
the republic for five years : now this was dono 
among us for double that time, and in the forty- 
fourth year of our age, and by citizens neither 
of whom had headed, though one had raised, an 
army. And now how could this be effected, 
and in a country so vast and’intelligent ? I 
answer : The inside view which I have given of 
the transaction explains it. It was an operation 
ujion the best, ns well as upon the worst feelings 
of our nature—upon the patriotic alarms of 
many, the political calculations of others, the 
interested schemes of more, and the proclivity 
of multitudes to bo deceived. Some political 
rivals finding tariff no longer available for po
litical elevation, cither in its attack or defence ; 
and, from a ladder to climb on, become a stum
bling-block to fall over, and a pit to fall into, 
agree to lay it aside for the term of two presi
dential elections ; upon the pretext of quieting 
the country which they had been disturbing ; 
but in reality to get the crippled hobby out of 
the way, and act in concert against an old foe 
in )>ower, and a new adversary, lately supposed 
to have been killed off, but now appearing high 
in the political firmament, and verging to its ze
nith. That new adversary was Mr. Van Buren,
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just elected Vice-President, and in the line of 
old precedents for the presidency ; and the main 
object to be able to work against him, and for 
themselves, with preservation to the tariff, and 
extrication of Mr. Calhoun. The masses were 
alarmed at the cry of civil war, concerted and 
spread for the- ptii-ptse of alarm ; and therefore 
ready to hail any scheme of deliverance from 
that calamity'. The manufacturers saw their 
advantage in saving their high protecting duties 
from immediate reduction. The friends of Mr. 
Clay believed that the title of pacificator, which 
he was to earn, would win for him a return of 
the glory of the Missouri compromise, Mr. 
Calhoun’s friends saw, for him, in any arrange
ment, a release from his untenable and perilous 
position. Members of gentle temperaments in 
both Houses, saw relief in middle courses, and 
felt safety in the very word “ compromise,” no 
matter how fictitious and fallacious. The friends 
of Mr. Van Buren saw his advantage at getting 
the tariff out of his way abo ; and General 
Jackson felt a positive relief in being spared 
the dire necessity of enforcing the laws by the 
sword and by criminal prosecutions. All these 
parties united to pass the act ; and after it was 
passed, to praise it ; and so it passed easily, and 
was ushered into life in the midst of thundering 
applause. Only a few of the well-known sena
tors voted against it—Mr. Webster, Mr. Dick
erson, General Samuel Smith, Mr. Benton.

My objections to this bill, and its mode of 
being passed, were deep and abiding, and went 
far beyond its own obnoxious provisions, and all 
the transient and temporary considerations con
nected with it. Asa friend to popular repre
sentative government, 1 could not see, without 
insurmountable repugnance, two citizens set 
themselves up for a power in the State, and 
undertake to regulate, by their private agree
ment (to lx) invested with the forms of law), 
the public affairs for years to come. 1 admit no 
man to stand for a power in our country, and to 
assume to be able to save the Union. Its safety 
does not depend upon the bargains of any two 
men. Its safety is in its own constitution—in 
its laws—and in the affections of the people ; 
and all that is wanted in public men is to ad
minister the constitution in its integrity, and to 
enforce the laws without fear or affection. A 
compromise made with a State in arms, is a 
capitulation to that State ; and in this light, Mr.

Calhoun constantly presented the act of 1833 
and if it had emanated from the government, he 
would have been right in his fact, and in hig 
inductions ; and all discontented States would 
have been justified, so far as successful precedent 
was concerned, in all future interpositions of its 
fiat to arrest the action of the federal govern
ment. But it did not emanate from the govern
ment It (the government) was proceeding 
wisely, justly, constitutionally in settling with 
South Carolina, by removing the cause of her 
real grievance, and by enforcing the laws against 
their violators. 11 (the constituted government) 
was proceeding regularly in this way, with » 
prospect of a successful issue at the actual ses
sion, and a certainty of it at the next one, when 
the whole subject was taken out of its hands by 
an arrangement between a few members. The 
injury was great then, and of permanent evil 
example. It remitted the government to the 
condition of the old confederation, acting upon 
sovereignties instead of individuals. It violated 
the feature of our Union which discriminated it 
from all confederacies which ever existed, and 
which was wisely and patriotically put into the 
constitution to save it from the fate which had 
attended all confederacies, ancient and modem. 
All these previous confederacies in their general, 
or collective capacity, acted upon communities, 
and met organized resistance as often as they 
decreed any thing disagreeable to one of its strong 
members. This opposition could only be sub
dued by force ; and the application of force has 
always brought on civil war ; which has ended 
in the destruction of the confederacy. The 
framers of our constitutional Union knew all 
this, and had seen the danger of it in history, 
and felt the danger of it in our confederation; 
and therefore established a Union instead of a 
Leauu e—to be sovereign and independent within 
its sphere, acting upon [arsons through its own 
laws and courts, instead of acting on con,muni- 
ties through [xTsuasion or force. It was the 
crowning wisdom of the new constitution ; and 
the effect of this compromise legislation, was to 
destroy that great leature of our Union—to bring 
the general and State governments into couika 
—and to substitute a sovereign State for an of
fending individual as often as a State chose to 
make the cause of that individual her own. A 
State cannot commit treason, but a citizen can, 
and that against the laws of the United States;
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)d the act of 1833 ■ md so, if a citizen commits treason against the
the government, 1>« ■ United SUtes he m*y (if this interposition he 
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interpositions of its ■ yd goes to acting upon States instead of indi- 
the federal govern- 1 nduahi anlli therefore, the “compromise," as 
ite from the govern- 1 it was called, with South Carolina in 1833 was 
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:ing the laws against H Sishvdk convention of the present year ( 185(1) ; 
titiited government) ■ md which has only to be followed up to see the 
n this way, with a H States of this Union, like those of the Mexican 
16 at the actual ses- H republic, issuing their pronunciamientos at 
the next one, when ■ erery discontent ; and bringing the general 

l out of its hands by H government to a fight, or a capitulation, as 
few members. The often as they please.
1 of permanent evil 1 omit all consideration of the minor vices of
government to the the act—great and flagrant in themselves, but
eration, acting upon mbordinate in comparison to the mischiefs done
viduals. It violated to the frame of our government. At any other
hich discriminated it time these vices of matter, and manner, would
:h ever existed, and hive been crushing to a bill. No bill containing
otically put into the (tithe of the vices, crowded into this one, could
the fate which had Clever have got through Congress before. The 

neient and modem. overthrow of the old revenue principle, that
acies in their general. duties were to be levied on luxuries, and not on
1 upon communities, necessaries— substitution of universal ad ralo-
cij as often as they rim to the exclusion of all specific duties—the
ilc to one of its strong substitution of the home for the foreign valuation
. could only he sub- -theabolition of all discrimination upon articles
ilication of force has j, the imposition of duties—the preposterous
ur ; which has ended stipulation against protection, while giving pro-
i confederacy. II* lotion, and even in new and unheard of fonns ;
nal Union knew ill dl these were flagrant vices of the bill, no one
ter of it in history. 0f which could ever have been carried through
i our confederation; ;n a hill before ; and which perished in this one
i Union instead of i before they arrived at their period of operation,
d independent within year 1842 was to have been the jubilee of
sons through its own ui these inventions, and set them all oil' in their 

acting on con.muni- carter of usefulness ; hut that year saw all these
r force. It was the he anticipations fail ! saw the high protective
ew constitution ; and policy re-established, more burthensome than
.se legislation, waste ever: but of this hereafter. Then the vices in
four Union—to bring ^Bthe passage of the bill, being a political, not a 
tniments into conte legislative action—dominated by an outside in-
reign State lor an of- ferest of manufacturers—and openly carried in
i as a State chose to the Senate by a douceur to some men, not in
ividual her owl A "Kendal Green,” but Kendal cotton. Yet it
,on. but a citizen can, was received by the country as a deliverance,
)f the United States; md the ostensible authors of it greeted as public

benefactors ; and their work declared by legis
latures to be sacred and inviolable, and every 
citizen doomed to political oiitlawry that did not 
give in his adhesion, and bind himself to the 
perpetuity of the act. I was one of those who 
refused this adhesion—who continued to speak 
of the act as I thought—and who, in a few years, 
saw it sink into neglect and oblivion—die with
out the solace of pity or sorrow—and go into 
tiie grave without mourners or witnesses, or a 
stone to mark the place of its interment.

CHAPTER L X X X V 11.

VIRGINIA RESOLUTIONS OF "98-’99—DISABUSED OP 
THEIR SOUTH CAROLINA INTERPRETATION—1. 
UPON TllEIR OWN WORDS—9.'UPON CONTEM 
PORANEOUS INTERPRETATION.

The debate in the Senate, in 1830, on Mr. Foot’s 
resolutions, has been regarded as the dawn of 
those ideas which, three years later, under the 
name of “ nullification," but with the character 
and bearing the seeds of disorganization and 
civil war, agitated and endangered the Union.' 
In that debate, Mr. llayne, as heretofore stated, 
quoted the third clause of the Virginia resolu
tions of 1798, as the extent of the doctrines he 
intended to avow. Though Mr. Webster, at the 
time, gave a different and more portentous in
terpretation to Mr. llayne’s course of argument,
1 did not believe that Mr. llayne purposed to use 
those resolutions to any other effect than that 
intended by their authors and adopters ; and 
they, I well knew, never supposed any right in 
a State of the Union, of its own motion, to annul 
an act of Congress, or resist its operation. Soon 
after the discussion of 1830, however, nullifica
tion assumed its name, with a clear annunciation 
of its purpose, namely, to maintain an inherent 
right in a State to annul the acts of the federal 
government, and resist their operation, in any 
case in which the State might judge an act of 
Congress to exceed the limits of the constitution. 
And to support this disorganizing doctrine, the 
resolutions of 1798, were boldly and persever- 
ingly appealed to, anil attempted to be wrested 
from their real intenta Xoi^ is this effort yet 
abandoned ; nor can we expert it to be whilst 
nullification still exists, either avowed or covert.
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The illustrious authorship of the Resolutions of 
1798 ; the character and reputation of the legis- [ 

lators who adopted them ; their general accept
ance by the republican party ; the influence 
they exercised, not only on questions of the day, 
but on the fate of parties, and in shaping the 
government itself all combine to give them im
portance, and a high place in public esteem ; and 
would go far to persuade the country that nulli
fication was right, if they were nullification. In 
connection, therefore, with the period and events 
in which nullification had its rise, the necessity 
is imposed of an examination into the scope and 
objects of those resolutions ; and the same rea
sons that have made, and make, the partisans 
of nullification so urgent to identify their fal
lacies with the resolutions, must make every 
patriot solicitous for the vindication of them and 
their author and adopters from any such affinity.

Fortunately, the material is at hand, and 
abundant. The resolutions arc vindicated on 
their text alone ; and contemporaneous authen 
tic interpretation, and the reiterated, earnest— 
even indignant—disclaimers of the illustrious 
author himself, utterly repudiate the intent 
that nullification attempts to impute to them 
I propose, therefore, to treat them in these three 

aspects :

I. Vindicated on their text.
The clause of the resolutions, chiefly relied on 

as countenancing nullification, is the third reso
lution of the series, and is as follows :

“ That this assembly doth explicitly and per
emptorily declare that it views the powers of the 
federal government, as resulting from the com
pact, to which the States are parties, as limited 
by the plain sense and intention of the instru
ment constituting that compact ; and that, in 
case of a deliberate, palpabh^jriid dangerous ex
ercise of other powers not granted by the said 
compact, the States, who are the parties thereto, 
have the right, and arc in duty bound, to inter
pose for arresting the progress of the evil, and 
for maintaining, within their respective limits, 
the authorities, rights, and liberties appertaining 

to them.”
The right and duty of interposition is cer

tainly here claimed for the States, in case of a 
“ deliberate, palpable, and dangerous assumption 
of powers, by the federal government;” but, 
looking alone to the words of the text, it is an 
unreasonable inference, that forcible or nullify
ing interposition is meant. The word does not

import resistance, but rather the contrary ; lnij 
can only be understood in a hostile sense, when 
the connection in which it is used necessarily 
implies force. Such is not the case in this reso
lution ; and no one has a right to suppose that, 
if its authors had intended to assert a principle 
of such transcendent importance, as that the 
States were severally possessed of the right to 
annul an act of Congress, and resist its execu
tion, they would not have used words to declare 
that meaning explicitly, or, that they would ul
timate covertly a doctrine they dared not avoir.

The constitution itself suggests several modes 
of interposition, competent for either the States 
or the people. It provides for the election (by 
a mixed system, popular and State), at brief in
tervals, of all the functionaries of the federal 
government ; and hence, the interposition of the 
will of the States and people to effect a change 
of rulers ; hence, of policy. It provides that 
freedom of speech and the press, shall not be 
abridged, which is equivalent to a provision that 
those powerful means be perpetually interposed 
to affect the public conscience and sentiment- 
to counsel and alarm the public servants ; to ! 
influence public policy—to restrain and remedy 
government abuses. It recognizes the right 
and provides that it shall not be abridged, of the 
people “ to assemble and petition the govern- j 
ment for the redress of grievances hence, con- ! 
templating that there may be grievances on the 
part of the government, and suggesting a means 
of meeting and overcoming them. Finally, it 
provides that, on the application of a designated 
proportion of the States, Congress shall causer 
convention to be called, to provide, in the con
stitution itself, should it be judged necessary, 
additional securities to the States and the pe> I 
pie, and additional restraints on the govern-1 

ment.
To act on the sentiments of the country 

then; to bring to their aid the potent engins 
of the press and public harangues ; to move 
the people to petition and remonstrance against 
the obnoxious measures ; to draw the attention 
of other States to the abuses complained of.ind 
to the latitudinous construction the federal au- 
thorities werogiving to their powers ; and thus 
bring thosVStatcs, in like manner, to act on 
their senator» and representatives, and on the 
public voice, so as to produce an immediate 
remedy, or to co-operate in calling a conventioa
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to provide further securities—one or both ; these 
alone are the modes of “ interposition ” the Vir
ginia resolutions of 1798 contemplated ; all they 
professed ; all they attempted ; all that the re
solutions, or their history, warrant to be im
puted to them. These modes of interposition 
are all consistent with peace and order ; with 
obedience to the laws, and respect to the law
ful authorities ; the very means, as was well 

: argued by the supporters of the resolutions, 
to prevent civil strife, insubordination, or revo
lution; in all respects, the antipodes of nulli
fication.

To enlarge somewhat on the force of the 
words of the resolutions : The right and duty 
of “ the States ” to interpose, certainly does not 
mean the right of “a State" to nullify and set at 
nought. The States—less than the whole num
ber—have a right to interpose, secured, as al
ready shown, in the constitution ; and this, not 
only persuasively, but peremptorily ; to compel 
the action they may desire ; and it is demon
strable, that it was this constitutional provision 
that the Virginia legislature had in mind, as a 
last resort. The resolutions do not speak any 
where of the right of a State ; but use the plural 
lumber, States. Virginia exercises the right 
that pertains to a State—all the right that, in 
the premises, she pretends to—in passing the 

I resolutions, declaring her views, and inviting the 
like action of her co-States. Instead, therefore, 
of the resolutions being identical with nullifi
cation, the two doctrines are not merely hostile, 
but exactly opposites ; the sum of the Virginia 
dcctrine being, that it belongs to a State to 
take, as Virginia does in this instance, the initia
tive in impcaching any objectionable action of 
the federal government, and to ask her co-States 
to co-operate in procuring the repeal of a law, 
a change of policy, or an amendment of the 
constitution—according as one or the other, or 
all, may be required to remedy the evil com- 

I plained of; whereas, nullification claims, that a 
I angle State may, of its own motion, nullify any 
1 act of the federal government it objects to, and 
I stay its operation, until three fourths of all the 
I States come to the aid of the national authority, 
I and re-enact the nullified measure. One submits 
I to the law, till a majority repeal it, or a conven- 
! lion provides a constitutional remedy for it ; the 
I ether undertakes to annul the law, and suspend 
I ka operation, so long as three fourths of the

States are not brought into active co-operation 
to declare it valid. The resolutions maintain 
the government in all its functions, only seeking 
to call into use the particular function of repeal 
or amendment: nullification would stop the 
functions of government, and arrest laws indefi
nitely ; and is incapable of being brought to ac
tual experiment, in a single instance, without a 
subversion of authority, or civil war. To this 
essential, radical, antagonistic degree do the Vir
ginia resolutions and the doctrine of nullification 
differ, one from the other ; and thus unjustly 
are the Virginia republicans, of 1798, accused of 
planting the seeds of dissolution—a “ deadly 
poison,” as Mr. Madison, himself, emphatically 
calls the doctrine of nullification—in the insti
tutions they had so labored to construct.

II. Upon their contemporaneous interpreta
tion.

The contemporaneous construction of the reso
lutions is fount? in the debates on their adoption ; 
in the responses to them of other State legisla
tures ; and in the confirmatory report prepared 
by the same author, and adopted by the Virginia 
general assembly, in January, 1800 ; and by the 
conduct of the State, in the case of Callender. 
And it is remarkable (when we consider the 
uses to which the resolutions have subsequently 
been turned), that, while the friends of the reso
lutions nowhere claim more than a declaratory 
right for the legislature, and deny all idea of 
force or resistance, their adversaries, in the heat 
of debate, nor the States which manifested the 
utmost bitterness in their responses, have not 
attributed to the resolutions any doctrine like 
that of nullification. Both in the debates and 
in the State responses, the opponents of the re
solutions denounce them as infiamatory, and 
11 tending ” to produce insubordination, and what
ever other evil could then be thought of, con
cerning them ; but no one attributes to them 
the absurdity of claiming for the State a right 
to arrest, of its own motion, the operation of the 
acta of Congress.

The principal speakers, in the Virginia legisla
ture, in opposition to the resolutions, were : 
Mr. George Keith Taylor, Mr. Magill,Mr. Brooke, 
Mr. Cowan, Gen. Henry Lee, and Mr. Cureton. 
Nearly the whole debate turned, not on the ab
stract propriety or expediency of such resolu
tions, on the question whether the acts of Con-

mmm
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gress, which were specially complained of, were, 
in fact, unconstitutional. It was admitted, in
deed, by Gen. Lee, who spoke elaborately and 
argumentatively against the resolutions, that, if 
the acts were unconstitutional, it was “ proper 
to interfere;” but the extreme notions of the 
powers of the federal government that then 
prevailed in the federal party, led them to con
tend that those powers extended to the acts in 
question, though, at this day, they are univer
sally acknowledge to be out of the pale of fede

ral legislation. Beyond the discussion of this 
point, and one or two others not pertinent to 
the present matter, the speakers dwelt only on 
the supposed “ tendency ” of such declarations 
to excite the people to insubordination and non
submission to the law.

Mr. George K. Taylor complained at the com
mencement of his speech, that the resolutions 
“ contained a declaration, not of opinion, but of 
fact ; ” and ho apprehended that “ the conse
quences of pursuing the advice of the resolutions 
would be insurrection, confusion, and anarchy ; ” 
but the legal effect and character that he at
tributed to the resolutions, is shown in his 
concluding sentence, as follows :

“The members of that Congress which had 
passed those laws, had been, so far as lie could 
understand, since generally re-elected ; therefore 
he thought the people of the United States had 
decided in favor of their constitutionality, and 
that such an attempt as they were then making 
to induce Congress to repeal the laws would 
be nugatory."

Mr. Brooke thought resolutions “ declaring 
laws which had been made by the government 
of the United States to be unconstitutional, null 
and void,” were “ dangerous and improper ; ” 
that they had a “ tendency to inflame the pub
lic mind ; ” to lessen the confidence that ought 
to subsist between the representatives of the 
people in the general government and their 
constituents ; ansi to “ sap the very foundations 
of the government, by producing resistance to 
its laws.” But that he did not apprehend the 
resolutions to be, or to intend, any thing beyond 
an expression of sentiment, is evident from his 
further declaration, that he was opposed to the 
resolutions, and equally opposed to any modifi
cation of them, that should bo “ intended as an 
expression of the general sentiment on the sub
ject, because he conceived t to be an improper

mode by which to express the wishes of the 
people of the State on the subject.”

General Lee thought the alien and sedition 
laws “ not unconstitutional ; ” but if they were 
unconstitutional he “ admitted the right of in- 
terposition on the part of the general assemblv ” 
But he thought these resolutions showed “ in. 
decorum and hostility,” and were “not the 
likeliest way to obtain a repeal of the laws” 
lie “ suspected,” in fact, that “ the repeal of the 
laws was not the leading point in view” hut 
that they “ covered ” the objects of “ promotion 
of disunion and separation of the States." The 
resolutions “struck him as recommending resist
ance. They declared the laws null and void. 
Our citizens thus thinking would disobey the 
laws.” llis plan would be, if he thought the 
laws unconstitutional, to let the people petition, 
or that the legislature come forward at once 
“ with a proposition for amending the doubtful 
parts of the constitution ; ” or with a “ respectful 
or friendly memorial, urging Congress to repeal 
the laws.” But he “ admitted ” the only right 
which the resolutions assert for the State, 
namely, the right “ to interpose." The remarks 
of the other opponents to the resolutions were 
to the same effect.

On behalf of the resolutions, the principal 
speakers were, Mr. John Taylor, of Caroline, 
who hail introduced them, Mr. Ruffin, Mr. Mer
cer, Mr. Pope, Mr. Koushee, Mr. Daniil, Mr. 
Peter Johnston, Mr. G Hus, Mr. James Barbour,

They obviated the objection of the speakers 
on the other side, that the resolutions “ contained 
a declaration, not of opinion, but of fact,'1 by 
striking out the words which, in the original 
draft, declared the acts in question to be "null, 
void, and of no force or effect;” so as tu make 
it manifest, as the advocates of the resolutions 
maintained, that they intended nothing beyond 
an expression of sentiment. They obviated | 
another objection which appeared in the original 
draft, which asserted the States alime to be the | 

parties to the constitution, by striking out the 
word “ alone.” They thoroughly and successful- | 
ly combated both the “suspicion” that they hid 
any ulterior object of dissension or disunion, and 
the “ apprehension "that the resolutions would 
encourage insubordination among the pieopfe. 
They acceded to and affirmed, that their object 
was to obtain a rejical of the offensive measures; | 
that the resolutions might ultimately lead to a j
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convention for amending the constitution, and 
that they were intended both to express and to 
affect public opinion ; but nothing more.

Says Mr. Taylor, of Caroline :

“If Congress should, as was certainly possible, 
legislate unconstitutionally, it was evident that 
in theory they have done wrong, and it only 
remained to consider whether the constitution 
is so defective as to have established limitations 
and reservations, without the means of enforcing 
them, in a mode by which they could bo made 
practically useful. Suppose a clashing of opin
ion should exist between Congress and the 
States, respecting the true limits of their consti
tutional territories, it was easy to see, that if 
the right of decision had been vested in either 
party that party, deciding in the spirit of party, 
would inevitably have swallowed up the other. 
The constitution must not only have foreseen 
the possibility of such a clashing, but also the 
consequence of a preference on either side as 
to its construction. And out of this foresight 
must hive arisen the fifth article, by which two 
thirds of Congress may call upon the States for 
an explanation of any such controversy as the 
present ; and thus correct an erroneous construc
tion of its own acts by a minority of the States, 
whilst two thirds of the States are also allowed 
to compel Congress to call a convention, in 
case so many should think an amendment neces
sary for the purpose of checking the unconsti-
tut onal acts of that body.....................Congress
is the creature of the States and the pieople ; hut 
neither the States nor the people are the creatures 
of Congress. It would he eminently absurd, 
that the creature should exclusively construe 
the instrument of its own existence ; and there
fore this construction was reserved indiscrimi
nately to one or the other of those powers, of 
which Congress was the joint work ; namely, 
to the people whenever a convention was re
sorted to, or to the States whenever the operation 
ihould tie carried on by three fourths.”

Mr. Taylor then proceeded to apply these 
observations to the threats of war, and the 
apprehension of civil commotion, ‘ towards which 

i the resolutions were said to have a. tendency.’ 
Are the republicans, said lie, possessed of fleets 
and armies 1 If not, to what could they appeal 
fur defence and support? To nothing, except 
public opinion. If that should be against them,

| they must yield ; if for them, did gentlemen 
mean to say, that public will should be assailed 
by force? , . . . And against a State
which was pHStuing the only possible and or
dinary inode OH ascertaining the opinion of two 
thirds of the States, by declaring its own and 
asking theirs ? ”

“He observed that the resolutions had been ob
jected to. as couched in language too strong and 
offensive ; whilst it had also been said on the same 
side, that if the laws were unconstitutional, the 
people ought to fly to arms aud resist I hem. To

this he replied that he was not surprised to hear 
the enemies of the resolutions recommending 
measures which were either feeble or rash. Tim
idity only served to invite a repetition of injury, 
whilst an unconstitutional resort to arms would 
not only justly exasperate all good men, but 
invite those who differed from the friends of the 
resolutions to the same appeal, and produce a 
civil war. Hence, those who wished to preserve 
the peace, as well as the constitution, had re
jected both alternatives, and chosen the middle 
way. They had uttered what they conceived to 
be truth, and they had pursued a system which 
was only an appeal to public opinion because 
that appeal was warranted by the constitution 
and by principle.”

Mr. Mercer, in reply to Mr. Q. It. Taylor, 
said-.

“ The gentleman from Prince George had told 
the committee that the resolutions were cal
culated to rouse the people to resistance, to 
excite the people of Virginia against the federal 
government. Mr. Mercer did not see how 
such consequences could result from their adop
tion. They contained nothing more than the 
sentiment which the people in many parts of 
the State had expressed, and which had been 
conveyed to the legislature in their memorials 
and resolutions then lying on the table. Ho 
would venture to say t)iat an attention to the 
resolutions from the committee would prove 
that the qualities attempted to be attached to 
them by the gentleman could not be found.”

“ The right of the State government to inter
fere in the manner proposed by the resolutions, 
Mr. Mercer contended was clear to his mind.
.....................The State believed some of its
rights had been invaded by the lato acts of the 
general government, and proposed a remedy 
whereby to obtain a repeal of them. The plan 
contained in the resolutions appeared to Mr. 
Mercer the most advisable. Force was not
thought of by any one.....................The States
were equally concerned, as their rights had 
been equally invaded ; and nothing seemed more 
likely to produce a temper in Congress for a 
nqieal.”

"The object (of the friends of the resolutions), 
in addressing the States, is to obtain a similar 
declaration of opinion, with respect to several
late acts of the general government.....................
and thereby to obtain a repeal.”

V
Mr. Barbour, likewise, in reply to Mr. G. K. 

Taylor, said :
“ The gentleman from Prince George had re

marked that those resolutions invited the people 
to insurrection and to arms ; but, if he could 
conceive that the consequences foretold would 
grow out of the measure, ho would become its
bitterest enemy.”....................The resolutions
were “ addressed, not to tho people but to the
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sister States ; praying, in a pacific way, their 
co-operation, in arresting the tendency and effect 
of unconstitutional laws.

“For his part, he was for using no violence. 
It was the peculiar blessing of the American 
people to have redress within their reach, by 
constitutional and peaceful means.”

On the same point, Mr. Daniel spoke as fol
lows :

“ If the other States think, with this, that the 
laws are unconstitutional, the laws will be re
pealed. and the constitutional question will be 
settled by this declaration of a majority of the
States.”......................“ If, on the contrary, a
sufficient majority of the States should declare 
their opinion, that the constitution gave Con
gress authority to pass these laws, the constitu
tional question would still be settled; but an 
attempt might be made so to amend the consti
tution as to take from Congress this authority.”

And, finally, Mr. Taylor of Caroline, in clos
ing the debate, and in explanation of his former 
remarks in respect to calling a convention, said :

“ He would explain, in a few words, what he 
had before said. That the plan proposed by the 
resolutions would not eventuate in war, but 
might in a convention. He did not admit or 
contemplate, that a convention would bo called. 
He only said, that if Congress, upon being ad
dressed to have these laws repealed, should per
sist, they might, by a concurrence of three 
fourths of the States, be compelled to call a con
vention.”

It is seen, then, by these extracts, that the 
opposers of the resolutions did not cliarge upon 
them, nor their supporters in any manner con
tend for, any principle like that of nullification ; 
that, on the contrary, the supporters o# the re
solutions, so far from the absurd proposition 
that each State could, for itself, annul the acts 
of Congress, and to that extent stop the opera
tion of the federal government, they did not re
cognize that power in a majority of the States, 
nor even in all the States together, by any extra- 
constitutional combination or process, or to an
nul a law otherwise than through the prescribed 
forms of legislative repeal, or constitutional 
amendment.

The resolutions were, however, vigorously 
assailed by the federal parly throughout the 
Union, especially in the responses of several of 
the States ; and at the ensuing session of the 
Virginia legislature, those State responses were 
sent to a committee, who made an elaborate ex
amination of the resolutions, and of the objec

tions that had been made to them, concluding 
by a justification of them in all particular! 
and reiterating their declarations. This re
port was adopted by the general assembly, 
and is a part of the contemporaneous and an- 
thentic interpretation of the resolutions. The 
report says :

“ A declaration that proceedings of the federa 
government are not warranted by the constitu 
tion, is a novelty neither among the citizens, 
nor among the legislatures of the States.

“Nor can the declarations of cither, whether 
affirming or denying the constitutionality of 
measures of the federal government, or whether 
made before or after judicial decisions thereon,
be deemed, in any point of view, 

of iu "
v, an assump-

in such cases, are expressions of opinion, i 
companied by any other effect than what

unac-
. . . what they

may produce on opinio^ by exciting reflection. 
The expositions of the judiciary, on the other 
hand, are carried into immediate effect by force;'

Again : “ In the example given by the State, 
of declaring the alien and sedition acts to be 
unconstitutional, and of communicating the dec
laration to other States, no trace of improper 
means has appeared. And if the other States 
had concurred in making a like declaration, sup
ported too, by the numerous applications flow
ing immediately from the people, it can scarcely 
be doubted, that these simple means would 
have been as sufficient, as they are unexcep
tionable. '

“ It is no less certain that other means might 
have been employed, which are strictly within 
the limits of the constitution. The legislatures 
of the States might have made a direct represen
tation to Congress, with a view to obtain a re
scinding of the two offensive acts ; or they 
might have represented to their respective sena
tors in Congress their wish, that two-thirds 
thereof would^ propose au explanatory amend
ment to the constitution ; or two-thirds of 
themselves, if such had been their option, might 
by an application to Congress, have obtained i 
convention for the same object.

“ These several means, though not equally 
eligible in themselves, nor probably to thn 
States, were all constitutionally open for con
sideration. And if the general assembly, after 
declaring the two acts to be unconstitutional, 
the first and most obvious proceeding on the 
subject, did not undertake to point out to the 
other States a choice among the farther mea
sures that might become necessary anil proper, 
the resource will not he misconstrued by liberal 
minds into any culpable imputation.”

These extracts arc valuable, not only for 
their positive testimony that the Resolution! 
of 1798, nor their authors, had ever contem
plated such a doctrine as Nullification; bnl |

,jso for their precise 
tion of the powers 
acre really claimed ft 
Rights Republicans < 
distinctly laid down :

> 1, By a solemn dee 
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imputation.”

,-aluable, not only for 
■ that the Resolutions 
vors, had ever contra

ts Nullification! but

^ for their precise definition and enumera
tion of the powers which, in the premises, 
were really claimed for the States, by the State- 
Kights Republicans of that day. They are all 
distinctly laid down :

> 1. By a solemn declaration of opinion, calcu
lated to operate on the public sentiment, and to 
induce the co-ojxration of other States in like 
declarations.

2. To make a direct representation to Con
gress, with a view to obtain a repeal of the acts 
complained of.

3. To represent to their respective senators 
their wish that two-thirds thereof would pro- 
nose an explanatory amendment to the consti

tution.
4. By the concurrence of two-thirds of the 

States to cause Congress to call a convention 
for the same object.

These are the entire list of the remedial 
powers suspected, by the Resolutions of 1798, 
uid their author and adopters, to exist in the 
States with reference to federal enactments. 
Their variant character from the peremptory 
arrest of nets of Congress proposed by nullifica
tion, is well illustrated in the comparison made 
iu the report between expressions of opinion 
like those of the resolutions, and the compul
sory operation of a judicial process. Supposing, 
siys the rejort, “ that it belongs to the judicia
ry of the United States, and not the State legis
latures, to declare the meaning of the federal 
constitution,” yet the declarations either of a 
State, or the people, whether affirming or de
nying the constitutionality of measures of the 
federal government, or whether made before or 
alter judicial decisions thereon,” cannot ‘* be 
deemed in any point of view an assumption of 
the office of the judge ;” because, the declara
tions in such cases are expressions of opinions 
unaccompanied with any other effect than 
what they may produce on opinion, by excit
ing reflection ;”—whereas, “the expositions of 
the judiciary are carried into immediate effect 
by force.”

The Republicans who adopted the Resolu
tions of 1798, never contemplated carrying their 
expositions iiitoeHectby force ; never contemplat
ed imparting to them the character of decisions, 
or decrees, or the legal determination of a ques
tion ; or of arresting by means of them the ope
ration of the acts they condemned. The worst

Vfe^. I.—23

the enemies of the resolutions undertook to say 
of them, was that they were intemperate, and 
might mislead the people into disobedience of 
the laws. This was successfully combated ; 
but had it been true—had the authors of the 
resolutions even intended any thing so base, it 
would still liave been nothing comparable to 
the crime of State nullification ; of placing tlio 
State itself in hostile array to-thc federal gov
ernment. Insubordination of individuals may 
usually be overcome by ordinary judicial pro
cess, or by the posse of the county where it oc
curs ; or even if so extensive ivs to require the 
peace-officers to be aided by the military, it is 
still but a matter of police, and in our country 
cannot endanger the existence of the govern
ment. But the array of a State of the Union 
against the federal authority7, is war—a war be
tween powers—both sovereign in their ivq>ec- 
tive spheres—and that could only terminate in 
the destruction of the one, or the subjugation 
and abasement of the other.

But neither the one or the other of these crimes 
was contemplated by the authors of the Resolu
tions of 1798. The remedies they claimed a 
right to exercise are all pointed opt in the con
stitution itself; capable of application without 
disturbing the processes of the law. or suggesting 
an idea of insubordination ; remedies capable of 
saving the liberties of the people and the rights 
of the States, and bringing back the federal gov
ernment to its constitutional track, without a 
jar or a check to its machinery ; remedies felt 
to lx; sufficient, and by crowning experience 
soon proven to lie so. It is due to the memory 
of those men and those times that their acts 
should no lougyj* be mi. construed to cover a 
doctrine synony ifuV.is with disorganization and 
civil war. The conduct both of the government, 
end the people, on the occasion of these resolu
tions. show how lar they were from any nullify
ing or insubordinate intention ; and this fur
nishes us with another convincing proof of the 
contemporaneous interpretation of the resolu
tions. So far (us Mr. Madison justly says)* 
was the State of Virginia from countenancing the 
nullifying doctrine, that the occasion was viewed 
as a proper one for exemplifying its devotion to 
public order, and acquiescence in law’s which it 
deemed unconstitutional, while those laws were 
not repealed. The language of the Governor of

• Selections from tbe corrv.^Hindence of Madison, j». 8W.
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the State (Mr. James Monroe), in a letter to Mr. 
Madison; in May and June of 1800, will attest 
the principles and feelings which dictated the 
course pursued on the occasion, and whether the 
people understood the resolutions in any inflam
matory or vicious sense.

On the 15th May, 1800, Governor Monroe 
writes to Mr. Madison as follows :

“ Besides, I think there is cause to suspect the 
sedition law will be carried into effect in this 
State at the approaching^federal court, and 1 
ought to be there (Richmond) to aid in prevent
ing trouble..................... 1 think it possible an idea
may be entertained of opposition, and by means 
whereof the fair prospect of the republican party 
may be overcast. But in this they are deceived, 
as certain characters in Richmond and some 
neighboring counties are already warned of 
their danger, so that an attempt to excite a hot- 
water insurrection will fail.”

And on the 4th of June, 1800, he wrote again, 
as follows :

“ The conduct of the people on this occasion 
was exemplary, and docs them the highest 
honor. They seemed aware that the crisis de
manded of them a proof of their respect for law 
and order, and resolved to show they were equal 
to It. 1 am satisfied a different conduct was ex
pected from them, for every thing that could 
was done to provoke it. It only remains that 
this business be closed on the part of the people, 
as it has been so far acted ; that the judge, after 
finishing his career, go off in peace, without ex
periencing the slightest insult from any one; 
and that this will be the case 1 have no doubt.”

Governor Monroe was correct in the supposi
tion that the sedition law would be carried into 
effect, at the approaching session of the federal 
court, and he was also right in the anticipation 
that the people would know how to distinguish 
between the exercise of means to procure the 
repeal of an act, and the exercise of violence to 
stop its operation. The act was enforced; was 
“ carnetE"into effect ” in their midst, and a fvl- 
Jow-citizen incarcerated under its odious pro
rogions, without a suggestion of official or other 
in'erference. Thus we have the contemporane
ous interpretation on the resolutions exemplified 
end set at rest, by the most powerful of argu- 
Bier ts: by the impressive fact, that when the 
politic indignation was at its height, subsequent 
to t’.ie resolutions of 1798, and subsequent to the 
report of ’99, and when both had been univer
sally .disseminated and read, aud they had had, 
with it lie debates upon them, their entire influ

ence on the public mind ; that at that moment 
the act of Congress against which the resolutions 
were chiefly aimed, and the indignation of the 
community chiefly kindled, was then and there 
carried into execution, and that in a form—the 
unjust deprivation of a citizen of his liberty- 
tile most obnoxious to a free people, and the most 
likely to rouse their opposition ; yet quietly and 
peaceably done, by the simple, ordinary process 
of the federal court. This fact, so creditable to 
the people of Virginia, is thus noted in the an
nual message of Governor Monroe, to the gene
ral assembly, at their next meeting, December 
1800:

“ In connection with this subject [of the reso
lutions] it is proper to add. that, since your last 
session, the sedition law, one of the acts com
plained of, lias been carried into effect in this 
commonwealth by the decision of a federal court 
1 notice this event, not with a view of censurin ' 
or criticising it. The transaction has gone to 
the world, and the impartial will judge of it 
it deserves. I notice it for the purpose of re
marking that the decision "was executed with the 
same order and tranquil submission on the part 
of the people, as could have been shown bv them 
on a similar occasion, to any the most necessary 
constitutional and popoular acts of the govern
ment.”

Governor Monroe then adds his official and 
personal testimony to the proper intent and 
character of the proceedings of ’98, ’9, as follows

“ The general assembly and the good people 
of this commonwealth have acquitted themselves 
to their own consciences, and to their brethren 
in America, in support of a cause which they 
deem a national one, by the stand which they 
made, ami the sentiments they expressed of 
these acts ofc-tho general government; but they 
have looked for a change in that respect, te a 
change in the public opinion, which ought to h 
free ; not to measures of violence, discord and 
disunion, which they abhor."

CHAPTER LX XXVIII.

VIRGINIA RESOLUTIONS OK li»s:-l)lyBUSEDOr 
NULLIFICATION, BY THEIR AUTHOR
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words, and upon on
ion, another vindica- 
of proof, but due to 

icen perverted, awaits 
1 from the words of

their author (after seeing their perversion) ; and 
to absolve himself and his associates from the 
criminal absurdity attributed to them.

The contemporary opponents of the Resolu
tions of 1798 said all the evil of them, and re
presented them in every odious light, that per
severing, keen and enlightend opposition could 
discover or imagine. Their defenders success
fully repelled the charges then made against 
them ; but could not vindicate them from intend
ing the modem doctrine of Nullification, because 
that doctrine had not then been invented, and 1 
the ingenuity of (heiradversaries did not conceive 
of that ground of attack. Their venerable au-1 
thor, however—the illustrious Madison*—was 
still alive, when this new perversion of his reso- i 
lutions had been invented, and when they were : 
quoted to sustain doctrines synonymous with 
disorganization and disunion. He was still alive, j 

in retirement on his farm. Ills modesty and | 
sense of propriety hindered him from carrying | 
the prestige and influence of his name into the | 
politics of the day ; but his vigorous mind still I 
watched with anxious and patriotic interest the 
current of public affairs, and recoiled with in
stinctive horror both from the doctrine and at
tempted practice of Nullification, and the attempt- 1 
(^connection of his name and acts with the ori- I 

gination of it. He held aloof from the public 
contest ; but his sentiments were no secret. His 
private correspondence, embracing in its range ! 
distinguished men of all sections of the Union ! 

and of all parties, was full of the subject, from ! 
the commencement of the Nullification excite
ment down to the time of his death : sometimes | 

at length, and argumentatively ; sometimes with ! 
a brief indignant disclaimer; always earnestly 
and unequivocally. Some of these letters, al
though private, were published during Mr. 
Madison’s lifetime, especially an elaborate one to 
Mr. Edward Everett ; and many of the remain
der have recently been put into print, through 
the liberality of a patrotic citizen of Washington 
(Mr. J. Maguire), but only for private distribu
tion, and hence not accessible to the public. 
They are a complete storehouse of material, not

* Mr. Madron did not Introduce tlio Resolutions into the 
j V ireinla legislature. He was nota member of that body in 

lT.'S. The resolutions were retried by John Taylor, of Caro
line. Mr. Madison, liow^er^was always reputed to be their 
author, anti in a letter to Mr. .James Robertson, written in 
March, 18-11, he distinctly avows it. lie was both the autlror 
ind re|.orter of the Report and Resolution of 17V9-1SOO.

only for the vindication of Madison and his com
peers, from the doctrine of Nullification, but <A 
argument and reasons against Nullification and 
every kindred suggestion.

From the letter to Mr. Everett, published in 
the North American Review, shortly after it 
was written ( August, 1830), the following ex
tracts are taken :

“ It (the constitution of the United States) was 
formed hv the States, that is. by the people in 
each of the States, acting in their highest sove
reign capacity ; and formed consequently by the 
same authority which formed the State consti
tutions.

“ Being thus derived from the same source as 
the constitutions of the States, it has. within 
each State, the same authority as the constitution 
of the State, and is as much a constitution in the 
strict sense of the term within its prescribed 
sphere, as the constitutions of the States are 
within their respective spheres ; but with this 
obvious and essential difference, that being a 
compact among the States in their highest 
sovereign capacity, and constituting the people 
thereof one people for certain purposes, it cannot 
be altered or annulled at the will of the States 
individually, as the constitution of a State may 
be at its individual will.”

“ Nor is the government of the United States, 
created by the constitution, less a government 
in the strict sense of the term, within the sphere 
of its powers, than the governments created by 
the constitutions of the States are, within their 
several spheres. It is like them ^organized into 
legislative, executive and judiciary departments. 
It operates, like them, directly on persons .and 
things. And, like them, it has at command a 
physical force for executing the powers com
mitted to it.

“ Between these different constitutional go
vernments, the one operating in all the States, 
the others operating separately in each, with the 
aggregate powers of government divided between 
them, it could not escape attention, that contro
versies would arise concerning the boundaries 
of jurisdiction.”

“ That to have left a final decision, in such 
cases, to each of the States, could not fail to 
make the constitution and laws of the United 
States different in different States, was obvious, 
and not less obvious that this diversity of inde
pendent decisions, must altogether distract the 
government of the Union, and speedily pint an 
end to the Union itself.”

“ To have made the decision under the au
thority of the individual States, co-ordinate in 
all cases, with decisions under the authority of 
the United States, would unavoidably produce 
collisions incompatible with the peace of so
ciety.”

“To have referred every clashing decision, 
under the two authorities, for a final decision, to



the States as parties to the constitution, would 
bo attended with delays, with inconveniences 
and expenses, amounting to a prohibition of 
the expedient.

“ To have trusted to 1 negotiation ’ for adjust
ing disputes between the government of the 
United States and the State government* as 
between independent and separate sovcreignSes, 
would have lost sight altogether of a constitu
tion and government of the Union, and opened 
a direct road, from a failure of that resort, to the 
ultima fatio, between nations wholly indepen
dent of, and alien to each other. . . } .
Although the issue of negotiation might some
times avoid this extremity, how often would it 
happen among so many States, that an unac
commodating spirit in some would render that 
resource unavailing ? ”

red from the debates in the House of Delegates 
The tenor of the debates, which were ably con
ducted, discloses no reference whatever to « 
constitutional nght in an individual State to ar
rest by force a law of the United States.”

“ If any further light on the subject could be 
needed), a very strong one is reflected in the an
swers to the resolutions, by the States which
proteste^ against them....................Had the
resolutions been regarded as avowing and main
taining a night, in on individual State, to arrest 
by force the execution of a law of the United 
States, it must be presumed that it would have 
been a conspicuous object ef their denuncia
tion.”

In a letter to Mr. Joseph C. Cabell, May 31, 
1830, Mr. Madison says :

After thus stating, with other powerful rea
sons, why all those fanciful and impracticable 
theories were rejected in the constitution, the 
letter proceeds to show- what the constitution 
does adopt and rely on, “ as a security of the 
rights and powers of tiie States,” namely :

•Vl. The reppflfisibility of the senators and 
representatives in the legislature of the United 
States to the legislatures and people of the 
States : 2. The responsibility of the President 
to the people of the United States ; and, 3. The 
liability of the executive and judicial function
aries of the United States to impeachment by 
the representatives of the people of the States 
in one brunch of the legislature of the United 
States, and trial by the representatives of the 
States, in the other branch.”

And then, in order to mark how complete 
these provisions are for the security of the 
States, shows that while the States thus hold 
the functionaries of the United States to these 
several responsibilities, the State functiona
ries, on the other hand, in their appointment 
and responsibility, are “ altogether indepen
dent of the agency or authority of the United 
States.”

Of the doctrine of nullification, “the expedient 
lately advanced,” the letter says :

“ The distinguished names and high authorities 
which appear to have asserted and given a prac
tical scope to this doctrine, entitle it to a respect 
which it might be difficult otherwise to feel 
for it.”

“ The resolutions of AT^pnia, as vindicated ill 
the report on them, will be found entitled to an 
exposition, showing a consistency in their parts, 
and an inconsistency of the whole with the 
doctrine under consideration.”

“ That the legislature could not have intend- 
id to sanction any such doctrine is to be infer

“I received yesterday youp of the 26th. 
Having never concealed my opinions of the nul
lifying doctrines of South Carolina, I did not 
regard the allusion to it in the Whig, especially 
as the manner if the allusion showed that I did
not obtrude it......................... I have latterly
been drawn into a correspondence w ith an ail 
vocale of the doctrine, which led me to a review 
of it to some extent, and particularly to a vin
dication of the proceedings of Virginia in 1798, 
’99, against the misuse made of them. That 
you may sed the views I have taken of the aber
rations of SoVith Carolina, 1 enclose you an ex- 
tract.”

And in a letter to Mr. Daniel Webster, writ
ten a few days previously, he uses nearly the 
same language ; as also in a letter in February, 
1830, to Mr. Trist. /

To Mr. James ^Robertson, March 27, 1831, 
Mr. Madison writes as follows :

“ The veil which was orignally over the draft 
of the resolutions offered in 1798 to the Virginia 
Assembly having been long since removed, 1 
may say, in answer to your inquiries, that il 
was penned by me.”

“ With respect to the terms following the 
term 1 unconstitutional,’ viz., 1 not law. but null 
void, and of no force or effect,’ which win 
stricken out of the seventh resolution, my 

^memory cannot say positively whether they 
were or were not in the original draff, and no 
copy of it appears to have been retained. On 
the presumption that they were in the draft as 
it went from me, I am confident that they must 
have been regarded only as giving accumulated 
emphasis to the declaration, that the alien and 
sedition acts had, in tlie opinion of the assem
bly, violated the constitution of the United 
States, and not that the addition of them could 
annul the acts or sanction a resistance of them 
The resolution was expressly declaratory, and. 
proceeding from the legislature only, which Ha
not even a party to the constitution, could U 
declaratory of opinion only.”
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To Joseph C. Cabell, Sept. 16, 1831 :

“I congratulate you on the event which re
stores you to the public councils, where your 
services will be valuable, particularly in defend
ing the constitution and Union against the false 
doctrines which assail them. That of nullifica
tion seems to be generally abandoned in Vir
ginia, by those who had most leaning towards 
it But it still flourishes in the hot-bed where 
it sprung up.”

“I know not whence the idea could proceed 
that I concurred in the doctrine, that although 
a State could not nullify a law of the I’m " 
had a right to secede from tho Unipnr Both 
spring from the same poisonous

To Mr. N. P. Trist, Deceiptielt 1831 :

«[ cannot see the advantage of this perse
verance of South Carolina in claiming the au
thority of the Virginia proceedings in 1798, ’99, 
is asserting a right in a single State to nullify 
an act of the United States. Where, indeed, is 
the fairness of attempting to palm on Virginia 
an intention which is contradicted by such a 
variety of contradictory proofs ; which has at 
no intervening period, received the slightest | 
countenance from her, and which with one voice 
she now disclaims ? ”

••To view the doctrine in its true character, 
it must bo recollected that it asserts a right in a 
single State to stop the execution of a federal j 
law, until a convention of the States could be ! 
brought about by a process Squiring an uncer- j 
tain time ; and, finally, in the convention, when ; 
formed, a vote of seven States, if in favor of the 
veto, to give it a prevalence over the vast ma
jority of seventeen States. For this prepos
terous and anarchical pretension there is not a 
shadow of countenance in the constitution ; and 
well that there is not, for it is certain that, with 
such a deadly poison in it, no constitution could 
be sure of lasting a year.”

To Mr. C. E. Haynes, August 26, 1832 :
I/>‘In tho very crippled and feeble state of my 

health, 1 cannot undertake an extended answer to 
your inquiries, nor should I suppose 'it necessary 
if you have seen my letter to Mr. Everettj in 
August, 1830, in which the proceedings of Vir
ginia, in 1798—’99, were explained, and the novel 
doctrine of nullification adverted to.

‘‘The distinction is obvious between such 
interpositions on the part of the States against 
unjustifiable acts of the federal government as 
are within the provisions and forms of the con
stitution. These provisions and forms certainly 
do not embrace the nullifying process pro
claimed in South Carolina, which begins with a 
single State, and ends with the ascendency of a 
minority of States over a majority ; of seven 
over seventeen ; a federal law, during the pro- 
*') being arrested within the nullifying State ; 
and, if a revenue law, frustrated through all the 
States.”

To Mr. Trist, December 23,1832 :

“ If one State can, at will, withdraw from the 
others, tho others can, at will, withdraw from 
her. and turn her nolentem vole nient out of the 
Union. Until of late, there is not a State that 
would have abhorred such a doctrine more than 
South Carolina, or more dreaded an application 
of it to herself. The same may tib said of the 
doctrine of nullification which she now preaches as 
the only faith by which the Union can be saved."

letter to Mr. Joseph C. Cabell, December
28, 1832:

“ It is not probable that (in the adoption of 
the resolutions of 1798), such an idea as the 
South Carolina nullification had ever entered 
the thoughts of a single member, or even that 
of a citizen of South Carolina herself."

To Andrew Stevenson, February 4, 1833 :

“ 1 have received your communication of the 
29tli iltimo. and have read it with much plea
sure. It presents the doctrine of nullification 
and secession in lights that must confound, if 
failing to convince their patrons. You have 
done well in rescuing the proceedings of Vir
ginia in 1798-’99, from the many misconstruc
tions and misapplications of them.”

“ Of late, attempts are observed to shelter the 
heresy of secession under the case of expatriation, 
from which it essentially differs. The expatria
ting party removes only his person and his mov
able property, and does not incommode those 
whom he leaves. A seceding State mutilates 
tho domain, and "disturbs tho whole system from 
which it separates itself. Pushed to the extent 
in which the right is sometimes asserted, it 
might break into fragments every single com
munity.”

To Mr. Stevenson, February 10,1833, in refer
ence to the South Carolina nullifying ordinance:

“ I Consider a successful resistance to the laws 
as now attempted, if not immediately mortal 
to the Union, as at least a mortal wound to it."

To “ a Friend of the Union and State rights,” 
1833:

“It is not usual to answer communications 
without proper names to them. But the ability 
and motives disclosed in the essays induce me 
to say, in compliance with the wish expressed, 
that I do not consider the proceedings of Vir
ginia, in 1798—’99, as countenancing the doctrine 
that a State may, at will, secede from its con
stitutional compact with the other States.”

To Mr. Joseph C. Cabell, April 1, 1833 :

“ The attempt to prove me a nullifier, by a 
misconstruction of tho resolutions of 1798—*99,
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though 90 often and so lately corrected, was, I 
observe, renewed some days ago in the 1 Rich
mond Whig,’ by an inference from an erasure, 
in the House of Delegates from one of those 
resolutions, of the words ‘ arc null, void and of 
no effect,’ which followed the word 1 unconsti
tutional.’ These words, though synonymous 
with 1 unconstitutional,’ were alleged by the 
critic to mean nullification ; and being, of course, 
ascribed to me, I was, of course, a nullificr. It 
seems not to have occurred, that if the insertion 
of the words could convict me of being a nulli- 
fier, the erasure of them (unanimous, I believe), 
by the legislature, was the strongest of protests
against the doctrine.....................The vote, in
that case seems not to have engaged the attention j 
due to it. It not merely deprives South Caro- j 
lina of the authority of Virginia, on which she 
has relied and exulted so much in support of , 
her cause, but turns that authority pointedly 
against her.”

porary results permanent. It follows, that any 
State which could obtain the concurrence of six 
others, might abrogate any law of the United 
States whatever, and give to the constitution 
constructively, any shape they pleased, in oppo 
sition to the construction and will of the other 
seventeen.* Every feature of the constitution 
might thus be successively changed ; and after 
a scene of unexampled confusion and distraction 
what had been unanimously agreed to as a 
whole, would not, as a whole, be agreed to by a 
single party.”

To this graphic picture of the disorders which 
even the first stages of nullification would neces
sarily produce, draw n when the graphic limner 
was in the eighty-sixth and last year of his life 
the following warning pages, written only a few 
months earlier, may be properly appended :

From a memorandum “ On Nullification,” 
written in 1835—’30 :

“ Although the legislature of Virginia declared, 
at a late session, almost unanimously, that South 
Carolina was not supported in her doctrine of 
nullification by the resolutions of 1798, it ap
pears that those resolutions are still appealed 
to ks expressly or constructively favoring the 
doctrine.”

“ And what is the text in the proceedings of 
Virginia which this spurious doctrine of nullifi
cation claims for its patronage ? It is found in 
the third of the resolutions of 1798.”

“ Now is there any thing here from which a 
‘ single ’ State can infer a right to arrest or 
annul an act of the general government, which 
it may deem unconstitutional 7 So far from it, 
that the obvious and proper inference precludes 
such a right”

“ In a word, the nullifying claims, if reduced 
to practice, instead of being the conservative 
principle of the constitution, would necessarily, 
and it may be said, obviously, be a deadly 
poison.”

“ The true question, therefore, is, whether 
there be a ‘ constitutional ’ right in a single State 
to nullify a law of the United States 7 We have 
seen the absurdity of such a claim, in its naked 
and suicidal form. Let us turn to it, as modified 
by South Carolina, into a right in every State 
to resist within itself the execution of a federal 
.aw, deemed by it to be unconstitutional, and to 
demand a convention of the States to decide the 
question of constitutionality, the annulment of 
(he law to continue in the mean time, and to be 
permanent unless three fourths of the States 
concur in overruling the annulment

Thus, during the temporary nullification of 
the law, the results Would be the same as those 
proceeding from an unqualified nullification, and 
the result of a convention might bo that seven 
eut of twenty-four States might make the tem

“ What more dangerous than nullification, or 
more evident than the progress it continues to 
make, either in its original shape or in the dis
guises it assumes 7 Nullification has the effect 
of putting powder under the constitution and 
Union, and a matoh in the hand of every party 
to blow then» upjot pleasure. And for its pro
gress, hearken to the tone in which it is now 
preached ; cast your eyes on its increasing mi
norities in most of the Southern States, without 
a decrease in any one of them. Look at Vir
ginia herself, and read in the gazettes, and in 
the proceedings of popular meetings, the figure 
which the anarchical principle now makes, in 
contrast with the scouting reception given to it 
but a short time ago.

“ It is not probable that this offspring of the 
discontents of South Carolina will ever approach 
success in a majority of the States. Hut a sus
ceptibility of the contagion in the Southern 
States is visible ; and the danger not to he con
cealed, that the sympathy arising from known 
causes, and the inculcated impression of a per
manent incompatibility of interests between the 
South and the North, may put it in the power 

I of popular leaders, aspiring to the highest sta
tions, to unite the South, on some critical occa
sion, in a course that will end in creating a new 
theatre of great though inferior extent In 
pursuing this course, the first and most obvions 
step is nullification, the next, secession, and the 
last, a farewell separation, llow near has this 
course been lately exemplified ! and the danger 
qf its recurrence, in the same or some other 
quarter may be increased by an increase of rest
less aspirants, and by the increasing impracti-

* The above was written when Uie number of the States vu 
twenty four. Now, when there are thirty-one Staley the pro 
jtortion would he eight to Urenty-thr ee ! that is, that a alngla 
State nullifying, the nulllflcatlonVoultl hold good till a con
vention were called, and then if the nullifying State could 
procure seven others to Join, the nullification would become 
absolute—the eight States overruling the twenty-three.
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tibility of retaining in the Union a large and 
demented section against its will. It may, in
deed, jiappen, that a return of danger from 
abroad or a revived apprehension of danger at 
home may aid in binding the States in one poli
tical system, or that the geographical and com
mercial ligatures may have that effect, or that 
the present discord of interests between the 
North and the South may give way to a less 
diversity in the application of labor, or to the 
mutual advantage of a safe and constant inter
change of the different products of labor in dif
ferent sections. All this may happen, and with 
the exception of foreign hostility, hoped for. 
But, in the mean time, local prejudices and am
bitious leaders may be but too successful in 
finding or creating occasions for the nullifying 
experiment of breaking a more beautiful China 
vase* than the British empire ever was, into 
parts which a miracle only could reunite.”

Incidentally, Mr. Madison, in these letters, 
vindicates also his compeers, Mr. Jefferson and 
Mr. Monroe. In-the letter to Mr. Cabell, of 
May31,1830, he says:

‘You will see, in vol. iii., page 429, of Mr. 
Jefferson’s Correspondence, a letter to W. 0. 
Nicholas, proving that he had nothing to do with 
the Kentucky resolutions, of 1799, in which the 
word1 nullification ’ is found. The resolutions 
of that State, in 1748, which were drawn by 
him, and have been republished with the pro
ceedings of Virginia, do not contain this or any 
equivalent word.”

In the letter to Mr. Trist, of December, 1831, 
after developing at some length the inconsisten
cies and fatuity of the “nullification preroga
tive,” Mr. Madison says :

‘•Yet this has b ddly sought a sanction, under 
the name of Mr. Jefferson, because, in his letter 
to Mr. Cartwright, he held out a convention of 
the States as, with us, a peaceful remedy, in 
cases to be decided in Europe by intestine wars. 
Who can believe that Mr. Jefferson referred to 
a convention summoned at the pleasure of a 
single State, with an interregnum during its de
liberations ; and, above all, with a rule of deci
sion subjecting nearly three fourths to one 
fourth 1 No man’s creed was more opposed to 
such an inversion of the republican order of 
things.”

In a letter to Mr. Townsend of South Caro
lina, December 18, 1831 :

“You ask ‘whether Mr. Jefferson was really 
the author of the Kentucky resolutions, of 
1799 ;’ [in which the word ‘nullify’ is used, 
though not in the sense of South Carolina nul
lification.] The inference that he was not is

* Bee Franklin’s letter to Lord llowç, In 1776.

as conclusive as it is obvious, from his letter to 
Col. Wilson Cary Nicholas, of September 5, 
1799, in which he expressly declines, for reasons 
stated, preparing any thing for the legislature 
of that year.

“ That he (Mr. Jefferson) ever asserted a 
right in a single State to arrest the execution 
of an act of Congress—the arrest to be valid 
and permanent, unless reversed by three fourths 
of the States—iscountenanced by nothing known 
to have been said or done by him. In his letter , 
to Major Cartwright, he refers to a convention j 
as a peaceable remedy for conflicting claims ofV / 
power in our compound government ; but, 
whether he alluded to a convention as prescribed 
by the constitution, or brought about by any 
other mode, his respect for the will of majori
ties, as the vital principle of republican govern
ment, makes it certain that he could not have 
meant a convention in which a minority of seven 
States was to prevail over seventeen, either in 
amending or expounding the constitution.”

In the letter (before quoted) to Mr. Trist, De
cember 23, 1832 :

“It is remarkable how closely the nullifiers, 
who make the name of Mr. Jefferson the pedes
tal for their colossal heresy, shut their eyes 
and lips whenever his authority is ever so clearly 
and emphatically against them. You have no
ticed what he says in his letters to Monroe and 
Carrington, pages 43 and 302, vol. ii., with re
spect to the powers of the old Congress to coerce 
delinquent States, and his reasons for preferring 
for the purpose a naval to a military force ; and, 
moreover, that it was not necessary to find a 
right to coerce in the federal articles, that being 
inherent in the nature of a compact.”

In another letter to Mr. Trist, dated August 
25, 1834 :

“ The letter from Mr. Monroe to Mr. Jeffer
son, of which you inclose an extract, is impor
tant. I have one from Mr. Monroe, on the same 
occasion, more in detail, and not less emphatic 
in its anti-nullifying language.”

In the notes “On Nullification,” written in 
1835—’0 : ' ;

“ The amount of this modified right of nulli
fication is, that a single State may arrest the 
operation of a law of the United States, and in
stitute a process which is to terminate in the 
ascendency of a minority over a large majority. 
And this new-fangled theory is attempted to be 
fathered on Mr. Jefferson, the apostle of repub
licanism, and whose own words declare, that 
‘acquiescence in the decision of the majority is 
the vital principle of it.’ Well may the friends 
of Mr. Jefferson disclaim any sanction to it, or 
to any constitutional right of nullification from 
his opinions.”
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In a paper drawn by Mr. Madison, in Septem
ber. 1829, when hif anxieties began first to be 
disturbed by the portentous approach of the 
nullification doctrine, be concludes with this 
earnest admonition, appropriate to the time 
when it was written, and not less so to the pre
sent time, and to posterity :

“Tn all the views that may be taken of ques
tions between the State governments and the 
general government, the awful consequences of 
a final rupture and dissolution of the Union 
should never for a moment be lost sight of. 
Such a prospect must be deprecated—must be 
shuddered at by ever)' friend of his country, to 
liberty, to the happiness of man. For, in the 
event of a dissolution of the Union, an impos
sibility of ever renewing it is brought home to 
every mind by the difficulties encountered in es
tablishing it The propensity of all communi
ties to divide, when not pressed into a unity by 
external dangers, is a truth well understood. 
There is no instance of a people inhabiting even 
a small island, if remote from foreign danger, 
and sometimes in spite of that pressure, who 
are not divided into alien, rival, hostile tribes. 
The happy union of these States is a wonder; 
their constitution a miracle ; their example the 
hope of liberty throughout the world. Wo to 
the ambition that would meditate the destruc
tion of cither."

These extracts, voluminous as they are, are 
tar from exhausting the abundant material which 
these admirable writings of Mr. Madison contain, 
on the topic of nullification. They conte to us, 
for our admonition and guidance, with the so
lemnity of a voice from the grave ; and 1 leave 
them, without comment, to be pondered in the 
hearts of his countrymen. Notwithstanding 
the advanced age and growing bodily infirmities 
of Mr. Madison, at the time when these letters 
were written, his mind was never more vigorous 
nor more luminous. Every generous mind must 
sympathize with him, in this necessity, in which 
he felt himself in his extreme age, and when 
done, not only with the public affairs of the 
country, but nearly done with all the affairs of 
the world, to defend himself and associates from 
the attempt to fasten upon him and them, in 
spite of his denials, a criminal and anarchical 
design—wicked in itself, and subversive of the 
government which he had labored so hard to 
found, and utterly destructive to that particular 
feature considered the crowning merit of the 
constitution ; and which wise men and patriotic 
had specially devised to save our Union from 
the fate of all leagues. We sympathize with

him in such a necessity. We should feel fo 
any man, in the most ordinary case, to whose 
words a criminal intention should be imputed 
in defiance of his disclaimers ; but, in the ease 
of Mr. Madison—a man so modest, so pure, m 
just—of such dignity and gravity, both for his 
age, his personal qualities, and the exalted offices 
which he had held ; and in a case which went 
to civil war, and to the destruction of a govern
ment of which he was one of the most faithful 
and zealous founders—in such a case, an attempt 
to force upon such a man a meaning which he 
disavows, becomes not only outrageous and 
odious, but criminal and impious. And if, alter 
the authentic disclaimers which he has made in 
his advanced age, and which are now published, 
any one continues to attribute this heresy to 
him, such a person must be viewed by the pub
lic as having a mind that has lost its balance ! 
or, as having a heart void of social duty, and 
fatally bent on a crime, the guilt of which must 
be thrown upon the tenants of the tomb- 
speechless, but not helpless ! for, every just man 
must feci their cause his own ! and rush to a 
defence which public duty, private honor, patri
otism, filial affection, and gratitude to benefac
tors impose on every man (born wheresoever 
he may have been) that enjoys the blessings of 
the government which their labors gave us.

ClIAl’TElt LXXX IX.

THE AUTHOR'S OWN VIEW OE THE NATURE OF 
OUR GOVERNMENT, AS BEING A UNION IN CO.V 
Tit A DISTINCT ION TO A LEAGUE: PRESENTED 
IN A SUBSEQUENT SPEECH ON MISSOURI RESO
LUTIONS.

I no not discuss these resolutions at this time. 
Thatdiscussion is no part of my present object. 
I speak of the pledge which they contain, and 
call it a mistake ; and say, that whatever may 
be the wishes or the opinions of the people of 
Missouri on the subject of the extension oruon- 
extention of slavery to the Territories, they 
have no idea of resisting any act of Congress on 
the subject. They abide the law, when itcomes, 
be it what it may, subject to the decision of the 
ballot-box and the judiciary.

I concur with the people of Missouri in this 
view of their duty, and believe it to be the only
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tourse consistent with the terms and intention 
of our constitution, and the only one which can 
me this Union from the fate of all the confed
eracies which have successively appeared and 
disappeared in the history of nations. Anarchy 
among the members, and not tyranny in the 
bead, has been the rock on which all such con- 
federacies have split. The authors of our present 
form of government knew the danger of this 
rock, and they endeavored to provide against it. 
They formed a Union—not a league—a federal 
legislature to act upon persons, not upon States ; 
and they provided peaceful remedies for all the 
questions which could arise between the people 
and the government. They provided a federal 
judiciary to execute the (federal laws when found 
to be constitutional ; and popular elections to re
peal them when found to be bad. They formed a 
rovemment inwhich the law and the popular will, 
uidnot the sword, was to decide questions ; and 
they looked upon the first resort to the sword 
for the decision of such questions as the death 
of the Union.

The old confederation was a league, with a 
legislature acting upon sovereignties, without 
pou'er to enforce its decrees, and without union 
except at the will of the parties. It was power
less for government, and a rope of sand for 
union. It was to escape from that helpless and 
tottering government that the present constitu
tion was formed ; and no less than ten numbers of 
the federalist—from the tenth to the twentieth 
—were devoted to this defect of the old system, 
and the necessity of the new' one. I will read 
some extracts from these numbers—the joint 
product of Hamilton and Madison—to show the 
difference between the league which we abandon
ed and the Union which we formed—the dangers 
of the former and the benefits of the latter—that 
it may be seen that the resolutions of the gene
ral assembly of Missouri, if carried out to their 
conclusions, carry back this Union to the league 
of the confederation—make it a rope of sand, 
and the sword the arbiter between the federal 
head and its members. y

Mr. B. then read as follows : \
“The great and radical vice, in the structure 

of the existing confederation, is in the principle 
of legislation for States or governments; in their 
corporate or collective capacities, and as contra
distinguished from the individuals of which they 
consist Though this principle does not run

through all the powers delegated to the Union, 
yet it prevades and governs those on which tho 
efficacy of the rest depends. Tho consequence 
of this is, that, though in theory constitutionally 
binding on the members of the Union, yet in 
practice they are mere recommendations, which 
the States observe or disregard at their option. 
"Government implies the power of making laws. 
It is essential to the idea of a law that it be at
tended with a sanction, or, in other words, a 
penalty or punishment fur disobedience. This 

| penalty, whatever it may be, can only be inflict
ed in two ways—by the agency of the courts 
and ministers of justice, or by military force ; by 
the coercion of the magistracy, or by the co
ercion of aims. The first kind can evidently 
apply only to men ; the last kind must of ne- 

I ccssity be employed against bodies politic, or 
I communities, or States. It is evident there is 
no process of a pourt by which their observance 
of the laws can, in the last resort, be enforced. 
Sentences may be denounced against them for 
violations of their duty ; but these sentences can 

j only be carried into execution by the sword. In 
an association where the general authority is 
confined to the collective bodies of the commu
nities that compose it, every breach of the laws 

j must involve a state of war ; and military execu
tion must become the only instrument of civil 
obedience. Sucli instate of things can certainly 
not deserve the name of government, nor would 

! any prudent man choose to commit his happi- 
| ness to it.”

Of the certain destruction of the Union when 
the sword is once drawn between the members 
of a Union and their head, they speak thus:

“ When the sword is once drawn, the passions 
of men observe no bounds of moderation. The 
suggestions of wounded pride, the instigations 
of irritated resentment, would he apt to carry 
the States, against which the arms of the Union 
were exerted, to any extremes necessary to 
avenge the affront, or to avoid the disgrace of sub
mission. The first war of this kind would pro
bably terminate in a dissolution of the Union.”

Of the advantage and facility of the working 
of the federal system, and its peaceful, efficient, 
and harmonious operation—if the federal laws 
are made to operate upon citizens, and not upon 
States—they speak in these terms : 

j *• But if the execution of the laws of the na- 
i tional government should not require the inter-
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vention of the State legislatures; if they were 
to pass into immediate operation upon the citi
zens themselves, the particular governments 
could not interrupt their progress without an 
open and violent exertion of unconstitutional 
power. They would be obliged to act, and in 
such manner as would leave no doubt that they 
had encroached on the national rights. An ex
periment of this nature would always be hazard
ous in the face of a constitution in any degree 
competent to its own defence, and of a people 
enlightened enough ^o distinguish between a 
legal exercise and an illegal usurpation of au
thority. The success of it would require not 
merely a factious majority in the legislature, but 
the concurrence of the courts of justice, and of 
the body of the people. If the judges were not 
embarked inà conspiracy with the legislature, 
they would pronounce the resolutions of such a 
majority to be contrary to the supreme law of 
the land, unconstitutional and void. If the peo
ple were not tainted with the spirit of their State 
representatives, they, as the natural guardians 
of the constitution, would throw their weight 
into the national scale, and give it a decided 
preponderance in the contest.”

Of the ruinous effects of these civil wars 
among the members of a republican confedera
cy, and their disastrous influence upon the cause 
of civil liberty itself throughout the world, they 
thus speak :

“ It is impossible to read the history of the 
petty republics of Greece and Italy, without 
feeling sensations of disgust and horror at the 
distractions with which they were continually 
agitated, and at the rapid succession of revolu
tions by which they were kept continually vi
brating between the extremes of tyranny and 
anarchy. From the disorders whic.i disfigure 
the annals of those republics, the advocates of 
despotism have drawn arguments, not only 
against the forms of republican government, 
but against the very principles of civil liberty. 
They have decried all free government as incon
sistent with the order of society, and have in
dulged themselves in malicious exultation over 
its friends and partisans."

And again they say :
“ It must carry its agency to the persons of 

the citizens. It must stand in need of no inter
mediate legislation ; but must itself be empow
ered to employ the arm of the ordinary magis

trate to execute its own resolutions. The ma. 
jesty of the national authority must be mani- 
fested through the medium of the courts of jug. 
ticeJ1 \

After reading these extracts,/Mr. B. said; 
It was to get rid of the evils of the old confed
eration that the present Union was formed • 
and, having formed it, they who formed it un
dertook to make it perpetual, and for that pur. 
pose had recourse to all the sanctions held 
sacred among men—commands, prohibitions 
oaths. The States were forbid to form com
pacts or agreements with each other ; the con
stitution and the laws made in pursuance of it, 
were declared to be the supreme law of the 
land ; and all authorities, State and federal, 
'egislative, executive, and judicial, were to be 
sw-orn to support it The resolutions which 
have been read contradict all this ; and the Gen
eral Assembly mistook their own powers is 
much as they mistook the sentiments of the 
people of Missouri when they adopted them.

CHAPTER XC.

PUBLIC LANDS :-DISTRIBUTION Of PROCEEDS.

Mr. Clay renewed, at this session, 1833-’33, the 
bill which he had brought in the session before, 
and which had passed the Senate, to divide the 
net proceeds of the sales of public lands among 
the States, to be applied to such purposes as the 
legislatures of the respective States should think 
proper. His principal arguments, in favor of 
the bill, were : first, the aid which the distribu
tion would give to the States, in developing 
their resources and promoting their prosperity; 
secondly, the advantage to the federal govern
ment, in settling the question of the mode of 
disposing of the public lands. He explained his 
bill, which, at first, contained a specification of 
the objects to wlfich the States should apply the 
dividends they received, which was struck out. 
in the progress of the bill, and stated its provi
sions to be :

“To set apart, for the benefit of the new 
States, twelve and a half per cent., out of the 
aggregate proceeds, in addition to the five per 
cent., which was now allowed to them by com
pact, before any division took place among the
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States generally. It was thus proposed to as
sign, in the first place, seventeen and a half per 
«nt to the new States, and then to divide the 
whole of the residue among the twenty-four 
Slates. And, in order to do away any inequality 
among the new States, grants are specifically 
made by the bill to those who had not received, 
heretofore,\ns much lands as the rest of the new 
States, from the general government, so as to 
put all the new States on an equal footing. This 
twelve and a half per cent., to the new States, 
to be at their disposal, for either education or 
internal improvement, and the residue to be at 
the disposition of the States, subject to no other 
limitation than this: that it shall be at their 
option to apply the amount received either to 
the purposes of education, or the colonization of 
free people of color, or for internal improve
ments, or in debts which may have been con
tracted for internal improvements. And, with 
respect to the duration of this scheme of distri
bution proposed by the bill, it is limited to five 

Hears, unless hostilities shall occur between the 
tnited States and any foreign power ; in which 
event, the proceeds are to be applied to the car
rying on such war, with vigor and effect, against 
my common enemy with whom we may be 
brought in contact. After the conclusion of 
peace, and after the discharge of the debt created 
by any such war, the aggregate funds to return 
lo that peaceful destination to which it was the 
intention of the bill that they should now be 
directed, that is, to the improvement of the moral 
and physical condition of the country, and the 
promotion of the public happiness and pros
perity.”

He then spoke of the advantages of settling 
the question of the manner of disposing of the 
public lands, and said :

u The first remark which seemed to him to be 
railed for, in reference to this subject, was as to 
the expediency, he would say the necessity, of 
its immediate settlement. On this point, he was 
happy to believe that there was a unanimous 
concurrence of opinion in that body. However 
they might differ as to the terms on which the 
distribution of these lands should be made, they 
all agreed that it was a question which ought to 
be promptly and finally, he hoped amicably, ad
justed. No time more favorable than the pre
sent moment could be selected for the settlement 
of this question. The last session was much 
less favorable for the accomplishment of this 
object ; and the reasons were sufficiently obvi
ous, without any waste of time in their specifi
cation. If the question were not now settled, 
but if it were to be made the subject of an an
nual discussion, mixing itself up. with all the 
measures of legislation, it would be felt in its 
influence upon all, would produce great dissen
sions both in and out of the House, and affect 
extensively all the great and important objects 
Which might be before that body. They had

had, in the several States, some experience on 
that subject ; and, without going into apy de
tails ort the subject, he would merely state that 
it was known, that, for a long period, the small 
amount of the public domain possessed by some 
of the States, in comparison with the quantity 
possessed by the general government, had been 
a cause of great agitation in the public mind, 
and had greatly influenced the course of legisla
tion. Persons coming from the quarter of the 
State in which the public land was situated, 
united in sympathy and interest, constituted al
ways a body who acted together, to promote 
their common object, either by donations to 
settleps, or reduction in the price of the public 
lands, or tbe relief of those who are debtors for 
the public domain ; and were always ready, as 
men always will be, to second all those measures 
which look towards the accomplishment of the 
main object which they have in view. So, if 
this question were not now settled, it would bo 
a source of inexpressible difficulty Thereafter, in
fluencing all the great interests of the country, 
in Congress, affecting great events without, and 
perhaps adding another to those unhappy causes 
of division, which unfortunately exist at this 
moment.”

In his arguments in support of his bill, Mr. 
Clay looked to the lands as a source of revenue 
to the States or the fédéra' government from 
their sale, and not from .heir settlement and 
cultivation, and the revenue to be derived from 
the wealth and population to which their settle
ment would give rise ; and, concluding with an 
encomium on his bill under the aspect of revenue 
from sales, he said :

“ He could not conceive a more happy dispo
sition of the proceeds gf the public lands, than 
that which was provided by this bill. It was 
supposed that five years would be neither too 
long nor too short a period for a fair experiment. 
In case a war should break out, we may with
draw from its peaceful destination a sum of from 
two and a half to three and a half millions of 
dollars per annum, and apply it to a vigorous 
prosecution of the war—a sum which would pay 
the interest on sixty millions of dollars, which 
might be required to sustain the war, and a sum 
whiclris constantly and progressively increasing. 
It proposes, now that the general government 
has no use for the money, ndw that the surplus 
treasure is really a source or vexatious embar
rassment to us, and gives rise to a succession of 
projects, to supply for a short time a fund to 
the States which want our assistance, to advance 
to them that which we do not want, and which 
they will apply to great beneficial national pur
poses ; and, should war take place, to divert it 
to the vigorous support of the war ; and. when 
it ceases, to apply it again to its peaceful pur
poses. And thus wc may grow, from time to
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time, with a fund which will endure for cen
turies, and which will augment with the growth 
of the nation, aiding the States in seasons of 
peace, and sustaining the general government in 
periods of war."

Mr. Calhoun deprecated this distribution of 
the land money as being dangerous in itself and 
unconstitutional, and as leading to the distribu
tion of other revenue—in which he was pro
phetic. He said :

“ He could not yield his assent to the mode 
which this bill proposed to settle the agitated 
question of the public lands. In addition to 
several objections of a minor character, he lmd 
an insuperable objection to the leading principle 
of the bill, which proposed to distribute the 
proceeds of the lands among the States. He 
believed it to be both dangerous and unconsti
tutional. He could not assent to the principle, 
that Congress had a right to denationalize the 
public funds. He agreed that the objection was 
not so decided in case of the proceeds of lands, as 
in that of revenue collected from taxes or duties. 
The senator from Ohio had adduced evidence 
from the deed of cession, which certainly coun
tenanced the idea that the proceeds of the lands 
might be subject to the distribution proposed 
in the bill ; but he was far from being satisfied 
that the argument was solid or conclusive. If 
the principle of distribution could be confined to 
the proceeds of the lands, he would acknowledge 
that his objection to the principle would be 
weakened.

“ He dreaded the force of precedent, and he 
foresaw that the time would come when the 
example of the distribution of the proceeds of 
the public lands would tie urged as a reason for 
distributing the revenue derived from other 
sources. Nor would the argument be devoid of 
plausibility. If we, of the Atlantic States, insist 
that the revenue of the West, derived from lands, 
should be equally distributed among all the 
States, we must not lie surprised if the interior 
States should, in like manner, insist to distribute 
the proceeds of the customs, the great source of 
revenue in the Atlantic States. Should such a 
movement be successful, it must lie obvious to 
every one, who is the least acquainted with the 
workings of the human heart, and the nature of 
government, that nothing would more certainly 
endanger the existence of the Union. The re
venue is the power of the State, and to distribute 
its revenue is to dissolve its power into its 
original elements.”

Attempts were made to postpone the bill to 
the next session, which failed ; and it passed the 
Senate by a vote of 24 to 20.

Yeas.—Messrs. Belt Chambers, Clay, Clay
ton, Dallas, Dickerson, Dudley, Ewing, Foot, 
Freliughuysen, Hendricks, Holmes, Johnston,

KnightyPoindcxter, Prentiss, Robbins, Rugglea 
Seymour, Silsbee, Sprague, Tomlinson, Wap.,, 
man, Wilkins—24.

Nays.—Messrs. Benton, Black, Brown. Buck
ner, Calhoun, Forsyth, Grundy, Hill, Kane, Kin - 
Mangum. Miller, Moore, Rives, Robinson. Smith 
Tipton, Tyler, White, Wright—20.

The bill went to the House and received 
amendments, which did not obtain the concur
rence of the Senate until midnight of the first 
of March, which, being the short session was 
within twenty-four hours of the constitutional 
termination of the Congress, which was limited 
to the 3d—Avhich falling this year on Sunday 
the Congress would adjourn at midnight of the 
2nd. Further efforts were made to postpone 
it, and upon the ground that, in a bill of that 
magnitude and novelty, the President was en
titled to the full ten days for the consideration 
of it which the constitution allowed him, anil 
lie would have but half a day ; for if passed 
that night it could only reach him in the fore
noon of the next day—leaving him but half a 
day for his consideration of the measure, where 
the constitution allowed him ten ; anil that half 
day engrossed with all crowded business of an 
expiring session. The next evening, the Presi
dent attended, as usual, in a room adjoining the 
Senate chamber, to be at hand to sign bills and 
make nominations. It was some hours in the 
night when the President sent for me. ami with
drawing into the recess of a window, told me 
that he had a veto message ready on the lend 
bill, but doubted about sending it in, lest there 
should not be a full Senate ; anil intimated his 
apprehension that Mr. Calhoun and some of his 
friends might he absent, and endanger the bill : 
and wished to consult me upon that point. I 
told him 1 would go and reconnoitre the chamber, 
and adjacent rooms ; did so—fourni that Mr. 
Callumn and his immediate friends were absent 
—returned and informed him, when lie said he 
would keep the bill until the next session, and 
then return it with a fully considered message 
—his present one being brief, and not such as 
to show his views fully. I told linn 1 thought 
he ought to do so—that such a measure ought 
not to he passed in the last hours of a session, 
in a thin Semite and upon an imperfect ricir of 
his objections ; and that the public good required 
it to he held up. It was so; and during the 
long vacation of nine months which intervened 
before the next session, the opposition presses
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and orators kept the country filled with denun
ciations of the enormity of his conduct in “ pock- 
tling ” the bill—as if it had been a case of “ flat 
burglary,” instead of being the âxcrcise of a 
constitutional right, rendered most just and 
proper under the extraordinary circumstances 
which had attended the passage, and intended 
return of the bill. At the commencement of 
the ensuing session he returned the bill, with his 
wcll-considcreâ-objections, in an ample message, 
which, after going over a full history of the 
derivation of the lands, came to the following 
conclusions :

“1. That one of the fundamental principles, 
on which the confederation of the United States 
was originally based, was, that the waste lands 
of the West, within their limits, should be the 
common property of the United .States.

2. That those lands were ceded to the United 
States by the States which claimed them, and 
the cessions were accepted, on the express con
dition that they should be disposed of for the 
common benefit of the States, according to their 
respective proportions in the general charge and 
expenditure, and for no other purpose what
soever.

‘•3. That, in execution of these solemn com
pacts, the Congress of the United States did, 
under the confederation, proceed to sell these 
lands, and put the avails into the common trea
sury ; and, under the new constitution, did re
peatedly pledge them for the payment of the 
public debt of the United States, by which 
pledge each State was expected to profit in pro
portion to the general charge to he made upon 
it for that object.

‘ These are the first principles of this whole 
subject, which, I'think, cannot be contested by 
any one who examines the proceedings of the 
revolutionary Congress, the sessions of the 
riverai S tuiles, and the acts of Congress, under 
the new constitution. Keeping them deeply im
pressed upon the mind, let us proceed to exatu- 
ine how far the objects of the cessions have been 
completed, and see whether those compacts are 
not still obligatory upon the miited States.

“The debt, for which these laitds were pledged 
by Congress, may be considered as paid, and 
they are consequently released from that lien. 
But that pledge formed no part of the compacts 
with the States, or of the conditions upon which 
the cessions were made. It was a contract be
tween new parties—between the United States 
end their creditors. I j>on payment of the debt, 
the compacts remain in full force, and the obli
gation of the United States to dispose of the 
lands for the common benefit, is neither des
troyed nor impaired. As they cannot now be 
executed in that mode, the only legitimate ques
tion which can arise is, in what other way are 
these lands to be hereafter disposed of for the 1

common benefit of the several States, ‘ according 
to their respective and usual proportion in the 
general charge and expenditure ? ’ The cessiône 
of Virginia, North Carolina, and Georgia, in ex 
press terms, and all the rest impliedly, not only 
provide thus specifically the proportion, accord
ing to which each State shall profit by the pro
ceeds of the land sales, but they proceed to de
clare that they shall be ‘ faithfully and bona 
fide, disposed of for that purpose, and for no 
other use or purpose whatsoever.’ This is the 
fundamental law of the land, at this moment, 
growing out of compacts which are older than 
the constitution, and formed the corher stone 

| on which the Union itself was erected.
“In the practice of the government, the pro

ceeds of the public lands have not been set 
apart as a separate fund for the payment of the 
public debt, but have been, and arc now, paid 
into the treasury, where they constitute a part 
of the aggregate of revenue, upon which the 
government draws, as well for its current ex
penditures as for payment of the public debt. 
In this manner, they have heretofore, and do 
now, lessen the general charge upon the people 
of the several States, in the exact proportions 
stipulated in the compacts.

“These general charges have been composed, 
not only of the public debt and the usual cx- 
penditures attending the civil and military ad
ministrations of the government, but of the 
amounts paid to the States, with which these 
compacts were formed ; the amounts paid the In
dians for their right of possession ; the amounts 
paid for the purchase of Louisiana and Florida ; 
and the amounts paid surveyors, registers, re
ceivers^ clerks, Ac., employed in preparing for 
market, and selling, the western domain. From 
the origin of the land system, down to the 30th 
September, 1832, the amount expended for all 
these purpose has been about $>49,701,280 and 
the amount received from the sales, deducting 
payments on account of roads, Ac., about $38,- 
380,024. The revenue arising from the public 
lands, therefore, has not been sufficient to meet 
the general charges on the treasury, which have 
grown out of them, by about $11,314,650. Yet, 
in having been applied to lessen those charges, 
the conditions of the compacts have been thus 
far fulfilled, and each State has profited accord
ing to its usual proportion in the general charge 
and expenditure. The annual proceeds of land 
sales have increased, and the charges have dimin
ished ; so that, at a reduced price, those lands 
would now defray all current charges growing 
out of them, and save the treasury from further 
advances on their account. Their original intent 
and object, therefore, would be accomplished, as 
fujly as it has hitherto been, by reducing the 
price, and hereafter, as heretofore, bringing the 
proceeds into the treasury. Indeed, as this is 
the only mode in which the objects of the origi
nal compact can he attained, it may be consi
dered, for all practical purposes, that it is one of 
their requirements.
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“ Thcbill before me begins with an entire sub
version of every one of the compacts by which 
the United States became possessed of their 
western domain, and treats the subject as if 
they never had existence, and as if the United 
States were the original and unconditional own
ers of all the public lands. The first section 
directs—

“‘That, from and after the 31st day of De
cember, 1832, there shall be allowed and paid 
to each of the States of Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, 
Alabama, Missouri. Mississippi, and Louisiana, 
oyer and above what each of the said States is 
entitled to by the terms of the compacts entered 
into between them, respectively, upon their ad
mission into the Union and the United States, 
the sum of twelve and a half per centum upon 
the net amount of the sales of the public lands, 
which, subsequent to the day afosesaid, shall be 
made within the several limits of the said States ; 
which said sum of twelve and a half per centum 
shall be applied to some object or objects of in
ternal improvement or education, within the 
said States, under the direction of their several 
legislatures.’

“ This twelve and a half per centum is to be 
taken out of the net proceeds of the land sales, 
before any apportionment is made ; and the same 
seven States, which are first to receive this pro
portion, are also to receive their due proportion 
of the residue, according to the ratio of general 
distribution.

“ Now, waiving all considerations of cqflity 
or policy, in regard to this provision, what more 
need be said to demonstrate its objectionable 
character, than that it is in direct and undis
guised violation of the pledge given by Congress 
to the States, before a single cession was made ; 
that it abrogates the condition upon which some 
of the States came into the Union ; and that it 
sets at nought the terms of cession spread upon 
the face of every grant under which the title to 
that portion of the public land is held by the 
federal government ?

the apportionment of the remaining seven 
/eighths of the proceeds, this bill, in a manner 

' equally undisguised violates the conditions upon 
which the United States acquired title to the 
ceded lands. Abandoning altogether the ratio 
of distribution, according to the general charge 
and expenditure provided by the compacts, it 
adopts that of the federal representative popu
lation. Virginia, and other States, which ceded 
their lands upon the express condition that they 
should receive a benefit from their sales» in pro
portion to their part of the general charge, are, 
by the bill, allowed only a portion of seven 
eighths of their proceeds, and that not in the 
proportion of general charge and expenditure, 
but in the ratio of their federal representative 
population.

“ The constitution of the United States did 
not delegate to Congress the power to abrogate 
these compacts. On the contrary, by declaring 

» tliat nothing in it1 shall be so construed as to

prejudice any claims of the United States, or of 
any particular State,’ it virtually provides that 
these compacts, and the rights they secure, shall 
remain untouched by the legislative power, which 
shall only make all 1 needful rules and regula. 
tions ’ for carrying them into effect. All be
yond this, would seem to be an assumption of 
undelegatcd power.

“ These ancient compacts are invaluable monu
ments of an age of virtue, patriotism, and disin
terestedness. They exhibit the price that great 
States, which had won liberty, were willing to 
pay for that Union, without which, they plainlv 
saw, it could not he preserved. It was not f„j. 
territory or State power that our Kwolutionarv 
fathers took up arms; it waauf* individual 
liberty, and the right of self-g(Wmmcnt The 
expulsion, from the continent./>f British armies 
and British power was to them a barren con
quest, if, through the collisions of the redeemed 
States, the individual rights for whiqji they 
fought should become the prey of petty militari- 
tyrannies established at home. To avert sucii 
consequences, and throw around liberty the 
shield of union, States, whose relative strength 
at the time, gave them a preponderating power 
magnanimously sacrificed domains which would 
have made them the rivals of empires, only 
stipulating that they should be disposed of for 
the common benefit of themselves and the other 
confederated States. This enlightened policy 
produced union, and has secured liberty. It has 
made our waste lands to swarm with a busy 

.people; and added many powerful States to our 
Confederation. As well for the fruits which 
these noble works of our ancestors have pro
duced, as for the devotedness in which they 
originated, we should hesitate before we demol
ish them.

“ But there are other principles asserted in 
the bill, which would have impelled me to with
hold my signature, bail 1 not seen in it a viflàX 
lion of the conqiacts by which the United States 
acquired title to a large portion of the public 
lands. It reasserts the principle contained in 
the bill authorizing a subscription to the stock 
of the Maysville, Washington, Paris, and l«- 
ington Turnpike Hoad Company, from which 1 
was compelled to withhold my consent, fur rea
sons contained in my message of the 27th May 

I 1830, to the House of Representatives. The 
j. leading principle, then asserted, was, that Con
gress possesses no constitutional power to ap- 

: propriate any part of the moneys of the United 
States for objects of a local character within the 
States. That principle, 1 cannot be mistaken in 

, supposing, has received the unequivocal sanction 
of the American people, and all subsequent re
flection has but satisfied me more thoroughly 
that the interests of our people, and the purity 
of our government, if not its existence, depend 
on its observance. The public lands are the 
common property of the United States, and the 
moneys arising from their sales are a part of the 

I public revenue. This bill proposes to raise from,
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md appropriate a portion of, this public revenue 
to certain States, providing expressly that it 
shall ‘be applied to objects of internal improve
ment or education within those States,’ and then 
proceeds to appropriate the -balance to all the 
States, with the declaration that it shall be ap
plied ‘ to such purposes as the legislatures of 
the said respective States shall deem proper.’ 
The former appropriation is expressly for inter
nal improvements or education, without qualifi
cation as to the kind of improvements, and, 
therefore1, in express violation of the principle 
maintained in my objections to the turnpike 
road bill, above referred to. The latter appro
priation is morS broad, and gives the money to 
be applied to any local purpose whatsoever. It 
will not be denied, that, under the provisions of 
the bill, a portion of the money might have been 
applied to making the very road to which the 
bill of 1830 had reference, and must, of course, 
come within the scope of the same principle. 
If the money of the United States cannot be ap
plied to local purposes through its own agents, 
as little can it be ]>ermitted to be thus expended 
through the agency of the State governments.

ult has been supposed that, with all the reduc
tions in our revenue which could be speedily 
effected by Congre§s, without injury to the sub
stantial interests of the couutry, there might be, 
for some years to come, a surplus of moneys in 
the treasury ; and that there was, in principle, 
do objection to returning them to the people by 
whom they were paid. As the literal accom
plishment of such an object is obviously imprac
ticable. it was thought admissible, as the nearest 
approximation to it, to hand them over to the 
State governments, the more immediate repre
sentatives of the people, to be by them applied 
to the benefit of those to whom they properly 
belonged. The principle and the object was, to 
return to the people an unavoidable surplus of 
revenue which might have been paid by them 
under a system which could not at once be aban
doned; but even tlys resource, which at one time 
seemed to be almost the only alternative to save 
the general government from grasping u^Jimitcd 
power over internal improvements, was suggest
ed with doubts of its constitutionality.

kBut this bill assumes a new principle. Its 
object is not to return to the people an unavoidable 
surplus of revenue paid in by them, but to create 
i surplus for distribution ahioiig the States. It 
seizes the entire proceeds of one source of reven
ue. and sets them apart as a surplus, making it 
necessary to raise the money for supporting the 
government, and meeting the general charge* 
from other sources. It even throws the entire 
land system upon the customs for its support, 
and makes the public lands a perpetual charge 
upon the treasury. It docs not return to the 
people moneys accidentally or unavoidably paid 
by them to the government by which they are 
not wanted; but compels the people to pay 
moneys into the treasury for the mere purpose 
of creating a surplus for distribution to their

State governments. If this principle bo once 
admitted, it is not difficult to perceive to what 
consequences it may lead. Already this bill, by 
throwing the land system on the revenues from 
imports for support, virtually distributes among 
the States a part of those revenues. The pro
portion may be increased from time to time, 
without any departure from the principle now' 
asserted, until the State governments shall de
rive all the funds necessary for their support 
from the treasury of the United States ; or, if a 
sufficient supply should be obtained by some 
States and not by others, the deficient States 
might complain, and, to put an end to all fur
ther difficulty, Congress, without assuming any 
new principle, need go but one step further, and 
put the salaries of all the State governors, judg
es, and other officers, with a sufficient sma for 
other expenses, in their general appropriation bill.

“It appears to me that a more direct road to 
consolidation cannot be dpvised. Money is 
power, and in that government which pays all 
the public officers of the States, will all political 

> power be substantially concentrated. The State 
governments, if governments they might be call
ed, would lose all their independence and digni
ty. The economy which now distinguishes them 
would be converted into a profusion, limited only 
by the extent of the supply. Being the depen
dants of the general government, and looking to 
its treasury as the source of all their emolu
ments, the State officers, under whatever names 
they might pass, and by whatever forms their 
duties might be prescribed, would, in effect, be 
the mere stipendaries and instruments of the 
central power.

“ l am quite sure that the intelligent people 
of our several States will be satisfied, on a little 
reflection, that it is neither wise nor safe to re
lease the members of thejr local legislatures from 
the responsibility of levying the taxes necessary 
to support their State governments, and vest it 
in Congress, over most of whose members they 
have no control. ^They will not think it ex
pedient that Congress shall be die tax-gatherer 
and paymaster of all their State governments, 
thus amalgamating all their officers into one mass 
of common interest and common feeling. It is 
too obvious that such a course would subvert 
our w'ell-balanced system of government, and 
ultimately deprive us of the blessings now de
rived from our happy union.

“ However willing I might be that any un
avoidable surplus in the treasury should be re- 

j turned to the people through their State govern- 
! ments, I cannot assext to the principle that a 
I surplus may be created for the purpose of dis

tribution. Viewing this bill as, in efiect. assum
ing the right not only to create a surplus for 
that purpose, but to divide tjie contents of the 
treasury among the States without limitation, 
from whatever source they may be derived, and 
asserting the jiower to raise and appropriate 
money for the support of every State govern
ment and institution, as well as for making every
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local improvement, however trivial, I cannot give 
it my assent.

“ It is difficult to perceive what advantages 
would accrue to the old States or the new from 
the system of distribution which this bill pro
poses, if it were otherwise unobjectionable. It 
requires no argument to prove, that if three mil
lions of dollars a year, or any other sum, shall be 
taken out of the treasury by this bill fordistribu- 
tion. it must be replaced by' the same sum collect
ed from the people through some other means. 
The old States will receive annually a sum of 
money from the treasury, but they will pay in 
a larger sum, together with the expenses of col
lection and distribution. It is only their pro
portion of seven eights of the proceeds of land 
sales which they are to receive, but they must 
pay their due proportion of the whole. Disguise 
it as we may, the bill proposes to them a dead 
loss in the ratio of eight to seven, in addition to 
expenses and othey incidental losses. This as
sertion is not the less true because it may not 
at first be palpable. Their receipts will be in 
large sums, but their payments in small ones. 
The governments of the States will receive seven 
dollars, for which the people of the States will pay 
eight. The large sums received will be palpable 
to the senses; the small sums paid, it requires 
thought to identify. But a little consideration 
will satisfy the people that the effect is the same 
as if seven hundred dollars were given them from 
the public treasury, for which they were at the 
same time required to pay in taxes, direct or in
direct, eight hundred.

“ I deceive myself greatly if the new States 
would find their interests promoted by such a 
system as this bill proposes. Their tme policy 
consists in the rapid settling and improvement 
of the waste lands within their limits. As a 
means of hastening those events, they have long 
been looking to a reduction in the price of public 
lands upon the final payment of the national 
debt. The effect of the proposed system would 
be to prevent that reduction. It is true, the bill 
reserves to Congress the power to reduce the 
price, but the effect of its details, as now ar
ranged, would probably be forever to prevent its 
exercise.

“ With the just men who inhabit the new 
States, it is a sufficient reason to reject this 
system, that it is in violation of the fundamental 
laws of the republic and its constitution. But 
if it were a mere question of interest or expe
diency, they would still reject it. They would 
not sell their bright prospect of increasing wealth 
and growing power at such a price. They 
would not place a sum of money to be paid into 
their treasuries, in competition with tile settle
ment of their waste lands, and the increase of 
their population. They would not consider a 
small or large annual sum to be paid to their 
governments, and immediately expended, as an 
equivalent for that enduring wealth which is 
composed of flocks and herds, and cultivated 
farms. No temptation will allure them from

that object of abiding interest, the settlement of 
their waste lands, and the increase of a hardv 
race of free citizens, their glory in peace anil 
their defence in war.

“ On the whole, I adhere to the opinion ex- 
pressed by me in my annual message of 1832, 
that it is our true policy that the public lands 
shall cease, as soon as practicable, to be a source 
of revenue, except for the payment of those gen
eral charges which grow out of the acquisition 
of the lands, their survey, and sale. Although 
these expenses have not been met by the pro
ceeds of sales heretofore, it is quite certain they 
will be hereafter, even after a considerable reduc
tion in the price. By meeting in the treasury so 
much of the general charge as arises from that 
source, they will be hereafter, as they have b«n 
heretofore, disposed of for the common bene
fit of the United States, according to the com
pacts of cession. I do not doubt that it is the 
real interest of each and all the States in the 
Union, and particularly of the new States, that 
the price of these lands shall be reduced and 
graduated ; and that, after they have been offer
ed for a certain number of years, the refuse, re- 
maining unsold, shall be abandoned to the States, 
and the machinery of our land system entirely 
withdrawn. It cannot be supposed the com 
pacts intended that the United States should 
retain forever a title to lands within the States, 
which are of no value ; and no doubt is en
tertained that the general interest would he 
best promoted by surrendering such lands to, 
the States.

“ This plan for disposing of the public land* 
impairs no principle, violates no compact, and 
deranges no system. Already has the price of 
those lands been reduced from two dollars pet 
acre to one dollar and a quarter; and upon the 
will of Congress, it depends whether there shall 
be a further reduction. While the burdens of 
the East are diminishing by the reduction of the 
duties upon imports, it seems but equal justice 
that the chief burden of the West should he 
lightened in an equal degree at least. It would 
be just to the old .States and the new. conciliate 
every interest, disarm the subject of all its dan
gers. and arid another guaranty to the perpetu
ity of our happy Union.” ■

Statement respecting the retenue derived from
the public lands, accompanying the I'nti
dent’s Message to the Senate, December ill,
18113. staling his reasons for not a/ipming
the Land Dill :

Statement of the amount of money which has 
been paid by the United States for the title to 
the public lands, including the payments made 
under the Louisiana and Florida treaties; the 
compact with Georgia ; the settlement with the 
Yazoo claimants ; the contracts with the Indira 
tribes ; and the expenditures for com|*nsation 
to commissioners, clerks, surveyors, and other 
officers, employed by the United States for the

management and sale of tl 
die gross amount of mone 
treasury, as the proceeds of 
30th of September, 1832; a 
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domain,......................................
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timber, 1882,................................

Deduct payments from the tress I 
connt of roads, dto., ....

1
Treasury Departmex 

Register’s Office, 'March 1
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-------------------- $28,514,225 71

Payment on account of the purchase of Florida:
Principal,.................................$4,965.599 S2
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------------------------$6.475,833 48
Piymcnt of compact with Georgia, .... 1,065,484 06
Pivment of tho settlement with the Yazoo
ddmanta,.................................................................... 1,830,308 04

Pivment of contracts with tho several Indian 
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Pivment of commissioners, clerks, and other 
officers, employed by tho United States for 
tbo management and sale of the Western 
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tember, 1832,.......................................................$89,614,000 07
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high qualities of the public man. He sat out 
with showing that these lands, so far as they 
were divided from the States, were granted as 
a common fund, to be disposed of for the benefit 
of all the States, according to their usual respect
ive proportions in tho general charge and ex
penditure, and for no other use or purpose what
soever ; and that by the principles of our gov
ernment and sound policy, those acquired from 
foreign governments could only be disposed of 
in the same manner. In addition to these great 
reasons of principle and policy, the message 
clearly points out the mischief which any scheme 
of distribution will inflict upon the new States 
in preventing reductions in the price of tho 
public lands—in preventing donations to settlers 
—and in preventing the cession of the unsalable 
lands to the States in which they lie ; and re
curs to his early messages in support of tho 
policy, now that the public debt was paid, of 
looking to settlement and population as the chief 
objects to be derived from these lands, and for 
that purpose that they be sold to settlers at cosL

T. L. Smith, Reg.
Treasury Department, )

Router’s Office, 91/az rA 1, 1833. (

Such was this ample and well-considered 
message, one of the wisest and most patriotic 
ever delivered by any President, and presenting 
General Jackson under the aspect of an immense 
elevation over the ordinary arts of men who run 
« popular career, and become candidates for 
popular votes. Such arts require addresses to 
popular interests, the conciliation of the interest
ed passions, the gratification of cupidity, the 
favoring of the masses in the distribution of 
money or pmperty as well as the enrichment of 
classes in undue advantages. General Jackson 
exhibits himself as equally elevated above all 
these arts—as far above seducing the masses 
with agrarian laws as above enriching the few 
with the plundering legislation of hanks and 
tariffs ; and the people felt this elevation, and 
did honor to themselves in the manner in which 
they appreciated it. Far from losing his popular
ity, he increased it, by every act of disdain 
which ho exhibited for tho ordinary arts of con
ciliating popular favor. His veto message, on 
this occasion was an exemplification of all the

Vol I.—24

CHAPTER XCI.

COMMENCEMENT OF THE TWENTY-TIIIRD CON- 
ORESS.—THE MEMBERS, AND PRESIDENTS MES- 
SAGE.

On the second day of December, 1833, com
menced the first session of the Twenty-third 
Congress, commonly called the Panic session— 
one of the most eventful and exciting which tho., 
country had ever seen, and abounding with high 
talent. The following is the list of members :

SENATE.

Maine—Peleg Sprague, Ether Shepley.
New Hampshire—Samuel Hell, Isaac Hill. 
Massachusetts—Daniel Webster, Nathaniel 

Silsbee.
Rhode Island—Nchemiali II. Knight, Asher 

Robbins.
Connecticut—Gideon Tondinson, Nathan 

Smith.
Vermont—Samuel Prentiss. Benjamin Swift. 
New York—Silas YYright, N. P. Tallmadgc. 
New Jersey—Theodore Frclinghuyscn, S. L. 

Southard.
Pennsylvania—William YVilkins, Samuel 

McKean.
Delaware—John M. Clayton, Arnold Nan-
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Maryland—Ezekiel F. Chambers, Joseph 
Kent.

Virginia—Wm. C. Rives, John Tyler.
North Carolina—Bedford Brown, W. P. 

Mangum. \
South (Carolina—J. C. Calhoun, William 

C. Preston.
Georgia—John Forsyth, John P. King.
Kentucky—George M. Bibb, Henry Clay.
Tennessee—Felix Grundy, Hugh L. White.
Ohio—Thomas Ewing, Thomas Morris.
Louisiana—G. A. Waggainan, Alexander 

Porter.
Indiana—AVm. Hendricks, John Tipton.
Mississippi—George Poindexter, John Black.
Illinois—Elias K. Kane, John M. Robinsofi.
Alabama—William R. King, Gabriel Moore.
Missouri—Thomas II. Benton, Lewis F. Linn.

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.

Maine—Qoorge Evans, Joseph Hall, Leonard 
Jarvis, Edward Kavanagh, Moses Mason, Rufus 
McIntyre, Gorham Parks, Francis O. J. Smith.

New Hampshire—Penning M. Bean. Robert 
Burns, Joseph M. Harper, Henry Hubbard, 
Franklin Pierce. f

Massachusetts—John Quincy Adams, Isaac 
C. Bates, William Baylies, George N. Briggs, 
Rufus Choate, John Davis, Edward Everett, 
Benjamin Gorham, George Grennell, jr., Gayton 
P. Osgood, John Reed.

Rhode Island—Tristam Burges, Dutea J. 
Pearce.

Connecticut—Noyes Barber, William W. 
Ellsworth, Samuel A. Foot, Jabez W. Hunting- 
ton, Samuel Tweedy, Ebenezer Young.

Vermont—Ileman Allen, Benjamin F. Dom
ing, Horace Everett, lliland Hall, William Slade.

New York—John Adams. Samuel Beardsley, 
Abraham Bockee, Charles Bodlc, John W. 
Brown, Churchill C. Cambrelcng, Samuel Clark, 
John Cramer, Rowland Day, John Dickson, 
Millard Fillmore, Philo C. Fuller, William K. 
Fuller, Ransom II. Gillet, Nicoll Halsey, Gideon 
Hard, Samuel C. Hathaway, Abner Ilazeltine, 
Edward Howell Abel Huntington. Noadiah 
Johnson, Gerrit Y. Lansing, Cornelius W. Law- 
rence, George W. Lay, Abijah Mann, jr., Henry 
C. Martindale, Charles McVean, Henry Mitchell, 
Sherman Page, Job Pierson, Dudley Seldcn, 
William Tailor. Joel Turrill, Aaron Vanderpocl, 
Isaac B. Van Ilouten, Aaron Ward, Daniel 
Wardwell, Reuben Whallon, Campbell P. W hite, 
Frederick Whittlesey. >*

New Jersey—Philemon Dickerson, Samuel 
Fowler, Thomas Lee, James Parker, Ferdinand 
S. Schenck, William'ÿ,. Shinn.

Pennsylvania—.Joseph B. Anthony, John 
Banks, Charles A. Barnitz, Andrew Beaumont, 
Horace Binney, George Burd, George Cham
bers, William Clark, Richard Coulter, Edward 
Darlington, Harmar Denny, John Galbraith, 
James Harper, Samuel S. Harrison, William 
Hiestcr, Joseph Henderson, Henry King, John

Laporte, Joel K. Mann, Thomas M. T. McKennaa 
Jesse Miller, Henry A. Muhlenberg, David 
Potts, jr., Robert Ramsay, Andrew Stewart 
Joel B. Sutherland, David E. Wagener, John G 
Watmough.

Delaware—Jdhn J. Milligan.
Maryland—Richard B. Carmichael, Littleton 

P. Dennis, James P. Heath, William Cost John
son, Isaac McKim, John T. Stoddert, Francis 
Tfaunas, James Turner.

Virginia—John J. Allen, William S. Archer 
James M. II. Beale, Thomas T. Bouldin, Joseph 
W. Chinn, Nathaniel II. Claiborne, Thomas 
Davenport, John II. Fulton, James II. Gholson' 
William F. Gordon, George Loyall, Kchvani 
Lucas, John Yr. Mason, William McComa. 
Charles F. Mercer, Samuel McDowell Mod,,.' 
John M. Patton, Andrew Stevenson, William 
P. Taylor, Edgar C. AVilson, Henry A.’ Wise.

North Carolina—Daniel L. Barringer.Jesse 
A. Bynum, Henry W. Connor, Edmund Dehern 
James Graham, Thomas II. Hall, Micajah T 
Hawkins, James J. McKay, Abraham Rcnrher 
AVilliam B. Shepard, Augustine II. Shepperd 
Jesse Speight, Lewis Williams.

South Carolina—James Blair, William K 
Clowney, Warren R. Davis, John M. Felder 
William J. Grayson, John K. Griffin, Georre 
McDuffie, Henry 1>. Pinckney.

Georgia—AugustineS. Clayton, JohnCoffce, 
Thomas F. Foster. Roger L. Gamble, George It 
Gilmer, Seaborn Jones, William Schley, JiUks 
M. Wayne, Richard II. AVildc.

Kentucky—Chilton Allan, Martin Bean, 
Thomas Chilton, Amos Davis, Benjamin Haulm 
Albert G. Hawes, Richard M. Johnson. James 
Love, Chittenden Lyon, Thomas A. Marshall, 
Patrick II. Pope, Christopher Tompkins.

Tennessee—John Bell, John Blair. Samuel 
Bunch, David Crockett, David AY. Dickinson. 
William C. Dunlap, John B. Forester, AVilliam 
M. Inge, Cave Johnson, Luke Lea, Halit Peyton, 
James K. Polk, James Standifer.

Ohio—William Allen, James M. Bell John 
Chaney, Thomas Corwin, Joseph 11. Crane, 
Thomas L. Harney Benjamin Jones, Henry II 
Leavitt, Robert T. I.ytlc, Jeremiah McLean, 
Robert Mitchell, AVilliam Patterson, Jonathan 
Sloane, David Spangler, John Thomson, Joseph 
A’ancc, Samuel F. Vinton, Taylor Webster, 
Elisha AVbittlesey.

Louisiana—Philemon Thomas, Edward D. 
AVhite.

Indiana—Ratliff Boon, John Carr, John 
Ewing, Edward A. llannegan, George L. Kin- 
nard, Amos Lane, Jonathan McCarty.

M ississim—Harry Cage, Franklin E. Plumer.
Illinois—Zadok Casey, Joseph Duncan. 

Charles Slade.
Alabama—Clement C. Clay, Dixon II.Lewis, 

Samuel W. Mardis, John McKinley, John Mur- 
phy. j

Missouri—AVilliam II. Ashley, John Bull.
Lucius Lyon also appeared as the delegate from 

the territory of Michigan.
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Ambrose H. Sevier also appeared as the dele
gate from the territory of Arkansas,—Joseph 
jl. White from Florida.

Mr. Andrew Stevenson, who had been chosen 
Speaker of the House for the three succeeding 
Congresses, was re-elected by a great majority 
-indicating the administration strength, and 
his own popularity. The annual message was 
immediately sent in, and presented a gratifying 
view of our foreign relations—all nations being 
in peace and amity with us, add many giving 
fresh proofs of friendship, cither in new treaties 
formed,or indemnities made for previous injuries. 
The state of the finances was then adverted to, 
aid shown to bo in the most favorable condition. 
The message said :

‘-It gives me great pleasure to congratulate 
you upon the pros|>erous condition of the finan
ces of the country, as will appear from the report 
which the Secretary of the Treasury « ill, in due 

lay before you. The receipts into the 
ury during the present year will amount 

to more than thirty-two millions of dollars. 
The revenue derived from customs will, it is be
lieved, be more than twenty-eight millions, and 
the public lands will yield about three millions, 
[he expenditures within the year, for all objects, 
including two millions live hundred and seventy- 
two thousand two hundred and forty dollars 
and ninety-nine cents on account of the public 
debt, will not amount to twenty-five millions, 
mda large balance will remain in the Treasury 
liter satisfying all the appropriations chargeable 
on die revenue for the present year.”

The act of the last session, called the “ com
promise," the President recommended to ob
servance, “ unless it should be found to produce" 
more revenue than the necessities of the govern
ment required.” The extinction of the public 
debt presented, in the opinion of the President, 

the proper occasion for organizing a system of 
expenditure on the principles of the strictest 
economy consistent with the public interest; 
Slid the passage of the message in relation to 
that point was particularly grateful to the old 
friends of an economical administration of the 

government It said:

1 But. while I forbear to recommend any fur
ther reduction of the duties, beyond that already 
provided for by the existing laws, 1 must ear
nestly and respectfully press upon Congress the 
importance of abstaining from all appropriations 
which arc not absolutely required for the public 
interests, and authorized by the powers clearly ! 
delegated to the United States. We arc begin- !

ning a new era in our government. The national 
debt, which has so long been a burden on the 
Treasury, will be finally discharged in the course 
of the ensuing year. No more money ivill 
afterwards be needed than what may be necessary 
to meet the ordinary expenses of the government. 
Now then is the proper moment to fix our sys
tem of expenditure on firm and durable prin
ciples ; and I cannot too strongly urge the 
necessity of a rigid economy and an inflexible 
determination not to enlarge the income beyond 
the real necessities of the government, and not 
to increase the wants of the government by 
unnecessary and profuse expenditures. If a 
contrary course should be pursued, it may hap
pen that the revenue of 1834 will fall short of 
the demands iqion it ; and after reducing the 
tariff in order to lighten the burdens of the 
people, and providing for a still further reduction 
to take effect hereafter, it would be much to be 
deplored if, at the end of another year, we should 
find ourselves obliged to retrace our steps, and 
impose additional taxes to meet unnecessary 
expenditures."

The part of the message, however, which gave 
the paper uncommon emphasis, and caused it to 
be received with opposite, and violent emotions 
by different parts of the community, was that 
which related to the Bank of the United States— 
its believed condition—and the consequent re
moval of the public deposits from its keeping. 
The deposits had been removed—done in vaca
tion by tile order of the President—on the 
ground of insecurity, as well as of misconduct 
in the corporation : and as Congress, at the pre
vious session had declared its belief of their safe
ty, this act of the President had already become 
a point of vehement newspaper attack upon him 
—destined to be continued in the halls of Con
gress. Ilis conduct in this removal, and the 
reasons for it, were thus communicated :

“ Since the last adjournment of Congress, the 
Secretary of the Treasury has directed the 
money of the United States to be dtqiosited in 
certain State banks designated by him, and he 
will immediately lay before you his reasons for 
this direction. I concur with him entirely in 
the vie»' he has taken of the subject ; and, some 
months before the removal, I urged upon tin' de
partment the propriety of taking that step. The 
near approach of the day on which the charter 
will expire, as well as the conduct of the bank, 
api>earcd to me to call for this measure upon the 
high considerations of.public interest and public 
duty. The extent of its misconduct, however, 
although known to be great, was not at that 
time Killy devebqied by proof. It was not until 

I late in the month of August, that I received 
| from the government directors an official report,
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establishing beyond question that this great and 
powerful institution had been actively engaged 
to attcmping to influence the elections of the 
public officers by means of its money ; and that, 
in violation of the express provisions of its char
ter, it had, by a formal resolution, placed its 
funds at the disposition of its President, to be 
employed in sustaining the political power of the 
bank. A copy of this resolution is contained in 
the report of the government directors, before 
referred to ; and however the object may be dis
guised by cautious language, no one can doùbt 
that this money was in truth intended for elec
tioneering purposes, and the particular uses t\> 
which it was proved to have been applied, abun
dantly show that it was so understood. Not 
only was the evidence complete as to the past 
application of the money and power of the bank 
to electioneering purposes, but that the resolu
tion of the board of directors authorized the 
same course to be pursued in future.

“ It being thus established, by unquestionable 
proof, that the Bank of the United States was 
converted into a permanent electioneering engine, 
it appeared to me that the path of duty which 
the Executive department of the government 
ought to pursue, was not doubtful. As by the 
terms of the’ bank charter, no officer but the 
Secretary of the Treasury could remove the de
posits, it seemed to me that this authority 
ought to be at once exerted to deprive that great 
corporation of the support and countenance of 
the government in such a use of its funds, and 
such an exertion of its i>ower. In this point of 
the case, the question is distinctly presented, 
whether the people of the United States are to 
govern through representatives chosen by their 
unbiassed suffrages, or whether the money and 
power of a great corporation are to be secretly 
exerted to influence their judgment, and con
trol their decisions. It must now be determin
ed whether the bank is to have its candidates 
for all offices in the country, from the highest to 
the lowest, or whether candidates on both sides 
of political questions shall be brought forward 
as heretofore, and supported by the usual means.

“ At this time, the efforts of the bank to con
trol public opinion, through the distresses of 
some and the fears of others, are equally appar
ent, and, if possible, more objectionable. By a 
curtailment of its accommodations, more rapid 
than any emergency requires, and even while it 
retains specie to an almost unprecedented amount 
in its vaults, it is attempting to produce great 
embarrassment in one ]>ortionof the community, 
while, through presses known to have been sus
tained by its money, it attempts, by unfounded 
alarms, to create a panic in all.

“ These arc the means by which it seems to 
expect that it can force a restoration of the de
posits, and, as a necessary consequence, extort 
from Congress a renewal of its charter. I am 
happy to know that, through the good sense of 
our people, the effort to get up a panic has

hitherto failed, and that, through the increased 
accommodations which the State banks have 
been enabled to afford, no public distress has 
followed the exertions of the bank ; and it can
not be doubted that the exercise of its power 
and the expenditure of its money, as well as its 
efforts to spread groundless alarm, will be met 
and rebuked as they deserve. In my own sphere 
of duty, I should feel myself called on, by the 
facts disclosed, to order a scire facias against 
the bank, with a view to put an end to the char
tered rights it has so palpably violated, were it 
not that the charter itself will expire as soon as 
a decision would probably be obtained from the 
court of last resort.

“ I called the attention of Congress to this • 
subject in my last annual message, and informed 
them that such measures as were within the 
reach of the Secretary of the Treasury, had been 
taken to enable him to judge whether the pub
lic deposits in the Bank of the United Stales 
were entirely safe ; but that as his single powers 
might be inadequate to the object, I recom
mended the subject to Congress, as worthy of, 
their serious investigation : declaring it as mv * 
opinion that an inquiry into the transactions of 
that institution, embracing the branches as well 
as the principal bank, was called for by the credit 
which was given throughout the country to 
many serious charges impeaching their character 
and which, if true," might justly excite the ap 
prehension that they were no longer a safe de
pository for the public money. The extent to 
which the examination, thus recommended, was 
gone into, is spread upon your journals, and is 
too well known to require to be stated. Such 
as was made resulted in a report from a major
ity of the Committee of Ways and Means, touch
ing certain specified points only, concluding with 
a resolution that the government deposits might 
safely be continued in the Bank of the United 
States. This resolution was adopted at the close 
of the session, by the vote of a majority of the 
House of Representatives.”

The message concluded with renewing the as 
commendation, whicil the President had annually 
made since his firsi election, in favor of so 

amending the constitution in the article of the 
presidential and vice-presidential elections, as 
to give the choice of the two first officers of the 
government to a direct vote of the people, and 
that “every intermediate agency in the election 
of those officers should he removed." This re
commendation, like all which preceded it, remain
ed without practical results. For ten yean 
committees had reported amendments, and mem
bers had supported them, but without obtaining 
in Cougrcss the requisite two thirds to refer the 
proposition of amendment to the vote of the
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people. Three causes combined always to pre
vent the concurrence of that majority : 1. The
conservative spirit of many, who arc unwilling, 
under any circumstances, to touch an existing 
institution. 2. The enemies of popular elections, 
who deem it unsafe to lodge the high power of 
the presidential election, directly in the hands of 
the people. 3. The intriguers, who wish to 
manage these elections for their own benefit, 
and have no means of doing it except through 
the agency of intermediate bodies. The most 
potent of these agencies, and the one in fact 
which controls all the others, is the one of 
latest and most spontaneous growth, called 
“conventions’’—originally adopted to supersede 
the caucus system of nominations, but which 
retains all the evils of that system, and others 
peculiar to itself. They are still attended by 
members of Congress, and with less responsi
bility to their constituents than whenTtcting in 
a Congress caucus. A large proportion of the 
delegates are either self-appointed or so intri- 
guingly appointed, and by such small numbers, 
as to constitute a burlesque upon popular repre
sentation. Delegates even transfer their func
tions, and make proxies—a prerogative only al
lowed to peers of the realm,, in England, in their 
parliamentary voting, because they arc legisla
tors in their own right, and represent, each one, 
himself, as his own constituent body, and owing 
responsibility to no one. They meet in taverns, 
the delegates of some of the large States, at
tended by one or two thousand backers, sup
plied with money, and making all the public ap
pliances of feasting and speaking, to conciliate 
or control votes, which ample means and deter 
mined zeal can supply, in a case in which a per
sonal benefit is expected. The minority rules, 
that is to say, bailles the majority until it yields, 
and consents to a “compromise,” accepting for 
that purpose the person whom the minority has 
held in reserve for that purpose ; and this mi
nority of one third, which governs two thirds, 
is itself usually governed by a few managers. 
And to complete the exclusion of the people from 
all efficient control, in the selection of a presi
dential candidate, an interlocutory committee 
is generally appointed out of its members to 
act from one convention to another—during the 
whole interval of four years between their period
ical assemblages—guide and conduct the pub- 

\

lie mind, in the different States, to the support of 
the person on whom they have secretly agreed. 
After the nomination is over, and the election 
effected, the managers in these nominations 
openly repair to the new President, if they have 
been successful, and demand rewards for their 
labor, in the shape of offices for themselves and 
connections. This is the way that presidential 
elections are now made in the United States; 
for, a party nomination is an election, if the 
party is strong enough to make it ; and, if one 
is not, the other is ; fur, both parties act alike, 
and thus the mass of the people have no more 
part in selecting the person who is to be their 
President than the subjects of hereditary mon- 
archs have in begetting the child who is to rule 
over them. To such a point is the greatest of 
our elections now sunk by the arts of “ interme
diate agencies ; ” and it may be safely assumed, 
that the history of free elective governments 
affords no instance of such an abandonment, on 
the part of legal voters, of their great constitu
tional privileges, and quiet sinking down of the 
millions to the automaton performance of deli
vering their votes as the few have directed.

CHAPTER XCII.

REMOVAL OF THE DEPOSITS FROM THE BANK 
OF THE UNITED STATES.

The fact of this rofnoval was communicated to 
Congress, in the annual message of the Presi
dent ; the reasons for it, and the mode of doing 
it, were reserved for a separate communication ; 
and especially a report from the Secretary of 
the Treasury, to whom belonged the absolute 
right of the removal, without assignment of any 
reasons except to Congress, after the act was 
done. The order for the removal, as it was' 
called—for it was only an order to the collectors 
of revenue to cease making their deposits in 
that bank, leaving the amount actually in it, to 
be drawn out of intervals, and in different sums, 
according to the course at the government dis
bursements—was issued the 22d of September, 
and signed by Roger It. Taney, Esq., the new 
Secretary of the Treasury, appointed in place of 
Mr. Wm. J. Duane, who, refusing to make the re-
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rnoval, upon the request of the President, was 
himself removed. This measure (the ceasing to 
deposit the public moneys with the Bank of the 
United States) was the President’s own mea
sure, conceived by him, carried out by him, de
fended by him, and its fate dependent upon him. 
He had coadjutors in every part of the business, 
but the measure was his own ; for this heroic 
civil measure, like a heroic military resolve, had 
to be the offspring of one great mind—self-act
ing and poised—seeing its way through all diffi
culties and dangers ; and discerning ultimate 
triumph over all obstacles in the determination 
to conquer them, or to perish. Councils are 
good for safety, not for heroism—good for es
capes from perils, and for retreats, but for ac
tion, and especially high and daring action, but 
one mind is wanted. The removal of the depo
sits was an act of that kind—high and daring, 
and requiring as much nerve as any enterprise 
of arms, in which the President had ever been 
engaged. His military exploits had l>een of his 
own conception ; his great civil acts were to be 
the same : more impeded than promoted by 
councils. And thus it was in this case. The 
majority of his cabinet was against him. His 
Secretary of the Treasury refused to execute 
his will. A few only—a fraction of the cabinet 
and some friends—concurred heartily in the 
act : Mr. Taney, attorney general, Mr. Kendall, 
Mr. Francis P. Blair, editor of the Globe ; and 
some few others.

He took his measures carefully and deliber
ately, and with due regard to keeping himself 
demonstrably, as well as actually right. Obser
vation had only confirmed his opinion, commu
nicated to the previous Congress, of the miscon
duct of the Institution, and the insecurity of the 
public moneys in it : and the almost unanimous 
vote of the House of Representatives to the 
contrary, made no impression upon his strong 
conviction. Denied a legislative examination 
into its affairs, he determined upon an executive 
one, through inquiries put to the government 
directors, and the researches into the state of 
the books, which the Secretary of the Trea
sury had a right to make. Four of those di
rectors, namely, Messrs. Henry D. Gilpin, John 
T. Sullivan, Peter Wager, and Hugh McEldery, 
made two reports to the President, according to 
the duty assigned them, in which they showed

/

great misconduct in its management, and a great 
perversion of its funds to undue and political 
purposes. Some extracts from these reports 
will show the nature of this report, the names 
of persons to whom money was paid being omit
ted, as the only object, in making the extracts, 
is to show the conduct of the bank, and not to 
disturb or affect any individuals.

“ On the 30th November, 1830, it is stated on 
the minutes, that 1 the president submitted to 
the board a copy of an article on banks and cur
rency, just published in the American Quarterly 
lieview of this city, containing a favorable no
tice of this institution, and suggested the expe
diency of making the views of the author more 
extensively known to the public than they can 
be by means of the subscription list.’ Where
upon, it was, on motion, ' Hesohed, That the 
president be authorized to take such measures, 
in regard to the circulation of the contents o( 
the said article, either in whole or in part, as he 
may deem most for the interests of the hank.' 
On the 11th March, 1831, it again appears bv 
the minutes that * the president stated to the 
board, that, in consequence of the general de
sire expressed by the directors, at one of their 
meetings of the last year, subsequent to the ad
journment of Congress, and a verbal understand
ing with the board, measures had been taken by 
him, in the course of that year, for furnishing 
numerous copies of the reports of General Smith 
and Mr. McDuffie on the subject of this hank, 
and for widely disseminating their contents 
through the United States; and that he has 
since, by virtue of the authority given him bv 
a resolution of this board, on the 30th dav of 

| November last, caused a large edition of .Mr. 
Gallatin’s essay on banks anil currency to be 
published and circulated, in like manner, at the 
expense of the bank. He suggested, at the same 
time, the propriety and expediency of extending 
still more widely a knowledge of the concerns 
of this institution, by means of the republica
tion of other valuable articles, which liad issued 
from the daily and periodical press.’ Where
upon, it was, on motion, 'Jlrsnlctd. That tie 
president is hereby authorized to cause to be 
prepared and circulated, such documents and 
papers as may communicate to the people infor
mation, in regard to the nature and operations 
of the bank.’

“ In pursuance, it is presumed, of these reso
lutions, the item of stationary and printing was 
increased, during the first half year of 1831. to 
the enormous sum of $29,970 92, exceeding that 
of the previous half year by $‘23,000, and ex
ceeding the semi-annual expenditure of 1828, 
upwards of $20,000. The expense account it
self, as made up in the book which was submit
ted to us, contained very little information rela
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tiVe to the particulars of this expenditure, and 
ire are obliged, in order to obtain them, to re
sort to an inspection of the vouchers. Among 
other sums, was one of 87,801, stated to have 
been paid on orders of the president, under the 
resolution of 11th March, 1831, and the orders 
themselves were the only vouchers of the expen
diture which we found on file. Some of the or
ders, to the amount of about $1,800. stated that 
the expenditure was for distributing General 
Smith’s and Mr. McDuffie’s reports, and Mr. 
Gallatin’s pamphlet ; but the rest stated gene
rally that it was made under the resolution of 
11th of March, 1831. There were also numer
ous bills and receipts for expenditures to indi
viduals: $1,300 for distributing Mr. Gallatin’s 
pamphlet ; $1,675 75 for 5,000 copies of General 
Smith’s and Mr. McDuffie’s reports, Ac. ; $440 
for 11.000 extra papers ; of the American Sen
tinel, $125 74 for printing, folding, packing, and 
postage on 3,000 extras ; $1,830 27 for upwards 
of 50,000 copies of the National Gazette, and 
supplements containing addresses to members 
of State legislatures, reviews of Mr. Benton’s 
speech, abstracts of Mr. Gallatin’s article from 
the American Quarterly\Jtevieto, and editorial 
article on the project of a Treasury Batik ; 
§1,447 75 for 25,000 copies of the reports of 
Mr, McDuffie and General Smith, and for 25,000 
copies of the address to members of the State 
legislatures^ agreeably to order ; $6,850 for 
01.000 copies of 1 Gallatin on Banking,’ and 
2,000 copies of Professor Tucker’s article.

“ During the second half year of 1831, the 
item of stationery and printing was $13,224 87, 
of which $5 010 were paid on orders of the 
president, and stated generally to be under the 
resolution of 11th March, 1831, and other sums 
were paid to individuals, as in the previous ac
count, for printing and distributing documents.

“During the first half year of 1832, the item 
of stationery and printing was $12,134 16, of 
which $2,150 was stated to have been paid on 
orders of the president, under the resolution of 
11th March, 1831. There are also various in
dividual payments, of which we noticed $106 38 
for one thousand copies of the review of Mr. 
Benton’s speech ; $200 for one thousand copies 
of the Saturday Courier ; $1,176 for twenty 
thousand copies of a pamphlet concerning the 
bank, and six thousand copies of the minority 
report relative to the bank ; $1,800 for three 
hundred copies of Clarke A Hall’s bank book. 
During the last half year of 1832, the item of 
stationery and printing rose to $26,543 72, of 
which $6,350 are stated to have been paid on 
orders of the president, under the resolution of 
11th March, 1831. Among the specified charges 
we observe $821 78 for painting a review of the 
veto ; $1,371 04 for four thousand copies of Mr. 
Ewing s speech, bank documents, and review of 
the veto ; $4,106 13 for sixty-three thousand 
copies of Mr. Webster’s speech, Mr. Adams’s 
and Mr. McDuffie’s reports, and the majority

and minority reports ; $295 for fourteen thou, 
sand extras of The Protector, containing bank 
documents ; $2,583 50 for printing and distri
buting reports, Mr. Webster’s speech, Ac. 
$150 12 for printing the speeches of Messrs. 
Clay, Ewing, and Smith, and Mr. Adams’s re
port ; $1,512 75 to Mr. Clark, for printing Mr. 
Webster’s speech and articles on the veto, and 
$2,422 65 for fifty-two thousand five hundred 
copies of Mr. Webster’s speech. There is also 
a charge of $4,040 paid on orders of the presi
dent, stating that it is for expenses in measures 
for protecting the bank against a run on the 
Western branches.

“ During the first half year of 1833, the item 
of stationery and printing was $9,093 59, of 
which $2,600 arc stated to have been paid on 
orders of the president, under the resolution of 
11th March, 1831. There is also a charge of 
$800 for printing the report of the exchange 
committee.”

These various items, amounting to about 
$80,000, all explain themselves by their names 
and dates—every name of an item referring to 
a political purpose, and every date correspond
ing with the impending questions of the re- 
charter and the presidential election ; and all 
charged to the expense account of the bank—a 
head of account limited, by the nature of the 
institution, so far as printing was concerned, to 
the printing necessary for the conducting of its 
own business ; yet in the whole sum, making 
the total of $80,000, there is not an item of that 
kind included. To expose, or correct these 
abuses, the government directors submitted the 
following resolution to the board :

“ Whereas, it appears by the expense account 
of the bank for the years 1831 and 1832, that 
upwards of $80,000 were expended and charged 
under the head of stationery and printing dur
ing that period ; that a large proportion of this 
sum was paid to the proprietors of newspapers 
and periodical journals, and for the printing, 
distribution, and postage of immense numbers 
of pamphlets and newspapers ; and that about 
$20,000 were expended under the resolutions 
of 30th November, 1830, and 11th March, 1831, 
without any account of the manner in which, 
or the persons to whom, they were disbursed : 
and whereas it is expedient and proper that the 
particulars of this expenditure, so large and 
unusual, which can now be ascertained only by 
the examina ton of numerous bills and receipts 
should be so stated as to be readily submitted 
to, and examined by, the board of directors and 
the stockholders : Therefore, ftesolved, That the 
cashier furnish to the board, at as early a day 
as possible, a full and particular statement of 
all these expenditures, designating the sums of
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money paid to each person, the quantity and 
names of the documents furnished by him, and 
his charges for the distribution and postage of 
the same ; together with as full a statement as 
may be of the expenditure under the resolu
tions of 30th November, 1830, and 11th March, 
1831. That he ascertain whether expenditures 
of the same character have been made at any of 
the offices, and if so, procure similar statements 
thereof, with the authority on which they were 
made. That the said resolutions be rescinded, 
and. no further expenditures made under the 
same.’’

This resolution was rejeoted by the board, 
and in place of it another was adopted, declar
ing perfect confidence in the president of the 
bank, and directing him to continue his expen
ditures under the two resolves of November 
and March according to his discretion thus 
continuing to him the power of irresponsible 
expenditure, both in amount and object, to 
any extent that he pleased. The reports also 
showed that the government directors were 
treated with the indignity of being virtually 
excluded, both from the transactions of the 
bank, and the knowledge of them and that 
the charter was violated to effect these outrages. 
As an instance, this is given : the exchange 
committee was in itself and even confined to its 
proper duties, that of buying and selling ex
change, was a very important one, having the 
application of an immense amount of the funds 
of the bank. While confined to its proper du
ties, it was changed monthly, and the directors 
served upon it by turns ; so that by the process 
of rotation and speedy renewal, every member 
of the directory was kept well informed of the 
transactions of this committee, and had their 
due share in all its great operations. But at 
this time—(time of the renewed charter and 
the presidential election)—both the duties of 
the committee, and its mode of appointment 
were altered ; discounting of notes was permit
ted to it, and the appointment of its members 
was invested in Mr. Biddle ; and no govern
ment director was henceforth put upon it. 
Thus, a few directors made the loans in the 
committee’s room, which by the charter could 
only be made by seven directors at the board ; 
and the government directors, far from having 
any voice in these exchange loans, were igno
rant of them until afterwards found on the 
books. It was in this exchange committee that

most of the loans to members of Congress wen 
made, and under whose operations the greatest 
lq^ses were eventually incurred. The report of 
the four directors also showed other great mis- 
conduct on the part of the bank, one of which 
was to nearly double its discounts at the ap
proaching termination of the charter, running 
them lip in less than a year and a half from 
about forty-two and a half to about seventy and 
a half millions of dollars. General Jackson was 
not the man to tolerate these illegalities cor
ruptions and indignities. He, therefore, deter
mined on ceasing to use the institution any 
longer as a place of deposit for the public 
moneys ; and accordingly communicated liis in
tention to the cabinet, all of whom had been 
requested to assist him in his deliberations on 
the subject. The major part of them dissented 
from his design ; whereupon he assembled them 
on the 22nd of September, and read to them i 
paper, of which the following arc the more es
sential parts :

“ Having carefully and anxiously considered 
all the facts and arguments which have been 
submitted to him, relative to a removal of the 
public deposits from the Bank of the United 
States, the President deems it his duty to com
municate in this manner to his cabinet the final 
conclusions of his own mind, and the reasons 
on which they arc founded, in order to put 
them in durable form, and to prevent miscon
ceptions.

“The President’s convictions of the dangerous 
tendencies of the Bank of the United States, 
since signally illustrated by its own acts, were 
so overpowering when he entered on the duties 
of chief magistrate, that lie felt it his duty, not
withstanding the objections of the friends by 
whom he was surrounded, to avail himself of 
the first occasion to call the attention of Con
gress and the people to the question of its re- 
charter. The opinions expressed in his annual 
message of December, 1829, were reiterated in 
those of December, 1830 and 1831, and ill that 
of 1830, he threw out for consideration some 
suggestions in relation to a substitute. At the 
session of 1831-’32 an act was passed by a ma
jority of both Houses of Congress rechartering 
the present bank, upon which the President felt 
it his duty to put his constitutional veto, in 
his message, returning that act, lie repeated and 
enlarged upon the principles and views briefly 
asserted in his annual messages, declaring the 
bank to be, in his opinion, both inexpedient and 
unconstitutional, and announcing.to liis country
men, very unequivocally, his firm determination 
never to sanction, by his approval, the continu-
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nice of that institution or the establishment of 
any other upon similar principles.

« There are strong reasons for believing that 
the motive of the bank in asking for a recharter 
at that session of Congress, was to make it a 
leading question in the election of a President of 
the United States the ensuing November, and 
all steps deemed necessary were taken to pro
cure from the people a reversal of the President’s 
decision.

“ Although the charter was approaching its 
termination, and the bank was aware that it was 
the intention of the government to use the public 
deposit as fast as it has accrued, in the pay
ment of the public debt, yet did it extend its 
loans from January, 1831, to May, 1832, from 
$42,402,304 24 to $70,428,070 72, being an in
crease of $28,025,766 48, in sixteen months. 
It is confidently believed that the leading object 
of this immense extension of its loans was to 
brin» as large a portion of the people as possible 
under its power and influence ; and it has been 
disclosed that some of the largest sums were 
granted on very unusual terms to the conductors 
of the public press. In some of these cases, the 
motive was made manifest by the nominal or 
insufficient security taken for the loans, by the 
arge amounts discounted, by the extraordinary 
time allowed for payment, and especially by the 
subsequent conduct of those receiving the ac
commodations.

“Having taken these preliminary steps to 
obtain control over public opinion, the bank 
came into Congress and asked a new charter. 
The object avowed by many of the advocates of 
the bank, was to put the President to the test, 
that the country might know his final determina
tion relative to the bank prior to the ensuing 
election. Many documents and articles were 
printed and circulated at theexpense of the bank, 
to bring the people to a favorable decision upon 
its pretensions. Those whom the think appears 
to have made its debtors for the special occasion, 
were warned of the ruin which awaited them, 
should the President be sustained, and attempts 
were made to alarm the whole people by paint
ing the depression in the price of property and 
produce, and the general loss, inconvenience, and 
distress, which it was represented would imme
diately follow the re-election of the President in 
opposition to the bank.

“ Can it now be said that the question of a 
recharter of the bank was not decided at tlie 
election which ensued ? Had the veto been 
equivocal, or had it not covered tho whole 
ground—if it had merely taken exceptions to 
the details of the bill, or to the time of its passage 
—if it had not met the whole ground of consti
tutionality and expediency, then there might 
have been some plausibility for the allegation 
that the question was not decided 1fy the people. 
It was to compel the President to take his stand, 
that the question was bx ought forward at that 
particular time. He met the challenge, willingly 
took the position into which his adversaries

sought to force him, and frankly declared his 
unalterable opposition to the bank as being both 
unconstitutional and inexpedient. On that 
ground the case was argued to the people, and 
now that the people have sustained the Presi
dent, notwithstanding the array of influence and 
power which was brought to bear upon him, it 
is too late, he confidently thinks, to say that 
the question has not been decided. WhatAcr 
may be the opinions of others, the President con
siders his re-election as a decision of the people 
against the bank. In the concluding paragraph 
of his veto message he said :

“11 have now done my duty to my country. 
If sustained by my fellow-citizens, I shall be 
grateful and happy ; if not. 4 shall find in the 
motives which impel me, ample grounds for con
tentment and peace.’

“ He was sustained by a just people, and he 
desires to evince his gratitude by carrying into ef
fect their decision^ so far as it depends upon him.

“ Of all the substitutes for the present bank, 
which have been suggested, none seems to have 
united any considerable portion of the public in 
its favor. Most of them are liable to the same 
constitutional objections for which the present 
bank has been condemned, and perhaps to all 
there arc strong objections on the score of ex
pediency. In ridding the country of an irre
sponsible power which has attempted to control 
the government, care must be taken not to upito 
the same power with the executive branch. To 
give a President the control over the currency 
and the power over individuals now possessed 
by the Bank of the United States, even with the 
material difference that he is responsible to the 
people, would be as objectionable and as danger
ous as to leave it as it is. Neither the one nor 
the other is necessary, and therefore ought not 
to be resorted to.

“ But in the conduct of the bank may be found 
other reasons, very imperative in their character, 
and which require prompt action. Developments 
have been made from time to time of its faith
lessness as a public agent, its misapplication of 
public funds, its interference in elections, its 
efforts, by the machinery of committees, to de
prive the government directors of a full know
ledge of its concerns, and above all, its flagrant 
misconduct as recently and unexpectedly dis
closed, in placing all the funds of tho bank, 
including the money of the government, at the 
disposition of the president of the bank, as means 
of operating upon public opinion and procuring 
a new charter without requiring him to render 
a voucher for their disbursement. A brief reca
pitulation of the facts which justify these charges 
and which have come to the knowledge of the 
public and the President, will, he thinks, remove 
every reasonable doubt as to the course which 
it is now the duty of the President to pursue.

“ We have seen that in sixteen months, ending 
in May, 1832. the bank had extended its loans 
more than $28,000,000, although it knew tho 
government intended to appropriate most of its
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large deposit during that year in payment of 
the public debt. It was in May, 1832, that its 
loans arrived at the maximum, and in the pre
ceding March, so sensible was the bank that it 
would not be able to pay over the public deposit 
when it would be required by the government, 
that it commenced a secret negotiation without 
the approbation or knowledge of the government, 
with the agents, for about $2,700,000 of the 
three per cent stocks held in Holland, with a 
view of inducing them not to come forward for 
payment for one or more years after notice should 
be given by the Treasury Department. This 
arrangement would have enabled the bank to 
keep and use during that time the public money- 
set apart for the payment of these stocks.

“Although the charter and the rules of the 
bank, both, declare that1 not less than seven di
rectors ’ shall be necessary to the transaction of 
business, yet, the most important business, even 
that of granting discounts to any extent, is in
trusted to a committee of five members who do 
not report to the board.

“ To cut off all means of communication with 
the government, in relation to its most important 
acts, at the commencement of the present year, 
not one of the government directors was placed 
on any one committee. And although since, by 
an unusual remodelling of those bodies, some 
of those directors have been placed on some of 
the committees, they arc yet entirely excluded 
from the committee of exchange, through which 
the greatest and most objectionable loans have 
been made.

“When the government directors made an 
effort to bring back the business of the bank 
to the board, in obedience to the charter and 
the existing regulations, the board not only over
ruled their attempt, but altered the rule so as 
to make it conform to the practice, in direct vio
lation of one of the most important provisions 
of the charter which gave them existence.

“It has long been known that the president 
of the bank, by his single will, originates and 
executes many of the most important measures 
connected with the management and credit of 
the bank, and that the committee, ns well as the 
board of directors, are left in entire ignorance 
of many acts done, and correspondence carried 
on, in their names, and apparently under their 
authority. The fact has been recently disclosed, 
that an unlimited discretion has been, and is now- 
vested in the president of the bank to expend 
its funds in payment for preparing and circulat
ing articles, and purchasing pamphlets and news
papers, calculated byHhcir contents to operate 
on elections and secure a renewal of its charter.

“ With these facts before him, in an official 
report from the government directors, the Pre
sident would feel that he was not only responsi
ble for all the abuses and corruptions the bank 
has committed, or may commit, but almost an 
accomplice in a conspiracy- against that govern
ment which he has sworn honestly to administer, 
If he did not take every step, within his consti

tutional and legal power, likely to be efficient 
in putting an end to these enormities. If jj ^ 
possible, within the scope of human affairs to 
find a reason for removing the government do- 
posits, and leaving the bank to its own resource 
for the means of effecting its criminal designs 
we have it here. Was it expected, when the 
moneys of the United States were directed to be 
placed in that bank, that they would be put x 
under the control of one man, empowered to * 
spend millions without rendering a voucher or 
specifying the object 7 Can they be considered 
safe, with the evidence before us that tens of 
thousands have been spent for highly improper 
if not corrupt, purposes, and that the same mes 
tivo may lead to the expenditure of hundreds 
of thousands and even millions morel And 
can w-c justify ourselves to the people by longer 
lending to it the money and power of the govern
ment, to be employed for such purposes ?

“ In conclusion, the President must be per
mitted to remark that he looks upon the pend
ing question as of higher consideration than the 
mere transfer of a sum of money from one bank 
to another. Its decision may affect the charac
ter of our government for ages to come. Should 
the bank be suffered longer to use the public 
moneys, in the accomplishment of its purposes, 
w-ith the proof of its faithlessness and corrup
tion before our eyes, the patriotic among our 
citizens will despair of success in struggling 
against its power ; and we shall lie responsible 
for entailing it upon our country for ever. View
ing it as a question of transcendent importance, 
both in the principles and consequences it in
volves, the President could not, in justice to the 
responsibility which he owes to the country, 
refrain from pressing upon the Secretary of the 
Treasury his view of the considerations which 
impel to immediate action. Upon him has been 
devolved, by the constitution and the suffrage! 
of the AmdHcan people, the duty of superin
tending the operation ot the Executive depart
ments of the governments, and seeing that the 
laws are faithfully executed. In the perform
ance of this high trust, it is his undoubted right 
to express to those whom the laws and his own 
choice have made his associates in the adminis
tration of the government, his opinion of their 
duties, under circumstances, as they arise. It 
is this right which he now exercises. Far be it 
from him to expect or require that any member 
of the cabinet should, at his request, order, or 
dictation, do any act which he believes unlaw
ful, or in his conscience condemns. From them, 
and from his fellow-citizens in general, he de
sires only that aid and support which their rea
son approves and their conscience sanctions.

“ The President again repeats that he begs hie 
cabinet to consider the proposed measure as his 
own. in the support of which he shall require 
no one of them to make a sacrifice of opinion or 
principle. Its responsibility has been assumed, 
after the most mature deliberation and reflec
tion, as necessary to preserve the morals of the
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people, the freedom of the press, and the purity 
ofthe’ elective franchise, without which, all will 
jnite in saying that the blood and treasure ex
pended by our forefathers, in the establishment 
of our happy system of government, will have 
been vain and fruitless. "Hinder these convictions, 
be feels that a measure so Important to the Ame
rican people cannot be cctnmenced too soon ; 
and he, therefore, names thff first day of October 
next as a period proper for the change of the 
deposits, or sooner, provided the necessary ar
rangements with the State banks can be made.”

I was in the State of Virginia, when the G lube 
newspaper arrived, towards the end of Septem
ber, bringing this “ paper,” which the President 
had rea<yo his cabinet, and the. further informa
tion that he had carried his announced design 
into effect. I felt an emotion of the moral sub
lime at beholding such an instance of civic hero
ism. Here was a President, not bred up in the 
political profession, taking a great step upon his 
own responsibility from which many of his ad- 
risers shrunk ; and magnanimously, in the act 
itself releasing all from the peril that he en
countered, and boldly taking the whole upon 
himself. I say peril ; for if the bank should 
conquer, there was an end to the political pros
pects of every public man concurring in the re
moval. He believed the act to be necessary ; 
and believing that, ho did the act—leaving the 
consequences to God and the country. 1 felt 
that a great blow had been struck, and that a 
great contest must come on, which could only 
be crowned with success by acting up to the 
spirit with which it had commenced. And 1 
repaired to Washington at the approach of the 
session with a full determination to stand by 
the President, which I believed to be standing 
by the country ; and to do my part in justify
ing his conduct, and in exposing and resisting 
the powerful combination which ij was certain 
would be formed against him.

CHAPTER XCIII.

BASK PROCEEDINGS, ON SEEING T1IE DIVISION 
OFTHE PRESIDENT, IN RELATION TO THE RE
MOVAL OF THE DEPOSITS,

Immediately on the publication in the Globe 
of the “ Paper read to the Cabinet,” the bank 
look it into consideration in all the forms of a

co-ordinate body. It summoned a meeting of 
the directors—appointed a committee—referred 
the President’s “ Paper” to it—ordered it to re
port—held another meeting to receive the rc- 
l>ort—adopted it (the government directors, 
Gilpin, Wager, and Sullivan voting against it)—• 
and ordered five thousand copies of the report 
to be printed. A few extracts from the report, 
entitled a Memorial to Congress, are here given, 
for the purpose of showing, First, The temper 
and style in which this moneyed corporation, 
deriving its existence from the national Con
gress, indulged itself, and that in its corporate 
capacity, in speaking of the President of tho 
United States and his cabinet ; and, next, to 
show the lead which it gave to the proceedings 
which were to be had in Congress. Under the 
first head, the following passages arc given :

“ The committee to whom was referred on the 
24 th of September, a paper signed ‘Andrew Jack- 
$pn,’ purporting to have been read to a cabinet on 
tlie 18th, and also another paper signed 1II. D. 
Gilpin John T. Sullivan, Peter Wager, and Hugh 
McEldery,’ bearing date August 19th, 1833— 
with instructions to consider the same, and re
port to the board ‘ whether any, and what steps 
may be deemed necessary on the part of the 
board in consequence of tho publication of said 
letter and report,’ beg leave to state—

“Tojustify this measure is the purpose of the 
paper signed ‘ Andrew Jackson.’ Of the paper 
itself, and of tho individual who has signed it, 
the committee find it difficult to speak with the 
plainness by which alone such a document, from 
such a source, should ho described, without 
wounding their own self-respect, and violating 
the consideration which all American citizens 
must feel for the chief magistracy of their coun
try. Subduing, however, their feelings and thçir 
language down to that respectful tone which is 
due to the office, they will proceed to examine 
the history of this measure, its character and 
the pretexts offered in palliation of it.

“ 1st. It would appear from its contents and 
from other sources of information, that the Pre
sident had a meeting of what is called the cabi
net, on Wednesday, the 18th September, and 
there read this paper. Finding that it made no 
impression on the majority of persons assembled, 
the subject was postponed, and in the mean time 
this document was put into the newspapers. It 
was obviously published for two reasons. The 
first was to influence the members of the cabinet 
by bringing to hear upon their immediate decis
ion the first public impression excited by misre
presentations, which the objects of them could 
not refute in time—the second was, by the same 
excitement, to afl'ect the approaching elections in 
Pennsylvania. Maryland and New Jersey. Its
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assailants are what are called politicians (i. e., 
the assailants of the bank ).”

Such is the temper and style in which the 
President of the United States is spoken of by 
this great moneyed corporation, in a memorial 
addressed to Congress. Erecting itself into a co
ordinate body, and assuming in its corporate 
capacity an authority over the President’s act, 
it does not even condescend to call him President. 
It is “ Andrew Jackson,” and the name always 
placed between inverted commas to mark the 
higher degree of contempt Then the corporation 
shrinks from remarking on the “ paper” itself, 
and the “ individual ” who signed it, as a thing 
injurious to their own self-respect, and only to be 
done in consideration of the “ office ” which he 
fills, and that after “ subduing ” their feelings— 
and this was the insolence of the moneyed power 
in defeat, when its champion had received but 
forty-nine votes for the Presidency out of two 
hundred and eighty-eight given in ! W hat 
would it have been in victory ? The lead which 
it gave to the intended proceedings in Congress, 
is well indicated in these two paragraphs, and 
the specifications under them :

“ The indelicacy of the form of those proceed
ings corresponds well with the substance of 
them, which is equally in violation of the rights 
of the bank and the law's of the country.

‘‘ The committee w illingly leave to the Con
gress of the United States, the assertion of their 
own constitutional power, and the vindication of 
the principles of our government, against the most 
violent assault they have ever yet encountered ; 
and will now confine themselves to the more limit
ed purpose of showing that the reasons assigned 
for this measure are as unfounded as the object 
itself is illegal.”

The illegality of the proceeding, and the vin
dication of the constitution, and the principles 
of the government, from a most violent assault, 
are the main objects left by the bank to the Con
gress ; the invalidity of the reasons assigned for 
the removal, are more limited, and lest the Con
gress might not discover these violations of law 
and constitution, the corporation proceeds to 
enumerate and establish them. It says :

“ Certainly since the foundation of this gov
ernment, nothing has ever been done which 
more deeply wounds the spirit of our free insti- 
tutiona It, in fact, resolves itself into this—that 
whenever the laws prescribe certain duties to an 
officer, if that officer, acting under the sanctions 
of his official oath and his private character, re

fuses to violate that law, the President of the 
United States may dismiss him and appoint 
another ; and if he too should prove to be a “re
fractory subordinate,’ to continue his removals 
until he at last discovers in the descending scale 
of degradation some irresponsible individual fit 
to be the tool of his designs.. Unhappily there 
are never wanting men w'ho will think as their 
superiors wish them to think—men who regard 
more the compensation than the duties of their 
office—men to whom daily bread is sufficient 
consolation for daily shame.

“The present state of this question is a fearful 
illustration of the danger of it. At this moment 
the whole revenue of this country is at the dis
posal—the absolute, uncontrolled disposal—of 
the President of the United States. The laws 
declare that the public funds shall be placed in 
the Rank of the United States, unless the Secre
tary of the Treasury forbids it. The Secretary 
of the Treasury will not forbid it. The Presi
dent dismisses him, and appoints somebody who 
will. So the laws declare that no money shall 
be drawn from the Treasury, except on warrants 
for appropriations made by law. If the Treas
urer refuses to draw his warrant for any dis
bursement, the President may dismiss him and 
appoint some more flexible agent, who will not 
hesitate to gratify his patron. The text is in the 
official gazette, announcing the fate of the dis
missed Secretary to all who follow him. ‘The 
agent cannot conscientiously perform the service 
and refuses to co-operate, and desires to remain 
to thwart the President’s measures. To put an 
end to this difficulty between the head and the 
hands of the executive department, the constitu
tion arms the chief magistrate with authority 
to remove the refractory subordinate.’ The 
theory thus avowed, and the recent practice un
der it, convert the whole free institutions of this 
country into the mere absolute will of a single 
individual. Ttmy break down all the restraints 
which the frameVg of the government hoped they 
had imposed on arbitrary power, and place 
the whole revenue of the United States in the 
hands of the President.

“ For it is manifest that this removal of the 
deposits is not made by the order of the Secretary 
of the Treasury. It is a perversion of language s» 
to describe it. On the contrary, the reverse is 
openly avowed. The SecretarÿWthe Treasury re
fused t» remove them, believing, as his published 
letter declares, that the removal was 1 unneces
sary, unwise, vindictive, arbitrary and unjust1 
He was then dismissed because lie would not re
move them, and another was appointed because 
he would remove them. Now this is a palpable 
violation of the charter. The bank and Congress 
ogr e upon certain terms, which no one can 
change but a particular officer ; who, although 
necessarily' nominated to the Senate by the Pre
sident, was designated by the bank and by Con
gress as the umpire between them. Both Con
gress and the bank have a right to the free and 
honest and impartial judgment of that officer.
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whoever he may be—the bank, because the re
moval may injure its interests—the Congress, 
because the removal may greatly incommode 
anil distress their constituents. In this case, 
they are deprived of it by the unlawful interfer
ence of the President, who ‘ assumes the respon
sibility,’ which, being interpreted, means, usurps 
the power of the Secretary.

“The whole structure of the Treasury shows 
that the design of Congress was to make the 
Secretary as independent as possible of the Pre
sident. The other Secretaries are merely execu
tive officers ; but the Secretary of the Treasury, 
the guardian of the public revenue, comes into 
more immediate sympathy with the representa
tives of the people who pay that revenue ; and 
although, according to the general scheme of ap
pointment, ho is nominated by the President to 
me Senate, yet he is in fact the officer of Con
gress, not the officer of the President.

“This independence of the Secretary of the 
Treasury—if it be true in general—is more 
especially true in regard to the bank. It was 
in fact the leading principle in organizing the 
bank, that the President should be excluded 
from all control of it. The question which most 
divided the House of Representives was, whether 
there should be auy government directors at all; 
and although this was finally adopted,'yet its 
tendency to create executive influence over the 
bank was qualified by two restrictions : first, 
that no more than three directors should be ap
pointed from any one State ; and, second, that 
the president of the bank should not be, as was 
originally designed by the Secretary of the 
Treasury, chosen from among the government 
directors. Accordingly, by the cliarter,. the 
Secretary of the Treasury is every thing—the 
President comparatively nothing. The Secretary 
has the exclusive supervision of all the relations 
of the bank with the government.”»

These extracts are sufficient to show that the 
corporation charged the President with illegal 
and unconstitutional conduct, subversive of the 
principles of our government, and dangerous to 
our liberties in causing the deposits to be re
moved—that they looked upon this illegal, un
constitutional, and dangerous cofiduct as the 
principal wrong—and left to Congress the as
sertion of its own constitutional power, and the 
vindicatiohwf the principles of the government 
from the assaiutwhich they had received. And 
this in a memorial addressed to Congress, of 
which five thousajh copies, in pamphlet form, 
were printed, and the members of Congress 
liberally supplied with copies. It will be seen, 
when we come to the proceedings of Congress, 
how far the intimations of the memorial in 
ihowing what ought to be done, and leaving

Congress to do it, was complied with by that 
body.

CHAPTER XCI V.

REPORT OP THE SECRETARY OF THE TREAStrEY 
TO CONGRESS ON THE REMOVAL OF THE DE
POSITS.

By the clause in the charter authorizing the 
Secretary of the Treasury remove the de
posits, that officer was required to communicate 
the fact immediately to Congress, if in session, 
if not, at the first meeting ; together with his 
reasons for so doing. The act which had been 
done was not a “ removal,” in the sense of that 
word ; for not a dollar was taken from the 
Bank of the United States to be deposited else
where1; and the order given was not for a “re
moval,” but for a cessation of deposits in that 
institution, leaving the public moneys which 
were in it to be drawn out in the regular course 
of expenditure. An immediate and total re
moval might have been well justified by the 
misconduct of the hank ; a cessation to deposit 
might have been equally well justified on the 
ground of the approaching expiration of the 
charter, and the propriety of providing in time 
for the new places of deposit which that expira
tion would render necessary. The two reasons 
put together made a clear case, both of justifi
cation and of propriety, for the order which had 
been given ; and the secretary, Mr. Taney, well 
set them forth in the report which he made, 
and which was laid before Congress on the day 
after its meeting. The following are extracts 
from it :

“The Treasury department being intrusted 
with the administration of the finances of the 
country, it was always the duty of the Secreta
ry, in the absence of any legislative provision on 
the subject, to take care that the public money 
was deposited in safe keeping, in the hands of 
faithful agents, and in convenient places, ready 
to be applied according to the wants of the gov
ernment. The law incorporating the bank has 
reserved to him, in its full extent, the power he 
before possessed. It does not confer on him a 
new power, but reserves to him his former au
thority, without any new limitation. The obli
gation to assign the reasons for his direction to 
deposit the money of the United States else
where, cannot be considered as a restriction of
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the power, because the right of the Secretary to 
designate the place of deposit was always neces
sarily subject to the control of Congress. And 
as the Secretary of the Treasury presides over 
one of the executive departments of the govern
ment, and his power over this subject forms a 
part of the executive duties of his office, the 
manner in which it is exercised must be subject 
to the supervision of the officer to whom the 
constitution has confided the whole executive 
power, and has required to take care that the 
laws be faithfully executed.

“The faith of the United States is, however, 
pledged, according to the terms of the section 
above stated, that the public money shall be de
posited in this bank, unless ‘the Secretary of 
the Treasury shall otherwise order and direct.’ 
And as this agreement has been entered into by 
Congress, in behalf of the United States, the

{dace of deposit could not be changed by a 
egislative act, without disregarding a pledge, 

which the legislature has given ; and tlie money 
of the United States must therefore continue to 
be deposited in the bank, until the last hour of 
its existence, unless it shall be otherwise ordered 
by the authority mentioned in the charter. The 
power over the place of deposit for the public 
money would seem properly to belong to the 
legislative department of the government, and it 
is difficult to imagine why the authority to with
draw) it from this bank was confided exclusively 
to the Executive. But the terms of the charter 
appear to be too plain to admit of question ; and 
although Congress should be satisfied that the

C’ lie money was not safe in the care of the 
k, or should be convinced that thqipterests 

of the people of the United States iri^eriously 
demanded the removal, yet the passage of a law 
directing it to be done, would be a breach of the 
agreement into which they have entered.

“ In deciding upon the course which it was my 
duty to pursue in relation to the deposits, 1 did not 
feel myself justified in anticipating the renewal 
of the charter on either of the above-mentioned 
grounds. It is very!evident that the bank has 
no claim to renewal, founded on the justice of 
Congress. For. independently of the many seri
ous and insurmountable objections, which its 
own conduct has furnished, it cannot be supposed 
that the grant to this corporation of exclusive 
privileges, at the expense of the rest of the com
munity, for twenty years, can give it a right to 
demand the still further enjoyment of its profit
able monopoly. Neither could I act upon the 
assumption that the public interest required the 
recharter of the bank, l>ecause I am firmly per
suaded that the law which created this corpora
tion, in many of its provisions, is not warranted 
by the constitution and that the existence of 
such a powerful moneyed monopoly, is danger
ous to the liberties of the people, and to the 
purity of our political institutions.

“ The manifestations of public opinion, instead 
of being favorable to a renewal, have been decid
edly to the contrary. And I have always regard

ed the result of the last election of the President 
of the United States, as the declaration of a ma- 
jority of the people that the charter ought not to 
be renewed. It is not necessary to state here 
what is now a matter of history. The question 
of the renewal of the charter was introduced 
into the election by the corporation itself. I[s 
voluntary application to Congress for the renew
al of its charter four years l>efbrc it expired and 
upon the eve of the election of President, was un
derstood on all sides as bringing forward that 
question for incidental decision, at the then ap
proaching election. It was accordingly signed 
on both sides, before the tribunal of the people 
and their verdict pronounced against the hank 
by the election of the candidate who was known 
to have been always inflexibly opposed to it.

“ The monthly statement of the bank, of the 
2d September last, before referred to shows that 
the notes of the bank and its branches, then in 
circulation, amounted to SI8,413,287 07, and 
that its discounts amounted to the sum of 
$02,053,359 59. The immense circulation above 
stated, pervading every part of the United States 
and most commonly used in the business of com
merce between distant places, must all be with
drawn from circulation when the charter ex
pires. If any of the notes then remain in the 
hands of individuals, remote from the branches 
at which they arc payable, their immediate de
preciation will subject the holders to certain loss. 
Those payable in the principal commercial cities 
would, perhaps, retain nearly their nominal val
ue ; but this would not be the case with the notea 
of the interior branches, remote from the gnat 
marts of trade. And the statements of the bank 
will- show that a great part of its circulation is 
composed of notes of this description. The bank 
would seem to have taken pains to introduce in
to common use such a description of paper as it 
could depreciate, or raise to its par value, as lest 
suited its own view’s ; and it is of the first impor
tance to the interests of the public that these 
notes should all be taken out of circulation be
fore they depreciate in the hands of the individ
uals who hold them ; and they ought to be with
drawn gradually, and their places supplied, as 
they retire, by the currency which will become 
the substitute for them, llow long will it re 
quire, for the ordinary operations of commerce, 
and the reduction of discounts by the bank, to 
withdraw the amount of circulation before men
tioned, without giving a shock to the currency, 
or producing a distressing pressure on the com
munity ? I am convinced that the time which 
remained for the charter to run, after the 1st of 
October (the day on which the first order for 
removal took eflect), was not more than was 
proper to accomplish the object with safety to 
the community.

“ There is, however, another view of the sub
ject, which in my opinion, made it impossible 
furtner to postponcthe removal. About the 1st 
of December 1832 it had been ascertained that 
the present Chief Magistrate was re-elected
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that his decision against the bank had thus been 
sanctioned by the people. At that time the dis
counts of the bank amounted to $01,571,625 06. 
Although the issue which the bank took so much 
pains to frame had now been tried, and the de
cision pronounced against it, yet no steps were 
taken to prepare for its approaching end. On 
the contrary, it proceeded to enlarge its discounts, 
and on the 2d of August, 1833, they amounted 
to $04,160,349 14, being an increase of more 
than two and a half millions in the eight months 
immediately following the decision against them. 
And so far from preparing to arrange its affairs 
with a view to wind up its business, it seemed 
from this course of conduct, to be the design 
of the bank to put itself in such an attitude, 
that, at the close of its charter, the country 
would be compelled to submit to its renewal, or 
to hear all the consequences of a currency sud
denly deranged, and also a severe pressure for the 
immense outstanding claims which would then 
be due to the corporation. While the bank was 
thus proceeding to enlarge its discounts, an agent 
was appointed by the Secretary of the Treasury 
to inquire upon what terms the State banks 
would undertake to perform the services to the 
prominent which have heretofore been render
ed by the Bank of the United States ; and also to 
ascertain their condition in four of the principal 
commercial cities, for the purpose of enabling the 
department to judge whether they would be safe 
and convenient depositories for the public money. 
It was deemed necessary that suitable fiscal 
agents should be prepared in due season, and it 
iras proper that time should be allowed them' to 
make arrangements with one another throughout 
the country, in order that they might perform 
their duties in concert, and in a manner that 
would be convenient and acceptable to the pub
lic. It was essential that a change so important 
in its character, and so extensive in its operation 
upon the financial concerns of the country, 
should not be introduced without timely prepara
tion.

“The United States, by the charter, reserved 
•he right of appointing five directors of the bank. 
It was intended by this means not only to pro- 
ride guardians for the interests of the public in 
the general administration of its affairs, but also 
to have faithful officers, whose situation would 
enable them to become intimately acquainted 
with all the transactions of the institution, and 
whose duty it would be to apprize the proper 
authorities of any misconduct on the part of the 
corporation likely to affect the public interest. 
The fourth fundamental article of the constitu
tion of the corporation declares that not less 
than seven directors shall constitute a board for 
the transaction of business. At these meetings 
of the board, the directors on the part of the 
United States had of course a right to be pre
sent; and, consequently, if the business of the 
corporation Iwl I wen transacted in the manner 
which the law requires, there was abundant se
curity that nothing could be done, injuriously

affecting tne interests of the people, without be
ing immediately communicated to the public 
servants, who were authorized to apply the re
medy. And if the corporation has so arranged 
its concerns as to conceal from the public direc
tors some of its most important operations, and 
has thereby destroyed the safeguards which 
were designed to secure the interests of the 
United States, it would seem to be very clear 
that it has forfeited its claim to confidence, and 
is no longer worthy of trust.

“ I nstead of a board constituted of at least 
seven directors, according to the charter, at 
which those appointed by the United States 
have a right to be present, many of the most 
important money transactions of the bank have 
been, and still are, placed under the control of a 
committee, denominated the exchange commit
tee, of which no one of the public directors has 
been allowed to be a member since the com
mencement of the present year. This commit
tee is not even elected by the board, and the 
public directors have no voice in their appoint
ment. They are chosen by the president of the 
bank, and the business of the institution, which 
ought to be decided on by the board of direc
tors, is, in many instances, transacted by this 
committee ; and no one had a right to be pre
sent at their proceedings but the president, and 
those whom he shall please to name as members 
of this committee. Thus, loans are made, un
known at the time to a majority of the board, 
and paper discounted which might probably be 
rejected at a regular meeting of the directors. 
The most important operations of the bank are 
sometimes resolved on and executed by this 
committee ; and its measures are, it appears, 
designedly, and by regular system, so arranged, 
as to conceal from the officers of the govern
ment transactions in which the public interests 
are deeply involved. And this fact alone fur
nishes evidence too strong to be resisted, that 
the concealment of certain important operations 
of the corporation from the officers of the gov
ernment is one of the objects which is intended 
to be accomplished by means of this committee. 
The plain words of the charter are violated, in 
order to deprive the people of the United States 
of one of the principal securities which the law 
had provided to guard their interests, and to 
render more safe the public money intrusted to 
the care of the bank. Would any individual 
of ordinary discretion continue his money in the 
hands of an agent who violated his instructions 
for the purpose of hiding from him the manner 
in which he was conducting the business confid
ed to his charge ? Would he continue his prop
erty in his hands, when he had not only ascer
tained that concealment had been practised to
wards him, but when the agent avowed his de
termination to continue in the same course, and 
to withhold from him, as far as ho could, all 
knowledge of the manner in which he was em
ploying his funds 7 If an individual would not 
be expected to continue his confidence under
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such circumstances, upon what principle could a 
different line of conduct be required from the 
officers of the United States, charged with the 
care of the public interests ? The public money 
is surely entitled to tlie same care and protec
tion as that of an individual ; and if the latter 
would be bound, in justice to himself, to with
draw his money from the hands of an agent 
thus regardless of his duty, the same principle 
requires that the money of the United States 
should, under the like circumstances, be with
drawn from the hands of their fiscal agent.

Having shown ample reasons for ceasing to 
make the publje deposits in the Bank of the 
United States, and that it was done, the Secre
tary proceeds to the next division of his subject, 
naturally resulting from his authority to re
move, though not expressed in the charter ; and 
that was, to show where he had ordered them 
to be placed.

“ The propriety of removing the deposits being 
thus evident, and it being consequently my duty 
to select the places to which they were to lie 
removed, it became necessary that arrangements 
should be immediately made with the new de
positories of the public money, which would not 
only render it sale, but would at the same time 
secure to the government, and to the community 
at large, the convcniencies and facilities that 
were intended to be obtained by incorporating 
the Bank of the United States. Measures were 
accordingly taken for that purpose, and copies 
of the contracts which have been made with the 
selected banks, and of the letters of instructions 
to them from this department, are herewith sub
mitted. The contracts with the banks in the 
interior are not precisely the same with those 
in the Atlantic cities. The difference between 
them arises from the nature of the business 
transacted by the banks in these different places. 
The State banks selected are all institutions of 
high character and undoubted strength, and are 
under the management and control of persons 
of unquestioned probity and intelligence. And, 
in order to insure the safety of the public money, 
each of them is required, and has agreed, to give 
security whenever the amount of the deposit 
shall exceed the half of the amount of the capital 
actually paid in ; and this department has re
served to itself the right to demand security 
whenever it may think it advisable, although 
the amount on deposit may not be equal to the 
sum above stated. The banks selected have also 
severally engaged to transmit money to any 
point at which it may be required by the direc
tion of this department for the public service, 
and to perform all the services to the government 
which were heretofore rendered by the Bank of 
the United States. And, by agreements among 
themselves to honor each other’s notes and 
drafts, they are providing a general currency at 
least as sound as that of the Bank of the United

States, and will afford facilities to commerce and 
in the busineseof domestic exchange, quite equal 
to any which khe community heretofore enjoyed. 
There has not been yet sufficient time to perfect 
these arrangements, but enough lias already 
been done to show that, even on the score of ex
pediency, a Bank of the United States is not 
necessary, either for the fiscal operations of the 
government, or the public convenience • and 
that every object which the charter to the present 
bank was designed to attain, may be as effectually 
accomplished by the State banks. And if this 
can be done, nothing that is useful will be lost 
or endangered by the chantij, while much that 
indésirable will be gainedwby it. For no one 
of these corporations will pwsess that absolute 
and almost unlimited dominicWovcr the property 
of the citizens of the United%tates which the 
present bank holds, and which enables it at any 
moment, at its own pleasure, to bring distress 
upon any portion of the community whenever it 
may deem it useful to its interest to make its 
power felt. The influence of each of the State 
banks is necessarily limited to its own imme
diate neighborhood, and they will be kept in 
check by the other local banks. They will not 
therefore, be tempted by the consciousness of 
power to aspire to political influence, nor likely 
to interfere in the elections of the public servants 
They will, moreover, be managed by person; 
who reside in the midst of the people who are 
to be immediately affected by their measures' 
and they cannot be insensible or indifferent to the 
opinions and peculiar interests of those by whom 
they are daily surrounded, and with whom they 
arc constantly associated. These circumstances 
always furnish strong safeguards against an 
oppressive exercise of power and forcibly re
commend the employment of State banks in pre
ference to a Bank of the United States, with its 
numerous and distant branches.

“In the selection, therefore, of the State banks 
as the fiscal agents of the government, no disad
vantages appiear to have been incurred on the 
score of safety or convenience, or the general 
interests of the country, while much that is 
valuable will be gained by the change. I am. 
however, well aware of the vast power of ti e 
Bank of the United States, and of its ability to 
bring distress and suffering on the country. 
This is one of the evils of chartering a biuik 
with such an amount of capital, with the right 
of shooting its branches into every part of the 
Union, so as to extend its influence to every 
neighborhood. The immense loan of more than 
twenty-eight millions of dollars suddenly poured 
out, chiefly in the Western States, in lttil, and 
the first four months in lb.12, sufficiently attests 
that the hank is sensible of the power which its 
money gives it, and has placed itself in an atti
tude to make the people of the United States 
feel the weight of its resentment, if they presume 
to disappoint the wishes of the corporation. By 
a severe curtailment it lias already made it pm- 
per to withdraw a portion of the money it held
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on deposit, and transfer it to the custody of the 
new fiscal agents, in order to shield the com
munity from the injustice of the Bank of the 
United States. But 1 have not supposed that 
the course of the government ought to be regu
lated by the fear of the power of the bank. If 
such a motive could be allowed to influence the 
legislation of Congress, or the action of the ex
ecutive departments of the government, there is 
an end to the sovereignty of the people ; and the 
liberties of the country are at once surrendered 
at the feet of a moneyed corporation. They may 
now demand the possession of the public money, 
or the renewal of the charter ; and if these ob
jects are yielded to them from apprehensions 
of their power, or from the suffering which rapid 
curtailments on their part are inflicting on the 
community, what may they not next require ? 
Will submission render such a corporation more 
forbearing in its course ? What law may it not 
hereafter demand, that it will not, if it pleases, 
be able to enforce by the same means 1 ”

Thus the keeping of the public moneys went 
to the local banks, the system of an independent 
treasury being not then established ; and the 
notes of these banks necessarily required their 
notes to be temporarily used in the federal 
payments, the gold currency not being at that 
time revived. Upon these local banks the fede
ral government was thrown—-Jirst, for the safe 
keeping of its public moneys ; secondly, to sup
ply the place of the nineteen millions of bank 
notes which the national had in circulation ; 
thirdly, to relievo the community from the 
pressure which the Bank of the United States 
had already commenced upon it, and which, it 
was known, was to be pushed to the ultimate 
point of oppression. But a difficulty was ex
perienced in obtaining these local banks, which 
would be incredible without understanding the 
cause. Instead of a competition among them to 
obtain the deposits, there was holding oft", and 
an absolute refusal on the part of many. Ixxal 
banks were shy of receiving them—shy of re
ceiving tho greatest possible apparent benefit to 
themselves—shy of receiving the aliment upon 
which they lived and grow ! and why this so 
great apparent contradiction ? It was the fear 
of the Bank of the United States ! and of that 
capacity to destroy them to which Mr. Biddle 
had testified in his answers to tho Senate’s 
Finance Committee ; and which capacity was 
now known to be joined to the will ; for the 
bank placed in the same category all who should 
be concerned in the removal—both the govern
ment that ordered it, and the local banks which 
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received what it lost But a competent number 
were found ; and this first attempt to prevent a 
removal, by preventing a reception of the de
posits elsewhere, entirely failed.

C II-A I’TEU X C V.
NOMINATION OP GOVERNMENT DIRECTORS, AND 

TIIEIR REJECTION.

Bv the charter of the bank, the government was 
entitled to five directors, to be nominated an
nually by the President, and confirmed by the 
Senate. At the commencement of tho session 
of 1833-’34, the President nominated the five, 
four of them being the same who had served 
during the current year, and who had made the 
report on which the order for the removal of the 
deposits was chiefly founded. This drew upon 
them the resentment of the bank, and caused 
them to receive a large share of reproach and 
condemnation in the report which the committee 
of the bank drew up, and which the board of 
directors adopted and published. When these 
nominations came into the Senate it was soon 
perceived that there was to be opposition to 
these four ; and for the purpose of testing tho 
truth of the objections, Mr. Kane, of Illinois, 
submitted the following resolution :

11 Resolved, That the nominations of II. D. 
Gilpin, John T. Sullivan, Peter Wager, and 
Hugh McEldery, be recommitted to the Com- 
mitte on Finance, with instructions to inquire 
into their several qualifications and fitness for the 
stations to which they have been nominated ; 
also into the truth of all charges preferred by 
them against the board of directors of the Bank 
of the United States, and into the conduct of 
each of the said nominees during the time he may 
have acted as director of the said bank ; and that 
the said nominees have notice of the times and 
places of meetings of said committee, and hav" 
leave to attend the same.”

Which was immediately rejected by the fol
lowing vote :

“ Y eas.—Messrs. Benton, Brown, Forsyth, 
Grundy, Hendricks, Hill, Kane, King of Alaba
ma, Linn, McKean, Moor, Morris, Hives, Robin
son, Shepley, Tall madge, Tipton, White, Wil
kins, W right.—20.

“Nays.—Messrs. Bell, Bibb, Black, Calhoun, 
Chambers, Clay, Clayton, Ewing, Frelinghuyscn,
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Kent, King of Georgia, Knight, Mangum, Nau- 
dain, Poindexter, Porter, Prentiss, Robbins, 
Silsbee, Smith, Southard, Sprague, Swift, Tom
linson, Tyler, Waggaman, Webster.—27.

And this resolution being rejected, requiring 
a two-fold examination—one into the character 
and qualifications of the nominees, the other in
to the truth of their representations against the 
bank, it was deemed proper to submit another, 
limited to an inquiry into the character and fit
ness of the nominees ; which was rejected by the 
same vote. The nominations were then voted 
upon separately, and each of the four was reject
ed by the same vote which applied to the first 
one, to wit, Mr. Gilpin: and which was as fol
lows :

“ YEAs.—Messrs. Benton Black, Brown, For
syth, Grundy, Hendricks, Hill, Kane, King of 
Alabama, Linn, McKean, Moore, Morris, Robin
son, Shepley, Tallmadge, Tipton, White, Wil
kins Wright.—20.

“ Nays__Messrs. Bell, Bibb, Calhoun, Cham
bers, Clay. Ewing, Frelinghuysen, Kent, Knight, 
Mangum, Naudain Poindexter, Porter, Prentiss, 
Preston, Robbins, Silsbee, Smith, Sprague, Swift, 
Tomlinson, Tyler, Waggaman, Webster.—24.

These rejections being communicated to the 
President, he immediately felt that it presented 
a new case for his energy and decision of conduct. 
The whole of the rejected gentlemen had been 
confirmed the year before—had all acted as di
rectors for the current year—and there was no 
complaint against them except from the Bank of 
the United States; and that limited to their 
conduct in giving information of transactions in 
the bank to President Jackson at his written 
request. Their characters and fitness were above 
question. That was admitted by the Senate, 
both by its previous confirmation for the same 
places, and its present refusal to inquire into 
those points. The information which they had 
given to the President had been copied from the 
books of the bank, and the transactions which 
they communicated had been objected to by them 
at the time as illegal and improper ; and its truth, 
unimpeachable in itself, was unimpcached by the 
Senate in their refusal to inquire into their con- 
•duct while directors. 11 was evident then that 
they had been rejected for the report which they 
snade to the President ; and this brought up the 
question, whether it was right tv punish them 
•for that act 7 and whether the bank/should have 
-the virtual nomination of the governfnent direc

tors by causing those to be rejected which the 
government nominated 7 and permitting none to 
serve but those whose conduct should be subor
dinate to the views and policy of the bank? 
These were questions, first, for the Senate and 
then for the country ; and the President deter
mined to bring it before both in a formal mes 
sage of re-nomination. He accordingly sent back 
the names of the four rejected nominations in a 
message which contained, among others, these 
passages :

“ I disclaim all pretension of right on the part 
of the President officially to inquire into, or call 
in question, the reasons of the Senate for reject
ing any nomination whatsoever. As the Presi
dent is not responsible to them for the reasons 
which induce him to make a nomination, so they 
are not responsible to him for the reasons which 
induce them to reject it. In these respects, each 
is independent of the other and both responsible 
to their respective constituents. Nevertheless, 
the attitude in which certain vital interests of thé 
country are placed by the rejection of the gen- 
tlemen now re-nominated require of me, frankly, 
to communicate my views of the consequences 
which must necessarily follow this act of the 
Senate, if it be not reconsidered.

“ The characters and standing of these gentle
men are well known to the community, and 
eminently qualify them for the offices to which 
I propose to appoint them. Their confirmation 
by the Senate at its last session to the same offi
ces is proof that such was the opinion of them 
entertained by the Senate at that time ; and un
less some thing has occurred since to change it 
this act may now be referred to as evidence that 
their talents and pursuits justified their selec
tion.

“The refusal, however, to confirm their nomi
nations to the same offices, shows that there is 
something in the conduct of these gentlemen 
during the last year which, in the opinion of the 
Senate, disqualifies them ; and as no charge has 
been made against them as men or citizens, no
thing which impeaches the fair private character 
they possessed when the Senate gave them their 
sanction at its last session, and as it morcorer 
appears from the journal of the Senate recently 
transmitted for my inspection, that it was deem
ed unnecessary to inquire into their qualifications 
or character, it is to be inferred that the chawe 
in the opinion of the Senate has arisen from tie 
official conduct of these gentlemen. The only 
circumstances in their official conduct which 
have been deemed of sufficient importance to at
tract public attention are the two reports made 
by them to the executive department of the gov
ernment, the one bearing date the 22d day of 
April, and the other the 19th day of August last; 
both of which reports were communicated to the 
Senate by the Secretary of the Treasury with 
his reasons for removing the deposits.
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“ The truth of the facts stated in these reports, 
ii not, I presume, questioned by any one. The 
lùgh character and standing of the citizens by 
ahom they were made prevent any doubt upon 
the subject. Indeed the statements have not 
been denied by the president of the bank, and 
the other directors. On the contrary, they have 
insisted that they were authorized to use the 
money of the bank in the manner stated in the 
two reports, and have not denied that the charges 
there made against the corporation are substan
tially true.

« It must be taken, therefore, as admitted that 
the statements of the public directors, in the re
ports above mentioned, are correct : and they 
disclose the most alarming abuses on the part 
of the corporation, and the most strenuous ex
ertions on their part to put an end to them. 
They prove that enormous sums were secretly 
lavished in a manner, and for purposes that 
cannot be justified ; and that the whole of the 
immense capital of the bank has been virtually 
placed at the disposal of a single individual, to be 
used, if he thinly proper, to corrupt the press, 
and to control the proceedings of the government 
by exercising an undue influence over elections.

11 The reports were made in obedience to my 
official directions ; and I herewith transmit 
copies of my letter calling for information of 
the proceedings of the bank. Were they bound 
to disregard thé call ? Was it their duty to re
main silent while abuses of the most injurious 
and dangerous character were daily practised I 
Were they bound to conceal from the constitut
ed authorities a course of measures destructive 
to the best interests of the country, and intend
ed, gradually and secretly, to subvert the foun
dations of our government, and to transfer its 
powers from the hands of the people to a great 
moneyed corporation? Was it their duty to 
sit in silence at the board, and witness all these 
abuses without an attempt to correct them ; or, 
in case of failure there, not to appeal to higher 
authority? The eighth fundamental rule au
thorizes any one of the directors, whether elect
ed or appointed, who may have been absent 
when an excess of debt was created, or who 
may have dissented from the act, to exonerate 
himself from personal responsibility by giving 
notice of the fact to the President of the United 
States ; thus recognizing the propriety of com
municating to that officer the proceedings of the 
board in such cases. But, independently of any 
argument to be derived from the principle re
cognized in the rule referred to, I cannot doubt 
for a moment that it is the right and the duty 
of every director at the board to attempt to 
correct all illegal proceedings, and in case of 
failure, to disclose them ; and that every one of 
them, whether elected by the stockholders or

æinted by the government, who had know- 
„i of the facts, and concealed them, would be 
justly amenable to the severest censure.

“But, in the case of the public directors, it 
was their peculiar and official duty to make the

disclosures ; and the call upon them for infor
mation could not have been disregarded without 
a flagrant breach of their trust. The directors 
appointed by the United States cannot be re
garded in the light of the ordinary directors of 
a bank appointed by the stockholders, and 
charged with the care of their pecuniary in
terests in the corporation. They have higher 
and more important duties. They are public 
officers. They are placed at the board not 
merely to represent the stock held by the Uni
ted States, but to observe the conduct of the 
corporation, and to watch over the public in
terests. It was foreseen that this great money
ed monopoly might be so managed as to endan
ger the interests of the country ; and it was 
therefore deemed necessary, as a measure of 
precaution, to place at the board watchful sen
tinels, who should observe its conduct, and 
stand ready to report to the proper officers of 
the goverment every act of the board which 
might affect injuriously the interests of the 
people.

“It was, perhaps, scarcely necessary to pre
sent to the Senate these views of the powers of 
the Executive, and of the duties of the five di
rectors appointed by the United States. But , 
the bank is believed to be now striving to ob
tain for itself the government of the country, 
and is seeking, by new and strained construc
tions, to wrest from the hands of the constituted 
authorities the salutary control reserved by the 
charter. And as misrepresentation is one of its 
most usual weapons of attack, I have deemed it 
my duty to put before the Senate, in a manner 
not to be misunderstood, the principles on which 
I have acted.

“Entertaining, as I do, a solemn conviction 
of the truth of these principles, I must adhere 
to them, and act upon them, with constancy and 
firmness.

“ Aware, as I now am, of the dangerous ma
chinations of the bank, it is more than ever my 
duty to be vigilant in guarding the rights of the 
people from the impending danger. And I 
should feel that I ought to forfeit the confi
dence with which my countrymen have honored 
me, if 1 did not require regular and full reports 
of every thing in the proceedings of the bank 
calculated to affect injuriously the public in
terests, from the public directors, and if the di
rectors should fail to give the information called 
for, it would be my imperious duty to exercise 
the power conferred on me by the law of remov
ing them from office, and of appointing others' 
who would discharge their duties with more 
fidelity to the public. I can never suffer any 
one to hold office under me, who would connive 
at corruption or who should fail to give the 
alarm when he saw the enemies of liberty en
deavoring to sap the foundations of our free in
stitutions, and to subject the free people of the 
United States to the dominion of a great mon
eyed corporation.

“ Any directors of the bank, therefore, who

n
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might be appointed by the government, would 
be required to report to the Executive as fully 
as the late directors have done, and more fre
quently, because the danger is more imminent ; 
and it would be my duty to require of them a 
full detail of every part of the proceedings of 
the corporation, or any of its officers, in order 
that I might be enabled to decide whether I 
should exercise the power of ordering a scire 
facias, which is reserved to the President by the 
charter, or adopt such other lawful measures as 
the interests of i\W country might require. It 
is too obvious to "be doubted, that the miscon
duct of thef corporation would never have been 
brought to light by the aid of a public proceed
ing at the board of directors.

“ The board, when called on by the govern
ment directors, refused to institute an inquiry 
or require an account, and the mode adopted by 
the latter was the only one by which the ob
ject could be attained. It would be absurd to 
admit the right of the government directors to 
give information, anil at the same time deny the 
means of obtaining it. It would be but another 
mode of enabling the bank to conceal its proceed
ings, and practice with impunity its corruptions. 
In the mode of obtaining the information, there
fore, and in their efforts to put au end to the 
abuses disclosed, as well as in reporting them, 
the conduct of the late directors was judicious 
and praiseworthy, and the honesty, firmness, 
and intelligence, which they have displayed, 
entitle them, in my opinion, to the gratitude of 
the country.

“ If the views of the Senate be such as I have 
supposed, the difficulty of sending to the Senate 
any other names than those of the late directors 
will be at once apparent. I cannot consent to 
place before the Senate the name of any. one 
who is not prepared, with firmness and honesty, 
to discharge the duties of a public director in 
the manner they were fulfilled by those whom 
the Senate have refused to confirm. If, for per
forming a duty lawfully required of them by 
the Executive, they are to be punished by the 
subsequent rejection of the Senate, it would 
not only he useless but cruel to place men of 
character and honor in that situation, if even 
such men could be found to accept it. If they 
failed to give the required information, or to 
take proper measures to obtain it, they would 
be removed by the Executive. If they gave the 
information, and took proper measures to ob
tain it, they would, upon the next nomination, 
be rejected by the Senate. It would be unjust 
in me to place any other citizens in the predic
ament in which this unlocked for decision of 
the Senate has placed the estimable and honor
able men who were directors during the last 
year.

“ If I am not in error in relation to the prin
ciples upon which these gentlemen have been 
rejected, the necessary consequence will be that 
the bank will hereafter be wdthout government 
directors and the people of the United States

must be deprived of their chief means of pm. 
tection against its abuses ; for, whatever con
flicting opinions may exist as to the right of 
the directors appointed in January 1833 to 
hold over until new appointments shall be made 
it is very obvious that, whilst their rejection 
by the Senate remains in force, they cannot, 
with propriety, attempt to exercise such à 
power. In the present state of things there
fore, the corporation will be enabled effectually 
to accomplish the object it has been so long 
endeavoring to attain. Its exchange commit
tees, and its delegated powers to its president 
may hereafter be dispensed with, without in
curring the danger of exposing its proceedings 
to the public view. The sentinels which the 
law had placed at its board can no longer appear 
there.

“Justice to myself and to the faithful offi
cers by whom the public has been so well and 
so honorably served, without compensation or 
reward, during the last year, has required of 
me this full and frank exposition of my motives 
for nominating them again after their rejection 
by the Senate. I repeat, that I do not question 
the right of the Senate to confirm or reject at 
their pleasure ; and if there had been any rea
son to suppose that the rejection, in this case, 
had not been produced by the causes to which 
I have attributed it, or of my views of their 
duties, and the present importance of their rigid 
performance, were other than they are, I should 
have cheerfully acquiesced, and attempted to 
find others who would accept the unenviable 
trust. But I cannot consent to appoint direc
tors of the bank to be the subservient instru
ments, or silent spectators, of its abuses and 
corruptions ; nor can I ask honorable men to 
undertake the thankless duty, with the certain 
prospect of being rebuked by the Senate for its 
faithful performance, in pursuance of the lawful 
directions of the Executive.”

This message brought up the question, vir
tually, Which was the nominating power, in the 
case of the government directors of the bank ? 
was it the President and Senate l or the bank 
and the Senate ? for it was evident that the 
four now nominated were rejected to gratify 
the bank, and for reasons that would apply to 
every director that would discharge his duties 
in the way these four had done—namely, as 
government directors, representing its stock, 
guarding its interest, and acting for the govern
ment in all cases which concerned the welfare 
of an institution whose notes were a national 
currency, whose coffers were the depository of 
the public moneys, and in which it had a direct 
interest of seven millions of dollars in its stock. 
It brought up this question: and "if negatived, 
virtually decided that the nominating power
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jhould be in the bank ; and that the govern
ment directors should no more give such infor
mation to the President as these four had given. 
And this question it was determined to try, and 
that definitively, in the persons of these four 
nominated directors, with the declared deter
mination to nominate no others if they were 
rejected ; and so leave the government without 
representation in the bank. This message of 
re-nomination was referred to the Senate’s Com
mittee of Finance, of which Mr. Tyler was chair
man, and who made a report adverse to the re
nominations, and in favor of again rejecting the 
nominees. The points made in the report were, 
Jirst, the absolute right of the Senate to reject 
nominations ; secondly, their privilege to give 
no reasons for their rejections (which the Pre
sident had not asked) ; and, thirdly, against the 
general impolicy of making re-nominations, 
while admitting both the right and the practice 
in extrordinary occasions. Some extracts will 
show its character : thus :

“The President disclaims, indeed, in terms, 
all right to inquire into the reasons of the Sen
ate for rejecting any nomination ; and yet the 
message immediately undertakes to infer, from 
facts and circumstances, what those reasons, 
which influenced the Senate in this case, must 
have been ; and goes on to argue, much at large, 
against the validity of such supposed reasons. 
The committee are of opinion that, if, as the 
President admits, he cannot inquire into the 
reasons of the Senate for refusing its assent to 
nominations, it is still more clear that these 
reasons cannot, with propriety, be assumed, 
and made subjects of comment.

“In cases in which nominations are rejected 
for reasons affecting the character of the per
sons nominated, the committee think that no 
inference is to be drawn except what the vote 
shows, that is to say, that the Senate with
holds its advice and consent from the nomina
tions. And the Senate, not being bound to 
give reasons for its votes in these cases, it is, 
not hound, nor would it be proper for it, as thq 
committee think, to give any answer to remarks 
founded on the presumption of what such rea
sons must have been in the present case. They 
feel themselves, therefore, compelled to forego 
any response whatever to the message of the 
President, in this particular, as well by the rea
sons before assigned, as out of respect to that 
high officer.

“The President acts upon his own views of 
public policy, in making nominations to the 
Senate ; and the Senate does no more, when it 
confirms or rejects such nominations.

—For either of these co-ordinate departments 
to enter into the consideration of the motives

of the other, would not, and could not, fail, in 
th^end, to break up all harmonious intercourse 
between them. This your committee would 
deplore as highly injurious to the best interests 
of the country. The President, doubtless, asks 
himself, in the case of every nomination for 
office, whether the person be fit for the office ; 
whether he be actuated by correct views and 
motives ; and whether he be likely to be influ
enced by those considerations which should 
alone govern him in the discharge of his duties 
—is he honest, capable, and faithful l Being 
satisfied in these particulars, the President sub
mits his name to the Senate, where the same 
inquiries arise, and its decision should be pre
sumed to be dictated by the same high consi
derations as those which govern the President 
in originating the nomination.

“ For these reasons, the committee have alto
gether refrained from entering into any discus
sion of the legal duties and obligations of direc
tors of the bank, appointed by the President 
and Senate, which forms the main topic of the 
message.

“ The committee would not feel that it had 
fully acquitted itself of its obligations, if it did 
not avail itself of this occasion to call the at
tention of the Senate to the general subject of 
renomination.

“ The committee do not deny that a right of 
renomination exists ; but they are of opinion 
that, in very clear and strong cases only should 
the Senate reverse decisions which it has delib
erately formed, and officially communicated to 
the President.

“ The committee perceive, with regret, an in
timation in the message that the President may 
not see fit to send to the Senate the names of 
any other persons to be directors of the bank, 
except those whose nominations have been al
ready rejected. While the Senate will exercise 
its own rights according to its own views of its 
duty, it will leave to other officers of the go
vernment to decide for themselves on the man
ner they will perform their duties. The com
mittee know no reasons why these offices should 
not be filled ; or why, in this case, no further 
nomination should be made, after the Senate 
has exercised its unquestionable right of reject
ing particutpr persons who have been nomi
nated, any more than in other cases. The Sen
ate will be ready at all times to receive and 
consider any such nominations as the President 
may present to it.

“The committee recommend that the Senate 
do not advise and consent to the appointment 
of the persons thus renominated.”

While these proceedings were going on in 
the Senate, the four rejected gentlemen were 
paying some attention to their own case; and, 
in a “ memorial ” addressed to the Senate and 
to the House of Representatives, answered the 
charges against them in the Directors’ Report,

m
r
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and vindicated their own conduct in giving the 
information which the President requested— 
reasserted the truth of that information ; and 
gave further details upon the manner in which 
they had been systematically excluded from a 
participation in conducting the main business 
of the bank, and even from a knowledge of what 
was done. They said :

“ Selected by the President and Senate as 
government directors of the Bank of the United 
States, we have endeavored, during the present 
year, faithfully to discharge the duties of that 
responsible trust. Appointed without solici
tation, deriving from the office no emolument, 
we have been guided in our conduct by no views 
but a determination to uphold, so far as was in 
our power, those principles which we believe 
actuated the people of the United States in es
tablishing a national bank, and in providing by 
its charter that they should be represented at 
the board of directors. We have regarded 
that institution not merely as a source of profit 
to individuals, but as an organ of the govern
ment, established by the nation for its own 
benefit. We have regarded ourselves, not as 
mere agents of those whose funds have been 
subscribed towards the capital of the bank, but 
as officers appointed on behalf of the American 
people. We have endeavored to govern all our 
conduct as faithful representatives of them. 
We have been deterred from this by no pre
concerted system to deprive us of our rights, 
by no impeachment of our motives, by no false 
views of policy, by no course of management 
which might be supposed to promote the inter
ests of those concerned in the institution, at 
the danger or sacrifice of the general good. 
We have left the other directors to govern 
themselves as they may think best for the 
interests of those by whom they were chosen. 
For ourselves we have been determined, that 
where any differences have arisen, involving on 
the one hand that open and correct course 
which is beneficial to the whole community, 
and, on the other, what are supposed to be the 
interests of the bank, our efforts should be 
steadily directed to uphold the former, our re
monstrances against the latter should be re
solute and constant ; and, when they proved 
unavaihng, our appeal should be made to those 
who were more immediately intrusted with the 
protection of the public welfare.

“ In pursuing this course we have been met 
by an organized system of opposition, on the 
part of the majority. Our efforts have been 
thwarted, our motives and actions have been 
misrepresented, our rights have been denied, 
and the limits of our duties have been gratu
itously pointed out to us, by those who have 
sought to curtail them to meet their own policy, 
not that which we believe led to the creation 
of the offices we hold. Asserting that injury

has been done to them by the late measure of 
the Secretary of the Treasury, in removing th« 
public deposits, an elaborate statement has been 
prepared and widely circulated; and taking 
that as their basis, it has been resolved by the 
majority to present a memorial to the Senate 
and House of Representatives. We have not, 
and do not interfere in the controversy which 
exists between the majority of the board and 
the executive department of the government • 
but unjustly assailed as we have been in the 
statement to which we have referred, we re
spectfully claim the same right of submitting 
our conduct to the same tribunal, and asking 
of the assembled representatives of the Ameri
can people that impartial hearing, and that fair 
protection, which all their officers and all 
citizens have a right to demand. We shall 
endeavor to present the view we have taken of 
the relation in which we are placed, as well 
towards the institution in question as towards 
the government and people of the United States 
to prove that from the moment w e took our 
seats among the directors of the bank, wg have 
been the objects of a systematic opposition; 
our rights trampled upon, our just interfer
ence prevented, and our offices rendered utterly 
useless, for all the purposes required by the 
charter ; and to show that the statements by 
the majority of the board, in the document to 
which we refer, convey an account of their pro
ceedings and conduct altogether illusory and 
incorrect.”

The four gentlemen then state their opinions 
of their rights, and their duties, as government 
directors—that they were devised as instru
ments for the attainment of public objects— 
that they were public directors, not elected by 
stockholders, but appointed by the President 
and Senate—that their duties were not merely 
to represent a moneyed interest and promote 
the largest dividend for stockholders, but also 
to guard all the public and political interest of 
the government in an institution so largely 
sharing its support and so deeply interested in 
its safe and honorable management. And in 
support of this opinion of their duties they 
quoted the authority of Qen. Hamilton, founder 
of the first bank of the United States ; and that 
of Mr. Alexander Dallas, founder of the second 
and present bank ; showing that each of them, 
and at the time of establishing the two banks 
respectively, considered the government direc
tors as public officers, bound to watch over the 
operations of the bank, to oppose all malprac
tices, and to report them to the government 
whenever they occurred. And they thus quoted 
the opinions of those two gentlemen :
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“In the celebrated report of Alexander Ha
milton, in 1790, that eminent statesman and 
financier, although then impressed with a per- 
guasion that the government of the country 
might well leave the management of a national 
bank to 1 the keen, steady, and, as it were, mag
netic sense of their own interest,’ existing 
among the private stockholders, yet holds the 
following remarkable and pregnant language : 
‘If the paper of a bank is permitted to insinu
ate itself into all the revenues and receipts of a 
country ; if it is even to bo tolerated as the 
substitute for gold and silver, in all the trans
actions of business ; it becomes, in either view, 
a national concern of the first magnitude. As 
such, the ordinary rules of prudence require 
that the government should possess the means 
of ascertaining, whenever it thinks fit, that so 
delicate a trust is executed with fidelity and 
care. A right of this nature is not only desir
able, as it respects the government, but it ought 
to be equally so to all those concerned in the 
institution, as an additional title to public and 
private confidence, and as a thing which can 
only be formidable to practices that imply 
mismanagement.’

“ In the letter addressed by A lexandcr James 
Dallas, the author of the existing bank, to the 
chairman of the committee on a national cur
rency, in 1815, the sentiments of that truly 
distinguished and patriotic statesman are ex
plicitly conveyed upon this very point. ‘ Nor 
tan it be doubted,’ he remarks, 1 that the de
partment of the government which is invested 
with the power of appointment to all the im
portant offices of the State, is a proper depart
ment to exercise the power of appointment in 
relation to a national trust of incalculable mag
nitude. The national bank ought not to be re
garded simply as a commercial bank. It will 
not operate on the funds of the stockholders 
alone, but much more on the funds of the na
tion. Its conduct, good or bad, will not affect 
the corporate credit and resources alone, but 
much more the credit and resources of the go
vernment. In fine, it is not an institution cre
ated for the purposes of commerce and profit 
alone, but much more for the purposes of na
tional policy, as an auxiliary in the exercise of 
some of the highest powers of the government. 
Under such circumstances, the public interests 
cannot be too cautiously guarded, and the guards 
proposed can never be injurious to the commer
cial interests of the institution. The right to 
inspect the general accounts of the bank, may 
be employed to detect the evils of a mal-admin- 
istrationj but an interior agency in the direc
tion of its affairs will best serve to prevent 
them.’ This last sentence, extracted from the 
able document of Secretary Dallas, developes 
at a glance what had been the experience of the 
American government and people, in the period 
which elapsed between the time of Alexander 
Hamilton and that immediately preceding the 
formation of the present bank. Hamilton con

ceived that1 a right to inspect the general ac
counts of the bank,’ would enable government 
1 to detedf the evils of a mal-administration,’ 
and their detection he thought sufficient. He 
was mistaken: at least so thought Congress 
and their constituents, in 1815. Hence the in
flexible spirit which prevailed at the organiza
tion of a new bank, in establishing ‘ an interior 
agency in the direction of its affairs,’ by the 
appointment of public officers, through whom 
the evils of a mal-administration might be care
fully watched and prevented.”

The four gentlemen also showed, in their me
morial, that when the bill for the charter of the 
present bank was under consideration in the 
Senate, a motion was made to strike out the 
clause authorizing the appointment of the go
vernment directors ; and that that motion was 
resisted, and successfully, upon the ground that 
they were to be the guardians of the public in
terests, and to secure a just and honorable ad
ministration of the affairs of the bank ; that 
they were not mere bank directors, but govern
ment officers, bound to watch over the rights 
and interests of the government, and to secure 
a safe and honest management of an institution 
which bore the name of the United States—was 
created by it—and in which the United States 
had so much at stake in its stock, in its depo
sits, in its circulation, and in the safety of the 
community which put their faith in it. Having 
vindicated the official quality of their charac
ters, and shown their duty as well as their 
right to inform the government of all mal-prac- 
tices, they entered upon an examination of the 
information actually given, showing the truth 
of all that was communicated, and declaring it 
to be susceptible of proof, by the inspection of 
the books of the institution, and by an exami
nation of its directors and clerks.

“ We confidently assert that there is in it no 
statement or charge that can be invalidated; 
that every one is substantiated by the books 
and records of the bank ; that no real error has 
been pointed out in this elaborate attack upon 
us by the majority. It is by suppressing facts 
well known to them, by misrepresenting what 
we say, by drawing unjust and unfair infljences 
from particular sentences, by selecting insulated 
phrases, and by exhibiting partial statements ; 
by making unfounded insinuations, and by un
worthily impeaching our motives, that they en
deavor to controvert that which they are un
able to refute. When the expense account shall 
be truly and fully exhibited to any tribunal, if 
it shall be found that the charges wo have 

I stated do not exist ; when the minutes of the
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board shall be laid open, if it shall be found the 
resolutions we have quoted are not recorded ; 
we shall acknowledge that we have been guilty 
of injustice and of error, but not till then.

“We have thus endeavored to present to the 
assembled representatives of the American peo
ple, a view of the course which, for nearly a 
year, the majority in a large moneyed institu
tion, established by them for their benefit, have 
thought proper to pursue towards those who 
have been placed there, to guard their interests 
and to watch and control their conduct. We 
have briefly stated the systematic series of ac
tions by which they have endeavored to deprive 
them of every right that was conferred on them 
by the charter, and to assume to themselves a 
secret, irresponsible, and unlimited power. We 
have shown that, in endeavoring to vindicate or 
to save themselves, they have resorted to accu
sations against us, which they are unable to 
sustain, and left unanswered charges which, 
were they not true, it would be easy to repel. 
We have been urged to this from no desire to 
enter into the lists with an adversary sustained 
by all the resources which boundless wealth 
affords. We have been driven to it by the na
ture and manner of the attack made upon us, 
in the document on which the intended memo
rial to Congress is founded.”

But all their representations were in vain. 
Their nominations were immediately rejected, a 
second time, and the seal of secrecy preserved 
inviolate upon the reasons of the rejection. 
The “ proceedings ” of the Senate were allowed 
to be published ; that is to say, the acts of the 
Senate, as a body, such as its motions, votes, 
reports, Ac., but nothing of what was said 
pending the nominations. A motion was made 
by Mr. Wright to authorize the publication of 
the debates, which was voted down; and so 
differently from what was done in the case of 
Mr. Van Buren. In that case, the debates on 
the nomination were published ; the reasons 
for the rejection were shown ; and the public 
were enabled to judge of their validity. In this 
case no publication of debates w as allowed ; the 
report presented by Mr. Tyler gave no hint of 
the reasons for the rejection ; and the act re
mained where that report put it—on the abso
lute right to reject, without the exhibition of 
any reason.

And thus the nomination of the government 
directors was rejected by the United States 
Senate, not for the declared, hut for the known 
reason of reporting the misconduct of the bank

\V

to the President, and especially as it related 
to the appointment and the conduct of the ex
change committee. A few years afterwards 
a committee of the stockholders, called the 
“ Committee of Investigation,” made a report 
upon the condjjct and condition of the bank in 
which.this exchange committee is thus spoken 
of : /The mode in which the committee of ex
change transacted their business, shows that 
there really existed no check whatever upon 
the officers, and that the funds of the bank 
w ere almost entirely at their disposition. That 
committee met daily, and were attended by the 
cashier, and .it times, by the president. They 
exercised the power of making the loans and 
settlements, to full as great an extent as the 
board itself. They kept no minutes of their 
proceedings—no book in which the loans made 
and business done, were entered ; but their 
decisions and directions were given verbally to 
the officers, to be by them carried into ex
ecution. The established course of business 
seems to have been, for the first teller to pay 
on presentation at the counter, all checks 
notes, or due bills having indorsed the order, 
or the initials, of one of the cashiers, and to 
place these as vouchers in his drawer, for so 
much cash, where they remained, until just 
before the regular periodical counting of the 
cash by the standing committee of the hoard 
on the state of the bank. These vouchers 
were then taken out, and entered as 1 bills re
ceivable,’ in a small memorandum-book, under 
the charge of one of the clerks. These bills 
were not discounted, but bore interest semi-an
nually, and were secured by a pledge of stock, 
or some other kind of property. It is evident
ly impossible under such circumstances, to as
certain or be assured, in regard to any particu
lar loan or settlement, that it was authorized 
by a majority of the exchange committee. It 
can be said, however, with entire certainty, 
that the very làrge business transacted in 
this way does not appear upon the face of 
the discount books—was never submitted to 
the examination of the members of the board 
at its regular meetings, nor is any where en
tered on the minutes as having been reported 
to that body for their information or appro
bation.”
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CHAPTER XC VI.

SECRETARY'S report on tiie removal of
’ THE DEPOSITS.

Ik the first days of the session Mr. Clay called 
the attention of the Senate to the report of the 
Secretary of the Treasury, communicating the 
tact that he had ordered the public deposits to 
tease to be made ip the Bank of the United 
States, and giving his reasons for that act, 
and said t

“When Congress, at the time of the passage 
of the charter of the bank, made it necessary 
that these reasons should be submitted, they 
must have had some purpose in their mind. It 
must have been intended that Congress should 
look into these reasons, determine as to their 
nlidity ; and approve or disapprove them, as 
might be thought proper. The reasons had 
now been submitted, and it was the duty of 
Congress to decide whether or not they were 
diffident to justify the act. If there was a 
mbject which, more than any other, seemed to 
require the prompt action of Congress, it cer
tainly was that which had reference to the cus
tody and car'- of the public treasury. The 
Senate, therefore, could not, at too early a pe
riod, enter on the question—what was the ac
tual condition of the treasury 1

“It was not his purpose to to into a discus
sion, but he had riseq to state [that it appeared 
to him to be his duty as a- senator, and he 
hoped that other senators took similar views 
of their duty, to look into this subject, and to 
see what was to be done. As the report of the 
Secretary of the Treasury had declared the rea
sons which had led to the removal of the pub
lic deposits, and as the Senate had to judge 
whether, on investigation of these reasons, the 
act was a wise on^ or not, he considered that 
it would not be right to refer the subject to 
any committee, but that the Senate should at 
once act on it, not taking it up in the form of a 
report of a committee, but going into an exam
ination of the reasons as they had been sub
mitted.”

Mr. Benton saw two objections to proceed
ing as Mr. Clay proposed—one, as to the form 
of his proposition—the other, as to the place 
in which it was made. The report of the Sec
retary, charging acts of misconduct as a cause 
of removal, would require an investigation into 
their truth. The House of Representatives 
being the grand inquest of the nation, and 
properly chargeable with all inquiries into

abuses, would be the proper place for the con
sideration of the Secretary’s report—though 
he admitted that the Senate could also make 
the inquiry if it pleased ; but should do it in 
the proper way, namely, by inquiring into the 
truth of the allegations against the bank. He 
said :

“ He requested the Senate to bear in mind 
that the Secretary had announced, among other 
reasons which he had assigned for the removal 
of the deposits, that it had been caused by the 
misconduct of the bank, and he had gone into 
a variety of specifications, charging the bank 
with interfering with the liberties of the peo
ple in their most vital elements—the liberty 
of the press, and the purity of elections. The 
Secretary had also charged the bank with dis
honoring its own papier on several occasions, 
and that it became necessary to compel it to 
receive paper of its own branches. Here, 
then, were grave charges of misconduct, and 
he wished to know whether, in the face of 
such charges, this Congress was to go at once, 
without the previous examination of a commit
tee, into action upon the subject ?

“He desired to know whether the Senate 
were now about to proceed to the considera
tion of this report as it stood, and, without re
ceiving any evidence of the charges, or taking 
any course to establish their truth, to give back 
the money to this institution ? He thought it 
would be only becoming in the bank itself to 
ask for a committee of scrutiny into its con
duct, and that the subject ought to be taken 
up by the House of Representatives, which, on 
account of its numbers, its character as the 
popular branch, and the fact that all money 
bills originated there, was the most proper tri
bunal for the hearing of this case. He did not 
mean to deny that the Senate had the power 
to go into the examination. But to fix a day 
now for the decision of so important a case, he 
considered as premature. Were the whole of 
the charges to be blown out of the paper by 
the breath of the Senate 1 Were they to de
cide on the question, each senator sitting there 
as witness and juror in the case ? He did not 
wish to stand there in the character of a wit
ness, unless he was to be examined on oath 
either at the bar of the Senate, or before a 
committee of that body, where the evidence 
would be taken down. He wished to know 
the manner in which the examination was to 
be conducted ; for he regarded this motion as 
an admission of the truth of every charge which 
had been made in the report, and as a flight 
from investigation.”

Mr. Clay then submitted two resolutions in 
relation to the subject, the second of which after 
debate, was referred to the committee on finance. 
They were in these words :

/
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an:

“ let That, by dismissing the late Secretary 
of the Treasury, because he would not, contrary 
to his sense of his own duty, remove the money 
of the United States in deposit with the Bank 
of the United States and its branches, in con
formity with the President’s opinion, and by 
appointing his successor to effect such removal, 
which has been done, the President has assumed 
the exercise of a power over the Treasury of 
the United States, not granted to him by the 
constitution and laws, and dangerous to the 
liberties of the people.

“ 2d. That the reasons assigned by the Sec
retary of the Treasury for the removal of the 
money of the United States deposited in the 
Bank of the United States and its branches 
communicated to Congress on the 3d day of 
December, 1833, are unsatisfactory and insuffi
cient”

The order for the reference to the finance 
committee was made in the Senate at four 
o’clock in the afternoon of one day ; and the 
report upon it was made at noon the next day ; 
a very elaborate argumentative paper, the read
ing of which by its Reporter (Mr. Webster) 
consumed one hour and a quarter of time. It 
recommended the adoption of the resolution { 
and 6000 copies of the report were ordered to 
be printed. Mr. Forsyth, of Georgia, compli
mented the committee on their activity in 
getting out a report of such length and la. 
bor, in so short a time, and in the time usual
ly given to the refreshment of dinner and 
sleep. He said :

“ Certainly great credit was due to the com
mittee on finance for the zeal, ability, and indus
try with which the report had been brought out. 
He thought the reference was made yesterday at 
four o’clock ; and the committee could hardly 
have had time to agree on and write out so long 
a report in the short space of time intervening 
since then. It was possible that the subject 
might have been discussed and well understood 
in the committee before, and that the chairman 
had time to embody the sentiments of the vari
ous members of the committee previous to the 
reference. If such was the case, it reminded 
him of what had once happened in one of the 
courts of justice of the State of Georgia. A 
grave question of constitutional law was pre
sented before that court, was argued for days 
with great ability, and when the argument was 
concluded, the judge drew from his coat pocket 
a written opinion, which he read, and ordered 
to be recorded as the opinion of the court. It 
appeared, therefore, that unless the senator 
from Massachusetts carried the opinion of the 
committee in his coat pocket, he could not have 
presented his report with the unexampled dis
patch that had been witnessed.”

Mr. Webster, evidently nettled at the sar
castic compliment of Mr. Forsyth, replied t« 
him in a way to show his irritated feelings, but 
without showing how he came to do so much 
work in so short a time. He said :

“ Had the gentleman come to the Senate this 
morning in his usual good humor, he would 
have been easily satisfied on that point. He 
will recollect that the subject now under dis
cussion was deemed, by every body, to be 
peculiarly fitted for the consideration of the 
committee on finance ; and that, three weeks 
ago, I had intimated my intention of moving 
for such a reference. I had, however, delayed 
the motion, from considerations of courtesy to 
other gentlemen, on all sides. But the general 
subject of the removal of the deposits, had been 
referred to the committee on finance, by refer
ence of that part of the President’s message ; 
and various memorials, in relation to it, had 
also been referred. The subject has undergone 
an ample discussion in committee. I had been 
more than once instructed by the committee to 
move for the reference of the Secretary’s letter 
but the motion was postponed, from time to 
time, for the reasons I have before given. Had 
the gentleman from Georgia been in the Senate 
yesterday, he would have known that this par. 
ticular mode of proceed  ̂was adopted, as was 
then well understood for the sole purpose of 
facilitating the business of the Senate, and of 
giving the committee an opportunity to express 
an opinion, the result of their coflsitjsratipnA 
If the gentleman had Èhard what had pasted ' 
yesterday, when the reference was made, he 
would not have expressed surprise.”

The fact was the report had been drawn by 
the counsel for the bank, and differed in no way 
in substance, and but little in form, from the 
report which the bank committee had made on 
the paper, “ purporting to have been signed by 
Andrew Jackson, and read to what was called 
a cabinet” But the substance of the résolu
tion (No. 2, of Mr. Clay’s), gave rise to more 
serious objections than the marvellous activity 
of the committee in reporting upon it with the 
elaboration and*rapidity with which they had 
done. It was an empty and inoperative ex
pression of opinion, t^at the Secretary’s reasons 
were “ unsatisfactory and insufficient ; ” without 
any proposition to do any thing in consequence 
of that dissatisfaction and insufficiency ; and, 
consequently, of no legislative avail, and of no 
import except to bring the opinion of senators, 
thus imposingly pronounced, against the act of 
the Secretary. The resolve was not practical 
—was not legislativev-was not in conformity
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to any mode of doing business—and led to no 
action ;—neither to a restoration of the deposits 
nor to a condemnation of their keeping by the 
State banks. Certainly the charter, in ordering 
the Secretary to report, and to report at the 
first practicable moment, both the fact of a re
moval, and the reasons for it, was to enable 
Congress to act—to do something—to legislate 
upon the subject—to judge the validity of the 
reasons—and to order a restoration if they were 
found to be untrue or insufficient ; or to con
demn the new place of deposit, if it was deemed 
insecure or improper. All this was too obvious 
to escape the attention of the democratic mem
bers who inveighed against the futility and 
irrelevance of the resolve, unfit for a legislative 
body, and only suitable for a town meeting ; 
and answering no purpose as a senatorial resolve 
but that of political effect against public meu. 
On this point Mr. Forsyth said :

“ The subject had then been taken out of the 
hands of the Senate, and çent to the committee 
on finance ; and for what purpose was it sent 
thither ? Did any one doubt what would be 
the opinion of the committee on finance ? 
Would such a movement have been made, had 
it not been intended thereby to give strength 
to the course of the opposition ? He was not 
in the Senate when the reference was yesterday 
made, but he had supposed that it was made 
for the purpose of some report in a legislative 
form, but it has come back with an argument, 
and a recommendation of the adoption of the 
resolution of the senator from Kentucky ; and 
when the resolutions were adopted, would they 
not still be sent back to that committee for ex
amination ? Why had not the committee, who 
seemed to know so well what would be the 
opinion of the Senate, imbodied that opinion in 
a legislative form ? ”

To the same effect spoke many members, and 
among others, Mr. Silas Wright, of New-York, 
who said :

“ He took occasion to say, that with regard 
to the reference made yesterday, he was not so 
unfortunate as his friend from Georgia, to be 
absent at the time, and he then, while trie mo
tion was pending, expressed his opinion that a 
reference at four o’clock in the afternoon, to be 
returned with a report at twelve the next day, 
would materially change the aspect of the case 
before the Senate. He was also of opinion, that 
the natural effect of sending this proposition to 
the committee on finance would be, to have it 
returned with a recommendation for some legis
lative action. In this, however, ho had been 
disappointed, the proposition had been brought

back to the Senate in yie same form as sent to 
the committee, with the exception of the very 
able argument read that morning.”

Mr. Webster felt himself called upon to an
swer these objections, and did so in a way to 
intimate that the committee were not “ green ” 
enough,—that is to say, were too wise—to pro
pose any legislative action on the part of Con
gress in relation to this removal. He said :

“ There is another thing, sir, to which the 
gentleman has objected. He would have pre
ferred that some legislative recommendation 
should have accompanied the report—that some 
law, or joint resolution, should have been re
commended. Sir, do we not see what the 
gentleman probably desires ? If not, we must 
be green politicians. It was not my intention, 
at this stage of the business, to propose any 
law, or joint resolution. I do not, at present, 
know the opinions of the committee on this 
subject. On this question, at least, to use the 
gentleman’s expression, I do not carry their 
opinions in my coat pocket. The question, 
when it arrives, will be a very grave one—one 
of deep and solemn import—and when the pro
per time for its discussion arrives, the gentleman 
from Georgia will have an opportunity to ex
amine it. The first thing is, to ascertain the 
judgment of the Senate, on the Secretary’s 
reasons for his act.”

The meaning of Mr. Webster in this reply— 
this intimation that the finance committee had 
got out of the sap, and were no longer “ green ” 
—was a declaration that any legislative mea
sure they might have recommended, would 
have been rejected in the House of Representa
tives, and so lost its efficacy as a senatorial 
opinion ; and to avoid that rejection, and save 
the effect of the Senate’s opinion, it must be a 
single and not a joint resolution ; and so con
fined to the Senate alone. The reply of Mr. 
Webster was certainly candid, but unparlia
mentary, and at war with all ideas of legislation, 
thus to refuse to propose a legislative enactment 
because it would be negatived in the other 
branch of the national legislature. Finally, the 
resolution was adopted, and by a vote of 28 to 
18 ; thus :

“ Ÿeas.—Messrs. Bibb, Black, Calhoun, Clay, 
Clayton, Ewing, Frelinghuysen, Hendricks, 
Kent, King of Georgia, Knight, Leigh, Mangum, 
Naudain, Poindexter, Porter Prentiss, Preston, 
Robbins, Silsbee, Smith, Southard, Sprague, 
Swift, Tomlinson, Tyler, Waggaman, Webster.

“Nays..—Messrs. Benton, Brown, Forsyth, 
Grundy, Ilill, Kane, King of Alabama, Linn,
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McKean. Moore, Robinson. Shepley, Tallmadge, 
Tipton, White, Wilkins, Wright.”"

The futility of this resolve was made manifest 
soon after its passage. It was nugatory, and 
remained naked. It required nothing to be 
done, and nothing was done under it. It be
came ridiculous. And eventually, and near 
the end of the session, Mr. Clay proposed it over 
again, with another resolve attached, directing 
the return of the deposits to the Bank of the 
United States ; and making it joint, so as to re
quire the consent of both houses, and thus lead 
to legislative action. In submitting his resolu
tion in this new form he took occasion to al
lude to their fate in the other branch of the 
legislature, where rejection was certain, and to 
intimate censure upon the President for not 
conforming to the opinion of the Senate in its 
resolves ; as if the adverse opinion of the House 
(from its recent election, its superior numbers, 
and its particular charge of the revenue), was not 
more than a counterpoise to the opinion of 
the Senate. In this sense, he stood up, and said :

“ Whatever might be the fate of these reso
lutions at the other end of the capitol, or in 
another building, that consideration ought to 
have no influence on the course of this body. 
The Senate owed it to its own character, and 
to the country, to proceed in the discharge of its 
duties, and to leave it to others, whether at the 
other end of the capitol or in another building, 
to perform their own obligations to the country, 
according to their own sense of their duty, and 
their own convictions of responsibility. To 
them it ought to be left to determine what was 
their duty, and to discharge that duty as they 
might think best. For himself, he should tie 
ashamed to return to his constituents without 
having made every lawful effort in his power to 
cause the restoration of the public deposits to 
the United States Bank. While a chance yet 
remained of effecting the restoration of the 
reign of the constitution and the laws, he felt 
that he should not have discharged this duty 
if he failed to make every effort to accomplish 
that desirable object.

“The Senate, after passing the resolution 
which they had already passed, and waiting two 
months to see whether the Executive would 
conform his course to the views expressed by 
this branch of the legislature ; after waiting all 
this time, and perceiving that the error, as the 
Senate had declared it to be, was still persever
ed in, and seeing the wide and rapid sweep of 
ruin over every section of the country, there 
was still one measure left which might arrest 
the evil, and that was in the offering of these 
resolutions—to present them to this body ; and,

if they passed here, to send them to the other 
House ; and, should they pass them, to present 
to the President the plain question, if he will 
return to the constitutional track ; or, in oppo. 
sition to the expressed will of the legislature 
retain the control over the millions of publié 
money which are already deposited in the local 
banks, and which are still coming in there."

Mr. Benton replied to Mr. Clay, showing the 
propriety of these resolutions if offered at the 
commencement of the session—their inutility 
now, so near its end ; and the indelicacy in the 
Senate, in throwing itself between the bank 
and the House of Representatives, at a moment 
when the bank directors were standing out in 
contempt against the House, refusing to be ex
amined by its committee, and a motion actually 
depending to punish them for this contempt. For 
this was then the actual condition of the cor
poration ; and, for the Senate to pass a resolu
tion to restore the deposits in these circum
stances, was to take the part of the bank against 
the House—to justify its contumacy—and to 
express an opinion in favor of its re-charter ; 
as all admitted that restoration of the deposits 
was wrong unless a re-charter was granted. 
Mr. B. said:

“ He deemed the present moment to be the 
most objectionable time that could have been 
selected for proposing to restore the public de
posits to the United States Bank. Such a pro
position might have been a proper proceeding 
at the commencement of the session. A joint 
resolution, at that time, would liave been the 
proper mode ; it could have been followed bv 
action ; and, if constitutionally passed, would 
have compelled the restoration of those depos
its. But the course was different. A separate 
resolution was brought in, and passed the Sen
ate; and there it stopped. It was a nugatory 
resolution, leading to no action. It was sues 
a one as a State legislature, or a public meeting, 
might adopt, because they had no power to le
gislate on the subject. But the Senate had the 
power of legislation ; and, six months ago, when 
the separate resolution was brought in, the 
Senate, if it intended to act legislatively on the 
subject at all, ought to have proceeded by joint 
resolution, or by bill, at that time. But it 
thought otherwise. The separate resolution 
was adopted; after adoption, no instruction was 
given to a committee to bring in a bill; nothing 
w as done to give legislative effect to the deci
sion of the Senate ; and now, at the end of eii 
months, the first attempt is made to move m 
our legislative capacity, and to pass a join1 re
solution—equivalent to a statute—to compel the 
restoration of these deposits. This is the state 
of the proceeding; and, Mr. B. must be permit
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ted to say, and to give his reasons for saying, 
that the time selected for this first step, in our 
legislative capacity, in a case so long depending, 
is most inappropriate and objectionable. Mr. 
B. would not dwell upon the palpable objections 
to this proceeding, which must strike every 
mind. The advanced stage of the session—the 
propositions to adjourn—the quantityof business 
on hand—the little probability that the House 
and the President would concur with the Sen
ate or that two thirds of the two Houses could 
be brought to pass the resolution, if the Presi
dent declined to give it his approbation. These 
palpable objections must strike every mind and 
îuàkë it appear to be a useless consumption of 
time for the Senate to pass the resolution.

“Virtually, it included a proposition to re- 
charter the bank ; for the most, confidential 
friends of that institution admitted that it was 
improper to restore the deposits, unless the bank 
charter was to be continued. The proposition 
to restore them, virtually included the propo
sition to re-charter; and that was a proposition 
which, after having been openly made on this 
floor, and leave asked to bring in a bill to that 
effect, had been abandoned, under the clear con
viction that the measure could not pass. Pass
ing from these palpable objections, Mr. B. pro
ceeded to state another reason, of a different 
kind, and which he held to be imperative of the 
course which the Senate should now pursue : he 
alluded to the state of the questions at this 
moment depending between the Bank of the 
United States and the House of Representa
tives, and the nature of which exacted from the 
Senate the observance of a strict neutrality, and 
an absolute non-interference between those 
two bodies. The House of Representatives had 
ordered an inquiry into the affairs and conduct 
of the bank. The points of inquiry indicated 
misconduct of the gravest import, and had been 
ordered by the largest majority, not less than 
three or four to one. That inquiry was not yet 
finished ; it was still depending ; the committee 
appointed to conduct it remains organized, and 
has only reported in part. That report is be
fore the Senate and the public ; and shows that 
the directors of the Bank of the United States 
harp resisted the authority of the House—have 
made an issue of power between itself and the 
House—for the trial of which issue a resolution 
is now depending in the House, and is made the 
order of the day for Tuesday next.

•Here, then, are two questions depending 
between the House and the bank ; the first, 
an inquiry into the misconduct of the bank ; 
the second, a proposition to compel the bank to 
submit to the authority of the House. Was it 
right for the Senate to interpose between those 
bodies, while these questions were depending ? 
Was it right to interfere on the part of the 
bank? Was it right for the Senate to leap 
into the arena, throw itself between the con
tending parties, take sides with the bank, and 
Virtually declare to the American people that

there w as no cause for inquiry into the conduct 
of the bank, and no ground of censure for re
sisting the authority of the House? Such 
would, doubtless, be the effect of the conduct 
of the Senate, if it should entertain the propo
sition which is now submitted to it. That 
proposition is one of honor and confidence to 
the bank. It proceeds upon the assumption 
that the bank is right, and the House is wrong, 
in the questions now depending between them ; 
that the bank has done nothing to merit in
quiry, or to deserve censure ; and that the pub
lic moneys ought to be restored to her keeping, 
without waiting the end of the investigation 
which the House has ordered, or the decision 
of the resolution which affirms that the bank 
has resisted the authority of the House, and 
committed a contempt against it This is the 
full and fair interpretation—the clear and speak
ing effect—of the measure now proposed to the 
Senate. Is it right to treat the House thus ? 
Will the Senate, virtually, intelligibly, and prac
tically, acquit the bank, when the bank will not 

■ acquit itself ?—will not suffer its innocence to 
Be tested by the recorded voice of its own books, 
and the livmg voice of its own directors ? These 
directors have refused to testify; they have 
refused to be sworn; they have refiised to 
touch the book ; because, being directors and 
corporators, and therefore parties, they cannot 
be required to give evidence against themselves. 
And this refusal, the public is gravely told, is 
made upon the advice of eminent counsel. What 
counsel ? The counsel of the law, or of fear ? 
Certainly, no lawyer—not ettfn a junior appren
tice to the law—could give such advice. The 
right to stand mute, does not extend to the 
privilege of refusing to be sworn. The right 
doés not attach until after the oath is taken, 
and is then limited to the specific question, the 
answer to which might inculpate the witness, 
and which he may refuse to answer, because he 
will say, upon his oath, that the answer will 
criminate himself. But these bank directors 
refuse to be sworn at all. They refuse to touch 
the book ; and, in that refusal, commit a flagrant 
contempt against the House of Representatives, 
and do an act for which any citizen would be 
sent to jail by any justice of the peace, in Ame
rica. And is the Senate to justify the directors 
for this contempt? to get between them and 
the House ? to adopt a resolution beforehand— 
before the day fixed for the decision of the con
tempt, which shall throw the weight of the 
Senate into the scale of the directors against 
the House, and virtually declare that they are 
right in refusing to be sworn ? ”

The resolutions were, nevertheless, adopted, 
and by the fixed majority of twenty-eight to 
eighteen, and sent to the House of Representa
tives for concurrence, where they met the fate 
which all knew thyy were to receive. The 
House did not even take them up for consider»-
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tion, but continued the course which it had be
gan at the commencement of the session ; and 
which was in exact conformity to the legisla
tive course, and exactly contrary to the course 
of the Senate. The report of the Secretary of 
the Treasury, the memorial of the bank, and 
that of the government directors, were all refer
red to the Committee of Ways and Means ; and 
by that committee a report was made, by their 
chairman, Mr. Polk, sustaining the action of 
the Secretary, and concluding with the four fol
lowing resolutions :

“ 1. Resolved, That the Bank of the United 
States ought not to be re-chartered.

“2. Resolved, That the public deposits ought 
not to be restored to the Bank of the United 
States.

“ 3. Resolved, That the State banks ought to 
be continued as the places of deposit of the 
public money, and that it is expedient for Con
gress to make further provision by law, pre
scribing the mode of selection, the securities to 
be taken, and the manner and terms on which 
they are to be employed.

“ 4. Resolved, That, for the purpose of ascer
taining, as far as practicable, the cause of the 
commercial embarrassment and distress com- 

lained of by numerous citizens of the United 
tates, in sundry memorials which have been 

presented to Congress at the present session, 
and of inquiring whether the charter of the 
Bank of the United States has been violated ; 
and, also what corruptions and abuses have ex
isted in its management ; whether it has used 
its corporate power or money to control the 
press, to interfere in politics, or influence elec
tions ; and whether it has had any agency, 
through its management or money, in producing 
the existing pressure ; a select committee be 
appointed to inspect the books and examine 
into the proceedings of the said bank who shall 
report whether the provisions of the charter 
have been violated or not ; and, also, what 
abuses, corruptions, or malpractices have ex
isted in the management of said bank ; and that 
the said committee be authorized to send for 
persons and papers, and to summon and examine 
witnesses, on oath, and to examine into the 
affairs of the said bank and branches ; and they 
are further authorized to visit the principal 
bank, or any of its branches, for the purpose of 
inspecting the books, correspondence, accounts, 
and other papers connected with its manage
ment or business ; and that the said committee 
be required to report the result of such inves
tigation, together with the evidence they may 
take, at as early a day as practicable.”

These resolutions were long and vehemently 
debated, and eventually, each and every one, 
adopted by decided, and some by a great ma

jority. The first one, being that upon the 
question of the recharter, was carried by » 
majority of nyfcre than fifty votes—134 to 82' 
showing an immense difference to the prejudice 
of the bank since the veto session of 1832. The 
names of the voters on this great question, so 
long debated in every form in the halls of 
Congress, the chambers of the State legislatures, 
and in the forum of the people, deserve to be 
commemorated—and are as follows :

“Yeas.—Messrs. John Adams, William Allen 
Anthony, Archer Beale, Bean, Beardsley, Beau
mont, John Bell, John Blair, Bockee,’ Boon 
Bouldin, Brown, Bunch, Bynum, Cambreleng’ 
Campbell, Carmichael, Carr, Casey, Chaney 
Chinn, Claiborne, Samuel Clark, Clay, Clayton,’ 
Clowney, Coffee, Connor, Cramer, W. R. Davis 
Davenport, Day, Dickerson, Dickinson, Dunlan 
Felder, Forester, Foster, W. K. Fulleiy Fulton' 
Galbraith, Gholson, Gillet, Gilmer, Gordon' 
Graysom Griffin, Jos. Hall, T. H. Hall, Halsey, 
Hamer, Hannegan, Jos. M. Harper Harrison' 
Hathaway, Hawkins, Hawes, Heath, Henderson’ 
Howell, Hubbard, Abel Huntington, Inge, Jar
vis, Richard M. Johnson, Noadiah Johnson, 
Cave Johnson, Seaborn Jones, Benjamin Jones’ 
Kavanagh,. Kinnard, Lane, Lansing, Laporte' 
Lawrence, Lay, Luke Lea, Thomas Lee, Leavitt 
Loyall, Lucas, Lyon, Lytle, Abijah Mann, Joel 
K. Mann, Mardis, John Y. Mason, Moses Ma
son, Mclntire, McKay, McKinley, McLene, 
McVean, Miller, Henry Mitchell, Robert Mit
chell, Muhlenberg, Murphy, Osgood, Page, 
Parks, Parker, Patterson, D. J. Pearce, Pey
ton, Franklin Pierce, Pierson, Pinckney, Plum
mer, Polk, Rencher, Schencfc, Schley, Shinn, 
Smith, Speight, Standifer, Stoddert, Suther
land, William Taylor, Wm. P. Taylor, Fran
cis Thomas, Thomson, Turner, TurrilL Van- 
derpocl, Wagener, Ward, Wardwell, Wayne, 
Webster, W ballon.—134.

“ Nays.—Messrs. John Quincy Adams, John 
J. Allen, Ileman Allen, Chilton Allan, Ashley, 
Banks, Barber, Barnitz, Barringer, Baylies, 
Beaty, James M. Bell, Binney, Briggs, Bull, 
Burges, Cage, Chambers, Chilton, Choate, Wil
liam Clark, Corwin, Coulter, Crane, Crockett, 
Darlington, Amos Davis, Deberry Deming, 
Denny, Dennis, Dickson, Duncan, Ellsworth, 
Evans, Edward Everett, Horace Everett, Fill
more, Foot, Philo C. Fuller, Graham, Grennel, 
Hiland Hall, Hard, Hardin, James Harper, 
Hazeltine, Jabez W. Huntington, Jackson, 
William C. Johnson, Lincoln, Martindale, Min 
shall, McCarty, McComas, McDuffie, McKennan, 
Mercer, Milligan, Moore, Pope, Potts, Reed, 
William B. Shepherd, Aug. II. Shepperd, Wil
liam Slade, Charles Slade, Sloane, Spangler 
Philemon Thomas Tompkins, Tweedy, Vance 
Vinton, Watmougn, Edward D. White, Fred
erick Whittlesey, Elisha Whittlesey, Wilde 
Williams, Wilson, Young.—82.”
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The second and third resolutions were carried 
by good majorities, and the fourth overwhelm
ingly—175 to 42. Mr. Polk immediately moved 
the appointment of the committee, and that it 
consist of seven members. It was appointed 
accordingly, and consisted of Messrs. Francis 
Thomas of Maryland, chairman ; Everett of 
Massachusetts ; Muhlenberg of Pennsylvania ; 
John Y. Mason of Virginia ; Ellsworth of Con
necticut ; Mann of New-York ; and Lytle of 
Ohio. The proceedings of this committee, and 
the reception it met with from the bank, will 
be the subject of a future and separate chapter. 
Under the third resolution the Committee of 
Ways and Means soon brought in a bill in con
formity to its provisions, which was passed by 
i majority of 22, that is to say, by 112 votes 
ngainst 90. And thus all the conduct of the 
President in relation to the bank, received the 
Ml sanction of the popular representation ; and 
presented the singular spectacle of full support 
in one House, and that one specially charged 
with the subject, while meeting condemnation 
in the other. >

CHAPTER XCVII.

CALL ON THE PRESIDENT FOR A COPT OF THE 
“PAPER READ TO THE CABINET."

In the first days of the session Mr. Clay sub
mitted a resolution, calling on the President to 
inform the Senate whether the “ fiaper,” pub
lished as alleged by his authority, and purporting 
to have been read to the cabinet in relation to 
the removal of the deposits, “ be genuine or 
not;" and if it be “ genuine,” requesting him 
to cause a copy of it to be laid before the Senate. 
Mr. Forsyth considered this an unusual call, and 
wished to know for what purpose it was made. 
He presumed no one had any doubt of the au
thenticity of the published copy. He certainly 
had not. Mr. Clay justified his call on the 
ground that the “ paper” had been published— 
had become public—and was a thing of general 
notoriety. If otherwise, and it had remained a 
confidential communication to his cabinet, ho 
certainly should not ask .for it ; but not an
swering ns to the use he proposed to make of 
it, Mr. Forsyth returned to that point, and said

he could imagine that one branch of the legis
lature under certain circAmstances might have 
a right to call for it ; but the Senate was not 
that branch. If the paper was to be the ground 
of a criminal charge against the President, and j 
upon which he is to be brought to trial, it j 
should come from the House of Representatives,/ 
with the charges on which he was to be tried.
Mr. Clay rejoined, that as to the uses which 
were to be made of this “ paper ” nothing seemed 
to run in the head of the Senator from Georgia 
but an impeachment. This seemed to be the 
only idea he could connect with the call. But 
there were many other purposes for which it 
might be used, and he had never intended to 
make it the ground of impeachment. It might 
show who was the real author of the removal 
of the deposits—whether the President, or the 
Secretary of the Treasury 7 and whether this 
latter might not have been a mere automaton.
Mr. Benton said there was no parliamentary 
use that <*uld be made of it, and no such use 
had been, or could be specified. Only two uses 
can be made of a paper that may be rightfully 
called for—one for legislation ; the other for 
impeachment ; and not even in the latter case 
when self-crimination was intended. No legis
lative use is intimated for this one ; and the 
criminal use is disavowed, and is obliged to be, 
as the Senate is the tribunal to try, not the 
inquest to originate impeachments. But this 
paper cannot be rightfully called for. It is a com
munication to a cabinet ; and communications to 
the cabinet are the same whether in writing, or 
in a speech. It is all parol. Could the copy of 
a speech made to the cabinet be called for 7 
Could an account of the President’s conversation 
with his cabinet be called for 7 Certainly not ! 
and there is no difference between the written 
and the spoken communication—between the 
set speech and a conversation—between a thing 
made public, or kept secret. The President may 
refrise to give the copy ; and certainly will consult 
his rights and his self-respect by so refusing. As 
for the contents of the paper, he has given them 
to the country, and courts the judgment of the 
country upon it. He avows his act—gives his 
reasons—and leaves it to all to judge. He is 
not a man of concealments, or of irresponsibility.
He gave the paper to the public instantly, and 
authentically, with his name fully signed to it; 
and any one ean say what they please of it If
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it is wanted for an invective, or philippic, there it 
is! ready for use, and seeking no shelter for 
want of authenticity. It is given to the world, 
and is expected tk> stand the test of all examina
tion. Mr. Forsyth asked the yeas and nays on 
Mr. Clay’s call; they were ordered; and the 
resolution passed by 23 to 18. The next day 
the President replied to it, and to the effect that 
was generally foreseen. He declared the Execu
tive to be a co-ordinate branch of the government, 
and denied the right of the Senate to call upon 
him for any copies of his communications to his 
cabinet—either written or spoken. Feeling his 
responsibility to the American people, he said 
he should be always ready to explain to them 
his conduct ; knowing the constitutional rights 
of the Senate, he should never withhold from it 
any information in his power to give, and neces
sary to the discharge of its duties. This was 
the end of the call ; and such an end was the 
full proof that it ought not to have been made. 
No act could be predicated upon itX-no action 
taken on its communication—none upon the re
fusal, either of censure or coercion. The Pres
ident stood upon his rights ; and the Senate 
could not, and did not, say that he was wrong. 
The call was a wrong step, and gave the Pres
ident an easy and a graceful victory.

CHAPTER XCVIII.

MISTAKES OF PUBLIC MEN:—GREAT COMBI
NATION AGAINST GENERAL JACKSON :—COM
MENCEMENT OF THE PANIC.

In the year 1783, Mr. Fox, the great parlia
mentary debate^ was in the zenith of jiis power 
and popularity, and the victorious leader in the 
House of Commons. He gave offence to the 
King, and was dismised from the ministry, and 
immediately formed a coalition with Lord North ; 

t‘ and commenced a violent opposition to the acts 
of the government. Patriotism, love of liberty, 
hatred of misrule and oppression, were the 
avowed objects of his attacks ; “ but every one 
saw (to adopt the language of history), that 
the real difficulty was his own exclusion from 
office ; and that his coalition with his old enemy 
and all these violent assaults, were only to force

himself baek'mto power : and, this being seen, 
his efforts became unavailing, and distasteful to 
the public; and he lost his power and influence 
with ihe people, and sunk his friends with him. 
More than one hundred and sixty of his support
ers in the House of Commons, lost their places 
at the ensuing election, and were sportively call
ed “ Fox’s Martyrs ; ” and when they had a pro
cession in London, wearing the tails of foxes in 
their hats, and some one wondered where so many 
tails of that animal had come from, Mr. Pitt 
slyly said a great many foxes had been lately 
taken : one, upon an average, in every borough. 
Mr. Fox, young at that time, lived to recover 
from this prostration ; but his mistake was one 
of those of which history is full, and the lesson 
of which is in vain read to succeeding genera
tions. Public men continue to attack their ad
versaries in power, and oppose their measures, 
while having private griefs of their own to re
dress, and personal ends of their own t* accom
plish ; and the instinctive sagacity of the people 
always sees the sinister motive, and condemns 
the conduct founded upon it.

Mr. Clay, Mr. Calhoun, and Mr. Webster were 
now all united against General Jackson, with 
all their friends, and the Bank of the United 
States. The two former had their private griels: 
Mr. Clay in the results of the election, and Mr. 
Calhoun in the quarrel growing out of the dis
covery of his conduct in Mr. Monroe’s cabinet ; 
and it would have been difficult so to have con
ducted their opposition, and attack, as to have 
avoided the imputation of a personal motive. 
But they so conducted it as to authorize and 
suggest that imputation. Their movements all 
took a personal and vindictive, instead of a legis
lative and remedial, nature. Mr. Taney’s reasons 
for removing the deposits were declared to he 
“ unsatisfactory and insufficient ”—being words 
of reproach, and no remedy ; nor was the reme
dy of restoration proposed until driven into it 
The resolution, in relation to Gen. Jackson, was 
still more objectionable. The Senate had nothing 
to do with him personally, yet a resolve was 
proposed against him entirely personal, charging 
him with violating the laws and the constitution ; 
and proposing no remedy for this imputed vio
lation, nor for the act of which it was the sub
ject It was purely and simply a personal cen
sure—a personal condemnation that was pro
posed; and, to aggravate the proposition, it came
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from the suggestion of the bank directors’ me
morial to Congress.

The combination was formidable. The bank 
itself was a great power, and was able to carry 
distress into all the business departments of the 
country ; the political array against the President 
was unprecedented in point of number, and great 
in point of ability. Besides the three eminent 
chiefs, there were, in the Senate: Messrs. Bibb 
of Kentucky ; Ezekiel Chambers of Maryland; 
Clayton of Delaware ; Ewing of Ohio ; Frec- 
linghuysen of New Jersey; Watkins Leigh of 
Virginia; Mangum of North Carolina ; Poindex
ter of Mississippi ; Alexander Porter of Louisi
ana ; William C. Preston of South, Carolina ; 
Southard of New Jersey; Tyler of Virginia. 
In the House of Representatives, besides the 
ex-President, Mr. Adams, and the eminent jurist 
from Pennsylvania, Mr. Horace Binney, there 
was a long catalogue of able speakers : Messrs. 
Archer of Virginia ; Bell of Tennessee ; Burgess 
of Rhode Island; Rufus Choate of Massachu
setts; Corwin of Ohio; Warren R. Davis of 
South Carolina ; John Davis of Massachusetts; 
Edward Everett of Massachusetts ; Millard Fill
more of New-York, afterwards President ; Ro
bert P. Letcher of Kentucky ; Benjamin Hardin 
ofKentucky; McDuffie of South Carolina; Pey
ton of Tennessee ; Vance of Ohio; Wildo of 
Georgia; Wise of Virginia : in all, above thirty 
able speakers, many of whom spoke many times ; 
besides many others of good ability, but with
out extensive national reputations. The busi
ness of the combination was divided—distress 
and panic the object—and the parts distributed, 
and separately cast to produce the effect. The 
bank was to make the distress—a thing easy for 
it to do, from its own moneyed power, and its 
power over other moneyed institutions and 
money dealers ; also to get up distress meetings 
and memorials, and to lead the public press : the 
politicians were to make the panic, by the alarms 
which they created for the safety of the laws, of 
the constitution, the public liberty, and the pub
lic money : and most zealously did each division 
of the combination perform its part, and for the 
long period of three full months. The decision
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of the resolution condemning General Jackson, 
on which all this machinery of distress and panio 
was hung, required no part of that time. There 
was the same majority to vote it the first day 
as the last ; but the time was wanted to get up 
the alarm and the distress ; and the vote, when 
taken, w as not from any exhaustion of the means 
of terrifying and agonizing the country, but for 
the purpose of having the sentence of condem
nation ready for the Virginia elections—ready 
for spreading over Virginia at the approach of 
the April elections. The end proposed to them
selves by thotiombined parties, was, for the bank, 
a recharter and the restoration of the deposits ; 
for the politicians, an ascent to power upon the 
overthrow of Jackson.

The friends of General Jackson saw the ad
vantages which were presented to them in the 
unhallowed combination between the moneyed 
and a political power—in the personal and vin
dictive character which they gave to the pro
ceedings—the private griefs of the leading as
sailants—the unworthy objects to be attained 
—and the cruel means to be used for their at
tainment. These friends were also numerous, 
zealous, able, determined ; and animated by the 
consciousness that they were on the side of 
their country. They were, in the Senate 
Messrs. Forsyth of Georgia ; Grundy of Ten
nessee ; Hill of New Hampshire ; Kane of Illi
nois ; King of Alabama ; Rives of Virginia ; 
Nathaniel Tallmadge of New York; Hugh L. 
White of Tennessee ; Wilkins of Pennsylvania ; 
Silas Wright of New-York ; and the author^f 
this Thirty Y'ears’ View. In the House, 
were:—Messrs. Beardsley of New-York; Cam- 
brcleng of New-York; Clay of Alabama; Gil- 
1ett of New-York ; Hubbard of New Hamp
shire ; McKay of North Carolina ; Polk of 
Tennessee; Francis Thomas of Maryland ; Van- 
derpoel of New-York ; and Wayne*f Georgia.

Mr. Clay opened the debate in a prepared 
speech, commencing in the style which the rhe
toricians call ex abruptu—being the style of 
opening which the occasion required—that of 
rousing and alarming the passions. It will be 
found (its essential parts) in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER XCIX.

MR CLAYS SPEECH AGAINST PRESIDENT JACK- 
SON ON THE ltkMOVAL OF TIIE DEPOSITS—EX
TRACTS.

“Mr. Clay addressed the Senate as follows : 
We are, said he, in the midst of a revolution, 
hitherto bloodless, but rapidly tending towards 
a total change of the pure republican character 
of the government, and to the concentration of 
all power in the hands of one man. The powers 
of Congress are paralyzed, except when exerted 
in conformity with his will, by frequent and an 
extraordinary exercise of the executive veto, not 
anticipated by the founders of the constitution, 
and not practised by any of the predecessors of 
the present Chief Magistrate. And, to cramp 
them still more, a new expedient is springing 
into use, of withholding altogether bills which 
have received the sanction of both Houses of 
Congress, thereby cutting off all opportunity 
of passing them, even iÇ after their return, the 
members should be unanimous in their favor. 
The constitutional participation of the Senate 
in the appointing power is virtually abolished, 
by the constant use of the power of removal 
from office without any known cause, and by 
the appointment of the same individual to the 
same office, after his rejection by the Senate. 
How often have we, senators, felt that the 
check of the Senate, instead of being, as the 
constitution intended, a salutary control, was 
an idle ceremony ? How often, when acting on 
the case of the nominated successor, have we 
felt the injustice of the removal ? How often 
have we said to each other, well, what can we 
do ? the office cannot remain vacant without 
prejudice to the public interests ; and, if we re
ject the proposed substitute, we cannot restore 
the displaced, and perhaps some more unworthy 
man may be nominated.

“ The judiciary has not been exempted from 
the prevailing rage for innovation. Decisions 
of the tribunals, deliberately pronounced, have 
been contemptuously disregarded, and the sanc
tity of numerous treaties openly violated. Our 
Indian relations, coeval with the existence of 
the government, and recognized and established 
by numerous laws and treaties, have been sub
verted ; the rights of the helpless and unfortu
nate aborigines trampled in the dust, and they 
brought under subjection to unknown laws, in 
which they have no voice, promulgated in an 
unknown language. The most extensive and 
most valuable public domain that ever fell to 
the lot of one nation is threatened with a total 
sacrifice. The general currency of the country, 
the life-blood of all its business, is in the most 
imminent danger of universal disorder and con
fusion. The fewer of internal improvement lies 
Irushed beneath the veto. The system of pro

tection of American industry was snatched from 
impending destruction at the last session ; but 
we are now coolly told by the Secretary of the 
Treasury, without a blush, ‘ that it is understood 
to be conceded on all hands that a tariff for 
protection merely is to be finally abandoned’ 
By the 3d of March, 1837, if the progress of an- 
novation continue, there will be scarcely a ves
tige remaining of the government and its policy 
as they existed prior to the 3d of March, lgog 
In a term of years, a little more than equal 'to 
that which was required to establish our liber
ties, the government will have been transformed 
into an elective monarchy—the worst of all 
forms of government.

“ Such is a melancholy but faithful picture of 
the present condition of our public affairs. It 
is not sketched or exhibited to excite here or 
elsewhere, irritated feeling ; I have no such 
purpose. I would, on the contrary, implore the 
Senate and the people to discard all passion and 
prejudice, and to look calmly but resolutely 
upon the actual state of the constitution and 
the country. Although I bring into the Senate 
the same unabated spirit, and the same firm de
termination, which have ever guided me in the 
support of civil liberty, and the defence of our 
constitution, I contemplate the prospect before 
us with feelings of deep humiliation and pro
found mortification.

“ It is not among the least unfortunate symp
toms of the times, that a large proportion of 
the good and enlightened men of the Union, of 
all parties, are yielding to sentiments of despon
dency. There is, unhappily, a feeling of dis
trust and insecurity pervading the community. 
Many of our best citizens entertain serious Ap
prehensions that our Union and our institutions 
are destined to a speedy overthrow. Sir 1 
trust that the hopes and confidence of the coun
try will revive. There is much occasion for 
manly independence and patriotic vigor, but 
none for despair. Thank God, we are yet free; 
and, if we put on the chains which are forging 
for us, it will be because we deserve to wear 
them. We should never despair of the repub
lic. If our ancestors had been capable of sur
rendering themselves to such ignoble senti
ments, our independence and our liberties 
would never have been achieved. The winter 
of 1776-77, was one of the gloomiest periods 
of our revolution ; but on this day, fifty-seven 
years ago, the father of his country achieved a 
glorious victory, which diffused joy, and glad
ness, and animation throughout the States. 
Let us cherish the hope that, since he has gone 
from among us, Providence, in the dispensation 
of his mercies, has near at hand, in reserve for 
us, though yet unseen by us, some sure and 
happy deliverance from all impending dangers.

“When we assembled here last year, we were 
full of dreadful forebodings. On the one hand, 
we were menaced with a civil war, which, light
ing up in a single State, might spread its flames 
throughout one of the largest sections of the
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Union. On the other, a cherished system of 
policy, essential to the successful prosecution 
of the industry of our countrymen, was exposed 
to imminent danger of destruction. Means were 
happily applied by Congress to avert both ca
lamities, the country was reconciled; and our 
Union once more became a band of fnends and 
brothers. And I shall be greatly disappointed, 
if we do not find those who were denounced as 
being unfriendly to the continuance of our con
federacy, among the foremost to fly to its pre
servation, and to resist all executive encroach
ments.

“Mr. President, when Congress adjourned at 
the termination of the last session, there was 
one remnant of its powers—that over the purse 
-left untouched. The two most important 
powers of civil government are those of the 
sword and purse ; the first, with some restric
tions, is confided by the constitution to the 
Eiecutive, and the last to the legislative depart
ment. If they are separate, and exercised by 
different responsible departments, civil liberty 
is safe ; but if they are united in the hands of 
the same individual, it is gone. That clear
sighted and revolutionary orator and patriot, 
Patrick Henry, justly said, in the Virginia con
vention, in reply to one of his opponents,1 Let 
him candidly tell me where and when did free
dom exist, when the sword and purse were 
given up from the people ? Unless a miracle 
in human affairs interposed, no nation ever re
timed its liberty after the loss of the sword 
ind the purse. Can you prove, by any argu
mentative deduction, that it is possible to be 
site without one of them ? If you give them 
up, you are gone.’

“Up to the period of the termination of the 
last session of Congress, the exclusive consti
tutional power of Congress over the treasury 
of the United States had never been contested. 
Among its earliest acts was one to establish 
the treasury department, which provided for 
the appointment of a treasurer, who was re
quired to give bond and security, in a very 
large amount, ‘to receive and keep the moneys 
of the United States, and disburse the same 
upon warrants drawn by the Secretary of the 
Treasury, countersigned by the Comptroller 
recorded by the Register, and not otherwise. 
Prior to the establishment of the present Bank 
of the United States, no treasury or place had 
been provided or designated by law for the safe 
keeping of the public moneys, but the treasurer 
was left to his own discretion and responsibili
ty. When the existing bank was established, 
it was provided that the public moneys should 
be deposited with it, and, consequently, that 
hank became the treasury of the United States ; 
for, whatever place is designated by law for the 
keeping of the public money of the United 
States, under the care of the treasurer of the 
United States, is, for the time being; the trea
sury. Its safety was drawn in question by the 
Chief Magistrate, and an agent was appointed

a little more than a year ago to investigate its 
ability. He reported to the Executive that it 
was perfectly safe. Hie apprehensions of its 
solidity were communicated by the President 
to Congress, and a committee was appointed to 
examine the subject ; they, also, reported in fa
vor of its security. And, finally, among the 
last acts of the House of Representatives, prior 
to the close of the last session, was the adop
tion of a resolution, manifesting its entire con
fidence in the ability and solidity of the hank.

“ After all these testimonies to the perfect 
safety of the public moneys in the place ap
pointed by Congress, who could have supposed 
that the place would have been changed ? 
Who could have imagined that, within sixty 
days of the peeling of Congress, and, as it 
were, in utter contempt of its authority, the 
change should have been ordered ? Who 
would have dreamed that the treasurer should 
have thrown away the single key to the trea
sury, over which Congress held ample control, 
and accepted, in lieu of it, some dozens of keys, 
over which neither Congress nor he has any 
adequate control ? Yet, sir, all this has been 
done ; and it is now our solemn duty to inquire, 
1st. By whose authority it has been ordered ; 
and, 2d. Whether the order has been given in 
conformity with the constitution and laws of 
the United States.

“ I agree, sir, and I am very happy whenever 
I can agree with the President, as to the im
mense importance of these questions. He says, 
in the paper which I hold in my hand, that ho 
looks upon the pending question as involving 
higher considerations than the ‘mere transfer 
of a sum of money from one bank to another. 
Its decision may affect the character of our 
government for ages to come.’ And, with him, 
I view it as ‘ of transcendent importance, both 
in the principles and the consequences it in
volves.’ It is a question of all time, for pos
terity as well as for us—of constitutional gov
ernment or monarchy—of liberty or slavery. 
As 1 regard it, I hold the bank as nothing, as 
perfectly insignificant, faithful as it lias been in 
the performance of all its duties. I hold a 
sound currency as nothing, essential as it is to 
the prosperity of every branch of business, and 
to all conditions of society, and efficient as the 
agency of the hank has been in providing the 
country with a currency as sound as ever exist
ed, and unsurpassed by any in Christendom. I 
consider even the public faith, sacred and invio
lable as it ever should be, as comparatively 
nothing. All these questions are merged in 
the greater and mightier question of the consti
tutional distribution of the powers of the gov
ernment, as affected by the recent executive in
novation. The real inquiry is, shall all the 
barriers which have been erected by the cau
tion and wisdom of our ancestors, for the pres
ervation of civil liberty, he prostrated and trod
den under foot, and the sword and the purse be 
at once united in the hands of one man? Shall
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the power of Congress over the treasury of the 
United States, hitherto never contested, be 
wrested from its possession, and bo hencefor
ward wielded by the Chief Magistrate ? En
tertaining these views of the magnitude of the 
question before us, I shall not, at least to-day, 
examine the reasons which the President has 
assigned for his act. If he has no power to 
perform it, no reasons, however cogent, can 
justify the deed. None can sanctify an illegal 
or unconstitutional act.

“ The question is, by virtue of whoso will, 
power, dictation, was the removal of the de
posits effected 7 By whose authority and de
termination were they transferred from the 
Bank of the United States, where they were 
required by the law to he placed, and put in 
banks which the law had never designated 7 
And I tell gentlemen opposed to me, that I am 
not to be answered by the exhibition of a 
formal order bearing the signature of II. B. 
Taney, or any one else. I want to know, not 
the amanuensis or clerk who prepared or sign
ed the official form, but the authority or the 
individual who dictated or commanded it ; not 
the hangman who executes the culprit, but the 
tribunal which pronounced the sentence. I 
want to know that power in the government, 
that original and controlling authority, which 
required and commanded the removal of the 
deposits. And, I repeat the question, is there 
a senator, or intelligent man in the whole coun
try, who entertains a solitary doubt 7

“ Hear what the President himself says in 
his manifesto read to his cabinet : ' The Presi
dent deems it his duty to communicate in this 
manner to his cabinet the final conclusions of 
his own mind, and the reasons on which they 
are founded.’ And, at the conclusion of this pa
per, what does he say 7 ‘ The President again 
repeats that he begs his cabinet to consider the 
proposed measure as his own, in the support of 
which he shall require no one of them to make 
a sacrifice of opinion or principle. Its respon
sibility has been assumed, after the most ma
ture deliberation and reflection, as necessary to 
preserve the morals of the people, the freedom 
of the press, and the purity of the elective fran
chise. without which all will unite in saying 
that the blood and treasure ex]>ended by our 
forefathers, in the establishment of our happy 
system of government, will have been vain and 
fruitless. Under these convictions, ho feels 
that a measure so important to the American 
people cannot be commenced too soon ; and he 
therefore names the 1st day of October next as 
a period proper for the change of the deposits, 
or sooner, provided the necessary arrangements 
with the State banks can be made.’ Sir, is 
there a senator here who will now tell me that 
the removal was not the measure and the act 
of the President 7

“Thus is it evident that the President, neither 
by the act creating the treasury department. 
Dor by the bank charter, has any power over

the public treasury. Has he any by the con
stitution 7 None, none. We have already 
seen that the constitution positively forbids 
any money from being drawn from the treasu
ry but in virtue of a previous act of appropria
tion. But the President himself says that 
1 upon him has been devolved, by the constitu
tion, and the suffrages of the American people 
the duty of siffierintending the operation of tiro 
executive departments of the government and 
seeing that the laws are faithfully executed. 
If there existed any such double source of exe
cutive power, it has been seen that the treasury 
department is not an executive department ; but 
that, in all that concerns the public treasury, 
the Secretary is the agent or representative of 
Congress, acting in obedience to their will, and 
maintaining a direct intercourse with them. By 
what authority does the President derive power 
from the mere result of an election 7 In another 
part of this same cabinet paper he refers to the 
suffrages of the people as a source of power 
independent of a system in which power has 
been most carefully separated, and distributed 
between three separate and independent de
partments. We have been told a thousand 
times, and all experience assures us, that such 
a division is indispensable to the existence and 
preservation of freedom. We have established 
and designated offices, and appointed officers in 
each of those departments, to execute the duties 
respectively allotted to them. The President, 
it is true, presides over the whole ; specific du
ties are often assigned by particular laws to 
him alone, or to other officers under his super
intendence. His parental eye is presumed to 
survey the whole extent of the system in all 
its movements ; but has ho power to come into 
Congress, and to say such laws only shall you 
pass ; to go into the courts, and prescribe the 
decisions which they may pronounce ; or even 
to enter the offices of administration, and. where 
duties are specifically confided to those officers, 
to substitute his will to their duty 7 Or, has 
he a right, when those functionaries, deliberat
ing upon their own solemn obligations to the 
people, have moved forward in their assigned 
spheres, to arrest tlieir lawful progress, because 
they have dared to act contrary to his pleasure ! 
No, sir; no, sir. His is a high and glorious 
station, but it is one of observation and super
intendence. It is to see that obstructions in 
the forward movement of government, unlaw
fully interposed, shall be abated by lcgitinnie 
and competent means.

“ Such are the powers on which the President 
relies to justify his seizure of the treasury of 
the United States. I have examined them, one 
by one, and they all fail, utterly fail, to bear out 
the act We are brought irresistibly to the 
conclusions, 1st, That the invasion of the public 
treasury has been perpetrated by the removal 
of one Secretary of the Treasury, who would 
not violate his conscientious obligations, and by 
the appointment of another, who stood ready
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[o subscribe his name to the orders of the Pres
ident; and, 2dly, That the President has no 
(olor of authority in the constitution or laws 
for the act which he has thus caused to be per
formed.

“And now let us glance at some of the tre
mendous consequences which may ensue from 
this high-handed measure. If the President 
may in a case in which the law has assigned a 
specific duty exclusively to a designated officer, 
tommand it to be executed, contrary to his own 
judgment, under the penalty of an expulsion 
from office, and, upon his refusal, may appoint 
(ome obsequious tool to perform the required 
act, where is the limit to his authority ? Has 
he not the same right to interfere in every other 
me, and remove from office all that he can re
move, who hesitate or refuse to do his bidding 
contrary to their own solemn convictions of 
their duty ? There is no resisting this inevit
able conclusion. Well, then, how stands the 
matter of the public treasury ? It has been seen 
that the issue of warrants upon the treasury is 
raarded by four independent and hitherto res- 
ronsible checks, each controlling every other, 
and all bound by the law, but all holding their 
offices, according to the existing practice of the 
government, at the pleasure of the President. 
The Secretary signs, the Comptroller counter- 
dps, the Register records, and the Treasurer 

the warrant We have seen that theW<
Pres

vyi
isident has gone to the first and highest link 

in the chain, and coerced a conformity to his 
fill. What is to prevent, whenever he desires 
to draw money from the public treasury, his 
applying the same penalty of expulsion, under 
which Mr. Duane suffered, to every link of the 
chain, from the Secretary of the Treasury down, 
and thus to obtain whatever he demands ? 
What is to prevent a more compendious accom
plishment of his object, by the agency of transfer 
drafts, drawn on the sole authority of the Sec
retary, and placing the money at once wherever, 
or in whatsoever hands, the President pleases ?

1 What security have the people against the 
lawless conduct of any President? Where is 
the boundary to the tremendous power which 
he has assumed ? Sir, every barrier around the 
public treasury is broken down and annihilated. 
From the moment that the President pronounced 
the words, ‘This measure is my own ; I take 
upon myself the responsibility of it,’ every safe- 
pard around the treasury was prostrated, and 
henceforward it might as well be at the Hermit
age. The measure adopted by the President is 
without precedent. 1 beg pardon—there is one ; 
but we must go down for it to the commence
ment of the Christian era. It will be recollected 
by those who are conversant with Roman his
tory, that, after Pompey was compelled to retire 
to Bmndusium, Cæsar, who had been anxious 
to give him battle, returned to Rome,1 having 
reduced Italy,’ says the venerable biographer, 
in sixty days—[the exact period between the 

lay of the removal of the deposits and that of

the commencement of the present session of 
Congress, without the usual allowance of any 
days of grace]—in sixty .days, without blood
shed.’ The biographer proceeds :

“ 1 Finding the city in a more settled condition 
than he expected, and many senators there, ho 
addressed them in a mild and gracious manner 
[as the President addressed his late Secretary of 
the Treasury], and desired them to send depu
ties to Pompey with an offer of honorable terms 
of peace,’ Ac. As Metcllus, the tribune, opposed 
his taking money out of the public treasury, and 
cited some laws against it—[such Sir, I suppose, 
as I have endeavored to cite on this occasion]— 
Cæsar said 1 Arms and laws do not flourish to
gether. If you are not pleased at what I am 
about, you have only to withdraw. [Leave the 
office, Mr. Duane !] War, indeed, will not tole
rate much liberty of speed]). When I say this.
I am renouncing my own right ; for you, and 
all those whom I have found exciting a spirit of 
faction against me, are at my disposal.’ Having 
said this, he approached the doors of the trea
sury, and, as the keys were not produced, he 
sent for w orkmen to break them open. Metellus 
again opposed him, and gained credit with some 
for his firmness ; but Cæsar, with an elevated 
voice, threatened to put him to death if he gave 
him any further trouble. ‘ And you know very 
well, young man,’ said he, 1 that this is harder for 
me to say than to do.’ Metellus, terrified by 
the menace, retired ; and Cæsar was afterwards 
easily and readily supplied with every thing 
necessary for that war.

“Mr. President (said Mr. C.) the people of 
the United States are indebted to the President 
for the boldness of this movement ; and as one, 
among the humblest of them, I profess my ob
ligations to him. He has told the Senate, in his 
messie refusing an official copy of his cabinet 
paper, that it has been published for the infor
mation of the people. Asa part of the people, the 
Senate, if not in their official character, have a 
right to its use. In that extraordinary paper 
he has proclaimed that the measure is his own 
and that he has taken upon himself the respon
sibility of it. In plain English, he has proclaimed 
an open, palpable and daring usurpation !

“ For more than fifteen years, Mr. President, 
I have been struggling to avoid the present state 
of things. I thought I perceived, in some pro
ceedings, during the conduct of the Seminole 
w ar a spirit of defiance to the constitution and 
to all law. With what sincerity and truth— 
with what earnestness and devotion to civil 
liberty, l have struggled, the Searcher of all hu
man hearts best know's. With what fortune, 
the bleeding constitution of my country now 
fatally attests.

“ 1 have, nevertheless, persevered ; and, under 
every discouragement, during the short time 
that I expect to remain in the public councils, 
I will persevere. And if a bountiful Providence 
would allow an unworthy sinner to approach 
the throne of grace, 1 would beseech Him, as
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the greatest favor He could tçrant to me here 
below, to spare me until I dive to behold the 
people, rising in their majesty, with a peaceful 
and constitutional exercise of their power, to 
expel the Goths from Rome ; to rescue the 
public treasury from pillage, to preserve the 
constitution of the United States ; to uphold the 
Union against the danger of the concentration 
and consolidation of all power in the hands of 
the Executive ; and to sustain the liberties of 
the people of this country against the imminent 
perils to which they now stand exposed.

“And now, Mr. President, what, under all 
these circumstances, is it our duty to do ? Is 
there a senator who can hesitate to affirm, in 
the language of the resolutions, that the Pres
ident has assumed a dangerous power over the 
treasury of the United States, not granted to 
him by the constitution and the laws ; and that 
the reasons assigned for the act by the Secre
tary of the Treasury are insufficient and unsa
tisfactory ?

“ The eyes and the hopes of the American 
people are anxiously turned to Congress. They 
feel that they have been deceived and insulted ; 
their confidence abused ; their interests betray
ed ; and their liberties in danger. They see a 
rapid and alarming concentration of all power 
in one man’s hands. They see that, by the ex
ercise of the positive authority of the Executive, 
and his negative power exerted over Congress, 
the will of one man alone prevails, and governs 
the republic. The question is no longer what 
law's will Congress pass, but what will the Ex
ecutive not veto ? The President, and not 
Congress, is addressed for legislative action. 
We have seen a corporation, charged with the 
execution of a great national work, dismiss an 
experienced, faithful, and zealous president, af
terwards testify to his ability by a voluntary 
resolution, and reward his extraordinary services 
by a large gratuity, and appoint in his place an 
executive favorite, totally inexperienced and in
competent, to propitiate the President. We 
behold the usual incidents of approaching tyran
ny. The land is filled with spies and informers, 
and detraction and denunciation are the orders 
of the day. People, especially official incumbents 
in this place, no longer dare speak in the fearless 
tones of manly freemen, but in the cautious 
whispers of trembling slaves. The premonitory 
symptoms of despotism are upon us ; and if 
Congress do not apply an instantaneous and 
effective remedy, the fatal collapse will soon 
come on, and we shall die—ignobly die—base, 
mean, and abject slaves ; the scorn and con
tempt of mankind ; unpitied, unwept, unmourn- 
*d ! ’

CHAPTER C.

MB. BENTON'S SPEECH IN REPLY TO MB. CLAY.
EXTRACTS.

Mr. Clay had spoken on three successive days, 
being the last days of the year 1833. Mr. Ben
ton followed him,—and seeing the advantage 
which was presented in the character of the 
resolve, and that of the speech in support of it all 
bearing the impress of a criminal proceeding, with
out other result than to procure a sentence of con
demnation against the President for violating the 
laws and the constitution, endangering the pub
lic liberty and establishing a tyranny,—he took 
up the proceeding in that sense ; and immedi
ately turned all the charges against the resolu
tion itself and its mover, as a usurpation of the 
rights of the House of Representatives in 
originating an impeachment, and a violation of 
law and constitution in trying it ex parte ; and 
said :

“ The first of these resolutions contained im
peachable matter, and was iu fact, though not 
in form, a direct impeachment of the President 
of the United States. He recited the constitu
tional provision, that the President might be 
impeached—1st, for treason ; 2d, for bribery ; 
3d, for high crimes ; 4th, for misdemeanors; 
and said that the first resolution charged both 
a high crime and a misdemeanor upon the Presi 
dent ; a high crime, in violating the laws and 
constitution, to obtain a power over the public 
treasure, to the danger of the liberties of the 
people ; and a misdemeanor, in dismissing the 
late Secretary of the Treasury from office. Mr. 
B. said that the terms of the resolution were 
sufficiently explicit to define a high crime, with
in the meaning of the constitution, without har
ing recourse to the arguments and declarations 
used by the mover in illustration of his mean
ing ; but, if any doubt remained on that head, 
it would be removed by the whole tenor of the 
argument, and especially that part of it which 
compared the President’s conduct to that of 
Caesar, in seizing the public treasure, to aid him 
in putting an end to the liberties of his country ; 
and every senator, in voting upon it, would rote 
as directly upon the guilt or innocence of the 
President, as if he was responding to the ques
tion of guilty or not guilty, in the concluding 
sentence of a formal impeachment.

“We arc, then, said Mr. B., trying an im
peachment ! But how 1 The constitution gives 
to the House of Representatives the sole power 
to originate impeachments ; yet we originate 
this impeachment ourselves. The constitution 
gives the accused a right to be present ; but he
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je not here. • It requires the Senate to be sworn 
is judges ; but we are not so sworn. It re
quires the Chief Justice of the United States to 
preside when the President is tried ; but the 
Chief Justice is not presiding. It gives the 
House of Representatives a right to bo present, 
Hid to manage the prosecution ; but neither the 
House nor its managers are here. It requires 
the forms of criminal justice to be strictly ob
served ; yet all these forms are neglected and 
violated. It is a proceeding in which the First 
Magistrate of the republic is to be tried without 
being heard, and in which his accusers are to 
act as his judges !

“Mr. B. called upon the Senate to consider 
mil what they did before they proceeded fur
ther in the consideration of this resolution. He 
oiled upon them to consider what was due to 
the House of Representatives, whose privilege 
ns invaded, and who had a right to send u 
message to the Senate, complaining of the pro
ceeding, and demanding its abandonment. He 
injured them to consider what was due to the 
President, who was thus to be tried in his ab- 
lence for a most enormous crime ; what was 
due to the Senate itself, in thus combining the 
incompatible characters of accusers and judges, 
mil which would itself he judged by Europe 
nid America. He dwelt particularly on the 
figure which the Senate would make in going 
on with the consideration of this resolution. It 
ionised the President of violating the constitu
tion; and itself committed twenty violations of 
the same constitution in making the accusa
tion ! It accused him of violating a single law, 
and itself violated all the laws of criminal jus
tice in prosecuting him for it. It charged him 
with designs dangerous to the liberties of the 
citizens, and immediately trampled upon the 
rights of all citizens, in the person of their 
Chief Magistrate.

“Mr. 11. descanted upon the extraordinary 
organization of the Senate, and drew an argu
ment from it in favor of the reserve and deco
rum of their proceedings. The Senate were 
lawgivers, and ought to respect the laws already 
made ; they were the constitutional advisers of 
the President, and should observe, as nearly as 
possible, the civil relations which the office of 
adviser presumes ; they might he his judges, and 
should be the last in the world to stir up an ac
cusation against him, to prejudge his guilt, or to 
attack his character with defamatory language. 
Decorum, the becoming ornament of every func
tionary, should be the distinguishing trait of an 
American senator, who combines, in his own 
office, the united dignities of the executive, the 
legislative, and the judicial character. In his 
judicial capacity especially, he should sacrifice 
to decorum and propriety ; and shun, as he 
would the contagious touch of sin and jiesti- 
knee, the slightest approach to the character of 
prosecutor. He referred to British parliamen
tary law to show that the Lords could not join 
in an accusation, because they were to try it ;

but here the Senate was sole accuser, and had 
nothing from the House of Representatives to 
join ; but made the accusation out and out, and 
tried it themselves. He said the accusation 
was a double one—for a high crime and a mis
demeanor—and the latter a more flagrant pro
ceeding than the former ; for it assumed to 
know for what cause the President had dis
missed his late Secretary, and undertook to try 
the President for a thing which was not triable 
or impeachable.

“ F rom the foundation of the government, it 
had been settled that the President’s right to 
dismiss his secretaries resulted from his consti
tutional obligation to see that the laws were 
faithfully executed. Many Presidents had dis
missed secretaries, and this was the first time 
that the Senate had ever undertaken to found 
an impeachment upon it, or had assumed to 
know the reasons for which it was done.

“Mr. B. said that two other impeachments 
seemed to be going on, at the same time, against 
two other officers, the Secretary of the Treasury 
and the Treasurer ; so that the Senate was brim
ful of criminal business. The Treasurer and 
the Secretary of the Treasury were both civil 
officers, and were both liable to impeachment 
for misdemeanors in office ; and great misdemea
nors were charged upon them. They were, in 
fact, upon trial, without the formality of a reso
lution ; and, if hereafter impeached by the House 
of Representatives, the Senate, if they believed 
what they heard, would be ready to pronounce 
judgment and remove them from office, without 
delay or further examination.

“Mr. B. then addressed himself to the Vice- 
President (Mr. Van Buren), upon the novelty 
of the scene which was going on before him, and 
the great change which had taken place since 
he had served in the Senate. He commended 
the peculiar delicacy and decorum of the Vice- 
President himself, who, in six years’ service, in 
high party times, and in a decided opposition, 
never uttered a word, either in open or secret 
session, which could have wounded the feelings 
of a political adversary, if he had been present 
and heard it. He extolled the decorum of the 
opposition to President Adams’ administration. 
If there was one brilliant exception, the error was 
redeemed by classic wit, and the heroic readiness 
with which a noble heart hared its bosom to the 
bullets of those who felt aggrieved. Still ad
dressing himself to the Vice-President. Mr. B. 
said that if lie should receive some hits in the 
place where he sat, without the right to reply, 
he must find consolation in the case of his most 
illustrious predecessor, the great apostle of Ame
rican liberty (Mr. Jeflcrson), who often told his 
friends of the manner in which he had been cut 
at when presiding over the Senate, and person
ally annoyed by the inferior—no, young and 
inconsiderate—members of the federal party.

“Mr. 11. returned to the point in debate. The 
President, he repeated, was on trial for a high 
crime, in seizing the public treasure in violation

i a
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of the laws and the constitution. Was the 
charge true ? Does the act which he has done 
deserve the definition which has been put upon 
it ? He had made up his own mind that the 
public deposits ought to be removed from the 
Bank of the United States. He communicated 
that opinion to the Secretary of the Treasury ; 
the Secretary refused to remove them ; the Pre
sident removed him, and appointed a Secretary 
who gave the order which he thought the occa
sion required. All this he did in virtue of his 
constitutional obligation to see the laws faith
fully executed; and in obedience to the same 
sense of duty which would lead him to dismiss 
a Secretary of War, or of the Navy, who would 
refuse to give an order for troops to march, or a 
fleet to sail. True, it is made the duty of the 
Secretary of the Treasury to direct the removal 
of the deposits ; but the constitution makes it 
the duty of the President to see that the Secre
tary perforrps his duty ; and the constitution is 
as much above law as the President is above the 
Secretary.

“ The President is on trial for a misdemeanor 
—for dismissing his Secretary without sufficient 
cause. To this accusation there are ready an
swers : first, that the President may dismiss his 
Secretaries without cause ; secondly, that the 
Senate has no cognizance of the case ; thirdly, 
that the Senate cannot assume to know for 
what cause the Secretary in question was dis
missed.

“ The Secretary of the Treasury is on trial. 
In order to get at the President, it was found ne
cessary to get at a gentleman who had no voice 
on this floor. It had been found necessary to 
assail the Secretary of the Treasury in a man
ner heretofore unexampled in the history of the 
Senate. His religion, his politics, his veracity, 
his understanding, his Missouri restriction vote, 
had all been arraigned. Mr. B. said he would 
leave his religion to the constitution of the 
United States, Catholic as he was, and although 
‘ the Presbyterian might cut off his head the 
first time he went to mass ; ’ for he could see 
no other point to the anecdote of Cromwell and 
the capitulating Catholics, to whom he granted 
the free exercise of their religion, only he would 
cut off their heads if they went to mass. His 
understanding he would leave to himself. The 
head which could throw the paper which was 
taken for a stone on this floor, but which was, 
in fact, a double-headed chain-shot fired from i 
forty-eight pounder, carrying sails, masts, rig
ging, all before it, was a head that could take 
care of itself. His veracity would be adjourned 
to the trial which was to take place for mis
quoting a letter of Secretary Crawford, and he 
had no doubt would end as the charge did for 
suppressing a letter which was printed in ex
tenso among our documents, and withholding 
tlui name and compensation of an agent ; when 
that name and the fact of no compensation was 
lying on the table. The Secretary of the Trea- 
lury was arraigned for some incidental vote on

the Missouri restriction, when he was a member 
of the Maryland legislature. Mr. B. did not 
know what that vote was ; but he did know that 
a certain gentleman, who lately stood in the re
lation of sergeant to another gentleman, in a 
certain high election, w as the leader of the forces 
which deforced Missouri of her place in the 
Union for the entire session which he first at
tended (not served) in the Congress of the 
United States. His politics could not be severe
ly tried in the time of the alien and sedition 
law, when he was scarce of age ; but were well 
tried during the late war, when he sided with 
his country, and received the constant denuncia
tions of that great organ of federalism, the Fede
ral Republican newspaper. For the rest, Mr. 
B. admitted that the Secretary had voted for 
the elder Adams to be President of the United 
States, but denied the right of certain persons 
to make that an objection to him. Mr. B. dis
missed these personal charges, for the present, 
and would adjourn their consideration until his 
(Mr. Taney’s) trial came on, for which the sen
ator from Kentucky (Mr. Clay), stood pledged; 
and after the trial wras over, he had no doubt 
but that the Secretary of the Treasury, although 
a Catholic and a federalist, would be found to 
maintain Ms station in the first rank of Ameri
can gentlemen and American patriots.

“ Mr. B. took up the serious charges against 
the Secretary : that of being the mere instru
ment of the President in removing the deposits, 
and violating the constitution and laws of the 
land. How far he was this mere instrument, 
making up his mind, in three days, to do what 
others would not do at all, might be judged by 
ever)' person who would refer to the opposition 
papers for the division in the cabinet about the 
removal of the deposits ; and which constantly 
classed Mr. Taney, then the Attorney General, 
on the side of removal. This classification was 
correct, and notorious, and ought to exempt an 
honorable man, if any thing could exempt him, 
from the imputation of being a mere instrument 
in a great transaction of which he was a prime 
counsellor. The fact is, he had long since, in his 
character of legal adviser to the President, ad
vised the removal of these deposits ; and when 
suddenly and unexpectedly called upon to take 
the office which would make it his duty to art 
upon his own advice, he accepted it from the 
single sense of honor and duty ; and that lie 
mightnotseemto desert the President in flinch
ing from the performance of what he had re
commended. His personal honor was clean ; his 
personal conduct magnanimous ; h is official deeds 
would abide the test of law and truth.

“ Mr. B. said he would make short work of 
long accusations, and demolish, in three minutes, 
what had been concocting for three months, and 
delivering for three days in the Senate, lie 
would call the attention of the Senate to certain 
clauses of law, and certain treasury instructions 
which had been left out of view, but which 
were decisive of the accusation against the Se
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eretary. The first was the clause in the bank 
charter which invested the Secretary with the I 
power of transferring the public funds from place ; 
to place. It was the 15th section of the char
ter: he would read it. It enacted that when* 
ever required by the Secretary of the Treasury, 
the bank should give the necessary facilities for 
transferring the public funds from place to place, 
within the United States, or territories thereof ; 
and for distributing the same in payment of the 
public creditors, &c.

“ Here is authority to the Secretary to trans
fer fhe public moneys from place to place, limit
ed only by the bounds of the United States and 
its territories ; and this clause of three lines of 
law puts to flight all the nonsense about the 
United States Bank being the treasury, and the 
Treasurer being the keeper of the public moneys, 
with which some politicians and newspaper wri
ters hare been worrying their brains for the last 
three months. In virtue of this clause, the Se
cretary of the Treasury gave certain transfer 
drafts to the amount of two millions and a quar
ter1 and his legal right to give the draft was 
just as clear, under this clause of the bank char
ter, as his right to remove the deposits was un
der another clause of it. The transfer is made 
by draft ; a payment out of the treasury is made 
upon a warrant ; and the difference between a 
transfer draft and a treasury warrant was a thing 
necessary to be known by every man who aspired 
to the office of illuminating a nation, or of con
ducting a criminal prosecution, or even of under
standing what he is talking about They have 
no relation to each other. The warrant takes 
the money out of the treasury : the draft trans
fers it from point to point, for the purpose of 
making payment : and all this attack upon the 
Secretary of the Treasury is simply upon the 
blunder of mistaking the draft for the warrant.

“ The senator from Kentucky calls upon the 
people to rise, and drive the Goths from the 
capitol. Who are those Goths 7 They are 
General Jackson and the democratic party,— 
he just elected President ovkr the senator him
self, and the party just been made the majority 
in the House-all by the vote of the people. It 
is their act that has put these Goths in posses
sion of the capitol to the discomfiture of the 
senator and his friends ; end he ought to be 
quite sure that he felt no resentment at an event 
so disastrous to his hopes, when he has indulged 
himself with so much license in vituperating 
those whom the country has put over him.

“ The senator from Kentucky says the eyes 
and the hopes of the country are now turned 
upm Congress. Yes, Congress is his word, 
and I hold him to it. And what do they see 7 
They see one House of Congress—the one to 
which the constitution gives the care of the 
purse, and the origination of impeachments, and 
which is fresh from the popular elections : they 
see that body with a majority of above fifty in 
favor of the President and the Secretary of the 
treasury, and approving the act which the sen

der condemns. They see that popular appro
bation in looking at one branch of Congress, and 
the one charged by the constitution with the 
inquisition into federal grievances. In the other 
branch they see a body far removed from the 
people, neglecting its proper duties, seizing upon 
thdse of another branch, converting itself into a 
grand inquest, and trying offences which itself 
prefers ; and in a spirit which bespeaks a zeal 
quickened by the sting of personal mortifica
tion. He says the country feels itself deceived 
and betrayed—insulted and wronged—its liber
ties endangered—and the treasury robbed : the 
representatives of the people in the other House, 
say the reverse of all this—that the President 
has saved the country from the corrupt domin
ion of a great corrupting bank, by taking away 
from her the public money which she was using 
in bribing the press, subsidizing members, pur
chasing the venal, and installing herself in su
preme political power.

“ The senator wishes to know what we are to 
do ? What is our duty to do 7 I answer, to 
keep ourselves within our constitutional duties 
—to leave this impeachment to the House of 
Representatives—leave it to the House to which 
it belongs, and to those who have no private 
griefs to avenge—and to judges, each of whom 
should retire from the bench, if he happened to 
feel in his heart the spirit of a prosecutor in
stead of a judge. The Senate now tries Gene
ral Jackson ; it is subject to trial itself—to be 
tried by the people, and to have its sentence 
reversed.”

The corner-stone of Mr. Clay’s whole argu-1 
ment was, that the Bank of the United Statqs 
was tlie treasury of the United States. This 
was his fundamental position, and utterly un
founded, and shown to be so by the fourteenth 
article of what was called the constitution of 
the bank. It was the article which provided 
for the establishment of branches of the mother 
institution, and all of which except the branch 
at Washington city, were to be employed, or 
not employed, as the directors pleased, as de
positories of the public money ; and conse
quently were not made so by any law of Con
gress. The article said :

“ The directors of said corporation shall es
tablish a competent office of discount and de
posit in the District of Columbia, whenever any 
law of the United States shall require such an 
establishment ; also one such office of discount 
and deposit in any State in which two thousand 
shares shall have been subscribed, or may be 
held, whenever, upon application of the legisla
ture of ouch State, Congress may, by law, re
quire the same : Provided, The directors afore
said shall not be bound to establish such office 
before the whole of the capital of the bank shaU
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have been paid up. And it shall be lawful for 
the directors of the said corporation to establish 
offices of discount and deposit wheresoever they 
shall think fit, within the United States or the 
territories thereof, to such persons, and under 
such regulations, as they shall deem proper, not 
being contrary to law, or the constitution of the 
bank. Or, instead of establishing such offices 
it shall be lawful for the directors of the said 
corporation, from time to time, to employ any 
other bank or banks, to be first approved by the 
Secretary of the Treasury, at any place or places 
that. they may deem safe and proper, to manage 
and transact the business proposed as aforesaid, 
other than for the purposes of discount, to be 
managed and transacted by such officers, under 
such agreements, and subject to such regula- 
lions, as they shall deem just and proper.

“ Mr. B. went on to remark upon this article, 
that it placed the establishment of but one branch 
in the reach or power of Congress, and that one 
was in the District of Columbia—in a district of 
ten miles smiftm—leaving the vast extent of 
twenty-four States and three Territories, to ob
tain branches for themselves upon contingencies 
not dependent upon the will or power of Con
gress ; or requiring her necessities, or even her 
convenience, to be taken into the account. A 
law of Congress could obtain a branch in this 
district ; but with respect to every State, the 
establishment of the branch depended, first, upon 
the mere will and pleasure of the bank ; and, 
secondly, upon the double contingency of a sub
scription, and a legislative act, within the State. 
If then, the mother bank does not think fit, for 
its own advantage, to establish a branch ; or, if 
the people of a State do not acquire 2,000 shares 
of the stock of the bank, and the legislature, 
therefore, demand it, no branch will be estab
lished in any State, or any Territory of the 
Union. Congress can only require a branch, in 
any State, alter two contingencies have happened 
in the State ; neither of them having the slight
est reference to the necessities, or even conve
nience, of the federal government.

“ Here, then, said Mr. B., is the Treasury 
established for the United States! A Treasury 
which is to have an existence but at the will of 
the bank, or the will of a State legislature, and 
a few of its citizens, enough to own 2,000 shares 
of stock worth $100 a share ! A Treasury 
which Congress has no hand in establishing, and 
cannot preserve after it is established ; for the 
mother bank, after establishing her branches, 
may shut them up, or withdraw them. Such a 
thing has already happened. Branches in the 
West have been, some shut up, some withdrawn ; 
and, in these cases, the Treasury was broken up, 
according to the new-fangled conception of a na
tional Treasury. No 1 said Mr. B., the Federal 
bank is no more the Treasury of the United 
States than the State banks are. One is just as 
much the Treasury as the other ; and made so 
by this very 14th fundamental article of the 
tonstitution Of the bank, Ixx>k at it ! Look at

the alternative ! Where branches are not ea 
tablished, the State banks are to be employed!

“ The Bank of the United States is to select 
the State bank ; the Secretary of the Treasury 
is to approve the selection ; and if he does eo 
the State bank so selected, and so approved! 
becomes the keeper of the public moneys; it 
becomes the depository of the public moneys; 
it transfers them ; it pays them out ; it does 
every thing except make discounts for the mo
ther bank and issue notes ; it does everything 
which the federal government wants done ; and 
that is nothing but what a bank of deposit cm 
do. The government makes no choice between 
State banks and branch banks. They are ill 
one to her. They stand equal in her eyes ; they 
stand equal in the charter of the bank itself; and 
the horror that has now broken out against the 
State banks is a thing of recent conception-a 
very modern impulsion ; which is rebuked and 
condemned by the very authority to which it 
traces its source. Mr. B. said, the State banka 
were just as much made the federal treasury by 
the bank charter, as the United States Bank 
itself was : and that was sufficient to annihilate 
the argument which now sets up the federal 
bank for the federal treasury. But the fact waa, 
that neither was made the Treasury ; and it 
would be absurd to entertain such an idea for 
an instant ; for the federal bank may surrender 
her charter, and cease to exist—it can do so at 
any moment it pleases—the State banks may 
expire upon their limitation ; they may sue 
render ; they may be dissolved in many ways, 
and so cease to exist ; and then there would be 
no Treasury ! What an idea, that the existence 
of the Treasury of this great republic is to de
pend, not upon itself, but upon corporations, 
which may cease to ex ist, on any day, by their 
own will, or their own cranes.”

The debates on this subject brought out the 
conclusion that the treasury of the United States 
had a legal, not a material existence—that the 
Treasurer having no buildings, and keepers, to 
hold the public moneys, resorted (when the 
treasury department was first established), to 
the collectors of the revenue, leaving the money 
in their hands until drawn out for the public 
service—which was never long, as the revenues 
were then barely adequate to meet the daily 
expenses of the government ; afterwards to the 
first Bank of the United States—then to local 
bank* ; again to the second bank ; and voir 
again to local banks. In all these cases the 
keepers of the public moneys were nothing but 
keepers, being the mere agents of the Secretary 
of the treasury in holding the moneys which he 
had no means of holding himself. From these 
discussions came the train of ideas which led to
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the establishment of the independent treasury 
—that is to say, to the creation of officers, and 
the erection of buildings, to hold the public 
moneys. r.

CHAP TER Cl.

CONDEMNATION OF ^RESIDENT JACRSON-MB.
CALMOUN’8 SPEECH—EXTRACTS.

It was foreseen at the time of the coalition be
tween Mr. Calhoun and Mr. Clay, in which they 
came together—a conjunction of the two political 
poles—on the subject of the tariff, and laid it 
away for a term to include two presidential 
elections—that the effect would be (even if it 
was not the design), to bring them together upon 
all other subjects against General Jackson. This 
expectation was not disappointed. Early in the 
debate on Mr. Clay’s condemnatory resolution, 
Mr. Calhoun took the floor in its support ; and 
did Mr. Clay the honor to adopt his leading 
ideas of a revolution, and of a robbety of the 
treasury. He not only agreed that we were in 
the middle of a revolution, but also asserted, by 
way of consolation to those who loved it, that 
revolutions never go backwards—an aphorism 
destined, in this case, to be deceived by the event. 
In the pleasing anticipation of this aid from Mr. 
Calhoun and his friends, Mr. Clay had com
placently intimated the expectation of this aid 
in his opening speech ; and in that intimation 
there was no mistake. Mr. Calhoun responded 
to it thus :

“The Senator from Kentucky [Mr. Clay] an
ticipates with confidence that the small party, 
who were denounced at the last session as trai
tors and disunionists, will be found, on this 
trying occasion standing in the front rank, and 
manfully resisting the advance of despotic power.
I (said Mr.-C.) heard the anticipation with plea
sure, not on account of the compliment which it 
implied, but the evidence which it affords that 
the cloud which has been so industriously thrown 
over the character and motive of that small bnf 
patriotic party begins to be dissipated. Tim Se
nator hazarded nothing in the prediction. That 
party is the determined, the fixed, and sworn 
enemy to usurpation, come from what quarter 
and under what form it may—whether from the 
executive upon the other departments of this 
government, or from this government on the 
sovereignty and rights of the States. The reso- 
ution and fortitude with which it maintained its

position at the last session, under so many diffi
culties and dangers, in defence of the States 
against the encroachments of the general go
vernment, furnished evidence not to be mistaken, 
that that party, in the present momentous 
struggle, would be found arrayed in defence of 
the rights of Congress against the encroach
ments of the President. And let me tell tho 
Senator from Kentucky (said Mr. C.) that, if 
the present struggle against executive usurpa
tion be successful, it will be owing to the success 
with which we, the nullifiers—I am not afraid 
of tho word—maintained the rights of the States 
against the encroachment of the general govern
ment at the last session.”

This assurance of aid was no sooner given 
than complied with. Mr. Calhoun, and all his 
friends came immediately to the support of the 
resolution, and even exceeded their author in 
their zeal against the President and his Secre
tary. Notwithstanding the private grief which 
Mr. Calhoun had against General Jackson in 
the affair of the “ correspondence ” and the 
“exposition”—the contents of which latter 
were well known though not published—and 
notwithstanding every person was obliged to 
remember that grief while Mr. Calhoun was 
assailing the General, and alleging patriotism 
for the motive, and therefore expected that it 
should have imposed a reserve upon him ; yet, 
on the contrary he was most personally bitter, 
and used language which would be incredible, 
if not found, as it is, in his revised reports of 
his speeches. Thus, in enforcing Mr. Clay’s 
idea of a robbery of the treasury after the man
ner of Julius Ctvsar, he said :

“ The senator from Kentucky, in connection 
with this part of his argument, read a striking 
passage from one of the most pleasing and in
structive writers in any language [Plutarch], 
the description of Caesar forcing himself, sword 
in hand, into the treasury of the Roman common
wealth. We are at the same stage of our poli
tical revolution, and the analogy between the 
two cases is complete, varied only by the char
acter of the actors and the circumstances of tho 
times. That was a case of an intrepid and bold 
wartipr, as an open plunderer, seizing forcibly 
the treasury of the country, which, in that re
public. as well as ours was confined to the cus
tody of the legislative department of the govern
ment. The actors in our case are of a different 
character—artful, cunning, and corrupt poli
ticians, and not fearless warriors. They lîave 
entered the treasury, not sword in li^id, as pub
lic plunderers, but, with the false keys of soph
istry, as pilferers, under the silent» of midnight. 
The motive and the object are the same, varied
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in like manner by circumstances and character.
With money I will get men, and with men 

money,’ was the maxim of the Roman plunderer. 
With money we will get partisans, with partisans 
Votes, and with votes money, is the maxim of our 
public pilferers. With men and money Caesar 
struck down Roman liberty, at the fatal battle 
of Pharsalia, never to rise again ; from which dis
astrous hour all the powers of the Roman repub
lic were consolidated in the person of Caesar, and 
perpetuated in his line. With money and cor
rupt partisans a great effort is now making to 
choke and stifle the voice of American liberty, 
through all its natural organs ; by corrupting 
the press ; by overawing the other departments ; 
and, finally, by setting up a new and polluted 
organ, composed of office-holders and corrupt 
partisans, under the name of a national conven
tion, which, counterfeiting the voice of the people, 
will, if not resisted, in their name dictate the 
succession ; when the deed will be done, the re
volution be completed, and all the powers of our 
republic, in like maimer, be consolidated in the 
President, and perpetuated by his dictation.”

On the subject of the revolution, “bloodless 
as yet,” in the middle of which we were engaged, 
and which was not to go backwards, Mr. Cal
houn said :

“ Viewing the question in its true light, as a 
struggle on the part of the Executive to seize on 
the power of Congress, and to unite in the Pre
sident the power of the sword and the purse, the 
senator from Kentucky [Mr. Clay] said truly, 
and, let me add, philosophically, that we are m 
the midst of a revolution. Yes, the very exis
tence of free governments rests on the proper 
distribution and organization of power ; and, to 
destroy this distribution, and thereby concentrate 
power in any one of the departments, is to effect 
a revolution. But while I agree with the sen
ator that we are in the midst of a revolution, I 
cannot agree with him as to the time at which 
it commenced, or the point to which it has pro
gressed. Looking to the distribution of the 
powers of the general government, into the leg
islative, executive, and judicial departments, and 
confining his views to the encroachment of the 
executive upon the legislative, he dates the com
mencement of the revolution but sixty days 
previous to the meeting of the present Congress. 
I (said Mr. C.) take a wilder range, and date it 
from an earlier period. Besides the distribution 
among the departments of the general govern
ment, there belongs to our system another, and 
a far more important division or distribution of 
power—that between the States and the general 
government, the reserved and delegated rights, 
the maintenance of which is still more essential to 
the preservation of our institutions. Taking this 
wide view of our political system, the revolu
tion, in the midst of which we are, began, not as 
supposed by the senator from Kentucky, shortly

before the commencement of the present session, 
but many years ago, with the commencement of 
the restrictive system, and terminated its first 
stage with the passage of the force bill of the 
la^session, which absorbed all the rights and 
sovereignty of the States, and consoldated them 
in this government. Whilst this process was

Oon, of absorbing the reserved powers of 
tales, on the part of the general government, 

another commenced, of concentrating in the ex
ecutive the powers of the other two—the legis
lative and judicial departments of the govern- * 

ment ; which constitutes the second stage of the 
revolution, in which we have advanced almost 
to the termination.”

Mr. Calhoun brought out in this debate the 
assertion, in which he persevered afterwards un
til it produced the quarrel in the Senate between 
himself and Mr. Clay, that it was entirely owing 
to the military and nullifying attitude of South
Carolina that the “ compromise ” act was passed, 
and that Mr. Clay himself would have been 
prostrated in the attempt to compromise. He 
thus, boldly put forward that pretension :

“ To the interposition of the State of South 
Carolina we are indebted for the adjustment of 
the tariff question ; without it, all the influence1" 
of the senator from Kentucky over the manu
facturing interest, great as it deservedly is, would 
have been wholly incompetent, if he had even 
thought proper to exert it, to adjust the ques
tion. The attempt would have prostrated him, 
and those who acted with him, and not the sys
tem. It was the separate action of the State 
that gave him the place to stand upon, created 
the necessity for the adjustment, and disposed 
the minds of all to compromise.”

The necessity of his own position, and the in 
dispensability of Mr. Calhoun’s support, restrain
ed Mr. Clay, and kept him quiet under this 
gutting taunt; but he took ample satisfaction 
for it some years later, when the triumph of 
General Jackson in the “ expunging resolution,” 
and the decline of their own prospects for the 
Presidency, dissolved their coalition, and re 
mitted them to their long previous antagonistic 
feelings. But there was another point in which 
Mr. Calhoun intelligibly indicated what was 
fully believed at the time, namely, that the basis 
of the coalition which ostensibly had for its ob
ject the reduction of the tariff, was in reality a 
political coalition to act against General Jackson, 
and to the success of which it was essential that 
their own great bone of contention was to be laid 
aside, and kept out of the way, while the coali
tion was in force. It was to enable them to
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unite their forces against Jhe “ encroachments 
and corruptions of the Executive” that the tariff 
«-as then laid away ; and although the removal of 
the deposits was not then foreseen, as the first 
occasion for this conjunction, yet there could 
have been no failure of finding occasions enough 
for the same purpose when the will was so 
strong—as subsequent events so fully proved. 
General Jackson could do but little during the 
remainder of his Presidency which was not 
found to be “ unconstitutional, illegal, corrupt, 
usurping, and dangerous to the liberties of the 
people',” and as such, subject to the combined 
attack of Mr. Clay and Mr. Calhoun and their 
respective friends. All this was as good as 
told and with an air of self-satisfaction at the 
foresight of it, in these paragraphs of Mr. Cal
houn’s speech:

“ Now I put the solemn question to all who 
hear me : if the tariff had not then been adjust-
ed_if it was now an open question—what hope
of successful resistance against the usurpations 
of the Executive, on the part of this or any 
other branch of the government, could be enter
tained ? Let it not be said that this is the re
sult of accident—of an unforeseen contingency. 
It was clearly perceived, and openly stated, that 
no successful resistance could be made to the 
corruption and encroachments of the Executive, 
while the tariff question remained open, while it 
separated the North from the South, and wasted 
the energy of the honest and patriotic portions 
of the community against each other, the joint 
effort of which is indispensably necessary to ex
pel those from authority who are converting 
the entire powers of government into a corrupt 
electioneering machine ; and that, without sepa
rate State interposition, the adjustment was im
possible. The truth of this position rests not 
upon the accidental state of things, but on a 
profound principle growing out of the nature of 
government, and party struggles in a free State. 
History and reflection teach us, that wlpm great 
interests come into conflict, and the passions and 
the prejudices of men are aroused, such strug
gles can never be composed by the influence of 
any individuals, however great ; and if there be 
not somewhere in the system some high consti
tutional power to arrest their progress, and com
pel the parties to adjust the difference, they go 
on till the State falls by corruption or violence.

“I will (said Mr. C.) venture to add to these 
remarks another, in connection with the point 
under consideration, not less true. We are not 
only indebted to the cause which I have stated 
for our present strength in this body against 
the present usurpation of the Executive, but if 
the adjustment of the tariff' had stood alone, as 
it ought to have done, without the odious bill 
which accompanied it—if those who led in the

compromise had joined the State-rights party 
in their resistance to that unconstitutional meas- 
ure, and thrown the responsibility on its real Z 
authors, the administration, their party WSnkK 
have been so prostrated throughout the entire 
South, and their power, in consequence, so re
duced, that they would not have dared to attempt 
the present measure ; or, if they had, they 
would have been broken and defeated.”

Mr. Calhoun took high ground of contempt 
and scorn against the Secretary’s reasons for 
removing the deposits, so far as founded in the 
misconduct of the bank directors—declaring 
that he would not condescend to notice them— 
repulsing them as intrusive—and shutting his 
eyes upon these accusations, although heinous 
in their nature, then fully proved ; and since 
discovered to bo far more criminal than then 
suspected, and such as to subject their authors, 
a few years afterwards, to indictments in the 
Court of General Sessions, for the county of 
Philadelphia, for a “conspiracy to cheat and 
defraud the stockholders —indictments on 
which they were saved from jury trials by be
ing “ hàbeas corjms'd" out of the custody of 
the sheriff of the county, who had arrested 
thcip on bench warrants. Mr. Calhoun thus 
repulsed all notice of these accusations :

“ The Secretary has brought forward many 
and grievous charges against the bank. I will 
not condescend to notice them. It is the con
duct of the Secretary, and not thap of the bank, 
which is immediately under examination ; ana 
he lias no right to drag the conduct of the bank 
into the issue, beyond its operations in regard 
to tbe deposits. To that extent I am prepared 
to examine his allegations against it ; but be
yond that ho has no right—no, not the least— 
to arraign the conduct of the bank ; and I, for 
one, will not, by noticing his charges beyond 
that point, sanction his authority to call its con
duct in question. But let the point in issue 
be determined, and I, as far as my voice ex
tends, will give to those who desire it the means 
of the freest and most unlimited inquiry into its 
conduct.”

But, while supporting Mr. Clay generally in 
his movement against the President, Mr. Cal
houn disagreed with him in the essential aver
ment in his resolve, that his removal of Mr. 
Duane because he would not, and the appoint
ment of Mr. Taney because he would, remove 
them was a usurpation of power. Mr. Calhoun 
held it to be only an “ abuse and upon that 
point he procured a modification of his resolve 
from Mr. Clay, nothwithstanding the earnest-
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ness of his speech on the charge of usurpation. 
And he thus stated his objection :

“ But, while I thus severely condemn the con
duct of the President in removing the former 
Secretary and appointing the present I must 
say, that in my opinion it is a case of tne abuse, 
and not of the usurpation of power. I cannot 
doubt that the President has, under the consti
tution, the right of removal from office ; nor can 
I doubt that the power of removal, wherever it 
exists, does, from necessity, involve the power 
of general supervision ; nor can I doubt thatzit 
might be constitutionally exercised in reference 
to the deposits. Reverse the present case ; sup
pose the late Secretary, instead of being against, 
had been in favor of the removal ; and that the 
President, instead of being for, had been against 
it, deeming the removal not only inexpedient, 
but, under circumstances illegal ; would any 
man doubt that, under such circumstances, he 
had a right to remove his Secretary, if it were 
the only means of preventing the removal of the 
deposits 7 Nay, would it not be his indispen-, 
sable duty to have removed him 7 and, had he 
not, would not he have been universally and 
justly held responsible 7 ”

In all the vituperation of the Secretary, as 
being the servile instrument of the President’s 
will, the members who indulged in that species 
of attack were acting against public and record
ed testimony. Mr. Taney was complying with 
his own sense of public duty when he ordered 
the removal. He had been attorney-general 
of the United States when the deposit-removal 
question arose, and in all the stages of that 
question had been in favor of the removal ; so 
that his conduct was the result of his own judg
ment and conscience ; and the only interference 
of the President was to place him in a situation 
where he would carry out his convictions of 
duty. Mr. Calhoun, in this speech, absolved 
himself from all connection with the bank, or 
dependence upon it, or favors from it. Though 
its chief author, he would have none of its ac
commodations : and said :

“I am no partisan of the bank ; I am con
nected with it in no way, by moneyed or politi
cal ties. I might say, with truth, that the bank 
owes as much to me as to any other individual 
in the country ; and I might even add that, had 
it not been for my efforts, it would not have 
been chartered. Standing in this relation to 
the institution, a high sense of delicacy, a regard 
to independence and character, has restrained 
me from any connection with the institution 
whatever, except some trifling accommodations, 
in the way of ordinary business, which were

not of the slightest importance either to the 
bank or myself.”

Certainly there was no necessity for Mr. Cal
houn to make this disclaimer. His character 
for pecuniary integrity placed him above the 
suspicion of a venal motive. IIis errors came 
from a different source—from the one that Cæ- 
sar thought excusable when empire was to be 
attained. Mr. Clay also took the opportunity 
to disclaim any present connection with, or past 
favors from the bank ; and,

“ Begged permission to trespass a few mo
ments longer on the Senate, to make a state
ment concerning himself personally. He had 
heard that one high in office had allowed him
self to assert that a dishonorable connection 
had subsisted between him (Mr. C.), and the 
Bank of the United States. When the present 
charter was granted, he voted fbr it ; and, hav
ing done so, he did not feel himself at liberty 
to subscribe, and he did not subscribe, for a sin
gle share in the stock of the bank, although he 
confidently anticipated a great rise in the value 
of the stock. A few years afterwards, during 
the presidency of Mr. Jones, is was thought, by 
some of his friends at Philadelphia, expedient to 
make him (Mr. C.), a director of the Bank of 
the United States j and he was made a director 
without any consultation with him. For that 
purpose five shares were purchased for him, by 
a friend, for which he (Mr. C.), afterwards paid. 
When he ceased to be a director, a short time 
subsequently, he disposed of those shares. He 
does not now own, and has not for many years 
been the proprietor of, a single share.

“ When Mr. Cheves was appointed president 
of the bank, its affairs in the States of Kentucky 
and Ohio were in great disorder ; and his (Mr. 
C.’s), professional services were engaged during 
several years for the bank in those States. He 
brought a vast number of suits, and transacted 
a great amount of professional business for the 
bank. Among other suits was that for the re
covery of the one hundred thousand dollars, 
seized under the authority of a law of Ohio, 
which ho carried through the inferior and su
preme courts. He was paid by the bank the 
usual compensation for these services, and no 
more. And he ventured to assert that no pro
fessional fees were ever more honestly and fair 
ly earned. He had not, however, been the 
counsel for the bank for upwards of eight years 
past. He does not owe the bank, or any one 
of its branches, a sofitary cent. About twelve 
or fifteen years ago, owing to the failure of a 
highly estimable (now deceased), friend, a large 
amount of debt had been, as his indorser, thrown 
upon him (Mr. C.), and it was principally due 
to the Bank of the United States. He (Mr C.) 
established for himself a rigid economy, a sink
ing fund, and worked hard, and paid off the debt
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long since, without receiving from the bank the 
slightest favor. Whilst others around him 
were discharging their debts in property, at 
high valuations, he periodically renewed his 
note, paying the discount, until it was wholly
extinguished.”

But it was not every member who could thus 
absolve himself from bank connection, favor, or 
dependence. The list of congressional bor
rowers. or retainers, was large—not less than 
hfty of the former at a time, and a score of the 
latter ; and even after the failure of the bank 
and the assignment of its effects, and after all 
possible liquidations had been effected by tak
ing property at “ high valuation,” allowing 
largely for “professional services” and liberal 

1 resorts to the “profit and loss” arrant, there 
Remained many to be sued by the assignees to 
whom their notes were passed ; and some of 
such early date as to be met by a plea of the 
statute of limitations in bar of the stale de
mand. Mr. Calhoun concluded with a “ lift to 
the panic” in a reference to the “fearful crisis” 
in which we were involved—the dangers ahead 
to the liberties of the country—the perils of our 
institutions—and a hint at his permanent reme
dy—his panacea for all the diseases of the body 
politic—dissolution of the Union. He ended 
thus:

“We have (said Mr. C.), arrived at a fearful 
crisis ; things cannot long remain as they are. 
It behooves all who love their country, who 
have affection for their offspring, or who have 
any stake in our institutions, to pause and re
flect. Confidence is daily withdrawing from 
the general government Alienation is hourly 
going on. These will necessarily create a state 
of tilings inimical to the existence of our insti
tutions, and, if not speedily arrested, convul
sions must follow, and then comes dissolution 
or despotism ; when a thick cloud will be 
thrown over the cause of liberty and the future 
prospects of our country.”

CHAPTER CII

PUBLIC DISTRESS.

Fsom the moment of the removal of the depos
it!, it was seen that the plan of the Bank of the 
United States was to force their return, and 
with it a renewal of Its charter, by operating on

the business of the country and the alarms of 
the people. For this purpose, loans and accom 
modations were to cease at the mother bank 
and all its branches, and in all the local banks 
over which the national bank had control ; and 
at the same time that discounts were stopped, 
curtailments were made ; and all business men 
called on for the payment of all they owed, at 
the same time that all the usual sources of sup
ply were stopped. This pressure was made to 
fall upon the business community, especially 
upon large establishments employing a great 
many operatives ; so as to throw as many labor
ing people as possible out of employment At 
the same time, politicians engaged in making 
panic, had what amounts they pleased, an in
stance of a loan of $100,000 to a single one of 
these agitators, being detected ; and a loan of 
$1,100,000 to a broker, employed in making dis
tress, and in relieving it in favored cases at a 
usury of two and a half per centum per month. 
In this manner, the business community was 
oppressed, and in all parts of the Union at the 
same time : the organization of the national 
bank, with bmnehes in every State, and its con
trol over local banks, being sufficient to enable 
it to have its policy carried into effect in all 
places, and at the same mojnent. The first step 
in this policy was to get up distress meetings— 
a thing easily done—andS then to have these 
meetings properly officered and conducted. Men 
who had voted for Jackson, but now renounced 
him, were procured for president, vice-presi
dents, secretaries, and orators ; distress orations 
were delivered ; and, after sufficient exercise in 
that way, a memorial and a set of resolves, 
prepared for the occasion, were presented and 
adopted. After adoption, the old way of send
ing by the mail was discarded, and a deputation 
selected to proceed to Washington and make 
delivery of their lugubrious document. These 
memorials generally came in duplicate, to be 
presented, in both Houses at once, by a senator 
from the State and the representative from the 
district. These, on presenting the petition, de
livered a distress harangue on its contents, 
often supported by two or three adjunct speak
ers, although there was a rule to forbid any 
thing being said on such occasions, except to 
make a brief statement of the contents. Now 
they were read in violation of the rule, and 
spoke upon in violation of the rule, and printed
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never to be read again, and referred to a com
mittee, never more to be seen by it ; and bound

?p in volumes to encumber the shelves of the 
ublic documents. Every morning, for three 

months, the presentation of these memorials, 
with speeches to enforce them, was the occupa
tion of each House : all the memorials bearing 
the impress of the same mint, and the orations 
generally cast after the same pattern. These 
harangues generally gave, in the first place, some 
topographical or historical notice of the county 
or town from which it came—sometimes with a 
hint of its revolutionary services—then a de
scription of the felicity which it enjoyed while 
the bank had the deposits ; then the ruin which 
came upon it, at their loss ; winding up usually 
with a great quantity of indignation against the 
man whose illegal and cruel conduct had occa
sioned such destruction upon their business. 
The meetings were sometimes held by young 
men ; sometimes by old men ; sometimes by the 
laboring, sometimes by the mercantile class ; 
sometimes miscellaneous, and irrespective of 
party ; and usually sprinkled over with a smart 
number of former Jackson-men, who had ab
jured him on account of this conduct to the 
bank. Some passages will be given from a few 
of these speeches, as specimens of the whole ; the 
quantity of which contributed to swell the pub
lication of the debates of that Congress to four 
large volumes of more than one thousand pages 
each. Thus, Mr. Tyler of Virginia, in present
ing a memorial from Culpeper county, and hint
ing at the military character of the county, 
said:

“ The county of Culpeper, as he had before ob
served, had been distinguished for its whiggism 
from the commencement of the Revolution ; and, 
if it had not been the first to hoist the revolu
tionary banner, at the tap of the drum, they 
were second to but one county, and that was the 
good county of Hanover, which had expresses! 
the same opinion with them on this all-import- 
ant subject. He presented the memorial of these 
sons of the whigs of the Revolution, and asked 
that it might be read, referred to the appropri
ate committee, and printed.”

Mr. Robbins of Rhode Island, in presenting 
memorials from the towns of Smithfield and 
Cumberland in that State :

“A small river runs through these towns, call
ed Blackstone River; a narrow stream, of no 

at volume of water, but perennial and un- 
ing, and possessing great power from the fre

quency and greatness of its falls. Prior to 
1791, this power had always run to waste ex
cept here and there a saw mill or a grist mill to 
supply the exigencies of a sparse neighborhood, 
and one inconsiderable forge. Since that period 
from time to time, and from place to place that 
power, instead or running to waste, has’been 
applied to the use of propelling machinery, till 
the valley of that small river has become’ the 
Manchester of America. That power is so un
limited, that scarcely any limitation can be fixed 
to its capability of progressive increase in its 
application. That valley, in these towns, already 
has in it over thirty dijerent establishments • it 
has in it two millions of fixed capital in those 
establishments ; it has expended in it annually 
in the wages of manual labor, five hundred thou
sand dollars ; it has in it one hundred thousand 
spindles in operation. I should say it had—for 
one half of these spindles are already suspended 
and the other half soon must be suspended, if 
the present state of things continues. On the 
bank of that river, the first cotton spindle was 
established in America. The invention of Ark
wright, in 1791, escaped from the jealous prohi
bitions of England, and planted itself there. It 
was brought over by a Mr. Slater, who had been 
a laboring manufacturer in England, but who 
was not a machinist He brought it over not 
in models, but in his own mind, and fortunately 
he was blessed with a mind capacious of such 
things, and which by its fair fruits, has made 
him a man of immense fortune, and one of the 
greatest benefactors to his adopted country. 
There he made the first essays that laid the 
foundation of that system which has spread so 
far and wide in this country, and risen to such 
a height that it makes a demand annually for 
two hundred and fifty thousand bales of cotton 
—about one fourth of all the cotton crop of all 
our cotton-growing States; makes for those 
States, for their staple, the best market in the 
world, except that of England : it was rapidly 
becoming to them the best market in the world, 
not excepting that of England ; still better, it 
was rapidly becoming for them a market to 
weigh down and preponderate in the scale against 
all the other markets of the world taken to
gether. Now, all those prospects arc blasted by 
one breath of the Executive administration of 
this country. Now every thing in that valley, 
every thing in possession, every tiling in pros
pect, is tottering to its fall. One half of those 
one hundred thousand spindles are, as I before 
stated, already stopped ; the other half arc still 
continued, but at a loss to the owners, and pure
ly from charity to the laborers ; but this charily 
lias its limit ; and regard to their own safety 
will soon constrain them to stop the other half 
Five months ago, had one travelled through that 
valley and witnessed the scenes then displayed 
there—their numerous and dense population, ail 
industrious, and thriving, and contented—hail 
heard the busy hum of industry in their houn 
of labor—the notes of joy in their hours of re
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luxation—had seen the plenty of their tables, 
the comforts of their firesides—had, in a word, 
aeen in every countenance the content of every 
heart; and if that same person should travel 
through the same valley hereafter, and should 
find it then deserted, and desolate, and silent as 
the valley of death, and covered over with the 
solitary and mouldering ruins of those numer
ous establishments, he would say, ‘ Surely the 
hand of the ruthless destroyer has been here!’ 
Now, if the present state of things is to be con
tinued, as surely as blood follows the knife that 
has been plunged to the heart, and death ensues, 
go surely that change there is to take place ; anil 
he who ought to have been their guardian angel, 
will have been that ruthless destroyer.”

And thus Mr. Webster, in presenting a me
morial from Franklin county, in the State of 
Pennsylvania :

‘•The county of Franklin was one of the most 
respectable and wealthy in the great State of 
Pennsylvania. It was situated in a rich lime
stone valley, and, in its main character, was 
agricultural. He had the pleasure, last year, to 
pass through it, and see it for the first time, 
when its rich fields of wheat and rye were ri
pening, and, certainly, he little thought then, 
that he should, at this time have to present to 
the Senate such undeniable proofs of their actual, 
severe and pressing distress. As he had said, 
the inhabitants of Franklin county were princi
pally agriculturists, and, of these, the majority 
were the tillers of their own land. They were in
terested, also, in manufactures to a great extent ; 
they had ten or twelve forges, and upwards of 
four thousand persons engaged in the manufac
ture of iron, dependent for their daily- bread on 
the product of their own labor. The hands 
employed in this business were a peculiar race 
—miners,colliers, Ac.—and, if other employment 
was to be afforded them, they would find them
selves unsuited for it. These manufactories hail 
been depressed, from causes so well explained, 
and so well understood, that nobody could now 
doubt them. They were precisely in the situa
tion of the cotton factories he had adverted to 
some days ago. There was no demand for their 
products. The consignee did not receive them 
—lie did not hope to dispose of them, and would 
not give his pajier for them. It was well known 
that, when a manufactured article was sent to 
the cuke, the manufacturer expected to obtain 
an advance on them, which lie got cashed. This 
whole operation having stopped, in consequence 
of the derangement of the currency, the source 
of business was dried up. There were other 
manufactories in that county that also felt the 
pressure—paper factories ami manufactories of 
straw paper, which increased the gains of agri
culture. These, too, have been under the neces
sity of dismissing many of those employed by 
them, which necessity brought this matter of 
Executive interference home to every man’s
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labor and property: He had ascertained the 
prices of produce as now, and in November last, 
in the State of Pennsylvania, and from these, it 
would be seen that, in the interior region, on the 
threshing floors, they had not escaped the evils 
which had affected the prices of com and rye at 
Ohambersburg. They were hardly to be got 
rid of at any price. The loss on wheat, the 
great product of the county, was thirty cents. 
Clover seed, another great product, had fallen 
from six dollars per bushel to four dollars. 
This downfall of agricultural produce described 
the efi'ect of the measure of the Executive better 
than all the evidences that had been hitherto, 
offered. These memorialists, for themselves, 
were sick, sick enough of the Executive experi
ment.”

And thus Mr. Southard in presenting the 
memorial of four thousand “ young men ” of the 
city of Philadelphia :

“ With but very few of them am I personally 
acquainted—and must rely, in what I say of 
them, upon what I know of those few, and upon 
the information received from others, which I 
regard as sure and safe. And on these, I ven
ture to assure the Senate, that no meeting of 
yoimg men can be collected, in any portion of 
our wide country, on any occasion, containing 
more intelligence—more virtuous purpose— 
more manly and honorable feeling—more de
cided and energetic character What they say, 
they think. What they resolve they will ac
complish. Their proceedings were ardent and 
animated—their resolutions are drawn with 
spirit ; but are such as, 1 think, may be pro
perly received and respected by the Senate. 
They relate to the conduct of the Executive— 
to the present condition of thc country—to the 
councils which now direct its destinies. They 
admit that older and more mature judgments 
may better understand the science of govern
ment and its practical operations, but they act 
upon a feeding jkst in itself, anil valuable in its 
effects, that they are fit to form and express 
opinions on public measures and public princi
ples, which shall be their own guide in their 
present anil future conduct ; and they express a 
confident reliance on the moral and physical 
vigor end untamable love of freedom of the young 
men of the United States to save us from <]es- 
potisiu, open and avowed, or silent, insidious, 
and deceitful. They were attracted, or rallier 
urged, sir, to this meeting, and to the expres
sion of their feelings and opinions, by what they 
saw around, and knew of the action of the Ex
ecutive upon the currency and prosperity of the 
country. They have just entered, or are about 
entering, on the busy occupations of manhood, 
and are suddenly surprised by a state of things 
around them, new to their observation and ex
perience. Calamity had been a stranger in their 
pathway. They have grown up through their 
boyhood ip tho enjoyments of present comfort,
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scarcely one tu be purchased. They were not 
sold, because the butchers could not obtain 
from the banks the usual facilities in the way 
of discounts ; they could not obtain funds in 
anticipation of their sales wherewith to pur
chase ; and now $100,000 worth of this species 
of property remains on hand, which, if sold, wcuftl 
have been scattered through the country by (lie 
graziers, producing all the advantages to be 
derived from so large a circulation. Every 
fanner was too well aware of these facts one 
moment to doubt them. We arc. said Mr. C„ 
not a complaining people. We think not so 
much of distress, (live us our laws—guarantee 
to us our constitution—and we will be content 
with almost any fonn of government.”

And Mr. Webster thus, in presenting a me
morial from Lynn, Massachusetts :

“Those members of the Senate, said Mr. W„ 
who have travelled from Boston to Salem, or to 
Nahant, will remember the town of Lynn. It 
is a beautiful town, situated upon the sea, is 
highly industrious, and has been hitherto pros
perous and flourishing. With a population of 
eight thousand souls, its great business is the 
manufacture of shoes. Three thousand persons, 
men, women, and children, are engaged in this 
manufacture. They make and sell, ordinarily, 
two millions of pairs of shoes a year, for which 
at 75 cents a pair, they receive one million live 
hundred thousand dollars. They consume half 
a million of dollars worth of leather, of which 
they buy a large portion in Philadelphia and 
Baltimore, and the rest in their own neighler- 
hood. The articles manufactured by them arc 
sent to all parts of the country, finding their 
way into every principal port, from Eastport 
round to St. Louis. Now, sir, when I was last 
among the people of this handsome town, all 
was prosperity and happiness. Their business 
was not extravagantly profitable ; they were 
not growing rich over fast, but they were com
fortable, all employed, and all satistiedand con
tented. But, sir, with them, as with others, a 
most serious change has taken place. They find 
their usuel employments suddenly arrested, from 
the same cause which has smitten other parts 
of the country with like effects; and they 
have sent forward a memorial, which I hare 
now the honor of laying before the Senate. 
This inemoral, sir is signed by nine hundred of 
the legal voters of the town ; and 1 understand 
the largest number of votes known to have been 
given is one thousand. Their memorial is short; 
it complains of the illegal removal of the depos
its, of the attack on the bank, and of the eflect 
of these measures on their business.”

And thus Mr. Kent, of Maryland, in present
ing petitions from Washington county in that

jmm --------------- , -- State ■
an equal extent. There were in that county 'six thousand fat bullocks now remaining unsold, “ They depict in strong colors the daily in- 
when long before this time last year, there was creasing distress with which they are surround

and the anticipations of future prosperity—their 
seniors actively and successfully engaged in the 
various occupations of the community, and the 
whole circle of employments open before their 
own industry and hopes—the institutions of 
their country 1 «.loved, and their protecting in
fluence covering the exertions of all for their 
benefit and happiness. In this state they saw 
the public prosperity, with which alone they 
were familiar, blasted, and for the time destroyed. 
The whole scene, their whole country, was 
changed ; they witnessed fortunes falling, home
steads ruined, merchants failing, artisans broken, 
mechanics impoverished, all the employments 
on which they were about to enter, paralyzed ; 
labor denied to the needy, and reward to the 
industrious ; losses of millions of property and 
gloom settling where joy and happiness before 
existed. They felt the sirocco pass by, and 
desolate the plains where peace, and animation, 
and happiness exulted.”

And thus Mr. Clay in presenting a memorial 
from Lexington, Kentucky :

“ If there was any spot in the Union, likely 
to be exempt from the calamities that had af
flicted the others, it would be the region about 
Lexington and its immediate neighborhood. No
where, to no other country, has Providence 
been more bountiful in its gifts. A country so 
rich and fertile that it yielded in fair and good 
seasons from sixty to seventy bushels of com 
to the acre. It was a most beautiful country— 
all the land in it, not in a state of cultivation, 
was in parks (natural meadows), filled with 
flocks and herds, fattening on its luxuriant 
grass. But in what country, in what climate, 
the most favored hy Heaven, can happiness and 
prosperity exist against bad government, against 
misrule, and against rash and ill-advised experi
ments ? On tne mountain’s top, in the moun
tain’s cavern, in the remotest borders of the 
country, every where, every interest has liven 
affected hy the mistaken policy of the Executive. 
While he admitted that the solicitude of his 
neighbors and friends was excited in some de
gree by the embarrassments of the country, yet 
they felt a deeper solicitude for the restoration 
of the rightful authority of the constitution and 
the laws. It is this which excites their appre- 
hqpsions, and creates all their alarm. He would 
not, at this time, enlarge further on the subject 
of this memorial. He would only remark, that 
hemp, the great staple of the part of the country 
from whence the memorial came, had fallen 
twenty per cent, since he left home, and that 
Indian com. another of its greatest staples, the 
most valuable of the fruits of the earth for the 
use of man, which the farmer converted into 
most of the articles of his consumption, fur
nishing him with food and raiment, had fallen to
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fd. They deeply deplore it, without the ability 
to relieve it, and they ascribe their condition to 
the derangement of the currency, and a total 
want of confidence, not only between man and 
man, but between banks situated even in the 
same neighborhood — all proceeding, as they 
believe, from the removal of tho public deposits 
from the Bank of the United States. Four 
months since, and the counties from whence 
these memorials proceed, presented a popula
tion as contended an<\ prosperous as could be 
found in any section of the country. But. sir, 
in that short period, the picture is reversed. 
Their rich and productive lands, which last fall 
were sought after with avidity at high prices, 
thev inform us, have fallen 25 per cent., and no 
purchasers are to bo found even at that reduced 
price. Wheat, the staple of that region of the 
country, was never much lower, if as low. Flour 
is quoted in Alexandria at $3 75, where a large 
portion of their crops seek a market. These 
honest, industrious people cannot withstand 
the cruel and ruinous consequences of this des
perate and unnecessary experiment. The coun
try cannot bear it, and unless speedy relief is 
afforded, the result of it will be as disastrous to 
those who projected it, as to the country at 
large, who are afflicted with it.”

And thus Mr. Webster, presenting a petition 
from the master builders of Philadelphia, sent 
on by a large deputation :

“I rise, sir, to perform a pleasing duty. It is 
to lay before the Senate the proceedings of a 
meeting of the building mechanics of the city 
and county of Philadelphia, convened for the 
purpose of expressing their opinions on the pre
sent state of the country, on the 24th of Febru
ary. This meeting consisted of three thousand 
persons and was composed of carpenters, masons, 
hrickmakers, bricklayers, painters and glaziers, 
lime burners, plasterers, lumber merchants and 
others, whose occupations arc connected with 
the building of houses. I am proud, sir, that so 
respectable, so important, and so substantial a 
clast of mechanics, have intrusted me with the 
presentment of their opinions and feelings re
spiting the present distress of the country, to 
the Senate. 1 am happy if they have secii, in 
the course pursued by me here, a policy favor
able to the protection of their interest, and the 
prosperity of their families. These intelligent 
and sensible men, these highly useful citizens, 
have witnessed the effect of the late measures 
of government upon their own concerns ; and 
the resolutions which I have now to present, 
fully express their convictions on the subject. 
They propose not to reason, but to testify ; they 
speak what they do know.

“ Sir, listen to the statement ; hear the facts. 
The committee state, sir, that eight thousand 
persons are ordinarily employed in building 
house*, in the city ami county of Philadelphia; 
a number which, with their families, would make

quite a considerable town. They further state, 
that the average number of houses, which this 
body of mechanics has built, for the last five 
years, is twelve hundred houses a year. Thè 
average cost of these houses is computed at two 
thousand dollars each. 11ère is a business, then, 
sir, of two millions four hundred thousand dol
lars a year. Such has been the average of the 
last five years. And what is it now? Sir, tho 
committee state that the business has fallen off 
seventy-five per cent, at least ; that is to say, 
that, at most, only one-quarter part of their 
usual employment now remains. This is the 
season of the year in which building contracts 
are made. It is now known what is to be the 
business of the year. Many of these persons, 
who have heretofore lmd. every year, contracts 
for several houses on hand, have this year no 
contract at all. They have been obliged to dis
miss their hands, to turn them over to any 
scraps of employment they could find, or to 
leave them in idleness, for want of any employ
ment.

‘•Sir. the agitations of the country are not to 
be hushed by authority. Opinions, from how
ever high quarters, will not quiet them. The 
condition of the nation calls for action, for mea
sures, for the prompt interposition of Congress ; 
and until Congress shall act, be it sooner or be 
it later, there will lie no content, no repose, no 
resterai ion of former prosperity. W hoever sup
poses, sir, that he, or that any man, can quiet the 
discontents, or hush the complaints of the people 
by merely saying, “peace, be still !” mistakes, 
shockingly mistakes, the real condition of things. 
It is an agitation of interests, not of opinions ; a 
severe pressure on men’s propert y and their means 
of living, not a barren contest about abstract 
sentiments. Even, sir, the voice of party, often so 
sovereign is not of power to subdue discontents 
and stitle complaints. The people, sir. feel great 
interests to heat stake, and they are rousing 
themselves to protect those interests. They 
consider the question to he, whether the govern
ment is made for the people, or the people for 
the government. They hold the former of theso 
two propositions, and they mean to prove it.

“ Mr. President, this measure of the Secretary 
has produced a degree of evil that cannot bo 
home. Talk about it as we will, it cannot be 
home. A tottering state of credit, cramped 
means, loss of property and loss of employment, 
doubts of tho condition of others, doubts of their 
own condition, constant fear of failures and new 
explosions, an awful dread of the future—sir 
when a consciousness of all these things accom
panies a man, at his breakfast, his dinner and 

I his supper; when it attends him through his 
hours, both of labor and rest ; when it even dis
turbs and haunts his dreams, and when he feels, 
too, that that which is thus gnawing upon him 
is the pure result of foolish and rash meas
ures of government, depend upon it he will not 
bear it. A deranged and disordered currency 
the ruin of occupation, distress for present mean^
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the prostration of credit and confidence, and all 
this without hope of improvement or change, ia 
a state of things which no intelligent people can 
long endure.”

Mr. Clay rose to second the motion of Mr. 
Webster to refer and print this memorial ; and, 
after giving it as his opinion that the property 
of the country had been reduced four hundred 
millions of dollars in value, by the measures of 
the government, thus apostrophized the Vice- 
President (Mr. Van Buren), charging him with 
a message of prayer and supplication to Presi
dent Jackson :

“ But there is another quarter which possesses 
sufficient power and influence to relieve the pub
lic distresses. In twenty-four hours, the execu
tive branch could adopt a measure which would 
afford an efficacious and substantial remedy, and 
re-establish confidence. And those who, in this 
chamber, support the administration, could not 
render a better service than to repair to the exe
cutive mansion, and, placing before the Chief 
Magistrate the naked and undisguised truth, 
prevail upon him to retrace his steps and aban
don his fatal experiment. No one, sir, can per
form that duty with more propriety than your
self. [The Vice-President.] You can, if you 
will, induce him to change his course. To you, 
then, sir. in no unfriendly spirit, but with feel
ings softened and subdued by the deep distress 
which pervades every class of our countrymen,
1 make the appeal. By your official and per
sonal relations with the President, you maintain 
with him an intercourse which I neither enjoy 
nor covet. Go to him and tell him, without 
exaggeration, but in the language of truth and 
sincerity, the actual condition of his bleeding 
country. Tell him it is nearly ruined and un
done byr the measures wliich he has been in
duced to put in operation. Tell him that his 
experiment is operating on the nation like the 
philosopher’s experiment upon a convulsed ani
mal, in an exhausted receiver, and that it must 
expire, in agony, if he does not pause, give it free 
and sound circulation, and sutler the energies of 
the ]ieoplc to be revived and restored. Tell him 
that, in a single city, more than sixty bankrupt
cies, involving a loss of upwards of fifteen mil
lions of dollars, have occurred. Tell him of the 
alarming decline in the value of all property, of 
the depreciation of all the products of industry, 
of the stagnation in every branch of business, 
and of the close of numerous manufacturing es
tablishments, which, a few short months ago, 
were in active and flourishing operation. De
pict to him, if you can find language to portray 
the heart»rending wretchedness of thousands of 
the working classes cast out of employment. 
Tell him of the tears of helpless widows, no 
.onger able to earn their bread, and of unclad 
and unfed orphans who have been driven, by his 
oolicy, out of the busy pursuits in which but

yesterday they were gaining an honest liveli
hood. Soy to him that if firmness be honor
able, when guided by truth and justice, it is in
timately allied "to another quality, of the most 
pernicious tendency, in the prosecution of an 
erroneous system. Tell him how much more 
true glory is to be won by retracing false steps, 
than by blindly rushing on until his country is 
overwhelmed in bankruptcy and ruin. Tellihim 
of the ardent attachment, the unbounded devo
tion, the enthusiastic gratitude, towards him, so 
often signally manifested by the American peo
ple, and that they deserve, at his hands, better 
treatment. Tell him to guard himself against 
the possibility of an odious comparison pith 
that worst of the Roman emperors, who, con
templating with indifference the conflagration 
of the mistress of the world, regaled himself 
during the terrific scene in the throng of his 
dancing courtiers. If you desire to secure for 
yourself the reputation of a public benefactor 
describe to him truly the universal distress al
ready produced, and the certain ruin which must 
ensue from perseverance in his measures. Tell 
him that he has been abused, deceived, betray
ed, by the wicked counsels of unprincipled men 
around him. Inform him that all efforts in Con
gress to alleviate or terminate the public distress 
are paralyzed and likely to prove totally un
availing, from his influence upon a large portion 
of the members, who are unwilling to withdraw 
their support, or to take a course repugnant to 
his wishes and feelings. Tell him that, in his 
bosom alone, under actual circumstances, does 
the ]X)wcr abide to relieve the country ; and 
that, unless he opens it to conviction, and cor
rects the errors of his administration, no human 
imagination can conceive, and no human tongue 
can express the axvfnl consequences which may fol
low. Entreat him to pause, and to reflect that 
there is a point beyond which human endurance 
cannot go ; and let him not drive thi.-fiirave, gener
ous, and patriotic people to madness and despair."

During the delivery of this apostrophe, the 
Vice-President maintained the utmost decorum 
of countenance, looking respectfully, and even 
innocently at the speaker, all the while, as if 
treasuring up every word he said to be faithfully 
repented to the President. After it was over, 
and the Vice-President had called some senator 
to the chair, he went up to Mr. Clay, and asked 
him for a pinch of his fine maccoboy snuff (as 
he often did) ; and, having received it, walked 
away. But a public meeting in Philadelphia 
took the performance seriously to heart, and 
adopted this resolution, which the indefatigable 
Hezekiah Niles “ registered” for the information 
of posterity :

“ Resolved That Martin Van Buren deserves, 
and will receive the execrations of all good men,
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should he shrink from the responsibility of con
veyin' to Andrew Jackson the message sent 
by the honorable Henry Clay, when the build
ers’ memorial was presented to the Senate. I 
charge you, said he, go the President and tell 
him—tell him if he would save his country—if 
he would save himself—tell him to stop short, 
and ponder well his course—tell him to retrace 
his steps, before the injured and insulted people, 
infuriated by his experiment upon their happi
ness, rises in the majesty of power, and hurls 
the usurper down from the seat he occupies, like 
Lucifer, never to rise again.”

Mr. Benton replied to these distress petitions, 
and distress harangues, by showing that they 
were nothing but a reproduction, with a change 
of names and dates, of the same kind of speeches 
and petitions which were heard in the year 1811, 
when the charter of the first national bank was 
expiring, and when General Jackson was not 
President—when Mr. Taney was hot Secretary- 
of the Treasury—when no deposits had been 
removed, and when there was no quarrel be
tween the bank and the government ; and he 
read copiously from the Congress debates of that 
day to justify what he said ; and declared the 
two scenes, so far as the distress was concerned, 
to be identical. After reading from these peti
tions and speeches, he proceeded to say :

“All the machinery of alarm and distress was 
iuas full activity at that time as at present, and 
with the same identical effects. Town meetings 
—memorials—resolutions—deputations to Con
gress—alarming speeches in Congress. The 
price of all property was shown to he depressed. 
Hemp sunk in Philadelphia from $350 to $250 
per ton ; Hour sunk from $11 a barrel to $7 75 ; 
all real estate fell thirty per cent. ; five hundred 
houses were suspended in their erection ; the 
rent of money rose to one and a half per month 
on the best paper. Confidence destroyed— 
manufactories stopped—workmen dismissed— 
and the ruin of the country confidently pre
dicted. This was the scene then ; and for what 
object ? Purely and simply to obtain a recharter 
of the bank—purely» and simply to force a rc- 
charter from the alarm and distress of the 
country ; for there was no removal of deposits 
then to be complained of, and to be made the 
scape-goat of a studied and premedi ta ted attempt 
to operate upon Congress through the alarms 
of the people and the destruction of their pro
perty. There was not even a curtailment of 
discounts then. The whole scene was fictitious ; 
but it was a case in which fiction does the mis
chief of truth. A false alarm in the money 
market produces all the effects of real danger ; 
and thus, as much distress was proclaimed in 
Congress in 1811—as much distress was proved 
to exist, and really did exist—then as now ;

without a single cause to be alleged then, which 
is alleged now-. But the power and organization 
of the bank made the alarm then ; its power 
and organization make it now ; and fictitious on 
both occasions ; and men were ruined then, as 
now-, by the power of imaginary danger, which 
in the moneyed world, has nil the ruinous effects 
of real danger. No deposits werej-emoved then, 
and the reason was, as assigned by Mr. Gallatin 
to Congress, that the government had borrowed 
more than the amount of the deposits from the 
hank ; and this loan would enable her to pro
tect her interest in every contingency. The 
open object of the hank then was a recharter. 
The knights entered the lists with their visors 
off—no war in disguise then for the renewal 
of a charter under the tilting and jousting of a 
masquerade sculHe for recovery of deposits.”

This was a complete reply, to which no one 
could make any answ-cr ; and the two distresses 
all proved the same thing, that a powerful na
tional bank could make distress when it pleased ; 
and would always please to do it when it'had an 
object to gain by it—either in forcing a rechartcr 
or in reaping a harvest of profit by making a 
contraction of debts after having made an ex
pansion of credits.

It will be difficult for people in after times to 
realize the degree of excitement, of agitation and 
of commotion which was produced by this or
ganized attempt to make panic and distress. 
The great cities especially were the scene of 
commotions but little short of frenzy—public 
meetings of thousands, the most inflammatory 
harangues, cannon firing, great feasts—and the 
members of Congress who spoke against the 
President received when they travelled with 
public honors, like conquering generals return
ing from victorious battle fields—nAt by masses, 
saluted with acclamations, escorted by process
ions, and their lodgings surrounded by- thousands 
calling for a view of their persons. The gaining 
of a municipal election in the city of New-York 
put the climax upon this enthusiasm ; and some 
instances taken from the every day occurrences 
of the time may give some faint idea of this ex
travagant exaltation. Thus :

“Mr. Webster, on his late journey to Boston, 
was received and parted with at Philadelphia, 
New-York, Providence, &e., by thousands of the 
people.”

“ Messrs. Poindexter, Preston and McDuffie 
visited Philadelphia the beginning of this week, 
and received the most flattering attention of the 
citizens—thousands having waited upon to 
honor them ; and they were dined, Ac., with 
great enthusiasm.”
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“ A very large public meeting was held at the 
Musical Fund Hall, Philadelphia, on Monday 
afternoon last, to compliment the 1 whigs ’ of 
New-York on the late victory gained by them. 
Though thousands were in the huge room, other 
thousands could not get in ! It was a complete 
‘jam.’ John Sergeant teas called to the chair, 
and delivered an address of ‘ great power and 
ability ’—1 one of the happiest efforts ’ of that 
distinguished man. Mr. Preston of the Senate, 
and Mr. McDuffie of the House of Representa
tives, were present. The first was loudly called 
for, when Mr. Sergeant had concluded, and he 
addressed the meeting at considerable length. 
Mr. McDuffie was then as loudly named, and he 
also spoke with his usual ardency and power, 
in which he paid a handsome compliment to Mr. 
Sergeant, who, though he had differed in opinion 
with him, he regarded as a ' sterling patriot,’ Ac. 
Each of tnese speeches were received with hearty 
and continued marks of approbation, and often 
interrupted with shouts of applause. The like, 
it is said, had never before been witnessed in 
Philadelphia. The people were in the highest 
possible state of enthusiasm.”

“ An immense multitude of people partook of 
a collation in Castle Garden, New-York, on 
Tuesday afternoon, to celebrate the victory 
gained in the 1 three days.’ The garden was 
dressed with flags, and every thing prepared on 
a grand scale. Pipes of wine and barrels of 
beer were present in abundance, with a full 
supply of eatables. After partaking of refresh
ments (in which a great deal of business was 
done in a short time, by the thousands employe! 
—for many mouths, like many hands, make 
quick work 1) the meeting was organized, by 
appointing Benjamin Wells, carpenter, president, 
twelve vice-presidents, and four secretaries, of 
whom there was one cartman, one sail maker, 
one grocer, one watchmaker, one ship carpenter, 
one potter, one mariner, one physician, one 
printer, one surveyor, four merchants, Ac. The 
president briefly, but strongly, addressed the 
multitude, as did several other gentlemen. A 
committee of congratulation from Philadelphia 
was presented to the people and received with 
shouts. When the time for adjournment ar
rived, the vast multitude, in a solid column, 
taking a considerable circuit, proceeded to Grecn- 
wich-street, where Mr. Webster was dining with 
a friend. Loudly called for, he came forward, 
and was instantly surrounded by a dense mass 
of merchants and cartmen, sailors and mechanics, 
professional men and laborers, Ac., seizing him 
by his hainK He wms asked to say a few words 
to the people, and did so. He exhorted them 
to perseverance in support of the constitution, 
and, as a dead silence prevailed, he was heard 
by thousands. He thanked them, and ended by 
hoping that God would bless them all.”

“ Saturday Messrs. Webster, Preston and 
Binney were expected at Baltimore ; and, though 
raining hard, thousands assembled to meet them. 
Sunday they arrived, and were met by a dense

mass, and speeches exacted. A reverend minis
ter of the Gospel, in excuse of such a gathering 
on the Sabbath, said that in revolutionary times 
there were no Sabbaths They were conducted 
to the hotel, where 5,000 well-dressed citizens 
received them with enthusiasm.”

Mr. McDuffie reached Baltimore in the after
noon of Saturday last, on his return to Wash- 
ington, and was received by from 1,500 to 2 00(1 
people, who were waiting on the wlmrf for’the 
purpose. He was escorted to the City Hotel 
and, from the steps, addressed the crowd (now 
increased to about 3,000 persons), in as earnest 
a speech, perhaps, as lie ever pronounced—and 
the manner of his delivery was not less forcible 
than the matter of his remarks. Mr. McD. 
spoke for about half an hour ; and, while at one 
moment he produced a roar of laughter, in the 
next he commanded the entire attention of the 
audience, or elicited loud shouts of applause.

“ The brief addresses of Messrs. Webster 
Binney, McDuffie, and Preston, to assembled 
multitudes in Baltimore, and the manner in 
which they were received, show a new state of 
feelings and of things in this city. When Mr. 
McDuffie said that ten days after the entrance 
of soldiers into the Senate chamber, to send the 
senators home, that 200,000 volunteers would 
be in Washington, there was such a shout as wo 
have seldom before heard.”

“ There was amighty meeting of the people and 
such a feast as was never I icfore prepared in the 
United States, held near Philadelphia, on Tues
day last, as a rallying ‘to support the constitu
tion,’ and ‘ in honor of the late whig victory at 
New-York,’ a very large delegation from that 
city being in attendance, bringing with them 
their frigate-rigged and highly-finished host, 
called the ‘Constitution,’ which had been pa«*d 
through the streets during the ‘three days.’ 
The arrival of the steamboat with this delega
tion on board, and the procession that was then 
formed, are described in glowing terms. The 
whole number congregated was supposed not to 
be less than fifty thousand, multitudes attend
ing from adjacent parts of Pennsylvania, New 
Jersey, Delaware, Ac. Many cattle and other 
animals had been roasted whole, and there were 
200 great rounds of beef, 400 hams, as many 
beeves’ tongues, Ac., and 15,000 loaves of bread, 
with crackers and cheese, Ac., and equal supplies 
of wine, beer, and cider. This may give some idea 
of the magnitude of the feast. John Sergeant 
presided, assisted by a large number of vice- 
presidents, Ac. Strong bands of music played 
at intervals, and several salutes were iir.‘d from 
the miniature frigate, which were returned by 
heavy artillery provided for the pur[iose.”

Notices, such as these, might be cited in any 
number ; but those given are enough to show to 
what a degree people can be excited, when a great 
moneyed power, and a great political party, com
bine for the purpose of exciting the passions
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through the public sufferings and the public 
alarms. Immense amounts of money were ex
pended in these operations ; and it was notorious 
that it chiefly came from the great moneyed cor
poration in Philadelphia.

CHAPTER GUI. 

senatorial condemnation of president
JACKSON : HIS PROTEST: NOTICE OF TIIE EX
PUNGING RESOLUTION.

Ma. Clay and Mr. Calhoun were the two lead
ing spirits in the condemnation of President 
Jackson. Mr. Webster did not speak in favor 
of their resolution, but aided it incidentally in 
the delivery of his distress speeches. The reso
lution was theirs, modified from time to time by 
themselves, without any vote of the Senate, and 
by virtue of the privilege which belongs to the 
mover of any motion to change it as he pleases, 
until the Senate, by some action upon it, makes 
it its own. It was altered repeatedly, and up to 
the last moment ; and after undergoing its final 
mutation, at the moment when the yeas and 
[,„ys were abont to be called, it was passed by 
the same majority that would have voted for it 
on the first day of its introduction. The yeas 
were : Messrs. Bibb of Kentucky ; Black of 
Mississippi ; Calhoun ; Clay ; Clayton of Dela
ware ; Ewing of Ohio,; Frelinghuysen of New 
Jersey ; Kent of Maryland ; Knight of Rhode 
Island ; Leigh of Virginia ; Mangum of North 
Carolina ; Naudain of Delaware ; Poindexter of 
Mississippi ; Porter of Louisiana ; Prentiss of 
Vermont; Preston of South Carolina ; Robbins 
of Rhode Island ; Silsbee of Massachusetts ; Na
than Smith of Connecticut ; Southard of Newr 
Jersey; Sprague of Maine; Swift of Vermont ; 
Tomlinson of Connecticut ; Tyler of Virginia ; 
Waggaman of Louisiana; Webster.—20. The 
nays were: Messrs. Benton ; Brown of North 
Carolina ; Forsyth of Georgia ; Grundy of Ten
nessee; Hendricks of Indiana ; Ilill of New 
Hampshire ; Kane of Illinois ; King of Alaba
ma; King of Georgia ; Linn of Missouri ; Mc
Kean of Pennsylvania ; Moore of Alabama ; 
Morris, of Ohio; Robinson of Illinois ; Shcp- 
Icy of Maine ; Tallmadge of New York ; Tipton 
if Indiana ; Hugh L. White of Tennessee : W il-

kins of Pennsylvania ; Silas Wright of New 
York.—20. And thus the resolution was pass
ed, and was nothing but an empty fulmination 
—a mere personal censure—having no relation 
to any business or proceeding in the Senate ; 
and evidently intended for effect on tile people. 
To increase this effect, Mr. Clay proposed a re
solve that the Secretary should count the names 
of the signers to the memorials for and against 
the act of the removal, and strike the balance 
betw een them, which he computed at an hun
dred thousand : evidently intending to add the 
effect of this popular voice to the weight of the 
senatorial condemnation. The number turned 
out to be unexpectedly small, considering the 
means by which they were collected.

When passed, the total irrelevance of the re
solution to any right or duty of the Senate was 
made manifest by the insignificance that attend
ed its decision. There was nothing to be done 
with it, or upon it, or under it, or in relation to 
it. It went to no committee, laid thb founda
tion for no action, was not communicable to the 
other House, or to the President ; and remained 
an intrusive fulmination on the Senate Journal : 
put there not for any legislative purpose, but 
purely and simply for popular effect. Great re
liance was placed upon that effect. It was fully 
believed—notwithstanding the experience of the 
Senate, in Mr. Van Burcn’s case—that a senato
rial condemnation would destroy whomsoever it 
struck—even General Jackson. Vain calculation ! 
and equally condemned by the lessons of his
tory, and by the impulsions of the human heart. 
Fair play is the first feeling of the masses ; a 
fair and impartial trial is the law of the heart, as 
well as of the land ; and no condemnation is toler
ated of any man by his enemies. All such are 
required to retire from the box and the bench, 
on a real trial much more to refrain from a 
simulated one; and above all from instigating 
one. Mr. Calhoun and Mr. Clay were both 
known to have their private griefs against Gene
ral Jackson and also to have been in vehement 
opposition to each other, and that they had' 
'■ compromised” their own bone of contention to 
be able to act in conjunction against him. The 
instinctive sagacity of the people saw all this ; 
and their innate sense of justice and decorum 
revolted at it ; aud at the end of these proceed
ings, the results were in exact contradiction to 
the calculation of their effect. General Jackson
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was more popular than ever ; the leaders in the 
movement against him were nationally crippled ; 
their friends, in many instances, were politically 
destroyed in their States. It was a second edi
tion of“ Fox’s martyrs.”

During all the progress of this proceeding— 
while a phalanx of orators and speakers were 
daily fulminating against him—while marty 
hundred newspapers incessantly assailed him— 
while public meetings were held in all parts, 
and men of all sorts, even beardless youths, 
harangued against him as if he had been a Nero 
—while a stream of committees was pouring 
upon him (as they were called), and whom he 
soon refused to receive in that character ; during 
the hundred days that all this was going on, and 
to judge from the imposing appearance which the 
crowds made that came to Washington to bring 
up the “ distress,” and to give countenance to the 
Senate, and emphasis to its proceedings, and to 
fill the daily gallery, applauding the speakers 
against the President—saluting with noise and 
confusion those who spoke on his side : during all 
this time, and when a nation seemed to be in arms, 
and the earth in commotion against him, he was 
tranquil and quiet, confident of eventual victory, 
and firmly relying upon Ood and the people to 
set all right. I was accustomed to see him 
often during that time, always in the night (for 
I had no time to quit my seat during the day) ; 
and never saw him appear more truly heroic 
and grand than at this time. He was perfectly 
mild in his language, cheerful in his temper, 
firm in his conviction ; and confident in his re
liance on the power in which he put his trust. 
I have seen him in a great many situations of 
peril, and even of desperation, both civil and mili
tary, and always saw him firmly relying upon 
the success of the right through God and Un
people ; and never saw that confidence more 
firm and steady than now. After giving him an 
account of the day’s proceedings, talking over 
the state of the contest, and ready to return to 
sleep a little, and prepare much, for the combats 
of the next day, he would usually say: “We 
shall whip them yet. The people will take it 
up after a while." But he also had good de
fenders present, and in both Houses, and men 
who did not confine themselves to the defensive 
—did not limit themselves to returning blow 
for blow—hut assailed the assailants—boldly 
lharging upon them their own illegal conduct—

exposing the rottenness of their ally, the bank 
—showing its corruption in conciliating politi
cians, and its criminality in distressing the peo- 
pie—and the unholiness of the combination 
which, to attain political power and secure a 
hank charter, were seducing the venal, terrify
ing the timid, disturbing the country, destroy
ing business and property, and falsely accus
ing the President of great crimes and misde
meanors ; because, faithful and fearless, he stood 
sole obstacle to the success of the combined 
powers. Our labors were great and incessant, 
for we had superior numbers, and great ability 
to contend against. I spoke myself above 
thirty times ; others as often ; all many times ; 
and all strained to the utmost ; for we felt, 
that the cause of Jackson was that of the coun
try’—his defeat that of the people—and the 
success of the combination, the delivering up 
of the government to the domination of a mon
eyed power which knew no mode of govern
ment but thatlof corruption and oppression. 
We contcndcf^ypenuously in both Houses; 
and as courageously in the Senate against a 
fixed majority as if we had some chance for 
success ; but our exertions were not for the 
Senate, but for the people—not to change sena
torial votes, but to rouse the masses through
out the land ; and while borne down by a ma
jority of ten in the Senate, wo looked with 
pride to the other end of the building ; and de
rived confidence from the contemplation of a 
majority of fifty, fresh from the elections of the 
people, and strong in their good cause. It was 
a scene for Mons. Do Tocqueville to have look
ed on to have learnt which way the difference 
lay between the men of the direct vote of the 
people, and those of the iridirect vote of the 
General Assembly, “filtrated” through the 
“ refining ” process of an intermediate body.

But although fictitious and forged, yet the 
distress was real, and did an immensity of mis
chief. Vast numbers of individuals were ruin
ed, or crippled in their affairs ; a great many 
banks were broken—a run being made upon all 
that would not come into the system of the na
tional bank. The deposit banks above all were 
selected for pressure. Several of them were 
driven to suspension—some to give up the de
posits—and the bank in Washington, in which 
the treasury did its business, was only saved 
from closing its doors by running wagons with
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specie through mud and mire from the mint in 
Philadelphia to the bank in Washington, to 
supply the place of what was hauled from the 
bank in Washington to the national bank in 
Philadelphia—the two sets of wagons, one go
ing and one coming, often passing each other 
on the road. But, while ruin was going oh 
upon others, the great corporation in Philadel
phia was doing well. The distress of the coun
try was its harvest ; and its monthly returns 
showed constant increases of specie.

When all was over, and the Senate’s sen
tence had been sent out to do its office among 
the people, General Jackson felt that the time 
had come for him to speak ; and did so in ai 
“ Protest,” addressed to the Senate, and re
markable for the temperance and moderation 
of its language. He had considered the pro
ceeding against him, from the beginning, as 
illegal and void—as having no legislative aim 
or object—as being intended merely for cen
dre; and, therefore, not coming within any 
power or duty of the Senate. He deemed it 
extra-judicial and unparliamentary, legally no 
more than the act of a town meeting, while in
vested with the forms of a legal proceeding ; 
and intended to act upon the public mind with 
the force of a sentence of conviction on an im
peachment, while in reality but a personal act 
against him in his personal, and not in his 
official character. This idea he prominently- 
put forth in his “ Protest from which some 
passages are here given :

“The resolution in question was introduced, 
i discussed, and passed, not as a joint, but as a 
I separate resolution. It asserts no legislative 

power, proposes no legislative action ; and 
neither possesses the form nor any of the attri
butes of a legislative measure. It does not ap
pear to have been entertained or passed, with 
any view or expectation of its issuing in a law 
or joint resolution, or in the repeal of any law 
or joint resolution, or in any other legislative 
action.

“Whilst wanting both the form and substance 
of a legislative measure, it is equally manifest, 
that the resolution was not justified by any of 
the executive powers conferred on the Senate. 
These powers relate exclusively to the consider
ation of treaties and nominatioiis to office ; and 
they are exercised in secret session, and with 
closed doors. This resolution does not apply 
to any treaty or nomination, and was passed in 
a public session.

“Nor does this proceeding in any way belong 
to that class of incidental resolutions which re

late to the officers of the Senate, to their cham
ber, and other appurtenances, or to subjects of 
order, and other matters of the like nature—in 
all which either House may lawfully proceed 
without any' co-operation witli the other, or 
with the President.

“ On the contrary the whole phraseology and 
sense of the resolution seem to be judicial. Its 
essence, true character, and only practical effect, 
are to lie found in the conduct which it charges 
upon the President, and in the judgment which 
it pronounces on that conduct. The resolution, 
therefore, though discussed and adopted by the 
Senate in its legislative capacity, is, in its office, 
and in all its characteristics, essentially judicial.

“ That the Senate possesses a high judicial 
power, and that instances may occur in w hich 
the President of the United States will be ame
nable to it, is undeniable. But under the pro
visions of the constitution, it would seem to be 
equally plain that neither the President nor any 
other officer can be rightfully subjected to the 
operation of the judicial power of the Senate 
except in the cases and under the forms pre
scribed by the constitution.

“The constitution declares that ‘the Presi
dent, Vice-President, and all civil officers of the 
United States, shall bo removed from office on 
Impeachment for, and conviction of treason, bri
bery, or other high crimes and misdemeanors’ 
—that the House of Representatives 1 shall have 
the solo power of impeachment ’—that the Senate 
‘ shall have the sole power to try all impeach
ments’—that ‘when sitting for that purpose, 
they shall lie on oath or affirmation ’—that 
‘when the President of the United States is 
tried, the Chief Justice shall preside’—that no 
person shall be convicted without the concur
rence of two-thirds of the members present’ 
—and that ‘judgment shall not extend further 
than to remove from office, and disqualification 
to hold and enjoy any office of honor, trust or 
prolit. under the United States.’

“ The resolution above quoted, charges in sub
stance that in certain proceedings relating to the 
public revenue, the President has usurped au
thority and power not conferred upon him by 
the constitution and laws, and that in doing so 
he violated both. Any such act constitutes a 
high crime—one of the highest, indeed, which 
the President can commit—a crime which justly 
exposes him to impeachment by the House of 
Representatives, and upon due conviction, to re
moval from office, and to the complete and im,- 
mutable disfranchisement prescribed by the con
stitution.

“ The resolution, then, was in substance an 
impeachment of the President ; and in its pas
sage amounts to a declaration by a majority of 
the Senate, that lie is guilty of an impeachable 
offence. As such it is spread upon the journals 
of the Senate—published to the nation and to 
the world—made part of’our enduring archives 
—and incorporated in the history of the age. 
The punishment of removal from office and fu*
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ture disqualification, does not, it is true, follow 
this decision ; nor would it have followed the 
like decision, if the regular forms of proceeding 
had been pursued, because the requisite number 
did not concur in the result. But the moral 
influence of a solemn declaration, by a majority 
of the Senate, that the accused is guilty of the 
offence charged upon him, has been as effectual
ly secured, as if the like declaration had been 
made upon an impeachment expressed in the 
same terms. Indeed, a greater practical effect 
has been gained, because the votes given for the 
resolution, though not sufficient to authorize a 
judgment of guilty on an impeachment, were 
numerous enough to carry that resolution.

“ That the resolution does not expressly allege 
that the assumption of power and authority, 
which it condemns, was intentional and corrupt, 
is no answer to the preceding view of its char
acter and effect. The act thus condemned, ne
cessarily implies volition and design in the in
dividual to whom it is imputed, and being un
lawful in its character, the legal conclusion is, 
that it was prompted by improper motives, and 
committed with an unlawful intent. The éharge 
is not of a mistake in the exercise of supposed 
powers, but of the assumption of powers not 
conferred by the constitution and laws, but in 
derogation of both, and nothing is suggested to 
excuse or palliate the turpitude of the act. In 
the absence of any such excuse, or palliation, 
there is room only for one inference ; and that 
is, that the intent was unlawful and corrupt. 
Besides, the resolution not only contains no 
mitigating suggestion, but on the contrary, it 
holds up the act complained of as justly ob
noxious to censure and reprobation ; and thus 
as distinctly stamps it with impurity of motive, 
as if the strongest epithets had been used.

“ The President of the United States, there
fore, has been by a majority of his constitutional 
triers, accused and found guilty of an impeach
able offence ; but in no part of this proceeding 
have the directions of the constitution been ob
served.

“The impeachment, instead of being preferred 
and prosecuted by the House of Representa
tives, originated in the Senate, and was prose
cuted without the aid or concurrence of the 
other House. The oath or affirmation pre
scribed by the constitution, was not taken by 
the senators ; the Chief Justice did not preside ; 
no notice of the charge was given to the accus
ed ; and no opportunity afforded him to respond 
to the accusation, to meet bis accusers lace to 
face, to cross-examine the witnesses, to procure 
counteracting testimony, or to be heard in his 
defence. The safeguards and formalities which 
the constitution has connected with the power 
of impeachment, were doubtless supposed by 
the framers of that instrument, to be essential 
to the protection of the public servant, to tlie 
attainment of justice, and to the order, impar
tiality, and dignity of the procedure. These 
safeguards and formalities were not only practi

cally disregarded, in the commencement and con
duct of these proceedings, but in their result, I 
find myself convicted by less than two-thirds of 
the members present, of an impeachable offence.’’

Having thus shown the proceedings of th« 
Senate to have been extra-judicial and the mere 
fulmination of a censure, such as might come 
from a “ mass meeting,” and finding no warrant in 
any right or duty of the body, and intended for 
nothing but to operate upon him personally, he 
then showed that senators from three States had 
voted contrary to the sense of their respective 
State legislatures. On this point he said :

“ There arc also some other circumstances con
nected with the discussion and passage of the 
resolution, to which I feel it to be, not only my 
right, but my duty to refer. It appears by the 
journal of the Senate, that among the twenty- 
six senators who voted for the resolution on its 
final passage, and who had supported it in de
bate, in its original form, were one of the sena
tors from the State of Maine, the two sexators 
from New Jersey, and one of the senators from 
Ohio. It also appears by the same journal, and 
by the files of the Senate, that the legislatures of 
these States had severally expressed their opin
ions in respect to the Executive proceedings 
drawn in question before the Senate.

“ It is thus seen that four senators have de
clared by their votes that the President, in the 
late Executive proceedings in relation to the 
revenue, had been guilty of the impeachable of
fence of1 assuming upon himself authority and 
power not conferred by the constitution and 
laws, but in derogation of both,’ whilst the leg
islatures of their respective States had deliber
ately approved those very proceedings, as consist
ent with the constitution, and demanded by the 
public good. If these four votes had been given 
in accordance with the sentiments of the legisla
ture's, as above expressed, there would have been 
but twenty-four votes out of forty-six for cen
suring the President, and the unprecedented re
cord of his conviction could not have been placed 
ujwn the journals of the Senate.

“ In thus referring to the resolutions and in
structions of State legislatures, I disclaim and 
repudiate all authority or design to inturfure with 
the responsibility due from members of the Se
nate to their own consciences, their constituents 
and their country. The facts now stated belong 
to the history of these proceedings, and are im
portant to the just development of the principles 
and interests involved in them, as well as to the 
proper vindication of the Executive department' 
and with that view, and that view only, are they 
here made the topic of remark.”

The President then entered his solemn pro
test against the Senate’s proceedings in Ikes* 
words :
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“With this view, and for the reasons which 
have been stated, X do hereby solemnly protest 
tgainst the aforementioned proceedings of the 
Senate, as unauthorized by the constitution ; con
trary to its spirit and to several of its express 
provisions ; subversive of that distribution of the 
[lowers of government which it has ordained and 
established ; destructive of the checks and safe
guards by which those powers were intended, 
on the one hand, to bo controlled, and. on the 
other, to be protested ; and calculated, by their 
immediate and collateral effects, by their charac
ter and tendency, to concentrate in the hands 
of a body not directly amenable to the people, 
a degree of influence and power dangerous to 
their liberties, and fatal to the constitution of 
their choice."

And it concluded with an affecting appeal to 
his private history for the patriotism and integ
rity of his life, and the illustration of his con
duct in relation to the hank, and showed his re
liance on God and the People to sustain him ; 
and looked with confidence to the place which 
justice would assign him on the page of history. 
This moving peroration was in these words :

“The resolution of the Senate contains an im
putation upon my private as well as upon my 
public character ; and as it must stand for ever 
on their journals, I cannot close this substitute 
for that defence which 1 have not been allowed 
to present in the ordinary form, without remark
ing, that I have lived in vain, if it be necessary 
to enter into a formal vindication of my charac
ter and purposes from such un imputation. In 
rain do I bear upon my person, enduring memo
rials of that contest in which American liberty 
was purchased ; in vain havo I since perilled 
property, fame, and life, in defence of the rights 

I and privileges so dearly bought : in vain am I 
| now, without a personal aspiration, or the hope 

of individual advantage, encountering responsi
bilities and dangers, from which, by mere in
activity in relation to a single point, I might 
have been exempt—if any serious doubts can 
lie entertained as to the purity of my purposes 
aad motives. If I had been ambitious, 1 should 
have sought an alliance with that powerful in
stitution, which even now aspires to no divided 
empire. If 1 had been venal, 1 should have 
sold myself to its designs. Had I preferred 
personal comfort and official ease to the perform
ance of my arduous duty, l should have ceased 
to molest it. In the history of conquerors and 
usurpers, never, in the tire of youth, nor in the 
vigor of manhood, could 1 And an attraction to 
lure me from the path of duty ; and now, 1 shall 
scarcely find an inducement to commence the 
career of ambition, when gray hairs and a de
nying frame, instead of inviting to toil and bat
tle, call me to the contemplation of other 
Irorlds, where conquerors cease to bo honored,

and usurpers expiate their crimes. The only 
ambition I can feel, is to acquit myself to llim 
to whom I must soon render an account of my 
stewardship, to serve my fellow-men, and live 
respected and honored in the history of my 
country. No; the ambition which leadp me 
on, is an anxious desire and a fixed determina
tion, to return to the people, unimpaired, the 
sacred trust they have confided to my charge— 
to heal the wounds of the constitution and pre- 
sene it from further violation ; to persuade my 
countrymen, so far as I may, that it is not in a 
splendid government, supported by powerful 
monopolies and aristocrpticai establishments, 
that they will find happiness, or their liberties 
protected, but in a plain system, void of pomp

■protecting all, ami granting favors to none— 
dispensing its blessings like the dews of heaven, 
unseen and unfeltumve in the freshness and 
beauty they contribute to produce. It is such 
a government that thejgenius of our people re
quires—such a one opry under which our States 
may remain for agCs to come, united, prosper
ous, and free. If the Almighty Being who has 
hitherto sustained and protected me, will but 
vouchsafe to make my feeble powers instru
mental to such a result, 1 shall anticipate with 
pleasure the place to be assigned me in the 
history of my country, and die contented with 
the belief, that I have contributed in some small 
degree, to increase the value and prolong the 
duration of American liberty.

“ To tlie end that the resolution of the Se
nate may not be hereafter drawn into precedent, 
with tlie authority of silent acquiescence on the 
[>art of tlie Executive department ; and to the 
end, also, that my motives and views .in the 
Executive proceeding denounced in that resolu
tion may lie known to my fellow-citizens, to the 
world, and to all posterity, I respectfully re
quest that tills message and protest may be en
tered at length on the journals of the Senate.”

No sooner was this Protest read in the Senate 
than it gave rise to a scene of the greatest ex
citement. Mr. Poindexter, of Mississippi, imme
diately assailed it as a breach of the privileges of 
tlie Senate, and unlit to lie received by the body. 
He said : *• I will not dignify tliis paper by con
sidering it in the ligtit of an Executive message: 
it is no such thing. I regard it simply as a 
paper, with the signature of Andrew Jackson ; 
and, should the Senate refuse to receive it, it 
will not be the first paper with the same signa
ture which has been refused a hearing in this 
body, on the ground of the abusive ami vitupe
rative language which it contained. This effort 
to denounce and overawe the deliberations of 
the Senate may properly be regarded as capping 
the climax of that systematic plan of operations 
which had for several years been in progress,
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designed to bring this body into disrepute among 
the people, and thereby remove the only exist
ing barrier to the arbitrary encroachments and 
usurpations of Executive power:”—and he mov
ed that the paper, as he called it, should not be 
received. Mr. Benton deemed this a proper 
occasion to give notice of his intention to move 
a strong measure which he contemplated—an 
expunging resolution against the sentence of the 
Senate :—a determination to which he had come 
from his own convictions of right, and which he 
now announced without consultation with any 
of his friends. He deemed this movement too 
bold to be submitted to a council of friends—too 
daring to expect their concurrence ;—and bel ieved 
it was better to proceed without their know
ledge, than against their decision. He, there
fore, delivered his notice ex abruptu, accom
panied by an earnest invective against the con
duct of the Senate ; and committed himself irre
vocably to the prosecution of the “ expunging 
resolution ” until he should succeed in the effort, 
or terminate his political life: He said:

“The public mind was now to be occupied 
with a question of the very first moment and 
importance, and identical in all its features with 
the great question growing out of the famous 
resolutions of the English House of Commons 
m the case of the Middlesex election in the year 
1708; and which engrossed the attention of the 
British empire for fourteen years before it was 
settled. That question was one in which the 
House of Commons was judged, and condemned, 
for adopting a resolution which was held by the 
subjects of the British crown to be a violation 
of their constitution, and a subversion of the 
rights of Englishmen : the question now before 
the Senate, and which will go before the Ame
rican ; «copie, grows out of a resolution in which 
he (Mr. B.) believed that the constitution had 
been violated—the privileges of the House of 
Representatives invaded—and the rights of an 
American citizen, in the person of the President, 
subverted. The resolution of the House of 
Commons, after fourteen years of annual mo
tions, was expunged from the Journal of the 
House ; and he pledged himself to the Amerieaivj 
people to commence a similar series of motions 
with respect to this resolution of the Senate. 
He had made up his mind to do so without con
sultation with any human being, and without 
deigning to calculate the chances or the time of 
success. He rested under the firm conviction 
that the resolution of the Senate, which had 
drawn from the President the calm, temperate, 
and dignified protest, which had been read at 
the tablet1- was a resolution which ought to be 
expunged from the Journal of the Senate ; and 
tf any thing was necessary to stimulate his

sense of duty in making a motion to that effect, 
and in encouraging others after he was gone, in 
following up that motion to 'success, it would be 
found in the history and termination of the simi
lar motion which was made in the English House 
of Commons to which he had referred. That 
motion was renewed for fourteen years—from 
1768 to 1782—before it was successful. For 
the first seven years, the lofty and indignant 
majority did not condescend to reply to the 
motion. They sunk it under a dead vote as 
often as presented. The second seven years 
they replied ; and at the end of the term, and 
on the assembling of a new Parliament, the 
veteran motion was carried by more than two 
to one ; and the gratifying spectacle was beheld 
of a public expurgation, in the face of the as
sembled Commons of England, of the obnoxious 
resolution from the Journal of the House. The 
elections in England were septennial, and it 
took two tenns of seven years, or two general 
elections, to bring the sense of the kingdom to 
bear upon their representatives. The elections 
of the Senate were sexennial, with intercularv 
exits and entrances, and it might take a less, or 
a longer period, he would not presume to say 
which, to bring the sense of the American people 
to bear upon an act of the American Senate. 
Of that, he would make no calculation ; but the 
■final success of the motion in the English House 
'of Commons, after fourteen years’ perseverance, 
was a sufficient encouragement for him to begin, 
and doubtless would encourage otlurs to con
tinue, until the good work should be crowned 
with success ; and the only atonement made 
which it was in the Senate’s gawer to make, to 
the violated majesty of the constitution, the in
vaded privileges of the House of Representatives 
and the subverted rights of an American citizen 

“ In bringing this great question before the 
American people, Mr. 11. should consider him
self as addressing the calm intelligence of an 
enlightened community, lie believed the body 
of the American people to be the most enlighten
ed community upon earth ; and, without the least 
disparagement to the present Senate, he must 
Ik* permitted to believe that many such Senates 
might be drawn from the ranks of the people, 
and still leave no dearth of intelligence behind. 
To such a community—in an appeal, on a great 
question of constitutional law, to the under- 

’yKandings of such a people—declamation, pas
sion epithets, opprobrious language, would 
stand for nothing. They would float, harmless 
and unheeded, through the empty air, and strike 
in vain upon the ear of a sober and dispassionate 
tribunal. Indignation, real or affected ; wrath, 
however hot ; fury, however enraged ; assevera
tions, however violent ; denunciation, however 
furious ; will avail nothing. Facts—inexorable 
facts—are all that will be attended to; reason, 
calm and self-possessed, is all that will lie listen
ed to. An intelligent tribunal will exact the 
respect of an address to their understandings; 
and he that wishes to be heard in this great
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question, or being heard, would wish to be 
heeded, will have occasion to be clear and cor
rect in his facts ; close and perspicuous in his 
application of law ; fair and candid in his con
clusions and inferences ; temperate and deco
rous in his language; and scrupulously free 
from every taint of vengeance and malice. So
lemnly impressed with the truth of all these 
convictions, it was the intention of himself (Mr. 
B.), whatever the example or the provocation 
might lie—never to forget his place, his subject, 
his audience, and his object—never" to forget 
that he was speaking in the American Senate, 
on a question of violated constitution and out
raged individual right, to an audience compre
hending the whole hotly of the American people, 
and for the purpose of obtaining a righteous 
decision from the calm and sober judgment of 
a high-minded, intelligent, and patriotic com
munity.

“ The question immediately before the Senate 
was one^if minor consequence ; it might Ire 
ailed a question of small import, except for 

6 the effect which the decision might have upon 
the Senate itself. In that point of view, it, 
might be a question of some moment ; for, with
out reference to individuals, it was essential to 
the cause of free governments, that every de
partment of the government, the Senate inclu
sive, should so act as to preserve to itself the 
respect and the confidence of the country. The 
immediate question was, upon the rejection of 
the President’s message. It was moved to 
reject it—to reject it, not nfty it was considered 
hut before it was considéré»! and thus to tell 
the American people that their President shall 
not be heard—should not be allowed to plead 
his defence—in the presence of the body that 
condemned him—neither before the condemna
tion, nor after it! This is the motion: and 

I certainly no enemy to the ti'enato could wish it 
to miscarry. The President, in the conclusion 
of his message, has respectfully requested that 
his defence might be entered upon the Journal 
of the Senate—upon that same Journal which 
contains the record of his conviction. This is j 
the request of the President. Will the Senate 
deny it ? Will they refuse this art of sheer 
justice and common decency ? Will they go 
further, and not only refuse to place it on the 
Journal, but refuse even to suffer it to remain 
iathe Senate? Will they refuse to permit it 
to remain on file, but send it back, or throw it 
out of doors, without condescending to reply to 

I it? For that is the oxact import of the motion 
now made! Will senators exhaust their minds, 
and their bodies also, in loading this very com
munication with epithets, and then say that it 
shall not be received ? ill they receive me
morials, resolutions, essays, from all that choose 

I to abuse the President, and not receive a word 
I of defence from him ? Will they continue the 
I spectacle which had been presented here for 

three months—a daily presentation of attacks 
upon the President from all that choose to at

tack him, young and old, boys and men—attacks 
echoing the very sound of this resolution, and 
which are not only received and filed here, but 
printed, which, possibly, the twenty-six could 
not unite here, nor go to trial upon any where ! 
lie remarked, in the third place, upon the effect 
produced in the character of the resolution, and 
affirmed that it was nothing. Ho said that the 
same charge ran through all three. They all 
three imputed to the President a violation of 
the constitution and laws of the country—of 
that constitution which he was sworn to sup- 
[K)i t, and of those laws which he was not only 
bound to observe himself, but to cause to be 
faithfblly observed by all others.

“A violation of the constitution and of the 
laws, Mr. B. said, were not abstractions and meta
physical subtleties. They must relate to persons 
or things. The violations cannot rest in the 
air ; they must affix themselves to men or to 
property ; they must connect themselves with 
the transactions of real life. They cannot tie 
ideal and contemplative. In omitting the spe
cifications relative to the dismission of one 
Secretary of the Treasury, and the appointment 
of another, what other specifications were adopt
ed or substituted? Certainly none! What 
others were mentally intended ? Surely none ! 
What others were suggested ? Certainly none ! 
The general charge then rests upon the same 
specification; and so completely is this the fact, 
that no 'supporter of the resolutions lias thought 
it necessary to make the least alteration in his 
ejieeches which supported the original resolu
tion, or to say a single additional word in favor 
of the altered resolution as finally passed. The 
omission of the specification is then an omission 
of form and not of substance ; it is a change of 
words and not of things ; and the substitution 
of a derogation of the laws and constitution, 
for dangerous io the liberties of the people, is a 
still more flagrant instance of change of words 
without change of things. It is tautologous 
and nonsensical. 11 adds nothing to the general 
charge, and takes nothing from it. It neither 
explains inn»-qualifies it. In the technical 
sense it is absurd jiur'K is not the case of a 
statute in derogation orkthe common law, to 
wit, repealing a part of it ; jn the common par
lance understanding, it is ' ridiculous, for the 
President is nut even charged with defaming 
the constitution and the laws ; and, if lie was 
so charged, it would present a curious trial of 
scandalum, magnatum for the American Senate 
to engage in. No ! said Mr. B., this derogation 
clause is an expletion ! It is put in to fill up ! 
The regular impeaching clause of dangerous to 
the liberties of the people, had to lie taken out. 
There was danger, not in the people certainly, 
but to the character of the resolution, if it staid 
in. It identified that resolution as an im
peachment, and, therefore, constituted a piece 
of internal evidence which it was necessary to 
withdraw ; but in withdrawing which, the cha
racter of the resolution Was not altered. The
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charge for violating the laws and the constitu
tion still stood ; and the substituted clause was 
nothing but a stopper to a vacuum—additional 
sound without additional sense, to fill up a 
blank and round off a sentence.

“ After showing the impeaching character of 
the Senate’s resolution, from its own internal 
evidence, Mr. IS. had recourse to another de
scription of evidence, scarcely inferior to the 
resolutions themselves, in the authentic inter
pretations of their meaning. He alluded to the 
speeches made in support of them, and which 
had resounded in this chamber fur three months, 
and were now circulating all over the country 
in every variety of newspaper and pamphlet 
form. These speeches were made by the friends 
of the resolution to procure its adoption here, 
and to justify its adoption before the country. 
Let the country then read, let the people read, 
what has been sent to them for the purpose of 
justifying these resolutions which they are now 
to try ! They will find them to be in the cha
racter of prosecution pleadings against an ac
cused man, on his trial for the commission of 
great crimes ! Let them look over these 
speeches, and mark the passages ; they will 
find language ransacked, history rummaged, to 
find words sufficiently strong, and examples 
sufficiently odious, to paint and exemplify the 
enormity of the crime of which the President 
was alleged to be guilty. After reading these 
passages, let any one doubt, if he can, as to the 
character of the resolution which was adopted. 
Let him doubt, if he can, of the impeachable 
nature of the offence which was charged upon 
the President. Let him doubt, if he can, that 
every Senator who voted for that resolution, 
voted the President to be guilty of an impeach- 
able offence—an offence, for the trial of which 
this Senate is the appointed tribunal—an offence 
wnich it will be the immediate duty of the 
House of Representatives to bring before the 
Senate, in a formal impeachment, unless they 
disbelieve in the truth and justice of the reso
lution which has been adopted.

‘‘Mr. B. said there were three characters in 
which the Senate could act ; and every time it 
acted it necessarily did so in one or the other of 
these characters. It possessed executive, legis
lative, and judicial characters. As a part of the 
executive, it acted on treaties and nominations 
to office ; as a part of the legislative, it assister! 
in making laws ; as a judicial tribunal, it decided 
impeachments. Now, in which of these charac
ters did the Senate act when it adopted the re
solution in question? Not in its executive 
character, it will be admitted ; not in its legisla
tive character, it will be proved : for the reso
lution was, in its nature, wholly foreign to legis
lation. It was directed, not to the formation of 
a law, but to the condemnation of the President. 
It was to condemn him for dismissing one Sec
retary, because he would not do a thing, and 
appointing another that he might do it ; and 
certainly this was not matter for legislation ; for

Mr. Duane could not be restored by law, nor 
Mr. Taney be put out by law. It was to con
vict the President of violating the constitution 
and the laws ; and surely these infractions are 
not to be amended by law's, but avenged by trial 
and punishment. The very nature of the reso
lution proves it to be foreign to all legislation- 
its form proves the same thing; for it is not 
joint, to require the action of the House of Rep
resentatives, and thus ripen into law ; nor is it 
followed by an instruction to a committee to 
report a bill in conformity to it. No such in
struction could even now be added without com
mitting an absurdity of the most ridiculous 
character. There was another resolution with 
which this must nqt be confounded, and upon 
which an instruction to a committee might have 
been bottomed; it was the resolution which 
declared the Secretary’s reasons for removing 
the deposits to be insufficient apd unsatisfac
tory ; but no such instruction has been bottom
ed even upon that resolution ; so that it is evi
dent that no legislation of any kind was intended 
to follow either resolution, even that to which 
legislation might have been appropriate, much 
less that to which it would have been an absurd
ity'. Four months have elapsed since the reso
lutions were brought in. In all that time, there 
has been no attempt to found a legislative act 
upon either of them ; and it is too late now to 
assume that the one which, in its nature and in 
itsjorm, is wholly foreign to legislation is a 
legislative act, and adopted by the Senate in its 
legislative character. No ! This resolution is 
judicial ; it is a judgment pronounced upon an 
imputed offence ; it is the declared sense of a 
majority of the Senate, of the guilt of the Presi
dent of a high crime and misdemeanor. It is, 
in substance, an impeachment—an impeachment 
in violation of all the forms prescribed by the 
constitution—in violation of the privileges of 
the House of Representatives—in subversion ol 
the rights of the accused,and the record of which 
ought to be expunged from the Journal of the 
Senate.

“Mr. 11. said the selection of a tribunal for 
the trial of imjaachmcnts was felt, by the con
vention which framed the constitution, as one 
of the most delicate and difficult tasks which 
they had to perform. Those great men were 
well read in history, both ancient and modern, 
and knew that the impeaching power—the usual 
mode for trying political men for political of
fences—was often an engine for the gratification 
of factious and ambitious feelings. An impeach
ment was well known to he the beaten road for 
running down a hated or successful political 
rival. After great deliberation—after weighing 
all the tribunals, even that of the Supreme 
Court—the Senate of the United States was 
fixed iqion as the body which, from its constitu
tion. would lie the most impartial, neutral, and 
equitable, that could be selected, and, with the 
check of a previous inquisition, and present
ment of charges by the House of Represent»-
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tives, would be the safest tribunal to which 
could he confided a power so great in itself, and 
so susceptible of being abused. The Senate was 
selected ; and to show that he had not over
stated the difficulties of the convention in making 
the selection, he would take leave to read a pas
sage from a work which was canonical on this 
subject, and from an article in that work which 
was written by the gentleman whoso authority 
would have most weight on this occasion. He 
spoke of the Federalist, and of the article writ
ten by General Hamilton on the impeaching 
power :

*• ' A well-constituted court for the trial of im
peachments is an object not more to be desired 
than difficult to be obtained, in a government 
wholly elective. The subjects of its jurisdiction 
are those offences which proceed from the mis
conduct of public men ; or, in other words, from 
the abuse or violation of some public trust. 
They arc of a nature W'hich may, with peculiar 
propriety, be denominated political, as they re
late chieHy to injuries done immediately to so
ciety itself. The prosecution of them, for this 
reason, will seldom fail to agitate the passions 
of the whole commupity, and to divide it into 
parties more or less friendly or inimical to the 
accused. In many cases, it will connect itself 
with the pre-existing factions, and will enlist all 
their animosities, partialities influence, and in
terest, on one aide or on the other; and, in such 
cases, there will always be the greatest danger 
that the decision will be regulated more by the 
comparative strength of parties, than by the 
real demonstrations of innocence or guilt. The 
delicacy and magnitude of a trust which so 
deeply concerns the political reputation and ex
istence of every man engaged in the adminis
tration of public affairs, speak for themselves. 
The difficulty of placing it rightly in a govern
ment resting entirely on the basis of periodica! 
elections, will as readily be perceived, when it 
is considered that the most conspicuous charac
ters in it will, from that circumstance, be too 
often the leaders or the tools of the most cun
ning or the most numerous faction ; and, on this 
account, can hardly be expected to possess the 
requisite neutrality towards those whose con
duct may be the subject of scrutiny.

“1The division of the powers of impeachment 
between the two branches of the legislature, as
signing to one the right of accusing, to the other 
the right of trying, avoids the inconvenience of 
making the same persons both accusers and 
judges; and guards against the danger of per
secution from the prevalency of a factious spirit 
in cither of those branches.1

1 Mr. 11. said there was much matter for elu
cidation of the present object of discussion in 
the extract which lie had read. Its definition 
of an impeachable offence covered the indcntical 
e large which was contained in the resolution 
adoptert by the Senate against the President 
l he offence charged upon him possessed every 
feature of the impeachment defined by General

Hamilton. It imputes misconduct to a public 
man, for the abuse and violation of a public 
trust. The discussion of the charge has agitated 
the passions of the whole community ; it has 
divided the people into parties, some friendly 
some inimical, to the accused ; it has connected 
itself with the pre-existing parties, enlisting the 
whole of the opposition parties under one ban
ner, and calling forth all their animosities—all 
their partialities—all their influence—all their 
interest ; and, what was not foreseen by Gene
ral Hamilton, it has called forth the tremendous 
moneyed power, and the pervading organization 
of a great moneyed power, wielding a mass of 
forty millions of money, and sixty millions of 
debt ; wielding the whole in aid and support ot 
this charge upon the President, and working 
the double battery of seduction, on one hand, 
and oppression on the other, to put down the 
man against whom it is directed ! This is what 
General Hamilton did not foresee ; but the next 
feature in the picture he did foresee, and most 
accurately describe, as it is now seen by us all. 
lie said that the decision of these impeachments 
would offer be regulated more by the compara
tive strength of parties than by the guilt or in
nocence of the accused. IIow prophetic ! Look 
to the memorials, resolutions, and petitions, sent 
in here to criminate the President, so clearly 
marked by a party line, that when an exception 
occurs, it is made the special subject of public 
remark. Look at the vote in the Senate, upon 
the adoption of the resolution, also as clearly 
defined by a party line as any party question 
can ever he expected to be.

“ To guard the most conspicuous characters 
from being persecuted—Mr. Ii. said he was 
using the language of General Hamilton—to 
guard the most conspicuous characters from 
being persecuted by the leaders or the tools of 
the most cunning or the most numerous faction 
—the convention had placed the power of try
ing impeachments, not in the Supreme Court, 
not even in a body of select, judges chosen for 
the occasion, hut in the Senate of the United 
States, and not even in them without an inter
vening check to the abuse of that power, by 
associating the House of Representatives, and 
forbidding the Senate to proceed against any 
officer until that grand inquest of the nation 
should demand his trial. How far fortunate, 
or otherwise, the convention may have been in 
the selection of its tribunal for the trial of im
peachments, it was not for him. Mr. B., to say. 
It was not for him to say how far the requisite 
neutrality towards those whose conduct may 
be under scrutiny, may be found, or has been 
found, in this body, lint lie must take leave to 
say, that if a public man may be virtually im
peached—actually condemned by the Senate of 
an impeachable offence, without the intervention 
of the House of Representatives, then has the 
constitution failed at one of its most vital points 
and a ready means found for doing a thing 
which had tilled other countries with persecu
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tion, faction, and violence, and which it was 
intended should never be done here.

“ Mr. B. called upon the Senate to recollect 
what was the feature in the famous court of 
the Star Chamber, which rendered that court 
the most odious that ever sat in England. It 
was not the mass of its enormities—great as 
they were—for the regular tribunals which yet 
existed, exceeded that court, both in the mass 
and in the atrocity of their crimes and oppres
sions. The regular courts in the compass of a 
single reign—that of James the Second ; a sin
gle judge, in a single riding—JcITries, on the 
Western Circuit—surpassed all the enormities 
of the Star Chamber, in the whole course of its 
existence. What then rendered that court so 
intolerably odious to the English people ? Sir, 
said Mr. B., it was because that court had no 
grand jury—because it proceeded without pre
sentment, without indictment—upon informa
tion alone—and thus got at its victims without 
the intervention, without the restraint, of an 
accusing body. This is the feature which sunk 
the Star Chamber in England. It is the feature 
which no criminal tribunal in this America is 
allowed to possess. The most inconsiderable 
oflender, in any State of the Union, must be 
charged by a grand jury before he can be tried 
by the court. In this Senate, sitting as a high 
court of impeachment, a charge must first he 
presented by the House of Representatives, 
sitting as the grand inquest of the nation. But 
if the Senate can proceed, without the inter
vention of this grand inquest, wherein is it to 
dill'çr from the Star Chamber, except in the 
mere execution of its decrees ? And what 
other execution is now required for delinquent 
public men, than the force of public opinion ? 
No ! said Mr. I!., we live in an age when public 
opinion over public men, is omnipotent and ir
reversible !—when public sentiment annihilates 
a public man more effectually than the scaffold. 
To this new and omnipotent tribunal, all the 
public men of Europe and America are now 
happily subject. The Hat of public opinion has 
superseded the axe of the executioner. Struck 
by that opinion, Icings and emperors in Europe, 
and the highest functionaries among ourselves, 
fall powerless from the political stage, and wan
der, while their bodies live, as shadows and 
phantoms over the land. .Should lie give ex
amples ? It might be invidious ; yet all would 
recollect an eminent example of a citizen, once 
sitting at the head of this Senate, afterwards 
falling under a judicial prosecution, from which 
he esca]ied untouched by the sword of the law, 
yet that eminent citizen was more utterly an
nihilated by public opinion, than any execution 
of a capital sentence could ever have accom
plished upon his name.

“ What occasion then has the Senate, sitting 
as a court of impeachment, for the power of 
execution ? The only effect of a regular im
peachment now, is to remove from office, and 
disqualification for office. An irregular impeach

ment will be tantamount to removal and dis
qualification, if the justice of the sentence is 
confided in by the people. If this condemnation 
of the President had been pronounced in the 
first term of his administration, and the people 
had believed in the truth and justice of the sen
tence, certainly President Jackson would not 
have been elected a second time; and every 
object that a political rival, or a political party, 
could have wished from his removal from office 
and disqualification for office, would have ken 
accomplished. Disqualification for office—loss 
of public favor—political death—is now the 
object of political rivalship ; and all this can k 
accomplished by an informal, as well as by a 
formal impeachment, if the sentence is only con
fided in by the people. If the people klieved 
that the President has violated the constitution 
and the laws, he ceases to be the object of their 
respect and their confidence ; he loses their 
favor ; he dies a political death ; and that this 
might be the object of the resolution, Mr. B. 
would leave to the determination of those who 
should read the speeches which were delivered 
in support of the measure, and which would 
constitute a public and lasting monument of 
the temper in which the resolution was pre
sented, and the object intended to be accom
plished by it.

“ It was in vain to say there could be no 
object, at this time, in annihilating the political 
influence of President Jackson, and killing him 
off as a public man, with a senatorial conviction 
for violating the laws and constitution of the 
country. Such an assertion, if ventured upon 
by any one, would stand contradicted by facte, 
of which Europe and America are witnesses. 
Does he not stand between the country andthc 
bank ? Is he not proclaimed the sole obstacle 
to the rccharter of the bank ; and in its rccharter 
is there not wrapped up the destinies of a poli
tical party, now panting for power ! Remove ' 
this sole obstacle—annihilate its influence—kill 
off President Jackson with a sentence of con
demnation for a high crime and misdemeanor, 
and the charter of the bank will lie renewed, and 
in its renewal, a political party, now thundering 
at the gates of the capitol, will leap into power. 
Here then is an object for desiring the extinction 
of the political influence of President Jackson! 
An object large enough to lie seen by all Ameri
ca ! and attractive enough to enlist the combined 
interest of a great moneyed power, and of a great 
political party.”

Thus spoke Mr. Benton ; hut lire delate on 
the protest went on ; and the motion of Mr. 
Poindexter, digested into four different propo
sitions, after undergoing repeated modification! 
upon consultations among its friends, and after 
much acrimony on both sides, was adopted by 
the fixed majority of twenty-seven. In voting 
that the vrotest was a breach of the privileges
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of the Senate, that body virtually affirmed the 
impeachment character of the condemnatory 
resolutions, and involved itself in the predica
ment of voting an impeachable matter without 
observing a single rale for the conduct of im
peachments. The protest placed it in a dilemma. 
It averred the Senate’s judgment to be without 
authority—without any warrant in the consti
tution—any right in the body to pronounce it. 
To receive that protest, and enter it on the 
journal, was to record a strong evidence against 
themselves ; to reject it as a breach of pri
vilege was to claim for their proceeding the 
immunity of a regular and constitutional act ; 
and as the proceeding was on criminal matter, 
amounting to a high crime and misdemeanor, 
on which matter the Senate could only act in 
its judicial capacity ; therefore it had to claim 
the immunity that would belong to it in that 
capacity ; and assume a violation of privilege. 
Certainly if the Senate had tried an impeach
ment in due form, the protest, impeaching its 
justice, might have been a breach of privilege ; 
but the Senate had no privilege to vote an im
peachable matter without a regular impeach
ment ; and therefore it was no breach of privilege 
to impugn the act which they had no privilege 
to commit.

CHAPTER CIV.

MB. WEBSTER'S PLAN OF RELIEF.

It has already been seen that Mr. Webster took 
no direct part in promoting the adoption of the 
resolutions against General Jackson, lie had 
no private grief to incite him against the Presi
dent; and, as first drawn up, it would have 
been impossible for him, honored with the titles 
of “ expounder and defender of tlfb constitu
tion,” to have supported the resolve : bearing 
plainly on its face impeachable matter. After 
several modifications, lie voted for it ; but, from 
the beginning, he had his own plan in view, 
which was entirely different from an attack on 
the President ; and solely looked to the advan
tage of the bank, and the relief of the distress, 
in a practical and parliamentary mode of legis
lation. He looked to a renewal of the bank 
charter for a short term, and with such modifi-
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cations as would tend to disarm opposition, and 
to conciliate favor for it. The term of the re
newal was only to be for six years : a length of 
time well chosen ; because, from the shortness 
of the period, it would have an attraction for all 
that class of members—always more or less 
numerous in every assembly—who, in every dif
ficulty, are disposed to temporize and compro
mise ; while, to the bank, in carrying its exist
ence beyond the presidential term of General 
Jackson, it felt secure in the future acquisition 
of a full term. Besides the attraction in the 
short period, Mr. Webster proposed another 
amelioration, calculated to have serious effect ; 
it was to give up the exclusive or monopoly 
feature in the charter—leaving to Congress to 
grant any other charter, in the mean time, to a 
new company, if it pleased. The objectionable 
branch bauk currency of petty drafts was also 
given up. Besides this, and as an understand
ing that the corporation would not attempt to 
obtain a further existence beyond the six years, 
the directors were to be at liberty to begin 
to return the capital to the stockholders at 
any time within the period of three years, be
fore the expiration of the six renewed years 
The deposits were not to be restored until aftei 
the first day of July ; and, as an agreeable con
cession to the enemies of small paper currency 
the bank was to issue, or use, no note under the 
amount of twenty dollars. He had drawn up a 
bill with these provisions, and asked leave to 
bring it in ; and, asking the leave, made a vcy 
plausible business speech in its favor : the best 
perhaps that could have been devised. In addi
tion to his own weight, and the recommenda
tions in the bill, it was understood to be the 
preference of Mr. Biddle himself—his own choice 
of remedies in the difficulties which surrounded 
libs institution. But he met opposition from 
quarters not to be expected: from Mr. Clay, who 
went for the full term of twenty years ; and 
Mr. Calhoun, who went for twelve. It was dif
ficult to comprehend why these two gentlemen 
should wish to procure for the bank more than 
it asked, and which it was manifestly impossible 
for it to gain. Mr. Webster’s bill was the only 
one that stood the least chance of getting 
through the two Houses ; and on that point lie 
had private assurances of support from friends 
of the administration, if all the friends of the 
bank stood firm In favoring this charter for
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twelve years, Mr. Calhoun felt that an explana
tion of his conduct was due to the public, as he 
was well known to have been opposed to the 
renewed charter, when so vehemently attempt
ed, in 1832 ; and also against banks generally. 
His explanation was, that he considered it a 
currency question, and a question between the 
national and local banks ; and that the renewed 
charter was to operate against them ; and, in 
winding itself up, was to cease for ever, having 
first established a safe currency. His frequent 
expression was, that his plan was to “ unbank 
the banks : ” a process not very intelligibly ex
plained at the time, and on which he should be 
allowed to speak for himself. Some passages 
are, therefore, given from his speech :

“ After a full survey of the whole subject, I 
can sec no means of extricating the country 
from its present danger, and to arrest its fur
ther increase, but a bank, the agency of which, 
in some form, or under some authority, is indis
pensable. The country has been brought into 
the present diseased state of the currency by 
banks, and must be extricated by their agency. 
We must, in a word, use a bank to unbank the 
banks, to the extent that may be necessary to 
restore a safe and stable currency—just as we 
apply snow to a frozen limb, in order to restore 
vitality and circulation, or hold up a burn to 
the flame to extract the inflammation. All must 
see that it is impossible to suppress the bank
ing system at once. It must continue for a time. 
Its greatest enemies, and the advocates of an 
exclusive specie circulation, must make it a part 
of their system to tolerate the banks for a longer 
or a shorter period. To suppress them at once, 
would, if it were possible, work a greater revolu
tion : a greater change in the relative condition 
of the various classes of the community than 
would the conquest of the country by a savage 
■enemy. What, then, must be done ? I answer, 
a new and safe system must gradually grow up 
under, and replace, the old ; imitating, in this 
respect, the beautiful process which we some
times see, of a wounded or diseased part in a 
living organic body, gradually superseded by the 
nealing process of nature.

“ How is thus to be effected ? How is a bank 
to be used as the means of correcting the excess 
of the banking system ? And what bank is to 
be selected as the agent to effect this salutary 
change 1 I know, said Mr. C., that a diversity 
of opinion will be found to exist, as to the agent 
to be selected, among those who agree on every 
other point, and who, in particular, agree on the 
necessity of using some hank as the means of 
effecting the object intended ; one preferring a 
simple recharter of the existing bank—another, 
the charter of a new bank of the United States 
—a third, a new bank ingrafted upon the old—

and a fourth, the use of the State banks, as the 
agent. I wish, said Mr. C., to leave all these as 
open questions, to be carefully surveyed and 
compared with each other, calmly and dispas
sionately, without prejudice or party feeling ; and 
that to be selected which, on the whole shall 
appear to be best—the most safe; the’most 
efficient ; the most prompt in application, and 
the least liable to constitutional objection’. It 
would, however, be wanting in candor on mv 
part, not to declare that my impression is that 
a new Bank of the United States, ingrafted upon 
the old, will be found, under all the circum
stances of the case, to combine the greatest ad
vantages, and to be liable to the fewest objec
tions ; but this impression is not so firmly fixed 
as to be inconsistent with a calm review of the 
whole ground, or to prevent my yielding to the 
conviction of reason, should the result of such 
review prove that any other is preferable. 
Among its peculiar recommendations, may be 
ranked the consideration, that, while it would 
afford the means of a prompt and effectual ap
plication for mitigating and finally removing the 
existing distress, it would, at the same time 
open to the whole community a fair opportu
nity of participation in the advantages of the 
institution, be they what they,may.

“ Let us then suppose (in Order to illustrate 
and not to indicate a perference) that the pre
sent bank be selected as the agent to effect the 
intended object. What provisions will be 
necessary ? I will suggest those that have oc
curred to me, mainly, however, with a view of 
exciting the reflection of those much more fa
miliar with hanking operations than myself,and 
who, of course, are more competent to form a 
correct judgment on their practical effect. "

“ Let, then, the bank charter be renewed for 
twelve years after the expiration of the present 
term, with such modifications and limitations as 
may be judged proper, and that after that period, 
it shall issue no notes under ten dollars ; that 
government shall not receive in its dues ant- 
sum less than ten dollars, except in the legal 
coins of the United States; that it shall not 
receive in its dues the notes of any bank that 
issues notes of a denomination less than live 
dollars; and that the United States Bank 
shall not receive in payment, or on deposit, the 
notes of any bank whose notes are not receiv
able in dues of the government ; nor the notes 
of any bank which may receive the notes of any 
bank whose notes are not receivable by the gov
ernment. At the expiration of six years from the 
commencement of the renewed charter, let the 
bank be prohibited from issuing any note un
der twenty dollars, and let no sum under that 
amount be received in the dues of the govern
ment, except in specie ; and let the value of 
gold De raised at least equal to that of silver, 
to take effect immediately, so that the country 
may be replenished with the coin, the lightest 
and the most portable in proportion to its value, 
to take the place of the receding bank notea
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R is unnecessary for me to state, that at pre
sent, the standard value of gold is several per 
cent less than that of silver, the necessary ef
fect of which has been to expel gold entirely 
from our circulation, and thus to deprive us of 
a coin so well calculated for the circulation of 
a country so great in extent, and having so vast 
an intercourse, commercial, social, and political, 
between all its parte, as ours. As an addition
al recommendation to raise its relative value, 
gold has, of late, become an important product 
of three considerable States of the Union, Vir
ginia, North Carolina, and Georgia—to the in
dustry of which, the measure proposed would 
give a strong impulse, and which in turn would 
greatly increase the quantity produced.
B 11 Such are the means which have occurred to 
me. There are members of this body far more 
competent to judge of their practical operation 
than myself, and as my object is simply to sug
gest them for their reflection, and for that of 
others who are more familiar with this part of 
the subject, I will not at present enter into an 
inquiry as to their efficiency, with a view of 
determining whether they are fully adequate 
to effect the object in view or not. There are 
doubtless others of a similar description, and 
perhaps more efficacious, that may occnr to the 
experienced, which I would freely embrace, as 
my object is to adopt the best and most effi
cient And it may be hoped that, if on expe
rience it should be found that neither these pro
visions nor any other in the power of Congress, 
are fully adequate to effect the important re
form which I have proposed, the co-operation 
of the States may be afforded, at least to the 
extent of suppressing the circulation of notes 
under five dollars, where such are permitted to 
be issued under their authority.”

The ultimate object proposed to be accom
plished by Mr. Calhoun in this process of “ un- 
banking the banks,” was to. arrive eventually 
and by slow degrees, at a metallic currency, and 
the revival of gold. This had been my object, 
and so declared in the Senate, from the time of 
the first opposition to the United States Bank. 
He had talked his plan overto myself and others: 
we had talked over ours to him. There was a 
point at which we all agreed—the restoration ofa 
metallic currency ; but differed about the means 
—he expecting to attain it slowly and eventu
ally, through the process which he mentioned ; 
and we immediately, through the revival of the 
gold currency, the extinction of the Bank of the 
United States, the establishment of an indepen
dent treasury, and the exclusion of all paper 
money from the federal receipts and payntents. 
Laying hold of the point on which we agreed, 
(and which was also the known policy of the

President), Mr. Calhoun appealed to Mr. Silas 
Wright and myself and other friends of the ad
ministration, to support his plan. He said :

“Iff understand their views, as expressed 
by the senator from Missouri, behind me (Mr. 
Benton)—the senator from New-York (Mr. 
Wright) ; and other distinguished members of 
the party, and the views of the President, as 
expressed in reported conversations, I see not 
how they can reject the measure (to wit : his 
plan). They profess to be the advocates of a 
metallic currency. I propose to restore it by 
the most effectual measures that can be devised ; 
gradually and slowly, and to the extent that 
experience may show that it can be done con
sistently writh due regard to the public interest. 
Further, no one can desire to go.”

The reference here made by Mr. Calhoun to 
the views of the senator from Missouri was to 
conversations held between them ; in which 
each freely communicated his own plan. Mr. 
Benton had not then brought forward his pro
position for the revival of tlfe gold currency ; 
but did so, (in a speech which he had studied), 
the moment Mr. Calhoun concluded. That was 
a thing understood between them. Mr. Cal
houn had signified his wish to speak first ; to 
which Mr. Benton readily assented : and both 
took the opportunity presented by Mr. Web
ster’s motion, and the presentation of his plan, 
to present their own respectively. Afr. Benton 
presented his the moment Mr. Calhoun sat 
down, in a much considered speech, which will 
be given in the next chapter ; and which was 
the first of his formal speeches in favor of re
viving the gold currency. In the mean time, 
Mr. Webster’s plan lingered on the motion for 
leave to bring in his bill. That leave was not 
granted. Things took a strange turn. The 
friends of the bank refused in a body to give 
Mr. Webster the leave asked: the enemies of 
the bank were in favor of giving him the leave— 
chiefly, perhaps, because his friends refused it. 
In this state of contrariety among his friends, 
Mr. Webster moved to lay' his own motion on 
the table; and Mr. Forsyth, to show that this 
balk came from his own side of the chamber, 
asked the yeas and nays ; which were granted 
and were as follows :

‘•Yeas.—Messrs Black, Calhoun, Clay, Clay
ton, Ewing, Frclinghuysen, Hendricks, King 
of Georgia, Mangum, Moore, Naudain, Poindex
ter, Porter, Prentiss, Preston, Robbins, Sil»

i
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bee, Smith, Southard, Sprague, Swift, Tomlin
son, Waggaman, Webster.

“Nays.—Messrs. Benton, Brown, Forsyth, 
Grundy, Hill, Kane, King of Alabama, Morris, 
Robinson, Shepley, Tallmadge, Tipton, White, 
Wilkins, Wright.”

The excuse for the movement—for this un
expected termination to Mr. Webster’s motion 
—wras that the Senate mi^ht proceed with Mr. 
Clay’s resolution against General Jackson, and 
come toa conclusion upon it. It was now time for 
that conclusion. It was near the last of March, 
and the Virginia elections came on in April : 
but the real cause for Mr. Webster’s motion 
was the settled opposition of his political friends 
to his plan ; and that was proved by its subse
quent fate. In his motion to lay his application 
on the table, he treated it as a temporary dis
position of it—the application to be renewed 
at some future time : which it never was.

CHAPTER CV.

REVIVAL OF TIIE GOLD CURRENCY—MR. BEN
TON’S SPEECH.

Mr. Benton said it was now six years since he 
had begun to oppose the renewal of the charter 
of this bank, but he had not, until the present 
moment, found a suitable occasion for showing 
the people the kind of currency which they 
were entitled to possess, and probably would 
pdssess, on the dissolution of the Bank of the 
United States. This was a view of the subject 
which many wished to see, and which he felt 
bound to give ; and which he should proceed 
to present, with all the brevity and perspicuity 
of which he was master.

1. In the first place, he was one of those who 
believed tliat the government of the United 
States was intended to be a hard money govern
ment : that it was the intention, and the decla
ration of the constitution of the United States, 
that the federal currency should consist of gold 
and silver ; and that there Ls no power in Con
gress to issue, or to authorize any company of 
individuals to issue, any species of federal paper 
currency whatsoever.

Every clause in the constitution, said Mr. B., 
which bears upon the subject of money—every

early statute of Congress which interprets the 
meaning of these clauses—and every historic 
recollection which refers to them, go hand in 
hand, in giving to that instrument the meaning 
which this proposition ascribes to it. The 
power granted to Congress to coin money is an 
authority to stamp metallic money, and is not 
an authority for emitting slips of paper contain
ing promises to pay money. The authority 
granted to Congress to regulate the value of 
coin, is an authority to regulate the value of the 
metallic money, not pf paper. The prohibition 
upon the States against making any thing but 
gold and silver a legal tender, is a moral pro
hibition, founded in virtue and honesty, and is 
just as binding upon the federal government as 
upon the State governments ; and that without 
a written prohibition ; for the difference in the 
nature of the two governments is such, that the 
States may do all things which they are not 
forbid to do ; and the federal government can 
do nothing which it is not authorized by the 
constitution to do. The power to punish the 
crime of counterfeiting is limited to the current 
coin of the United States, and to the securities 
of the United States ; and cannot be extended 
to the offence of forging paper money, but by 
that unjustifiable power of construction which 
founds an implication upon an implication, and 
hangs one implied power upon another. The 
word currency is not in the constitution, nor 
any word which can be made to cover a circu
lation of bank notes. Gold and silver is the 
only thing recognized for money. It is the 
money, and the only money, of the constitution ; 
and every historic recollection, as well as every 
phrase in the constitution, and every early sta
tute on the subject of money, confirms that 
idea. People were sick of paper money about 
the time that this constitution was formed. 
The Congress of the confederation, in the time 
of the Revolution, had issued a currency of paper 
money. It had run the full career of that cur
rency. The wreck of two hundred millions of 
paper dollars lay upon the land. The framers 
of that constitution worked in the midst of 
that wreck. They saw the havoc which paper 
money had made upon the fortunes of individu
als, and the morals of the public. They deter 
mined to have no more federal paper money. 
They created a hard money government ; they 
intended the new government to recognize a»
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Legislative enactment, continued Mr. B., came 
quickly to the aid of constitutional intention 
and historic recollection. The fifth statute 
passed at the first session of the first Congress 
that ever sat under the present constitution, 
was full and explicit on this heed. It defined 
the kind of money which the federal treasury 
should receive. The enactments of the statute 
are remarkable for their brevity and compre
hension, as well as for their clear interpretation 
of the constitution ; and deserve to be repeated 
and remembered. They are : That the fees and 
duties payable to the federal government shall 
be received in gold and silver coin only ; the 
gold coins of France, Spain, Portugal, and Eng
land, and all other gold coins of equal fineness, 
it eighty-nine cents for every pennyweight; 
the Mexican dollar at one hundred cents ; the 
crown of France at one hundred and eleven 
cents ; and all other silver coins of equal fine
ness, at one hundred and eleven cents per ounce. 
This statute was passed the 30th day of July, 
1789—just one month after Congress had com
menced the work of legislation. It shows the 
sense of the Congress composed of the men, in 
great part, who had framed the constitution, and 
who, by us4| the wor(* only, clearly expressed 
their intention that gold and silver alone was 
to constitute the currency of the new govern
ment

In support of this construction of the consti- 
tion, Mr. B. referred to the phrase so often used 
py our most aged and eminent statesmen, that 
this was intended to be a hard money govern
ment Yes, said Mr. B., the framers of the 
constitution were hard money men ; but the 
chief expounder and executor ef that constitu
tion was not a hard money man, but a paper 
system man ! a man devoted to the paper system 
of England, with all the firmness of conviction, 
and all thd fervor of enthusiasm. God forbid, 
said Mr. H, that I should do injustice to Gen. 
Hamilton/-that I should say, or insinuate, aught 
to derorate from the just fame of that great 
man ! He has many titles to the gratitude and 
admiration of his countrymen, and the heart 
could not be American which could dishonor pr 
disparage his memory. But his ideas of govern

ment did not receive the sanction of general 
approbation ; and of all his political tenets, his 
attachment to the paper system was most 
strongly opposed at the time, and has produced 
the most lasting and deplorable results upon the 
country. In the year 1791, this great man, 
then Secretary of the Treasury, brought forward 
his celebrated plan for the support of public 
credit—that plan which unfolded the entire 
scheme of the paper system, and immediately 
developed the great political line between the 
federalists and the republicans. The establish
ment of a national bank was the leading and pre
dominant feature of that plan ; and the original 
report of the Secretary, in favor of establishing 
the bank, contained this fatal and deplorable 
recommendation :

“ The bills and notes of the bank, originally 
made payable, or which shall have become pay
able, on demand, in gold and silver coin, shall 
be receivable in all payments to the United 
States."

This fatal recommendation became a clause in 
the charter of the bank. It was transferred 
from the report of the Secretary to the pages of 
the statute book ; and from that moment the 
moneyed character of the federal government 
stood changed and reversed. Fcderal bank notes 
took the place of hard money ; and the whole 
edifice of the new govenupent slid, at once, from 
the solid rock of gold and silver money, on which 
its framers had placed it, into the troubled and 
tempestuous ocean of a paper currency.

Mr. B. said it was no answer to this most 
serious charge of having changed the moneyed 
character of the federal government, ancKof the 
whole Union, to say that the notes of the Bank 
of the United States are not made a legal tender 
between man and man. There was no necessity, 
he said, for a statute law to that effect ; it was 
sufficient that they were made a legal tender 
to the federal government ; the law of necessity, 
far superior to that of the statute book, would 
do the rest A law of tender was not necessary ; 
a forced, incidental tender, resulted as an inevi
table consequence from the credit anil circulation 
which the federal government gave them. What
ever was received at the custom-houses, at the 
land-offices, at the post-offices, at the marshals’ 
and district attorneys’ offjpes, and in all the 
various dues to the federal government, must bo 
received and will be received by the people. It
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becomes the actual and practical currency of the 
land. People must take it, or get nothing ; and 
thus the federal government, establishing a paper 
currency for itself, establishes it also for the 
States and for the people ; and every body must 
use it from necessity, whether compelled by law 
or not.

Mr. B. said it was not to be supposed that 
the objection which he now took to the uncon
stitutionality of the clause which made the notes 
of the federal bank a legal tender to the federal 
government, was an objection which could be 
overlooked, or disregarded, by the adversaries 
of the bank in 1791. It was not overlooked, or 
disregarded ; on the cgntrary, it was denounced, 
and combated, as in itself a separate and dis
tinct breach of the constitution, going the whole 
length of emitting paper money ; and the more 
odious and reprehensible because a privileged 
company was to have the monopoly of the emis
sion. The genius of Hamilton was put in re
quisition to answer this objection ; and the best 
answer which that great man could give it, was 
a confession of the omnipotence of the objection, 
and the total impossibility of doing it\ away. 
His answer surrendered the whole question of 
a currency. It sunk the notes of the bank, which 
were then to be tendered to the federal govern
ment, to the condition of supplies furnished to 
the government, and to be consumed by it. The 
answer took refuge under the natural power, 
independent of all constitutions, for the tax re
ceiver to receive his taxes in what articles lie 
pleased. To do justice to General Hamilton, 
and to detect and expose the true character of 
this bank paper, Mr. B. read a clause from Gen. 
Hamilton’s reply to the cabinet opinions of Mr. 
Jefferson, and the Attorney General Randolph, 
when President VVashington had the charter of 
the first bank under advisement with his Sec
retaries. It was the clause in which General 

* Hamilton replied to the objection to the con
stitutionality of making the notes of the bank 
receivable in payment of public dues. “To 
designate or appoint the money or thing in which 
taxes are to be paid, is not only a proper, but a 
necessary exercise of the power of collecting 
them. Accordingly, Congress, in the law con
cerning the collection of the duties, imposts, and 
tonnage, has provided that they shall bo pay
able in gold and silver. But, while it was an 
iadispensable part of the work to say in what

they should be paid, the choice of the specific 
thing was a mere matter of discretion. The 
payment might have been required in the com
modities themselves. Taxes in kind, howevei 
ill judged, are not without precedents, even in 
the United States ; or it might have been in the 
paper money of the several States ; or in the bills 
of the Bank of North America, New-York, and 
Massachusetts, all, or cither of them ; it might 
have been in bills issued under the authority of 
the United States. No part of this, it is pre
sumed, can be disputed. The appointment of 
the money or thing in which the taxes are to be 
paid, is an incident of the power of collection. 
And among the expedients which may be adopt
ed, is ‘hat of bills issued under the authority 
of the United States.” Mr. B. would read no 
further, although the argument of General Ham
ilton extended through several pages. The 
nature of the argument is fully disclosed in what 
is read. It surrenders the whole question of à 
paper currency. Neither the power to furnish a 
currency, or to regulate currency, is pretended to 
be claimed. The notes of the new bank are put 
upon the footing, not of money, but of commo
dities—things—articles in kind—which the tax 
receiver may ach^pt from the tax payer ; and 
which are to be used and consumed by the tax 
receiver, and not to be returned to the people, 
much less to be diffused over the country in 
place of money. This is the original idea and 
conception of these notes. It is the idea under 
which they obtained the legal capacity of receir- 
ability in payment of public dues ; and from 
this humble conception, this degraded-assimila
tion to corn and grain, to clothes and provisions, 
they have, by virtue of that clause in the char
ter, crept up to the character of money—become 
the real, practical currency of the land—driven 
the currency of the constitution from the land 
—and so depraved the public intellect as now 
to be called for as money, and proclaimed tube 
indispensable to the country, when the author 
of the bank could not rank jt higher than an ei- 
pedient for paying a tax.

2. In the next place, Mr. 11. believed that the 
quantity of specie derivable from foreign com
merce, added to the quantity of gold derivable 
from our owrn inqies, were fully suflicienl if not 
expelled from the country by unwise law\to 
furnish the people with an abundant circulation 
of gold and silver coin, for their common cur

rency, without havin 
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rency, without having recourse to a circulation 
of small bank notes.

The truth of these propositions, Mr. B. held 
to be susceptible of complete and ready proof, 
jfe spoke first of the domestic supply of native 
gold, and said that no mines had ever developed 
more rapidly than these had done, or promised 
more abundantly than they now do. In the 
year 1824 they were a spot in the State of 
North Carolina ; they arc now a region spread
ing into six States. In the year 1824 the pro
duct was $5,000 ; in the last year the product, 
in coined gold, was $808,000 ; in uncoined, as 
much more ; and the product of the present 
year computed at two millions ; with every pros- 
pect of continued and permanent increase. The 
probability was that these mines alone, in the 
lapse of a few years, would furnish an abundant 
supply of gold to establish a plentiful circhlation 
of that metal, if not expelled from the country 
by unwise laws. But the great source of supply, 
both Ipr gold and silver, Mr. B. said, was in our 
foreign commerce. It was this foreign cofn- 
merce which filled the States with hard money 
immediately after the close of the Revolutionary 
War, when the domestic mines were unknown ; 
and it is the same foreign commerce which, even 
now, when federal laws discourage the impor
tation of foreign coins and compel their exporta
tion, is bringing in an annual supply of seven 
or eight millions. With an amendment of the 
laws which now discourage the importation of 
foreign coins, and compel their exportation, 
there could be no delay in the rapid accumula
tion of a sufficient stock of the precious metals 
to supply the largest circulation which the 
common business of the country could require.

Mr. B. believed the product of foreign mines, 
and the quantity of gold and silver now in ex
istence, to be much greater than was commonly 
supposed ; and, as a statement of itp amount 
would establish his proposition in favor of an 
adequate supply of these metals for the common 
currency of the country, he would state that 
amount, as he found it calculated in approved 
works of political economy. He looked to the 
three great sources of supply : 1. Mexico and 
South America ; 2. Europe and Northern Asia ; 
3. The coast of Africa Taking the discovery 
of the New World as the starting point from 
which the calculation would commence, and the 
product was :

1. Mexico and South America,
2. Europe and Northern Asia, 
8. The coast of Africa, .

$6,468,000,001
628,000,000
150,000,000

—making a total product of sevei^thousand two 
hundred and thirty-six millions, in the short 
space of three centuries and a half. To this is 
to be added the quantity existing at the time 
the New World was discovered, and which was 
computed at $2,300,000,000. Upon all these 
data, the political economists, Mr. B. said, after 
deducting $2,000,000,000 for waste and con
sumption, still computed the actual stock of 
gold and silver in Europe, Asia, and America, 
in 1832, at about seven thousand millions of 
dollars ; and that quantity constantly and rapid
ly increasing. 1(L

Mr. B. had no doubt but that the quantity of 
gold and silver in Europe, Asia, and America, 
was sufficient to carry on the whole business of 
the world. He said that states and empires 
—far greater in wealth and population than any 
now existing—far superior in public and private 
magnificence—had carried on all the business of 
private life, and all the affairs of national govern
ment, upon gold and silver alone ; and that be
fore the mines of Mexico and Peru were known, 
or dreamed of. He alluded to the great nations 
of antiquity—to the Assyrian and Persian em
pires ; to Egypt, Carthage, Rome ; to the Gre
cian republics ; the kingdoms of Asia Minor ; and 
to the empire, transcending all these put toge
ther —the Saracenic empire of the Caliphs, which, 
takingfor its centre the eastern limit of the Roman 
world, extended its dominion as far west as Rome 
had conquered, and further east than Alexander 
had marched. These great nations, whose armies 
crushed empires at a blow, whose monumental 
edifices still attest their grandeur, had no idea 
of bank credits and paper money. They used 
gold and silver alone. Such degenerate phrases 
as sound currency, paper medium, circulating 
media, never once sounded in their heroic ears. 
But why go back, exclaimed Mr. B., to the 
nations of antiquity ? Why quit our own 
day ? Why look beyond the boundaries of 
Europe ? We have seen an empire in our own 
day, of almost fabulous grandeur and magnifi
cence, carrying on all its vast undertakings upon 
a currency of gold and silver, without deigning 
to recognize paper for money. I speak, said Mr. 
B., of France—great and imperial France—and 
have my eye upon that first year of the conso-
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late, when a young and victorious general, just 
transferred from the camp to a council, an
nounced to his astonished ministers that specie 
payments should commence in France by a given 
day !—in that France which, for so many years, 
had &*n «nothing but a miserable currency of 
depreciated mandats and assignats ! The annun
ciation was heard with the inward contempt, and 
open distrust, which the whole tribe of hack 
politicians every where feel for the statesman
ship of military men. It was followed by the 
success which it belongs to genius to inspire and 
to command. Specie payments commenced in 
France on the day named ; and a hard money 
currency has been the sole currency of France 
from that day to this.

Such, said Mr. B., is the currency of France ; 
a country whose taxes exceed a thousand mil
lions of francs—whose public and private ex
penditures require a circulation of three hun
dred and fifty millions of dollars—and which 
possesses that circulation, every dollar of it, in 
gold and silver. After this example, Can any 
one doubt the capacity of the United States to 
supply itself with specie ? Reason and history 
forbid the doubt. Reason informs us that hard 
money flows into the vacuum the instant that 
small bank notes arc driven out. France reco
vered a specie circulation within a year after the 
consular government refused to recognize paper 
for <noney. England recovered a gold circulation 
of about one hundred millions of dollars within 
four years after the one and two pound notes 
were suppressed. Our own country filled up 
with Spanish milled dollars, French crowns, 
doubloons, half joes, and guineas, as by magic, 
at the conclusion of the Revolutionary War, and 
the suppression of the continental bills. The 
business of the United States would not require 
above sixty or seventy millions trf gold and sil
ver for the common currency of the people, and 
the basis of large bank notes and bills of ex
change. Of that sum, more than one third is 
now in the country, but not in circulation. The 
Bank of the United States hoards above ten mil
lions. At the expiration of her charter, in 1830, 
that sum will be paid out in redemption of its 
notes—will go into the hands of the people— 
and, of itself, will nearly double the quantity of 
silver now in circulation. Our native mines will 
be yielding, annually, some millions of gold ; 
foreign commerce will be pouring in her accus

tomed copious supply ; the correction of the er
roneous value of gold, the liberal admission 01 

foreign coins, and the suppression of small notes, 
will invite and retain an adequate metallic cur
rency. The present moment is peculiarly fa
vorable for these measures. Foreign exchangee 
are now in our favor ; silver is coming here, al
though not current by our laws ; both gold and 
silver would flow in, and that immediately, to 
an immense amount, if raised to their proper 
value, and put on a proper footing, by our laws. 
Three days’ legislation on these subjects would 
turn copious supplies of gold and silver into the 
country, diffuse them through every neighbor
hood, and astonish gentlemen when they get 
home at midsummer, at finding hard money 
where they had left paper.

3. In the third place, Mr. B. undertook to 
affirm, as a proposition free from dispute or con
testation, that the value now set upon gold, by 
the laws of the United States, was unjust and 
erroneous; that these laws had expelled gold 
from circulation ; and that it was the bounden 
duty of Congress to restore that coin to circula
tion, by restoring it to its just value.

That gold was undervalued by the laws of the 
United States, and expelled from circulation, was 
a fact, Mr. B. said, which every body knew ; hut 
there was something else which every body did 
not know ; which few, in reality, had an oppor
tunity of knowing, but which was necessary to 
be known, to enable the friends of gold to go to 
work at the right place to effect the recovery 
of that precious metal which their fathers once 
possessed—n hich the subjects of European kings 
now possess—which the citizens of the young 
republics to the South all possess—which even 
the free negroes of San Domingo possess—but 
which the yeomanry of this America have been 
deprived of for more than twenty years, and 
will be deprived of for ever, unless they discover 
the cause of the evil, and apply the remedy to 
its root.

I have already shown, said Mr. B„ that the 
plan for the support of public credit which Gene
ral Hamilton brought forward, in 1791, was a 
plan for the establishment of the paper system 
in our America. We had at that time a gold 
currency which was circulating freely and fully 
all over the country. (Hold is the antagonist of 
paper, and, with fair play, will keep a paper cur-* 
rency within just and proper limits. It will
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keep down the small notes; for, no man will
carry a five, a ten, or a twenty dollar note in his 
pocket, when he can get guineas, eagles, half 
eagles, doubloons, and half joes to carry in their 
place. The notes of the new Bank of the United 
States, which bank formed the leading feature 
in the plan for the support of public credit, had 
already derived one undue advantage over gold, 
in being put oh a level w ith it in point of legal 
tender to the federal government, and universal 
rcceivability in all payments to that government : 
they were now to derive another, and a still 
greater undue advantage over gold, in the law for 
the establishment of the national mint ; an in
stitution which also formed a feature of the plan 
for the support of public credit. It is to that 
plan that we trace the origin of the erroneous 
valuation of gold, which has banished that metal 
from the country. Mr. Secretary Hamilton, in 
his proposition for the establishment of a mint, 
recommended that the relative value of gold to 
silver should be fixed at fifteen for one ; and 
that recommendation became the law of the land ; 
and has remained so ever since. At the same 
time, the relative value of these metals in Spain 
and Portugal, and throughout their vast domin
ions in the new world, whence our principal 
supplies of gold were derived, was at the rate of 
sixteen for onfc ; thus making our standard six 
percent, below thé standard of the countries 
which chiefly produced gold. It was also below 
the English standard, and the French standard, 
and below the standard which prevailed in these 
States, before the adoption of the constitution, 
and which was actually prevailing in the States, 
at the time that this new proportion of fifteen 
to one was established.

Mr. B. was ready to admit that there was some 
nicety requisite in adjusting the relative value 
of two different kinds of money—gold and silver 
for example—so as to preserve an exact equi
poise between them, and to prevent either from 
expelling the other. There was some nicety, 
but no insuperable or even extraordinary diffi
culty, in making the adjustment. The nicety 
of the question was aggravated in the year ’92, 
by the difficulty of obtaining exact knowledge 
of the relative value of these metals, at that 
time, in France and England ; and Mr. Gallatin 
has since shown that the information which was 
then relied upon was clearly erroneous. The con
sequence of any mistake in fixing our standard,
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was also well known in the year ’92. .Mr. Sec
retary Hamilton, in his proposition for the estab
lishment of a mint, expressly declared that the 
consequence of a mistake in the relative value 
of the two metals, would be the expulsion of 
the one that was undervalued. Mr. Jefferson, 
then Secretary of State, in his cotemporaneous 
report upon foreign coins, declared the same 
thing. Mr. Robert Morris, financier to the 
revolutionary government, in his proposal to 
establish a mint, in 1782, was equally explicit 
to the same effect. The delicacy of the question 
and the consequence of a mistake, were then 
fully understood forty years ago, when the rela
tive value of gold and silver was fixed at fifteen 
to one. But, at that time, it unfortunately hap
pened that the paper system, then omnipotent 
in England, was making its transit to our Amer
ica ; and every thing that would go to establish 
that system—every thing that would go to sus
tain the new-hom Bank of the United States— 
that eldest daughter and spem grcgi's of the 
paper system in America—fell in with the pre
vailing current, and became incorporated in the 
federal legislation of the day. Gold, it was well 
known, was the antagonist of paper ; from its 
intrinsic value, the natural predilection of all 
mankind for it, its small bulk, and the facility 
of carrying it about, it would be preferred to 
paper, either for travelling or keeping in the 
house ; and thus would limit and circumscribe 
the general circulation of bank notes, and pre
vent all plea of necessity for issuing smaller 
notes. Silver, on the contrary, from its incon
venience of transportation, would favor the cir
culation of bank notes. Hence the birth of tho 
doctrine, that if a mistake was to be committed, 
it should be on the side of silver ! Mr. Secreta
ry Hamilton declares the existence of this feel
ing when, in his nqort upon the establishment 
of a mint, he says : ‘'It is sometimes observed, 
that silver ought to bcscncourngvd, rather than 
gold, as being more conducive to the extension 
of bank circulation, from the greater difficulty 
and inconvenience which its greater bulk, com
pared wytli its value, occasions in the transpor
tation of it.” This passage in the Secretary’s 
report, proves the existence of the feeling in fa
vor of silver against gold, and the cau-e of that 
feeling. Quotations might be made from the 
speeches of dthers to show that they acted upon 
that feeling ; shut it is due to General Hamilton
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to say that he disclaimed such a motive for him
self, and expressed a desire to retain both 
metals in circulation, and even to have a gold
dollar.

The proportion of fifteen to one was establish
ed. The 11th section of the act of April, 1792, 
enacted that every fifteen pounds weight of pure 
silver, should be equal in value, in all payments, 
with one pound of pure gold ; and so in propor
tion for less quantities of the respective metals. 
This act was the death warrant to the gold cur
rency. The diminished circulation of that coin 
soon began to be observable ; but it was not im
mediately extinguished. Several circumstances 
delayed, but could not prevent that catastrophe. 
1. The Bank of the United States then issued 
no note of less denomination than ten dollars, 
and but few of them. 2. There were but three 
other banks in the United States, and they issu
ed but few small notes ; so that a small note 
currency did not come directly into conflict with 
gold. 3. The trade to the lower Mississipi con
tinued to bring up from Natchez and New Orleans, 
for many years, a large supply of doubloons; and 
long supplied a gold currency to the new States 
in the West Thus, the absence of a small note 
currency, and the constant arrivals of doubloons 
from the lower Mississippi, deferred the fate of the 
gold currency ; and it was not until the lapse of 
near twenty years after the adoption of the er
roneous standard of 1792, that the circulation of 
that metal, both foreign and domestic, became 
completely and totally extinguished in the Uni
ted States. The extinction is now complete, and 
must remain so until the laws are altered.

In making this annunciation, and in thus 
standing forward to expose the error, and to de
mand the reform of the gold currency, he (Mr. 
B.) was not setting up for the honors of a first 
discoverer, or fiiwrinventor. Far from it He 
was treading in the steps of other, and abler 
men, who had gone, before him. Four Secre
taries of the Treasury, Gallatin, Dallas, Craw
ford, Ingham, had, each in their day, pointed 
out the error in the gold standard, and recom
mended its correction. Repeated reports of 
committees, in both Houses of Congress, had 
done the same thing. Of these reports he 
would name those of the late Mr. Lowndes of 
South Carolina; of Mr. Sanford, late a senator 
from New-York; of Mr. Campbell P. White, 
now a representative from the city of New-York.

Mr. B. took pleasure in recalling and presenting 
to public notice, the names of the eminent men 
who had gone before him in the exploration of 
this path. It was due to them, now that the 
good cause seemed to be in the road to success 
to yield to them all the honors of first explor
ers ; it was due to the cause also, in this hour 
of final trial, to give it the high sanction of their 
names and labors.

Mr. B. would arrest for an instant the current 
of his remarks, to fix the attention of the Se
nate upon a reflection which must suggest it
self to the minds of all considerate persons. 
He would ask how it could happen that so many 
men, and such men as he had named, laboring 
for so many years, in a cause so just, for an ob
ject so beneficial, upon a state of facts so unde
niable, could so long and so uniformly fail of 
success 7 How could this happen 7 Sir, ex
claimed Mr. B., it happened because the policy 
of the Bank of the United States required it to 
happen ! The same policy which required gold 
to be undervalued in 1792, when the first bank 
was chartered, has required it to be undervalu
ed ever since, now that a second bank has been 
established ; and the same strength which en
abled these banks to keep themselves up, also en
abled them to keep gold down. This is the answer 
to the question ; and this the secret of the failure 
of all these eminent men in their laudable efforts 
to raise gold again to the dignity of money. 
This is the secret of their failure ; and this secret 
being now known, the road which leads to the 
reformation of the gold currency lies uncovered 
and revealed before us : it is the road which 
leads to the overthrow of the Bank of the United 
States—to the sepulchre of that institution: 
for, w hile that bank lives, or has the hope of 
life, gold cannot be restored to life. Here then 
lies the question of the reform of the gold cur
rency. If the bank is defeated, that currency 
is reformed ; if the bank is victorious, gold re
mains degraded ; to continue an article of mer
chandise in the hands of the bank, and to be 

/fotpelled from circulation to make room for its 
*five, its ten, and its twenty dollar notes. Let 
the people then, who are in favor of restoring 
gold to circulation, go to work in the right 
place, and put down the power that first put 
down gold, and which will never suffer that 
coin to rise while it has power to prevent it. y

Mr. B. did not think it necessary to desefal
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nd expatiate upon the merits and advantages 
ol » gold currency. These advantages had been 
too wçll known, from the earliest ages of the 
wurid, to be a subject of discussion in the nine
teenth century ; bat, as it was the policy of the 
paper system to disparage that metal, and as 
that system, in its forty years’ reign over the 
American people, had nearly destroyed a know
ledge of that currency, he would briefly enume
rate its leading and prominent advantages. 1. 
It had an intrinsic value, which gave it curren
cy all over the world, to the full amount of that 
value, without regard to law s or circumstances. 
2. It had a uniformity of value, which made it 
the safest standard of the value of property 
which the wisdom of man had ever yet discov
ered. 3. Its portability; which made it easy for 
the traveller to carry it about with him. 4. Its 
indestructibility ; which made it the safest mo
ney that people could keep in their houses. 5. 
Its inherent purity ; which made it the hardest 
money to be counterfeited, and the easiest ty be 
detected, and, therefore, the safest money for 
the people to handle. 6. Its superiority over 
all other money ; which gave to its possessor 
the choice and command of all other money. 
7. Its power over exchanges ; gold being the 
currency which contributes most to the equali
zation of exchange, and keeping down the rate 
of exchange to the lowest and most uniform 
point. 8. Its power over the paper money; 
gold being the natural enemy of that.system, 
and, with fair play, able to hold it in check. 
9. It is a constitutional currency and the peo
ple have a right to demand it, for their cur
rency, as long as the present constitutioin is per
mitted to exist.

Mr. B. said, that the false valuation put upon 
gold had rendered the mint of the United States, 
so far as the gold coinage is concerned, a most ri
diculous and absurd institution. It has coined, 
and that at a large expense’to the United States, 
2,262,717 pieces of gold, worth $11,852,890; 
and where are these pieces now? Not one of 
them to be seen ! all sold, and exported ! and 
so regular is this operation that the director 
of the mint, in his latest report to Congress, 
says that the new coined gold frequently re
mains in the mint, uncalled for, though ready for 
delivery, until the day arrives for a packet to 
Bail to Europe. He calculates that two millions 
of natnfe gold will be coined annually hereafter ;

the whole of which, without a reform of the 
gold standard, will be conducted, like exiles, 
from the national mint to the sea-shore, and 
transported to foreign regions, to be sold for the 
benefit of the Bank of the United States.

Mr. B. said this was not the time to discuss 
the relative value of gold and silver, nor to urge 
the particular proportion which ought to be 
established between them. That would be the 
proper work of a committee. At present it 
might be sufficient, and not irrelevant, to say 
that this question was one of commerce—that 
it was purely and simply a mercantile problem 
—as much so as an acquisition of any ordinary 
merchandise from foreign countries could be. 
Gold goes where it finds its value, and that 
value is what the laws of great nations give it. 
In Mexico and South America—the countries 
which produce gold, and from which the United 
States muslderive their chief supply—the value 
of gold is 16 to 1 over silver ; in the island of 
Cuba it is 17 to 1 ; in Spain and Portugal it is 
16 to 1 ; in the West Indies, generally, it is the 
same. It is not to be supposed that gold will 
come from these countries to the United States, 
if the importer is to lose one dollar in every six
teen that he brings ; or that our own gold will 
remain with us, when an exporter can gain a 
dollar upon every fifteen that he carries out. 
Such results would be contrary to the laws of 
trade ; and therefore we must place the same 
value upon gold that other nations do, if we 
wish to gain any part of theirs, or to regain any 
part of our own. Mr. B. said that the case of 
England and France was no exception to this 
rule. They rated gold at something less than 
16 for 1, and still retained gold in circulation; 
but it was retained by force of peculiar laws and 
advantages which do not prevail in the United 
States. In England the circulation of gold was 
aided and protected by four subsidiary laws, 
neither of which exist here: one which prevent
ed silver from being a tender for more than forty 
shillings ; another which required the Bank of 
England to pa£ all its notes in gold ; a third 
which suppressed the small note circulation ; a 
fourth which alloyed their silver nine per cent, 
below the relative value of gold. In France the 
relative proportion of the two metals was also 
below what it was in Spain, Portugal, Mexico, 
and South America, and still a plentiful supply 
of gold remained in circulation ; but this result
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was aided by two peculiar causes ; first, the to
tal absence of a paper currency ; secondly, the 
proximity of Spain, and the inferiority of Spanish 
manufactures, which gave to France a ready 
and a near market for the sale of her fine fabrics, 
which were paid for in the gold of the New World. 
In the United States, gold would have none of 
these subsidiary helps ; on the contrary it would 
have to contend with a paper currency, and 
woifld have to be obtained, the product of our own 
mines excepted, from Mexico and South America, 
where it is rated as sixteen to one for silver. 
All these circumstances, and many others, would 
have to be taken into consideration in fixing a 
standard for the United States. Mr. B. repeat
ed that there was nicety, but no difficulty, in 
adjusting the relative value of gold and silver so 
as to retain both in circulation. Several nations 
of antiquity had done it ; some modem nations 
also. The English have both in circulation at 
this time. The French have both, and have had 
for thirty years. The States of this Union also 
had both in the time of the confederation; and 
retained them until this federal government 
was established, and the paper system adopted. 
Congress should not admit that it cannot do 
for the citizens of the United States, what so 
many monarchies have done for their subjects. 
Gentlemen, especially, who decry military chief
tains, should not confess that they themselves 
cannot do for America, what a military chieftain 
did for France.

Mr. B. made his acknowledgments to the 
great apostle of American liberty (Mr. Jeffer
son), for the wise, practical idea, that the value 
of gold was a commercial question, to be settled 
by its vajue in other countries. He had seen 
that remark in the works of that great man, and 
treasured it up as teaching the plain and ready 
way to accomplish an apparently difficult object ; 
and he fully concurred with the senator from 
South Carolina [Mr. Calhoun], that gold, in the 
United States, ought to be the preferred metal ; 
not thjt silver should be expelled, but both re
tained; the mistake, of any, to be in favor of 
gold, instead of being against it.

IV, Mr. B. believed that it was the intention 
and declared meaning of the constitution, that 
foreign coins should pass currently as money, 
and at their full value, within the United States; 
that it was the duty of Congress to promote the 
circulation of these coins by giving them their

full value ; that this was the design of the States 
in conferring upon Congress the exclusive power 
of regulating the value of these coins ; that all 
the laws of Congress for preventing the circula
tion of foreign coins, and underrating their value, 
were so many breaches of the constitution, and 
so many mischiefs inflicted upon the States ; and 
that it was the bounden duty of Congress to re
peal all such laws ; and to restore foreign coins 
to the same free and favored circulation whiçh 
they possessed when the federal constitution was 
adopted.

In support of the first branch of his first po
sition Mr. B. quoted the words of the constitu
tion which authorized Congress to regulate the 
value of foreign coins ; secondly, the clause in 
the constitution which authorized Congress to 
provide for punishing the counterfeiting of cur
rent coin, in which term, foreign coin was includ
ed; thirdly, the clause which prohibited the 
States from making any thing but gold and sil
ver coin a tender in payment of debts ; a clause 
which did not limit the prohibition to domestic 
coins, and therefore included foreign ones. 
These three clauses, he said, were concurrent, 
and put foreign coin and domestic coin upon the 
same precise footing of equality, in every parti
cular which concerned their current circulation, 
their value, and their protection from counter
feiters. Historical recollections were the next 
evidence to which Mr. B. referred to sustain his 
position. He said that foreign coins were the 
only coins known to the United States at the 
adoption of the constitution. No mint had been 
established up to that time. The coins of other 
nations furnished the currency, the exclusive 
metallic currency, which the States had used 
from the close of the Revolutionary War up to 
the formation of this federal government It 
was these foreign coins then which the framers 
of the constitution had in view when they in
serted all the clauses" in the constitution which 
bear upon the value and current circulation of 
coin ; its protection from counterfeiters, and the 
prohibitow restriction upon the States with re
spect to tlm illegality of tenders of any thing ex
cept of gold and silver. To make this point still 
plainer, if plainer it could be made, Mr. B. ad
verted to the early statute^. of Congress which 
related to foreign coins. He had seen no less 
than nine statutes, passed in the first four years 
of the action of this federal government all en
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acted for thé purpose of regulating the value, 
protecting the purity, and promoting the circu
lation of these coins. Not only the well-known 
coins of the principal nations were provided for 
in these statutes, but the coins of all the nations 
with whom we traded, how rare or small might 
be the coin, or how remote or inconsiderable 
might be the nation. By a general provision 
of the act of 1789, the gold coins of all nations, 
which equalled those of England, France, Spain 
and Portugal, in fineness, were to be current at 
89cents the pennyweight ; and the silvercoins of 
all nations, which equalled the Spanish dollar 
in fineness, were to bo current at 111 cents the 
ounce. Under these general provisions, a great 
influx of the precious metals took place ; doub
loons, guineas, half joes, were the common and 
familiar currency of farmers and laborers, as 
well as of merchants and traders. Every sub
stantial citizen then kept in his house a pair 
of small scales to weigh gold, which are now 
used by his posterity to weigh physic. It is a 
great many year's—a whole generation has 
grown up—since these scales were used for their 
original purpose ; nor will they ever be needed 
again for that use until the just and wise laws 
of ’89 and ’90, for the general circulation of 
foreign coins, shall again be put in force. These 
early statutes, added to historical recollections, 
could leave no doubt of the true meaning of the 
constitution, and that foreign coins were intend
ed to be for ever current within the United 
States.

With this obvious meaning of the constitu
tion, and the undeniable advantage which re
dounded to the United States from the acquisi
tion of the precious metals from all foreign na
tions, the inquiry naturally presents itself, to 
know for what reason these coins have been 
outlawed by the Congress of the United States, 
and driven from circulation ? The inquiring 
mind wishes to know how Congress could be 
brought, in a few short years after the adop
tion of the constitution, to contradict that in
strument in a vital particular—tp repeal the 
nine statutes which they had passed in favor 
of foreign coin—and to illegalize the circula- 

• lion of that coin whose value they were to 
regulate, and whose purity to protect ?

Sir, said Mr. B., I am unwilling to appear 
always-in the same train, tracing up all the 
evils of our currency to the same fountain of

mischiefs—the introduction of the paper sye 
tem, and the first establishment of a federal 
bank among us. But justice must have its 
sway ; historical truth must take its course ; 
facts must be told ; and authentic proof shall 
supply the place of narrative and assertion. 
We ascend, then, to the year ’91—to the exhi
bition of the plan for the support of public 
credit—and see in that plan, as one of its fea
tures, a proposition for the establishment of a 
national mint ; and in that establishment a 
subsidiary engine for the support of the federal 
bank. We have already seen that -in the pro
position for the establishment of the mint, gold 
was largely undervalued ; and that this under
valuation has driven gold from the country and 
left a vacuum for the circulation of federal bank 
notes ; we are now to see that the same mint 
establishment was to give further aid to the 
circulation of these notes, by excluding foreign 
coins, both gold and silver, from circulation, 
and thus enlarging the vacuum which was to 
be filled by bank paper. This is what we are 
now to see ; and to see it, we will look at the 
plan for the support of public credit, and that 
feature of the plan which proposes the estab
lishment of a national mint.

Mr. B. would remark, that four points were 
presented in this plan : 1. The eventual aboli
tion of the currency of foreign coins ; 2. The 
reduction of their value while allowed to circu
late ; 3. The substitution of domestic coins ; 
and, 4. The substitution of bank notes in place 
of the uncurrent and undervalued foreign coins. 
Such were the recommendations of Secretary 
Hamilton ; and legislative enactments quickly 
followed to convert his recommendations into 
law. The only power the constitution had 
given to Congress over foreign coins, was a 
power to regulate their value, and to protect 
them from debasement by counterfeiters. It 
was certainly a most strange construction of that 
authority, first, to underrate the value of these 
coins, and next, to prohibit their circulation ! 
Yet both things were done. The mint went in
to operation in 1794; foreign coins were toccaso 
to be a legal tender in 1797 ; but, at the end ol 
that time, the contingencies on which the Secre
tary calculated, to enable the country to do with
out foreign coins, had not occurred ; the sub
stitutes had not appeared ; the mint had nol 
supplied the adequate quantity of domestic coin,
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nor had the circulation of bank notes become 
sufficiently familiar to the people to supersede 
gold. The law for the exclusion of foreign coins 
was found to be impracticable ; and a suspension 
of it for three years was enacted. At the end of 
this time the evil was found to be as great as 
ever ; and a further suspension of three years 
was made. This third term of three years also 
rolled over, the supply of domestic coins was 
still found to be inadequate, and the people con
tinued to be as averse as ever to the bonk note 
substitute. A fourth suspension of the law be
came necessary, and in 1806 a further suspension 
for three years was made ; after that a fifth, and 
finally a sixth suspension, each for the period 
of three years ; which brought the period for the 
actual and final cessation of the circulation of 
foreign coins, to the month of November, 1819. 
From that time there was no further suspension 
of the prohibitory act. An exception was con
tinued, and still remains, in favor of Spanish 
milled dollars and parts of dollars ; but all other 
foreign coins, even those of Mexico and all the 
South American States, have ceased to be a legal 
tender, and have lost their character of current 
money within the United States. Their value 
is degraded to the mint price of bullion ; and 
thus the constitutional currency becomes an ar
ticle of merchandise and exportation. Even the 
Spanish milled dollar, though continued as a 
legal tender, is valued, not as money, but for the 
pure silver in it, and is therefore undervalued 
three or four per cent, and becomes an article of 
merchandise. The Bank of the United States 
has collected and sold 4,450,000 of them. Every 
money dealer is employed in buying, selling, and 
exporting them. The South and West, which 
receives them, is-stripped of them.

Having gone through this narrative of facts, 
and shown the exclusion of foreign coins from 
circulation to be a part of the paper system, and 
intended to facilitate the substitution of a bank 
note currency, Mr B. went on to state the in
juries resulting from the measure. At the head 
of these injuries he was bound to place the vio
lation of the constitution of the United States, 
which clearly intended that foreign coins should 
circulate among us, and which, in giving Con
gress authority to regulate their value, and to 
protect them from counterfeiters, could never 
bave intended to stop their circulation, and to 
abandon them to debasement. 2. He denounced

this exclusion of foreign coins as a fraud, and a 
fraud of the most injurious nature, upon the 
people of the States. The States had surren
dered their power over the coinage to Congress • 
they made the surrender in language which 
clearly implied that their currency of foreign 
coins was to be continued to there ; yet that 
currency is suppressed ; a currency of intrinsic 
value, for which they paid interest to nobody is 
suppressed ; and a currency without intrinsic 
value, a currency of paper subject to every fluc
tuation, and for the supply of which corporate 
bodies receive interest, is substituted in its place. 
3. He objected to this suppression as depriving 
the whole Union, and especially the Western 
States, of their due and necessary supply of hard 
money. Since that law took effect, the United 
States had only been a thoroughfare for foreign 
coins to pass through. All that was brought 
into the country, had to go out of the country. 
It was exported as fast as imported. The cus
tom-house books proved this fact They proved, 
that from 1821 to 1833, the imports of specie 
were $89,428,462 ; the exports, for the same 
time, were $88,821,433 ; lacking but three quar
ters of a million of being precisely equal to the 
imports ! Some of this coin was recoined be
fore it was exported, a foolish and expensive 
operation on the part of the United States ; but 
the greater part was exported in the same form 
that it was received. Mr. B. had only been able 
to get the exports and imports from 1821 ; if he 
could have obtained those of 1820, and the con
cluding part of 1819, when the prohibitory law 
took effect, the amount would have been about 
ninety-six millions of dollars ; the whole of 
wMch was lost to the country by the prohibi-y 
tory law, while much of it would have been' 
saved, and retained for home circulation, if it 
had not been for this law. The loss of this 
great sum in specie was an injury to the whole 
Union, but especially to the Western States, 
whose sole resource for coin was from foreign 
countries ; for the coinage of the mint could 
never flow into that region ; there was nothing 
in the course of trade and exchanges, to carry 
money from the Atlantic States to the West; 
and the mint, if it coined thousands of millions, 
could not supply them. The taking effect of 
the law in the year 1819, was an aggravation 
of the injury. It was the most unfortunate and 
ruinous of all times for driving specie from the
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country. The Western banks, from their ex
ertions to aid the country during the war, had 
stretched their issues to the utmost limit; 
their notes had gone into the land offices ; the 
federal government turned them over to the 
Bank of the United States ; and that bank de
manded specie. Thus, the necessity for specie 
was increased at the very moment that the sup
ply was diminished ; and the general stoppage 
of the Western banks, was the inevitable and 
natural result of these combined circumstances.

Having shown the great evils resulting to the 
country from the operation of this law, Mr. B. 
called upon its friends t° tell what reason could 
now be given for not repealing it ? He affirmed 
that, of the two causes to which the law owed 
its origin, one had failed in tolu, and- the other 
had succeeded to a degree to make it the curse 
and the nuisance of the country. One reason 
was to induce an adequate supply of foreign 
coins to be brought to the mint, to be recoin
ed; the other to facilitate the substitution of a 
bank note currency. The foreign coins did not 
go to the mint, those excepted which were im
ported in its own neighborhood ; and even these 
were exported nearly as fast as recoined. The 
authority of the director of the mint had al
ready been quoted to show that the new coin
ed gold was transferred direct from the na
tional mint to the packet ships, bound to Eu- 

.rope. The custom-house returns showed the 
large exportation of domestic coins. They 
would be found under the head of “ Domestic 
Manufactures Exported;” and made a large 
figure in the list of these exports. In the 
year 1832, it amounted to $2,051(474, and in 
the year 1833, to $1,410,941 ; and every year 
it was more or less ; so that the national mint 
had degenerated into a domestic manufactory 
of gold and silver, for exportation to foreign 
countries. But the coins imported at New Or 
leans, at Charleston, and at other points re
mote from Philadelphia, did not go there to be 
recoined. They were, in part, exported direct 
from the place of import, and in part used by 
the people as current money, in disregard of 
the prohibitory law of 1819. But the greater 
part was exported—for no owner of foreign 
cola could incur the trouble, risk, and expense, 
of sending it some hundred or a thousand miles 
to Philadelphia, to have it recoined ; and then 
incurring the same expense, risk, and trouble

(lying out of the use of the money, and receiv
ing no interest all the while), of bringing it 
back to be put into circulation ; with the fur
ther risk of a deduction for want of standard 
fineness at the mint, when he could sell and 
export it upon the spot. Foreign coins could 
not be recoined, so as to supply the Union, by 
a solitary mint on the Atlantic coast. The 
great West could only be supplied from New 
Orleans. A branch of the mint, placed there, 
could supply the West with domestic coins. 
Mexico, since she became a free country, has 
established seven mints in different places, be
cause it was troublesome and expensive to car
ry bullion from all parts of the country to be 
coined in the capital ; and when coined there, 
there was nothing in the course of trade to car
ry them back into the country ; and the owners 
of it would not be at the expense and trouble 
of carrying it back, and getting it jnto circula
tion, being the exact state of things at present 
in the gold mines of the Southern States. The 
United States, upon the same principles and for 
the same reasons, should establish branches of 
the mint in the South, convenient to the gold 
mine region, and at New Orleans, for the ben
efit of that city and the West. Without a 
branch of the mint at New Orleans, the admis
sion of foreign coins is indispensable to the 
West; and thus the interest of that region 
joins itself to the voice of the coastitution in 
demanding the immediate repeal of all laws for 
illegalizing the circulation of these coins, and 
for sinking them from their current value as 
money, to their mint value as bullion. The 
design of supplying the mint with foreign coins, 
for recoinage, had then failed ; and in that re- 
çppet the exclusion of foreign coins has failed 
in one of its objects—in the other, that of mak
ing room for a substitute of bank notes, the 
success of the scheme hÿs been complete, ex
cessive, and deplorable.

Foreign coins were again made a legal tender, 
their value regulated and their inqiortation en
couraged, at the expiration of the charter of the 
first Bank of the United States. This continued 
to lie the case until after the present Bank of the 
United States was chartered; as soon as that 
event happened, and bank policy again became 
predominant in the halls of Congress, the cir
culation of foreign coins was again struck at 
and, in the second year of the existence of the
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bank, the old act of 1793, for rendering these 
coins uncurrent, was earned into final and com
plete effect. Since that time, the bank has en
joyed all her advantages from this exclusion. 
The expulsion of these coins has created a 
vacuum, to be filled up by her small note cir
culation ; the traffic and trade in them has 
been as large a source of profit to her as of 
loss to the country. Gold coin she has sold at 
an advance of five or six per cent. ; silver coin 
at about two or three per cent. ; and, her hand 
being in, she made no difference between selling 
domestic coin and foreign coin. Although forbid 
by her charter to deal in coin, she has employed 
her branches to gather $10,040,000 of coin from 
the States ; a large part of which she admits that 
she has sold and transported to Europe. For 
the sale of the foreign coin, she sets up the law
yer-like plea, that it is not coin, but bullion ! 
resting the) validity of the plea upon English 
statute law ! while, by the constitution of the 
United States, all foreign coins are coin ; while, 
by her own charter, the coins, both gold and 
silver, of Great Britain, France, Spain, and Por
tugal, and their dominions, are declared to be 
coin ; and. as such, made receivable in payment 
of the specie proportion of the bank stock—and, 
worse yet ! while Spanish dollars, by statute, 
remain the current coin of the United States, 
the hank admits the sale of 4,450,142 of these 
identical Spanish milled dollars !

Mr. B. then took a rapid view of the present 
condition of the statute currency of the United 
States—of that currency which was a legal ten
der—that currency with which a debtor had a 
right by law to protect his property from execu
tion, and his body from jail, by offering it as a 
matter of right, to his creditor in payment of his 
debt. He stated this statute currency to be : 
1st. Coins from the mint of the United States; 
2dlv. Spanish milled dollars, and the parts of 
such dollar-. This was the sum total of the 
statute currency of the United States ; for hap
pily no paper of any bank, State or federal, 
could be made a legal tender. This is the sum 
totahout of which any man in debt can legally 
pay his debt : and what is his chance for making 
paymAit out of this brief list ? Let us see. 
Coinage^from the mint : not a particle of gold, 
nor a single whole dollar to be found ; very few 
half dollars, except in the neighborhood of the 
toiut, and in the bauds of the Bank of the United

States and its branches ; the twenty, ten, and 
five cent pieces scarcely seen, except as a cu
riosity, in tho interior parts of the country 
So much for the domestic coinage. Now for 
the Spanish milled doUars—how do they stand 
in the United States ? Nearly as scarce as our 
own dollars ; for, there has been none coined 
since Spain lost her dominion over her col», 
nies in the New XVorld ; and the coinage of these 
colonies, now independent States, neither is in 
law, nor in fact, Spanish milled. That term 
belongs to the coinage of thç Spanish crown 
with a Spanish king’s head upon the face of it • 
although the coin of the nerv States, the silver 
dollars of Mexico, Central America, Peru, and 
Chili, are superior to Spanish dollars, in value 
because they contain more pure silver, still 
they arc not a tender ; and all the francs from 
France, in a word, all foreign coin except Span
ish milled dollars, the coinage of which has 
ceased, and the country stripped of all that 
were in it, by the Bank of the United States 
are uncurrent, and illegal as tenders : so that the 
people of the United States are reduced to so 
small a list, and so small a supply of statute 
currency, out of which debts can legally k 
paid, that it may be fairly assumed that the 
whole debtor part of the community lie at the 
mercy of their creditors, to have their bodies 
sent to jail, or their property sold for *.tlin::. 
at any time that their creditors please. To 
such a condition aro the free and high-minded 
inhabitants of this country reduced ! and re
duced by the power and policy of the first and 
second Banks of the United States, and the 
controlling influence which they have exercised 
over the moneyed system of the Union, from 
the year 1791 down to the present day.

Mr. B. would conclude what lie had to say. 
on this head, with one remark; it was this: 
that while the gold and silver coin of all the 
monarchs of Europe were excluded from circu
lation in the United States, the jm]>er notes of 
their subjects were received as current money. 
The Bank of the United States was. in a gnat 
degree, a foreign institution. Foreigners held 
a great part of its stock, and may hold it all 
The paper notes issued by this institution, thus 
composed in great part of the subjects of Euro
pean kings, are made legal tenders to the fed
eral government, and thus forced into circula- 
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rer coin of the kings to which they belong, is 
rejected and excluded, and expelled from the 
country ! He demanded if any thing could 
display the vice and deformity of the paper sys
tem in a more revolting and humiliating point 
of view than this single fact ?

V. Mr. B. expressed his satisfaction at find
ing so many points of concurrence between his 
sentiments on currency, and those of the sena
tor from South Carolina (Mr. Calhoun). Re
form of the gold currency—recovery of specie 
—evils of excessive banking—and the eventual 
suppression of small notes—were all points in 
which they agreed, and on which he hoped they 
should be found acting together when these 
measures should be put to the test of legisla
tive action. lie regretted that he could not 
concur with that senator on the great points to 
which all the others might be found to be subor
dinate and accessorial. He alluded to the pro
longed existence of the Bank of the United 
States ! and especially to the practical views 
which that senator had taken of the beneficial 
operation of that institution, first, as the regu
lator of the local currencies, and next, as the 
supplier of a general currency to the Union. 
On both these points, he differed—immeasura
bly differed—from that senator ; and dropping 
all other views of that bank, he came at once 
to the point which the senator from South Ca
rolina marked out as the true and practical 
question of debate ; and would discuss that 
question simply under its relation to the cur
rency ; he would view the bank simply as the 
regulator of local currencies and the supplier 
of a national currency, and would give his rea
sons for differing—irreconcilably differing — 
from the senator from South Carolina on these 
points.

Mr. B. took three distinct objections to the 
Bank of the United States, as a regulator of 
currency: 1, that this was a power which be
longed to the government of ttie United States ; 
2, that it could not be delegated ; 3, that it 
ought not he delegated to any bank.

1. The regulation of the currency of a nation, 
Mi B. said, was one of the highest and most 
delicate acts of sovereign power. It was pre
cisely equivalent to the power to create cur
rency ; for, a power to make more or less, was, 
in efiject, a power to make much or none. It 
**• the coining power ; a power that belonged
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to the sovereign ; and, where a paper currency 
was tolerated, the coining power was swallow
ed up and superseded by the manufactory which 
emitted paper. In the present state of the cur
rency of the United States, the federal bank 
was the mint for issuing money ; the federal 
mint was a manufactory for preparing gold and 
silver for exportation. The States, in the for
mation of the constitution, gave the coining 
power to Congress ; with that power, they gave 
authority to regulate the currency of the Union, 
by regulating the value of gold and silver, and 
preventing any thing but metallic money from 
being made a tender in payment of debts. It 
is by the exercise of these powers that the 
federal government is to regulate the currency 
of the Union ; and all the departments of the 
government are required to act their parts in 
effecting the regulation : the Congress, as the 
department that passes the law ; the President, 
as the authority that recommends it, approves 
it, and secs that it is faithfully executed ; the 
judiciary, ÿs standing between the debtor and 
creditor, and preventing the execution from be
ing discharged by any tiling but gold and silver; 
and that at the rate which the legislative de
partment has fixed. This is the power, and sole 
power, of regulating currency which the federal 
constitution contains ; this power is vested in 
the federal government, not in one department 
of it, but in the joint action of the three de
partments ; and while this power is exercised 
by the government, the currency of the whole 
Union will be regulated, and the regulation ef
fected according to the intention of the consti
tution, by keeping all the local hanks up to the 
point of s]>ecie payment; and thereby making 
the value of their notes equivalent to specie.

2. This great and delicate power, thus involv
ing the sacred relations of debtor and creditor, 
and the actual rise or fall in the value of every 
man’s property, Mr. B. undertook to affirm, 
could not be delegated. It was a trust from 
the State governments to the federal govern
ment. The State governments divested them
selves of tills power, and invested tile federal 
government with it, and made its exercise de- 
]iend upon the three branches of the new gov 
eminent ; and this new government could no 
more delegate it, than they could delegate any 
other great power which they were bound to 
execute themselves. Not a word of this regu
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lating power, Mr. B. said, was heard of when 
the first bank was chartered, in the year 1791. 
No person whispered such a reason for the es
tablishment of a bank at that time ; the whole 
conception is newfangled—an afterthought— 
growing out qf the very evils which the bank 
itself has brought upon the country, and which 
arc to be cured by putting down that great 
bank ; after which, the Congress and the judi
ciary will easily manage the small banks, by 
holding them up t# specie payments, and ex
cluding every üftSolid note from revenue pay
ments.

3. Mr. B. said that the government ought not 
to delegate this power, if it could. It was too 
great a power to be trusted to any banking 
company whatever, or to any authority but the 
highest and most responsible which was jenown 
to our form of government The government 
itself ceased to be independent—it ceases to be 
safe—when the national currency is at the will 
of a company. The government can undertake 
no £xeat enterprise-perther of war nor peace, 
without the cogaUnt and co-operation of that 
company]It cannot count its revenues for six 
months ahead without referring to the action 
of that company—its friendship or its enmity— 
its concurrence or opposition—to see how far 
that company will permit money to be plenty, 
or make it scarce ; how far it will let the mo
neyed system go on regularly, or throw it into 
disorder ; how far it will suit the interests, or 
policy, of that company to create a tempest, or 
to suffer a calm, in the moneyed ocean. The 
people are not safe when a company has such a 
power. The temptation is too great—the op
portunity too easy—to put up and put down 
prices ; to make and break fortunes ; to bring 
the whole community upon its knees to the 
Neptunes who preside over the flux and reflux 
of paper. All property is at their mercy. The 
price of real estate—of every growing crop— 
of every staple article in market—is at their 
command. Stocks are their playthings—their 
gambling theatre—on which they gamble daily, 
with as little secrecy, and as little morality, 
and far more mischief to fortunes, than common 
gamblers carry on their operations. The philo
sophic Voltaire, a century ago, from his retreat 
in Ferney, gave a lively description of this oper
ation. by which he was made a winner, without 
the trouble of playing. I have a friend, said

he, who is a director in the Bank ot France 
who writes to me when they are going to make 
money plenty, and make stocks rise, and then 1 
give orders to rhy broker to sell ; and he writes 
to me when they are going to make money 
scarce, and make stocks fall, and then I write to 
my broker to buy; and thus, at a hundred 
leagues from Paris, and without moving from my 
chair. I make money. This, said Mr. B., is the 
operation on stocks to the present day ; and it 
cannot be safe to the holders of stock that there 
should be a moneyed power great enough in this 
country to raise and deprçss the prices of their 
property at pleasure. The great cities of l!ie 
Union are not safe, while a company, in ary 
other city, have power over their moneyed sys
tem, and are able, by making money scarce or 
plenty—by exciting panics and alarms—to put 
up, or put down, the price of the staple articles 
in which they deal. Every commercial city, for 
its own safety, should have an independent mo
neyed system—should be free from the control 
and regulation of a distant, possibly a rival city, 
in the means of carrying on its own trade. 
Thns, the safety of the government, the safety of 
the people, the interest of all owners of propertr 
—of all growing clops—the holders of all stocks 
—the exporters of all staple articles—require 
that the regulation of the currency should be 
kept out of the hands of a great banking com
pany ; that it should remain where the constitu 
tion planted it—in the hands of the federal go
vernment—in the hands of their representatires 
who arc elected by them, responsible to them, 
may be exchanged by them, who can pass no 
law for regulating currency which will not bear 
upon themselves as well as upon their constitu
ents. This is *hat the safety of the community 
requires ; and, for one, he (Mr. B.) would not 
if he could, delegate the power of regulating the 
currency of this great country to any banking 
company whatsoever. It was a power too tre
mendous to be trusted to a company. The 
States thought it too great a power to be trusted 
to the State governments ; he (Mr. B.) thought 
so too. The States confided it to the federal go
vernment ; he, for one, would confine it to the 
federal government, and would make that go
vernment exercise it. Above all, he would nut 
confer it upon a bank which was itself ahuu 
regulation ; and on this point he called upon 
the Senate to recollect the question, appareil

\
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trite, but replete with profound sagacity—that 
lagacity which it belongs to great men to pos
sess, and to express—which was put to the Con
gress of 1816, when this bank charter was under 
discussion, and the regulation of the currency 
was one of the attributes with which it was to 
be invested ; he alluded to his late esteemed 
friend (Mr. Randolph), and to his call upon the 
House to tell him who was to bell the cat ? 
That single question contains in its answer, and 
in its allusion, the exact history of the people of 
the United States, and of the Bank of the wnited 
states, at this day. It was a flash of lightning 
into the dark vista of futurity, showing in 1816 
what we all see in 1834.

Mr. B. took up the second point on which he 
disagreed with the Senator from South Carolina 
(Mr. Calhoun], namely, the capacity of the Bank 
of the United States to supply a general cur
rency to the Union. In handling this question 
he would drop all other inquiries—lay aside 
every other objection—overlook every consider
ation of the constitutionality and expediency of 
the bank, and confine himself to the strict ques
tion of its ability to diffuse and retain in circu
lation a paper currency over this extended Union. 
He would come to the question as a banker 
would come to it at his table, or a merchant in 
his counting-room, looking to the mere operation 
of a money system. It was a question for wise 
men to think of, and for abler men than himself 
to discuss. It involved the theory and the sci
ence of banki^—Mr. B. would say the philoso
phy of baijting, if such a term could be applied 
to a moneyed system. It was a question to be 
studied as the philosopher studies the laws which 
govern the material world—as he would study 
the laws of gravitation »nd attraction which 
govern the movements of the planets, or draw 
the waters of the mountains to the level of the 
ocean. The moneyed system, said Mr. B., has its 
laws of attraction and gravitation—of repulsion 
and adhesion ; and no man may be permitted to 
indulge the hope of establishing a moneyed sys
tem contrary- to its own laws. The genius of 
man has not yet devised a bank—the historic 
page is yet to be written which tells of a bank 

which has diffused ovc«. an extensive country, 
and retained in circulation, a general paper cur
rency. England is too small a theatre for a 
complete example ; hut even there the impossi
bility is confessed, and has been confessed for a

century. The Bank of England, in her greatest 
day of pre-eminence, could not furnish a general 
currency for England alone—a territory not 
larger than Virginia. The country banks fur
nished the local paper currency, and still furnish 
it as far as it is used. They carried on their 
banking upon Bank of England notes, until the 
gold currency was restored ; and local paper 
formed the mass of local circulation. The notes 
of the Bank of England flowed to the great 
commercial capitals, and made hut brief sojourn 
in the couilties. But England is not a fair ex
ample for the United States j it is too small ; a 
fairer example is to be found nearer home, in out 
own country, and in this very Bank of the United 
States which is now existing, and in favor of 
which the function of supplying a general cur
rency to this extended confederacy is claimed. 
We have the experiment of this bank, not once, 
but twice made ; and each experiment proves 
the truth of the laws which govern the system. 
The theory of bank circulation, over an extended 
territory, is this, that you may put out as many 
notes as you may in any one place, they will 
immediately fall into the track of commerce— 
into the current of trade—into the course of ex
change—and follow that current wherever it 
leads. In these United States the current sets 
from every part of the interior, and especially 
from the South and West into the Northeast— 
into the four commercial cities north of the 
Potomac ; Baltimore, Philadelphia, New-York, 
and Boston : and all the bank notes which will 
pass for money in those places, fall into the cur
rent which sets in that direction. When there, 
there is nothing in the course of trade to bring 
them back. There is no reflux in that current ! 
It is a trade-wind which blow s twelve months in 
the year in the same direction. This is the 
theory of bank circulation over extended terri
tory ; and the history of the present bank is an 
exemplification of the truth of that theory. 
Listen to Mr. Cheves. Read his report made to 
the stockholders at their triennial meeting in 
1822. He stated this law of circulation, and 
explained the inevitable tendency of the branch 
bank notes to flow- to the Northeast ; the impos
sibility of preventing it ; and the resolution which 
he had taken and executed, to close all the 
Southern and Western branches, and prevent 
them from issuing any more notes. Even while 
issuing their own notes, they had so far forgot
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their charter as to carry on operations, in part, 
upon the notes Of the local banks—haring col
lected those notes in great quantity, and loaned 
them out. This was reported by the investiga
ting committee of 1819, and made one of the 
charges of misconduct against the bank at that 
time. To counteract this tendency, the bank 
applied to Congress for leave to issue their bank 
notes on terms which would have made them a 
mere local currency. Congress refused it ; but 
the bank is now attempting to do it herself, by 
refusing to take the notes received in payment 
of the federal revenue, and sending it back to be 
paid where issued. Such was the history of the 
branch bank notes, and which caused that cur
rency to disappear from all the interior, and from 
the whole South and West, so soon after the 
bank got into operation. The attempt to keep 
out branch notes, or to send the notes of the 
mother bank to any distance, being found im
practicable, there was no branch currency of 
any kind in circulation for a period of eight or 
nine years, until the year 1827, when the branch 
checks were invented, to perform the miracle 
which notes could not. Mr. B. would say no
thing about the legality of that invention ; he 
would now treat them as a legal issue under the 
charter ; and in that most favorable point of 
view for them, he would show that these branch 
checks were nothing but a quack remqdy—an 
empirical contrivance—which made things worse. 
By their nature they were as strongly attracted 
to the Northeast as the branch notes had been ; 
by their terms they were still more strongly 
attracted, for they bore Philadelphia on their 
face ! they were payable at the mother bank ! 
and, of course, would naturally flow to that place 
for use or payment. This,,was their destiny, 
aud most punctually did they fulfil it. Never 
did the trade-winds bio* more truly—never did 
the gulf stream flow more regularly—than those 
checks flowed to the Northeast ! The average 
of four years next ensuing the invention of these 
checks, which went to the mother bank, or to 
the Atlantic branches north of the Potomac, in
cluding the branch notes which flowed with them, 
was about nineteen millions of dollars per an
num ! Mr. B. then exhibited a table to prove 
what he alleged, and from which it appeared that 
the flow of the branch paper to the Northeast 
was as regular and uniform as an operation of 
nature ; that each city according to its commer

cial importance, received a greater or less pro. 
portion of this inland paper gulf stream; and 
that the annual variation was so slight as only 
to prove the regularity of the laws by which it 
was governed. The following is the table which 
he exhibited. It was one of the tabular state
ments obtained by the investigating committee 
in 1832:

Amount of Branch Bank Paper received at-
1829. 1829. 1880. 1881.

1. New-York,. 11,988,860 11,294,960 9,168,870 12,284.8»
2. Philadelphia, 4,458,150 4,106,985 <679,725 6,898,S00
8. Boston, . . 1.010,780 1,844,170 1,794,750 1,616,480
4. Baltimore, . 1,487,100 1,420,860 1,876,820 1,588,680

18,883,880 IS,666,475 16,919,160 21,098^86

After exhibiting this table, and taking it for 
complete proof of the truth of the theory which 
he had laid down, an* that it demonstrated the 
impossibility of keeping up a circulation of the 
United States Bank paper in the remote and 
interior parts of the Union, Mr. B. went on to 
say that the story was yet but half told—the 
mischief of this systemic flow of national cur 
rency to the Northeast, was but half disclosed; 
another curtain was yet to be lifted—another 
vista was yet to be opened—and the effect of 
the system upon the metallic currency of the 
States was to be shown to the people and the 
States. This view would show, that as last as 
the checks or notes of any branch were taken up 
at the mother bank, or at the branches north of 
the Potomac, an account was opened against the 
branch from which they came. The branch was 
charged with the amount of the notes or checks 
taken up ; and periodically served with a copy 
of the account, and commanded to send on specie 
or bills of exchange to redeem them. When 
redeemed, they were remitted to the branch from 
which they came ; while on the road they were 
called notes in transitu ; and when arrived they 
were put into circulation again at that place- 
fell into the current immediately, which carried 
them back to the Northeast—there taken up 
again, charged to the brand)—the branch re
quired to redeem them again with spccieorbills 
of exchange ; and then returned to her, to be 
again put into circulation, and to undergo again 
and again, and until the branch could no longer 
redeem them, the endless process of flowing to 
the Northeast. The result of the whole was, is, 
and for ever will be, that the branch will ban 
to redeem its tirculation till redemption is i»
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possible ; until it has exhausted the country of 
its specie ; and then the country in which the 
branch is situated & worse off than before s#e 
had a branch ; for she had neither notes nor specie 
left Mr. B. said that this was too important a 
view of the case to be rested on argument and 
assertion alone ; it required evidence to vanquish 
incredulity, and to prove it up ; and t(iat evi
dence was at hand. He then referred' to two 
tables to show the amount of hard money which 
the mother bank, under the operatiorf of this 
system, had drawn from the States in which her 
branches were situated. All the tables were up 
to the year 1831, the period to which the last 
investigating committee had brought up their 
inquiries. One of these statements showed the 
amount abstracted from the whole Union ; it 
was $40,040,622 20 ; another showed the amount 
taken from the Southern and Western States ; 
it was $22,523,387 94 ; another showed the 
amount taken from the branch at New Orleans ; 
it was $12,815,798 10. Such, said Mr. B., has 
been the result of the experiment to diffuse a 
national paper currency over this extended 
tfnion. Twice in eighteen years it has totally 
failed, leaving the country exhausted of its spe
cie, and destitute of paper. This was proof 
enough, but there was still another mode of 
proving the same thing; it was the fact of 
the present amount of United States Bank notes 
in circulation. Mr. B. had heard with pain the 
assertion made in so many memorials presented 
to the Senate, that there was a great scarcity of 
currency; that the Bank of the United States 
had been obliged to contract her circulation in 
consequence of the removal of the deposits, and 
that her notes had become so scarce that none 
could be found ; and strongly contrasting the 
present dearth which now prevails with the 
abundant plenty of these notes which reigned 
over a happy land before that fatal measure came 
to blast a state of unparalleled prosperity. The 
fact was, Mr. B. said, that the actual circulation 
of the bank is greater now than it was before 
the removal of the deposits ; greater than it has 
been in any month but one for upwards of a 
year past The discounts were diminished, he 
said, but the circulation was increased.

Mr. B. then exhibited a table of the actual 
circulation of the Bank of the United States for 
the whole year 1833, and for the two past months 
•f the present year ; and stated it to be taken

from the monthly statements of the bank, as 
printed and laid upon the tables of members. It 
was the net circulation—the quantity of notes 
and checks actually out—excluding all that were 
on the road returning to the branch banks, 
called nqtcs in transitu, and which would not 
be counted till again issued by the branch to 
which they were returned.

7 Vic following ù the table :

January, 1833, 
February, “ 
March, “ . 
April, “ 
May, “ .
J une, “ 
July, “ . 
August, “ 
September, “ . 
October, “ 
November, “ . 
December, “ 
January, 1834, 
February, “

. . $17,666,444 
. . 18,384,050 

. . 18,083,205 
. . 18,384,075 

. . 18,991,200 
. . 19,366,555 

. . 18,890,505 
. . 18,413,287 

. . 19,128,189 
. . 18,518,000 

. . 18,650,912 
. . not found. 

. . 19,208,375 
. . 19,260,472

By comparing the circulation of each month, 
as exhibited on this table, Mr. B. said, it would 
be seen that the quantity of United States Bank 
notes now in circulation is three quarters of a 
million greater than it was in October last, and 
a million and a half greater than it was in Jan
uary, 1833. How, then, are we to account for 
this cry of no money, in which so many respec
table men join 1 It is in the single fact df their 
flow to the Northeast. The pigeons, which 
lately obscured the air with their numbers, 
have all taken their flight to the North ! But 
pigeons will return of themselves, whereas these 
bank notes will never return till they are pur
chased with gold and silver, and brought back. 
Mr. B. then alluded to a petition from a meet
ing in his native State, North Carolina, and in 
which one of his esteemed friends (Mr. Carson) 
late a member of the House of Representatives, 
was a principal actor, and which stated the ab
solute disappearance of United States Bank 
notes from all that region of country. Certain
ly the petition was true in that statement ; but 
it is equally true that it was mistaken ip sup
posing that the circulation of the bank was di
minished. The table which he had read had 
shown the contrary ; it showed an increase, in-
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stead of a diminution, of the circulation. The 
only difference was that it had all left that part 
of the country, and that it would do for ever ! 
If a hundred millions» of United States Bank 
notes were carried to the upper parts of North 
Carolina, and put into circulation, it^ôuld be 
but a short time before the whole would have 
filler! into the current which sweeps the paper 
of that bank to the Northeast. Mr. B. said 
there were four oilier classes of proof which he 
could bring in, but it would be a consumption 
of time, and a work of supererogation. He 
would not detail them, but state their hçads :
1. One was the innumerable orders which the 
mother bank had forwarded to her branches to 
send on specie and bills of exchange to redeem 
their circulation—to pour in reinforcements to 
the points to which their circulation tends ;
2. Another Was in the examination of Mr. Bid- 
dje, president of the bank, by the investigating 
committee, in 1832, in which this absorbing 
tendency of the branch paper to flow to the 
Northeast was fully charged and admitted ;
3. A third was in the monthly statement of the 
notes in tranaitu, which amount to an average 
of four millions and a half for the last twelve 
months, making fifty millions for the year ; and 
which consist, by far the greater part, of branch 
notes and checks redeemed in the Northeast, 
purchased back by the branches, and on their 
way back to the place from which they Issued ; 
and. 4. The last class of proof was in the fact, 
that the branches north of the Potomac, being 
unable or unwilling to redeem these notes any 
longer, actually ceased to redeem them last fall, 
even when taken in revenue payment to the 
United States, until coerced by the Secretary of 
the Treasury ; and that they will not be re
deemed for individuals now, and are actually 
degenerating into a mere local currency. Upon 
these proofs and arguments, Mr. B. rested his 
case, and held it to be fully established, first, by 
argument, founded in the nature of bank circu
lation over an extended territory ; and secondly, 
by proof, derived from the operation of the pre
sent bank of the United States, that neither the 
present bank, nor any one that the wisdom of 
man can devise, can ever succeed in diffusing a 
general paper circulation over the States of this 
Union.

VI. Dropping every other objection to the 
bank—looking at it purely and simply as a sup

plier of national currency—he, Mr. B., could nol 
consent to prolong the existence of the present 
bank. Certainly a profuse issue of paper at all 
points—an additional circulation »f even a few 
millions poured out at the destitute points— 
would make currency plenty for a little while, 
but for a little while only. Nothing permanent 
would result from such a measure. On the con
trary, in one or two years, the destitution and 
distress would 1» greater than it now is. At 
the same time, it is completely in the power of 
the bank, at this moment, to grant relief, full, 
adequate, instantaneous relief! In making this 
assertion, Mr B. meant to prove it; and to prove 
it, he meant to do it in a way that it should 
reach the understanding of every candid and 
impartial friend that the bank possessed ; for he 
meant to discard and drop from the inquiry, all 
his own views upon the subject ; to leave out of 
view every statement made, and every opinion 
entertained by himself, and his friends, and pro- 
ceecd to the inquiry upon the evidence of the 
bank alone—upon that evidence which flowed 
from the bank directory itself, and from the 
most zealous, and best informed of its friends on 
this floor. Mr. B. assumed that a mere cessa
tion to curtail discounts, at this time, would 
be a relief—that it would be the salvation 
of those who were pressed—and put an end to 
the cry of distress ; he averred that this curtail
ment must now cease, or the bank must find a 
new reason for carrying it on ; for the old reason 
is exhausted, and cannot apply. Mr. 11. then 
took two distinct views to sustain his position ; 
one founded in the actual conduct and present 
condition of the bank itself, and the other in a 
comparative view of the conduct and condition 
of the former Bank of the United States, at flic 
approaching period of its dissolution.

I. As to the conduct and condition of the 
present bank.

Mr. B. appealed to the knowledge of all pre
sent for the accuracy of his assertion, when he 
said that the bank had now reduced her dis
counts, dollar for dollar, to the amount of pub
lic deposits withdrawn. The adversaries of Ik 
bank said the reduction was much larger thn 
the abstraction ; but he dropped that, and con
fined himself strictly to the admissions and de
clarations of the bank itself. Taking then the 
fact to be, as the bank alleged it to be, that she 
had merely brought down her business in pn>
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portion to the capital taken from her, it followed 
of course that there was no reason for reducing 
her business any lower. Her relative position 
—her actual strength—was the same now that 
it was before the removal ; and the old reason 
could not be available for the reduction of ano
ther dolla.. Next, as to her condition. Mr. II. 
undertook to affirm, and would quickly prove, 
that the general condition of the bank was bet
ter now than it had been for years past ; and 
that the bank was better able to make loans, or 
to increase her circulation, than she was in any 
of those past periods in w-hich she was so lav
ishly accommodating the public. For the 
proof of this, Mr. B. had recourse to her specie 
fund, always the true test of a bank’s ability, 
and showed it to be greater now than it had 
been for two years past, when her loans and cir
culation were so much greater than they arc 
now. He took the month of May, 1832, when 
the whole amount of specie on hand was $7,890, 
347 59; when the net amount of notes in cir
culation was $21,044,415 ; and when the total 
discounts were $70,428,070 72: and then con
trasted it with the condition of the bank at 
this time, that is to say, in the month of Febru
ary last, when the last return was made ; the 
items stands thus : specie, $10,523,385 69 ; 
net amount of notes in circulation, $19,260,472; 
total discounts, $54,842,973 64. From this 
view of figures, taken from the official bank re
turns, from which it appeared that the specie in 
the bank was nearly three millions greater than 
it was in May, 1832, her net circulation nearly 
two millions less, and her loans and discounts 
upwards of fifteen millions less ; Mr. B. would 
submit it to all candid men to say whether the 
hank is not more able to accommodate the com
munity now than she was then ? At all events, 
he would demand if she was not now able to 
cease pressing them ?

II. As to the comparative condition and con
duct of the first Bank '-f the United States at 
the period of its approacning dissolution.

Mr. B. took the condition of the bank from 
Mi. Gallatin’s statement of its affairs to Con
gress, made in January, 1811, just three months 
before the charter expired; and which showed 
fhe discounts and loans of the bank to be $l4, 

j 578,294 25, her capital being $10,000,000; fo 
that the amount of her loans, three months be
fore her dissolution, was nearly in proportion—

near enough for all practical views—to the pro
portion which the present loans of the Bank of 
the United States bear to its capital of thirty- 
five millions. Fifty per cent, upon the former 
would give fifteen mill.ons ; fifty per cent, upon 
the latter would give fifty-two millions and a 
half. To make the relative condition of the 
two banks precisely equal, it will be sufficient 
that the loans and discounts of the present bank 
shall bo reduced to fifty-two millions by the 
month of January, 1836; that is to say, it need 
not make any further sensible reduction of its 
loans for nearly two years to come. Thus, the 
mere imitation of the conduct of the old bank 
wil be a relief to the community. A mere ces
sation to curtail, will put an end to the distress, 
and let the country goon, quietly and regularly, 
in its moneyed operations. If the hank will 
not do this—if it will go on to curtail—it is 
bound to give some new reason to the country. 
The old reason, of .the removal of the deposits, 
wdl no longer answer. Mr. B. had no faith in 
tti|t reason from the beginning, but he was now 
taking the hank upon her own evidence, and 
trying her upon her own reasons, and lie held 
it to be impossible for her to go on without the 
production of a reason. The hostility of the 
government—rather an incomprehensible, and 
altogether a gratuitous reason, from the begin
ning—will no longer answer. The government 
in 1811 was as hostile t< the old bank, as the 
government now is to this one ; and rather more 
so. Both Houses of Congress were then hos
tile to it, and hostile unto death ! For they let 
it die ! die on the day appointed by law for its 
death, without pity, without remorse, without 
the reprieve of one day. The government can 
do no worse now. The Secretary of the Trea
sury has removed the deposits; and that ac
count is settled by the reduction of an equal 
amount of loans and discounts. The rest de
pends upon the government ; and the hostility 
of the government cannot go further than to 
kill the bank, and cannot kill it more dead than 
the old bank was killed in 1811. Mr. B. had a 
further comparison to draw between the conduct 
of the old bank, and the present one. The old 
bank permitted her discounts to remain at their 
maximum to the very end of her charter ; she 
discounted sixty days’ paper up to the last day of 
her existence ; while this bank has commenced a 
furious curtailment two years and a half bo-

I
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fore the expiration of her charter. Again : the 
old bank had not an hour, as a corporation, to 
wind up her business after the end of her char
ter ; this bank has the use of all her corporate 
faculties, for that purpose, for two years after 
the end of her charter. Again : the present 
bank pretends that she will have to collect the 
whole of her debts within the period limited for 
winding up her affairs ; the old bank took up
wards of twelve years after the expiration of her 
charter, to collect hers ! She created a trust ; 
she appointed trustees ; all the debts and credits 
were put into their hands, the trustees proceed
ed like any other collectors, giving time to all 
debtors who would secure the debt, pay in
terest punctually, and discharge the principal 
by instalments. This is what the old bank 
did ; and she did not close her affairs until the 
10th of June, in the' year 1823. The whole 
operation was conducted so gently, that the 
public knew nothing about it. The cotempora
ries of the dissolution of the bank, knew nothing 
about its dissolution.^ And this is what the 
present bank may do, if it pleases. That it has 
not done so—that it is now grinding the com
munity, and threatening to grind them still 
harder, is a proof of the dangerous nature of a 
great moneyed power ; and should be a warning 
to the people who now behold its conduct— 
who feel its gripe, and hear its threat—never to 
suffer the existence of such another power in 
our free and happy land.

VII. Mr. B. deprecated the spirit which seem
ed to have broken out against State banks ; it 
was a spirit which augured badly for the rights 
of the States. Those banks were created by 
the States ; and the works of the States ought 
to be respected ; the stock in those banks was 
held by American citizens, and ought not to be 
injuriously assailed to give value to stock held 
in the federal bank by foreigners and aliens. 
The very mode of carrying on the warfare 
against State banks, has itself been an injury, 
and a just cause of complaint. Some of the 
most inconsiderable have been picked out— 
their affairs presented in the most unfavorable 
light ; and then held forth as a fair sample of the 
whole. How much more easy would it have 
been to have acted a more grateful, and a more 
equitable part ! a part more just to the State 
governments which created those banks, and 
the American citizens who held stock in them 1

Instead of hunting out for remote and incon
siderable banks, and instituting a most dispar, 
aging scrutiny into their small affairs, and mak
ing this high Senate the conspicuous theatre for 
the exhibition of their insignificance, why nol 
take the higher order of the State banks ?— 
those whose names and characters are well 
known? whose stock upon the exchange of 
London and New-York, is superior to that of 
the United States Bank ? whose individual de
posits are greater than those of the rival branch
es of the Bank of the United States, seated in 
their neighborhood ? whose bills of exchange 
are as eagerly sought for as those of the federal 
bank ? which have reduced exchange below the 
rates of the federal bank? and which, in every 
particular that tries the credit, is superior to 
the one which is receiving so much homage 
and admiration ? Mr. B. said there were plenty 
of such State banks as he had described ; they 
were to be found in every principal city, from 
New Orleans to Boston. Some of them had been 
selected for deposit banks, others not; but 
there was no difficulty in making a selection of 
an ample number.

This spirit of hostility to the State banks, 
Mr. B. said, was of recent origin, and seemed U 
keep pace with the spirit of attack upon the 
political rights of the States. When the first 
federal bank was created, in the year 1791, it 
was not even made, by its charter, a place of 
deposit for the public moneys. Mr. Jefferson 
preferred the State Bulks at that time; and so 
declared himself in his cabinet opinion to Pre
sident Washington. Mr. Gallatin deposited a 
part of the public moneys in the State banks 
during the whole of the long period that he ni
ât the head of the treasury. At the dissolution 
of the first Bank of the United States, he turned 
over all the public moneys which he held in de 
posit to these banks, taking their obligation to 
pay out all the treasury warrants drawn upon 
them in gold and silver, if desired by the hold
er. When the present bank was chartered, the
State banks stood upon an equal footing with 
the federal bank, and were placed upon an equal
ity with it as banks of deposit, in the very chu
ter which created the federal bank. Mr. B. wu 
alluding to the 14th fundamental article of the 
constitution of the bank—the article which pro 
vided for the establishment of branches—i»l 
which presented an argument in justification o!
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the removal of the deposits which the adversa
ries of that measure most pertinaciously decline 
to answer. The government wanted banks of 
deposit, not of circulation ; and by that article, 
the State banks arc made just as much banks 
of deposit for the United States as the Bank of 
the Unite^ States is. They are put upon exact 
equality, si» far as the federal government is con
cerned; for she stipulates but for one single 
branch of the United States Bank, and that to 
be placed at Washingjon city. As for all other 
branches, their establishment was made to de
pend—not on the will, or power, of the federal 
government—not on any supposed or real ne
cessity on her part to have the use of such 
branches—but upon contingencies over which 
she had no control ; contingencies depending, 
one upop the mere calculation of profit and loss 
by the bank itself, the other upon the subscrip
ting of stock within a State, and the applica
tion of its legislature. In these contingencies, 
namely, if the Bank of the United States thought 
it to her interest to establish branches in 
the States, she might do it ; or, if 2,000 shares 
of stock was subscribed for in a State, and there
upon an application was made by the State le
gislature for the institution of a branch, then its 
establishment within the State became obliga
tory upon the bank. In neither contingency 
had the will, the power, or the necessities of 
the federal government, the least weight, con
cern, or consideration, in the establishment of 
the branch. If not established, and so far as 
the government is concerned, it might not be, 
then the State banks, selected by the United 
States Bank, and approved by the Secretary of 
the Treasury, were to be the banks of deposit 
for the federal moneys. This was an argument, 
Mr. B. said, in justification of the removal of the 
deposits, and in favor of the use of the State 
banks which gentlemen on the opposite side of 
the question—gentlemen who take so much 
pains to decry State banks—have been careful 
not to answer.

The evils of a small paper circulation, he con
sidered among the greatest grievances that could 
afflict a community. The evils were innumer
able, and fell almost exclusively upon those who 
were least able to bear them, or to guard against 
them. If a bank stops payment, the holders of 
Ihe small notes, who are usually the working 
part of the community, are the last to find it

out, and the first to suffer. If counterfeiting 
is perpetrated, it is chiefly the small notes 
which are selected for imitation, because they 
are most current among those who know the 
least about notes, and who are most easily made 
the dupes of imposition, and the victims of 
fraud. As the expeller of hard money, small 
notes were the bane and curse of a country. A 
nation is scarce, or abundant, in hard money, 
precisely in the degree in which it tolerates the 
lower denominations of bank notes. France 
tolerates no note less than $100 ; and has a gold 
and silver circulation of 350 millions of dollars. 
England tolerates no note of less than $25 ; and 
has a gold and silver circulation of 130 millions 
of dollars : in the United States, where $5 is 
the minimum size of the federal bank notes, the 
whole specie circulation, including what is in 
the banks, does not amount to thirty millions 
of dollars. To increase the quantity of hard 
money in the United States, and to supply the 
body of the people with an adequate specie cur 
rency to serve for their daily wants, and ordi 
nary transactions, the bank note circulation be
low twenty dollars, ought to be suppressed. If 
Congress could pass a law to that effect, it ought 
to bed one ; but it cannot pass such a law : it has 
no constitutional power to pass it. Congress 
can, however, do something else, which will, in 
time, effectually put down such a currency. It 
can discard it, and disparage it. It can reject 
it from all federal payments. It can reject the 
whole circulation of any bank that will continue 
to issue small notes. Their rejection from all 
federal payments, would check their currency, 
and confine the orbit of their circulation to the 
immediate neighborhood of the isiuing bank. 
The bank itself would find but little profit from 
issuing them—public sentiment would come to 
the aid of federal policy. The people of the 
States, when countenanced and sustained by the 
federal government, would indulge their natural 
antipathy and honest detestation of a small 
paper currency. They would make war upon 
all small notes. The State legislatures would 
be under the control of the people ; and the States 
that should first have the wisdom to limit their 
paper circulation to a minin|um of twenty dol
lar bills, would immediately fill up with gold and 
silver. The common currency would be entirely 
metallic ; and there would be a broad and solid 
basis for a superstructure of large notes ; while
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the States which continued to tolerate the 
small notes, would be afflicted with all the 
evils of a most pestilential part of the paper 
system,—small notes, part counterfeit, part un
current, half worn out ; and all incapable of be
ing used with any regard to a beneficial econo
my. Mr. B. went on to depict the evils of a 
small note currency, which he looked upon as 
the bane and curse of the laboring part of the 
community, and the reproach and opprobrium 
of any government that tolerated it. He said 
that the government which suffered its curren
cy to fall into such a state that the farmer, the 
artisan, the market man, the day laborer, and 
the hired servant, could only be paid in small 
bank notes, was a government which abdicated 
one of its most sacred duties ; and became an 
accomplice on the part of the strong in the op
pression of the weak.

Mr. B. placed great reliance upon the restora
tion of the gold currency for putting down a 
small note circulation. No man would choose 
to carry a bundle of small bank notes in his 
pocket, even new and clean ones, much less old, 
ragged, and filthy ones, when he could get gold 
in their place. A limitation upon the receiva- 
bility of these notes, in payment of federal dues, 
would complete their suppression. Mr. B. did 
not aspire to the felicity of seeing as fine a cur
rency in the United States as there is in France, 
where there was no bank note under five hun
dred francs, and where there was a gold and sil
ver circulation at the rate of eleven dollars a 
head for each man, woman, and child, in the king
dom, namely, three hundred and fifty millions 
of dollars for a population of thirty-two millions 
of souls ; but he did aspire to the comparative 
happiness of seeing as good currency established 
for ourselves, by ourselves, as our old fellow- 
subjects—the people of old England—now pos
sess from their king, lords, and commons. They 
—ho spoke of England proper—had no bank 
note less than five pounds sterling, and they 
possessed a specie circulation (of which three- 
fourths was gold) at the rate of about nine dol
lars a head, men, women, children (even pau
pers) included ; namely, about one hundred and 
thirty millions for a population of fourteen mil
lions. He, Mr. B., must be allowed to aspire to 
the happiness of possessing, and in his sphere 
to labor to acquire, as good a circulation as these 
English have ; and that would be an immea

surable improvement upon our present conds 
tion. We have local bank notes of one, two, 
three, four dollars ; wo have federal bank notes 
of five and ten dollars—the notes of those Eng
lish who are using gold at home while we an 
using their paper here :—we have not a partiel» 
of gold, and not more silver than at the rate 01 

about two dollars a head, men, women, children 
(even slaves) included ; namely, about thirty 
millions of silver for a population of thirteen 
millions. Mr. B. believed there was not upon 
the face of the earth, a country whose actual 
currency was. in a more deplorable condition 
than that of the United States was at present' 
the bitter fruit of that fatal paper system which 
was brought upon us, with the establishment ot 
the first Bank of the United States in 1791, and 
which will be continued upon us until the cita
del of that system—the Bastile of paper money, 
the present Bank of the United States,—shall 
cease to exist.

Mr. B. said, that he was not the organ of the 
President on this floor—he had no authority 
from the President to speak his sentiments to 
the Senate. Even if he knew them, it would 
be unparliamentary, and irregular, to state them. 
There was a way for the Senate to communicate 
with the President, which was too weil known 
to every gentleman to require any indication 
from him. But he might be permitted to sug
gest—in the absence of all regular information 
—that if any Senator wished to understand, and 
to comment upon, the President’s opinions on 
currency, he might, perhaps, come something 
nearer to the mark, by commenting on what he 
(Mr. B.) had been saying, than by having re
course to the town meeting reports of inimical 
bank committees.

CHAPTER CVI.

ATTEMITED INVESTIGATION OF T11E BANK 01 
THE UNITED STATES.

The House of Representatives had appointed 
a select committee of its members to investigate 
the affairs of the Bank of the United States— 
seven in number, and consisting of Mr. Francis 
Thomas, of Maryland ; Mr. Edward Everett, of 
Massachusetts ; Mr. Henry A. Muhlenberg, of

Pennsylvania; Mr. JohnY.M 
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Abijah Mann, Jr. of New-Yorl 
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es had appointed 
jers to investigate 

United States— 
ng of Mr. Francis 
dward Everett, of 
„ Muhlenberg, ol

Pennsylvania ; Mr. John Y. Mason, of Virgiftia ; 
Mr. W. W. Ellsworth, of Connecticut ; Mr. 
Abijah Mann, Jr. of New-York ; Mr. Robert T. 
Lytle, of Ohio. The authority under which the 
committee acted, required them to ascertain : 1. 
The causes of the commercial embarrassment, 
and the public distress complained of in the nu
merous distress memorials presented to the two 
Houses during the session ; and whether the 
bank had been any way instrumental, through 
its management or money, ip producing the dis
tress and embarrassment, of which so much com
plaint was made. 2. To inquire whether the 
charter of the bank had been violated ; and what 
corruptions and abuses, if any, had existed in its 
management. 3. To inquire whether the bank 
had used its corporate power, or money, to con
trol the press, to interpose in politics, or to in
fluence elections. The authority conferred upon 
the committee was ample for the execution of 
these "Inquiries. It was authorized to send for 
persons and papers ; to summon and examine 
witnesses on oath ; to visit, if necessary, the 
principal bank, and its branches ; to inspect the 
books, correspondence and accounts of the bank, 
and other papers connected with its manage
ment The right of the House to make this 
investigation was two-fold : Jirsl, under the 
twenty-third article of the charter : secondly, 
as the founder of the corporation ; to whom 
belongs, in law language, the right to “ visit ” 
the institution it has founded ; which “ visit
ing ” is for examination—as a bishop “ vis
its” his diocese—a superintendent “ visits ” the 
works and persons pnder his care ; not to sec 
them, but to examine into their management 
and condition. There was also, a third right of 
examination, resulting from the act of the cor
poration; it was again soliciting a re-chartcr, 
and was bound to show that the corporators 
had used their actual charter fairly and legally 

■before it asked for another. And,/ourfA/y, there 
was a further right of investigation^ still result
ing from its conduct It denied all the accusa
tions brought against it by the government di
rectors, and brought before Congress by the 
Secretary of the Treasury ; and joined issue upon 
those accusations in a memorial addressed to 
the two Houses of Congress. To refuse examina
tion under these circumstances would be shrink
ing from the issue which itself had joined. The 
committee proceeded to Philadelphia, and soon

found that the bank did not mean to submit to 
an examination. Captious and special pleading 
objections were made at every step, until at
tempts on one side and objections on the other 
ended in a total refusal to submit their books 
for inepcction^r themselves for an examination. 
The directors had appointed a company of seven 
to meet the committee of the House—a proce
dure unwarranted by any right or usage, and 
offensive in its pretentious equality ; but to 
which the committee consented, at first, from 
a desire to do nothing to balk the examination. 
That corporation committee was to sit with 
them, in the room in the bank assigned for the 
examination ; and took care always to pre
occupy it before the House committee arrived ; 
and to act as if at home, receiving guests. The 
committee then took a room in a hotel, and 
asked to have the bank books sent to them ; 
which was refused. They then desired to have 
the books subjected to their inspection in the 
bank itself ; in which request they were baffled, 
and defeated. The bank committee required 
written specification of their points of inquiry, 
either in examining a book, or asking a ques
tion—that it might judge its legality ; which 
they confined to mere breaches of the charter. 
And when the directors were summoned to an
swer questions, they refused to be sworn, and 
excused themselves on the ground of being par
ties to the proceeding. Some passages from the 
committee’s report will show to what extent 
this higgling and contumacy was carried by this 
corporation—deriving its existence from Con
gress, and endeavoring to force a renewed char
ter from it while refusing to show how it had 
used the first one. Thus :

“ On the 23d of April, their chairman address
ed to the President of the bank, a communica
tion, inclosing a copy of the resolution of the 
House of Representatives, and notifying him of 
the readiness of the committee to visit the bank 
on the ensuing day, at any hour agreeable to 
him. In reply, the President informed the com
mittee that the papers thus received should bo 
submitted to the board of directors, at a special 
meeting to be called for that purpose. It ap
pears, in the journal of the proceedings of the 
committee, herewith presented to the House, 
that this was done, and that the directors ap
pointed a committee of seven of their tioard, to 
receive the committee of the House of Represen
tatives, and to offer for their inspection such 
books and papers ot the bank, as may be neces
sary to exhibit the proceedings of the corporation
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according to the requirement of the charter. In 
the letter of John Sergeant, Esq., as chairman 
of the committee of directors communicating the 
procôodings of the board, he says that he was 
directed to inform the chairman of this committee 
that the committee of the directors ‘ will imme
diately direct the necessary arrangements to be 
made for the accommodation of the committee 
of the House of Representatives,’ and would 
attend at the bank to receive them the next day, 
at eleven o clock. Your committee attended, 
and were received by the committee of di
rectors.

“ Up to this period, nothing had occurred to 
justify the belief that a disposition was felt, on 
the part of tig; managers of the bank, to embar
rass the proceedings of the committee, or have 
them conducted differently from those of the 
two preceding committees of investigation. On 
assembling, however, the next morning, at the 
bank, they found the room which had been 
offered for their accommodation, preoccupied by 
the committee of the board, with the president 
of the bank, as an ex njficio member, claiming 
the right to be present at the investigations and 
examinations of this committee. This proceeding 
the committee were not prepared to expect. 
When the appointment of the committee of 
seven was first made, it was supposed that that 
measure, however designed, was not well calcu
lated to facilitate the examination.

“ With a previous determination to be present 
when their books were to be inspected, they 
■sould have waited to avow it until these books 
were called for, and the attempt made to inspect 
them in their absence. These circumstances-arc 
now reviewed, because they then excited an a]>- 
prehension, which the sequel formed into con
viction, that this committee of directors had 
been appointed to supervise the acts and doings 
of your committee, and to limit and restrain 
their proceedings, not according to the directions 
contained in the resolution of the House, but 
the will and judgment of the board of directors. 
Y our committee have choke n to ascribe this claim 
of the committee of directors to sit conjointly 
with'them, to the desire to prevent them from 
miking use of the books and papers, for some 
M the purposes pointed out by the resolution of 

f the House. They are sensible that this claim to 
/ be present at all examinations, avowed prema

turely, and subsequently persisted in with pe
culiar pertinacity, could be attributed to very 
different motives ; but respect for themselves, 
and respect for the gentlemen who compose the 
committee of directors, utterly forbids the ascrip
tion to them of a feeling which would merit 
compassion and contempt much more than re
sentment.

“This novel position, voluntarily and deliber
ately taken by the committee of the directors, 
predicated on an idea of equality of rights with 
your committee, under your .esolution, rendered 
it probable, and in some measure necessary, that 
your committee should express its opinions of

the relative rights of the corporation and thi 
House of Representatives. To avoid all mis- 
understandingjnd future misrepresentations, it 
was desirable that each question should be de
cided separately. Contemplating an extended 
investigation, but unwilling that an apprehension 
should exist of improper disclosures being made 
of the transactions of the bank and its customers, 
your committee following the example of the 
committee of 1832, adopted a resolution declaring 
that their proceedings should be confidential, 
until otherwise ordered by the committee, and 
also a resolution that the committee would con
duct its investigations ‘ without the prince of 
any person not required or invited to attend.’ 
A copy of these resolutions was furnished to the 
committee of directors, in the hope that the ex
clusive control of a room at the bank, during its 
hours of business, would thereafter be conceded 
to your committee, while the claim of the com
mittee of directors to be present when the books 
were submitted for inspection, should be post
poned for decision, when the books were called 
for and produced by them.

“ On the 28th ult. this committee assembled 
at the banking house, and again found the room 
they expected to find set apart for their use, 
preoccupied by the committee of directors, and 
others, officers of the bank. And instead of 
such assurances as they had a right to expect, 
they received copies of two resolutions adopted 
by the board of directors, in which they were 
given to understand that their continued occu
pation of the room must be considered a favor, 
and not a matter of right ; and hi which the 
board indulge in unjust commentaries on the 
resolution of the House of Representatives ; and 
intimate an apprehension that your committee 
design to make their examinations secret, par
tial, unjust, oppressive and contrary to common 
right.”

On receiving this offensive communication, 
| manifestly intended to bring on a quarrel, the 
| committee adopted a resolution to sit in a room 
\ of their hotel, and advised the bank accordingly ; 
1 and required the president and directors to sub
mit the books to their inspection in the room 
so chosen, at a day and hour named. To this 
the directors answered that they could not com
ply ; and the committee, desirous to do all they 
could .to accomplish the investigation committed 
to them, then gave notice that they would attend 

I St the bank on a named day and hour to inspect 
j the books in the bank itself—either at the 
counter, or in a room. Arriving at the ap- 

: pointed time, and asking to see the books, they 
were positively refused, reasons in writing king 
assigned for the refusal. They then made I 
written request to see certain books specifically 

| and for a specified purpose, namely, to ascertiii
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and from the nature of their d 
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They then made l 

,in books specifically 
namely, to ascertain

the truth of the report of the government di
rectors in using the money and power of the 
bank in politics, in elections, or in producing 
the distress. The manner in which this call 
was treated must be given in the words of the 
Report itself} thus: •

“Without giving a specific answer to these 
calls for books and papers, the committee of 
directors presented a written, communication, 
which was said to be 1 indicative of the mode of 
proceeding deemed right by the bank.’
1 “The committee of the board in that commu
nication, express the opinion, that the inquiry 
can only be rightfully extended to alleged viola
tions of the charter, and «’eny virtually the right 
of the House of Representatives to authorize 
the inquiries required in the resolution.

“ They also required of the committee of in
vestigation, 1 when they asked for books and 
papers, to state specifically in writing, the pur
poses for which they are proposed to be inspect

ed ; and if it be to establish a violation of the 
"charter, then to state specifically in writing, 

what are the alleged or supposecr violations of 
charter, to which the evidence is alleged to be 
applicable.’

“To this extraordinary requirement, made 
on the supposition that youY committee were 
charged with the duty of crimination, or prose- 

n cation for criminal offence, and implying aright 
’ on the part of the directors to determine for 

what purposes the inspection should he made, 
and what hooks or papers should be submitted 
to inspection, your committee replied, that they 
were not charged with the duty of criminating 
the hank, its directors, or others ; but simply 
to inquire, amongst other things, whether any 
prosecution in legal form should be instituted, 
and from the nature of their duties, and the in
structions of the House of Representatives, they 

% were not bound to state specifically in writing 
yny charges against the bank, or any special 
purpose for which they required the production 
of the books and papers for inspection.”

The committee then asked for copies of the 
accounts and entries which they wished to see, 
and were answered that it would require the 
labor of two clerks for ten months to make them 
out ; and so declined to give the copies. The com
mittee finding tint they could make nothing out 
of books and papers, determined to change their 
examination of things into that of persons ; and 
for that purpose had recourse to the subpoenas, 
furnished by the House ; and had them served 
by the United States marshal on the president 
aqd directors. This subpoena, which contained 
a clause of ducca tecum, with respect to the 
books, was so far obeyed as to bring the direc

tors in person before the committee ; and so far 
disobeyed as to bring them withbut the books, 
and so far exceeded as to bring them with a 
written refusal to be sworn—for reasons which 
they stated. But tjiis part deserves to be told 
in the language of the report ; which says :

“ Believing they had now exhausted, in their 
efforts to execute the duty devolved upon them, 
all reasonable means depending solely upon the 
provisions of the bank charter, to obtain the 
inspection of the books of this corporation, your 
committee were at last reluctantly conqiellcd to 
resort to the subpoenas which had been furnished 
to them under the seal of this House, and at
tested by its clerk. They, thereby, on the 9th 
inst. directed the marshal of the eastern district 
of Pennsylvania to summon Nicholas Biddle, 
president, and thirteen other persons, directors 
of the bank, to attend at their committee room, 
on the next day, at twelve o’clock, at noon, to 
testify concerning the matters of which your 
'committee were authorized to Inquire, and to 
bring with them certain books therein named 
for inspection. The marshal served the sum
mons in due form of law, and at the time ap
pointed, the persons therein named appeared 
before the committee and presented a written 
communication signed by each of them, as the 
answer of each to the requirements of the sub
poena, which is in the appendix to this report. 
In this paper they declare ‘that they do not 
produce the books required, because they are 
not in the custody of either of us, but as has 
been heretofore stated, of the board,’ and add, 
‘ considering that as corporators and directors, 
we are parties to the proceeding—we do not 
consider ourselves bound to testify, and there
fore respectfully decline tp do so.’ ”

This put an end to the attempted investiga
tion. The committee returned to Washington 
—made report of their proceedings,and moved: 
“ That the speaker of this House do issue his 
warrant to the sergeant-at-arms, to arrest Ni- 

j eholas Biddle, president—Manuel Eyre, Law- 
j rence lewis, Ambrose White, Daniel W. Cox, 
John Holmes, Charles Chauncey, John Goddard, 
John R. Nell', William Platt, Matthew Newkirk, 
James C. Fisher, John S. Henry, and John 

j Sergeant, directors—of the Bank of the United 
States, and bring them to the bar of this House 
to answer for the contempt of its lawful au
thority.” This resolve was not acted upon by 
the House ; and the directors had the satisfaction 
to enjoy a negative triumph in their contempt 
of the House, flagrant as that contempt was 
upon its own showing, and still more so upon 
its contrast with the conduct of the same bank
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(though under a different set of directors), in 
the year 1819. A committee of investigation 
was then appointed, armed with the same powers 
which were granted to this committee of the 
year 1834, and the directors of that time readily 
submitted to every species of examination which 
the committee chose to make. They visited the 
principal bank at Philadelphia, and several of 
its branches. They had free and unrestrained 
access to the books and papers of the bank. 
They were furnished by the officers with all the 
copies and extracts they asked for. They sum
moned before them the directors and officers of 
the bank, examined them on oath, took their 
testimony in writing—and obtained full answers 
to all their questions, whether they implied 
illegalities violative of the charter, or abuses, or 
mismanagement, or mistakes and errors.

CHAPTER CVII.

MR. TANEY'S REPOBT ON THE FINANCES—EXPO
SURE OF THE DISTRESS ALARMS—END OF THE 
PANIC.

About the time when the panic was at its height, 
and Congress most heavily assailed with dis
tress memorials, the Secretary of the Treasury 
was called upon by a resolve of the Senate for 
a report upon the finances—with the full be
lief that the finances were going to ruin, and 
that the government would soon be left without 
adequate revenue, and driven to the mortifying 
resource of loans. The call on the Secretary 
was made early in May, and was answered the 
middle of J une ; and was an utter disappoint
ment to those who called for it Far from 
showing the financial decline which had been 
expected, it showed an increase in every branch 
of the revenue ! and from that authentic test of 
the national condition, it was authentically 
shown that the Union was prosperous ! and that 
the distress, of which so much was heard, was 
confined to the victims of the United States 
Bank, so far as it was real; and that all beyond 
that was fictitious and artificial—the result of 
the machinery for organizing panic, oppressing 
debtors, breaking up labor, and alarming the 
timid. When the report came into the Senate, the 
reading of it was commenced at the table of the 
Secretary, and had not proceeded far when Mr.

Webster moved to cease the reading, and send 
it to the Committee on Finance—that commit
tee in which a report of that kind could notez- 
pect to find either an early or favorable notice. 
We had expected a motion to get rid of it, in 
some quiet way, and had prepared for whatever 
might happen. Mr. Taney had sent for me, the 
day be(bre it came in ; read it over with me • 
showed me all tffe tables on which it was 
founded ; and prepared me to sustain and em
blazon it : for it was our intention that such a 
report should go to the country, not in the 

«quiet, subdued, tone of a State paper, but with 
all the emphasis, and all the challenges to pub
lic attention, which the amplifications, the ani
mation, and the fire and freedom which the 
speaking style admitted. The instant, then, 
that Mr. Webster made his motion to stop the 
reading, and refer the report to the Finance 
Committee, Mr. Benton rose, and demanded 
that the reading be continued : a demand which 
he had a right to make, as the rules gave it to 
every member. He had no occasion to hear it 
read, and probably heard nothing of it; but the 
form was necessary, as the report was to be the 
text of his speech. The instant it was done, he 
rose and delivered his speech, seizing the circum
stance of the interrupted reading to furnish the 
brief exordium, and to give a fresh and im
promptu air to what ho was going to say. Ihe 
following is the speech :

Mr. Benton rose, and said that this report 
was of a nature to deserve some attention, be
fore it left the chamber of the Senate, and went 
to a committee, from which it might not re
turn in time for consideration at this session. 
It had been called for under circumstances 
which attracted attention, and disclosed infor
mation which deserved to be known. It wis 
called for early in May, in the crisis of the 
alarm operations, and with confident assertions 
that the answer to the call would prove the 
distress and the suffering of the country. It 
was confidently asserted that the Secretary <f 
the Treasury had over-estimated the revenuei 
of the year ; that there would be a great falling 
off—a decline—a bankruptcy ; that confide»» 
was destroyed—enterprise checked—industry 
paralyzed—commerce suspended ! that the dire
ful act of one man, in one dire order, had changed 
the face of the country, from a scene of unpin 
alleled prosperity to a scene of unparalleled

ANN
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disposed of as the Abbé Siey 
death of Louis the Sixteenth : n 
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what will rejoice the heart of 
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desolation ! that the canal was a solitude, the 
lake a desert waste of waters, the ocean with
out ships, the commercial towms deserted, silent, 
and sad ; orders for goods countermanded ; for
eign purchases stopped ! and that the answer 
of the Secretary would prove all this, in show
ing the falsity of his own estimates, and the 
great decline in the revenue and importations 
of the country. Such were the assertions and 
predictions under which the call was made, and 
to which the public attention was attracted by 
ever/device of theatrical declamation from this 
floor. Well, the answer comes. The Secretary 
sends in his report, with every statement called 
for. It is a report to make the patriot’s heart 
rejoice ! full of high and gratifying facts ; re
plete with rich information ; and pregnant with 
evidences of national prosperity. How is it re- 
ceived—how received by those who called for it? 
With downcast looks, and wordless tongues ! A 
motion is even made to stop the reading ! to stop 
the reading of such a report ! called for under 
such circumstances ; while whole days are given 
up to reading the monotonous, tautologous, and 
endless repetitions of distress memorials, the 
echo of our own speeches, and the thousandth 
edition of the same work, without emendation 
or correction ! All these can be read, and 
printed, too, and lauded with studied culogium, 
and their contents sent out to the people, 
freighted upon every wind; but this official 
report of the Secretary of the Treasury, upon 
the state of their own revenues, and of their 
own commerce, called for by an order of the 
Senate, is to be treated like an unwelcome and 
worthless intruder ; received without a word— 
not even read—slipped out upon a motion— 
disposed of as the Abbé Sieyes voted for the 
death of Louis the Sixteenth : mort sans phrase ! 
death, without talk ! But he, Mr. B., did not 
mean to suffer this report to be dispatched in 
this unceremonious and compendious style. It 
had been called for to be given to the people, 
and the people should hear of it It was not 
what was expected, but it is what is true, and 
what will rejoice the heart of every patriot in 
America. A pit was dug for Mr. Taney ; the 
diggers of the pit have fallen into it ; the fault 
is not his ; and the sooner they clamber out, the 
better for themselves. The people have a right 
to know the contents of this report, and know 
them they shall ; and if there is any man in this

America, whose heart is so constructed as to 
grieve over the prosperity of his country, let 
him prepare himself for sorrow ; for the proof 
is forthcoming, that never, since America had a 
place among nations, was the prosperity of the 
country equal to what it is at this day !

Mr. B. the» requested the Secretary of the
Senate to send him the report, and comparative 
statements ; which being done, Mr. B. opened 
the report, and went over the heads of it to 
show that the Secretary of the Treasury had 
not over-estimated the revenue of the year, as 
he had been charged, and as the report was ex
pected to prove : that the revenue w as, in fact, 
superior to the estimate ; and that the impor
tations would equal, if not exceed, the highest 
amount that they had ever attained.

To appreciate the statements which he should 
make, Mr. B. said it was necessary for the Senate 
to recollect that the list of dutiable articles was 
now greatly reduced. Many articles were now 
free of duty, which formerly paid heavy duties ; 
many others were reduced in duty ; and the fair 
effect of these abolitions and reductions would 
be a diminution of revenue even without a dimi
nution of imports ; yet the Secretary’s estimate, 
made at the commencement of the session, was 
more than realized, and showed the gratifying 
spectacle of a full and overflowing treasury, in
stead of the empty one which had been pre
dicted ; and left to Congress the grateful occupa
tion of further reducing taxes, instead of the 
odious task of borrowing money, as had been 
so loudly anticipated for six months past. The 
revenue accruing from imports in the first quar
ter of the present year, was 5,3-§4,540 dollars ; 
the payments actually made into the treasury 
from the custom-houses for the same quarter, 
were 4,435,386 dollars ; and the payments from 
lands for the same time, were 1,398,206 dollars. 
The two first months of the second quarter were 
producing in a full ratio to the first quarter ; 
and the actual amount of available funds in the 
treasury on the 9th day of this month, was 
eleven millions, two hundred aud forty-nine 
thousand, four hundred and twelve dollars. The 
two last quarters of the year were always the 
most productive. It vas the time of the largest 
importations of foreign goods which pay most 
duty—the woollens—and the season, also, foi 
the largest sale of public lands. It is well be
lieved that the estimate will be more largely ex
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ceeded in those two quarters than in the two 
first ; and that the excess for the whole year, 
over the estimate, will be full two millions of 
dollars. This, Mr. B. said, was one of the evi
dences of public prosperity which the report 
contained, and which utterly contradicted, the 
idea of distress and commercial embarrassment 
which had been propagated, from this chamber, 
for the last six months.

Mr. B. proceeded to the next evidence of com
mercial prosperity ; it was the increased importa
tions of foreign goods. These imports, judging 
from the five first months, would bo seven mil
lions more than they were two years ago, when 
the Bank of thg Ignited States had seventy mil
lions loaned out ; and they were twenty millions 
more than in the time of Mr. Adams’s adminis
tration. At the rate they had commenced, they 
would amount to one hundred and ten millions 
for the year. This will exceed whatever was 
known in our country. The imports, for the 
time that President Jackson has served, have re
gularly advanced from about $74,000,000 to 
$108,000,000. The following is the statement
of these imports, from which Mr. B. read :

1829 . . $74,492,527
1830 . . 70,876,920
1831 . . 103,191,124
1832 101,029.260
1833 . . , . 108,118,311

Mr. B. said that the imports of the last year 
were greater in proportion than in any previous 
year ; a temporary decline might reasonably have 
been expected; such declines always take place af
ter excessive importations. I f it had occurred now, 
though naturally to have been expected, the fact 
would have been trunqieted forth as the infalli
ble sign—the proof positive—of commercial’dis- 
tress, occasioned by the fatal removal of the de
posits. But, as there was no decline, but on the 
contrary, an actual increase, he musfr* claim the 
evidence for the other side of the account, and 
set it down as proof positivwthat commerce is not 
destroyed ; and, consequently, that the removal 
of the deposits did not destroy commerce.

The next evidence of commercial prosperity 
which Mr. B. would exhi /it to the Senate, was 
in the increased, and increasing number of ship 
arrivals from foreign ports. The number of ar
rivals for the month of May, in New-York. 
was two hundred and twenty-three, exceeding

by thirty-six those of the month of April, 1 Having proved the genera 
and showing not only y great, but an incitas- H country from these infallible 
ing activity in .the commerce of that great ■ revenue—flourishing commei
emporium—he would not say of the United I vais of ships—and increase
States, or even of North America—but he ■ lands, Mr. B. said that he wa
would call it that great emporium of the two ■ that actual distress had exii
Americas, and of the New World; for the goods ■ milted the fact of that distre
imported to that place, were thence distributed ■ to the extent to which it was
to every part of the two Americas, from the I sufficient extent to excite t

Canadian lakes to Cape Horn. H sufferers ; and he had distil
A third evidence of national prosperity was I whole distress that did exis

in the sales of the public lands. Mr. B. had, I the United States, and the Si
on a former occasion, adverted to these sales. I ted States—to the scrcw-am
so far as the first quarter was concerned ; and ■ lions of the hank, and the a
had shown, that instead of falling off, as had ■ the Senate. Ho had made :
been predicted on this floor, the revenue from ■ made it under a full sense of t
the sales of these lands had actually doubled, ■ sibility which he owed to the
and more than doubled, what the}- were in H ing any thing so riisadvantu
the first quarter of 1833. The receipts for H from this elevated theatre. I
lands for that quarter, 'were $008,526 ; for the 1 gi&n his proofs to accompany
first quarter of the present year they were ■ he had now to say to the Sen
$1,398,200 ; being two to one, and $60,000 ■ the Senate to the people, tha
over ! The receipts for the two first months r H proofs for that charge in th<
of the second quarter, were also known, and ■ ments of the accruing revenue
would carry the revenue from lands, for the H tailed for by the Senate, and I
first five months of this year, to tw o millions ■ Secretary of the Treasury,
of dollars ; indicating five millions for the ■ Mr. B. said he must he pare! 
whole year ; an enormous amount, from which ■ ing his request to the Senate, t
the people of the new States ought to be, in ■ often they had been told that
some degree, relieved, by a reduction in the ■ Ivzed ; that orders for foreign g
price of lands. Mr. B. begged in the most cm- ■ termanded; that the importing
phatic terms, to remind the Senate, that at the pictures of desolation ; their s
commencement of the session, the sales of the H wharves deserted ; their mari;
public lands were selected as one of the crite- up and down. Now said Mr.
rions by which the ruin and desolation of the over the detailed statement of t
country were to be judged. It was then pre- venue, it was found that there
dieted, and the prediction put forth with all of commerce, except at places w
the boldness of infallible prophecy, that the rc- ^E and power of the United States 
moval of the deposits would stop the sales of dominant ! Where that power
the public lands ; that money would disappear, predominant, revenue declined ;
and the people have nothing to buy with ; that ^E not predominant, or the policy o
the produce of the earth would rot upon the exerted, the revenue increased •
hands of the farmer. These were the predic- H fast enough to make up the di
lions ; and if the sales had really declined, other places. Mr. B. proceeded
what a proof would immediately le found in statement by a reference to sp
the fact to prove the trffth of the prophecy, and Urns, at Philadelphia, where the
the dire effects of ^hangihg the public moneys seat of empire, the revenue fell
from one set of banking-houses to another! third; it was $797,316 for the f
But there is no decline ; hut a doubling of the 1833, and only $542,498 for the fj
former product; and a fair conclusion thence de *834. At New-York, where the
duced that the new States, in the interior, are been able to get the upper hand,
as prosperous as the old ones, on the sea-coast Increase of more than $120 00
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Having proved the general prosperity of the 
country from these infallible data—flourishing 
revenue—flourishing commerce—increased arri- 
nls of ships—and increased sales of public 
lands, Mr. B. said that he was far from denying 
that actual distress had existed. lie had ad
mitted the fact of that distress heretofore, not 
to the extent to which it was charged, but to a 
sufficient extent to excite sympathy for the 
sufferers ; and he had distinctly charged the 
whole distress that did exist to the Bank of 
the United States, and the Senate of the Uni
ted States—to the scrcw-and-pressure opera
tions of the bank, and the alarm speeches in 
the Senate. Ho had made this charge ; and 
made it under a full sense of the moral resjion- 
sibility which he owed to the people, in affirm
ing any thing so disadvantageous to others, 
from this elevated theatre. He had, therefore, 
gi#n his proofs to accompany the charge ; and 
he had now to say to the Senate, and through 
the Senate to the people, that he found new 
proofs for that charge in the detailed state
ments of the accruing revenue, which had been 
called for by the Senate, and furnished by the 
Secretary of the Treasury.

Mr. B. said he must be pardoned for repeat
ing his request to the Senate, to recollect how 
often they had been told that trade was para
lyzed ; that orders for foreign goods were coun
termanded ; that the importing cities were the 
pictures of desolation ; their ships idle ; their 
wharves deserted ; their mariners wandering 
up and down. Now, said Mr. B., in looking 
over the detailed statement of the accruing re
venue, it was found that there was no decline 
of commerce, except at places where the policy 
and power of the United States Bank was pre- 
dominant! Where that power or policy was 
predominant, revenue declined; where it was 
nut predominant, or the policy of the bank not 
exerted, the revenue increased ; and increased 
fast enough to make up the deficiency at the 
other places. Mr. B. proceeded to verify this 
statement by a reference to specified places. 
Thus, at Philadelphia, where the bank holds its 
scat of empire, the revenue fell off about one 
third; it was $797,616 for the first quarter of
1833, and only $-">42,498 for the first quarter of
1834. At New-York, where the bank has not 
been able to get the upper hand, there was an 
increase of more than $120,000; the reve-1
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nue there, for the first quarter of 1833, was 
$3,122,160; for the flret of 1834, it was 
#3,249,786. At Boston, where the bank is 
again predominant, the revenue fell off about 
one third ; at Salem, Mass., it full off four fifths. 
At Baltimore, where the bank has been defeat- 

•ed, there was an increase in the revenue of more 
than $70,000. At Richmond, the revenue was 
doubled, from $12,034 to $25,810. At Charles
ton, it was increased from $69,503 to $102,810. 
At Petersburg, it was slightly increased ; and 
throughout all the region south of the Poto
mac, there was either an increase, or the slight 
falling off which might result from diminished 
duties without diminished importations. Mr. 
B. said he knew that bank power was pre
dominant in some of the cities of the South ; 
but he knew, also, that thé bank policy of dis
tress and oppression had not been practised 
there. That was not the region to be governed 
by the scourge. The high mettle of that re
gion required a different policy: gentleness, 
conciliation, coaxing! If the South was to be 
gained over by the bank, it was to be done by 
favor, not by fear. The scourge, though so 
much the most congenial to the haughty spirit 
of the moneyed power, was only to be applied 
where it would be submitted to ; and, therefore, 
the whole region south of the Potomac, was ex
empted from the lash.

Mr. B- here paused to fix the attention of the 
Senate upon these facts. Where the power of 
the bank enabled her to depress commerce and 
sink the revenue, and her policy permitted her 
to do it, commerce was depressed ; and the reve
nue w as sunk, and the prophecies of the distress 
orators were fulfilled ; but where her power did 
not predominate, or where her policy required 
a different course, commerce increased, and the 
revenue increased ; and the result of the whole 
is, that New-York and some other anti-bank 
cities have gained what'Philadelphia and other 
bank cities have lost ; and the federal treasury 
is just as well off, as if it bad got its accustomed 
supply from every place.

This view of facts, Mr. B. said, must fasten 
upon the bank the odium of having produced all 
the real commercial distress which has been felt 
But at one point, at New Orleans, there was 
further evidence to convict her of wanton and 
wicked oppression. It was not in the Secre
tary’s reports, but it was in the weekly returns
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of the bank ; and showed that, in the beginning 
of March, that institution had carried off from 
her branch in New Orleans, the sum of about 
$800,000 in specie, which it had been collecting 
all the winter, by a wanton curtailment, under 
the pretext of supplying the amount of the de
posits taken from her at that place. These 
$800,000 dollars were collected from the New 
Orleans merchants in the very crisis of the arri
val of AVestem produce. The merchants were 
pressed to pay debts, when they ought to have 
been accommodated with loans. The price of 
produce was thereby depressed ; the whole 
AVest suffered from the depression ; and now it 
is proved that the money was not wanted to 
supply the place of the deposits, but was sent 
to Philadelphia, where there was no use for it, 
the bank having more than she can use ; and 
that the whole operation was a wanton and 
wicked measure to coerce the AVest to cry out for 
a return of the deposits, and a renewal of the 
charter, by attacking their commerce in the 
market of New Orleans. This fact, said Mr. 
B., would have been proved from the books of 
the bank, if they had been inspected. Failing 
in that, the proof was intelligibly found in the 
weekly returns.

Mr. 11. took up another table to prove the 
prosperity of the country : it was in the increase 
of specie since the programme for the distress 
had been published. That programme dated 
from the first day of October last, and the clear 
increase since that time is the one half of the 
whole quantity then in the United States. The 
imports had been$ll,128,291 ; the exports only 
$998,761.

Mr. B. remarked, upon this statement, that 
it presented a clear gain of more than ten mil
lions of dollars. He was of opinion that two 
millions ought to be added for sums not entered 
at the custom-house, which would make twelve 
millions ; and added to the six millions of 1833, 
would give eighteen millions of specie of clear 
gain to the country, in the last twenty months. 
This, he said was prosperity. It was wealth it
self; and besides, it showed that the country 
was not in debt for its large im|iortationa, and 
that a larger proportion of foreign imports now 
consisted of specie than was ever known before. 
Mr. B. particularized the imports and expands 
of gold ; how the former had increased, and the 
letter diminished, during the last few months ;

and said that a great amount of gold, both foe 
eign and domestic, was now waiting in the coun
try to see if Congress would raise gold to its 
fair value. If so raised, this gold would r< main, 
and enter into circulation ; if not, it would im- 
mediately go off to foreign countries ; for gold 
was not a thing to stay where it was under, 
valued. He also spoke of silver, and said tint 
it had arrived without law, bdt could not re 
main without law. Unless Congress passed aa 
act to make it current, and that at full value ns 
money, and not at the mint value, as bullion it 
would go off.

Mr. B. had 4 further view to give of the pros- 
perity of the country, and further evidence to 
show that all the distress really suffered was 

factitious and unnatural. It was in the great 
increase of money in the United States, during 
the last year and a half. He spoke of money; 
not piapier promises to pay money, but the thing 
itself—real gold and silver—and affirmed that 
there was a clear gain of from eighteen to twen
ty millions of specie, within the time that he hid 
mentioned. He then took up the custom-hoax 
returns to verify this important statement, rod 
to let the peqplo see that the country was never 
so well off for money as at the very time that it 
was proclaimed to be in the lowest state of pov
erty and misery. He first showed the impord 
and exports of specie and bullion for the yen 
ending the 30th of September, 1833. It was u 
follows :

AN

Year ending September 30. 1833.

Imports.

Gold bullion, $48,267
Silver do. 297,840
Gold coin, 563,585
Silver do. 6,160,076

$7,070,368

$2GJ75

496.890
1,722,196

Mr. B. having read over this statement ir 
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Mr. B. then showed a statement of the im. 
ports and exports of specie and bullion, from 
the first of October, 1833, to the 11th of Juno, 
instant.

Mr. B. recapitulated the evidences of national 
prosperity—increased imports—revenue from 
customs exceeding the estimate—increased re
venue from public lands—increased amount of 
specie—above eleven millions of available funds 
now in the treasury—domestic and foreign 
commerce active—the price of produce and pro
perty fair and good—labor every' where finding 
employment and reward—more money in the 
country than ever was in it at any one time 
hefore—the numerous advertisements for the 
purchase of slaves, in the papers of this city, for 
the Southern market, which indicated the high 
price of Southern products—and affirmed his 
conscientious belief, that the country was more 
prosperous at this time than at any period of 
its existence ; and inveighed in terms of strong 
indignation against the arts and artifices, which 
for the last six months had disturbed and agi
tated the country, and done serious mischief to 
many individuals. He regretted the miscarriage 
of the attempt to examine the Bank of the 
United States, which he believed would have 
completed the proof against that institution for 
its share in getting up an unnatural and facti
tious scene of distress, in the midst of real 
prosperity. But he did not limit liis invective 
to the bank, hut came directly to the Senate, 
and charged a full share upon the theatrical 
distress speeches, delivered upon the floor of 
the Senate, in imitation of Volney’s soliloquy- 
over the ruins of Palmyra. He repeated some 
passages from the most affecting of these la
mentations over the desolation of the country, 
such as the Senate had been accustomed to hear 
about the time of the New-York and Virginia 
elections. “The canal a solitude ! The lake a 
desert waste of waters! That populous city 
lately resounding with the hum of busy multi
tudes, now silent and sad ! A whole nation, in 
the midst of unparalleled prosperity, and Ar
cadian felicity, suddenly struck into poverty, and 
plunged into unutterable vfoe ! and all this by the 
direful act of one wilful man>” Such, said Mr. B., 
were the lamentations over the ruins, not of the 

| Tsdmor in the desert, but of this America, whose

true condition you have just seen exhibited in 
the faithful report of the Secretary of the Trea
sury. Not even the “ baseless fabric of a vision "* 
was ever more destitute of foundation, than 
those lamentable accounts of desolation. The 
lamentation has ceased ; the panic has gone off; 
would to God he could follow out the noble line 
of the poet, and say-, “ leaving not a wreck be
hind.” But he could not say that. There were 
wrecks ! wrecks of merchants in every city in 
which the bank tried its cruel policy, and wrecks 
of banks in this district, where the panic speeches 
fell thickest and loudest upon the ears of an 
astonished and terrified community !

But, continued Mr. II., the game is up ; the 
alarm is over ; the people are tired of it ; the 
agitators have ceased to work the engine of 
alarm. A month ago he had said it was “ the 
last of pea-time” with these distress memorials ; 
he would now use a bolder figure, and say, that 
the Secretary’s report, just read, had expelled 
forever the ghost of alarm from the chamber of 
the Senate. All ghosts, said Mr. B., are afraid 
of the light The crowing of the cock—the break 
of day—remits them all, the whole shadowy 
tribe, to their dark and dreary abodes. How 
then can thus poor ghost of alarm, which has 
done such hard service for six months past, how 
can it stand the full light, the broad glare, the 
clear sunshine of the Secretary's report ? “ Alas, 
poor ghost ! ” The shade of the “ noble Dane ” 
never quit the stage under a more inexorable 
law than the one yrrfch now drives thee away ! 
This report, replete with plain facts, and lumin
ous truths, puts to flight the apparition of dis
tress, bleaks down the whole machinery of 
alarm, and proves that the American people 
are, at this day, the most prosperous people on 
which the beneficent sun of heaven did ever 
shine !

Mr. B. congratulated himself that the spectre 
of distress could never be made to cross the 
Mississippi. It made but slow progress any 
where in the Great Valley, but was balked at 
the King of Floods. A letter from St Louis in
formed him that an attempt had just been made 
to get up a distress meeting in the town of St 
Louis ; but without effect. The officers were 
obtained, and according to the approved rule of 
such meetings, they were converts from Jack- 
sonism ; i but there the distress proceedings 
stopped, and took another turn. The farce
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could not be played in that town. The actors 
would not mount the stage.

Mr. B. spoke of the circulation of the Bank 
of tl\e United States, and said that its notes 
might Bp withdrawn without being felt or known 
by the Community. It contributed but four 
millions and a quarter to the circulation at this 
time. He verified this statement by showing 
that the bank had twelve millions and a quarter 
of specie in its vaults, and but sixteen millions 
and a half of notes in circulation. The differ
ence was four millions and a quarter ; and that 
was the precise amount which that gigantic in
stitution now contributed to the circulation of 
the country ! Only four millions and a quarter. 
If the gold bill passed, and raised gold sixteen 
to one, there would be more than that amount 
of gold in circulation in three months. The fo
reign coin bill, and the gold bill, would give the 
country many dollars in specie, without interest, 
for each paper dollar which the bank issues, and 
for which the country pays so dearly. The dis
solution of the bank would turn out twelve 
millions and a quarter of specie, to circulate 
among the people ; and the sooner that is done 
the better it will be for the country.

The Bank is now a nuisance, said Mr. B. With 
upwards of twelve millions in specie, and less 
than seventeen millions in circulation, and only 
fifty-two millions of loans, it pretends that it 
cannot lend a dollar, not even to business men, 
to be returned in sixty days ; when, two years 
ago with only six millions of specie and twenty- 
two millions of circulation, it ran up its loans 
to seventy millions. The president of the bank 
then swore, that all above six millions of specie 
was a surplus ! How is it now, with near dou
ble as much specie, and five millions less of notes 
out. and twelve millions less of debt 1 The 
bank needs less specie tlmu any other banking 
institution, because its notes arc receivable, by 
law, in all federal payments ; and from that cir
cumstance alone would be current, at par, al
though the bank itself might bo wholly unable 
to redeem them. Such a bank is a nuisance. 
It is the dog in the manger. It might lend 
money to business men, at short dates, to the 
last day of its existence ; yet the signs arc for a 
new pressure; a new game of distress for the fall 
elections in Pennsylvania, New-York, and Ohio. 
If that game should be attempted, Mr. B. said, 
It would have to be done withou excuse, for

the bank was full of money ; without pretext, 
for the deposit farce is over; without the aid 
of panic speeches, for the Senate will not be in 
session.

Mr. B. said, that among the strange events 
which took place in this world, nothing could 
be more strange than to find, in our own coun
try, and in the nineteenth century, any practi
cal illustration of the ancient doctrine of the 
metempsychosis. Stranger still, if that doctrine 
should be so far improved, as to take effect in 
soulless bodies; for, according to the founders 
of the doctrine, the soul alone could transmi
grate. Now, corporations had no souls; that 
was law, laid down by all the books : that all 
corporations, moneyed ones especially, and above 
all, the Bank of the United States, was most 
soulless. Yet the rumor was, that this bank 
intended to attempt the operation of effecting a 
transfer of her soul ; and after submitting to 
death in her present form, to rise up in a new 
one. Mr. B. said he, for one, should be ready 
for the old sinner, come in the body of what 
beast it might. No form should deceive him, 
not even if it condescended, in its new shape, to 
issue from Wall-street instead of Chestnut!

A word more, and Mr. B. was done. It was 
a word to those gentlemen whose declarations, 
many ten thousand times issued from this floor, 
had deluded a hundred thousand people to send 
memorials here, certifying what those gentle
men so incontinently repeated, that the removal 
of the deposits had made the distress, and no 
thing but the restoration of the deposits, orthe 
renewal of the charter, could remove the distress ! 
Well! the deposits are not restored, and the 
charter is not renewed ; and yet the distress is
gone ! What is the inference 1 Why that gen
tlemen arc convicted, and condemned, upon their 
own argument ! They leave this chamber logo 
home, self-convicted upon the very test which 
they themselves have established ; and after hat 
ing declared, for six months, upon this floor, 
that the removal of the deposits made the & 
tress, and nothing but their restoration, or tbe 
renewal of the bank charter, could relieve it 
and that they would sit here until the dog-days, 
and the winter solstice, to effect this restored!» 
or renewal : they now go home in good timefoi 
harvest, without effecting the restoration ortk 
renewal ; anil find every where, as they go Ik 
evidences of the highest prosperity which ere
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blessed the land. Yes ! repeated and exclaimed 
)lr. B. with great emphasis, the deposits are 
not restored—the charter is not renewed—the 
distress is gone—and the distress speeches have 
ceased ! No more lamentation over the desola
tion of the land now ; and a gentleman who 
should undertake to entertain the Senate again 
in that vein, in the faco of the present national 
prosperity—in the face of the present report 
from the Secretary of the Treasury—would be 
stared at, as the Trojans were accustomed to 
stare at the frantic exhibitions of Priam’s dis
tracted daughter, while vaticinating the down
fall of Troy in the midst of the heroic exploits 
of Hector.

At the conclusion of this speech Mr. Webster 
spoke a few words, signifying that foreigners 
might have made the importations which kept 
up the revenue ; and Mr. Chambers, of Mary
land, spoke more fully, to show that there was 
not time yet for the distress to work its effect 
nationally. Mr. Webster then varied his motion, 
and, instead of sending the Secretary’s report to 
the Finance Committee, moved to lay it upon the 
table : which was done : and being printed, and 
passed into the newspapers, with the speech to 
emblazon it, had a great effect in bringing the 
panic to a close.

CHAPTER C V 111.
REVIVAL OF THF. GOLD CURRENCY.

A measure of relief was now at hand, before 
which the machinery of distress was to balk, 
and cease its long and cruel labors : it was the 
passage of the hill for equalizing the value of 
gold and silver, and legalizing the tender of 
foreign coins of both metals. The bills were 
brought forward in the House by Mr. Campbell 
P. White of New-York, and passed after an ani
mated contest, in which the chief question was 
as to the true relative value of the two metals, 
varied by some into a preference for national 
bank paper. Fifteen and five-eighths to one was 
the ratio of nearly all who seemed best calcula
ted, from their pursuits, to understand the sub
ject. The thick array of speakers was on that 
side; and the eighteen banks of the city of 
New-York, with Mr. Gallatin at their head, fa

vored that proportion. The difficulty of adjust 
ing this value, so that neither metal should ex
pel the other, had been the stumbling block for 
a great many years ; and now this difficulty 
seemed to be as formidable as ever. Refined 
calculations were gone into : scientific light was 
sought: history was rummaged hack to the 
times of the Roman empire : and there seemed 
to he no way of getting to a concord of opinion 
either from the lights of science, the voice of his
tory, or the result of calculations. The author 
of this View had (in his speeches on the sub
ject), taken up the question in a practical point 
of view, regardless of history, and calculations, 
and the opinions of bank officers ; and looking 
to the actual, and equal, circulation of the two 
metals in different countries, he saw that this 
equality and actuality of circulation had existed 
for above three hundred years in the Spanish 
dominions of Mexico and South America, where 
the proportion was 1G to one. Taking his stand 
upon this single fact, as the practical test which 
solved the question, all the real friends of the 
gold currency soon rallied to it. Mr. White 
gave up the bill which ho had first introduced, 
and adopted the Spanish ratio. Mr. Clowney 
of South Carolina, Mr. Gillet and Mr. Cambre- 
leng of New-York, Mr. Ewing of Indiana, Mr. 
McKim of Maryland, and other speakers, gave it 
a warm support. Mr. John Quincy Adams 
would vote for it, though he thought the gold 
was over-valued ; but if found to be so, the dif
ference could be corrected hereafter. The prin
cipal speakers against it and in favor of a lower 
rate, were Messrs. Gorham of Massachusetts ; 
Selden of New-York; Binney of Pennsylvania; 
and Wilde of Georgia. And, eventually the bill 
was passed by a large majority—145 to 3G. In 
the Senate it had an easy passage. Mr. Calhoun 
and Webster supported it: Mr. Clay opposedit: 
and on the final vote there were but seven neg
atives: Messrs. Chambers of Maryland; Clay; 
Knight of Rhode Island; Alexander Porter of 
Louisiana ; Silsbee of Massachusetts ; Southard 
of New Jersey ; Sprague of Maine.

The good effects of the bill were immediately 
seen. Gold began to flow into the country 
through all the channels of commerce : old chests 
gave up their hordes : the mint was busy : and 
in a few months, and as if by magic, a currency 
banished from the country fur thirty years, 
overspread the land, and gave joy and confidence
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to all the pursuits of industry. But this joy 
was not universal. A large interest connected 
with the Bank of the United States, and its sub
sidiary and subaltern institutions, and the whole 
paper system, vehemently opposed it; and 
spared neither pains nor expense to check its 
circulation, and to bring odium upon its sup
porters People were alarmed with counterfeits. 
Gilt counters were exhibited in the markets, to 
alarm the ignorant. The coin itself was bur
lesqued, in mock imitations of brass or copper, 
with grotesque figures, and ludicrous inscriptions 
—the “whole hog” and the “better currency,” 
being the favorite devices. Many newspapers 
expended their daily wit in its stale depreciation. 
The most exalted of the paper money party, 
would recoil a step when it was offered to them, 
and beg for paper. The name of “ Gold humbug” 
was fastened upon the person supposed to have 
been chiefly instrumental in bringing the derided 
soin into existence ; and he, not to be abashed, 
made its eulogy a standing theme—vaunting its 
excellence, boasting its coming abundance, to 
spread over the land, flow up the Mississippi, shine 
through the interstices of the long silken purse, 
and to be locked up safely in the farmer’s trusty 
oaken chest. For a year there was a real war 
of the paper against gold. But there was some
thing that was an overmatch for the arts, or 
power, of the paper system in this particular, 
and which needed no persuasions to guide it 
when it had its choice : it was the instinctive 
feeling of the masses ! which told them that 
money which would jingle in the pocket was the 
right money for them—that hard money was the 
right money for hard hands—that gold was the 
true currency for every man that had any thing 
true to give for it, either in labor or pro]>erty: 
and upon these instinctive feelings gold became 
the avidious demand of the vast operative and 
producing classes.

CH APT Ell CIX.

REJECTION OF MR. TANEY, NOMINATED FOR 
SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY.

A presentiment of what was to happen in
duced the President to delay, until near the end 
of the session, the nomination to the Senate of

Mr. Taney for Secretary of the Treasury. Hi 
had offended the Bank of the United States too 
much to expect his confirmation in the present 
temper of the Senate. He had a right to hold 
back the nomination to the last day of the ses
sion, as the recess appointment was valid to its 
end ; and he retained it to the last week, not 
being willing to lose the able and faithful e*-r- 
vices of that gentleman during the actual ses
sion of Congress. At last, on the 23d of June, 
the nomination was sent in, and immediately re
jected Jjy the usual majority in all cases in 
which the bank was concerned. Mr. Taney, 
the same day resigned his place ; and Mr. 
McClintock Young, first clerk of the treasury, 
remained by law acting Secretary. Mr. Benja
min Franklin Butler, of New-York, nominated 
for the place of attorney-general, was confirmed 
—he having done nothing since he came into 
the cabinet to subject him to the fate of his 
predecessor, though fully concurring with the 
President in all his measures in relation to the 
bank.

CHAPTER CX.

SENATORIAL INVESTIGATION OF THE BANK OP 
THE UNITED STATES.

This corporation had lost so much ground in 
the public estimation, by repulsing the investi
gation attempted by the House of Representa
tives, that it became necessary to retrieve the 
loss by some report in its favor. The friends 
of the institution determined, therefore, to have 
an investigation made by the Senate—by:lthc fi
nance Committee of that body, in conformity 
to this determination Mr. Southard, on the last 
day of the session moved that that committee 
should have leave to sit during the recess of the 
Senate to inquire whether the Bank of the Uni
ted States had violated its charter—whether it 
was a safe depository of the public moneys— 
and what had been its conduct since 1832 in re
gard to extension and curtailment of loans, and 
its general management since that time. The 
committee to whom this investigation was com
mitted, consisted of Messrs. Webster, Tyler 
Ewing, Mangum, and Wilkins. Of this com
mittee all, except the last named, were the op
ponents of the administration, friends of the
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bank, its zealous advocates in all the questions 
between it and the government, speaking ar
dently in its favor, and voting with it on all 
questions during the session. Mr. Wilkins 
very properly refused to serve on the commit
tee ; and Mr. King of Alabama, being proposed 
in his place, also, and with equal propriety, re
fused to serve. This act of the Senate in thus 
undertaking to examine the bank after a re
pulse of the committee of the House of Repre
sentatives and still standing out in contempt of 
that House, and by a committee so composed, 
and so restricted, completed the measure of 
mortification to all the friends of the American 
Senate. It was deemed a cruel wound given to 
itself by the Senate. It was a wrong thing, 
done in a wrong way, and could have no result 
but to lessen the dignity and respectability of 
the Senate. The members of the committee 
«•ere the advocates of the bank, and its public 
defenders on all the points to be examined. 
This was a violation of parliamentary law, as 
«•ell as of the first principles of decency and 
propriety—the whole of which require crimina
tory investigations to be made, by those who 
make the accusations. It was to be done in va
cation ; for which purpose the committee was 
to sit in the recess—a proceeding without pre
cedent, without warrant from any word in the 
constitution—and susceptible of the most abuse
ful and factious use. The only semblance of 
precedent for it was the committee of the House 
in 1824, on the memorial of Mr. Ninian Ed
wards against Mr. Crawford in that year ; but 
that was no warrant for this proceeding. It 
«-as a mere authority to an existing commit
tee which had gone through its examination, 
and made its report to the House, to continue 
its session after the House adjourned to take 
the deposition of the principal witness, detained 
by sickness, but on his way to the examination. 
This deposition tho committee were to take, 
publish, and be dissolved ; and so it was done 
accordingly. And even this slight continuation 
of a committee was obtained from the House 
with difficulty, and under the most urgent cir
cumstances. Mr. Crawford was a tandidate for 
the presidency ; the election was to come on 
before Congress met again ; Mr. Edwards had 
made criminal charges against him ; all the tes
timony had been taken, except that of Mr. Ed
wards himself; and he had notified tho com

mittee that he was on his way to appear before 
them in obedience to their summons. And it 
was under these circumstances that the existing 
committee was authorized to remain in ses
sion for his arrival—to receive his testimony— 
publish it—and dissolve. No perambulation 
through the country—no indefinite session—no 
putting members upon Congress per diems and 
mileage from one session to another. Wrong
ful and abuseful in its creation, this peripa
tetic committee of the Senate was equally so 
in its comjiosition and object. It was composed 
of the advocates of the bank, and its object evi
dently was to retrieve for that institution a 
part of the ground which it had lost ; and was 
so viewed by the community. The clear-sight
ed masses saw nothing in it but a contrivance 
to varnish the bank, and the odious appella
tion of “whitewashing committee” was fasten
ed upon it

CHAPTER CXI.

DOWN WALL OF T1IE BANK OF THE UNITED 
STATES.

When the author of the Æneid had shown the 
opening gradeur of Rome, lie deemed himself 
justified in departing from the chronological 
order of events to look ahead, and give a 
glimpse of the dead Marccllus, hope and heir of 
the Augustan empire ; in tile like manner the 
writer of this View, after having shown tho 
greatness of the United States Bank—exempli
fied in her capacity to have Jackson condemned 
—the government directors and a secretary of 
the treasury rejected—a committee of the House 
of Representatives repulsed—the country con
vulsed and agonized—and to obtain from the Se
nate of the United States a committee to proceed 
to the city of Philadelphia to “wash out its foul 
linen;”—after seeing all this and beholding the 
greatness of the moneyed power at the culmina
ting point of its domination, I feel justified in 
looking ahead a few years to see it in its altered 
phase—in its ruined and fallen estate. And 
this shall be done in the s inplcst form of ex
hibition ; namely : by copying some announce
ments from the Philadelphia papers of the day. 
Thus: I. “ Resolved (by the stockholders), that
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it is expedient for the Bank of the United States 
to make a general assignment of the real and 
personal estate, goods and chattels, rights and 
credits, whatsoever, and wheresover, of the said 
corporation, to five persons, for the payment or 
securing of the debts of the same—agreeably to 
the provisions of the acts of Assembly of this 
commonwealth (Pennsylvania).” 2. “It is 
known that measures have been taken to fescue 
the property of this shattered institution from 
impending peril, and to recover as much as pos
sible of those enormous bounties which it was 
conceded had been paid by its late managers to 
trading politicians and mercenary publishers for 
corrupt services, rendered to it during its char
ter-seeking and electioneering campaigns.” 3. 
“ The amount of the suit instituted by the Bank 
of the United States against Mr. N. Biddle is 
§1,018,000, paid out during his administration, 
for which no vouchers can be found." 4. “ The 
United States Bank is a perfect wreck, and is 
seemingly the prey of the officers and their 
friends, which are making away with its choicest 
assets by selling them to each other, and taking 
pay in the depreciated paper of the South." 5. 
“ Besides its own stock of 35,000,000, which is 
sunk, the bank carries down with it a great many 
other institutions and companies, involving a 
loss of about 21,000,000 more—making a loss 
of 50,000,000—besides injuries to individuals.” 
6. “ There is no price for the United States 
Bank stock. Some shares are sold, but as lot
tery tickets would be. The mass of the stock
holders stand, and look on, as passengers on a 
ship that is going down, and from which there 
is no escape." 7. “ By virtue of a writ of ren
dition) exponas, directed to the sheriff of the 
city and county of Philadelphia, will be exposed 
to public sale to the highest bidder, on F riday, 
the 4th day of November next, the marble house 
and the grounds known as the Bank of the 
United States, Ac.” 8. “ By virtue of a writ of 
levari facias, to me directed, will be exposed to 
public sale the <£èate known as ‘ Andalusia,’ 
ninety-nine and a half acres, one of the most 
highly improved places in Philadelphia; the 
mansion-house, and out houses and offices, all on 
the most splendid scale ; the green-houses, hot
houses, and conservatories, extensive and useful ; 
taken as the property of Nicholas Biddle." 9.

To the honorable Court of General Sessions. 
The grand jury for the county of Philadelphia.

respectfully submit to the court, on their oathi 
and affirmations, that certain officers connected 
with the United States Bank, have been guilty 
of a gross violation of the law—colluding to
gether to defraud those stockholders who had 
trusted their property to be preserved by them. 
And that there is good ground to warrant a 
prosecution of such persons for criminal offences, 
which the grand jury do now present to the 
court, and ask thi^t the attorney-general be di
rected to send up for the action of the grand 
jury, bills of indictment against Nicholas Biddle. 
Samuel Jaudon, John Andrews, and others, to 
the grand jury unknown, for a conspiracy to 
defraud the stockholders in the Bank of the 
United States of the sums of, etc." 10. Billsof 
indictment have been found against Nicholas 
Biddle, Samuel Jaudon and John Andrews, ac
cording to the presentment of the grand jury; 
and bench warrants issued, which have been 
executed upon them." 11. “Examination of 
Nicholas Biddle, and others, before Recorder 
Vaux. Yesterday afternoon the crowd and 
excitement in and about the court-room where 
the examination was to take place was even 
greater than the day before. The court-room 
doors were kept closed up to within a few min
utes of four o’clock, the crowd outside blocking 
up every avenue leading to the room. When 
the doors were thrown open it was immediately 
filled to overflowing. At four the Recorder 
took his scat, and announcing that he was ready 
to proceed, the defendants were called, and sev
erally answered to their names, Ac." 12. “On 
Tuesday, the 18th, the examination of Nicholas 
Biddle and others, was continued, and conclud
ed; and the Recorder ordered, that Nicholas 
Biddle, Thomas Dunlap, John Andrews. Samuel 
Jaudon, and Joseph Cowpcrthwaite, each enter 
into a separate recognizance, with two or more 
sufficient sureties, in the sum of §10.000, for 
their appearance at the present session of the 
court of general sessions for the city and county 
of Philadelphia, to answer the crime of which 
they thus stand charged.” 13. “ Nicholas Bid
dle and those indicted with him have been carried 
upon writs of habeas corjms before the Judges 
Barton, Conrad, and Doran, and discharged from 
the custody of the sheriff.” 14. “The criminal 
proceedings against these former officers of the 
Bank of the United States have been brought to 
a close. To get rid of the charges against them
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the judges, the proceedings having been con
cluded, were delivered yesterday. The opinions 
of Judges Barton and Conrad was for their dis
charge; that of Judge Doran w as unfavorable. 
They were accordingly discharged. The indig
nation of the community is intense against this 
escape from the indictments without jury trials.”

CHAPTER CXII.

DEATH OF JOHN RANDOLPH, OF ROANOAKE.

Hr. died at Philadelphia in the summer of 1833 
—the scene of his early and brilliant apparition 
on the stage of public life, having commenced 
his parliamentary career in that city, under the 
first Mr. Adams, when Congress sat there, and 
when he was barely of an age to be admitted 
into the body. For more than thirty years he 
was the political meteor of Congress, blazing 
with undiminished splendor during the whole 
time, and often appearing as the “ planetary 
plague ” which shed, not war and pestilence on 
nations, but agony and fear on members. His 
sarcasm was keen, refined, withering—with a 
great tendency to indulge in it ; but, as he be
lieved, as a lawful parliamentary weapon to effcet 
some desirable purpose. Pretension, meanness, 
vice, demagogism, were the frequent subjects of 
the exercise of his talent ; and, whpn confined to 
them, he was the benefactor of the House. Wit 
and genius all allowed him ; sagacity was a 
quality of his mind visible to all observers—and 
which gave him an intuitive insight into the 
effect of measures. During the first six years 
of Mr. Jefferson’s administration, he was the 
“Murat” of his party, brilliant in the charge, 
and always ready for it; and valued in the 
council, as well as" in the field. He was long 
the chairman of the Committee of Ways and 
Means—a place always of labor and responsi
bility, and of more then than now, when the 
elements of revenue were less abundant ; and 
no man could have been placed in that situation 
during Mr. Jefferson's time whose known saga

city was not a pledge for the safety of his lead 
in the most sudden and critical circumstances. 
He was one of those whom that eminent states
man habitually consulted during the period of 
their friendship, and to whom he carefully com
municated his plans before they were given to 
the public. On his arrival at Washington at 
the opening of each session of Congress during 
this period, he regularly found waiting for him 
at his established lodgings—then Crawford's, 
Georgetown—the card of Mr. Jefferson, with an 
invitation for dinner the next day ; a dinner at 
whivh the leading measures of the ensuing ses
sion were the principal topic. Mr. Jefferson 
did not treat in that way a member in whose 
sagacity he had not confidence.

11 Is not just to judge such a man by ordinary 
rules, nor by detached and separate incidents in 

*his life. To comprehend him, he must be judged 
as a whole—physically and mentally—and un
der many aspects, and for his entire life. He 
was never well—a chronic victim of ill health 
from the cradle to the grave. A letter from his 
most intimate and valued friend, Mr. Mncdn, 
written to me after his death, expressed the be
lief that he had never enjoyed during his life 
one day of perfect health—such as well people 
enjoy. Such life long suffering must have its 
effect on the temper and on the mind ; and it 
had on his—bringing the temper often to the 
querulous mood, and the state of his mind some
times to the question of insanity ; a question 
which became judicial after his death, when the 
validity of his will came to he contested. I had 
my opinion on the point, and gave it responsibly, 
in a deposition duly taken, to he read on the 
trial of the will ; and in which a belief in his 
insanity, at several specified periods, was fully 
expressed—with the reasons for the opinion. I 
had good opportunities of forming an opinion, 
living in the same house with him several years, 
having lus confidence, and seeing him at all 
hours of the day and night. It also on several 
occasions became my duty to study the ques
tion, with a view to govern my own conduct un
der critical circumstances. Twice he applied to 
me to carry challenges for him. It would have 
been inhuman to have gone out with a man not 
in his right mind, and critical to one’s self, as 
any accident on the ground might seriously com
promise the second. My opinion was fixed, of 
occasional tem]>orary aberrations of mind; and
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during such periods he would do and say strange 
things—but always in his own way—not only 
method, but genius in his fantasies : nothing to 
bespeak a bad heart, but only exaltation and ex
citement. The most brilliant talk that I ever 
heard from him came forth on such occasions— 
a flow for hours (at one time seven hours), of 
copious wit and classic allusion—a perfect scat
tering of the diamonds of the mind. I heard a 
friend remark on one of these occasions, “ he has 
wasted intellectual jewelry enough here this 
evening to equip many speakers for great ora
tions.” I once sounded him on the delicate 
jtoint of his own opinion of himself :—of course 
when he was in a perfectly natural state, and 
when he had said something to permit an ap
proach to such a subject. 11 was during his last 
visit to Washington, two winters before he died. 
It was in my room, in the gloom of the evening 
light, as the day was going out and the lamps 
not lit—no one present but ourselves—he re
clining on a sofa, silent and thoughtful, speak
ing but seldom, and I only in reply, I heard him 
repeat, as if to himself, those lines from John
son, (which in f%ct I had often heard from him 
before), on “ Senility and Imbecility,” which 
show us life under its most melancholy form.

“ In life's last scenes wnat prodigies surprise,
Fears of the brave, and follies of the wise 1 
From Marlborough’s eyes the streams of dotage flow, 
And Swllt expires, a driveller and a show. "

When he had thus repeated these lines, which 
he did with deep feeling, and in slow and mea
sured cadence, I deemed it excusable to make 
a remark of a kind which I had never ventured 
on before ; and said: Mr. Randolph I have 
several times heard you repeat these lines, as 
if they could have an application to yourself, 
while no person can have less reason to fear the 
fate of Swift. I said this to sound him, and to 
see what he thought of himself. His answer 
was: “I have lived in dread of insanity.” That 
answer was the 0|>ening of a sealed book—re
vealed to me the source of much mental agony 
that I had seen him undergo. I did deem him 
in danger of the fate of Swift, and from the 
same cause as judged by his latest and greatest 
biographer, Sir Walter Scott.

Ills parliamentary life was resplendent in 
talent—elevated in moral tone—always moving 
•n the lofty line of honor and patriotism, and

scorning every thing mean and selfish. He waj 
the indignant enemy of personal and plundei 
legislation, and the very scourge of intrigue and 
corruption. He reverenced an honest man in 
the humblest garb, and scorned the dishonest, 
though plated with gold. An opinion was pro
pagated that he was fickle in his friendships. 
Certainly there were some capricious changes ; 
but far more instances of steadfast adherence. 
His friendship with Mr. Macon was historic. 
Their names went together in life—live together 
in death—and are honored together, most by 
those who knew them best. With Mr. Taze
well, his friendship was still longer than that 
with Mr. Macon, commencing in boyhood and 
only ending with life. So of many others ; and 
pre-eminently so of his neighbors and constitu
ents—the people of his congressional district- 
affectionate as well as faithful to him ; electing 
him as they did, from boyhood to the grave. 
No one felt more for friends, or was more soli
citous and anxious at the side of the sick and 
dying bed. Love of wine was attributed to 
him ; and what was mental excitement, was re
ferred to deep potations. It was a great error. 
I never saw him affected by wine—not even to 
the slightest departure from the habitual and 
scrupulous decorum of his manners. His tem
per was naturally gay and social, and so in
dulged when suSering of mind and body per
mitted. He was the charm of the dinner-table, 
W’here his cheerful and sparkling wit delighted 
every ear, lit up every countenance, and detained 
every guest. He was charitable ; but chose 
to conceal the hand that ministered relief. 1 
have often seen him send little children out to 
give to the poor.

He was one of the large slaveholders of Vir
ginia, but disliked the institution, and, when 
let alone, opposed its exta^gion. Thus, in 1803, 
whim as chairman of the committee which re
ported upon the Indiana memorial for a tempo
rary dispensation from the anti-slavery part of 
the ordinance of 1787, he puts the question 
upon a statesman’s ground ; and reports against 
it, in a brief and comprehensive argument :

“That the rapid population of the State of 
Ohio sufficiently evinces, in the opinion of your 
committee, that the labor of the slave is not 
necessary to promote the growth and settle
ment of colonies in that region. That this Is 
bor, demonstrably the dearest of any, can only 
be employed to advantage in the cultivation of
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products more valuable than any known to that 
quarter of the United States : and the commit
tee deem it highly dangerous and inexpedient 
to impair a provision wisely calculated to pro
mote the happiness and prosperity of the north
western country, and to give strength and secu
rity to that extensive frontier. In the salutary 
operation of this sagacious and benevolent re
straint, it is believed that the inhabitants of 
Indiana will, at no very distant day, find ample 
remuneration for a temporary privation of labor 
and emigration."

He was against slavery; and by his will, both 
manumitted and provided for the hundreds 
which he held. But he was against foreign in
terference with his rights, his feelings, or his 
duties ; and never failed to resent and rebuke 
such interference. Thus, he was one of the 
most zealous of the opposers of the proposed 
Missouri restriction; and even voted against the 
divisional line of “ thirty-six thirty.” In the 
House, when the term “slaveholder” would be 
reproachfully used, he would assume it, and re
fer to a member, not in the parliamentary phrase 
of colleague, but in the complimentary title of 
Cl my fellow-slaveholder.” And, in London, when 
the consignees of his tobacco, and the slave fac
tors of his father, urged him to liberate his 
slaves, he quieted their intrusive philanthropy, 
on the spot, by saying, “Yes : you buy and set 
free to the amount of the money you have receiv
ed from my father and his estate for these slaves, 
and I will set free an equal number.”

In his youth and later age, lie fought duels : 
in his middle life, he was against them ; and, 
for a while, would neither give nor receive a 
challenge. He was under religious convictions 
to the contrary, but finally yielded (as he be
lieved) to an argument of his own, that® duel 
was private war, and rested upon the same 
basis as public war ; and that both were allow
able, when there was no other redft-ss for in- 

I suiWnd injuries. That was his argument ; 
but I thought his relapse came more from feel
ing than rensdlv^and especially from the death 
of Decatur, to wham he was greatly attached, 
and whose duel witHrdlarron long and greatly 
excited him. He hnJiçeligious impressions, and 
arein of piety which showed itself more in pri
vate than in external observances. He was ha
bitual in his reverential regard for the divinity 
of our religion ; and one of his beautiful expres
sions was, that, “ If woman had lost us para
dise, she had gained us heaven.” The Bible

and Shakespeare were, in his latter years, his 
constant companions—travelling with him on 
the road—remaining with him in the chamber 
The last time I saw him (in that last visit to 
Washington, after his return from the Russian 
mission, and when he was in full view of death)
I heard him read the chapter in the Revelations 
(of tile opening of the seals), with such pow
er and beauty of voice and delivery, and such 
depth of pathos, that I felt as if I had never 
heard the chapter read before. When he had 
got to the end of the opening qf the sixth seal, 
lie stopped the reading, laid the hook (open at 
the place) on his breast, as he lay on his bed, 
and began a discourse upon the beauty and 
sublimity of the Scriptural writings, compared 
to which he considered all human compositions 
vain and empty. Going over tUp images pre
sented by tile opening of the seals, he averred 
that their divinity was in their sublimity—that 
no human power could take the same images, 
and inspire the same awe and terror, and sink 
ourselves into such nothingness in the presence 
of the “ wrath of the Lamb ”—that he wanted 
no proof of their divine origin hut the sublime 
feelings which they inspired.

CHAPTER CXI 11.

DEATH OF MIL WIliT.

IIe died at the age of sixty-two, after having 
reached a place in the first line at the Virginia 
bar, where there were such lawyers as Wick
ham, Tazewell, Watkins Leigh; and a place in 
the Rout rank of the bar of the Supreme Court, 
where there were such jurists as Webster and 
Pinkney ; and after having attained the high 
honor of professional preferment in the appoint
ment of Attorney General of the United States 
under the administration of Mr. Monroe. His 
life contains instructive lessons. Bom to no 
advantages »f wealth or position, he raised him
self to wha, he became hy his own exertions. 
In danger of falling into a fatal habit in early 
life, he retrieved himself (touched by the noble 
generosity of lier who afterwards became his 
admired and beloved wife), from the brink of 
the abyss, and became the model of every do
mestic virtue ; witli genius to shine without
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labor, be yel considered genius nothing without 
labor, and gave through life a laborious applica
tion to the study of the law as a science, and to 
each particular case in which he was ever em
ployed. The elegant pursuits of literature oc
cupied the moments taken from professional 
studies and labors, and gave to the reading pub
lic several admired productions, of which the 
long-desired and beautiful l' Life of Patrick 
Henry,’1 was the most considerable : a grateful 
commemoration of Virginia’s greatest orator, 
which has been justly repaid to one of her first 
class orators, by Mr. Kennedy of Maryland, in 
his classic “ Life of William Wirt.’t How grate
ful to sec citizens, thus engaged in laborious 
professions, snatching moments from their daily 
labors to do justice to the illustrious dead—to 
enlighten posterity by their history, and en
courage it by their example. Worthy of his 
political and literary eminence, and its most 
shining and crowning ornament, was the state 
of his domestic relations—exemplary in every 
thing that gives joy and decorum to the private 
family, and rewarded with every blessing which 
could result from such relations. But, why use 
this feeble pen, when the voice qj^Vebster is at 

hand? Mr. Wirt died during the term of the 
Supreme Court, his revered friend, the Chief 
Justice Marshall, still living to preside, and-to 
give, in touching language, the order to spread 
the proceedings of the bar (in relation to his 
death) upon the records of the court. At the 
bar meeting, which adopted these proceedings, 
Mr. Webster thus paid the tribute of justice and 
affection to one with whom professional rivalry 
had been the source and cement of personal 
friendship:

“It is announced to us that one of the oldest, 
one of the ablest, one of the most distinguished 
members of this liar, has departed this mortal life. 
William Wirt is no more! lie has this day closed 
a professional career, among the longest and the 
most brilliant, which the distinguished members 
of the profession in the United States have at 
any time accomplished. Unsullied in every 
thing which regards professional honor and in
tegrity, patient of laboi,and rich in those stores 
of learning, which are the reward of patient 
lalior and j at lent labor only ; and if equalled, 
yet certainly allowed not to be excelled, in fer
vent, animated and persuasive eloquence, he has 
left an example which those who seek to raise 
themselves to great heights of professional emi
nence, will, hereafter emulously study. For

tunate, indeed, will be the few, who shall imitati 
it successfully !

“ As a public man, it is not our peculiar duty 
to speak of Mr. Wirt here. His character in 
that respect belongs to his country,, and to 
the history of his country'. And, sir, if we 
were to speak of him in hie private life, and 
in his social relations all we could possibly sar 
of his urbanity, his kindness, the faithfulness 
of his friendships, and the warmth of his affec
tions, would hardly seem sufficiently 6troi)(, 
and glowing to do him justice, in the feeling and 
judgment of those who, separated, now forever 
from his embraces can only enshrine his memorv 
in their bleeding hearts. Nor may we, sir, more 
than allude to that other relation, which be
longed to him, and belongs to us all ; that high 
and paramount relation, which connects man 
with his Maker ! It may be permitted ue, how
ever, to have the pleasure of recording his name, 
as one who felt a deep sense of religious duty 
and who placed all his hopes of the future in 
the truth and in the doctrines of Christianity

“ But our particular ties to him were the ties of 
our profession. He was our brother, and hewas 
our friend. With talents powerful enough toei- 
cite the strength of the strongest, with a kindness 
both of heart and of manner capable of warming 
and winning the coldest of his brethren, he has 
now completed the term of his professional life, 
and of his earthly existence-, in the enjoyment 
of the high respect and cordial affections of ua 
all. Let us, then, sir, hasten to pay to his 
memory the well-deserved tribute of our regard. 
Let us lose no time in testifying our sense of 
our loss, and in expressing our grief, that one 
great light of our profession is extinguished for
ever.”

CHAPTER CXIV.
DEATH OF THE LAST OF THE SIGNERS OF THE 

DECLARATION OF INDEPENDENCE

On the morning of July 4th. 1826—just fifty 
years after the event—hut three of the lifty-sii 
members of flic continental Congress of 1"6 
who had signed the Declaration of Independence, 
remained alive ; on the evening of that dir 
there remained but one—Charles Carroll/1/ 
Carrollton, Maryland ; then a full score beyond 
the Psalmist’s limit of manly life, and destined 
to a further lease of six good years. It hast» 
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ly 4th. 1820—just fifty 
iiut three of the fifty-fit 
entai Congress of 17T6 
laration of Independent*, 
ie evening of that day 
ne—Charles Carroll/ of 
then a full score beyond 
manly life, and destined 
good years. It has been 
Tcrs of the Declaration’ 
nee seems to have be® 
;ssed with long life 
with the public esteem

r&ised to the highest dignities of the States and 
of the federal government, happy in their pos
terity, and happy in the view of the great and 
prosperous country which their labors bad 
brought into existence. Among these, so feli
citous and so illustrious, he was one of the most 
happy, and among the most distinguished. He 
enjoyed the honors of his pure and patriot life 
in all their forms ; age, and health, and mind, 
for sixteen years beyond that fourscore w hich 
brings labor and sorrow and weakness to man ; 
ample fortune ; public honors in filling the high
est offices of his State, and a seat in the Senate 
of the United States,; private enjoyment in an 
honorable and brilliant posterity. Dorn to for
tune, and to the care of wise and good parents, 
he had all the advantages of education which 
the colleges of France and the “ Inns of Court ” 
of London could give. With every thing to lose 
in unsuccessful rebellion, he risked all from the 
first opening of the contest with the mother 
country : and when he walked up to the secre
tary's table to sign the paper, which might 
become a death-warrant to its authors, the re
mark was made, “ there go some millions.” And 
his signing was a privilege, claimed and granted. 
He was not present at the declaration. He was 
not even a member of Congress on the memora
ble Fourth of July. He was in Annapolis on 
that day, a member of the Maryland Assembly, 
and zealously engaged in urging a revocation of 
the instructions which limited the Maryland 
delegates in the continental Congress to ob
taining a redress of grievances without breaking 
the connection with the mother country. He 
succeeded—was appointed a delegate—flew to 
his post—and added his name to the patriot list.

All history tells of the throwing overboard of 
the tea in Boston harbor : it has not been equally 
attentive to the burning of the tea in Anna
polis harbor. It was the summer of 1774 that 
the brigantine “ Peggy Stewart ” approached 
Annapolis with a cargo of the forbidden leaves on 
board. The people were in commotion at the 
news. It was an insult, and a defiance. Swift 
destruction was in preparation for the vessel : 
instant chastisement was in search of the owners. 
Terror seized them. They sent to Charles Car- 
roll as the only man that could moderate the 
fury of the people, and save their persons and 
property from a sudden destruction. He told them 
there was but one way to save their persons,

and that was to burn their vessel and cargo, in
stantly and in the sight of the people. It was 
done : and thus the flames consumed at Anna
polis, what the waves had buried at Boston : 
and in both cases the spirit and the sacrifice was 
the same—opposition to taxation without repre
sentation, and destruction to its symbol.

CHAPTER CXV. *

COMMENCEMENT OF THE SESSION 1834—'85:
PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE.

Towards the close of the previous session, Mr. 
Stevenson had resigned the place of speaker of 
the House of Representatives in consequence of 
his nomination to be minister plenipotentiary and 
envoy extraordinary to the court of St. James 
—a nomination then rejected by the Senate, but 
subsequently confirmed. Mr. John Bell of 
Tennessee, w as elected speaker in his place, his 
principal competitor being Mr. James K. Polk 
of the same State : and, with this difference in 
its organization, the House met at the usual 
time — the first Monday of December. The 
Cabinet then stood : John Forsyth, Secretary of 
State, in place of Louis McLane, resigned ; Levi 
Woodbury, Scoretary of the Treasury ; Lewis 
Cass, Secretary at War ; Mahlon Dickerson, 
Secretary of the Navy ; William T. Barry, Post 
Master General ; Benjamin Franklin Butler, 
Attorney General. The condition of our affairs 
with France, was the prominent feature of the 
message, and presented the relations of the United 
States with that power under a serious aspect. 
The indemnity stipulated in the treaty of 1831 
had not been paid—no one of the instalments ; 
—and the President laid the subject before Con
gress for its consideration, and action, if deemed 
necessary.

“ I regret to say that the pledges made through 
the minister of France have not been redeemed. 
The new Chambers met on the 31st July last, 
and although the subject of fulfilling treaties was 
alluded to in the speech from the throne, no at
tempt was made by the King or his Cabinet to 
procure an appropriation to carry it into execu
tion. The reasons given for this omission, al
though they might be considered sufficient in 
an ordinary case, are not consistent with the 
expectations founded upon the assurances given 
here, for there is no constitutional obstacle to
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entering into legislative business at the first 
meeting of the Chambers. This point, however, 
might have been overlooked, had not the Cham
bers, instead of being called to meet at so early 
a day that the resultof their deliberations might 
be communicated to me before the meeting of 
Congress, been prorogued to the 29th of the 
present month—a period so late that their de
cision can scarcely he made known to the present 
Congress prior to its dissolution. To avoid this 
delay, our minister in Paris, in virtue of the 
assurance given by the French minister in the 
United States, strongly urged the convocation 
of the Chambers at an earlier day. but without 
success. It is propier to remark, however, that 
this refusal has been accompanied with the most 
positive assurances, on the part of the Executive 
government of France, of their intention to press 
the appropriation at the ensuing session of the 
Chambers.

“If it shall be the pleasure of Congress to 
await the further action of the French Chandlers, 
no further consideration of the subject will, at 
this session, probably be required at your hands. 
But if, from the original delay in asking for an 
appropriation ; from the refusal of the Chambers 
to grant it when asked ; from the omission to 
bring the subject before the Chambers at their 
last session ; from the fact that, including that 
session, there have been five different occasions 
when the appropriation might have been made ; 
and from the delay in convoking the Chambers 
until some weeks after the meeting of Congress, 
when it was well known that a communication 
of the whole subject to Congress at the last ses
sion was prevented by assurances that it should 
bo disposed of before its present meeting, you 
should feel yoursclVes constrained to doubt 
whether it be the intention of the French govern
ment in all its branches to carry the treaty into 
effect, and think that such measures as the occa
sion may be deemed to cull fur should be now 
adopted, the important question arises, what 
those measures shall be.”

The question then, of further delay, waiting 
on the action of France, or of action on our own 
part, was thus referred to Congress ; but under 
the constitutional injunction, to recommend to 
that body the measures he should deem neces
sary, and in compliance with his own sense of 
duty, and according to the frankness of his tem
per, he fully and categorically gave his own 
opinion of what ought to be done ; thus :

“ It is my conviction that the United States 
ought to insist on a prompt execution of the 
treaty ; and, in case it be refused, or longer de
layed, take redress into their own bands. Af
ter the delay, on the part of France, of a quarter 
of a century, in acknowledging these claims by 
treaty, it is not to be tolerated that another 
quarter of a century is to be wasted in uego- i

tiating about the payment. The laws of nation 
provide a remedy for such occasions. It is > 
well-settled principle of the international code 
that where one nation owes another a ' 
debt, which it refuses or neglects to pay ifo 
aggrieved party may seize on the property be. 
longing to the other, its citizens or subjects 
sufficient to pay the debt, without giving just 
cause of war. This remcdwias been repeatedly 

I resorted to, anil recently bV F ranee herself t,'K 
wards Portugal, under circikstances less uu. 
questionable.” ^

‘•Since France, in violation of the pledge» 
given through her minister here, has delavol 
her final action so long that bee decision will 
not probably be known in time to lie commuai- 
cated to this Congress, 1 recommend that a lu
be passed authorizing reprisals upon French 
property, in case provision shall not he made for 
the payment of the debt at the approaching 
session of the French Chambers. Such a mu- 
sure ought not to be considered by France as i 
menace. Her pride and power are too will 
known to expect any thing from her fears, and 
preclude the necessity of the declaration that 
nothing partaking of the character of intimida
tion is intended by us. She ought to look upon 
it as the evidence only of an inflexible deter
mination on the part of the United States to in
sist on their rights. That Government, by do
ing only what it has itself acknowledged to be 
just, will be able to spuirc the United States the 
necessity of taking redress into their own hands, 
and save the property of French citizens from 
that seizure and sequestration which American 
citizens so long endured without retaliation or 
redress. If she should continue to refuse that 
act of acknowledged justice, and. in violation of 
the lnw of nations, make reprisals on our part 
the occasion of hostilities against the United 

j States, she would hut add violence to injustice, 
and could not fail to expose herself lo the just 
censure of civilized nations, and to the retnhu- 

| live judgments of Heaven.’’

In making this recommendation, and in loot
ing to its possible result as producing war le- 
tween the two countries, the President showed 
himself fully sensible to all the considerations 
which should make such an event deplorable 
between powers of ancient friendship, aad their 
harmony and friendship desirable fur the ate 
of the progress and maintenance of liberal |#- 
litiral systems in Europe. And on this pointbe 
said :

“Collision with F’ranee is the more lobe re
gretted, on account of the position she occupât 
in Europe in relation to liberal institutions. 
But in maintaining our national rights and boo 
or, all governments arc alike to us. If, bit 
collision with France, in a case where she »
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e alike to us. If. by* 
in a case where she is

clearly in the wrong, the march of liberal prin
ciples shall be impeded, the responsibility for 
that result, as well as every other, will rest on 
her own head.”

This state of our relations with Fiance gave 
rise to some animated proceedings in our Con
gress, '"’hich will he noticed in their proper place. 
The condition of the finances was shown to be 
pood—not only adequate for all the purposes of 
the government and the complete extinguish
ment of the remainder of the public debt, but 
still leaving a balance in the treasury equal to 
one fourth of the annual income at the end of 
the year. Thus:

ti According to the estimate of the Treasury 
Department, the revenue accruing from all 
sources, during the present year, will amount to 
twenty millions six hundred and twenty-four 
thousand seven hundred and seventeen dollars, 
which, with the balance remaining in the Trea
sury on/the first of January last, of eleven mil
lions seven hundred and two thousand nine hun
dred and five dollars, produces an aggregate of 
thirty-two millions three hundred and twenty- 
seven thousand six hundred and twenty-three 
dollars. The total expenditure during the year 
fur all objects, including the public debt, is esti
mated at twenty-five millions five hundred and 
ninety-one thousand three hundred and ninety 
dollars, which will leave a balance in the Trea
sury on the first of January, 1835, of six mil
lions seven hundred and thirty-six thousand 
two hundred and thirty-two dollars. In this 
balance, however, will be included about one 
million one hundred and fifty thousand dollars 
of what was heretofore reported by the depart
ment as not effective.”

This unavailable item of above a million of 
dollars consisted of local bank notes, received 
in payment of public lands during the years of 
rvnvral distress and bank suspensions from 1819 
to 1822 ; and the banks which issued them hav
ing failed they became worthless; and were 
finally dropt from any enumeration of the con
tents of the treasury. The extinction of the 
public debt, constituting a marked event in our 
financial history, and an era in the state of tin- 
treasury, was looked to by the President as tin- 
epoch most proper for the settlement of our 
doubtful points of future policy, and the in
auguration of a system of rigorous economy : to 
which effect the message said :

‘ Free from public debt, at peace with all the 
world, and with no complicated interests to con
sult in our intercourse with foreign powers, the 
present may he hailed as the epoch in our his

tory the most favorable for the settlement of 
those principles in our domestic policy, which 
shall he best calculated to give stability to our 
republic, and secure the blessings of freedom to 
our citizens. While we are felicitating our
selves, therefore, upon the extinguishment of 
the national debt, and tho prosperous state of 
our finances, let us not l>o tempted to depart 
from those sounds maxims of public policy, 
which enjoin a just adaptation of the revenue to 
the expenditures that are consistent with a rigid 
economy, and an entire abstinence from all top
ics of legislation that are not clearly within tho 
constitutional powers of the Government, and 
suggested by the wants of the country. Properly 
regarded, under such a policy, every diminution 
of the public burdens arising from taxation, 
gives to individual enterprise increased power, 
and furnishes to all the members of our happy 
confederacy, new motives for patriotic affection 
and support. But, above all, its most important 
effect will he found in its influence upon the 
character of the Government, by confining its ac
tion to those objects which will be sure to secure 
to it the attachment and support of our fellow- 
citizens.”

The President had a new cause of complaint 
to communicate against the Bank of the United 
States, which was the seizure of the dividends 
duo the United States on the public stock in 
the institution. The occasion was, the claim 
for damages which the bank set up on a pro
tested bill of exchange, sold to it on the faith of 
the French treaty ; ami which was protested for 
non-payment. The case is thus told by the 
President :

“To the needless distresses brought on the 
country during the last session of Congress, 
has since In-en added the open seizure of the 
dividends on the public stock, to the amount of 
$ 170,041, under pretence of paying damages, 
cost, and interest, upon the protested French 
bill. This sum constituted a portion of the es
timated revenues for the year 1834, upon which 
the appropriations made by Congress were 
based. It would as soon have been expected 
that our collectors would seize on the customs, 
or tho receivers of our land offices on the 
moneys arising from the sale of public lands, 
under pretences of claims against the United 
States, ils that the hank would have retained 
the dividends. Indeed, if the principle be esta
blished that any one who chooses to set up a 
claim against the United States may, without 
authority of law, seize on the public property 
or money wherever he can find it, to pay such 
claim, there will remain no assurance that our 
revenue will reach the treasury, or that it will 
he applied after the appropriation to the pur
poses designated in the law. The paymasters 
of our army, and the pursers of our navy, may,
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under like pretences, apply to their own use 
moneys appropriated to set in motion the pub
lic force, and in time of war leave the country 
without deffence. This measure, resorted to by 
the Bank, is disorganizing and revolutionary, 
and, if generally resorted to by private citizens 
in like cases, would fill the land with anarchy 
and violence.”

The money thus seized by the bank was re
tained until recovered from it by due course of 
law. The corporation was sued, judgment re
covered against it, and the money made upon 
a writ of execution ; so that the illegality of its 
conduct in making this seizure was judicially 
established. The President also communicated 
new proofs of the wantonness of the pressure 
and distress made by the bank during the pre
ceding session—the fact coming to light that it 
had shipped about three millions and a half of 
the specie to Europe which it had squeezed out 
of the hands of the people during the panic ;— 
and also that, immediately after the adjourn
ment of Congress, the action of the bank was 
reversed—the curtailment changed into exten
sion ; and a discount line of seventeen millions 
rapidly ran out.

“ Immediately after the close of the last ses
sion, the bank, through its president, announced 
its ability and readiness to abandon the system 
of unparalleled curtailment, and the interrup
tion of domestic exchanges, which it had prac
tised upon from the 1st of August, 1833, to the 
30th of June, 1834, and to extend its accommo
dations to the community. The grounds as
sumed in this annunciation amounted to an ac
knowledgment that the curtailment, in the ex
tent to which it had been carried, was not 
necessary to the safety of the bank, and had 
been persisted in merely to induce Congress to 
grant the prayer of the bank in its memorial 
relative to the removal of the deposits, and to 
give it a new charter. They were substantially 
a confession that all the real distresses which 
individuals and the country had endured for the 
preceding six or eight months, had been need
lessly produced by it, with the view of effecting, 
through the sufferings of the people, the legisla
tive action of Congress. It is a subject of con
gratulation that Congress and the country had 
the virtue and firmness to ligar the infliction ; 
that the energies of our pcopld soon found relief 
from this wanton tyranny, in yast importations 
of the precious metals ln»n almost every part 
of the world ; and that, at the .close of this tre
mendous effort to control pup'government, the 
bank found itself powerless, and no longer able 
to loan out its surplus means. The community 
had learned to manage its affairs without its 
assistance, and trade had already found now

auxiliaries ; so that, on the 1st of October last 
the extraordinary spectacle was presented of a 
national bank, more than one half of whose 
capital was either lying unproductive in its 
vaults, or in the hands of foreign bankers.”

Certainly this was a confession of the whole 
criminality of the bank in making the distress ■ 
but even this confession did not prevent the 
Senate’s Finance Committee from making M 
honorable report in its favor. But there is 
something in the laws of moral right above the 
powers of man, or the designs and plans o. 
banks and politicians. The greatest calamity 
of the bank—the loss of thirty-five millions of 
stock to its subscribers—chiefly dates from this 
period and this conduct. Up to this time its 
waste and losses, though great, might still have 
been remediable ; but now the incurable course 
was taken. Half its capital lying idle ! Good 
borrowers were scarce; good indorsersstillmore 
so ; and a general acceptance of stocks h lieu of 
the usual security was the fatal resort. First, its 
own stock, then a great variety of stocks were 
taken ; and when the bank went into liquida
tion, its own stock was gone ! and the others in 
every imaginable degree of depreciation, from 
under par to nothing. The government had di
rectors in the bank at that time, Messrs. Charles
McAllister, Edward D. Ingraham, and-----Ell-
maker; and the President was under no mistake 
in any thing he said. The message recurs to 
the fixed policy of the President in selling the 
public stock in the bank, and says :

“ I feel it my duty to recommend to you that 
a law be passed authorizing the sale of die pub
lic stock ; that the provision of the charter re
quiring the receipt of notes of the bank in pay 
ment of public dues, shall, in accordance with 
the power reserved to Congress in the 1-lih 
section of the charter, lie suspended until Ik 
hank pays to the treasury the dividends wills 
held ; and that all laws connecting the govero- 

I ment or its officers w ith the bank, directly or 
indirectly, lie repealed ; and that the institu
tion be left hereafter to its own resources ami 
means.”

The wisdom of this persevering recommend* 
tion was, fortunately, appreciated in time It 
save the United States from the fate of other 
stockholders. The attention of Congress wa 
again called to the regulation of the deposits m 
State banks. As yet there was no law up» 
the subject. The bill for that purpose passai 
in the House of Representatives at th^prenou

session, had licen laid upon 
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session, had been laid u|>on the table in the 
Senate ; and thus was kept open a head of com
plaint against the President for the illegal cus
tody of the public moneys. It was not illegal. 
It was the custody, more or less resorted to, 
under every administration of the federal gov
ernment, and never called illegal except under 
President Jackson ; but it was a trust of a kind 
to require regulation by law ; and he, therefore, 
earnestly recommended it. The message said :

“The attention of Congress is earnestly in
vited to the regulation of the deposits in the 
State banks. )>y law. Although the power now 
exercised by the Executive department in this 
tehalf is only such as was uniformly exerted 
through every administration from the origin of 
the government up to the establishment of the 
present bank, yet it is one which is susceptible 
of regulation by law, and, therefore, ought so to 
lie regulated. The power of Congress to direct 
in what places the Treasurer shall keep the 
moneys in the Treasury, and to impose restric
tions upon the Executive authority, in relation 
to their custody and removal, is unlimited, and 
its exercise will rather be courted than discour
aged by those public officers and agents on whom 
rests the responsibility for their safety. It is 
desirable that as little power as possible should 
be left to the President or Secretary of the 
Treasury over those institutions, which, being 
thus freed from Executive influence, and without 
a common head to direct their operations, would 
have neither the temptation nor the ability to 
interfere in the political conflicts of the country. 
Not deriving their charters from the national 
authorities, they would never have those induce
ments to meddle in general elections, which 
have led the Bank of the United States to agi
tate and convulse tlie country for upwards of 
two years.”

The increase of the gold currency was a subject 
of congratulation, and the purification of paper 
by the suppression of small notes a matter of 
earnest recommendation with the President—the 
latter addressed to the people of the States, and 
every way worthy of their adoption. He said :

11 The-progress of our gold coinage is credita
ble to the officers of the mint, and promises in a 
short period to furnish the country with a 
sound and portable currency, which will much 
diminish the inconvenience to travellers of the 
want of a general paper currency, should the 
State banks he incapable of furnishing it. Those 
institutions have already shown themselves com
petent to purchase and furnish domest ic exchange 
for the convenience of trade, at reasonable rates ; 
and not a doubt is entertained that, in a short 
period, all the wants of the country, in bank 
accommodations and exchange, will be supplied 
is promptly and as cheaply as they have here-
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tofore been by the Bank of the United States. 
If the several States shall he induced gradually 
to reform their banking systems, and prohibit 
the issue of all small notes, we shall, in a few 
years, have a currency as sound, and as little 
liable to fluctuations, as any other commercial 
country.”

The message contained the standing recom
mendation for reform in the presidential election. 
T*hc direct vote of the people, the President con
sidered the only safeguard for the purity of that 
election, on which depended so much of the 
safe working of the government. The message 
said :

“I trust that I may lie also pardoned for re
newing the recommendation 1 have so often sub
mitted to your attention in regard to the modo 
of electing (he President and Vice-President of 
the United States. All the reflection I have 
been able to bestow upon the subject, increases 
my conviction that the best interests of the 
country will be promoted by the adoption of 
some plan which will secure, in all contingencies, 
that important right of sovereignty to the direct 
control of the people. Could this be attained, 
and the terms of those officers be limited to a 
single period of either four or six years, I think 
our liberties would possess an additional safe
guard.”

C II A P T K H C X V I.

REPORT OF THE BANK COMMITTEE.

Early in the session the Finance Committee 
of the Senate, which had been directed to make 
an examination into the affairs of the Bank of 
the United States, made their report—an ela
borate paper, the reading of which occupied two 
hours anil a half,—for this report was honored 
with a reading at the Secretary’s table, while but 
few of the reports made by heads of departments, 
anil relating to the all airs of the whole Union, 
received that honor. It was not only read 
through, but by its author—Mr. Tyler, the se
cond named of the committee; the first named, or 
official chairman, Mr. Webster,not having acted 
on the committee. The report was a most ela
borate vindication of the conduct of the bank at 
all points ; hut it did not. stop at the defence of 
the institution, but went forward to the crimi
nation of others. It dragged in the names of 
General Jackson, Mr. Van Huron, and Mr. Ben
ton, laying hold of the circumstance of their 
having done ordinary acts of duty to their friends
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and constituents in promoting their application 
for branch banks, to raise false implications 
against them as having been in favor of the in
stitution. If such had been the fact, it did not 
come within the scope of the committee’s ap
pointment, nor of the resolution under which 
they acted, to have reported upon such a cir
cumstance : but thj* implications were untrue ; 
and Mr. Benton being the only one present that 
had the right of speech, assailed the report the 
instant it was read—declaring that such things 
were not to pass uncontradicted for an instant 
—that the Senate was not to adjourn, or the 
galleries to disperse without hearing the contra
diction. And being thus suddenly called up by 
a sense of duty to himself and his friends, he 
would do justice upon the report at once, expos
ing its numerous fallacies from the moment they 
appeared in the chamber. He commenced with 
the imputations upon himself, General Jackson 
and Mr. Van Buren, and scornfully repulsed the 
base and gratuitous assumptions which had been 
made. He said :

u His own name was made to figure in that 
report—in very good company to be sure, that 
of President Jackson, Vice-President Van Buren 
and Mr. senator Grundy. It seems that we 
have all been detected in something that de
serves exposure—in the olfence of aiding our re
spective constituents, or fellow'-citizens in ob
taining branch banks to be located in our res|>ec- 
tive States ; and upon this detection, the assertion 
is made that these branches were not extended 
to these States for political effect, when the 
charter was nearly run out, but in good faith, 
and upon our application, to aid the business of 
the country. Mr. B. said, it was true that he 
had forwarded a petition from the merchants of 
St. Louis, about 182(1 or ’27, soliciting a branch 
at that place: and he had accompanied if by a 
letter, as he had been requested to do, sustaining 
and supporting their request ; and bearing the 
testimony to their characters as men of business 
and property which the occasion and the truth 
required, lie did this for merchants who were 
his political enemies, and he did it readily and 
cordially, as a representative ought to act for 
his constituents, whether they arc for him, or 
against him, in the elections. So far so good ; 
but the allegation of the report is, that the 
branch at St. Louis was established upon this 
petition and this letter, and therefore was not 
established with political views, but purely and 
simply for business purposes. Now, said Mr. 
B.. I nave a question to put to the senator from 
Virginia (Mr. Tyler), who has made the report 
for the committee : It is this: whether the pre
sident or directors of the bank had informed him 
that General Cadwalladcr had been sent as an

agent to St. I-ouis, to examine the place, and tc 
report upon its ability to sustain a branch ?

“ Mr. Tyler rose, aim said, that he had heard 
nothing at the bank .upon the subject of Gen. 
(,'anwallader having been sent to St. Louis or 
any report upon the place being made.”

“ Then, said Mr. Benton, resuming his speech, 
the committee has been treated unworthily — 
scurvily,—basely,—by the bank ! It has been 
made the instrument to report an untruth to 
the Senate, and to the American people ; and 
neither the Senate, nor that part of the Ameri
can people w ho chance to be in this chamber, 
shall be permitted to leave their places until 
that falsehood is exposed.

‘■Mir, said Mr B., addressing the Vice-Presi
dent, the president, and directors of the Bank if 
the United States, upon receiving the merchants' 
petition, and my letter, did not send a branch to 
St. Louis ! They sent an agent there, in the per
son of General Cadwalladcr, to examine the 
place, and to report upon its mercantile capabil
ities and wants ; and upon that report, the de
cision was made, and made against the request 
of the merchants, and that upon the ground 
that the business of the place would not justify 
the establishment of a branch. The petition 
from the merchants came to Mr. B. while he 
was here, in his seat ; it was forwarded from 
this place to Philadelphia ; the agent made his 
visit to St. Louis before he (Mr. B.) returned; 
and when he got home, in the spring, or sum
mer, the merchants informed him of what had 
occurred; and that they had received a letter 
from the directory of the bank, informing them 
that a branch could not be granted; and there the 
whole atlair, so far as the petition and the letter 
were concerned, died away. But, said Mr. B„ 
it hapjiened just in that time, that 1 made mr 
first demonstration—struck my first blow- 
against the bank ; and the next news that I hid 
from the merchants was, that another letter had 
been received from the bank, without any new 
petition having been sent, and without any new 
report upon the business of the place, informing 
them that the branch was to come ! And come 
it did, and immediately went to work to gam 
men and presses, to govern the politics of the 
State, to exclude him (Mr. B.) from re-election 
to the Senate ; and to oppose every candidate, 
from governor to constable, who was not for 
the bank. The branch had even furnished i 
list to the mother bank, through some of in 
officers, of the names and residences of the ac
tive citizens in every part of the State; and ta 
these, and to their great astonishment at the 
familiarity and condescension of the high di
rectory in Philadelphia, myriads of bank do» 
ments were sent, with a minute description of 
name and pilace, postage free. At the past 
dential election of 18112, the Statti was deluged 
with these favors. At his own re-elections to 
the Senate, the two last, the branch bank »« 
in the field against him every where, and a 
every form ; its directors traversing the Stag
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going to the houses of the members of the 
General Assembly after they were elected, in 
almost every county, over a State of sixty 
thousand square1 miles ; and then attending the 
legislature as lobby members, to oppose him. 
Of these things Mr. B. had never spoken in 
public before, nor should he have done it now, 
had it not been for the falsehood attempted to 
be palmed upon the Senate through the instru
mentality of its committee. But having been 
driven into it, he would mention another cir
cumstance, which also, lie had never named in 
public before, but which would *hrow light 
upon the establishment of the branch in St. 
Louis, and the kind of business which it had to 
perform. An immense edition of a review of 
his speech on the veto message, was circulated 
through his State on the eve of his last election. 
It bore the impress of the bank foundry in Phi
ladelphia. and was intended to let the i>eoplc 
of Missouri see that he (Mr. B.) was a very un
fit person to represent them : and afterwards it 
was seen from the report of the government 
directors to the President of the United States, 
that seventy-five thousand copies of that review 
were paid for by the Bank of the United States ! ”

The committee had gone out of their way— 
departed from the business with which they 
were charged by the Senate’s resolution—to 
bring up a stale imputation upon Gen. Jackson, 
for becoming inimical to Mr. Biddle, because be 
could not make him subservient to his purposes. 
The imputation was unfounded and gratuitous, 
and disproved by the journals of the Senate, 
which bore Gen. Jackson’s nomination of Mr. 
Biddle for government director - and at the head 
of those directors, thereby indicating him for 
president of the bank—three several times, in as 
many successive years, after the time alleged for 
this hostility and vindictiveness. This unjus
tifiable imputation became the immediate, the 
next point of Mr. Benton’s animadversion ; and 
was thus disposed of : I

“Mr. B. said there was another thing which 
must be noticed now, because the proof to con
found it was written in our own journals. Jle 
alluded to the ‘ hostility ’ of the President of 
the United States to the bank, which made so 

, large a figure in that report. The ‘ vindictive- 
| ness’ of the President,—the ‘ hostility ’ of the 

President, was often pressed into the service of 
that report—which he must lx1 permitted to 
qualify as an elaborate defence of the bank, 

j Whether used originally, or by quotation, it 
was the same thing. The quotation from Mr. 
Duane wriff made to help out the argument of 

j the committee—to sustain their jtosition—and 
| thereby became their own. The ‘vindictive

ness’ of the President towards the bank, is

brought forward with imposing gravity by the 
committee ; and no one is at a loss to under
stand what is meant ! The charge has been 
made too often not to suggest the whole story 
as often as it is hinted. The President became 
hostile to Mr. Biddle, according to this fine 
story, because he could not manage him ! be
cause lie could not make him use the institution 
for political purposes ! and hence his revenge, 
his vindictiveness, his hatred of Mr. Biddle, and 
his change of sentiment towards the institution. 
This is the charge which has run through the 
bank presses for three years, and is alleged to 
take date from 1829, when an application was 
made to change the president of the Portsmouth 
branch. But how stands the truth, recorded 
upon our own journals ? It stands thus: that 
for three consecutive years after the harboring 
of this deadly malice against Mr. Biddle, for not 
managing the institution to suit the President’s 
political wishes—fur three years, one after 
another, with this ‘ vindictive ’ hate in his bo
som, and this diabolical determination to ruin 
the institution, he nominates this same Mr. 
Biddle to the Senate, as one of the government 
directors, and at the head of those directors! 
Mr. Biddle and some of his friends with him 
came in, upon every nomination for three suc
cessive years, after vengeance had been sworn 
against him ! For three years afterwards he is 
not only named a director, but indicated for the 
presidency of the bank, by being put at the 
head of those who came recommended by the 
nomination of the President, and the sanction of 
the Senate ! Thus was he nominated f ir tho 
years 1839, 1831, and 1832 ; and it was only 
after the report of Mr. Clayton’s committee of 
1832 that the President ceased to nominate Mr. 
Biddle for government director ! Such was the 
flank, confiding and friendly conduct of the 
President; while Mr. Biddle, conscious that he 
did not deserve a nomination at his hands, had 
hiinstdf also elected during each of these years, 
at the head of the stockholders’ ticket. Ils 
knew what lie was meditating and hatching 
against the I1 resident, though the President did 
not ! Whilst hen becomes of the charge faintly 
shadowed forth by the committee, and publicly 
and directly made by the bank and its friends ? 
False ! False as hell ! and no senator can say 
it without finding the proof of the falsehood re
corded in our own journal ! ”

Mr. Bcnum next defended Mr. Taney from 
| an unjustifiable and gratuitous assault mado 
j upon him by the committee—the more unwar
rantable because that gentleman was in retire
ment—no more in public life—having resigned 

j his place of Secretary of the Treasury the day 
he was rejected by the Senate. Mr. Taney, in 

I his report upon the removal of the deposits, had 
1 repeated, what the government directors and a 
j committee of the House of Representatives had
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first reported, of the illegal conduct of the bank 
committee of exchange, in making loans. The 
fact was true, and as since shown, to a far higher 
degree t han then detected ; and the Senate’s 
committee were unjustifiable in defending it. 
But not satisfied with this defence of a criminal 
institution against a just accusation, they took 
the opportunity of casting censure upon Mr. 
Taney, and gaining a victory over him by mak
ing a false issue. Mr. Benton immediately 
corrected this injustice. He said :

“ That he was not now going into a general 
answer to the report, but he must do justice to 
an abse. * gentleman—one of the purest men 
upon earth, both in public and private life, and 
w ho, after the mannpr he had been treated in 
this chamber, ought to be secure, in his retire
ment, from senatorial attack and injustice. The 
committee have joined a conspicuous issue with 
M r. Taney ; and they have carried a glorious 
bank victory over him, by turning off the trial 
upon a false point. Mr. Taney arraigned the 
legality of the conduct of the exchange commit
tee, which, overleaping the business of such a 
committee, which is to buy and sell real bills 
of exchange, had become invested with the 
power of the whole board ; transacting that 
business w hich, by the charter, could only be 
done by the board of directors, and by a board 
of not less than seven, and which they could not 
delegate. Yet this committee, of three, selected 
by the President himself, was shown by the 
report of the government directors to transact 
the most important business ; such as making 
immense loans, upon long credits, and upon 
questionable security; sometimes covering its 
operations under the simulated garb, and falsi
fied pretext, of buying a bill of exchange; 
sometimes using no disguise at all. It was 
shown, by the same report, to have the exclu
sive charge of conducting the curtailment last 
winter ; a business of the most important cha
racter to the country, having no manner of 
affinity to the proper functions of an exchange 
committee ; and w hich they conducted in the 
most partial and iniquitous manner ; and with
out even reporting to the board. All this the 
government directors communicated. All this 
was commented upon on this floor; yet Mr. 
Taney is selected ! lie is the one pitched upon ; 
as if nobody but him had arraigned the illegal 
acts of this committee ; and then he is made to 
arraign the existence of the committee, and not 
its misconduct ! Is this right ? Is it fair? Is it 
just thus to pursue that gentleman, and to pur
sue him unjustly ? Can the vengeance of the 
bank never be appeased while he lives and 
moves on earth ? ”

After having vindicated the President, the 
Vice-President, Mr. Grundy, Mr. Taney, and

himself, from the unfounded imputations of tb« 
committee, so gratuitously presented, so un- 
warranted in fact, and so foreign to the purpose 
for which they were appointed, Mr. Benton 
laid hold of some facts which had come to 
light for the purpose of showing the misconduct 
of the bank, and to invalidate the committee’s 
report. The first was the trans|iortation of specie 
to London while pressing it out of the com
munity here. He said :

“ He had performed a duty, wdiich ought not 
to be delayed an hour, in defending himself the 
President, and Mr. Taney, from the sad injustice 
of that report; the report itself, with all its 
elaborate pleadings for the bank,—its errors of 
omission and commission,—would come up for 
argument after it was printed ; and when, with 
God’s blessing, and the help of better hands, he 
would hope to show that it was the duty of the 
Senate to recommit it, with instructions to ex
amine witnesses upon oath, and to bring out 
that secret history of the institution, which 
seems to have been a sealed book to the com
mittee. For the present, he would bring to 
light two facts, detected in the intricate mazes 
of the monthly statements, which would tix at 
once, both the character of the bank and the 
character of the report ; the bank, for its au
dacity, wickedness and falsehood ; the report 
for its blindness, fatuity, and partiality.

“ The bank, as all America knows (said Mr. 
B.), fillc*thc whole country with the endless 
cry widen had been echoed and re-echoed from 
this chamber, that the removal of the deposits 
had laid her under the necessity of curtailing 
her debts ; had compelled her to call in her loans, 
to till the vacuum in her coffers produced hr 
this removal ; and thus to enable herself to 
stand the pressure which the 1 hostility’of tk 
government was bringing upon her. This was 
the assertion for six long months ; and now let 
facts confront this assertion, and reveal the 
truth to an outraged and insulted community.

“The first fact (said Mr. B.), is the transfer 
of the moneys to London, to lie there idle, wink 
squeezed out of the people here during the panic 
and pressure.

“ The cry of distress was raised in Deccmkt 
at the meeting of Congress ; and during that 
month the sum of $121),704 was transferred by 
the bank to its agents, the Barings. This cry 
waxed stronger till July, and until that tun 
the monthly transfers were :

December, .... $129.704
February, . ... 355.253
March,......... 201.543
May, X • • • H74»
June.............. 2.142.054
July, . . ... 501,950
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Making the sum of near three millions and a 
half transferred to London, to lie idle in the 
hands of an agent, while that very money was 
squeezed out of a few cities here ; and the whole 
country, and the halls of Congress, were filled 
with the deafening din of the cry, that the bank 
was forced to curtail, to supply the loss in her 
own coffers from the removal of the deposits ! 
And, worse yet ! The bank had, in the hands 
of the same agents, a large sum when the trans
fers of these panic collections began ; making in 
the whole, the sum of $4,201 201, on the first 
day of July last, which was lying idle in her 
agents’ hands in London, drawing little or no 
interest there, while squeezed out of the hands 
of those who were paying bank interest here, 
near seven per cent. ; and had afterwards to go 
into brokers’ hands to borrow at one or two per 
cent, a month. Even now, at the last returns 
on the first day of this month, about two mil
lions and a half of this money ($2,078,000) was 
still lying idle in the hands of the Barings ! 
waiting till foreign exchange can be put up again 
to eight or ten per cent The enormity of this 
conduct, Mr. B. said, was aggravated by the 
notorious fact, that the transfers of this money 
were made by sinking the price of exchange as 
low as five per cent, below par, when shippers 
and planters had bills to sell ; and raising it 
eight per cent, above par when merchants and 
importers had to buy ; thus double taxing the 
commerce of the country—double taxing the 
producer and consumer—and making a fluctua
tion of thirteen per cent, in foreign exchange, 
in the brief space of six months. And all this 
to make money scarce at homo while charging 
that scarcity upon the President ! Thus com
bining calumny and stock-jobbing with the 
diabolical attempt to ruin the country, or tu 
rule it.”

The next glaring fact which showed the enor
mous culpability of the bank in making the 
pressure and distress, was the abduction of 
about a million and a quarter of hard dollars 
from New Orleans, while distressing the busi
ness community there by refusal of discounts 
and the curtailment of loans, under pretence of 
making up what she lost there by the removal 
of the deposits. The fact of the abduction was 
detected in the monthly reports still made to 
the Secretary of the Treasury, and was full proof 
of the wantonness and wickedness of the pres
sure, as the amount thus squeezed out of the 
community was immediately transferred to Phi
ladelphia or New-York ; to be thence shipped to 
London. Mr. Benton thus exposed this iniquity:

“The next fact, Mr. B. said, was the abduction 
of an immense amount of specie from New Or
leans, at the moment the Western produce was

arriving there ; and thus disabling the merchants 
from buying that produce, and thereby sinking 
its price nearly one half ; and all under the false 
pretext of supplying the loss in its coffers, occa
sioned by the removal of the deposits.

‘ The falsehood and wickedness of this con
duct will appear from the fact that, at the time 
of the removal of the deposits, in Octolier, the 
public deposits, in the New Orleans branch, were 
far less than the amount afterwards curtailed, 
and sent oil'; and that these deposits were not 
entirely drawn out, for many months after the 
curtailment and abduction of the money. Thus, 
the public deposits, in October, were:

“In the name of the Treasurer 
of the United States, $294,228 02

“ In the name of public officers, 173.704 04

$407,993 20

“In all, less than half a million of dollars. 
“In March, there was still on hand :

“ In the name of the Treasurer, $40,200 28 
“ In the name of public officers, 03,071 80

$103,938 08

“In all, upwards ef one hundred thousand 
dollars ; and making the actual withdrawal of 
deposits, at that branch, hut $300,000, and that 
paid out gradually, in the discharge of govern
ment demands.

“ Now, what was the actual curtailment, dur
ing the same period ? It is shown from the 
monthly statements, that these curtailments, on 
local loans, were $788,904 ; being upwards of 
double the amount of deposits, miscalled re- 
mureil ; for they were not removed ; but only 
paid out in the regular progress of government 
disbursement, and actually remaining in the mass 
of circulation, and much of it in the hank itself. 
But the specie removed during the same time ! 
that was the fact, the damning fact, iqion which 
he relied. This abduction was :

“In the month of No
vember, $334,047 ) ,

“In the month of March, 808,084 *

$1,142,731
* Making near a million and a quarter of dol

lars, at the least. Mr. 11. repeated, at the least ; 
for a monthly statement does not show the ac
cumulation of the month which might also he 
sent oil ; and the statement could only be relied 
on for so much as appeared a month before the 
abduction was made. Probably the sum was 
upwards of a million and a quarter of hard dol
lars, thus taken away from New Orleans last 
winter, by stopping accommodations, calling in 
loans, breaking up domestic exchange, creating 
panic and pressure, and sinking the price of all 
produce ; that the mother bank might transfer 
funds to London, gamble in foreign excliange,
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spread desolation and terror through the land ; 
and then charge the whole upon the President 
cf the United States ; and end with the grand 
consummation of bringing if new jiolitical party 
into power, and perpetuating its own charter.”

Mr. Benton commented on the barvfaccdness 
of running out an immense line of discounts, so 
soon done after the rise of the last session of 
Congress, and so suddenly, that the friends of 
the bank, in remote places, not having had time 
to l»e informed of the “ reversal of the bank 
screws,” were still in full chorus, justifying the 
curtailment ; and concluded with denouncing 
the report as e.r parte, and remarking upon the 
success of the committee in finding what they 
were not sent to look for, and not finding what 
they ought to have found, lie said:

“ These arc some of the astounding iniquities 
which have escaped the eyes of the committee, 
while they have been so successful in their anti
quarian researches into Andrew Jackson’s and 
Felix Grundy’s letters, ten or twenty years ago, 
and intoA^rtin Van Buren’sand Thomas II. Ben
ton’s, six or eight years ago ; letters which every 
public man is called iqion to give to his neighbors, 
or constituents ; which no public man ought to 
refuse, or, in all probability ever did refuse ; and 
which are so ostentatiously paraded in the re
port, and so emphatically rend in this chamber, 
with pause and gesture ; and with such a sym
pathetic look for the exacted smile from the 
friends of the bank ; letters which, so far as he 
was concerned, had been used to make the com
mittee the organ of a falsehood. Ami now, Mr. 
B. would be glad to know, who put the commit
tee on the scent of those old musty letters; for 
there was nothing in the resolution, under which 
they acted, to conduct their footsteps to the silent 
covert of that small game.”

Mr. Tyler made a brief reply, in defence of 
the report of the committee, in which he said: |

“The senator from Missouri had denominated 
the report‘an elaborate defence of the bank.’ 
He had said that it justified the bank in its 
course of curtailment, during the last winter 
and the early part of the summer. Sir, if the 
honorable senator had paid more attention to 
the reading, or had waited to have it in print, he 
would not have hazarded such a declaration. 
He would have perceived that that whole ques
tion was submitted to the decision of the Senate. 
The committee had presented both sides of the 
question — the view most favorable, and that 
niO't unfavorable, to the institution. It exhib
ited the measures of the Executive and those of 
the bank consequent upon them, on the one 
side, and the available resources of the bank on 
the other. The fact that its circulation of 
$19,000,000 was protected by sjiecie to the

amount of $10,000,000, and claims on the State 
banks exceeding $2,0(H),000, which were equal to 
specie—that its purrhusc of domestic exchange 
had so declined, from May to Octolier, us to 
place at its disposal more than $f>.O<H).(K)0; 
something /fliorc than a doubt is expressed 
wlythrf, under ordinary circumstances, the 
bimk would have been justified in curtailing its 
discounts. So, too. in regard to a perseverance 
in its measures of precaution ns long as it did 
a summary of facts is given to enable the Sen
ate to decide ujion the propriety of thv course 
pursued by the bank. The effort of the com
mittee has been to present these subjects fairly 
to the Senate and the countr)\ They have 
sought ‘ nothing to extenuate,’ nor have they 
‘ set down ought in malice.’ The statements 
are presented to the senator, for his calm and 
deliberate consideration—to each senator, to k 
weighed as becomes his high station. And what 
is the course of the honorable senator? The 
moment he (Mr. T.) could retunf to his seat 
from the Clerk’s table, the gentleman pounces 
upon the report, ami makes assertions which a 
careful perusal of it would cause him to know 
it does not contain. On one subject, the con
troversy relative to the bill of exchange, and 
the damages consequent on its protest, the com
mittee had expressed the opinion, that the gov
ernment was in error, and lie, as a member of 
that committee, would declare his own convic
tion that that opinion was sound and maintain
able before any fair and impartial tribunal in 
the world. Certain jicrsons started back with 
alarm, at the mere mention of a court of justice. 
The trial by jury had become hateful in their 
eyes, 'flic great principles of via pin vfatrlp 
are to tie overlooked, and the declarations con
tained in the bill of rights are liecomu too old- 
fashioned to be valuable. Popular prejudice 
are to be addressed, and instead of an apjeal to 
the calm judgment of mankind, every lurking 
prejudice is to be awakened, because a corjxira- 
tion, or a set of individuals, have lielieved than- 
selves wronged by the accounting otlicers « f the 
treasury, and have had tin- temerity and impu
dence to take a course calculated to bring tlu-.r 
rights before the forum of the courts. Let ti,c 
who see cause to pursue this course rejoice • 
they may please, and exult in the success whi« 
attends it. ïor one, 1 renounce it as unworthy 
American statesmen. The committee had mi- 
dressed a eolier and temperate but firm argu 
ment, upon this subject, to the Senate; mut 
standing in the presence of that august Ion. 
and before the whole American people, lie ivi
ed upon that argument for the truth <>f the opin
ion advanced. An opinion, fur the honesty of 
which, on his own part, he would avouch, alur 
the most solemn manner, under the unutterable 
obligations he was under to his Creator.

“The senator had also spoken in strong lan
guage as to that part of the report which related 
to the committee of exchange. 11c had said 
that a false issue had been presented—that tin*

late Secretary of the Treasury 
lever contended that the ban! 
appoint a committee of exclu 
committee was appointed by a 
last declaration the gentlcmn 
banks have a committee to p 
But Mr. T. would admonish 
k-ware. He would find hii 
him whom ho wished to def 
very language is quoted in the 
the*violation of the charter 
ground that the business of tl 
td to three members on the ox 

•when the charter requires t 
seven shall constitute a boar 
His vory words are given in t 
he cannot be misunderstood ; 
tary of the committee consist 
five of facts. Little more is 
facts, ami the honorable senate 
and, in his effort to rescue i 
from their influence, plunges 
into difficulty.

“ The senator had loudly ta 
mittee having been made an 
the bank. Fur himself, he i 
cription. He would tell the 1 
that he could not be made an 
the bank,or by a still greater ai 
pdwer, the administration. 11 
llourto accomplish the purjx 
was sent there. In the coi 
own honesty, he stood firm am 
worship alone at the shrine of t 
It was a precious thing, in 
men, to bask in the sulishii 
rested oidy upajj the suijiort 
failed him, of thcTiigTfand lo 
constituents, lie would not 
even in their hands, if it were 
to require it of him, to grati 
motive.”

CHAPTER C
FRENCH SPOLIATIONS 1

These claims had acquired a 

by this time. They were call 
year 1800; but how much pri* 
and they might reach bark to 
of our independence. Their 
United States rested upon n 
constituted the basis of the 
which the bill was framed. 1 
That illegal seizures, detentio 
demnations, and confiscations 
Vessels and property of citize
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he committee had ad- 
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v under the unutUralile 
r to bis Creator, 
o spoken in strong 1m- 
the report which related 
xchange. lie had said 
ion presented—that dw

late Secretary of the Treasury fMr. 'fancy) had 
never contended that the bank had no right to 
appoint a committee of exchange—that such a 
committee was appointed by all banks. In this 
last declaration the gentleman is correct. All 
banks have a committee to purchase exchange. 
But Mr. T. would admonish the gentleman to 
Ik-ware. lie would find himself condemning
him whom he wished to defend. Mr. Taney’s 
very language is quoted in thb rejiort. 1 Ie places 
the violation of the charter distinctly on the 
ground that the business of the bank is intrust
ed to three members on the exchange committee, 

•when the charter requires that not less than 
seven shall constitute a hoard to do business. 
His Tory words are given in the report, so that 
lie cannot be misunderstood ; and the commen
tary of the committee consists in a mere narra
tive of facts. Little more is done than to give 
facts, anil the honorable senator takes the alarm ; 
and, in his effort to rescue the late Secretary 
from their intiuence, plunges him still deeper 
into difficulty.

“ The senator had loudly talked of the com
mittee having been made an instrument of, by 
the bank. For himself, he renounced the as
cription. He would tell the honorable senator 
that he could not be made an instrument of by 
the bank, or by ft s ti 11 greater and more form idable 
pihver, the administration. He stood upon that 
iloor to accomplish the purjioses for which he 
was sent then;. In the consciousness of his 
own honesty, he stood firm and erect. He would 
worship alone at the shrine of truth and of honor. 
It was a precious thing, in the eyes of some 
men, to bask in the sunshine of power. He 
rested only upoji the support, which had never 
failed him, of theTiigh'and lofty feelings of his 
constituents, lie would not be an instrument 
even in their hands, if it were possible for them 
to require it of him, to gratify an unrighteous 
motive.”

CHAPTER CXVII.

FRENCH SPOLIATIONS BEFORE 1600.

These claims had acquired an imposing aspect 
by this time. They were called “ prior ” to the 
year 1800; but how much prior was not shown, 
and they might reach back to the establishment 
of our independence. Their payment by the 
United States rested upon assumptions which 

constituted the basis of the demand, and on 

which the bill was framed. It assumed,first-— 

That illegal seizures, detentions, captures, con
demnations, and confiscations were made of the 

teasels and property of citizens of the United

States before the period mentioned. Secondly 
—That these acts were committed by such or
ders and under such circumstances, as gave the 
sufferers a right to indemnity from the French 

government. Thirdly—That these claims had 
been annulled by the United States for public 

considerations. Fourthly—That this annul
ment gave these sufferers a just claim upon the 
United States for the amount of their losses. 
Upon these four assumptions the bill rested— 
some of them disputable in point of fact, and others 
in point of law. Of these latter was the assump
tion of the liability of the United States to be

come paymasters themselves in cases where 
failing, by war or negotiation, to obtain redress 
they make a treaty settlement, surrendering or 
abandoning claims. This is an assumption con

trary to reason and law. Every nation is bound 
to give protection to the persons and property 
of their citizens ; but the government is the 
judge of the measure and degree of tluit pro
tection ; and is not bound to treat for ever, or 
to light for ever, to obtain such redress. After 
having done its best for the indemnity of some 
individuals, it is bound to consider what is duo 
to the whole community—and to act accordingly; 
and the unredressed citizens have to put up 
with their losses if abandoned at the general set
tlement which, sooner or later, must terminate 
all national controversies. All this was well 
stated by Mr. Bibb, of Kentucky, in a speech on 
these French claims upon the bill of the pre
sent year. He said:

“He was well aware that the interests of 
individuals ought to he supported by their gov
ernments to a certain degree, hut he did not 
think that governments were bound to push 
such interest to the extremity of war—he did 
not admit that the rights of the whole were to 
he jeoparded by the claims of individuals—the 
safety of the community was paramount to the 
claims of private citizens. He would proceed 
to see if the interests of our citizens had been 
neglected by this government. These claims 
have been urged from year to year, with all the 
earnestness and zeal due from the nation. But 
they went on from bad to worse, till negotia
tions were in vain. We then assumed a hostile 
position. During the year ’98, more than 
twenty laws were passed by Congress upon this 
very subject—some for raising troops—some for 
providing arms and munitions of war—some for 
titling out a naval force, and so on. Was this 
neglecting the claims of our citizens ? We 
went as far as the interests of the nation would 
permit. We prosecuted these claims to lho
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very verge of plunging into that dreadful war 
then desolating Europe. The government then 
issued its proclamation of neutrality and non
intercourse. Mr. B. next proceeded to show 
that France had no just claims upon us, aris
ing from the guaranty. This guaranty against 
France was not considered binding, even by 
France herself, any further than was consistent 
with our relations with other nations; that it 
was so declared by tier minister ; and. moreover, 
that she acknowledged the justice of our neu
trality. These treaties had been violated by 
France, and the United States could not surely 
be bound by treaties which she had herself vio
lated ; and consequently, we were under no 
obligation on account of the guaranty. Mr. B. 
went on to show that, by the terms of the 
treaty of 1800, the debts due to our citizens 
had not been relinquished:—that as the guaran
ty did not exist, and as the claims had not 
been abandoned, Mr. B. concluded that these 
claims ought not to be paid by this government. 
He was opposed to going back thirty-four years 
to sit in judgment on the constituted authori
ties of that time. There should be a stability 
in the government, aijfd he was not disposed to 
question the judgment of the man (Washing- 
ton) who has justly been called the first in war 
and the first in peace. We are sitting here to 
rejudge the decisions of the government thirty- 
four years since.”

This is well stated, and the conclusion just 
and logical, that we ought not to go back thir
ty-four years to call in question the judgment 
of Washington’s administration. He was look
ing to the latest date of the claims when he said 
thirty-four years, which surely was enough ; 
but Washington’s decision in his proclamation 
of neutrality was seven years before that time ; 
and the claims themselves have the year 1800 
for their period of limitation—not of commence
ment, which was many years before. This 
doctrine of governmental liability when aban
doning the claims of citizens for which indem
nity could not be obtained, is unknown in other 
countries, and was unknown in ours in the ear
lier ages of the government. There was a case 
of this abandonment in our early history which 
rested upon no “assumption” of fact, but on 
the fact itself ; and in which no attempt was 
made to enforce the novel doctrine. It was the 
case of the slaves carried olf by the British 
troops at the close of the Revolutionary War, 
and for which indemnity was stipulated in the 
treaty of jx'ace. Great Britain refused that in
demnity ; and after vain efforts to obtain it by 
the Congress of the confederation, and after

wards under Washington’s administration, this 
claim of indemnity, no longer resting upon a 
claim of the sufferers, but upon a treaty stipu
lation—upon an article in a treaty for their 
benefit—was abandoned to obtain a general ml- 
vantage for the whole community in the com
mercial treaty with Great Britain. As these 
claims for French spoliations are still continued 
(1850), I give some of the speeches for and 
against them fifteen years ago, believing that 
they present the strength of the argument on 
l>oth sides. The opening speech of Mr. Web
ster presented the case :

“ He should content himself with stating ver? 
briefly an outline of the grounds on which these 
claims are supposed to rest, and then leave the 
subject to the consideration of the Senate. He 
however, should be happy, in the course of the 
debate, to make such explanations as might be 
called for. It would lx) seen that the hill pro
posed to make satisfaction, to an amount not 
exceeding five millions of dollars, to such citi
zens of the United States, or their legal repre
sentatives, as had valid claims for indemnity on 
the French government, riaing out of illegal 
captures, detentions, and /pômlvmnations, made 
or committed on their /property prior to the 
30th day of Septemt^r, 1800. xThis bill sup
posed two or threo leading propositions to tie 
true. )

u It supposed, in the first place, that illegal/ 
seizures, detentions, captures, condemnations 
and confiscations, were made, of the vessels and 
property of the citizens of the United States, 
before the 30th September, 1800.

“ It supposed, in the second place, that these 
acts of wrong were committed by such orders 
and under such circumstances, as that the stf* 
forera had a just right and claim fur indemnity 
from the hands of the government of Franc*

“Going on these two propositions, the bill 
assumed one other, and that* was, that all such 
claims on France as came within a prescribed 
period, or down to a prescribed period, had been 
annulled by the United States, and that this 
gave them a right to claim indemnity from this 
government. It supposed a liability in justice 
in fairness and equity, on the part of this gjr 
eminent, to make the indemnity. These were 
the grounds on which the bill was framed. 
That there were many such confiscations no one 
doubted, and many such acts of wrong as were 
mentioned in the first section of the bill. That 
they were committed by Frenchmen, and under 
such circumstances as gave those who suffered 
wrong an unquestionable right to claim indem
nity from the French government, nobody, he 
supposed, at this day, would question. There 
were two question! which might be made the 
subject of discussion, and two only occurred to

him at that moment. The o 
ground was the government of 
answerable to any extent for t 
these claimants ? ’ The other, 
was the government in justic 
first—of the first. ‘ Why w 
eroment of the United State? 
sponsible in law or equity to i 
claims—for any indemnity for 
mitted on their commerce b; 
France before 1800 V

To this question there was 
whether satisfactory or not, 
merit of being a very short o: 
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States, bearing date the 30t 
1800. in a political capacity, tl 
the United States discharged 
government of France from tb 
went upon the ground, which 
all the correspondence which 
treaty of 1800, that the dis 
tween the two countries shoul 
negotiation. And claims and 
ing been asserted on either si< 
on the part of the United Sta 
to assert and maintain the cla 
which they demanded ; while c 
pointed on the part of France 
to the full extent of the stipula 
which they said the United St' 
to fulfil, and in order to can 
treaty ot alliance of the sam< 
ruary. 1778.

‘•Thenegotiation ultimately 
treaty was finally ratified upo 
conditions of an offset of the 
against each other, and for e1 
United States government, b 
and discharge of these claims t 
made this surrender to the Fr 
to obtain for itself a discharge 
liabilities imposed upon them 
1778, and in order to escape frt 
stipulations proclaimed in tb 
merce of that year, and whicl 
might have brought about a 1 
This was the ground en wl: 
rested.

u Heretofore, when the subje 
Congress, gentlemen had taker 
case ; and he believed there t 
seated to the Senate at the tin 
that the claims of our citizens 
the l nited States had done tl 
injury, and that it did not ext 
ment of France from liability.”

Mr. \\ right, of New-York, sj 
the bill, and upon a close viet 
of the case and all the law of 
Ing out oi treaties or found in t. 
His speech was no4 only a mi
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him at that moment. The one was, 1 On what 
ground was the government of the United States 
answerable to any extent for the injury done to 
these claimants ? ’ The other, ‘ To what extent 
was the government in justice bound?’ And 
first—of the first. 1 Why was it that'the gov
ernment of the United States had become re
sponsible in law or equity to its citizens, for the 
claims—for any indemnity for the wrongs com
mitted on their commerce by the subjects of 
France before 1800 ? ’

*■ To this question there was an answer, which, 
whether satisfactory or not, hail at least the 
merit of being a very short one. It was, that, 
by a treaty between France and the United 
Stales, bearing date the 30th of September, 
1800. in a jiolitical capacity, the government of 
the United States discharged and released the 
government of France from this indemnity. It 
went upon the ground, which was sustained by 
all the correspondence which had preceded the 
treaty of 1800, that the disputes arising be
tween the two countries should be settled by a 
negotiation. And claims and pretensions hav
ing been asserted on either side, commissioners 
on the part of the United States were sent, out 
to assert and maintain the claims of indemnity 
which they demanded ; while commissioners a]s- 
pointed on the part of France asserted a claim 
to the full extent of the stipulations made in ’78, 
which they said the United States had promised 
to fulfil, and in order to carry into effect the 
treaty ol alliance of the same date, viz. : Feb
ruary. 1778.

‘•The negotiation ultimately terminated, and a 
treaty was finally ratilied upon the terms and 
conditions of nil offset of the rcs|>cctive claims 
aeainst each other, and for ever ; so that the 
United States government, by the surrender 
and discharge of these claims of its citizens, had 
made this surrender to the French government 
to obtain for itself a discharge from the onerous 
liabilities imposed upon them by the treaty of 
1778. and in order to escape from fulfilling other 
stipulations proclaimed in the treaty of com
merce of that year, and which, if not fulfilled, 
might have brought about a war with France. 
This was the ground en which these claims 
rested.

" Heretofore, when the subject had liecn before 
Congress, gentlemen had taken this view of the 
case; and he believed there was a report pre
sented to the Senate at the time, which set forth 
that tile claims of our citizens, being left open, 
the l nited States had done these claimants no 
injury, and that it did not exempt the govern
ment of France from liability.”

but an historical monument, going back to the 
first treaty with Franco in 1778, and coming 
down through our legislation and diplomacy oa 
French questions to the time of its delivery. A 
separate chapter is doc to this great speech ; 
and it will be given entire in the next one.

C 11 A PTKll C XVI IT.
FRENCH SPOLIATIONS: SPEECH OF MIL W RIGHT, 

OF NEW-YORK.

Mr. Wright, of New-Y ork, spoke fully against 
the bill, and upon a close view of all the facts 
of the case and all the law of the case as grow
ing out oi treaties or found in the law of nations, 
ills speech was no* only a rnastei ly argument.

“Mr. Wright underste. .1 the friends of this 
bill to put its merits upon the single and distinct 
ground that the government of the United States 
had released France from the payment of the 
claims for a consideration, passing directly to 
the benefit of our government, and fully equal 
in value to the claims themselves. Mr. W. said 
lie should argue the several questions presented, 
upon the supposition that this was the extent 
to which the friends of the bill had gone, or 
were disposed to go, in claiming a liability on 
the part of the United States to pay the claim
ants ; and, thus understood, he was ready to 
proceed to an examination of the strength of this 
position.

“ llis first duty, then, was to examine the re
lations existing lietwccn France and the United 
States prior to the Commencement of tile dis
turbances out of which these claims have arisen ; 
and the discharge of this duty would compel a 
dry and uninteresting reference to the several • 
treaties which, at that jieriod, governed those 
relations.

“ The seventeenth article of the treaty of am
ity and commerce of the (1th February, 1778, 
was the first of these references,and that article 
was in the following words :

“ ‘ Art. 17. It shall be lawful for the ships of 
war of either party, and privateers, freely to 
carry whithersoever they please the ships and 
goods taken from their enemies, without being 
obliged to pay any duty to the officers of the 
admiralty or any other judges ; nor shall such 
prizes be arrested or seized when they come to 
or enter the ports of either party ; nor shall the 
searchers or other officers of those places search 
the same, or make examination concerning the 
lawfulness of such prizes ; but they may hoist 
sail at any time and depart and carry their 
prizes to the places expressed in their commis
sions, which the commanders of such ships of 
war shall be obliged to show ; on the contrary, 
no shelter or refuge shall be given in their ports 
to such as shall have made prize of the subjects, 
people, or property of either of the parties ; but 
if such shall come in, being forced by stress of
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weather, or the danger of the sea, all proper 
means shall be vigorously used, that they go 
out and retire from thence as soon as possible.’

“ This article, Mr. W. said, would be found to 
be one of the most material of all the stipula
tions between the two nations, in an examina- . 
tion of the diplomatic correspondence during 
the whole period of the disturbances, from the 
breaking out of the war between France and 
England, in 1793, until the treaty of the 30th 
September, 1800. The privileges claimed by 
France, and the exclusions she insisted on as 
applicable to the other belligerent Powers, were 
fruitful sources of complaint on both sides, and 
constituted many material points of disagree
ment between the two nations through this en
tire interval. What these claims were on the 
part of France, and how far' thcy were admitted 
by the United States, and how far controverted, 
will, Mr. W. said, be more properly considered 
in another part of the argument. As connected, 
however, with this branch of the relations, he 
thought it necessary to refer to the twenty- 
second article of the same treaty, which was in 
the following words :

“ ‘ Art. 22. It shall not be lawful for any for
eign privateers, not belonging to subjects of the 
Most Christian King, nor citizens of the said 
United States, who have commissions from any 
other prince or State in enmity with either na
tion, to fit their ships in the ports of either the 
one or the other of the aforesaid parties, to sell 
what they have taken, or in any other manner 
whatsoever to exchange their ships, merchan
dises, or any other lading ; neither shall they be 
allowed even to purchase victuals, except such 
as shall be necessary for their going to the next 
port of that prince or State from which they 
have commissions.’

“Mr. W. said he now passed to a different 
branch of the relations between the two coun
tries, as established by this treaty of amity and 
commerce, which was the reciprocal right of 
either to carry on a free trade with the enemies 
of the other, restricted only by the stipulations 
of the same treaty in relation to articles to be 
considered contraband of war. This reciprocal 
right is defined in the twenty-third article of the 
treat)', which is in the words following :

“‘Art. 23. It.shall be lawful for all and singu
lar the subjects of the Most Christian King, and 
the citizens, people, and inhabitants of the said 
United States, to sail with their ships with all 
manner of liberty and security, no distinction 
being made who are the proprietors of the mer
chandises laden thereon, from any port to the 
places of those who now are or hereafter shall 
be at enmity with the Most Christian King, or 
the United States. It shall likewise be lawful 
for the subjects and inhabitants aforesaid to sail 
with the ships and merchandises aforementioned, 
and to trade with the same liberty and security 
from the places, ports, and havens of those who 
are enemies of both or either party, without any 
opposition or disturbance whatsoever, not only

directly from the places of the enerfiy aforemen. 
tioned to neutral places, but also from one plaça 
belonging to an enemy to another place belong, 
ing to an enemy, whether they be under the 
jurisdiction of the same prince, or under several 
And it is hereby stipulated that free ships shall 
also give a freedom to goods, and that every 
thing shall be deemed to be free and exempt 
which shall be found on board the ships belong, 
ing to the subjects of either of the confederates, al
though the whole lading, or any part thereof 
should appertain to the enemies of either, con
traband goods being always excepted. It is also 
agreed, in like manner, that the same liberty be 
extended to persons who are on board a"free 
ship, with this effect, that although they beene 
mica to both or either party, they are not to be 
taken out of that free ship, unless they arc soldiers 
and in actual service of the enemies.’

“ The restrictions as to articles to be held be
tween the two nations as contraband of war, 
Mr. W. said, were to be found in the twenty- 
fourth article of this same treaty of amity and 
commerce, and were as follows :

‘“Art. 24. This liberty of navigation and 
commerce shall extend to all kinds of merchan
dises, excepting those only which arc distinguish
ed by the name of contraband, and under this 
name of contraband, or prole hi ted goods, shall 
lie comprehended arms, great guns, bombs, with 
fuses and other things belonging to them, can
non ball, gun|iowder, match, pikes, swords, lan
ces, spears, halberds, mortars, petards, grenades, 
saltpetre, muskets, musket ball, helmets, breast
plates, coats of mail, anil the like kinds of arms 
proper for arming soldiers, musket rests, belts, 
horses with their furniture, and all other war
like instruments whatever. These merchandi
ses which follow shall not be reckoned among 
contraband or prohibited goods ; that is to say, 
all sorts of cloths, and all other manufactures 
woven of any wool, flax, silk cotton, or any other 
material whatever ; all kinds of wearing apparel 
together with the species whereof they are used 
to bo made ; gold and silver, as well corned is 
uncoined : tin, iron, fatten, copper, brass, coals; 
as also wheat and barley and any other kind of 
corn and pulse : tobacco, and likewise all man
ner of spices ; salted and smoked flesh, sal tel 
fish, cheese, and butter, beer, oils, wines, sugars, 
and all sorts of salts ; and, in general, all provis
ions which serve for the nourishment of mau- 
kind, and the sustenance of life ; furthermore, 
all kinds of cotton, hemp, flax, tar, pitch, ropes, 
cables, sails, sail cloths, anchors, and any part 
of anchors, also ships’ masts, planks, boards, and 
beams, of what trees soever ; and all other tilings 
proper either for building or repairing ships, and 
all other goods whatever which have not hour 
worked into the form of any instrument or thing 
prepared for war by land or by sea, shall null» 
reputed contraband, much less such as have ten 
already wrought and made up for any other use' 
all which shall be wholly reckoned among free 
goods ; as likewise all other merchandises and

r
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things whiclf arc not comprehended and particu
larly mentioned in the foregoing enumeration of 
contraband goods, bo that they may be trans
ported and carried in the freest manner by the 
subjects of both confederates, even to the places 
belonging to an enemy, such towns or places be
ing only excepted as are at that time besieged, 
blocked up, or invested.’

“Mr. W. said this closed his references to this 
treaty, with the remark, which he wished care
fully borne in mind, that the accepted public law 
was greatly departed from in this last article. 
Provisions, in their broadest sense, materials for 
ships, rigging for ships, and indeed almost all the 
articles of trade mentioned in the long exception 
in the article of the treaty, were articles contra
band of war by the law of nations. This article, 
therefore, placed our commerce with France upon 
a footing widely different, in case of a war between 
France and any third power, from the rules which 
would regulate that commerce with the other 
belligerent, with whom we might not have a 
similar commercial treaty. Such was its effect as 
compared with our relations with England, with 
which power we had no commercial treaty what
ever, but depended upon the law of nations as 
our commercial rule and standard of intercourse.

“ Mr. W. said he now passed to the treaty of 
alliance between France anil the United States, 
of the same date with the treaty of amity and 
commerce before referred to, and his first re
ference was to the 11th article of this latter 
treaty. It was in the following words :

“1 Art. 11. The two parties guarantee mutual
ly from the present time, and for ever, against 
ill other powers, to wit : The United States to 
His Most Christian Iffajesty the present posses
sions of the Crown of France in America, as well 
as those which it may acquire by the future trea
ty of peace: And Ills Most Christian Majesty 
guarantees on his part to the United States, their 
liberty, sovereignty, and independence, absolute 
and unlimited, as well in matters of government 
as commerce, and also their possessions, and the 
additions or conquests that their confederation 
may obtain during the war, from any of the do
minions now or heretofore possessed by Great 
jjritain in North America, conformable to the 
fifth and sixth articles above written, the whole 
as their possessions shall be fixed and assured to 
the said States at the moment of the cessation 
of their present war with England.’

“ This article, Mr. W. said, was the most im
portant reference he had made, or could make, 
so far as the claims provided for by this bill 
were concerned, because he understood the 
friends of the bill to derive the principal consid
eration to the United States, which created their 
liability to pay the claims, from the guaranty 
on the part of the United States contained in it.

| The Senate would see that the article was a 
mutual and reciprocal guaranty, 1st. On the part 
of the United States to France, of her posses- 

I lions in America; and 2d. On the part of France 
I lo the United States, of their ‘liberty, sove

reignty, and independence, absolute and unlimit
ed, as well in matters of government as com
merce, and also their possessions,’ &c. ; and that 
the respective guarantees were ‘ for ever.’ It 
would by-and-by appear in what manner this 
guaranty on the part of our government was 
claimed to be the foundation for this pecuniary 
responsibility for millions, but at present he 
must complete his references to the treaties 
which formed the law between the two nations, 
and the rule of their relations to and with each 
other, lie had but one more article to read, and 
that was important only as it went to define the 
one last cited. This was the 12th article of the 
treaty of alliance, and was as follows :

“ 1 Art. 12. In order to fix more precisely the 
sense and application of the preceding article, 
the contracting parties declare that, in case of a 

-rupture between France and England, the re
ciprocal guaranty declared in the said article 
shall have its full force and effect the moment 
such war shall break out ; and if such rupture 
shall not take place, the mutual obligations of the 
said guaranty shall not commence until the mo
ment of the cessation of the present war between 
the United States and England shall have ascer
tained their possessions.’ j

These, said Mr. W., arfl the treaty stipula
tions between France and the United States, ex
isting at the time of the commencement of the 
disturbances between the two countries, which 
gave rise to the claims now the subject of con
sideration, and which seem to bear most mate- 
r»lly upon the points in issue. There were other 
provisions in the treaties between the two gov
ernments more or less applicable to the present 
discussion, but, in the course he had marked out 
for himself, a reference to them was not indis
pensable, and lie was not disposed to ori&ipy the 
time or weary the patience of the Senate with 
more of these dry documentary quotations than 
lie found absolutely essential to a full and clear 
understanding of the points lie proposed,to ex
amine.
' " Mr. W. said he was now ready to present 
the origin of the claims which formed the sub
ject of the hill. The war between Franco and 
England broke out, according to his recollection, 
late in the year 1792, or early in the year 1793, 
and the United States resolved upon preserving 
the same neutral position between those belli
gerents, wliich they had assumed at the com 
mencemont of the war between France and cer 
tain other European powers. This neutrality 
on the part of the United States seemed to be 
acceptable to the then French Republic, and her 
minister in the United States and her diplomatic 
agents at home were free and distinct in their 
expressions to thi.feffect.

’■ Still that Republic made broad claims under 
the 17th article of the treaty of amity and com
merce before quoted, and her minister Here as
sumed the right to purchase ships, arm them as 
privateers in our ports, commission officers foi 
them, enlist our own citizens to man them,
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and, thus prepared, to send them from our ports 
to cruise against English vessels upon our coast 
Many prizes were made, which were brought 
into our ports, submitted to the admiralty juris
diction conferred by the French Republic upon 
her consuls in the United States, condemned, 
and the captured vessels and cargoes exposed for 
sale in our markets. These practices were im
mediately and earnestly complained of by the 
British government as violations of the neutral
ity rlhich our government had declared, and 
which we assumed to maintain in regard to all 
the belligerents, as favors granted to one of the 
belligerents not dcmandable of right under our 
treaties with France, and as wholly inconsistent, 
according to the rules of international law, with 
our continuance as a neutral power. Our gov
ernment so far yielded to these complaints as to 
prohibit the French from fitting out, arming, 
equipping, or commissioning privateers in our 
ports, and from enlisting our citizens to bear 
arms under the French tlag.

“This decision of the rights of France, under 
the treaty of amity and commerce, produced 
warm remonstrances from her minister in the Uni
ted States, but was finally ostensibly acquiesced 
in by the Republic, although constant complaints 
of evasions and violations of the rule cohtinued 
to harass our government, and to occupy the at
tention of the respective diplomatists.

“ The exclusive privilege of our ports for 
her armed vessels, privateers, and their prizes, 
granted to France by the treaty of amity ami 
commerce, as lias before been seen, excited the 
jealousy of England, and she was not slow in 
sending a portion of her vast navy to line our 
coast and block up our ports and harliors. The 
insolence of power induced some of her armed 
vessels to enter our ports, and to remain, in 
violation of our treaty with France, though not 
by the consent of our government, or when we 
had the power to enforce the treaty by their 
ejection. These incidents, however, did not fail 
to form the subject of new charges from the 
French ministers, of bad faith on our part, of 
|>artinlity to England to the prejudice of our 
old and faithful ally, of permitted violations of 
the treaties, and of an inefficiency and want of 
zeal in the |ierformance of our duties as neutrals. 
To give point to these complaints, some few in
stances occurred in which British vessels brought 
their prize# into our port-, whether in all cases 
under those casualties of stress of weather, or 
the dangers of the sea, which rendered the act 
in conformity with the treaties and the law of 
nations or not, is not perhaps very certain or 
very material, inasmuch as the spirit of complaint 
seems to have taken possession of the French 
negotiators, and these acts gave colorable ground 
to their remonstrances.

“Contemporaneously with these grounds of 
misunderstanding and these collisions of inter
est between the belligerents, and between the 
interests of either of them and the preservation 
of our neutrality, the French began to discover

the disadvantages to them, and the great advan
tages to the British, of the different rules which 
governed the commerce between the two nations 
and the United States. The rule between us 
and Franco was the commercial treaty of 
which the articles above quoted form a part, and 
the rule between us aud Great Britain, was that 
laid down by the law i f nations. Mr. W. mid 
he would detain the Senate to point out but two 
of the differences between these rules of com
merce and intercourse, because upon these two 
princqially depended the difficulties which follow
ed. The first was, that, by the treaty between 
us and France, ‘ free ships shall also give a free
dom to the goods; and every thing shall be 
deemed to be free anil exempt which shall la-found 
on board the ships belonging to the sulrjqets 0f 
either of the confederates, although the whole 
lading, or any part thereof, should appertain 
to the enemy of either, contraband goods being 
always excepted ; ’ while the law of nations, which 
was the rule between us and England, made the 
goods of an enemy a lawful prize, though found in 
the vessel of a friend. Hence it followed that 
French property on board of an American vessel 
was subject to capture by British cruisers with
out indignity to our flag, or a violation to inter
national lawr, while British property on board of 
an American vessel could not lx- captured by a 
French vessel without an insult to the flag of 
the United States, and a direct violation of the 
twenty-third article of the treaty of amity and 
commerce between us and France, before refer 
red to.

“ Mr. W. said the second instance of disadvan
tage to France which he proposed to mention 
was the great difference between the articles 
made contraband of war by the twenty-fourth 
article of the treaty of amity and commerce, be
fore read to the Senate, and by the law of na
tions. By the treaty, provisions of all kinds, 
ship timber, ship tackle (guns only excepted), 
and a large list of other articles of trade and com- 
merce, were declared not to be contraband if 
war, while the same articles are expressly made 
contraband by the law of nations. Hence an 
American vessel, clearing for a French portwiih 
a cargo of provisions or ship stores, was lawful 
prize to a British cruiser, as, by the law of lo
tions, carrying articles contraband of war to u 
enemy, while the same vessel, clearing for i 
British port, with the same cargo, could not le 
raptured by a French vessel, because the treaty 
declared that the articles compwing the cup) 
should not be contraband as between the United 
States and Franco. Mr. W. said the Sera» 
would see, at a single glance, how eminently 
these two advantages on the part of Great llnlu 
were calculated to turn our commerce to her 
ports, where, if the treaty between us and 
Franco was observed, our vessels could go in 
perfect safety, while, laden with provisions, our 
only considerable export, and destined fori 
French port, they were liable to capture, s 
carrying to an enemy contraband articles. Up

on their return, too, they were < 
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on their return, too, they were equally opt of 
danger from French cruisers, as, by the treaty, 
free ships made free the goods on hoard ; while, 
if they cleared irotn a port in Franco with a 
French cargo, they were lawful prize to the 
British, upon the principle of the law of nations, 
that the goods of an enemy are lawful prize, 
even when found in the vessel of a friend.

i- Both nations were in constant and urgent 
want of provisions from the United States ; and 
this double advantage to England of having her 
ports open and free to our vessels, and of pos
sessing the right to capture those bound to 
French ports, exasperated the French Republic 
beyond endurance. He r ministers remonstrated 
with our government, controverted our construc
tion of British rights, again renewed the accu
sations of partiality, and finally threw off the 
obligations of the treaty ; and, by a solemn de
cree of their authorities at home, established the 
rule which governed the practice of the British 
raisers. France, assuming to believe that the 
United States permitted the neutrality of her 
flag to bdtjolated by the British, without re
sistance, declared that she would treat the flag 
of all neutral vessels as that flag should permit 
itself to be treated by the other belligerents. 
This opened our ccHgimerce to the almost indis
criminate plunder i^id depredation of all the 
powers at war, and l“*t for tlif- want of the pro
visions of the United States, which was too 
strongly felt both in England and Franco not to 
govern, in a great degree, the policy of the two 
nations, it would seem probable, from the docu
mentary history of the period, that it must have 
been swept from the ocean. lm|>clled by this 
want, however, the British adopted the rule, at 
at early day, that the provisions captured, al
though in a strict legal sense forfeited, as being 
by the law of nations contraband, should not 
be confiscated, but carried into English ports, 
and paid for. at the market price of the same 
provisions, at the port of their destination. The 
same want compelled the French, when they 
came to the conclusion to lay aside the obliga
tions of the treaty, and to govern themselves, 
not by solemn compacts with friendly powers, 
but by the standards of wrong adopted by their 
enemies,t^adopt also the same rule, and instead 
of confiscating the cargo as contraband of war, if 
provisions, to decree yi compensation gradu
ated by the market value at the port of destina
tion.

“ Such, said \Mr. W., is a succinct view of the 
disturbances between France and the United 
States, and between Franco and (iront Britain, 
out of which grew what are now called the 
French claims for spoliations upon our com
merce, prior to the 30th of September, 1800. 
Other subjects of difference might have had a 
remote influence ; but, Mr. W., said, he believed 
it would he admitted by all, that those he had 
named were the principal, and might be as
sumed as having given rise to the commercial 

L-inegulanties in which tho claims commenced.

This state of things, without material change/ 
continued until the year 1798, when our govern/ 
ment adopted a course of measures intended lo 
suspend our intercourse with France, until slio 
should be brought to respect our rights. These 
measures were persevered in by the United 
States, up to September, 1800. and were termi
nated by the treaty between the two nations of 
the 30th of that month. Here, too, terminated 
claims which now occupy the attention of tho 
Senate.

“As it was the object of the claimants to 
show a liability-, on the part of our government, 
to pay their claims, and the bill under discussion 
assumed that liability, and provided, in part at 
least, for the payment, Mr. W. said it became 
his duty to inquire what the government had 
done to obtain indemnity for these claimants 
from France, and to sec whether negligence on 
its part had furnished equitable or legal ground 
for the institution of this large claim upon the 
national treasury. The period of time covered 
by the claims, as he understood the subject, was 
from the breaking out of the war between 
France and Fingland, in 1793, to the signing of 
the treaty between France and the United States, 
in September, 1800 ; and he would consider the 
efforts the government had made to obtain in
demnity :

“ 1st. From 1793 to 1798.
“2d. F’rom 1798 to the treaty of the 30th 

September, 1800.
“ During the first period, Mr. W. said, these 

efforts were confined to negotiation, and he felt 
safe in the assertion that, during no equal period 
in the history of our government, could there 
be found such untiring and unremitted exertions 
to obtain justice for citizens who had been in
jured in their properties by the unlawful acts 
of a foreign pow er. Any one who would read 
the mass of diplomatic correspondence between 
this government and France, from 1793 to 1798 
and who would mark the frequent and extraor
dinary missions, bearing constantly in mind that 
the recovery of these claims was the only ground 
u|>on our part for the whole negotiation, would 
find it difficult to say where negligence towards 
the rights and interests of its citumis is imputa
ble to the government of the lulled States, 
during this jieriod. He was not aware that 
such an imputation had been or would be made ; 
but sure he was that it could not be made with 
justice, or sustained by tho facts upon the re
cord. No liability, therefore, t ' ; or legal, 
had been incurred, up to the year 1798.

“And if, said Mr. \V\, negligence is not im
putable, prior to 1798, and no liability had then 
been incurred, how is it for tho second period, 
from 1798 to 1800? The efforts of the former 
period were negotiation—constant, earnest, ex
traordinary negotiation. What were they for 
the latter period ? His answ-er was, w-ar; actual, 
open war ; and he believed the statute book of 
the United States would justify him in the posi- 

[ tion. He was well aware that this point would

15
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be strenuously controverted, because the friends 
of the bill would admit that, if a state of war 
between the two countries did exist, it put an 
end to claims existing prior to the war, and not 
provided for in the treaty of ]ieacc, as well as to 
all pretence for claims to indemnity for injuries 
to our commerce, committed by our enemy in 
time of war. Mr. W. said he had found the evi
dences so numerous, to establish his position that 
a state of actual war did exist, that he had been 
quite at a loss from what portion of the testi
mony of record to make his selections, so as to 
establish the fact beyond reasonable dispute, and 
at the same time not to weary the Senate by te
dious references to laws and documents. He 
had finally concluded to coniine himself exclu
sively to the statute book, as the highest possi
ble evidence, as in his judgment entirely con
clusive, and as being susceptible of an arrange
ment and condensation which would convey to 
the Senate the whole material evidence, in a 
satisfactory manner, and in less compass than 
the proofs to be drawn from any other source. 
He had, therefore, made a very brief abstract of 
a few statutes, which he would read in his 
place :

“By an act of the 28th May, 1798, Congress 
authorized the capture of all armed vessels of 
franco which had committed depredations upon 
our commerce, or which should be found hover
ing upon our coast for the purpose of commit
ting such depredations.

“ By "an act of the 13th June, 1798, only six
teen days after the passage of the former act, 
Congress prohibited all vessels of the United 
States from visiting any of the ports of France 
or her dependencies, under the penalty of fur
niture ol vessel and cargo ; required every ves
sel clearing lor a foreign port to give bonds (the 
owner, oi factor and master) in the amount of 
the vessel and cargo, and good sureties in half 
that amount, conditioned that the vessel to which 
the clearance was to be granted, would not, vol
untarily, visit any port of France or her depen
dencies; and prohibited all vessels of France, 
armed or unarmed, or owned lltted, hired, or 
employed, by any person resident within the 
territory of the French Republic, or its depen
dencies, or sailing or coming therefrom, from en
tering or remaining in any port of the United 
States unless permitted by the President, by 
special passport, to be granted by him in each 
case.

“By an act of the 25th June, 1798, only 
twelve days after the passage of the last-men
tioned act, Congress authorized the merchant 
vessels of the United States to arm, and to de
fend themselves against any sear'll, restraint, or 
seizure, by vessels sailing under French colors, 
to repel force by force to capture any French 
vessel attempting a search, restraint, or seizure, 
and to recapture any American merchant vessel 
which had been captured by the French.

“ Here, Mr. W. said, he felt constrained to 
make a remark upon the character of these seve

ral acts of Congress, and to call the attention of 
the Senate to their peculiar adaptation to th« 
measures which speedily followed in future acts 
of the national legislature. The first, author, 
izing the capture of French armed vessels wax 
peculiarly calculated to put in martial pn-pan,. 
tion all the navy which the United States then 
possessed, and to spread it upon our coast. The 
second, establishing a perfect non-intercourse 
with France, was sure to call home our mer
chant vessels from that country and her (Kqsm- 
dencies, to confine within our own ports those 
vessels intended for commerce with France md 
thus to withdraw from the reach of the French 
cruisers a large portion of the ships and proper, 
ty of our citizens. The third, authorizing on, 
merchantmen to arm. was the greatest induce
ment the government could give to ils citizens 
to arm our whole commercial marine, and was 
sure to put in warlike preparation as great a 
portion of our merchant vessels as a desire of 
self-defence, patriotism, or cupidity, would ann. 
Could measures more eminently calculated to 
prepare the country lor a state of war have been 
devised or adopted ? Was this the intention of 
those measures, on the part of the government 
and was that intention carried out into action ! 
Mr. W. said he would let the subsequent acts of 
the Congress of the United States answer; and 
for that purpose, ho would proceed to read from 
his abstract of those acts :

“ By an act of the 28th June, 1798, three davs 
after the passage of the act last referred to 
Congress authorized the forfeiture and condem
nation of all French vessels captured in pursu
ance of the acta before mentioned, and provided 
for the distribution of the prize money, and fir 
the confinement and support, at the expense of 
the United States, of prisoners taken in the rap
tured vessels.

“ By an act of the 7th July, 1798, nine days 
after the passage of the last-recited.act, Congress 
declared ‘that the United States are <f right 
freed and exonerated from the stipulations of 
the, treaties and of the consular convention 
heretofore concluded between the United State* 
and France ; and that the same shall not hence- 
forth Ire regarded as legally obligatory on tie 
government or citizens of the United States.'

“ By an act of the 9th July, 1798, two dirt 
after the passage of the act declaring void the 
treaties, Congress authorized the capture, b; 
the public armed vessels of the United Ntates, 
of all armed French vessels, whether within tie 
jurisdictional limits of the United States or upon 
the high seas, their condemnation as prizes, their 
sale, and the distribution of the prize money; 
empowered the President to grant commission) 
to private armed vessels to make the same rap
tures, and with the same rights and powers. is 
public armed vessels ; and provided for the safe 
Keeping and support of the prisoners taken, il 
the expense of the United States.

“ By an act of the 9th February, 1799, Con
gress continued the non-intercourse between il»

United States and Franco for oni 
3d of March, 1799.
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gross provided for an exchange o 
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without an exchange, such priait 
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‘•By an act of the 28th February, 1799, Con
gress provided for an exchange of prisoners with 
France, or authorized the President, at his dis
cretion, to send to the dominions of France, 
without an exchange, such prisioners as might 
remain in the power of the United States.

••By an act of the 3d March, 1799, Congress 
directed the President, in case any citizens of 
the United States, taken on board vessels be
longing to any of the powers at war with France, 
by French vessels, should be put to death, cor
poral Iv punished, or unreasonably imprisoned, 
to retaliate promptly and fully upon any French 
prisoners in the power of the United States.

• By an act of the 27th February, 1800, Con
gress again continued the non-intercourse be
tween us and France, for one year, from the 3d 
of March. 1800.

“ Mr. W. said he had now closed the refer
ences he proposed to make to the laws of Con
gress, to prove that war—actual war—existed 
between the United States and France, from 
July, 1798, until that war was terminated by 
the treaty of the 30th of September, 1800. He 
bad. he hoped, Wfore shown that the measures 
of Congress, up to the passage of the act of Con
gress of the 25th of June, 1798, and including 
that act, were appropriate measures preparatory 

l to a state of war ; and he had now shown a to
tal suspension of the peaceable relations between 
the two governments, by the declaration of Con
gress that the treaties should no longer be con
sidered binding and obligatory upon our govern
ment or its citizens. What, then, hut war could 
lie inferred from an indiscriminate direction to 
our public armed vessels, put in a state of pre
paration, by preparatory acts, to capture all 
armed French vessels upon the high seas, and 
from granting commissions to our whole com
mercial marine, also armed by the operation of 
previous acts of Congress, authorizing them to 
make the same captures, with regulations appli
cable to both, fur the condemnation of the prizes, 
the distribution of the prize money, and the de
tention, support, and exchange of the prisoners 
taken in the captured vessels ? Will any man, 
said Mr. W., call this a state of peace ?

"|Here Mr. Webster, chairman of the select 
committee which reported the bill, answered, 
‘Certainly.’]
‘Mr. W. proceeded. He said he was not 

deeply read in the treatises upon national law. and 
he should never dispute with that learned gen
tleman upon the technical definitions of jieace 
and war, as given in the hooks ; hut his appeal 
was to the plain sense of every senator and 
tverv citizen of the country. Would cither call 
that state of tilings which ho had described, 
and which he hail shown to exist from the 

j highest of all evidence, the laws of Congress 
alone, peace? It was a state of open and un
disguised hostility, of force opposed to force, of 
war upon the ocean, as far as our government

were in command of the means to carry on a 
maritime war. If it was peace, he should like 
to be informed, by the friends of the bill, what 
would be war. This was violence anil lilood- 
shed, the power of the one nation against the 
power of the other, reciprocally exhibited by 
physical force.

“Couple with this the withdrawal by France 
of her minister from this government, and her 
refusal to receive the American commission, con
sisting of MS&srs. Marshall, Pinckney, and Gerry, 
and the consequent suspension of negotiations 
between the two governments, during the period 
referred to; and Mr. W. said, if the facts and 
the national records did not show a state of war, 
he was at a loss to know what state of things 
between natioas should be called war.

“ If, however, the Senate should think him 
wrong in this conclusion, and that the claims 
were not utterly barred by war, he trusted the 
facts disclosed in this part of his argument would 
be considered sufficient at least to protect the 
faith of the government in the discharge of its 
whole duty to its citizens ; and that after it liad 
carried on these two years of war, or, if not war, 
of actual force and actual fighting, in which the 
blood of its citizens had been shed, and their lives 
sacrificed to an unknown extent, for the single and 
sole purpose of enforcing these claims of indi
viduals, the imputation of negligence, and hence 
of liability to pay the claims, would not be urged 
as growing out of this portion of the conduct of 
the government.

“ Mr. W. said he now came to consider the 
treaty of the 3Ulh September, 18(111, and the rea
sons which appeared plainly to his mind to hare 
induced the American negotiators to place tyat 
negotiation upon the basis, not of an existing 
war, but of a continued peace. That such was 
assumed to be the basis of the negotiation, he 
believed to be true, and this fact, and this fact 
only, so far as he had heard the arguments of 
the friends of the bill, was depended upon to 
prove that there had been no war. lie had at
tempted to show that war in fact had existed, 
and been carried on for two ycaA ; and if ho 
could now show that the inducement, on the 
part of the American ministers, to place the ne
gotiation which was to put an end to the existing 
hostilities upon a peace basis, arose from no 
considerations of a national or political charac
ter, and from no ideas of consistency with the 
existing state of facts, hut solely from a desire 
still to save, as far as might be in their power, 
the interests of these claimants, he should sub
mit with great confidence that it did not lay in 
the mouths of the same claimants to turn round 
and claim this implied admission of an absence 
of war, thus made by the agent's of the govern
ment out of kindness to them, and an excess of 
regard for their interests, as the basis of a li
ability to pay the damages which they had 
sustained, and which this diplomatic untruth, 
like allXhe previous steps of the government, 
failed to recover for thym. What, then, Mr.
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President, said Mr. W., was the subject on our 
part, of the deny taut and laborious negotiations 
carried on between the two governments from 
1793 to 1798 ? The claims. What, on our part, 
was the object of the disturbances from 1798 to 
1800—of the non-intercourse—of the sending 
into service our navy, and arming our merchant 
vessels—of our raising troops and providing 
armies on the land—of the expenditure of the 
millions taken from the treasury and added to 
our public debt, to equip and sustain these fleets 
and armies? The claims. Why were our ci
tizens sent to capture the French, to spill their 
blood, and lay down their lives upon the high 
seas ? To recover the claims. These were the 
whole matter. We bad no other demand iqion 
Franco, and, upon our part, no other cause of 
difference with her.

“ What public, or national, or political object 
had we in the negotiation of 1800, which led to 
the treaty of the 30th September of that year ? 
None, but to put an end to the existing hostili
ties, and to restore relations of peace and friend
ship. These could have been as well secured by 
negotiating upon a war as a peace basis. Indeed, 
iv- there were in our former treaties stipulations 
which we did not want to revive, a negotiation 
upon the basis of existing war was preferable, 
so far as the interests of the government were 
concerned, because that would put all questions, 
growing out of former treaties between the par
ties, for ever at rest. Still our negotiators con
sented to put the negotiation upon the basis of 
continued peace, and why ? Because the adop
tion of a basis of existing war would have barred 
effectually and for ever all classes of the claims. 
This, Mr. W. said, was the only possible as
signable reason for the course pursued by the 
American negotiators; it was the only reason 
growing out of the existing facts, or out of the 
interests, public or private, involved in the diffi
culties between the two nations. He therefore 
felt himself fully warranted in the conclusion, that 
the American ministers preferred and adopted a 
peace basis for the negotiation which resulted in 
the treaty of the 30th of Septeinlier, 1800, solely 
from a wish, as far as they might be able, to save 
the interestsof our citizens holding claims against 
F rance.

“l)id they, Mr. President, said Mr. W„ suc
ceed by this artifice in benefiting the citizens 
who had sustained injuries? Ho would let the 
treaty speak lor itself. The following arc ex
tracts from the 4th and 5th articles :

“ ‘ Art. 4. Property captured, and not yet de
finitively condemned, or which may be captured 
before tile exchange of ratifications (contraband 
goods destined to an enemy’s port excepted), 
shall be mutually restored on the following 
proof of ownership.’

“ [Here follows the form of proof, when the 
article proceeds :J

“ ‘ This article shall take effect from the date 
of the signature of the present convention. And 
ft from the date of the said signature, any pro

perty shall be condemned contrary to the intent 
of tho said convention, before the knowledge of 
this stipulation shall be obtained, the property 
so condemned shall, without delay, be restored 
or paid for.’

“ 1 Art. 5. The debts contracted for by one of 
the two nations with individuals of the other.or 
by individuals of the one w ith individuals of the 
other, shall be paid, or the payment may be 
prosecuted in the same manner as if there had 
been no misunderstanding between the two 
States. But this clause shall not extend to 
indemnities claimed on accodfit of captures or 
confiscations.’

‘•Here, Mr. W. said, was evidence from the 
treaty itself, that, by assuming a peace basis for 
the negotiation, the property of our merchants 
captured and not condemned was saved to them, 
and that certain classes of claimants against the 
French government were provided for, and their 
rights expressly reserved. So much, therefore, 
was gained by our negotiators by a departure 
from tho facts, and negotiating to put an end to 
existing hostilities upon the basis of a continued 
peace. Was it, then, generous or just to permit 
these merchants, because our ministers did not 
succeed in saving all they claimed, to set up this 
implied admission of continued peace as the 
foundation of a liability against their own go- 
vemment to pay what was not recovered from 
France ? He could not so consider it, and he 
felt sure the country never would consent to so 
responsible an implication from an act of exces
sive kindness. Mr. W. said lie must not be un
derstood as admitting that all was uot, by the 
effect of this treaty, recovered from France, 
which she ever recognized to be due, or ever in
tended to pay. On tho contrary, his best im
pression was from what he had Urn able to 
learn of the claims, that the treaty of I.ouisiani 
provided for the payment of all the claims which 
France ever admitted, ever intended to pay, or 
which there was the most remote hope of re
covering in any way whatever, lie should, in 
a subsequent part of his remarks, have occa-ioa 
to examine that treaty, the claims which were 
paid under it, and to compare the claims |»id 
with those urged before the treaty of September, 
1800.

“ Mr. W. said ho now came to the considera
tion of the liability of the United Stales to these 
claimants, in case it shall lie determined by the 
Senate that a war between France and the United 
States had not existed to bar all ground of claim 
either against France or the United States, lit 
understood the claimants to put this liability 
utxra the assertion that the government of thr 
United States had released their claims against 
France by the treaty of the 30th of Septcmkr, 
1800, and that the release was made for a foil 
and valuable consideration passing to the l nited 
States, which in law and equity made it tbo 
duty to pay the claims. The consideration 1'V" 
sing to the United States is alleged to he tM 
release from the onerous obligations imposed

upon them by the treaties of amity 
and alliance of 1778, and the consu 
of 1778, and especially and pirint 
seventeenth article of the treaty 
commerce, in relation to armed 
vuteers, and prizes, and by the el 
of the treaty of alliance containii
guarantees.

“The release, Mr. W. said, w 
have been made in the striking < 
rote of the United States, of the 
of the treaty of 30th September, 
article was originally inserted an 
bv the respective negotiators of tl 
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as follows : ’

“The residue of the treaty, Mr. 
isubstantial copy of the former tre 
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nations, with such modifications r 
aille te both, and as experience urn 
treaties hail shown to be for the mi 
of both.

“This second article was subi 
Senate by the President as a part 
as by the constitution of the Unit 
President was bound to tio. to tin 
treaty might he piropierly ratified o 
the United States, the French proven 
previously adopted and ratified it as 
by the respective negotiators, the i 
Icing tin in the form given above 
refused to advise and consent to th 
expunged it from the treaty, ins 
place the following :

'"It is agreed that the presen 
shall be in force fur the term ol 
from the time of the exchange of 
lions.’

‘in this shape, anil with this 
the treaty was duly ratified by the 
the United States, and returned to 
government for itsdissent or concur; 
aparté, then First Consul, concu 
modification made by the Senate, ii 
ing language, and upon the condi 
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5 is alleged to to *1
is obligations impôt»

upon them by the treaties of amity and commerce 
und alliance of 1778, and the consular convention 
of 1778, and especially and principally by the 
seventeenth article of the treaty of amity and 
commerce, in relation to armed vessels, pri
vateers, ami prizes, anil by the eleventh article 
of the treaty of alliance containing the mutual 
guarantees.

“The release, Mr. W. said, was claimed to 
have been made in the striking out, by the Se
nate of the United States, of the second articlo 
of the treaty of 30th September, 1800, as that 
article was originally inserted and agreed upon 
I,v (no respective negotiators of the two powers, 
y it stood at the time the treaty was signed. 
To cause this point to be clearly understood, it 
would be necessary for him to trouble the Senate 
with a history of the ratification of this treaty. 
The second article, as inserted by the negotia
tors, anil*as standing at the time of the signing 
of the treaty, was in the following words :

“‘Art. 2. The ministers plenipotentiary of 
the two powers not being able to agree, at pre
sent, respecting the treaty of alliance of Gth 
February, 1778, the treaty of amity and com
merce of the same date, and the convention of 
14th of November, 1788, nor upon the indem
nities mutually duo or claimed, the parties will 
negotiate further npon these subjects at a 
convenient time ; and, until they may have 
agreed upon these points, the said treaties and 
convention shall have no. operation, and the re
lations of the two countries shall be regulated 
as follows : ’

“The residue of the treaty, Mr. W. said, was 
a substantial copy of the former treaties of amity 
anil commerce, and alliance between the two 
nations, with such modifications as were desir
able te both, and as experience under the former 
treaties hail shown to be for tile mutual interests 
of both.

“This second article was submitted to the 
Senate by the President as a part of the treaty, 
as by the constitution of the United States the 
President was bound to do, to the end that the 
treaty might be pru|>orly rntilied on the part of 
the United States, the French government having 
previously adopted and rati tied it as it was signed 
iiy the respective negotiators, the second article 
being tScn in the form given above. The Senate 
refused to advise and consent to this article, anil 
expunged it from the treaty, inserting in its 
place the following :

‘"It is agreed that the present convention 
shall bo in force for the term of eight years 
from the time of the exchange of the ratifica
tions.'

“In this shape, and with this modification, 
I the treaty was duly ratified by the President of 

the United States, mid returned to, the French 
government for its dissent or concurrence, lten- 

I aparté, then First Consul, concurred in the 
I modification made by the Senate, in the folloiv- 
I ing language, and upon the condition therein 
| «pressed :
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“ ‘ The government of the United States hav
ing added to its ratification that the convention 
should be in force for the space of eight years, 
and having omitted the second article, the go
vernment of the French Republic consents to 
accept, ratify, and confirm the above convention, 
with the addition, purporting that the conven
tion shall he in force for the space of eight years, 
and with the retrenchment of the second article ; 
Provided, That, by this retrenchment, the two 
States renounce the respective pretensions which 
are the object of the said article.’

“This ratification by the French Republic, 
thus qualified, was returned to the United States, 
and the treaty, with the respective conditional 
ratifications, was again submitted by the Prési
dera of the United States to the Senate. That 
body ‘resolved that they considered the said 
convention as fully ratified, and returned the 
same to the President for the usual promulga
tion ; ’ whereupon he completed the ratification 
in the usual forms and by the usual publication.

“This, Mr. W. said, was the documentary 
history of this treaty and of its ratification, and 
here was the release of their claims relied upon 
by the claimants under the bill before the Senate. 
They contend that this second article of the 
treaty, as originally inserted by the negotiators, 
reserved their claims for future negotiation, and 
also reserved the subjects of disagreement under 
the treaties of amity and commerce, and of alli
ance, of 1778, and the consular convention of 
1788 ; that the seventeenth article of the treaty 
of amity and commerce, and the eleventh article 
of the treaty of alliance, were particularly oner
ous upon the United States ; that, to discharge 
the government from the onerous obligations 
imposed upon it in these two articles of the respec
tive treaties, the Senate was induced to expunge 
the second article of the treaty of the uOtli Sep
tember above referred to. and. bv consequence, 
to expunge the reservation of their claims as 

! subjicis of future negotiation between the two 
nations ; t.-i; ! in thus obtaining a discharge from 
the onerous vLl'uations of these treaties, and 
especially of the t a o articles above designated, 

! the Unite- 1 States was benefited to an amount 
beyond the whole value of the claims discharged, 

; ami that this benefit was the inducement to the 
| expunging of the second* article of the treaty, 
with a full knowledge that the act did discharge 

I the claims, and create a legal and equitable ob
ligation on the part of the government to pay 
them.

“ These, Mr. W. said, he understood to be the 
| assumptions of the ulaiinants, and this their 
course of reasoning to arrive at the conclusion 

5 that the United States were liable to them for 
: the amount of their claims, lie must here raise 
I a preliminary question, which lie had satisfied 
himself would show these assumptions of the 

{ claimants to be wholly without foundation, so 
! far ils the idea of benefit to the United States 
! wits supposed to be derived from expunging this 
I second article of the treaty of 1800. W hat, he
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must be permitted to ask, would have been the 
liability of the United States under the ‘onerous 
obligations ’ referred to, in case the Senate had 
ratified the treaty, retaining this second article ? 
The binding force of the treaties of amity and 
commerce, and of alliance, and of the consular 
convention, was released, and the treaties and 
convention were themselves suspended by the 
very article in question ; and the subjects of 
disagreement growing out of them were merely 
made matters of future negotiation ‘ at a con
venient time.’ What was the value or the 
burden of such an obligation upon the United 
States ? for this was the only obligation from 
which our government was released by striking 
out the article. The value, Mr. \Y. said, was 
the value of the privilege, being at perfect liberty, 
in the premises, of assenting to or dissenting 
from a bad bargain, in a matter of negotiation 
between ourselves and a foreign power. This 
was the consideration passing to the United 
States, and, so far as he was able to view the 
subject, this was all the consideration the go
vernment had received, if it be granted (which 
he must by no means l>o understood to admit), 
that the striking out of the article was a release 
of the claims, and that such release was intended 
as a consideration for the benefits to accrue to 
the government from the act.

“ Mr. W. said he felt bçiind to dwell, for a mo
ment, upon this point. What was the value of 
an obligation to negotiate 1 at a convenient time?’ 
Was it any thing to be valued ? The ‘ conven
ient time ’ might never arrive, or if it did arrive, 
and negotiations were opened, were not the 
government as much at liberty as in any other 
case of negotiation, to refuse propositions which 
were deemed disadvantageous to itself? The 
treaties were suspended, and could not bo re
vived without the consent of the United States ; 
and, of consequence, the 1 onerous obligations ’ 
comprised in certain articles of these treaties 
were also suspended until the same consent 
should revive them. Could he, then, be mistaken 
in the conclusion that, if the treaty of 1800 had 
been ratified with the second article forming a 
part of it, as originally agreed by the negotiators, 
the United States would have been as effectually 
released from the onerous obligations of the 
former treaties, until those obligations should 
again be put in force by their consent, as they 
were released when that article was stricken 
out, and the treaty ratified without it? In 
short, could lie be mistaken in the position that 
all the inducement, of a national character, to 
expunge that article from the treaty, was to get 
rid of an obligation to negotiate ‘at a conve
nient time?’ And could it tie possible that 
such an inducement would have led the Senate 
of the United States, understanding this conse
quence, to impose upon the government a 
liability to the amount of $5,000,000 ? He could 
not adopt so absurd a supposition ; and he felt 
himself compelled to say that this view of the 
action of the government in the ratification of

the treaty of 1800, in his mind, put an end to 
the pretence that the striking out of this article 
relieved the United States from obligations so 
onerous as to form a valuable consideration for 
the payments provided for in this bill. Re 
could not view the obligation released—a mere 
obligation to negotiate—as onerous at all. eras 
forming any consideration whatever for a pecuni
ary liability, much less for a liability for millions.

“ Mr. W. said he now proposed to consider 
whether the effect of expunging the second ar
ticle of the treaty of 1800 was to release anv 
claim of value—any claim which France hail 
ever acknowledged, or ever intended to pay. 
He had before shown, by extracts from the 
fourth and fifth articles of the treaty of 18im 
that certain classes of claims were saved by that 
treaty, as it was ratified. The claims so re
served and provided for were paid in pursuance 
of provisions contained in the treaty between 
France and the United States, of the 30th of 
April, 1803 ; and to determine what claims were 
thus paid, a reference to some of the articles of 
that treaty was necessary. The purchase of 
Louisiana was made by the United Sûtes for 
the sum of 80,000,000 of francs, 00,000,000 of 
which were to be paid into the French treasury I 
and the remaining 20,000,000 were to be applied 
to the payment of these claims. Three separate 
treaties were made between the parties, Waring 
all the same date, the first providing for the 
cession of the territory, the second for the [ai
ment of the 00,000,000 of francs to the French 
treasury', and the third for the adjustment and 
payment of the claims.

“Mr. W. said the references proposed were to 
the last-named t reaty, and were the following :

“‘Art. 1. The debts due by France to citizens 
of the United States, contracted before the sth 
of Vendémiaire, ninth year of the French He 
public (30th September, 1800), shall be paid 
according to the following regulations, with in
terest at six per cent., to commence from the 
period when the accounts and vouchers were 
presented to the French government.’

“‘Art. 2. The debts provided for by the pre
ceding article are those whose result is comprise 
in the conjectural note annexed to the present 
convention, and which, with the interest, cannot 
exceed the sum of twenty millions of francs 
The claims comprised in the said note, wind 
fall within the exceptions of the following arts 
civs, shall not be admitted to the benefit of this 
provision.’

“‘Art. 4. It is expressly agreed that the pre
ceding articles shall comprehend no debts lui 
such as are duo to citizens of the United States 
who have been and are yet creditors of Fran», 
for supplies, for embargoes, and prizes made n 
sea. in which the appeal has been properly lodpd 
within the time mentioned in the said conten
tion of the 8th Vendémiaire, ninth year (3M 
September, 1800).’

“'Art. 5. The preceding articles shall apph 
only, 1st, to captures of which the council «

prizes shall have ordered resti 
well understood that the claimi 
recourse to the United States 
he might have had to the gov< 
French Republic, and only in cai 
ciency of the captors ; 2d, the d 
in the said fifth article of the c 
traded before the 8th Vendctni 
September, 1800), the paymen 
been heretofore claimed of the 
ment of France, and for whicl 
have a right to the protection 
States; the said fifth article d< 
hend prizes whose condemnatic 
shall be confirmed ; it is the ex 
of the contracting parties not 
benefit of the present convcnti 
lions of American citizens, who 

| tablished bouses of commerce i 
I land, or other countries than the 

in partnership with foreigners, ai 
i reason and the nature of their cc 
! to be regarded as domiciliated 

where such houses exist All 
bargains concerning mcrchandis 
not tie the property of Americi 
equally excepted from the bene 
convention, saving, however, to 
their claims in like manner as if 
not been made.

‘ From these provisions of the 
said, it would appear that the cl 
were of three descriptions, to wil 
“1. Claims for supplies.
“ 2 Claims for embargoes.
“3. Claims for captures made 

scription dcfineil in the last cla 
and the first clause of the 5th nrl 

‘•How far these claims embr 
France ever acknowledged, or cv 
pay, Mr. W. said he was unable 
time allowed him to examine tin 

I permitted him to look sufficiently 
I meats to make up his mind with 

this point. He had found, in a i 
the Senate on the 14th of Jnnua 
vorof this bill, by the honorable Î 
then a Senator from the State of 
following classification of the Fn 
insisted on at a period before the 
treaty of 1800, to wit :

‘“1. From the capture and det< 
filly vessels.

‘•‘2. The detention, for a year, c 
vessels, under the Bordeaux embt 

1,13. The non-payment of suppl 
India islands, and to continental F 

•“4. F'ordepredations coinmitb 
morce in the West Indies.’

“Mr. W. said the compariso 
classifications of claims would sin 
view, that Nos. 2 and 3 in Mr. Li' 
were provided for by the treaty 
which he had read. Whether ar 
what portions of Nos. 1 and 4 i
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prizes shall have ordered restitution, it being 
well understood that the claimant cannot have 
recourse to the United States otherwise than 
he might have had to the government of the 
French Republic, and only in case of the insuffi
ciency of the captors ; 2d, the debts mentioned 
in the said fifth article of the convention, con
tracted before the 8th Vcndemaire, and 9 (30th 
September, 1800), the payment of which has 
been heretofore claimed of the actual govern
ment of France, and for which the creditors 
have a right to the protection of the United 
States ; the said fifth article docs not compre
hend prizes whose condemnation has been or 
shall be confirmed ; it is the express intention 
of the contracting parties not to extend the 
benefit of the present convention to reclama
tions of American citizens, who shall have es
tablished houses of commerce in France, Eng
land or other countries than the United States, 
in partnership with foreigners, and who by that 
reason and the nature of their commerce, ought 
to be regarded as domiciliated in the places 
where such houses exist. All agreements anil 
bargains concerning merchandise, which shall 
not be the property of American citizens, are 
equally excepted from the benefit of the said 
convention, saving, however, to such persons 
their claims in like manner as if this treaty had 
not been made.

‘■From these provisions of the treaty, Mr. W. 
said, it would appear that the claims to he paid 
were of three descriptions, to wit :

“1. Claims for supplies.
“2. Claims for embargoes.
“3, Claims for captures made at sea, of a de

scription defined in the last clause of the Ith 
and the first clause of the 5th article.

11 How far these claims embraced all which 
France ever acknowledged, or ever intended to 
pav, Mr. W. said lie was unable to say, ns the 
time allowed him to examine the case had not 
permitted him to look sufficiently into the docu
ments to make up his mind with precision upon’* 
this point. He hail found, in a report mule to 
the Senate on the 14th of January, 1831, in fa
vor of this bill, by the honorable Mr. Livingston, 
then a Senator from the State of Louisiana, the 
following classification of the French claims, as 
insisted on at a period before the making of the 
treaty of 1800, to wit :

‘“1. From the capture and detention of about 
filly vessels.

‘ 2. The detention, for a year, of eighty other 
vessels, under the Bordeaux embargo.

“13. The non-payment of supplies to the West 
l India islands, and to continental France.

‘“4. For depredations committed on our com
merce in the West Indies.’

“Mr. W. said the comparison of the two 
classifications of claims would show, at a single 
view, that Nos. 2 and 3 in Mr. Livingston’s list 
were provided for by the treaty of 1803, from 
which he had read. Whether any, and if any, 
what portions of Nos. 1 and 4 in Mr. Living

ston’s list were embraced in No 3 of the pro
visions of the treaty, as he hail numbered their\ 
he was unable to say ; but this much he could 
say, that he had found nothing to satisfy his 
mind that parts of both those classes of claims 
were not so included, and therefore provided for 
and paid under the treaty ; nor had he been able 
to find any thing to show that this treaty of 
1803 did not provide for and pay all the claims 
which France ever acknowledged or over in
tended to pay. He was, therefore, unprepared 
to admit, and did not admit, that any thing of 
value to any class of individual claimants was 
released by expunging the second original ar
ticle from the treaty of tho 30th September, 
1800. On the contrary, he was strongly im
pressed with the liclivf that the adjustment of 
claims provided fur in the treaty of 1803 had 
gone to the whole extent to which the French 
government had, at any period of the negotia
tions, intended to go.

“Mr. TV. said t^is impression was greatly 
strengthened by the circumstance that the claims 
under the Bordeaux Vmbargo were expressly 
provided for in this treaty, while he could see 
nothing in the treaty of 1800 which seemed to 
him to authorize the supposition that this class 
of claims was more clearly embraced within the 
reservations in that treaty than any class which 
Imd been admitted by tire French government.

“Another fact, Mr. W. said, was material to 
this subject, and should lie borne carefully in 
mind by every senator. It was, that not a cent 
was paid by France, even upon the claims re 
served and admitted by the treaty of 1800, un 
til the sale of Louisiana to the United States, 
for a sum greater by thirty millions of francs 
than that fur which the French minister was 
instructed to sell it. Yes, Mr. President, said 
Mr. W„ the only payment yet made upon any 
portion of these claims has been virtually made 
by the United States ; for it has been made out 
of the consideration money paid for Louisiana, 
after paying into the French treasury ten mil
lions of francs beyond the price France herself 
placed upon the territory. It is a singular fact 
that the French negotiator was instructed to 
make the sale fur fifty millions, if he could get 
no more ; and when he found that, by yielding 
twenty millions to pay the claims, he could get 
eighty millions fur the territory, and thus put 
ten millions more into Hie treasury of his na
tion than she had instructed him to ask for the 
whole, he yielded to the claims and closed the 
treaty. It was safe to say that, hut for this specu
lation in the sale of Louisiana, not one dollar 
would have been paid upon the claims to this 
day. All our subséquent negotiations with 
France of a similar character, and our present 
relations with that country, growing out of pri
vate claims, justify this position. What, then, 
would have been the value of claims, if such 
fairly existed, which were not acknowledged 
and provided for by the treaty of 1800, but were 
left for future negotiation ‘at a convenient
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time ? ’ Would they have Been worth the five 
millions of dollars you propose, to appropriate 
by this bill? Would they have been worth 
further negotiation ? He thought they would 
not.

'■ Mr. W. said he would avail himself of this 
occasion, when speaking of the treaty of Louisi
ana and of its connection with these claims, to 
explain a mistake into which he had fallen, ami 
which he found from conversation with several 
gentlemen, who had been for some years mem
bers of Congress, had been common to them 
and to himself. The mistake to which lie al
luded was, the supposition that the claimants 
under this bill put their case upon the assump
tion that their claims bad constituted part of 
«he consideration for which Louisiana had been 
ceded to the United States ; and that the con
sideration they contended the government had 
received, and upon which its liability rested, 
was the cession of that territory for a less sum, 
in money, than was considered to be its value, 
on account of the release of the French govern
ment from those private claims. He had rested 
under this misapprehension until the opening 
of the present debate, and until he commenced 
an examination of the case. He then found that 
it was an entire misapprehension; that the Uni
ted States had paid, in money, for Louisiana, 
thirty millions of francs beyond the price which 
France had set upon it ; that the claimants un
der this bill did not rest their claims at all up
on this basis, and that the friends of the bill in 
the Senate did not pretend to derive the liability 
of the government from this source. Mr. W. 
said he was induced to make this explanation 
in justice to himself, and because there might 
be some person within the hearing of his voice 
who might still be under the same misappre
hension.

*■ lie had now, Mr. W. said, attempted to 
establish the following propositions, viz. :

“ 1. That a state of actual war, by which he 
meant a state of actual hostilities and of force, 
and an interruption of all diplomatic or friendly 
intercourse between the United States and 
France, had existed from the time of the pas
sage of the acts of the 7th and 0th of July, 
1708, before referred to, until the sending of the 
negotiators, Ellsworth, Davie, and Murray, in 
1800, to make a treaty which put an end to the 
hostilities existing, upon the best terms that 
could be obtained; and that the treaty of the 
110th of September, 1800, concluded by these 
negotiators, was, in fact, and so far as private 
claims were concerned, to be considered as a 
treaty of peace, and to conclude all such claims, 
not reserved by it, as finally ratified by the two 
powers.

2. That the treaty of amity and commerce, 
ami the treaty oÇt alliance of 1778, as well as 
the consular convention of 1788, were suspended 
bv the 2d article of the treaty of 1800, and 
from that time became mere matters for negotia
tion between the parties at a convenient time ;

that, therefore, the desire to get rid of these 
treaties, and of any ‘ onerous obligations ’ con 
tained in them, was only the desire to get riu 
of an obligation to negotiate ‘at a convenient 
time ; ’ ami that such a consideration could not 
have induced the Senate of the United States to 
expunge that article from the treaty, if thereby 
that body had supposed it was imposing upon 
the country a liability to pay to its citizens the 
sum of five millions of dollars—a sum much 
larger than France had asked, in money, fora 
full discharge from the ‘onerous obligations' 
relied upon.

“ 3. That the treaty of 1800 reserved and 
provided for certain portions of the claims; that 
payment, according to such reservations, was 
made under the treaty of 1803 ; and that it is 
at least doubtful whether the payment thus 
made did not cover all the claims ever admitted, 
or ever intended to be paid by France ; for 
which reason the expunging of the second arti
cle of the treaty of 1800, by the Senate of the 
United States, in all probability, released no
thing which ever had, or which was ever likely 
to have value.

“ Mr. W. said, if he had been successful in 
establishing either of these positions, there was 
an end of the claims, and, by consequence, a 
defeat of the bill.

“ The advocates of the hill conceded that two 
positions must he established, on their part, to 
sustain it, to wit :

“ 1. That the claims were valid claims against 
France, and had never been paid. And

“ 2. That they were released by the govern
ment of the United States for a full and valua
ble consideration passing to its benefit by moans 
of tlie release.

“ If, then, a state of war had existed, it would 
not he contended that any claims of this cha
racter, not reserved or provided for in the 
t reaty of peace, were valid claims after the ra
tification of such a treaty. Ills first proposi
tion, therefore, if sustained, would defeat the 
bill, by establishing the fact that the claims, it 
not reserved in the treaty of 18Ult, were not 
valid claims.

“ The second proposition, if sustained, would 
establish flic fact that, inasmuch as the valu
able consideration passing to the United States 
was alleged to grow out of the ‘ onerous obli
gations ’ in the treaty of amity and commerce, 
the treaty of alliance, and the consular conven
tion ; and inasmuch as these treaties, and ill 
obligations, past, present, or future, 'onerous' 
or otherwise, growing out of them, were stir 
pended and made inoperative by the mud 
article of the treaty of the 30th of September, 
1800, until further negotiation, by the comnet 
consent of both powers, should revive them the 
Senate of the United States could not have «• 
pected, when they expunged this article from 
the treaty, that, by thus discharging the govern
ment from an obligation to negotiate ‘at aron- 
venient time,’ they were incurring against it ■

liability of millions ; in other 
charge of the government from 
negotiate upon any subject ‘ 
time,’ could not have been co 
Scnate.of the United States as 
able consideration for the pay 
claims to the amount of five mi 

“The third proposition, if- 
prove that all the claim* over acki 
intended to be paid by France, 
the treaty of 1803, and that, th< 
never admitted or recognized I 
scarcely be urged as valid cla 
no valid claims remained ; an 
the expunging of the second art 
of the 30th of September, 1800, 
which was valid, and nothing 
paid by the United States as a I 
by that modification of that tri 
IV. said he would rest his reasi 
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“But if the Senate should dc 
liad been wrong in tliem all, a 
sustain either, he had still ano 
which he considered conclusive 
able, as to any valuable considei 
lease of these claims having past 
States in consequence of their 
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contained in the former treatie 
vous obligations,’ and the onli 
lie had heard any thing in the c 
bate, or of which he had found 
documents, arose under the 17t 
treaty of amity and commerce 
article of the treaty of alliance ; 
to both, he laid down this bn 
which would lie fiilly sustained 
themselves, and by every act ai 
tion on the part of the Anieri 
and the government of the Uni I 

“‘The obligations, liabilities 
hilities, imposed upon the gove 
United States and upon F ram 
article of the treaty of amity ai 
1778, and by^ the 11th article o 
alliance of 1778, where mutual, 
equal : each formed the conside 
only consideration, for the other 
any release which discharge! 
from those liabilities, responsibi 
gâtions, must have been mutual 
equal ; and the release of eitl 
formed a full and valuable consi 
release of the other.’

“ Mr. W. said he would not tr< 
by again reading the articles froi 
treaties. They would he recolla 
would controvert the fact that 
ties were made, these articles « 
contain mutual, reciprocal, and c<

• tlle ,irst we gave to France 
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liability of millions ; in other words, the dis
charge of the government from an obligation to 
negotiate upon any subject ‘at a convenient 
time,’ could not have been considered by the 
Senate.of the United States as a good and valu- | 
able consideration for the payment of private 
claims to the amount of five millions of dollars.

‘•The third proposition, if sustained, would 
prove that all the claims ever acknow lodged,or ever 
intended to he paid by France, were paid under 
the treaty of 1803, and that, therefore, as claims 
never admitted or recognized by France would 
scarcely be urged as valid claims against her, 
no valid claims remained ; and, consequently, 
the expunging of the second article of the treaty 
of tlic 30th of September, 1800, released nothing 
which was valid, and nothing remained to Is- 
paid by the United States as a liability incurred 
bv that modification of that treaty. Here Mr. 
W. said he would rest his reasoning as to these 
three propositions.

“But if the Senate should determine that lie 
had been wrong in tliem all, and had failed to 
sustain éther, he had still another proposition, 
which he considered conclusive and unanswer
able as to any valuable consideration for the re
lease of these claims having passed to the United 
States in consequence of their discharge from 
the ‘onerous obligations’ said to have been 
contained in the former treaties. These ‘ one
rous obligations,’ and the only ones of which 
he had heard any thing in the course of the de
bate, or of which ho had found any thing in the 
documents, arose under the 17th article of the 
treaty of amity and commerce, and the 11th 
article of the treaty of alliance ; and, in relation 
to both, he laid down this broad proposition, 
which would lie ffilly sustained by the treaties 
themselves, ami by every act ami every expres
sion on the part of the American negotiators, 
and the government of the United States, viz. :

“‘The obligations, liabilities, and responsi
bilities, imposed upon the government of the 
United States and upon France by the 17th 
article of the treaty of amity and commerce of 
1778, and by the 11th article of the treaty of 
alliance of 1778, where mutual, reciprocal, and 
equal : each formed the consideration, and the 
only consideration, for the other ; and, therefore, 
any release which discharged both powers 
from those liabilities, responsibilities, and obli
gations, must have been mutual, reciprocal, and 
equal ; and the release of either must have 
formed a full and valuable consideration for the 
release of the other.’

“ Mr. W. said he would not trouble the Senate 
by again reading the articles from the respective 
treaties. They would be recollected, and no one 
would controvert the fact that, when the trea
ties were made, these articles were intended to 
contain mutual, reciprocal, and equal obligations. 
By the first we gave to France the liberty of 
our ports for her armed vessels, privateers, and 
prizes, and prohibited all other powers from the 
enjoyment of the same privilege ; and France

1 gave to us the liberty of her j>orts for our armed 
vessels, privateers, and prizes, and guarded the 
privilege by the same prohibition to other 
powers ; and by the second we guaranteed to 
France, for ever, her possessions in America, 

I and France guaranteed.to us, for ever, ‘ our lib
erty, sovereignty, and independence, absolute 
and unlimited, as well in matters of government 
as commerce.’ Such were the obligations in 
their original inception. Will it be contended 
that they were not mutual, reciprocal, and equal, 
and that, in each instance, the one did not lorm 
the consideration for the other ? Surely no one 
will lake this ground.

“'If, then, said Mr. W„ the obligations im
posed ii|*>n each government by these articles 
of the res|iectivo treaties were mutual, recipro
cal, and equal, when undertaken, they must 
have remained equal until abrogated by war, or 
changed by treaty stipulation. No treaty, sub
sequent to those which contain the obligations, 
had affected them in any manner whatever. If, 
as he had attempted to show, war had existed 
from July, 1778, to 1800, that would not have 
rendered the obligations unequal, hut would 
have abrogated them altogether. If. as the 
friends of the bill contend, there had been no 
war, and the treaties were in full force up to 
the signing of the convention of the 30th of Sep
tember, 1800, what was the effect of that treaty, 
as originally signed by the negotiators, upon 
these mutual, reciprocal, and equal obligations? 
The second original article of that treaty will 
answer. It did not attempt to disturb their 
mutuality, reciprocity, or equality, but suspend
ed them as they were, past, present, or future, 
and made all the subject of future negotiation 
‘ at a convenient time.’

“ liut, Mr. W. said, the Senate of the United 
States expunged this article of the treaty of 
180(1, and refused to advise and consent to rati
fy it as a part of the treaty ; and hence it was 
contended the United States had discharged 
themselves from the ‘onerous obligations’ of 
these reticles in the respective treaties, and had, 
by that act, incurred, to the claimants under 
this hill, the heavy liability which it recognizes. 
If the expunging of that article discharged the 
United States from obligations thus opérons, 
did it not discharge France from the fellow obli
gations ? Was not the discharge, made in that 
manner, as mutual, reciprocal, and equal, as the 
obligations in their inception, and in all their 
subsequent stages up to that act ? How, then, 
could it be contended that the discharge of the 
one was not a full and adequate consideration 
for the discharge of the other ? Nothing upon 
the face of the treaties authorized the introduc
tion of this inequality at this step in the official 
proceedings. Nothing in the record of the pro
ceedings of the Senate, when acting upon the 
article, indicates that they intended to pay live 
millions of dollars to render this mutual release 
equal between the two powers. The obligations 
and responsibilities were reserved as subjects of
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future negotiation, upon terms of equality, and 
the striking out of that reservation was but a 
mutual and reciprocal and equal release from 
the obligation further to negotiate. This much 
for the reciprocity of these obligations as derived 
from the action of the sovereign powers them
selves.

“ What was to be learned from the action of 
their respective negotiators ? lie did not doubt 
but that attempts had been made on the part 
of France to exhibit an inequality in the obliga
tions under the treaty, and to set up that ine
quality against the claims of our citizens ; but 
had our negotiators ever admitted the inequality 
to exist, or ever attempted to compromise the 
rights of the claimants under this bill for such a 
consideration?. He could not find that they 
had. He, did not hear \t contended that they 
had : and, from the evidence of their acts, re
maining upon record, as a part of the diplomatic 
correspondence of the period, he could not sup
pose they had ever entertained the idea. He 
lad said that the American negotiators had al

ways treated these obligations as mutual, recip 
rocai, and equal ; and he now proposed to read 
to the Senate a part of a letter from Messrs. 
Ellsworth, Davie, and Murray, addressed to the 
French negotiators, and containing the project 
of a treaty, to justify his assertion. The letter 
was dated 20th August, 1800, and it would be 
recollected that its authors were the negotia
tors. on the part of the United States, of the 
treaty of the 30th of September, 1800. The ex
tract is as follows :

‘“1. Let it be declared that the former trea
ties arc renewed and continued, and shall have 
the same effect as if no misunderstanding be
tween the two powers had intervened, except so 
far as they are derogated from by the present 
treaty.

“'2. It shall be optional with either party 
to pay to the other, within seven years, three 
millions of francs, in money or securities which' 
may be issued for indemnities, and thereby to 
reduce the rights of the other as to privateers 
and prizes, to those of the most favored nation. 
And during the said term allowed for option, 
the right of both parties shall l>e limited by the 
line of the most favored nation.

4*4 3. The mutual guaranty in the treaty of 
alliance shall be so specified and limited, that its 
future obligation shall be, on the part of France, 
when the United States shall be attacked, to 
furnish and deliver at her own ports military 
stores to the amount of one million of francs ; 
and, on the part of the United States, when the 
French possessions in America, in any future 
war, shall be attacked, to furnish and deliver at 
their own ports a like amount in provisions. 
It shall, moreover, be optional for either party 
to exonerate itself wholly of its obligation, by 
paying to the other, within seven years, a gross 
sum of five millions of francs, in money or such 
securities as may l>e issued for indemnities.’

‘Mr. W. asked if he needed further proofs

that not only the American government, but the 
American negotiators, treated these obligations 
under the treaty as, in all respects, mutual, ro 
ciprocal, and equal ; and if the fallacy of the ar
gument that the United States had obtained to 
itself a valuable consideration for the release of 
these private claims in the release of itself from 
these obligations, was not utterly and entirely 
disproved by these facts ? Was not the release 
of the obligations on the one side the release of 
them on the other? And was mot the one re
lease the necessary consideration for the other 1 
How, then, could it be said, with any justice, 
that we sought our release at the expense of the 
claimants ? There was no reasonable ground 
for such an allegation, either from the acts of 
our government or of our negotiators. When 
the latter fixed a value upon our obligations as 
to the privateers and prizes, and as to the guar
anty, in the same article they fixed the same- 
price, to a franc, upon the reciprocal obligations 
of France ; and when the former discharged our 
liability, by expunging the second article of the 
treaty of 1800, the same act discharged the cor
responding liability of the French government.

4‘ Here, then, Mr. W. said, must end all pre
tence of a valuable consideration for these claims 
passing to the United States from this source. 
The onerous obligations were mutual, reciprocal, 
and equal, and the respective releases were mu
tual, reciprocal, and equal, and simultaneous, 
and nothing could be fairly drawn from the act 
which operated these mutual releases to benefit 
these claimants.

“Mr. W. said he was, then, necessarily brought 
back to the proposition with which he started 
in the commencement of his argument, that, if 
the United States were liable to pay these 
claimants, that liability must rest upon the 
broad ground of n failure by the government, 
after ordinary, and, in this instance, extraordi
nary efforts to collect the money. The idea of 
a release of the claims for a valuable considera
tion passing to the government had been ex
ploded, and, if a liability was to' be claimed on 
account of a failure to collect the money, upon 
what ground did it rest? What had the gov
ernment done to protect the rights of these 
claimants ? It had negotiated from 1793 to 
17V8, with a vigilance and zeal and talent al
most unprecedented in the history of diplomacy. 
It had sent to France minister after minister, 
and, upon several occasions, extraordinary mis
sions composed of several individuals. Be
tween 1798 and 1800, it had equipped flirts 
and armies, expended millions in warlike pre
paration, and finally sent forth its citizens to 
battle and deajJi, to force the payment of the 
claims. Were Ve now to he told, that our 
failure in these efforts had created a liability 
against us to pay the money ? That tuc same 
citizens who had been taxed to pay the ex
penses of these long negotiations, and uf this 
war for the claims, were to be further taxed to 
pay such of the claims as we had failed tu col

l
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,ect ? He could never consent to such a deduc
tion from such premises.

“But, Mr. President, said Mr. W., there is 
another view of this subject, placed upon this 
basis, which renders this bill of trifling impor
tance in the comparison. If the failure to 
collect these claims has created the liability to 
piy them, that liability goes to the extent of 
the claims proved, and the interest upon them, 
not to a partial, and |>erhnps trifling, dividend. 
Who. then, would undertake to say what 
amount of claims might not he proved during 
the state of things he had described, from the 
breaking out of the war between France and 
England, in 1793, to the execution of the treaty, 
in 1800? For a great portion of the period, 
the municipal regulations of France required 
the captured cargoes to be not confiscated, hut 
paid fur at the market value at the port to 
which the vessel was destined. Still the cap
ture would be proved, the value of the cargo 
ascertained, before the commission which the 
bill proposes to establish ; and who would 
adduce the proof that the same cargo was paid 
for by the French government ?

‘ This principle, however, Mr. W. said, went 
much further than the whole subject of the old 
French claims. It extended to all claims for 
spoliations upon our commerce, since the exist
ence of the government, which we had failed to 
collect. Who could say where the liability 
would end? In how many cases had claims of 
this character been settled by treaty, what had 
been collected in each case, and what amount 
remained unpaid, after the release of the foreign 
government? He had made an unsuccessful 
effort to answer these inquiries, so far as the 
files of the state department would furnish the 
information, as he had found that it could only 
lx* collected by an examination of each indivi
dual claim ; and this would impose a labor upon 
the department of an unreasonable character, 
and would occupy more timcNhan remained to 
furnish the information fur his use upon the pre
sent occasion. He had. however, been favored 
by the Secretary of State with the amounts al
lowed by the commissioners, the amounts paid, 
and the rate of pay upon tlw principal, in two 
recent casts, the Florida treaty, and the treaty 
with Denmark. In the former instance, the 
payment was ninety-one and two thirds per 
œntum upon the principal, while in the latter it 
was but thirty-one and one eighth per centum. 
Assume that these two cases are the maximum 
and minimum of all the cases where releases 
have been given for partial payments ; and 
he begged the Senate to relleet upon the 
amounts unpaid which might be called from the 
national treasury, if the ' " were once ad
mitted that a failure to collect creates a liability 
to pay.

K That in his assumption that a liability of 
this sort must go to the whole amount of the 
claims, he only took the ground contended for 
by the friends of this bill, he would trouble the

Senate with another extract from the report of 
Mr. Livingston, from which he had before read 
In speaking of the amount which should b^fap- 
propriated, Mr. Livingston says:

u 1 The only remaining inquiry is the amount ; 
and on this point the committee have had some 
difficulty. Two modes of measuring the com- 
pensation suggested themselves :

* 1. The actual loss sustained by the peti
tioners.

u ‘ 2. The value of the advantages received, as 
the consideration, by the United States.

“ ‘ The first is the one demanded by strict 
justice; and is the only one that satisfies the 
word used by the constitution, which requires 
just compensation, which cannot be said to have 
been made when any thing less than the full 
value is given. Hut there were difficulties which 
appeared insurmountable, to the adoption of 
this rule at the present day, arising from the 
multiplicity of the claims, the nature of the de
predations which occasioned them, the loss of 
documents, cither by the lapse of time, or the 
wilful destruction of them by tlul depredators 
The committee, therefore, could not undertake 
to provide a specific relief for each of the peti
tioners. But they have recommended the insti
tution of a board, to enter into the investigation, 
and apportion a sum which the committee have 
recommended to be appropriated, pro rata, 
among the several claimants.’

“ 1 The committee could not believe that the 
amount of compensation to the sufferers should 
be calculated by the advantages secured to the 
United States, because it vvas not, according to 
their ideas, the true measure. If the property 
of an individual Ixytakvn for public use, and the 
government miscalculate, and lind that the ob
ject to which they have applied it has been 
injurious rather than beneficial, the value of the 
property is still due to the owner, who ought 
not to suffer for the false speculations which 
have been made. A turnpike or canal may be 
very unproductive ; but the owner of the land 
which has been taken for its construction is not 
the less entitled to its value. On the other 
hand, he can have no manner of right to more 
than the value of his proix-rty, l>e the object to 
which it hits been applied ever so beneficial.’

“Here, Mr. W. said, were two proposed 
grounds of estimating the extent of the liability 
of the government to the claimants ; and that 
which graduated it by the value received by the 
government was distinctly rejected, while that 
making the amount of the claims the measure 
of liability, was as distinctly asserted to be the 
true and just standard, lie hoped he had shown, 
to the satisfaction of the Senate, that the former 
rule of value received by the government would 
allow the claimants nothing at all, while he was 
compelled to say that, upon the broad principle 
that a failure to collect creates a liability to pay, 
he could not controvert the correctness of the 
conclusion that the liability must be commen
surate with the claim, lie could controvert, ho

3369
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thought, successfully, the principle, but he could 
not the measure of damages when the principle 
was conceded. He would here conclude his re
marks upon the points he had noticed, by the 
earnest declaration that he believed the passage 
of this bill would open more widely the doors 
of the public treasury than any legislation of 
which he had any knowledge, or to which Con
gress iiad ever yielded its assent.

“Mr. W. said he had a few observations to 
offer relative telthc mode of legislation proposed, 
and to the details of the bill, and he would trou
ble tlie Senate no further.

“ His first objection, under this head, was to 
the mode of legislation. If the government be 
liable to pay these claims, the claimants arc 
citizens of the country, and Congress is as ac
cessible to them as to other claimants who have 
demands against the treasury. Why were they 
not permitted, individually, to npply to Congress 
to establish their respective claims, as other 
claimants were bound to do, and to receive such 
relief, in each case, as Congress, in its wisdom, 
should see fit to grant ? W hy were these claims, 
more than others, grouped together, and at
tempted to la made a matter of national impor
tance ? Why was a commission to be established 
to ascertain their validity, a duty in ordinary 
cases discharged by Congress itself? Were the 
Senate sure that much of the importance given 
to these claims had not proceeded from this as
sociation, ami from the formidable amount thus 
presented at one view 7 Would any gentleman 
lie able to convince himself that, acting upon a 
single claim in this immense mass, he should 
have given it his favorable consideration? For 
his part, he considered the mode of legislation 
unusual and objectionable. Ills principal ob
jections to the details were, that the second 
section of the bill prescribed the rules which 
should govern the commission in deciding upon 
the claims, among which ' the former treaties 
between the United States and France’ were 
enumerated ; and that the bill contained no de
claration that the payments made under it were 
in full of the claims, or that the respective claim
ants should execute a release, as a condition of 
receiving their dividends.

“ The first objection was predicated upon the 
fact that the bill covered the whole period from 
the making of the treaties of 1778, to that of 
the doth September, 1800, and made the former 
treaties the rule of adjudication, when Congress 
on the 7th July, 1708, by a deliberate legislative 
act, declared those treaties void, and no longer 
binding upon the United States or their citizens. 
11 is a fact abundantly proved by the documents, 
that a large portion of the claims now to be paid, 
arose within the period last alluded to; and that 
treaties declared to be void should be made the

law in determining what were and what wen 
not illegal captures, during the time that they 
were held to have no force, and when our citizens 
were authorized by law to go upon the high seas 
regardless of their provisions, Mr. W. said, would 
seem to him to be an absurdity which the’Senati 
would not legalize. He was fully aware that 
the first section of the bill purported to provide 
for ‘ valid claims to indemnity upon the French 
government, arising out of illegal captures, de
tentions, forcible seizures, illegal condemnation* 
and confiscations ; ’ but it could not be over- 
looked that illegal captures, condemnations, and 
confiscations, must relate entirely to the lair 
which was to govern the adjudication ; and if 
that law was a void treaty which the claimants 
were not bound to observe, and did not observe, 
was it not more than possible that a capture 
condemnation, or confiscation, might, by com- 
pulsion, be adjudged illegal under the rule fixed 
by the bill, while that same capture, condemna
tion, or confiscation, was strictly legal under the 
laws which governed the commerce of the claim
ant when the capture was made ? He must sav 
that it appeared clear to his mind that the rule 
of adjudication-upon the validity of Haims of tin* 
description, should, in all cases, be the same rule 
which governed ttie commerce out of which the 
claims have arisen.

“ His second objection, Mr. Vf. said, was made 
more as a wish that a record of the intentions 
of the present Congress should be preserved 
upon the face of the bill, than from any idea that 
the provision suggested would afford the least 
protection to the public treasury. Every day’s 
legislation showed the futility of the insertion 
in an act of Congress of a declaration that the 
appropriation made should be in full of a claim; 
and in this, as in other like cases, should this 
bill pass, he did not expect that it would be, 
in practice, any thing more than an instalment 
upon the claims which would be sustained before 
the commission. The files of the state depart
ment would contain the record evidence of the 
balance, with the admission of the government, 
in the passage of this bill, that an equal liability 
remained to pay that balance, whatever it might 
be. Even a release front the respective claimants 
he should consider as likely to have no oilier 
effect than to change their futifre applications 
from a demand of legal right, which they now 
assume to have, to one of equity and favor; and 
ho was yet to see that the latter would not tie 
as successful as the former. He must give his 
vote against the bill, whether modified in that 
particular or not, and lie should do sounderthe 
most full and clear conviction, that it was a im
position fraught with greater dangers to the 
public treasury, than any law which had evet 
yet received the assent of Congress.”

CHAPTER < 
!

FRENCH SPOLIATIONS—MR. V
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CHAPTER CXIX.
!

FBENCII SPOLIATIONS—MR. WEBSTER'S SPEECH.

“The question, sir, involved in this case, is es
sentially a judicial question. It is not a question 
of public policy, but a question of private right ; 
a question between the government and the pe
titioners : and, as the government is to be judge 
in its own case, it would seem to be the duty ’ 
of its members to examine the subject with the 
most scrupulous good faith, and the most soli
citous desire to do j ustice.

« There is a propriety in commencing the ex
amination of these claims in the Senate, because 
it was the Senate which, by its amendment of 
the treaty of 1800, and its subsequent ratifica
tion of that treaty, and its recognition of the 
declaration of the French government, effectually 
released the claims as against France, Rnd for 
ever cut off the petitioners from all hopes of re
dress from that quarter. The claims, as claims 
against our own government, have their founda
tion in these acts of the Senate itself; and it 
may certainly be expected that the Senate will 
consider the effects of its own proceedings, on 
private rights and private interests, with that 
candor and justice which belong to its high char
acter.

“It ought not to be objected to these peti
tioners, that their claim is old, or that they are 
now reviving any thing which has heretofore 
been abandoned. There has been no delay which 
is not reasonably accounted for. The treaty by 
which the claimants say their claims on France 
for those captures and confiscations were released i 
was concluded in 1800. They immediately ap
plied to Congress for indemnity, as will lie seen 
by the report made in 1802, in the House of 
Representatives, by a committee of which a dis
tinguished member from Virginia, not now living 
[Mr. Giles], was chairman.

“ In 1807, on the petition of sundry merchants 
and others, citizens of Charleston, in South Ca
rolina, a committee of the House of Representa
tives, of which Mr. Marion, of that State, was 
chairman, made a report, declaring that the 
committee was of opinion that the government 
of the United States was bound to indemnify 
tile claimants. But at this time our affairs with 
the European powers at war had become exceed
ingly embarrassed ; our government had felt 
itself compelled to withdraw our commerce from 
the ocean; and it was not until after the con
clusion of the war of 1812, and after the general 
pacification of Europe, that a suitable opportunity 
occurred of presenting the subject again to the 
serious consideration of Congress, From that 
time the petitioners have been constantly before, 
us, and the period has at length arrived proper 
lor a final decision of their case.

“ Another objection, sir, has been urged against 
these claims, well calculated to diminish the favor 
with which they might otherwise he received, 
and which is without any substantial foundation 
in fact. It is, that a great portion of them has 
been bought up, as a matter of speculation, and 
it is now holdcn by these purchasers. It hai 
even been said, I think, on the tloor of the Se
nate, that nine tenths, or ninety hundredths, of 
all the claims arc owned by speculators.

“ Such unfounded statements are not only 
wholly unjust towards these petitioners them
selves, but they do great mischief to other inter
ests. I have observed that a French gentleman 
of distinction, formerly a resident in this country, 
is represented in the public newspapers ns having 
declined the offer of a ^cat in the French ad
ministration, on the ground that he could not 
support the American treaty ; and he could not 
support the treaty because he had learned, or 
heard, while in America, that the claims were no 
longer the property of the original sufferers, but 
had passed into unworthy hands. If any such 
thing has been learned in the United States, it 
has been learned from sources entirely incorrect. 
The general fact is not so ; and this prejudice, 
thus operating on a great national interest—an 
interest in regard to which we are in danger of 
being seriously embroiled with a foreign state— 
was created, doubtless, by the same incorrect 
and unfounded assertions which have been mado 
relative to this other class of claims.

“ In regard to both classes, and to all classes 
of claims of American citizens on foreign govern
ments, the statement is at variance with the 
facts. Those who make it have no proof of it. 
On the contrary, incontrovertible evidence ex
ists of the truth of the very reverse of this state
ment. The claims against France, since 1800, 
ire now in the course of adjudication. They are

1. or very nearly all, presented to the proper 
!.. banal. Proofs aeçompany them, and the 
rites of the tribunal require that, in each case, 
the true ownership should lie fully and exactly 
set out, on oath; and be proved by the papers, 
vouchers, and other evidence. Now, sir, if any 
man is acquainted, or will make himself ac
quainted, with the proceedings of this tribunal, 
so far as to see who arc the parties claiming 
(lie indemnity, he will see the absolute and 
enormous error of those who represent these 
claims to be owned, in great part, by specu
lator-.

•‘The tnilli is, sir, that these claims, as jyell 
those since 180(1 as before, are owned and pos
sessed by the original sufferers, wvith such 
changes only as happen in regard to all other 
property. The original mvnerof pririp and cargo; 
his representative, where such owner is dead; 
underwriters who have paid loss' s on account 
of captures and confiscations ; ami creditors of 
insolvents and bankrupts who were interested 
in the claims—these are the descriptions of 
persons who, in all these cases, own vastly the 
larger portion of the claims. This is true of
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the claims on Spain, as is most manifest from 
the proceedings of the commissioners under 
the Spanish treaty. It is true of the claims 
on France arising since 1800, as is equally 
manifest by the proceedings of the commis
sioners now sitting; and it is equally true of 
the claims which arc the subject of this dis
cussion, and provided for in this bill. In some 
instances claims have been assigned from one 
to another, in the settlement of family affairs. 
They have been transferred, in other instances, 
to secure or to pay debts ; they have been 
transferred, sometimes, in the settlement of in
surance accounts ; and it is probable there arc 
a few cases in which the necessities of the hold
ers have compelled them to sell them. But 
nothing can be further from the trutn than that 
they have been the general subjects of purchase 
and sale, and that they are now holdcn mainly 
by purchasers from the original owners. They 
have been compared to the unfunded-debt. But 
that consisted in scrip, of fixed amount, and 
which passed from hand to hand by delivery. 
These claims cannot so pass from hand to hand. 
In each case, not only the value but the amount 
is uncertain. Whether there be any claim, is 
in each case a matter for investigation and 
proof; and so is the amount, when the justice of 
the claim itself is established. These circum
stances are of themselves quite sufficient to pre
vent the easy and frequent transfer of the claims 
from hand to hand. They would lead us to 
expect that to happen which actually has hap
pened ; and that is, tiuit the claims remain with 
their original owners, and their legal heirs and 
representatives, with such exceptions as I have 
already mentioned. As to the portion of the 
claims now owned by underwriters, it can hardly 
be necessary to say that they stand on the same 
equity and justice as if possessed and presented 
by the owners of ships and goods. There i 
no more universal maxim of law and just if' , 
throughout the civilized and commercial wor.d, 
than that an underwriter, who has paid a loss 
on ships or merchandise to the owner, is entitled 
to wtiatever may be received from the property. 
His right accrues by the very act of payment; 
and if the property, br its proceeds, be after
wards recovered, in whole or in part, whether 
the recovery be from the sea, from captors, or 
from the justice of foreign states, such recovery 
is for the benefit of the underwriter. Any at
tempt, therefore, to prejudice these claims, on 
the ground that many of them belong to insur
ance companies, or other underwriters, is at war 
with the lirst principles of justice.

“A short, but accurate, general view of the 
history anil character of these claims is pre
sented in the report of the Secretary of State, 
an the 20tli of May, 1820, in compliance with a 
resolution of the Senate. Allow me, sir, to read 
the paragraphs :

1 11 ‘ The Secretary can hardly suppose it to 
have been the intention of the resolution to re
quire the expression of an argumentative opinion

as to the degree of responsibility to the Ameri 
can sufferers from French spoliations, which thi 
convention of 1800 extinguished, on the part of 
France, or devolved on the United States the 
Senate itself being most competent to dédA 
that question. Under this impression, he hopes 
that he will have sufficiently conformed to the 
purposes of the Senate, by a brief statement, 
prepared in a hurried moment, of what he up 
derstands to be the question.

‘“The second article of the convention of 
1800 was in the following words : “ The minis- 
tens plenipotentiary of the two parties, not be
ing able to agree, at present, respecting the 
treaty of alliance of the 6th of February, 1778 
the treaty of amity and commerce of the same 
date, and the convention of the 14th of Novem
ber, 1788, nor upon the indemnities mutually 
due or claimed, the parties will negotiate further 
on these subjects, at a convenient time; and. 
until they may have agreed upon these points 
the said treaties and convention shall have no 
operation, and the relations of the two coui> 
tries shall be regulated as follows.”

*•1 When that convention was laid before the 
Senate, it gave its consent and advice that it 
should be ratified, provided that the second arti
cle be expunged, and that the following article 
be added or inserted: “It is agreed that the 
present convention shall lie in force for the term 
of eight years from the time of the exchange of 
the ratifications ;” and it was accordingly so 
ratified by the President of the United States, 
on the loth day of February. 1801. On the 
31st of July of the same year, it was ratified 
by Bonaparte, First Consul of the French Re
public, who incorporated in the instrument of 
his ratification the following clause as part of 
it : “The government of the United States, hav
ing added to its ratification that the convention 
should be in force for the s;iace of eight years, 
and having omitted the second article, the gov
ernment of the French Republic consents to 
accept, ratify,and confirm the above cuimTgvn 
w ith the addition, importing that the coinfS- 
lion shall be in force for the space of eight years, 
and with the retrenchment of the second aits 
cle: y'roi’tc/e-f/, That, by this retrenchment, the 
two states renounce the respective pretensions 
which are the object of the said article.”

*• * The French ratification being thus condi
tional, was, nevertheless, exchanged against tint 
of the United States, at Paris,on the same31st 
of July. The President of the United States 
considering it necessary again to submit the 
convention, in this state, to the Senate, on the 
1 Utli day of December, 1801, it was resolvedly 
the Senate that they considered the said conven
tion as fully ratified, and returned it to the Pre
sident for the usual promulgation. It wav ac
cordingly promulgated, and thereafter regarde! 
as a valid and binding conqiact. The two con
tracting parties thus agreed, by the retrench
ment of the second article, mutually to renounce 
the respective pretensions which were the oN

ject of that article. The p 
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itnulgation. It was ae- 
mil thereafter n-ganhd 
umpact. The two con- 
;recd, by the retrench- 
le, mutually to renounce 
ns which were the ob

ject of that article. The pretensions of the 
United States, to which allusion is thus made, 
arose out of the spoliations under color of French 
authority, in contravention of law and existing 
treaties. Those of France sprung from the treaty 
of alliance of the 0th of February, 1778, the 
treaty of amity and commerce of the same date, 
and "the convention of the 14th of November, 
1788. Whatever obligations or indemnities, from 
these sources, either party had a right to de
mand, were respectively waived anil abandoned ; 
and the consideration which inductif one party 
to renounce his pretensions, was that of renun
ciation by the other party of his pretensions. 
What was the value of the obligations and in
demnities, so reciprocally renounced, can only 
be matter of s]>eculation. The amount of the 
indemnities due to the citizens of the United 
States was very large ; and, on the other hand, 
the obligation was great (to specify no other 
french pretensions), under which the United 
Sûtes were placed, in the eleventh article of the 
treaty of alliance of the fdh of February, 1778, 
by which they were bound for ever to guarantee 
from that time the then possessions of the 
Crown of France in America, as well as those 
which it might acquire by the future treaty of 
l«cc with Great Britain ; all these possessions 
having been, it is believed, conquered at, or not 
long after, the exchange of the ratifications of 
the convention of September, 1800, by the arms 
tf Great Britain, from France.

‘••The fifth article of the amendments to the 
constitution provides : “Nor shall private pro- 
jn-rty lie taken for public use, without just com
pensation.” If the indemnities to which citi- 
rens of the United States were entitled for 
french spoliations prior to the tiOtli of Septem
ber, 1800, have been appropriated to absolve the 
United States from the fulfilment of an obliga
tion which they had contracted, or from the 
payment of indemnities which they wurejxmnd 
to make to France, the Senate is most compe
tent to determine how far such an appropriation 
is a public use of private property within the 
spirit of the constitution, and whether equitable 
considerations do not require some compensa
tion to be made to the claimants. The Senate 
is also best able to estimate the probability 
which existed of an ultimate recovery from 
France of the amount due for those indemnities, 
if they had not been renounced ; in making 
which estimate, it will, no doubt, give just weight 
to the painful consideration that repeated and 
urgent appeals have been, in vain, made to the 
justice of France for satisfaction of flagrant 
wrongs committed upon property of other citi
zens of the United States, subsequent to the 
period of the 30th of September, 1800.’

“Before the interference of our government 
with these claims, they constituted just demands 
against the government of France. They were 
not vague expectations of possible future in
demnity for injuries received, too uncertain to 
be regarded as valuable, or be esteemed pro

perty. They were just demands, and, as such, 
they were property. The courts of law took 
notice of them as property. They were capable 
of being devised, of being distributed among 
heirs and next of kin, and of being transferred 
and assigned, like other legal and just debts. A 
claim or demand for a ship unjustly seized and 
Confiscated is property, as clearly as the ship 
itself. 11 may not be so valuable, or so certain ; 
but it is as clear a right, and has been uniformly 
so regarded by the courts of law. The papers 
show that American citizens had claims against 
the French government for six hundred and fif
teen vessels unlawfully seized and confiscated. 
If this were so, it is difficult to see how the gov
ernment of the United States can release these 
claims for its own benefit, with any more pro
priety than it could have applied the money to 
its own use, if the French government had been 
ready to make compensation, in money, for the 
property" thus [illegally seized and confiscated ; 
or how the government could appropriate to it- 
sell the just claims which the owners ofVhcsc 
six hundred and fifteen vessels held against, the 
wrong-doers, without making comivcnsationVny 
more than it could appropriate to itself, without 
making compensation, six hundred and fifteen 
ships which hail not been seized. I do not mesh 
to say that the rate of com|)cn.sation should be 
ttic same in both cases ; 1 do not mean to say\ 
that a claim for a ship is of as much value as a 
•ship; hut I mean to say that both the okie and 
the other are property, and 'that government 
cannot, with justice, deprive a man of cither, for 
its own benefit, without making a fair compen
sation.

“It will he perceived at once, sir, that these 
claims do not rest on the ground of any neglect 
or omission, on the part of the government of 
the I iiiteil States, in demanding satisfaction from 
France. That is not the ground. The govern
ment of tile United States, in that respect, per
formed its full duty. It remonstrated against 
these illegal seizures; it insisted on redress ; it 
sent two special missions to France, charged ex
pressly, among other duties, w ith the duty of 
demanding indemnity. But France had her sub
jects of complaint, also, against the government 
of the United States, which she pressed with 
equal earnestness and confidence, and which she 
would neither postpone nor relinquish, except 
on the condition that the United States would 
postpone or relinquish these claims. And to 
meet this condition, anil to restore harmony be
tween the two nations, the United States did 
agree, first to postpone, ami afterwards to relin
quish, these claims of its own citizens. In other 
words, the government of the United States 
bought off the claims of France against itself, 
by discharging claims of our own citizens against 
France.

“ This, sir. is the ground on which these citi
zens think they have a claim for reasonable in
demnity against their own government. And 
now, sir, before proceeding to the disputed
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part of the case, permit mo to state what is ad
mitted.

“In the first place, then, it is universally ad
mitted that these petitioners once had just 
claims against the government of France, on ac
count of these illegal captures and condemna
tions.

“In the next place, it is admitted that these 
claims no longer exist against France ; that they 
have, in some way, been extinguished or re
leased, as to her ; and that she is for ever dis
charged from all duty of paying or satisfying 
them, in whole or in part.

“ These two points being admitted, it is then 
necessary, in order to support the present bill, 
to maintain four propositions :

“1. That these claims subsisted against France 1 
np to the time of the treaty of September, 18(10, 
between France and the United States.

“2. That they were released, surrendered, or 
extinguished by that treaty, its amendment in 
the Senate, and the manner of its final ratifica
tion.

“ 3. That they were tlms released, surrender
ed, or extinguished, for political and national 
considerations, fur objects and purposes deemed 
important to the United States, but in which 
these claimants had no more interest than any 
other citizens.

“4. That the amount or measure of indem
nity proposed by this bill is no more than a fair 
and reasonable compensation, so far as we can 
judge bv what has been done in similar cases.

“ 1. Were these subsisting claims against 
France up to the time of the treaty? It is a 
conclusive answer to this question, to say that 
the government of the United States insisted 
that they did exist, up to the time of the treaty, 
and demanded indemnity for them, and that the 
French government fully admitted their exist
ence, and acknowledged its obligation to make 
such indemnity.

“ The negotiation, which terminated in the 
treaty, was opened byr a direct proposition for 
indemnity, made by our ministers, the justice 
and propriety of which was immediately ucccded 

'to by the ministers of France.
“On the 7th of April, lHoO, in their first let

ter to the ministers of France, Messrs. Ells
worth, Davie, and Murray, say :

“ 1 Citizen ministers :—The undersigned, ap
preciating the value of time, and wishing by 
frankness to evince their sincerity, enter directly 
upon the great object of their mission—an ob
ject which they believe may be best obtained 
by avoiding to retrace minutely the too well- 
known and too painful incidents which have 
rendered a negotiation necessary.

“ ‘To satisfy the demands of justice, and ren
der a reconciliation cordial and permanent, they 
propose an arrangement, such as shall lie com
patible with national honor and existing circum
stances, to ascertain and discharge the equitable 
rlaims of the citizens of either nation upon the 
ether, whether founded on contract, treaty, or

the law of nations. The way being thus p^, 
pared, the undersigned will lie at liberty to stipu
late for that reciprocity and freedom of coin, 
mercial intercourse between the two countries 
which must essentially contribute to their mu
tual advantage.

“ ‘Should this general view of the subject be 
approved by the ministers plenipotentiary to 
whom it is addressed, the details, it is presumed, 
may be easily adjusted, and that confidence re
stored which ought never to have been shaken '

“To this letter the French ministers imme
diately returned the following answer :

“ ‘ The ministers plenipotentiary of the French 
Republic have rend attentively the proposition 
for a plan of negotiation which was communi
cated to them by the envoys extraordinary and 
ministers plenipotentiary of the United States 
of America.

“ 1 They think that the first object of the Ce- 
gotint.ion ought to he the determination of the 
regulations, and the steps to be followed for 
the estimation and indemnification of injuries 
for which either nation may make claim for it
self, or for any of its citizens. And that the 
second object is to assure the execution of trea
ties of friendship and commerce made between 
the two nations, and the accomplishment of the 
views of reciprocal advantages which suggested 
them.’

“It is certain, therefore, that the negotiation 
commenced in the recognition, by both parties, 
of the existence of individual claims, and of the 
justice of making satisfaction for them; and it 
is equally clear that, throughout the whole ne
gotiation, neither party suggested that these 
claims had already been cither satisfied or ex
tinguished ; and it is indisputable that the treaty 
itself, in the second article, expressly admitted 
their existence, and sulemly recognized the duty 
of providing for them at some future |ieric»l.

“It will be observed, sir, that tire French ne
gotiators, in their .first letter, while they admit 
the justice of providing indemnity for individual 
claims, bring forward, also, claims arising under 
treaties ; taking care, thus ehrl v, to advance the 
pretensions of France on account of alleged vio
lations by the United States of the treaties of 
1778. (in that part of the case. 1 shall say 
something hereafter ; but 1 use this fir.-t litter 
of the French ministers at present only to show 
that, from the first, the French government ad
mitted its obligation to indemnify individuals 
who had suffered wrongs and injuries.

“The honorable member from New-Vork[.Mr. 
Wright] contends, sir, that, at the time of con
cluding the treaty, these claims had cea-edio 
exist. He says that a war lmd taken place be
tween the United States and France, and by the 
war the claims had become extinguished. 1 dif
fer from tbo honorable member, both as lo the 
fact of war, and as to the consequences to be de
duced from it, in this case, even if public wir 
had existed. If we admit, fur argument sake, 
that war had existed, yet we find that, on Ü»
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ticc of these claims and the! 
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restoration of amity, both parties admit the jus
tice of these claims and their continued exist
ence, and the party against which they are pre
ferred acknowledges her obligation and express
es her willingness to pay them. The mere fact 
of war can never extinguish any claim. If, in
deed, claims for indemnity be the professed 
ground of a war, and peace be afterwards con
cluded without obtaining any acknowledgment 
of the right, such a peace may lie construed 
to be arelinquishment of the right, on the ground 
that the question has been put to the arbitration 
of the sword, and decided. Hut, if a war be 
waped to enforce a disputed claim, and it be car
ried on till the adverse party ndmitUV claim, 
and agree to provide for its payment, ii would 
be strange, indeed, to hold that the claim itself 
was extinguished by the very war which had 
compelled its express recognition. Now, what
ever we call that state of things which existed 
between the United States and France from 1798 
to 1800, it is evident that neither party contend
ed or supposed that it had been such a state of 
things as had extinguished individual claims for 
indemnity for illegal seizures and confiscations.

“The honorable member, sir, to sustain his 
point, must prove that the United States went 
to war to vindicate these claims ; that they waged 
that war unsuccessfully ; and that they were 
therefore glad to make peace, without obtaining 
payment of the claims, or any admission of their 
justice. 1 am happy, sir, to sav that, in my 
opinion, facts do not authorize any such record 
to be made up against the United States. 1 think 
it is clear, sir, that whatever misunderstanding 
existed between the United States and France, 
it did not amount, at any time, to open and pub
lic war. It is certain that the amicable relations 
of the two countries were much disturbed ; it is 
certain that the United States authorized armed 
resistance to French captures, and the captures 
of French vessels of war found hovering on our 
coast; but it is certain, also, not only that there 
was no declaration of war, oil either side, hut 
that the United States, under all their provoca
tions, did never authorize general reprisals on 
French commerce. At the very moment when 

I the gentleman says war raged between the Uni- 
I ted States and France, French citizens came into 

our courts, in their own names, claimed restitu
tion for property seized by American cruisers, 
and obtained decrees of restitution. They claimed 
as citizens of France and obtained restoration, 
in our courts, as citizens of Franco. It must 
have, been a singular war, sir, in which such pro- 
Aeijjhgs could take place. Upon a fair view of 
the whole matter, Mr. President, it will be found, 
I think, that every tiling done by the United 
States was defensive. No part of it was ever 
retaliatory. The United IS tales do not take jus
tice into their own hands.

“The strongest measure, perhaps, adopted by 
Congress, was the act of May 28, 1798. The 
honorable member from New-York has referred 
to this act, and chiefly relies upon it, to prove

the existence, or the commencement, of actual 
war. But does it prove either the one or the 
other 1

“ It is not an act declaring war ; it is not an 
act authorizing reprisals ; it is not an act 
which, in any way, acknowledges the actual ex
istence of war. Its whole implication and im
port is the other way. Its title is. ‘An act more 
effectually to protect the commerce and coasts 
of the United States.’

“ This is its preamble :
“1 Whereas armed vessels, sailing under au

thority, or pretence of authority, from the Re
public of France, have committed depredations 
on the commerce of the United States, and have 
recently captured the vessels and property of 
citizens thereof, on and near the coasts, in viola
tion of the law of nations, and treaties between 
the United States and the F’rench nation : there
fore ’—

“ And then follows its only section, in these 
words :

“‘Sur. 1. lie it enacted, <fr., That it shall 
be lawful for the President of the United States, 
and he is hereby authorized, to instruct and di
rect the commanders of the armed vessels belong
ing to the United States, to seize, take, and bring 
into any port of the United States, to lie pro
ceeded against according to the laws of nations, 
any sucli armed vessel which shall have com
mitted, or which shall he found hovering on the 
coasts of the United Statcstfor the purpose of 
committing, depredations on the vessels belong
ing to citizens thereof ; and also retake any ship 
or vessel, of any citizen or citizens of the Uni
ted States, which may have been captured by any 
such armed vessel.’

“ This act, it is true, authorized the use of 
force, under certain circumstances, and for cer
tain objects, against French vessels. But there 
may he acts of authorized force, there may be 
assults, there may he battles, there may he cap
tures of ships and imprisonment of persons, and 
yet no general war. Cases of this kind may 
occur under that practice of retortion which is 
justified, when adopted for just cause, by the 
laws and usages of nations, and which all tin 
writers distinguish from general war.

*• The first provision in this law is purely pre
ventive and defensive; and the other hardly 
goes beyond it. Armed vessels hovering on our 
coast, and capturing our vessels, under authority, 
or pretence of authority, from a foreign state, 
might be captured and brought in, ami vessels 
already seized by them retaken. The act is 
limited to armed vessels ; hut why was this, if 
general war existed 7 Why was not the naval 
power of the country let. loose at once, if there 
were war, against the commerce of the enemy 7 
The cruisers of France were preying oil our com
merce ; if there was war. why were we restrain
ed from general reprisals on her commerce 1 
This res tabling of the operation of our naval 
marine to armed vessels of France, and to such 
of them only as should be found hovering on our
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coast, for the purpose of committing depredations 
on our commerce, instead of proving a state of 
war, proves, I think, irresistibly, that a state of 
general war did not exist. But even if this act 
of Congress left the matter doubtful, other acts 
passed at and near the same time demonstrate 
the understanding of Congress to have been, that 
although the relations between the two countries 
were greatly disturbed, yet that war did not 
exist On the same day (May 28, 1798) in 
which this act passed, on which the member 
from New-York lays so much stress, as proving 
the actual existence of war with France, Con
gress passed another act, entitled 1 An act author
izing the President of the United States to 
raise a provisional army;! and the first section 
declared that the President should be autho
rized, ‘in the event of a declaration of war 
against the United States, or of actual invasion 
of their territory by a foreign power, or of 

.imminent daiyer of such invasion, to cause to be 
enlisted,’ Ac., ten thousand men.

“On the 10th of July following, Congress 
passed the law for augmenting the army, the 
second section of which authorized the President 
to raise twelve additional regiments of infantry, 
and six troops of light dragoons, 1 to be enlisted 
for and during the continuance of the existing 
differences between the United States and the 
French Republic, unless sooner discharged,’ Ac.

“ The following spring, by the act of the 2d 
of March, 1799, entitled ‘ An act giving eventual 
authority to the President of the United States 
to augment the army,’ Congress provided that 
it should be lawful for the President of the 
United States, in case war should break out be
tween the United States and a foreign European 
power, Ac., to raise twenty-four regiments of in
fantry, Ac. And in the act for better organizing 
the army, [Kissed the next day, Congress repeats 
the declaration, gontained in a fonner act, that 
certain provisions shall not take effect unless 
war shall break out between the United States 
and some European prince, potentate, or state.

“On the 20th of February, 1800, an act was 
passed to suspend the act for augmenting the 
army ; and this last act declared that further 
enlistments should be suspended until the fur
ther order of Congress, unless in the recess of 
Congress, and during the continuance of the 
existing differences between the United States 
and the French Republic, war should break out 
between the United States and the French Re
public, or imminent danger of an invasion of 
their territory by the said Republic should be 
discovered.

“On the 14th of May, 1800, four months before 
the conclusion of the treaty, Congress passed an 
act authoriziug the suspension of military ap
pointments, and the discharge of troops under 
the provisions of the previous laws. No com
mentary is necessary, sir, on the texts of these 
statutes, to show that Congress never recognized 
the existence of war between the United States 
and France. They apprehended war might

break out ; and they made suitable provision 
for that exigency, should it occur; but it u 
quite impossible to reconcile the express and so 
often repeated declarations of these statutes 
commencing in 1798, running through 1799,and 
ending in 1800, with the actual existence of war 
between the two countries at any period within 
those years.

“ The honorable member’s second principal 
source of argument, to make out the fact of 3 
state of war, is the several non-intercourse âcts 
And here again it sAras to me an exactly oppo- 
site inference is the true one. In 1798,179g 
and 1800, acts of Congress were passed suspend 
ing the commercial intercourse between the 
United States, each for one year. Did any gov
ernment ever pass a law of temporary non-in- 
tercourse with a public enemy ? Such a law 
would be little less than an absurdity. War it
self effectually creates non-intercourse. It ren
ders all trade with the enemy illegal, and. of 
course, subjects all vessels found so engaged, with 
their cargoes, to capture and condemnation as 
enemy’s property. The first of these laws 
wras passed June 13, 1798, the last,February2" 
1800. Will the honorable member from New- 
York tell us when the war commenced ? When 
did it break put? When did those ‘differences,1 
of which the acts of Congress speak, assume a 
character of general hostility? Was there a 
state of war on the 13th of June, 1798, when 
Congress passed the first non-intercourse act; 
and did Congress, in a state of public war. limit 
non-intercourse with the enemy to one year? 
Or was there a state of peace in June, 1798? 
and, if so, I ask again, at what time after that 
period, and before «September, 1800, did the war 
break out? Difficulties of no small magnitude 
surround the gentleman. I think, whatever course 
he takes through these statutes, while he at
tempts to prove from them a state of war. The 
truth is, they prove, incontestably, a state ef 
peace ; a state of endnndgered, disturbed, agitated 
peace; but still a state of peace. Finding them
selves in a state^of great misunderstanding aid 
contention with France, and seeing our comment 
a daily prey to the rapacity of her cruisers, the 
United .States preferred non-intercourse to war. 
This is the ground of the non-intercourse acte. 
Apprehending, nevertheless, that war might 
break out, Congress made prudent provision fir 
it by augmenting the military force of the coun
try. This is the ground of the laws for raising 
a provisional army. The entire provisions of all 
these laws necessarily suppose an existing state 
of peace ; but they imply also an apprehension 
that war might commence. For a state of actual 
war they were all unsuited ; and some of thee 
would have been, in sucli a state. pro[)06ttM! 
and absurd. To a state of present yeace, 
but disturbed, interrupted, and likely to. termi
nate in open hostilities, they were all jrerfectly 
well adapted. And as many of these acts a 
express terms, speak of war as not actually ex- 
isting, but as likely or liable to break out, it il
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■dear, beyond all reasonable question, that Con- 
giess never, at any time, regarded the state of 
things existing between the United States and 
France as being a state of war.

“As little did the executive government so 
n«ard it, as must be apparent from the instruc
tions given to our ministers, when the mission 
was sent to France. Those instructions, having 
recurred to the numerous acts of wrong commit
ted on the commerce of the United States, and 
the refusal of indemnity by the government of 
France, proceed to say : 1 This conduct of the 
French Republic would well have justified an 
immediate declaration of war on the part of the 
United States ; but, desirous of maintaining 
peace, and still willing to leave open the door 
of reconciliation with France, the United States 
contented themselves with preparations for de
fence, and measures calculated to protect their 
commerce.’

“It is equally clear, on the other hand, that 
neither the French government nor the French 
ministers acted on the supposition that war had 
existed between the two nations. And it was 
for this reason that they held the treaties of 1778 
still binding. Within a month or two of the 
surnature of the treaty, the ministers plenipo
tentiary of the French Republic write thus to 
Messrs. Ellsworth, Davie,and Murray : ‘In the 
first place, they will insist upon the principle 
already laid down in their former note, viz. : 
that the treaties which united France and the 
United States are not broken ; that even war 
could not have broken them ; but that the state 
of misunderstanding which existed for some time 
let men France and the United States, by the 
act of some agents rattier than by the will of 
th respective governments, lias not been a state 
of war, at least on the side of France.’

“ Finally, sir, the treaty itself, what is it? 
It is not called a treaty of peace ; it does not 
provide for putting an end to hostilities. It says 
not one word of any preceding war ; but it does 
say that‘differences ’ have arisen between the 
two states, and that they have, therefore, re
spectively, appointed their plenipotentiaries, and 
given them full powers to treat upon those ‘dif
ferences,’ and to terminate the same.

“ Hut the second article of the treaty, as nego
tiated and agreed on by the ministers of both 
governments, is, of itself, a complete refutation 
of the whole argument which is urged against 
this hill, on the ground that the claims had been 
extinguished by war, since that article distinctly 
and expressly acknowledges the existence of the 
claims, and contains a solemn pledge that the 
two governments, not being able to agree on 
them at present, will negotiate further on them, 
at convenient time thereafter. W bethel we 
look, then, to the decisions of the American 
courts, to the acts of Congress, to the instruc- 
•iuns of the American executive government, 
to the language of our ministers, to the declara
tions of the French government and the French 
ministers, or to the unequivocal language of the

treaty itself, as originally agreed to, we meet 
irresistible proof of the truth of the declara
tion, that the state of misunderstanding which 
had existed between the two countries was 
not war.

“ If the treaty had remained as the ministers 
on both sides agreed upon it, the claimants, 
though their indemnity was postponed, would 
have had no just claim on their own government. 
But the treaty did not remain in this state; This 
second article was stricken out by the Senate ; 
and, in order to see the obvious motive of the 
Senate in thus striking out the second article, 
allow me to read the whole article. It is in 
these words :

“‘The ministers plenipotentiary of the two 
parties not being able to agree, at present, re
specting the treaty of alliance of the fith of 
February, 1778, the treaty of amity and com
merce of the same date, and the convention of 
the 14th of November, 1788, nor upon the in
demnities mutually due or claimed, the parties 
will negotiate further on these subjects at a 
convenient time ; and until they may have 
agreed upon these points, the said treaties and 
convention shall have no operation, and the re
lations of the two countries shall be regulated 
as follows.’

“ The article thus stipulating to make the 
claims of France, under the old treaties, matter 
of further negotiation, in order to get rid of 
such negotiation, and the whole subject, the 
Senate struck out the entire article, and ratified 
tlie treaty in this corrected form. France ratified 
the treaty, as thus amended, with the further 
declaration that, by thus retrenching the second 
article, the two liât ions renounce the respective 
pretensions which were the object of the article. 
In this declaration of the French government, 
the Senate afterwards acquiesced ; so that the 
government of France, by this retrenchment, 
agreed to renounce her claims under the treaties 
of 1778, and the United States, in like manner, 
renounced the claims of their citizens for in
demnities due to them.

“ And this proves, sir, the second proposition 
which 1 stated at the commencement of my re
marks, viz. : that these claims were released, re
linquished, or extinguished, by the amendment 
of the treaty, and its ratification as amended. 
It is only necessary to add, on this point, that 
these claims for captures before 1800 would have 
been good claims under the late treaty with 
France, and would have come in for a dividend 
in the fund provided by that treaty, if they had 
not been released by the treaty of 1800. And 
they are now excluded from all participation 
in the benefit of the late treaty, because of such 
release or extinguishment by that of 1800.

“In the third place, sir. it is to be proved,if it 
be not proved already, that these claims were 
surrendered, or released by the govemmeitt of 
the United States, on national considerations, 
and for objects in which these claimants had no 
more interest than any other citizens.
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“ Now, sir, I do not feel called on to make out 
that the claims and complaints of France against 
the government of the United States were well 
founded. It is certain that she put forth such 
claims and complaints, and insisted on them to 
the end. It is certain that, by the treaty of al
liance of 1778, the United States did guaranty 
to France her West India possessions. It is 
certain that, by the treaty of commerce of the 
eamc.date, the United States stipulated that 
French vessels of war might bring their prizes 
into the ports of the United States, and that the 
enemies of France should not enjoy that privi
lege ; and it is certain that France contended 
that the United .States had plainly violated this 
article, as well by their subsequent treaty with 
England as by other acts of the government. 
For the violation of these treaties she claimed 
indemnity from the government of the United 
States. Without admitting the justice of these 
pretensions, the 'government of the United States 
found them extremely embarrassing, and they 
authorized our ministers in France to buy them 
off bv money.

“For the purpose of showing the justice of 
the present bill, it is not necessary to insist that 
France was right in these pretensions. Right 
or wrong, the United States were anxious to 
get rid of the embarrassments which they occa
sioned. They were willing to compromise the 
matter. The existing state of things, then, was 
exactly this :

“France admitted that citizens of the United 
States hail just claims against her ; but she in
sisted that she, on the other hand, had just 
claims against the government of the United 
States.

“ She would not satisfy our citizens, till our 
government agreed to satisfy her. Finally, a 
treaty is ratified, by which the claims on both 
sides are renounced.

“ The only question is, whether the relinquish
ment of these individual claims was the price 
which the United States paid fur the relinquish
ment, by France, of her claims against our gov
ernment? And who can doubt it ? look to 
the negotiation ; the claims on both sides were 
discussed together. Look to the second article 
of the treaty, as originally agreed to ; the claims 
on both sides are there reserved together. And 
look to the Senate’s amendment, and to the sub
sequent declaration 6f the French government, 
acquiesced in by the Senate ; and there the 
claims on both sides are renounced together. 
What stronger proof could there be of mutuali
ty of consideration ? Sir. allow me to put this 
direct question to the honorable member from 
New-York. If the United States did not agree 
to renounce these claims, in consideration that 
France would renounce hers, what was the rea
son why they surrendered thus the claims of 
their own citizens? Did they do it without 
any consideration at all ? Was the surrender 
wholly gratuitous? ltiil they thus solemnly 
renounce claims for indemnity, so just, so long

insisted on by themselves, the object of two 
special missions, the subjects of so much pri
vions controversy, and at one time so near being 
the cause of open war—did the government sur
render and renounce them gratuitously ,m- for 
nothing ? Ilad it no reasonable motive nùt 
relinquishment ? Sir, it is impossible to mal 
tain any such ground.

“ And, on the other hand, let me ask, was it\ 
for nothing that France relinquished, what she 
hail so long insisted on, the obligation of the 
United States to fulfil the treaties of 17781 
For the extinguishment of this obligation we 
hail already ottered her a large sum of money, 
which she had declined. Was she now williii- 
to give it up without any equivalent ?

“ Sir, the whole history of the negotiation is 
full of proof that the individual claims of 01lr 
citizens, and the government claims of France 
against the United States, constituted the re
spective demands of the two parties. Thev 
were brought forward together, discussed to
gether, insisted on together. The French min
isters would never consent to disconnect then;. 
While they admitted, in the fullest manner, the 
claims on our side, they maintained, with perse- 
severing resolution, the claims on the side of 
France. It would fatigue the Senate were 1 to 
go through the whole correspondence, and show 
as I coidd easily do, that, in every stage of the 
negotiation, these two subjects were kept to
gether. I will only refer to some of the mere 
prominent and decisive parts.

“ In the first place, the general instructions 
which our ministers received from our own gov
ernment, when they undertook the mission, di
rected them to insist on the claims of American 
citizens against France, to propose a joint l««n] 
of commissioners to state those claims, and to 
agree to refer the claims of France for infringe 
ments of the treaty of commerce lo the same 
board. I will read, sir, so much of tire instruc
tions as comprehend these points :

“‘1. At the opening of the negotiation vou 
will inform the French ministers that the lil

ted States expect from France, as an iiiik-pn- 
sahle condition of the treaty, a stipulation lo 
make to the citizens of the United States full 
compensation for all losses anil damages which 
they shall have sustained by reason of irregular 
or illegal captures or condemnations of their 
vessels and otln r property, uniler color of au
thority or commissions from the French Repub
lic nr its agents. And all captures and con
demnations are deemed irregular or illegal wfcn 
contrary to the law of nations, generally rt- 
ceived and acknowledged in Kuriqie, and to lit 
stipulations in the treaty of amity and com
merce of the fith of February, 1778, fairlvami 
ingenuously interpreted, while that treaty re
mained in force.’

“‘2. If these preliminaries should be satis
factorily arranged, then, for the purpose of ei- 
amining anil adjusting all the claims of our cite 
zens, it will he necessary to provide for the ap

pointment of a board of com 
to that described in the sixtl 
des of the treaty of amity 
tween the United States and 

‘“As the French governi 
fore complained of infringem 
of amity and commerce, by 
or their citizens, all claims fi 
occasioned to France or its 
submitted to the same boa.1 
damages they award will t 
United States, and deducte 
awarded to be paid by Franc 

‘■Now, sir, suppose this be 
stituted, and suppose that it 
against France, in behalf of c: 
ted States, and had made av 
of the government of Franci 
eminent of the United State 
last awards had been deducte 
of the former, and the proper 
applied to discharge the pu 
the country, would any body 
citizens would he entitled to 
are they less entitled, becaus 
first liquidated and ascertai 
off, one against the other, 
agreed to be set off against ei 
tually relinquished in the lur 

“Acting upon their instri 
seen that the American min 
tual offer to suspend the clai 
till France should be satislii 
cal rights under the treaties 
July they made this propose 
negotiators :

"‘Indemnities to be ascerl 
iu the manner proposed in on 
tv, but not to be paid until 
shall have offered to France i 
lag free admission, in the por 
privateers and prizes of the o 
sion of their enemies.’

“This, it will be at once s 
offer to suspend the claims of 
till our government should b 
to France the obligation of t 
Was not this an offer to mi 
property for public purposes ?

"Un the 11 tli of August, 
potentiaries thus write to tin 
United States :

“'The propositions which 
tors have the honor to comtmi 
'“ten plenipotentiary of tin- 
reduced to this simple alterna 

“Either the ancient treatii 
leges resulting from priority 
of reciprocal indemnities ; ’

Or a new treaty, as-surim 
indemnity.’

“In other words, this offer 
knowledge or renew the obi: 
treaties, which secure to us | 
ports which our enemies are r
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jecta of so much pro- 
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id the government sur- 
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is impossible to main.
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the treaties of 1778; 
of this obligation wc 

a large sum of money.
Was she now willih- 

y equivalent ? 
rv of the negotiation is 
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iment claims of France 
tes, constituted the ro
te two parties. They 
together, discussed to. 

her. The French min- 
sent to disconnect them. 
i the fullest manner, the 
maintained, with perse- 

! claims on the side of 
ue the Senate were I to 
irrespondcnce, and show, 
it, in every stage of the 
subjects went kept ti
er to some of the more 
parts.
the general instructions 
rived from our own pov- 
devtook the mission, di- 
n the claims of American 
to propose a joint board 

ate those claims, and to 
s of France for infringe 
' commerce to the same 
, so much of the instruis 
iese points :
; of the negotiation you 
ministers that the ii,i- 
i France, as an indispn- 
treaty, a stipulation to 

f the United States full 
isses and damages which 
icd by reason of irregular 

condemnations of (hit 
perty, under color of as- 

from the French Kepub- 
d all captures and c n- 
1 irregular or illegal when 
of nations, generally n- 
ged in Kurope. and to the 
caty of amity and com- 
•’vbruary, 1778, fairly and 
ed, while that treaty re-

ninaries should be salis- 
:n, fur the purpose of es- 
all the claims of our ate 

ary to provide for the ap

pointment of a board of commissioners, similar 
to that described in the sixth and seventh arti
cles of the treaty of amity and commerce be
tween the United States and Great Britain.’

“‘As the F’rcnch government have hereto
fore complained of infringements of the treaty 
of amity and commerce, by the United States 
or their citizens, all claims for injuries, thereby 
occasioned to F’rance or its citizens, are to he 
submitted to the same board ; and whatever 
damages they award will be allowed by the 
United States, and deducted from the sums 
awarded to be paid by F ranee.’

‘■Now, sir, suppose this board had been con
stituted, and suppose that it had made awards 
against France, in behalf of citizens of the Uni
ted States, and had made awards also in favor 
of the government of France against the gov
ernment of the United States ; and then these 
last awards had been deducted from the amount 
of the former, and the property of citizens thus 
applied to discharge the public obligations of 
the country, would any body doubt that such 
citizens would be entitled to indemnity ? And 
are they less entitled, because, instead of being 
first liquidated and ascertained, and then set 
off, one against the other, they are finally 
agreed to he set off against each other, and mu
tually relinquished in the lump ?

“Acting upon their instructions, it will be 
seen that the American ministers made an ac
tual offer to suspend the claim for indemnities 
till France should he satisfied as to her politi
cal rights under the treaties. On the 16th of 
July they made this proposition to the French 
negotiators :

“‘Indemnities to be ascertained and secured 
in the manner proposed in our project of a trea
ty, but not to he paid until the United States 
shall have offered to France an article stipulat
ing free admission, in the ports of each, fur the 
privateers and prizes of the other, to the exclu
sion of their enemies.’

“This, it will be at once seen, was a direct 
offer to suspend the claims of our own citizens 
till our government should he willing to renew 
to France the obligation of the treaty of 1778, 
Was not this an offer to make use of private 
property fur public purposes ?

"Un the llth of August, the French pleni
potentiaries thus write to the ministers of the 
United States :

“ The propositions which the French minis
ters have the honor to communicate to the min
isters plenipotentiary of the United States are 
reduced to this simple alternative :

‘■‘Either the ancient treaties, with the privi
leges resulting from priority, and a stipulation 
of reciprocal indemnities ;

'"Or a new treaty, assuring equality without 
indemnity.’

“In other words, this offer is, 1 if you will ac
knowledge or renew the obligation of the old 
treaties, which secure to us privileges in your 
|iorti w hich our enemies are not to enjoy, then
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we will make indemnities for the losses of your 
citizens ; or, if you will give up all claim for 
such indemnities, then we will relinquish out 
especial privileges under the former treaties, 
and agree to a new treaty which shall only put 
us on a footing of equality with Great Britain, 
our enemy.’

“ On the 20th of August our ministers pro
pose that the former treaties, so far as they re
spect the rights of privateers, shall be renewed ; 
but that it shall be optional with the United 
States, by the payment, within seven years, of 
three millions of francs, either in money or in 
securities issued by the French government for 
indemnities to our citizens, to buy oil' this ob
ligation, or to buy off all its political obligations, 
under both the old treaties, by payment in like 
manner of five millions of francs.

On the 4th of September the French minis
ters submit these propositions.

A commission shall regulate the indemnities 
which either of the two nations may owe to the 
citizens of the other.

“ ‘ The indemnities which shall be duo by 
France to the citizens of the United States shall 
be paid for by the United States, and in return 
for which France yields the exclusive privilege 
resulting from the 17 th and 22d articles of 
the treaty of commerce, and from the rights of 
guaranty of the llth article of the treaty of al
liance.’

“ The American ministers considered these 
propositions ns inadmissible. They, however, 
on their part, made an approach to them, by 
proposing, in substance, that it should lie left 
optional with the United Status, on the exchange 
of the ratification, to relinquish the indemnities, 
and in that case, the old treaties not to be ob
ligatory on the United States, so far as they 
conferred exclusive privileges on France. This 
will he seen in the letter of the American min
isters of the full of September.

“On the 18th of September the American 
ministers say to those of France ;

“ ■ It remains only to consider the expediency 
of a temporary arrangement. Should such an 
arrangement comport with the views of France, 
the following principles are offered as the basis 
of it :

“‘1st. The ministers plenipotentiary of the 
respective parties not being able at present to 
agree re-pi cling the former treaties and indem
nities, the parties will, in due and convenient 
time, further treat on those subjects ; and, until 
they shall have agreed respecting the same, the 
said treaties shall have no operation.’

‘ This, the Senate will see, is substantially the 
‘ proposition which was ultimately accepted, and 

which formed the second article of the treaty. 
By that article, these claims, on both sides, were 
postponed for the present, and afterwards, by 
other acts of the two governments, they were 

| mutually and for ever renounced and relin- 
| quished.
I “ And now, sir, if any gentleman can look to
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the treaty, look to the instructions under which 
it was concluded, look to the correspondence 
which preceded it, and look to the subsequent 
agreement of the two governments to renounce 
claims, on both sides, and not admit that the 
property of these private citizens has been 
taken to buy off embarrassing claims of France 
on the government of the United States, I know 
not what other or further evidence could ever 
force that conviction on his mind.

“ I will conclude this part of the case by 
showing you how this matter was understood 
by the American administration which finally 
accepted the treaty, with this renouncement of 
indemnities. The treaty was negotiated in the 
administration of Mr. Adams. It was amended 
in the Senate, as already stated, and ratified on 
the third day of February, 1801, Mr. Adams 
being still in office. Being thus ratified, with 
the amendment, it was sent back to France, and 
on the thirty-first day of July, the first Consul 
ratified the treaty, as amended by striking out 
the second article, but accompanied the ratifica
tion with this declaration, ‘ provided that, by 
this retrenchment, the two states renounce 
their respective pretensions, which are the ob
ject of the said article.’

“With this declaration appended, the treaty 
came back to the United States. Mr. Jefferson 
had now become President, and Mr. Madison 
was Secretary of State. In consequence of the 
declaration of the French government, accom
panying its ratification of the treaty and now 
attached to it, Mr. Jefferson again referred the 
treaty to the Senate, and on the 19th of Decem
ber, 1801, the Senate resolved that they consi
dered the treaty as duly ratified. Now, sir, in 
order to show what Mr. Jefferson and his ad
ministration thought of this treaty, and the 
effect of its ratification, in its then exist
ing form, I beg leave to read an extract of an 
official letter from Mr. Madison to Mr. Pinck
ney, then our minister in Spain. Mr. Pinckney 
was at that time negotiating for the adjustment 
of our claims on Spain; and, among others, for 
captures committed within the territories of 
Spain, by French subjects. Spain objected to these 
claims, on the ground that the United States had 
claimed redress of such, injuries from France. 
In writing to Mr. Pinckney (under date of Feb
ruary tith, 1804), and commenting on this plea 
of Spain, Mr. Madison says :

"1 The plea on which it seems the Spanish gov
ernment now principally relies, is the erasure of 
the second article from our late convention with 
France, by which France was released from the 
indemnities due for spoliations committed under 
her immediate responsibility to the United 
States. This plea did not appear in the early 
objections of Spain to our claims. It was an 
afterthought, resulting from the insufficiency 
of every other plea, and is certainly as little 
valid as any other.’

‘ The injuries for which indemnities arc 
«laimed from Spain, though committed by

Frenchmen, took place under Spanish authority 
Spain, therefore, is answerable for them. To I 
her we have looked, and continue to look for I 
redress. If the injuries done to us by her re. I 
suited in any *anner from injuries done to I 
her by France, she may, if she pleases, resort 
to France as we resort to her. But whether I 
her resort to France would be just or unjust is I 
a question between her and France, not between I 
either her and us, or us and France. Wo claim I 
against her, not against France. In releasing 
France, therefore, wc have not released her. 
The claims, again, from which France was re- I 
leased, were admitted by France, and the release I 
was for a valuable consideration, in acorrespon- I 
dent release of the United States from certain I 
claims on them. The claims we make on Spain I 
were never admitted by France, nor made on I 
France by the United States ; they made, there- I 
fore, no part of the bargain with her, and could I 
not be included in the release.’
' “ Certainly, sir, words could not have been I 
used which should more clearly affirm that I 
these individual claims, these private rights of I 
property, had been applied to public uses. Mr. I 
Madison here declares, unequivocally, that these I 
claims had been admitted by France ; that they I 
were relinquished by the government of the I 
United States ; that they were relinquished for I 
a valuable consideration ; that that considéra- I 
tion was a correspondent release of the United I 
States from certain claims on them ; and tint I 
the whole transaction was a bargain between I 
the two governments. This, sir, be it rcniem- I 
bered, was little more than two years after the I 
final promulgation of the treaty ; it was by the I 
Secretary of State under that administration I 
which gave effect to the treaty in its amended I 
form, and it proves, beyond mistake and beyond I 
doubt, the clear judgment which that adniinis- I 
tration had formed upon the true nature and I 
character of the whole transaction.

CHAPTER CXX.

FRENCH SPOLIATIONS—MR. BENTON'S SPEECH

“Tun whole stress of the question lies in afar 
simple facts, which, if disembarrassed from the 
confusion of terms and conditions, and viewed 
in their plain and true character, render it diffi
cult not to arrive at a just and correct view of 
the case. The advocates of this measure lure 
no other grounds to rest their case upon than 
an assumption of facts ; they assume that the 
United States lay under binding and onerous 
stipulations to France; that the claims of this 
bill were recognized by France ; and that thl

United States made herself n 
claims, instead of France ; to 
self, and became bound to 
sidération of getting rid of t 
weighed upon her. It is 
claims were good when the I 
doned them ; and that the cc 
it is pretended the United S 
of a nature to make her fully 
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“ The measure rests entin 
sumptions ; but I shall sh 
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not be, by the law of nation! 
for nothing when they were 
good for nothing when we 
The United States owed noth 
received no consideration whi 
make us responsible for payir 
maintain, I shall proceed to 
artful chain of argument, but 
torical facts.

“Let me ask, sir, on what g 
tained that the United States i 
consideration for these clain 
onerous stipulations did she 1 
her debt consist, which it isal 
up in payment for these claims 
of’"8, the United States was t 
the French American possei 
and France, on her part, g 
United States her sovereign 
In ’93, the war between C 
France broke out; and this 
those nations immediately 
question how far this guarani 
upon the United States'? 4 
hound by it to protect France 
American possessions ngnins 
tack of Great Britain ; and thu 
as subalterns in a war in whi< 
cern or interest whatever ? 
the point at once : for if it si 
we were not bound by this gi 
parties to a distant European w 
he an evident, a decided resul 
that we were under no obi igntic 
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the question lies in a few 
disembarrassed from tk 
d conditions, and viewed 
character, render it diffi- 
just nad correct view if 
ites of this measure toe 
list their case upon than 
ts ; they assume that the 
dec binding and onerous 
3; that the claims of thil 
by F rance ; and that tin

United States made herself responsible for these 
claims, instead of France ; took them upon her
self, and became bound to pay them, in con
sideration of getting rid of the burdens which 
weighed upon her. It is assumed that the 
claims were good when the United States aban
doned them ; and that the consideration, which 
it is pretended the United States received, was 
of a nature to make her fully responsible to the 
claimants, and to render it obligatory upon lier 
to satisfy the claims.

“The measure rests entirely upon these as
sumptions; but I shall show that they arc 
nothing more than assumptions ; that these 
claims were not recognized by France, and could 
not be, by the law of nations-; they were good 
for nothing when they were made ; they were 
good for nothing when we abandoned them. 
The United States owed nothing to France, and 
received no consideration whatever from her, to 
make us responsible for payment. What I here 
maintain, I shall proceed to prove, not by an)r 
artful chain of argument, but by plain and his

torical facts.
“Let me ask, sir, on what grounds is it main

tained that the United States received a valuable 
j consideration for these claims? Under what 

onerous stipulations did slio lie? In what did 
herdebt consist, which it is alleged France gave 
up in payment for these claims ? By the treaty 
of ’78, the United States was bound to guarantee 
the French American possessions to F rance ; 
and France, on lier part, guaranteed to the 
United States lier sovereignty and territory. 
In ’93, the war between Great Britain and 
France broke out; and this rupture between 
those nations immediately gave rise to the 
question how far tills guaranty was obligatory 
upon the United States? Whether we were 
bound by it to protect France on the side of her 
American possessions against any hostile at
tack of Great Britain ; and thus become involved 
as subalterns in a war in which wc had no con
cern or interest whatever ? Here we come to 
the point at once 1 for if it should appear that 
we were not bound by this guaranty tv> become 
partiestoadistantE iropcan war, then,sir, it will 
be an evident, a decided result and conclusion, 
that we were under no obligation to France—that 
we owed her no délit on account of this guaranty ; 
and, plainly enough, it will follow, we received 
no valuable consideration for the claims of this

bill, when France released us from an obligation 
which it will appear we never owed. Let us 
briefly see how the case stands.

“ F rance, to get rid of claims made by us, puts 
forward counter claims under this guaranty ; 
proposing by such a diplomatic manoeuvre to 
get rid of our demand, the injustice of which 
she protested against. She succeeded, and both 
parties abandoned their claims. And is it now 
to be urged upon us that, on the grounds of this 
astute diplomacy, we actually received a valuable 
consideration for claims which were considered 
good for nothing? France met our claims, 
which were good for nothing, by a counter claim, 
which was good fur nothing ; and when we 
found ourselves thus encountered, wc abandoned 
our previous claim, in order to be released from 
the counter one opposed to it. After this, is it,
I would ask, a suitable return for our over
wrought anxiety to obtain satisfaction for our 
citizens, that any one of them should, some 
thirty years after this, turn round upon us and 
say: ‘‘now you have received a valuable con
sideration for our claims ; now, then, you are 
bound to pay us ! ” But this is in fact, sir, the 
language of this hill. I unhesitatingly say that 
the guaranty (a release from which is the pre
tended consideration by which the whole people 
of the United States are brought in debtors to 
a few insurance offices to the amount of mil
lions), tins guaranty, sir, I affirm, was good for 
nothing. I s|)cak on no less authority, and in 
no less a name than that of the great father of 
his country, Washington himself, when I affirm 
that this guaranty imposed upon us no obliga
tions towards France. How, then, shall we be 
persuaded that, in virtue of this guaranty, we 
are bound to pay the debts and make good the 
spoliations of France ?

“ When the war broke out between Great Bri
tain and France in 1793, Washington addressed 
to his calnnct a scries of questions, inquiring 
their opinions on this very question—how far 
tlie treaty of guaranty of 1778 was obligatory 
upon the United States—intending to take their 
opinions as a guidance for his conduct in such a 
difficult situation. [Here the honorable Senator 
read extracts from Washington’s queries to his 
cabinet, with some of the opinions themselves.)

‘■lu consequence of the opinions of his cabinet 
concurring with his own sentiments, President 
Washington issued a proclamation of neutrality,
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disregarding the guaranty, and proclaiming that 
we were not bound by any preceding treaties to 
defend American France against Great Britain. 
The wisdom of this measure is apparent. He 
wisely thought it wras not prudent our infant 
Republic should become absorbed in the vortex 
of European politics ; and therefore, sir, not 
without long and mature deliberation how far 
this treaty of guaranty was obligatory upon 
us, he pronounced against it ; and in so doing 
he pronounced against the very bill before us ; 
for the bill has nothing to stand upon but this 
guaranty; it pretends that the United States 
is bound to pay for injuries inflicted by France, 
because of a release from a guaranty by which 
the great Washington himself solemnly pro
nounced wo were not bound ! What do we 
now behold, sir? We behold an array in this 
House, and on this floor, against the policy of 
Washington ! They seek to undo his deed ; they 
condemn his principles ; they call in question 
the wisdom and justice of his wise and paternal 
counsels ; they urge against him that the guar
anty bound us, and what for? What is the 
motive of this opposition against his measures ? 
Why, sir, that this bill may pass ; and the 
people, the burden-bearing people, be made to 
pay away a few millions, in consideration of 
obligations which, after mature deliberation, 
Washington pronounced not to lie upon us !

“I think,sir, enough has been said to put to 
rest for ever the question of our obligations 
under this guaranty. Whatever the claims 
may be, it must be evident to the common sense 
of every individual, that we arc not, and cannot 
be, bound to pay them in the stead of France, 
because of a pretended release from a guaranty 
which did not bind us ; I say did not bind us, 
because, to have observed it, would have led to 
our ruin and destruction ; and it is a clear prin
ciple of the law of nations, that a treaty is not 
obligatory when it is impossible to ^bserve it. 
But, sir, leaving the question whether we were 
made responsible for the debts of France, 
whether we were placed under an obligation to 
atone to our own citizens for injuries which a 
fo*ign power had committed ; leaving this ques
tion as settled (and I trust settled for ever), I 
come to consider the claims themselves, their 
justice, and their validity. And here the prin
ciple of this bill will prove, on this head, as 
weak and untenable—nay, more—as outrageous

to every idea of common sense, as it was on th/ 
former head. With what reason, I would ask 
can gentlemen press the American people tc 
pay these claims, when it would be unreason
able to press France herself to pay them ? If 
France, who committed the wrong, could not 
justly be called upon to atone for it. how can 
the United States now be called upon for this 
money ? In 1798, the treaty of peace with 
France was virtually abolished by various acta 
of Congress authorizing hostilities, and by pro- 
elamation of the President to the same effect ; 
it was abolished on account of its violation by 
F rance ; on account of those depredations which 
this bill calls upon us to makegood. By those 
acts of Congress we sought satisfaction for 
these claims ; and, having done so, it was too 
late afterwards to seek fresh satisfaction by 
demanding indemnity. There was war, sir, as 
the gentleman from Georgia has clearly shown 
—war on account of these spoliations—and 
when we sought redress, by acts of warfare we 
precluded ourselves from the right of demand 
ing redress by indemnity. We could not, there
fore, justly urge these claims against France; 
and I therefore demand, how can they be urgvd 
against us ? What are the invincible argu
ments by which gentlemen establish the justica 
and validity of these claims ? For, surclv. k- 
fore we consent to sweep away millions from 
the _ " 3 treasury, we ought to hear at least
some good reasons. Let me examine their good 
reasons. The argument to prove the validity 
of these claims, and that we are bound to jiay 
them, is this : France acknowledged them, and 
the United States took them upon herself ; that 
is, they were paid "by way of offset, and the 
valuable consideration the United States re
ceived was a release from Iter pretended obliga
tions ! Now, sir, let us sec how France acknow
ledged them. These very claims were denied, 
resisted, and rejected, by every successive gov
ernment of France ! The law of nations was 
urged against them ; because, having engaged 
in a state of war, on the account of tlient we 
had no right to a double redress—first b)V ' 
prisais, and afterwards by indemnity ! Besides. 
Franco justified her spoliations, on the ground 
that we violated our neutrality ; that the ship! 
seized were laden with goods belonging to the 
English, the enemies of France ; and it is well 
known, that, in ninety-nine cases out of a hun

dred, this was the fact—thal 
lent their names to the Engli 
to risk all the dangers of Fr 
sake of the great profits, 
covered the risk. And, in tl 
facts, we are told that the Fr 
the claims, paid them by a 1 

now bound to satisfy them ! 
proved? Where arc the in 
by which the public treasury 
Hear them, if it is possible 1 

with patience ! When we u 
the French negotiators set u 
and. to obtain a release from 1 

them ! Thus it is that the Fr< 
these claims ; and, on this pr 
this diplomatic cunning and 
now told that the national hi 
pay them! Was ever such 
before? Why, sir, if we ; 
shall deserve eternal obloquy 
the whole American people, 
peatedly and perseveringly di 
ing these claims, at last gets r 
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poliations, on the ground 
eutrnlity ; that the ships 
a goods belonging to the 
of France ; and it is well 
-nine cases out of a hun

dred, this was the fact—that American citizens 
lent their names to the English, and were ready 
to risk all the dangers of French spoliation, for 
sake of the great profits, which more than 
covered the risk. And. in the face of all these 
(acts we are told that the French acknowledged 
the claims, paid them by a release, and we are 
now bound to satisfy them ! And how is this 
proved? Where arc the invincible arguments 
by which the public treasury is to be emptied ? 
He»r them, if it is possible even to hear them 
with patience ! When we urged these claims, 
the French negotiators set up a counter claim ; 
and. to obtain a release from this, we abandoned 
them ! Thus it is that the French acknowledged 
those claims ; and, on this pretence, because of 
this diplomatic cunning and ingenuity, we are 
now told that the national honor calls on us to 
pay them ! Was ever such a thing heard of 
before? Why, sir, if we pass this bill, we 
shall deserve eternal obloquy and disgrace from 
the whole American people. France, after re
peatedly and persevcringly denying and resist- 

| ing these claims, at last gets rid of them for ever 
by an ingenious trick, and by pretending to ac
knowledge them; and now her debt (if it was 
a debt) is thrown upon us ; and, in consequence 
of this little trick, the public treasury is to be 
tricked out of several millions ! Sir, this is mon
strous ! I say it is outrageous ! I intend no 
personal disrespect to any gentleman by these 
observations ; but I must do my duty to my 
country, and I repeat it, sir, this is outrage
ous !

‘•It is strenuously insisted upon, and appears 
to lie firmlj relied upon by gentlemen who have 
advocated this measure, that the United States 
has actually received from France full consider
ation for these claims ; in a word, that France 
has paid them ! I hav# already shown, by his
torical facts, by the law of nations, and, further, 
by the authority and actions of Washington 
himself, the father of his country, that we 
were placed under no obligations to France by 
(he treaty of guaranty ; and that* therefore, a 
release from obligations which did npt exist, is 
no valuable consideration at all ! But, sir, how 
can it be urged upon us that Franco actually 

| paid us for claims which were denied and re
sisted, when we all know very well that, for 
undisputed claims, for claims acknowledged by 
•reaty, for claims solemnly engaged to be paid,

we could never succeed in getting one farthing 
I thank the senator from New Hampshire (Mr, 
Hilt), for the enlightened vie»’ he has given on 
this case. What, sir, was the conduct of Napo
leon, with respect to money ? He had hound 
himself to pay us twenty millions of francs, 
and he would not pay one farthing ! And yet, 
sir, we are confidently assured by the advocates 
of this hill that these claims «-ere paid to us by 
Napoleon ! When Louisiana was sold, he or
dered Marbois to get fifty millions, and did not 
even then, intend to pay us out of that sum the 
twenty millions lie had bound himself by trea
ty to pay. Marbois succeeded in getting thirty 
millions of francs more from us, and from this 
the twenty millions due was deducted; thus, 
sir, we were made to pay ourselves our own 
due, and Napoleon escaped the payment of a 
farthing. 1 mean to make no reflection upon 
our negotiators at that treaty ; we may he glad 
that we got Louisiana at any amount ; for, if 
we had not obtained it by money, we should 
soon have possessed it by blood : the young 
West, like a lion, would have sprung upon tho 
delta of the Mississippi, and we should have 
had an earlier edition of the battle of New Or
leans. It is not to he regretted, therefore, that 
we gained Louisiana by negotiation, although 
we paid our debts ourselves in that bargain, 
lint Napoleon absolutely scolded Marbois for 
allowing the deduction of twenty millions out 
of the sum wo paid for Louisiana, forgetting 
that his minister had got thirty millions more 
than lie ordered him to ask, and that we had 
paid ourselves the twenty millions due to us 
under treaty. Having such a man to deal with, 
how can it he maintained on this floor that 
tho United States, has been paid by him the 
claims in this bill, and that, therefore, the trea
sury is bound to satisfy them ? Let senators, 
I entreat them, hut ask themselves the ques
tion. what these claims «-ere worth in the view 
of Napoleon, that they may not form, such an 
unwarranted conclusion as to think he ever paid 
them. Every government of France which pre
ceded him had treated them as English claims, 
and is it likely that he who refused to pay claims 
subsequent to these, under treaty signed by 
himself, would pay old claims anterior to 1800 7 
The claims were not worth a straw ; they »’cro 
considered as lawful spoliations ; that by our 
proclamation we had broken the neutrality ;
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and, after all, that they were incurred by 
English enterprises, covered by the American 
flag. It is pretended he acknowledged them ! 
Would he have inserted two lines in the trea
ty to rescind them, to get rid of such claims, 
when he would not pay those he had acknow
ledged ?

To recur once more, sir, to the valuable con
sideration which it is pretended we received for 
these claims. It is maintained that we were 
paid by receiving a release from onerous ob
ligations imposed upon us by the treaty of 
guaranty, which obligations I have already 
shown that the great Washington himself pro
nounced to be nothing ; and therefore, sir, it 
plainly follows that this valuable consideration 
was—nothing !

What, sir ! Is it said we were released from 
obligations? From what obligations, I would 
ask, were we relieved? From the obligation 
of guaranteeing to France her American posses
sions ; from the obligation of conquering St. 
Domingo for France! From an impossibility, 
sir ! for do we not know that this was im
possible to the fleets and armies of France, 
under Le Clerc, the brother-in-law of Napoleon 
himself? Did they not perish miserably by the 
knives of infuriated negroes and the desolating 
ravages of pestilence ? Again, we were released 
from the obligation of restoring (luadaloupe to 
the French ; which also was not possible, unless 
we had entered into a war with Great Britain ! 
And thus, sir, the valuable consideration, the 
release by which these claims arc said to be 
fully paid to the United States, turns out to be 
a release from nothing ! a release from absolute 
impossibilities; for it was not possible to guar
antee to France her colonics ; she lost them, and 
there was nothing to guarantee ; it was a one
sided guaranty ! She surrendered them by 
treaty, and there is nothing for the guaranty 
to operate on.

The gentleman from Georgia [Mr. King], has 
given a vivid and able picture of the exertions 
of the United States government in behalf of 
these claims. He has shown that they have 
been paid, and more than paid, on our part, by 
the invaluable blood of our citizens ! Such, 
indeed, is the fact. What has not been done 
by the United States on behalf of these claims ? 
For these very claims, for the protection of 
those very claimants, we underwent an in

credible expense both in military and navi 
armaments.

[Here the honorable senator read a long lis 
of military and naval preparations made by Con
gress for the protection of these claims, specify, 
ing the dates and the numbers.]

Nor did the United States confine herself 
solely to these strenous exertions and expensive 
armaments ; besides raisingfleets and nrmie.s,slie 
sent across the Atlantic embassies and agents- 
she gave letters of marque, by which every 
injured individual might take his own remedy 
and repay himself his losses. For these very 
claims the people were laden at that period with 
heavy taxes, liesides the blood of our people 
which wayy^ for them. Loans were raised 
at eight prWcent. to obtain redress for these 
claims; and what was the consequence? It 
overturned the men in power at that jieriod ; 
this it was which produced that result, more 
than political differences.

The people were taxed and suffered for these 
same claims in that day ; and now they are 
brought forward again to exhaust the publie 
treasury and to sweep away more millions vet 
from the people, to imposetaxes again upon them, 
for the very same claims for which the people 
have already once been taxed ; reviving the svs- 
tem of ’98, to render loans ami debts and en
cumbrances again to lie required ; to embarras 
the government, entangle the State, to impover
ish the people ; to dig, in a word, by gradual 
measures of this description, a pit to plunge the 
nation headlong into inextricable difficulty and 
ruin !

The government,.in those days, performed in 
duty to the citizens in the protection of their 
commerce ; and by vindicating, asserting, and 
satisfying these claims, it left nothing undone 
which now is to be donvt the pretensions of this 
bill are therefore utterly unfounded ! flutes 
are reciprocal ; the duty of government is pro
tection, and that of citizens allegiance. This . 
bill attempts to throw upon the present g-ir- 
ernment the duties and expenses of a firmer 
government, which leave been already once at- 
quitted. Units part, government has fulfilled 
with energy and zeal, its duty to the citizens; 
it lias protected and pow is protecting their 
rights, and asserting their just claims. Mittal 
our navy, kept up in time of peace, for the pro
tection of comjpcrce and for the profit of oil
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citizens; witness our cruisers on every point 
of the globe, for the security of citizens pursu
ing every kind of lawful business. But, there 
ire limits to the protection of the interests of 
individual citizens ; peace must, at one time or 
other be obtained, and sacrifices are to he made 
for a valuable consideration. Now, sir, peace is 
a valuable consideration, pnd claims are often 
necessarily abandoned to obtain it. In 1814, 
we gave up claims for the sake of peace ; we 
gave up claims for Spanish spoliations, at the 
treaty of Florida ; we gave up claims to Den
mark. These claims also were given up, long 
anterior to others 1 have mentioned. When 
peace is made, the claims take their chance; 
some are given up for a gross sum, and some, 
gnch as these, when they are worth nothing, 
will fetch nothing. How monstrous, therefore, 
that measure is, which would transfer abandon
ed al,d disputed claims from the country, by 
which they were said to be due, to our own 
country, to our own government, upon our own 
citizens, requiring us to pay what others owed 
(nav, what it is doubtful if they did owe) ; re
quiring us to pay what we have never received 
one farthing for, and for which, if we had re
ceived millions, we have paid away more than 
those millions in arduous exertions on their be

half.
I should not discharge the duty I owe to my 

country, if I did not probe still deeper into 
these transactions. What were the losses which 
led to these claims ? Gentlemen have indulged 
themselves in all the flights and raptures of 
poetry on this pathetic topic ; we have heard 
of “ships swept from the ocean, families plunged 
in want and ruin and such like ! What is the 
(act,sir? It is as the gentleman from New 
Hampshire has said : never, sir, was there known, 
before or since, such a flourishing state of com
merce as the very time, and period of these 
spoliations. At that time, men made fortunes if 
they saved one ship only, out of every four or five, 
from the French cruisers ! Let us examine the 
stubborn facts of sober arithmetic, in this case, 
and not sit still and see the people’s money 
charmed out of the treasury by the persuasive 
notes of poetry. [Mr. B here referred to pub
lic documents showing that, in the years 1793, 
'04, ’95, ’96, ’97, ’98, ’99, up to 1800, the ex
ports, annually increased at a rapid rate, till, in 
1800; they amounted to more than $91,000,000],

It must lie taken into consideration that, at 
this period, our population was less than it is 
now, our territory was much more limited, we 
had not Louisiana and the port of New Orleans, 
and yet our commerce was far more flourishing 
than it ever has been since ; and at a time, too, 
when we had no mammoth banking corporation 
to boast of its indispensable, its vital necessity 
to commerce ! These are the facts of numbers, 
of arithmetic, which blow away the edifice of 
the gentlemen’s poetry, as the wind scatters 
straws.

IV ith respect to the parties in whose hands 
these claims are. They are in the hands of insur
ance offices, assignees, and jobbers; they are in 
the hands of the knowing ones who have bought 
them up for two, three, five, ten cents in the 
dollar ! What has become of the screaming 
babes that have been held up after the ancient 
Roman method, to excite pity and move our 
sympathies? What has become of the widows 
and original claimants ? They have been bought 
out long ago by the knowing ones. If we 
countenance this bill, sir, we shall renew the 
disgraceful scenes of 1793, and witness a repeti
tion of the infamous fraud and gambling, and all 
the old artifices which the certificate funding act 
gave rise to. (Mr. 11. here read several interest
ing extracts, describing the scenes which then 
took place.)

One of the most revolting features of this bill 
is its relation to the insurers. The most in
famous and odious act ever passed by Congress 
was the certificate funding act of 1793, an act 
passed in favor of a crowd of speculators ; but 
the principle of this hill Is more odious than 
even it ; I mean that of paying insurers for their 
losses. The United States, sir, insure ! Can 
any thing be conceived more revolting and atro
cious than to direct the funds of the treasury, 
the property of the people, to such iniquitous 
uses ? On what principle is. this groundci] ? 
Their occupation is a safe one ; they make cal
culations against all probabilities ; they make 
fortunes at all times ; and especially at this very 
time when we are called upon to refund their 
losses, they made immense fortunes. It would 
be far more just and equitable if Congress were 
to insure the farmers and planters, and pay them 
their losses on the failure of the cotton crop ; 
they, sir, are more entitled to put forth such 
claims than speculators and gamblers, whose
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trade and business it is to make money by 
losses. This bill, if passed, would be the 
most odious and unprincipled ever passed by 
Congress.

Another question, sir, occurs to me: what 
sum of money will this bill abstract from the 
treasury ? It says five millions, it is true ; but 
it does not say “ and no more ; ” it docs not say 
that they will be in full. If the project of pass
ing this bill should succeed, not only will claims 
be made, but next will come interest upon them ! 
Reflect, sir, one moment: interest from 1798 and 
1800 to this day ! Nor is there any limitation 
of the amount of claims ; no, sir, it would not 
be possible for the imagination of man, to invent 
more cunning words than the wording of this 
bill. It is made to cover all sorts of claims; 
there is no kind of specification adequate to ex
clude them ; the most illegal claims will be ad
mitted by its loose phrascolog

Again suffer me to call your attention to an
other feature of this atrocious measure; let me 
warn my country of the abyss which it is at- 
temped to'open before it, by this and other 
similar measures of draining and exhausting the 
public treasury !

These claims rejected and spumed by F ranee ; 
these claims for which we have never received 
one cent, all the payment ever made for them 
urged upon us by their advocates being a meta
physical and imaginary payment ; these claims 
which, under such deceptive circumstances as 
these, we, sir, arc called upon to pay, and to pay 
to insurers, usurers, gamblers, and speculators ; 
these monstrous claims which are foisted upon 
the American people, let me ask, how arc they 
to be adjudged by this bill ? Is it credible, sir? 
They are to be tried by an e.r parte tribunal ! 
Commissioners are to be appointed, and then, 
once seated in this berth, they are to give away 
and dispose of the public money according to 
the cases proved! No doubt sir, they will be 
all honorable men. I do not dispute that ! No 
doubt it will be utterly impossible to prove 
corruption, or bribery, or interested motives, or 
partialities against them ; nay, sir, no doubt it 
will I>e dangerous to suspect such honorable 
men; we shall be replied to at once by the in
dignant question, “ are they not all honorable 
men ? ” But to all intents and purposes this 

tribunal will be an cx parte, a one-sided tribu
nal and passive to the action of the claimants.

Again, look at the species of evidence which 
I will be invited to appear before these commis, 

j sinners; of what description will it be? I(crs 
I is not a thing recent and fresh upon which evi 

dence, may be gained. Here are transactions a 
thirty or forty years ago. The evidence is ^ 
witnesses dead, memories failing, no testimony 
to lie procured, and no lack of claimants,notwith
standing. Then, sir, the next best evidence 
that suspicious and worthless sort of evidence, 
will have to be restored to ; and this will be 
ready at hand to suit every convenience in any 
quantity. There could not be a more eflective 
and deeper plan than this devised to empty th* 
treasury ! Here will be sixty millions exhibit, 
ed as a lure for false evidence, and false claims' 
an awful, a tremendous temptation for men to 
send their souls to hell for the sake of money. 
On the behalf of the moral interests of my coun
try, while it may yet not be too late, I denounce 
this bill, and warn Congress not to lend itself to 
a measure by which it will debauch the public 
morals, and open a wide gulf of wrong-doing 
and not-to-be-imagined evil !

The bill proposes the amount of only five 
millions, while, by the looseness of its wording, 
it will admit old claims of all sorts and different 
natures ; claims long since abandoned for gross 
sums ; all will come in by this bill ! One hun
dred millions of dollars will not pay all tbit 
will be patched up under the cover of this bill! 
In bills of this description we may see a covert 
attempt to renew the public debt, to make loans 
and taxes necessary, and the engine of loans 
necessary with them ! There are those who 
would gladly overwhelm the country-in debt; 
that corporations might be maintained which 
thrive by debt, and make their profits out of the 
misery and encumbrances of the people. Shall 
the people lie denied the least repose from tax
ation ? Shall all the Ipbor and exertions of gov
ernment to extinguish the public debt k in 
vain? .Shall its great exertions to estai# 
economy in the State, and do away with a sys
tem of loans and extravagance, be thwarted 
and resisted by bills of this insidious aim and 
character ? Shall the people be prevented from 
feeling in reality that wo have no debt: shall 
they only know it by dinners and public rejoic- 
ings ? Shall such a happy and beneficial result 
of wise and wholesome measures be rendered all 
in vain by envious efforts to destroy the whole;
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and render it impossible for the country to go 
on without borrowing and being in debt ?”

The bill passed the Senate by a vote of 25 to 

20; bu( failed in the House of Representatives. 
It still continues to importune the two Houses ; 
and though baffled for fiAy years, is as perti
nacious as ever. Surely there ought to bo some 
limit to these presentations of the same claim. 
It is a game in which the government has no 
chance. No number of rejections decides any 
thing in favor of the government ; a single de
cision in their favor decides all against them. 
Renewed applications become incessant, and 
endless ; and eventually must succeed. Claims 
become stronger upon age—gain double strength 
upon time—often directly, by newly discovered 
evidence—always indirectly, by the loss of ad
versary evidence, and by the death of contem
poraries. Two remedies are in the hands of 
Congress—one, to break up claim agencies, by 
allowing no claim to be paid to an agent ; the 
other, to break up speculating assignments, by 
allowing no more to be received by an assignee 
than he has actually paid for the claim. As
signees and agents are now the great prosecutors 
of claims against the government. They con
stitute a profession—a new one—resident at 
Washington city. Their calling has become a 
new industrial pursuit—and a most industrious 
one—skilful and persevering, acting on system 
and in phalanx ; and entirely an overmatch for 
the succession of new members who come ig
norantly to the consideration of the cases which 
they have so well dressed up. It would bo to 
the honor of Congress, and the protection of 
the treasury, to institute a searching examina
tion into the practices of these agents, to see 
whether any undue means arc used to procure 
the legislation they desire.

CHAPTER CXXI.
ATTEMPTED ASSASSINATION OF PRESIDENT JACK- 

SON.

Ox Friday, the 30th of January, the President 
with some members of his Cabinet, attended the 
funeral ceremonies of Warren R. Davis, Esq., in 
Ihe hall of the House of Representatives- -of

which body Mr. Davis had been a membepfrom 
the State of South Carolina. The procession 
had moved out with the body, and its front had 
reached the foot of the broad steps of the eastern 
portico, when the President, with Mr. Wood
bury, Secretary of the Treasury, and Mr. Mahlon 
Dickerson. Secretary of the Navy, were issuing 
from the door of the great rotunda—which 
opens upon the portico. At that instant a per
son stepped from the crowd into the little open 
space in front of the- President, levelled a pistol 
at him. at the distancelof about eight feet, and 
attempted to lire. It/was a percussion lock, 
and the cap exploded, without firing the powder 
in the barrel. The explosion of tiro cap was so 
loud that many persons thought the pistol had 
fired : l heard it at the foot of the steps, far 
from the place, and a great crowd between. In
stantly ^thc person dropped the pistol which 
had missed fire, took another which ho held 
ready cocked in the left hand, concealed by a 
cloak—levelled it—and pulled the trigger. It 
was also a percussion lock, and the cap exploded 
without firing the powder in the barrel. The 
President instantly rushed upon him with lus 
uplifted cane : the man shrunk back ; Mr. Wood- 
bury aimed a blow at him Lieutenant Gedney 
of the Navy knocked him down ; he was secured 
by the bystanders, who delivered him to the 
officers of justice for judicial examination. The 
examination took place before the chief justice 
of the district, Mr. Cranch ; by whom lie was 
committed in default of bail. His name was 
ascertained to be Richard Lawrence, an English
man by birth, and house-painter by trade, at 
present out of employment, melancholy and 
irascible. The pistols were examined, and found 
to lie well loaded ; and fired afterwards without " 
fail, carrying their bullets true, and driving them 
through inch boards at thirty feet distance ; 
lior could any reason lie found for the two fail
ures at the door of tiro rotunda. On his ex
amination the prisoner seemed to be at his case, 
as if unconscious of having done any thing 
wrong—refusing to cross-examine the witnesses 
who testified against him, or to give any ex
planation of his conduct. The idea of an un
sound mind strongly impressing itself upon the 
public opinion, the marshal of the district in
vited two of the most respectable physicians of 
the city (I)r. Uaussiu and I)r. Thomas Sewell), 
to visit him and examine into his mental con-
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dition. They did so : and the following is the 
report which they made upon the case :

“ The undersigned, having been requested by 
the marshal of the District of Columbia to visit 
Richard Lawrence, now confined in the jail of 
the county of Washington, for an attempt to 
assassinate the President of the United States, 
with a view to ascertain, as far as practicable, 
the present condition of his bodily health and 
state of mind, and believing that a detail of the 
examination will be more satisfactory than an 
abstract opinion on the subject, we therefore 
give the following statement. On entering his
room, wc engaged in a free conversation with1 -- '—B-e— — ------------- -
him, in which he participated, apparently, in the 
most artless and unreserved manner. The first 
interrogatory propounded was, as to his age— 
which question alone he sportively declined an
swering. Wc then inquired into the condition 
of his health, for several years past—to which 
he replied that it had been uniformly good, and 
that he lwl never labored under any mental 
derangement; nor did he admit the existence 
of any of those symptoms of physical derange
ment which usually attend mental alienation. 
He said lie was born in England, and came , to 
this country when twelve or thirteen year# of 
age, and that his father died in this District, 
about six or eight years since ; that his father 
was a Protestant and his mother a Methodist, 
and that lie was not a professor of any religion, 
but sometimes read the Bible, and occasional
ly attended church, lie stated that he was a 
painter by trade, and bail followed that occupa
tion to the present time ; but, of late, could not 
find steady employment—which had caused 
much pecuniary embarrassment with him ; that 
he had been generally temperate in his habits, 
using ardent spirits moderately when at work ; 
but, for the last three or four weeks, had not 
taken any ; that he had never gambled, and, in 
other respects, had led a regular, sober life.

“Upon being interrogated as to the circum
stances connected with the attempted assassina
tion, he said that he had been deliberating^ on 
it for Mine time past, and that he had called at 
the President’s house alxnit a week previous 
to the attempt, and being conducted to the 
President’s apartment by the porter, found him 
in conversation with a member of Congress, 
whom he believed to have been Mr. Sutherland, 
of Pennsylvania ; that he stated to the Presi
dent that he wanted money to take him to Eng
land, and that lie must give him a check on the 
bank, and the President remarked, that he was 
too much engaged to attend to him—he must 
call another time, for Mr. Dibble was in waiting 
for an interview. When asked about the pis
tols which he had used, he stated that his father 
left him a pair, but not being alike, about four 
years since he exchanged one for another, which 
exactly matched the best of the pair ; these 
were ooth tiint locks, which ho recently had 
altered to percussion locks, by a Mr. Boteler ;

that he had been frequently in the habit of 
loading and firing those pistols at marks, urf 
that he had never known them to fail going off 
on any other occasion, and that, at the distance 
of ten yards, the ball always passed through an 
inch plank. He also stated that he had loaded 
those pistols three or four days previous, with 
ordinary care, for the. purpose attempted ; but 
that he used a pencil instead of a ramrod, and 
that during that period, they were at all times 
carried in his pocket ; and when asked why 
they failed to explode, he replied he knew no 
cause. When asked why he went to the capitol 
on that day, he replied that he expected that 
the President would be there. He also stated 
that he w as in the rotunda when the President 
arrived; and on being asked why he did not 
then attempt to shoot him, he replied that be 
did not wish to interfere with the funeral cert, 
mony, and therefore waited till it was over. He 
also observed that he did not enter the hall 
but looked through a window from a lobby, and 
saw the President seated with members of Con
gress, and he then returned to the rotunda and 
waited till the President again entered it, and 
then passed through and took his position in 
the east portico, about two yards from the door, 
drew his pistols from his inside coat pocket 
cocked them and held one i|i each hand, con
cealed by his coat, lest fy» should alarm the 
spectators—and states, that as soon as the one 
in the right hand missed fire, lie immediately 
dropped or exchanged it, and attempted to fire 
the second, before he was seized ; lie further 
stated that he aimed each pistol at the Presi
dent’s heart, and intended, if the first pistol hid 
gone off, and the president had fallen, to hire 
defended himself with the second, if defence hk 
been necessary. On being asked if he did not 
expect to have been killed on the spot, if he hid 
killed the President, he replied he did not; and 
that he had no doubt lbut that he would hire 
been protected by the spectators. He was fre
quently questioned whether he had any friendi 
present, from whom he expected protection. To 
tliis he replied, that he never had mentioned hk 
intention to any one, and that no one ill jiarticn- 
lar knew his design ; but that he presumed il 
was generally known that he intended to pa 
the President out of the way. lie further state# 
that when the President arrived at the (Mr. 
near which he stood, finding him supported « 
the left by Mr. Woodbury, and observing many 
persons in his rear, and being himself ratherM 
tin- right of the President, in onier to avoid 
wounding Mr. Woodbury,wild those in thvrtir. 
he stepi«.-d a little to his own right, so liai 
should the ball pass through the body of ik 
President, it would be received by the dor- 
frame, or stone wall. On being asked if lie lei! 
no trepidation during the attempt: He replied 
not the slightest, until he found that the sewa 
pistol had missed tire. Then observ ing that tk 
President was advancing upon- him, with MV' 
lifted cane, he feared that it contained a sword

which might have been thri 
fore he could have been pro! 
And when interrogated as t 
induced him to attempt the 
President, lie replied, that In 
the President had caused hi 
»nd the consequent want ol 
lieved that to put him out o 
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veral; and it was the Senate 
Who, in your opinion, of 1 
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of the United States. Oil 1> 
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money out of the hank, he rej 
slightly knew Mr. Smith only.

“On being asked with respci 
which he had heard in Congn 
he was particularly pleased will 
Calhoun, Clay, aiid Webster, h 
was, because they were on hi 
then asked if he was welt p 
speeches of Col. Benton and J i 
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which might have been thrust through him be
fore he could have been protected by the crowd. 
And when interrogated as to the motive which 
induced him to attempt the assassination of the 
President, he replied, that he had been told that 
the President had caused his loss of occupation, 
and the consequent want of money, and he be
lieved that to put him out of the way, was the 
only remedy for this evil ; but to the interroga
tory-, who told you this ? lie could not identify 
any one, but remarked that his brother-in-law, 
Mr. Redfern, told him that lie would have no 
more business, because he was opposed to the 
President—and he believed Redfern to he in 
league with the President against him. Again 
being questioned, whether he had often attended 
the debates in Congress, during the present 
session, and whether they had influenced him 
in making this attack on the person of the Pre
sident, he replied that he had frequently attend
ed the discussions in botli branches of Con
gress, hut that they had, in no degree, influenced 
his action.

“Upon being asked if he expected to become 
the president of the United States, if (Jen. Jack- 
son had fallen, he replied no.

“ When asked whom lie wished to he the Pre
sident, his answer was, the reave re many persons 
in the House of Representatives. On being asked 
if there were no persons in the Senate, yes, se
veral ; and it was the Senate to which I alluded. 
Who, in your opinion, of the Senate, would 
make a good President ? He answered, Mr. 
Clay, Mr. Webster, Mr. Calhoun. What do 
you think of Col. Benton, Mr. Van Burvn. or 
judge White, for President ! He thought they 

I would do well. On being asked if he knew 
any member of either house of Congress, lie re
plied that he did not—and never spoke to one 
in his life, or they to him. On being asked what 
benefit lie expected himself from the death of 
the President, he answered lie could not rise 
unless the President fell, and that he expected 
thereby to recover his liberty, and that the 
mechanics would all be benefited ; that the me
chanics would have plenty of work ; and that 
money would be more plenty. On being asked 
why it would be more plenty, he replied, it 
would be more easily obtained from the bank. 
On being asked what bank, he replied, the Bank 
of the United States. On being asked if lie 
knew the president, directors, or any of the olti- 
cersof the bank, or had ever held any inter
course with ttiem, or knew how he could get 
money out of the hank, he replied no—that he 

| slightly knew Mr. Smith only.
“ On being asked with respect to the speeches 

which he had heard in Congress, and whether 
he was particularly pleased witli those of Messrs. 
Calhoun, Clay, and Webster, he replied that lie 
«'as, because they were on his side. He was 
then asked if he was well pleased with the 
speeches of Col. Benton and Judge White ? He 
said he was and thought Col. Benton highly 
talented. b *

“ When asked if he was friendly to Gen. 
Jackson, he replied, no. Why not ? He an
swered, because he was a tyrant. Who told 
you he was a tyrant? lie answered, it was a 
common talk with the people, and that he had 
read it in all the papers. Ho was asked if he 
could name any one who had told him so ? He 
replied, no. lie was asked if he ever threatened 
to shoot Mr. Clay, Mr. Webster, or Mr. Calhoun, 
or whether he would shoot them if ho had an 
opportunity ? He replied, no. When asked if 
lie would shoot Mr. Van Burcn ? He replied, 
no, that lie once met with Mr. Van Buren in 
the rotunda, and told him he was in want of 
money and must have it, and if lie did not get 
it lie (Mr. Van Buren), or Gen. Jackson must 
full, lie was asked if any person were present 
during the conversation ? He replied, that 
there were several present, and when asked if he 
recollected one of them, he replied that he did 
not. When asked if any one advised him to 
shoot Gen. Jackson, or say that it ought to be 
done ? Ho replied, I do not like to say. On 
being pressed on this point, he said no one in 
particular had advised him.

“ lie further stated, that believing the Presi
dent to be tile source of all his difficulties, he 
was still fixed in his purpose to kill him, and if 
his succcessor^pursued the same course, to put 
him out of the way also—and declared that no 
power in this country could punish him for 
having done so, because it would be resisted hy 
the powers of Europe, as well as of this country. 
He also stated, that he had been long in corre- 
spondencc with the powers of Europe, and that 
his family had been wrongfully deprived of the 
crown of England, and that he should yet live 
to regain it—and that he considered the Presi
dent of the United States nothing more than 
his clerk. .____

‘ We now think profièxto add, that the young 
mail appears perfectly trampl'd and unconcerned, 
as to the tinal result, and seàins to anticipate no 
punishment for what he lias!done. The above 
contains the leading, and literally expressed 
facts of the whole conversation we had with 
him, which continued at least two hours. The 
questions were frequently repeated at different 
stages of tlie examination ; and presented in 
various forms.”

It is clearly to lie seen from this medical ex
amination of the man, that this attempted 
assassination of the President, was one of those 
cases of which history presents many instances 
—a diseased mind acted upon by a general outcry 
against a public man. Lawrence was in the 
particular condition to be acted upon hy what 
he heard against General Jackson:—a work
man out of employment—needy—idle—men
tally morbid ; and with reason cnougli to argue 
regularly from false premises. He heard the
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President accused of breaking lip the labor of the 
country ! and believed it—of making money 
scarce ! and he believed it—of producing the 
distress ! and believed it—of being- a tyrant ! 
and believed it—of being an obstacle to all re
lief ! and believed it. And coming to a regular 
conclusion from all these beliefs, he attempted 
to do what he believed the state of things re
quired him to do—take the life of the man 
whom he considered the sole cause of his own 
and the general calamity—and the sole obstacle 
to his own and the general happiness. Halluci
nation of mind was evident ; and the wretched 
victim of a dreadful delusion was afterwards 
treated as insane, and never brought to trial. 
But the circumstance made a deep impression 
upon the public feeling, and irresistibly carried 
many minds to the belief in a superintending 
Providence, manifested in the extraordinary case 
of two pistols in succession—so well loaded, so 
coolly handled, and which afterwards fired with 
such readiness, force, and precision—missing 
fire, each in its turn, when levelled eight feet at 
the President’s heart.

C 11 A PTEIl C X X 11.

ALABAMA EXPUNGING RESOLUTIONS.

Mr. King, of Alabama, presented the preamble 
and joint resolution of the general assembly of 
his State, entreating their senators in Congress 
to use their “untiring efforts” to cause to bo 
expunged from the journal of the Senate, the 
resolve condemnatory of President Jackson, for 
the removal of the deposits. Mr. Clay desired 
to know, before any order was taken oil these 
resolutions, whether the senator presenting 
them, proposed to make any motion in relation 
to expunging the journal ? This inquiry was 
made in a way to show that Mr. King was to 
meet resistance to his motion if he attempted it. 
The expunging process was extremely distaste
ful to the senators whose act was proposed to 
be stigmatized ;—and they now began to be 
sensitive at its mention.—Wben Mr. Benton 
first gave notice of his intention to move it, his 
notice was looked upon as an idle menace, which 
would end in nothing. Now it wras becoming a

serious proceeding. The States were taking i 
up. Several of them, through their legislature) 
—Alabama, Mississippi, New Jersey, Ncw-York, 
North Carolina—had already given the fatal jn. 
structions ; and it was certain that more would 
follow. Those of Alabama were the first pre. 
sented ; and it was felt necessary to make head 
against them from the beginning. Hence, the inter
rogatory put by Mr. Clay to Mr. King—the inqui
ry whether he intended to move an expunging 
resolution ?—and the subsequent motion to lav 
the resolutions of the State upon the table if he 
answered negatively. Now it was not the in
tention of Mr. King to move the expunging re
solution. It was not his desire to take that bu
siness out of the hands of Mr. Benton, who had 
conceived it—made a speech for it—given notire 
of it at the last session as a measure for the pre
sent one—and had actually given notice at the 
present session of his intention to oiler the re
solution. Mr. King’s answer would necessarily, 
therefore, be in the negative, and Mr. Clav’s 
motion then became regular to lay it upon the 
table. Mr. Benton, therefore, Yvlt himself called 
upon to answer Mr. Clay, and to recall to the 
recollection of the Senate what took place it 
the time the sentence of condemnation hid 
passed j and rose and said :

should do it, but he had not 
one. In the ordinary rout 
one was more ready to cons

“He had then (at the time of passing the 
«olui.......................condemnatory resolution), in his place.given ii 

mediate notice that he should commence a serin 
of motions for the purpose of expunging the 
resolutions from the journals, lie had then 
made use of the word expunge, in contradistinc
tion to the word repeal, or the word reverse, 
because it was Iris opinion then, and that opinion 
had liven confirmed by all his subsequent ndec 
tion, that repeal or reversal of the resolution 
would not do adequate justice. To do tbit 
would require a complete expurgation of the 
journal. It would require that process vkk 
is denominated expunging, by which, to the pre
sent. and to all future times, it would he indi
cated that that had been placed u]ion the jour
nals which should never have gone there. Ilf 
hail given that notice, after serious rvtledion 
that it might be seen that the Senate ni 
trampling the constitution of the I’nited States 
under foot ; ami not only that, hut also the very 
forms, to say nothing of the substance, «fil 
criminal justice.

“ He had given this notice in obedience to 
the dictates of his bosom, which were after
wards sustained by the dcscision of hi< W 
without consultation with any other person, but 
after conference only with himself ami his ood. 
To a single human being he had said tint k

and to defer to their opinion 
there were some occasions 
council with no man, hut tor 
without regard to conscqucn 
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to hear the question of the h- 
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stood by every member of the 
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subject forward relative to the 
punging the resolution in qm 
journal of the Senate, he, bin 
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being he had said tbit k

should do it, but he had not consulted with any 
one. In the ordinary routine of business, no 
one was more ready to consult with his friends, 
and to defer to their opinions, than he was ; but 
there were some occasions on which ho held 
council with no man, but took his own course, 
without regard to consequences. It would have 
been a matter of entire indifference with him. had 
the whole Senate risen as one man, and declared 
a determination to give a unanimous vote against 
pim. It would have mattered nothing. He 
would not have deferred to any human being. 
Actuated by these feelings he had given notice 
of his intention in the month of May ; and in 
obedience to that determination lie had, on the 
last day of the session, laid his resolution on 
the table, in order to keep the matter alive.

•■ This brought him to the answer to t ho ques
tion proposed. The presentation of the resolu
tions of the legislature of Alabama afforded a 
Stand proper occasion to give that public notice 
which he had already informally and privately 
given to many members of the Senate. He had 
laid that he should bring forward his resolution 
at the earliest convenient timer And yesterday 
evening, when he saw the attempt which was 
made to give to a proceeding emanating from 
tiie Post Office Committee, and to which, by 
the unanimous consent of that committee, a 
legislative direction had been assigned, a new 
form, by one of the senators from South Caro
lina, so as to make it a proceeding against per
sons. in contradistinction to the public matters 
embodied in the report ; when he heard these 
persons assailed by one of the senators fn mi 
South Carolina, in such a manner as to prevent 
any possibility of doubt concerning them ; and 
when he discovered that the object of these gentle 
men was impeachment in substance, if not in form, 
he did at once form the determination to give 
notiee this morning of his intention to move his 

] resolution at the earliest convenient period.
1 This was his answer to the question which 

had been proposed.
"Mr. King, of Alabama, said he was surprised 

to hear the question of the honorable senator 
from Kentucky, as he did not expect such an 
inquiry: for he had supposed it was well under
stood by every member of the Senate what his 
sentiments were in regard to the right of in
struction. The legislature of Alabama had in
structed him to pursue a particular course, and 
he should obey their instructions. With regard 
to the resolution to which the legislature alluded, 
he could merely say that he voted against it at 
the time it was adopted by the Senate. His 
opinion as to it was then, as well as now, per
fectly understood. If the gentleman from 
Missouri [Mr. Benton] declined bringing the 
subject forward relative to the propriety of ex
punging the rc.»liitioil in question from the 
journal of the Senate, he, himself should, at 
some proper time, do so, and also say something 
on the great and important question as to the 
right of instruction. Now, that might he ad

mitted pi its fullest extent. He held his place 
there, subject to the control of the legislature 
of Alabama, and whenever their instructions 
reached him he should ho governed by them. 
He made this statement without entering into 
the consideration of the propriety or impropriety 
of senators exercising their own judgment as to 
tile course they deemed most proper to pursue. 
For himself, never having doubted the right of 
a legislature to instruct their senators in Con
gress, lie should consider himself culpable if he 
did not carry their wishes into effect, when pro- 
pcrly expressed. And he hail hoped there would 
have been no expression of the Senate at this 
time, as he was not disposed to enter into a dis
cussion then, for [articular reasons, which it 
was not necessary lie should state.

“As to the propriety of acting on the sub
ject then, that would depend upon the opinions 
of gentlemen as to the importance, the great im- 
(Hirtance, of having the journal of the Senate 
freed from what many supposed to be an uncon
stitutional act of the Senate, although the 
majority of it thought otherwise. He would 
now say that, if no one should bring forward a 
proposition to get the resolution expunged, he, 
feeling himself hound to obey the opinions of 
the legislature, should do so, and would vote for 
it. If no precedent was to be found fAr such 
an act of the Senate, ho should most unhesita
tingly vote for expunging the resolution from the 
journal of the Senate, in such manner as should 
la- justified by precedent.

“Mr. Clay said the honorable member from 
Alabama had risen in his (dace, and presented 
to the Senate two resolutions, adopted by the 
legislature of his State, instructing him and his 
colleague to use their untiring exertions to cause 
to lie expunged from the journals of the Senate 
certain resolutions passed during the last ses
sion of Congress, on the subject of the removal 
of tin: deposits from the Bank of the United 
States. The resolutions of Alabama had been 
presented; they were accompanied by no mo
tion to carry the intentions of that State into 
effect ; nor were they accompanied by any inti
mation from the honorable senator, who pre
sented them, of his intention to make any pro
position, in relation to them, to the Senate. 
Under these circumstances, the inquiry was 
made by him (Mr. C.) of the senator from Ala
bama. which he thought the occasion called for. 
The inquiry was a very natural one, and he had 
learned with unfeigned surprise that the senator 
did not expect it. He would now sav to the 
senator from Alabama, that of him, and of him 
alone, were these inquiries made ; and with re
gard to the reply made by another senator (Mr. 
Benton), he would further say, that his relations 
to him were not such as to enable him to know 
what were that senator’s intentions, at any time, 
and on any subject, nor was it necessary ho 
should know them.

“ He had nothing further to say, than to ex
press the hope that the senator from Alabama
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would, for the present, withdraw the resolu
tions he had presented ; and if, after ho had 
consulted precedents, and a careful examination 
of the constitution of the United States, he finds 
that he can, consistently with them, make any 
propositions for the action of the Senate, he 
(Mr. C.) would be willing to receive the resolu
tions,and pay to them all that attention and re
spect which the proceedings of one of the States 
of this Union merited. If the gentleman did 
not pursue that course, he should feel himself 
bound, by every consideration, by all the obli
gations which bound a public man to discharge 
his duty to his Clod, his country, and his own 
honor, to resist such an unconstitutional proce
dure as the reception of these resolutions, with
out the expressed wish of the legislature of Ala
bama, anti without any intimation from her 
senators, of any proposition to be made on them, 
at the very threshold. He did hope that, for 
the present, the gentleman would withdraw these 
resolutions, and at a proper time present them 
with some substantive proposition for the con
sideration of the Senate. If he did not, the de
bate must go on, to the exclusion of the impor
tant one commenced yesterday, and which every 
gentleman expected to bo continued to-day, as 
he should in such case feel it necessary to sub
mit a motion for the Senate to decide whether, 
under present circumstances, the resolutions 
could be received.

“ Mr. Clay declared that when such a resolu
tion should be offered he should discharge the 
duty which he owed to his Ood, his country and 
his honor.

‘"Mr. King of Alabama, had felt an unwilling
ness from the first to enter into this discussion, 
for reasons which would be understood by every 
gentleman. It was his wish, and was so under
stood by one or two friends whom he had con
sulted, that the resolutions should lie on the 
table for the present, until the debate on another 
subject was disposed of. In reply to the sena
tor from Kentucky, he must say that he could 
not, situated as he was, accede to his proposition, 
llis object certainly was to carry into effect the 
wishes of the legislature of his State ; and he, as 
well as his colleague, felt bound to obey the will 
of the sovereign State of Alabama, whenever made 
known to them. He certainly should, at a pro
per time, present a distinct proposition in rela
tion to these resolutions for the consideration of 
the Senate ; and the senator from Kentucky 
could then have an opportunity of discharging 
“his duty to his (lod, to his country, and his 
own honor,’ in a manner most consistent with 
his own sense of propriety.

“Mr. Clay would not renew the intimation of 
any intention on his part, to submit a motion to 
the Senate, if there was any probability that the 
senator from Alabama would withdraw the reso
lutions he hail submitted. He now gave notice 
that, if the senator did not think fit to withdraw 
them, he should feel it his duty to submit a pro
position which would most probably load to a

debate, and prevent the one commenced yester
day from being resumed to-day.

“Mr. Calhoun moved that the resolution be 
laid upon the table, to give the senator from 
Alabama [Mr. King], an opportunity to prepare 
a resolution to accomplish the meditated purpose 
of rescinding the former resolutions of the Senate,

; 1 confess, sir (observed Mr. C.), I feel some cte 
riosity to see how the senator from Alabama 

j will reconcile such a proceeding with the fa 
and independent existence of a Senate. 1 fap 
sir, a great curiosity to hear how that gentleman 
proposes that the journals are to be kept, if sack 
a procedure is allowed to take effect. I should 
like to know how he proposes to repeal ajour
nai. By what strange process he would destroy
facts, and annihilate events and things whichaii 
now the depositories of history. When he shall 
have satisfied my curiosity on this particular, 
then there is another thing I am anxious to bein- 
formed upon, and that is, what form, what strange 
and new plan of proceeding, will he suggest forth 
adoption of the Senate ? I will tell him; I sill 
show him the only resource that is left, the point 
to which he necessarily comes, and that is this: 
he will be obliged to declare, in his resolution, 
that the principle upon which the Senate acted 
was not correct ; that it was a false and erroné- 
ous principle. And let me ask; what was that 
principle, w-hich now, it seems, is to be destroy
ed ? The principle on which the Senate acted, 
the principle which that gentleman engages to 
overthrow, is this : 1 we have a right to express 
our opinion.’ He will be compelled to dent 
that ; or, perhaps he may take refuge front such 
a predicament by qualifying his subversion of 
this first principle of legislative freedom. And 
how will lie qualify the denial of this principle! 
that is, how will he deny it, and yet apparently 
maintain it? He has only one resource lei 
and that is, to pretend that we have a right to 
express our opinions, but not of the President 
This is the end and aim; yes. this is the iuevitible 
consequence and result i if such an extraonlinur, 
such a monstrous procedure.

“ No then, it is come to this, that the Senate 
has no right to express its opinion in relation to 
the Executive ? A distinction is now set up tv 
tween the President and all other officers, ud 
the gentleman is prepared with a resolution to 
give effect and energy to the distinction ; md 
now, for the first time that such a doctrine b 
ever tieeii heard on the American soil, he is pit- 
pared to profess and publish, in the face of tlx 
American people, that old and worn-out dota 
of old and worn-out nations, ‘the King camion 
wrong!’ that his officers, his ministers, are aloe 
responsible ; that we shall be permitted perhip 
to utter our opinions of them ; hut a uiiaiimxMi 
opinion expressed by the Senate, in relation» 
the President himself, is no lbnger sulfurai tt 
exist, is no longer permitted to he given; it me* 
be expunged from the journals.

1 confess I am agitated with an intense cue j 
osity : I wish to sec with what ingenuity of ifr j

ful disguise the Senate is to 
dumb legislation of Bonapa 
very question brings on the 
proposition of expunging ou 
question in which the cxpni 
(ive freedom and independen 
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tion of the utmost magnitud 
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too soon—they cannot too so 
rible reality of the condition 
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lose no time in their effort t 
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| constitution. Yes, I entreat 
! deliberate purpose to a resolvi 
| given origin to a question 

perhaps is, in its effects and ti 
er and more radical important 
more important than that of 
that of the Post Office, and

I anxious to see how far they 1 

doctrine they have advanced ;
i slaving and as despotic as any 
1 by the Autocrat of all the Russi 
I an opportunity, I move to la 
! on the table, and I promise thei 

move their resolution, I will hi 
up.

| " Mr Clay said that the pro]
! the resolutions was a pre-limit! 
the question to which he had a 
attention of the Senate. The 
had been very irregular, and m 
der. lie had contended, from 
purpose of avoiding an interft 
late on another subject, that tl 
Alabama resolutions should ni 
that time. The senator from 
refused to withdraw these res 
compelled to a course which w 
liability, lead to a protracted d< 

'Mr. Clay then submitted th
II Resolved, That the resolute 

lature of Alabama, presented 
from that State, ought not to tx 
(the Senate, inasmuch as they at 
to the Senate, nor contain any n 
be laid before the Senate ; and 
a- that which those resolutions i 
dim1, cannot be done without vi 
Finition of the United States.”
I “Mr. Calhoun here moved to 

lions on the table, which moti 
Çence of Mr. Clay’s, and was 
pc withdrew it, however, at the 
Clayton.

' Mr. Benton said an objection

Ethe resolutions of Alabama, 
torn South Carolina and the sen 
rirei to which he would briefly
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,as "only one resource left 
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C with what ingenuity ofw

fill disguise the Senate is to be reduced to the 
dumb legislation of Bonaparte’s Senate. This 
very question brings on the issue. This very 
proposition of expunging our resolutions is the 
question in which the expunging of our legisla
tive freedom and independence is to bo agitated.
1 confess I long to see the strange extremities 
to which the gentleman will come. 11 is a ques
tion of the utmost magnitude ; 1 an anxious to 
gee it brought on ; two senators [Messrs. Ben
ton. and King of Alabama] have pledged them
selves to bring it forward. They cannot do it 
too soon—they cannot too soon expose the hor
rible reality of the condition to which our coun
try is reduced. I hopie they will make no de
lay ; let them hasten ill their course ; let them 
lose no time in their effort to expunge the Se
nate, and dissolve the system of government and 
constitution. Yes, I entreat them to push their 
deliberate purpose to a resolve. They have now- 
given origin to a question than which none 
perhaps is, in its effects and tendencies, of deep
er and more radical importance ; it is a question 
more important than that of the bank, or than 
that of the Post Office, and I am exceedingly 
anxious to see how far they will carry out the 
doctrine they have advanced ; a doctrine as en
slaving and as despotic as any that is maintained 
by the Autocrat of all the Russias. To give them 
an opportunity. I move to lay the resolutions 

l on the table, and I promise them that, when they 
move their resolution, I w-ill be ready to take it 
|UP-

“Mr Clay said that the proposition to receive 
the resolutions was a preliminary one, and was 
the question to which he had at first invited the 
attention of the Senate. The debate, certainly, 
had been very irregular, and not strictly in or
der. lie had contended, from the first, for the 
purpose of avoiding an interference with a de
late on another subject, that the subject of the 
Alabama resolutions should not he agitated at 
that time. The senator from Alabama having 
refused to withdraw these resolutions, he was 
compelled to a course which would, in all pro
bability, lead to a protracted debate.

“Mr. Clay then submitted the following :
^ Resolved, That the resolutions of the legis- 

llature of Alabama, presented by the senator 
[from that State, ought not to be acted upon by 
the Senate, inasmuch as they arc not addressed 

the Senate, nor contain any request that they 
|he laid before the Senate ; and inasmuch, also,

1 that which those resolutions direct should be 
)ne. cannot be done without violating the con- 

ilitutiun of the Vnited States.”
“Mr. Calhoun here moved to lay the resolti- 

lions on the table, which motion took precc- 
lence of Mr. Clay’s, and was not debatable, 
le withdrew it, however, at the request of Mr. 
layton.
“ "r- Benton said an objection had been raised 

« the resolutions of Alabama, by the senator 
“ll,n South Carolina and the senator from Dela
te, to which he would briefly reply. Need

he refer those gentlemen to the course of their 
own reading ? he would refer them to the case 
in a State contiguous to South Carolina, where 
certain proceedings of its legislature were pub
licly burnt. (The journal of the Yazoo fraud, 
in Georgia.) Need he refer them to the case of 
Wilkes ? where the British House of Commons 
expunged certain proceedings from their journal 
—expunged ! not by the childish process of send
ing out for every copy and cutting a leaf from 
each, but by a more effectual process, lie would 
describe the modus as he read it in the parlia
mentary history. It was this: There was a 
total suspension of business in the House, and 
the clerk, taking the official journal, the original 
record of its proceedings, and reading the clause 
to lie expunged, obliterated it, word after word, 
not by making a Saint Andrew’s cross over the 
clause, as is sometimes done in old accounts, 
but by completely erasing out every letter. 
This is the way expunging is done, and this is 
what 1 propose to get done in the Senate, through 
the power of the people, upon this lawless con
demnation of President Jackson : and no sys
tem of tactics or manœuvres shall prevent me 
from following up the design according to the 
notice given yesterday.

“Mr. King of Alabama, in reply, said that 
when the proper time arrived—and lie should 
use his own time, on his own responsibility—he 
would bring forward the resolution, of which the 
senator from Missouri had given notice, if not 
prevented by the previous action of that gentle
man. He had no doubt of the power of the 
Senate to repeal any resolution it had adopted. 
What! repeal facts? asked the senator from 
South Carolina. He would ask that gentleman 
if they had it not in thcir.power to retrace their 
steps when they have done wrong? If they 
had it not in their power to correct their own 
journal when asserting what was not true? The 
democratic party of the country had spoken, pro
nounced judgment upon the facts stated in that 
journal. They had declared that these facts 
were not true; that the condemnation pro
nounced against the Chief Magistrate, for having 
violated the constitution of the United States, 
was not true ; and it was high time that it was 
stricken from the journal it disgraced.

“Mr. Calhoun observed that the senator from 
Alabama having made some personal allusions 
to him, he felt bound to notice them, although 
not at all disposed to intrude upon the patience 
of the Senate. The senator had said that ho 
(Mr. C.) was truly connected with party. Now, 
if by 1 party ’ the gentleman meant that lie was 
enlisted in any political scheme, that lie desired 
to promote the success of any party, or was anx
ious to see any particular man elevated to the 
Chief Magistracy, lie did him great injustice. It 
was a long time since he (Mr. C.) had taken any 
active part in the political affairs of the country. 
The senator need only to have looked back to 
Iris vote, for the last eight years, to have been 
satisfied that he (Mr. C.) had voluntarily put
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himself in the very small minority to which he 
belonged, and that he had done this to serve the 
gallant and patriotic State of South Carolina. 
Would the gentleman say that he did not step 
forward in defence of South Carolina, in the 
great and magnanimous stand which she took 
in defence of her rights ? Now, he wished the 
senator to understand him, that he had put him
self in a minority of at least one to a hundred ; 
that he had abandoned party voluntarily, freely ; 
and he would tell every senator—for he was con
strained to speak of himself, and therefore he 
should speak boldly—he would not turn upon 
his heel for the administration of the allairs of 
this government, lie believed that such was 
the hold which corruption had obtained in this 
government, that any man who should under
take to reform it would not be sustained.”

Mr. King of Alabama moved that the resolu
tions be printed, which motion was superseded 
by a motion to lay it on the table, which pre
vailed—yeas twenty-seven, nays twenty—as fol
lows :

“Yeas.—Messrs. Bell, Bibb, Black, Calhoun, 
Clay, Clayton, Ewing, Frclingliuyscn, Golds- 
borough, Hendricks, Kent, Knight, Leigh, Man- 
gum, Naudain, Poindexter, Porter, Prentiss, 
Bobbins, Silsbec, Smith, Southard, Swift, Tom
linson, Tyler. Waggaman, Webster.

“ Ntvs.—Messrs. Benton, Brown, Buchanan, 
Cuthbert, Grundy, llill, Kane, King of Alaba
ma, King of Georgia, Linn, McKean, Moore,

sentence from the journal, periodically and coj. 
tinually until the object should be effected, ot 
his political life come to its end. In conformity 
to this notice, he made his formal motion at the 
session ’34-’35 ; and in these words : (

“Resolved, That the resolution adopted by ) 
the Senate, on the 28th day of March, in the ) 
year 1834, in the following words : 'limited, 
That the President, in the late executive pr* 
ccedings in relation to the public revenue, has 
assumed upon himself authority and power not 
conferred by the constitution and laws, but it 
derogation of both,’ be, and the same hereby is, 
ordered to be expunged from the journals of 
the Senate ; because the said resolution is die. 
gal and unjust, of evil example, indefinite and 
vague, expressing a criminal charge without 
specification ; and was irregularly and unconstitu
tionally adopted by the Senate, in subversion of 
the rights of defence which belong to an nccuxtl 
and impeachable officer ; and at a time and 
under circumstances to endanger the political 
rights, and to injure the pecuniary interests of 
the people of the U ni ted States.”

Morris, Preston, Robinson, Sheplcy, Tallaiadge, 
Tipton, White, Wright.”

This proposition was extremely distasteful to | 

the Senate—to the majority which passed the ! 
sentence on General Jackson ; and .Mr. Southard 
senator from New Jersey, spoke their senti
ments, and his own, when he thus bitterly cha
racterized it as an indictment which the Senate 
itself was required to try, and to degrade itself 
in its own condemnation,—he said :

And thus the resolutions of a sovereign State, 
in favor of expunging what it deemed to be a 
lawless sentence passed upon the President, were 
refused even a reception and a printing—a cir
cumstance which seemed to augur badly for the 
final success of the series of expunging motions 
which I had pledged myself to make. But, in 
fact, it was not discouraging—but the contrary’. 
It strengthened the conviction that such conduct 
would sooner induce the change of senators in 
the democratic States, and permit the act to lie 
done.

CHAPTER C XXIII.

THE EXPUNGING liESOLVTION.

From the moment of the Senate’s condemnation 
of General Jackson. Mr. Benton gave notice of 
his intention to move the expunction of the

“The object of this resolution (said Mr. 
is not to obtain an expression from the Seme 
that their former opinions were erroneous. 1» 
that the Executive acted correctly in relationtt 
the public treasury. It goes further, and is 
nounces the act of the Senate ns so unconsm- 
t ional, unjustifiable, and offensive, that the eh 
deuce of it ought not to be permitted to niais 
upon the records of the government. lies 
indictment against the Senate. The sailor 
from Missouri calls upon us to sit in judgment 
upon our own act, and warns us that « a 
save ourselves from future and lasting lira» 
elation and reproach only by pronouncing■ 
own condemnation by our votes, lie assets 
us that he has no desire or intention todegrak 
the Senate, but the position in which In' »i«k 
place us is one of deep degradation—(Igni
tion of the most humiliating character—wM 
not only acknowledges error, and admits w- 
disable misconduct in this legislative branch if 
the government, but bows it down beta * 
majesty of the Executive, and makes is 1* 
incense to his infallibility.”

The bitterness of this self trial wa< argn* 
ed by seeing the^course which the publient

was taking. A current, stro 
constantly swelling, was s. 
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 him that it was. Was expurge 
Diode? Yes; he was thorough 
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1
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was taking. A current, strong and steady, and 
constantly swelling, was setting in for the 
President and against the Senate ; and résolu 
lions from the legislatures of several States— 
Alabama, Mississippi, New Jersey, North Caro- 
1,na—had already arrived instructing their sena
tors to vote for the expurgation which Mr. 
Benton proposed. In the mean time he had 
not yet made his leading speech in favor of his 
motion ; and ho judged this to be the proper 

| time to do so, in order to produce its effects on 
the elections of the ensuing summer ; and ac- 

| cordingly now spoke as follows :
“Mr. Benton then rose and addressed the 

I Senate in support of his motion. He said that 
the resolution which lie had offered, though re
solved upon, as he luxd heretofore stated, with
out consultation with any person, was not re
solved upon without groat deliberation in his 
own mind. The criminating resolution, which 
it was his object to expunge, was presented to 
the Senate, December 26th, 1833. The senator 
from Kentucky who introduced it (Mr. Clay], 
commenced a discussion of it oh that day-, which 
was continued through the months of January 
and February, and to the end, nearly, of the 
month of March. The vote was taken upon it 
the 28th of March ; and about a fortnight there
after he announced to the Senate his intention 
to commence a series of motions for expunging 
the resolution from the journal. Here, then, 
were nearlyfour months for consideration ; fur 
the decision was expected ; and he had very 
anxiously considered, during that period, all the 
difficulties, and all the proprieties, of the step 
which he meditated. Was the intended motion 
to clear the journal of the resolution right in 
itself! The convictions of his judgment told 
pirn that it was. Was expurgation the proper 
node? Yes; he was thoroughly satisfied that 

jthxt was the proper mode of proceeding in this 
e. For the criminating resolution which he 

wished to get rid of combined all the charac- | 
Jteristics of a case which required erasure and 
(oblitération : for it was a case, as he believed, 
if the exercise of power without authority,

f ithout even ju—sdiction ; illegal, irregular, and 
itjmt. Other modes of annulling the resolu- 

: as rescinding, reversing, repealing, could

tot lie proper in such a ease ; for they would 
“ply rightful 'jurisdiction, a lawful authority, 
f legal action, though an erroneous judgment. 
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All that he denied. He denied the authority 
of the Senate to pass such a resolution at all ; 
and he affirmed that it was unjust, and contra
ry to the truth, as well as contrary to law. 
This being his view of the resolution, he held 
that the true and proper course, the parlia
mentary course of proceeding in such a case, 
was to expunge it.

But, said Mr. B., it is objected that the Senate 
has no right to expunge any thing from its 
journal ; that it is required by the constitu
tion to keep a journal ; and, being so required, 
could not destroy any part of it. This, said 
Mr. B., is sticking in the hark ; and in the thin
nest hark in which a shot, even the smallest, 
was ever lodged. Various arc the meanings of 
the word keep, used as a verb. To keep a jour
nal is to write down, daily, the history of what 
you do. For the Senate to keep ajournai is to 
cause to he written down, every day, the ac
count of its proceedings ; and, having'dono that, 
the constitutional injunction is satisfied. The 
constitution was satisfied by entering this crim
inating resolution on the journal ; it will be 
equally satisfied by entering the expunging res
olution on the same journal. In each ease the 
Senate keeps ajournai of its own proceedings.

It is objected, also, that we have no right to 
destroy a part of the journal : and that to ex
punge is to destroy and to prevent the expung
ed part from being known in future. Not so 
the fact, said Mr. B. The matter expunged is 
not destroyed. It is incorporated in the ex
punging resolution, and lives as long as that 
lives ; the only effect of the expurgation twin" 
to express, in the most emphatic manner, the 
opinion that such matter ought never to have 
lieen put in the journal.

Mr. B. said he would support these positions 
by authority, the authority of eminent exam
ples; ami would cite two cases, out of a multi
tude that might be adduced, to show that ex
punging was the proper course, the parliamen- 
mentary course, in such a ease as the one now 
Iwforc the Senate, and that the expunged mat
ter was incorporated and preserved in the ex 
punging resolution.

Mr. B. then read, from a volume of British 
Parliamentary History, the celebrated case of 
the Middlesex election, in which the resolution 
to expel the famous John Wilkes was expunged 
from the journal, but preserved in the expurga-
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tory resolution, so as to l)e just as well read 
now as if it had never been blotted out from 
the journals of the British House of Commons. 
The resolution ran in these words : “ That the 
resolution of the House of the 17th February, 
1709, ‘ that John Wilkes, Esq., having been, in 
this session of Parliament, expelled this House, 
was and is incapable of being elected a member 
to serve in the present Parliament,’ be expung
ed from the journals of this House, as being 
subversive of the rights of the whole body of 
electors of this kingdom.” Such, said Mr. B„ 
were the terns of the expunging resolution in 
the case of the Middlesex election, as it was 
annually introduced from 1709 to 1782 ; when it 
was finally passed by a vote of near three to 
one, and the clause ordered to be expunged was 
blotted out of the journal, and obliterated, by 
the clerk at the table, in the presence of the 
whole House, which remained silent, and all 
business suspended until the obliteration was 
complete. Yet the history of the case is not 
lost. Though blotted out of one part of the 
journal, it is saved in another ; and here, at the 
distance of half a century, and some thousand 
miles from London, the whole case is read as 
fully as if no such operation had ever been [>er- 
formed upon it.

Having given a precedent from British par
liamentary history, Mr. 11. would give another 
from American history ; not, indeed, from the 
Congress of the assembled States, but from one 
of the oldest and most respectable States of the 
Union : he spoke of Massachusetts, and of the 
resolution adopted in the Senate of that Stale 
during the late war, adverse to the celebration 
of our national victories ; and which, some ten 
years afterwards, was expunged from the jour
nals by a solemn vote of the Senate.

A year ago, said Mr. B., the Senate tried 
President Jackson ; now the Senate itself is on 
trial nominally before itself ; but in reality be
fore America, Europe, and posterity. We shall 
give our voices in our own case ; we shall vote 
for or against this motion ; and the entry upon 
the record will be according to the majority of 
voices. But that is not the end, but the be
ginning of our trial. We shall be judged by 
others, by the public, by the present age, and 
by all posterity ! Yhe proceedings of this case, 
and of this day, will not be limited to the present 
age ; they will go down to posterity, and to the

AN!
latest ages. President Jackson isnot a character 
to be forgotten in history. His name is not to 
be confined to the dry catalogue and official 
nomenclature of mere American President! 
Like the great Romans who attained the c™. 
sulship, not by the paltry arts of electioneering 
but through a series of illustrious deeds his 
name will live, not for the offices he filled, but 
for the deeds which ho performed. He j6 tL 
first President that has ever received the con
demnation of the Senate for the violation of the 
laws and the constitution, the first whose name 
is borne upon the journals of the American ,<e 
nate for the violation of that constitution whici 
he is sworn to observe, and of those laws which 
he is bound to see faithfully executed. Suck 
a condemnation cannot escape the observât™ I 
of history. It will bo read, considered, judged! 
when the men of this day, and the passions ol 
this hour, shall have passed to eternal repose.

Before he proceeded to the exposition of tl* I 
case which he intended to make, he wished to 
avail himself of an argument which had beet 
conclusive elsewhere, and which he tnistai 
could not be without effect in this Senate. It 
was the argument of public opinion. In d* [ 
case of the Middlesex election, it had been de j 
cisivc with the British House of Commons : it 
the Massachusetts case, it had ken deciiin 
with the Senate of that State. In both the» I 
cases many gentlemen yielded their private 
opinions to public sentiment ; and public senti
ment having been well pronounced in the os [ 
now before the Senate, he had a right to loot 
for the same deferential respect for it here «hid 
had been shown elsewhere.”

Mr. B. then took up a volume of British pts I 
liamentnry history for the year 1782, the 2Ï I 
volume, and read various passages from pigs 
1407, 1408, 1410,1411, to show the stress «hid 
had been laid on the argument of public opine 
in favor of expunging the Middlesex resolutions; 
and the deference which was paid to it by the I 
House, and by members who had, until th I 
opposed the motion to expunge, lie read first 
from Mr. Wilkes’ opening speech, on renewii; 
his annual motion for the fourteenth lim n | 
follows :

“ If the people of England, sir, have at in I 
time explicitly and fully declared an opium 
respecting a momentous constitutional questi®, 
it has been in regard to the Middlesei elm»

in 1768.” ♦***■<! 
heard in a more clear and d 
on this point of the first n 
electors of the kingdom, as 
be heard favorably.”

He then read from Mr. 
Fox had heretofore opposed 
lution, but now yielded to it 
voice of the people.

“He (Mr. Fox) had turnc 
in his mind, he was still of c 
solution which gentlemen \ 
was founded on proper princ; 
“ Though he opposed the m 
little anxiety for the event o 
when he found the voice < 
against the privilege, as he be 
at present, he would not pres 
* ’ * * “The people hi 
had declared their sentimei 
and had taught Parliament tc 
of their constituents.”

Having read these passage; 
were the sentiments of an Ei 
old school. Mr. Fox was a 
school. He acknowledged tb 
p!c to instnicUheir represents 
tothegcnera“ice himself, th 
instructed ; and lie uses the ri 
sion which acknowledges tiled 

j to obey the will of the people, 
dared their sentiments to Pa, 
taught Parliament to listen to 

I constituents.” This, said Mr. 
j ago; it was spoken by a mem! 

who. besides being the first d 
Wls Jt that time Secretary i 
knowledged the duty of Parlia 
race of the people. The son 
realm, and only not a peer hit 

j ra r,ot the eldest son, he s*
I the great dAnocratio principle - 
I bottom ofj(] representative gov 
I this, afte/sufch an example, w 
I nature bA unwilling to obey’ th 
I they require people to teach Cm 
I'rhich Mr. Fox says the Eng
I taught their Parliament fifty Y
I'01® of the people of the Un 
I been heard on this subject 
Id' olarril it. The vote of many 
I declared it From the confines
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in 1768.” * * * * “ Their voice was never 
heard in a more clear and djstinct manner than 
on this point of the first magnitude for nil the 
electors of the kingdom, and l trust will now 
be heard favorably.”

He then read from Mr. Fox’s speech. Mr. 
Fox had heretofore opposed the expunging reso
lution. but now yielded to it in obedience to the 
voice of the people.

“He (Mr. Fox) had turned the question often 
in his mind, he was still of opinion that the re
solution which gentlemen wanted to expunge 
was founded on proper principles.” * * * *
“Though he opposed the motion, he felt very 
little anxiety for the event of the question ; for 
when he found the voice of the jK'ople was 
against the privilege, as he believed was the cast 
at present, he would not preserve the privilege.”
• * * * “ The people had associated, they 
had declared their sentiments to Parliament,

! and had taught Parliament to listen to the voice 
of their constituents.”

Having read these passages, Mr. R said they 
j were the sentiments of an English w'hig of the 

old school. Mr. Fox was a whig of the old 
: school. He acknowledged the right of the peo

ple to iiiFtrucUhcir representatives. He yielded 
to the gcneraRoice himself, though not specially 

mstmeted; and he uses the remfirkable expres
sion which acknowledges the duty of Parliament 
to obey the will of the people. “ They had de
clared their sentiments to Parliament, and had 
taught Parliament to listen to the voice of their 
constituents.” This, said .Mr. R, was fifty years 
ago; it was spoken by a member of Parliament, 
who. besides being the first debater of his age.

at that time Secretary at War. He ac
knowledged the duty of Parliament to obey the l 
voice of the people. The son of a jx-er of the 
realm, and only not a peer himself because he 
was not the eldest son, he Still acknowledged 
the great d(inocratio principle which lies at the 
bottom of «1 representative government. After 
this, aftc/silth an example, will American Se

nators bà unwilling to ol>ey the people ? Will 
they require people to teach Congress the lesson 
which Mr. Fox says the English people had 
taught their Parliament fifty years ago ? The 
voice of the people of the United States had 
been heard on this subject The elections 
declared it. 1 he vote of many legislatures de
clared it From the confines of the Republic

the voice of the people came rolling in—a swell
ing tide, rising as it flowed—and covering the 
capitol with its mountain waves. Can that 
voice be disregarded ? Will members of a re
publican Congress he less obedient to the voice 
of the people than were the rvprest .itatives of 
a monarchical House of Commons ?

Mr. 11. then proceeded to the argument of his 
motion. He moved to expunge the resolution 
of March 28, 1834, from the journals of the 
Senate, liecause it was illegal a*hd unjust ; vague 
and indefinite ; a criminal charge without spe
cification ; unwarranted by the constitution and 
laws ; subversive of the rights of defence which 
belong to an accused and impeachable officer ; 
of evil example ; and adopted at a time and under 
circumstances to involve the political rights 
and the pecuniary interests of the people of the 
United States in peculiar danger and serious in
jury.

These reasons for expunging the criminating 
resolution from the journals, Mr. B. said, were 
not phrases collected and paraded for effect, or 
strung together for harmony of sound. They 
were each, separately and individually, substan
tive reasons ; every word an allegation of fact, 
or of law. Without going Stilly into the argu
ment now, he would make an exposition which 
would lav open his meaning, and enable each 
allegation, whether of law or of fact, to he fully 
understood, and replied to in the sense intended.

1. lilt'fral and unjust.—These were the first 
heads under which Mr. B. would dcvelopc his 
objections, he would say the outline of bis ob
jections, to the resolution proposed to he ex
punged. lie held it to he illegal, because it 
contained a criminal charge, on which the Pres
ident might be impeached, and for which ho 
might he tried by the Senate. The resolution 
adopted by the Senate is precisely the first <tcp 
taken in the House of Representatives to bring 
on an impeachment. It was a resolution offered 
by a meml>cr in his place, containing a criminal 
charge against an impeachable officer, debated 
for a hundred days; and then voted upon by the 
Senate, and the officer voted to he guilty. This 
is the precise mode of hringirifc^n an impeach- 

! incut in the House of Representatives ; and. to 

j prove it, Mr. B. would rend from a work of ap
proved authority on parliamentary practice; it 
was from Mr. Jefferson’s Manual. Mr. B. then 
read from the Manual, under the section entitled
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Impeachment, and from that head of the section 
entitled accusation. The writer was giving the 
British Parliamentary practice, to which our 
own constitution is conformable. 1‘ The Com
mons, as the grand inquest of the nation, became 
suitors for penal justice. The general course is 
to pass a resolution containing a criminal charge 
against the supposed delinquent ; and then to 
direct some member to impeach him by oral 
accusation at the bar of the House of Lords, in 
the name of the Commons.”

Repeating ayçlause of what he had read, Mr. 
B. said the general course is to pass a criminal 
charge against the supposed delinquent. This is 
exactly what the Senate did ; and what did it 
do next? Nothing. And why nothing ? Be
cause there was nothing to be done by them but 
to execute the sentence they had passed ; and 
that they could not do. Penal justice was the 

consequence of the resolution ; and a judgment 
of penalties could not be attempted on such an 
irregular proceeding. The only kind of penal 
justice which the Senate could inflict was that 
of public opinion ; it was to ostracize the Presi
dent, and to expose him to public odium, as 
a violator of the laws and constitution of his 
country. Having shown the resolution to be 
illegal, Mr. II. would pronounce it to be unjust ; 
for lie aflirmed the resolution to be untrue; he 
maintained that the President had violated no 
law. no part of the constitution, in dismissing 
Mr. Duane from the Treasury, appointing Mr. 
Taney, or causing the deposits to be removed; 
for these were the s|ieci tirât ions contained in the 
original resolution, also in the second modifica
tion of the resolution, anil intended in the third 
modification, when stripped of specifications,and 
reduced to a vague and general charge. It was 
in this shape of a general charge that the reso
lution passed. No new specifications were even 
suggested ill debate. The alterations were made 
voluntarily, by the friends of the resolution, at 
the last moment of the debate, and just when 
the vote was to be taken. And why were the 
specifications then dropped ? Because no ma
jority could be found to agree in them ! or be
cause it was (bought prudent to drop the name 
of the Bank of the United States ? or for both 
these reasons together ? Be that as it mayygaid 
Mr. I!., the condemnation of the President, and 
the support of the bank, were connected in the 
resolution, and will be indissolubly connected

AI

in the public mind ; and the President was un. 
justly condemned in the same resolution fiat 
befriended and sustained the cause of the bank, 
lie held the condemnation to be untrue in point 
of fact, and therefore unjust ; for he maintained 
that there was no breach of the laws and con
stitution in any thing that President Jackson 
did, in removing Mr. Duane, or in appointing Mr, 
Taney, or in causing the deposits to be removed. 
There was no violation of law, or constitution, 
in any part of these proceedings ; on the con
trary, the whole country, and the government 
itself, was redeemed from the dominion of i 
great and daring moneyed corporation, by fie 
wisdom and energy of these very proceedings.

1. Vugue and indefinite ; a criminal charge 
without specification. Such was the resolution, 
Mr. B. said, w’hen it passed the Senate pint 
such it was not when first introduced, nor even 
when first altered ; in its first and Second form* 
it contained '•specifications, and these speoifica- 
tions identified the (condemnation of the Presi
dent with the defence of the bank ; in its third 
fonn, these specifications were omitted, and no 
others were substituted; the bank and the re
solution stood disconnected on the record, but 

as much connected, in fjtct, as ever. The reso
lution was reduced -to a vague and indefinite 
form, on purpose, and in that circumstance, ac
quired a new character of injustice to President 
Jackson, llis accusers should have specified 
the law, and the clause in the constitution 
which was violated ; they should have specified | 
the acts which constituted the violation. This 
was due to the accused, that he might known 
what points to defend himself; it was due to 
the public, that they might know on what poiat» 
to hold the accusers to their responsibility,aid 
to make them accountable for an unjust accuse 
tion. To sustain this position, Mr. B. had re
course to history and example, and produred 
the case'of Ur. Giles’s accusation of Gencnl 
Hamilton, then Secretary of the Treasury. a 
the year 17V15. Mr. Giles, he sanÇyuavded 
in a manly, responsible manner, lie specified 
the law and the alleged violations of the to, 
so that the friends of General Hamilton could 
sec what to defend, and so as to make himsdl 
accountable for the accusation, lie Bpecifiedihe 
law, which he believed to be violated, by its date 
and its title ; and he specified the two insunM 
in which he held that law to have been infringed

Mr. B. said he had a doe 
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speciality with which thesi 
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Second Form.—A/e

" Rttolml. That, in taki 
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c
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Mr. B. said he had a double object in quoting 
this resolution of Mr. Giles, which was intended 
to lay the foundation for an impeachment against 
General Hamilton ; it was to show, first, the 
speciality with which these criminating resolu
tions should be drawn ; next, to show the ab
sence of any allegations of corrupt or wicked 
intention. The mere violation of law was 
charged as the offence, as it was in three of the 
articles of impeachment against Judge Chase; 
and thus, the absence of an allegation of cor
rupt intention in the resolution adopted against 
President Jackson, was no argument against its 
impeachment character, especially as exhibited 
in its first and second form, with the criminal 
averment, “dangerous to the liberties of the 
people.’

For the purpose of exposing the studied 
vagueness of the resolution as passed, detect
ing its connection with the Bank of the United 
States, demonstrating its criminal character in 
twice retaining the criminal averment, “danger
ous to the liberties of the people,” and showing 
the progressive changes it had to undergo be
fore it could conciliate a majority of the votes, 
Mr. B. would exhibit all three of the re
solutions, and read them side by side of each 
other, as they appeared before the Senate, in 
the first, second, and third forms which they 
were made to wear. They appeared first in the 
embryo, or primordial form; then they assumed 
their nurelia, or chrysalis state ; in the third 
vtage. they readied the ultimate perfection of 
their imperfect nature.

First Form.—December 20, 1833.
'■Resulted, That by dismissing the late Secrc 

tary of the Treasury, because he would not 
! contrary to his sense of his own duty, remove 

the money of the United States, in deposit will 
the Bank of the United States and its branches 
in conformity with the President’s opinion, nn< 
by appointing his successor to make such re- 

I moral, which lias been done, the President lmt 
j assumed the exercise of a power over the trea 
I surv of the United States not granted to bin:
1 by (lie constitution and laws, and dangerous t( 
j the liberties of the people.”

Second Form— March 28,1834.
* Resolved, That, in taking upon himself the 

responsibility of removing thy deposit of the

public money from the Bank of the United 
States, the President of the United States has 
assumed the exercise of a power over the trea
sury of the United States not granted to him 
by the constitution and laws, and dangerous to 
the liberties of the people.”

Third Form.—March 28, 1834.
"Demired, That the President, in the late 

executive proceedings, in relation to the '^j^ilic 
revenue, lias assumed upon himself authority 
and power not conferred by the constitution 
and laws, but in derogation of both.”

Having exhibited the original resolution, with 
its variations, Mr. li. would leave it to others 
to explain the reasons of such extraordinary 
metamorphoses. Whether to get rid of the 
bank association, or to get rid of the impeach
ment clause, or to conciliate the votes of all who 
were willing to condemn the President, hut 
could not tell fur what, it was not for him to 
say ; hut one thing lie would venture to say, 
that the majority who agreed in passing a gene
ral resolution, containing a criminal charge 
against President Jackson, for violating the laws 
and the constitution, cannot now agree in 
naming the law or the <*131180 in the constitu
tion violated, or in specifying any act constitu
ting such violation. And here Mr. B. paused, 
and offered to give wav to the gentlemen of 
the opposition, if they would now undertake to 
specify any act which President Jackson had 
done in violation of law or constitution.

3. I'mrarranteil by the constitution and 
laws.—Mr. li. said this head explained itself. 
It needed no development to be understood by 
the Senate or the country. The President was 
condemned without the form of a trial; and, 
therefore, his condemnation was unwarranted 
by the constitution and laws.

4. Subvert ire of the rights if defence, which 
belong to an accused and impeachable officer.— 
Tliis head, also (Mr. B. said), explained itself. 
An accused person had a right to lie heard lic- 
forc lie was condemned ; an impeachable officer 
could not be condemned unheard by the Senate, 
without subverting all tile rights of defence 
which belong to him, and disqualifying the Sen
ate to act as impartial judges in the event of his 
being regularly impeached for the same offence. 
In tills case, the House of Representatives, if 
they confided in the Senate’s condemnation,
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W6uM send up an impeachment ; that they had 
nut done so, was proof that they had no confi
dence in the correctness of our decision.

5. Of evil example.—Nothing, said Mr. B., 
could be more unjust and illegal in itself, and 
therefore more evil in example, than to try peo
ple without a hearing, and condemn them with
out defence. In this case, such a trial and such 
a condemnation was aggravated by the refusal 
of the Senate, after their sentence was pro
nounced, to receive the defence of the President, 
and let it be printed for the inspection of pos
terity! So that, if this criminating resolution 
is not expunged, the singular spectacle will go 
down to posterity, of a condemnation, and a 
refusal to permit an answer from the condemned 
person standing recorded on the pages of the 
same journal ! Mr. B. said the Senate must 
look forward to the time—far ahead, perhaps, 
but a time which may cqme—when this body 
may be filled with disappointed competitors, 
or personal enemies of the President, or of 
aspirants to the very office which he holds, 
and who may not scruple to undertake to crip
ple him by senatorial condemnations; to at

taint him by convictions ; to ostracise him by 
vote ; and lest this should happen, and the pre
sent condemnation of President Jackson should 
become the precedent for such an odious pro
ceeding, the evil example should l>e arrested, 
should be removed, by expunging the present 
sentence front the journals of the Senate. Anti 
here Mr. B. would avail himself of a voice 
which had often been heard in the two Houses 
of Congress, and always with respect and ven
eration. It was the voice of a wise man, an 
honest man, a good man, a patriot ; one who 
knew no cause but the cause of his country; 
and who, a quarter of a century ago. foresaw 
and described the scenes of this day, ami fore
told the consequences which must have happen- 
ed to any other President, under the circum
stances in which President Jackson has been 
placed, lie spoke of Nathaniel Macon of North 
Carolina, and of the sentiments which he ex
pressed, in the year 1810, when called upon to 
give a vote in approbation of Mr. Madison’s 
conduct in dismissing Mr. Jackson, the then 
British minister to the United States. Ho op
posed the resolution of approbation, because 
the House had nothing to do with the Presi
dent, in their legislative character, except the

passing of laws, calling for information, or in, 
peaching ; and, looking into the evil const, 
quences of undertaking to judge of the Presi 
dent’s conduct, he foretold the exact predica
ment in which the Senate is now involved, with 
respect to President Jackson. Mr. If. t(ltll 
read extracts from the speech of Mr. Macon ot 
the occasion referred to :

“ I am opposed to the resolution, not for the 
reasons which have been offered against it nor 
for any which can be drawn from the documents 
before us, but because 1 am opposed to address 
ing the President of the United States upon any 
subject whatever. We have nothing to do with 
him, in our legislative character, except the 
passing of laws, calling on him'for information 
or to impeach. On the day of the presidential 
election, we, in common with our fellow-citi
zens, are to pass on his conduct, and resolutions 
of this sort will have no weight on that day. It 
is on this ground solely that I am opposed to 
adopting any resolution whatever in relation t» 
the Executive conduct. If the national legisla
ture can pass resolutions to approve the con
duct of the President, may they not also pass 
resolutions to censure ? And what would 1» 
the situation of the country, if we were now 
discussing a motion to request the President to 
recall Mr. Jackson, and again to endeavor to 
negotiate with him

(I. At a. time, ami under circumstaims.luin- 
volve the political rights ami pecuniar} inte
rests of the ; icople oj the Lit Hal tStales in scrim 
injury ontI peculiar danger. This head of hs 
argument, Mr. B. said, would require a develop 
ment and detail which he had not devoid 
necessary at this time, considering what hail 
been said by him at the last session, and trim 
would now be said by others, to give the 
reasons which lie had so briefly touched. But 
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iluiily connected with tie 

The first form of the re 
.lie connection ; the seed 

y speech diil the nunr* ft 
deinnation of the President 
of tlio bank ; every speech 

the President was in con

demnation of the bank ; and thus the two ob
jects were identical and reciprocal. The at
tack of one was a defence of the other ; the 
defence of one was the attack of the other. 
And thus it continued for the long protracted 
jK-riod of nearly ono hundred days—from Ue- 
comher 20th, 1833, to March 28th, 1834—when, 
f,r reasons not explained to the Senate, upon a 
private consultation among the friends of the 
resolution, the mover of it came forward to the 
Secretary’s table,and voluntarily made the alter
ations which cut the connection between the 
tank and the resolution ! but it stood upon the 
record, bv striking out every thing relative to 
the dismissal of Mr. Duane, the appointment of 
Mr. Taney, and the removal of the deposits. 
But the alteration was made in the record only. 
The connection still subsisted in fact, now liv.es 
in memory, and shall live in history. Yes, sir. 
sai l Mr. B., addressing himself to the President 
of the Senate ; yes, sir, the condemnation of the 
President was indissolubly connected with the 
cause of the hank, with the removal of the de
posits. the renewal of the charter, the restora
tion of the deposits, the vindication of Mr. 
Duane, the rejection of Mr. Taney, the fate of 
election6, the overthrow of -Jackson’s adminis
tration. the fall of prices, the distress meetings, 
the distress memorials, the distress committees, 
the distress speeches ; and all the long list of 
hapless measures which astonished, terrified, 
afflicted, and deeply injured the country during 
the long and agonized protraction of the famous 
panic session. AH these things are connected, 
said Mr. B. ; and it became his duty to place a 
part of the proof which established the connec
tion before the Senate ami the people.

Mr. B. then took lip the appendix to the re
port made by the Senate’s Committee of Finance 
on the bank, commonly called Mr. Tyler’s re- 
portand read extracts from instructions sent to 
two-and-twenty branches of the hank, contem
poraneously with the progress of the debate on 

j the criminating résolutions ; the object and cf- 
| feet of which, and their connection with the 

debate in the Senate, would be quickly seen. 
Premising that the bank had dispatched orders 
to the same branches, in the month of August, 
and had curtailed $1,066,000, and again, in the 
month of October, to curtail $5,82.5,000, and to 
increase the rates of their exchange, and had 
expresely stated in a circular, on the 17 th <j^

that month, that this reduction would place the 
branches in a position of entire security, Mr. B. 
invoked attention to the shower of orders, and 
their dates, which lie was about to read. He 
read passages from page 77 to 82, inclusive. 
They were all extracts of letters fi-om the pre
sident of the bank in person, to the presidents 
of the branches ; for Mr. B. said it must be re
membered. as one of tbe peculiar features of the 
bank attack upon the country last winter, that 
the whole business of conducting this curtail
ment, and raising exchanges, and doing whatever 
it pleased with the commerce, currency, and 
business of the country, was withdrawn from 
the board of directors, and confided to one of 
those convenient committees of which the pres
ident is lex officio member and creator; and 
which, in this case, was expressly absolved from 
reporting to the board of directors I The letters, 
then, are all from Nicholas Biddle, president, 
and not from Samuel Jaudon, cashier, and are 
addressed direct to the presidents of the branch 
banks.

When Mr. B. bad finished reading these ex
tracts, lie turned to the report made by the sen
ator from Virginia, who sat on his right [Mr. 
Tyler], where all that was said about these new 
measures of hostility, and the propriety of the 
bank’s conduct in this third curtailment, and in 
its increase upon rates of exchange, was com
pressed into twenty lines, and the wisdom or ne
cessity of them were left to be pronounced upon 
by the judgment of the Senate. Mr. B. would 
read those twenty lines of that report:

‘ The whole amount of reduction ordered by 
the above proceedings (curtailment ordered on 
8th and 17th of October') was $5,825,000. The 
same table, No. 4. exhibits the fact, that on the 
23d of January a further reduction was ordered 
to the apiount of $3,320,000. This was com
municated to the offices in letters from the pre
sident, stating ‘ that the present situation of the 
hank, and the new measures of hostility which 
are understood to be ill contemplation, make it 
expedient t6 place the institution beyond the 
reach of all danger ; for this purpose, 1 am di
rected to instruct your office to conduct its busi
ness on the following footing ’ (appendix, No. 
9, copies of letters). The offices of Cincinnati, 
Louisville, Lexington, St. Louis. Nashville, and 
Natchez, were further directed to confine them
selves to ninety days’ hills on Baltimore, and the
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cities north of it, of which they were allowed 
to purchase any amount their means would jus
tify : and to hills on New Orleans, which they 
were to take only in pay ment of pre-existing debts 
to the bank and its offices ; while the office at 
New Orleans was directed to abstain from drawing 
on the Western offices, and to make its pur
chases mainly on the North Atlantic cities. The 
committee has thus given a full, and somewhat 
elaborate detail of the various measures resorted 
to by the bank, from the 13th of August, 1833 ; 
of their wisdom and necessity the Senate will 
best be able to pronounce a correct judgment."

This, Mr. B. said, was the meagre and stinted 
manner in which the report treated a transac
tion which he would show to be the most cold
blooded, calculating, and diabolical, which the 
annals of any country on this side of Asia could 
exhibit.

[Mr. Tyler here said there were two pages on 
this subject to be found at another part of the 
report, and opened the report at the place for 
Mr. I!.]

Mr. B. said the two ]«igvs contained but few 
allusions to ÿiis subject, and nothing to add to 
or vary what was contained in the twenty lines 
he had read, lie looked upon it as a great 
omission in the report ; the more so as the com
mittee had been expressly commanded to re- 
]>ort upon the curtailments and the conduct of 
the.bank in the business of internal exchange. 
He had hoped to have had searching inquiries 
and detailed statements pf facts on these vital 
points, lie looked to the senator from Virginia 
[Mr. TylcrfTor these inquiries and statements. 
He wished him to show, by the manner in which 
he would drag to light, ami expose to view, the 
vast crimes of the bank, that the Old Dominion 
was still the mother of the Gracchi ; that the 
old lady was nog yet forty-five ; that she could 
breed sons! Sons to emulate the fame of the 
Scipios. But he was disappointed. The report 
was dumb, silent, s]>cochless, upon the opera
tions of the bank during its terrible campaign 
of panic amt pressure upon tlkj American people» 
And nr w ho would pay one instalment of the 
speech which had been promised some time ago 
on the subject of this report ; for there was part 
of that speech which was strictly applicable and 
appropriate to the head he was now disclosing.

Mr. I!, then addressed himself to the sejator 
ûom Virginia, who sat on his right [Mr. Tyler],

and requested him to supply an omission in pu 
report, and to inform what were those nt» 
measures of hostility alluded to in the two-u 
twenty letters of instruction of the bank, and 
repeated in the report, and which were made 
the pretext for this third curtailment, anil these 
new and extraordinary restrictions ami imp» 
sitions upon the purchase of bills of exchange

[Mr. Tyler answered that it was the en 
jiected prohibition upon the receivability of ih, 
branch bank drafts in payment of the federal 
revenue.]

Mr. B. resumed : The senator is right. The* 
drafts are mentioned in one of. the circular let
ters, and but one of them, as the new measure 
understood to be in contemplation, and whirl 
understanding had been made the pretext fur 
scourging the country. He (Mr. 11.) ffas ^ 
capable of a theatrical artifice—a stage trick- 
in a grave debate. He had no question butftut 
the senator could answer his question, and he 
knew that he had answered it truly; hut I* 
wanted his testimony, his evidence, against the 
bank ; he wanted proof to tie the bank down to 
this answer, to this pretext, to this thin disguise 
for her conduct in scourging the country. Tie 
answer is now given ; the proof is adduced ; and 
the apprehended prohibition of the receivabilitv 
of the branch drafts, stands both as the pretext 
and the sole pretext for (lie pressure commend 
in January, the doubling the rates of exclura 
breaking up exchanges between the five Wesim 
branch banks, and concentrating the colleen™ 
of bills of exchange upon four great commemi! 
cities.

Mr. B. then took six positions, which he enu
merated, and undertook to demonstrate I» > 
true. They were :

1. That it was untrue, in point of fact, thit 
there were any new measures in contemplât» 
or action, to destroy the bank.

2. That it was untrue, in point of fact, that the 
Président harbored hostile" and revengeful dr 
signs against the existence of the bank.

3. That it was untrue, in point o^ct ik 
there was any necessity for this third curtail
ment, which was ordered the last of January.

4. That there was no excuse, justification, ot 
apology for the conduct of the bank in nit»» 
to domestic exchange, in doubling its rates.t-rai- 
ing it up between the five Western brnucte 
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commercial cities, and forbidding the branch at 
yew Orleans to purchase bills on any part of the 
West

5. That this curtailment and these exchange 
regulations in January were political and re
volutionary, and connected themselves with the 
resolution in the Senate for the condemnation 
of President Jackson.

fi. That the distress of the country was oc
casioned by the Bank of the United States and 
the Senate of the United States, and not by the 
removal of the deposits.

Having stated his positions, Mr.iB. proceeded 
to demonstrate them.

1. As to the new metteurcs to destroy the 
bank. Mr. li. said there were no such measures. 
The one indicated, that of stopping the /c- 
coipt of the branch hank drafts in payments 
to the United States, existed nowhere hut in 
the two-and-twenty letters of instruction of the 
president of the hank. There is not even an 
allegation that the measure existed ; the language 
is ‘ in contemplation ”—“understood to he in 
contemplation, ” and upon this flimsy pretext 
jfan understanding of something in contempla
tion, and which something never took place, a 
set of ruthless orders are sent out to every quar
ter of the Union to make a pressure for money, 
and to embarrass the domestic exchanges of the 
Union. Three days would have brought an 
answer from Washington to Philadelphia—from 
the Treasury to the hank ; and let it he known 
that there was no intention to stop the receipt 
of these drafts at that time. But it would seem 
that the bank did not recognize the legitimacy 
of Mr. .Taney’s appointment ! and therefore 
would net condescend to correspond with him 
as Secretary of the Treasury! Hut time gave 
the answer, even if the hank would not inquire 
at the Treasury. Day after day, week after 
week, month after month passed off. and these 
redoubtable new measures never made their n|>- 
pearance. Why not then stop the curtailment, 
and restore the exclianges to their former foot
ing? February, March, April, May, June, five 
months, onjlmndred and fifty days, all passed 
away ; th/new measures never came ; and yet 
the pressure upon the country was kept up; the 
two-and-twenty orders were continued in force. 
What can he thought of an institu ’on which, 
being armed by law with power over the 
moneyed system of the whole country, should
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proceed to exercise that power to distress that 
country for money, upon an understanding that 
something was in contemplation ; and never in
quire if its understanding was correct, nor cease 
its operations, when each successive day, for 
one hundred and fifty days, proved to it that 
no such tiling was in contemplation 1 A t last, 
on tho 27th of June, when the pressure is to bo 
relaxed, it is done upon another ground ; not 
upon the ground that the now measures had 
never taken (fleet, hut because Congress was 
about to rise without having done any thing for 
the bank. Hero is a clear confession that the 
allegation of new measures was a mere pretext ; 
and that the motive was to operate upon Con
gress, and force a restoration of the deposits, and 
a renewal of the charter.

Mr. 11. said he knew all about these drafts. 
The President always condemned their legality, 
and was for stopping the receipt of them. Mr. 
Taney, when Attorney General, condemned them 
in 1881. Mr. It. hail applied to Mr. McLane,in 
1832, to stop them ; hut he came to no decision. 
He applied to Mr. Duane, by letter, as soon as 
he came into the Treasury, hut got no answer. 
He applied to Mr. Taney as soon as he arrived 
at Washington in the fall of 1833 ; anil Mr. Taney 
decided that he would not stop them until the 
moneyed concerns of the country had recovered 
their tranquillity and prosperity, lest the hank 
should make it the pretext of new attempts to 
distress the country ; and thus the very thing 
which Mr. Taney refused to do, lest it should 
he made a pretext for oppression, was falsely 
converted into a pretext to do what he was de
termined they should have no pretext for doing.

But Mr. B. took higher ground still ; it was 
this : that, even if the receipt for the drafts had 
been stopped iu J i^iuary or February, there 
would have been no necessity on that account 
for curtailing debts and embarrassing exchanges. 
This ground lie sustained by showing—1st. 
That the hank had at that time two millions of 
dollars in Europe, lying idle, ns a fund to draw 
hills of exchange upon ; and the mere sale of 
hills on this sum would have met every demand 
which the rejection of the drafts could have 
thrown upon it. 2. That it sent the money it 
raised by this curtailment to Europe, to the 
amount of three and a half millions; and thereby 
showed that it was not collected to meet any 
demand at home. 3d. That the bank had at
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that time (January, 1834) the sum of $4,230,509 
of public money in hand, and therefore had Uni
ted States money enough in possession to bal
ance any injury from rejection of drafts. 4th. 
That the bank had notes enough on hand to sup
ply the place of all the drafts, even if they were 
all driven in. 5tli. That it had stopped the re
ceipt of these branch drafts itself at the branches, 
except each for its own in Novcmlicr. 1833, and 
was compelled to resume their receipt \y the 
energetic and just conduct of Mr. Taney, in giv
ing transfer drafts to be used against the branch
es which would not honour the notes and drafts 
of the other branches. Here Mr. 1!. turned up
on Mr. Tyler’s report, and severely arraigned it 
for alleging that the bank always honored its 
paper at every point, and furnishing a supply of 
negative testimony to prove that assertion, 
when there was a large mass of positive testi
mony, the disinterested evidence of numerous 
respectable persons, to prove the contrary, and 
which the committee had not noticed.

Finally, M. IS. had recourse to Mr. Riddle’s 
own testimony to annihilate his (Mr. Riddle’s) 
affected alarm for the destruction of the bank, 
and the injury to the country from the repulse 
of these famous branch drafts from revenue pay
ments. It was in a letter of Mr. Riddle to Mr. 
Woodbury in the fall of 1834, when the receipt 
of these drafts was actually stopped, and in the 
order which was issued to the branches to con- 
tinue.to issue them as usual. Mr. R. read a 
passage from this letter to show that the receipt 
of these drafts was always a mere Treasury ar
rangement, ill which the bank felt no interest ; 
that the refusal to receive them was an object 
at all times of perfect indifference to the bank, 
and would not have been even noticed by it, if Mr. 
Woodbury had not sent him a copy of his circular.

Mr. li. invoked the attention of the Senate 
upon the fatal contradictions which this letter 
of November, and these instructions of January, 
1834, exhibit. In January, the mere under
standing of a design in contemplation to exclude 
these drafts from revenue payments, is a danger 
of such alarming magnitude, an invasion of the 
rights of the bank in such a flagrant manner, a 
proof of such vindictive determination to pros
trate, sacrilice, and ruin the institution, that the 
entire continent must lie laid under contribution 
to raise money to enable the institution to stand 
the shock ! November of the same year when

the order for the rejection actually comes, then 
the same measure is declared to be one of the 
utmost indifference to the bank ; in which i| 
never felt any interest; which the Treason 
adopted for its own convenience ; which was al
ways under the exclusive control of the Trea 
sury ; about which the bank had never express
ed a wish ; of which it would have taken m 
notice if the Secretary had not sent them a cir
cular ; and the expediency of which it was not 
intended to question in the remotest decree! 
Having jiointcd out these fatal contradiction! 
Mr. li. said it was a case in which the emphatic 
ejaculation might well l>e repeated : Oh ! that 
mine enemy would write a book !

To put the seal of the bank’s contempt on the 
order prohibiting the receipt of these drafts to 
show its disregard of law, and its ability to sus. 
tain its drafts upon its own resources, and with, 
out the advantage of government receivahilitv 
Mr. li. read the order which the president of the 
bank addressed to all the branches on the receipt 
of the circular which gave him information of 
the rejection of these drafts. It was in these 
words : “ This will make no alteration whatever 
in your practice, with regard to issuing or pav
ing these drafts, which you will continue as here
tofore.” What a pity, said Mr. li., that the pro 
sident of the bank could not have thought of 
issuing such an order as this in Januarv, instead 
of sending forth the mandate for curtailing dehtt 
embarrassing exchange, levying three millions 
anil a half, alarming the country with the err 
of danger, and exhibiting Pro ident Jackson is 
a vindictive tyrant, intent upon the ruin of the 
bank !

2. The hostility of the President to the hank. 
This assertion, said Mr. I!., so incontinemlvn- 

| iterated by the president of the bank, is taken 
j up and repeated by our Finance Committee, to 
j whose* report he was now paying an in,t,limit ' 
of those respects which he had promisctl\hn. 

j This assertion, so far as the hank and thee*.
I miltee are concerned yin making it. is ana-er- 

lion without evidence, anil, so far as the fa. tote 
concerned, is an assertion against evidence. If 

| there is any evidence of the hank or the committee 
| to support tnis assertion, in the forty pagesnf tit 
! report, or the three hundred pages of theappen i n 
j the four members of the Finance Committee cas 
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mr Finance Committee to 
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e. and. so far as the fat-are 
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ion, in the forty pngesof the 
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the F inance Committee cal 
come to reply. T liât tber» 
radict it, he was nownailj

to show. This evidence consisted in four or five 
public and prominent facts, which ho would now 
mention, and in other circumstances, which he 
would show hereafter. The first was the fact 
which he mentioned when this report was first read 
on the 18th of December last, namely, that Presi
dent Jackson had nominated Hr. Biddle at the 
head of the government directors, and thereby
indicated him for the presidency of the bank, for I seen in their ; .
three successive years after this hostility was L^ on whi^ “

supposed to have commenced. The second was, \ the two-aml-twenty letters of Mr’llid'n ** 
that the President had never ordered n scire ; it |„ |„, untrue . , * ' 1' k‘‘ lirovcs
fuies to issue against the bank to vacate i.s j understood to he in contemnlüT ^ "‘e 
charter, wliich he has the right, under the contoiiinlatii.n I ri at|on, was not intwenty-third section of the charter, to do, j “ry “ oït.m L ^ ““ th> 

whenever he believed the charter to be violât ,1. j and prosperous; and whenTdU «.‘""tT' 
The third, that during many years, helms never i place, the president of the bank dec «red t to 
required hisSecretarics of the^lrcasury to stop the j have Urn always the exclusive rightofThe gw
mtrommnn - ro m...................... (Tlllnvilt foiln 1 f Î- —l • • -

patient, indulgent, and fore bearing towards it, to 
a degree hardly compatible with his duty to his 
country, and with his constitutional supervision 
over the faithful execution of the laws ; to a de
gree which has drawn uj>on him, as a deduction 
from his own conduct, an argument in favor of 
the legality of this tery l>ranch hank currency, 
on the part of this very committee, as' may ho
seen in their rej>ort. Again, the very circum
stance on wMoV t\.:-
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governmental receipt of the branch bank drafts, 
although his own mind upon their illegality had 
been made up for several years past. TIu* fourth,

_____ _ iigiivOi tne gov
ernment to do It. in which the hank had no in
terest, and for which it cared nothing. No, said
Mr. B.. the President lias opposed the rechartcr 
of the h:mu- • 1 -• 1....

* .............. .................... 1 m-uMinn, I *>Jr. is., the President has opposed the n
that after nil the clamor-all the, invocations J of the bans; he has not attacked its ™ 
upon heaven and earth agamst the tyHlnny of j charter ; he has opposed its future not Usure 

>vmg the deposits—those deposits have I sent cxistenm........... .u — - ’ 1• . . . r c"“, ur he lliu <W*ed its future, not its pre-rcmovmg the deposits-those deposits have sent existence ; and those who characterize this
never happened to be quite entirely removed ! opposition to a future charter as attacking the 
An average of near four millions of dollars of | hank, an,I ,Wi..... ;— -, .An average of near four millions of dollars of 
public money has remained ill the hands of the 
bank for each month, from the 1st of October. 
1833, to the 1st of January. 18.15, inclusively! 
embracing the entire period from the time the 
order was to take effect against depositing in the

----vumiu tvs attacking thehank, and destroying the hank, must admit that 
they ndvoente the hereditary right of the bank 
to a new charter after the old one is out ; and 
that they deny to a public man the right of op
posing that hereditary claim.

,_______.......... hr m me ■'!. That there was no necessity for this third
Bank of the Tinted States down to the com- curtailment ordered in January. Mr. H. said,
mcncemcnt of the present year ! So far are the to have a full conception of the truth of this po- 

| deposits from being quite entirely removed, as ■ sition. it was proper to recollect that the hank 
l fl* public are led to believe, that, at the distance ; made its first curtailment in August, when the 
I of fifteen months from the time the order for tin- j appointment of an agent to arrange with the de- 

removal began to take effect, there remained in j posit hanks announced the fact that the Bank of 
the hands of the bank the large sum of three j the United States was soon to cease to be the 
millions eight hundred and seventy-eight thou-1 depisitory of public moneys. T he reduction 
sand nine hundred and fifty-one dollars and j under that first curtailment was § 1,11(1(1,000. 
ninety-seven cents, according to her own show- j The second was in October, and under that or- 
ing in her monthly statements. That Vresident j dvr for curtailment the reduction was .<$5,825,000. 
Jackson is, and always has lieen, opposed to the T he whole reduction, then, consequent upon the 

I existence of the bank, is a fact as true ns it is | expected and actual removal of deposits, was 
I honorable to him ; that lie is hostile to it, in the §0.891,000. At the same tin e the whole amount 
I vindictive ami revengeful sense of the phrase, is of deposits on the first day of October, the day 
I an assertion, Mr. 11. would take the libert y to for the removal, or rather for the cessation to de- 
I repeat, without evidence, so far as ho could see posit in the United States Bank to take ctiect, was 
I into the proofs of the committee, and against evi- I §0 8li8,4Jf> ; and on the first day of February,
I deuce, to the full extent of all the testimony j 1854, when the third curtailment was ordered,
I within his view. Far from indulging in revenge- j there- were still 5f>l of these deposits on
I ful resentment against the hank, he has been i hand, and have remained on hand to near that
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amount ever since ; so that the bank in the two 
first curtailments, accomplished between August 
and January, had actually curtailed to the whole 
amount, and to the exact amount, upon precise 
calculation, of the amount of deposits on hand 
on the first of October; and still had, on the 
first of January, a fraction over three millions 
of the deposits in its possession. This simple 
statement of sums and dates shows that there 
was no necessity for ordering a further reduction 
of $3,320,000 in January, as the bank had al
ready curtailed to the- whole amount of the de
posits, and $22,500 over. Nor did the bank put 
the third curtailment upon that ground, but up
on the new measures in contemplation ; thus 
leaving her advocates every where still to attri
bute the pressure created by the third curtail
ment to the old cause of the removal of the de
posits. This simple statement of facts is suffi
cient to show that this third curtailment was 
unnecessary. What confirms that view, is that 
the bank remitted to Euro|>e, as fast as it was 
collected, the whole amount of the curtailment, 
and $105,000 over; there to lie idle until she 
could raise the foreign exchange to eight per cent, 
above par; which she had sunk to five per cent, 
below par. and thus make two sets of profits out 
of one operation in distressing and pressing the 
country.

4. No excuse for doubling the rates of ex
change, breaking up the exchange business in 
the West, forbidding the branch at New Orleans 
to purchase a single bill on the West, and con
centrating the collection of exchange on the four 
great commercial cities. For this, Mr. Ik said, 
no apology, no excuse, no justification, was of
fered by the bank. The act stood unjustified 
and unjustifiable. The bank itself lias shrunk 
from the attempt to justify it; our committee, 
in that report of which the bank proclaims 
itself to be so proud, gives no opinion in its 
brief notice of a few lines upon this transaction ; 
but leaves it to the Senate to pronounce upon 
its wisdom and necessity ! The committee, Mr. 
I». said, had failed in their duty to their country 
by the manner in which they had veiled this 
affair of the exchanges in a few lines ; and then 
blinked the question of its enormity, by refer
ring it to the judgment of the Senate. He made 
the same remark upon the contemporaneous 
measure of the third curtailment : and called on 
the author of the report [Mr. Tyler] to defend

his report, and to defend the conduct of the bank 
now, if he could ; and requested him to receive 
all this part of his speech as a further instal
ment paid of what was due to that report on the 
bank.

5. That the curtailment and exchange re
gulations of January were political and revrv 
lutionary, and connect themselves with the 
contemporaneous proceedings of the Senate for 
the condemnation of the President. That this 
curtailment, and these regulations were wanton 
and wicked, was a proposition, Mr. B. ^ 
which resulted as a logical conclusion from what 
had been already shown, namely, that they wen- 
causeless and unnecessary, and done upon pre- 

I texts which have been demonstrated to be false. 
That they were political and revolutionary, and
connected with the proceedings in the Senate
for the condemnation of the President, he would 
now prove. In the exhibition of this proof, the 
first thing to l»e looked to is the chronology 0f 
the events—the time at which the hank made 
this third curtailment, and sent forth these ei- 
change regulations—and the time at which the 
Senate carried on the proceeding against the 
President. Viewed under this aspect, the two 
movements are not only connected, hut identical 
and inseparable. The time for the condemnation 
of the President covers the period from the 25th 
of December, 1833, to the 28th of March. 1831; 
the hank movement is included in the same 
period ; the orders for the pressure were i-djoed 
from the 21st of January to the 1st of Fihniarr, 
and were to accomplish thei reflect in the month 
of March, and by the first of April ; except in- n? 
place, where, for a reason which will be shown 
at a proper time, the accomplishment of the 
effect was protracted till the 10th day of April 
These, Mr. Ik said, were the dates of issuing the 
orders and accomplishing their ylfect; the date 
of the adoption of the resolution in the bank hr 
this movement is not given in the report. bet 
must have been, in the nature of things, anterior 
to the issue of the orders ; it must have ken 
some days before the issue of the orders ; ind 
was, in all probability, a few days after the com
mencement of the movement in the Senate 
against the President. The next point - f rta 
nection, Mr. Ik said, was in the subject matted 
and here it was necessary to recur to the original 
form, and to the second form, of the rcso’utioe 
for the condemnation of the President. In tlx
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first, or primordial form, the resolution was ex
pressly connected with the cause of the bank, 
[t was, for dismissing Mr. Duane because he 
would not remove the deposits, and appointing 
Mr. Taney because lie would remove them. In , 
the second form of the resolution—that form 1 
which naturalists would call its aurelia, or ] 
chrysalis state—the phraseology of the connec
tion was varied, but still the connection was 
retained and expressed. The names of Mr. 
Duane and Mr. Taney were dropped ; and the j 
removal of the deposits upon his own responsi
bility, was the alleged offence of the President, j 
In its third and ultimate transformation, all al- j 
lusion to the bank was dropped, and the vague 
term •'revenue ” was substituted ; but it was a 
substitution of phrase only, without any altera
tion of sense or meaning. The resolution is the 
same under all its phases. It is still the hank, 
and Mr. Taney, ami Mr. Duane, and the removal 
of the deposits, which are the things to lie un
derstood, though no longer prudent to express. 
All these substantial objects are veiled, and 
substituted by the empty ptiVase " revenue ; ” 
which might signify the force hill in South 
Carolina.and the hank question in Philadelphia! 
The vagueness of the expression left every gen
tleman to fight upon his own hook, and to hang 
his vote upon any mental reservation which 
could he found in his own mind! and Mr. B. 
would go Is'fore the intelligence of any rational 
man with the declaration that the connection | 
between the condemnation of the President and 
‘he cause of the hank was doubly proved; first 
bv the vtords of the resolution, and next by the 
omission of those words. The next point of 
connection, Mr. B. said, was detected in the 
times, varied to suit each State, at which the 
pressure under the curtailment was to reach its 
maximum; anil the manner in which the re
strictions upon the sale and purchase of hills 
of exchange was made to fall exclusively and 
heavily upon the principal commercial cities, at 
the moment when most deeply engaged in the 
purcha.se and shipment of produce. Thus, in 
New-York, where the great charter elections 
were to take place during the first week in 
April, the curtailment was to reach its maximum 

i pressure on the first day of that month. In 
j 1 irginia, where the elections are continued 

throughout the whole month of April, the prvs- 
mre was not to reach its climax until the tenth

541
day of that month. In Connecticut, where the 
elections occurred about the first of April, the 
pressure was to have its last turn of the screw 
in the month of March. And in these three in
stances, the only ones in which the elections 
were depending, the political hearing of the 
pressure was clear and undeniable. The sym
pathy in the Semite in the results of those poli
tical calculations, was displayed in the exultation 
which broke out on receiving the news of the 
elections in Virginia. New-York, and Connecticut 
—an exultation which broke out into the most 
extravagant rejoicings over the supposed down
fall of the administration. The careful calcula
tion to make the pressure and the exchange 
regulations fall upon the commercial cities at 
the moment to injure commerce most, was also 
visible in the times fixed for each. Thus, in all 
the western cities, Cincinnati, Louisville, Lex
ington, Nashville, Pittsburg, Saint Louis, the 
pressure was to reach its maximum by the first 
day of March ; the shipments of western pro
duce to New Orleans being mostly over by that 
time; hut in New Orleans the pressure was to 
he continued till the first of April, because the 
shipping season is protracted there till that 
month, and thus the produce which left the 
upper States under the depression of the pres
sure, was to meet the same pressure upon its 

! arrival in New Orleans ; and thus enable the 
friends of the hank to read their ruined prices 
of western produce on the floor of this Senate. 

i In Baltimore, the first of March was fixed, which 
I would cover the active business season there.
I So much, said Mr. B., for the pressure by cur- 
j tailment ; now for the pressure by hills of ex

change, and he would take the case of New 
Orleans first. All the branches in the West, 
and every where else in the Union, were author
ized to purchase hills of exchange at short dates, 
not exceeding ninety days, on that emporium 
of the West ; so as to increase the demand fur 
money there; at the same time the branch in 
New Orleans was forbid to purchase a single 
hill in any part of the valley of the Mississippi. 
This proliihition was for two purposes ; first, to 

; break up exchange ; and next, to make money 
scarce in New Orleans; as, in default of bills of 
exchange, silver would be shipped, and theship- 

1 ping of silver would make a pressure upon all 

the local hanks. To help out this operation, 
Mr. B. said, it must he well and continually
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remembered that the Bank of the United States 
itself abducted about one million and a quarter 
of hard dollars from New Orleans during the 
period of the pressure there ; thus proving tiiat 
all her affected necessity for curtailment was a 
false and wicked pretext for the cover of her own 
political and revolutionary views.

The case of the western branches was next 
adverted to by Mr. B. Among these, he said, 
the business of exchange was broken up in Into. 
The five western branches were forbid to pur
chase exchange at all ; and this tyrannical order 
was not even veiled with the pretext of an ex
cuse. Upon the North Atlantic cities, Mr. B. 
said, unlimited authority to all the branches was 
given to purchase bills, all at short dates, under 
ninety days ; and all intended to become due 
during the shipping season, and to increase the 
demand for money while the curtailment was 
going On, and the screw turning from day to day 
to lessen the capacity of getting money, and 
make it more scarce as the demand for it be
came urgent. Thus were the great commercial 
cities. New Orleans, Ncw-York, Baltimore, and 
Philadelphia, subject to a double; process of op
pression ; and that at the preefse season of pur
chasing and shipping crops, so as to make their 
distress recoil upon the planters and farmers ; 
and all this upon the pretext of new measures 
understood to be in contemplation. Time again 
becomes material, said Mr. B. The bank pres
sure was arranged in January, to reach its climax 
in March and the first of April ; the debate in 
the Senate for the condemnation of President 
Jackson, which commenced in the last days of 
Dcccmlier, was protracted over the whole period 
of the bank pressure, and reached its consum
mation at the same time ; namely, the 28th day 
of March. The two movements covered the 
same period of time, reached their conclusions 
together, and co-operated in the effect to be 
produced ; and during the three months of this 
double movement, the Senate chamber resound
ed daily with the cry that the tyranny and 
vengeance of the President, and his violation of 
laws and constitution, had created the whole 
distress, and struck the nation from a state of 
Arcadian felicity—from a condition of unparal
leled prosperity—to the lowest depth of misery 
and ruin. And here Mr. B. obtested and lie- 
sought the Senate to consider the indifference 
with which the bank treated its friends in the

Senate, and the sorrowful contradiction in which 
they wepe left to be caught. In the Senate, and 
all over the country, the friends of the bank 
were allowed to go on with the old tune, and 
run upon the wrong scent, of removal of the 
deposits creating all the distress ; while, in the 
two-and-twenty circular letters dispatched to 
create this distress, it was not the old measure 
alone, but the new measures contemplated, which 
constituted the pretext for this very same dis
tress. Thus, the bank stood upon one pretest, 
and its friends stood upon another; and for this 
mortifying contradiction, in which all its friends 
have become exposed to see their mournful 
speeches exploded by the bank itself, a just in
dignation ought now to be felt by all tile friends 
of the bank, who were laying the distress to the 
removal of the deposits, and daily crying out 
that nothing could relieve the country but the 
restoration of the deposits, or the rechartcr of 
the bank ; while the bank itself was writing to 
its branches that it was the new measures un
derstood to be in contemplation that was occa 
sioning all the mischief. Mr. B. would close 
this head with a remark which ought to excite 
reflections which should never die away ; which 
should he remembered as long as national banks 
existed, or asked fur existence. It was this: 
That here was a proved case of a national bank 
availing itself of its organization, and of its 
power, to .send secret orders, upon a false pre
text, to every part of the Union, to create dis
tress and panic for the purpose of accomplishing 
an object of its own ; and then publicly and 
calunmiouslv charging all this mischief on the 
act of the President for the removal of the de
posits. This recollection should warn the coun
try against ever permitting another national 
bank to re]ieat a crime of such frightful immo
rality, and such enormous injury to the businesa 
and property of the people. Mr. II. expressed 
his profound regret that the report of the hank 
committee was silent upon these dreadful enor
mities, while so elaborate upon trilles in favor 
of the bank, lie was indignant at the mischief 
done to private property ; the fall in the price 
of staples, of stocks, and of all real and personal 
estate ; at the ruin of many merchants, and the 
injury of many citizens, which took place during 
this hideous season of panic and pressure. He 
was indignant at the hank for cheating it and 
still more for its criminal audacity in charging

its own conduct upon I 
was mortified, profound 
this should have escapee 
Finance Committee, and 
a rc|iort of which the bar 
declares itself to be justly 
has undergoing the tisus 
through the publication of 
which it openly avers wo 

r recharter if it had come oui 
it now looks for such recli 
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thrown into confusion by 
presidential election.

Mr. II. now took up ano 
to prove the fact that the 
change regulations of Janu 
revolutionary, and conncc! 
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evidence drawn from the 
then read extracts from Mi 
instructions (January 30 If 
sou, Esquire, president of 
Charleston, South Carolina 
lows : “ With a view to me 
in the banking concerns c 
especially to provide again; 
hostility understood to be i 
the executive officers at Wa 
reduction has been ordered r 
ami I have now to ask your 
to accomplish it.” * * * 
agreeable to us as it can b 
impose any restrictions upon 
office. Hut you are perfectly 
which has been making for son 
the bank, to which this new 
I hase alluded will soon be 
projectors become alarmed at 
of these attempts to destroy 
in nnr deliberate judgment, i 
enniary interests, but the whe 
of our country ; and our del 

. en'n 1 temporary sacrifice of 
hank entirely beyond the re 
meditate its destruction.”

Mr. II. would invoke the di 
•lus letter. The passages wl 
"ore not in the circulars addr 
tone to the other branches. ] 
this letter, with something sir
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Fui contradiction in which 
.ight. In the Senate, and 
the friends of the bank 
i with the old tunc, and 
scent, of removal of the 
ie distress ; while, in the 
ar letters dispatched to 
was not the old measure 
sures contemplated, which 
t for this very same dis- 
stood upon one pretext, 

pon another; and for this 
in, in which all its friends 

to sec their mournful 
the bank itself, a just in- 
o be felt liy all the friends 
laying the distress to the 
its, and daily crying out 
lieve the country but the 
osits, or the recharter of 
lank itself was writing to 
as the new measures un- 
emplntion that was ocea 
ief. Mr. B. would close 
rk which ought to excite 
Id never die away ; which 
1 as long as national banks 
existence. It was this : 
d case of a national lank 
organization, and of its 

, orders, up< ma false pro 
the Virion, to create dis-

- purpose of accomplishing 
; and then publicly and
- all this mischief on the 
jr the removal of the de
ion should warn the conn- 
milling another national 
o of such frightful imnio- 
nous injury to the business 
leople. Mr. 11. expressed 
iat the report of the bank 
upon these dreadful enor- 
iirate upon trifles in favor
indignant at the mischief 

erty ; the fall in the price 
nd of all real and personal 
many merchants, and the 
is, which took place during 
* panic and pressure. He
i bank for creating iUnd
linal audacity in charging

its own conduct upon the President ; and he 
was mortified, profoundly mortified, that all 
this should have escaped the attention of the 
Finance Committee, and enabled them to make 
a report of which the bank, in its official organ, 
declares itself to be justly proud ; which it now 
has undergoing the usual process of diffusion 
through the pub! ication of supplemental gazettes ; 
which it openly avers would have insured the 
recharter if it had come out intime; and to which 
it now looks for such recharter as soon as Pres
ident Jackson retires, and the country can be 
thrown into confusion by the distractions of a 
presidential election.

Mr. B. now took up another head of evidence 
to prove the fact that the curtailment and ex
change regulations of January were political and 
revolutionary, and connected with the proceed
ings of the Senate for the condemnation of the 
President ; and here he would proceed upon 
evidence drawn from the bank itself. Mr. B. 
then read extracts from Mr. Biddle’s letters of 
instructions (January 30,1834) to Joseph John
son, Esquire, president of the branch bank at 
Charleston, South Carolina. They were as fol
lows : “ With a view to meet the coming crisis 
in the banking concerns of the country, and 
especially to provide against new measures of 
hostility understood to be in contemplation by 
the executive officers at Washington, a general 
reduction has been ordered at the several offices, 
and I have now to ask your particular attention 
to accomplish it.” * * * * “It is as dis
agreeable to us as it can be to yourselves to 
impose any restrictions upon the business of the 
office. But you are perfectly aware of the effort 
which has been making for some time to prostrate 
the bank, to which this new measure to which 
! have alluded will soon he added, unless the 
projectors become alarmed at it. On the defeat 
of these attempts to destroy the bank depends, 
in our deliberate judgment, not merely the pe
cuniary interests, but the whole free institutions 
of our country ; and our determination is, by 

* even a temporary sacrifice of profit, to place the 
hank entirely beyond the reach of those who 
meditate its destruction.”

Mr. B. would invoke the deepest attention to 
this letter. The passages which lie had read 
were not in the circulars addressed at the same 
time to the other branches. 11 was confined to 
this,letter, with something similar in one more

which he would presently read. The coming 
crisis in the banking concerns of the country is 
here shadowed forth, and secretly foretold, three 
months before it happened ; and with good rea
son, for the prophet of the evil was to assist in 
fulfilling his prophecy. With this secret pre
diction, made in January, is to be connected the 
public predictions contemporaneously made on 
this floor, and continued till April, when the 
explosion of some banks in this district was 
proclaimed as the commencement of the general 
ruin which was to involve all local hanks, and 
especially the whole safety-fund list of banks, 
in one universal catastrophe. The Senate would 
remember all this, and spare him repetitions 
tVhich must now be heard with pain, though 
uttered with satisfaction a few months ago. The 
whole free institutions of our country was the 
next phrase in the letter to which Mr. B. called 
attention. He said that in this phrase the poli
tical designs of the bank stood revealed; and he 
averred thht this language was identical with that 
used upon this floor. Here, then, is the secret 
order of the bank, avowing that the whole five in
stitutions of the country are taken into its holy 
keeping; and that it was determined to sub
mit to a temporary sacrifice of profit in sus
taining the bank, which itself sustains the 
whole free institutions of the country ! What 
insolence ! What audacity ! But, said Mr. B., 
what is here meant by free institutions, was 
the elections! and the true meaning of Mr. 
Biddle’s letter is, that the bank meant to submit 
to temporary sacrifices of money to carry the 
elections, and put down the Jackson adminis
tration. No other meaning can be put upon 
the words ; and if there could, there is further 

I proof in reserve to nail the infamous and wicked 
design upon the hank. Anotlier passage in this 
letter, Mr. B. would point out, and then pro
ceed to a new piece of evidence. It was the 
passage which said this new measure will soon 
be added, unless the projectors become alarmed 
at it. Now, said Mr. B., take this as you please ; 
either that the projectors did, or did not, be
come alarmed at their new measure ; the fact 
is clear that no new measure was put in force, 
and that the bank, in proceeding to act upon 
that assumption; was inventing and fabricating 
a pretext to justify the scourge which it was 
meditating against the country. Dates are here 
material, said Mr. B. The first letters, founded
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on these new measures, were dated the 21st of 
January ; and spoke of them as being under
stood to be in contemplation. This letter to 
Mr. Johnson, which speaks hypothetically, is 
dated the 30th of January, being eight days 
later ; in which time the bank had doubtless 
heard that its understanding about what was 
in contemplation was all false ; and to-coyer its 
retreat from having sent a falsehood to two- 
and-twenty branches, it gives notice that the 
new ^measures which were the alleged pretext 
of panic and pressure upon the country were 
not to take placé, because the projectors had 
got alaiWil. The beautiful idea of the projec
tors—kAit is to say, General Jackson, for he 
is the person intended—becoming alarmed at 
interdicting the reception of illegal drafts at the 
treasury, is conjured up as a salvo for the honor 
of the bank, in making two-and-tvventy instances 
of false assertion. But the panic and pressure 
orders are not countermanded. They are to go 
on, nlthoughtbdprojectors do become alarmed, 
xyiil although the new measure be dropped.

Mr. B. had an extract from a second letter to 
read upon this subject. It vjns to the president 
of the New Orleans branch, Mr. W. W. Mont
gomery, and dated Bank of the United States 
the 24th of January. lie read the extract: 
“ The state of things here is very gloomy ; and, 
unless Congress takes some decided step to 
prevent the progress of the troubles, they may 
soon outgrow our control. Thus circumstanced, 
our first duty is, to the institution, to preserve 
it from all danger ; and we are therefore anx
ious, for a short time at least, to keep our busi
ness within manageable limits, and to make 
some sacrifice of property to entire security. 
It is a moment of great interest, and exposed 
to sudden changes in public affairs, which may 
induce the bank to conform its policy to them ; 
of these dangers, should any occur, you will 
have early advice.” When he had read this 
extinct, Mr. B. proceeded to comment upon it ; 
almost every word of it being pregnant with 
political aim revolutionary meaning of the plain
est import. The whole extract, he said, was 
the language of a politician, not of a banker, 
and looked to political events to which the bank 
intended to conform its policy. In this way, he 
commented successively upon the gloomy state 
of things at the bank (for the letter is dated in 
the bank), and the troubles which were to out

grow their control, unless Congress took some 
decided step. These troubles, Mr. B. said, could 
not be the dangers to the bank ; for the bank- 
had taken entire care of itself in the two-and- 
twenty orders which it had sent out to curtail 
loans and break up exchanges. Every one of 
these orders announced the power of the bank, 
and the determination of the bank, to take care 
of itself. Troubles outgrow our control ! What 
insolence ! When the bank itself, and its con- 
federates, were the creators and fomenter»'of 
all these troubles, the progress of1 which it af
fected to deplore. The next words—moment 
of great interest, exposed to sudden changes in 
public affairs, induce the bank to conform its 
policy to them—Mr. B. said, were too flagrant 
and too barefaced for comment. They were 
equivalent to an open declaration that a revolu
tion was momently expected, in which Jack
son’s administration would be overthrown, and 
the friends of the bank brought into power; 
and, as soon as that happened, the bank would 
inform its branches of it ; and would then con
form its policy to this revolution, and relieve 
the country from the distress which it waS then 
inflicting upon it. Sir, said Mr. B., addressing 
the Vice-President, thirty years ago. the pro
phetic vision of Mr. Jefferson foresaw this crisis; 
thirty years ago, he said that this bank was an 
enemy to our form of government ; that, by its 
ramification and power, and by seizing on a 
critical moment in our affairs, it coaid upset 
the government 1 And this is what it would 
have done last winter, had it not lieen for one 
man ! one man ! one single man ! with whom 
God bad vouchsafed to favor our America in 
that hour of her greatest trial. That one man 
stood a sole obstacle to the dread career of Ik 
bank ; stood for six months as the rampart 
which defended the country, the citadel upon 
which the bank artillery incessantly thundered ! 
And what was the conduct of the Senate all this 
time ? It was trying ami condemning that man; 
killing him off with a senatorial condemnation; 
removing the obstacle which stood between the 
bank anil its prey ; and, in so doing, establish
ing the indissoluble connection between the 
movement of the bank in distressing the coun
try, and the movement of the Senate in con
demning the President.

Mr. B. said that certainly no more proof wu 
necessary, on this head, to show that the designs

of the bank were political am 
intended to put down General J 
iitration, and to connect itself v 
but he had more proof, that o 
under the editorial head of the Nt 
and which publication he assun 
written by the president of the 1 
long article of four columns ; but 
read a paragraph. He read: 
test now waging in this country 
free institutions and the violen 
despotism. The government is 
baneful faction, and the spirit t 

I tends against it throughout the 
the one hand is this miserable 

I the patronage of the Executive ; 
| hand, the yet unbroken mind ami 

eountry, with the Senate and tl 
mailing these words, in which the 
ated itself with the Senate, Mr. B 

I famous expression of Cardinal V 
soeiating himself with the king: 
mem;’]—the House of Represent 
to the intuitive champion of freedt 
the intrigues of the kitchen, hésitai 
hut cannot fail tieforc long to hrcai 
tore first, and then those of the 
that quarrel, we predict, they wl 
the bank will shrink from no propc 
the country may assign to them.

I they must be as indifferent as any ol 
citizens to-the recharter of the ban 
wiy m)t suffer themselves, nor tin 
intrusted to them, to lie the ins 
private wrong and public outrage ; i 
omit any effort to rescue the insriti 
country from being trodden under I 
tion of interlopers) To these prof! 
turers, whether their power is disp 
executive or legislative department. : 
of the bank will, xvc are satisfied, 
the thousandth part of nn inch o 
î*Tsonal rights, or their own offi 
and will continue this resistance unt 
try. roused to a proper sense of its i 
its wrongs, shall drive the usurpers 
higti places they dishonor.” This 
Mr. B.. discloses, in terms which a 
explanation or denial, the design of 
creating the pressure which was got 
tinned during the panic session.

| tl>e people, by dint of sufferi
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igress took Borne ■ of the bank were political and revolutionary,
Mr. B. said, could ■ intended to put down General Jackson’s admin-
nk ; for the bank ■ jstration, and to connect itself with the Senate ;
f in the two-and- ■ but he had more proof, that of a publication
sent out to curtail ■ under the editorial head of the National Gazette,
:s. Every one of H and which publication he assumed to say, was
ower of the bank, ■ written by the president of the bank. It was a
bank, to take care H long article of four columns ; but he would only
nr control! What read a paragraph, lie read: “The great con-
tself, and its cou- test now waging in this country is between its
and fomentera of free institutions and the violence of a vulgar
ss of which it ai- despotism. The government is turned into a
t words—moment baneful faction, and the spirit of liberty con-
sudden change» in tend» against it throughout the country'. On
ik to conform its the one hand is this miserable cabal, with all
, were too tlagrant the patronage of the Executive ; on the other
tent. They were ^B hand, the yet unbroken mind and heart of the 
tion that a révolu- ^B eountry, with the Senate and the bank ;—[in 
1 in which Jack- ^B resiling these words, in which the bank associ- 
e overthrown, and ^B ated itself with the Senate. Mr. B. repeated the 
mght into power; ^B famous expression of Cardinal Wolsey, in as- 
:d, the bank would ^B soeiating himself with the king: ‘/ago et rex 
d would then ron- ^B men;’]—the House of Representatives, hither- 
lution, and relieve ^B to the intuitive champion of freedom, shaken by 
i which it was then ^B the intrigues of the kitchen, hesitates for a time, 
Mr. B., addressing ^B hut cannot fail before long to break its own fet- 
cars ago. the pro- ^B ter first, and then those of the country. In 
foresaw this crisis; ^B that quarrel, we predict, they who administer 
t this bank was an ^B the hank will shrink from no proper share which 
iment ; that, by its ^B the country may assign to them. Personally,
1 by seizing on a ^B they must be as indifferent as any of their fed low
ers it coaid upfet ^B citizens tcrtlic recharter of the bank. But they 

is what it would wiÿ'mk suffer themselves, nor the institution
t not been for one ^B intrusted to them, to lie the instruments of 
man ! with whom ^B private wrong and public outrage ; nor will they 

nr our America in ^B omit any effort to rescue the institutions of the 
al. That one man ^B country from being trodden under foot by a fae- 
lread career of the tion of interlopers!' To these protligate adven-
is as the rampart ^B turers, whether their power is displayed in the 
V, the citadel upon ^B cxecutiveor legislative department, the directors 1 
•ssantly thundered 1 ^B of the bank will, we are satisfied, never yield ] 
f the Senate all this ^B the thousandth part of an inch of their own 
idemuing that nun; ^B fwrsonal rights, or their own official duties; 
irial condemnation; ^B and will continue this resistance until the coun- 
stood lietwecn the try, roused to a proper sense of its dangers and

so doinfl. establish- ^B its wrongs, shall drive the usurpers out of the 
,,-tinn between the ^B high places they dishonor.” This letter, said 
stressing the come ^B Mr. B., discloses, in terms which admit of no ' 
the Senate in con- explanation or denial, the design of the bank in 

creating,the pressure which was got up and con- 
, ieorc proof *** ^B *'nucd during the panic session. It was to 
v tnat the design ro,w the people, by dint of suffering, against
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the President and the House of Representatives, 
and to overturn them both at the ensuing elec
tions. To do this, now stands revealed as its 
avowed object. The Senate and the bank were 
to stand together against the President and the 
House ; and each to act its part for the same 
common object : the bank to scourge the people 
for money, and charge its own scourging upon 
the President ; the Senate to condemn him for 
a violation of the laws and constitution, and 
to brand him as the I ' invar, Cromwell, Bona
parte—the tyrant, despot, usurper, whose head 
would be cut off in any kingdom of Europe 
for such acts as he practised here. Mr. B. 
said, tile contemplation of the conduct of the 
bank, during the panic session, was revolting 
and incredible. It combined Vvery thing to 
revolt and shock the moral sense. Oppression, 
falsehood, calumny, revolution, the ruin of in
dividuals, the fabrication of false pretences, the 
machinations for overturning the government, 
the imputation of its own crimes upon the head 
of the President; the enriching its favorites with 
the spoils of the country, insolence to the House 
of Representatives, and its affected guardianship 
of the liliertics of the people and the free insti
tutions of the country ; such were the promi
nent features of its conduct. The parallel of its 
enormity was not to be found on this side of 
Asia ; an example of such remorseless atrocity 
was only to be seen in the conduct of the Paul 
Benficlds and the Debi Sings who ravaged India 
under the name of the Marquis of Hastings. 
Even w hat had been casually and imperfectly' 
brought to light, disclosed a system of calcu
lated enormity which required the genius of 
Burke to paint. What was behind would re
quire labors of a committee, constituted upon 
parliamentary principles, not to plaster, but to 
probe the wounds anil ulcers of the bank ; and 
such a committee he should hope to sec, not 
now, but hereafter, not in the vacation but in 
the session of Congress. For lie had no idea of 
these peripatetic and recess committees, of which 
the panic session had been so prolific. lie want
ed a committee, unquestionable in the legality 
of its own appointment, duly qualified in a par
liamentary sense for discovering the misconduct 
they arc set to investigate ; and sitting under 
the wing of the authority which can punish the 
insolent, compel the refractory, and enforce the 
obedience which is due to its mandates.
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6. The distress of the country, occasioned by 
the Bank of the United States and thp Senate 
of the United States.—This, Mr. B. said, might 
be an unpleasant topic to discuss in the Senate ; 
but this Senate, for four months of the last ses
sion, and during the whole debate on the reso
lution to condemn the President, had resounded 
with the cry that the President had created all 
the distress ; and the huge and motley mass, 
throughout the Union, which marched under 
the oriflamme of the bank, had every where re
peated and reiterated the same cry. If there 
was any thing unpleasant, then, in the discus
sion of this topic in this place, the blame must 
be laid on those who, by using tliat argument in 
support of their resolution against the Presi
dent, devolved upon the defenders of the Presi
dent the necessity of refuting it. Mr. B. would 
have recourse to facts to establish his position. 
The first fact he would recur to was the history 
of a reduction of deposits, made once before in 
this same bank, so nearly identical in every par
ticular with the reduction which took place 
under the order for the late removal of deposits, 
that it would require exact references to docu
mentary evidence to put its credibility beyond the 
incredulity of the senses. Not only the amount 
from which the reduction was made, its progress, 
and ultimate depression, corresponded so closely 
as each to seem to be the history of the same 
transaction, but they began in the same month, 
descended in the same ratio, except in the in
stances which operate to the disadvantage of the 
late reduction, and, at the end of fifteen months, 
had reached the same point. Mr. B. spoke of 
the reduction of deposits which took place in 
the years 181§ and 1810 ; and would exhibit a 
table to compare it with the reductions under 
the late order for the removal of the deposits.

Here, said Mr. B., is a similar and parallel re
duction of deposits in this same bank, and that 
at a period of real pecuniary distress to itself ; 
a period when great frauds were discovered in 
its management ; when a committee examined 
it, and reported it guilty of violating its char
ter; when its stock full in a few weeks from 
one hundred and eighty to ninety ; when pro
positions to repeal its charter, without the for
mality of sscire facias, wero discussed in Con
gress ; when nearly all presses, and nearly all 
voices, condemned it ; and when a real necessity 
compelled it le reduce its discounts and loans

with more rapidity, and to a far greater comp, 
rative extent, than that which has attended the 
late reduction. Yet, what was the state of ti* 
country ? Distressed, to be sure, but no panic; 
no convulsion in the community ; no cry of i> 
volution. And why this difference ? If meR 
reduction of deposits was to be attended with 
these effects at one time, why not at the other! 
Sir, said Mr. B., addressing the Vice-President j 
the reason is plain and obvious. The bank w« 
unconnected with politics, in 1819 ; it had no j 
desire, at that time, to govern the elections, uni 
to overturn an administration ; it had no politi
cal confederates ; it had no president of the hut 
then to make war upon the President of ti> 
United States, and to stimulate and aid a gnu 
political*party in crushing the President wk 
would not sign a new charter, and in crush» 
the House of Representatives which stood hr 
him. There was no resolution then to et» 
demn the President for a violation of the lie 
and the ^institution. And it was this hal 
resolution, which we now propose to expo® 
which did the principal part of the mischat 
That resolution was the root of the ni 
the signal for panic meetings, panic men» 
rials, panic deputations, panic speeches, d 
panic jubilees. That resolution, exhibited ] 
the Senate chamlier, was the scarlet mantle i 
the consul, hung out from bis tent ; it war tk 
signal for battle. That resolution, and theilai 
speeches which attended it, was the tocsinwild 
started a continent from its repose. And tk 
condemnation which followed it, and which Id 
this chamber just in time to reach the .V 
York, Virginia, and Connecticut elections.a* 
pletcd the effect upon the public mind, and u|« 
the politics and commerce of the country, wkd 
the measures of the bank had been CMp 
a ting for three months to produce. And la 
he must express his especial and eternal wow 
how all these movements of bank and Seat 
co-operating together, if not by arrangement! 
least by a most miraculous system of an** 
to endanger the political rights, and to injure* 
pecuniary interests of the people of the V-1* 
States, could so far escape the observation i 
the investigating committee of the Senate• 
not to draw from them the expression of* 
solitary opinion, the suggestion of one sàfk 
idea, the application of one single remark • 
the prejudice of the bank. Surely they oui

more than a few meagre, stii 
lines of faint allusion to the “ r 
derstood to be in contemplati 
measures which were so falsa 
fabricated to cover the prccor 
meditated plot to upset the govt 
ulating the people to revoluti 
combined operations of the pc< 
and political alarms, 

j The table itself was entitled 
I recollection, not only for the ce 
I it suggested, but the fact of sho 

progress and history of the rem 
posits, and blasting the whole st 
sident’s hostility to the bank, 
it is seen that the deposits, in pc 
never been all taken from the 
removal, so far as it went, was g 
(le ; that an average of three mill 

been there ; that nearly four mil: 
on the 1st day of January last ; a 
facts, the fabricated story of t 
hostility to the bank, his vind 
violent determination to prostrat 

| min the institution, must fall bac 
thors, and recoil upon the heads 
tors and propagators of such a i 
potation.

Mr. B. could give another fact 
it was the Senate and the bank, a 
pore than the bank, which proc 

\ tress during the last winter. It v 
although the curtailments of th 
much larger both before and aftc 
of Congress, yet there was no di 

I country, except during the scssic 
the alarm speeches were in a couri 
on this floor. Thus, the curtailm 
1st of August to the 1st of Octol 

1006,000 ; from the 1st of October 
ing of Congress in December, the 

I was S'»,641,000—making $9,707 

months, and no distress in the cour 
I the session of Congress (seven ir 

™ a curtailment of $3,428,138; 
this time the distress raged. Fro 
Congress (last of June) to the lstc 
» period of four months, the curt 
$3.2.0.771, and the word distress w 
in the country. Why ? Because tl 
Panic speeches. Congress had adji
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to hare touched these scenes with somethings’the bank, being left to its own resources, could
more than a few meagre, stinted, and starved 
lines of faint allusion to the “ new measures un
derstood to be in contemplation ; ” those new 
measures which were so falsely, so wickedly 
fabricated to cover the preconcerted and pre
meditated plot to upset the government by stim
ulating the people to revolution, through the 
combined operations of the pecuniary pressure 
and political alarms.

The table itself was entitled to the gravest 
recollection, not only for the comparison which 
it suggested, but the fact of showing tine actual 
progress and history’ of the removal of the de
posits. and blasting the whole story of the Pre
sident’s hostility to the bank. From this table 
it is seen that the deposits, in point of fact, have 
never been all taken from the bank ; that the 
removal, so far as it went, was gradual and gen
tle; that an average of three millions has always 
been there ; that nearly four millions was there 
on the 1st day of January last ; and before these 
facts, the fabricated story of the President’s 
hostility to the hank, his vindictiveness, and 
violent determination to prostrate, destroy, and 
min the institution, must fall back upon its au
thors, and recoil upon the heads of the inven
tors and propagators of such a groundless im
putation.

Mr. II. could give another fact to prove that 
I it was the Senate and the bank, and the Senate 

piùro than the bank, which produced the dis
tress during the last winter. It was this ; that 
although the curtailments of the bank were 
much larger both before and after the session 
of Congress, yet there was no distress in the 
mntry, except during the session, and while 

the alarm speeches were in a course of delivery 
I on this floor. Thus, the curtailment from the 
11st of August to the 1st of October, was $4,- 
1066,000; from the 1st of October to the mevt- 
I ing of Congress in December, the curtailment 
I was §5,041,000—making $9,707.000 in four 
1 months, and no distress in the country. During 
I the session of Congress (seven months) there 
I was a curtailment of $3,428,138 ; and during 
I this time the distress raged. From the rise of 
I Congress (lastof June) to the 1st of November, 
la period of four months, the curtailment was 
■$5270,771, and the word distress was not heard 
|in the country. Why ? Because there were no

only injure individuals, but could not alarm 
and convulse the community.

Mr. B. would finish this view of the conduct 
of the bank in creating a wanton pressure, by 
giving two instances ; one was the ease of the 
deposit bank in this city ; the other was the 
case of a senator opposed to the hank. He saiiji 
that the branch hank at this place had madjeyi 
steady run u[>on the Metropolis Bank from the 
beginning to the ending of the panic session. 
The amount of specie which it had taken was 
$005,000 : evidently for the purpose of blowing 
up the pet hank in this district ; and during 
all that time the branch refused to receive the 
notes, or branch drafts, of any other branch, 
or the notes of the mother bank ; or checks 
upon any\city north of Baltimore. On the pet 
bank in Baltimore it would take checks, be
cause the design was to blow up that also. Here, 
said Mr. B., was a clear and flagrant case of 
pressure for specie for the mere purpose of mis
chief, and of adding the Metropolis Bank to the 
list of those who stopped payment at that time. 
And here Mr. B. felt himself bound to pay his 
respects to the Committee on Finance, that went 
to examine the bank last summer. That com
mittee, at pages 10 and 22, of their report, 
brought forward an unfounded charge against 
the administration for making runs upon the 
branches of the United States Bank, to break 
them ; while it had been silent with respect to 
a well-founded instance of the same nature from 
the Bank of the United States towards the de
posit bank in this district. Their language is : 
’• The administrative department of the govern
ment had manifested a spirit of decided hostility 
to the bank. It had no reason to expect any 
indulgence or clemency at its hands ; and in 
this opinion, if entertained by the directors, 
aliout which there can he but little question, 
subsequent events very soon proved they were 
not mistaken. The President’s address to his 
cabinet ; the tone assumed by the Secretary 
(Mr. Taney) in his official communication to 
Congress, and the developments subsequently 
made by Mr. Duane in his address to the pub
lic, all confirm the correctness of this anticipa
tion. The measure which the bank had cause 
to fear was the accumulation by government 
of large masses of notes, and the existence there-

||»aic speeches. Congress had adjourned ; and by of heavy demands against its offices (p. 16).
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“In persevtying in its policy of redeeming its 
no^es whenever presented, and thereby con
tinuing them as a universal jpedium of exchange, 
in opposition to complaints on that head from 
some of the branches (see copies of correspond
ence), thé security of the institution and the 
good of the country were alike promoted. The 
accumulation of the notes of any one branch for 
the purpose of a run upon it by any agent of 
the government, when specie might be obtained 
at the very places of collection, in exchange for 
the notes of the most distant branches, would 
have been odious in the eyes of the public, acid 
ascribed to no other feeling than a feeling of 
vindictiveness ” (p. 22). Upon these extracts, 
Mr. B. said, it was clear that the committee had 
been so unfortunate as to commit a series of 
mistakes, and every mistake to the advantagê 
of the bank, and to the prejudice of the govern
ment and the country. First, the government 
is charged, for the chaige is clear, though slightly 
veiled, that the President of the United States 
in his vindictiveness against the bank, would 
cause the notes of the branches to be accumu
lated, and pressed upon them to break them. 
Next, the committee omit to notice the very 
thing actually done, in our very presence here, 
by the Bank of the United States against a de
posit banjx, which it charges without foun
dation upon the President. Then it credits the 
bank with the honor of paying its notes every 
where, and exchanging the notes of the most dis
tant branches for specie, when the case of the 
Metropolis Bank, here in our presence, for the 
whole period of the panic session, proves the 
contrary; and when we have a printed docu
ment, positive testimony from many banka, and 
brokers, testifying that the branches in Balti
more and New-Y'ork, during the fall of 1833, 
positively refused to redeem the notes of other 
branches, or to accept them in exchange for the 
notes of the local banks, though taken in pay
ment of revenue ; and that, in consequence, the 
notes of distant branches fell below par, and 
were sold at a discount, or lent for short periods 
without interest, on condition of getting specie 
for them; and that this continued till Mr. Taney 
coerced the bank, by means of transfer drafts, 
to cause the notes of her branches to lie re
ceived and honored at other branches as usual. 
In all this, Mr. B. said, the report of the com
mittee was most unfortunate ; and showed the

necessity for a new committee to examine tha 
institution ; a committee constituted upon par- 
liamentary principles—a majority in favor of in- 
quiry—like that of the Post Office. The crea
tion of such a committee, Mr. B. said, was the 
more necessary, as one of the main guards ia. 
tended by the charter to be placed over tha 
bank was not there during the period of tha 
pressure and panic operations ; he alluded to tk 
government directors ; the history of whose re
jection, after such long delays in the Senate to 
act on their nomination, is known to the whole 
country.

The next instance of wanton pressure which 
Mr. B. would mention, was the case of an in
dividual, then a member of the Senate from 
Pennsylvania, now minister to SL Petersburg 
(Mr. Wilkins). That gentleman had informed 
him (Mr. B.), towards the close of the list 
session, that the bank had caused a scire facial 
to be served in his house, to the alarm and dis
tress of his wife, to revive a judgment against 
him, whilst he was here opposing the bank.

[Mr. Ewing, of Ohio, here rose, and wished to 
know of Mr. B. whether it was the Bank of the 
United States that had issued this scire facial 
against Mr. Wilkins.]

Mr. B. was very certain that it was. Here- 
collected not only the information, but the time 
and the place when and where it was given; , 
it was the last days of the last session, and it 
the window beyond that door (pointing to tk 
door in the corner behind him) ; and he added, 
if there is any question to be raised, it can It 
settTfcd without sending to Russia; the «ore 
facias, if issued, will bo on record in Pittsburg. 
Mr. Ii. then said, the cause of this conduct!» 
Mr. Wilkins can be understood when it is re
collected that he had denied on this floor tk 
existence of the great distress which had ben 
depicted at Pittsburg ; and the necessity tbit 
the bank was under to push him at that time 
can be appreciated by seeing that two and fifty 
members of Congress, as reported by the fi
nance Committee, had received là accommode 
lions" from the bank and its branches in tk 
same year that a senator, and a citizen of Penn
sylvania, op])osed to the bank, was thus pi»

I cecded against.*

* At pages 87 and 88 of tlin report, the Finance Commitw 
fully acquits the hank of all injurious discrimination! b#tf* 
borrowers and applicants, of different politka
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Mr. B. returned to the resolution which it 
was proposed to expunge. Ho said it ought to 
go. It was the root of the evil, the father of 
the mischief, the source of the injury, the box 
of Pandora, which had filled the land with ca
lamity and consternation for six long months. 
It was that resolution, far more than the con
duct of the bank, which raised the panic, sunk 
the price of property, crushed many merchants, 
impressed the country with the terror of an 
impending revolution, and frightened so many- 
good people out of the rational exercise of their 
elective franchise at the spring elections. All 
these evils have now paS»cd away. The panic 
has subsided ; the price of produce and property 
has recovered from its depression, and risen be
yond its former bounds. The country is tran
quil, prosperous, and happy. The States which 
had been frightened from their propriety at 
the spring elections, have regained their self- 
command. Now, with the total vanishing of its 
effects, let the cause vanish also. Let this re
solution for the condemnation of President Jack- 

j son be expunged from the journals of the Sen- 
j ite! Let it lie effaced, erased, blotted out, ob

literated from the face of that page on which it 
should never have lieen written ! Would to God 
it could be expunged from the page of all his
tory. and from the memory of all mankind.

I Would that, so far as it is concerned, the minds 
j of the whole existing generation should be 
I dipped in the fabulous and oblivious waters of 

the river la-the. But these wishes are vain.
; The resolution must survive and live. History 
I will record it ; memory will retain it ; tradition 

will hand it down. In the very act of expurga
tion it lives ; for what is taken from one page 
is placed on another. All atonement for the un
fortunate calamitous art of the Senate is inqier- 
fect and inadequate. Expunge, if we can, still 
the only effect will be to express our solemn 
convictions, by that obliteration, that such a re
solution ought never to have soiled the pages of 
our journal. This is all that wo can do ; and 
this much we are bound to do, by every obliga
tion of justice to the President, whose name has 
been attainted ; by every consideration of luty 
to the country, whose voice demands this repara
tion; by iur regard to the constitution,-Which 
k»s been campled under foot ; by respect to the 
Bouse ot Representatives, whose function has 
been usurped ; by self-respect, which requires

the Senate to vindicate its justice, to correct its 
errors, and re-establish its high name for equity, 
dignity, and moderation. To err is human ; no( 
to err is divine ; to correct error is the work of 
supereminent and also superhuman moral ex
cellence, and this exalted work now remains for 
the Senate to perform.

CHAPTER CXXIV.
EXPUNGING RESOLUTION: REJECTED, AND 

RENEWED.

The speech which had been delivered by Mr 
Benton, was intended for effect upon the 
country—to influence the forthcoming elections 
—and not with any view to act upon the Senate, 
still consisting of the same members who had 
passed the condemnatory resolution, and not 
expected to condemn their own act. The ex
punging resolution was laid upon the table, 
without any intention to move it again during 
the present session ; but, on the last day of the 
session, when the Senate was crowded with 
business, and when there was hardly time to 
finish up the indispensable legislation, the motion 
was called up, and by one of its opponents— 
Mr. Clayton, of Delaware—the author of the 
motion being under the necessity to vote for the 
taking up, though expecting no good from it. 
The moment it was taken up, Mr. White, of 
Tennessee, moved to strike out the word 11 ex
punge,” and insert “ rescind, reverse, and make 
null and void.” This motion astonished Mr. 
Benton. Mr. White, besides opposing all the 
proceedings against President Jackson, had been 
his personal and political friend from early 
youth—for the more than forty years which 
each of them had resided in Tennessee. He 
expected his aid, and felt the danger of such a 
defection. Mr. Benton defended his word as 
being strictly parliamentary, and the only one 
which was proper to he used when an unautho
rized act is to he condemned—all other phrases 
admitting the legality of the act which is to be 
invalidated. Mr. White justified his motion on 
the ground that an expurgation of the journal 
would be its obliteration, which ho deemed in
consistent with the constitutional injunction to 
“ keep ” a journal—the word “ keep ” being
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taken in its primary sense of “ holding,” “ pre
serving,” instead of “ writing,” a journal; but 
the mover of the resolution soon saw that Mr. 
White was not the only one of his friends who 
had yielded at that point—that others had given 
way—and, came about him importuning him to 
give up the obnoxious word. Seeing himself 
almost deserted, he yielded a mortifying and re
luctant assent ; and voted with others of his 
friends to emasculate his own motion—to re
duce it from its high tone of reprobation, to the 
legal formula which applied to the reversal of a 
mere error in a legal proceeding. The moment 
the vote was taken, Mr. Webster rose and ex
ulted in the victory over the hated phrase, lie 
proclaimed the accomplishment of every thing 
that he desired in relation to the expunging re
solution : the word was itself expunged ; and he 
went on to triumph in the victory which had 
been achieved, saying :

“ That which made this resolution, which we 
have now amended, particularly offensive, was 
this : it proposed to expunge our journal. It 
called on us to violate, to obliterate, to erase, 
our own records. It was calculated to fix a 
particular stigma, a peculiar mark of reproach 
or disgrace, on the resolution of March last. It 
w as designed to distinguish it, and reprobate, it, 
in some especial manner. Now, sir, all this most 
happily, is completely defeated by the almost 
unanimous vote of the Senate which has just 
now been taken. The Senate has declared, in 
the most emphatic manner, that its journal 
shall not be tampered with. I rejoice most 
heartily, sir, in this descisive result. It is now 
settled, by authority not likely to be shaken, 
that our records are sacred. Men may change, 
opinions may change, power may change, but, 
thanks to the firmness of the Senate, the re
cords of this body do not change. No instruc
tions from without, no dictates from principali
ties or powers, nothing—nothing can be allowed 
to induce the Senate to falsify its own records, 
to disgrace its own proceedings, or violate the 
rights of its members. For one, sir, I feel that 
we have fully and completely accomplished all 
that could be desired in relation to this matter. 
The attempt to induce the Senate to expunge 
its journal has failed, signally and effectually 
failed. The record remains, neither blurred, 
blotted, nor disgraced.”

And then, to secure the victory which he had 
gained, Mr. Webster immediately moved to lay 
the amended resolution on the table, with the 
peremptory declaration that he would not with
draw his motion for friend or foe. The resolve 
was laid upon the table by a vote of 27 to 20.

The exulting speech of Mr. Webster restored mi 
to my courage—made a man of me again ; and 
the paoment the vote was ever, I rose and sub. 
mitted the original resolution over again, with 
the detested word in it—to stand for the second 
week of the next session—with the peremptory 
declaration that I would never yield it again to 
the solicitations of friend or foe.

CHAPTER CXX V.

BRANCH MINTS AT NEW ORLEANS, AND IN Til! 
GOLD REGIONS OF GEORGIA AND NORTH CAR. 
OLINA.

The bill had been reported upon the proposi
tion of Mr. Waggaman, senator from Louisiana 
and was earnestly and perseveringly opposed 
by Mr. Clay. He moved its indefinite post
ponement, and contended that the mint at Phil
adelphia was fully competent to do all the coin
age which the country required. Ho denied 
the correctness of the argument, that the mint 
at New Orleans was necessary to prevent the 
transportation of the bullion to Philadelphia 
It would find its way to the great commerciil 
marts of the country whether coined or not 
He considered it unwise and injudicious to es
tablish these branches. He supposed it would 
gratify the pride of the (States of North Caroli
na and Georgia to have them there ; but when 
the objections to the measure were so strong 
he could not consent to yield his opposition to 
it. He moved the indefinite postponement of 
the bill, and asked the yeas and nays on his 
motion ; which were ordered.—Mr. Hangm 
regretted the opposition of the senator from 
Kentucky (Mr. Clay), and thought it necessary 
to multiply the number of American coins, and 
bring the mints to the places of production. 
There was an actual loss of near four percent 
in transporting the gold bullion from the Gwr 
gia and North Carolina mines to Philadelphia 
for coinage. With respect to gratifying tla 
pride of the Southern States, it was a misa®- 
ception ; for those States had no pri-ie to grati
fy. He saw no evil in the multi ication of 
these mints. It was well shown L the sena
tor from Missouri, when the bill was up before, 
that, in the commentaries en the constitution il
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he bill was up before, 
cm the constitution il

wig understood that branches might be multi- 
plied.—Mr. Frelinghuysen thought that the ob
ject of having a mint was mistaken. The mint 
wai established for the accommodation of the 
government, and he thought the present one 
sufficient. Why put an additional burden 
upon the government because the people in the 
South have beqn so fortunate as to find gold ? 
—Mr. Bedford Brown of North Carolina, said 
the senator from New Jersey, asked why we 
apply to Congress to relieve us from the bur
den of transporting our bullion to he coined, 
when the manufacturers of the North did not 
ask to be paid for transporting their material. 
IJe said it was true the manufacturers had not 
asked for this transportation assistance, but 
they asked for what was much more valuable, 
and got it—protection. The people of the
South ask no protection ; they rely on their 
own exertions ; they ask but a simple act of 
justice—for their rights, under the power 
granted by the States to Congress to regulate 
the value of coin, and to make the coin itself. 
It has the exclusive privilege of Congress, and 
he wished to see it exercised in the spirit in which 
it was granted ; and which was to make the coin
age gencrel for the benefit of all the sections of 
the Union, and not local to one section. The re
mark of the gentlemen is founded in mistake. 
IVhat arc the facts 1 - Can the gold bullion of 
North Carolina be circulated as currency ? 
We all know it cannot ; it is only used as bul- 
lio/ and carried to Philadelphia at a great loss. 
Another reason for the passage of the bill, and 
one which Mr. Brown hoped would not be less 
regarded by senators on the other side of the 
House, was that the measure would be auxiliary 
to the restoration of the metallic currency, and 
bring the government Lack to that currency 
which was the only one contemplated by the 
constitution.

Mr. Benton took the high ground of consti
tutional right to the establishment of these 
branches, and as many more as the interests of 
the States required. He referred to the Fede
ralist, No. 44, written by Mr. Madison, that in 

j surrendering the coining power to the federal 
government, the States did not surrender their 
right to have local mints. He read the passage 
from the number which he mentioned, and which 
was the exposition of the clause in the constitu
tion relative to the coining power. It was ex

press, and clear in the assertion, that the States 
were not to bo put to the expense and trouble 
of sending their bullion and foreign coins to a 
central mint to bo recoined ; but that, as many 
local mints would be established under the au
thority of the general government as should be 
necessary. Upon this exposition of the meaning 
of the constitution, Mr. B. said, the States ac
cepted the constitution ; and it would be a fraud 
on them now to deny branches where they were 
needed. He referred to the gold mines in North 
Carolina, and the delay with which that State 
accepted the constitution, and inquired whether 
she would have accepted it at all, without an 

amendment to secure her rights, if she could 
have foreseen the great discoveries of gold within 
hep limits, and the present opposition to grant
ing; her a local mint. That State, through her 
legislature, had applied for a branch of the mint 
years ago, and all that was said in her favor was 
equally applicable to Georgia. Mr. B. said, the 
reasons in the Federalist for branch mints were 
infinitely stronger now than when Mr. Madison 
wrote in 1788. Then, the Southern gold region 
was unknown, and the acquisition of Louisiana 
not dreamed of. Now Orleans, and the South, 
now require branch mints, and claim the execu
tion of the constitution as expounded by Mr. 
Madison.

Mr. B. claimed the right to the establishment 
of these branches as an act of justice to the 
people; of the South and the West. Philadelphia 
could coin, hut not diffuse the coin among them. 
Money was attracted to Philadelphia from the 
South and West, hut not returned back again 
to those regions. Loral mints alone could sup
ply them. France had ten branch mints ; Mexico 
had eight ; the United States not one. The es
tablishment of branches was indispensable to 
the diffusion of a hard-money currency, espe
cially gold ; and every friend to that currency 
should promote the establishment of branches.

Mr. B. said, there were six hundred machines 
at work coining paper money—he alluded to the 
six hundred banks in the United States; and 
only one machine at \york coining gold and silver 
He believed there ought to be five or six branch 
mints in the United States ; that Is, two or three 
more than provided for in this bill ; one at 
Charleston, South Carolina, one at Norfolk or 

I Richmond, Virginia, and one at New-Tork or 
| Boston. The United States Bank had twenty-
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four branches ; give the United States Mint five 
or six branches ; and the name of that bank 
would cease to be urged upon us. Nobody 
would want her paper when they could get gold.

Mr. B. scouted the idea of expense on such an 
object as this. The expense was but inconsider
able in itself, and was nothing compared to its 
object. For the object was to supply the country 
with a safe currency,—with a constitutional 
currency ; and çurrency was a thing which con
cerned every citizen. It was a point at which 
the action of gevemment reached every human 
being, and bore directly upon his property, upon 
his labor, and upon his daily bread. The States 
had a good currency when this federal govern
ment was formed ; it was gold and silver for 
common use, and large bank notes for large 
operations. Now the whole land is infested 
with a vile currency of small paper : and every 
citizen was more or less cheated. He himself 
had but two bank notes in the world, and they 
were both counterfeits, on the United States 
Bank, with St. Andrew’s cross drawn through 
their faces. He used nothing but gold and 
silver since the gold bill passed.

In reply to Mr. Frelinghuysen, who asked 
where was the gold currency ? He would an
swer, far the greatest part of it was in the vaults 
of the Bank of the United States, and its 
branches, to be sold or shipped to Europe ; or at 
all events, to be kept out of circulation, to enable 
the friends of the bank to ask, where is the gold 
currency ? and then call the gold bill a humbug. 
But he would tell the gentleman where a part 
of the gold was ; it was in the Metropolis Bank 
in this city, and subject to his check to the full 
amount of his pay and mileage. Yes, said Mr. 
B., now, for the first time, Congress is paid in 
gold, and it is every member’s own fault if he 
does not draw it and use it.

Mr. B. said this question concerned the South 
and West, and he would hope to see the repre
sentatives from these two sections united in sup
port of the bill. He saw with pleasure, that 
several gentlemen from the north of the Poto
mac, and from New England were ^disposed to 
support it. Their help was most acceptable on 
a subject so near and so dear to the South and 
West. Every inhabitant of the South and West 
was personally interested in the success of the 
bill. From New Orleans, the newcoin wouldas- 
send the Mississippi River, scatter itself all along

its banks, fill all its towns, cities, and villages 
branch off into the interior of the country, ascend 
all the tributary streams, and replenish and 
refresh the whole face of the land. Frog 
the Southern mints, the new gold would come 
into the West, and especially into Kentucky 
Ohio, and Tennessee, by the stock drivers 
being to them a safe and easy remittance, and to 
the country a noble accession to their currency ; 
enabling them quickly to dispense with their 
small notes. #

It was asked, Mr. B. said, what loss has the 
Western People now sustained for wantofgold? 
He would answer that the whole West was full 
of counterfeit paper; that counterfeit paper 
formed a large part of the actual circulation, 
especially of the United States branch drafts’ 
that sooner or later all these counterfeits must 
stop in somebody’s hands ; and they would be 
sure to stop in the hands of those who were least 
able to bear the loss. Every trader down the 
Mississippi, Mr. B. said, was more or less impos
ed upon with counterfeit paper; some lost near
ly their whole cargoes. Now- if there wasa branch 
mint in New Orleans every one would get new 
gold. He could get it direct from the mint ; or 
have his gold examined there before he received 
it. Mr. B. said that one great object of estab
lishing branch mints was to prevent and detect 
counterfeiting. Such establishments would de
tect every counterfeit piece, and enable every 
body to have recourse to a prompt and safe stand
ard for ascertaining what was genuine and « hat 
not. This was a great reason for the ten branch
es in France.

Mr. B. was against the paper system. Hewis 
against all small notes. Lie was against all pa
per currency for common use ; and being against 
it he was in favor of the measures that would 
put down small paper and put up gold and silver. 
The branohing of the mint was one of the indis
pensable measures for accomplishing that object, 
and therefore he was for it. He was in favor 
of practical measures. Speeches alone would 
not do. A gentleman might make a fine speech 
in favor of hard money ; but unless he gave votes 
in favor of measures to accomplish it. the sjcech 
would be inoperative. Mr. B. held the French 
currency to be the best in the world, where them 
was no bank note under 500 francs (near 
$100), and where, in consequence, there was i 
gold and silver circulation of upwards of five

hundred millions of dollars ; 
had lately stood two revoluti 
quest, without the least fluctu 
tity or value.

New Orleans, he said, occup: 
citous point in America for a 
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of upwards of five

hundred millions of dollars ; a currency which 
had lately stood two revolutions and one con
quest, without the least fluctuation in its quan
tity or value.

New Orleans, he said, occupied the most feli
citous point in America for a mint. ' It was at 
the point of reception and diffusion. The specie 
of Mexico came there ; and when there, it as
cended the river into the whole West. It was 
the market city—the emporium of the Great 
Talley ; and from that pointf «very exporter of 
produce could receive his supply and bring it 
home. Mr. II. reiterated that this was a question 
of currency ; of hard money against paper ; of 
gold against United States Bank notes. It was 
a struggle with the paper system. He said the 
gold bill was one step ; the branching the mint 
would be the second step ; the suppression of all 
notes under twenty dollars would be the third 
step towards getting a gold and silver currency. 
The States could do much towards putting down 
small notes ; the federal government could put 
them down, by putting the banks which issued 
them under the ban ; or, what was better, and 
best of all, returning to the act of 1789, which 
enacted that the revenues of the federal govern
ment should be received in gold and silver coin 
only.

The question was then put on Mr. Clay’s 
motion for indefinite postponement—and failed 
—16 yeas to 27 nays. Further strenuous exer
tion was made to defeat the hill. Mr. Clay 
moved to postpone it to the ensuing week— 
which, being near the end of the session, would 
be a delay which might be fatal to it ; but it 
came near passing—20 yeas to 22 nays. A 
motion was made by Mr. Clity to recommit the 
bill to the Committee of Finance—a motion equi
valent to its abandonment for-the session, which 
Med. Mr. Calhoun gave the hill an earnest 
support. He said it was a question of magnitude,

I and of vital importance to the South, and dc- j 
served the most serious consideration. Yet, lie 

| was sorry to say, ho had seen more persever- I 

tag opposition made to it than to any other ! 
measure for the last two years. It was a 

| sectional question, but one intended to extend 1 
equi benefits to all the States—Mr. Clay said, 
if there had been resistance on one side, there had 
also been a most unparalleled, and he must say, ! 
unbounded perseverance on the other. He would |
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repeat that in whatever Hght he hart received the 
proposed measure, he had been unable to como 
to any' other conclusion than this, that it was, in 
his humble judgment, delusive, uncalled for, 
calculated to deceive the people—to hold out 
ideas which would never be realized ;—and as 
utterly unworthy of the consideration of tho 
Senate.—Mr. Calhoun was astonished at the 
warmth of Mr. Clay on this question—a ques- 
as much sectional in one point of view, as a 
measure could he, but national in another. 
Let senators say what they would, this govern
ment was hound, in his opinion, to establish the 
minis which had been asked for. Finally, the 
question was taken, and carried—24 to 19—the 
yeas icing : Messrs. Benton, Bibb, Brown, Cal
houn, Cuthbert, Hendricks, Kane, King of Ala
bama, King of Georgia, Leigh, Linn, Mangum, 
Morris, Porter, Preston, Robinson, Buggies, 
Shepley, Tallmadgc, Tyler, W aggaman, Webster, 
White, Wright. The nays were : Messrs. Bell 
of New Hampshire. Black of Mississippi, Bu
chanan. Clay, Clayton, Ewing, Frclinghuysen, 
Goldsborough. Isaac Hill, Knight, McKean, 
Naudain, Bobbins, Silsbee, Smith, Southard. 
Swift, Tipton, Tomlinson. The bill was imme
diately carried to the House of Representatives ; 
and there being a large majority there in favor 
of the hard money policy of the administration, 
it was taken up and acted upon, although so 
near the end of the session ; and easily passed.

CHAPTER CXXVI.

REGULATION DEPOSIT BILL.

The President had recommended to Congress 
the passage of an act to regulate the custody of 
the public moneys in the local hanks, intrusted 
with their keeping. It was a renewal of the 
same recommendation made at the time of their 
removal, and in conformity to which the House 
of Representatives had passed the hill which 
had been defeated in the Senate. The same bill 
was sent up to the Senate again, and passed by 
a large majority : twenty-eight to twelve. Tho 
yeas were : Messrs. Ilenton, Black of Missis
sippi, Calhoun, Clayton of Delaware, Çuthbert of 
Georgia, Ewing of Ohio, Frclinghuysen, Golds*
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borough,-Kent, Knight, Leigh, Linn, McKean, 
Mangum, Moore, Alexander Porter, Prentiss, 
Preston, Robbins, Robinson, Smith, Southard, 
Swift, Tomlinson, Tyler, Waggaman, Webster, 
Wright. The nays were: Messrs. Bibb, Brown, 
Buchanan, Hendricks, Hill, Kane, King of Ala
bama, Morris of Ohio, Poindexter, Ruggles, 
Shepley, Tallmadge. And thus, the complaint 
ceased which had so long prevailed against the 
President, on the alleged illegality of the State 
bank custody of the public moneys. These 
banks were taken as a necessity, and as a half
way house between the Bank of the United 
States and an Independent treasury. After a 
brief sojourn in the intermediate abode, they 
passed on to the Independent treasury—there, 
it is hoped, to remain for ever.

CHAPTER C X X V 11 .

DEFEAT OF THE DEFENCE APPROPRIATION, 
AND LOSS OK TIIE FORTIFICATION^HLL

The President in his annual message at the' 
commencement had communicated to Congress 
the state of our relations with France, and 
especially the continued failure to pay the in
demnities stipulated by the treaty of 1831 ; and 
had recommended to Congress measures of re
prisal against the commerce of France. The re- 

( 'Commendation, in the House of Representatives, 
was referred to the committee of foreign relations, 
which through their chairman, Mr. Cambreling, 
made a report adverse to immediate resort to re
fusals, and recommending contingent prepara
tion to meet any emergency which should grow 
out of a continued refusal on the part of France 
to comply with her treaty, and make the stipu
lated payment. In conformity with this last 
recommendation, and at the suggestion of Mr. 
John Quincy Adams, it was resolved unanimous
ly upon yeas and nays, or rather upon yeas, 
their being no nays, and 212 members voting— 
“That in the opinion of this House, the treaty 
of the 4th of July 1831 with France be main
tained, and its execution insisted upon : ” and, 
with the like unanimity it was resolved—“That 
preparations ought to be made to meet any 
emergency growing out of our relations with 
France.” These two resolutions showed the

<

temper of the House, and that it intended t« 
vindicate the rights of our citizens, if necessary 
at the expense of war. Accordingly an appro
priation of three millions of dollars was inserted 
by the House in the general fortification bill to 
enable the President to make such military and 
naval preparations during the recess of Con
gress as the state of our relations with France 
might require. This appropriation was zealously 
voted by the House : in the Senate it pet with 
no favcg1; and was rejected. The House insisted 
on it/ appropriation : the Senate “ adhered ” to 
its vote : and that brought the disagreement to 
a committee of conference, proposed by the 
House. In the meqn time Congress was in the 
expiring moments of its session ; and eventually 
the whole appropriation for contingent prepara
tion, and the whole fortification bill, was lost by 
the termination of the Congress. It was a most 
serious loss; and it became a question which 
House was responsible for such a misfortune- 
regrettable at all times, but particularly so in 
the face of our relations with France. Thef’l 
starting point in the road which led to this loss 
was the motion made by Mr. Webster to‘’ad
here ”—a harsh motion, and more calculated to 
esthmgc than to unite the two Houses. Mr. 
King, of Alabama, immediately took up the mo
tion in that sense ; and said :

“He very much regretted that the senator from 
Massachusetts should have made such amotion; 
it had seldom or never been resorted to ufltilother 
and more gentle means had failed to produce i 
unity of action between the two Houses. At 
this stage of the proceeding it would be consid
ered (and justly) harsh in its character; and. he 
had no doubt, if sanctioned by the Senate, would 
greatly exasperate the other House, and probably 
endanger the passage of the bill altogether. Are 
goptlemcn, said Mr. Mr. K., prepared for this! 
Will they, at this particular juncture, in the 
present condition of tilings, take upon them
selves such a fearful responsibility as the nice 
tion of this bill might involve ? For himself if 
your forts are to he left unarmed, your_ships 
unrepaired and out of commission, and your 
whole sea-coast exposed without defences of any 
kind, the responsibility should not rest upon his 
shoulders. It is as well, said Mr. K., to spit 
plainly on this subject. Our position with re
gard to France was known to all who heard him 
to lie of such a character as would not, in to 
opinion, justify prudent men, men w ho look M 
the preservation of the rights and the honor of 
the nation, in withholding the means, the most 
ample means, to maintain those righto and !,n‘ 
serve unimpaired that honor.
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“Mr. K. said, while ho was free to confess that 
the proposed appropriation was not in its terms 
iltogether as specific as he could> have wished 
it, he could not view it in the light which had, 
or seemed to have, so much alarmed the senator 
from Massachusetts, and others who had spoken 

the subject. We are told, said Mr. K., that 
the adoption of the amendment made by the 
House will prostrate the fortress of the consti
tution and bury under its ruins the liberties of 
the people. He had too long been accustomed 
to the course of debate here, particularly in times 
of high party excitement, to pay much attention 
to bold assertion or violent denunciation. In 
what, he asked, docs it violate the constitution ? 
Docs it give to the President the power of de
claring war? You have been told,and told tru
ly, by my friend from Pennsylvania [Mr. Bu
chanan], that this power alone belongs to Con
gress; nor does this bill in the slightest degree 
impair it. Does it authorize the raising of 
armies ? No. not one man can be enlisted be
yond the number required to fill up the ranks 
of your little army ; and whether you pass this 
amendment or not, that power is already* pos- 

l^ged under existing laws. Is it, said Mr. K., 
even unprecedented and unsual ? ,A little at
tention to the history of our government must 
satisfy all who heard him, that it is neither the 
one nor the other.

u During the whole period of the administra
tions of General Washington and the elder 
Adams, all appropriations were general, apply
ing a gross sum for the expenditure of the differ
ent departments of the government, under the 
direction of the President; and it was not till 
Mr. Jefferson came into office, that, at his re
commendation, specific appropriations were 
adopted. Was the constitution violated, broken 
down, and destroyed, under the administration 
of the father of his country ? Or did the for
tress to which the senator from Massachusetts 
on this occasion, clings so fondly, tumble into 
ruia when millions were placed in the hands of 
>(r.\etferson himself, to be disposed of for a 
desigimted object, but, in every thing else, subject 
to his'unlimited discretion? - No, said Mr. K. 
our liberties remained unimpaired ; and, he trust 
ed in God, would so remain for centuries yet to 
come. He would not urge his confidence in the 
distinguished individual at the head of the gov 
eminent as a reason why this amendment should 
pass; he was in favor of limiting executive 

I discretion as far as practicable ; but circumstan- 
| ces may present themselves, causes may exist, 
j which would place it out of the power of Con

gress promptly to meet the emergency. To 
whom, then, should they look ? Surely to the 
head of the government—to the man selected by 

I the people to guard their rights and protect their 
I interests. He put it to senators to say whether, 
I in a possible contingency, which all would under- 
I stand, our forts should not be armed, or ships 
j put in commission ? None will venture to gain-

should be carried must, from the very necessity 
of the case, be left to the sound discretion of the 
President. From the position he occupies, no 
one can be so competent to form a correct judg
ment, and lie could not, if he would, apply the 
money to other objects than the defences of the 
country'. Mr. K. said ho would not, at this last 
moment of the session, when time was so veryr pre
cious, further detain the Senate than to express 
his deep apprehension, his alarm, lest this most 
important bill should be lost by this conflict be
tween the two Houses. He would beg.of sena
tors to reflect on the disastrous consequences 
which might ensue. He would again entreat 
the senator from Massachusetts to withdraw his 
motion, and ask a conference, and thus leave 
some reasonable ground for hope of ultimate 
agreement on this most important subject.”

The motion was persisted in,and the “adher
ence ” carried by a vote of twenty-nine to seven
teen. The yeas and nays were :

Yeas.—Messrs.; Bell, Bibb, Calhoun, Clay, 
Clayton, Ewing, Frclinghuysen, Goldsborough, 
llendricks,Kent, Knight, Leigh, Mangum, Moore, 
Naudain, Poindexter, Porter, Prentiss, Preston, 
Bobbins, Silsbee, Smith, Southard, Swift, Tomlin
son, Tyler, Waggaman, Webster, White.—29.

Nays.—Messrs. Benton, Brown, Buchanan, 
Cuthbert, Grundy, Hill, Kane, King of Alabama, 
King of Georgia, Linn, McKean, Buggies, Rob
inson, Shvpley, Tallmadge, Tipton, Wright.— 
17.

Upon being notified of this vote, the House 
took the conciliatory step of “ insisting ;” and 
asked a u conference.” The Senate agreed to 
the request—appointed a committee on its part, 
which was met by another oh the part of the 
House, which could not agree about the three 
millions ; and while engaged in these attempts 
at concord, the existence of the Congress termi
nated. It was after midnight; the morning of 
the fourth of March had commenced; many 
members said their power was at an end—others 
that it would continue till twelve o’clock, noon ; 
for it was that hour, on the 3d of March, 1789, 
that the first Congress commenced its existence, 
and that day should only be counted half, and 
the half of the next day taken to inakefcmt two 
complete years for each Congress. To this it 
was answered that, in law, there are no fractions 
of a day ; that the whole day counted in a legal 
transat Lion : in the birth of a measure or of a man. 
The first day that the first Congress sat was the 
day of its birth, without looking to the hour at 
which it formed a quorum ; the day a man was

toy it. Yet the extent to which such armament^ bom was the day of his birth, and lie counted
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from the beginning of the day, and the whole 
day, and not from the hour and minute at which 
he entered the world—a rule which would rob all 
the afternoon-born children of more or less of the 
day on which they were born, and postpone their 
majority until the day after their birthday. 
While these disquisitions were going on, many 
members were going off ; and the Senate hear
ing nothing from the House, dispatched a mes
sage to it, on the motion of Mr. Webster, “re
spectfully to remind it” of the disagreement on 
the fortification bill ; on receiving which mes
sage, Mr. Cambreleng, chairman of conference, 
on the part of the House, stood up and said :

“That the committee of conference of the two 
Houses had met, and had concurred in an amend
ment which was very unsatisfactory to him. It

(iroposed an unconditional appropriation of three 
îundred thousand dollars for arming the fortifi

cations, and five hundred thousand dollars for 
repairs of and equipping our vessels of war—an 
amount totally inadequate, if it should l>e re
quired, and more than was necessary, if it should 
not be. When ho came into the House from 
the conference, they were calling the ayes and 
noes on the resolution to pay the compensation 

, due the gentleman from Kentucky (Mr. lietcher). 
He voted on that resolution, but there was no 
quorum voting. On a subsequent proposition 
to adjourn, the ayes and noes were (‘ailed, and 
again there was no quorum voting. Under such 
circumstances, and at two o’clock in the morn
ing. he did not feel authorized to present to the 
House an appropriation of eight hundred thou
sand dollars. He regretted the loss, not only 
of the appropriation for the defence of the coun
try, but of the whole fortification bill ; but let 
the responsibility fall where it ought—on the 
Senate of the United States. The House had 
discharged its duty to the country. It had sent 
the fortification bill to the Senate, with an addi
tional appropriation, entirely for the defence of 
the country. The Senate had rejected that ap
propriation, without even deigning to propose 
any amendment whatever, either in form or 
amount. The House sent it a second time; and 
a second time no amendment was proposed, but 
the reverse; the Senate adhered, without con
descending to iLsk even a conference. Had that 
body asked a conference, in the first instance, 
some provision would have been made for de
fence. and the fortification bill would have been 
saved before the hour arrived which terminated 
the existence of the present House of Represen
tatives. As it was, the committees did not con
cur till this House had ceased to exist— the ayes 
and noes had been twice taken without a quo
rum—the bill was evidently lost, and the Senate 
must take the responsibility of leaving the coun
try defenceless. He could not feel authorized 
to report the bill to the House, situated as it

was, and at this hour in the morning ; but if 
any other member of the committee of confer
ence proposed to do it, he should make no ob
jection, though he believed such a proposition 
utterly ineffectual at this hour ; for no member 
could, at this hour in the morning, be compelled 
to vote.”

Many members said the time was out. and 
that there ^ad been no quorum for two hours. 
A count was had, and a quorum not found. The 
members were requested to pass through tellers, 
and did so : only eight-two present. Mr. John 
Y. Mason informed the House that the Senate 
had adjourned ; then the House did the same
making the adjournment in due form, after a vote 
of thanks to the speaker, and hearing his part 
ing address in return.

CHAPTER CX XVIII.

DISTRIBUTION OF REVENUE.

Propositions for distributing the public land 
revenue among the States, bad become common 
to l>e succeeded lay others to distribute the land; 
themselves, and finally the Custom House reve
nue, as well as that of the lands. The progress 
of distribution was natural and inevitable in that 
direction, when once begun. Mr. Calhoun and 
his friends had opposed these projK»se<I distrii*u- 
tions as unconstitutional, ns well as demoralii- 
ing; but after his junction with Mr. Clav.be 
began to favor them ; but still with the salvo of 
an amendment to the constitution. With this | 
view, in the latter part of the session of 1S3Ô. 
he moved a resolution of inquiry into the extent I 
of executive patronage, the increase of public 
exqienditupe, and the increase of the number»' 
persons employed or fed by the federal govern
ment ; ami he asked for a select committee^ 
six to report upon his resolution. Both motions 
were granted by the Senate; and, according » 
parliamentary law, ami the principles of ft' 
legislation (which always accord a commits 
favorable to the object proposed), the member* 
of the committee were apjioiiited upon the 'elec
tion of the six which he wished. They were: 
Messrs. Webster, Southard, Bibb, Kiugoftieo-' 
gia, and Benton—which, with himself, would 
make six. Mr. Webster declined, and Mr.Po®1 
dexter was appointed in his place ; Mr. Sou* ^

ui me, Diuvu, politically, thn 
ministration—two for it ; and 
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ard did not act ; and the committee, consisting 
of five, stood, politically, three against the ad
ministration—two for it ; and was thus a frustra
tion of Mr. Calhoun’s plan of having an impartial 
committee, taken equally from the three politi
cal parties. He had proposed the committee 
upon the basis of three political parties in the 
Senate, desiring to have two members from each 
party; giving as a reason for that desire', that 
he wished to go into the examination of the im
portant inquiry proposed, with a committee free 
from all prejudice, and calculated to give it an 
impartial consideration. This division into three 
parties was not to the taste of all the members ; 
and hence the refusal of some to serve upon 
it. It was the first time that the existence of 
three parties was proposed to be made the basis 
of senatorial action, and did not succeed. The 
actual committee classed democratically, but 
with the majority opposed to the administration.

At the first meeting a sub-committcc of three 
was formed—Mr. Calhoun of course at its head 
—to draw up a report for the consideration of 
the full committee : and of this sub-committee 
a majority was against the administration. Very- 
soon the committee was assembled to hear the 
report read. I was surprised at it—both at the 
quickness of the preparation and the character 
of the |ui|ier. It was an elaborate, ingenious 
and plausible attack upon the administration, 
accusing it of having doubled the expenses of 
the government—of having doubled the number 
of persons employed or supported by it—of hold
ing the public moneys in illegal custody—of cx- 

I ercising a patronago tending to corruption— 
the whole the result of an over full treasury, 
which there was no way to deplete but by a 

- distribution of the surplus revenue among the 
States; for which purpose an amendment of the 

I constitution would l>c necessary ; and was pro
posed. Mr. llenton heard the reading in silence ;

I ,n,l when finished declared his dissent to it : 
said he should make no minority nqwrt—a kind 
of reports which lie always disliked ; but when 
read in the Senate he should rise in his place mid 
oppose it. Mr. King, of Georgia, sided with 

j Mr. Benton ; and thus the report went in. Mr. 
f alhoun read it himself at the secretary’s table, 

I and moved its printing. Mr. Poindexter moved 
I an extra number of 30,000 copies ; and spoke at 
I length in support of his motion, and in favor of 
I the report Mr. King, of Georgia, followed him

against the report: and Mr. Benton followed 
Mr. King on the same side. On the subject of 
the increase of expenditures doubled within the 
time mentioned, he showed that it came from 
extraordinary objects, not belonging to the ex
penses of the government, but temporary in 
their nature and transient in their existence; 
namely, the expenses of removing the Indians, 
the Indian war upon the Mississippi, and the 
pension act of 1832 ; which carried up the revo
lutionary pensions from $355,000 per annum to 
$3,500,000—-just tenfold—and by an act which 
the friends of the administration opposed. Ho 
showed also that the increase in the number of 
persons employed, or supported by the govern
ment, came in a great degree from the same 
measure which carried up the number of pen
sioners from 17,000 to 40,000. On the subject 
of the illegal custody of the public moneys, it 
was shown, in the first place, that the custody 
was not illegal ; and, in the second, that the de
posit regulation hill had been defeated in the 
Senate by the opponents of the administration. 
Having vindicated the administration from the 
charge of extravagance, and the illegal custody 
of the public moneys, Mr. Benton came to the 
main part of the rvp'irt—the surplus in the trea
sury, its distribution for eight years among tho 
States (just the period to cover two presidential 
elections); and the proposed amendment to tho 
constitution to permit that distribution to 
made : and here it is right that the report should 
he allowed to speak for itself. Having assumed 
the annual surplus to be nine millions fur eight 
years—until the compromise of 1833 worked 
out its problem ;—that this surplus was inevita
ble, and that there was no legitimate object of 
federal care on which it could be expended, the 
report brought out distribution as the only prac
tical depletion of the treasury, and the only 
remedy for the corruptions which an exuberant 
treasury engendered. It proceeded thus:

l- But if nosubject of expenditure can be select
ed on which the surplus can bv safely expended.

| ami if neither the revenue nor expenditure can, 
under existing circumstances, be reduced, tho 

| next inquiry is, what is to bo done with tho 
I surplus, which, as has been shown, will probably 
i equal, on an average, for the next eight years, 
the sum of $9,000,000 beyond the just wants of 
the government ? A surplus of which, unless 
some safe disposition can be made, all other 
means of reducing the patronage of the Execu
tive must prove ineffectual.
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“Your cqjHtfnttce are deeply sensible of the 
groat difficulty of finding any satisfactory solu
tion of this question ; but believing that the very 
existence of our institutions, and with them the 
liberty of the country, may depend on tho suc
cess of their investigation, they have carefully 
explored the whole ground, andUho result of 
their inquiry is, that but one means has occurred 
to them holding out any reasonable prospect of 
success. A few preliminary remarks will be 
necessary to explain their views.

“Amidst all tho difficulties of our situation, 
there is one consolation : that tho danger from 
Executive patronage, as far as it depends on ex
cess of revenue, must be temporary. Assuming 
that the act of 2d of March, 1833, will be left 
undisturbed, by its provisions the income, after 
the yea^ 1842, is to be reduced to the economi
cal want® of tho government. The government, 
then, is in a state of passage from one where the 
revenue is excessive, to another in which, at a 
fixed and no distant period, it will be reduced 
to its proper limits. The difficulty in the in
termediate time is, that the revenue cannot lie 
brought down to the expenditure, nor the ex
penditure, without great danger, raised to the 
revenue, for reasons already explained. How is 
this difficulty to be overcome? It might seem 
that the simple and natural means would be, to 
vest the surplus in some safe and profitable stock, 
to accumulate ferr future use; but the difficulty 
in such a course will, on examination, be found 
insuperable.

“ At the very commencement, in selecting the 
stock, there would be great, if not insurmounta
ble, difficulties. No one would think of invest
ing the surplus, in bank stock, against which 
there are so many and such decisive reasons that 
it is not deemed necessary to state them ; nor 
would the objections bo less decisive against 
vesting in the stock of the States, which would 
create the dangerous relation of debtor and credi
tor between the government and the ncmliers 
of the Union. But suppose this difficulty sur
mounted, and that some stock perfectly safe was 
selected, there would still remain another that 
could not bo surmounted. There cannot be 
found a stock, with an interest in its favor suffi
ciently strong to compete with the interests 
which, with a large surplus revenue, will be ever 
found in favor of expenditures. It must Ire per
fectly obvious to all who have the least experi
ence, or who will duly reflect on the subject, 
that were a furtxfijselected in which to vest the 
surplus revenuefar future use, there would Ire 
found in practice a constant conflict between the 
interest in favor of some local or favorite scheme 
of expenditure. and that in favor of the stock. 
Nor can it be less obvious that, in point of fact, 
the former would prove far stronger than the 
latter. The result is obvious. I he surplus, be 
it ever so great, would be absorbed by appro
priations, instead of being vested in the stock ; 
and the scheme, of course, would, in practice, 
prove an abortion ; which brings us back to the

original inquiry, how is the, surplus to be dim 
posed of until fibe excess shall be reduced to the 
just and economical wants of the government !

“After bestowing on this question, on the suc
cessful solution of which so much depends, the 
most deliberate attention, your committee, as 
they have already stated, can advise but one 
means by which it can be effected ; and that is 
an amendment of the constitution, authorizing 
the temporary distribution of the surplus reve
nue among tho States till the year 1843 ; when, 
as has been shown, tho income and expenditure 
will Ire equalized.

“ Your committee arc fully aware of the many 
and fatal objections to the distribution of the 
surplus revenue among the States, considered 
as a part of the ordinary and regular system of 
this government. They admit them to be y 
great as can well be imagined. The proposition 
itself, that the government should collect monev 
for the purpose of such distribution, or should 
distribute a surplus for the purpose of perpetm- 
ting taxes, is too absurd to require refutation' 
and yet wlmf would be when applied, as sure 
posed, so absurd and pernicious, is, in the opin
ion of your committee, in the present extnor 
dinary and deeply disordered state of q^r affaire, 
not only useful and salutary, but indispensable 
to the restoration of the body politic to a sound 
condition ; just as some potent medicine, which 
it would be dangerous and absurd to prescribe 
to the healthy, may, to the diseased, be the only 
means of arresting the hand of death. Distri
bution, as proposed, is not for the preposterous 
and dangerous purpose of raising a revenue for 
distribution, or of distributing the surplus as a 
means of perpetuating a system of duties 
taxes; but a temporary measure to disposecf 
an unavoidable surplus while the revenue is u 
the course of reduction, and which annul k 
otherwise dispised of, without greatly agurani- 
ing a disease that threatens the most daneere® 
consequences; and which holds out ho;e,at 
only of arresting its further progress, but ik 
of restoring the body politic to a state of health 
and vigor. The truth of this assertion n feifib 
nervations will suffice to illustrate.

“It must Ire obvious, on a little re flection, till 
the effects of distribution of the surplus wo«M 
Ire to place the interests of the States, on il | 
questions of expenditure, in opposition to ti- 
]renditure, as every reduction of expense irai 
necessarily increase the sum to be distribatd 
among the States. The effect of this would h 
to convert them, through their interests, an 
faithful and Vigilant sentinels on the siiifil 
economy, and accountability in the expendilite 
of this government ; and would thus power# 
tend to restore 1 the government, in its Usai 
action, to the plain and honest simplicity effir 
mer days.
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the disbursements of the government, would be 
so strong, as not only to curtail useless or irn- 

roner expenditure, but also the useful and ne
cessary. Such, undoubtedly, would be the con
sequence, if the process were too long continued ; 
hut in the present irregular and excessive action 
of the system, when its centripetal force threat
ens to concentrate all its powers in a single de
partment, the fear that the action of this govern
ment will lie too much reduced by the measure 
under consideration, in the short period to which 
it is proposed to limit its 0|ieration, is without 
■just foundation. On the contrary, if the pro
posed measure should be applied in the present 
diseased state of the government, its effect would 
be like that of some powerful alterative medi
cine operating just long enough to change the 
present morbid action, but not sufficiently long 
to superinduce another of an opposite charac- 
ter.

“ But it may he objected that, though the dis 
tribution might reduce all useless expenditure, 
it would at the same time give additional power 
to the interest in favor of taxation. It is not 
denied that such would be its tendency ; and, 
if the danger from increased duties or taxes was 
it this time as great as that from a surplus re
venue, the objection would bo fatal ; but it is 
confidently behoved that such is not the case. 
On the contrary, in proposing the measure, it is 
assumed that the act of March 2, 1833, will re
main undisturbed. It is on the strength of this 
assumption that the measure is proposed, and, 

s it is believed, safely proposed.
- R may, however, be said that the distribu

tion may create, on the part of the States, an 
appetite in its favor which may ultimately load 

l to its adoptionas a pennanent measure. It may 
indeed tend to excite such an appetite, short as is 
the period proposed for its operation ; hut it is 
obvious that this danger is far more than coun
tervailed by the diet that the pro|K>sed amend
ment to the constitution to authorize the distri
bution would place the power beyond the reach 
of legislative construction ; and thus effectually 
prevent the possibility of its adoption as a per- 
manent measure ; as it cannot be conceived that 
three-fourths of the States will ever assent to 
an amendment of the constitution to authorize 
a distribution, except as an extraordinary mea- 
sure.applicable to some extraordinary condition 
of the country like the present.

, *' (living, however, to these and other objections 
which may be urged, all the force that can he 
claimed for them, it must be remembered the 
question is not whether the measure proposed 
is or is not liable to this or that objection, but 
whether any other less objectionable can be 
devised; or rather, whether there is any other, 
which promises the least prospect of relief, that 
can be applied. Let not the delusion prevail 
that the disease, after running through its natu
ral course, will terminate of itself, without fatal 
consequences. Experience is opposed to such 
|toticipation& Many and striking are the ex

amples of free States perishing under that excess 
of patronage which now afflicts ours. It may, 
in fact, be said with truth, tlxat all or nearly 
all diseases which afflict free governments may 
be traced directly or indirectly to excess of re
venue and expenditure ; the effect of Which is to 
rally around the government a powerful, cor
rupt, and subservient corps—a corps ever obe
dient to its will, and ready to sustain it in every 
measure, whether right or wrong ; and which, 
if the cause of the disease be not eradicated, 
must ultimately render the government stronger 
than the people.

“ What progress this dangerous disease has 
already made in our country it is not for your 
committee to say ; but when they reflect on the 
present symptoms ; on the almost unbounded 
extent of executive patronage, wielded by a sin
gle will ; the surplus revenue, which cannot be 
reduced within proper limits in less than seven 
years—a period which covers two presidential 
elections, on both of which all this mighty power 
and influence will be brought to bear ; and when 
they consider that, with the vast patronage and 
influence of this government, that of all the 
States acting in concert with it will be com
bined, there arc just grounds to fear that the 
fate which has befallen so many other free gov
ernments must also befall ours, unless, indeed, 
some effectual remedy be forthwith applied. 
It is under this impression that your committee 
have suggested the one proposal ; not as free 
from all objections, but as the only one of suffi
cient power to arrest the disease and to restore 
the body politic to a sound condition ; and they 
have accordingly reported a resolution so to 
amend the constitution that the money remain- 
ii% in the treasury at the end of each year till 
the 1st of January, 1843, deducting therefrom 
the sum of $2,000.000 to meet current and con
tingent expenses, shall annually be distributed 
among the States and Territories, including the 
District of Columbia ; luiif for that purpose, 
the sum to he distributetTto be divided into as 
many shares as there/are senators and repre
sentatives in Congress,(adding two for each ter
ritory and two for the District of Columbia ; and 
that there shall he allotted to each State a num
ber of shares equal to its representation in both 
Houses, and to the territories, including the Dis
trict of Columbia, two shares each. Supposing 
the surplus to he distributed should average 
$9,000,000 annually, as estimated, it would give 
to each share $30,405 ; which multiplied by the 
number of senators and representatives from a 
State will show the amount to which any State 
will be entitled.”

The report being here introduced to speak for 
itself, the reply also is introduced as delivered 
upon the instant, and found in the Congress 
register of debates, thus :

“Mr. Benton next came to the proposition in
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the report to amend the constitution for eight 
years, to enable Congress to make distribution 
among the States, Territories, and District of 
Columbia, of the annual surplus of public 
money. The surplus is carefully calculated at 
89,000,000 per annum for eight years ; and the 
rule of distribution assumed goes to divide that 
sum into as many shares as there are senators 
and representatives in Congress ; each State to 
take shares according to her representation ; 
which the report shows would give for each 
share precisely 830,405 ; and then leaves it to 
the State itself, by a little ciphering, in multi
plying the aforesaid sum of 830,405 by the 
whole number of senators and representatives 
which it may have in Congress, to calculate the 
annual amount of the stipend it would receive. 
This process the report extends through a pe
riod of eight years ; so that the whole sum to 
be divided to the States, Territories, and Dis
trict of Columbia, will amount to seventy-two 
millions of dollars.

“ Of all the propositions which he ever wit
nessed, brought forward to astonish the senses, 
to confound recollection, and to make him 
doubt the reality of a past or a present scene, 
this proposition, said Mr. B., eclipses and dis
tances the whole ! What ! the Senate of the 
United States—not only the same Senate, but 
the same members, sitting in the same chairs, 
looking in each others’ faces, remembering what 
each had said only a few short months ago 
—now to be called upon to make an altera
tion in the constitution of the United States, 
for the pupose of dividing scyenty-two millions 
of surplus money in the treasury ; when that 
same treasury was proclaimed, affirmed, vatici- 
nated^nd proved, upon calculations, for the 
whole period of the last session, to be sinking 
into bankruptcy ! that it would be destitute of 
revenue by the end of the year, and could never 
be replenished until the deposits were restored ! 
the bank rechartered ! and the usurper and des
pot driven from the high place which he dis
honored and abused ! This was the cry then 
the cry which resounded through this chamber 
for six long months, and was wafted upon every 
breeze to every quarter of the Republic, to 
alarm, agitate, disquiet and enrage the people. 
The author of this report, and the w hole party 
with which he marched under the oriflamme 
of the Bank of the United States, filled the 
Union with this cry of a bankrupt treasury, and 
predicted the certain and speedy downfall of the 
administration, from the want of money to carry 
on the operations of the government.

“ IM r. Calhoun here rose and wished to know' 
of Mr. Benton whether he meant to include him 
in the number of those w ho had predicted a 
deficiency in the revenue.]

“ Mr. H. said he would answer the gentleman 
by telling him an anecdote. It was the story 
of a drummer taken prisoner in the low coun
tries by the videttes of Marshal Saxo, under 
circumstances w hich deprived him of the pro

tection of the laws of war. About to be shot, 
the poor drummer plead in his defence that he 
was a non-combatant ; he did not fight and kill 
people ; he did nothing, he said, but beat his 
drum in the rear of the line. But he was an
swered, so much the worse ; that he made other 
people fight, and kill one another, by driving 
them on with that drum of his in thesgear of 
the line ; and so he should suffer for it. Mr. 
B. hoped that the story would be understood, 
and that it would Ire received by the gentleman 
as an answer to his question ; as neither in law, 
politics, nor war, was there any difference be- 
tween what a man did by himself and did by 
another. Be that as it may, said Mr. 11., the 
strangeness of the scene in which we are non 
engaged remains the same. Last year it was a 
bankrupt treasury, and a beggared government; 
now it is a treasury gorged to bursting with 
surplus millions, and a government t remplis 
down liberty, contaminating morals, bribing and 
wielding vast masses of people, from the unem
ployable funds of countless treasures. Such are 
the scenes which the two sessions present ; and 
it is in vain to deny it, for the fatal speeches of 
that fatal session havetgone forth to all the bore 
decs of the republic. They were printed here 
by the myriad, franked by members by the ton 
weight, freighted to all parts by a decried and 
overwhelmed Post Office, and paid for! paid 
for ! by whom ? Thanks for one thing, at least! 
The report of the Finance Committee on the 
bank (Mr. Tyler’s report) effected the exhuma
tion of one mass—one mass of hidden and 
buried putridity ; it was the printing account 
of the Bank of the United States for that ses
sion of Congress which will long live in the 
history of our country under the odious appel- i 
lation of the panic session. That printing ac
count has been dug up; is the black vomiti 
the bank ! and lie knew the medicine which j 
could bring forty such vomits from the foul 
stomach of the old red harlot. It was the nr j 
dicine of a committee of investigation, toil* 
tuted upon parliamentary principles ; a roiuiuü- I 
tee, composed, in its majority, of those wb 
charged misconduct, and evinced a disposition 
to probe every charge to the bottom ; such i I 
committee ns the Senate had appointed, at tti [ 
same session, not for the bank, hut for the pus j 
office.

“Yes, exclaimed Mr. B., not only the tr» I 
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United States hank notes, and even good ha I 
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and make their mournful exit together; » I 
gold ! that was a trick unworthy of cote»-1 
nance ; a gull to bamboozle the simple, ami •* I 
insult the intelligent, until the fall el«M»ll 
were over. Ruin, ■ ruin, ruin to the currency. I 
was the lugubrious cry of the day, and thesore I
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Now on the contrary, it seems to he admitted 
that there is to be money, real good money, in 
the treasury, such as the fiercest haters of the 
pet banks would wish to have ; and that not a 
little, since seventy-two millions of surpluses 
are proposed to be drawn from that same 
empty treasury in the brief space of eight years. 
Not a word about ruined currency now. Not a 
word about the currency itself. The very word 
seems to be dropped from the vocabulary of gen
tlemen. All lips closed tight, all tongues hushed 
still, all allusion avoided, to that once dear 
phrase. The silver currency doubled in a year ; 
four millions of gold coins in half a year; ex
changes reduced to the lowest and most uniform 
rules ; the whole expenses of Congress paid in 
gold ; working people receiving gold and silver 
for their ordinary wages. Such arc the results 
which have confounded the prophets of wo, 
silenced the tongues of lamentation, expelled 
the word currency from onr debates; and 
brought the people to question, if it cannot 
bring thcntselves, to doubt, the future infalli
bility of those undaunted alarmists who still 
go forward with new and confident predictions, 
notwithstanding they have been so recently and 
so conspicuously deceived in their vaticinations 
of a mined currency, a bankrupt treasury, and 
i beggard government.

“But here we are, said Mr. B., actually en
gaged in a serious proposition to alter the con
stitution of the United States for the period of 
eight years, in order to get rid of surplus reve
nue ; and a most dazzling, seductive, and fasci
nating scheme is presented ; no less than nine 
millions a year for eight consecutive years. It 
took like wildfire, Mr. B. said, and he had seen 
a member—no, that might seem too particular 
—he had seen a gentleman who looked upon it 
as establishing a new era in the affairs of our 
America, establishing a new test for the forma
tion of parties, bringing a new question into all 
our elections, State and federal ; and operating 
the political salvation and elevation of all who 
supported it and the immediate, utter, and irre- 
trievabk political damnation of all who opposed 
it. But Mr. B. dissented from the novelty of 
the scheme. It was an old acquaintance of his, 
Only new vamped and new burnished, for the 
present occasiou. It is the same proposition, 
only to be accomplished in a different way, 
which was brought forward, some years ago, by 
a senator from New Jersey (Mr. Dickerson) 
and which then received unmeasured condem
nation, not merely fur unconstitutionality, but 
for all its effects and consequences: the degra
dation of mendicant Slates, receiving their an- 

I nual allowance from the bounty of the federal 
government; the debauchment of the public 
morals, when every citizen was to look to the 

I federal treasury for money, and*?VTry candidate 
| for office was to outbid his competitor in offer

ing it; the consolidation of the States, thus re- 
iulting from a central supply of revenue ; the
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folly of collecting with one hand to pay back 
with the other ; and both hands to be greased at 
the expense of the citizen, who pays one man to 
collect the money from him, and another to 
bring it back to him, m inus the interest and the 
cost of a double operation in fetching and carry
ing; and the eventual and inevitable progress 
of the scheme to the plunder of the weaker half 
of the Union by the stronger; when the stronger 
half would undoubtedly throw the whole bur
den of raising the money upon the weaker half, 
anil then take the main portion to themselves. 
Such were the main objections uttered against 
tliis plan, seven years ago, when a gallant son 
of South Carolina (General Hayne) stood by 
his (Mr. B.’s) side—no, stood before him—and 
led trim in the light against that fatal and delu
sive scheme, now brought forward under a more 
sedupive, dangerous, alarming, inexcusable, un
justifiable, and demoralizing form.

Yes, said Mr. B., it is not only the revival 
of the same plan for dividing surplus revenue, 
which received its condemnation on thus floor, 
seven or eight years ago ; hut it is the modifica
tion, and that in a form infinitely worse for the 
new States, of the famous land bill which now 
lies upon our table. It takes up the object of 
that hill, and runs away with it, giving nine mil
lions where that gave three, and leaves the.au
thor of that hill out of sight behind ; and can 
the gentleman from South Carolina (Mr. Cal
houn) be so short-sighted as not to see that 
somebody will play him the same prank, and 
come forward with propositions to raise and di
vide tw'cnty, thirty, forty millions ; and thus out- 
leap, outjump, and outrun him in the race of 
popularity, just as far as he himself has now 
outjumped, outleaped, and outran, the author of 
the land distribution hill ?

“Yes, said Mr. B., this scheme for dividing 
surplus revenue is an old acquaintance on this 
floor; but never client come upon this lloor at a 
time so inauspicious, under a form so question
able, and upon assumptions so unfounded in fact, 
so delusive in argument, lie would speak of 
the inauspieiou-liu-ss of the time hereafter ; at 
present, he would take positions in direct con- 
tradiction to all the arguments of fact and rea- I son upon which this monstrous scheme of dis
tribution is erected and defended. Condensed 
into their essence, these arguments are :

“ 1. That there will be a surplus of nine mil
lions annually, for eight years.

*• 2. That there is no way to reduce the reve- 
' nuc.

‘•ft. That there is no object of general utility 
to which these surpluses can he applied.

4. That distribution is the only way to car
ry them off without poisoning and corrupting 
the whole body politic.

“ Mr. B. disputed the whole of those proposi
tions, and would undertake to show each to he 
unfounded and erroneous.

“ 1. The report says that the surplus will pro
bably equal, on the average, for the next eight
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years, the sum of $9,000,000 beyond the just 
wants of the government ; and in a subsequent 
part it says, supposing the surplus to be distri
buted should average $9,000,000, annually as 
estimated, it would give to each share $30,405, 
which, multiplied by the senators and represen
tatives of any State, would show the sum to 
which it would be entitled. The amendment 
which has been reported to carry this distribu
tion into effect is to take effect for the year 1835 
—the present year—and to continue till the 1st 
day of January, 1843 ; of course it is inclusive 
of 1842, and makes a period of eight years for 
the distribution to go on. The amendment con
tains a blank, which is to be filled up with the 
sum which is to be left in the treasury every 
year, to meet contingent and unexpected de
mands ; and the report shows that this blank is 
to be filled with the sum of $2,000,000. Here, 
then, is the totality of these surpluses, eleven 
millions a year, for eight consecutive years ; but 
of which nine millions are to be taken annually 
for distribution. Now, nine times eight are 

' 1 ~ report setting

expense, on which diminutions will probably 1* 
made, he computes the income and outlay of the 
year at about equal ; or probably a little surplus 
to the amount of one million. These are the 
estimates, said Mr. B., formed upon data, and 
coming from an officer making reports upon his 
responsibility, and for the legislative guidance 
of Congress ; and to which we are bound to give 
credence until they are shown, to be incorrect. 
Here, then, are the first two years of the eight 
disposed of, and nothing found in them to divide. 
The last two years of the term could be dis- 
patched even more quickly, said Mr. It ; fv, 
every body that understands the compromise 
act of March. 1833, must know that, in the lay 
two years of the operation of that act. there 
would Ire an actual deficit in the treasury, Lo; 
at the terms of the act! It proceeds by slot 
and insensible degrees, making slight deductions 
once in two years, until the years 1841 to; 
1842, when it ceases crawling, and comment» 
jumping ; and leaps down, at two jumps, to 
twenty per centum on the value of the article 
which pay duty, which articles arc less than one 

- •" ----»-<:—. ...... .seventy-two, so that here is a report setting which (...j ......,__ _____ ____________forth the enormous sum of $72,000,000 of mere half of our importations. Twenty per cent 
surplus, after satisfying all the just wants of the upon the amount of goods which will then [a;

-. —j I,,.,, millions in the tree- duty will produce but little, say twelve or thirsurplus, am i Mi,„, ..........
government, and leaving two millions in the trea
sury, to be held up for distribution, and to ex
cite the people to clamor for their shares of such 
a great and dazzling prize. At the same time, 
Mr. B. said, there would be no such surplus. It 
was a delusive bait held out to whet the appe
tite of the people for the spoils of their country’ ; 
and could never Ire realized, even if the amend
ment for authorizing tire distribution should now 
pass! The seventy-two millions could never be 
iound ; they would exist nowhere but in this 
report, in tire author’s imagination, and in the 
deluded ho [res of an excited community. The

lipOIl HIV IHtmun. v. ------ ---___ ____

duty will produce but little, say twelve or thir
teen millions, upon the basis of sixty or sevenh 
millions of dutiable articles imported then, whici 
only aiiynunt to forty-seven millions now. Then 
there will be no surplus at all for one half the 
period of eight years : the first two ami the last 
two. In the middle period of four years then 
will probably be a surplus of two or three Bul
lions ; but Mr. B. took issue upon all the allega
tions with respect to it ; as that there was » 
way to reduce the revenue without disturbing 
the compromise act of March, 1833; that then 
was no object of general utility to which it codteluded ho [res of an excited community, i ne was no U"jm ...... ....... ..L’vcnty-two millions could never be found ; they i he applied ; and that distribution was the on!; 

. v .v... I n.iimva in Kendal ! way to get rid of it.
*• Equally delusive, and profoundly emul

ous, Wjjs the gentleman’s idea of the suris
* ' ----,jl ret-i.ii nut nf I he annrr

would turn out to he the ‘ fellows in Kendal 
green and buckram suits,’ which figured sogreen ana nucKmin ru I ........................__olargely in the imagination of Sir John Kalstaff 
—the two-and-fifty men in buckram which the 
valiant old knight received upon his point, thus! 
[extending a pencil in the attitude of defence]. 
The calculations of the author of the report 
were wild, delusive, astonishing, incredible. He 
(Mr. B.) could not limit himself to the epithet 
wild, for it was a clear case of hallucination.

“ Mr. B. then took up the treasury report of
" ---- —nt tilt-u Mr. H. then look up iw «■------ . ^ - « ,

Mr. Secretary Woodbury, communicated at the

UUP, ii.v f --------- --------------which could he taken out of the appro;,» I 
tions. True, that operation could be perib» | 
cd once, and but once. The run of our ti» 
anry payments show that about one (parte 
of the year’s expenditure is not paid with 
the year, but the first quarter of the uol 
year, and thus could Ire paid out of the ms 
nue received in the first quarter of the art

Mr. Secretary h vui™.,, __________commencement of the present session of Con 
« gross, and containing the estimates required by 

1 law of the expected income and expenditure for 
the present year, and also for the year 1836. At 
pages 4 and 5 arc the estimates for the present 

the income estimated at $20,000,000, the

nue iwxMvii *—......... v , , . ,
year even if the revenue of the last quarter «

’ ». _________ tUn.v..-n nti’OV Rllf ifclthe preceding year was thrown away. But tin 
was a thing w hich could only he done cm. 
You might rely upon the first quarter, but va 
could not upon the second, third, and 6t4 
There would not lie a dollar in the treasury it 
the end of four years, if you deducted a quartetyear ; the income estimated at $gu,lnxi,uiAi, me i me v.... -----, _expenditures at $19,683,540 ; being a difference [ amount four times successively. It was a os 

of only some three hundred thousand dollars j if a homely adage might be allowed, which voit 
‘ “ ■*'— ""-t eivh I well annlv—you could not eat the cake and innof only some lurve u.......... -----------between the income and the outlay ; and such 

is the chance for nine millions taken, and two 
left in the first year of thç distribution. At

well apply—you could not cat the cake and kin I 
it too. Mr. B. submitted it, then to the Scott I 
that, on the first point of objection to tire rvpft I

• • • J -rv- - - - - m ml |leit in the first year of tin; distribution. At | tnat, on tue m „. „..u_______pages 10, 14, 15, the revenue for 1836 is com- his issue was maintained. There was no arch I 
puled ; and, after going over all the heads of I surplus of nine millions a year for eight jan
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as had been assumed, nor any thing near it ; and 
this assumption being the corner-stone of the 
whole edifice of the scheme of distribution, it 
was sufficient to show the fallacy of that data 
to blow the whole scheme into the empty air.

Mr. B. admonished the Senate to beware of 
ridicule. To pass a solemn vote for amending 
the constitution, for the purpose of enabling 
Congress to make distribution of surpluses of 
revenue, and then find no surplus to distribute, 
might lessen the dignity and diminish the weight 
of so grave a body. It might expose it to ridi
cule ; and that was a hard thing for public bodies, 
and public men, to stand. The Senate had stood 
much in its time ; much in the latter part of Mr. 
Monroe’s administration, when the Washington 
Republican habitually denounced it as a faction, 
and displayed many brilliant essays written by 
no mean hand, to prove that the epithet was well 
applied, though applied to a majority. It had 
stood much, also, during the four years of the 
second Mr. Adams’s administration ; as the sur
viving pages of the defunct National Journal 
could still attest : but in all that time it stood 
clear of ridicule ; it did nothing upon which 
saucy wit could lay its lash. Let it beware now ! 
for the passage of this amendment may expose 
it to untried peril ; the peril of song and carica
ture. And wo to the Senate, farewell to its dig
nity, if it once gets into the windows of the print- 
ehop, and becomes the burden of the ballads 
which the milkmaids sing to thgir cows.

“2. Mr. B. took up his second head of objec
tion. The report affirmed that there was no 
way to reduce the revenue before the end of the 
rear 1842, without violating the terms of the 
compromise act of March. 1833. Mr. B. said 
he had opposed that act when it was on its pas- 

l sage, and had then stated his objections to it. 
It was certainly an extraordinary act, a sort of 
new constitution for nine years, as he had heard 
it felicitously called. Itwasmadc in an unusual 
manner, not precisely by three men on an island 
on the coast of Italy, hut by two in some room 
of a boarding-house in this city ; and then pushed 
through Congress under a press of sail, and a 
duresse of feeling; under the factitious cry of 
dissolution of the Union, raised by those who 
had been declaring, on one hand, that the tariff 
could not be reduced without dissolving the 
Union; and on the other that it could not 
be kept up without dissolving the same Union. 
The value of all such cries, M r. B. said, would 
be appreciated in future, when it was seen with 
how much facility certain persons who had stood 
under the opposite poles of the earth, as it were, 
on the subject of the tariff, hail come together 
to compromise their opinions, and to lay the 
tariff on the shelf for nine years ! a period which 
covered two presidential elections ! That art 
was no favorite of his, but he would let it alone; 
and thus leaving it to work out its design for 
nine years, he would say there were wavs to re
duce the revenue, very sensibly, without affect- 
ng the terms or the spirit of that act. And

mea
authority of the Secretary of the Treasury (Mr. 
Woodbury ) to declare that he believed he could 
reduce the revenue in this way and upon imports 
to the amount of five hundred thousand dollars ; 
and he, Mr. B., should submit a resolution call
ing upon the Secretary to furnish the details of 
this reduction to the Senate at the commence
ment of their next stated session, that Congress 
might act upon it. Further, Mr. B. would sav, 
that it appeared to him that the whole list of 
articles in the fifth section of the act, amounting 
to thirty or forty in number, and which by that 
section are to be free of duty in 1842, and which in 
his opinion might be made free this day, and that . 
not only without inquiry to the manufacturers, 
but with such manifest advantage to them, that, 
as an equivalent for it, and for the sake of ob
taining it, they ought to come forward of them
selves, and make a voluntary concession of re
ductions on some other points, especially on 
some classes of woollen goods,

“ Having given Mr. Woodbury’s authority for 
a reduction of $500,000 on imports, Mr. B. 
would show another source from which a much 
larger reduction could be made, and that with
out affecting this famous act of March, 1833, in 
another and a different quarter ; it was in the 
Western quarter, the new States, the public 
lands ! The act of 1833 did not embrace this 
source of revenue, and Congress was free to act 
upon it, and to give the people of the new States 
the same relief on the purchase of the article on 
which they chiefly paid revenue as it had done 
to the old States in the reduction of the tarif!'. 
Mr. B. did not go into the worn-out and explod
ed objections to tho reduction of the price of the 
lands which the report had gathered up from 
their old sleeping places, and presented again to 
the Senate. Speculators, monopolies, the fall in 
the price of real estate all over the Union ; these 
were exploded fallacies which he was sorry tc 
see paraded here again, and which he should not 
detain the Senate to answer. Suffice it to say, 
that there is no application made now, made 
heretofore, or intended to be made, so far as he 
knew, to reduce the price of new land! One 
dollar and a quarter was low enough for the first 
choice of new lands ; but it was not low enough 
for the second, third, fourth, and fifth choices ! 
11 was not low enough for the refuse lands which 
had been five, ten. twenty, forty years in market ; 
and which could find no purchaser at $1 25, for 
the solid reason that they were worth but the 
half, the quarter, the tenth part, of that sum. 
It was for such lands that reduction of prices 
was sought, and had been sought for many years, 
and would continue to be sought until it was 
obtained ; for it was impossible to believe that 
Congress would persevere in the flagrant injus
tice of for ever refusing to reduce the price of re
fuse and unsalable lands to their actual value. 
The policy of President Jackson, communicated 
in his messages, Mr. B. said, was the policy of 
wisdom and justice. He was for disposing of the
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lands more for the purpose of promoting settle
ments, and creating freeholders, than for tire 
purpose of exacting revenue from the meritori
ous class of citizens who cultivate the soil, lie 
would sell the lands at prices which would pay 
exjienses—the expense of acquiring them from 
the Indians, and surveying and selling them ; 
and this system of moderate prices with dona
tions, or nominal sales to actual settlers, would 
do justice to the new States, anil etlcht a sensible 
reduction in the revenue ; enough to,prevent the 
necessity of amending the constitution toget rid 
of nine million surpluses ! But whether the 
price of lands was reduced or not, Mr. II. said, 
the revenue from that source would soon be di
minished. The revenue had been exorbitant 
from the sale of lands for three or four years 
past. And why ? Precisely because immense 
bodies of new lands, and much of it in the States 
adapted to the production of the great staples 
which now bear so high a price, have within that 
period, come into market ; but these fresh lands 
must Soon be exhausted ; the old and refuse only 
remain for sale ; and the revenue from that 
source will sink down to its former usual amount, 
instead of remaining at three millions a year for 
nine years, as the report assumes.

*' 3. When he hail thus shdwn that a diminu
tion of revenue could be effected, both on imports 
and on refuse and unsalable lands, Mr. H. took 
up the third issue which he had joined with the 
report ; namely, tlic possibility of finding an 
object of general utility on which the surpluses 
could be expended. The report affirmed there 
was no such object; he, on the contrary, affirm
ed that there were such ; not one, but several, 
not oidy useful, but necessary, not merely ne
cessary, hut exigent; not exigent only, hut in 
the highest possible degree indispensable and 
essential. He alluded to the whole class of 
measures connected with the general and per
manent defence of the Union ! In |ieace, prepare 
for war! is the admonition of wisdom in all ages 
and in all nations ; and sorely anil grievously 
has bur America heretofore paid for the neglect 
of that admonition. She has paid for it in blood, 
in money, and in shame. A re we prepared now f 
And is there any reason why we should not pre
pare now? lawk at your maritime coast, from 
Passamaquoddy Hay to Florida point ; your gulf 
coast, from Florida point to the Sabine; your 
lake frontier, in its whole extent. What is the 
picture ? Almost destitute of forts ; and. it might 
be said, quite destitute of armament. Look at 
your armories and arsenals—too few and too 
empty; and the West almost destitute! Look 
at your militia, many of them mustering w ith 
corn stalks ; the States deficient in arms, especial
ly in field artillery, and in swords and pistols 
for their cavalry ! Look at your navy ; slowly 
Increasing under an annual appropriation of half 
a million a year, instead of a w hole million, at 
which it was fixed soon alter the late war, and 
from which it w as reduced some years ago, when 
money ran low in the treasury ! Look at your

dock-yards and navy-yards ; thinly dotted along 
the maritime coast, and hardly seen at all on the 
gulf ixÿist, where the whole South, and the great 
West, so imperiously demand naval protection 
Such is the picture ; such the state of our coun
try ; such its state at this time, when even tl*. 
most unobservant should sec something to mate 
us think of defence ! Such is the state of on, 
defences now, with which, oh ! strange anil won
derful contradiction ! the administration is no»- 
reproached, reviled, flouted, and taunted, by thu.c 
who go for distribution, and turn their backs on 
defence ! and w ho complain of the 1*resident fur 
leaving us in this condition, when five years ago 
in the year 1829, he recommended the annual 
sum of $250,000 for arming the fortifications 
(which Congress refused to give), and who non- 
arc for taking the money out of the treasurv.to 
bo divided among the people ; instead of turnin'' 
it all to the great object of the general and per
manent defence of the Union, for which tier 
were so solicitous, so clamorous, so feelingly 
alive, and patriotically sensitive, even one short 
month ago.

“ Does not the present state of the country 
(said Mr. B.) call for defence ? and is not this 

] the propitious time for putting it in defence ’ 
and will not that object absorb every dollar of 

1 real surplus that can be found in the treasure 
| for these eight years of plenty, during which w*
! are to be atllieted with seventy-two millions if 
surplus? Lotus see. Let us take one single branch 
of the general system of defence, and sec how it 
stands, and what it would cost to put it in tk 
condition which the safety and the honor of till 
country demanded, llespokeof t he fortifications, 
and selected that branch, because he had data to 
go upon ; data to which the senator from South 
Carolina, the author of this report, could not 
object.

"The design (said Mr. B.) of fortifying 
coasts of the United States is as old as tiie l ni i 
itself. Our documents are full of executive re- 
commendations, departmental reports, and ie 
ports of committees upon this sub, xt, all lining 
this great object upon the attention of Congres. 
From 1789, through every succeeding aiiun; - 
tration, the subject was presented to Congre- 
but it was only after the late war, and when th 
evils of a defenceless coast were fresh before the 
eyes of the people, that the subject was pretti
ed in the most impressive, persevering, and •)> I 
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three of the third. Under the administration 
of Mr. Monroe, and the urgent recommendations 
of the then head of the War Department (Mr. 
Calhoun), the construction of these forts was 
commenced, and pushed with spirit and activity ; 
hut, owing to circumstances not necessary now 
to be detailed, the object declined in the public 
favor, lost a part of its popularity, perhaps jost
le ,nd has since proceeded so slowly that at the 
end of twenty years from the late war, no more 
than thirteen of these forts have been construct
ed; namely, eight of the first class, three of the 
second, and two of the third ; and of these thir
teen constructed, none arc armed ; almost all of 
them are without guns or carriages, and more 
rcidr for the occupation of an enemy than for 
the defence of ourselves. This is the state of 
fortifications on the maritime coast, exclusive of 
the New England coast to the north of Boston, 
exclusive of Capte Cod, south of Boston, ami ex
clusive of the Atlantic coast of Florida. The 
lake frontier is untouched. The gulf frontier, 
almost two thousand miles in length, barely is 
dotted with a few forts in the neighborhood of 
Pensacola, New Orleans, and Mobile ; all the 
rest of the coast may be set down as naked and 
defenceless. This was our condition. Now, Mr. 
B. did not venture to give an opinion that the 
whole plan of fortifications developed in the re
ports of 1821 should lie carried into effect ; but 
lie would say, and that most confidently, that 
much of it ought to be ; and it would be the 
business of Congress to decide on each fort in 
making a specific appropriation for it. lie would 
also say that many forts would be found to be 
accessary which were not embraced in that pilau : 
fir it did not touch the lake coast, and the gulf 
east, nor the New England coast, north of Bos
ton. nor any point of the land frontier. With
out going into the question at all, of bow many 
were necessary, or where they should be placed, 
it was sufficient to show that there were enough 
wanting, beyond dispute, to constitute an object 
of utility, worthy of the national expenditure; 
anil sufficient to absorb, not nine millions of an
nual surplus, to be sure, but about as many mil
lions of surplus as would ever he found and the 
bank stock into the bargain. The thirtmp forts 
constructed had cost twelve millions one.hnn- 
drevl and thirteen thousand dollars ; near one 
million of dollars each. But this was for con
struction only ; the armament was still to fol
low: and for this object two millions were es
timated in 1821 for the ninety forts then recom
mended; and of that two millions it may lie 
assumed that but little has licen granted by 
Congress. So much for fortifications ; in itself 
a single branch of defence, and, sufficient to 
absorb many millions. But there were many 
other branches of defence which, Mr. B. said, 
he would barely enumerate. There was the navy, 
including its gradual increase, its dock-yards, 
its navy-yards ; then the armories and arsenals, 
vhieh were so much wanted in the South and 
"est, and especially in the South, for a reason

(besides those which apply to foreign enemies) 
which need not tic named ; then the supply of 
arms to the States, especially field artillery, 
swords, and pistols, for which an annual but in
adequate appropriation lind been miujv for so 
long a time that he believed the States had al
most forgot the subject. Here are objects enough, 
M r. President, exclaimed Mr. It., to absorb every 
dollar of our surplus, and the bank stock besides. 
The surpluses, he was certain, would be wholly 
insufficient, and the hank stock, by a solemn 
resolution of the two Houses of Congress, should 
be devoted to the object. As a fund was set 
apart, and hold sacred and inviolable, for the 
payment of the public debt so ; should a fund be 
now created for national defence, and this bank 
stock should lie the first and most sacred item 
put into it. It is the only way to save that stock 
from becoming the prey of incessant contriv
ances to draw money from the treasury. Mr. 
B. said that he intended to submit resolutions, 
requesting the President to cause to he com
municated to the next Congress full information 
upon all the [mints that he had touched ; the 
probable revenue and expenditure for the next 
eight years ; the plan and expense of fortifying 
the coast ; the navy, and every other point con
nected with the general and permanent defence 
of the Union, with a view to let Congress take it 
up, upon system, and with a design to complete 
it without further delay. And he demanded, 
why hurry on this amendment before that infor
mation can come in ?

’ Now is the auspicious moment, said Mr. B., 
for the repiulilic to rouse from the apathy into 
which it lias lately sunk on the subject of na
tional defence. The public debt is paid ; a sum 
of six or seven millions will come from the hank ; 
some surpluses may occur ; let the national de
fence iiecome the next great object after the 
payment of the debt, and all spare money go to 
that purpose. If further stimulus were wanted, 
it might lie found in the present aspect of our 
foreign affairs, and in the reproaches, the taunts, 
and in the offensive insinuations which certain 
gentlemen have been indulging in for two 
months with rvspw-ct to the defenceless state of 
the coast ; and which they attribute to the neg
ligence of the administration. Certainly such 
gentlemen will not take that money for distri
bution. for the immediate application of which 
their defenceless country is now crying aloud, 
and stretching forth her imploring hands.

Mr. B. would here avail himself of a voice 
more potential than his own to enforce attention 
to the great object of national defence, the re
vival of which he was now attempting. It was 
a voice which the senator from South Carolina, 
the author of this [imposition to squander in dis
tributions the funds which should be. sacred to 
defence, would instantly recognize. It was an 
extract from a message communicated to Con
gress. December .'i, 1822, by President Monroe. 
Whether considered under the relation of simi
larity which it bears to the language and senti-
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mente of ootemporaneous reports from the then 
bead of the War Department ; the position 
Which the writer of those reports then held in 
relation to President Monroe ; the right which 
ho possessed, as Secretary of War, to know, at 
least, what was put into the message in relation 
to measures connected with his department ; 
considered under any and all of these aspects, 
the extracts which he was about to read might 
l>e considered as expressing the sentiments, if 
not speaking the words, of the gentleman who 
now sees no object of utility in providing for 
the defence of his country ; and who then plead 
the cause of that defence with so much truth 
and energy, and with such commendable excess 
of patriotic zeal.

“ Mr. B. then read as follows :
“ * Should war break out in any of those coun

tries (the European), who can foretell the ex
tent to which it may be carried, or the desola
tion which may spread 1 Exempt as we are from 
these causes (of European civil wars), our in
ternal tranquillity is secure ; and distant as we 
are from the troubled scene, and faithful to just 
principles in regard to other powers, wo might 
reasonably presume that we should not bo mo
lested by them. This, however, ought not to 
lie calculated on as certain. Unprovoked inju
ries are often inflicted, and even the peculiar 
felicity of our situation might, with some, be a 
cause of excitement and aggression. The his
tory of the late wars in Europe furnishes a com
plete demonstration that no system of conduct, 
however correct in principle, can protect neutral 
powers from injury from any party ; that a de
fenceless position and distinguished love of peace 
are the surest invitations to war ; and that there 
is no way to avoid it, other than by being al
ways prepared, and willing, for just cause, to 
meet it. If there be a people on earth, jvhoso 
more especial duty it is to be at all times pre
pared to defend the rights with which they arc 
blessed, and to surpass all others in sustaining 
the necessary burdens, and in submitting to sac
rifice* to make such préparât ions, it is undoubt
edly the people of these States.’

" Mr. 1$. having read thus far, stopped to make 
a remark, and but a remark, upon a single sen
timent in it. ,lle would not weaken the force 
and energy of the whole passage by going over 
it in detail ; but he invoked attention upon the 
last sentimcmS-our peculiar duty, so strongly 
painted, to sustain burdens, and submit to sac
rifices, to accomplish the noble object of putting 
our country into an attitude of defence ! The 
ease with which we can prepare for the same de
fence now, by the facile operation of applying to 
that purpose surpluses of revenue and bank 
stock, for which we have no other use, was the 
point on which he would invoke and arrest the 
Senate’s attention.

“Mr. B. resumed his reading, and read the 
next paragraph, which enumerated all the causes 
which might lead to general war in Europe, and 
lur involvement in it, and concluded with the

declarat ion 1 That the reasons for pushing for. 
ward all our measures of defence, with the ut
most vigor, appear to me to acquire new force' 
And then added, these causes for European war 
are now in as gAat force as then ; the danrer 
of our involvement is more apparent now than 
then ; the reasons for sensibility to our national 
honor are nearer now than then ; and upon all 
the principles of the passage from which he was 
reading, the reasons for pushing forward all our 
measures of defence with the utmost vigor, |o.. 
scssed far more force in this present year 1 
than they did in the year 1822.

“ Mr. B. continued to read :
‘“The United States owe to the world a 

great example, and by means thereof, to the 
cause of liberty and humanity a generous sup. 
port. They have so far succeeded to the satis
faction of the virtuous and enlightened of everr 
country. There is no reason to doubt that their 
whole movement will be regulated by a sacred 
regard to principle, all our institutions Wing 
founded on that basis. The ability to support 
our own cause, under any trial to which it nay 
be exposed, is the great point on which the 
public solicitude rests. 11 has often been charged 
against free governments, that they have nei
ther the foresight nor the virtue to provide it 
I he proper season for great emergencies ; that 
their course is improvident and expensive ; tint 
war will always find them unprepared; and, 
whatever may be its calamities, that its terrible 
warnings will be disregarded ami forgotten aj 
soon as peace returns. I have full confidence 
that this charge, so far as it relates to the United 
States, will be shown to be utterly destitute of 
truth.’

“ Mr. B., as he closed the book, said, he would 
make a few remarks upon some of the points in 
this passage, which he had last read—the re
proach so often charged upon free governments 
Ibr want of foresight ami virtue, their impuni- 
deuce and expensiveness, their proneness t„ 
disregard and forget in ]>cace the warning lessons 
of the most terrible calamities of war. Audi» 
would take the liberty to suggest that, of «II 
the mortal tarings now alive upon this earth, 
the author of tire report under discussion ought 
to bo the last to disregard and to forget wr 
solemn and impressive admonition which tk 
passage conveyed ! the last to so act as to sub
ject his government to the mortifying charge 
which lias been so often cast upon them I ik 
last to subject the virtue of the people to tk 
humiliating trial of deciding between the de
fence and the plunder of their country!

“ Mr. B. dwelt a moment on another point nt 
the passage which he had read—the great tr
ample which litis republic owed to the work, 
and to the cause of free governments, to prow 
itself capable of supporting its cause under 
every trial ; and that by providing in peace fa 
the dangers of war. I t was a striking point i 
the passage, and presented a grand and philoso
phie conception to the reflecting mini Ik
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" Mr. B. said there was an ex 
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-going from city to city, from house to house, 
Xcn to the uninformed tenant of the distant 

hamlet, who has no means of detecting the fal
lacies which arc brought from afar to deceive 
his understanding: it is the example of this 
electioneerer, with slate and pencil in Ills hand 
(and here Mr. li. took up an old book cover, 
and A pencil, and stooped over it to make figures, 
as A'orking out a little sum in arithmetic), 
it is the example of this electioneerer, offering 
for distribution that money which should be 
sacred to the defence of bis country ; and point
ing out for overthrow, at the next election, 
every candidate for office who should he found 
in opposition to this wretched and deceptive 
scheme of distribution. This is the example 
which it is proposed that wo should now exhi
bit. And little did it enter into his (Mr. li.’s) 
imagination, about tho time that message was 
written, that it should fall to his lot y > plead 
for the defence of his country against the au
thor of this report. He admired the grandeur 
of conception which the reports of the war 
office then displayed. He said he differed from 
the party with whom he then acted, in giving a 
general, though not a universal, support to the 
Secretary of War. He looked to him as one 
who, when mellowed by age and chastened In
experience, might be among the most admired 1 
Presidents that ever filled the presidential chair. 
[Mr. B.. by a Lapsus lingua, said throne, but 
corrected the expression on its echo from the 
galleries.]

"Mr. B. said there was an example wjiieh it 
was worthy to imitate: that of France; her 
coast defended by forts and batteries, behind 
which the rich city reposed in safety—the tran
quil peasant cultivated his vine in security— 
while the proud navy of England sailed in
noxious before them, a spectacle of amusement, 
not an object of terror. And there was an ex
ample to be avoided: the case of our own 
America during the late war; when the approach 
of a British squadron, upon any point of our 
extended coast, was the signal for flight, for 
terror, for consternation ; when the hearts of 
the brave and the almost naked hands of heroes 
were the sole reliance for defence ; and where 
those hearts anjJ those hands could not come, 
the sacred soil of our country was invaded ; 
the ruffian soldier and tho rude sailor became 
the insolent masters of our citizens’ houses; 
their footsteps marked by the desolation of 
fields the conflagration of cities, the flight of

virgins, the violation of matrons ! the blood of 
fathers, husbands, sons ! This is the example 
whicli we should avoid !

•* But the amendment is to be temporary : it 
is only to last until 1842. What an idea !—a 
temporary alteration in a constitution made for 
endless ages ! But let no one think it will be 
temporary, if once adopted. No ! if the people 
once come to taste that blood ; if they once 
bring themselves to the acceptance of money 
from the treasury they are gone for ever. They 
will take that money in all time to come ; and 
he that promises most, receives most votes. 
The corruption of the Romans, the debauchmcnt 
of the voters, the venality of elections, com
menced with the Tribunitial distribution of com 
out of the public granaries ; it advanced to the 
distribution of the s]>oils of foreign nations, 
brought home to Rome by victorious generals 
and divided out among the people ; it ended in 
bringing the spoils of the country- into the can
vass for tho consulship, and in putting up the 
diadem of empire itself to tic knocked down to 
tho hammer of the auctioneer. In our America 
there can be no spoils of conquered nations to 
distribute. Her own treasury—her own lands 
—can alone furnish the fund. Begin at once, 
no matter how, or upon what—surplus revenue, 
tiic proceeds of the lands, or the lands them
selves—no matter ; the progress and the issue 
of the whole game is as inevitable as it is obvi
ous. Candidates bid, the voters listen ; and a 
plundered and pillaged country—the empty skin 
of an immolated victim—is the prize and the 
spoil of the last and the highest bidder.”

The proposition to amend the constitution to 
admit of this distribution was never brought to 
a vote. In fact it was never mentioned again 
after the day of the above discussion. It seemed 
to have support from no source but that of its 
origin ; and very soon events came to scatter the 
basis on which the whole stress and conclusion 
of the report lay. Instead of a surplus of nine 
millions to cover the period of two presidential 
elections, there was a deficit in the treasury in 
the period of the first one ; and the government 
reduced to the humiliating resorts to obtain 
money to keep itself in motion—mendicant ex
peditions to Europe to borrow money, returning 
without it—and pajicr money struck under the 
name of treasury notes. But this attempt to 
amend the constitution to permit a distribution, 
becomes a material point in the history of tho 
working of our government, seeing that a dis- 
tribution afterwards took place without thw 
amendment to permit it.
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CHAPTER C X XIX .

COMMENCEMENT OF TWENTY-FOURTH CONGRESS 
—PRESIDENTS MESSAGE.

The following was the list of the members :

SENATORS:
Maine—Ether Shepley, John Ruggles.
New Hampshire—Isaac Hill,Henry Hubbard.
Massachusetts—Daniel Webster, John Davis.
Rhode Island—Nohcmiah R. Knight, Asher 

Robbins.
Connecticut—Gideon Tomlinson, Nathan 

Smith.
Vermont—Samuel Prentiss, Benjamin Swift.
New-York—Nathaniel P. Tallmadge, Silas 

Wright, j un.
New Jersey—Samuel L. Southard, Garret 

D. Wall.
Pennsylvania—James Buchanan, Samuel 

McKean.
Delaware—John M. Clayton, Arnold Nau-

dain.
Maryland—Robert II. Goldsborough, Jos. 

Kent
Virginia—Benjamin Watkins Leigh, John 

Tyler.
North Carolina—Bedford Brown, Willie 

P. Mangum.
South Carolina—J. C. Calhoun, William 

C. Preston.
Georgia—Alfred Cuthbcrt, John P. King.
Kentucky—Henry Clay, John J. Crittenden.
Tennessee—Felix Grundy, Hugh L. White.
Ohio—Thomas Ewing, Thomas Morris.
Louisiana—Alexander Porter, Robert C. Ni

cholas.
Indiana—Win. Hendricks, John Tipton.
Mississippi—John Black, Robert J. Walker.
Illinois—Elias K. Kane, John M. Robinson.
Alabama—Wm. R. King, Gabriel P. Moore.
Missouri—Lewis F. Linn, Thomas II. Benton.

REPRESENTATIVES:

Maine—Jeremiah Bailey, George Evans, John 
Fairfield, Joseph Hall, I-eonard Jarvis, Moses 
Mason, Gorham Parks, Francis 0. J. Smith—8.

New Hampshire—Bcnning M. Bean, Robert 
Burns, Samuel Cushman, Franklin Pierce, Jos. 
Weeks—5.

Massachusetts—John Quincy Adams, Na
thaniel B. Borden, George N. Briggs, William 
B. Calhoun, Caleb Cushing, George Grennell, 
jr., Samuel Hoar, William Jackson, Abbot Law
rence, Levi Lincoln, Stephen C. Phillips, John 
Reed—12.

Rhode Island—Dutee J. Pearce, W. Sprague
—2.

Connecticut—Elisha Haley, Samuel Ingham, 
Andrew T. Judson, Lancelot Phelps, Isaac Tou- 
cey, Zalinon Wildman—0.

Vermont—Heman Allen, Horace Even*
I Ililand Hall, Henry F. Janes, William Slade

New-York—Samuel Barton, Sami. Beardsley 
Abraham Bockee, Matthias J. Bovee, John w 
Brown, C. C. Cambreleng, Graham II. Chapin 
Timothy Childs, John Cramer, Ulysses F. Don. 
bleday, Valentino Kfncr, Dudley Farlin, Philo 
C. Fuller, William K. Fuller, Ransom H. Gillet 
Francis Granger, Gideon Hard, Abner Haze!- 
tine, Hiram P. Hunt, Abel Huntington, Gerrit 
Y. Lansing, George W. Lay, Qidfcon Lee, Joshua 
Lee, Stephen B. l-conard, Thomas C. Love, Abi- 
vah Mann, jr., William Mason, John Mckoon 
Ely Moore, Sherman Page, Joseph Reynolds! 
David Russell, William Seymour. Nicholas Sick
les, William Taylor, Joel Turrill, A,aron Vander- 
poel, Aaron Ward, Daniel Wardwcll—40.

New Jersey—Philemon Dickerson, Samuel 
Fowler, Thomas Lee, James Parker, Ferdinand 
S, Schenck, William N. Shinn—0.

Pennsylvania.—Joseph B. Anthony, Mi
chael W. Ash, John Banks, Andrew Beaumont, 
Andrew Buchanan, George Chambers, William 
P. Clark, Edward Darlington, Ilarmar Dennv 
Jacob Fry, jr., John Galbraith, James Harper! 
Samuel S. Garrison, Joseph Henderson William 
Hiester, Edward B. Ilubley, Joseph R. Ingersoll 
John Klingensmith, jr., John Laporte, Henry 
Logan, Job Ma\n, Thomas M. T. McKenna, 
Jesse Miller, Matthias Morris, Henry A. Muh
lenberg, David Potts, jr., Joel B. Sutherland. 
David D. Wagoner.—28.

Delaware.—John J. Milligan.—1,
Maryland. — Benjamin C. Howard, Daniel 

Jenifer, Isaac McKim, James A. Pearce, John .V 
Steele, Francis Thomas, James Turner, Geoige 
C. Washington.—8.

Virginia.—James M. II. Beale, James IT. 
Bouldin, Nathaniel II. Claiborne, Walter Coles, 
Robert Craig, George C. Dromgoole, James 
Garland, G. W. Hopkins, Joseph Johnson, John 
IV. Jones, George Loyal I, Edward Lucas, John 
Y. Mason, William McComas, Charles F. Mer
cer, William S. Morgan, John M. Patton, John 
Roane, John Robertson, John Taliaferro, Henry 

I A. Wise.—21.
North Carolina.^TTssc A. Bynum. Henry 

W. Connor, Edmund Deberry, James Graham, 
Micajah T. Hawkins, James J. McKay, William 
Montgomery, Ebenezer Pettigrew, Abraham 
Bencher, William B. Shepard, Augustine U. 
Shepperd, Jesse Speight, Lewis Williams—11

South Carolina. — Robert B. Campbell, 
William J. Grayson, John K. Griffin, Jams 
II. Hammond, Richard J. Manning, Francis W. 
Pickens. Henry L. Pinckney, James Rogers, 
Waddy Thompson, jr.—9.

Georgia.—Jesse F. Cleveland, John Colin 
Thomas Glasscock, SeatonGrantland,CharlesE 
Haynes, Hopkins Holsey, Jabez Jackson, Georgs 
W. Owens, George W. B. Towns.—9.

Alabama. — Reuben Chapman, Joab Law
ler, Dixon H. Lewis, Francis S. Lyon, Joshua 

1 L. Martin.—5.

Mississippi.—David Dicksc 
borne.—2.

Louisiana.—Rice Garland, 
Eleazer W. Ripley.—3.

Tennessee.—John Bell, Sai 
liam B. Carter, William C. 1 
Forester, Adam Huntsman, Ca 
Lea. Abram P. Maury, Balie P 
polk, E. J. Shields, James Sta

Kentucky. — Chilton Alla 
John Calhoun, John Chambers 
Wm. J. Graves, Benjamin Hai 
lan, Albert G. Hawes, Richa 
Joseph H. Underwood, John 
Williams.—13.

Missouri.—Wm. II. Ashley, 
risen.—2.

Illinois.—Zadok Casey, W 
John Reynolds.—3.

Indiana.— Ratliff Boon, Jo 
W. Davis, Edward A. Ilannegan 
nard, Amos Lano, Jonathan Me:

Ohio.—William K. Bond, 
Thomas Corwin, Joseph H. Cr 
Hamer, Elias Howell, Benjamin 
Kcnnon, Daniel Kilgore, Sampsc 
raiah McLene, William Pattei 
Sloane, David Spangler, Bellan 
Thompson, Samuel F. Vinton, T 
Elisha Whittlesey.—19.

delegates.

Arkansas Territory.—Amin 
Florida Territory.—Joseph 
Michigan Territory.—Georg
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Mississippi—David Dickson, J. F. H. Clai-

Louisiana.—Rice Garland, Henry Johnson, 
Elcazcr W. Ripley.—3.

Tennessee.—John Bell, Samuel Bunch, Wil
liam B. Carter, William C. Dunlap, John B. 
Forester, Adam Huntsman, Cave Johnson, Luke 
Lea, Abram P. Maury, Balie Peyton, James K. 
Polk E. J. Shields, James Standefer.—13.

Kentucky. — Chilton Allan, Lynn Boyd, 
John Calhoun, John Chambers, Richard French, 
Wm. J- Graves, Benjamin Hardin, James Har
lan Albert G. Hawes, Richard M. Johnson, 
Joseph K. Underwood, John White, Sherrod 
Williams.—13.

Missouri.—Wm. II. Ashley, Albert G. Har
rison.—2.

Illinois.—Zadok Casey, William L. May, 
John Reynolds.—3.

Indiana.—Ratliff Boon, John Carr, John 
W. Davis, Edward A. Hannegiui, George L. Kin- 
nard, Amos Lane, Jonathan McCarty.—7.

Ohio.—William K. Bond, John Chaney, 
Thomas Corwin, Joseph IL Crane, Thomas L. 
Hamer, Elias Howell, Benjamin JouCs, William 
Kennon, Daniel Kilgore, Sampson Mason, Jere
miah McLene, William Patterson, Jonathan 
Sloanc, David Spangler, Bellamy Storer, John 
Thompson, Samuel F. Vinton, Taylor Webster 
Elisha Whittlesey.—19.

DELEGATES.

Arkansas Territory.—Ambrose H. Sevier. 
Florida Territory.—Joseph M. White. 
Michigan Territory.—George W. Jones.

Mr. James K. Polk of Tennessee, was elected* 
speaker of the House, and by a large majority 
over the late speaker, Mr. John Bell of the same 
State. The vote stood one hundred and thirty- 
two to eighty-four, and was considered a test 
of the administration strength, Mr.^Polk being 
supported by that party, and Mr. Bell having 
become identified with those who, in siding with 
Mr. Hugh L. White as a candidate for the pre- 
idency, were considered as living divided from 

the dsipocratic party. Among the eminent 
names mksqd from the list of the House of Rep
resentatives,\crc : Mr. Wayne of Georgia, ap
pointed to the Inch of the Supremo Court of 
•he United Statoj; and Mr. Edward Everett of 
Massachusetts, who declined a re-election.

The state of our relations with France, in the 
Mntinued non-payment of the stipulated indem
nity, was the prominent feature in the Presi
dent’s message ; and the subject itself becoming 

| more senous m the apparent indisposition in 
Congress to sustain his views, manifested in the 
oss of the fortification bill through the dis

agreement of the two Houses. The obligation 
to pay was admitted, and the money even voted 
for that purpose ; but offence was taken at the 
President’s message, and payment refused until 
an apology should be made. The President had 
already shown, on its first intimation, that no 
offence was intended, nor any disrespect justly 
deducible from the language that he hail used ; 
and he was now peremptory in refusing to make 
the required ojiology ; and had instructed the 
United States’ chargé d'affaires to demand the 
moneyr ; and, if not paid, to leave France imme
diately. The ministers of both countries had 
previously withdrawn, and the last link in the 
chain of diplomatic communication was upon 
the point of being broken. The question having 
narrowed down to this small point, the Presi
dent deemed it proper to give a rclrespective 
view' of it, to justify his determination, neither 
to apologize nor to negotiate further, lie said :

“ On entering upon the duties of my station, 
I found the United States an unsuccessful appli
cant to the justice of France, for the satisfaction 
of claims, the validity of which was never ques
tionable, and has mow been most solemnly ad
mitted by Franci herself. The antiquity of 
these claims, theinhigh justice, and the aggra
vating circumstanies out of which they arose, 
arc too familiar tolthe American people to re
quire description, lit is sufficient to say, that, 
for a period of ten wears and upwards, our com
merce was, with hit little interruption, the sub
ject of constant aggressions, on the part of 
France—aggressions, the ordinary features of 
which were condemnations of vessels and car
goes, under arbitrary decrees, adopted in con
travention, as well of the laws of nations as of 
treaty stipulations, burnings on the high seas, 
and seizures and confiscations, under special im- 
pcrial rescripts, in the ports of other nations 
occupied by the armies, or under the control of 
France. Such, it is now conceded, is the cha
racter of the wrongs we suffered ; wrongs, in 
many cases, so flagrant that even their authors 
never denied our right to reparation. Of the 
extent of these injuries, some conception may 
be formed from the fact that, after the burning 
of a large amount at sea, and the necessary de
terioration in other cases, by long detention, the 
American property so seized and sacrificed at 
forced sales, excluding what was adjudged to 
privateers, before or without condemnation, 
brought into the French treasury upwards of 
twenty-four millions of francs, besides large cus
tom-house duties.

" The subject had already been an affair of 
twenty years’ uninterrupted negotiation, except 
for a short time, w hen France was overwhelmed 
by the military power of united Europe. During
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this period, whilst other nations were extorting 
from her payment of their claims at the point 
of the bayonet, the United States intermitted 
their demand for justice, out of respect W the 
oppressed condition of a gallant people, to whom 
they felt under obligations for fraternal assist
ance in their own days of suffering and of peril. 
The bad effects of these protracted and unavail
ing discussions, as well upon our relations with 
France as upon our national character, were ob
vious ; and the line of duty was, to my mind, 
equally so. This was, either to insist upon the 
adjustment of our claims, within a reasonable 
period, or to abandon them altogether. 1 could 
not doubt that, by this course, the interest and 
honor of both countries would bo best con
sulted. Instructions were, therefore, given in 
this spirit to the minister, who was sent out 
once more to demand reparation. Upon the 
meeting of Congress, in December, 1820,1 felt 
it my duty to speak of these claims, and the 
delays of France, in terms calculated to call the 
serious attention of both countries to the sub
ject. The then French Ministry took exception 
to the message, on the ground of its containing 
a menace, under which it was not agreeable to 
the French government to negotiate. The Ame
rican minister, of his own accord, refuted the 
construction which was attempted to be put 
upon the message, and, at the same time, called 
to the recollection of the French ministry, that 
the President’s message was a communication 
addressed, not to foreign governments, but to 
the Congress of the United Ijates, in which it 
was enjoined upon him, by We constitution, to 
lay before that body information of the state of 
the Union, comprehending its foreign as well as 
its domestic relations ; and that if, in the dis
charge of this duty, he felt it incumbent upon 
him to summon the attention of Congress in due 
time to what might be the possible consequences 
of existing difficulties with any foreign govern
ment, he might fairly be supposed to do so, un
der a sens® of what was due from him in a frank 
communication with another branch of his own 
government, and not from any intention of hold
ing a menace over a foreign power. The views 
taken by him received my approbation, the 
French government was satisfied, and the nego
tiation was continued. It terminated in the 
treaty of July 4, 1831, recognizing the justice 
of our claims, in part, and promising payment 
to the amount of twenty-five millions of francs, 
in six annual instalments.

“The ratifications of this treaty were ex
changed at Washington, on the 2d of February, 
1832 ; and, in five days thereafter, it was laid 
before Congress, who immediately passed the 
acts necessary, on our part, to secure to France 
the commercial advantages conceded to her in 
tile compact. The treaty had previously been 
solemnly ratified by the Kingsof the french, in 
terms which are certainly not tqere matters 
of form, and of which the translation is as fol- 
.xiwa: 1 We, approving the above «invention, in

A*’NC

all and each of the depositions which are coo. 
tained in it, do declare by ourselves, as well aa 
by our heirs and successors, that it is accepted 
approved, ratified, and confirmed ; and by the, 
presents, signed by our hand, we do accept, ip. 
prove, ratify, and confirm it ; promising, on the 
faith and word of a king, to observe it, and to 
cause it to bo observed inviolably, without ever 
contravening it, or suffering it to be contravened 
directly or indirectly, for any cause, or under anv 
pretence whatsoever.’

“ Official information of the exchange of rati- 
fications in the United States reached Parie, 
whilst the Chambers were in session. The a- 

traordinary, and, to us, injurious delays of the 
French government, in their action upon the 
subject of its fulfilment, have been heretofore 
stated to Congress, and I have no disposition to 
enlarge upon them here. It is sufficient to ob
serve that the then pending session was allowed 
to expire, without even an effort to obtain the 
necessary appropriations—that the two succeed
ing ones were also suffered to pass away with
out any thing like a serious attempt to obtain a 
decision upon the subject ; and that it was not 
until the fourth session—almost three years 
after the conclusion of the treaty, and more 
than two years after the exchange of ratifica
tions—that the bill for the execution of the 
treaty was pressed to a vote, and rejected. Ii 
the mean time, Hie government of the United 
States, having full confidence that a treaty eo- 
tcred into and so solemnly ratified by the 
French king, would be executed in good faith, 
and not doubting that provision would be made 
for the payment of the first instalment, which 
was to become due on the second day of Febru
ary, 1833, negotiated a draft for tiio amount 
through the Bank of the United States. What 
this draft was presented by the holder, with thi 
credentials required by the treaty to authorial 
him to receive the money, the government of 
France allowed it to be protested. In additna 
to the injury in the non-payment of the money
by F ranee, conformably to her engagement, the 
United States w ere exposed to a heavy claim on
the part of the bank, under pretence of damago, 
in satisfaction of which, that institution seed 
upon, and still retains, an equal amount of tht 
public moneys. Congress was in session when I 
the decision of the Chambers reached Waslmr 
ton y and an immediate communication of this [ 
apparently final decision of France not to f 
the stipulations of the treaty, was the com* I 
naturally to be expected from the President 
The deep tone of dissatisfaction which penaM 
the public mind, and the correspondent eicite- 
ment produced in Congress by only a gcwnl 
knowledge of the result, rendered it moretbv 
probable, that a resort to immediate measure'# 
redress would be the consequence of calling th* 
attention of that body to the subject. Sincerely 
desirous of preserving the pacific relations triai 
had so long existed between the two countries,
1 was anxious to avoid this course if I could h

satisfied that, by doing so, no 
nor the honor of my country 
milled. Without the fullest as 
point, 1 could not hope to acc 
responsibility to bo incurred 
gross to adjourn without layii 
fore them. Those received by 
to be of that character. J 

“The expectations justly f 
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mil for domestic purposes, whie]
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Congress.

‘'Thus disappointed in our ju.< 
it became my imperative duty t 
Congress ,n regard to the expédie 
to retaliatory measures, in case t 
Of the treaty should not be spe 

“n<i t0 rec°mmcnd such a 
«“t, the occasion called for. -j
unreserved communication of (he 
«spec s, became indispensable. T,
m making it, from saying all that 
to,to correct understanding, an,It
would justify, for fear of gi i’nc Off
would have been unworthy o 
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catisfied that, by doing so, neither the interest 
nor the honor of my country would be compro- 
mitted. Without the fullest assurances upon that 
point, I could not hope to acquit myself of flic 
responsibility ’ to bo incurred in suffering Con
gress to adjourn without laying the subject be
fore them. Those received by me wore believed 
to be of that character.

“The expectations justly founded upon the 
promises thus solemnly made to this govern
ment by that of Franco, were not realized. The 
French Chambers melon the 31st of July, 1834, 
soon after the election, and although our minis
ter in Paris urged the French ministry to press 
the subject before them, they declined doing so. 
He next insisted that the Chambers, if pro
rogued without acting on the subject, should be 
reassembled at a period so early that their ac
tion on the treaty might bo known in Washing
ton prior to the meeting of Congress. Tltis 
reasonable request was not only declined, hut 
the Chambers were prorogued on the !?,)th of 
December; a day so late, that their decision, 
jiowever urgently pressed, could not, in all pro- 
bsbility, be obtained in time to reach Washing
ton before the necessary adjournment of Con
gress by the constitution. The reasons given by 
the ministry for refusing to convoke the Cham
bers, at an earlier period, were afterwards shown 
not to be insuperable, by their actual convoca
tion, on the first of December, under a special 
all for domestic purposes, which fact, however, 
did not become known to this government until 
«fier the commencement of the last session of 
Congress.

‘ Thus disappointed in our just expectations, 
it became my imperative duty to consult witli 
Congress in regard to the expediency of a resort 

I to retaliatory measures, in case the stipulations 
j of the treaty should not be speedily complied 

with ; and to recommend such as, in my judg
ment, the occasion called for. To this end, an 
unreserved communication of the case, in all its 
aspects, became indispensable. To have shrunk, 
ill making it, from saying all that was necessary 
to its correct understanding, and that the truth 
would justify, for fear of giving offence to others, 
would have been unworthy of us. To have 
gone, on the other hand, a single step further, 
for the purpose of wounding the pride of a gov
ernment and people with whom we had so many 
motives of cultivating relations of amity and 
reciprocal advantage, would have been unwise 
md improper. Admonished by the past of the 
difficulty of making even the simplest statement 
of our wrongs, without disturbing the sensibili
ties of those who had, by their position, become 
responsible for their redress, and earnestly de
sirous of preventing further obstacles from that 
source. I went out of my way to preclude a con
struction of the message, by which the recom
mendation that was made to Congress might be 
regarded as a menace to Franco, in not only dis
avowing such a design, but in declaring that her 

■“ride and her power were too well known to ,

:t any thing from her fears. The message 
z not reach Paris until more than a month 
after the Chambers had been in session ; and 
such was the insensibility of the ministry to 
our rightful claims and just expectations, that 
our minister had been informed that the mat
ter, when introduced, would not be pressed as a 
cabinet measure.

“Although the message was not officially 
communicated to the French government, and 
notwithstanding the declaration to the contrary 
which it contained, the French ministry decided 
to consider the conditional recommendation of 
reprisals a menace and an insult, which the 
honor of the nation made it incumbent on them 
to resent The measures resorted to by them 
to evince their sense of the supposed indignity 
were, the immediate recall of their minister at 
Washington, the offer of passports to the Ameri
can minister at Paris, and a public notice to the 
legislative chambers that ail diplomatic inter
course with the United States had been sus
pended.

“ Having, in this manner, vindicated the dig
nity of France, they next proceeded to illustrate 
her justice. To tliis end a bill was immediately 
introduced into the Chamber of Deputies, pro
posing to make the appropriations necessary to 
carry into effect the treaty. As this hill sub
sequently passed into a law, the provisions of 
which now constitute the main subject of diffi
culty between the two nations, it becomes my 
duty, in order to place the subject before you in 
a clear light, to trace (he history of its passage, 
and to refer, with somet particularity, to the pro
ceedings and discussions in regard to it. The 
Minister of Finance, iiy his opening speech, al
luded to the measuresÂvhich had been adopted 
to resent the aofiposod indignity, and recom
mended the execution of the treaty as a measure 
required by the honor and justice of France. 
Ho, as the organ of the ministry, declared the 
message, so long as U had not received the sanc
tion of Congress, a mere expression of the per
sonal opinion of the President, for which neither 
the government nor people of the United States 
were responsible ; ami that an engagement hail 
been entered into, for the fulfilment of which the 
honor of Franco was pledged. Entertaining 
these views, the single condition which the 
French ministry proposed to annex to the pay
ment of the money was, that it should not be 
made until it was ascertained that the govern
ment of the United States had done nothing to 
injure the interests of France; or, in other 
words, that no steps had been authorized by 
Congress of a hostile character towards France.

“ What the disposition or action of Congress 
might be, was then unknown to the French 
Cabinet. But, on the 14th of January, the Se
nate resolped that it was, at that time inexpedi
ent to adopt any legislative measures in regard 
to the state of affairs between the United States 
and France, and no action on the subject had 
occurred in the House of Representatives. These
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facts were known in Paris prior to the 28th of 
March, 1835, when the committee, to whom the 
bill of indemnification had l>ecn referred, report
ed it to the Chamber of Deputies. That com
mittee substantially re-echoed the sentiments 
of the ministry, declared that Congress had set 
aside the proposition of the President, and re
commended the passage of the bill, without any 
other restriction than that originally proposed. 
Thus was it known to the French ministry and 
chambers that if the position assumed by them, 
and ithich had been so frequently and solemnly 
announced as the only one compatible with the 
honor of France, was maintained, and the bill 
passed as originally proposed, the money would 
be paid, and there would be an end of this un
fortunate controversy.

“ But this cheering prospect was soon destroy
ed by an amendment introduced into the bill 
at the moment of its passage, providing that the 
money should not be paid until the French go
vernment had received satisfactory explanations 
of the President’s message of the 2d December, 
1834; and, what is still more extraordinary, the 
president of the council of ministers adopted 
this amendment, and consented to its incorpora
tion in the bill. In regard to a sup|>osod insult 
which had Ixrn formally resented by the recall 
of their minister, and the offer of passports to 
ours, they now, for the first time, proposed to 
a<k explanations Sentiments and propositions, 
which they bad declared could not justly lx‘ 
imputed to the government or people of the 
United States, are set up ns obstacles to the 
performance of an act of conceded justice to 
that government and people. They had de
clared that the honor of France required the 
fulfilment of the engagement into which the 
King had entered, unless Congress adopted the 
recommendations of the message. They ascer
tained that Congress did not adopt them, and 
yet that fulfilment is refused, unless they first 
obtain from the President explanations of an 
opinion characterized by themselves ils px-rsonal 
and inoperative.”

Having thus traced the controversy down to 
the jM»int on which it bung—no payment with
out an apology first made—the President took 
up this condition as a new feature in the case— 
presenting national degradation on one side, and 
twenty-five millions of francs on the other—and 
declared his determination to submit to no dis
honor, and repulsed the apology as a stain upon 
the national character ; and concluded this head 
of his message with saying :

In any event, however, the principle involved 
in the new aspect which has Ik-en given to the 
controversy is so vitally important to the inde
pendent administration of the government, that 
it can neither l>e surrendered nor compromitted 
Without national degradation. 1 h >pc it ia un

necessary for me to say that such a sacrifice 
will not be made through any agency of mine 
The honor of my country shall never Ik? shine#! 
by an apology from me for the statement of 
truth and the performance of duty ; nor can [ 
give any explanation of my official acts, except 
such as is due to integrity aiwjustice, and con
sistent with the principles omlwhich our insti
tutions have been framed. iSis determination 
will, 1 am confident. Ik? appro^d by my con
stituents. 1 have indeed studied^hvircharacicr 
to hut little purpose, if the sum of twenty-five 
millions of francs will have the weight of \ 
feather in the estimation of what appertains to 
their national independence : and if, unhappily 
a different impression should at any time ni> 
tain, in any quarter, they will, I am sure, rally 
round the government of their choice with alac
rity and unanimity, and silence for ever the de
grading imputation.”

The loss of the fortification bill at the previous 
session, had been a serious interruption to our 
system of defences, and an injury to the country 
in that point of view, independently of its effect 
upon our relations with France. A system of 
general and permanent fortification of the coasts 
and harbors had been adopted at the close of 
the war of 1812 ; and throughout our extended 
frontier were many works in different degrees 
of completion, the stoppage of which involved 
loss and destruction, as well as delay, in tha 
indispensable work. Looking at the loss of the 
bill in this point of view, the President said:

» “ Much loss and inconvenience have l teen ei- 
peril-need, in consequence of the failure of the 
bill containing the ordinary appropriations (hr 
fort ifications which passed one branch of the 
national legislature at the last session, hut wy 
lost in the other. This failure was the more 
regretted, not only because it necessarily inter
rupted and delayed the progress of a system if 
national defence, projected immediately aftertl< 
last war, and since steadily pursued, but also | 
Itccauso it contained a contingent appropriation, 
inserted in accordance with the views of the 
Executive, in aid of this important object,and 
other branches of the national defence, some 
portions of which might have Inren most usefully 
applied during the past season. I invite your 

i early attention -to that part of the report the 
Secretary of War which relates to this suljat 
and recommend an appropriation sufticientlr 
liberal to accelerate the armament of the forti
fications agreeably to. the proposition subm.tted 
by him, and to place our whole Atlantic -n- 
board in a complete state of defence. A 
regard to the permanent interests of the country 
evidently requires this measure. But therein 
also other reasons which at the present jut*

! turo give it peculiar force, and make it mj
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The plan for the removal of the Indians to the 
west of the Mississippi living now in successful 
progress and having well nigh reached its con
summation, the President took the occasion, 
while communicating that gratifying fact, to 
make an authentic exposition of the humane 
policy which had governed the United States in 
adopting this policy. He showed that it was 
still more for the benefit of the Indians than 
that of the white population who were relieved 
of their presence—that besides being fully paid 
for all the lands they abandoned, and receiving 
annuities often amounting to thirty dollars 
a head, and being inducted into the arts of civil
ité! life, they also received in every instance 
more land than they abandoned, of better quality, 
better situated for them from its frontier situa
tion, and in the same parallels of latitude. This 
portion of his message will bo read with particu
lar gratification by all persons of humane dis
positions, and especially so by all candid per
sons who had been deluded into the belief of 
injustice and oppression practised upon these 
people. He said :

‘•The plan of removing the aboriginal people 
who vet remain within the settled portions of 
the United 8tûtes, to the country west of the 
Mississippi River, approaches its consummation. 
It was adopted on the most mature consideration 
of the condition of this race, and ought to he 
persisted in till the object is accomplished, and 
prosecuted with as much vigor as a just regard 
to their circumstances will permit, and as fast 
as their consent can he obtained. All preceding 
experiments for the improvement of the Indians 
have failed. It seems now to be an established 
fact that they cannot live in contact with a civ
ilized community and prosper. Ages of fruitless 
endeavors have, at length, brought us to a knoav- 
ledze of this principle of intercommunication 

| with them. The past we cannot recall, but the 
future we can provide for. 1 ndependently of the 
treaty stipulations into which we have entered 
with the various trilies, for the usufructuary 
ridits they have ceded to us. no one can doubt 
the moral duty of the government of the United 
States to protect, ami, rf possible, to preserve 
and perpetuate, the scattered remnants of this 
race, which arc left within our borders. In the 
(litharge of this duty, an extensive region in 
the West has been assigned for their permanent 
residence. It has been divided into districts, 
and allotted among them. Many have already 
removed, and others arc preparing to go ; and 
with the exception of tw o small bands, living in 
Ohio and Indiana, not exceeding 1,500 persons,

and of the Cherokees, all the tribes on the east 
side of the Mississippi, and extending from Lake 
Michigan to Florida, have entered into engage
ments which will lead to their transplanta*ion.

“ The plan for their removal and re-establish
ment is founded upon the knowledge we have» 
gained of their character and habits, and has 
been dictated by a spirit of enlarged liberality. 
A territory exceeding in extent that relinquished, 
lias been grantee! to each tribe. Of its climate, 
fertility, and capacity to support an Indian popu
lation, the representations are highly favorable. 
To these districts the Indians are removed at 
the expense of the United States, and with cer
tain supplies of clothing, arms, ammunition, and 
other indispensable articles, they are also fur
nished gratuitously with provisions for the pe
riod of a year after their arrival at their new 
homes. In that time, from the nature of the 
country, and of the products raised by them, 
they can subsist themselves by agricultural la
bor, if they choose to resort to that mode of life. 
If they do not, they are upon the skirts of the 
great prairies, where countless herds of buffalo 
roam, and a short time suffices to adapt their 
own habits to the changes which a change of 
the animals destined for their food may require. 
Ample arrangements have also been made foi 
the support of schools. In some instances, 
council-houses and churches arc to be erected, 
dwellings constructed for the chiefs, and mills 
fur common use. Funds have been set apart 
for the maintenance of the poor. The most 
necessary mechanical arts linve been introduced, 
and blacksmiths, gunsmiths, wheelwrights, mill
wrights, Ac. are supported among them. Steel 
and iron, and sometimes salt, are purchased for 
them, and ploughs and other farming utensils 
domestic animals, looms, spinning-wheels, cars, 
Ac., are presented to them. Ahd besides these 
beneficial arrangements, annuities are in all cases 
paid, amounting in some instances to more than 
thirty dollars for each individual of the tribe ; 
and in all cases sufficiently great, if justly di
vided. and prudently expended, to enable them, 
in addition to their own exertions, to live com
fortably. And as a stimulus for exertion, it is 
now provided by law, that, “ in all cases of the 
appointment of interpreters, or other persons 
employed for the lienetit of the Indian, a pre
ference shall be given to persons of Indian de
scent, if such can be found who arc properly 
qualified for the discharge of the duties.”

The effect of the revival of the gold currency 
was a subject of great congratulation with the 
President, and its influence was felt in every de
partment of industry. Near twenty millions of 
dollars had entered the country—a sum far 
above the average circulation of the Bank of tho 
United States in its best days, and a currency 
of a kind to diffuse itself over the country, and 
remain where there wras a demand for it, and for
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which, different from a bank paper currency, no 
interest was paid for its use, and no danger in
curred of its becoming useless. He thus referred 

to this gratifying circumstance :

574

“ Connected with the condition of the finan
ces, and the flourishing state of the country in 
all its branches of industry, it is pleasing to wit
ness the advantages which have been already 
derived from the recent laws regulating the value 
of the gold coinage. These advantages will be 
more apparent in the course of the next year, 
when the branch mints authorized to be establish
ed in North Carolina, Georgia, and Louisiana, 
shall have gone into 0]>eration. Aided, as it is 
noped they will lie, by further reforms in the 
Banking systems of the States, and by judicious 
regulations on the part of Congress in relation 
to the custody of the public moneys, it may be 
confidently anticipated that the use of gold and 
silver as a circulating medium «"ill become gene
ral in the ordinary transactions connected with 
the labor of the country. The great desideratum, 
in modern times, is an efficient check upon the 
power of banks, preventing that excessive issue 
of paper whence arise those fluctuations in the 
standard of value which render uncertain the 
rewards of labor. 11 was supposed by those 
who established the Bank of the United States, 
that, from tile credit given to it by the custody 
of the public moneys, and other privileges, and 
the precautions taken to guard against the evils 
which the country had suffered in the bankrupt 
cy of many of the State institutions of that 
period, we should derive from that institution 
all the security and benefits of a sound currency, 
and every good end that was attainable under 
that provision of the constitution which author
izes Congress alone to coin money and regulate 
the value thereof. Hut it is scarcely necessary 
now to say that these anticipations have not 
been realized. After the extensive embarrass- 
fuent and distress recently produced by the Bank 
of the United States, from which the country is 
now recovering, aggravated as they were by pre
tensions to power which defied the public au
thority, and which, if acquiesced in by the peo
ple, would have changed the whole character of 
our government, every candid and intelligent 
individual must admit that, for the attainment 
of the great advantages of a sound currency, we 
must look to a course of legislation radically 
different from that which created such an insti

tution.’1
Railroads were at this, time still in their in

fancy in the United States^; they were but few 
in number and comparatively feeble ; but the 
nature of a monopoly is thd\ same under all cir
cumstances; and the Un^ted.Statcs, in their post- 
office department, had beflhn to feel the effects 
of the extortion and overbearing of monopolizing 
companies, clothed with chartered privileges in

tended to bo for the public as well as privaJe 
advantage, but usually perverted to purposes of 
self enrichment, and of oppression. The evil bad 
already become so serious as to require the #. 
tention of Congress ; and the President thus it. 
commended the subject to its consideration :

“ Particular attention is solicited to that por. 
tion of the re|M>rt of the postmaster-general 
which relates to the carriage of the mails of the 
United States upon railroads constructed In- 
private corporations under the authority of the 
several States. The reliance which the general 
government can place on those roads as a means 
of carrying on its operations, and the principles 
on which the use of them is to be obtained can
not too soon be considered and settled. Aln-adv 
does the spirit of monopoly begin to exhibit its 
natural propensities in attempts to exact from 
the public, for services which it supposes cannot 
be obtained on other terms, the most extravagant 
compensation. If these claims be persisted -, 
the question may arise whether a combination 
of citizens, acting under charters of incorporation 
from the States, can, by a direct refusal or the 
demand of af exorbitant price, exclude the Uni
ted States fr|m the use of the established chan
nels of communication between the different 
sections of the country ; and whether the United 
States cannot, without transcending their me 
stitutional powers, secure to the post-officedr 
partment the use of those roads, by an act & 
Congress which shall provide within itself some 
equitable mode of adjusting the amount of cut 
pensation. To obviate, if possible, the necesritr 
of considering this question, it is suggested 
whether it be not expedient to fix, by law. tie 
amounts which shall be offered to railroad cone 
panics for the conveyance of the mails, graduat
ed according to their average weight, to be as
certained and declared by the prostniaslcr-gB*- 
ral. It is probable that a liberal proposition! 
that sort would be accepted.”

The subject of slavery took a new turn e 
turbancc between the North and South aboct 
this time. The particular form of annojam 
which it now wore was that of the transmisse 
into the slave States, through the United Slaw 
mail, of incendiary publications, tending to a- 
cite servile insurrections. Societies, individuals 
and foreigners were engaged in this diabolnl 
work—as injurious to-tlio slaves by the furtinr 
restrictions which it brought upon them, as • 
the owners whose lives and projicrty wen- o- 
dangered. The President brought this pnein 
to the notice of Congress, with a view to fl 

remedy. lie said :
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press to take such measures as w 
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invite your attention to the painful excitement 
produced in the South by attempts to circulate 
through the mails inflammatory appeals addressed 
to the passions of the slaves, in prints, and in 
various sorts of publications, calculated to stimu
late them to insurrection, and to produce all the 
horrors of a servile war. There is doubtless no 
respectable portion of our countrymen who can 
Ik so far misled, as to feel any other sentiment 
than that of indignant regret at conduct so de
structive of the harmony and peace of the coun
try. and so repugnant to the principles of our 
national compact and to the dictates of humanity 
and religion. Our happiness and prosperity 
essentially depend upon peace within our bor
ders : and [icace depends upon the maintenance, 
in good faith, of those compromises of the con
stitution upon which the Union is founded. It 
is fortunate for the country that the good sense, 
the generous feeling, and the deep-rooted attach
ment the people of the non-slaveholding States, 
to the Union, and to their fellow-citizens of the 
same blood in the South, have given so strong 
and impressive a tone to the sentiments enter 
tained against the proceedings of the misguided 
persons .who have engaged in these unconstitu
tional and wicked attempts, and especially 
against the emissaries from foreign parts, who 
have dared to interfere in this matter, as to au
thorize the hope that those attempts will no 
longer be persisted in. But if these expressions 
of the public will, shall not lie sufficient to elfect 
to desirable a result, not a doubt can tie enter
tained that the non-slaveholding States, so far 
from countenancing the slightest interference 
with the constitutional rights of the South, will 
be prompt to exercise their authority in sup
pressing, so far as in them lies, whatever is cal
culated to produce this evil. In leaving the 
rare of other branches of this interesting sub
ject to the State authorities, to whom they pro
perly belong, it is nevertheless pn per for Con
gress to take such measures as will prevent the 
[ost-office department, which was designed to 
foster an amicable intercourse and correspond
ence between all the members of the confeder
acy. from being used as an instrument of an op
posite character. The general government, to 
which the great trust is confided of preserving 
inviolate the relations created among the States, 
by the constitution, is especially bound to avoid 

| in its own action any thing that may disturb 
them. I would, therefore, call the special atten
tion of Congress to the subject, and respectfully 
suggest the propriety of passing such a law as 
will prohibit, under severe penalties, the circu- 

I lation in the Southern States, through the mail, 
of incendiary publications intended to instigate 

I the slaves to insurrection.”

The President in this impressive paragraph 
I mikes a just distinction between the conduct 
I of misguided men, and of wicked emissaries, en- 
|pged in disturbing the harmony of the Union,

and the patriotic people of the non-slaveholding 
States who discountenance their work and re
press their labors. The former receive the 
brand of reprobation, and are pointed out for 
criminal legislation : the latter receive the ap
plause due to good citizens.

The President concludes this message, as he 
had done many others, with a recurrence to the 
necessity of reform in the mode of electing the 
two first officers of the Republic. His con
victions must have been dtep and strong thus 
to bring him hack so many times to the funda
mental point of direct elections by the people, 
and total suppression of all intermediate agen
cies. lie says :

“ I felt it to be my duty in the first message 
which I communicated to Congress, to urge upon 
its attention the propriety of amending that part 
of the constitution which provides for the elec
tion of the President and the Vice-President of 
the United States. The leading object which 1 
had in view was the adoption of some new pro 
vision, which would secure to the people the 
performance of this high duty, without any in 
termediate agency. In my annual communica 
tions since, 1 have enforced the same view», 
from a sincere conviction that the best interests 
of the country would.he promoted by their 
adoption. If the subject were an ordinary one, 
I should have regarded the failure of Congress 
to act upon it, as an indication of their judg
ment, that the disadvantages which belong to the 
present system were not so great as those which 
would result from any attainable substitute that 
had been submitted to their consideration. Re
collecting, however, that propositions to intro
duce a new feature in our fundamental laws 
cannot he too patiently examined, and ought 
not to be received with favor, until the great 
body of the people are thoroughly impressed 
with their necessity and value, as a remedy for 
real evils, I feel that in renewing the recom
mendation I have heretofore made on this sub
ject. I am not transcending the bounds of a just 
deference to the sense of Congress, or to*thc 
disposition of the jicople. However much we 
may differ in the choice of the measures which 
should guide the administration of the govern
ment, there can he but little doubt in the minds 
of those who arc really friendly to the repub
lican features of our system, that one of its most 
important securities consists in the separation 
of the legislative and executive powers, at the 
same time that each is held responsible to the 
great source of authority, which is acknowledged 
to be supreme, in the will of the people consti
tutionally expressed. My reflection and experi
ence satisfy me. that the framers of the consti
tution, although they were anxious to mark 
this feature as a settled and fixed principle in 
the structure of the government, did not adopt
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all tho precaution that were necessary to se
cure its practical observance, and that we cannot 
be said to have carried into complete effect their 
intentions until the evils which arise from this 
organic defect are remedied. All history tells 
us that a free people should bo watchful of dele
gated power, and shouM never acquiesce in a 
practice which will dimmish their control over 
it. This obligation, tio universal in its applica
tion to all the principles of a Republic, is pecu
liarly so in ours, where the formation of parties, 
founded on sectional interests, is so much fos
tered by the extent of our territory. These 
interests, represented by candidates for the 
Presidency, are constantly prone, in the zeal of 
party and selfish objects to generate influences, 
unmmdfuPof the general good, and forgetful of 
the restraints which the great body of the peo
ple would enforce, if they were, in no contingen
cy, to lose the right of expressing their will. 
Tho experience of our country from the forma
tion of the government to the present day, de
monstrates that the people cannot too soon 
adopt some stronger safeguard for their right to 
elect the highest officers known to the constitu
tion, than is contained in that sacred instrument 
as it now stands.”

CHAPTER CXXX.
ABOLITION OF SLAVERY IN Til R DISTRICT OF 

COLUMBIA.

Mr. Buchanan presented the memorial of the 
religious society of " Friends,” in the State of 
Pennsylvania, « " "at their Cain quarterly 
meeting, requesting Congress to abolish slavery 
and the slave trade, in the District of Columbia. 
He said the memorial did not emanate from fana
tics, endeavoring to disturb the peace and secu
rity of society in the Southern States, by the dis
tribution of incendiary publications, but from a 
society of Christians, whose object had always 
been to promote good-will and peace among 
men. It was entitled to respect from the cha
racter of the memorialists ; hut he dissented 
from the opinion which they expressed and the 
request whicli they made. The constitution 
recognized slavery ; it existed here ; was found 
here when the District was ceded to the United 
States ; the slaves here were the property of the 
inhabitants ; and he was opposed to the disturb
ance of their rights. Congress had no right to 
interfere with slavery in the States. That was 
determined in the first Congress that ever sat— 

l

in the Congress which commenced in 1789 lnj 
ended in 1791—and in the first session of that 
Congress. The-Religious Society of Friends 
then petitioned Congress against slavery, and it 
was resolved, in answer to that petition, thin 
Congress had no authority to interfere in the 
emancipation of slaves, or with their treatment 
in any of the States : and that was the answer 
still to be given. He then adverted to the cir
cumstances under which the memorial was pro. 
sented. A number of fanatics, led on by forei<-n 
incendiaries, have been scattering firebrands 
through the Southern States—publications and 
pictures exciting the slaves to revolt, and to tl* 
destruction of their owners. Instead of bene- 
filing the slaves by this conduct, they do then 
the greatest injury, causing the bonds k 
drawn tighter upon them ; and postponing (man- 
cipation even in those States which might even
tually contemplate it. These were his opinions 
on slavery, and on the prayer of this memorial 
He was opposed to granting the prayer, but was 
in favor of receiving the petition as the similar 
one had been received, in 1790, and giving it tk 
same answer ; and, he had no doubt, with tk 
same happy effect of putting an end lo saci | 
applications, and giving peace and quiet to the 
country. He could not vote for the motion of 
the senator from South Carolina. Mr. Calhoun, 
to reject it. lie thought rejection would it 
flame the question : reception and condemnation I 
would quiet it. Mr. Calhoun had moved to is 
ject all petitions of the kind—not reject upon J 
their merits, after consideration, but before
hand, when presented for reception. This ns f 
the starting point of a long and acrimonie 
contest in the two Houses of Congress, in whit 
the right of petition was maintained oiuT.ioi 
and the good policy of quieting the question If 
reception and rejection: on the other side, it w 
held that the rights, the peace, and the don 
of the States required all anti-slavery petit:» 
to lie repulsed, at the first presentation, witke 
reception or consideration. The author of :h» 
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tion ; he thought it was one tu le settled h 
policy ; that is to say, in the way thlt winV 
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took an early moment to express these opinions 
in order to set up the line between what was 
mistake and what was crime—and between the 
jy-tg of individuals, on one hand, and of States, 
on the other ; and in that sense delivered the 
following speech :

“ Mr. Benton rose to express his concurrence 
in the suggestion of the senator from Pennsyl
vania (Mr. Buchanan), that the consideration 
of this subject be postponed until Monday. It 
had come up suddenly and unexpectedly to-day, 
and the postponement would give an opportunity 
for senators to reflect, and to confer together, 
and to conclude what was best to be done, w here 
all were united in wishing the same end, namely 
to allay, and not to produce, excitement. He 
bad risen for this purpose ; but, being on his 
feet he would say a few words on the general 
subject, which the presentation of these peti
tions had so suddenly and unexpectedly brought 

I op. With respect to the petitioners, and those 
with whom they acted, he had no doubt but 
that many of them were good people, aiming at 
benevolent objects, and endeavoring to amelior
ate the condition of one part of the human race, 
without inflicting calamities on another part; 
but they were mistaken in their mode of pro
ceeding; and so far from accomplishing any part 
of their object, the whole effect of their inter
position was to aggravate the condition of those 
in whose behalf they were interfering. But 
there was another piart, and he meant to speak 
nf the abolitionkts. generally, as the body con
taining the part of which he spoke ; there was 
another part whom he could not qualify as good 
people, seeking benevolent ends by mistaken 
means, but as incendiaries and agitators, with 
diabolical objects in view, to be accomplished hi 
wicked and dcpilorable means. He did not go 
into the proofs now to establish the correctness of 
'isopinion of this latter class, but he presumed 
it would be admitted that t v i ry attempt to work 
upon the passions of the slaves, and to excite 
them to murder their owners, was a wicked and 
diabolical attenipit, and the work of a midnight 
incendiary. Pictures of slave degradation and 
misery, and of the white man’s luxury and cru
elty. were attempts of this kind ; for they were 

Jappcals to the xspgcance of slaves, and not to 
Ithe intelligence or reason of those who legi-s- 
Elated for them. He (Mr. B.) had had many 
fcictures of this kind, as well as many diabolical
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publications, sent to him on this subject, dnring 
the last summer ; the whole of which he had 
cast into the fire, and should not have thought 
of referring to the circumstance at this time, as 
displaying the character of the incendiary part 
of the abolitionists, had he not, within these few 
days piast, and while abolition petitions were 
{touring into the other end of the Capitol, re
ceived one of these pictures, the design of which 
could lie nothing but mischief of the blackest 
dye. It was a print from an engraving (and Mr. 
B. exhibited it, and handed it to senators near 
him), representing a large and spreading tree of 
liberty, beneath whose ample shade a slave own
er was at one time luxuriously reposing, with 
slaves fanning him ; at another, carried forth in 
a palanquin, to view the half-naked laborers in 
the cotton field, whom drivers, with whips, were 
scourging to the task. The print was evidently 
from the abolition mint, and came to him by 
some other conveyance than that of the mail, 
for there was no {Mist-mark of any kind to iden
tify its origin, and to indicate its line of march. 
For what purpose could such a picture be in
tended, unless to inflame the plaisions of slaves ? 
Aik! why engrave it, exeeptt to multiply copies 
for extensive distribution ? But it was not pic
tures alone that operated upiott the piassions of 
the slaves, hut speeches, publications, petitions 
presented in Congress, and the whole machinery 
of abolition societies. None of these things went 
to the understandings of the slaves, but to their 
passions, all imperfectly understood, and inspir
ing vague hopvcs, and stimulating abortive and 
fatal insurrections. Societies, especially, were 
the foundation of the greatest mischiefs. What
ever migltSbe their objects, the slaves never did, 
ami never An. understand them but in one way : 
as allies organized for action, and ready to march 
to their aid on the first signal of insurrection ! 
It was thus that the massacre of 8tin Domingo 
was made. The society in l’aris, te» Amis lies 
\nirs, Friends of the Blacks, with its affiliated 
societies throughout France and in London, made 
that massacre. And who composed that socie
ty ? In the beginning, it compirised the ex
tremes of virtue and »of vice ; it contained the 
best and the basest oil human kind ! Lafayette, 
and the Abbé Grégoire, those pmrest of philan
thropists ; and Marat and Anachareis Clootz, 
those impis of hell in human shapie. In the end 
(for all such societies run the same career of de-
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generation), the good men, disgusted with their 
associates, retired from the scene ; and the 
wicked ruled at pleasure. Declamations against 
slavery, publications in gazettes, pictures, peti
tions to the constituent assembly, were the mode 
of proceeding ; and the fish-women of Paris— 
he said it with humiliation, because American 
females had signed the petitions now before us 
—the fish-women of Paris, the very poissardes 
from the quays of the Seine, became the obstre
perous champions of West India emancipation. 
The effect upon the French islands is known to 
the world ; but what is not known to the world, 
or not sufficiently known to it, is that the same 
societies which wrapt in flames and drenched in 
blood the beautiful island, which was then a 
garden and is now a wilderness, were the means 
of exciting an insurrection upon our own conti
nent : in Louisiana, where a French slave popu
lation existed, and where the language of Les 
Amis des Noirs could be understood, and where 
their emissaries could glide. The knowledge 
of this event (Mr. B. said) ought to be better 
known, bofk to show the danger of these socie
ties, however distant, and though oceans may 
roll between them and their victims, and the 
fete of the slaves who may be excited to insur
rection by them on any part of the American 
continent. He would read the notice of the 
event from the work of Mr. Charles Gayarre, 
lately elected by his native State to a seat on 
this floor, and whose resignation of that honor 
he sincerely regretted, and particularly for the 
cause which occasioned it, and which abstracted 
talent from a station that it would have adorned. 
Mr. B. read from the work, ‘ Essai Historique 
sur la Louisiane ‘The white population of 
Louisiana was not the only part of the popula
tion which was agitated by the French revolu
tion. The blacks, encouraged without doubt by 
the success which their race had obtained in San 
Domingo, dreamed of liberty, and sought to 
shake off the yoke. The insurrection was plan
ned at Pointe Coupeé, which was then an iso
lated parish, and in which the number of slaves 
was considerable. The conspiracy took birth on 
the plantation of Mr. Julien Poydras, a rich 
planter, who was then travelling in the United 
States, and spread itself rapidly throughout the 
parish.. The death of all the whites was re
voked. Happily the conspirators could not 
*grv-„' .upon the day for the massacre ; and from |

ANN

this disagreement resulted a quarrel, which led 
to the discovery of the plot. The militia of the 
parish immediately took anns, and the Baron 
de Carondclet caused them to be supported by 
the troops of the line. It was resolved to an 
rest, ami to punish the principal conspirator! 
The slaves opposed it ; but they were quickly 
dispersed, with the loss of twenty of their num- 
ber killed on the spot. Fifty of the insurgent! 
were condemned to death. Sixteen were eie- 
cuted in different parts of the parish ; the rest 
were put on board a galley and hung at inter
vals, all along the river, as)far as New Orléans 
(a distance of one hund/ed and fifty miles). 
The severity of the chastisement intimidated the 
blacks, and all returned to perfect order.’

“Resuming his remarks, Mr. B. said he bid 
read this passage to show that our white popu
lation had a right to dread, nay, were bound to I 
dread, the mischievous influence of these en» 
eties, even when an ocean intervened, and much 
more when they stood upon the same hernia- 
phcrc, and within the bosom of the samecountn. 
He bad also read it to show the miserable fate cf 
their victims, and to warn all that were god 
and virtuous—all that were honest, but mistaia 
—in the three hundred and fifty affiliated so 
cieties, vaunted by the individuals who suit 
themselves their executive committee, and who 
date, from the commercial emporium of the 
Union, their high manifesto against the Pas- 
dent ; to warn them at once to secede from «- 
sociations which, whatever may be their design 
can have no other effect than to revive in tie 
Southern States the tragedy, not of San Do®» 
go, but of the parish of Pointe Coupeé.

“Mr. II. went on to say that these societies hd 
already perpetrated more mischief than they# 
remainder of all their lives spent in prayers 4 
contrition, and in works of retribution, road 
ever atone for. They had thrown the state i 
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They hail subjected every traveller, and (tey 
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be received with coldness, and viewed with 9» 
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lives. They had caused the deportation of maf 
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“Having said thus much of tl 
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turned, with pride and exultatioi 
theme—the conduct of the greo 
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of their conduct confined to slaves ; it reached 
the free colored people, and opened a sudden gulf 
of misery to that population. In all the slave 
States this population has paid the forfeit of 
their intermediate position ; and suffered proscrip
tion as the instruments, real or suspected, of the 
abolition societies. In all these States, their 
exodus had either been enforced or was impend
ing. In Missouri there was a clause in the con- 
titution which prohibited their emigration to the 
State; but that clause had remained a dead let
ter in the book until the agitation produced 
among the slaves by the distant rumbling of the 
abolition thunder, led to the knowledge in some 
instances, and to the belief in others, that these 
people were the antennæ of the abolitionists ; and 
their medium for ohmmunicating with the slaves, 
and for exciting them to desertion first, and to 
insurrection eventually. Then ensued a painful 
scene. The people met, resolved, and prescribed 
thirty days for the exodus of the obnoxious 
caste. Under that decree a general emigration 
had to take place at the commencement of win
ter. Many worthy and industrious people had 
to quit their business and their homes, and to 
go forth under circumstances which rendered 
them objects of suspicion wherever they went, 
and sealed the door against the acquisition of 
new friends while depriving them of the protec
tion of old ones. He (Mr. B.) had witnessed 
many instances of this kind, and had given cer
tificates to several, to show that they were ban
ished, not for their offences, hut for their mis
fortunes; for the misfortune of being allied to 
the race which the abolition societies had made 
the object of their gratuitous philanthropy.

“Having said thus much of the abolition so
cieties in the non-slaveholding States, Mr. II. 
turned, with pride and exultation, to a different 
theme—the conduct of the great body of the 
people in all these States. Before he saw that 
conduct, and while the black question, like a 
portentous cloud was gathering and darkening 
on the Northeastern horizon, he trembled, not 
for the South, but for the Union. He feared 
that he saw the fatal work of dissolution about 
to begin, and the bonds of this glorious confed
eracy about to snap ; but the conduct of the 
great body of the people in all the non-slavehold
ing States quickly dispelled that fear, and in its 
place planted deep the strongest assurance of the 
harmony and indivisibility of the Union which

he had felt for many years. Their conduct was 
above all praise, above all thanks, above all grati
tude. They had chased off the foreign emissaries, 
silenced the gabbling tongues of female dupes, 
and dispersed the assemblages, whether fanatical, 
visionary, or incendiary, of all that congregated 
to preach against evils which afflicted others, 
not them ; and to propose remedies to aggravate 
the disease which they pretended to cure. They 
had acted with a noble spirit. They had exert
ed a vigor beyond all law. They had obeyed 
the enactments, not of the statute book, but of 
the heart ; and while that spirit was in the heart, 
he cared nothing for laws written in a book. 
He would rely upon that spirit to complete the 
good work it has begun ; to dry up these societies ; 
to separate the mistaken philanthropist from the 
reckless fanatic and the wicked incendiary, and 
put an end to publications and petitions which, 
whatever may be their design, can have no other 
effect than to impede the object which they in
voke, and to aggravate the evil which they de
plore.

“ Turning to the immediate question before 
the Senate, that of the rejection of the petitions, 
Mr. B. said his wish was to give that vote which 
would have the greatest effect in putting down 
these societies. He thought the vote to be given 
to be rather one of expediency than of constitu
tional obligation. The clause in the constitution 
so often quoted in favor of the right of petition
ing for a redress of grievances would seem to him 
to apply rather to the grievances felt by our
selves than to those felt by others, and which 
others might think an advantage, what we 
thought a grievance. The petitioners from Ohio 
think it a grievance that the people of the Dis
trict of Columbia'should sutler the institution 
of slavery, and pray for the redress of that griev
ance; the people of the District think the insti
tution an advantage, and want no redress ; now, 
which has the right of petitioning? Looking to 
the past action of the Senate, Mr. B. saw that, 
about thirty years ago, a petition against slavery, 
and that in the States, was presented to this 
body by the society of Quakers in Pennsylvania 
and New Jersey ; and that the same question 
upon its reception was made, and decided by 
yeas and nays, 19 to 9, in favor of receiving it. 
He read the names, to show that the senators 
from the slave and non-slaveholding States voted 
some for and some against the reception, accord
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ing to each one’s opinion, and not according to 
the position or the character of the State from 
which he came. Mr. B. repeated that lie thought 
this question to be one of expediency, and thgf | Cbj 
it was expedient to giv e tho vote which would | for 
go furthest towards quieting the public mind.
The quieting the South depended upon quieting 
the North ; for when the abolitionists were put 
down in the fonner place, the latter would be 
at case. It seemed to him, then, that the gen
tlemen of the non-slavcholding States wore the 
proper persons to speak first. They knew the 
temper of their own constituents best, and what 
might have a good or an ill effect upon them, 
either to increase the abolition fever, or to allay 
it. He knew that tho feeling of tho Senate 
was general ; that all vvshed for the same end ; 
and the senators of the North as cordially as 
those of the South.”

C II A V T HU C X X X I

MAIL CIRCULATION OF INCENDIARY 
TIUNS.

PVBLICA-

not ; and, if so, on that ground to put a check 
on their transmission through the mails. He 
couliHiot but express his astonishment at the * 

ijection which had been taken to his motion 
he knew that the Senator from Alabama 

felt that deep interest in the subject which per 
vaded the feelings of every man in the South. 
He believed that the post-offlcc committee would 
be fully occupied with the regular business which 
would be brought before them ; and it was this 
consideration, and no party feeling, which had 
induced him to make his motion. Mr. Grundy, 
chairman of the committee on post-offices and 
post-roads, said that his position wft ^h as to 
have imposed silence upon him, if that silence 
might not have been misunderstood. In reply 
to the objection that a majority of the commit- 
tee were not from the slave States, that circum
stance might be an advantage ; it might give the 
greater weight to their action, which it was 
known would be favorable to the object of the 
motion. He would say that the federal govern
ment could do but little on this subject except 
through a post-office regulation, and thereby 
aiding the efficiency of tho State laws. He did 
not desire to see any power exercised which 
would have the least tendency to interfere will 
the sovereignty of the States. Mr. Calhoun 
adhering to his desire for a select committee 
ami expressing his belief that a great con-nn- 
tional question was to be settled, and that the 
crisis required calmness and firmness, and the 
action of a committee that raine mainly fro»

Mr. Calhoun moved that so much of the I1 re
sident's message as related to the mail trans
mission of incendiary publications lie referred to 
u select committee. Mr. King, of Alabama, op
posed'the motion, urging that the only way that 
Congress could interfere would lie by a post- 
office regulation ; and that all such regulation the endangered part of the Union—his requea 
properly referred itself to the committee on I was granted ; and a committee of five appoint 
po-t-offiecs and post-roads. He did not look | composed as he desired ; namely, Mr. Calk» 
to the particular construction of the committee, ! chairman, Mr. King of Georgia. Mr. .Micpia 
but had no doubt the members of that commit-1 of North Carolina, Mr. Davis of Massachuseta 
tee could see the evil of these incendiary trans- ! and Mr! Lewis F. Linn of Missouri, A hill mi 
missions through the mails, and would provide j a report were soon brought in by tfyi commit» 
a remedy which they should deem constitution- ' —a bill subjecting to penalties any post-mis» 
al, proper and adequate; and lie expressed a I who should knowingly receive and put into tic 
fear that, by giving the subject too much iin- ! mail any publication, or picture touching Ik 

poriance, an excitement might be got up. Mr. : subject of slavery, to go into any State or» 
Calhoun replied that the Senator from Alabama J ritory in which the circulation of such pufcl,» 
had mistaken bis object—that it was not to pro- tion, or picture, should be forbid by the vxt 
duce any unnecessary excitement, but to adopt! laws. When the report was read Mr. Minna 
such a course as would secure a committee which I moved the printing of 5000 extra copies of it
would calmly and dispassionately go into an ex- ! This motion brought a majority of tlie commit-
amination of the whole subject; which would ! tee to their feet, to disclaim their assent to pro
investigate the character of those publications, 
to ascertain whether they were incendiary or

debate ensued on this point, 
Messrs. King of Alabama an 
and Mr. Calhoun thus exprt

of the report ; and to absolve themselves ftm 
responsibility for its contents. A conversation!

« Mr. Davis said that, as 
made to print the paper pu 
port from the select commit! 
a member, he would remark 
tained in it did not entirely 
tion, though it contained ma 
approved of. He had risen fc 
than to make this statement, 
should go abroad with the 
sented to those portions of 
meet his approbation.”

“ Mr. King, of Georgia, said 
misunderstanding should go f 
to his views, he must state tl 
not entirely assented to by h 
the gentleman from South ( 
hounl, in making this rc[>ort, 1 
that the majority of the comm 
to the whole of it, though man 
concurred in by all.”

“Mr. Davis said ho would 
he might have taken the usual 
in additional report, containing 
the subject, but thought it hat 
ind he had contented himself 
statement that he had just mad 

‘•Mr. King, of Alabama, sale 
parture from the usual course— 

j might dissent ; and yet, when 
I published, it would seem to b< 

committee of the Senate, and 
two members of it. It was 
whole matter should go togeth 
that the report submitted by the 
be read with the bill, to show t 
of the report was not in conflict 
ciples of the bill reported. He t 
aturfrom North Carolina (Mr. 
better modify his motion, so as i 
port and bill published together.

‘Mr. Linn remarked that, beii 
the committee, it was but proper 
that he had assented to several p 
port, though he did not concur » 
parts. Should it become necesi 
when the subject again came befi 
eiplain in what particulars he had 
the views given in the report, a 
hid dissented from them. The b 
met with his approbation.”

‘ Mr. Calhoun said he hoped 1 
North Carolina would modify his 
to include the printing of the bi 
port. It would be seen, by comp 
pettier, that there was no non sc 
hill coming as it did after this rep 

" Mr. King, of Alabama, had o 
impressions from hearing the re 
i^ad- It appeared to him unusual 
ahould be made by a minority, ar
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mght . committee 
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go into any State or ter 
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rt was read Mr. Minna 
f 5000 extra copies oU 
i majority of the cornait 
daim their assent to F»™ 

absolve themselves lue 
intents. A conversation!

debate ensued on this point, on which Mr. Davis, 
Messrs. King of Xlabama and Georgia, Mr. Linn 
tod Mr. Calhoun thus expressed themselves :

“Mr. Davis said that, as a motion had been 
made to print the paper purporting to be a re
port from the select committee of which he was 
» member, he would remark that the views con
tained in it did not entirely meet his approba
tion, though it contained many things which he 
approved of. He had risen for no other purpose 
than to m&ketliis statement, lest the impression 
should go abroad with the report that he as
sented to those portions of it which did not 
meet his approbation.”

“ Mr. King, of Georgia, said that, lest the same 
misunderstanding should go forth with respect 
to his views, he must state that the report was 
not entirely assented to bv himself. However, 
the gentleman from South Carolina (Mr. Cal
houn), in making this report, had already stated 
that the majority of the committee did not agree 
to the whole of it, though many parts of it were
concurred in by all.”

“Mr. Davis said he would add further, that 
be might have taken the usual course, and made 
an additional report, containing all his views on 
the subject, but thought it hardly worth while, 
and he had contented himself with making the 
statement that he had just made.”

“Mr. King, of Alabama, said this was a de 
parture from the usual course—by it a minority 
might dissent ; and yet, when the report was 
published, it would seem to be a report of tHo 
committee of the Senate, and not a report of 
two members of it. It was proper that the 
whole matter should go together with the bill, 
that the report submitted by the minority might 
be read with the bill, to show that the reading 
of the report was not in conflict with the prin
ciples of the bill reported. He thought the sen
ator from North Carolina (Mr. Mangum) had 
better modify his motion, so as to have the re 
port and bill published together.”

“ Mr. Linn remarked that, being a member of 
the committee, it was but proper for him to say 
that he had assented to several parts of the re
port. though he did not concur w ith it in all its 
parts. Should it become necessary, he would, 
when the subject again came before the Senate, 
ciplain in what particulars he had coincided with 

I the views given in the report, and how far he 
I had dissented from them. The bill, he said, had 
[ met with his approbation.”
I ' Mr. Calhoun said he hoped his friend from 
North Carolina would modify his motion, so as 
to include the printing of the bill with the re
port. It would be seen, by comparing both to
gether, that there was no non acquitur in the 
hill, coming as it did after this report.”

" Mr. King, of Alabama, had only stated his 
impressions from hearing the report and bill 
read. It appeared to him unusual that a report 
should be made by a minority, and merely ac

quiesced in by the committee, and that the hill 
should be adverse to it.”

“ Mr. Davis said the report was, as he under
stood it to he read from the chair, the report of 
the committee. He had spoken for himself only, 
and for nobody else, lest the impression might 
go abroad that he concurred in all parts of the 
report, when ho dissented from some of them.”

“Mr. Calhoun said that a majority of the com
mittee did not concur in the report, though there 
were two members of it, himself and the gen
tleman from North Carolina, who concurred 
throughout; three other gentlemen concurred 
with the greater part of the report, though they 
dissented from some parts of it ; and two gentle
men concurred also with some parts of it. As 
to the bill, two of the committee would have 
preferred a different one, though they had rather 
have that than,none at all ; another gentleman 
was opposed to It altogether. The bill, however, 
was % natural consequence of the report, and 
the two did not disagree with each other.”

The parts of the report which were chiefly 
exceptionable were two: 1. The ]>art which 
related to the nature of the federal government, 
as being founded in “ compact which was the 
corner-stone of the doctrine of nullification, and 
its corollary that the laws of nations were in full 
force between the several States, as sovereign 
and independent communities except as modi
fied by the compact ; 2. The part that argued, 
as upon a subsisting danger, the evils by an abo
lition of slavery in the slave States by interfer
ence from other States. On the first of these 
points the report said:

“That the States which form our Federal 
Union arc sovereign and independent communi
ties, bound together by a constitutional com
pact, and are possessed of all the powers belong
ing to distinct and separate States, excepting 
such as are delegated to be exercised by the 
general government, is assumed as unques
tionable. The compact itself expressly provides 
that all powers not delegated are reserved to 
the States and the people. To ascertain, then, 
whether the power in question is delegated or 
reserved, it is only necessary to ascertain whe
ther it is to be found among the enumerated 
powers or not. If it lie not among them, it 
iielongs, of course, to the reserved powers. On 
turning to the constitution, it will lie seen that, 
while the power of defending the country 
against external danger is found among the enu
merated, the instrument is wholly silent as to 
the power of defending the internal peace and 
security of the States ; and of course, reserves 
to the States this important power, as it stood 
before the adoption of the constitution, with no 
other limitation, as has been stated, except such 
as are expressly prescribed by the instrument

78
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itself. From what has been stated, it may be 
inferred that the right of a State to defend itself 
against internal dangers is a part of the great, 
primary, and inherent right of self-defence, 
which, by the laws of nature, belongs to all 
communities ; and so jealous were the States of 
this essential right, without which their inde
pendence could not be preserved, that it is ex
pressly provided by the constitution, that the 
general government shall not assist a State, even 
in case of domestic violence, except on the ap
plication of the authorities of the State itself; 
thus excluding, by a necessary consequence, its 
interference in all other cases.

“ Having now shown that it belongs to the 
slaveholding States, whose institutions are in 
danger, and not to Congress, as is supposed by 
the message, to determine what papers are in
cendiary and intended to excite insurrection 
among the slaves, it remains to inquire, in the 
next place, what are the corresponding dlities 
of the general government, and the otherStatcs, 
from within whose limits and jurisdiction their 
institutions are attacked ; a subject intimately 
connected with that with which the committee 
are immediately charged, anil which, at the pre
sent juncture, ought to be fully understood by 
all the parties. The committee will begin with 
the first. It remains next to inquire into the 
duty of the States from within whose limits 
and jurisdiction the internal peace and security 
of the slaveholding States are endangered. In 
order to comprehend more fully the nature and 
extent of their duty, it will be necessary to 
make a few remarks on the relations which exist 
between the States of our Federal Union, with 
the rights and obligations reciprocally resulting 
from'such relations. It has already been stater! 
that the States which compose our Federal 
Union are sovereign and independent communi
ties, united by a constitutional compact. Among 
its members the laws of nations are in full force 
and obligation, except as altered or modified by 
the compact ; and, of course, the States possess, 
with that exception, all the rights, and arc sub
ject to all the duties, which separate and dis
tinct communities possess, or to which they art1 
subject. Among these are comprehended the 
obligation which all States are under to prevent 
their citizens from disturbing the peace or en
dangering the security of other States ; and in 
case of being disturbed or endangered, the right 
of the latter to demand of the former to adopt 
such measures as will prevent their recurrence, 
and if refused or neglected, to resort to such 
measures as its protection may require. This 
right remains, of course, in force among the 
States of this Union, with such limitations as 
are imposed expressly by the constitution. 
Within their limits, the rights of the slavehold- 
ing States arc as full to demand of the States 
within whose limits and jurisdiction their peace 
is assailed, to adopt the measures necessary to 
prevent the same, and if refused or neglected, 
to resort to means to protect themselves, as

if they were separate and independent commis 
nities.”

This part of the report was that which, in 
founding the federal government in compact, as 
under the old articles of the confederation, and 
in bringing the law of nations to apply between 
the States as independent and sovereign commis 
nities, except where limited by the compact, 
was supposed to contain the doctrine of millifi- 
cation and secession ; and the concluding pan 
of the report is an argument in favor of the 
course recommended in the Crisis in the event 
that New-York, Massachusetts, and Pennsvl- 
vania did not suppress the abolition societies. 
The report continues :

“ Their professed object is the emancipation 
of slaves in the Southern States, which they pro
pose to accomplish through the agencies of 
organized societies, spread throughout the non- 
slaveholding States, and a powerful press, di- 
reeled mainly to excite, in the other Staten 
hatred and abhorrence against the institutions 
and citizens of the slaveholding States, by id- 
dresses, lectures, and pictorial representation^ 
abounding in false and exaggerated statements. 
If the magnitude of the mischief affords, in art 
degree, the measure by which to judge of tie 
syiminality of a project, few have ever been de 
vised to lie compared w ith the present, whether 
the end be regarded, or the means by which it 
is proposed to be accomplished. The blindness 
of fanaticism is proverbial. With more zeal than 
understanding, it constantly misconceives the 
nature of the object at which it aims, ini 
towards which it rushes with headlong viulmg 
regardless of the means bv which it is to |< 
effected. Never was its character more fully 
exemplified than in the present instance. Set
ting out with the abstract principle that slum 
is an evil, the fanatical zealots come at onceto 
the conclusion that it is their duty to abolish»,

I regardless of all the disasters which must U 
low. Never was conclusion more false onto- 

I gérons. Admitting their assumption, therein 
innumerable things' which, regarded ill the 
abstract, are evils, but which it would le mil- 

! ness to attempt to abolish. Thus regard#!
I government itself is an evil, with most of» 
institutions intended to protect life and property, 
comprehending the civil as well as the crimiral 
and military code, which are tolerated only Is 

' cause to abolish them would he to incra* 
instead of diminishing the evil. The new i 
equally applicable to the ease under consider* 
tion, to illustrate which, a few remarks « 
slavery, as it actually exists in the Seuthett 
States, will be necessary.

“lie who regards slavery in those States simply |
under the relation of master and slave, as n* j 
portant as that relation is, viewed merely ill j

•question of property to the 
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factures, and the revenue of th 
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j and prosperity, and if not distu 

continue so to live. While tin 
has rapidly increased in wealth r 
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at least, morally and intellecti 
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African race lias multiplied with 
accompanied by great improver 
and intellectually, and the onjc 
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in few countries can compare, i 
greatly superior to what the fix 
same race possess in the non-slav 
It may, indeed, lie safely assert!
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To destroy the existing relntioi 
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their property, mm =uuwi i me relation, socia 
nnd political, that has existed between the races 
from almost the first settlement of the Southern 
States. It is not the intention of the committee 
to dwell on the pecuniary aspect of this vital 
subject, the vast amount of property involved, 
equal at least to j$950,0(H),()(HJ ; the ruin of 
families and individuals; the impoverishment and 
prostration of an entire section of the Union, and 
the fatal blow that would he given to the pro
ductions of the great agricultural staples, on 
which the commerce, the navigation, the manu
factures, and the revenue of the country, almost 
entirely depend. As great as these disasters 
would be, they are nothing, compared to what 
must follow the subversion of the existing rela
tion between the two races, to which the com
mittee will confine their remarks. Under this 
relation, the two races have long lived in peace 
ami prosperity, and if not disturbed, would long 
commue so to live. While the European race 
has rapidly increased in wealth and numbers, and 
at the same time has maintained an equality, 
it least, morally and intellectually, with their 
brethren of the non-slaveholding States ; the 
African race has multiplied with not less rapidity, 
accompanied by great improvement, physically 
and intellectually, and the enjoyment of a de
gree of comfort with which the laboring class 
in few countries can compare, and confessedly 
greatly superior to what the free people of the 
same race possess in the non-slaveholding States 

indeed, lie fulfilv noum-imt fini *'......
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It may, indeed, l>c safely asserted, that there is 
no example in history in which a savage people, 
such as their ancestors were when brought into 
the country, have ever advanced in the same

Ç?riod so rapidly in numbers and improvement, 
o destroy the existing relations would be to 

destroy this prosperity, and to place the two 
races in a state of conflict, which must end in 

I the expulsion or extirpation of one or the other. 
No other can be substituted, compatible with 
their peace or security. The difficulty is in the 
diversity of the races. So strongly drawn is the 
line between the two, in consequence of it, and 
so strengthened by the force of habit, and edu
cation, that it Ls impossible for them to exist 
together in the same community, where their 
numbers are so nearly equal as in the slavehuld-

.......... mu limits ot those States.They would look to the other States for support 
and protection,and would become, virtually, their 
allies and dependents ; and would thus place iu 
the hands of those States the most effectual in
strument to destroy the influence and control the 
destiny of the rest of the Union. It is against 
this relation between the two races that the 
blind and criminal zeal of the abolitionists Is 
directed—a relation that now preserves in quiet 
and security more than G,5UO,000 of human 
beings, and which cannot be destroyed without 
destroying the peace and prosperity of nearly 
half the States of the Union, and involving their 
entire population in a deadly conflict, that must 
terminate either in*the expulsion or extirpation 
of those who are the object of the misguided and 
false humanity of those- who claim to be their 
friends. He must be blind, indeed, who does 
not perceive that the subversion of a relation 
which must be followed with such disastrous 
consequences can only Ik- effected by convulsions 
that would devastate the country, burst asunder 
the bonds of Union, and ingulf in a sea of blood 
the institutions of the country. It is madness 
to suppose that the slaveholding States would 
quietly submit to be sacrificed. Every con
sideration—interest, duty, and humanity, the 
love of country, the sense of wrong, hatred of 
oppressors, and treacherous and faithless con
federates, and finally despair—would impel them 
to the most daring and desperate resistance in 
defence of property, family, country, liberty, 
and existence.. But wicked and cruel as is the 
end aimed at, it is fully equalled by the crimi
nality of the means by which it is proposed to 
be accomplished. These, as has been stated, 
consist in organized societies and a powerful 
press, directed mainly with a view to excite the 
bitterest animosity and hatred of the people of 
the non-slaveholding States against the citizens 
and institutions of the slaveholding States.
It is easy to see to what disastrous results such 
means must tend. Passing over the more ob
vious effects, their tendency to excite to insur
rection and servile war, with all its horrors, and 
the necessity which such tendency must impose 
on the slaveholding States to resort to the most 
rigid discipline and severe police, to the great
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injury of the present condition of the slaves, 
there remains another, threatening incalculable 
mischief to the country. The inevitable ten
dency of the means to which the abolitionists 
have resorted to effect their object must, if per
sisted in, end in completely alienating the two 
great sections of the Union. The incessant ac
tion of hundreds of societies, and a vast printing 
establishment, throwing out daily thousands of 
artful and inflammatory publications, must make, 
in time, a deep impression on the section of the 
Union where they freely circulate, and are 
mainly designed to have effect. The well-in
formed and thoughtful may hold them in con
tempt, but the young, the inexperienced, the 
ignorant, and thoughtless, will receive the 
poison. In process of time, when the number 
of proselytes insufficiently multiplied, the artful 
and profligate, who are ever on the watch to 
seize on any means, however wicked and dan
gerous, will unite widfi the fanatics, and make 
their movements the basis of a powerful politi
cal party, that will seek advancement by diffus
ing, as widely as possible, hatred against the 
slaveholding States. But, as hatred liegets 
hatred, and animosity animosity, these feelings 
would become reciprocal, till every vestige of 
attachment would cease to exist between the 
two sections, when the Union and the constitu
tion, the offspring of mutual affection and conii- 
detfee, would forever perish. Such is the danger 
to which the movements of the abolitionists ex
pose the country. If the force of the obligation 
is in proportion to the magnitude of the danger, 
stronger cannot lie imposed, than is at present, 
on the States within whose limits the danger 
originates, to arrest its further progress—a duty 
they owe, not only to the States whose institu
tions arc assailed, but to the Union and consti
tution, as has been shown, and, it may be added, 
to themselves.

The insidiousness of this report was in the 
assumption of an actual impending danger of the 
abolition of slavery in all the slave States—the 
destruction of nine hundred and fifty millions of 
propierty—the ocean of blood to be shed—the 
war of extermination between two races—and 
the necessity forextraordinary means to prevent 
these dire calamities ; when the fact w as, that 
there was not one particle of any such danger. 
The assumption w as contrary to fact : the re
port was inflammatory and disorganizing : and 
if there was any thing enigmatical in its con
clusions, it was sufficiently interpreted in the 
contemporaneous publications in the Southern 
slave States, which were open in their declara
tions that a cause for separation had occurred, 
limited only by the conduct of the free States in 
suppressing within a given time the incendiary'

societies within their borders. This limitation 
would throw the responsibility of disunion up. 
on the non-slaveliolding States failing to sup- 
press these societies : for disunion, in that case 
was foreshadowed in another part of this report, 
and fully avowed in contemporary Southern pub 
lications. Thus the report said :

“ Those States, on the other hand, are not 
only under all the obligations which independent 
communities would be, to adopt such measures, 
but also under the obligation which the consti
tution superadds, rendered more sacred, if pos- 
sible, by the fact that, while the Union imposes 
restrictions on the right of the slaveholding 
States to defend themselves, it affords the me
dium through which their pence and security art 
assailed. It is not the intention of the commit
tee to inquire what those restrictions are. and 
what are the means which, under the constitu
tion, are left to the slaveholding States to pro
tect themselves. The period has not yet come, 
and they trust never will, when it may be ne 
cessary to decide those questions ; but come it 
must, unless the States whose duty it is to sup
press the danger shall see intime its magnitude 
and the obligations which they are under to 
adopt speedy and effectual measures to arrest iti 
further progress. That the full force of this obis 
gat ion may be understood all parties, the 
committee propose, in conclusion, to touch brief
ly on the movements of the abolitionists, with 
the view of showing the dangerous consequents 
to which they must lead if not arrested.”

These were ominous intimations, to receiti 
their full interpretation elsewhere, and indissolu
bly connecting themselves with the late disunion 
attitude of South Carolina—the basis of disais 
tent only changed. Mr. King of Georgia said 
that positions had been assumed and principles 
insisted upon by M r. Calhoun, not only incon- 
sistent with the bill reported, but he thought 
inconsistent with the “existence of the Union 
itself, and which if established and carried into 
practice, must hastily end in its dissolution.” Mr. 
Calhoun in his reply pretty well justified these 
conclusions of the Georgia senator, lie made iti 
point that the non-slaveholding States had do» 
nothing yet to suppress the incendiary societal 
within their limits ; and joining that non-actioa 
of these States with a refusal of Congress topos 
this bill, he looked upon it as in vain toeipd 
security or protection for the slaveholding Stiles 
except from themselves—from State interpo
sition, as authorized in the Virginia résolut»» 
of 1798 ; and as recently carried out by South 
Carolina in her nullification proceeding; ud

among themselves to place th 
Potions, their peace and securit 
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declared that nothing was wanted but “ concert ” 
among themselves to place their domestic insti
tutions, their peace and security under their own 
protection and beyond the reach of danger. All 
this was thus intelligibly, and ominously stated 
in his reply to Mr. King:

“ Thus far (I say it with regret) our just hopes 
have not been realized. The legislatures of the 
South, hacked by the voice their constituents 
expressed through innumerable meetings, have 
called upon the non-slaveholding States to re
press the movements made within the jurisdic
tion of those States against their peace and se
curity- Not a step has been taken ; not a law 
has been passed, or even proposed ; and 1. ven
ture to assert that none w ill he ; not but what 
there is a favorable disposition towards us in the 
North, but I clearly see the state of political 
parties there presents insuperable impediiilripts 
to any legislation on the subject 1 rest my 
opinion on the fact that the non-slaveholding 
States, from the elements of their population, 
are and will continue to be, divided and distract
ed by parties of nearly equal strength ; and that 
each will always he ready to seize on every 
movement of the other which may give them the 
superiority, without much regard to consequen
ces, as affecting their own States, and much less, 
remote and distant sections. Nor have wo been 
less disappointed as to the proceedings of Cork 
gross. Believing that the general government 
has no right or authority over the subject of 
slavery, we had just grounds to hope Congress 
would refuse all jurisdiction in reference to it, 
in whatever form it might fie presented. The 
very opposite course has been pursued. Almli- 
tion petitions have not oply been received in 
both Houses, but received on the most obnoxious 
and dangerous of all grounds—that we are bound 
to receive them ; that is, to take jurisdiction of 
the question of slavery whenever the abolition
ists may think proper to petition for its abolition, 
either here or in the States. Thus far, then, we 
of the slaveholding States have been grievously 
disappointed. One question still remains ti he 
decided that is presented by this hill. To refuse 
to pass this hill would he virtually to co-o|ieratc 
with the abolitionists—would be to make the 

’ officers and agents of the post-office department 
in effect their agents and abettors in the cir
culation of their incendiary publications, in vio
lation of the laws of the States. It is your un- 

I questionable duty, as 1 have demonstrably 
proved, to abstain from their violation ; and, by 

I refusing or neglecting to discharge that duty, 
you would clearly enlist, in the existing contro
versy, on the side of the abolitionists against the 
Southern States. Should such he your decision, 
by refusing to pass this bill, I shall say to the 
people of the South, look to yourselves—you 
nave nothing to hope from others. But I must 
tell the Senate, he your decision what it may, 
the South will never abandon the principles of

this bill. If you refuse co-operation with out 
laws, and conflict should ensue between your 
and our law, the Southern States will never 
yield to the superiority of yours. We have a 
remedy in our hands, which, in such events, we 
shall not fail to apply. We have high authority 
for asserting that, in such cases,1 State interpo
sition is the rightful remedy ’—a doctrine first 
announced by Jefferson—adopted by the patri 
otic and republican State of Kentucky by a so
lemn resolution, in 1798, and finally carried out 
into successful practice on a recent occasion, ever 
to he remembered, by the gallant State which I, 
in |uirt, have the honor to represent. In this 
well-tested and efficient remedy, sustained by 
the principles developed in the report and assert
ed in this hill, the slavcholding Stales have an 
ample protection, let it lie fixed, let it be riv
eted in every Southern mind, that the laws of 
the slavcholding States for the protection of their 
domestic institutions are paramount to the laws 
of the general government in regulation of com
merce and the mail, and that the latter must 
yield to the forme* in the event of conflict ; and 
that, if the government should refuse to yield, 
the States have a right to interpose, and we are 
safe. W ith these principles, nothing but concert 
would he wanting to btt defiance to the move
ments of the abolitionists, whether at home or 
abroad, and to place our domestic institutions, 
and, with them, our security and peace, under 
our own protection, and beyond the reach of 
danger.”

These were very significant intimations. Con
gress itself was to become the ally of the aboli
tionists, and enlist in their cause, if it did not 
pass his hill, which was opposed by Southern 
senators and founded upon a minority report 
of a Southern committee selected by Mr. Cal
houn himself. It was well known it was not to 
|lass ; and in view of that fact it was urged upon 
the South to nullify and secede.

Thus, within two short years after the “com
promise” of 18113 had taken Mr. Calhoun out of 
the hands of the law, ho publicly and avowedly 
relapsed into the same condition; recurring again 
to secession for a new grievance ; and to be re
sorted to upon contingencies which he knew to 
he certain ; and encouraged in this course by 
the success of the first trial of strength with the 
federal government. It has been told at the 
proper place—in the chapter which gave the 
secret history of the, compromise of 1833—that 
Mr. Webster refused to go into that measure, 
saying that the time had come to try the stfength 
of the constitution and of the government : and 
it now becomes proper to tell that Mr. Clay, af
ter seeing the relapse of Mr. Calhoun, became
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doubtful of the correctness of his own policy in 
that affair ; and often said to his friends that, 
“in looking back upon the whole case, he had 
seriously doubted the policy of his interference.” 
Certainly it was a most deplorable interference, 
arresting the process of the law when it was on 
the point of settling every thing without hurting 
a hair of any man’s head, and putting an end to 
nullification for ever ; and giving it a victory, 
real or fancied, to encourage a new edition of 
the same proceedings in a far more dangerous 
and pervading form. But to return to the bill 
before the Senate.

“Mr. Webster addressed the Senate at length 
in opposition to the bill, commencing his argu
ment against what he contended was its vague
ness and obscurity, in not sufficiently defining 
what were the publications the circulation of 
which it intended to prohibit. The bill pro
vided that it should not be lawful for any depu
ty postmaster, in any State, territory, or dis
trict of the United States, knowingly to deliver 
to any person whatever, any pamphlet, news
paper, handbill, or other printed paper or pic
torial representation, touching, the subject of 
slavery, where, by the laws of the said State, dis
trict, or territory, their circulation was prohib
ited. Under this provision, Mr. W. contended 
that it was impossible to say what publications 
might not be prohibited from circulation. No 
matter what was the publication, whether for or 
against slavery, if it touched the subject in any 
shape or form, it would fall under the prohibi
tion. Even the constitution of the United States 
might be prohibited ; and the person who was 
clothed with the power to judge in this delicate 
matter was one of the deputy postmasters, who, 
notwithstanding the difficulties with which he 

• was encompiassed in coming to a correct deci
sion, must decide correctly, under pain of being 
removed from office. It would be necessary, 
also, he said, for the deputy postmasters refer
red to in this bill, to make themselves acquainted 
with all the various laws passed by the States, 
touching the subject of slavery, and to decide 
on them, no matter how variant they might be 
with each other. Mr. W. also contended that 
the bill conflicted with that provision in the 
constitution which prohibited Congress from 
passing any law to abridge the freedom of sjieoch 
or of the press. W hat was the liberty of the 
press? he asked. It was the liberty of print
ing as well as the liberty of publishing, in all 
the ordinary modes of publication ; and was 
not the circulation of papiers through the mails 
an ordinary mode of publication ? lie was 
afraid that they were in some danger of taking 
a step in this matter that they might hereafter 
have cause to regret, hy its being contended 
that whatever in this bill applies to publications 
touching slavery, applies to other publications

that the States might think proper to prohibit ; 
and Congress might, under this example, be 
called upon to pass laws to suppress the circula- 
tion of political, religious, or any other descrip, 
tion of publications which produced excitement 
in the States. Was this bill in accordance with 
the general force and temper of the constitution 
find its amendments? It wras not in accordance 
with that provision of the instrument under 
which the freedom of speech and of the press 
was secured. Whatever laws the State legisla
tures might pass on the subject; Congress was 
restrained from legislating in any manner what
ever, with regard to the press. It would be ad
mitted, that if a newspaper came directed t< 
him, ho had a property in it ; and how could 
any pian, then, take that propcpjy and bum it 
without due form of» law? and he did hot know 
how this newspaper could be pronounced an 
unlaw ful publication, and having no property in 
it, without a legal trial. Mr. W. argued against 
the right to examine into the nature of publica
tions sent to the post-office, and said that the 
right of an individual in his papers was secured 
to him in every free country in the world. In 
England, it was expressly provided that the 
papers of the subject shall be free from all un 
reasonable searches and seizures—language, he 
said, to be found in our constitution. Ihii 
principle established in England, so essential to 
liberty, had been followed out in France, where 
the right of printing and publishing was secured 
in the fullest extent ; the individual publishing 
being amenable to the laws for what ho publish
ed ; and every man printed and published whit 
he plellscd, at his pieril. Mr. Webster went oa 
at some length, to show that the hill was con
trary to that provision of the constitution which 
prohibits Congress to pass any law abridging 
the freedom of speech or of the press.”

Mr. Clay spoke against the bill, saying:

“ The evil complained of was the circulât»! 
of jiapers having a certain tendency. The («■ 
pers, unless circulated, did no hann, and while 
in the post-office or in the mail, they were not 
circulated—it was the circulation solely which 
constituted the evil. It was the taking thue 
out of the mail, and the use that was to be milk 
of them, that constituted the mjschief. Then it 
was perfectly competent to the State authoritm 
to apply the remedy. The instant that a pr* 
hibited paper was lymded out. whether tv a citi
zen or sojourner, he was subject to the Ins 
which might compel him cither to surrender 
them or burn them. He considered the bill not 
only unnecessary, but as a law of a dangcieiit 
if not a doubtful, authority. It wasobjifltd 
that it was vague and indefinite in its cbaraciir; 
and how is that objection got over ? The biil 
provided that itshall not be lawful for any depu
ty postmaster, in any State, territory, or d 
trict of the United States, knowingly to deli» 
to any person whatever, any pamphlet, newsj*
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per, handbill, or other printed paper or pictorial 
representation, touching the subject of slavery, 
whère, by the laws of the said State, territory, 
or district, their circulation is prohibited. Now, 
what could be more vague and indefinite than 
this description 7 Now, could it be decided, by 
this description, what publications should be 
withheld from distribution ) The gentleman 
from Pennsylvania said that the laws of the 
States would supply the omission. He thought 
the senator was premature in saying that there 
would be precision in State laws, before he 
showed it by producing the law'. He had seen 
do such law, and he did not know whether the 
description in the bill was applicable or not. 
There was another objection to this part of the 
bill; it applied not only to the present laws of 
the States, but to any future laws that might 
pass. Mr, C. denied that the bill applied to the 
slaveholdmg States only ; and went on to argue 
that it could be applied to all the States, and to 
any publication touching the subject of slavery 
whatever, whether for or against it, if such pul>- 
lication wtys only prohibited by the laws of such 
State. Thus, for irtstance, a non-slaveholding 
State might jtrphihit publications in defence of 
the institution V slavery, and this bill would 
apply to it as we» as to the laws of the slave- 
holding States ; bill the law would be inopera
tive: it declared tft*t, the-deputy postmaster 
should not be amenable, unless be knowingly 
shall deliver, Ac. Why, the postmaster might 
plead ignorance, and of course the law would be 
inoperative.

“But he wanted to know whence Congress 
derived the power to pass this law. It was said 
that it was to carry into effect the laws of the 
States. Where did they get such authority ? 
He thought that their only authority to pass 
laws was in pursuance of the constitution ; but 
to pass laws to carry into effect the laws of the 
States, was a most prolific authority, and there 
was no knowing where it was to sti>p ; it would 
make the legislation of Congress dependent tipioii 
the legislation of twenty-four different sove
reignties. He thought the bill was of a most 
dangerous tendency. The senator from Penn
sylvania asked if the post-office power did not 
give them the right to regulate what should be 
carried in the mails. Why, there was no such 
power as that claimed in the bill ; and if they 
passed euch a law, it would be exercising a most 
dangerous power. Why, if such doctrine pre
vailed, the government might designate the per
rons. or parties, or classes, who should have the 
benefit of the mails, excluding all others.”

At last the voting came on ; and, what looks 
sufficiently curious on the outside-view, there 
«ere three tie votes successively—two on amend
ments, and one on the engrossment of the bill. 
The two ties on amendments stood fifteen to 
fifteen—the absentees being eighteen : one third

of the Senate : the tie on engrossment was Eigh
teen to eighteen—the absentees being twelve : 
one fourth of the Senate. It was Mr. Calhoun 
who called for the yeas and nays on each of 
these questions. It was evident that there was 
a design to throw the hill into the hands of tho 
Vice-President—a New-Yorker, and the pro
minent candidate for the presidency. In .com
mittee of the whole he did not vote in the case 
of a tie ; but it was necessary to establish an 
equilibrium ot votes there to be ready for the 
immediate vote in Senate on the engrossment ; 
and when the committee tie was deranged by 
the accession of three votes on one side, the 
equilibrium was immediately re-established by 
three on the other. Mr. Van Buren, at the mo
ment of this vote (on the engrossment) was out 
of the chair, and walking behind tho colonnade 
hack of the presiding officer’s chair. My eyes 
were wide open to what was to take place. Mr. 
Calhoun, not seeing him, eagerly and loudly 
asked where w as the Vice-President 7 and told 
the Sergeant-at-arms to look for him. But ho 
needed no looking for. He was within hearing 
of all that passed, and ready for the contingency : 
and immediately stepping up to his chair, and 
standing up, promptly gave the casting vote in 
favor of the engrossment. I deemed it a polit
ical vote, that is to say, given from policy j and 
I deemed it justifiable under the circumstances. 
Mr. Calhoun had made the rejection of the bill 
a test of alliance with Northern abolitionists, 
ahd a cause for the secession of the Southern 
States : and if the bill had been rejected by Van 
Buren’s vote, the whole resjionsibility oj^its loss 
would have been thrown upon him and the 
North ; and the South inflamed against those 
States and himself—the more so as Mr. White, 
of Tennessee, the op|iosing democratic candidate 
for the presidency, gave his votes for the hill. 
Mr. Wright also, as I believe, voted politically, 
and oil all the votes both in the committee and 
the Senate. He w as the political and the per
sonal friend of the Vice-President, most confi
dential with him, and believed to he the best 
index to his opinions. He w as perfectly sensi
ble of his position, and in every vote on the 
subject voted with Mr. Calhoun. Several other 
senators voted politically, and without com
punction, although it was a bad bill, as it was 
known it would not pass. The author of this 
View would not so vote. He w as tired of the
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eternal icry of dissolving the Union—did not 
believe in it—and wonld not give a repugnant 
vote to avoid the trial. The tie vote having 
been effected, and failed of its ex pee ted result, 
the Senate afterwards voted quite fully on the 
final passage of the bill, and rejected it—twenty- 
five to nineteen : only four absent The yeas 
were : Messrs. Black, Bedford, Brown, Bucha
nan, Calhoun, Cuthbert of Georgia, Grundy, 
King of Alabama, King of Georgia, Mangum, 
Moore, Nicholas of Louisiana, Alexander Porter, 
Preston of South Carolina, Rives, Robinson, 
Tallmadge, Walker of Mississippi, White of Ten
nessee, Silas Wright. The nays were : Messrs. 
Benton, Clay, Crittenden, Davis of Massachu
setts, Ewing of Illinois, Ewing of Ohio, Golds- 
borough of Maryland, Hendricks, Hubbard, 
Kent, Knight, Leigh, McKean of Pennsylvania, 
Thomas Morris of Ohio, N&tidain of Delaware, 
Niles of Connecticut, Prentiss, Ruggles, Shepley, 
Southard, Swift, Tipton, Tomlinson, Wall of 
New Jersey, Webster : majority six against the 
bill ; and seven of them, if the solecism may be 
allowed, from the slave States. And thus was 
accomplished one of the contingencies in which 
“State interposition” was again to be applied 
—til® “ rightful remedy of nullification ” again 
resorted to—and the “ domestic institutions ” 
of the Southern States, by “concert” among 
themselves, ‘^to be placed beyond the reach of 

danger.”

CHAPTER C XXX 11.
/

FRENCH AFFAIRS—APPROACH OF A FRENCH 
SQUADRON-APOLOGY REQUIRED.

In his aiinual message at the commencement of 
the session the President gave a general state
ment of our affairs with France, ami promised a 
special communication on the subject at an early 
day. That communication was soon made, and 
showed a continued refusal on the part of France 
to pay the indemnity, unless an apology was 
first made ; and also showed that a French fleet 
was preparing for the American seas, under cir
cumstances which implied a design either to 
overawe the American government, or to be 
ready for expected hostilities. On the subject 
ef the apology, the message said :

ANNC

“Whilst, however, the government of the 
United States was awaiting the movements of 
the French government, in perfect confidence 
that the difficulty was at an end, the Secretary 
of State received a call from the French chargé 
d’affaires in Washington, who desired to road to 
him a letter he had received from the French 
minister of foreign affairs. He was asked who 
thor lie was instructed or directed to make un
official communication, and replied that he was 
only authorized to read the letter, and furpsha 
copy if requested. It was an attempt to make 
known to the government of the United States, 
privately, in what manner it could make expia’ 
nations, apparently voluntary, but really dictated 
by France, acceptable to her, and thus obtain 
payment of the twenty-five millions of franca 
No exception was taken to this mode of com
munication, which is often used to prepare the 
way for official intercourse ; but the suggestioni 
made in it w ere, in the-r substance, wholly in
admissible. Not being in the shape of an ofcial 
communication to this government, it did not 
admit of reply or official notice ; nor could it 
safely be made tho basis of any action by the 
Executive or the legislature ; and the Sccrctarr 
of State did not think proper to ask a copy, U- 
cause he could have no use for it.”

One cannot but be struck with the extreme 
moderation with which tho President gives the 
history of this private attempt to obtain a dic
tated apology from him. He recounts it sokrit 
and quietly, without a single expression of ini 
tated feeling ; and seems to have met and pel 
aside the attempt in the same quiet manner. It 
was a proof of his extreme indisposition to h 
any collision with France, and of his perfect 
determination to keep himself on the rights* 
in the controversy, whatever aspect it might j 
assume, lint that was not the only trial a 
which his temper was put. The attempt to ob
tain the apology being civilly repulsed, and the 
proffered copy of the dictated terms refused to 
he taken, an attempt was made to get that of 
placed upon the archives of the govemiwk 
with the view to its getting to Congress,ini 
through Congress to the people; to becomti 
point of attack upon the President for not giving 
the apology, and thereby getting the many 
from France, and returning to friendly relation 
with her. Of this attempt to get a refused p- 
per upon our archives, and to make it ope-nt» 
as an appeal to the people against their om 
government, the President (still preserving all 
his moderation), gives this account :

show an attempt on the pa 
chargé d’affaires, many weel 
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show an attempt on the part of the French 
chargé d’affaires, many weeks afterwards, to 
place a copy of this paper among the archives 
of this government, which for obvious reasons, 
«as not allowed to be done ; but the assurance 
before given was repeated, that any official com
munication which he might be authorized to 
make in the accustomed form would receive a 
prompt and just consideration. The indiscretion 
of this attempt was made more manifest by the 
subsequent avowal of the French chargé d’af
faires, that the object was to bring the letter 
before Congress and the American people. If 
foreign agents, on a subject of disagreement ho- 
tivecn their government and this, wish to prefer 
m appeal to the American people, they will 
hereafter, it is hoped, better appreciate their 
own rights, and tho respect due to others, than 
to attempt to use tho Executive as the passive 
organ of their communications. It is due to the 
character of our institutions that the diplomatic 
intercourse of this government should be con
ducted with the utmost directness and simplicity, 
and that, in all cases of importance, tho com
munications received or made by the Executive 
should assume the accustomed official form. It 
is only by insisting on this fonn that foreign 
powers can be held to full responsibility ; that 
their communications can be officially replied 
to; or that the advice or interference of the 
legislature can, with propriety, be invited by the 
l're-ident This course is also best calculated, 
on the one hand, to shield that officer from un
just suspicions ; and, on the other, to subject 
this portion of his acts to public scrutiny, and, 
if occasion shall require it, to constitutional 
animadversion. It was the more necessary to 
adhere to these principles in the instance in ques- 

| lion, inasmuch as, in addition to other important 
interests, it very' intimately Concerned the na
tional honor; a matter, in mv judgment, much 
too sacred to be made the subject of private and 

| unofficial negotiation.’’

Having shown the state of the question, the 
President next gave his opinion of what ought 
to lie done by Congress ; which was, the inter
diction of our ports to the entry of French ves
sels and French products :—a milder remedy 
than that of reprisals which he had recom
mended at the previous session. He said :

“It is time that this unequal position of nf-

I
fairs should cease, and that legislative action 
should be brought to sustain Executive exertion 
in such measures as the case requires. While 
France persists in her refusal to comply with 
the terms of a treaty, the object of which was, 
by removing all causes of mutual complaint, to 
renew ancient feelings of friendship, and to unite 
the two nations in the bonds of amity, and of a 
mutually beneficial commerce, she cannot justly 
iKunpUin if we adopt such peaceful remedies as 
|the law of nations and the circumstances of the

h government of th« 
ig tho movements of 
in perfect confidence 
an end, the Secretary 
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, account :

case may authorize and demand. Of the nature 
of these remedies I have heretofore had occasion 
to speak ; and, in reference to a particular con
tingency, to express my conviction that reprisals 
would be best adapted to the emergency then 
contemplated. Since that period, France, by all 
the departments of her government,has acknow
ledged Hie validity of our claims and the obliga
tions of the treaty, and has appropriated the 
moneys which are necessary to its execution ; 
and though payment is withheld on grounds 
vitally important to our existence as an inde
pendent nation, it is not to be believed that she 
can have determined permanently to retain a 
position so utterly indefensible. In the altered 
state of the questions in controversy, and under 
all existing circumstances, it appears to me that, 
until such a determination shall have become 
evident, it will be proper and sufficient to re
taliate her present refusal to comply with her 
engagements by prohibiting the introduction of 
French products and the entry of French vessels 
into our ports. Between this and the interdic
tion of all commercial intercourse, or other re
medies, you, as the representatives of the people, 
must determine. I recommend the former, in 
the present posture of our affairs, as being the 
least injurious to our commerce, and as attended 
with the least difficulty of returning to the usual 
state of friendly intercourse, if the government 
of France shall render us the justice that is due ; 
and also as a proper preliminary step to stronger 
measures, should their adoption be rendered ne
cessary by subsequent events.” ^

This interdiction of the commerce of France, 
though a milder measure than that of reprisals, 
would still have been a severe one—severe at 
any time, and particularly so since the formation 
of tills treaty, the execution of which was so 
mucli delayed by France ; for that was a treaty 
of two parts—something to he done*n each side. 
On the part of F ranee to pay us indemnities : on 
our side to reduce the duties on French wines: 
and this reduction had been immediately made 
by Congress, to take effect from the date of the 
ratification of the treaty ; and the benefit of that 
reduction had now been enjoyed by French 
commerce for near four years. But that was 
not the only benefit which this treaty brought 
to France from the good feeling it produced in 
America: it procured a discrimination in favor 
of silks imported from this side of the Cape of 
Good Hope—a discrimination inuring, and in
tended to inure, to the benefit of France. Tho 
author of this View was much instrumental in 
procuring that discrimination, and did it upon 
conversations with the then resident French 
minister at Washington, and founding his argu-

r
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ment upon data derived from Him. The data 
Were to sjiow that the discrimination would be 
beneficial to the trade of both countries ; but the 
inducing cause was good-will to France, and a 
desire to bury all recollection of past differences 
in our emulation of good works. This view of 
the treaty, and a statement of the advantages 
which France had obtained from it, was well 
shown by Mr. Buchanan in his speech in sup
port of the message on French aft'airs ; in which 
he said :

“ The government of the United States pro
ceeded immediately to execute their part of the 
treaty. By the act of the 13th July, 1832, the 
duties on French wines were reduced according 
to its terms, to take effect from the day of the 
exchange of ratifications. At the same session, 
the Congress of the United States, impelled, no 
doubt, by their kindly feelings towards France, 
which had been roused into action by what they 
believed to be a final and equitable settlement 
of all our disputes, voluntarily reduced the duty 
npon silks coming from this side of the Cape of 
Good Hope, to five per cent, whilst those from 
beyond were fixed at ten per cent. And at the 
next session, on the 2d of March, 1833, this duty 
of five per cent, was taken off altogether ; and 
ever since, French silks have been admitted into 
our country free of duty. There is now, in fact, a 
discriminating duty of ten per cent, in their favor, 
over silks from beyond the Cape of Good Hope.

“ What has France gained by these measures 
in duties on her wines and her silks, which she 
would otherwise have been bound to pay ? 1
have called upon the Secretary of the Treasury, 
for the purpose of ascertaining the amount. I 
now hold in my hand a tabular statement, pre
pared at my request, which shows, that had the 
duties remained what they were, at the date of 
the ratification of the treaty, these articles, since 
that time would have paid into the Treasury, 
on the 30th September, 1834, the sum of 
$3,061,525. Judging from the large importa
tions which have since been made, I feel no hesi
tation in declaring it as my opinion, that, at the 
present moment, these duties would amount to 
more than the whole indemnity which France 
has engaged to pay to our fellow-citizens. Be
fore the conclusion of the ten years mentioned 
in the treaty, she will have been freed from the 
payment of duties to an amount considerably 
above twelve millions of dollars.”

It is almost incomprehensible that there 
should have been such delay in complying with a 
treaty on the part of France bringing her such 
advantages ; and it is due to the King, Louis 
Philippe to say, that he constantly referred the 
delay to the difficulty of getting the appropria
tion through the French legislative chambers.

He often applied for the appropriation, but could 
not venture to make it an administration ques. 
tion ; and the offensive demand for the apology 
came from that quarter, in the shape of an nn. 
precedcntd proviso to the law (when it did 
pass), that the money was not to be paid until 
there had been an apology. The only objection 
to the King’s conduct was that he did not make 
the appropriation a cabinet measure, and try i$. 
sues with the chambers ; but that objection has 
become less since ; and in fact totally disappeared, 
from seeing a few years afterwards, the ease 
with which the King was expelled from his 
throne, and how unable he was to try issues 
with the chambers. The elder branch of the 
Bourbons, and all their adherents, were unfriend
ly to the United States, considering the American 
revolution as the cause of the French revolution; 
and consequently the source of all their twenty- 
five years of exile, suffering and death. The re- 
publicans were also inimical to him, and sided 
with the legitimists.

The President concluded his message with 
stating that a large French naval armament 
was under orders for our seas; and said:

“ Of the cause and intent of these armament!
I have no authentic information, nor any other 
means of judging, except such as are common to 
yourselves and to the public ; but whatevermar 
be their object, we are nut at liberty to rcarf 
them as unconnected with the measures which 
hostile movements on the piart of France may 
compel us to pursue. They at least deserve to j 
be met by adequate preparations on our pan 
anil 1 therefore strongly urge large and speedy I 
apipiropriat ions for the increase of the navy, aid J 
the completion of our coast defences.

“ If this array of military force lie really (k- 
sipmeil to alfect the action of the government and 
people of the United States on the questions now 
pending between the two nations, then indeed 
would it be dishonorable to pause a ntoment « 
the alternative which such a state bf thing 
would present to us. Come what may, the et 
planation W$ich France demands can never he 
accorded; and no armament, however powerful 
and imposing, at a distance, or on our coast will 
1 trust, deter us from discharging the high do- 
ties which we owe to our constituents, to on 
national chacactcr, and to the world.”

M r. Buchanan sustained the message in i 
careful and well-considered review of this whole 
French question, showing that the demand i 
an apxdogy was an insult in aggravation of the 
injury, and could not be given without national 
degradation ; joining the President in hi» al
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for measures for preserving the rights and honor 
of the country ; declaring that if hostilities came 
they were preferable to disgrace, and that the 
whole world would put the blame on France. 
Mr. Calhoun took a different view of it, declar
ing that the state of our affairs with France was 
the effect of the President’s mismanagement, and 
that if war came it would be entirely his fault ; 
and affirmed his deliberate belief that it was the 
President’s design to have war witli France. 
He said :

“I fear that the condition in which the coun- 
trv is now placed has been the result of a delib
erate and systematic policy. 1 am bound to 
speak my sentiments freely. It is due to my 
constitutents ain( the country, to act with per
fect candor and truth on a question in which 
their interests is so deeply involved. I will not 
assert that the Executive has deliberately aimed 
at war from the commencement; but I will say 
that, from the beginning of the controversy to 
the present moment, the course which the Pre
sident lias pursued is precisely the one calcula
ted to terminate in a conflict between the two 
nations. It has been in his power, at every pe
riod, to give the controversy a direction by which 
the peace of the country might be preserved, 
without the least sacrifice of reputation or hon
or; but he has preferred the opposite. I feel 
(said Mr. C.) how painful it is to make these 
declarations ; how unpleasant it is to occupy a 
pition which might, by any possibility, be con
strued in opposition to our country’s cause ; 
but in my conception, the honor and the inter
ests of the country can only be maintained by 
pursuing the course that truth and justice may 
dictate. Acting under this impression, I do not 
hesitate to assert, after a careful examination of 
the documents connected with this unhappy 
controversy, that, if war must come, we arc the 
authors—we arc the responsible party. Stand
ing. as I fear we do. on the eve of a conflict, it 
would to me have been a source of pride and 
pleasure to make an opposite declaration ; but 
that sacred regard to truth and justice, which, I 
trust, wll ever he my guide under the most dif
ficult circumstances, would not permit.”

Mr. Benton maintained that it was the con
duct of the Senate at the last session which had 
given to the French question its present and 
hostile aspect : that the belief of divided counsels, 
and of a majority against the President, and that 
we looked to money and not to honor, had cn- 

I couraged the French chambers to irtsult us by 
landing an apolog)-, and to attempt to io- 

I timidatc us by sending a fleet upon our coasts. 
| lie said :

It was in March last that the three millions

and the fortification bill were lost ; since then the 
whole aspect of the French question Ls changed, 
lhe money ,s withheld, and explanation is de
manded, an apology is prescribed, and a French 
fleet approaches. Uur government, charged 
with insulting France, when no insult was 
intended by us, and none can be detected in our 
W<I"'8 )y,ijcr’18 1,tself openly and vehemently insulted. The apology is to degrade us ; the fleet 
to intimidate us ; and the two together consti- 
tute an insult of the gravest character. There 
m no parallel to it, except in the history of 
trance herself; but not France of the 19th cen
tury nor even of the 18th, but in the remote 
ttnd ill-regulated times of the 17th century and 
in the days of the proudest of the French Kings, 
and towards one of the smallest Italian repute 
hcs. 1 allude, sir, to what happened between 
Louis XIV. and the Doge of Genoa,and will read 
the account of it from the pen of Voltaire, in his 
Age of Louis XIV.

lhe Genoese had built four galleys for the 
service of Spain ; the King (of France) forbade 
them, by his envoy, St. Olon, one of his gentle
men in ordinary, to launch those galleys. The 
Genoese, incensed at this violation of their liber
ties, and depending too much on the support of 
Spain, refused to obey the order. Immediately 
fourteen men of war, twenty galleys, ten bomb- 
ketches, with several frigates, set sail from the 
port of Toulon. They arrived before Genoa 
and the ten bomb-ketches discharged 11000 
shells into the town, which reduced to ashes a 
principal part of those marble edifices which had 
entitled this city to the name of Genoa the 
Proud. Four thousand men were then landed 
who marched up to the gates, and burnt the 
suburb of St. Peter, of Arena. It was now 
thought prudent to submit, in order to prevent 
the total destruction of the city. The King ex
acted that the Doge of Gcnoa^ with four of the 
principal senators, should come and implore his 
clemency in the palace of Versailles ; and, lest 
the Genoese should elude the making this satis
faction, and lessen in any manner the pomp of 
it, lie insisted further that the Doge, who was 
to perform this embassy, should be continued in 
his magistracy, notwithstanding the perpetual 
law of Genoa, which deprives the Doge of his 
dignity who is absent but a moment from the 
city. I m per in lo Lercaro. Doge of Genoa, attended 
by the senators Lomellino, Garibaldi, Durazzo, 
and Salvago, repaired to Versailles, to submit to 
-it hat was required of him. The Doge appeared 
in his robes of state, his head covered with a 
lionnet of red velvet, which he often took off 
during his fi|ieech ; made his apology, the very 
words and demeanor of which were dictated and 
prescribed to him by Scignelai,’ (the French 
Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs).

“ Thus, said Mr. II., was the city of Genoa, 
and its Doge, treated by Louis XIV. But it 
was not the Doge who was degraded by this 
indignity, but the republic of which he was 
chief magistrate, and all tho republics of Italy,
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besides, which felt themselves all humbled by 
the outrage which a king had inflicted upon one 
of their number* So of the apology demanded, 
and of the fleet sent upon us, and in presence of 
which President Jackson, according to the Con
stitutionnel, is to make his decision, and to re
mit it to the Tuileries. It is not President 
Jackson that is outraged, but the republic of 
which he is President ; and all existing repub
lics, wheresoever situated. Our whole country 
is insulted, and that is the feeling of the whole 
country; and this feeling pours in upon us every 
day, in every manner in which public sentiment 
can be manifested, and especially in the noble 
resolves of the States avhose legislatures are in 
scaàion, and who hasten to declare their adhe
rence to the policy of the special message. True, 
President Jackson is not required to repair to 
the Tuileries, with four of his most obnoxious 
senators, and there recite, in person, to the King 
of the French, the apology which he had first 
rehearsed to the Duke de Broglie; true, the 
bomb-ketches of Admiral Mackau have not yet 
fired 14,000 shells on one of our cities ; but the 
mere demand for an apology, the mere dictation 
of its terms, and the mere advance of a fleet, in 
the present state of the world, and in the dif
ference of parties, is a greater outrage to us than 
the actual perpetration of the enormities were 
to the Genoese. This is pot the seventeenth 
century. President Jackson is not the Doge 
of a trading city. We are not Italians, to l>c 
trampled upon by European kings ; but Ameri
cans, the descendants of that Anglo-Saxon race, 
which, for a thousand years, has known how to 
command respect, and to preserve its place at 
the head of nations. We are young, but old 
enough to prove that the theory of the French
man, the Abbé Raynal, is as false in its applica
tion to the people of this hemisphere as it is to 
the other productions of nature; ami that the 
belittling tendencies of the New World are no 
more exemplified in the human race than they 
are in the exhibition of her rivers and her moun
tains, and in the indigenous races of the mam
moth and the mastodon. The Duke de Brog
lie has made a mistake, the less excusable, be
cause he might find in his own country, and i 
perhaps in his own family, examples of the ex- | 
trente criticalness of attempting to overawe a 
community of freemen. There was a Marshal 
Broglie, who was Minister at War, at the com
mencement of the French Revolution, and who 
advised the formation of a camp of 20,000 men 
to overawe Paris. The camp was formed. Paris 
revolted ; captured the Bastile ; marched to Ver
sailles ; stormed the Tuileries ; overset the 
monarchy ; and established the Revolution. So 
much for attempting to intimidate a city. And 
yet, here is a nation of freemen to be intimi
dated: a republic of fourteen millions of peo
ple, and descendants of that Anglo-Saxon race 
which, from the days of Agincourt and Cressy, 
of Blenheim and Ramillies, down to the days of 
Salamanca and Waterloo, have always known

perfectly well how to deal with the impetuoui 
and fiery courage of the French.”

Mr» Benton also showed that there was a 
party in the French Chambers, working to s* 
parate the President of the United States from 
the people of the United States, and to make 
him responsible for the hostile attitude of the 
two countries. In this sense acted the deputy, 
Mons. Henry de ÇJiabaulon, who spoke thus :

“ The insult of President Jackson comes from 
himself only. This is more evident, from the 
refusal of the American Congress to concur 
with him in it. The French Chamber, by in. 
terforing, would render the affair more serious, 
and make its arrangement more difficult, and 
even dangerous. Let us put the case to our
selves. Suppose the United States had taken 
part with General Jackson, we should have had 
to demand satisfaction, not from him, but from 
the United States; and, instead of now talking 
about negotiation, we should have had to make 
appropriations for a war, and to intrust to our 
heroes of Navarino and Algiers the task of 
teaching the Americans that France knows the 
way to Washington as well as England.”

This language was received with applause ia 
the Chamber, by the extremes. It was the lan
guage held six weeks after the rise of Congress, 
and when the loss of the three millions asked 
by the President for contingent preparation, aid ' 
after the loss of the fortification bill, were fully 
known in Paris. Another speaker in the Cham
ber, Mons. Ranee, was so elated by these losses | 
as to allow himself to discourse thus :

“ Gentlemen, we should put on one side of tit 
tribune the twenty-five millions, on the other 
tig- sword of France. When the Amerinm 
see this good long sword, this very long svt-ni, 
gentlemen (for it struck down every thing froa 
Lisbon to Xloscow), they will perhaps recollect 
what it did for the independence of their ci» 
try; they will, perhaps, too, reflect upon «hit 
it could do to support and avenge thehonoriad 
dignity of France, when outraged by an ungrate- 
till people. (Cries of ‘ well said!’] Believe ng 
gentlemen, they would sooner touch your me 

| ney than dare to touch your sword; and ft 
vour twenty-live millions they will bring vi 
imek the satisfactory receipt, which it is your 
duty to exact.”

And this also was received with groat «pro
bation, in the Chamber, by the two extniucf; 
and was promptly followed by two royal ci. 
dances, published in the Moniteur, underwInch 
the Admiral Mackau was to take command «< 
a “ squadron of observation,” and proceed11

official paper of the government, st 
measure was warranted by the a< 
the relations between France at 
States—that the United States ha 
oppose to it—and applauded the g< 
its foresight and energy. Mr. 
commented upon the approach ol 
squadron:
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vowed purpose of observing our c 
lition to France. It is styled, it 
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sufficiently acquainted with the n 
bulary of France to know what 
means. In the days of the great 
were accustomed to see the armii 
molished empires #it a blow, wear 
title up to the moment that the bit 
to be struck. These grand armii 
on the frontiers of empires, gave 
negotiation, and crushed what resis 
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timidation first, and of attack eve: 
nothing could be more palpable thi 
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It leaves the French coast conten 
with the departure of our diplomat 
the assembling of our Congress ; it 
our coast at the very moment that a 
tovote upon French affairs ; and it 
lion upon our Southern bonier— 
above all others, on which we are, i 
peculiarly sensitive to hostile appro 

"What have we done, continuel 
draw this squadron upon us ? W 
no wrong to France ; we are maki 

| rations against her; and not even o 
pirations for general and permam 

| We have treaties, and are executing 
the treaty that she does not execut 

j been executing that treaty for fou 
! may say that we have paid Fran 

under it as we have in vain demand 
ai the first instalment of the indt 
in fact, by taking money out of I 
and delivering to her, but, what is hi 
namely, leaving her own money 
hands, in the shape of diminished 
her wines, as provided for in this 

| which we execute, and which she d 
this way, France has gained one or 1 
of dollars from us, besides the cnc 

i to her wine trade. On the article i 
! is also gaining money from us in tin 

not by treaty, but by law. Our dis 
duties in favor of sifks, from this si 
of Good Hope, operate almost ent 

I favor. Our great supplies of silk 
France, England, and China. In fou
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the West Indies. The Constitutionnel, the demi- 
official paper of the government, stated that this 
measure was warranted by the actual state of 
the relations between France and the United 
States—that the United States had no force to 
oppose to it—and applauded the government for 
its foresight and energy. Mr. Benton thus 
commented upon the approach of this French 
squadron :

t A French fleet of sixty vessels of war, to be 
followed by sixty more, now in commission, ap
proaches our coast ; and approaches it for the 
avowed purpose of observing onr conduct, in re
lation to France. It is styled, in the French 
papers, a squadron of observation ; and we are 
sufficiently acquainted with the military voca
bulary of Franco to know what that phrase 
means. In the days of the great Flmpcror, we 
were accustomed to sec the armies which de
molished empires #it a blow, wear that pacific 
title up to the moment that the blow was ready 
to be struck. These grand armies assembled 
on the frontiers of empires, gave emphasis to 
negotiation, and crushed what resisted. A squa
dron of observation, then, is a squadron of in
timidation first, and of attack eventually ; and 
nothing could be more palpable than that such 
was the character of the squadron in question. 
It leaves the French coast contemporaneously 
with the defiarturc of our diplomatic agent, and 
the assembling of our Congress ; it arrives upon 
our coast at the very moment that we shall have 
tovote upon French affairs ; and it takes a posi
tion upon our Southern border—that border, 
above all others, on which we are, at this time, 
peculiarly sensitive to hostile approach.

"What have we done, continued Mr. B., to 
draw this squadron u|«>n us ? We have done 
no wrong to France ; we are making no prepa- 

; rations against her; and not even ordinary pre
parations for general and permanent security. 
We have treaties, and are executing them, even 
the treaty that she does not execute. We have 

! ixvn executing that treaty for four years, and 
| may say that we have paid France as much 
I under it as we have in vain demanded from her, 

a« the first instalment of the indemnity ; not, 
in fact by taking money out of our treasury 
and delivering to her, but, what is better for her, 
namely, leaving her own money in her own 
hinds, in the sha]>e of diminished duties upon 
her wines, as provided for in this same treaty, 
which wc execute, and which she docs not. In 
this way, France has gained one or two millions 
,Jf dollars from us, besides the encouragement 
to her wine trade. Un the article of silks, she 

| is also gaining money from us in the same way, 
not by treaty, but by law. Our discriminating 

j duties in favor of silks, from this side the Cape 
! of Good Hope, operate almost entirely in her 

hvor. Our great supplies of silks are from 
Prance. England, and China. In four years, and
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under the operation of this discriminating duty, 
our imports of French silks have risen from two 
millions of dollars per annum to six millions 
and a half ; from England, they have risen from 
a quarter of a million to three quarters ; from 
China, they have sunk from three millions and 
a quarter to one million and a quarter. This 
discriminating duty has left between one and 
two millions of dollars in the pockets of French
men, besides thccncouragement to the silk manu
facture and trade. Why, then, has she sent tills 
squadron, to observe us first, and to strike us 
eventually ? She knows our pacific disposition 
towards her, not only from our own words and 
actions, but from the official report of her own 
officers : from the very officer sent out last 
spring, in a brig, to carry back the recalled min
ister.”

Mr. Benton then went on to charge the pre
sent state of our affairs with France distinctly 
and emphatically upon the conduct of the Sen
ate, in their refusal to attend to the national 
defences—in their opposition to the President— 
and in the disposition manifested rather to pull 
down the President, in a party contest, than to 
sustain him against F ranee—rather to plunder 
their own country than to defend it, by taking 
the public money for distribution instead of de
fence. To this effect, he said :

“ He had never spoken unkindly of tlie 
French nation, neither ill his place here, as 
a senator, nor in his private capacity else
where. Bom since the American Revolution, 
bred up in habitual affection for the French 
name, coming upon the stage of life when the 
glories of the republic and of the empire were 
tilling the world and dazzling the imagination, 
politically connected with the party which, a 
few years agb, was called French, his bosom had 
glowed with admiration for that people ; and 
youthful alli i tion had ripened into manly friend
ship. lie would not now permit himself to 
speak unkindly, much less to use epithets; but 
he could not avoid fixing his attention upon the 
reason assigned in the Constitutionnel for the 
present advance of the French squadron upon 
us. That reason is this : ‘America will have no 
force capable of being opposed to it.’ This is 
the reason. Our nakedness, our destitution, 
has drawn upon us the honor of this visit ; and 
we are now to s|>cnk, and vote, and so to demean 
ourselves, as men standing in the presence of a 
force which they cannot resist, anil which had 
taught the lesson of submission to the Turk and 
the Arab! And here 1 change the theme: I turn 

i from French intimidation to American legisla
tion ; and I ask how it comes that wc have no 
force to oppose to this squadron which comes 
here to take a position upon our borders and to 
show us that it knows the way to Washington 
as well as the English ? This is my future
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theme ; and I have to present the American 
Senate as the responsible party for leaving our I 
country in this wretched condition. First, there 
is the three million appropriation which was 
lost by the opposition of the Senate, and which 
carried down with it the whole fortification bill, 
to which it was attached. That bill, besides the 
three millions, contained thirteen specific appro
priations for works of defence, part originating 
in the House of Representatives, and part in 
the Senate, and appropriating $1100,000 to the 
completion and armament of forts.

“All these specific appropriations, continued 
Mr. B., were lost in the bill which was sunk by 
the opposition of the Senate to the three mil
lions, which were attached to it by the House 
of Representatives. He (Mr. B.) was not a 
member of the conference committee which 
had the disagreement of the two Houses com
mitted to its charge, and could go into no detail 
as to what happened in that conference; he 
took his stand upon the palpable ground that the 
opposition which the Senate made to the three 
million appropriation, the speeches which de
nounced it, and the prolonged invectives against 
the President, which inflamed the passions and 
consumed the precious time at the last moment 
of the session, were the true causes of the loss 
of that bill ; and so leaves the responsibility for 
the loss on the shoulders of the Senate.

“ Mr. B. recalled attention to the reason detni- 
offlcially assigned in the Constitutionnel, for the 
approach of the French fleet of observation, and 
to show that it came liccause ‘ America hail no 
force capable of being opposed to it,’ 11 was a 
subsidiary argument, and a fair illustration of 
the dangers and humiliations of a defenceless 
position. It should stimulate us to instant and 
vigorous action ; to the concentration of all our 
money, and all our hands, to the sacred task of 
national defence. For himself, ho did nut lie- 
lieve there would be war, liecause he knew that 
there ought not to be war; but that belief would 
have no effect upon his conduct. He went for 
national defence, because that policy was right 
in itself, without regard to times and circum
stances. He went for it now, because it was the 
response, and the only response, which Ameri
can honor could give to the visit of Admiral 
Mackau. Above all, he went for it because it 
was the way, and the only manly way, of let
ting France know that she had committed a 
mistake in sending this fleet upon us. In con
clusion, he would call for the yeas and nays, 
and remark that our votes would have to be 
given under the guns of France, and under the 
eyes of Europe.”

The reproach cast by Mr. Benton on the con
duct of the Senate, in causing the loss of the 
defence bills, and the consequent insult from 
France, brought several members to their feet 
in defence of themselves and the body to which 
they belonged.

“ Mr. AVebster said his duty was to take care 
that neither in nor out of the Senate there should 
be any mistake, the elfect of which should be 
to produce an impression unfavorable or re
proachful to the character and patriotism of the 
American people. He remembered the progress 
of that bill (the bill alluded to by Mr. Benton) 
the incidents of its history, and the real cause 
of its loss. And he would satisfy any man liai 
the loss of it was not attributable to any mem
ber or officer of the Senate. He would not 
however, do so until the Senate should again 
have been in session on executive business. As 
soon as that took place, he should undertake to 
show that it was not to any dereliction of duty 
on the part of the Senate that the loss of that 
bill was to be attributed.

‘Mr. Preston of South Carolina said cverr 
senator had concurred in general appropriations 
to put the navy and army in a state of defence. 
This undefined appropriation was not the only 
exception. The gentleman from Missouri (Mr. 
Benton) had said this appropriation was intend
ed to operate as a permanent defence. The sen
ator from Missouri (Mr. Benton) had prefcrrtd 
a general indictment against the Senate before 
the people of the United States. It was Strang 
the gentleman should ask the departments hr 
calculations to enable us to know how murii 
was necessary to appropriate, when the infor
mation was not given to us when we rejectei 
the undefined appropriations. I rejoice, said 
Mr. P., that the gentleman has said even to 
my fears there will be no French war. Fratm 
was not going to squabble with America mu 
little point of honor, that might do for duelists 
to quarrel about, but not for nations. There 
was no reason why blood should he poured on 
like water in righting this point of honur. If 
this matter was placed on its proper basis, bis 
hopes would be lit up into a blaze of confident. 
The President had recommended making ape 
sals, if France refused payment. France hal 
refuser!, but the remedy was not pursued. It 
may be, said he, that this fleet is merely coming 
to protect the commerce of France. If the Pre
sident of the United States, at the last scisia 
of Congress, had suggested the necessity i 
making this appropriation, we would have pot.’- 
ed out the treasury ; we would have filled In 
hands for all necessary purposes. There m 
one hundred thousand dollars apjvropriated tînt 
had not been called for. He did net bn 
whether he was permitted to go any furthe 
and say to what extent any of the department! 
were disposer! to go in this matter.

“Mr. Clayton of Delaware was surprised it 
the suggestion of an irlea that the Amenai 
Senate was not disposed to make the necessuv 
appropriations for the defence of the country ; 
that they had endeavored to prevent the pis 
sage op a bill the object of which was to make 
provision for large appropriations for ourdefew 
The senatorfrom Missouri hadgoneintoalibenl 
attack of the Senate. He (Mr. C.jwas notdispwd

to say any thing further of the. 
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to say any thing further of the events of the last 
night of the session. He took occasion to say 
there were other matters in connection w ith this 
appropriation. Before any department or any 
friend of the administration had named an ap
propriation for defence, he made the motion to 
appropriate five hundred thousand dollars. It 
was on his motion that the Committee on Mili
tary Affairs made the appropriation to increase 
the fortifications. Actuated by the very same 
motives which induced him to move that appro
priation. he had moved an additional appropria
tion to Fort Delaware. The motion was to in
crease the seventy-five thousand to one hundred 
and fifty thousand, and elicited a protracted de
bate. The next question was, whether, in the 
general bill, five hundred thousand dollars should 
be appropriated. He recollected the honorable 
chairman of the Committee on Finance told 
them there was an amendment before that com
mittee of similar tenor. As chairman of the 
Committee on Military Affairs, he felt disinclined 
to give it up. The amendment fell on the single 
ground, by one vote, that the Committee on 
Finance had before it the identical proposition 
made by the Committee on Military Affairs. He 
appealed to the country whether, under those 
circumstances, they were to be arraigned before 
the people of the country on a charge of a want 
of patriotism. He had always felt deeply affect
ed when those general remarks were made im
pugning the motives of patriotism of the sena
tors. lie was willing to go as far as lie who 
pies farthest in making appropriations fur the 
national protection. Nay, ho would be in ad
vance of the administration.”

Mr. Benton returned to his charge that the 
defence bills of the last session were lost through 
the conduct of the Senate. It was the Senate 
which disagreed to the House amendment of 
three millions to the fortification bill (which it
self contained appropriations to the amount of 
8900 000); and it was the Senate which moved 
to‘'adhere” to its disagreement, thereby adopt
ing the harsh measure which so much endan 
gers legislation. And, in support of his views, 
he said :

‘ The bill died under lapse of time. It died 
because not acted upon before midnight of the 

l hst day of the session. Right or wrong, tin- 
session was over before the report of the con
fiâtes could be acted on. The House of Rc|«-c- 
fentatives was without a quorum, and the Sen- 

j lie was about in the same condition. Two at
tempts in the Senate to get a vote on some 
panting moved by his colleague (Mr. Linn), 
were both lost for want of a quorum. The Ges
tion then was at an end, for want of quorums, 
whether the legal right to sit had ceased or not!

| The biH was not rejected either in the House of 
j Kepresenutives or in the Senate, but it died fur

want of action upon it ; and that action was pre
vented by want of time. Now, whose fault was 
it that there was no time left for acting on the 
report of the conferees'? That was the true 
question, ami the answer to it would show where 
tin- fault lay. This answer is as clear as mid
day, though the transaction took place in tho 
darkness of midnight. It was the Senate ! The 
bill came to the Senate in full time to have been 
acted upon, if it had been treated as all bills 
must be treated that are intended to be passed 
in the last hours of the session. It is no time 
for speaking. All speaking is then fatal to bills, 
and equally fatal, whether for or against them. 
Yet, what was the conduct of the Senate with 
resjiect to this bill ? Members commenced 
S|ieaking upon it with vehemence and persever
ance, and continued at it, one after another. 
These speeches were fatal to the bill. They 
were numerqus, and consumed much time to 
deliver them. They were criminative, and pro
voked replies. They denounced the President 
without measure ; and, by implication, the House 
of Representatives, which sustained him. They 
were intemperate, and destroyed the temper of 
others. In this way the precious time was con
sumed in which the bill might have been acted 
upon ; and, for want of which time, it is lost. 
Every one that made a speech helped to destroy 
it; and nearly the whole body of the opposition 
spoke, and most of them at much length, and 
with unusual warmth and animation. So cer
tain was lie of the ruinous effect of this speak
ing, that lie himself never opened his mouth nor 
uttered one word upon it. Then came tile fatal 
motion to adhere, the effect of which was to 
make hail worse, and to destroy the last chance, 
unless the House of Representatives had hum
bled itself to ask a conference from the Senate. 
The fatal effect of this motion to adhere, Mr. B. 
would show from Jefferson’s Manual ; and read 
as follows : 1 The regular progression in this 
case is. that the Commons disagree to the amend
ment ; the Lords insist on it; the Commons 
insist on their disagreement.; the Lords adhere 
to their amendment ; the Commons adhéra to 
their disagreement ; the term of insisting may 
lie repeated as often as they choose to keep the 
question 0[ien ; hut the first adherence by either 
renders it necessary for the other to recede or 
to adhere also ; when the matter is usually suf
fered to fall. (10 Urey, 148.) Latterly, how
ever. there are instances of their having gone to 
a second adherence. There must he an absolute 
conclusion of the subject somewhere, or other
wise transactions between the Houses would be
come endless. (3 llatscll. 208, 270.) The term 
of insisting, we are told by Sir John Trevor, 
was then (1078) newly introduced into parlia
mentary usage by the Lords. (7 Urey, 04.) It 
was certainly a happy innovation, as it multi
plies the opportunities of trying modifications, 
which may bring the Houses to a concurrence. 
Either House, however, is free to pass over the 
term of insisting, and to adhere in the first iu-

! t
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stance. (10 Grey, 146.) But it is not respect
ful to the other. In the ordinary parliamentary 
course, there are two free conferences at least 
before an adherence. (10 Grey, 147.) 1

“ This is the regular progression in the case of 
amendments, and there arc five steps in it. 1. 
To agree. 2. To disagree. 3. To recede. 4. 
To insist. 5. To adhere. Of these five steps 
adherence is the last, and yet it was the first 
adopted by the Senate. The effect of its adop
tion was, in parliamentary usage, to put an end 
to the matter. It was, by the law of Parlia
ment, a disrespect to the House. No conference 
was even asked by the Senate after the adher
ence, although, by the parliamentary law, there 
ought to have been two free conferences at least 
bcforeAhe adherence was voted. All this was 
fully stated to the Senate that night, and be
fore the question to adhere was put. It was 
fully stated by you, sir (said Mr. It., addressing 
himself to Mr. King, of Alabama, who was then 
in the Vice-President’s chair). This vote to 
adhere, coupled with the violent speeches, de
nouncing the President, and, by implication, 
censuring the House of Representatives, and 
coupled with the total omission of the Senate to 
ask for a conference, seemed to indicate a fatal 
purpose to destroy the bill; and lost it would 
have been upon the spot, if the House of Repre
sentatives, forgetting the disrespect with which 
it had lieen treated, and passing over the cen
sure impliedly cast upon it, had not humbled 
itself to come and ask for a conference. The 
House humbled itself; but it was a patriotic and 
noble humiliation ; it was to serve their coun
try. The conference was granted, and an amend
ment was agreed upon bv the conferees, by 
which the amount was reduced, and the sum 
divided, and $300,000 allowed to the military, 
and $A00,000 to the naval sen-ice. This was 
done at last, ami after all the irritating speeches 
and irritating conduct of the Senate; but the 
precious time was gone. The hour of midnight 
was not only come, but members were dispersed ; 
quorums were unattainable; and the hill died 
for want of action. And now (said Mr. B.) I 
return to my question. 1 resume, and maintain 
my position upon it. I ask how it came to pass, 
if want of specification was really the objection 
—how it «une to pass that the Senate did not 
do at first what it did at last ? Why did it not 
amend, by the easy, natural, obvious, and par
liamentary process of disagreeing, insisting, and 
asking for a committee of conference?

"Air. B. would sav but a word on the new 
calendar, which would make the day begin in 
the middle. It was sufficient to state such a 
conception to expose it to ridicule. A farmer 
would be sadly put out if his laborers should re
fuse to come until mid-day. The thing was 
rather too fanciful for grave deliberation. Suffice 
it to say there are no fractions of days in any 
calendar. There is no three and one fourth, 
three and one half, and three and three fourths 
*f Mardi, or auy other month. When one day

ends, another begins, and midnight is the turn, 
ing point both in law and in practice. All our 
laws of the last day are dated the 3d of Much ; 
and, in point of fact. Congress, for every bene! 
ficial purpose, is dissolved at midnight. Many 
memtiers will not act, and go away ; and such 
was the practice of the venerable Mr. Macon 
of North Carolina, who always acted precisely 
as President Jackson did. lie put on his hit 
and went away at midnight ; he went away 
when his own watch told him it was midnight' 
after which he believed he had no authority to 
act as a legislotor, nor the Senate to make him 
act as such. This was President Jackson's 
course. He stayed in the Capitol until a quar
ter after one, to sign all the bills which Con
gress should pass before midnight. He stayed 
until a majority of Congress was gone, and quo
rums unattainable. He stayed in the Capitol 
in a room convenient to the Senate, to act upon 
every thing that was sent to him, and did not 
have to be waked up, as Washington was, to 
sign after midnight ; a most unfortunate refer
ence to Washington, who, by going to bed at 
midnight, showed that he considered the busi
ness of the day ended ; and by getting up and 
putting on his night gown, and signing a hill at 
two o’clock in the morning of the 4th, showed 
that he would sign at tlxat hour what had passed 
before midnight ; anil does not that act kit 
date the 3d of March ?

Mr. Webster earnestly defended the Senate? 
conduct and his own ; and said :

“ This proposition, sir, was thus unexpectedly 
and suddenly put to us, at eight o’clock in tk 
evening of the last day of the session. I'nusual 
unprecedented, extraordinary, as it obviously is, 
on the face of it, the manner of presenting it to 
still more extraordinary. The President hid 
asked for no such grant of money; no depart
ment had recommended it ; no estimate bid 
suggested it ; no reason whatever was given for 
it. No emergency had happened, and nothing 
new had occurred ; every thing known to the 
administration at that hour, respecting out fo
reign relations, hail certainly been known to it | 
for days and for weeks before.

" With what propriety, then, could the Sena» 
Ik1 called on to sanction a proceeding so entity) 
irregular and anomalous? Sir, 1 recollect tie 
occurrences of the moment very well,audits 
member the impression which this vote of tk 
House seemed to make all around the Senate. 
We had just co ne out of exeeutive session; tk 
doors were lull just opened ; and 1 hardly is 
member whether there was a single spectator 
in the hall or the galleries. 1 had been at tk 
clerk’s tvhk-, and had not reached my seat win 
the message was read. All the senators wm 
in the chamber. I heard the message certainly 
with great surprise and astonishment ; ami 1 
immediately moved the Senate to disagree v I 
this vote of the House. My relation to the sub |

ject, in consequence of my cor. 
Committee on Finance, made it 
pose some course, and I had 
doubt or hesitation what that 
be, I took upon myself, then, 
bility of moving that the Sénat 
to this vote, and I now ackno 
ponsibility. It might he pres 
that I took a leading part, but 
an early part, a decided part, 
part, in rejecting this broad grs 
lions of dollars, without limit) 
or specification of object ; calk 
commendation, founded on no 
necessary by no state of things 
known to us. Certainly, sir, I 
its rejection ; and I stand here, 
the Senate, to-day, ready to defi 
taken by me ; or rather, sir, I i 
fence, and all occasion of defer 
it as meritorious to have been at 
arrested, at the earliest moment 

’nary departure from all settled i 
think, from plain constitutional i 
indefinite voting of a vast sum of 
eieeutivo discretion, without 1 
without object specified, witliou 

I and without the least control un 
‘Sir, I am told that, in opposit 

spoke with warmth, and I suppe 
done so. If I did, it was a war 
from as honest a conviction of dt 
fluenecd a public man. It was 
unaffected, sincere. There had b 
sir. no consultation, no concert, 
have been none. Between the r 
message and my motion to disag 
not time enough for any two in 
Senate to exchange five words or 
The proposition was sudden and 

j expected. I resisted it, as irregpl 
I oils in itself, and dangerous in its 
* wholly unnecessary, and as violât 

intention, if not the express word 
dilution. Before the Senate I ther 
before the country I now avow, m 
opposition. Whatsoever is to foil 
sanctioned it, Of that let me have r 

| " The Senate, sir, rejected this gr
of twenty-nine against nineteen. T 
nine names arc on the journal ; am 
the expunging process may comm 

1 hr soever it may he carried, I pray 
not to erase mine from that reconi 
it in its sparing goodness, to le; 
proof of attachment to duty and 
hmay draw around it, over it, or 
black lines, or red lines, or any lit 
mark it in any way which cither t h 
trate and fantastical spirit of man 
the most ingenious and elaborate st 
degradation may devise, if only it v 
so that those wiio inherit my blood, 
hereafter care for my reputation, sir 
to behold it where it now stands
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i". The President had 
of money ; no depart- 
l it ; no estimate hai 
whatever was given for 
happened, and nothing 
f thing known to the 
lour, respecting ourf- 
linly been known to ii 
efure. I
, then, could the Sw.i* 
i proceeding so en'.ireir 
< ! Sir, I recoller! tie 
■nt very well, and 1 is 
which this vote of thr 
all around the Senate 
"executive session; !» 
cncd ; and I hardly re 
was a single sprctiW 

■les. I had been at thr 
t reached my seat whri 
All the senators wm 
I the message certainly 
j astonishment ; and 1 
! Senate to disagree ti 
My relation to the sate

iect, in consequence of my connection with the 
Committee on Finance, made it my duty to pro
pose some course, and I had not a moment’s 
doubt or hesitation what that course ought to 
be. I took upon myself, then, sir, the rvs|wnsi- 
pility of moving that the Senate should disagree 
to this vote, and I now acknowledge that res
ponsibility. It might be presumptuous to say 
that 1 took a loading part, but 1 certainly took 
an early part, a decided part, and an earnest 
part, in rejecting this broad grant of three mil
lions of dollars, without limitation of purpose 
or specification of object ; called for by no re
commendation, founded on no estimate, made 
necessary by no state of things which was made 
known to us. Certainly, sir, I took a part in 
its rejection ; and 1 stand hero, in my place in 
the Senate, to-day, ready to defend the part so 
taken by me; or rather, sir, I disclaim all de
fence, and all occasion of defence, and I assert 
it as meritorious to have been among those who 
arrested,at the earliest moment,this extraordi
nary departure from all settled usage, and, as I 
think, from plain constitutional injunction—this 
indefinite voting of a vast sum of money to mere 
esecutivo discretion, without limit assigned, 
without object specified, without reason given, 
and without the least control under heaven.

‘•Sir, I am told that, in opposing this grant, I 
fpoke with warmth, and I suppose 1 may have 
done so. If I did, it was a warmth springing 
from honest a conviction of duty as ever in
fluenced a public man. It was spontaneous, 
unaffected, sincere. There had been among us, 
sir. no consultation, no concert. There could 
hare been none. Between the reading of the 
message and my motion to disagree there was 
not time enough for any two members of the 
Senate to exchange five words on the subject. 
The proposition was sudden and perfectly un
expected. I resisted it, as irregular, as danger
ous in itself, and dangerous in its precedent, as 
wholly unnecessary, and as violating the plain 
intention, if not the express words, of the con
stitution. Before the Senate I then avowed, and 
before the country I now avow, mv part in this 
opposition. Whatsoever is to foil on those who 
sanctioned it, of that let mo have my full share.

" The Senate, sir, rejected this grant hit a vote 
oftwenty-nine against nineteen. Those twenty- 
nine names are on the journal ; and whensoever 
the expunging process may commence, or how 
kr soever it may lie carried. I pray it, in incrcv. 
not to erase mine from that record. I beseçch 

I it in its sparing goodness, to leave mo that 
proof of attachment to duty and to principle. 

I li may draw around it, over it, or through it. 
black lines, or red lines, or any lines ; it may 
mark it in any way which cither the most pros
trate and fantastical spirit of man-worship, or 
the most ingenious and elaborate study of self
degradation may devise, if only it will leave it 
to that those who inherit my blood or who may 
hereafter care for my reputation, shall be able 
to behold it where it now stands

“The House, sir, insisted on this amendment. 
The Senate adhered to its disagreement. The 
1 louse asked a conference, to which request the 
Senate immediately acoeded. The committees of 
conference met, and, in a short time, came to an 
agreement. They agreed to recommend to their 
respective Houses, as a substitute for the vote 
proposed by the House, the following:

“ 1 As an additional appropriation for arming 
the fortifications of the United States, three 
hundred thousand dollars.’

“ As an additional appropriation for the re
pair and equipment of ships of war of the United 
States, five hundred thousand dollars.’

“1 immediately reported this agreement of the 
committees of conference to the Senate ; but, 
inasmuch as the bill was in tlw House of Re
presentatives, the Senate could not act further 
on the matter until the House should first have 
considered the report of the committees, de
cided thereon, and sent us the bill. I did not 
myself take any note of the particelar hour of 
this part of the transaction. The honorable 
member from Virginia (Mr. Leigh) says he con
sulted his watch at the time, and he knows that 
I had come from the conference, and was in my 
scat, at a quarter past eleven. I haveno reason 
to think that lie is under any mistake in this 
particular. He says it so happened that he had 
occasion to take notice of the hour, and well 
remembers it. It could not well have been 
later than this, as any one will he satisfied who 
will look at oUr journals, public and executive, 
and sec what a mass of business was dispatched 
after 1 came from the committees, and before tile 
adjournment of the Senate. Having made the 
report, sir. I hail no doubt that both Houses 
would concur in the result of the conference, 
and looked every moment for the officer.of the 
House bringing the hill. He did not come, 
however, anil 1 pretty soon learned that there 
was doubt whether the committee on the part 
of the House would reqiort to the House the 
agreement of the conferees. At first 1 did not 
at all credit this ; hut it was confirmed by one 
communication after another, until I was obliged 
to think it true. Seeing that the hill was thus 
in danger of 1 icing lost, and intending, at any 
rate, that no blame should justly attach to the 
Senate, 1 immediately moved the following reso
lution :

“ ‘ Hmnlred, That a message he sent to the 
honorable the House of Representatives, respect
fully to remind the House of the report of the 
committee of conference appointed on the dis
agreeing votes of the two Houses on the amend
ment of the House to the amendment of the 
Senate to the hill respecting the fortifications 
of the United States.’

“ You recollect this resolution, sir. having, as 
I well remember, taken some part on the occa
sion.

“ This resolution was promptly passed ; the 
Secretary carried it to the House, and delivered 
it- What was done in the House on the receipt
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of this message now appears from the printed 
journal. I have no wish to commejit on the 
proceedings there recorded—all may read them, 
and each be able to form his own opinion. Suf
fice it to say, that the House of Representatives, 
having tlien possession of the bill, chose to re
tain that possession, and never acted on the 
report of the committee. The bill, therefore, 
was lost. It was lost in the House of Repre
sentatives. It died there, and there its remains 
are to be found. No opportunity was given to 
the members of the House to decide whether 
they would agree to the report of the two com
mittees or not. From a quarter past eleven, 
when the rcpnjrt was agreed to by the commit
tees, until two or three o’clock in the morning, 
the House remained in session. If at any time 
there was not a quorum of members present, 
the attendance of a quorum, we are to presume, 
might have been commanded, ns there was un
doubtedly a great majority of the members still 
in the city.

“ llut now, sir, there is one other transaction 
of the evening which I feel bound to state, be
cause I think it quite important, on several ac
counts, that it should be known.

“ A nomination was pending before the Se
nate, for a judge of the Supreme Court. In 
the course of the sitting, that nomination was 
called up, and, on motion, was indefinitely 
postponed. In other words, it was rejected; 
for an indefinite postponement is a rejection. 
The office, of course, remained vacant, and the 
nomination of another person to till it Incarne 
necessary. The President of the United States 
was then in the capitol, as is usual on the even
ing of the last day of the session, in the cham
ber assigned to him, and with the heads of 

-departments around liitn. When nominations 
arc rejected under these circumstances, it has 
been usual for the President immediately to 
transmit a new nomination to the Senate ; 
otherwise the office must remain vacant till the 
next session, as the vacancy in such case has 
not happened in the recess of Congress. The 
vote of the Senate, indefinitely postponing 
this nomination, was carried to the President's 
room by the Secretary of the Senate. The Pre
sident told the Secretary that it was more than 
an hour past twelve o’clock, and that he could 
receive no further communications from the Se
nate, and immediately after, as 1 have under
stood, left the capitol. The Secretary brought 
back the paper containing the certilied copy of 
the vote of the Senate, and indorsed thereon 
the substance of the President’s answer, and 
also addeil that, according to bis own watch, it 
was a quarter past one o’clock.”

This was the argument of Mr. Webster in 
defence of the Senate and himself ; but it could 
jot alter the facts of the case—that the Senate 
disagreed to the House appropriation—that it 
adhered harshly—that it consumed the time in

elaborate speeches against the President—anj 
that the bill was lost upon lapse of time the 
existence of the Congress itself expiring while 
this contention, began by the Senate, wag 
going on.

Mr. Webster dissented from the new doctrine 
of counting years by fractions of a day, as a 
thing having no place in the constitution, in 
law, or in practice ;—and which was besides 
impracticable, and said :

“ There is no clause of the constitution nor 
is there any law, which declares that the term 
of office of members of the House of Repre
sentatives shall expire at twelve o’clock at night 
on the 3d of March. They arc to hold for two 
years, but the precise hour for the commence
ment of that term of two years is nowhere 
lixed by constitutional or legal provision. It 
has been established by usage and by inference 
and very properly established, that, since the 
first Congress commenced its existence on the 
first Wednesday in March, 1789, which happened 
to he tho 4 th day of that month, therefore, the 
4th of March is tho elay of the commencement 
of each successive tenu, but no hour is lixed 

[ by law or practice. The true rule is, as 1 think.
[ most undoubtedly, that the session holden in 
; the last day, constitutes tho last day, for all ]i-i..
] lalivc ami legal purposes. While the ses.-ion 
' commenced on that day continues, the day 
itself continues, according to tho established 
practice both of legislative and judicial bodies. 
This could not well be otherwise. If the pit 
rise moment of actual time were to settle surh 
a matter, it would be material to ask, who shall 
settle the time 7 Shall it be done by public 
authority ; or shall every man observe the tick 
of his own watch? If absolute time is to fur
nish a precise rule, the excess of a minute, i: 
obvious, would be as fata! as the excess of an 
hour. Sir, no bodies, judicial or legislative, 
have ever been so hypercritical, so astute ton» 
purpose, so much more nice than wise, as to 
govern themselves by any such ideas. Thv>. - 

! sion for the day, at whatever hour it commends,
1 or at whatever hour it breaks up. is the legvsla- 
tive day. Every thing lias reference to the 

' commencement of that diurnal session. Fur 
instance, this is the 14th day of January; we 
assembled here to day at twelve o’clock ; rar 
journal is dated January 14t!i, and if wcshouli 
remain until five o’clock to-morrow morning 
(and the Senate has sometimes rat so late) • :i 
proceedings would still all bear date of the 14th 
of Jafmary ; they would be so stated upon the 

! journal, and the jmmal is a record, «ml is s 
conclusive record, so far as respects the pro
ceedings of the body."

But he adduced practice to the contrary, and 
j showed that the expiring Congress had often 
eat after midnight, on the day of the 3d a

March, in the years when tl 
of tho Congress ; and in spci 
often occurred, he was right 
it myself ; but in such casci 
m acknowledgment of the 
the Senate clock, or setting i 
also seen the hour called a: 
journal after twelve, and tl 
President, noted as passed t 
the morning of the fourth ; v 
untouched by the President ; 
acts sent to him on tho moi 
aredated of tho third ; and 
them, although erroneous 
But, many of tho elder mem 
Macon, would have nothing 
contrivances, and left tho clia 
saying that tho Congress wa 
extinct, and that they had no 
to sit and act as a Senate. Uj 
(irundy, of Tennessee, a distil 
well as statesman, delivered 1 
consonance with the best autl

“ A serious question seem 
as to what time Congress ci 
minâtes. Until lately, 1 have 
ously urged that twelve o’cl 
Mardi, at night, is not tho true 
insisted, however, that at two 
4th of March is the tme tim 
ment in support of this is, t 
gross met at twelve o’clock, on 
This is not placing the ques 
ground ; it is not when tho C 
or when the President was qi 
the oath of office, but when d 
constitutional right to meet 
was, and is, in nil future ease 
March ; and if tho day comm- 
the universal acceptation and 
the country', at tho first mon 
o’clock at night on the 3d of 
tutional right or power of I he m 
mences at that time ; and if cn 
Magistrate to meet at that t 
then qualify and open their 
would be no use in arguing a 
understanding of the country, n 
as reasonable to maintain that 
ended when the first Congress 
is to say that it began when t 
twelve o’clock at night until t 
night is the Snodo of coinput 
people of tho United States an 
authorized to establish a divert 
putation for Congress. At v 
Christmas commence ? When d 
of the year, or the first of Jan» 
Is it at midnight or at noon ?
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March, in the years when that day was the end 
of the’Congress ; and in speaking of what had 
often occurred, he was right I have often seen 
it myself ; but in such cases there was usually 

acknowledgment of the wrong by stopping 
the Senate clock, or setting it back ; and 1 have 
also seen the hour called and marked on the 
journal after twelve, and tt«6 bills sent to the 
president, noted as passed at such an hour of 
the morning of the fourth ; when they remained 
untouched by the President ; and all bills and 
arts sent to him on the morning of the fourth 
are dated of the third ; and that date legalises 
them, although erroneous in point of fact. 
But, many of the elder members, such ns Mr. 
Macon, would have nothing to do with these 
contrivances, and left the chamber at midnight, 
faying that the Congress was constitutionally 
extinct, and that they had no longer any power 
to sit and act as a Senate. Upon this point Mr. 
Grundy, of Tennessee, a distinguished jurist as 
well as statesman, delivered his opinion, and in 
consonance with the best authorities. He said:

u \ ærious question seems now to he made, 
w to what time Congress constitutionally ter
minates. Until lately, 1 have not heard it seri
ously urged that twelve o’clock, on the 3d of 
March, at night, is not the t rue period. 11 is nmv 
insisted, however, that at twelve o’clock on the 
4th of March is the true time ; and the argu 
ment in support of this is, that the first Coil- 
press met at twelve o’clock, on the 4th of March. 
This is not placing the question on the true 
ground ; it is not when the Congress did meet, 
or when the President was qualified by taking 
the oath of office, hut when did they have the 
constitutional right to meet? This certainly 
was, and is, in all future eases, on the 4th of 
March; and if the day commence, according to 
the universal acceptation and understanding of 
the country, at the first moment after twelve 
o'clock at night on the 3d of March, the const! 
rational right or power of t he new Congress com
mences at that time ; and if called by the Chic 
Magistrate to meet at that time, they might 
then qualify and open their session. There 
would be no use in arguing away the common 
understanding of the country, and it would seem 
as reasonable to maintain that the 4th of March 
ended when the first Congress adjourned, ns it 
is to say that it began when they met. From 
twelve o’clock at night until twelve o’clock at 
night is the mode of computing a day by the 
people of the United States and I do not feel 
authorized to establish a different mode of com
putation for Congress. At what t."uir doe 
Christmas commence ? When does the first day 
of the year, or the first of January, commence ? 
Is it at midnight or at noon ? If the first day

of a year or month begins and ends at midnight, 
does not every other day ? Congress has al
ways acted upon the impression that the 3d of 
March ended at midnight ; hence that setting 
back of clocks which we have witnessed on the 
3d of March, at the termination of the short ses
sion.

“ In using this argument, I do not wish to be 
understood as censuring those who have trans
acted the public business hero after twelve 

clock on the 3d of March. From this error, 
if it he one, I claim no exemption. With a sin
gle exception, 1 believe, I have always remained 
until the final adjournment of both Houses. As 

the President of the United States, he re
mained until after one o’clock on the 4th of 
March. This was making a full and fair allow
ance for the difference that might exist in dif
ferent instruments for keeping time ; and ho 
then retired from his chajnber in the Capitol. 
The fortification bill never passed Congress ; it 
never was offered to him for his signature ; he, 
therefore, can bo in no fault It was argued 
that many acts of Congress passed on the 4th of 
March, at the short session, are upon our statute 
hooks, and that these acts are valid and binding. 
It should be remembered that they all bear date 
on the 3d of March ; and so high is the authen
ticity of our records, that, according to the rules 
of evidence, no testimony can be received to con
tradict any thing which appears upon the face 
of our acts.”

To show the practice of the Senate, when its 
attention was called to the true hour, and to 
the fact that the fourth day of March was upon 
them, the author of this View, in the course of 
this debate, showed the history of the actual ter
mination of the last session—the one at which 
the fortification bill was lust. Mr. Hill, of Now 
Hampshire, was speaking of certain enormous 
printing jobs which were pressed upon the Sen
ate in its expiring moments, and defeated after 
midnight ; Mr. llenton asked leave to tell the 
secret history of this defeat ; which being 
granted, lie stood up, and said :

“ He defeated these printing jobs after mid
night, and by speaking against time, lie had 
avowed his determination to s|ieak out the ses
sion ; and after speaking a long time against 
time, he found that time stood still ; that thc 
hands of our clock obstinately refused to pass 
the hour of twelve ; and thereupon addressed 
the presiding officer (Mr. Tyler, the P rendent 
pro tern.), to call to ins attention the refractory 
disposition of the clock ; which, in fact, had been 
set back by the officers of the House, according 
to common usage on the last night, to hide from 
ourselves the fact that our time wa/ at an end. 
The presiding officer (Mr. 11. said) directed an 
officer of the House to put forward the clock to
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the right time ; which was done ; and not an
other vote was taken that night, except the vote 
to adjourn.”

This was a case, as the lawyers say, in point. 
It was the refusal of the Senate the very night 
in question, to do any thing except to give the 
adjourning vote after the attention of the Senate 
was called to the hour.

In reply to Mr. Calhoun’s argument against 
American arming, and that such arming would 
lie war on our side, Mr. Grundy replied:

‘‘But it is said by the gentleman trom South 
Carolina (Mr. Calhoun), that, if we arm, we in
stantly make war: it is war. If this be so, we 
are placed in a most humiliating situation. Since 
this controversy commenced, the French nation 
has armed; they have increased their vessels of 
war ; they have equipped them ; they liave en
listed or pressed additional seamen into the pub
lic service ; they have appointed to the com
mand of this large naval force one of their most 
experienced and renowned naval officers ; and 
this squadron, thus prepared, and for what par
ticular purpose we know not, is now actually in 
the neighborhood of the American coast. I ad
mit this proceeding on the part of the French 
government is neither war, nor just cause of war 
on our part ; but, seeing this, shall we be told, 
if we do similar acts, designed to defend our own 
country, we arc making w ar ? As I understand 
the public law, every nation has the right to 
judge for itself of the extent of its own military 
and naval armaments, and no other nation has a 
right to complain or call it in question. It ap
pears to me that, although the pre[>arntions and 
armaments of the French government are mat
ters not to be excepted to, still they should 
admonish us to place our country in a condition 
in w hich it could be defended in the event the 
present difficulties between the ‘wo nations 
should lead to hostilities.”

In the course of the debate the greater part 
of the opposition senators declared their inten
tion to sustain measures of defence ; on which 
Mr. Benton congratulated the country, and said :

“ A good consequence had resulted from an 
unpleasant debate. All parties had disclaimed 
the merit of sinking the fortilication bill of the 
last session, and a majority had evinced a deter
mination to repair the evil by voting adequate 
appropriations now. This was good. It be
spoke better results in time to come, ami would 
dispel that illusion of divided counsels on which 
the French government had so largely calcula
ted. The rejection of the three millions, and 
the loss of the fortification bill, bad deceived 
France; it had led her into the mistake of sup
posing that wo viewed every question in a mcr- 
tantile point of view ; that the question of protit

and loss was the only rule we had to go by, 
that national honor was no object ; and that, to 
obtain these miserable twenty-live millions of 
francs, we should be ready to submit to any 
quantity of indignity, and to wade through any 
depth of national humiliation. The debate 
which has taken place will dispel that illusion; 
and the first dispatch which the young At- 
mirai ilackau will have to send to his govern- 
ment will be to inform it that there has been a 
mistake in this business—that these Americans 
wrangle among themselves, but unite against 
foreigners : and that many opposition senators 
are ready to vote double the amount of the 
twenty-live millions to put the country in a 
condition to sustain that noble sentiment ol 
President Jackson, that the honor of his conn- 
try shall never be stained by his making an 
apology for speaking truth in the performance 
of duty.”

CHAPTER CXXXIII.

FRENCH INDEMNITIES: BRITISH MEDIATION : IS.
DEMN1T1ES PAID.

The message of the President in relation to 
French affairs had been referred to the Senate’s 
committee on foreign relations, and before any 
report had lieen received from that committee a 
further message was received from the President 
informing the Senate that Great Britain had 
offered her friendly mediation between the Uni
ted States and France—that it hail been ac
cepted by the governments both of France ami 
the United States ; and recommending a sus
pension of all retaliatory measures against 
France; but a vigorous prosecution of the na
tional works of general and permanent defence 
The message also stated that the mediation had 
been accepted on the part of the United States 
with a careful reservation of the points in the 
controversy w hich involved the honor of the 
country', and which admitted of no compromise 

-a reservation which, in the vocabulary of Gen
eral Jackson, was equivalent to saying that the 
indemnities must be paid, and no apologies 
made. And such in fact was the case. Within 
a month from the date of that message the four 
instalments of the indemnities then due, wen: 
fully paid ■ and without waiting for any action 
on the part of the mediator. In communicating 
the offer of the British mediation the President 
expressed his high appreciation of the “elevated

and disinterested motives o 
motives were, in fact, both 
terested ; and presents one c 
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1 that message the four 
inities then due. were 
waiting for any action 
or. In communicating 
lediation the President 
nation of the “elevated

Mid disinterested motives of that offer.” The 
motives were, in fact, both elevated and disin
terested ; and presents one of those noble spec
tacles in the conduct of nations on which his
tory loves to dwell. France and the United 
States had fought together against G real Britain ; 
now Great Britain steps between France and 
the United States to prevent them from fight
ing each other. George the Third received the 
combined attacks of French and Americans ; his 
son, William the Fourth, interposes to prevent 
their arms from being turned against each other. 
It was a noble intervention, and a just return 
for the good work of the Emperor Alexander in 
offering his mediation between the United States 
and Great Britain—good works these peace me
diations, and as nearly divine as humanity can 
reach;—worthy of all praise, of long remem
brance, and continual imitation ;—the more so 
in this case of the British mediation when the 
event to be prevented would have been so favor
able to British interests—would have thrown 

I the commerce of the United States and of France 
into her hands, and enriched her at the exjiense 
of both. Happily the progress of the age which,

I in cultivating good will among nations, elevates 
| jrreat powers above all selfishness, and permits no 

unfriendly recollection—no selfish calculation—
| to balk the impulsions of a noble philanthropy.

1 have made a copious chapter upon the sub
ject of thus episodical controversy with France 
-more full, it might seem, than the subject re 
quired. seeing its speedy and happy termina
tion: but not without object. Instructive 
lessons result from this history ; licith from the 
French and American side of it. The wrong to 
the United States came from the French cham
ber of deputies—from the opposition part of it. 
tomposed of the two extremes of republicans 
ind legitimists, deadly hostile to each other, but 
combined in any attempt to embarrass a king 
whom both wished to destroy : and this French 
opposition inflamed the question there. In the 
United States there was also an opposition, com
posed of two, lately hostile parties (the modern 
vines mil the southern dissatisfied democracy) ; 
ind this opposition, dominant in the Senate, and 

|fnstriting the President’s measures, gave en- 
miragement to the French opposition : and the

I
 ko together, brought their respective countries 
to the brink of war. The two oppositions are 
leponsible for the hostile attitude to which the

two countries were brought. That this is not a 
harsh opinion, nor without foundation, may be 
seen by the history winch is given of the case 
in the chapter dedicated to it ; and if more is 
wanting, it may he found in the recorded debates 
of the day ; in which things were said which 
were afterwards regretted; and which, being 
regretted, the author of this View has no desire 
to repeat:—the instructive lesson of history 
which he wishes to inculcate, being complete 
without the exhumation of what ought to re
main buried. Nor can the steadiness and firm
ness of President Jackson be overlooked in this 
reflective view. In all the aspects of tin?French 
question he.remained inflexible in his (fkmand 
for justice, and in his dctrminrftion, so far ts it 
depended upon him to have it In his 
message, communicating to congress the _ 
elusion of the affair, he gracefully associate# 
congress with himself in their joy at the resto-' 
ration of the ancient confiai relations between two 
countries, of ancient friendship, which miscon
ceptions had temporarily alienated from each 
other.

CHAPTER C XXXIV. ’

PRESIDENT JACKSON'S FOREIGN DIPLOMACY.

A view of President Jackson’s foreign diplo
macy has been reserved for the last year of his 
administration, and to the conclusion of his 
longest, latest, and most difficult negotiation ; 
and is now presented in a single chapter, giving 
the history of his intercourse with foreign na
tions. From no part of his administration was 
more harm apprehended, by those who dreaded 
the election of General Jackson, than from this 
source. From his military character they feared 
embroilments ; from his want of experience as 
a diplomatist, they feared mistakes and blunders 
in our foreign intercourse. These apprehensions 
were very sincerely entertained by a large pro
portion of our citizens ; hut, as the event proved, 
entirely without foundation. No part of his 
administration, successful, beneficial, and honora
ble as it was at home, was more successful, bene
ficial and honorable than that of his foreign 
diplomacy. He obtained indemnities for all 
outrages committed on our commerce before
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his time, and none were committed during his 
time. He made good commercial treaties with 
some nations from which they could not be ob
tained before—settled some long-standing and 
vexatious questions ; and left the whole world 
at peace with his country, and engaged in the 
good offices of trade and hospitality. A brief 
detail of actual occurrences will justify this

general and agreeable statement.
1. The Direct Trade with the British 

West Indies.—I have already shown, in a sepa
rate chapter, the recovery, in the first year of 
his administration, of this valuable branch of 
our commerce, so desirable to us from the near
ness of those islands to our shore, the domestic 
productions which they took from us, the em
ployment it gave to our navigation, the actual 
large amount of the trade, the acceptable articles 
it gave in return, and its satisfactory establish
ment on a durable basis after fifty years of in
terrupted, and precarious, apd restricted enjoy
ment: and I add nothing more on that head.
I proceed to new cases of indemnities obtained,
or of new treaties formed.

2. At the head of these stands the French In
demnity Treaty.—The commerce of the United 

i States had suffered greatly under the decrees of 
the Emperor Napoleon, and redress had been 
sought by every administration, and in vain, 
from that of Mr. Madison to that of Mr. John 
Quincy Adams, inclusively. President Jackson 
determined from the first moment of his admin
istration to prosecute the claims on France with 
vigor ; and tlint not only as a matter of right, 
but of policy. There were other secondary 
powers, such as Naples and Spain, subject to the 
same kind of reclamation, and which had shel
tered their refusal behind that of France ; and 
with some show of reason, as France, besides 
having committed the largest depredation, was 
the origin of the system under which they acted, 
and the inducing cause of their conduct. France 
was the strong power in this class of wrong
doers, and as such was the one first to be dealt 
with. In his first annual message to the two 
Houses of Congress, President Jackson brought 
this subject before that body, and disclosed his 
own policy in relation to it. He took up the 
question as one of undeniable wrong which had 
already griven rise to much unpleasant discus
sion, and which might lead to possible collision 

nK ; and expressed a

confident hope that the injurious delays of the 
past would find a redress in the equity of the 
future. This was pretty clear language, and 
stood for something in the message of a Presi
dent whose maxim of foreign policy was, to “ask 
nothing but what was right, and to submit to 
nothing that was wrong.” At the same time 
Mr. William C. Rives, of Virginia, was sent to 
Paris as minister plenipotentiary and envoy a- 
traordinary, and especially charged with this re
clamation. His mission was successful ; and at 
the commencement of the session 1831—’32, the 
President had the gratification to communicate 
to both Houses of Congress and to submit to the 
Senate for its approbation, the treaty which 
closed up this long-standing head of complaint 
against an ancient ally. The French govern- 
ment agreed to pay twenty-five millions of frano 
to American citizens “for (such was the language 
of the treaty) unlawful seizures, captures, se
questrations, confiscations or destruction of that 
vessels, cargoes or other property ;” subject to» 
deduction of one million and a half of fraacs for 
claims of French citizens, or the royal treasury, 
for “ ancient supplies or accounts,” or for re 

I clamations on account of commercial injury. 
Tims all American claims for spoliation in the 
time of the Emperor Napoleon were acknotr- 
ledged and agreed to be satisfied, ami the ac
knowledgment and agreement for satisfaction 
made in terms which admitted the illegality and 
injustice of the acts hi which they originated.
At the same time all the French claims upon 
the United States, from the time of our revela
tion, of which two (those of the heirs of Bun
in arc hais and of the Count Rochambcau) hid 
been a subject of reclamation for forty years, 
were satisfied. The treaty was signed July 4th, 
1831, one year after the accession of Louis Phi 
lippe to the French throne—and to the natural 
desire of the new king (under thccircum-taro 
of his elevation) to he on good terms with tat 
United States; and to the good offices of Gt«ni 
Lafayette, then once more influential in tin 
councils of France, as well as to I lie zealous u- 
ertions of our minister, the auspicious conclus*»

! of this business is to be much attributed. Ik 
indemnity payable in six annual equal ■ ■v- 
niente. was satisfactory to government ami if 
the claimants ; and in communicating inform
tion of the treaty to Congress, President M- 
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end to a subject of irritation which for many 
years had, in some degree, alienated two nations 
from each other, which, from interest as well as 
from early recollections, ought to cherish the 
most friendly relations—and (as if feeling all the 
further consequential advantages of this success) 
went on to state, as some of the good effects to 
result from it, that it gave encouragement to 
persevere in demands for justice from other na
tions; that it would be an admonition that just 
claims would be prosecuted to satisfactory con
clusions, and give assurance to our own,citizens 
that their own government will exert tk) jits con
stitutional power to obtain redress for all their 
foreign wrongs. This latter declaration was 
afterwards put to the proof, in relation to the 
encution of the treaty itself, and was kept to the 
whole extent of its letter and spirit, and with 
pxd results both to France and the United 
States. It so happened that the French legisla
tive chambers refused to vote appropriations 
necessary to carry the treaty into effect. An 
wnmonious correspondence between the two 
governments took place, becoming complicated 
with resentment on the part of France for some 
«pressions, which she found to be disrespectful, 
inamessage of President Jackson. The French 
minister was recalled from the United States ; 
the American minister received his passport ; 
and reprisals were recommended to Congress 
by the President, lint there w as no necessity 
lor them. The intent to give offence, or to he 
disrespectful, was disclaimed ; tile instalments 
nan-ear were paid ; the two nations returned 
lotheir accustomed good feeling ; and no visible 
trace remains of the brief and transient cloud 
which for a while overshadowed them. So 
finished, in the time of Jackson, with entire 
iti-faction to ourselves, and with honor to 
oth parties, the question of reclamations from
(ranee for injuries done our citizens in the 

me of the Great Emperor ; and which the ad
ministrations of Jefferson, Madison, Monroe and 
ohn Quincy Adams had been unable to cn- 

bift.

3. Dahisb Treaty.—This was a convention 
fir indemnity for spoliations on American Com
oro,committed twenty years before the time of 
general Jackson’s administration. They had been 
jMumtted during the y ears 1808,1809,1810,and 

. that is to say, during the last year of Mr. 
person's administration and the three first year*

of Mr. Madison s. They consisted of illegal seiz
ures and illegal condemnations or confiscations of 
American vessels and their cargoes in Danish 
ports, during the time when the British orders 
in council and the French imperial decrees were 
devastating the commerce of neutral nations, and 
subjecting the weaker powers of Europe to the 
course of policy which the two great belligerent 
powers had adopted. The termination of the 
great European contest, and the return of nations 
to the accustomed paths of commercial inter
course and just and friendly relations, furnished 
a suitable opportunity for the United States, 
whose «citizens had suffered so much, to demand 
indemnity for these injuries. The demand had 
been made, and had been followed up with zeal 
during each succeeding administration, but with
out effect, until the administration of Mr. John 
Quincy Adams. During that administration, 
and in the hands of the American Charge d’Af- 
faires (Mr. Henry Wheaton), the negotiation 
made encouraging progress. General Jackson 
did not change the negotiator—did not incur 
double expense, a year’s delay, and substitute a 
raw for a ripe minister—and the negotiation 
went on to a speedy and prosperous conclusion. 
The treaty was concluded in March, 1830, and 
extended to a complete settlement of all ques
tions of reclamation on both sides. The Danish 
government renounce l all pretension to the 
claims which it had pi eferred, and agreed to pay 
the sum of six hundred and fifty thousand dol
lars to the government of the United States, to 
be by it distributed among the American claim
ants. This convention, which received the im
mediate ratification of the Vresident and Senate, 
terminated all differences with a friendly power, 
with whom the United States never had any 
but kind relations (these spoliations excepted), 
and whose trade to her West India islands, ly- 

[ ing at our door, and taking much of our domes- I tic productions, was so desirable to us.
4. Neapolitan Indemnity Treaty.—When 

Murat was King of Naples, and acting upon the 
system of his brother-in-law, the Emperor Na
poleon, lie seized and c< mtiscated many vessels and 
their cargoes, belonging to citizens of the Lnited 
States. The years 1809,1810,1811 and 1812 were 
the periods of these wrongs. Efforts had been made 
under each administration, from Mr.Madison to 
Mr. John Quincy Adams, to obtain redress, but 
in vain. Among others, the special mission of
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Mr. William Pinkney, the eminent crator and 
jurist, was instituted in the last year of Mr. 
Madison's administration, exclusively charged, 
at that court, with soliciting indemnity for the 
Murat spoliations. A Bourbon >«8 then upon 
the throne, and this ‘legitimate,’ considering 
Murat as an usurper who had taken the king
dom from its proper owners, and done more 
harm to them than to any body else, was natu
rally averse to making compensation to other 
nations for his injurious acts. This repugnance j 
had found an excuse in the fact that France, the 
great original wrongdoer in all these spoliations, 
and under whose lead and protection they were 
all committed, had not yet been brought to ac
knowledge the wrong and to make satisfaction. 
The indemnity treaty with France, in July 1831, 
put an end to this excuse ; and the fact of the 
depredations being clear, and the law of nations 
indisputably in our favor, a further and more 
earnest appeal was made to the Neapolitan gov
ernment. Mr. John Nelson, of Maryland, was 
appointed United States Chargé to Naples, and 
concluded a convention for the payment of the 
claims. The sum of two millions one hundred 
and fifteen thousand Neapolitan ducats was 
stipulated to be paid to the United States gov
ernment, to be by it distributed among the claim
ants ; and. being entirely satisfactory, the con
vention immediately received the American 
ratification. Thus, another head of injury to 
our citizens, and of twenty years’ standing, was 
settled by General Jackson, and in a case in 
which the strongest prejudice and the most re
citing repugnance had to he overcome. Murat 

had been shot by order of the Neapolitan king, 
for attempting to recover the kingdom ; he was ; 
deemed a usurper while he had it ; the exiled 1 
royal family thought themselves sufficiently | 
wronged by him in their own persons, without i 

l being made responsible for his wrongs to others ; 
and although bound by the law of nations to 
answer for his conduct while king in point of 
fact, yet for almost twenty years—from their res
toration in 1814 to 1832—they had resisted and 
repulsed the incessant and just demands of the 
United States. Considering the sacrifice of 
pride, as well as the large compensation, which 
this branch of the Bourbons had to make in 
paying a bill of damages against an intrusive king 
of the Bonaparte dynasty, and this indemnity
ihtained from Naples in the third year of General

Jackson’s first presidential term, which had been 
refused to his three predecessors—Messrs. Midi- 
son, Monroe and John Quincy Adams—may be 
looked upon as one of the most remarkable of 
his diplomatic successes.

Spanish Indemnity Treaty.—The treaty 
of 1819 with Spain, by which we gained Florida 
and lost Texas, and paid five millions of dollars 
to our own citizen!! for Spanish spoliation, 
settled up all demands upon that power up to 
that time ; but fresh causes of complaint soon 
grew up. All the Spanish-American states had 
become independent—had established their owa 
forms of government—and commenced political 
and commercial communications with all the 
world. Spanish policy revolted at this escap 
of colonies from its hands ; and although unable 
to subdue the new governments, was able to» 
fuse to acknowledge their independence—able j 
to issue paper blockades, and to seize and coa 
fiscate the American merchant vessels trading 
to the new states. In this way much daman 
had been done to American commerce, even i 
the brief interval between the date of the treat; 
of 1819 and General Jackson’s election to the 
presidency, ten years thereafter. A new list of 
claims for spoliations had grown up; and»» 
of the early acts of the new President was ic 
intstitutc a mission to demand indemnity. Ur, 
Cornelius Van Ness, of New-York, was ik 
minister appointed ; and having liven refused ia 
his first application, and given an account of tin 
refusal to his government, President Jacks» 
dispatched a special messenger to the Amenta 
minister at A^tdrid, with instructions, "om 
more ” to bring the subject to the considérât»! 
of the Spanish government ; informing Coups 
at the same time, that he had made his lastdc 
mand ; and that, if justice was not done, in 
would bring the case before that body, “is lit 
constitutional judge of what was proper to k 
done when negotiation fails to obtain rrdrwsh 
wrongs.” But it was not found necessity » 
bring the case before Congress. On acta 
examination of the claims presented and for ik 
enforcement of which the power of the port» 
ment had been invoked, it was found that then 
had occurred in this case what often takes pin 
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nothing but what was right, General Jackson 
ordered these unfounded claims to be dropped, and 
the just claims only to he insisted upon ; and in 
communicating this fact to Congress, he declared 
his policy characteristically with regard to for
eign nations, and in terms which deserve to be 
remembered. He said : “ Faithful to the princi- 

*ple of asking nothing but what was clearly right, 
additional instructions have been sent to modify 
our demands, so as to embrace those only on 
which, according to the laws of nations, we had 
a strict right to insist upon.” Under these mo
dified instructions a treaty of indemnity was 
concluded (February, 1834), and the sum of 
twelve millions of reals vellon stipulated to be 
paid to the government of the United States, for 
distribution among the claimants. Thus, another 
instance of spoliation upon our foreign com
merce, and the last that remained unredressed, 
was closed up and satisfied under the adminis
tration of General Jackson ; and this last of the 
revolutionary men had the gratification to re
store unmixed cordial intercourse with a power 
which had been our ally in the war of the Revo
lution; which had ceded to us the Floridas, to 
round off with a natural boundary our Southern 

I territory ; which was our neighbor, contermin
ous in dominions, from the Atlantic to the Paci
fic; and which, notwithstanding the jars and 
collisions to which bordering nations are always 
subject, had never committed an act of hostility 

| upon the United States. The conclusion of this 
j affair was grateful to all the rememberers of our 
| revolutionary history, and equally honorable to 

both parties : to General Jackson, who renounced 
unfounded claims, and to the Spanish govern
ment, which paid the good as soon as separated 
from the bad.

6. Russian Commercial Treaty.—Our re
lations with Russia had been peculiar—yioliti- 
cally. always friendly; commercially, always 
liberal—yet, no treaty of amity, commerce, and 
navigation, to assure these advantages and guar
antee their continuance. The United States hail 
often sought such a treaty. Many special mis
sions. and of the most eminent citizens, and at 
various times, and under different administra
tions, and under the Congress of the confedera
tion kfore there was any administration, had 
been instituted for that purpose—that of Mr. 
Francis Dana of Massachusetts (under whom 
Ik young John Quincy Adams, at the age of

sixteen, served his diplomatic apprenticeship as 
private secretary), in 1784, under the old Con
gress ; that of Mr. Rufus King, under the first Mr. 
Adams; that of Mr. John Quincy Adams, Mr. 
Albert Gallatin, Mr. Janies A. Bayard, and Mr. 
William Pinkney, under Mr. Monroe ; that of 
Mr. George Wasliington Campbell, and Mr. 
Henry Middleton, under Mr. Monroe (the latter 
continued under Mr. John Quincy Adams) ; and 
all in vain. For some cause, never publicly ex
plained, the guaranty of a treaty had been con
stantly declined, while the actual advantages of 
the most favorable one had been constantly 
extended to us. A convention with us for the 
definition of boundaries on the northwest coast 
of America, and to stipulate for mutual freedom 
of fishing and navigation in the North Pacific 
Ocean, had been readily agreed upon by the Em
peror Alexander, and wisely, as by separating 
his claims, he avoided such controversies as af
terwards grew up between the United States and 
Great Britain, on account of their joint occupa
tion ; but no commercial treaty. Every thing 
else was all that our interest could ask, or her 
friendship extend. Reciprocity of diplomatic 
intercourse was fully established ; ministers regu
larly appointed to reside with us—and those of 
my time (1 speak only of those who came within 
my Thirty Years’ Vtew), the Chevalier de Poli
tic», the Baron Thuyl, the Baron Krudcner, and 
especially the one that has remained longest 
among us, and has married an American lady, M. 
Alexandre de Bodisco—all of a personal character 
and deportment to be most agreeable to our go
vernment and citizens, well fitted to represent 
the feelings of the most friendly sovereigns, and 
to promote and maintain the most courteous and 
amicable intercourse between the two countries. 
The Emperor Alexander had signally displayed 
his good will in offering his mediation to termi
nate the war with Great Britain; and still fur
ther, in consenting to become arbitrator be
tween the United States and Great Britain in 
settling their difference in the construction of 
the Ghent treaty, in the article relating to fugi
tive and deported slaves. We enjoyed in Rus
sian ports all the commercial privileges of the 
most favored nation ; hut it was by an unfixed 
tenure —at the will of the reigning sovereign ; 
and the interests of commerce required a more 
stable guaranty. Still, up to the commencement 
of General Jackson’s administration, there was
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no American treaty of amity, commerce, and 
navigation with that great power. The atten
tion of President Jackson was early directed to 
this anomalous point ; and Mr. John Randolph 
of Roanoke, then retired from Congress, was 
induced, by the earnest persuasions of the Pre
sident, and his Secretary of State, Mr. Van Buren, 
to accept the place of envoy extraordinary and 
minister plenipotentiary to thç Court of St. 
Petersburg—to renew the applications for the 
treaty which had so long been made in vain. 
Repairing to that post, Mr. Randolph found that 
the rigors of a Russian climate were too severe 
for the texture of his fragile constitution ; and 
was soon recalled at his own request. Mr. 
James Buchanan, of Pennsylvania, was then ap
pointed in his place ; and by him the long-de
sired treaty was concluded, December, 1832— 
the Count Nesselrode the Russian negotiator, 
and the Emperor Nicholas the reigning sover
eign. It was a treaty of great moment to the 
United States ; for, although it added nothing 
to the commercial privileges actually enjoyed, 
yet it gave stability to their enjoyment ; and so 
imparted confidence to the enterprise of mer
chants. It was limited to seven years’ duration, 
but with a clause of indefinite continuance, sub
ject to termination upon one year’s notice from 
either party. Near twenty years have elapsed : 
no notice for its termination has ever been given ; 
and the commerce between the two countries 
feels all the advantages resulting from stability 
and national guaranties. And thus was obtain
ed, in the first term of General Jackson’s ad
ministration, atf important treaty with a great 
power, which all previous administrations and 
the Congress of the Confederation had been un
able to obtain.

7. Portuguese Indemnity. — During the 
years 1829 and ’30, during the blockade of 
Terceira, several illegal seizures were made of 
American vessels, by Portuguese mcn-of-war, 
for alleged violations of the blockade. The 
United States chargé d'affairs at Lisbon, 
Mr. Thomas L. Brent, was charged with the 
necessary reclamations, and had no difficulty in 
coming to an amicable adjustment. Indemnity 
in the four cases of seizure was agreed upon in 
March, 1832, and payment in instalments stipu
lated to be made. There was default in all the 
instalments after the first—not from bad faith, 
but from total inability—although the instal

ments were, in a national point of view, of small 
amount. It deserves to be recorded, as an m. 
stance of the want to which a kingdom, whose 
very name had been once the synonym of gold 
regions and diamond mines, may be reduced by 
wretched government, that in one of the inter
views of the American chargé (then Mr. Ed
ward Kavanagh), with the Portuguese Minister 
of Finance, the minister told him “that no per
sons in the employment of the government, ex
cept the military, had been paid any part 0f 
their salaries for a long time ; and that, on that 
day, there was not one hundred dollars in the 
treasury.” In this total inability to pay, and 
with the fact cr having settled fairly, further 
time was given nntil the first day of July 
1837 ; when full and final payment was made, to 
the satisfaction of the claimants.

Indemnity was made to the claimants bv al
lowing interest on the delayed payments, aid 
an advantage was granted to an article of Ame
rican commerce by admitting rice of the United 
States in Portuguese ports at a reduced dntv. 
The whole amount paid was about §140.000, 
which included damages to some other vessels, 
and compensation to the seamen of the cap- 
tifred vessels for imprisonment and loss of 
clothes—the sum of about $1,000 for these lat
ter items—so carefully and minutely were the 
rights of American citizens guarded in Jackson's 
time. Some other claims on Portugal, 
sidered as doubtful, among them the ease of tk 
brave Captain Reid, of the privateer General 
Armstrong, were left open for future proba
tion, without prejudice from being omitted ia 
the settlement of the Terceira claims, which 
were a separate class.

8. Treaty with the Ottoman EmpiA- 
At the commencement of the annual session of 
Congress of 1830—’31. President Jackson hid 
the gratification to lay before the Senate a trail 
of friendship and commerce between the United 
States and the Turkish emperor—the Sulla 
Mahmoud, noted for his littéral foreign views. 1 
domestic reforms, his protection of Christina 
and his energetic suppression of the janissaia 
—those formidable barbarian cohorts, worn 
than prætorian, which had so long dominated 
the Turkish throne. It was the first Amenai 
treaty made with that power, and so defined 
in the preamble (and in terms which implied i 
personal compliment from the Porte in doisg
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now what it had always refused to do before), 
and was eminently desirable to us for commer
cial, political and social reasons. The Turkish 
dominions include what was once nearly the 
one half of the Roman world, and countries 
which had celebrity before Rome was founded. 
Sacred and profane history had given these do
minions a venerable interest in our eyes. They 
covered the seat which was the birth-place of 
the human race, the cradle of the Christian re
ligion ; the early theatre of the arts and sciences ; 
and contained the city which was founded by the 
first Roman Christian emperor. Under good gov
ernment it had al way's been the seat of rich com
merce and of great wealth. Under every aspect
it was desirable to thfe United States to have its 
social, political and commercial intercourse with 
these dominions placed on a safe and stable foot
ing under the guaranty of treaty stipulations ; and 
this object was now accomplished. These were 
the general considerations ; particular and recent 
circumstances gave them additional weight.

Exclusion of our commerce from the Black 
Sea, and the advantages which some nations 
had lately gained by the treaty of Adriano- 

| pic. called for renewed exertions on our part ;
| and they were made by General Jackson.

A commissioner was appointed (Mr. Charles 
; Rhind) to open negotiations with the Sublime 

Porte ; and with him were associated the United 
States naval commander in the Mediterranean 

I (Commodore Biddle), and the United States 
I consul at Smyrna (Mr. David Offley). Mr. 

Rhind completed the negotiation, though the 
other gentlemen joined in the signature of the 
treaty. By the provisions of this treaty, our 
trade with the Turkish dominions was placed 
on the footing of the most favored nation ; and 
being without limitation as to time, may he 
considered as perpetual, subject only to he ab
rogated by war, in itself improbable, or by other 
events not to be expiected. The right of passing 
the Dardanelles and of navigating the Black Sea 
was secured to our merchant ships, in ballast or 
with cargo, and to carry the products of the 
United States and of the Ottoman empire, ex
cept the prohibited articles. The flag of the 
United States was to be respected. Factors, or 
commercial brokers, of any religion were allowed 
to lie employed by our merchants. Consuls 
were placed on a footing of security, and tra
velling with passports was protected. Fairness
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and justice in suits and litigations were provided 
for. In questions between a citizen of the 
United States and a subject of the Sublime 
Porte, the parties were not to be heard, nor 
judgment pronounced, unless the American in
terpreter (dragoman) was present In questions 
between American citizens the trial was to be 
before the United States minister or consul 
“ Even when they (the American citizens, so runs 
the fourth article), shall have committed some 
offence, they shall not he arrested and put in 
prison by the local authorities, hut shall be 
tried by the minister or consul, and punished 
according to the offence.” By this treaty all 
that was granted to other nations by the treaty 
of Adrianoplo is also granted to the United 
States, with the additional stipulation, to be al
ways placed on the footing of the most favored 
nation—a stipulation wholly independent of the 
treaty exacted by Russia at Adrianople as tho 
fruit of victories, and of itself equivalent to a 
full and liberal treaty ; and the whole guaran
teed by a particular treaty with ourselves, which 
makes us independent of the general treaty of 
Adrianople. A spirit of justice, liberality and 
kindness runs through it. Assistance and pro
tection is to lie given throughout the Turkish 
dominions to American wrecked vessels and 
their crews ; and all property recovered from a 
wreck is to he delivered up to the American 
consul of the nearest port, for the benefit of the 
owners. Ships of war of the two countries are 
to exhibit towards each other friendly and 
courteous conduct, and Turkish ships of war are 
to treat American merchant vessels with kind
ness and respect. This treaty has now been in 
force near twenty years, observed with perfect 
good faith by each, and attended by all the good 
consequences expected from it. The valuable 
commerce of the Black Sea, and of all the Turk
ish ports of Asia Minor, Europe and Africa 
(once the finest part of the Roman world), 
travelling, residence, and the pursuit of business 
throughout the Turkish dominions, are made gs 
safe to our citizens as in any of the European 
countries ; and thus tho United States, though 
amongst the youngest in the family of nations, 
besides securing particular advantages to her 
own citizens, has done her part in bringing 
those ancient countries into the system of mod
ern European commercial policy, and in har
monizing people long estranged from each other.
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9. Renewal or the treaty with Moroc
co.—A treaty had been made with this power 
in the time of the old Congress under the Con
federation ; and it is honorable to Morocco to 
see in that treaty, at the time when all other 
powers on the Barbary coast deemed the pro
perty of a Christian, lawful prey, and his person 
a proper subject for captivity, entering into such 
stipulations as these following, with a nation so 
young as the United States : “ Neither party to 
take commissions from an enemy ; persons and 
property captured in an enemy’s vessel to be 
released ; American citizens and effects to be 
restored ; stranded vessels to be protected ; ves
sels engaged in gunshot of forts to be protected ; 
enemies’ vessels not allowed to follow out of 
port for twenty-four hours ; American commerce 
to be on the most favored footing ; exchange of 
prisoners in time of war; no compulsion in buy
ing or selling goods ; no examination of goods 
on board, except contraband was proved ; no 
detention of vessels ; disputes between Ameri
cans to be settled by their consuls, and the con
sul assisted when necessary ; killing punished 
by the law of the country ; the effects of per
sons dying intestate to be taken care of, and de
livered to the consul, and, if no consul, to be 
deposited with some person of trust ; no appeal 
to arms unless refusal of friendly arrangements ; 
in case of war, nine months to be allowed to 
cit izens of each power residing in the dominions 
of the other to settle their affairs and remove.” 
This treaty, made in 1787, was the work of 
Benjamin Franklin (though absent at the sig
nature), John Adams, at London, and Thomas 
Jefferson, at Paris, acting through the agent, 
Thomas Barclay, at Fez ; and was written with 
a plainness, simplicity and beauty, which I have 
not seen equalled in any treaty, between any 
nations, before or since. It was extended to 
fifty years, and renewed by General Jackson, in 
the last year of his administration, for fifty 
years more ; and afterwards until twelve months’ 
notice of a desire to abridge it should be given 
by one of the parties. The resident American 
consul at Tangier, Mr. James It. Leib, negotia
ted the renewal ; and all the parties concerned 
had the good taste to preserve the style and 
language of the original throughout It will 
stand, both for the matter and the style, a monu
ment to the honor of our early statesmen.

ANI

10. Treaty or amity and commerce with 
Siam.—This was concluded in March, 1833 yr 
Edmund Roberts the negotiator on the part 0f 
the United States, and contained the provisions 
in behalf of American citizens and commerce 
which had been agreed upon in the treaty with 
the Sublime Porte, which was itself principally 
framed upon that with Morocco in 1787 ; anj 
which may well become the model of all that 
may be made, in all time to come, with all the 
Oriental nations.

11. The same with the Sdltan-or Mus
cat.

Such were the fruits of the foreign diploma- 
cy of President Jackson. There were other 
treaties negotiated under his administration- 
with Austria, Mexico, Chili, Peru, Bolivia,Ven
ezuela—but being in the ordinary course ol 
foreign intercourse, do not come within the 
scope of this View, which confines itself to i 
notice of such treaties as were new or <
—which were unattainable by previous adminis
trations ; and those which brought indemnity 
to our citizens for spoliations committed upon 
them in the time of General Jackson’s prede
cessors. In this point of view, the list of tret | 
tics presented, is grand and impressive; the I 
bare recital of which* in the most subdued 1» 
guage of historical narrative, places the foregi 
diplomacy of General Jackson on a level with 
the most splendid which the history of anv at 
tion has presented. First, the direct trade with I 
the British West Indies, which had baffled the I 
skill and power of all administrations, from I 
Washington to John Quincy Adams inclurai 
recovered, established, and placed on a pertni-1 
nent and satisfactory footing. Then indemnities I 
from France, Spain, Denmark, Naples, PurtugilI 
for injuries committed on our commerce in thtl 
time of the great Napoleon. Then original tr»l 
ties of commerce and friendship with gnat poiwl 
from which they never could be obtained befoul 
—Russia, Austria, the Sublime Porte. Thai 
leaving his country at peace with all tie wcrltl 
after going through an administration of eiji 
years which brought him, as a legacy from ■ 
predecessors, the accumulated questions of l 
an age to settle with the great powers. Th(< 
the eulogy of facts, worth enough, in the plia 
est language, to dispense with eulogim t
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CHAPTER CXXXV.

SLAVERY AGITATION.

It is painful to see the unceasing efforts to 
\larm the South by imputations against the 

North of unconstitutional designs on the subject 
of slavery. You are right, I have no doubt, in 
believing that no such intermeddling disposition 
exists in the body of our Northern brethren, 
[heir good faith is sufficiently guaranteed by 
the interest they have as merchants, as ship 
iwners, and as manufacturers, in preserving a 
Cnion with the slaveholding States. On the 
ither hand what madness in the South to look 
for greater safety in disunion. It would be 
worse than jumping into the fire for fear of the 
firing pan. The danger from the alarms is, that 
the pride and resentment exerted by them may 
be an overmatch for the dictates of prudence ;

: and favor the project of a Southern convention, 
insidiously revived, as promising by its councils, 
the best securities against grievances of every sort 
from the North.”—So wrote Mr. Madison to Mr. 
Clay, in June 1833. It is a writing every word 
of which is matter for grave reflection, and the 
date at the head of all. It is dated just three 
months after the tariff “compromise ” of 1833, 
which, in arranging the tariff question for nine 
years, was supposed to have quieted the South 
-put an end to agitation, and to the idea of a 
Southern convention—and given peace and har
mony to the whole Union. Not so the fact—at 
least not so the fact in South Carolina. Agita
tion did not cease there on one point, before it 
began on another : the idea of a Southern con
vection for one cause, was hardly abandoned 
before it was "insidiously revived ” upon another.
1 use the language of Mr. Madison in qualifying 
this revival witli a term of odious import: for 
no man was a letter master of our language than 
he was—no one more scrupulously just in all 

is judgments upon men anil things—and no 
ne occupying a position either personally, po

etically, or locally, to speak more advisedly on 
The subject of which he spoke, lie was pained 
ksee the efforts to alarm the South on the sub-

I
ti of slavery, and the revival of the project for 
Southern convention ; and he feared the effect 
hich these alarms should have on the pride and

You I.—39

resentment of Southern people. His letter was 
not to a neighbor, or to a citizen in private life, 
but to a public man on the theatre of national 
action, and one who had acted a part in compos
ing national difficulties. It was evidently 
written for a purpose. It was in answer to Mr. 
Clay’s expressed belief, that no design hostile 
to Southern slavery existed in the body of the 
Northern people—to concur with him in that 
belief—and to give him warning that the danger 
was in another quarter—in the South itself: and 
that it looked to a dissolution of the Union. It 
was to warn an eminent, public man of a new 
source of national danger, more alarming than 
the one he had just been composing.

About the same time, and to an old and con
fidential friend (Edward Coles, Esq., who had 
been his privSte secretary when President), Mr. 
Madison also wrote : “ On the other hand what 
more dangerous than nullification, or more evi
dent than the progress it continues to make, 
either in its original shape or in the disguises it 
assumes? Nullification has the effect of put
ting powder under the constitution and the 
Union, and a match in the hand of every party 
to blow them up at pleasure. And for its pro
gress, hearken to the tone in which it is now 
preached: cast your eyes on its increasing minor
ities in the most of the Southern States, without 
a decrease in any of them. Look at Virginia 
herself, and read in the gazettes, and in the pro
ceedings of popular meetings, the figure which the 
anarchical principle now makes, in contrast with 
the scouting reception given to it but a short 
time ago. It is not probable that tills offspring 
of the discontents of South Carolina will ever 
approach success in a majority of the States: 
but a susceptibility of the contagion in the 
Southern States is visible: and the danger not 
to be concealed, that the sympathy arising from 
known causes, and the inculcated impression of 
a permanent incompatibility of interests between 
flic South and the North, may put it in the power 
of popular leaders, aspiring to the highest sta
tions, to unite the South on some critical occa
sion, in a course that will end in creating a new 
theatre of great though inferior interest. In 
pursuing this course, the first and most obvious 
step is nullification, the next secession, and the 
last a farewell separation.”

In this view of the clangers of nullification in its 
] new “ disguise”—the susceptibility of the South to
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its contagious influence—its fatal action upon an 
“ inculcated incompatibility of interests ” between 
the North and the South—its increase in the 
slave States — its progress, first to secession, 
and then to “ farewell separation : ” in this view 
of the old danger under its new disguise, Mr. 
Madison, then eighty-four years old, writes 
with the wisdom of age, the foresight of experi
ence, the spirit of patriotism, and the “ pain ” 
of heart which a contemplation of the division 
of those States excited which it had been the 
pride, the glory, and the labor of his life to 
unite. The slavery turn which was given to 
the Southern agitation was the aspect of the 
danger which filled his mind with sorrow and 
misgiving :—and not without reason. A paper 
published in Washington City, and in the in
terest of Mr. Calhoun, was incessant in propa
gating the slavery alarm—in denouncing the 
North—in eihorting the Southern States to 
unity of feeling and concert of action as the 
only means of saving their domestic institutions. 
The language had become current in some parts 
of the South, that it was impossible to unite the 
Southern States upon the tariff question : that 
the sugar interest in Louisiana would prevent 
her from joining : that it was a mistake to have 
made that issue : that the slavery question was 
the right one. And coincident with this current 
language were many publications, urging a 
Southern convention, and concert of action. 
Passing by all these, which might be deemed 
mere newspaper articles, there was one which 
bore the impress of thought and authenticity— 
which assumed the convention to be a certainty, 
the time only remaining to be fixed, and the 
cause for it to be in full operation in the Nor
thern States. It was published in the Charles
ton Mercury in 1835,—was entitled the “Crisis” 
—and had the formality of a manifesto ; and 
after dilating upon the aggressions and encroach
ments of the North, proceeded thus :

“The proper time for a convention of the 
slaveholding States will be when the legislatures 
of Pennsylvania, Massachusetts and New-York 
Miall have adjourned without patsing laws for 
the suppression of the abolition societies. Should 
either of these States pass such laws, it would 
be well to wait till their efficacy should be test
ed. The adjournment of the legislatures of the 
Northern States without adopting any measures 
.effectually to put down Garrison, Tappan and 
their associates, will present an issue which must 

-hornet by the South, or it will be vain for us ever

after to attempt any thing further than for the 
State to provide for her own safety by defensive 
measures of her own. If the issue presented is 
to be met, it can only be done by a convention 
of the aggrieved States ; the proceedings of 
which, to bo of any valué, must embody and 
make known the sentiments of the whole South 
and contain the distinct annunciation of our 
fixed and unaltered determination to obtain the 
redress of our grievances, Ire the consequences 
what they may. We must have it clearly un
derstood that, in framing a constitutional union 
with our Northern brethren, the slaveholding 
States consider themselves as no more liable to 
any more interference with their domestic con
cerns than if they had remained entirely inde
pendent of the other States, and that, as such 
interference would, among independent nations, 
be a just cause of war, so among members of 
such a confederacy as ours, it must place the 
several States in the relation towards each other 
of open enemies. To sum up in a few words 
the whole argument on this subject, we would 
say that the abolitionists can only be put down 
by legislation in the States in which they exist 
and this can only be brought about by the em
bodied opinion of the whole South, acting upon 
public opinion at the North, which can only he 
effected through the instrumentality of «con
vention of the slaveholding States.”

It is impossible to read this paragraph from 
the “ Crisis,” without seeing that-it is identicil 
with Mr. Calhoun’s report and speech upon it 
cendiary publications transmitted through tl* 
mail. The same complaint against the North; [ 
the same exaction of the suppression of aboli
tion societies ; the same penalty for omitting to 
suppress them ; that penalty always the same- 
a Southern convention, and secession—and tin 
same idea of the contingent foreign relation It 
each other of the respective States, alrai 
treated as a confederacy, under a compel 
Upon his arrival at Washington at the commet»- 
ment of the session 1835—’30, all his conduit 
was conformable to the programme laid dm 
in the “ Crisis,” and the whole of it calmWp 
to produce the event therein hypothetically « 
nounccd ; and, unfortunately, a double set d 
movements was then in the process of ki^ 
carried on by the abolitionists, which favor 
his purposes. One of these was the mail In 
mission into the slave States of incendiary pebj 
lications ; and it has been seen in what mans 
he availed himself of that wickedness to pro 
cate upon it a right of Southern secession ; 41 
other was the annoyance of Congress with I 
profusion of petitions for the abolition of slaw
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in the District of Columbia ; and his conduct 
with respect to these petitions, remains to be 
shown. Mr. Morris, of Ohio, presented two 
from that State, himself opposed to touching 
the subject of slavery in the States, but deeming 
it his duty to present those which applied to 
the District of Columbia. Mr. Calhoun do 
manded that they be read ; which being done,—

“He demanded the question on receiving 
them, which, he said, was a preliminary ques
tion, which any member had a right to make. 
He demanded it on behalf of the State which 
he represented ; he demanded it, because the pe
titions were in themselves a foul slander on 
nearly one half of the States of the Union ; he 
demanded it, because the question involved was 
one over which neither this nor the House had 
tny power whatever ; and and a stop might be 
put to that agitation which prevailed in so large 
a section of the country, and which, unless 
checked, would endanger the existence of the 
Union. That the petitions just read contained 
a gross, false, and malicious slander, on eleven 
States represented on this floor, there was no 
man who in his heart could deny. This was, in 
itself, not only good, hut the highest cause why 
these petitions should not be received. Had it 
not been the practice of the Senate to reject peti
tions which reflected on any individual member 
of their body ; and should they who were the 
representatives of sovereign States permit peti
tions to be brought there, wilfully, maliciously, 
almost wickedly, slandering so many sovereign 
States of this Union? Were the States to be 
less protected than individual members on that 
Door? He demanded the question on receiving 
the petitions, because they asked for what was 
a violation of the constitution. The question 
of emancipation exclusively belonged to the sev
eral States. Congress hail no jurisdiction on 
the subject, no more in this District than the 
State of South Carolina : it was a question for 
the individual State to determine, and not to lie 
touched by Congress. He himself well under
stood, and the people of his State should under
stand, that this was an emancipation movement. 
Those who have moved in it regard this District 
as the weak point through which the first move
ment should he made upon the States. We 
(said Mr. C.), of the South, arc bound to resist 

| it We will meet this question as firmly as if 
it were the direct question of emancipation in 
the States. It is a movement Which ought to, 
which must be, arrested, in limine, or the guards 
of the constitution will give way and he de
stroyed. He demanded the question on receiv
ing tlie petitions, because of the agitation which 
would result from discussing the subject. The 
danger to be apprehended was from the agita
tion of the question on that floor. He did not 
fear those incendiary publications which were 
tirculated abroad, and which could easily be
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counteracted. But he dreaded the agitation 
which would rise out of the discussion in Con
gress on the subject. Every man knew that 
there existed a body of men iq the Northern 
States who were ready to second any insurrec
tionary movement of the blacks ; and that these 
men would be on the alert to turn these discus
sions to their advantage. He dreaded the 
discussion in another sense. It would have a 
tendency to break asunder this Union. What 
cfleet could be brought alwut by the interference 
of these petitioners T Could they expect to 
produce a change of mind in the Southern peo
ple 1 No ; the effect would be directly the 
opposite. The more they were assailed on this 
point, the more closely would they cling to 
their institutions. And what would be the 
effect on the rising generation, but to inspire it 
with odium against those whose mistaken views 
and misdirected zeal menaced the peace and se
curity of tlie Southern States. The effect must 
he to bring our institutions into odium. As a 
lover of tlie Union, lie dreaded this discussion ; 
and asked for some decided measure to arrest 
the course of the evil. There must, there shall 
be some decided step), or the Southern people 
never will submit. And how are we to treat 
the subject 1 By receiving these petitions one 
after another, and thus tampering, trifling, 
sporting with the feelings of the South 1 No, 
no, no ! The abolitionists well understand tlie 
effect of such a course of proceeding. It will 
give importance to their movements, and ac
celerate tlie ends they propose. Nothing 
can, nothing will stop these petitions but a 
prompt and stem rejection of them. We must 
turn them away from our doors, regardless of 
what may be dune or said. If tlie issue must 
tie, let it come, and let us meet it, as, ( Lope, 
we shall he prepared to do.”

This was new and extreme ground taken by 
Mr. Calhoun. To put tlie District of Columbia 
and tlie States on the same footing with respect 

| to slavery legislation, was entirely contrary to 
tlie constitution itself, and to the whole doc- 

j trine of Congress upxm it. The constitution 
' gave to Congress exclusive jurisdiction over the 
| District of Columbia, without limitation of" 
I subjects ; but it had always refused, though 
often petitioned, to interfere with the subject of 
slavery in the District of Columbia so long as it 
existed in the two States (Maryland and Virgi
nia) which ceded that District to the federal 
government. The doctrine of Mr. Calhoun was, 
therefore, new ; his inference that slavery was 
to lie attacked in tlie States through the opening 
in the District, was gratuitous ; his “demand” 
(for that was the word he constantly used), that 
these petitions should be refused a reception,
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was a harsh motion, made in a harsh manner ; 
his assumption that the existence of the Union 
was at stake, was without evidence and contrary 
to evidence ; his remedy, in State resistance, 
was disunion ; his eagerness to catch at an 
“ issue,” showed that he was on the watch for 
“ issues,” and ready to seize any one that would 
get up a contest ; his language was all inflamma
tory, and calculated to rouse an alarm in the 
slaveholding States :—for the whole of which 
he constantly assumed to speak. Mr. Morris 
thus replied to him :

“ In presenting these petitions he would say, 
on the part of the State of Ohio, that she went 
to the entire extent of the opinions of the sen
ator from South Carolina on one point. We 
deny, said he, the power of Congress to legislate 
concerning local institutions, or to meddle in 
any way with slavery in any of the States ; but 
we have always entertained the opinion that 
Congress has primary and exclusive legislation 
over this District ; under this impression, these 
petitioners have come to the Senate to present 
their petitions. The doctrine that Congress 
have no power over the subject of slavery in 
this District is to me a new one ; and it is one 
that will not meet with credence in the State 
in which I reside. I believe these petitioners 
have the right to present themselves here, plac
ing their feet on the constitution of their coun
try, when they come to ask of Congress to 
exercise those powers which they can legiti
mately exercise. I believe they have a right to 
be heard in their petitions, and that Congress 
may afterwards dispose of these petitions as in 
their wisdom they may think proper. Under 
these impressions, these petitioners come to be 
heard, and they have a right to be heard. Is 
not the tight of petition a fundamental right ? 
I believe it is a sacred and fundamental right, 
belonging to the people, to petition Congress 
for the redress of their grievances. While this 
right is secured by the constitution, it is incom
petent to any legislative body to prescribe how 
the right is to be exercised, or when, or on 
what subject ; or else this right becomes a mere 
mockery. If you are to teli the people that 
they are only to petition on this or that subject, 
or in this or that manner, the right of petition 
is but a mockery. It is true we have a right to 
say that no petition which is couched in disre
spectful language shall be received ; but I pre
sume there is a sufficient check provided against 
this in the responsibility under which every sen
ator presents a petition. Any petition convoyed 
in such language would always meet with his 
decided disapprobation. But if we deny the 
right of the (icople to petition in this instance, 
I w ould ask iiow far they have the right While 
they believe they possess the right, no denial of 
it by Congress will prevent them from exercis
ing it”

Mr. Bedford Brown, of North Carolina en. 
tirely dissented from the views presented by 
Mr. Calhoun, and considered the course he pro. 
posed, and the language which he used, exactly 
calculated to produce the agitation which he 
professed to deprecate. He said :

“ He felt himself constrained, by a sense of 
duty to the State from which he came, deeply 
and vitally interested as she was in every thin); 
connected with the agitating question which 
had unexpectedly been, brought into discussi* 
that morning, to present, in a few words, his 
views as to the proper direction which should 
be given to that and all other petitions relating 
to slavery'in the District of Columbia. He fell 
himself moùiwpecially called on to do so from 
the aspect ^V>h the question had assumed, in 
consequence of the motion of the gentleman 
from South Carolina [Mr. Calhoun], to refuse 
to receive the petition. He had believed from 
the first time he had reflected on this subject, 
and subsequent events had but strengthened 
that conviction, that the most proper disposition 
of all such petitions was to lay them on the 
table, without printing. This course, while it 
indicated to the fanatics that Congress will 
yield no countenance to their designs, at the 
same time marks them with decided reprobation 
by a refusal to print. But, in his estimation, 
another reason gave to the motion to lay them 
on the table a decided preference over any other 
proceedings by which they should he met. The 
peculiar merit of this motion, as applicable to 
this question, is, that it precludes all debate, 
and would thus prevent the agitation of a sub
ject in Congress which all should deprecate is 
fraught with mischief to every portion of this 
happy and flourishing confederacy. Mr. B. said 
that honorable gentlemen who advocated this 
motion had disclaimed all intention to produit 
agitation on this question. He did not pretend 
to question the sincerity of. their declaration!,, 
and, while willing to do every justice to their 
motives, he must be allowed to say that no 
method could be devised better calculated in 
his judgment, to produce such a result. He 
(Mr. B.) most sincerely believed that the ben 
interests of the Southern States would be must 
consulted by pursuing such a course here if 
would harmonize the feelings of every section, 
and avoid opening for discussion so dangeroui 
and delicate a question. Ho believed all the 
senators who were present a few days since, 
when a petition of similar character had ken 
presented by an honorable senator, had, by their 
votes to lay it on the table, sanctioned tin 
course which he now suggested. [Mr. C.ilhoii, 
in explanation, said that himself and his col
league were absent from the Senate on the oc
casion alluded to.] Mr. B. resumed his re 
marks, and said that he had made no referee» 
to the votes of any particular members of thl 
body, but what he had said was, that s sio*
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petition had been laid on the table without ob
jection from any one, and consequently by a 
unanimous vote of the senators present. Here, 
then, was a most etaphatic declaration, by gen
tlemen representing the Northern States as 
Well as those from other parts of the Union, by 
this vote, that they will entertain no attempt at 
legislation on the question of' slavey in the 
District of Columbia. Why, them asked Mr.
B should we now adopt a medo of< proceeding 
calculated to disturb the harmonious' action of 
the Senate, which had been produced by the 
former vote? Why (ho would respectfully ask 
of honorable gentlemen who press the motion 
to refuse to receive the petition) and for what 
beneficial purpose do they press it? Hy per
sisting in such a courso it would, beyond all 
doubt, open a wide range of discussion, it would 
not fail to call fortli a great diversity of opinion 
in relation to the extent of the right to petition 
under the constitution. Nor would it be con
fined to that question alone, judging from an 
expression whicli liad fallen from an honorable 
gentleman from Virginia [Mr. Tyler], in the 
course of this debate. That gentleman liad de
clared his preference for a direct negative vote 
by the Senate, as to the constitutional power 
of Congress to emancipate slaves in the District 
ofColumbia. lie, for one, protested, politically 
speaking, against opening this Pandora’s box in 
the halls of Congress. For all beneficial and 
practical purposes, an overwhelming majority 
of the members representing the Northern 
States were, with the South, in opposition to 
any interference with slavery in ttie District of 
Columbia. If there was half a dozen in both 
branches of Congress who did not stand in en
tire opposition to any interference with slavery, 
in this District or elsewhere, ho had yet to 
lam it. Was it wise, was it prudent, was it 
magnanimous, in gentlemen representing the 
Southern States, to urge this matter still further, 
and say to our Northern friends in Congress, 
‘Gentlemen, we all agree in the general con
clusion, that Congress should not interfere in 
this question, but wo wish to know your reasons 
for arriving at this conclusion ; we wish you to 
declare, by your votes, whether you arrive at 
this result because you think it unconstitutional 
or not?’ Mr. B. said that lie would yield to 
none in zeal in sustaining and supporting, to the 
extent of his ability, what he believed to be the 
true interest of the South ; but he should take 

I tone to say that, whee the almost united will 
| of both branches of Congress, for all practical 

purposes, was with us, against all interference 
on this subject, he should not hazard the peace 
and quiet of the country by going on a Quixotic 

| expedition in pursuit of abstract constitutional 
I questions.”

of increasing the slavery agitation, and giving 
the abolitionists ground to stand upon in giving 
them the right of petition to defend. He said :

Mr. King, of Georgia, was still more pointed 
I than Mr. Brown in deprecating the course Mr. 
I Calhoun pursued, and charging upon it the effect

“ This being among the Southern members » 
mere difference of form in the manner of dispos
ing of the subject, I regret exceedingly that the 
senator from Carolina has thought it his duty 
(as he doubtless has) to press the subject upon 
trio consideration of the Senate in such form as 
not only to permit, but in some measure to 
create, a necessity for the continued agitation of 
the subject. For he believed with others, that 
nothing was better calculated to increase agita
tion and excitement than such motions as that 
of the senator from South Carolina. What was 
the object of the motion ? Senators said, and 
no doubt sincerely, that their object was to quiet 
the agitation of the subject. Well, (said Mr. K.,) 
my object is precisely the same. We differ, 
t hen, only in the means of securing a combien 
end ; and lie could tell the Senators that the 
value of the motion as a means would likely be 
estimated by its tendency to secure the end de
sired. Would even an affirmative vote on the 
motion quiet the agitation of the subject ? lie 
thought, on the contrary, it would much increase 
it. llow would it stop the agitation? What 
would be decided? Nothing, except it be that 
the Senate would not receive the particular me
morial before it. Would that prevent the pre
sentation of others? Not at all ; it would only 
increase the number, by making a new issue for 
debate, which was all the abolitionists wanted ; 
or, at any rate, the most they now expected. 
These petitions had been coming hero without 
intermission ever since the foundation of the 
government, and he could tell the senator that 
if they were each to be honored by a lengthy 
discussion on presentment, an honor not here
tofore granted to them, they would not only con
tinue to come here, but they would thicken upon 
us so long as tiic government remained in exist
ence. We ma)’ seek occasions (said Mr. K.) to 
rave about our rights ; we may appeal to the 
guaranties of the constitution, which arc denied; 
we may speak of the strength of the South, and 
pour out unmeasured denunciations against the 
North; we may threaten vengeance against the 
abolitionists, and menace a dissolution of the 
Union, and all that ; and thus exhausting our
selves mentally and physically, and setting down 
to applaud the spirit of our own efforts, Arthur 
Tappan and his pious fraternity would very 
coolly remark : 1 Well, that is precisely what I 
wanted ; 1 wanted agitation in the Soutli ; I 
wished to provoke the "aristocratic slaveholder” 
to make extravagant demands on the North, 
which the North could not consistently surren
der them. 1 wished them, under the pretext 
of securing their own rights, to encroach upon 
the rights of all the American people. In short, 
I wish to change the issue ; upon the present 
issue we are dead. Every movement, every de-
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monstration of feeling among our own people, 
shows that upon the present issue the great 
body of the people is against us. The issue 
must be changed, or the prospects of abolition 
are at an end.’ This language (Mr. K. said) 
was not conjectured, but there was much evi
dence of its truth. Sir (said Mr. K.), if South- 
erti senators were actually in the pay of the 
abolition directory on Nassau-street they could 
not more effectuaily co-operate in the views and 
administer to the wishes of these enemies to the 
peace and quiet of our country.”

Mr. Calhoun was dissatisfied at the speeches of 
Mr. Brown and Mr. King, and considered them 
as dividing and distracting the South in their 
opposition to his motion, while his own course 
was to keep them united in a case where union 
was so important, and in which they stood but a 
handful in the midst of an overwhelming major

ity. Ho said :
“ I have heard with deep mortification and 

regret the speech of the senator from Geor
gia ; not that I suppose that his arguments 
can have much impression in the South, but 
because of their tendency to divide and dis
tract the Southern delegation on this, to us, all- 
momentous question. We are here but a hand
ful in the midst of an overwhelming majority.
It is the duty of every member from the South, 
on this great and vital question, where union is 
so important to those whom wo represent, to 
avoid every thing calculated to divide or dis
tract our ranks. I (said Mr. C.), the Senate will 
bear witness, have, in all that I have said on 
this subject, been careful to respect the feelings 
of Southern members who have differed from 
me in the policy to ho pursued. Having thus 
acted, on my part, I must express my surprise 
at the harsh expressions, to say the least, in 
which the senator from Georgia has indulged.”

The declaration of this overwhelming majority 
against the South brought a great number of 
the non-slavcholding senators to their feet, to 
declare the concurrence of their Slates with the 
South upon the subject of slavery, and to depre
ciate the abolitionists as few in number in any 
of the Northern States ; and discountenanced, 
reprobated and repulsed wherever they were 
found. Among these, Mr. Isaac Hill of New 
Hampshire, thus spoke :

“ I do not (said he) object to many of the 
positions taken by senators on the abstract ques
tion of Northern interference with slavery in 
the South. But I do protest against the excite
ment that is attempted on the floor of Congress, 
to be kept up against the North. I do protest 
against the array that is made here of the acts 
of a few misguided fanatics as the acts of the

whole or of a large portion of the people of the 
North. I do protest against the countenance 
that is here given to the idea that the people of 
the North generally arc interfering with the 
rights and property of the people of the South.

“ There is no course that will better suit the 
few Northern fanatics than the agitation of the 
question of slavery in the halls of Congress- 
nothing will please them better than the discus- 

| sions which arc taking place, and a solemn vote 
of either branch denying them the right to pns 
fer (ictitions hero, praying that slavery may lie 
abolished in the District of Columbia. A de
nial of that right at once enables them, and not 
without color of truth, to cry out that the con
test going on is ‘ a struggle between power and 
liberty.’

“ Believing the intentions of those who have 
moved simultaneously to get up these petitions 
at this time, to be mischief, I was glad to see 
the first petition that came in here laid on the 
table without discussion, and without reference 
to any committee. The motion to lay on the 

I table precludes all debate ; and, if decided affir
matively, prevents agitation. It was with the 
view of preventing agitation of this subject that 
I moved to lay the second set of petitions on 
the talilc. A senator from the South (Mr. Cal
houn) has chosen a different course; lie has in
terposed a motion which opens a debate that 
may be continued for months, lie has chosen 
to agitate this question ; and he lias presented 
that question, the decision of which, let senators 
vote as they may, will best please the agitators 
who are urging the fanatics forward.

“ 1 have said the people of the North wm 
more united in their opposition to the plans of 
the advocates of antislavcry, than on any other 
subject. This opposition is confined to nu pditi- 
eal party ; it pervades every class of the commu
nity. They deprecate all interference with the 
subject of slavery, because they believe such in
terference may involve the existence and wel
fare of the Union itself,and because they under
stand the obligations which the non-slavcholding 
States owe to the slaveholding States by the 
compact of confederation. It is the strong de
sire to perpetuate the Union ; it is the determi
nation which every patriotic and virtuous eitixcn 
has made, in no event to abandon the ‘art of 
our safety,’ that now impels the united North 
to take its stand against the agitators of the 
antislavery project. ISo ell'eetually has the 
strong public sentiment put down that agile 
tion in New England, that it is now kept aim 
only by the power of money, which the agit* 
tors have collected, and apply in the hiring cl 
agents, and in issues from presses that are kepi 
in their employ.

“The antislavcry movement, which brings a 
petitions from various parts of the country lit- 
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, slavery in the lfetnrt 
vith a few persons, irk 
f making charitable» 
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poses, and who have even controlled some of 
three’ charitable associations. The petitions 
are set on foot by men who have had, and who 
continue to have, influence with ministers and 
religious teachers »ftf different denominations. 
They hare issued End sent out their circulars 
calling for a united effort to press on Congress 
the abolition of slavery in this District. Many 
of the clergymen who have been instruments 
of the agitators, have done so from no bad mo
tive. Some of them, discovering the purpose of 
the agitators—discovering that their labors were 
calculated to make the condition of the slave 
worse, and to create animosity between the peo
ple of the North and the South, have paused in 
their course, and desisted from the further ap
plication of a mistaken philanthropy. Others, 
having enlisted deeply their feelings, still pur
sue the unproiitable labor. They present here 
the names of inconsiderate men and women, 
many of whom do not know, when they sub
scribe their papers, what they are asking ; and 
others of *hom, placing implicit faith in their 
religious teacher, are taught to believe they are 
thereby doing a work of disinterested benevo
lence, which will be requited by rewards in a 
future life.

‘ Now, sir, as much as I abhor the doings of 
weak or wicked men who are moving this aboli
tion question at the North, I yet have not as 
bail an opinion of them as I have of some others 
who are attempting to make of these puerile 
proceedings an object of alarm to the whole 
South.

"Of all the vehicles, tracts, pamphlets, and 
newspapers, printed and circulated by the abo
litionists, there is no ten or twenty of them 
that have contributed so much to the excite
ment as a single newspaper printed in this city.
I need not name this paper when 1 inform you 
that, for the last five years, it lias been tailoring 
to produce a Northern and Southern party—to 
fin the flame of sectional prejudice—to open 
wider the breach, to drive harder the wedge, 
which shall divide the North from the South. 
It is the newspaper which, in 18iil-’2, strove to 
create that state of tilings, in relation to the 
tanff, which would produce inevitable collision 
between the two sections of the country, and 
which urged to that crisis in South Carolina, 
terminating in her deep disgrace------

"IMr.Calhoun here interrupted Mr. Hill and 
called him to order. Mr. 11. took his seat, and 
Mr. Hubbard (being in the chair) decided that 
the remarks of Mr. H. did not impugn the mo
tives of any man—they were only descriptive 
of the effects of certain proceedings upon the 
State of South Carolina, and tlqit ho was not 
out of order.]

'• Mr. II. resumed : It is the newspaper which 
condemns or ridicules the well-meant efforts of 
in officer of the government to stop tha circu
lation of incendiary publications in the slave- 
holding States, and which designedly magnifies 
the number and the efforts of the N orthcru abo

G15
litionists. It is the newspaper which libels th$ 
whole North hy representing the almost united 
people of that region to lie insincere in their 
efforts to prevent the mischief of a few fanati
cal and misguided persons who arc engaged in 
the abolition cause.

“ I have before me a copy of this newspaper 
(the United Slates Telegraph), filled to the 
brim witli the exciting subject. It contains, 
among other things, a speech of an honorable 
senator (Mr. Leigh of Virginia), which I shall 
not ho surprised soon to learn has been issued 
hy thousands and tens of thousands from the 
abolition mint at Newvjfork, for circulation in 
t he South. Surely theMionorablo senator’s 
speech, containing that pat of the dimming 
pamphlet, is most likely’ jus move the Southern 
slaves to a servile war, at the same time the 
Cbanning extracts and the speech itself are most 
admirably calculated to awaken the fears or 
arouse the indignation of their masters. The 
circulation of such a speech will effect the ob
ject of the abolitionists without trenching upon 
their funds. Let the agitation be kept up in 
Congress, ami let this newspaper he extensively 
circulated in the South, tilled with such speeches 
and such extracts as this exhibits, and little 
will he left for the Northern abolitionists to do. 
They need do no more than send in their peti
tions: t he late printer of the Senate and his 
friends in Congress, will create enough of ex
citement to effect every object of those who di
rect the movements of the abolitionists.”

At the same moment that these petitions 
were presented in the Senate, their counterparts 
were presented in the House, with the same de
clarations from Northern representatives in favor 
of the rights of the South, and in depreciation 
of the number and importance of the abolition- 
ists in the North. Among these, Mr. Franklin 
Pierce, of New Hampshire, was one of the most 
emphatic on botli points. He said:

“ This was not the last memorial of the same 
character which would lie sent here. It was 
perfectly apparent that the question must bo 
met now, or at some future time, fully and ex
plicitly, and such an expression of this House 
given as could leave no possible room to doubt 
as to the opinions and sentiments entertained hy 
its members. He (Mr. P.), indeed, considered 
the overwhelming vote of tho House, the other 
day, laying a memorial of similar tenor, and. he 
lielicvcd, the same in terms, upon the table, as 
fixing upon it the stamp of reprobation. He 
supposed that all sections of the country would 
be satisfied with that expression ; hut gentlemen 
seemed now to consider the vote as equivocal 
and evasive. He was unwilling that any impu
tation should rest upon the North, in conse
quence of the misguided and fanatical zeal of a 
few—comparatively very few—who, however
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honest might have been their purposes, he be
lieved had done incalculable mischief, and whose 
movements, he knew, received no more sanction 
among the great mass of the people of the 
North, than they did at the South. For one, 
he (Mr. I'.), while he would be the last to in
fringe upon any of the sacred reserved rights 
of the people, was prepared to stamp with dis
approbation, in the most expiess and unequivo
cal terms, the whole movement upon, this sub
ject. Mr. P. said he would not resume his scat 
without tendering to the gent.eman from Virgi
nia (Mr. Mason), just and generous as he always 
was, his acknowledgments for the admission 

‘ frankly made in the opening of his remarks. 
He had said that, during the period that he had 
occupied a scat in this House (as Mr. P. under
stood him), he had never known sin men seri
ously disposed to interfere with the rights of 
the slaveholders at the South. Sir, said Mr. P., 
gentlemen may be assured there was no such 
disposition as a general sentiment prevailing 
among the people ; at least he felt confidence in 
asserting that, among the people of the State 
which he bad the honor in part to represent, 
there w as not one in a hundred who did not 
entertain the most sacred regard for the rights 
of their Southern brethren—nay, not one in five 
hundred who would not have those rights pro
tected at any and every hazard. There was not 
the slightest disposition to interfere with any 
rights secured by the constitution, which binds 
together, and which he humbly hoped ever 
wuidd bind together, this great and glorious 
confederacy as one family. Mr. P. had only to 
say that, to some sweeping charges of improper 
interference, the action of the people of the 
North at home, during the last year, and the 
vote of their representatives here the other day, 
was a sufficient and conclusive answer.”

The newspaper named by Mr. Hill was en
tirely in the interest of Mr. Calhoun, and the 
course which it followed, and upon system, and 
incessantly to get up a slat cry quarrel between 
the North and the South, was undeniable—every 
daily number of the paper containing the proof 
of its incendiary work. Mr. Calhoun would 
not reply to Mr. Hill, but would send a paper 
to the Secretary’s table to be read in contradic
tion of his statements. Mr. Calhoun then hand
ed to the Secretary a newspaper containing an 
article impugning the statement made by Mr. 
Pierce, in the House c>f Representatives, us to 
the small number of the abolitionists in the State 
of New Hampshire J which was read, and which 
contained scurrilous reflections on Mr. Pierce, 
and severe strictures on the state of slavery in 
the South. Mr. Hill asked for the title of the 
newspaper ; and it was given, “ The Herald of

Freedom." Mr. Hill said it was an abolition 
paper, printed, but not circulated, at Concord, 
New Hampshire. He said the same paper hid 
been sent to him, and ho saw in it one of Mr. 
Calhoun’s speeches ; which was republished is 
good food for the abolitionists ; and said he 
thought the Senate was well employed in listen
ing to the reading of disgusting extracts from 
an hireling abolition paper, for the purpose of 
impugning the statements of a member of the 
House of Representatives, defending the South 
there, and who could not be here to defend him
self. It was also a breach of parliamentary law 
for a member in one House to attack what was 
said by a member in another. Mr. Pierce's 
statement had been heard with great satisfaction 
by all except Mr. Calhoun ; but to him it was 
so repugnant, as invalidating his assertion of i 
great abolition party in the North, that he could 
not refrain from this mode of contradicting it 
It was felt by all as disorderly and improper, 
and the presiding officer then in the chair (Mr. 
Ilubbard, from New Hampshire) felt himself 
called upon to excuse his own conduct in not 
having checked the reading of the Article. He 
said : ^

“ He felt as if an apology was due from hint 
to the Senate, for not having checked the rad- 
ing of the paragraphs from the newspaper which 
had just been read by the Secretary. He ns 
wholly ignorant of the contents of the paper, 
and could not have anticipated the purport of 
the article which the senator from South Caro
lina hail requested the Secretary to read. He 
understood the senator to day that he wished 
the paper to be read, to show that the statement 
made by the senator from New Hampshire, is 
to the feelings and sentiments of the people of 
that State upon the subject of the abolition of 
slavery, was not correct. It certainly would 
fyrve been out of order, for any senator to hare 

pjhluded to the remarks made by a member of 
the House of Representatives, in debate ; and, 
in his judgment, it was equally out of ordir to 
permit paragraphs from a newspa|icr to be read 
in the Senate, which went to impugn the course 
of any member of the other House; and he 
should not have permitted the paper to have 
been read, without the direction of the Senate, 
if he had been aware of the character of the 
article."

Mr. Calhoun said he was entitled to the floor 
and did not like to be interrupted by the chair 
he meant no disrespect to Mr. Pierce, ‘‘but 
wished the real state of^tliings to lie known’- 
as if an abolition newspaper was better author

in*the House. 11 happened 

coming into the Senate Chan 
scene was going on; and, 
prised, and feeling much agg 
no right to speak for himse 
author of \his View to mair. 
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House of Representatives had 
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lately Governor of New Hamps 
(applied fsaid Mr. B.) that, in t 
of the reading of this article, th 
House of Representatives, who 
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1er, and his whitening countenai 
deep emotion excited in his bosc 
ment which that gentleman lia 
House was in the highest degi 
and agreeable to the people of t 
States. He had said that not ( 
died in his State was in favor ol 
ists: au expression understood 
not as an arithmetical propositic 
by figures, but as a strong moc 
that these abolitionists were fe 
in that sense it was understood, a 
welcome and agreeable piece of i 
the people of the slaveholding 
oewspaper article contradicts hii 
the number of the alxditionists, ar 
ous signers to their petition. N 
B.),the member of the House ol 
lives (Mr. Pierce) has this mom 
me that he knows nothing of th 
and knows nothing to change his 1 

the small number of abolitionists 
Mr. B. thought, therefore, that h 
ought not to be considered as disen 
newspaper publication ; and he, for 
still give faith to his opinion.”

In his eagerness to invalidate th 
of Mr. Pierce, Mr. Calhoun had o 
solecism of action in which it in 
Hi* MU to suppress the mail transm 
ttndiary publications was still before 
H yet decided ; and hero was mat 
the Senate, and to go forth as part 

"'edinge. the most incendiary and dial 
*1 yet been seen. This oversight wo
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.id it was an abolition 
circulated, at Concord, 
lid the same paper had 
i saw in it one of Mr. 
ich was republished ns 
itiouists ; and said he 
veil employed in listen- 
isgusting extracts from 
xt, for the purpose of 
ts of a member of the 
s, defending the South 
be here to defend him- 

•h of parliamentary law 
use to attack what was 
mother. Mr. Pierce's 
1 with great satisfaction 
in ; but to him it was 
sting his assertion of a 
he North, that he could 
do of contradicting it 
sorderly and improper, 
then in the chair (Mr. 
.mpshire) felt himself 
is own conduct in not 
ng of the Article. lie

3gy was due from him 
ring checked the nad- 
n the newspaper which 
he Secretary. He wu 
contents of the paper, 
cipated the purport of 
ator from South Carer 
■Secretary to read. He 
to àiy that he wished 
how that the statement 
m New Hampshire, is 
nents of the people of 
ret of the abolition of 
. It certainly would 
or any senator to liars 
made by a member of 
atives, in debate ; and, 
qually out of ordir lo 
l newspaper to be read 
t to impugn the course 
other House; and he 
ed the paper to hare 
ruction of the Senate, 
" the character of the

is entitled to the floor 
emipted by the chair 

to Mr. Pierce, ‘‘but 
flings to be known''- 
;>cr was better author

|ty than a statement from a member in his place 
in the House. It happened that Mr. Pierce was 
coming into the Senate Chamber as this reading 
scene was going on; and, being greatly sur
prised, and feeling much aggrieved, and having 
no right to speak for himself, he spoke to the 
author of \hia View to maintain the truth of 
Ms statement against the scurrilous contradic
tion of it which had been read. * * 
therefore, stood up—

Mr. Benton,

“To say a word on the subject of Mr. Pierce, 
the member of the House of Representatives, 
from New Hampshire^ whose statements in the 
House of Representatives had been contradicted 
in the newspaper article read at the Secretary’s 
table. He had the pleasure of an intimate ac
quaintance with that gentleman, and the highest 
respect for him, both on his own account ami that 
of his venerable and patriotic father, who was 
lately Governor of New Hampshire. It had so 
happ^ied (said Mr. B.) that, in the very moment 
of the reading of this article, the member of the 

1 House of Representatives, whose statement it 
contradicted, was coming into the Senate Cham
ber. and his whitening countenance showed the 
deep emotion excited in his bosonx The state
ment which that gentleman liadlmade in the 
House was in the highest degree consolatory 
and agreeable to the people of the slavcholding 
States. He had said that not one in five hun
dred in his State was in favor of the abolition
ists: au expression understood by every body, 
not as an arithmetical proposition worked out 
bp figures, but as a strong mode of declaring 
that these abolitionists were few in number, 
in that sense it was understood, anil was a most 
welcome and agreeable piece of information to 
the people of the slaveholding States. The 
oewspaper article contradicts him, and vaunts 
the number of the abolitionists, and the numer
ous signers to their petition. Now (said Mr. 
B.), the member of the House of Representa
tives (Mr. Pierce) has this moment informed 
me that he knows nothing of these petitions, 
and knows nothing to change his opinion as to 
thesmaU number of abolitionists in his State.
Mr. B. thought, therefore, that his statement 
ought not to be considered as discredited by the 
newspaper publication ; and lie, for one, should 
still give faith to his opinion.”

by the author of this View, who, after vindi
cating the statement of Mr. Pierce, went on to 
expose this solecism, and—

11 Took up the bill reported by the select 
committee on incendiary publications, and read 
the section which forbade their transmission by 
mail, and subjected the postmasters to fine and 
loss of office, who would put them up for trans
mission ; and wished to know whether this in
cendiary publication, which had been read at 
the Secretary’s table, would he included in the 
prohibition, after being so read, and thus be
coming a part of our debates ? As a publica
tion in New Hampshire, it was clearly forbid; 
as part of our congressional proceedings would 
it still be forbid? There was a difficulty in 
this, he said, take it either away. If it could 
still be inculcated from this floor, then the pro
hibition in the bill was mere child’s play ; if 
it could not, and all the city papers which con- 

| tabled it were to be stopped, then the other 
I congressional proceedings in the same paper 
would he stopped also ; and thus the people 
would he prevented from knowing what their 
representatives were doing. 11 seemed to him 
to be but liotle work to stop incendiary publi
cations in the villages where they were printed, 
and then to circulate them from this chamber 
among the proceedings of Congress ; and that, 
issuing from this centre, and spreading to all 
the points of the circumference of this extended 
Union, one reading here would give it ten 
thousand times more notoriety and diffusion 
than the printing of it in the village could do. 
He concluded with expressing his wish that the 
reporters would not copy into their account of 
debate the paper that was read. It was too 
offensive to the member of the House [Mr. 
Pierce], and woufai-he too disagreeable to the 
people of the slavehohlingSIüfctL to be entitled 
to a place in our debates, anil toxmeome a part 
of our congressional history, to be Uilfused over 
the country in gazettes, and transmitted to pos
terity in the volumes of debates. He hoped 
they would ail omit it.”
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In his eagerness to invalidate the statement

I
of Mr. Pierce, Mr. Calhoun had overlooked a 
folecism of action in which it involved him. 
IHis bill to suppress the mail transmission of in- 
wmliary publications was still before the Senate, 
tot vet decided ; and hero was matter read in 

the Senate, and to go forth as part of its pro
ving», the most incendiary and diabolical that 
id yet been seen. This oversight was pèrceived

The reporters complied with this request, 
and the Congress debates were spared the pol
lution of this infusion of scurrility, and the 
permanent record of this abusive assault upon 
a member of the House because he was a friend 
to the South. But it made a deep impression 
upon senators; anil Mr. King, of Georgia, ad 
verted to it a few days afterwards to show the 
strangeness of the scene—Southern senators 
attacking their Northern friends because they 
defended the South. He said :

“It was known that there was a talented, 
patriotic, and highly influential mcinlier of the 
other House, from New Hampshire [Mr.

I
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Pierce}, to whose diligence and determined 
efforts ho had heard attributed, in a great de
gree, the present prostrate condition of the 
abolitionists in that State. He had been the 
open and active friend of the South from the be
ginning, and had encountered the hostility of 
the abolitionists in every form. He had made 
a statement of the strength and prospects of 
the abolitionists in his State, near the com
mencement of the session, that was very grati- 
flying to the people of the South. This state
ment was corroborated by one of the senators 
from that State a few days after, and the sena
tor from Carolina rose, and, without due re
flection, he was very sure, drew from his pocket 
a dirty sheet, an abolition paper, containing a 
scurrilous article against the member from New 
Hampshire, which pronounced him an impostor 
and a liar. The same thing in effect had just been 
repeated by the senator from Mississippi against 
one of the best friends of the South, Governor 
Marcy, of New-York. [Here Mr. Calhoun 
rose to explain, and said he had intended, by 
the introduction of the paper, no disrespect to 
the member from New Hampshire ; and Mr. 
Black also rose to say he only wished to show 
the course the abolitionists were pursuing, and 
their future views.] Mr. King said he hail been 
interrupted by the senators, but corrected by 
neither of them. He was not attacking their 
motives, but only exposing their mistakes. The 
article read by his friend from Carolina was 
abusive of the member from New Hampshire, 
and contradicted his statements. The article 
read by his friend from Mississippi against Gov
ernor Marcy was of a similar character. It 
nbused, menaced, and contradicted him. These 
abusive productions would seem to be credited 
and adopted by those who used them as evi
dence, and incorporated them in their speeches. 
Here, then, was a contest in the North lie- 
tween the most open and avowed friends of the 
South and the abolitionists ; and we had the 
strange exhibition of Southern gentlemen ap
parently espousing the cause of the latter, who 
were continually furnishing them evidence with 
which to aid them in the contest. Did gentle
men call this backing their friends ? What en
couragement did such treatment afford to our 
friends at the North to step forth in our be
half?”

mencement of the session, and had heard also the 
increase attributed to the manner in which the 
subject had been treated here. However this 
might be, what he insisted on was, that those 
base productions were no evidence of the fact, 
or of any fact ; and especially should not be used 
by Southern men, in opposition to the state
ments of high-minded, honorable men at the 
North, who were the active and efficient friends 
of the South.”

As an evidence of the manner in which the 
English emissary, George Thompson, had been 
treated in the North, upon whose labors so 
much stress had been laid in the South, Mr. 
King read from an English newspaper (the 
Leeds Mercury), Thompson’s own account of 
his mission as written to his English employers ; 
thus :

Mr. King did not limit himself to the defence 
of Mr. I’icrce, but went on to deny the increase 
of abolitionism at the North, and to show that 
it was dying out there until revived by agitation 
here, lie said :

“ A great deal had been stated in one form or 
other, and in one quarter or other, as to the 
numbers and increase of these disturbers of the 
peace ; and he did not undertake to say w hat 
was the fact. He learned, and thought it pro
bable, that they had increased since the com

“ Letters of a most distressing nature have 
been received from Mr. George Thompson, the 
zealous and devoted missionary of slave «nan- 
cipation, who has gone from this countrv to the 
United States, and who writes from Boston 
lie says that ‘ the North (that is, New Eng. 
lane!, where slavery does not exist), hn 
universally sympathized with the South,’ in 
opposition to the abolitionists; that1 the North 
ha» let fall the mask ; ’ that 1 merchants and 
me h unies, priests and politicians, have alike 
stoo 1 forth the defenders of Southern despots, 
and the furious denouncers of Northern philan
thropy ; ’ that all parties of politics, especially 
the supporters of the two rivals for the presi- j 
dential office (Van Buren and Webster), he 
with each other in denouncing the abolitionist*; 
and that even religious men shun them, except I 
when the abolitionists can fairly gain a hearing | 
from them. With regard to himself he speaks 
as follows : 1 Rewards are offered for myahdnc- J 
tion and assassination ; and in every direction 1 i 
meet with those who believe they would k | 
doing God and their country service by dej 
ing me of life. 1 have appeared in public.and 
some of my escapes from the hands of my fti 
have been truly providential. On Friday lift 
I narrowly escaped losing my life in Concord 
New Hampshire.’ ‘ Boston, September 11.- 
This morning a short gallows was found .-had
ing opposite the door of my house. 21! Bay-street 
in this city, now occupied by Garrison. Tiro 
halters hung from the beam, with the werdt 
above them, By order of Judge Lynch!”’

Mr. Hill corroborated the account which tin I 
emissary gave of his disastrous mission, and f 
added that he had escaped from Concord in thl 
night, and in woman’s clothes : and then said;

“ The present agitation in the North is k(|t 
up by the application of money ; it is a stated 
things altogether forced. Agents are himl.il»

guised in the character of min 
pel, to preach abolition of slav 
does not exist; and presses nr 
employment to scatter aboli 
through the country. Deny th 
to the misguided men and wc 
duccd from no bad motive tc 
abolition of slavery in the Dial 
and you do more to increase th 
«11 thousands of dollars paid 
who traverse the country to jlif 
tracts and to spread abolition 
timie to debate abolition in i 
Congress, and you more clfci 
the incendiary views of the mo 
than any thing they can do for 
may suit those who have been 
all their political projects, to tr; 
ject of abolition will now avail t 
trill be likely to find, in the end 

j pie have too strong attachment 
! Union, to which we owe all bur 

happiness, to be thrown from th 
I every agitating blast which may 1 

the land.”

Mr. Webster gave his opit 
ceiving the petitions, not to g 
but to yield to a constitutiona 
of the petitioners ; and said :

‘He thought they ought 
lined, and considered. ','1-
usually done with petitions 
and what had been uniform 
with petitions on this subjee 
believed they had an undoubt 
ind that Congress had undoi 
authority over the subjects t 
tkms related, would not he 
fusai to receive the petitions, 
reception of them, followed 
vote rejecting their prayer, 
-ms there w as some différé: 
two modes of proceeding, hut 
sidered as little else than a i 
tom. He thought the quest 
time be met, considered, and t 
matter, as in others, Congress 
reasons. It was in vain to atl 
door against petitions, and ex 
to avoid discussion. On the pi 
first df these petitions, lie liae 
that it ought to he referred to 
tuttre. lie was of that opinioi 
pt could not be stifled. It m 
and he wished it should be d 
fcpassionatcly, and fully, in all 
ill its hearings. To reject the 
ition at once, without referem 
im, was not respectful ; and in 
eg could he possibly gained by 
tsual course of respectful co 
-

trW votes were had
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disastrous mission, d
ped from Concord in* 
-lothes : and then said:
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f money; it is m stated I 
l. Agents are hired,» J

ruised in the character of ministers of the Gos
pel, to preach abolition of slavery where slavery 
does not exist ; and presses arc kept in constant 
employment to scatter abolition publications 
through the country. Deny the right of petition 
to the misguided men and women who are in
duced from no bad motive to petition for the 
abolition of slavery in the District of Columbia, 
and you do more to increase their numbers than 
«ill thousands of dollars paid to the emissaries 
who traverse the country to distribute abolition 
tracts and to spread abolition doctrines. Con
tinue to debate abolition in cither branch of 
Congress, and you more effectually subserve 
the incendiary views of the movers of abolition 
than any thing they can do for themselves. It 
may suit those who have been disappointed in 
all their political projects, to try what this sub
ject of abolition will now avail them. Such men 
will be likely to find, in the end, that the peo
ple have too strong attachment for that happy 
Union, to which we owe all our prosperity and 
happiness, to he thrown from their propriety at 

! every agitating blast which may be blown across 
the land.” »

j Mr. Webster gave his opinion in favor of re
ceiving the petitions, not to grant their prayer, 
but to yield to a constitutional right on the part 
of the petitioners ; and said :

“He thought they ought to he received, re
ferred, and considered. That was what was 
usually done with petitions on other subjects, 
and what had been uniformly done, heretofore, 
with petitions on this subject also. Those who 
believed they had an undoubted right to petition, 
and that Congress had undoubted constitutional 

lority over the subjects to which their peti- 
s related, would not he satistled with a re- 
1 to receive the petitions, nor with a formal 

reception of them, followed by an immediate 
vote rejecting their prayer. In parliamentary 
.urns there was some difference between these 
two modes of proceeding, hut it would he con- 
sidered as little else than a difference in mere 
form. He thought the question must at some 
time he met, considered, and discussed. In this 
matter, as in others, Congress must stand on its 
reasons. It was in vain to attempt to shut the 
door against petitions, and expect in that way 
to avoid discussion. Uu the presentment of the 
first df these petitions, he had been of opinion 
that it ought to be referred to the proper com- 

Jnittee. 11c was of that opinion still. The sub- 
[ect could not be stilled. It must he discussed, 
pad he wished it should ho discussed calmly,

I
ispaseionately, and fully, in all its branches, and 
II its bearings. To reject the prayer of a pe- 
ition at once, without reference or considera- 
*®i was not respectful ; and in this case noth
'll could be possibly gained by going out of the 
6«al course of respectful consideration.”

Ihe trial votes were had upon the petition

of the Society of Friends, the Cain petition ; 
and on Mr. Calhoun’s motion tb refuse to receive 
it. Ills motion was largely rejected—35 to 10. 
The vote to receive was : Messrs. Benton, Brown, 
Buchanan, Clay-, Clayton, Crittenden, Davis, 
Ewing of Illinois, Ewing of Ohio, Goldsborough, 
Grundy, Hendricks, Hill, Hubbard, Kent, King 
of Alabama, King of Georgia, Knight, Linn, Mc
Kean, Morri.^ Naudain, Niles, Prentiss, Robbins, 
Robinson, Rugglcs, Shepley, Southard, Swift, 
Tallmadgc, Tipton, Tomlinson, Wall, Webster, 
Wright. The nays were : Messrs. Black, Cal
houn, Cuthbert, Leigh, Moore, Nicholas, Porter, 
Preston, Walker, White.

The motion to reject the petition being thus 
lost (only a meagre minority of the Southern 
members voting for it), the motion to reject its 
prayer next came on ; and on that motion Mr. 
Calhoun refused to vote, saying :

“ The Senate has by voting to receive this 
petition, on the ground on which the reception 
was placed, assumed the principle that we are 
hound to receive petitions to abolish slavery, 
whether in this District or the States ; that is, 
to take jurisdiction of the question of abolishing 
slavery whenever and-in whatever manner the 
abolitionists may think proper to present the 
question. He considered this decision pregnant 
with consequences of the most disastrous char
acter. When and how they were to occur it 
was not for him to predict; but he could not 
be mistaken in the fact that there must follow 
a long train of evils. What, he would ask, must 
hereafter be the condition on this floor of tho 
senators from the slaveholding .States ! No one 
can expect that what has been done will arrest 
the progress of the abolitionists. Its effects must 
he the opposite, and instead of diminishing must 
greatly increase the number of the petitions. 
Under the decision of the Senate, we of the 
South arc doomed to sit here and receive in si
lence, however outrageous or abusive in their 
language towards us and those whom we re
present, the petitions of the incendiaries who 
are making war on our institutions. Nay, more, 
we are bound, without the power of resistance 
to sec the Senate, at the request of these incen
diaries, whenever they think proper to petition, 
extend its jurisdiction on the subject of slavery 
over the States as well as this District. Thus 
deprived of all power of effectual resistance, can 
any thing be considered more hopeless and de
grading than our situation ; to sit here, year 
after year, session after session, hearing our
selves and our constituents vilified by t housands 
of incendiary publications in the form of peti
tions, of which the Senate, by its decision, is 
bound to take jurisdiction, and against which 
we must rise like culprits to defend ourselves, 
or permit them to go uncontradictcd and un-
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resisted ? We must ultimately be not only de
graded in our own estimation and that of the 
world, but be exhausted and worn out in such a 
contest”

This was a most unjustifiable assumption on 
the part of Mr. Calhoun, to say that in voting 
to receive this petition, confined to slavery in 
the District of Columbia, the Senate took juris
diction of the question in the States—jurisdiction 
of the question of abolishing slavery whenever, 
and in whatever manner, the abolitionists might 
ask. It was unjustifiable towards the Senate, 
and giving a false alarm to the South. The 
thirty-five senators voting to receive the peti
tion wholly repudiated the idea of interfering 
with slavery in the States. Twelve of them 
were from the slaveholding States, so that Mr. 
Calhoun was outvoted in his own half of the 
Union. The petition itself was confined to the 
object of emancipation and the suppression of 
the slave trade in the District of Columbia, 
where it alleged, and truly that Congress pos
sessed jurisdiction ; and there was nothing 
either in the prayer, or in the language of the 
petition to justify the inferences drawn from 
its reception, or to justify the assumption that 
it was an insult and outrage to the senators 
from the slaveholding States. It was a brief 
and temperate memorial in these words :

“ The memorial of Cain Quarterly Meeting of 
the Religious Society of Friends, commonly 
called Quakers, respectfully represents : That, 
having long felt deep sympathy with that portion 
of the inhabitants of these United States which 
is held in bondage, and having no doubt that 
the liappiness and interests, moral and pecu
niary, of both master and slave, and our whole 
community, would be greatly promoted if the 
inestimable right to liberty was extended equal
ly to all, we contemplate with extreme regret 
that the District of Columbia, over which you 
possess entire control, is acknowledged to be 
one of the greatest marts for the tratlic in the 
persons of human beings in the known world, 
notwithstanding the principles of the constitu
tion declare that all men have an unalienable 
right to the blessing of liberty. We therefore 
earnestly desire that you will enact such laws 
as will secure the right of freedom to every hu
man being residing within the constitutional 
jurisdiction of Congress, and prohibit every 
species of traffic in the persons of men, which 
is as inconsistent in principle and inhuman in 
practice as the foreign slave trade."

This was the petition. It was in favor of 
emancipation in the District, and prayed the 
suppression of the slave trade in the District ;

ANN

and neither of these objects had any relation 
to emancipation or the slave trade, in the States. 
Mr. Preston, the colleague of Mr. Calhoun, gave 
his reasons for voting to reject the prayer of the 
petition, having failed in his first object to re
ject the petition itself : and Mr. Davis, of Massa, 
chusctts, repulsed the inferences and assump
tions of Mr. Calhoun in consequence of the vote 
to receive the petition. He denied the justice 
of any suggestion that it portended mischief to 
the South, to the constitution, or to the Union ; 
or that it was to make the District the head
quarters of abolitionists, and the stepping-stone 
and entering wedge to the attack of slavery in 
the States : and said :

“ Neither the petition on which the debate 
had arisen, nor any other that he had seen, pro- 
posed directly or indirectly to disturb the Union, 
unless the abolition of slavery in this District 
or the suppression or regulation of the slave j 
trade within it, would have that effect for 
himself, Mr. D. believed no purpose could k 
further than this from the minds of the peti
tioners. He could not determine what thoughts j 
or motives might be in the minds of men. but 
he judged by what was revealed ; and he could 
not persuade himself that these petitionm 
were not attached to the Unioq and that they 
had (as had been suggested) any ulterior pir- 
pose of making this District the head-quarten 
of future operation—the stronghold of anti 
slavery—the stepping-stone to an attack upon 
the constitutional rights of the South. He was 
obliged to repudiate these inferences as unjust, 
for lie had seen no proof to sustain them in any 
of the petitions that had come here. The peti
tioners entertained opinions coincident with | 
their fellow-citizens as to the power of ( 
gross to legislate in regard to slavery in this 
District ; and being desirous that slavery shoo™ 
cease here, if it could he abolished upon just 
principles ; and, if not, that the traffic carried 
on here from other quarters should he sup
pressed or regulated, they came hero to at 
Congress to investigate the matter. This ns 
all ; and lie could see no evidence in it of acini- 
destine purpose to disregard the constitution or 
to disturb the Union.'’

The vote wns almost unanimous on Mr. I 
Buchanan’s motion—31 to C ; and those à| 
against it, not because they were in favor d 
granting the prayer of the memorialists, t*t 
because they believed that the petition oufK 
to be referred to a committee, njwirted up* 
and then rejected—which was the ancient null 
of treating such petitions ; and also the nu* 
in which they were now' treated in the Hi» 
of Representatives. The vote was :

“ Yeas—Messrs. Benton, 
chanan, Clay, Crittenden, C 
Illinois, Ewing of Ohio Gob 
Hill, Hubbard, King of Alah 
gia, Leigh, Linn, McKean 
Niles, Porter, Preston, Robb 
gles, Shepley, Tallmadge, ’ 
Walker, Wall, White, Wrigh 

“ Nays—Messrs. Davis, I 
Prentiss, Swift, Webster—0.’
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that now ho should, on an ear 

I them, and move to dispose of 
in which it had been his opin 
that all such petitions should 
that is, referred to a commit 
lion and inquiry.
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will now be seen on the 
petitions; for duplicates of 
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lead of a South Carolina me 
large majorities of the House, 
posed of very differently from i 
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way that he deemed so fatal to 
States. Mr. Henry- L. Pinckney 
ton district, moved that it be—
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1 to this House, praying for 

slavery in the District of Cr. 
the resolutions offered by an 1 
from Maine (Mr. Jarvis), wit 
thereto proposed by an honor: 
Virginia (Mr. Wise), togc 
other paper or proposition tha 
ted in relation to the subject, 
select committee, with instni 
thatCongress possesses no cons 
ity to interfere in any way wit 
of slavery in any of the ritatef 

iracy: and that in the opinior 
Congress ought not to interft 
with slavery in the District c 
rause it would be a violation ol 
unwise, impolitic, ami dangero 

[Assigning such reasons for th 
is, in the judgment of the com 
kst calculated to enlighten the 

lillay excitement, to repress agit

I
md maintain the just rights of tl 
Bates, and of the people of thii 
k restore harmony and tranqi 
Ik Tarions sections of this Unit
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>bjects had any relation 
dave trade, in the States.
;ue of Mr. Calhoun, gava 
o reject the prayer of the 
in his first object to re- 
and Mr. Davis, of Massa- 
inferences and assump- 

i consequence of the vote 
. He denied the justice 
it portended mischief to 
itution, or to the Union ; 
a the District the head- 
j, and the stepping-stone 
the attack of slavery in

m on which the debate 
icr that he had seen, pro- 
ctly to disturb the Union, 
slavery in this District 
regulation of the slave 

1 have that effect For 
cel no purpiose could k 
the minds of the peti- 

letermine what thoughts 
l the minds of men. but 
s revealed ; and he conM 
' that these petitionos 
he Unioq and that they 
.•Bted) any ulterior pin 
listrict the hend-quartm 
the stronghold of inti- 
stone to an attack upo» 
ts of the South. He »v< 
ese inferences as unjust, 
of to sustain them in up 
id come here. The peti- 
pinions coincident nth 
s to the power of Con- - 
egard to slavery in tti 
iirous that slavery shoo™

Iw abolished upon just 
that the traffic earned 

quarters should he sup- 
they came here to at 

* the matter. This ns 
o evidence in it of a da- 
•egard the constitution*

nost unanimous on Ml 
31 to G ; anil those B 

they were in favor d 
if the memorialists. W 
that the petition ought 
immittve, reported up« 
vich was the ancient M*' 
ms ; and also the iwdjj 

iw treated in the !k* 

’he vote was:

“Yeas—Messrs. Benton, Black, Brown, Bu
chanan, Clay, Crittenden, Cuthbert, Ewing of 
Illinois, Ewing of Ohio, Goldsborough, Grundy, 
Hill, Hubbard, King of Alabama, King of Geor
gia/ Leigh, Linn, McKean, Moore, Nicholas, 
Niles, Porter, Preston, Bobbins, Robinson, Rug
îtes, Shepley, Tallmadge, Tipton, Tomlinson, 
Walker, Wall, White, Wright—34.

“Nays—Messrs. Davis, Hendricks, Knight, 
Prentiss, Swift, Webster—6.”

After this decision, Mr. Webster gave notice 
that he had in hand several similar petitions, 
which he had forborne to present till this one 
from Pennsylvania should be disposed of ; and 
that now he should, on an early occasion, present 
them, and move to dispose of them in the way- 
in which it had been his opvinion from the first 
that all such petitions should have been treated ; 
that is, referred to a committee for considera
tion and inquiry.

The action of the House of Representatives 
will now be seen on the subject of these 
petitions; for duplicates of the same gene
rally went to that body ; and there, under the 
lead of a South Carolina member, and with 
large majorities of the House, they were dis
posed of very differently from the way that Mr. 
Calhoun demanded in the Senate, and in the 
wav that he deemed so fatal to the slaveholding 
Ftites. Mr. Henry- L. Pinckney, of the Charles
ton district, moved that it be—

“AeaofmZ. That all the memorials which 
hive been ottered, or may hereafter lie presented 
to this House, praying for the abolition of 
slavery in tho District of Columbia; and also 
the resolutions offered by an honorable member 
from Maine (Mr. Jarvis), with the amendment 
thereto proposed by an honorable member from 
Virginia (Mr. Wise), together with every 
other paper or proposition that may lie submit 
ted in relation to the subject, he referred to 
sleet committee, with instructions to report 
thitCongress possesses no constitutional author
ity to interfere in any way with the institution 
of slavery in any of the States of this confede 
racy: and that in the opinion of this House, 
Congress ought not to interfere, in any way, 
with slavery in the District of Columbia, lie- 
cause it would be a violation of tile public faith, 
unwise, impolitic, and dangerous to the Union. 
-Assigning such reasons for these conclusions, 
[av, in the judgment of the committee, may be 

■st calculated to enlighten the public mind, to 
illiy excitement, to repress agitation, to secure 
tail maintain the just rights of the slave-holding 
kites, and of the people of this District, and 
» restore harmony and tranquillity amongst 

te vinous sections of this Union.”

On putting the question the motion was di
vided, so as to have a separate vote on the 
different propositions of the resolve ; and each 
was carried by large, and some by nearly unan
imous majorities. On the first division, To 
refer all the memorials to a select committee^ 
the vote was 174 to 48. On tho second division, 
That Congress possesses no constitutional au
thority to interfere, in any way, with the insti
tution of slavery in any of tho States, the vote 
was 201 to 7—the seven negatives being Mr. 
John Quincy Adams, Mr. Ilarmer Denny of 
Pennsylvania, Mr. William Jackson, Mr. Horace 
Everett of Vermont, Mr. Rice Garland of 
Louisiana, Mr. Thomas Glascock of Georgia, 
Mr. William Jackson, Mr. John Robertson of 
Virginia; and they, because opposed to voting 
on such a proposition, deemed gratuitous and 
intermeddling. On the third division, of the 
resolve, That Congress ought not to interfere 
in any way with slavery in the District of 
Columbia, the vote stood 163 to 47. And on 
the fourth division, giving as reasons for such 
non-interference, Because it would be a viola
tion of the public faith, unwise, impolitic, and 
dangerous to the Union, the vote was, 127 to 75. 
On the last division, To assign reasons for this 
report, the vote stood 1G7 to G. So the com
mittee was ordered, and consisted of Mr. 
Pinckney, Mr. Hamer of Ohio, Mr. Pierce of 
New Hampshire, Mr. Hardin of Kentucky 
Mr. Jarvis of Maine, Mr. Owens of Georgia, 
Mr. Muhlenberg of Pennsylvania, Mr. Drom- 
gnole of Virginia, and Mr. Turrill of New-York. 
The committee reported, and digested their re
port into two resolutions, first, That Congress 
possesses no constitutional authority to interfere, 
in any way, with the institution of slavery in 
any State of this confederacy. Secondly, That 
Congress ought not to interfere In any way 
with slavery in the District of Columbia. And, 
"for the purpose of arresting agitation, and 
restoring tranquillity to the public mind,” they 
recommended the adoption of this resolve : 
“ That all petitions, memorials, resolutions, pro
positions, or papers relating in any way to 
the subject of slavery, or the abolition of slavery, 
shall, without either being printed or referred, 
be laid upion the table; and that no further 
action whatever be had upon them." All these 
resolutions were adopted ; and the latter one by 
a vote of 117 to G8; so that the House came
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to the same course which the Senate had taken 
in relation to these memorials. Mr. Adams, 
whose votes, taken by themselves, might pre
sent him as acting with the abolitionists, was 
entirely opposed to their objects, and was 
governed by a sense of what appeared to him 
to be the right of petition, and also the most 
effectual way of putting an end to an agitation 
which he sincerely deprecated. And on this 
point it is right that he should be heard for 
himself, as speaking for himself when Mr. 
Pinckney’s motion was before the House. He, 
then said :

“ But, sir, not being in favor of the object of 
the petitions, I then gave notice to the House and 
to the country, that upon the supposition that 
these petitions had been transmitted to me un
der the expectation that I should present them, 
I felt it my duty to say, I should not support 
them. And, sir, the reason which I gave at that 
time for declining to support them was precisely 
the same reason which the gentleman from Vir
ginia now gives for reconsidering this motion— 
namely, to keep the discussion of the subject 
out of the House. I said, sir, that I believed 
this discussion would be altogether unprofitable 
to the House and to the country ; but, in de
ference to the sacred right of petition, I moved 
that these fifteen petitions, all of which were 
numerously signed, should be referred to the 
Committee on the District of Columbia, at the 
head of which was, at that time, a distinguished 
citizen of Virginia, now, I regret to say—and the 
whole country has occasion to regret—no more. 
These petitions were thus referred, and, after a 
short period of time, the chairman of the Com
mittee on the District of Columbia made a re
port to this House, which report was read, and 
unanimously accepted ; and nothing more has 
been heard of these petitions from that day to 
this. In taking the course I then took, I was 
not sustained by the unanimous voice of my own 
constituents ; there were many among them, 
persons as respectable and as entitled to consid
eration as any others, who disapproved of the 
course I pursued on that occasion.

“ Attempts were made within the district I 
then represented to get up meetings of the peo
ple to instruct me to pursue a different course, 
or to multiply petitions of the same character. 
These efforts were continued during the whole 
of that long session of Congress ; but. 1 am grati
fied to add, without any other result than that, 
from one single town of the district which I hail 
the honor to represent, a solitary petition was 
forwarded before the close of the session, with a 
request that I would present it to the House. 
Sir, I did present it, and it was referred to the 
same Committee on the District of Columbia, 
and I believe nothing more has been heard of it 
einoe. From the experience of this session, I

AN

was perfectly satisfied that the true and onlr 
method of keeping this subject out of discussion 
was, to take that course ; to refer all petitions 
of this kind to the Committee on the District of 
Columbia, or some other committee of the
House, to receive their report, and to accept it 
unanimously. This does equal justice to ay 
parties in the country ; it avoids the discussion 
of this agitating question on the one hand, 
and, on the other, it pays a due respect to 
the right of the constituent to petition. Two 
years afterwards, similar petitions were present
ed, and at that time an effort made, without suc
cess, to do that which has now been done suo 
cessfully in one instance. An effort was made j 
to lay these petitions on the table ; the House ’ 
did not accede to the proposition : they referred 
the petitions as they hail been before referred, 
and with the same result. For, from the mo
ment that these are referred to the
Committee on the ofbColumbia, they (5
to the family van _ the Capulets,’ and
you will never hear of them afterwards.

“At the first session of the last Congre» 1 
gentleman from tile State of New-York, a dis- 
tinguished member of this House, now no longer 
here, which I regret to say, although 1 do not 
doubt that his place is well supplied, presented 
one or more petitions to this effect; and delivered 
a long and eloquent speech of two hours in sup
port of them. And what was the result 1 Hi 
was not answered : not a word was said.butt!» 
vote of the House was taken ; the petitions wen 
referred to the Committe on the District, and 
we have heard nothing more of them since. At 
the same session, or probably at the very list 
session, a distinguished member of this House, 
from the State of Connecticut, presented one or 
more petitions to the same effect, and declared 
in his place that he himse lf concurred in all the 
opinions expressed. Did this declaration light 
up the flame of discord in this House ? dir, I» 
was heard with patience and complacency. He 
moved the reference of the petition» ta the 
Committee on the District of Columbia and 
there they went to sleep the sleep of death. .Hi 
Adams, speaking from recollection, was (there 
porter is requested by him to state] mistika 
with respect to the reference of the pclili» 
presented at the last session of Congress t» É 
committee. They were then fur the first tie 
laid on the table, as was the motion to priq 
one of them.' At the preceding session of ll 
last Congress, as at all former times, all such p 
tions had been referred to committees and pe' 
oil when so desired. W hy not adopt the a 
course now ? Here is a petition which hash» 
already referred to the Committee on the ft 
trict of Columbia. Leave it there, and, mywj 
for it, sir, you will have just such a result is* 
taken place time after time before. YourCd 
mittee on the District certainly is not an aboil* 
committee. You will have a fit, proper,udir 
report from them ; the House, sub lilentk i 
adopt it, and you will hear no more atout j

But if you are to reconside 
these petitions on the table 
resolution that this House 
more petitions, what will b 

-Tn a large portion of this eoui 
member who votes with you 
at the next election, and sot 
who is not prepared to lay tl 
table.”

There waS certainly reaso 
I uns proposed, and 'encou rag 
I jourse, from the good effect 

attended it in other cases ; a 
good effect which he affirm 

- that course, the committee ai 
have come to the same cone 
mous, instead of a divided v 

I His course was also conform 
earliest action of Congress upi 
was in the session of Congresi 
ing the first under the constitu 
questions of abolishing the fo 
and of providing for domestic ei 
before it; and then, as in the 
Memorial, from the Iteligious S 

I there was discussion as to the 
I upon it—which ended in referr 

toaspecialcommittee, without in 
committee, a majority baingfro 
holding States, reported against 

1 both points; and on the question 
in the States, the resolve which 
recommended (after having been 
in phraseology), read thus: “ 
Acre no authority to interfere 
pulton of slaves. or in the tret 
irifAin any of the States ; it ri 
tin several States to proride a 
Herein uhich humanity and tr 
require.” And under this resolve, 
ment of the subject, the slavery qu< 
quieted; and remained sountil rev: 
time. Inthcdiscussion which then 
Madison was entirely in favor of si 
tition to a committee; and thought 
to get up an agitation in the coun 
by opposing that course. He sail

"The question of sending t 
leommitiee was no otherwise in

KK
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lave just such a result a.k 
:r time before. Your Cal 
t certainly is not an aboli* 
11 have a lit, proper, air 
,he House, subtilentiu 
ill hear no more aboil^

But if you are to reconsider the vote, a#d to lay 
these petitions on the table ; if you come to the 
resolution that this House will not receive any 
more petitions, what w ill be the consequence ?

a large portion of this country every individual 
member who votes with you will be left at home 
at the next election, and some one will be sent 
who is not prepared to lay these petitions on the 
table.”

There was certainly reason in what Mr. Ad
ams proposed, and • encouragement to adopt his 
jourse, from the good effect which had already 
attended it in other cases ; and from the further 
good effect which he affirmed, that, in taking 
that course, the committee and the House would 
have come to the same conclusion by a unani
mous, instead of a divided vote, as at present. 
His course was also conformable to that of the 
earliest action of Congress upon the subject. It 
was in the session of Congress of 1789—’90—be
ing the first under the constitution—that the two 
questions of abolishing the foreign slave trade, 
and of providing for domestic emancipation, came 
before it; and then, as in the case of the Cain 
Memorial, from the Religious Society of Friends, 
there was discussion as to the mode of acting 
upon it—which ended in referring the memorial 
tosspccial committee, without instructions. That 
rommittee, a majority being from tiro non-slavc- 
holding States, reported against the memorial on 
both points; and on the question of emancipation 
in the States, the resolve which the committee 
recommended (after having been slightly altered 

1 'i phraseology), read thus: “ That Congress
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gentlemen made it so by their serious opposi
tion. Had they permitted the commitment of 
the memorial, as a matter of course, no notice 
would have been taken of it out of doors : it 
could never have been blown up into a decision 
of the question respecting the discouragement 
of the African slave trade, nor alarm the owners 
with an apprehension that the general govern
ment were about to abolish slavery in all the 
States. Such things are not contemplated by 
any gentleman, but they excite alarm by their 
extended objections to committing the me
morials. The debate has taken a serious turn ; 
and it will be owing to this alone if an alarm is 
created : for, had the memorial been treated in 
the usual way, it would have been considered, 
as a matter of course ; and a report might have 
been made so as to give general satisfaction. 
If there was the slightest tendency by the com
mitment to break in upon the constitution, he 
would object to it: but he did not see upon 
what ground such an event could be appre
hended. The petition did not contemplate even 
a breach of the constitution : it prayed, in gene
ral terms, for the interference of Congress so far 
as they were constitutionally authorized.”

tare no authority to interfere in the emanci
pation of slaves, or in the treatment of them 
vilAin any of the States ; it remaining with 
the lèverai States to provide any regulations 
therein which humanity and true policy may 
require.” And under this resolve, and this treat
ment of the subject, the slavery question was then 
quieted ; and remained so until revived inourown 
time. Inthe discussion which then took place Mr. 
Madison was entirely in favor of sending the pe
tition to a committee; and thought the only way 
to get up an agitation in the country, w ould be 
by opposing that course. He said :

"The question of sending the petition to a 
Iremmittee was no otherwise important than as

This chapter opens and concludes with the word 
of Mr. Madison. It is beautiful to behold th 
wise, just, and consistent course of that virtuou 
and patriotic man—the same from the beginnin 
to the ending of his life ; and always in harmon 
with the sanctity of the laws, the honor and in 
tcrests of his country, and the peace of his fellow 
citizens. May his example not be lost upoi 
us. This chapter has been copious on the sub 
ject of slavery. It relates to a period when t 
new point of departure was taken on the slave 
question ; when the question was carried int< 
Congress with avowed alternatives of dissolving 
the Union ; and conducted in a way to show 
that dissolution was an object to he attained 
not prevented ; and this being the starting point 
of the slavery agitation which has since menaced 
the Union, it is right that every citizen should 
have a clear view of its origin, progress, and 
design. From the beginning of the Missouri 
controversy up to the year 1835, the author of 
this View looked to the North as the point of 
danger from the slavery agitation : since that 
time he has looked to the South for that danger, 
as Mr. Madison did two years earlier. Equally 
opposed to it in either quarter, he has opposed it 
in both.
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CHAPTER CXXXVI.
REMOVAL OF THE OUEROI&ES FROM GEORGIA.

The removal of the Creek Indians from this 
State was accomplished by the treaty of 1826, 
and that satisfied the obligations of the United 
States to Georgia, under the compact of 1802, 
so far as the Creek tribe was concerned. But 
the same obligation remained with respect to the 
Cherokees, contracted at the same time, and 
founded on the same valuable consideration, 
namely : the cession by Georgia to the United 
States of her western territory, now constituting 
the two States of Alabama and Mississippi. 
And twenty-five years’ delay, and under inces
sant application, the compact had been carried 
into effect with respect to the Creeks ; it was 
now thirty-five years since it was formed, and 
it still remained unexecuted with respect to the 
Cherokees. Georgia was impatient and impor
tunate, and justly so, for the removal of this 
tribe, the last remaining obstacle to the full en
joyment of all her territory. General Jackson 
was equally anxious to effect the removal, both 
as an act of justice to Georgia, and also to Ala
bama (part of whose territory was likewise 
covered by the Cherokees), and also to com
plete the business of the total removal of all 
the Indians from the east to the west side of 
the Mississippi. It was the only tribe remain
ing in any of the States, and he was in the last 
year of his presidency, and the time becoming 
short, as well as the occasion urgent, and the 
question becoming more complex and difficult. 
Part of the tribe had removed long before. 
Faction split the remainder that staid behind. 
Intrusive counsellors, chiefly from the Northern 
States, came in to inflame dissension, aggravate 
difficulties, and impede removal. For climax 
to this state of things, p^rty spirit laid hold of 
it, and the politicians in opposition to General 
Jackson endeavored to turn it to the prejudice 
of his administration. Nothing daunted by this 
combination of obstacles, General Jackson pur
sued his plan with firmness and vigor, well 
seconded by his Secretary at War, Mr. Cass— 
the War Department being then charged with 
the administration of the Inditffiaffairs. In the 
autumn of 1835, a commission had been np>-

pointed^o treat with the half tribe in tieorgi» 
and Alabama. It was very j udiciously compose) 
to accomplish its purpose, being partly military 
and partly ecclesiastic. General William Car- 
roll, of Tennessee, well known to all the Southern 
Indians as a brave and humane warrior, and the 
Reverend John F. Schermerhom, of New-York, 
well known as a missionary laborer, composed 
the commissiom ; and it had all the success 
which the President expected.

In the winter of 1835-36, a treaty was nego
tiated, by which the Cherokees, making clean 
disposal of all their possessions east of the 
Mississippi, ceded the whole, and agreed to go 1 
West, to join the half tribe beyond that river. 
The consideration paid them was ample, and 
besides the moneyed consideration, they had 
large inducements, founded in views of their 
own welfare, to make the removal. These in
ducements were set out by themselves in the 
preamble to the treaty, and were declared to 
bo: “A desire to get rid of the difficulties ex
perienced by a residence within the settled parti | 
of the United States ; and to reunite their peo
ple, by joining those ,who had crossed the Mis
sissippi ; and to live in a country beyond the 
limits of State sovereignties, and where they 
could establish and enjoy a government of their 
choice, and perpetuate a state of society, v 
might be most consonant with their views, habita 
and condition, and which might tend to their in- 
dividual comfort, and their advancement in civili
zation.” These were sensible reasons for desiring 
a removal, and, added to the moneyed considers 
tion, made it immensely desirable to the Indians. 
The direct consideration was five millions of 
dollars, which, added to stipulations to pay for 
tiie improvements on the ceded lands—to defray 
the expenses of removal to their new homes k- 
yond the Mississippi—to subsist them for m 
year after their arrival—to commute school 
funds and annuities—to allow pre-emptions ini 
pay for reserves—with some liberal grant» i 
money from Congress, for the sake of quieting 
complaints—and some large departmental ih 
Iowanccs, amounted, in the whole, to more tin 
twelve millions of dollars ! Being almost i 
much for their single extinction of Indian titH 
in the corner of two States, as the whole piCT 
ince of Louisiana cost ! And this in addition t^ 
seven millions of acres granted for their a 
home, and making a larger and a better I

than the one they had left 
moneyed transaction, the a 
gether, and out of all propor 
the Indians ; but relief to th 
to the Indians, and the compl 
humane policy, were overrul 
which sanctioned the enorm 
paid.

Advantageous as this treat 
dians, and desirable as it was 
was earnestly opposed in the, 
saved by one vote. The disco 

I the Cherokees, and the intn 

and party spirit, pursued it to 
and organized an opposition to 

I great chiefs then opposed to tl 

of General Jackson—Mr. Cla 
and Mr. Calhoun. Immediate! 
was communicated to the Senal 
sented a memorial and protest 
the “ Cherokee nation,” as they 
the faction that protested ; and 

I from several individual Cherok 
■ were printed and referred to the 
I mittoe on Indian Affairs, and c 

j when the merits of the treaty c 
amined. The examination was 

l extending at intei^ls for near! 

,-from March Tthio the end of 
| suiting very nearly a complete 
I On the 18th of May Mr. Clay n 

which, aa disclosing the grounds 
tion to the treaty, deserves to be 
own words. It was a motion to r 
lulion of ratification, and to adop 
in its place: “That the instrumei 
purporting to be a treaty conch 
Eehota on the 29th of December, 1 
the United States and the chiefs, h 

people of the Cherokee trilie of I ml 
supplementary articles thereto an 
not made and concluded by authi 
pul of the Cherokee tribe, cotnpc 
it; and, therefore Jvithout reference 

|and conditions of the said agreeme 
Elementary articles, the Senate can 

to and advise the ratification therec 
treaty, binding upon the Cherokee 
tion;” concluding with a recommt 
the President to treat again with the 

■ast of the Mississippi for the whoh 
ll*ir possessions on this side of
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he half tribe in tiieorgla 
ery judiciously composed 
se, being partly military 

General William Car- 
mown to all the Southern 
humane warrior, and the 
rmerhorn, of New-York, 
onary laborer, composed 
it had all the success 

pectctl.
>-’36, a treaty was nego- 
Iherokees, making clem 
possessions east of i 
whole, and agreed to p> 
tribe beyond that river.
i them was ample, and 
consideration, they had 
unded in views of their 
the removal. These in- 
ut by themselves in 'the 
y, and were declared to 
rid of the difficulties a- 
:c within the settled ports 
and to reunite their peo- 
rho had crossed the Mis- 
in a country heyond ik 
lignties, and where they 
oy a government of their 
a state of society, which

nt with their views, habita 
ich might tend to their its 
ncir advancement incivili- 
nsible reasons for desiriat 
to the moneyed consign- 
y desirable to the Indians, 
ion was live millions d 
to stipulations to pay if 
the ceded lands—todefraj 
al to their new homes if- 
—to subsist them for i« 
vnl—to commute 
to allow pre-emption, ail 
li some lilnr.il grant- i 
i, for the sake of quietag 
c largo departmental v
ii the whole, to more rJ 
ollars ! living aimes: «I
extinction of Indian tiM 

States, as the whole |wl 
! And this in additai q 
res granted for their I 
arger and a better I

paid.
Advantageous as this treaty was to the In

dians, and desirable as it was to both parties, it 
was earnestly opposed in the Senate ; and only 
eared by one vote. The discontented party of 
the Cherokees, and the intrusive counsellors, 
and party spirit, pursued it to Washington city, 
and organized an opposition to it, headed by the 
great chiefs then opposed to the administration 
of General Jackson—Mr. Clay, Mr. Wrebstcr, 
and Mr. Calhoun. Immediately after the treaty 
was communicated to the Senate, Mr. Clay pre
sented a memorial and protest against it from 
the “Cherokee nation,” as they were entitled by 
the faction that protested ; and also memorials 
from several individual Cherokees ; all which 
were printed and referred to the Senate’s Com
mittee on Indian Affairs, and duly considered 
when the merits of the treaty came to bo ex
amined. The examination was long and close, 
extending at internals for nearly three months 
-from March Ttlito the end of May—and hs- 
niming very nearly a complete party aspect.
e- .1 ....................... At- ivI------

„ _ —. iweu. There were four membersabsent, and unless two of these could be got in, 
and vote with the friends of the treaty, and ne 
one got in on the other side, the treaty was re
jected. It was a close pinch, and made me re
collect what I have often heard Mr. Randolph 
say, that there were always members to get out 
of the way at a pinching vote, or to lend a hand 
at a pinching vote. Fortunately the four ab
sent senators were classified as friends of the 
administration, and two of them came in to our 
side, the other two refusing to go to the other 
side : thus saving the treaty by one vote. The 
vote stood, thirty-one for the treaty, fifteen 
against it ; and it was only saved by a strong 
Northern vote. The yeas were : Messfs. Benton 
of Missouri; Black of Mississippi; Brown of 
Nurth Carolina ; Buchanan of Pennsylvania ; 
Cuthbert of Georgia ; Ewing of Illinois ; Golds- 
borough of Maryland; Grundy,of Tennessee; 
Hendricks oflndiana; Hubbard bf New Hamp
shire; Kent of Maryland; King of Alabama; 
King of Georgia; Linn of Missouri; McKean 
of Pennsylvania ; Mangum of North Carolina ; 
Moore of Alabama • M—-- “

-----e •—j —*v “ vuiupiero party aspect. -----, ,-nni oi Missouri; McKeanOn the 18th of May Mr. Clay made a motion of Pennsylvania; Mangum of North Carolina; 
which,as disclosing the grounds of the.opposi- Moore of Alabama; Morris of Ohio ; Niles of 
lion to the treaty, deserves to beset out in its Connecticut; Preston of South Carolina ; Rives 
own words. It was a motion to reject the reso- of Virginia ; Robinson nf mi.—:. - « 1
lotion of ratifiraiinn ■’ •
..... aa ««sa--. U 111UUOI1 LO IVJtX't thC FOSO-
lution of ratification, and to adopt this resolve 
in its place: “That the instrument of writing, 
purporting to Ik? a treaty concluded at New 
Echota on the 29th of December, 1835, lx tween 
the United States and the chiefs, head men and 
people of the Cherokee tribe of Indians, and the 
FjpplemenUrv articles thomt^ «....... «

___ , * ivouuu ui couth Carolina ; Hives
of Virginia; Robinson of Illinois; Buggies and 
Shcplcy of Maine ; N. P. Tallmadge of New- 
York ; Tipton of Illinois ; Walker of Mississip
pi ; Wall of New Jersey ; White of Tennessee; 
and Wright of New-York—31. The nays were :
Messrs. Calhoun of South Carolina; Clay of 

rviw vi uw vneroKce tribe of Indians, and the Kentucky; Clayton of I)clawar>; Crittenden
supplementary articles thereto annexed, were of Kentucky ; Davis of Massachusetts; Ewing of 
not made and concluded by authority, on the ! Ohio; Leigh of Virginia ; Naudain of Delaware , 
pin of the Cherclxcc tribe, competent to hind Porter of Louisiana; Prenis.s of Vermont; 
it ; and, therefore Jwithout reference to the terms Robbins of Rhode Island; Southard of New 
and conditions the said agreement and sup- Jersey ; Swift of Vermont ; Tomlinson of 4Con- 
plemcutary articles, the Senate cannot consent nccticut; and Webster of Massachusetts—15. 
bind advise the ratification thereof, as a valid Thus the treaty was barely saved^pno vote 
treaty, binding upon the Cherokee tribe or na- less in its favor, < r one mure against it. and it 
lion;” concluding with a recommendation to I would have been lost. Two members were at> 
he President to treat again with the Cherokees sent. If either had come in and voted with the 
*st of the Mississippi for the whole, or any of opposition, it would have been lost. It 
heir possessions on this side of that river, saved by the fm- v" Æl
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vox i 1 1 ,------ “ u ,,ton tost It wasLy thc frcc ‘Statc vote-by the fourteen
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free State affirmative votes, which precisely ba
lanced and neutralized the seven slave State 
negatives. If any one of these fourteen had 

voted with the negatives, or even been absent at 
the vote, the treaty would have been lost ; and 
thus the South is indebted to the North for this 
most important treaty, which completed the 

relief of the Southern States—the Chickasaws, 
Creeks and Choctaws having previously agreed 
to remove, and the treaties with them (except 
with the Greeks) having been ratified without 

serious opposition.
The ratification of this treaty for the removal 

of the Cherokecs wnk one of the most difficult 
and delicate questions which we ever had to 
manage, and in which success seemed to be im

possible up to the last moment. It was a 
Southern question, involving an extension of 
slavery, and was opposed by all three of the 
great opposition leaders ; who only required a 
minority of one third to make good their point. 
At best, it required a good Northern vote, in 
addition to the undivided South, to carry the 
treaty ; but, with the South divided, it seemed 
hardly possible to obtain the requisite number 
to make up for that defection ; yet it was done, 

and done at the \iVy time that the systematic 
plai had commenced, to charge the Northern 
States with a design to abolish slavery in the 

South. And I, who write history, not for ap
plause, but for the sake of the instruction which 
it affords, gather up these dry details from the 
neglected documents in which they lie hidden, 
and bring them forth to the knowledge and con
sideration of all candid and impartial men, that 
they may see the just and fraternal spirit in 
which the free States then acted towards their 
brethren of the South. Nor can it fail to be ob

served, as a curious contrast, that, in the very 
moment that Mr. Calhoun was seeing cause for 
Southern alarm lest the North should abolish 

slavery in the South, the Northern senators 
were extending the area of slavery in Georgia 
by converting Indian soil into slave soil : and 

(jiat against strenuous exertions made by him

self.

CHAPTER CXXX VII.

EXTENSION OF THE MISSOURI BOVSDABT.

This was a measure of great moment to Missouri 
and full of difficulties in itself, and requiring « 
double process to accomplish it—an act of Con
gress to extend the boundary, and an Indian 
treaty to remove the Indians to a new home.

It was to extend the existing boundary of the 
State so as to include a triangle between the ex
isting line and the Missouri Hiver, large enough 
to form seven counties of the first class, and fen 
tile enough to sustain the densest population 

The difficulties were threefold : 1. To make still 
larger a State which was already one of the 
largest in the Union. 2. To remove Indiana 
from a possession which had just been assigned 
to them in perpetuity. 3. To alter the .Missouri I 

compromise line in relation to slave territorr, 

and thereby convert free soil into slave soil 
The two first difficulties were serious — the 

third formidable : and in the then state of the 
public mind in relation to slave territory, this en 

largement of a great slave State, and by conven
ing free soil into slave, and impairing the compro
mise line, was an almost impossible undertaking 

and in no way to be accomplished without i 
generous co-operation from the members of tin 
free States. They were a majority in the Hois 

of Representatives, and no act of Congress Mild 
pass for altering the compromise line without 
their aid : they were equal in the Senate, when 

no treaty for thfc removal of the Indians could 
be ratified except by a concurrence of In 
thirds. And all these difficulties to be over 
come at a time when Congress was inflamed 
with angry debates upon aladition petits at 
transmission of incendiary publications, imputed 
designs to abolish slavery ; and the appeau» 
of the criminating article in South Carolines 

titled the " Crises,” announcing a Southern cm- 
! vention and a secession if certain Northen 

States did not suppress the abolition si(pM| 

within their limits within a limited time.
In the face of all these discouraging ohsUeiaB 

the two Missouri senators, Messrs. Benton ur 
Linn, commenced their operations. The iiq

boundary: it was obtain: 
Committee, reported by ] 
of Delaware : and passed 
material opposition. It v 
Representatives; and for 
opposition to its passage, 
ated with the Sac and Fox 
country had been assigned, 
jhe requisite two thirds. , 
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Missouri, was the noble ans 
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process of altering a com pro 
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free to slave. And all this wl 

j the least disposition to imped 
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enough to cover an oppositic 
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gest in the Union—to removi 
| from a home to which they I 

moved under a national pledge i 

j als—and to disturbing the cor 
1820 on which the Missouri q 
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ritory fixed for national rcasoi 
ever. The author of this Vie 
parcel of all that transaction— 
the anxiety of the State to ohta 
-her joy at obtaining it—the gr 
felt to the Northern members 

aid it could not have been do 
mignanimous assistance under 
cumstanccs he now records as ot 
-(this work contains many othei 
lingness of the non-slaveholding pi 
to be just and generous to tlioi 
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' great moment to Missouri 
i in itself, imd requiring > 
>mplish it—an act of Con- 
bounilary, and an Indian 
Indians to a new home, 
existing boundary of the 
a triangle between then- 

issouri Hiver, large enough 
s of the first class, and fen
II the densest population, 
.hreefold: 1. To make still
i was already one of the 
l. 2. To remove Indien 
ich had just been assigned 
. 3. To alter the Missouri 
elation to slave territory, 

free soil into slave soil 
lltics were serious—the 
1 in the then state of the 
,n to slave territory, thisen- 
slnve State-, and by convert.
, and impairing the compn> 
ost impossible undertaking 
c accomplished without i 
l from the members of tin 
vre a majority in the Hou» 
id no act of Congress mull 
compromise line without 
equal in the Senate, when 
moval of the Indians could 
by a concurrence of m 
iso difficulties to 1» over- 
en Congress was inflamed 

upon aliolition petition 
idiary publications, impui 
avery ; and the appranMl 
tide ill South Carolina«-I 
innounciug a Southern wnl 
ision if certain Northtnf 
ress the abolition sk 

■ithin a limited time, 
hero discouraging obstad*! 
nators, Messrs. Benton uÉ 

ieir operations. The 
a bill for the alteration^

- and the extension of d|

boundary: it was obtained from the Judiciary 
Committee, reported by Mr. John M. Clayton 
of Delaware : and passed the Senate without 
material opposition. It went to the House of 
Representatives; and found there no serious 
opposition to its passage. A treatv --------------

, — •»««» mere no serious 
opposition to its passage. A treaty was negoti
ated with the Sac and Fox Indians to whom the 
country had been assigned, and was ratified by 
jhe requisite two thirds. And this, besides do
ing an act of generous justice to the State of 
Missouri, was the noble answer which N orthern 
members gave to the imputed design of abolish
ing slavery in the States ! actually extending it ! 
and by an addition equal in extent to such States 
as Delaware and Rhode Island ; and by its fer
tility equal to one of thp third class of States. 
And this accomplished by the extraordinary 
process of altering a compromise line intended 
tobc perpetual, and the reconversion of soil which 
had been slave, and made free, back again from 
fro to slave. And all this when, had there been 
the least disposition to impede the proper exten
sion of a slave State, there were plausible reasons 
enough to cover an opposition, in the serious 
objections to enlarging a Sut» ni*......■- 1

CHAPTER CXXXVII I.

ADMISSION OF THE STATES OF ARKANSAS AND 
MICHIGAN INTO THE UNION.

These two young States had applied to Congress 
for an act to enable them to hold a convention, 
and form State constitutions, preparatory to 
admission into the Union. Congress refused to 
pass the acts, and the people of the two territot^ 
ries held the convention by their own authority, 
formed their constitutions—sent copies to Con

gress, praying admission as States. They both 
applieil at this session, and the proceedings on 
their respective applications were simultaneous 
in Congress, though in separate hills. That of 
Michigan was taken up first, and had been 
brought lieforo each House in a message from 
the President in these words •

‘‘By the act of the 11th of January, 1805, 
all that part of the Indian Territory* lying north
of a line drawn duo 1 east from the southerly

.___ w.v, an opposition, in the serious | bend or extreme of Lake Michigan until it shall
objections to enlarging a State already the lar- intersect Lake Erie, and east of a line drawn 
««tin the Union—to removing Indians again the said southerly bend, through the mid- F L . , , „ , b die of said lake, to its northern extremity, and
from a homo to winch they had just been re- thence, due north, to the northern boundary of 
moved under a national pledge of no more n>m<»- the United States,’ was erected into a separate

Territory, by the name of Michigan. The Ter
ritory comprised within these limits being part 
of ..the district of country described in the 
ordinance of the 13th of July, 1787, which pro
vides that, whenever any of the States into 
which the same should be divided should have 
sixty thousand free inhabitants, such State 
should be admitted by its delegates ‘into the 
Congress of the United States, on an equal 
footing with the original States in all respects 
whatever, and shall lx* at liberty to form a per
manent constitution and State government, pro
vided the constitution and government so to be 
formed shall be republican, and in conformity 
to the principles contained in these articles,’ the 
inhabitants thereof have, during the present 
year, in pursuance of the rt.-t* -..... - ’ *

____ _ . „ icmuving Indians again
from a home to which they had just been re
moved under a national pledge of no more remov
als—and to disturbing the compromise line of 
1820 on which the Missouri question hod been 
settled; and the line between free and slave ter
ritory fixed for national reasons, to remain for 
ever. The author of this View was part and 
parrel of all that transaction—remembers well 
the anxiety of the State to obtain the extension 
-her joy at obtaining it—the gratitude which all 
felt to the Northern members without'whose 
aid it could not have been done; and whose 
magnanimous assistance under such trying cir-

cumstances he now records as one of the proofs ... ...v principles contained in these articles,’ I 
—(this work contains many others)—of the wil- inhabitants thereof have, during the prose 
lingnesi of the non-slaveholding part of the Union -v™r’ in l"'rsmm<v of the right secured by t
to k just and generous to their slaveholding government. That instrument, together wi
brethren, 6vcn in disregard of cherished prejudices various other documents connected therewit
ind offensive criminations. It was the second lifts been transmitted to me for the purpose <
great proof to this effect at this identical session, k'i!,K1lni‘l U-fore Congress, to whom the pow,

, . nl , ’ and duty of admitting new States into tlthe ratification of the Georgia Cherokee treaty [’nion exclusively appertain*; and the who
jbeing the other. are herewith communicated for your early dec
i shut.”

The application was referred to a select com 
mittco, Mr. Heaton the chairman ; and a irnfmo 
rial, entitled from the ‘‘ Legislature of Michigan,1
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was also referred to the same committee, though 
objected to by some senators as purporting to 
come frbrrt a State which, as yet, had no exist
ence. But the objection was considered by 
others as being one of form—that it might be 
considered as coming from the people of Michi
gan—and was not even material in that point 
of view, as the question was already before the 
Senate on the President’s Message. Some 
objection was also made to the boundaries, as 
being .too large, and as trenching upon those of 
Indiana and Ohio. A bill was reported for the 
admission of the State, in support of which Mr. 
Benton said, the committee lmd included in the 
proposed limits a considerable portion of terri
tory on the northwest, and had estimated the 
sujierficial contents of the State at 60,000 square 
miles. The territory attached coi\fained but a 
very small portion of Indian population. It 
was necessary to make her large and éttong, 
being a frontier State both to the Indians and 
to the British possessions. It should have a 
large front on Lake Superior. The principal 
points of objection, of a permanent character, 
were, that the proceedings of the people were 
revolutionary, in forming a constitution without 
a previous act of Congress ; and her constitution 
inconsistent with that of the United States in 
admitting aliens to vote before naturalization. 
To the first it was answered that she had 
applied for an act of Congress two years ago, 
and was denied by the then dominant party, and 
that it was contradictory to object to her, for 
not having that which had been refused to be 
given ; and on the second, that the same thing 
had been done for a quarter of a century. On 
the latter point Mr. Buchanan said :

‘ .Michigan confined herself to such residents 
ami inhabitants of her territory as were there 
at the signing id' her constitution ; and to those 
alone she extended the right of sulfrage. Now, 
we had admitted Ohio and Illinois into this 
Union ; two sister States, of whom we ought 
certainly to he very proud, lie would refer sena
tors to the provision in the constitution of Ohio 
on that subject. By it. all white male inhabit
ants, twenty-one years of age. or upwards, 
having resided one year in the State, are entitled 
to vote. Michigan had made the pro|>er dis
tinction ; she had very properly confined the 
elective franchise to inhabitants within the State 
at the time of the adoption of her constitution ; 
hut Ohio had given the right of sulfrage as to 
all future time to all her white inhabitants over 
the age of twenty-one years ; a case embracing

all time to come, and not limited as in the con
stitution of Michigan. He had understood that 
since the adoption of her constitution, Ohio had 
repealed this provision by law. He did not 
know whether this was so or not ; but here it 
was, as plain as the English language could 
make it, that all the white male inhabitants of 
Ohio, aliovc the age of twenty-one years, were 
entitled to vote at her elections. Well,’ what 
had Illinois done in this matter ? He would 
read an extract from Jicr constitution, by which 
it would appear that only six months’ previour 
residence was required to acquire the right of 
suffrage. The constitution of Illinois was 
therefore still broader and more liberal than 
that of Ohio. There, in all elections, all white 
male inhabitants above the age of twenty-one 
years, having resided in the State six months 
previous to the election, shall ehjoy the rights 
of an elector. Now, sir, it had been made a mat
ter of preference by settlers to go to •Illinois, 
instead of the other new States, where they 
must become citizens before they could vote; 
and he ap]>caled to the senators from Illinois 
whether this was not now the case, and whether 
any man could not now vote in that State alter 
a six months’ residence.

“ [Mr. Robinson said that such was the fact.]
“ Now, here were two constitutions of States, 

the senator from one of which was most stre
nuously opposed to the admission of Michigan, 
who had not extended the right of suffrage >< 
far as was done by either of theny Did .Michi
gan do right in thus fixing the elective fran
chise 1 He contended that she did act right; 
and if she had not acted so. she would not have 
acted in obedience to the spirit, if not the verv 
letter, of the ordinance of 1787. Michigan 
took the right ground, while the .States of Ohio 
and Illinois went bark in making perpetual in 
their constitution what was contained in the 
ordinance. When Congress admitted them and 

j 1 ndiana on this principle, he thought it very 
I ungracious in any of their senators or repre
sentatives to declare that Michigan should not 
be admitted, because she lias extended the right 
of suffrage to the few persons within hcr limite j 
at the adoption of lier constitution. He felt 
inclined to go a good deal further into this sub
ject ; but as lie was exceedingly anxious that 
the decision should be made soon, he would not 
extend bis remarks any further. It appears! 
to him that an amendment might very well k 
made to this bill, requiring that the assent of 
the people of Michigan shall lie given to the 
change of boundary. He did hope that hr tbi 
bill all objections would he removed; anil that 
this State, so ready to rush into our arms, would 
not be repulsed, because of the absence of s>im 
formalities, which, perhaps, were very pmper, 
but certainly not indispensable.

On the other point, that of a revolution^ | 

movement, Mr. Buchanan answered :

“I think their course 
but if there is any thing 
it, it is to be attributed tc 
press. For three years, tl 
it your door, and asking fi 
press to form a constitute 
into the Union ; but the 
beef heeded, and have beer 
Not being able to be admi 
sought, they have been fon 
course, and stand upon the 
cured to them by the const 
irrcpcalable ordinance. T 
census of the territory ; t 
constitution, elected their ol 
machinery of a State gover 
put in operation : they are 
notion. Having assumed th 
demand admission as a ma 
demand it as an act of jus 
Arc they now to be repci lee 
they must retrace their step! 
Union in the way they at fir 
could not obtain the sanction 
Hear the consequences of 
tremble at an act of such inj

The bill passed the Senate 
! rote—twenty-four to eighteei 

ill senators in the opposition, 
the House of Representative 
From the time of the admissi 
it had been the practice to 
slave State together, or alto 
keep up a numerical cquilibrin 
—a practice resulting from sol 

; existing, from the beginning, 1 
classes of States. In 1820, wl 
controversy inflamed that jeale 
Massachusetts divided herself 
tory for the formation of a 

j (Maine) to balance Missouri ; 
Congress far the admission of I 
contemporaneously, March, 182G 
when the slave question again 

I flamed, and a State of each kind 
• the proceedings for that purpe 

I "early together as possible, not I 
in the same bill. The moment 
Michigan bill had passed the I 
Arkansas was taken up, under I 
Buchanan, to whom the Arkansas 
been confided, as that of Michigan 
Benton. This latter senator allui 

, temstance to show that the people 
States had no fear of trusting th 
interests to the care of senators 
themselves on the slavery questic

S>‘. -
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, that of a n-volutiunuj | 
lan answered :

“I think their course is clearly justifiable; 
but if there is any thing wrong or unusual in 
it, it is to be attributed to the neglect of Con
gress. For three years, they have been rapping 
at your door, and asking for the consent of Con
gress to form a constitution, and for admission 
into the Union ; but their petitions have not 
been heeded, and have been treated with neglect. 
Not being able to be admitted in the way they 
sought, they have been forced to take their own 
course, and stand upon their rights—rights se
cured to them by the constitution and a solemn 
irrcpcalable ordinance. They have taken the 
census of tlio territory ; they have formed a 
constitution, elected their officers, and the whole 
machinery of a State government is ready to be 
put in operation : they are only awaiting your 
action. Having assumed this attitude, they now 
demand admission as a matter of right : they 
demand it as an act of justice at your hands. 
Are they now to be repelled, or to be told that 
they must retrace their steps, and come into the 
Union in the way they at first sought to do, but 
could not obtain the sanction of Congress ? Sir,
1 fear the consequences of such a decision ; I 
tremble at an act of such injustice.”

The bill passed the Senate by rather a close 
vote—twenty-four to eighteen ; the latter being 
all senators in the opposition. It then went to 
the House of Representatives for concurrence. 
From the time of the admission of new States, 
it had been the practice to admit a free and 
slave State together, or alternately, so as to 
keep up a numerical equilibrium between them 
-a practice resulting from some ÿight jealousy 
existing, from the beginning, between the two 
classes of States. In 1820, when the Missouri 
controversy inflamed that jealousy, the State of 
Massachusetts divided herself to furnish terri
tory for the formation of a new free State 
(Maine) to balance Missouri ; and the acts of 
Congress for the admission of both, were passed 
contemporaneously, March, 1820. Now, in 1830, i 
when the slave question again was much in-1 
darned, and a State of each kind to lie admitted, 
the proceedings for that purpose were kept ns 
nearly together as possible, not to-include them 
in the same hill. The moment, then, that the 
Michigan bill had passed the Senate, that of 
Arkansas was taken up, under the lead of Mr. 
Buchanan, to whom the Arkansas application had 
been confided, as that of Michigan had been to M r. 
Benton. This latter senator alluded to this cir- 
cumetance to show that the people of these young 
States had no fear of trusting tlieir rights and 
interests to the care of senators differing from 

j themselves on the slavery question. He said: |

“ It was worthy of notice, that, on the pre
sentation of these two great questions for the 
admission of two States, the people of those 
States were so slightly affected by the exer
tions that had been made to disturb and ulcer
ate the public mind on the subject of slavery, 
as to put them in the hands of senators who 
might tie supposed to entertain opinions on that 
subject different from those held by the States 
whose interests they were charged with. Tlius, 
the people of Arkansas had put their application 
into the hands of a gentleman representing a 
non-slaveholding State ; and the people of Michi
gan had put tlieir application into the hands of 
a senator (himself) coming from a State where 
the institutions of slavery existed ; affording a 
most beautiful illustration of the total impo
tence of all attempts to agitate and ulcerate the 
public mind on the worn-out subject of slavery. 
He would further take occasion to say, that the 
abolition qvjestion seemed to have died out ; 
there not having been a single presentation of a 
petition on that subject, since the general jail 
delivery ordered by the Senate.”

Mr. Swift, of Vermont, could not vote for the 
admission of Arkansas, because the constitution 
of the State sanctioned perpetual slavery ; and 
said ;

■’ That, although he felt every disposition to 
vote for tlie admission of the new State into the 
Union, yet there were operative reasons under 
which lie must vote against it. On looking at 
tlie constitution submitted by Arkansas, he found 
that they hail made tlie institution of slavery 
perpetual ; ami to this lie could never give his 
assent, lie did not mean to oppose tlie passage 
of tlie bill, but had merely risen to explain the 
reasons why lie could not vote for it.”

Mr. liuclmnan felt himself bound by the Mis
souri compromise to vote for the admission, and 
pointed out tlie ameliorating feature in tlie con
stitution which guaranteed tlie right of jury trials 
to slaves ; and said :

“That, on the subject of slavery, this constitu
tion was more liberal than tlie constitution of 
any of tlie slavchyilding States that had been ad
mitted into the Union. It preserved tlie very 
words of tlie other constitutions, in regard to 
slavery ; but there were other provisions in it in 
favor iif the sluvhs. and among them a provision 
which secured to them tlie right of trial by 
jury ; thus putting them, in that particular, on 
an equal footing withXhc whites. He consider
ed tlie compromise which had been made, when 
Missouri was admitted into the Union, as having 
settled tlie question as to slavery in tlie new 
South Western States ; and the committee, there
fore. did not deem it right to interfere with tlio 
question of slavery in Arkansas.”
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Mr. Prentiss, of Vermont, opposed the admis
sion, on account of the “ revolutionary ” manner 
in which the State had held her convention, with
out the authorization of a previous act of Con
gress, and because her constitution had given 
perpetual sanction to slavery ; and, referring to 
the reasons which induced him to vote against 
the admission of Michigan, said:

“ That he must .also vote against the admission 
of Arkansas. He viewed the movements of 
these two territories, with regard to thejr ad
mission into the Union, as decidedly revolution
ary, forming their constitution without the pre
vious consent of Congress, and importunately 
knocking at its doors for admission. The ob
jections he had to the admission of Arkansas, 
particularly, were, that she had formed her con
stitution without the previous assent of Con
gress, and in that constitution had made slavery 
perpetual, asAioticcd by his colleague. He re
gretted that he was compelled to vote against 
this bill ; but he could not, in the discharge of 
his duty, do otherwise.”

Mr. Morris, of Ohio, spoke more fully on the 
objectionable point than other senators, justifying 
the right of the people of a territory, when 
amounting to 00,000 to meet and form their own 
constitution—regretting the slavery clause in 
the constitution of Arkansas, but refusing to 
vote against her on that account, as she was not 
restrained by the ordinance of 1787, nor had 
entered into agreement against slaver)'. He 
said :

“ Before I record my vote in favor of the passage 
of the bill under consideration, I must ask the 
indulgence of the Senate for a moment, while 1 
offer a few of the reasons which govern me in 
the vote I shall give. Being one of the repre
sentatives of a frt\ State, and believing slavery 
to be wrong in principle, and mischievous in 
practice, 1 wish to be clearly understood on the 
subject, both here and by those I have the honor 
to represent. 1 have objections to the constitu
tion of Arkansas, on theiground that slavery is 
recognized in that constitution, and settled and 
established as a fundamental principle in her 
government. I object to the existence of this 
principle forming a part of the organic law in 
any State ; and I would vote against the admis
sion of Arkansas, as a member of this Union, 
if I believed I had the power to do so. The 
wrong, in a moral sense, with which 1 view 
slavery, would be sufficient for me to do this, 
did I not consider my political obligations, and 
the duty, as a member of this liody, I owe to 
the constitution under which I now act, clearly 
require of me the vote I shall give. I hold that 
any portion of American citizens, who may re- 
lide on a portion of the territory of the United

States, whenever their numbers shall amount to 
that which would entitle them to a representa
tion in the House- of Representatives in Con
gress, have the right to provide for themselves a 
constitution and State government, and to be 
admitted into the Union whenever they shall so 
apply ; and they are not bound to wait the ac
tion of Congress in the first instance, except 
there is some dompact oi agreement requiring 
them to do so. I place this right upon the 
broad, and, I consider, indisputable ground, that 
all jicrsons, living within the jurisdiction of the 
United States, are entitled to equal privileges- 
and it ought to be matter of high gratification 
to us here, that, in every portion, even the most 
remote, of our country, our people are anxious 
to obtain this high privilege at as early a day as 
possible. It furnishes clear proof that the Union 
is highly esteemed, and has its foundation deep 
in the hearts of our fellow-citizens.

“By the constitution of the United States, 
power is given to Congress to tulmit new States 
into the Union. It is in the character of a 
State that any portion of our citizens, inhabiting 
any part of the territory of the United States, 
must apply to be admitted into the Union ; a 
State government and constitution must first U 
formed. It is not necessary for the power of 
Congress, and I doubt whether Congress lias 
such power, to prescribe the mode by which the 
people shall form a State constitution ; and, fur 
this plain reason, that Congress would be en
tirely inconq>etcnt to the exercise of any coercive 
power to carry into effect .the. mode they might 
prescribe. 1 cannot, therefore, vote against the 
admission of Arkansas into the Union, on the 
ground that there was no previous act of Cun- 
gross to authorize the holding of he r convention. 
As a member of Congress, 1 will not look be
yond the constitution that has been presented 
1 have no right to presume it was formed by in
competent persons, or that it does not fully ex
press the opinions and wishes of the j copie of 
that country. It is true that the United suite» 
shall guarantee to every .State in the Unioni 
republican form of government : meaning, in my 
judgment, that Congress shall not permit any 
power to establish, in any State, a government 
without the assent of the [icoplc of such State; 
and it will not be amiss that we remember here, 
also, that that guaranty is to the State, and net 
as to the formation of the government by the 
people of the State ; hilt should it la- admitted 
that Congress can look into the constitution 
of a State, in order to ascertain its character, 
before such State is admitted into the Union, 
yet I contend that Congress cannot object In it 
for the want of a republican form, if it contai» 
the great principle that all power is inhirvn™ 
the people, and that the government drew all is 
just powers from the governed.

“ I'he people of the territory of Arkansas, 
having formed for themselves a State govern
ment, having presented their constitution for 
admission into the Union, and that constitutioi
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two, I may say three, questions will arise, to 
be decided before they can become a law, so far 
as this House is concerned. We must first 
order each of these hills to be read a third time ; 
the next question then will be, when shall the 
hill he read a third time ? And the last question 
to he decided will be, shall the bill pass 1 Why, 
then, should Southern men now make an effort to 
give precedence to the hill for the admission of 
Arkansas into the Union? If they manifest dis
trust, must we not expect that fears will be enter
tained by Northern members, that unreasonable 
opposition will he mail# to the admission of Michi
gan ? I,ct us proceed harmoniously, until we 
find that our harmony must be interrupted. 
We shall lose nothing by so doing. If a ma
jority of the House be in favor of reading a 
third time the Michigan bill, they will order it 
to he done. After that vote has been taken, we 
can refuse to read the bill a third time, go into 
Copnnittec of the Whole on the state of the 
UAion, then consider tile Arkansas hill, report it 
to the House, order it to he read a third time, and 
in this order proceed to read them each a third 
time, if a majority of the House he in favor of that 
proceeding. Let it not be said that Southern 
men may he taken by surprise, if the proceeding 
here respectfully recommended lie adopted. If 
the friends of Arkansas are sufficiently numer
ous to carry now the motion to postpone, they 
can arrest at any time the action of the House 
on the Michigan hill, until clear unduhitahle in
dications have been given that the Missouri 
compromise is not to he disregarded.”

These latter words of Mr. Thomas revealed 
the point of jealousy between some Southern 
and Northern members, and brought the observ
ance of the Missouri compromise fully into view, 

„ „V1V as a question to he tried. Mr. Wise,after some 
tkvgivc rise to proceedings, the interest of -remarks, modified his motion by moving to re- 
which still survives, and a knowledge of which, fcr both hills to the Committee of the Whole 

therefore becomes necessary. The two hills I on the state of the Union, with instructions to 
wen- made the special order for the same- day. j incorporate the two bills in o one hill. Mr. 
Wednesday, the 8th of June, Congress being to I Patton, of \ îrginia, opposed tlie latter motion, 
■djoum on’the -Ith of July ; and the- Michigan | and gave- ids reasons at length against it. If his 

bill having priority on the calendar, as it had j colleague would so modify it- motion as to move 
first passed the Senate. Mr. Wise, of Virginia, to refer both bills to the Committee of the

being republican in its form, and believing that 
the people who prepared and sent this constitu
tion here are sufficiently numerous to entitle 
them to a representative in Congress, and be
lieving, also, that Congress has no right or power 
to regulate the system of police these people 
have established for themselves, and the or
dinance of 1787 not operating on them, nor 
have they entered into any agreement witli the 
United States that slavery should not be admit
ted in their State, have the right to choose this 
lot for themselves, though I regret that they 
mado this choice. Yet, believing that this gov
ernment lias no right to interfere witli the ques
tion of slavery ill any of the States, or prescribe 
what shall or shall not lie considered property 
in the different States, or by what tenure pro
perty of any kind shall he holden, hut that all 
those are exclusively questions of State policy, 
1 cannot, as a member of this body, refuse my 
vote to admit this State into the Union, because 
her constitution recognizes the right and exist
ence of slavery.”

Mr. Alexander Porter, of Louisiana, would 
vote against the admission, on account of the 
6revolutionary ” proceedings of the people in 
the formation of their constitution, without a 
previous act of .Congress. It is believed that 
Mr. Clay voted upon the same ground. There 
were hut six votes against the admission ; name
ly: Mr. Clay, Mr. Knight of Rhode Island, Mr. 
Porter, Mr. Prentiss, Mr. Robbins of Rhode 
Island, and Mr. Swift. It is believed that Mr. 
Robbins and Mr. Knight voted on the same 
ground with Mr. Clay and Mr. Porter. So, the 
bill was easily passed, and the two hills went 
together to the House of Representatives, where

lieWhole House, without the instructions, 
would vote for it. Mr. Bouldin, of Virginia, 
successor to Mr. Randolph, said;

on the announcement of the Michigan hill, from 
the chair, as the business before the House, 
moved to postpone its consideration until the
ensuing Monday, in order to proceed with the I « llc agnvll with his olk-ague (Mr. Patton] in 
Arkansas bill. xMr.yThomîis, of Maryland, ob- n fact too plain for any to overlook, that both 
jected to the inotioii and said : I bills must lx? acted on separately, and that one

f ! must have the preference in point of time.
"He would call the attention of the House to Michigan had it at that time—he was willing it

I the position of the two bills on the Speaker’s should hold it. Ilis colleague [Mr. Patton]
table, and endeavor to show that this postpone- seemed to think that in the incipient steps in re- 

I ment is entirely unnecessary. These bills are lation to this bill, it would be well enough to
I from the Senate. By the rules of this House, ! suffer Michigan to hold her present position;
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but that, before the final passage of the bill, it 
would be well to require of the House (or rather 
of the non-slaveholding portion of the Union) to 
give some unequivocal guaranty to the South 
that no difficulty would be raised as to the re
ception of Arkansas in regard to negro slavery. 
Mr. B. was willing to go on with the bill for the 
admission of Michigan. He had the most im
plicit confidence in the House, particularly al
luding to the non-slaveholding part of the Union, 
that no serious difficulty would be made as to 
the admission of Arkansas in regard to negro 
slavery. If there were any serious difficulties 
to be raised in the House to the admission of 
Arkansas, upon the ground of negro slavery, he 
wished immediate notice of it. If his confidence 
was misplaced, he wished to be corrected as soon 
and as certainly as possible. If there really was 
any intention in the House of putting the South 
under any difficulty, restraint, limit, any shackle 
or embarrassment on the South on account of 
negro slavery (some gentlemen said slavery, but 
he said negro slavery), he wished to know it. 
If there were any individuals having such feeling, 
he wished to know them ; he wished to hear 
their names upon yeas and nays. If there were 
a majority he should act promptly, decisively, 
immediately upon it, and had no doubt all the 
South would do the same. There might be 
some question as to the claim of non-slavehold
ing States to stop the progress of Southern 
habits and Southern influence Northward. As 
to Arkansas, there could be no question ; and if 
seriously pressed, such claims could leave no 
doubt on the minds of the South as to the object 
of those who pressed them, or the course to be 
pursued by them. Such a stand being taken by 
the non-slaveholding States, it would make little 
difference whether Michigan was in or out of 
this Union. He said he would sit down, again 
assuring the House, and the gentlemen particu
larly from the non-slaveholding States, of his 
entire confidence that no such thing would be 
seriously attempted by any considerable num
bers of this House ’

Mr. Lewis, of North Carolina, took decided 
ground in favor of giving the Arkansas bill the 
priority of decision ; and expressed himself thus :

“ He should vote for the proposition of the 
gcntlemaÉi from Virginia [Mr. Wise] to lay the 
bill for the admission of Michigan into the Union 
on the table, until the bill for the admission of 
Arkansas should be first passed. He should do 
this, for the obvious reason that there were 
dangers, he would not say how great, which 
beset Arkansas, and which did not beset Michi
gan. The question of slavery could be moved 
as a condition for the admission of Arkansas, and 
it could not as a condition to the admission of 
Michigan. I look upon the Arkansas question 
as therefore the weaker of the two, and for that 
reason I would give it precedence. Besides, upon 
whe del cate question which may be involved in

the admission of Arkansas, we may be the weakei 
party in this House. For that reason, if gentle* 
men mean to offiff no obstructions to the admission 
of Arkansas let them give the assurance by help
ing the weaker party through with the weaker 
question. We of the South cannot, and will not 
as I pledge myself, offer any objections to tho 
domestic institutions of Michigan with regard 
to slavery. Can any gentleman make the 
same pledge that no such proposition shall come 
from the North ? Besides, the two bills are not 
now on an equal footing. The bill for the ad
mission of Arkansas must be sent to a Commit
tee of the Whole on the state of the Union. The 
bil. for the admission of Michigan need not ne
cessarily go to that committee. It will therefore 
pass in perfect safety, while we shall be left to 
get Arkansas along, through the tedious stages 
of commitment, as well as we can. The gentle
man from Pennsylvania [Mr. Sutherland] says 
that these two bills will be hostages for the 
safety of each other. Not, sir, if you pass the 
stronger bill in advance of the weaker. Besides, 
the North want no hostages on this subject 
Their institutions cannot be attacked. We of 
the South want a hostage, to protect us on a 
delicate question ; and the effect of giving pre
cedence to the Michigan bill is to deprive us of 
that hostage.”

Mr. Cushing, of Massachusetts, addressed the 
committee at length on the subject, of which 
only the leading passages can be given. lie said:

“ The House has now cohtinucd in session for 
the space of eighteen or nineteen hours, without 
any interval of refreshment or rest. It is impos
sible to mistake the intentions of the ruling ma
jority. I see clearly that the committee is re
solved to sit out the debate on these important 
bills for the admission of Michigan and Arkansas 
into the Union. This, it is apparent, the ma
jority have the power as well as the right to do. 
Whether it be just and reasonable, is another 
question. 1 shall not quarrel, however, with 
the avowed will of the House. It has done me 
the favor to bear me with patience on other oc
casions ; and I cannot render it the unfit return 
of trespassing on its indulgence at this unseason
able hour, nor seek to defeat its purposes by 
speaking against time. But having lxien charg
ed with sundry memorials from citizens of 
Massachusetts and New Hampshire, remonstrat
ing against tliat clause in the constitution of 
Arkansas which relates to the subject of slavery,
1 should be recreant to the trust they have re
posed in me, if 1 sullered the bill for the admis
sion of Arkansas to pass without a word of pro
testation. The extraordinary circumstances 
under which 1 rise to address the committee 
impel me to brevity and succinctness ; but they 
would afford me no justification for a pi^ive 
acquiescence in the admission of Arkansas into 
the Union, with all the sins of its constitution 
upon its head.
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u -phe constitution of Arkansas, as communi
cated to Congress in the memorial of the people 
of that Territory, praying to be admitted into 
the Union, contains the following clause : ‘ The 
General Assembly shall have no power to pass 
laws for the emancipation of slaves without the 
consent of the owners. They shall have no 
power to prevent emigrants to this State from 
bringing with them such persons as are deemed 
slaves by the laws of any one of the United 
States.’ This provision of the constitution of 
Arkansas is condemned by those whom I re
present on this occasion as anti-republican, as 
wrong on general principles of civil polity, and 
is unjust to the inhabitants of the non-slave- 
holding States. They object to it as being, in 
effect a provision to render slavery perpetual in 
the new State of Arkansas. I concur in repro
bating such a clause. The legislature' of Ar
kansas is forbidden to emancipate the slaves with
in its jurisdiction, even though it should be ready 
to indemnify fully their owners. It is forbidden 
to exclude slaves from being imported into the 
State. 1 cannot, by any vote of mine, ratify or 
sanction a constitution of government which 
undertakes in this waf to foreclose in advance 
Ik progress of civilization and of liberty for ever, 
border to do justice to the unchangeable opin
ions of the North, without, in any respect, in- 

I vading the rights, real or supposed, of the South, 
my colleague [Mr. Adams], the vigilant cyC of 
whose unsleeping mind there is nothing which 

I escapes, has moved an amendment of the bill for 
the admission of Arkansas into the Union, so 
that, if the amendment be adopted, the bill would 
read as follows : 1 The State of Arkansas is ad-

I mitfed into the Union upon the express condition 
I that the people of the said State shall never intcr- 
11ère with the primary disposal of the public lands 
I within the said State, nor shall they levy a tax 
ion any of the lands of the United Stales within 
■ the naid State ; and nothing in this act shall be 
I construed as an assent by Congress [to the arti- 
Ick in the constitution of the sa*l State relating 
lto slavery and to the emancipation of the slaves, 
lor] to all or to any of the propositions contained in 
Ith: ordinance of the said convention of the people 
lot Arkansas, nor to deprive the said State of 
|Arkaa«as of the same grants, subject to the same 
(restrictions, which were made to the State of 

Missouri.’ This amendment is, according to my 
Ijudgment, reasonable and proper in itself, and 
lhevery least that any member from the North 

BtfWiose in vindication of the opinions and 
Innflpks of himself and his constituents.

"It is opposed, however, by the gentleman 
pom Virginia [Mr. Wise], with liis accustomed 
lig»r and ability. He alleges considerations 
idverse to the motion. He interrogates the 
rods of the proposed amendment in regard to 
P force, effect, and purposes, in terms which 
pm to challenge response ; or which, at any 
pte, if not distinctly and promptly met, would 
pve the objections which those interrogatories 
jiplicdly convey, to be taken as confessed and

admitted by our significant silence. What may 
be the opinions of Martin Van Buren as to this 
particular bill, what his conduct formerly in re
ference to a similar case, is a point concerning 
which I can have no controversy with the gen
tleman from Virginia I look only to the merits 
of the qusetion before the committee. There is 
involved in it a principle which I regard as im
measurably more important than the opinion 
of any individual in this nation, however high 
his present situation or his possible destiny— 
the great principle of constitutional freedom. ' 
The gentleman from Virginia, who, I cheerfully 
admit, is always frank and honorable in bis 
course upon this fioor lias just declared that, 
as a Southern man, he had felt it to be his duty 
to come forward and take a stand in behalf of 
an institution of the South. That institution 
is slavery. In like manner, I feel it to bo my 
duty, as a Northern man, to take a counter 
stand in conservation of one among the dearest 
of the institutions of the North. This institu
tion is liberty. It is not to assail slavery, but 
to defend liberty, that I speak. It is demanded 
of us, Do you seek to impose restrictions on 
Arkansas, in violation of the compromise under 
which Missouri entered the Union ? I might 
content myself with replying that the State of 
Massachusetts was not a party to that compro
mise. She never directly or indirectly assented 
to it. Most of her Representatives in Congress 
voted against it. Those of her Representatives 
who, regarding that compromise in the light of 
an act of conciliation important to the general 
interests of the Union, voted for it, were disa
vowed and denounced at home, and were stig
matized even here, by a Southern member, as 
over-compliant towards the exactingness of the 
South. On the first introduction of this sub
ject to the notice of the House, the gentleman 
from V irginia made a declaration, which I par
ticularly noticed at the time, for the purpose 
of having the tenor of the declaration distinctly 
understood by the House and by the country. 
The gentleman gave it to be known that, if 
members from the North held themselves i)ot 
engaged by the terms of the compromise under 
which Missouri entered into the Union, neither 
would members from the South hold themselves 
engaged thereby ; and that, if we sought to im- 
pose restrictions affecting slave property on the 
one hand, they might be impelled, on the other 

j hand, to introduce slavery into the heart of the 
North. 1 heard the suggestion with the feel
ings natural to one born and bred in a land of 
equality and freedom. 1 took occasion to pro
test, in the surprised impulse of the moment,

| against tile idea of putting restrictions on liberty 
in one quarter of the Union, in retaliation of the 

I attempt to limit the spread of slavery in an
other quarter. 1 held up to view the incon
sistency and inconsequence of uttering the 
warmest eulogiums on freedom one day, of 
pouring out aspirations that the spirit of liberty 
might pervade the universe, and at another
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time threatening the North with the establish
ment of Slavery within its borders, if a Northern 
member should deprecate the legal perpetuation 
of slavery in a proposed new State of the West 
It did not fall within the rules of pertinent 
debate to pursue the subject at that time ; and 
I have but a single idea to present now, in ad
dition to what I then observed. It is not pos
sible for me to judge whether the gentleman 
from Virginia, and any of his friends or fellow- 
citizens at the South, deliberately and soberly 
cherish the extraordinary purpose which his 
language implied. I trust it was but a hasty 
thought, struck out in the ardor of debate. To 
introduce slavery into the heart of the North? 
Vain idea ! Invasion, pestilence, civil war, may 
conspire to exterminate the eight millions of 
free spirits who now dwell there. This, in the 
long lapse of ages incalculable, is possible to 
happen. You may raze to the earth the 
thronged cities, the industrious villages, the 
peaceful hamlets of the North. You may lay 
waste its, fertile valleys and verdant hill-sides. 
You may plant its very soil with salt, and con
sign it to everlasting desolation. You may 
transform its beautiful fields into a desert as 
bare as the blank face of the sands of Sahara. 
You may reach the realization of the infernal 
boast with which Attila the Hun marched his 
baroaric hosts into Italy, demolishing whatever 
there is of civilization or prosperity in the 
happy dwellings of the North, and reducing 
their very substance to powder, so that a squad
ron of cavalry shall gallop over the site of popu
lous cities, unimpeded as the wild steeds on the 
savannas of the West. All this you may do: 
it is within the bounds of physical possibility'. 
But I solemnly assure every gentleman within 
the sound of my voice, I proclaim to the country 
and to the world, that, until all this be fully 
accomplished to the uttermost extremity of the 
letter, you cannot, you shall not, introduce 
slavery into the heart of the Worth.”

A point of order being raised whether the two 
bills were not required by a rule of the House 
to go before the Committee of the Whole, 
the Speaker, Mr. I’olk, decided in the affirma
tive—the Arkansas bill, upon the ground of 
containing an appropriation for the salary of 
judges ; and that of Michigan because it provided 
for judges, which involved a necessity for an 
appropriation. The two bills then went into 
Committee »f the Whole, Mr. Speight, of North 
Carolina, inxhc chair. Many members spoke, 
and much of the speaking related to the boun
daries of Michigan, and especially the line be
tween herself and the State of Ohio—to which 
no surviving interest attaches. The debate, 
therefore, will only be pursued as it presents 
points of present and future interest. These

ANh

may be assumed under three heads: 1, Th, 
formation of constitutions without the previous 
assent of Congress : and this was applicable to 
both States. 2. The right of aliens to vote be
fore naturalization. 3. The right of Arkansas 
to be admitted with slavery by virtue of the 
rights of a State,—by virtue of the third article 
of the treaty which ceded Louisiana to the 
United States—and by virtue of the Missouri 
compromise. On these points, Mr. Ilamer, of 
Ohio, spoke thus :

“ One of the principal objections urged against 
their admission at this time is, that their pro- 
ceedings have been lawless and revolutionary; 
and that, for the example’s sake, if for no other 
reason, Ve should reject their application, and 
force them to go back and do all their work 
over again. I cannot assent to this proposition j 
Two ways are open to every territory that de 
sires to emerge from its dependent condition 
and become a State. It may either petition Con
gress for leave to form a State constitution, and. 
when that permission iff given, proceed to form 
it, and present the new State constitution for 
our approbation ; or they may meet, in the first 
instance, fonn the constitution, and offer it for 
our approval. There is no impropriety in either 
mode. It is optional with Congress, at last to 
admit the State or not, as may be thought expe
dient. If they wish to admit her, they can do 
it by two acts of Congress ; one to author» 
the formation of a constitution, and the other 
to approve of it when made ; or by one act if 
lowing the prayer of the petitioners to bn»» 
a State, and approving of their constitution ii 
the same time. This latter course is the oe 
adopted in the present case. There is nothing 
disrespectful in it. Indeed, there is much ti 
justify the Territory in its proceeding. Yar 
after year they petitioned fur leave to font 
constitution, met it was refused, or their appli* 
cation was treated with neglect. Wearied will 
repeated instances of this treatment, they haw 
formed a constitution, brought it to us. ti 
asked us to sanction it, and admit them into* 
Union. We have the authority to do this : ti 
if their constitution is republican, wc ought I 
do it. There is no weight in this objection.!
I will dismiss it without further remark, 
other objection is, that aliens have aided inn 
ing this constitution, and are allowed then 
of suffrage in all elections by the provisions! 
contains. As to the first point, it is suffira1 
to say that all the new States northwest of4 
Ohio formed their constitutions precisely in4 
same way. The ordinance of 1787 does not « 
quirts sixty thousand citizens of the 
States to be resident within the limits of a a 
State, in order to authorize a constitution! 
admission into the Union. It requires t 
number of ‘free inhabitants;’ and the » 
who resides there, if be be a ‘ free inhahiti
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Is entitled to vote in the election of delegates 
to the convention ; and afterwards in deciding 
whether the people will accept the constitution 
formed by their convention. Such has been 
the construction and practice in all the country 
north of the Ohio ; and as the last census shows 
that there are but a few hundreds of aliens in 
Michigan, it would be hard to set aside their 
constitution, because some of these may have 
participated in its formation. It would he un
just to do so, if we had the power ; but we have 
no authority to do it ; for if we regard the or
dinance as of any validity, it allows all 1 five in
habitants’ to. vote in framing the State govern
ments which are to be created within the sphere 
«fits influence. We will now turn to the re
maining point in this objection, and we shall see 
that it has ho more force in it than the other.

••The constitution allows all white male citizens 
over twenty-one years of age, having resided six 
months in Michigan, to vote at all elections; 
and every white male inhabitant residing in the 
Stalest the time of signing the constitution is 
allowed the same privilege. These provisions 
undoubtedly confer on aliens the right of suf
frage; and it is contended that they arc in viola
tion of the constitution of the United States.
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I That instrument declares that ‘ new States may 
I be admitted by the Congress into this Union 
1 that‘the United States shall guarantee to every 
■ Sate in this Union a republican form of govern- 
Iment;’ and that ‘the citizens of each State 
Inhill be entitled to all privileges and immunities 
■of citizens in the several States.’ The ordinance 
■of 1737 provides that the constitution to be form- 
led northwest of the Ohio ‘shall lx- republican,’ 
1 “It is an error not very uncommon to suppose 
mat the right of suffrage is inseparably connect
ed with the privilege of citizenship. A slight 
Investigation of the subject will prove that this 
■scot m. The privileges are totally distinct. 
Jh State cannot make an American citizen who, 
Under the constitution of the United States 
hall be entitled to the rights of citizenship 
hroughout the Union. The power la-longs to 
he federal government. We pass all the na
salization laws, by which aliens are trans- 
irmed into citizens. We do so under the con
trition of the United States, lonccding to ns 
his authority. But, on tin-other hand, we have 
«control over the right of suffrage- in the dif- 
knt States. That belongs exclusively to 
Jtate legislation and State authority. It varies 
I almost all the States ; anel yet w ho ever sup- 
ked that Congress aiuld interfere to change 
|e rules adopted by the people in regard to it? 
lone, 1 presume. Why then attempt to con- 
nl it here ? Other States have aelopted the

f
ig provisions. Look at the constitutions
Ohio and other new States, and you will find 
it they require residence only, and not citi- 
ifhip, to enable a man to vote. Each State 
i confer this right upon all persons within 
Mimits. It gives them no rights beyond the 
lits of the State. 11 cannot make them citi

zens. for that would violate the naturalization 
laws ; or, rather, it would render them nugatory 
I t cannot give them a right to vote in any other 
State, for that would infringe upon the author
ity of such State to regulate its own affairs. 
It simply confers the right of aiding in the 
choice of public officers whilst the alien remains 
in tlio State ; it does not make him a citizen ; 
nor is it of the slightest advantage to him be
yond the boundaries of Michigan.’’

Mr. Hamer concluded his remarks with a 
fa-ling allusion to the distractions which had 
prevailed during the Missouri controversy, a con
gratulation upon their disappearance under the 
Missouri compromise, and an earnest exhortation 
to harmony and the preservation of good feeling
in the speedy admission of the two States ; and 
said:

“ We can put an end to a most distracting 
contest, that has agitated our country from 
Maine to Georgia, and from the Atlantic to the 
most remote settlement upon the frontier. There 
was a time when the most painful anxiety per
vaded the whole nation ; and whilst each one 
waited with feverish impatience for. further in
telligence from the disputed1 territory, he trem
bled lest the ensuing mail should hear the dis
astrous tidings of a civil strife in which brother 
had fallen by the hand of brother, and the soil 
of freedom had heCn stained by the blood of 
her own sons. But the storm has passed. The 
usual good fortune of the American people has 
prevailed. The land heaves in view, and a 
haven, with its wide-spread arms, invites us to 
enter. After so long an exposure to the fury of 
a tempest that was apparently gathering in our 
political horizon, let us seize the first opportu
nity to steer the ship into a safe harbor, far be
yond the reach of that elemental war that 
threatened Ijer security in the open sea. Let us 
pass this hill. It does justice to all. It concili
ates all. Its provisions will carry peace and 
harmony to those who arc now agitated by 
strife, anil disquieted by tumults and disorders. 
By this just, humane, and beneficent policy, we 
shall consolidate our liberties, and make this 
government what Mr. Jefferson, more than thirty 
years ago. declared it to lie. ‘ the strongest gov
ernment on earth; th. only one where every 
man, at the call of the law, will tly to the stand
ard of the law, and meet invasions of the public 
order as his own personal concern.’ AVith this 
policy on the liai t of the government, and the 
spirit of patriotism that now animates our citi
zens in full vigor, united America may bid de
fiance to a world in arms ; and should Provi
dence continue to smile upon our country, wo 
may confidently anticipate that the freedom, 
the happiness, and the prosperity, which we now 
enjoy, will be as perpetual as the lofty moun
tains that crown our continent, or the noble 
rivers that fertilize our plains.”
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Mr. Adams commenced a speech in Committee 
of the Whole, which was finished in the House, 
and being prepared for publication by himself, 
and therefore free from error, is here given—all 
the main parts of it—to show his real position 
on the slavery question, so much misunderstood 
at the time on account of his tenacious adher
ence to the right of petition. He said :

“I cannot, consistently with my sense of my 
obligations as a citizen of the United States, 
and bound by oath to support their constitution,
I cannot object to the admission of Arkansas 
into the Union as a slave State ; I cannot pro
pose or agree to make it a condition of her ad
mission, that a convention of her people shall 
expunge this article from her constitution. She 
is entitled to admission as a slave State, as Lou
isiana and Mississippi, and Alabama, and Mis
souri, have been admitted, by virtue of that 
article in the treaty for the acquisition of Louis
iana, which secures to the inhabitants of the 
ceded territories all the rights, privileges, ami 
immunities, of the original citizens of the United 
States ; and stipulates for their admission, con
formably to that principle, into the Union. 
Louisiana w’as purchased as a country «therein 
slavery was the established law of the land. 
As Congress have not power in time of peace to 
abolish slavery in the original States of the 
Union, they are equally destitute of the power 
in those parts of the territory ceded by France 
to the United States by the name of Louisiana, 
where slavery existed at the time of the acqui
sition. Slavery is in this Union the subject of 
internal legislation in the States, and in peace is 
cognizable by Congress only, as it is tacitly 
tolerated and protected where it exists by the 
constitution of the United States, and as it 
mingles in their intercourse with other nations. 
Arkansas, therefore, comes, and has the right to 
come into the Union with her slaves and her 
slave laws. It is written in the bond, and, 
however I may lament that it ever was so writ
ten, I must faithfully perform its obligations. 
I am content to receive her as one of the slave
holding States of this Union ; but 1 am unwil
ling that Congress, in accepting her constitution, 
should even lie under the imputation of assent
ing to an article in the constitution of a State 
which withholds from its legislature the power 
of giving freedom to the slave. Upon this topic 
I will not enlarge. Were 1 disposed so to do, 
twenty hours of continuous session have too 
much exhausted my own physical strength, and 
the faculties as well as the indulgence of those 
who might incline to hear me, for me to trespass 
longer iqion their patience. When the bill shall 
be reported to the House, I may, perhaps, again 
ask to be heard, upon renewing there, as 1 in
tend, the motion for this amendment’

After a session of twenty-five hours, including

the whole night, the committee rose and report») 
the two bills to the House. Of the arduousness 
of this session, which began at ten in the morn
ing of Thursday, and was continued until eleven 
o’clock the next morning, Mr. Adams, who re
mained at his post the whole time, gave this 
account in a subsequent notice of the sitting:

“On Thursday, the 9th of June, the House 
went into Committee of the Whole on the state 
of the Union upon two bills ; one to fis t|* 
Northern boundary of the State of Ohio, and for 
the conditional admission of the State of Mj^j. 
gan into the Union ; and the other for the aj. 
mission of the State of Arkansas into the Union. 
The bill for fixing the Northern boundary of 
the State of Ohio, and the conditional admisse 
of Michigan into the Union, was first taken up 
for consideration, and gave rise to debates which 
continued till near one o’clock of the morna* 
of Friday, the 10th qf June : repeated motii* 
to adjourn had been made and rejected. H* 
committee had twice found itself without i 
quorum, and hail been thereby compelled to rig 
and report the fact to the House. In the first 
instance there had been found within privy 
calling distance a sufficient number of members 
who, though absent from their duty of attend
ance upon the House, were upon the alert t« 
api>cur and answer to their names to main 
quorum to vote against adjourning, and therm 
retire again to their amusement or repose. Up 
the first restoration of the quorum by tl_ 
operation, the delegate from Arkansas raid that 
if the committee would only take up ami read 
the bill, he would not urge any discussion ipi 
it then, and would consent to the committee1! 
rising, and resuming the subject at the nest » 
ting of the House. The hill was acconlinpli 
read ; a motion was then made for the comet!- 
tec to rise, afid rejected ; an amendment toll» 
bill was moved, on taking the question ups 
which there was no quorum. The usual a- 
pedient of private call to straggling memlx-rsm 
found ineffectual. A call of the House wasor
dered, at one o’clock in the morning, 
operation, to be carried through all its -urd 
must necessarily consume about three hours# 
time, during which the House can do no die 
business. Upon this call, after the names of ill 
the members bad been twice called over, axjq 
the absentees for whom any valid or plans 
excuse was ollered bail been excused. thatÉ 
mained eighty-one names of members. wlo.l 
the rules of the House, were to be taker i 
custody as they should appear, or were to l 
sent for, and taken into custody wherever à 
might be found, by special messengers appti 
for that purpose. At this hour of the : 
city of Washington was ransacked by t 
special messengers, and the members et 1 
House were summoned from their beds loll 
brought in custody of these special mcsseig^ 
before the House, to answer for their abr1

bers, and the acknowledged 
a third, they were all excuset 
payment of fees ; which fees 
two or three hundred dolh 
become a charge upon the pe 
with their money. By this 
four aad five o’clock of tin 
quorum of the House was obt 
any vote of the House, the 
chair, which wras resumed bj 
the Committee of the Whole.

Mr. Adams resumed his s< 
| addressçd the committee, par 
! pi Mr. Cushing. Confusion, i 
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ktre from the non-slaveholding S 

The «etc was taken on the Mit 
ad was ordered to a third readin 

|53 to 45. The nays were :

“Messrs. John Quincy Adams, 
eremiah Bailey, John Bell. Geoi 

fiiliam B. Calhoun, George Cli 
thambers, Timothy Childs, W 
lorace Everett, William J. Gi 
Iramell, ir., John K. Griffin,

!id«n Hard, Benjamin Hardin. ,1 
bner Hazeltine, Samuel Hoar, J 
well, Daniel Jenifer, Abbott L: 
tohvThomas V. Love, Samson 
i McCarty, ' Thomas M. T. 

taries F. Mercer, John J. Milli 
Wis. James Parker. James A. 

Jeo C. Phillips, David Putts, jr„ 
Wm Robertson, David Russell, \Y 
•bn N". Steele, John Taliaferro 
■derwood, Lewis Williams, Shcrr 
pur A. Wise.

|lt is remarkable that this list of
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After hearing the excuses of two of these mem
bers, and the acknowledged no good reason of 
a third, they were all excused in a mass, without 
payment of fees ; which fees, to the amount of 
two or three hundred dollars, have of course 
become a charge upon the people, and to be paid 
with their money. By this operation, between 
four and five o’clock of the morning, a small 
quorum of the House was obtained, and. without 
any vote of the House, the speaker left the 
chair, which was resumed by the chairman of 
the Committee of the Whole.”

Mr. Adams resumed his seat, and Mr. Wise 
iddressçd the committee, particularly in reply 
to Mr. Cushing. Confusion, noise and disorder 
berime great in the Hall. Several members 
spoke ; anti cries of “ order,” and “ question ” 
were frequent. Personal reflections passed, and 
an affair of honor followed between two South
ern members, happily adjusted without blood- 
ihed. The chairman, Mr. Speight, by great 
exertions, had procured attention to Mr. Hoar, 
of Massachusetts. Afterwards Mr. Adams again 
addressed the committee. Mr. M ise inquired 
of him whether in his own opinion, if his amend
ment should be adopted, the State of Arkansas 
would, by this bill, be admitted 7 Mr. Adams 
answered—111 Certainly, sir. There is not in my 
amendment the shadow of a restriction proposed 
■pun the State. It leaves the State, like all the 
rest to regulate the subject of slavery within 
herself by her own laws.” The motion of Mr.
Adams was rejected, only thirty-two members 

poling for it; being not one third of the mem
os from the non-slaveholding States.

i
lhe wte was taken on the Michigan bill first, 
id was ordered to a third reading by a vote of 
S3 to 45. The nays were :

•Messrs. John Quincy Adams, Human Allen, 
eremiah Bailey, John Bell, George N. Briggs, 
liliiam B. Calhoun, George Chambers, John 
lumbers, Timothy Childs, William Clark, 
mice Everett. M'illiam J. Graves, George 
rennell, ir., John K. Griffin. Hilarol llall. 
lÙMi liant. Benjamin Hardin, James llur]>cr, 
bner Hazel line. Samuel Hoar, Joseph li. In- 
Tsoll, Daniel Jenifer, Abbott Lawrence. I.evi 
incoln.-Thomas C. Love, Samson Mason, Jona-

t McCarty, " Thomas M. T. McKennan, 
les F. Mercer, John J. Milligan, Mathias 
orris. James Parker, James A. Pearce, .Ste

la C. Phillips, David Potts, jr„ John Reed,
hn Robertson, David Htissell. William Slade, "»"«'» nv.iry Harrison was the candidate 
hi N. Steele, John Taliaferro. Joseph 1L of the opposition ; and Mr. Hindi L. M'liite of 
khnmod, Uwis W.lliams, Sherrod Williams, Tennessee, was brought forward by a fraction

which divided from the democratic parly. The It is remarkable that this list of nays begins new States, it was known, would vote, if now

with Mr. Adams, and ends with Mr. Wise—a 
proof that all the negative votes, were not given 
upon the same reasons.

The vote was immediately after taken on 
ordering to a third reading the bill for the ad
mission of the State of Arkansas ; which was so 
ordered by a vote of 143 to 50. The nays were :

- —*■*, weep-----v.wuu^vaieDGushing, EdwardDarlington, Harmcr Denny, George Evans, 
Horace Everett, Pliilô C. Fuller, George Gren- 
nell.jr., Hiland Hall. Gideon Hard, James Harper, 
Abner Hazeltinc, Joseph Henderson, AVilliam 
lliester, Samuel Hoar, M'illiam Jackson, Henry 
F. Janes, Benjamin Jones, John Laporte, Ab
bott Lawrence, George Mr. Lay, Levi Lincoln, 
Thomas C. Love, Samson Mason, Jonathan 
McCarthy, Thomas M. T. McKennan, Mathias 
Morris, James Parker, Dutce J. Pearce, Stephen 
C. Phillips, DavicLPotts, jr.. John Reed, David 
Russell, M'illiam N. Shinn,"William Slade, John 
Thomson, Joseph R. Underwood, Samuel F. 
Vinton, Elisha M'hittlesey, Lewis Williams.”

Here again the beginning and the ending of 
the list of voters is remarkable, beginning again 
with Mr. Adams, and terminating with Mr. 
Lewis W'illiams, of North Carolina—two gen
tlemen wide apart in their political courses, and
certainly voting on this occasion on .different 
principles.

From the meagreness of these negative votes, 
it is evident that the struggle was, not to pass 
the two bills, but to bring them to a vote. This 
was the secret of the arduous session of twenty- 
five hours in the House. Besides the public 
objections which clogged their admission— 
boundaries in one, slavery in the other, alien 
voting, anil (what was deemed by some), revolu
tionary conduct in both in holding conventions 
without authority of Congress; besides these pub
lic reasons, there was another cause operating 
silently, and which went more to the post]ione- 
mvnt than to the rejection of the States. This 
cause was political and partisan, and grew Amt 
of the impending presidential election, to be 
held before Congress should meet again. Mr.
Van Buren was the democratic candidate ; Gene 
ral William Henry Harrison was the
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admitted, for Mr. Van Buren ; and this furnished 
a reason to the friends of the other candidates 
(evçn those friendly to eventual admission, and 
on which some of them were believed to act), 
to wish to 4tavc o£F the admission to the ensuing 
session.—The actual negative vote to the ad
mission of each State, was not only small, but 
nearly the same in number, and mixed both ,as 
to political parties and sectional localities f go 
as to exclude the idea of any regular or consi
derable opposition to Arkansas its a slave State. 
The vote whic» would come neatest to referring 
itself to that eJtuse was the one on Mr. Adams’ 
proposed amendment to the State constitution ; 
and there the whole vote amounted only to 32 ; 
and of the sentiments of the greater part of 
these, including Mr. Adams himself, the speech 
of that gentleman must be considered the au
thentic exponent ; and will refer their opposition, 
not to any objection to the admission of the 
gtate as slave-holdingy'but to an unwillingness 

\appear upon the record as assenting to a con- 
stirutionjvhieli forbid emancipation, and made 
slavery perpetual. The number actually voting 
to reject the State, and keep her out of the 
Union, because she admitted slavery, must have 
been quite small—not more in proportion, pro
bably, than what it was in the Senate.
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CHAPTER CXXXIX. 
attempted inquiry into tue military

ACADEMY.

This institution, soon after its organization 
under the act of 1812, began to attract public 
attention, as an establishment unfriendly to the 
rights of the people, of questionable constitu
tionality, as being for the benefit of the rich 
and influential ; and as costing an enormous sum 
for each officer obtained from it for actual service. 
Movements against it Were soon commenced in 
Congress, and for some years pcrsevcringly con
tinued, principally under the lead of Mr. Newton 
Cannon, and Mr. John Cooke, representatives ' 
from the State of Tennessee. Their speeches 
and statements made considerable impression 
upon the public mind, but very little upon Con
gress, where no amelioration of any kind could be 

nnimtion of the in

stitution, or in the practical administration 
which had grown up under it. In the session 
of 1834—’35 these efforts were renewed, chiefly 
induced by Mr. Albert Gallatin Hawes, reprt- 
sentative from Kentucky, who moved for, and 
attained the appointment of a committee of 
twenty-four, one from each State ; which made 
a report, for which no consideration could be 
procured—not even the printing of the report 
Baffled in their attempts to get at their object in 
the usual forms of legislation, the members oppoe- 
ed to the institution resorted to the extraordinary 
mode of attacking its existence in an appropru- 
tion bill : that is to say, resisting appropriation! 
for its support—a mode of proceeding entirely 
hopeless of success, but justifiable, as tiey 
believed, under the circumstances; and at il 
events as giving them an opportunity to get 
their objections before the public.

It was at the session of 1835-’3G, that tie 
form of opposition took its most determined 
course ; and some brief notices of what was ad 
then may still be of service in awakening a spirit 
of inquiry in the country, and promoting inree- 
tigations which have so long been requested 
and denied. But it was not until after another 
attempt had failed to do any thing through i 
committee at this session also, that the ultima» 
resource of an attack upon the appropriation k» 
the support of the institution was resorted to 
Early in the session Mr. llawes offered this» 
solution: “That a select committee of nine be 
appointed to inquire into what amendments,! 
any, are expedient to be made to the laws re
lating to the military Academy at West Point, 
in the State of New-York ; and also inti) the ex
pediency of modifying the organization of aid 
institution ; and also whether it would not de
port with the public interest to abolish tk 
same: with power in the committee to reprt 
by bill or otherwise." Mr. Hawes, in support 
of his motion reminded the House of the if 
pointment of the committee of the last scssig 
of its report, and his inability to obtain actia 
upon it, or to procure an order for its prinup 
The resolution which he now submitted nnd 
but in one particular from that which he hi 
offered the year before, and that was in the» 
duced number of the committee asked k 
Twenty-four was a larger number than to 
be induced to enter into any extended or pit» 

and he now proposée? a corninvestigation ;
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lee of nine only. His resolutii 
of inquiry, to obtain a repor 
nation of the people, and th 
House—a species of resolution 
is a matter of course ; and he hi 
he no objection to his motion, 
of New-York, objected to the 
i select committee, and thoug 
ought to go to the standing con 
tary affairs. Mr. F. O. J. Si 
wished to hear some reason ai 
motion. It seemed to him tha 
mittee ought to be raised ; but i 
the institution were fearful of a 
tee, and would assign that fear 
preferring the standing commit 
withdraw his objection. Mr. Br 
drasetts, believed the subject w 
(erred to the military committee 
reference to that committee of a 
in the President’s message to t 
rod so believing, he made it a poi 
the Speaker to decide, whether 

| Mr. Hawes could be entertained.
I Mr. Polk, said that the motion i 

quiry ; and he considered the rel 
President’s message as not applyii 
Mr. Briggs adhered to his belief th 
ought to go to a standing comrnitt 
mittee had made an elaborate repc 
fission,which was now on the files < 
and if gentlemen wished informs 
they could ofdilr it to be printer 
Reynolds, of Illinois, said it was 
that members of this House, frien 
stitution, were so strenuous in the 
to investigation. If it was an institv 
on a proper basis, and condhcted or 
republican principles, they had not

I from investigation ; if otherwise the 
and the great dread of investigatio: 
Something wrong. His constituent 
satisfied with this Academy, and e: 
o represent them fairly in doing hii 

fo™, or to abolish it ; and lie sho 
xiint them. The member from Ma 

Pr Bnggs, he said, had endeavon 
Bis inquiry, by making it a point of 

Kided by the Speaker ; which aug 
f the integrity of the institutior 

P that attempt to stifle inquiry, he 
► member from New-York, Mr.
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tee of nine only. His resolution was only one , 
of inquiry, to obtain a report for the Infor- I 
mition of the people, and the action of the 
Qguse—a species of resolution usually granted 
is a matter of course ; and he hoped there would 
be no objection to his motion. Mr. Wardwell, 
of New-York, objected to the appointment of 
a select committee, and thought the inquiry 
ought to go to the standing committee on mili
tary affairs. Mr. F. O. J. Smith, of Maine, 
wished to hear some reason assigned for this 
motion. It seemed to him that a special com
mittee ought to be raised ; but if the friends of 
the institution were fearful of a select commit
tee, and would assign that fear as a motive for 
preferring the standing committee, he would 
withdraw his objection. Mr. Briggs, of Massa
chusetts, believed the subject was already re
ferred to the military committee in the general 
reference to that committee of all that related 
in the President’s message to this Academy ; 
ind so believing, he made it a point of order for 
the Speaker to decide, whether the motion of 
Mr. Hawes could be entertained. The Speaker, 
Mr. Polk, said that the motion was one of in
quiry ; and he considered the reference of the 
President’s message as not applying to the case. 
Mr. Briggs adhered to his belief that the subject 
ought to go to a standing committee. The com
mittee had made an elaborate report at the last 
Kssion, which was now on the files of the House ; 
and if gentlemen wished information from it, 
they could tydX it to be printed. Mr. John 
Reynolds, of Illinois, said it was astonishing 
tbit members of this House, friends of this in
stitution, were so strenuous in their opposition 
to investigation. If it was an institution founded 
il proper basis, and conducted on proper and

I republican principles, they had nothing to fear 
from investigation ; if otherwise the people had : 

the great dread of investigation portended 
sething wrong. His constituents were dis- 

itisfled with this Academy, and expected him 
| represent them fairly in doing his part to re

stai, or to abolish it; and lie should not dis
ant them. The member from Massachusetts, 
fr Briggs, he said, had endeavored to stifle 

inquiry, by making it a point of order in be 
tided by the Speaker ; which augured badly 

the integrity of the institution. Failing 
tint attempt to stifle inquiry, he had joined 

member from New-York, Mr. Wardwell,

in the attempt to send it to a committee where 
no inquiry would be made, and in violation of 
parliamentary practice. He, Mr. Reynolds, had 
great respect for the members of the military 
committee ; but some of them, and perhaps all, 
had expressed an opinion in favor of the institu
tion. Neither the chairman, nor any member 
of the committee had asked for this inquiry ; 
it was the law of parliament, and also of reason 
and common sense, that all inquiries should go 
to committees disposed to make them ; and it 
was without precedent or justification, and in
jurious to the fair conducting of business, to take 
an inquiry out of the hands of a member that 
moves it, and is responsible for its adequate 
prosecution, and refer it to a committee that is 
against it, or indifferent to it When a Member 
gets up, and moves an inquiry touching any 
branch of the public service, or the official con-r 
duct of any officer, he incurs a responsibility 
to the moral sense of the House and of the 
country. He assumes that there is something 
wrong—that he can find it out if he has a 
chance ; and he is entitled to a chance, both for 
his own sake and the country ; and not only to 
have his committee, but to be its chairman, and 
to have a majority of the members favorable to 
its object. If it were otherwise members would 
have hut poor encouragement to move inquiries 
for the public service. Cut off himself from the 
performance of his work, an indifferent or pre
judiced committee may neglect inquiry, or per- 
y:rt it into defence ; and subject the mover to 
the imputation of preferring false and frivolous 
motions; and so discredit him, while injuring 
the public, and sheltering abuse. Under a 
just report he believed the Academy would 
wither and die. Under its present organiza
tion it is a monopoly for the gratuitous 
education of the sons and connections of the rich 
and influential—to be afterwards preferred for 
army appointments, or even for civil appoint
ments ; and to be always provided for as the child
ren of the government, getting not only gratuitous 
education, but a preference in appointments. A 
private soldier, though a young David, slaying 
Goliath, could get no appointment in our arm)-. 
He must stand back for a Wcst-Pointer, even the 
most inefficient, who through favor, or driving, 
had gone through his course and got his diplo
ma. Promotion was the stimulus and the re
ward to merit. We, members of Congress, rise
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from the ranks of the people when we come 
here, and have to depend upon merit to get here. 
Why not let the game rule apply in the army, 
and give a chance to merit there, instead of giv
ing all the offices to those who may have no 
turn for war, who only want support, and get 
it by public patronage, and favor, because they 
have official friends or parents ? The report 
made at the last session looks bad for the 
Academy. Let any one read it, and he will feel 
that there is something wrong. If the friends 
of the institution would suffer that report to be 
printed, and let it go to the people, it would be 
a great satisfaction. Mr. Ward well said the 
last Congress had refused to print the report ; 
and asked why it was that these complaints 
against the Academy came from the West? 
Was it because the Western engineers wanted 
the employment on the roads and bridges in 
place of the regular officers. Mr. Hannegan, of 
Indiana, said he was a member of the military 
committee which made the report at the last 
session, and which Mr. Wardwell had reminded 
them the House refused to order to be printed. 
An8 why that refusal ? Because the friends of 
the Academy took post behind the two-thirds 
rule ; and the order for printing could not be 
obtained because two-thirds of the House could 
not he1 got to suspend the rule, even for one hour, 
and that the morning hour. The friends of the 
Academy rallied, he said, to prevent the suspen
sion of the rule, and to prevent publicity to the 
report. Mr. Hamer, of Ohio, said, why oppose 
this inquiry ? The people desire it. A large 
portion of them believed the Academy to be an 
aristocratical institution, which ought to be 
abolished ; others believe it to be republican, and 
that it ought to be cherished. Then why not 
inquire, and find out which is right, and legis
late accordingly ? Mr. Abijah Mann, of New- 
York, said there was a considerable interest in 
the States surrounding this institution, and he 
had seen a strong disposition in the members 
coming from those States to defend it against 
all charges. He was a member of the committee 
of twenty-four at the last session, and concurred 
partially in the report which was made, which 
was, to say the least of it, an elaborate examina
tion of the institution from its Inundation. He 
knew that in doing so he had incurred some 
censure from a part of his own State ; but he 
never had flinched, and never would flinch, from

the performance of any duty here which he fe,t 
it incumbent upon him to discharge. He had 
found much to censure, and believed if the 
friends of the institution would take the trouble 
to investigate it as the committee of twenty-four 
had done, they would find more to censure in 
the principle of the establishment than they 
were aware of. There were abuses in this in- 
stitution, developed in that report, of a character 
that would not find, he presumed, a single ad
vocate upon that floor when they came to be 
published. He believed the principle of the in
stitution was utterly inconsistent with the pria 
ciple of all other institutions ; but he was not 
for exterminating it. Reformation was his ob
ject. It was the only avenue by which the 
people of the country could approach the offices 
of the army—the only gateway by which they 
could be reached. The principle was wrong 
and the practice bad. We saw individuals cots 
tinually pressing the government for admission 
into this institution, to be educated professedly 
for the military soft ice, but very frequently, and 
too generally with the secret design in their 
hearts to devote themselves to the civil pursuits 
of society ; and this was a fraud upon the gov
ernment, and a poor way for the future officer te 
begin his educational life. When the report tf 
the twenty-four came to be printed, as he hoped 
it would, it would be seen that this institutin 
cost the government by far too much for the 
education of these young men. Whether it spray 
from abuse or not, such was the fact when they 
looked at utility connected with the expenditure 
If he recollected the report aright it proved that 
not more than two out of five who entered the 
institution remained there long enough to grade 
ate ; and not two more out of five graduais 
who entered the army. If his memory semi 
him right the report would show that every 
graduate coming from that institution in the lad 
ten years, had cost the United States more tbs 
five thousand dollars ; and previously a midi 
larger sum ; and he believed within one yes 
the graduates had cost upwards of thirty tk 
sand dollars. If there be any truth in 
statements the institution must be mismanage 
or misconducted, and ought to be thorough 
investigated and reformed. And he ap 
to the friends of the Academy to withdraw t 
opposition, and suffer the report to be print» 
and the select committee to be raised; bull
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appealed in vain. The opposition was kept np, 
and the two-thirds rule again resorted to, and 
effectually used to balk the friends of inquiry. 
R was after this second failure to get at the 
subject regularly through a committee, and a 
published report, that the friends of inquiry 
resorted to the last alternative—that of an at
tack upon the appropriation. The opportunity 
for this was not presented until near the end of 
the session, when Mr. Franklin Pierce, of New 
Hampshire, delivered a well-considered and well- 
reasoned speech against the institution, bottomed 
on facts, and sustained by conclusions, in the 
highest degree condemnatory of the Academy ; 
uid which will be given in the next chapter.

CHAPTB-R CXL.

BLITABY ACADEMY-SPEECH OP MR. PIERCE.

•Me. Chairma n :—An attempt was made during 
the last Congress to bring the subject of the re
organisation of the Military Academy before the 
roimtry, through a report of a committee. The 
same thing has been done during the present 
session, again and again, but all efforts have 
proved alike unsuccessful! Still, you do not 
tease to call for appropriations ; you require the 
people’s money for the support of the institu
tion, while you refuse them the light necessary 
to enable them to judge of the propriety of 
your annual requisitions., Whether the amount 
proposed to be appropriated, by the bill upon 
your table, is too greater too small, or precisely 

Scient to cover the current expenses of the 
station, is a matter into which I will not at 
sent inquire ; but I shall feel bound to oppose 
! bill in every stage of its progress. I cannot

!ote a single dollar until the resolution of in- 
uiry, presented by my friend from Kentucky 
Mr, Hswes), at an early day in the session,
1 ", be first token up and disposed of. I am 

e, sir, that it will be said, because I have 
1 the same declaration on a former ooca- 
that this is not the proper time to discuss 

merits of the institution ; that the bill is to 
be provision for expenses already incurred 
part ; and whatever opinions may be enter
ed upon the necessity of a reorganization, 
appropriation must be made. I say to gen- 

men who are opposed to the principles of the 
[station, and to those who believe that abuses 

st, which ought to be exposed and corrected, 
" now is their only time, and this the only 
Trinity, during the present session, to at- 

intheir object, and I trust they will steadily 
^ the bill until its friends shall find it neces-
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sary to take up the resolution of inquiry, an£ 
give it ihfjiroper reference.

“ Sir, why has this investigation been resist
ed ? Is it not an institution which has already 
cost this country more than three millions of 
dollars, for which you propose, in this very bilk 
ah appropriation of more than one hundred and 
thirty thousand dollars, and which, at the same 
time, in the estimation of a large portion of the 
citizens of this Union, has failed, eminently 
failed, to fulfil the objects for which it was es
tablished, of sufficient interest and importance 
to claim the consideration of a committee of this 
House, and of the House itself? I should have 
expected the resolution of the gentleman from 
Kentucky (Mr. Hawes), merely proposing an 
inquiry, to pass without opposition, had I not 
witnessed the strong sensation, nay, excitement, 
that was produced here, at the last session, by 
the presentation of his yet unpublished report. 
Sir, if you would have an exhibition of highly 
excited feeling, it requires little Observation to 
learn that you may produce it aft any moment 
by attacking such laws as confer exclusive and 
gratuitous privileges. The adoption of the re
solution of inquiry, at the last session of Con
gress, and the appointment of a select commit
tee under it, were made occasion of newspaper 
paragraphs, which, in tone of lamentation and 
direful prediction, rivalled the most highly 
wrought specimens of the panic era. One of 
those articles I have preserved, and have before 
me. It commences thus : ‘ The architects of 
ruin.—This name has been appropriately given 
to those who are leading on the base, the igno
rant, and the unprincipled, in a remorseless war 
upon all the guards and defences of society.’

“ I introduce it here merely to show what are, 
in certain quarters, considered the guards and 
defences of society. After various compliments, 
similar to that just cited, the article proceeds : 
‘All this is dangerous as novel, and the ulti
mate results cannot be contemplated without 
anxiety. If this spirit extends, who can check 
it ? “Down with the Bank “ down with the 
Military Academy down with the Judici
ary “ down with the Senate will be follow
ed by watchwords of a worse character.’ Here, 
Mr. Chairman, you have the United States Bank 
first, and then the Military Academy, as the 
guards and defences of your country. If it be 
so, you are, indeed, feebly protected. One of 
these guards and defences is already tottering. 
And who are the 1 architects of ruin ’ that have 
resolved its downfall ? Are they the base, the 
ignorant, and the unprincipled ? No, sir. The 
most pure and patriotic portion of your com
munity: the staid, industrious, intelligent far
mers and mechanics, through a public servant, 
who has met responsibilities and seconded their 
wishes, with equal intrepidity and success, in 
the camp and in the cabinet, have accomplished 
this great work. Mr. Chairman, there is no 
real danger to be apprehended from this much- 
dreaded levelling principle.

i
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“ From the middling interest you have derived 
your most able and efficient support in the most 
gloomy and trying periods of your history. And 
what have they asked in return ? Nothing but 
the common advantages and blessings of a free 
government, administered under equal and im
partial laws. They are responsible for no por
tion of your legislation, which, through its par
tial and unjust operation, has shaken this Union 
to its centre. That has had its origin in a dif
ferent quarter, sustained by wealth, the wealth 
of monopolies, and the power and influence 
which wealth, thus accumulated and disposed, 
never fails to control. Indeed, sir, while far 
from demanding at your hands special favors 
for themselves, they have not, in my judgment, 
been sufficiently jealous of all legislation confer
ring exclusive and gratuitous privileges.

“That the lawereating the institution, of which 
I am now speaking, and the practice under it, is 
strongly marked by both these characteristics, is 
apparent at a single glance. It is gratuitous, 
because those who are so fortunate as to obtain 
admission there, receive their education without 
any obligation, except such as a sense of honor 
may impose, to return, cither by service or other
wise, the slightest equivalent. It is exclusive, 
inasmuch as only one youth, out of a population 
of more than 47,000, can participate in its ad
vantages at the same time ; and those who are 
successful are admitted at an age, when their 
characters cannot have become developed, and 
with very little knowledge of their adapta
tion, mental or physical, for military life. The 
system disregards one of those great principles 
which, carried into practice, contributed, per
haps, more than any other to render the arms 
of Napoleon invmcible for so many years. Who 
docs not pcrcicvc that it destroys the very life 
and spring of military ardor and enthusiasm, 
by utterly foreclosing all hope of promotion to 
the soldier and non-commissioned officer? How
ever meritorious may be his services, however 
pre-eminent may become his qualifications for 
command, all is unavailing. The portcullis is 
dropped between him and preferment ; the wis
dom of your laws having provided another cri
terion than that of admitted courage and con
duct, by which to determine who are worthy of 
command. They have made an Academy, where 
a certain number of young gentlemen are edu
cated annually at the public expense, and to 
which there is, of consequence, a general rush, 
not so much from sentiments of patriotism and 
a taste for military life, as from motives less 
worthy—the avenue, and the only avenue, to 
rank in your army. These are truths, Mr. 
Chairman, which no man will pretend to deny ; 
and I leave it for this House and the nation to 
determine whether they do not exhibit a spirit 
of exclusiveness, alike at variance with the ge
nius of your government, and the efficiency and 
chivalrous character of your military force.

“ Sir, no man can feel more deeply interested 
in the army, or entertain a higher regard for it,

than myself. My earliest recollections connect 
themselves fondly and gratefully with the names 
of the brave men who, relinquishing the quiet 
and security of civil life, were staking their all 
upon the defence of their country’s rights and 
honor. One of the most distinguished among 
that noble band now occupies and honors a scat 
upon this floor. It is not fit that I should in- 
dulge in expressions of personal respect and ad
miration, which I am sure would find a hearty 
response in the bosom of every member of this 
committee. I allude to him merely to express 
the hope that, on some occasion, we may have 
ti[K>n this subject, the benefit of his e.xjxricnro 
and observation. And if his opinions shall dif
fer from my own, I promise carefully to review 
every step by which I have been led to my pre
sent conclusions. You cannot mistake roe, sir 
I refer to the hero of Erie. I have declan*! 
myself the friend of the army. Satisfy me. then, 
what measures are best calculated to render it 
effective and what all desire it to be, and 1 go 
for the proposition with my whole heart.

But I cannot believe that the Military Aa- 
demy, as at present organized, is calculated to 
accomplish this desirable end. It may,andm- 
doubtedly does, send forth into the countiy 
much military knowledge ; but the advantage 
which your army, or that which will constitute 
your army in time of need, derives from it. is br 
no means commensurate with the expense you 
incur. Here, Mr. Chairman, permit me to say I 
that I deny, utterly, the expediency, and tin 
right to educate, at the public expense, am I 
number of young men who, on the completion of I 
their education, are not to form a portion of your I 
military force, but to return to the walks of I 
private life. Such was never the operational 
the Military Academy, until after the lawofl 
1812 ; and the doctrine, so far as I have been I 
able to ascertain, was first formally announcedl 
by a distinguished individual, at this time stSI 
ciently jealous of the exercise of executive pt-l 
tronage, and greatly alarmed by what lie i 
ceives to be the tendencies of this govern 
to centralism and consolidation. It may 
found in the report of the Secretary of Wi 
communicated to Congress in 1819.

“ If it shall, upon due consideration, rmii 
the sanction of Congress and the country. I < 
see no limit to the exercise of power and | 
emment patronage. Follow out the pm 
pie, and where will it lead you ? You cool 
upon the national government the absolu 
guardianship of literature and science, mild 
and civil ; you need not stop at military scie» 
any one, in the wide range of sciences, been 
at once a legitimate and constitutional object* 
your patronage ; you are confined by no lir 
but your discretion ; you have no check butyt 
own good pleasure. If you may afford ms® 
tion, at the public expense, in the language] 
philosophy, in chemistry, and in the exidr 
enccs, to young gentlemen who are undo I 
obligation to enter the service of their r"

but are, in fact, destined for < 
you not, by parity of reuse 
means of a legal, or théologie, 
ration, on the ground that the 
bounty will carry forth a fun 
ledge, that may, at some tim. 
cumstances, produce a benefh 
promote ‘the general welfare ' 
even some of us may live to 
this ‘general welfare’ of your 
leave us little ground to boast 
of limited powers. Biit, I <jj 
this time to discuss the absf 
constitutional right. I wjj| r(, 
ency alone ; and, whether the t> 
its exercise, in an institution lil 
sive of the only principle upoi 
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profitable to the public service- 
in admission into your school , 
there, secondary to an appointa 
hir, this distinctive feature c 
your legislation, and all executi 
fions, down to 1810.

“I may as well notice here 
in answer which has always b 
objections have been raised to tl 
an answer which, if it has not r 
fisfactoiy to minds that yield th 
readily to strong reasons than i 
of great names has yet, unque 
cued a powerful influence upon t 
It has not gone forth upon the i 
individual merely, but has lieen i 
world with the approbation of a 
former Congress. It is this- tl 
tion has received, at diffèrent t 
ton of such names as Washingtt 
Jefferson ; and this has been clai 
Wineas. and in a form so impoi 
to forbid any question of its aec, 
«re,correct, m P°i"t of fact, it 
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' the report of the Secretary o
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but are, in fact, destined for civil life, why may 
you not, by parity of reasoning, provide the 
means of a legal, or theological, or medical edu
cation, on the ground that the recipients of your 
bounty will carry forth a fund of useful know
ledge, that may, at some time, under some cir
cumstances, produce a beneficial influence, and 
promote ‘ the general welfare 7’ Sir, I fear that 
even some of us may live to see the day when 
this ‘general welfare’ of your constitution will 
lesve us little ground to boast of a government 
of limited powers. But I did not propose at 
this time to discuss the abstract question of 
constitutional right. I will regard the expedi
ency alone ; and, whether the power exist or not, 
its exercise, in an institution like this, is subver
sive of the only principle upon which a school, 
conducted at the public expense, can be made 
profitable to the public service—that of making 
in sdmission into your school, and an education 
there, secondary to an appointment in the army. 
Sir, this distinctive feature characterized all 
your legislation, and all executive recommenda
tions, down to 1810.

-1 may as well notice here, as at any time, 
in inswer which has always been ready when 
objections have been raised to this institution— 
in answer which, if it has not proved quite sa
tisfactory to minds that yield their assent more 
readily to strong reasons than to the authority 
of great names, has yet, unquestionably, excr
eted a powerful influence upon the public mind.
It has not gone forth upon the authority of an 
individual merely, but has been published to the 
world with the approbation of a committee of a 
former Congress. It is this: that the institu
tion has received, at different times, the sanc
tion of such names as Washington, Adams, and 
Jefferson ; and this has been claimed with such 
boldness, and in a form so imposing, as almost 
to forbid any question of its accuracy. If this 
were correct, in point of fact, it would be enti
tled to the most profound respect and considéra- I 
lioa and no change should lie urged against the ! 
weight of such authority, without mature delib
eration, and thorough conviction of, expediency. 
Unfortunately for the advocates of the institu
tion. and fortunately for the interests of the 
country, this claim cannot be sustained by re- i 
ference to executive documents, from tlio first 
report of General Knox, in 1790, -to The close 
of Mr. Jefferson’s administration.

"The error has undoubtedly innocently oc-

Iturn'd, by confounding the Military Academy 
«West Pointas it was, with the Military Aoa- 
lemv at West Point as it is. The report of 

eretiry Knox, just referred to, is character- 
id by this distinctive feature—that the corps j

i
mposed to be organized were 1 to serve as an 
dual defence to the community,’ and to consti
pate apart of the active military force of the 
ountry.’to serve in the field, or on the froptier, 

in the fortifications of the sea-coast, as thm 
lomtuander-in-chief may direct.’ At a later |ie- 

the report of the Secretary of War (Mr.

McHenry), communicated to Congress in 1800 
although it proposed a plan for military schools, 
differing in many essential particulars from those 
which hail preceded it, still retained the distinc
tive feature just named as characterizing the re
port of General Knox.

“With regard to educating young men gratu
itously, which, whatever may have been the 
design, I am prepared to show is the practical 
operation çf the Academy, as at present organ
ized, 1 cannot, jierhaps, exhibit more clearly the 
sentiments of the Executive at that early day, 
urgent as was the occasion, and strong as must 
have been the desire, to give strength and effi
ciency to the military force, than by reading one 
or two paragraphs from a supplementary report 
of Secretary McHenry, addressed to the chair
man of the Committee of Defence, on the 31st 
January, 18(H).

“ The Secretary says : 1 Agreeably to the plan 
of the Military Academy, the directors thereof 
are to be officers taken from the army ; conse
quently, no expense will be incurred by such 
appointments. The plan also contemplates that 
officers of the army, cadets, and non-commis
sioned officers, shall receive instruction in the 
Academy. As the rations and fuel which they 
are entitled to in the army will suffice for them 
in the Academy, no additional expense will be 
required for objects otxmaintenance while there. 
The expenses of servants and certain incidental 
expenses relative to the police and administra
tion, may be defrayed by those who shall be 
admitted, out of their pay and emoluments.’

“You will observe, Mr. Chairman, from the 
phraseology of the repor^that all were to con
stitute a part of your actual military force ; and 
that whatever additional charges should lie 
incurred, were to be defrayed by those who 
might receive the advantages of instruction. 
These were provisions, just, as they are impor
tant. Let me call your attention fur a moment 
to a report of Col. Williams, which was made 
the subject of a special message, communicated 
to Congress by Mr. Jefferson, on tlie 18th of 
March, 1808. The extract 1 propose to read, as 
sustaining fully the views of Air. McHenry upon 
this point, is in the following words: 1 It might 
be well to make the plan upon such a scale as 
not only to take in the minor officers of the navy, 
but also any youths from any of the States who 
might wish for such an education, whether de
signed for the army or navy, or neither, and let 
them be assessed to the value of their education, 
which might form a fund for extra or contingent 
exjienses." Sir, these are the true doctrines upon 
this subject ; doctrines worthy of the adminis
tration under which they were promulgated, 
and in accordance with the views of statesmen in 
the earlier and purerdays of the Republic. • live 
to the officers of your army the highest advan
tages for perfection in ail the branches of military 
science, and let those advantages be open to all, 
in rotation, and under such terms and regulations 
as shall be at once impartial toward the officers
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*nd advantageous to the service ; but let all

Siung gentlemen who have a taste for military 
è, and desire to adopt arms as a profession, 

prepare themselves for subordinate situations 
at their own expense; or at the expense of their 
parents or guardians, in the same manner that the 
youth of the country are qualified for the profes
sions of civil life. Sir, while upon this subject of 
gratuitous education, I will read an extract from 
.Dupin’s Military Force of Great Britain,’ to show 

what favor it finds in another country, from the 
practice and experience of which we may derive 
some advantages, however far from approving of 
its institutions generally. The extract is from 
the 2d vol 71st page, and relates to the terms on 
which young gentlemen are admitted to the ju
nior departments of the Royal Military College 
at Sandhurst.

“ First : The sons of officers of all ranks, 
whether of the land or sea forces, who have 
died in the service, leaving their families in pe
cuniary distress ; this class are instructed, board
ed, and habited gratutiously by the State ; be
ing required only to provide their equipments 
on admission, and to maintain themselves in 
linen. Secondly ; The sons of all officers of the 
army above the rank of subalterns actually in 
the service, and who pay a sum proportioned to 
their ranks, according to a scale per annum re
gulated by the supreme Ifcard. The sons of living 
naval officers of rank not below that of master 
and commander, are also admitted on payment 
of annual stipends, similar to those of corres
ponding ranks in the army. The orphan sons 
of officers, who have not left their families in 
pecuniary difficulties, are admitted into this class 
on paying the stipends required of officers of the 
rank held by their parents at the time of their 
decease. Thirdly ; The sons of noblemen and 
private gentlemen who pay a yearly sum equiv
alent to the expenses of their education, board, 
and clothing, according to a rate regulated from 
time to time by the commissioners.’ Sir, let it 
be remembered that these are the regulations 
of a government which, with all its wealth and 
power, is, from its structure and practice, groan
ing under the accumulated weight of pensions, 
sinecures, and gratuities, and yet you observe, 
that only one class,1 the sons of officers of all 
ranks, whether of the land or sea forces, who 
have died in the service, leaving their families in 
pecuniary distress,’ are educated gratuitously.

“ I do not approve even of this, but I hold it 
up in contrast with your own principles and 
practice. If the patience of the committee would 
warrant me, Mr. Chairman, I could show, by 
reference to Executive communications, and the 
concurrent legislation of Congress in 1794,1796, 
1802, and 1808, that prior to the last mentioned 
date, such an institution as we now have was 
neither recommended nor contemplated. Upon 
this point I will not detain you longer ; but 
when hereafter confronted by the authority of 
great aames, I trust we shall be told where the 
expressions of approbation are to be found. We

may then judge of their applicability to tin 
Military Academy as at present organized. I 
am far from desiring to see this country desti
tute ôf a Military Academy ; but I would have 
it a school of practice, and instruction, for officers 
actually in the service of the United States : not 
an institution for educating gratuitously, young 
gentlemen, who, on the completion of their term, 
or after a few months’ leave of absence, resign 
their commissions and return to the pursuits of 
civil life. If any one doubts that this is the 
practical operation of your present system, I re
fer him to the annual list of resignations, to be 
found in the Adjutant General’s office.

“ Firmly as I am convinced of the necessity 
of a reorganization, I would take no step to 
create an unjust prejudice against the institution. 
All that I ask, and, so far as I know, all that 
any of the opponents of the institution ask, is, 
that after a full and impartial investigation, it 
shall stand or fall upon its merits. I know 
there are graduates of the institution who ire 
ornaments to the army, and an honor to their 
country; but they, and not the seminary,an 
entitled to the credit. Here I would remark 
once for all, that I do not reflect upon the offi
cers or pupils of the Academy ; it is to the prin
ciples of the institution itself, as at present os 
ganized, that I object. It is often said that the 
graduates leave the institution with sentimenti 
that but ill accord with the feelings and opinions 
of the great mass of the people of that govern
ment from which they derive the means of edn- 
cation, and that many who take commission! 
possess few qualifications for the command of 
men, either in war or in peace. Most of the 
members of this House have had more or lea 
intercourse with these young gentlemen, and 1 
leave it for each individual to form his own 
opinion of the correctness of the chargee. Thni 
much I will say for myself, that I believe tint 
these, and greater evils, are the natural, if not 
the inevitable, result of the principles in which 
this institution is founded; and any système/ 
education, established upon similar principle^ 
on government patronage alone, will prodm 
like results, now and for ever. Sir, what am 
some of these results 7 By the report of the 
Secretary of War, dated January, 1831, we an 
informed that; “ by an estimate of the last 6w 
years (preceding that date), it appears that the 
supply of the army from the corps of graduate/ 
cadets, has averaged about twenty-two annually, 
while those who graduated are about forty, 
making in each year an excess of eighteen. 11» 
number received annually into the Academy aw 
rages one hundred, of which only the num1' 
stated, to wit, forty, pass through the ; 
scribed course of education at schools, and b 
come supernumerary lieutenants in the armfl 
By the report of the Secretary of War, Hr 
cember, 1830, we are informed, that “then» 
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graduates has been at an average of forty. This 
excess, which is annually increasing, has placed 
eighty-seven in waiting until vacancies shall 
tale place, and show that in the next year, 
probably, and in the succeeding one, certainly, 
there will hie an excess beyond what the exist
ing law authorizes to be commissioned. There 
null then be 106 supernumerary brevet second 
lieutenants appurtenant to the army, at an 
average annual expense of $80,000. Sir, that 
results here disclosed Were not anticipated by 
Mr. Madison, is apparent from a recurrence to 
his messages of 1810 and 1811.

“In passing the law of 1812, both Congress 
and the President acted for the occasion, and 
they expected those who should succeed them 
y act in a similar manner. Their feelings of 
patriotism and resentment were aroused, by be
holding the privileges of freemen wantonly in
vaded, our glorious stars and stripes disregard
ed, and national and individual rights trampled 
int^e dust. The war was pending. The ne
cessity for increasing the military force of the 

| country was obvious and pressing, and the ur
gent occasion for increased facilities for military 
instruction, equally apparent. Sir, it was under 
circumstances like these, when we had not only 
enemies abroad, but, I blush to say, enemies at 
home, that the institution, as at present organ
isai, had its origin. It will hardly be pretended 
that it was the original design of the law to 
augment the number of persons instructed, be
yond the wants of the public service. Well, the 
report of the Secretary shows, that for five years 
prior to 1831, the Academy had furnished 
eighteen supernumeraries annually. A practical 
operation of this character has no sanction in the 
recommendation of Mr. MadiSon. The report 
demonstrates, further, the fruitfulness and 
utility of this institution, by showing the feet, 
that but two-fifths of those who enter the 
Academy graduate, and that but a fraction more 
than one-fifth enter the public service. This is 
not the fault of the administration of the Acade
my; it is not the fault of the young gentlemen 
who are sent there ; on your present peace es
tablishment there can be but little to stimulate 
them, particularly in the acquisition of military 
icienoe. There can hardly be but one object in 
•he mind of the student, and that would be to 

tin an education for the purposes of civil life.
! difficulty is, that the institution has out- 

■red both the occasion that called it into exist- 
le, and its original design. I have before re- 
tked, that the Academy was manifestly cn- 
red to correspond with the army and militia 
ally to be, called into service. Look then 

Jr a moment at facts, and observe with how 
pch wisdom, justice, and sound policy, you re- 
kin the provisions of the law of 1812. The total 
^thorized force of 1813, after the declaration of 

?> was 58,254 ; and in October, 1814, the 
lililsry establishment amounted to 62,428. By 
* act of March, 1815, the peace establishment 
as limited to 10,000, and now hardly exceeds

that number. Thus you make a reduction of 
more than 50,000 in your actual military force, 
to accommodate the expenses of the government 
to its wants. And why do you refuse to do the 
same with your grand system of public cduoa- 
tiont Why does that remain unchanged ? Why 
not reduce it at once, at least to the actual wants 
of the service, and dispense with your corps of 
supernumerary lieutenants ? Sir, there is, there 
can be but one answer to the question, and that 
may be found in the war report of 1819, to which 
I have before had occasion to allude. The Sec
retary says, ‘ the cadets who cannot be provided 
for in the army will return to private life, but 
in the event of a war their knowledge will not 
be lost to the country.’ Indeed, sir, these young 
gentlemen, if they could be induced to take the 
field, would, after a lapse of ten or fifteen years, 
come up from trie bar, or it may be the pulpit, 
fresh in military science and admirably quali
fied for command in the face of an enemy. The 
magazine of facts, to prove at the same glance 
the extravagance and unfruitfulness of this in
stitution, is not easily exhausted : but 1 am ad
monished by the lateness of the hour to omit 
many considerations which I regard as both in
teresting and important. I will only detain the 
committee to make a single statement- placing 
side by side some aggregate results. There has 
already been expended upon the institution more 
than three millions three hundred thousand dol
lars. Between 1815, and 1821, thirteen hundred 
and eighteen students were admitted into the 
Academy ; and of all the cadets who were ever 
there, only two hundred and sixty-five remain
ed in the service at the end of 1830. Here are the 
expenses you have incurred, and the products 
you have realized.

“ I leave them to be balanced by the people. 
But for myself believing as I do, that the Acad
emy stands forth as an anomaly among the in
stitutions of this country ; that it is at variance 
with the spirit, if not the letter of the constitu
tion under winch we live ; so long as this House 
shall deny investigation into its principles and 
practical operation, I, as an individual member, 
wit refuse to appropriate the first dollatr for its 
support.”

>

CHAPTER CXLI.
EXPUNGING RESOLUTION—PERORATION OF SEN

ATOR BENTON'S BECONft SPEECH.

“ The condemnation of the President, combining 
as it did all that illegality and injustice could in
flict, had the further misfortune to be co-opera
tive in its effect with the conspiracy of the Bank 
of the United States to effect the most wicked
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end universal scheme of mischief which the 
annals of modern times exhibit. It was a plot 
against the government, and against the pro
perty of the country. The government was to 
be upset, and property revolutionized. Six 
hundred banks were to be broken—the general j 
currency ruined—myriads bankrupted—all bu
siness stopped—all property sunk in value— 
all confidence destroyed ! that out of this wide 
spread ruin and pervading distress, the vengeful 
institution might glut its avarice and ambition, 
trample upon the President, take possession of 
the government, reclaim its lost deposits, and 
perpetuate its charter. These crimes, revolting 
and frightful in themselves, were to be accom
plished by the perpetration of a whole system 
of subordinate and subsidiary crime ! the people 
to be deceived and excited ; the President to be 
calumniated ; the effects of the bank’s own con
duct to be charged upon him ; meetings got up ; 
business suspended ; distress deputations or
ganized ; and the Senate chamber converted into 
a theatre for the dramatic exhibition of all this 
fictitious woe. That it was the deep and sad 
misfortune of the Senate so to act, as to be co
operative in all this scene of mischief, is too fully 
proved by the facts known, to admit of denial.
I speak of acts, not of motives. The effect of 
the Senate’s conduct in trying the President 
and uttering alarm speeches, was to co-operate 
with the bank, and that secondarily, and as a 
subordinate performer ; for it is incontestabl e 
that the bank began the whole affair ; the little 
book of fifty pages proves that. The bank be
gan it ; the bank followed it up ; the bank at
tends to it now. It is a case which might well 
be entered on 6Ur journal as a State is entered 
against a criminal in the docket of a court : the 
Bank of the United States terras President 
Jackson : on impeachment for removing the de
posits. The entry would be justified by the 
facts, for these are the indubitable facts. The 
bank started the accusation ; the Senate took it 
up. The bank furnished arguments ; the Se
nate used them. The bank excited meetings ; the 
Senate extolled them. The bank sejt deputa
tions ; the senators received them with honor. 
The deputations reported answers for the Presi
dent which he never gave ; the Senate repeated and 
enforced these answers. Hand in hand through
out the whole process, the bank and the Senate 

I...- and succeeded in vetting up the

most serious and afflicting panic ever known in 
this country. The whole country was agitated 
Cities, towns, and villages, the entire country 
and the whole earth seemed to be in commotion 
against one man. A revolution was proclaimed !

| the overthrow of all law was announced ! the 
substitution of one man’s will for the voice of 
the whole government, was daily asserted I the 
public sense was astounded and bewildered with 
dire and portentous annunciations ! In the 
midst of all this machinery of alann and distress, 
many good citizens lost their reckoning; sensi
ble heads went wrong ; stout hearts quailed ; old 
friends gave way ; temporizing counsels came in; 
and the solitary defender of his country vris 

[-urged to yield ! Oh, how much depended upon 
that one man at that dread and aw ful point of 
time ! If he had given way, then all was lone! 
An insolent, rapacious, and revengeful iSitu- 

tion would have been installed in zovereipi 
power. The federal and State governmtnts, the 
Congress, the Presidency, the State legislatures, 
all would have fallen under the dominion of the 
bank ; and all departments of the government 
would have been filled and administered by the 
debtors, pensioners, and attorneys of that in
stitution. He did not yield, and the country 
was saved. The heroic patriotism of one min 
prevented all this calamity, and saved the Re
public from becoming the appendage and fief of 
a moneyed corporation. And what has btn 
his reward ? So far as the people are concerns!, 
honor, gratitude, blessings, everlasting benedie 
lions ; so far as the Senate is concerned, dis
honor, denunciation, stigma, infamy. And shall 
these two verdicts stand ? Shall our journal 
bear the verdict of infamy, while the hearts of I 
the people glow and palpitate with the verdict

of honor ?“President Jackson has done more forth 
human race than the whole tribe of politi
cians put together ; and shall he remain stigma
tized and condemned for the most glorious acta 
of his life ? The hare attempt to stigmatize Mr. 
Jefferson waft not merely expunged, but cut mi 
from the journal ; so that no trace of it remis 
upon the Senate records. The designs are tk 
same in both cases; but the aggravations si 
inexpressibly greater in the case of Présidai 
Jackson. Referring to the journals of the lion 
of Representatives for the character of the * 

"—1 Jefferson, and the i*

ions for repulsing it, and it 
attempt was made to crimini 
and to charge him upon the 
«dation of the laws ; and tha 
made at a time, and under circ 
ously calculated to excite unj 
the minds of the people against 
(rate. Such was precisely the 
charge ; and the effect of the 
President Jackson, with the di 
the proceeding against Preside 
many ten thousand times mo 
aggravated ; commencing as it 
carried on by a violent political ] 
to sentence and condemnation ; 
if believed, to destroy the Pres 
the administration, and to put a 
representative government. Yi 
end to elective and représentati 
For what are all the attacks 
Jackson’s administration but e 
people who elect and re-elect hi 
his administration, and by app 
their own ? To condemn such i 
supported, is to condemn the po 
the elective principle, to condi 
mental principle of our gover 
establish the favorite dogma of t 
that the people are incapable of s 
ind will surrender themselves at 
into the hands of military chicfti 

“Great are the services w 
Jackson has rendered his countr 
ral he has extended her frontier! 
and carried her renown to the h 
glory. His civil administration 1 
transcended his warlike exploits, 
procured from the great powers 
spoliations committed on our 
former administrations, and win 

| administrations were reclaimed 
and friendship with the whole w<

I is-more, the respect of the whe 
r character of our America exalt! 

io exalted that the American ci 
j the continent of Europe, and 

the sudden and great elevation o 
chancier, might feel as if he h 
hundred feet high. Such is the p 
At home we behold a brilliant 
**ne ; the public debt paid,—tar 

j the gold currency restored,—
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sons for repulsing it, and it is seen that the 
attempt was made to criminate Mr. Jefferson, 
md to charge him upon the journals with a 
violation of the laws ; and that this attempt was 
made at a time, and under circumstances insidi
ously calculated to excite unjust suspicion in 
the minds of the people against the Chief Magis
trate. Such was precisely the character of the 
charge; and tho effect of the charge against 
President Jackson, with the difference only that, 
the proceeding against President Jackson, was 
many ten thousand times more revolting and 
aggravated ; commencing as it did in the Bank, 
carried on by a violent political party, prosecuted 
to sentence and condemnation ; and calculated, 
if believed, to destroy the President, to change 
the administration, and to put an end to popular 
representative government. Yes, sir, to put an 
end to elective and representative government ! 
For what are all the attacks upon President 
Jackson’s administration but attacks upon the 
people who elect and re-elect him, wlio approve 
his administration, and by approving, make it 
their own ? To condemn such a President, thus 
supported, is to condemn the pople, to condemn 
the elective principle, to condemn the funda
mental principle of our government; and to 
establish the favorite dogma of the monarchists, 
that the people are incapable of self-government, 
and will surrender themselves as collared slaves 
into the hands of military chieftains.

“Great are the services which President 
Jackson has rendered his country. As a Gene
ral he has extended her frontiers, saved a city, 
and carried her renown to the highest pitch of 
glory. His civil administration has rivalled and 
transcended his warlike exploits. Indemnities 
procured from the great powers of Europe for 
Spoliations committed on our citizens under 
former administrations, and wliicly’by former 
administrations were reclaimed in vain ; peace 
and friendship with the whole world, and, what 
is-more, the respect of the whole world ; the 
character of our America exalted In Europe; 
ao exalted that the American citizen treading 
the continent of Europe, and contemplating 
the sudden and great elevation of tho national 
character, might feel as if he himself was an 
hundred feet high. Such is the picture abroad ! 
At home we behold a brilliant and grateful 
•cenc ; the public debt paid,—taxes reduced,- 
the gold currency restored, — the Southern

States released from a useless and dangerous 
population,—all disturbing questions settled,—* 
a gigantic moneyed institution repulsed in its 
march to the conquest of the government,—the 
highest prosperity attained, — and the Hero 
Patriot now crowning the list of his glorious 
sen ices by covering his country with the panoply 
of defence, and consummating liis measures for 
tho restoration and preservation of the currency 
of the constitution. Wc have had brilliant and 
prosperous administrations; but that of Presi
dent Jackson eclipses, surpasses, and casts into 
tho shade, all that have preceded it. And is 
he to he branded, stigmatized, condemned, un
justly and untruly condemned ; and the records 
of the Senate to bear the evidence of this out
rage to the latest posterity ? Shall this Presi
dent, so glorious in peace and in war, so success
ful at home and abroad, whoso administration, 
now, hailed with applause and gratitude by the 
people, and destined to shine for unnumbered 
ages in the political firmament of our history : 
shall this President, whose name is to live for 
ever, whose retirement from life and services 
will be through the gate that leads to the tem
ple of everlasting fame; shall he go down to 
posterity with this condemnation upon him ; 
and that for the most glorious action ot his life ?

“ Mr. President, I have some knowledge of 
history, and some acquaintance with the dangers 
which nations have encountered, and from 
which heroes and statesmen have saved them. 
I have read much of ancient and modern his
tory, and nowhere have I found a parallel to 
the services rendered by President Jackson in 
crushing the conspiracy of tho Bank, but in tho 
labors of the Roman Consul in crushing the 
conspiracy of Catiline. The two conspiracies 
were identical in their objects; both directed 
against the government, and tho property of 
the country. Cicero extinguished the Catili- 
narean conspiracy, and saved Romp ; President 
Jackson defeated the conspiracy of tho Bank, 
and saved our America. Their heroic service 
was the same, and their fates have been strange
ly alike. C icero was condemned for violating the 
laws and the constitution ; so has been President 
Jackson. Tho consul was refused a hearing in his 
own defence: so has been President Jackson. The 
life of Cicero was attempted by two assassins ; 
twice was the murderous pistol levelled at our 
President. All Italy, the whole Roman world,
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bore Cicero to the Capitol, and tore the sentence 
of the consul's condemnation from the fasti of the 
republic : a million of Americans, fathers and 
heads of families, now demand the expurgation of 
the sentence against the President. Cicero, fol
lowed by all that was virtuous in Rome, repaired 
to the temple of the tutelary gods, and swore 
upon the altar that he had saved his country : 
President Jackson, in the temple of the living 
God, might take the same oath, and find its re
sponse in the hearts of millions. Nor shall the 
parallel stop here ; but after times, and remote 
posterities shall render the same honors to 
each. Two thousand years have passed, and 
the great actions of the consul are fresh and 
green in history. The school-boy learns them ; 
the patriot studies them ; the statesman applies 
them : so shall it be with our patriot President. 
Two thousand years hence,—ten thousand,— 
nay, while time itself shall last, for who can 
contemplate the time when the memory of this 
republic shall be lost ? while time itself shall 
last, the name and fame of Jackson shall remain 
and flourish ; and this last great act by which 
he saved the government from subversion, and 
property from revolution, shall stand forth as 
the seal and crown of hia heroic services. And 
if any thing that I myself may do or say, shall 
survive the brief hour in which I live, it will 
be the part which I have taken, and the efforts 
which I have made, to sustain and defend the 
great defender of his country.

“ Mr. President, I have now finished the view 
which an imperious sense of duty has required 
me to take of this subject. I trust that I have 
proceeded upon proofs and facts, and have left 
nothing unsustained which I feel it to be my 
yfuty to advance. It is not my design to repeat, 

for to recapitulate ; but there is one further and 
! vital consideration which demands the notice 
of a remark, and which I should be faithless to 
the genius of our government, if I should pre
termit. It is known, sir, that ambition for 
office is the bane of free States, and the conten
tions of rivals the destruction of their country. 
These contentions lead to every species qf in
justice, and to every variety of violence^ and 
all cloaked with the pretext of the public good. 
Civil wars and banishment at Rome ; civil wars, 
and the ostracism at Athens ; bills of attainder, 

' star-chamber prosecutions, and impeachments 
in England ; all to get rid of some envied, or

hated rival, and all pretexted with the public 
good : such has been the history of free States 
for two thousand years. The wise men who 
framed our constitution were well aware of all 
this danger and all this mischief and took effeo 
tual care, as they thought, to guard against it 
Banishment, the ostracism, the star-chamber 
prosecutions, bills of attainder, all those sum- 
mary and violent modes of hunting down i 
rival, which deprive the victim of defence by 
depriving him of the intervention of an accus
ing body to stand between the accuser and the 
trying body; all these are proscribed by the 
genius of our constitution. Impeachments 
alone are permitted ; and these would most 
usually occur for political offences, and be of i 
character to enlist the passions of many, and 
to agitate the country. An effectual guard, b 
was supposed, was provided against the abuse 
of the impeachment power, first, by requiring i 
charge to be preferred by the House of Repre
sentatives, as the grand Inquest of the nation] 
and next, in confining the trial to the Senate, 
and requiring a majority of two-thirds to con. 
vicL The gravity, the dignity, the age of the 
senators, and the great and various powers with 
which they were invested—greater and more 
various than are united in the same person! 
under any other constitutional government upon 
earth—these were supposed to make the Saute 
a safe depository for the impeachment power; 
and if the plan of the constitution is followed 
out it must be admitted to be so. But if i 
public officer can be arraigned by his rink 
before the Senate for impeachable offences with 
out the intervention of the House of Represen
tatives, and if he can be pronounced guilty by 
a simple majority, instead of a majority of tin- 
thirds, then has the whole frame of our govern
ment miscarried, and the door left wide open» 
the greatest mischief which has ever afflicted 
the people of free States. Then can rivals and 
competitors go on to do what it was intended 
they should never do ; accuse, denounce, an- 
demn, and hunt down each other ! Great h» 
been the weight of the American Senate. Tie 
was when its rejections for office were fatal » 
character ;.time is when its rejections are ntl» 
passports to public favor. Why this sad ml 
ominous decline ? Let no one deceive hinst 
Public opinion is the arbiter of character i 
our enlightened day ; it is the Areopagus fin

pronounced against the Sénat 
the President, and condemne 
it had sustained the Senate, t 
have been ruined ! as it has 
must be ruined, if it perseve 
and goes on to brave public oj 
stitution, it must be ruined !

CHAPTER C:
DBTBIBÜTION OP THE LAI
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which there is no appeal ! That) arbiter has 
pronounced against the Senate. It has sustained 
the President, and condemned the Senate. If 
R had sustained the Senate, the President must 
hive been ruined ! as it has not, the Senate 
must be ruined, if it perseveres in its course, 
and goes on to brave public opinion !—as an in
stitution, it must be ruined !

CHAPTER CXL 11.

distribution of the land revenue.

I «Tat great loss of the bank has been in the 

depreciation of the securities ; and the only way 
to regain a capital is to restore their value. A 
large portion of them consists of State stocks, 
which are so far below their intrinsic worth that 
the prearnt prices could not have been antici
pated fly any reasonable man. No doubt can 
* entertained of their ultimate payment-\ The 
States themselves, unaided, can satisfy every 
claim against them ; they will do it speedily, if 
Congress adopt the measures contemplated for 
their relief. A division of the public lands 
imong the States, which would enable them all 
to pay their debts—pp a pledge of the proceeds 
at sales for that purpose—would be abundant 
security. Either of these acts would inspire 
confidence, and enhance the value of all kinds 

lot property.” This paragraph appeared in the 
■Philadelphia National Gazette, was attributed 
■to Mr. Biddle, President of the Bank of the 
(United States ; and connects that institution 
With all the plans for distributing the public 
land money among the States, either in the 

* of a direct distribution, or in the disguise 
If a deposit of the surplus revenue ; and this for 
Ihe purpose of enhancing the value of the State 

ocks held by it That institution was known 
t> have interfered in the federal legislation, to 
remote or to baffle the passage of laws, as 

med to be favorable or otherwise to her in- 
laestsi and this resort'to the land revenue 
■neigh an act of Congress was an eminent in- 

« of the spirit of interference. This dis
union had become, very nearly, a party 
»sure ; and of the party of which the bank 

is a member, and Mr. Clay the chief! He was

the author of the scheme—had introduced it at 
several sessions—and now renewed it Mr. Web
ster also made a proposition to the same effect at 
this session. It was the summer of the presiden
tial election ; and great calculations were made by 
the party which favored the distribution upon 
its effect in adding to their popularity. Mr. 
Clay limited his plan of distribution to five years j 
but the limitation was justly considered as no
thing—as a mere means of beginning the system 
of these distributions—which once began, would 
go on of themselves, while our presidential elec
tions continued, and any thing to divide could 
be found in the treasury. Mr. Benton opposed 
the whole scheme, and confronted it with a pro
position to devote the surplus revenue to the 
purposes of national defence ; thereby making 
an issue, as he declared, between the plunder of 
the country and the defence of the country. 
He introduced an antagonistic bill, as he termed 
it, devoting the surplus .moneys to the public 
defences ; and showing by reports from the war 
and navy departments that seven millions a 
year for fifteen years would be required for the 
completion of the naval defences, and thirty 
millions to complete the military defences ; of 
which nine millions per annum could be benefi
cially expended ; and then went on to say :

“ That the reports from which he had re* 
taken together, presented a complete system c 
preparation for the national defence ; every an 
and branch of defence was to be provided for ; a 
increase of the navy, iqçluding steamships ; a[ 
propriété fortifications, including steam battel 
ies ; armories, foundries, arsenals, with ampl 
supplies of arms and munitions of war ; an in 
crease of troops for^he West and Northwest 
a line of posts and a military road from the Re 
River to the Wisconsin, in the rear of tllp sett/e 
ments, and mounted dragoons to scour th 
country ; every thing was considered ; all wa 
reduced to system, and a general, adequate, am 
appropriate plan of national defence was pro 
sented, sufficient to absorb aU the surplus re 
venue, and wanting nothing but the vote ol 
Congress to carry it into effect In this great 
system of national defence the whole Union wai 
equally interested ; for the country, in all that 
concerned its defences, was but a unit, and every 
section was interested in the defence of every 
other section, and every individual citizen was 
interested in the defence of the whole popula
tion. It was in vain to say that the navy was 
on the sea, and the fortifications on the seaboard, 
and that the citizens in the interior States, or 
in the valley of the Mississippi, had no interest 
in these remote defences. Such an idea was
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mistaken and delusive. The inhabitant of Mis
souri and of Indiana had a direct interest in 
keeping open the mouths of the rivers, defending 
the seaport towns, and preserving a naval force 
that would protect the produce of his labor 
in crossing the ocean, and arriving safely in 
foreign markets. All the forts at the mouth 
of the Mississippi were just as much for the 
benefit of the western States, as if those 
States were down at the mouth of that river.
So of all the forts on the Gulf of Mexico. Five 
forts are completed in the delta of the Missis
sippi ; two are completed on the Florida or 
Alabama coast ; and seven or eight more are 
projected ; all calculated to give security to 
western commerce in passing through the Gulf 
of Mexico. Much had been done for that fron
tier, but more remained to be done ; and among 
the great works contemplated in that quarter 
were large establishments at Pensacola, Key 
West, or the Dry Tortugas. Large military and 
naval stations were contemplated at these points, 
and no expenditure or preparations could exceed 
in amount the magnitude of the interests to be 
protected. On the Atlantic board the commerce 
of the States found its way to the ocean through 
many outlets, from Maine to Florida; in the 
West, on the contrary, the whole commerce of 
the valley of the Mississippi, all that of the Al
abama. of western Florida, and some part of 
Georgia, passes through a single outlet, and 
reaches the ocean by passing between Key West 
and Cuba. Here, then, is an immense commerce 
collected into one channel, compressed into one 
line, and passing, as it were, through one gate. 
This gives to Key West and the Dry Tortugas 
an importance hardly possessed by any point on 
the globe ; for, besides commanding the com
merce of the entire West, it will also command 
that of Mexico, of the West Indies, of the Carib
bean sea, and of South America down to the 
middle of that continent at its most eastern pro
jection, Cape Roque. To understand the cause 
of all this (Mr. B. said), it was necessary to 
look to the trade winds, which, blowing across 
the Atlantic between the tropics, strike the 
South American continent at Cape Roque, fol
low the retreating coast of that continent up 
to the Caribbean sea, and to the Gulf of Mexico, 
creating the gulf stream as they go. and by the 
combined effect of a current in the air and in the 
water, sweeping all vessels from this side Cape 
Roque into its stream, carrying them round west 
of Cuba and bringing them out between Key 
West and the Havana. These two positions, 
then, constitute the gate through which every 
thing must pass that comes from the valley of 
the Mississippi, from Mexico, and from South 
America as low down as Capo Roque. As the 
masters of the Mississippi, we should he able to 
predominate in the Gulf of Mexico ; and, to do 
so, we must have great establishments at Key 
West and Pensacola. Such establishments are 
now proposed; and every citizen of the West 

* -1—— «Urt ...,unlinns of his

own immediate interests, the indispensable safe, 
guard to his own commerce ; and to him the 
highest, most sacred, and most beneficial object 
to which surplus revenue could be applied. The 
Gulf of Mexico should be considered as the es- 
tuary of the Mississippi. A naval and military 
supremacy should be established in that gull 
cost what it might ; for without that supremacy 
the commerce of the entire West would lie y 
the mercy of the fleets and privateers of inimical 
powers.“Mr. B. returned to the immediate object of 
his remarks—to th» object of showing that the 
defences of the country would absorb every sus 
plus dollar that would ever be found in the trea
sury. He recapitulated the aggregates of those 
heads of expenditure ; for the navy, about four 
millions of dollars, embracing the increase of 
the navy, navy yards, ordnance, and repairs of 
vessels for a series of years ; for fortifications, 
about thirty millions reported by the engineer 
department; and which sum, after reducing the 
size of some of the largest class of forts, not yet 
commenced, would still be Urge enough, with 
the sum reported by the ordnance department, 
amounting to near thirty millions, to make i ! 
totality not much less than one hundred millions; 
and far more than sufficient to swallow up ill j 
the surpluses which will ever be found to exist 
in the treasury. Even after deducting mudi 
from these estimates, the remainder will still go 
beyond any surplus that will actually be found. 
Every person knows that the present year b m | 
criterion for estimating the revenue ; excess tf 
paper issues has inflated all business, and led In 
excess in all branches of the revenue ; next year 
it will bo down, and soon fall as much bekn 
the usual level as it now is above it Morethu 
that ; what is now called a surplus in the trea
sury is no surplus, but a mere accumulation for 
want of passing the appropriation bills. The 
whole of it is pledged to the bills which ire 
piled upon our tables, and which we cannot pel 
passed ; for the opposition is strong enough to 
arrest the appropriations, to dam up the money 
In the treasury ; and then call that a suiplm 
which would now be in a course of expenditure. if 
die necessary appropriation bills could be pnssed 

“ The public defences will require near « 
hundred millioiib of dollars; the annual amount 
required for these defences alone amount « 
thirteen or fourteen millions. The enginw 
department answers explicitly that it can here- 
ficially expend six millions of dollars annually; 
the ordnance that it can beneficially expeal 
three millions ; the navy that it can heneficiiTi 
expend several millions ; and all thisforase-iiel 

* — re-i.:a iiietrihntion bill has five yean I. , reral minions , ______| of years. This distribution bill has five yew 
to run, and in that time, if the money is appini 
to defence instead of distribution, the great »mt 
of national defence will be so far completed « 
to place the United States in a condition too» 
her rights and her interests, her flag and le 
soil, to be honored and respected by the vb*
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The bill waa passed in the Senate, though by 
i vote somewhat close—25 to 20. The yeas 
were:

Messrs. Black, Buchanan, Clay, Clayton, 
Crittenden, Davis, Ewing of Ohio, Goldsborough, 
Hendricks Kent, Knight, Leigh, McKean, Man
gin, Nnudnin, Nicholas, Porter, Prentiss, Pres
ton, Robbins, Southard, Swift, Tomlinson, Web
ster, White.

Nats.—Messrs. Benton, Calhoun, Cuthbert, 
Ewing of Illinois, Grundy, Hill, Hubbard. King 
of Alabama King of Georgia, Linn, Moore, Mor
ris, Niles, Rives, Robinson, Buggies, Sheplcy, 
Tailmadge, Walker, Wright.

Being sent to the House for concurrence it 
became evident that it could not pass that body ; 
and then the friends of distribution in the Senate 
fell upon a new mode to effect their object, and 
in a form to gain the votes of many members 
who held distribution to be a violation of the 
constitution—among them Mr. Calhoun ;—who 
took the lead in the movement. There was a 
bill before the Senate to regulate the keeping of 
the public moneys in the deposit banks ; and 
this was turned into distribution of the surplus 
public moneys with the States, in proportion to 
their representation in Congress, to be returned 
when Congress should call for it : and this was 
called a deposit with the States ; and the faith 
of the States pledged for returning the money. 
The deposit was defended on the same argument 
on which Mr. Calhoun had proposed to amend 
the constitution two years before ; namely that 
there was no other way to get rid of the surplus. 
And to a suggestion from Mr. Wright that the 
moneys, when once so deposited might never be 
got back again, Mr. Calhoun answered :

6 But the senator from New-York objects to 
I the measure, that it would, in effect, amount to 
i distribution, on the ground, as he conceives, 
that the States would never refund. He does 

I not doubt but that they would, if called on to 
refund by the government ; but he says that 
Congress will in fact never make the call. He 

I rests this conclusion on the supposition that 
I there would be a majority of the States opposed 
I to it He admits, in case the revenue should 
I become deficient, that the southern or staple 
I States would prefer to refund their quota, rather 
I thin to raise the imposts to meet the deficit ; 
I but he insists that the contrary would be the 
I are with the manufacturing States, which would 
I prefer to increase the imposts to refunding their 
Iqttota, on the ground that the increase of the 
I duties would promote the interests of manufac- 
1 tares. I cannot agree with the senator that 
I those States would assume a position so utterly

untenable as to refuse to refund a deposit which 
their faith would be plighted to return, and rest 
the refusal on the ground of preferring to lay 
a tax, because it would be a bounty to them, and 
would consequently throw the whole burden of 
the tax on the otheti States. But, be this as it 
may, 1 can tell the senator that, if they should 
take a course so unjust and monstrous, he may 
be assured that the other States would most 
unquestionably resist the increase of the imposts ; 
so that the government would have to take its 
choice, either to go without the money, or call 
on the States to refund the deposits.”

Mr. Benton took an objection to this scheme of 
deposit, that it was a distribution under a false 
name, making a double disposition of the same 
money ; that the land money was to be distributed 
under the bill already passed by the Senate : and 
he moved an amendment to except that money 
from the operation of the deposit to bo made with 
the States. He said it was hardly to be supposed 
that, in the nineteenth century, a grave legisla
tive body would pass two bills for dividing the 
same money ; and it was to save the Senate 
from the ridicule of such a blunder that he called 
their attention to it, and proposed the amend
ment. Mr. Calhoun said there was a remedy 
for it in a few words, by adding a proviso of ex
ception, if the land distribution bill became a 
law. Mr. Benton was utterly opposed to such 
a proviso—a proviso to take effect if the same 
thing did not become law in another bill. Mr. 
Morris also wished to know if the Senate was 
about to make a double distribution of the same 
money ? As far it respected the action of the 
Senate the land bill was, to all intents and pur
poses, a law. It had passed the Senate, and they 
were done with it It had changed its title 
from “bill” to “act” It was now the act of 
the Senate, and they could not know what dis
position the House would make of it. Mr. 
Webster believed the land bill could not pass 
the House ; that it was put to rest there ; and 
therefore he had no objection to voting for the 
second one : thus admitting that, under the 
name of “ distribution ” the act could not pass 
the House, and that a change of name was indis
pensable. Mr. 'Wright made a speech of state
ments and facts to show that there would be no 
surplus ; and taking up that idea, Mr. Benton 
spoke thus : •

“ About this time two years ago, the Senate 
was engaged in proclaiming the danger of a 
bankruptTreasury, and in proving to the peo-

i|>
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pie that utter ruin must ensue from the removal 
of the deposits from the Bank of the Ui.ited 
States. The same Senate, nothing abated in 
confidence from the failure of formèr predictions. 
Is now engaged in celebrating the prosperity of 
the country, and proclaiming a surplus of forty, 
and fifty, and sixty millions of dollars ip that 
same Treasury, which so short a time since 
they thought was going to be bankrupt. Both 
occupation^ are equally unfortunate. Our 
Treasury is in no more danger of bursting from 
distension now, than it was of collapsing from 
depiction them The ghost of the panic was dri
ven from this chamber in May, 1834, by the re
port of Mr. Taney, showing that all the sources 
of the national revenue were in their usual rich 
and bountiful condition; and that there was no 
danger of bankruptcy. The speech and state
ment, so brief and perspicuous, just delivered by 
the senator from New York [Mr. Wright], will 
perform the same office upon the distribution 
spirit, by showing that the appropriations of the 
session will require nearly as much money as 
the public Treasury will be found to contain. 
The present exaggerations about the surplus will 
have their day, as the panic about an empty 
Treasury had its day ; and time, which corrects 
all things, will show the enormity of these errors 
Which excite the public mind, and stimulate the 
public appetite, for a division of forty, fifty, and 
sixty millions of surplus treasure.”

The bill being ordered to a third reading, with 
only six dissenting votes, the author of this 
View could not consent to let it pass without 
an attempt to stigmatize it, and render it odious 
to the people, as a distribution in disguise—as a 
deposit never to be reclaimed; as a miserable 
evasion of the constitution ; as an attempt to 
debauch the people with their own money ; as 
plundering instead of defending the country ; 
as a cheat that would only last till the presiden
tial election was over ; for there would be no 
money to deposit after the first or second quar
ter;—and as having the inevitable effect, if not 
the intention, to break the deposit banks ; and, 
finally, as disappointing its authors in their 
schemes of popularity : in which he was pro
phetic ; as, out of half a dozen aspirants to the 
presidency, who voted for it, no one of them 
ever attained that place. The following are 
parts of his speech :

“ I now come, Mr. President (continued Mr. 
B.), to the second subject in the bill—the dis
tribution feature—and to which the objections 
are, not of detail, but of principle ; but which 
objections are so strong, in the mind of myself 
and some friends, that, far from shrinking from 
the contest, and sneaking away in our little 
minority of six, where we were left last even

ing, we come forward with unabated resolution 
to renew our opposition, and to signalize our 
dissent ; anxious to ha/e it known that we con
tended to the last against the seductions of » 
measure, specious to the view, and tempting to 
the taste, but fraught with mischief and fearful 
consequences to the character of this govern
ment, and to the stability and harmony of this 
confederacy. .. s

“Stripping this enactment of statutory ver
biage, and collecting the provisions of the sec- 
tjpn into a single vjew, they seem to be these : 
I. The public moneys, above a specific sum, are 
to be deposited with the States, in a specified 
ratio ; 2. The States are to give certificates of 
deposit, payable to the United States ; but no 
time, or contingency, is fixed for the payment 
3. The Secretary of the Treasury is to sell and 
assign the certificates, limited to a ratable pro- 
protion of each, when necessary to meet appro- 
priations made by Congress ; 4. The certificates 
so assigned are to bear an interest of five per 
cent., payable half yearly ; 5. To bear no inte
rest before assignment ; 6. The principal to be 
payable at the pleasure of the State.

“This, Mr. President, is the enactment; and 
what is such an enactment ? Sir, I will tell yon 
what it is. It is, in name, a deposit ; in form, it 
loan ; in essence and design, a distribution. 
Names cannot alter things ; and it is as idle to 
call a gift a deposit, as it would be to call a stab 
of the dagger a kiss of the lips. It is a distri
bution of the revenues, under the name ofi 
deposit, and under the form of a loan. It a 
known to be so, and is intended to be so ; and 
all this verbiage about a deposit is nothing but 
the device and contrivance of those who have 
been for years endeavoring to distribute tie 
revenues, sometimes by the land bill, sometima 
by direct propositions, and sometimes by pro
posed amendments to the constitution. Finding 
all these modes of accomplishing the object met 
and frustrated by the constitution, they fall upon 
this invention of a deposit, and exult in the suc
cess of an old scheme under a new name. That 
it is no deposit, but a free gift, and a regular 
distribution, is clear and demonstrable, not only 
from the avowed principles, declared intention!, 
and systematic purposes of those who conduct 
the bill, but also from the means devised to i 
feet their object- Names are nothing. Ik 
thing done gives character to tae transaction; 
and the imposition of an erroneous name cannot 
change that character. This is no deposit It 
has no feature, no attribute, no characteristic 
no quality of a deposit. A deposit is a trail 
requiring the consent of two parties, leaving » 
one the rights\of ownership, and imposing « 
the other the duties of trustee. The deposw 
retains the right of prioperty, and reserves Ik 
privilege of resumption ; the depositary I 
bound to restore. But here the right of property 
is parted with ; the privilege of resumption a 
surrendered ; the obligation to render back a 
not imposed. Op the contrary, our money!
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put where we cannot reach it. Our treasury 
durant cannot pursue it The States are to 
keep the money, free of interest, until is is need
ed to meet appropriations ; and then the Secre
tary of the Treasury is—to do what ?—call upon 
the State ? No! but to sell and assign the cer
tificate ; and the State is to pay the assignee an 
interest half yearly, and the principal when it 
pleases. Now, these appropriations will never 
be made. The members of Congress are not 
yet born—the race of representatives is not yet 
known—who will vote appropriations for na
tional objects, to be paid out of their own State 
treasuries. Sooner Will the tariff be revived, or 
the price of public land be raised. Sooner will 
the assignability of the certificate be repealed 
by law. The contingency will never arrive, on 
which the Secretary is to assign : so the deposit 
will stand as a loan for ever, without interest 
At the end of some years, the nominal transac
tion will be rescinded ; the certificates will all 
be cancelled by one general, unanimous, harmo
nious vote in Congress. The disguise of a de- 
poeit, lj(te the mask after a play, will be thrown 
iside ; and the delivery of the money will turn 
out to be, what it is now intended to be, a gift 

| from the beginning. This will be the end of the 
fat chapter. And now, how unbecoming in 
the Senate to practise this indirection, and to 
do by a false name what cannot be done by its 
true one. The constitution, by the acknowledg
ment of many who conduct this bill, will not 
admit of a distribution of the revenues. Not 
further back than the last session, and again at 
the commencement of the present session, a pro
position was made to amend the constitution, to 
«mit this identical distribution to be made. 
That proposition is now upon our calendar, for 
the action of Congress. All at once, it is disco
vered that a change of names will do as well as 
i change of the constitution. Strike out the 
word ‘distribute,’ and insert the word 1 depo
rt;’ and, incontinently, the impediment is re
moved: the constitution difficulty is surmount
ed; the division of the money can be mae_. 
This, at least, is quick work. It looks magical, 
though not the exploit of the magician. It 
commits nobody, though not the invention of 
the non-committal school. After all, it must be 
admitted to be a very compendious mode of 
unending the constitution, and such a one as 
the framers of that instrument never happened 
to think of. Is this fancy, or is it fact? Are 
we legislating, or amusing ourselves with phan
tasmagoria ? Can we forget that we now have 
upon the calendar a proposition to amend the 
constitution, to effect this very distribution, and 
that the only difference between that resolution 
lad this thirteenth section, is in substituting 
the word1 deposit * for the word * distribute ? ’

I ‘ Having shown this pretended deposit to be
II distribution in disguise, and to be » mere eva- 
l»on of the constitution, Mr. B. proceeded to ex-
mine its effects, and to trace its ruinous conse

quences upon the federal government and the

States. It is brought forward as a temporary 
measure, as a single operation, as a thing to be 
done but once ; but what career, either for good 
or for evil, ever stopped with the first step? It 
is the first step which costs the difficulty ; that 
taken, the second becomes easyj and repetition 
habitual. Let this distribution, in this disguise, 
take effect ; and future distribution will be com
mon and regular. Every presidential election 
will bring them, and larger each time ; as the 
consular elections in Rome, commencing with 
distributions of grain from the public granaries, 
went on to the exhibitions of games and shows, 
the remission of debts, largesses in money, lands, 
and provisions ; until the rival candidates openly 
bid against each other, and the diadem of em
pire was put up at auction, and knocked down 
to the last and highest bidder. The purity of 
elections may not yet be affected in our young 
and vigorous country ; but how long-will it bo 
before voters will look to the candidates for the 
magnitude of their distributions, instead of look
ing to them for the qualifications which the pre
sidential office requires ?

“The bad consequences of this distribution 
of money to the States are palpable and fright
ful. It is complicating the federal and State 
systems, and multiplying their points of contact 
and hazards of collision. Take it as ostensibly 
presented, that of a deposit or loan, to be repaid 
at some future time ; then it is establishing the 
relation of debtor and creditor between them : 
a relation critical between friends, embarrassing 
between a State and its citizens ; and eminently 
dangerous between confederate States and their 
common head. It is a relation always depre
cated in our federal system. The land credit 
system was abolished by Congress, fifteen years 
ago, to get rid of the relation of debtor and 
: realtor between the federal government and tin»-----------------------------------.VV.VSIM gold UlUClIk alltl trlttf

citizens of the States ; and seven or eight/mil
lions of debt, principal and interest, was then 
surrendered. The collection of a largAdebt 
from numerous individual debtors, was found to 
be almost impossible. How much worse if the 
State itself becomes the debtor ! and more, if 
all the States become indebted together ! Any 
attempt to collect the debt would be attended, 
first with ill blood, then with cancellation. It 
must be the representatives of the States who 
are to enforce the collection of the debt. This 
they would not do. They would stand together 
against the creditor. No member of Congress 
could vote to tax his State to raise money for 
the general purposes of the confederacy. No 
one could vote an appropriation which was to 
become a charge on his own State treasury. 
Taxation would first be resorted to, and the 
tariff and the public lands would become the 
fountain of supply to the federal government. 
Taken as a real transaction—as a deposit with 
the States, or a loan to the States—as this mea
sure professes to be, and it is fraught with con
sequences adverse to the harmony of the federal 
system, and fraught with new burdens upon the
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customs, and upon the lands ; taken as a fiction 
to avoid the constitution, as a John Doe and 
Richard Roe Invention to convey a gift under 
the name of a deposit, and to eflect a distribu- 
tion^undcr the disguise of a loan, and it is an 
artifice which makes derision of the constitu
tion, lets down the Senate from its lofty station ; 
and provides a facile way for doing any thing 
that any Congress may choose to do in all time 
to come. It is only to depose one word and in- 
stal another—it is merely to change a name— 
and the frowning constitution immediately smiles 
on the late forbidden attempt.

“ To the federal government the consequences 
of these distributions must be deplorable and 
destructive. It must be remitted to the helpless 
condition of the old confederacy, depending for 
its supplies upon the voluntary contributions 
of the States. Worse than depending upon the 
voluntary contributions, it will be left to the 
gratuitous leavings, to the eleemosynary crumbs, 
which remain upon the table after the feast of 
the States is over. God grant they may not 
prove to be the feasts of the Lapithae and 
Centaurs ! But the States will be served first ; 
and what remains may go to the objects of com
mon defence and national concern for which the 
confederacy was framed, and for which the 
power of raising money was confided to Con
gress. The distribution bills will be passed 
first, and the appropriation bills afterwards ; and 
every appropriation will be cut down to the 
lowest point, and kept oil' to the last moment. 
To stave off as long as possible, to reduce as 
low as possible, to defeat whenever possible, 
will be the tactics of federal legislation ; and 
when at last some object of national expenditure 
has miraculously run the gauntlet of all these 
assaults, and escaped the perils of these multi
plied dangers, behold the enemy still ahead, and 
the recapture which awaits the devoted appro- 
priation. in the shape of an unexpended balance, 
on thA first day of January then next ensuing. 
Thus is. is already ; distribution has occupied us 
all the session. A proposition to amend the 
constitution, to enable us to make the division, 
was brought in in the first month of the session. 
The land bill followed, and engrossed months, 
to the exclusion of national defence. Then came 
the deposit scheme, which absorbs the remainder 
of the session. For nearly seven months we 
have been occupied with distribution, and the 
Senate has actually passed two bills to eflbct the 
fame object, and to divide the same identical 
money. Two bills to divide money, while one 
bill cannot be got through fur the great objects 
of national defence named in the constitution. 
We are now near the end of the seventh month 
of the session. The day named by the Senate 
fer the termination of the session is long passed 
by ; the day fixed by the two Houses is close 
at hand. The year is half gone, and the season 
for labor largely lost ; yet what is the state of 
the general, national, and most essential appro
priations ? Not a shilling is yet voted for forti

fications ; not a shilling for the ordnance ; no. 
thing for filling the empty ranks of the skeleton 
army; nothing for the new Indian treaties• 
nothing for the continuation of the Cumberland 
road; nothing for rebuilding the burnt-down 
Treasury ; nothing for the custom-house m New 
Orleans ; nothing for extinguishing the rights 
of private corporators in the Louisville can«T 
and making that great thoroughfare free to the 
commerce of the West ; nothing for the western 
armory, and arsenals in the States which hate 
none ; nothing for the extension of the circuit 
court system to the new States of the West and 
Southwest ; nothing for improving the mint 
machinery ; nothing .for keeping the mints
regularly supplied with metals for coining;
nothing for the new marine hospitals ; nothing 
for the expenses of the visitors now gone to the 
Military Academy ; nothing fur the chain of 
posts and the military road along the Western 
and Northwestern frontier. All these, and a 
long list of other objects, remain without a cent 
to this day ; and those who have kept them of 
now coolly turn upon us, and say the money 
cannot be expended if appropriated, and that,on 
the first of January, it mustifell into the surplm 
fund to be divided. Of the bills passed, many 
of the most essential character have been delay, 
cd for months, to the great injury of individuals 
and of the public service. Clerks and salaried 
officers have been borrowing money at usury to 
support their families, while we, wholly absorb
ed with dividing surpluses, were withholding 
from them their stipulated wages. Laborers it 
Harper’s Ferry Armory have been without 
money to go to market for their families, and 
some have lived three weeks without meat, 
because we must attend to the distribution hills 
before we can attend to the pay bills. Disburs
ing officers have raised money on their own ac
count, to supply the want of appropriations. 
Even the annual Indian Annuity Bill has bet I 
just got through ; the Indians even—the poor I 
Indians, as they were wont to be called—even 
they have had to wait, in want and misery, for
the annual stipends solemnly guarantied b) 

II this has already taken place nn
der the deplorable influence of the distribution 
spirit

“ The progress which the distribution spirit I 
has made in advaancing beyond its own preten-1 
sions, is a striking feature in the history of the I 
case, and ominous of what may be expected I 
from its future exactions. Originally the pro-1 
.position was to divide the surplus. It was the I 
surplus, and nothing but the surplus, which ra I 
to be taken ; that bona fide and inevitable su- [ 
plus which remained after all the defences were I 
provided for, and all needed appropriations fully I 
made. Now the defences are postponed and de-1 
cried ; the needful appropriations arc rejected, I 
stinted, and deferred, till they cannot ho used; I 
and, instead of the surplus, it is the integral I 
revenue, it is the money in the Treasury, it i I 
the money appropriated by law-, which is to If I

wiled upon and divided out. 
ed balances which are now ti 
sire and the prize of medi 
The word surplus is not in ti 
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aeiaed upon and divided out. It is the unexpend- 
çd balances which are now the object of all de
sire and the prize of meditated distribution. 
The word surplus is not in the bill ! that word, 
which has figured in so many speeches, which 
bas been the subject of so much speculation, 
which has been the cause of so much delusion 
in the public mind, and of so much excited hope ; 
that word is not in the bill ! It is carefully, 
studiously, systematically excluded, and a form 
of expression is adopted to cover all the money 
in the Treasury, a small sum excepted, although 
appropriated by law to the most sacred and 
accessary objects. A recapture of the appro
priated money is intended ; and thus the very 
Identical money which we appropriate at this 
session is to be seized upon on the first day of 
January, tom away from the objects to which 
it was dedicated, and absorbed in the fund for 
general distribution. And why? because the 
cormorant appetite of distribution grows as il 
feeds, and becomes more ravenous as it gorges. 
R set out for the surplus ; now it takes the un
expended balances, save five millions ; next year 
it will take all. But it is sufficient to contemplate 
the thing as it is ; it is sufficient to contemplate 
this bill as seizing upon the unexpended balances 
on the first day of January, regardless of the 
objects to which they are appropriated ; and to 

.— nfllvt linen the laws, the uolicv. and

chapter. The 1st of July is come, but the sixty- 
four millions are not in the Treasury ! It is 
not there ; and any attempt to commence the 
distribution of that sum, according to the 
terms of the land bill, would bankrupt the 
Treasury, stop the government, and cause Con
gress to be called together, to levy taxes or 
make loans. So much for the land bill, which 
two months ago received all the praises which 
arc now bestowed upon the deposit bill. So 
the drawing had to be postponed, the perform
ance had to be adjourned, and the 1st of Jan
uary was substituted for the 1st of July. This 
gives six months to go upon, and defers the 
catastrophe of the mountain in labor until the 
presidential election is over. Still the first of 
January must come ; and the ridicule would be 
too great, jf there was nothing, or next to no
thing, to divide. And nothing, or next to 
nothing, there would be, if the appropriations 
were fairly made, and made in time, and if 
nothing but a surplus was left to divide. There 
would be no more in the deposit hank, in that 
event, than has usually been in the Bank of the 
United States—say ten, or twelve, or fourteen, 
or sixteen millions ; and from which, in the 
hands of a single bank, none of those dangers 
to the country were then seen which are now

witness its effect upon the laws, the policy, and 
the existence of the federal government.

“ Such, then, is the progress of the distribu
tion spirit ; a cormorant appetite, growing as it 
fads, ravening as it gorges ; seizing the appro
priated moneys, and leaving the federal govern
ment to starve upon crumbs, and to die of in
tuition. But this appetite is not the sole cause 
for this seizure. There is another reason for it, 
connected with the movements in this chamber,J and founded in the deep-seated law of self-pre
servation. For six months the public mind has 
been stimulated with the story of sixty millions 

■ of surplus money in the Treasury ; and two 
| months ago, the grave Senate of the United 

States carried the rasli joke of that illusory 
asseveration so far as to pass a hill to commence 

| the distribution of that vast sum. It was the 
land bill which was to do it, commencing its 
swelling dividends on the 1st day of July, dcal- 

I ing them out every ninety days, and completing 
j the splendid distribution of prizes, in the sixty- 

four million lottery, in eighteen months from 
'i; commencement of the drawing. 11 was two 
months ago that we passed this bill ; and all 
attempts then made to convince the people that 
they were deluded, were vain and useless. Sixty- 
tour millions they were promised, sixty-four 
millions they were to have, sixty-four millions 
they began to want ; and slates and pencils were 
just as busy then in figuring out the dividends 
of the sixty-four millions, to begin on the 1st 
of July as they now are in figuring out the 
dividends under the forty, fifty, and sixty mil- 

, which are to begin on the 1st of January 
I next. And now behold the end of the first

discovered in like sums in three dozen uncon
nected and independent banks. Even after all 
the delays and reductions in the appropriations, 
the surplus will now he but a trifle—such a 
trifle as must expose to ridicule, or something 
worse, all those who have tantalized the public 
with the expectation of forty, fifty, or sixty 
millions to divide. To avoid this fate, and to 
make up something for distribution, then, the 
unexpended balances have been fallen upon ; 
the law of 1795 is nullified ; the fiscal year is 
changed; the policy of the government subvert
ed ; reason, justice, propriety outraged ; all con
tracts, labor, service, salaries cut off interrupted, 
or reduced ; appropriations recaptured, and the 
government paralyzed. Sir, the people are de
ceived ; they are made to believe that a surplus 
only, an unavoidable surplus, is to he divided, 
when the fact is that appropriated moneys are 
to he seized.

“ Sir, 1 am opposed to the whole policy of 
this measure. 1 am opposed to it tvs going to 
sap the foundations of the Federal Government, 
and to undo the constitution, and that by eva
sion, in the very point for which the constitu
tion was made. What is that |«jint ? A 

Ul'reasury ! a Treasury ! a Treasury of its own, 
^unconnected with, and independent of the States. 
It was for this that wise and patriotic men 
wrote, and spoke, and prayed for the fourteen 
years that intervened from the declaration of 
independence, in 177G, to the formation of the 
constitution in 1789. It was for this that so 
many appeals were made, so many efibrts ex
erted, so many fruitless attempts so long re
peated, to obtain from the States the power of 
raising revenue from imports. It was for this
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that the convention of 1787 met, and bnt for 
this they never would have met. The forma
tion of a federal treasury, unconnected with the 
States, and indepenent of the States, was the 
cause of the meeting of that convention j it was 
the great object of its labors ; it was the point 
to which all its exertions tended, and it was the 
point at which failure would have been the fail
ure of the whole object of the meeting, of the 
whole frame of the general government, and of 
the whole design of the constitution. With in
finite labor, pains, and difficulty, they succeeded 
in erecting the edifice of the federal treasury ; we, 
not builders, but destroyers, “architects of 
ruin,” undo in a night what they accomplished in 
many years. We expunge the federal treasury ; 
we throw the federal government back ujvon 
States for suppliep ; we unhinge and undo uie 
constitution ; and we effect our purpose by an 
artifice which derides, mocks, ridicules that 
sacred instrument, and opens the way to its 
perpetual evasion by every paltry performer 
that is able to dethrone one word, and exalt 
another in its place.

“I object to the time for another reason. 
There is no necessity to act at all upon this 
subject, at this session of Congress. The dis
tribution is not to take effect until after we are 
in session again, and when the true state of the 
treasury shall be known. Its true state cannot 
be known now ; but enough is known to make 
it questionable whether there will be any sur
plus, requiring a specific disposition, over and 
Beyond the wants of the country. Many ap
propriations are yet behind ; two Indian wars 
are yet to be finished ; when the wars are over, 
the vanquished Indians are to be removed to 
the West ; and when there, either the Federal 
Government or the States must raise a force to 
protect the people from them. Twenty-five thou
sand Creeks, seven thousand Seminolcs, eigh
teen thousand Cherokees, and others, making a 
totality of seventy-two thousand, are to be re
moved ^ and the expenses of removal, and the 
year’s subsistence afterwards, is close upon 
seventy dollars per head. It is a problem 
whether there will be any surplus worth dis
posing of. The surplus party themselves admit 
there will be a disappointment unless they go 
beyond the surplus, and seize the appropriated 
moneys. The Senator from New-York [Mr. 
Wright], has made an exposition, as candid and 
perspicuous as it is patriotic and unanswerable, 
showing that there will be an excess of appro
priations over the money in the treasury on 
the day that we adjourn ; and that we shall 
have to depend upon the accruing revenue 
of the remainder of the year to meet the de
mands which we authorize. This is the state 
of the surplus question : problematical, debata
ble ; the weigh* of the evidence and the strength 
of the argument entirely against it ; time 
enough to ascertain the truth, and yet a deter
mination to reject all evidence, refuse all time, 
rush on to the object, and divide the money,

cost what it may to the constitution, the gov. 
emment, the good of the States, and the purity 
of elections. The catastrophe of the land bill 
project ought certainly to be a warning to us 
Two months ago it was pushed through, M 
the only means of saving the country as p,, 
blessed act which was to save the republic. J> 
was to commence on the first day of July itg 
magnificent operations of distributing sixty, 
four millions ; now it lies a corpse in the Hou» 
of Representatives, a monument of haste and 
folly, its very authors endeavoring to super
sede it by another measure, because it could 
not take effect without ruining the country 
and, what is equally important to them, ruining 
themselves. (

“ Admitting that the year produces more re
venue than is wanting, is it wise, is it states- 
manlike, is it consonant with our experience, 
to take fright at the event, and throw tS 
money away 7 Did we not have forty milliom 
of income in the year 1817 ? and did we not 
have an empty treasury in 1819 ? Instead of tak
ing fright and throwing the money away, the 
statesman should look into the cause of things; 
he should take for his motto the prayer i ’ 
Virgil : Cognoscere causa rerum. Let me 
know the cause of things ; and, learning this 
cause, act accordingly. If the redundant sup
ply is accidental and transient, it will quickly 
correct itself ; if founded in laws, alter then. 
This is the part not merely of wisdom, but of 
common sense: it was the conduct of 1811 
when the excessive supply was seen to be the 
effect of transient causes—termination of the 
war and efflorescence of the paper system—uj 
left to correct itself, which it did in two yens. 
It should be the conduct now, when the etrae- 
sive income is seen to be the effect of the Un I 
and the paper system combined, and when legis
lation or regulation is necessary to correct it | 
Reduction of the tariff ; reduction of the price 
of land to actual settlers ; rejection of bid I 
paper from universal receivability for publie' I 
dues ; these are the remedies. After all, the f 
whole evil may be fouhd in a single cause, and I 
the whole remedy may be seen in a single mee-1 
sure. The public lands are exchangeable for I
paper. Seven hundred and fifty machines ne I 
at work striking off paper ; that paper is per-1 
forming the grand rounds, from the banki to I 
the public lands, and from the lands to Ik I 
banks. Every body, especially a public ma |
may take as much as his trunks can cm I 
The public domain is changing into paper;til
public treasury is filling up with paper; tk I 
new States are deluged with paper ; the currency I 
is ruining with paper ; farmers, settlers, fill I 
vators, are outbid, deprived of their selected I 
homes, or made to pay double for them, k I 
public men loaded, not like Philip’s ass, with I 
bags of gold, but like bank advocates, with I 
bales of paper. Sir, the evil is in the unbmiki I 
state of the paper system, and m the unchecked I 
receivability of paper for federal dues. Henil

the evil. Banks are our mast 
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« sir, I can see nothing but evil, turn on 
which side I may, from this fatal scheme of di- 
riding money ; not surplus money, but appro
priated funds ; not by an amendment, but by a 
derisory evasion of the constitution. Where is it 
to end? History shows us that those who begin 
revolutions never end them ; that those who com
mence innovations never limit them. Here is 
a great innovation, constituting in reality—not 
infigure speech, but in reality—a revolution

I in the form of our government. We set out to 
divide the surplus ; we are now dividing the 
appropriated funds. To prevent all appropria
tions except to the powerful States, will be the 
next step ; and the small States, in self-defence, 

I must oppose all appropriations, and go for a di- 
| vision of the whole. They will have to stand 
I together in the Senate, and oppose all appropria- 
I lions. It will not do for the large States to 
I take all the appropriations first, and the bulk 
I of the distribution afterwards ; and there will 
I be no way to prevent it but to refuse all appro- 
I prierions, divide out the money among the 
I States, and let each State lay it out for itself. 
IA new surplus party will supersede the present 
I surplus party, as successive factions supersede 
leach other in chaotic revolutions. They will 
Imake Congress the qiuestnr of provinces, to col
let money for the States to administer. This 
Iwill be their argument : the States know best 
Ivrhat they need, and can lav out the money to 
|the best advantage, and to suit themselves. One 
jSute will want roads and no canals ; another 
.mis and no roads ; one will want forts, an- 

lother troops ; one wants ships, another steam- 
tars; one wants high schools, another low 
(drools; one is for the useful arts, another is 
girthe fine arts, for lyceums, athcnæums, nuiso

ns, arts, statuary, painting, music; and the 
laper State will want all for batiks. Thus will 
Bings go on, and Congress will have no appro- 
hriation to make, except to the President, anil 
|is head clerks, and their under clerks. Even 
]nr own pay, like it was under the confedera- 
Jon, may be remitted to our own States. The 
fcht dollars a day may Ire voted to them, and 
imported by the argument that they can ge t 
letter men for four dollars a day ; and so save 
alf the money, and have the work better done. 
Inch is the progress in this road to ruin. Sir, 

■say of this measure, as I said of its progvni- 
Vthe land bill; if 1 could be willing to let 

lil pass, that good might come of it, I should 
1 willing to let this bill pass. A recoil, a reac- 
■n, a revulsion must take place. This con- 
peracy cannot go to ruin. This Union has a 
ice in the hearts of the people which will save 
[from nullification in disguise, Uj- well as from 
illification in arms. One word of myself. It 

row ten years since schemes of distribution 
i broached upon this floor. They began

VOL. I.—-42

with a senator from New Jersey, now Secretary 
of the navy (Mr. Dickerson). They wero 
denounced by many, for their unconstitutional-
effiLu=elr COr.i.UIc'r!K tende”c'cs, and their fatal 
efiects upon the federal and State governments 
I took my position then, have stood upon it 
durmg all the modifications of the original 
scheme ; and continue standing upon it now. 
My answer then was, pay the public debt and 
reduce the taxes ; my answer now is, provide
bridle eth C V'DCCS’ rcduce thc »»'!
bridle the paper system. On this ground I 
have stood—on this I stand ; and never did I 
leel more satisfaction and more exultation in 
my vote, when triumphant in numbers, than 1 
now do m u minority of six.”

The bill went to thc House, and was concurred 
in by a large majority—one hundred and fifty- 
five to thirty-eight—although, under the name 
of distribution, there was no chance for it to 
pass that House. Deeming the opposition of 
this small minority courageous as well as meri 
torious, and deserving to be held in honorable 
remembrance, their names arc here set down ; 
to wit :

Messrs. Michael IV. Ash, James M. II. Beale 
Benning M. Bean. Andrew Beaumont, John w! 
Brown, Bobert Burns, John F. II. Claiborne 
I\ alter Coles, Samuel Cushman, George ci 
Dromgoole John Fairfield. William K. Fuller" 
Ransom II. Gillet, Joseph Hall, Thomas L 
Hamer, Leonard Jarvis, Cave Johnson, Gerrit 

Lansing, Gideon Lee, George Loyall, Abijah 
Mann, jr., John Y. Mason, James J. McKay 
John McKeon, Isaac McKim, Gorham Parks’ 
Franklin Pierce, Henry L. Pinckney, John 
Roane, James Rogers, Nicholas Sickles,''William 
Taylor, Francis Thomas, Joel Turrill, Aaron 
Vanrivrpocl, Aaron Ward, Daniel Wardweil 
Henry A. Wise.

The bill passed the House, and was approved 
by the President, but with a repugnance of feel
ing, and a recoil of judgment, which it required 
great efforts of friends to overcome; and with 
a regret for it afterwards which lie often and 
publicly expressed. It was a grief that his 
name was seen to st:c!i an act. It was a most 
unfortunate act. a plain evasion of the constitu
tion for a bail purpose—soon gave a sad over
throw to thc democracy—and disappointed every 
calculation made upon it. Politically, it was no 
advantage to its numerous and emulous support
ers—of no disservice to its few determined oppo
nents—only four in number, in thc Senate, the 
two senators from Mississippi voting against it, 
for reasons found in the constitution of their
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State. To the States, it was of no advantage, 
raising expectations which were not fulfilled, 
and upon which many of them acted as realities, 
and commenced enterprises to which they were 
inadequate. It was understood that some of 
Mr. Van Buren’s friends favored the President’s 
approval, and recommended him to sign it—in
duced by the supposed effect which its rejection 
might have on the democratic party in the elec
tion. The opponents of the bill did not visit 
the President to giye him their opinions, nor 
had he heard their arguments. If they had 
seen him, their opinions concurring with his 
own feelings and judgment, his conduct might 
have been different, and the approval of the act 
withheld. It might not have prevented the act 
from becoming a law, as two thirds in each 
House might have been found to support it; 
but it would have deprived the bill of the 
odor of his name, and saved himself from sub
sequent regrets. In a party point of view, it 
was the commencement of calamities, being an 
efficient cause in that general suspension of 
specie payments, which quickly occurred, and 
brought so much embarrassment on the Van 
Buren administration, ending in the great demo
cratic defeat of 1840. But of this hereafter.

CHAPTER CXLIII.

RECIIARTE* OF THE DISTRICT HANKS—SPEKCII 
OF MR. BENTON: T11E PARTS OF LOCAL AND 
TEMPORARY INTEREST OMITTED.

“ Mr. Benton rose to oppose the passage of the 
bill, notwithstanding it was at the third read
ing, and that it was not usual to continue oppo
sition, which seemed to be useless, at that late 
stage. But there were occasions when he never 
took such things into calculation, and when he 
continued to resist pernicious measures, regard
less of common usages, as long as the forms of 
parliamentary proceeding would allow him to 
go on. Thus he had acted at the passing of the 
United States Bank charter, in 1832 ; thus he 
did at the passing of the resolution against Pre
sident Jackson, in 1834 ; and thus he did at the 
passing of the famous land bill, at the present 
session. He had continued to speak against all 
these measures, long after speaking seemed to

be of any avail ; and, far from regretting, he had 
reason to rejoice at the course that he had pur. 
sued. The event proved him to be right • for 
all these mcasures^though floated through this 
chamber upon the swelling wave of a resistless 
and impatient majority, had quickly run their 
brief career. Their day of triumph had been 
short. The bank charter perished at the first 
general election ; the condemnatory resolution 
was received by the continent in a tempest of 
execration ; and the land bill, that last hope o| 
expiring party, has dropped an abortion from 
the Senate. It is dead even here, in this chain- 
her, where it originated—where it was once so 
omnipotent that, to speak against it, was deemed 
by some to be an idle consumption of time and 
by others to be an unparliamentary demonstra. 
tion against the ascertained will of the House. 
Yet, that land bill is finished. That brief cag. 
die is out. The Senate has revoked that bill1 
has retracted, recanted, and sung its palinode 
over that unfortunate conception. It has sent 
out a committee—an extraordinary committee 
of nine—to devise some other scheme for divid
ing that same money which the land bill divides! 
and, in doing so, the Senate has authentically I 
declared a change of opinion, and a revocation 
of its sentiments in favor of that bill. Thus it 
has happened, in recent and signal cases, that 
by continuing the contest after the battle seemed | 
to be lost, the battle was in fact gained; and a 
it may be again. These charters may yet be 
defeated ; and whether they will be or not is I 
nothing to me. I believe them to be wrong-1 
greatly, immeasurably wrong !—and shall rot-1 
tinuc to oppose them without regard to calcule I 
tions, or consequences, until the rules of pas I 
liamentary proceeding shall put an end to the I 
contest. Mr. B. said he had moved for a select I 
committee, at the commencement of the sessioo, I 
to examine into the condition of these banka, I 
and he had done so with no other object thanl 
to endeavor to provide some checks and guanhl 
for the security of the country against the abuml 
and excesses of the paper system. The seledl 
committee had not been raised. The standij 
Committee on the District of Columbia had beal 
charged with the subject ; and, seeing that theyl 
had made a report adverse to his opinions i 
brought in a bill which he could not sanction! 
it would be his part to act upon the i 
materials which had been placed before theS

that body, what could have I. 
better prospects of success, 
committee which had had I 
the subject

“Mr. B. said he had wishi 
a select committee for the cha 
he wished to liavo revived 
without circulation, and to 
the government from the ban 
He had failed in his attem 
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the instrumentality of a comt 
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no liability on the part of the 
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notes and pay their debts. T1 
doing; and now let us see w 
taies these six corporations : 
the business part of the comr 
ductive classes among which th 
petualed. First, there is the 

j six corporation governments ; 
mast hare a government, like ’ 
dom; and the persons who i 
corporation governments must 
by the people, and that accort 
filed by themselves and not 
Each of these six banks must hi 
«shier, clerks, and messengers ; 
bet«protest notes; and its at 
mils. The aggregate salaries, f 
«tes, of all these officers of th 
be the first tax on the people 
Profits to the stockholders. T 

K banks are usually eight to i 
[present; the gross profits are s 
m»re; and the gross profits are - 

|l*f' Assuming the gross profil
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that body, what could have been attempted, with 
better prospects of success, as a member of a 
committee which had had the management of 
the subject

“ Mr. B. said he had wished to have been on 
aselect committee for the charter of these banks ; 
be wished to have revived the idea of a bank 
without circulation, and to have disconnected 
the government from the banking of the district.
He had failed in his attempt to raise sucii a 
committee; and, as an individual member of 
the Senate, he could now do no more than men
tion in debate the ideas which he would have 
wished to have ripened into legislation through 
the instrumentality of a committee.

“Mr. B. said he had demonstrated that no 
bunk of circulation ought to be authorized in 
this district ; and, lie would add, that none to 
furnish currency, except of large notes, ought 
to be authorized any where ; yet what are we 
doing? We are breeding six little corporations 
at a birth, to issue $2,21)0,000 of paper currency : 
ind on what terms ? No bonus ; no tax on the 
apibl ; none on the circulation ; no reduction 
of interest in lieu of bonus or tax ; no specie 
but what the stockholders please to put in ; and 
no liability on the part of the stockholders for a 
fiilure of these corporations to redeem their 
notes and pay their debts. This is what we are 
doing; and now let us see what burdens and 
taies these six corporations will impose upon 
the business part of the community—the pro
ductive classes among which they ate to lie per
petuated. First, there is the support of these 
six corporation governments ; for every hank 
mnst have a government, like a State or king
dom; and the persons who administer these 
corporation governments must be paid, and paid, 
by the people, and that according to the rates 
fired by themselves and not by the people. 
Each of these six banks must have its president, 
cashier, clerks, and messengers ; its notary pub
lic to protest notes ; and its attorney to bring 
mils. The aggregate salaries, fees, and perqui- 
lites, of all these officers of the six banks will 
be the first tax on the people. Next comes the 
profits to the stockholders. The nett profits 
of banks are usually eight to ten per cent, at 
present; the gross profits are several per cent 
more; and the gross profits are what the people 
(«y. Assuming the gross profits to be twelve

per cent., and the annual levy upon the com
munity will bo about $270,000. The third loss 
to the community will be on the fluctuations of 
prices of labor and property, and the rise effd 
fall of stocks, from the expansions and contra»- 
tions of currency, produced by making money 
plenty or scarce, as it suits the interest of the 
bank managers. This item cannot be calculated, 
and depends entirely upon the moderation and 
consciences of tile Neptunes Who preside over 
the tiux and reflux of the paper ocean ; and to 
whom all tides, whether of ebb or flow, and all 
conditions of the sea, whether of calm or storm, 
are equally welcome, equally auspicious, and 
equally productive.--Then come three other 
heads of loss to the community, and of profit to 
the bank : loss of notes from wear and tear, coun
terfeits imposed upon the people for good notes, 
and good notes rejected by the banks for coun
terfeits ; and then the loss to the holders from 
the stoppage and failure of banks, and the shav 
ing in »f notes and stocks. Such are the bur 
dens and taxes to bo imposed upon the people 
to give them a paper currency, when, if the paper 
currency were kept away, and only large notes 
used, as in F rance, they would have a gold and 
silver currency without paying a tax to any body 
for it, and without being subject to any of the 
frightful evils resulting from the paper system.

“ Objecting to all banks of circulation, but 
not able to suppress them entirely, Mr. B. sug
gested some ameliorations in the charters pro
posed to be granted to render them less dan
gerous to the community. 1. The liability of 
the stockholders for all the debts of the institu
tion, as in the Scottish banks. 2. The bank 
stock to be subject to taxation, like other pro
perty. 3. To issue or receive no note of less 
than twenty dollars. 4. The charters to be 
repealable at the will of Congress : and he gavo 
reasons for each of these improvements ; and 
first for the liability of the stockholders. He 
said :

“ Reasons for this liability were strong and 
palpable. A man that owes should pay while 
he has property to pay with ; and it is iniquitous 
and unjustifiable that a bank director, or stock
holder, should riot in wealth while the business 
part of the community should hold the bank 
notes which they have put into circulation, and 
be able to get nothing for them after the hank 
had closed its doors. Such exemptions are oon-
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trary to the rights of the community, and one 
of the great causes of the failure of banks. A 
liability in the stockbrokers is one of the best 
securities which the public can have for the cor
rect management and solvency of the institution. 
The famous Scottish banks, which, in upwards 
of one hundred years’ operations, had neither 
once convulsed the country with contractions 
and expansions, nor once stopped payment, were 
constituted upon this principle. All the country 
banks in England, and all the bankers on the 
continent of Europe, were liable to a still greater 
degree ; for in them each stockholder, or part
ner, was liable, individually, for the whole 
amount of the debts of the bank. The principle 
proposed to bo incorporated in these charters 
strikes the just medium between the common 
law principle, which makes each partner liable 
for the whole debts of the firm ; and the corpo
ration principle in the United States, which 
absolves each from all liability, and leaves 
the penniless and soulless carcase of a defunct 
and eviscerated bank alone responsible to the 
community. Liability to the amount of the 
stock was an equitable principle, and with sum
mary process for the recovery of the amounts 
of notes and deposits, and the invalidity of 
transfers of stock to avoid this liability, would 
be found a good remedy for a great evil. If the 
stockholders in the three banks which stopped 
payment in this city during the panic session 
had been thus liable, the notes would not have 
been shaved out of the hands of the holders ; if 
the bank which stopped in Batimore at the same 
time, had been subject to this principle, the riots, 
which have afflicted that city in consequence of 
that stoppage, would not have taken place. 
Instead of these losses and riots, law and remedy 
would have prevailtwl ; ever)’ stockholder would 
have been summoned before a justice of the 
peace—judgment granted against him on motion 
—for the amount held by the complainant ; and 
so on, until all wenraaid, or he could plead that 
he had paid up tl|e whole amount of his stock.”

The evil of small notes he classed under three 
general heads: 1. The banishment of gold and 
silver. 2. Encouragement to counterfeiting. 
3. Throwing the burthens and losses of the 
paper system upon the laboring and small
dealing part of the community, who have no 
share in the profits of banking, and should not be 
Bade to bear its losses. On these points, he said :

“ The instinct of banks to sink their circula, 
tion to the lowest denomination of notes which 
can be forced upon the community, is a trait m 
the system universally proved to exist wherever 
banks of circulation have been permitted to 
give a currency to a country ; and the effect of 
that instinct has always been to banish gold 
and silver. When the Bank of England was 
chartered, in the year 1094, it could issue no 
note lcsSXdian £100 sterling; that amount was 
gradually reduced by the persevering efforts of 
the bank, to £50; then to £20; then to £15 ; 
then to £10; at last to £5; and finally to £2 
and £1. Those last denominations were not 
reached until the year 1797, or until one hundred 
and three years after the institution of the 
bank ; and as the several reductions in the size 
of the notes, and the consequent increase of 
[râper currency took place, gold became more 
and more scarce ; and with the issue of the one 
and two pound notes, it totally disappeared 
from the country.

“This effect was foretold by all political 
economists, and especially by Mr. Burke, then 
aged and retired from public life, who wrote 
from his retreat, to Mr. Canning, to say to Ur. 
Pitt, the Prime Minister, these prophetic words:
1 If this bill for the one and two pounds is per
mitted to pass, we shall never sec another guinea 
in England.’ The bill did pass, and the predic
tion- was fulfilled ; for not another guinea half 
guinea, or sovereign, was seen in England, for 
circulation, until the bill was repealed two and 
twenty years afterwards ! After remaining 
nearly a quarter of a century without a gold 
circulation, England abolished her one and two 
pound notes, limited her paper currency to £5 
sterling, required all Bank of England notes to 
be paid in gold, and allowed four years for the 
act to take effect- Before the four years were 
out, the Bank of England reported to Parliament 
that it was ready to begin gold payments; and 
commenced accordingly, and has continued then 
ever since.

“ The encouragement of counterfeiting was the 
next great evil which Mr. B. pointed out as it- 
longing to a small note currency ; and of all the 
denominations of notes, he said those of one and 
two pounds in England (corresponding with 
fives and tens in the United States), were those 
to which the demoralizing business of counter 
foiling was chiefly directed ! They were tin
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Jackson. Muammt
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_______ ,___—..nivjvi passing it. Below
lives, the profits are too small for the labor and 
risk. Too many have to be forged and passed 
before an article of any value can be purchased ; 
and the change to be got in silver, in passing 
one for a small article, is too little. Of twenty 
snd upwards, though the profit is greater on 
passing them, yet the danger of detection is 
also greater. On account of its larger size, the 
note is not only more closely scrutinized before 
it is received, and the passer of it better remem
bered, but the circulation of them is more con
fined to business men and To-—

to the other sizes may be well seen in the tables 
for this brief period ; hut to have any idea of 
the mass of counterfeiting done upon those 
small notes, the whole period of twenty-two 
years must be considered, and the entire king
dom of Great Britain taken in • r -

„ o ---------- c . -----1—•• /voce must bo considered, and the entire king-rate for the expense and Abor of producing the dom of Great Britain taken in ; for the list only
counterfeit, and the risk/of passing it. Below includes the number of counterfeits detected at 
«— Al----- nail fn<- *>— " the counter of tb» ■-----». vi counterfeits detected atthe counter of the bank ; a place to which the 

guilty never carry their forgeries, and to which 
a portion only of those circulating in and about 
London could bo carried. The proportion of 
crime connected with the small notes is here 
shown to be enormously and frightfully great 
The same results arc found in the United States. 
Mr. B. had looked over the statistics of crime 
connected with the counterfeiting of hank notes 
in the United States, and found the ratio between

_    „„„,uu ui uiem is more con- the great and small notes to be about the samefined to business men and large dealers, and that it was in England. ” 
iilver change will not be given for them in !>■>»- 1 •- ,v

_____  —... «vu mrge aealers, and
silver change will not be given for them in buy
ing small articles. The fives and tens, then, in 
the United States, like the £1 and £2 in Eng
land, are the peculiar game of counterfeiters, 
and this is fully proved by the criminal statistics 
of the forgery department in both countries. 
According to returns made to the British Parlia
ment for twenty-two years—from 1797 to 1819 
—the period in which the one and two pound 
notes were allowed to circulate, the whole 
number of prosecutions for counterfeiting, or 
passing counterfeit notes of the Bank of Eng
land, was 998 : in that number there were 313 
capital convictions ; 530 inferior convictions ; and 
155 acquittals : and the sum of £249,900, near ^

| million and a quarter of dollars, was expend
ed by the hank in attending to prosecutions.

1 Of this great number of prosecutions, the re- 
| turns show that the mass of them were for 

offences connected with the one and two pound 
notes The proportion may tie distinctly seen 
in the number of counterfeit notes of different 
denominations detected at the Bank of England 
in a given period of time—from the 1st of 
January, 1812, to the 10th of April, 1818—being 
a period of six years £nd three months out of 
the twenty-two years that the one and two 
pound notes continued to circulate. The detec
tions were, of one pound notes, the number of 
107,238; of two pound notes, 17,787 ; cf five 
piund notes, 5,82G; of ten pound notes, 419; 
if twenty pound no^cs, 54. Of all above twenty 
pounds, 35. The proportion of ones and twos

Ho had had recourse— -...gailUUi llC „ ..
to the most authentic data—Bicknell’s Coun
terfeit Detector—and there found the editions of 
counterfeit notes of the local or State banks, to 
be eight hundred and eighteen, of which seven 
hundred and fifty-six were of ten dollars and 
under ; and sixty-two editions only were of 
twenty dollars and upwards. Of the Bank of 
the United States and its branches, he found 
eighty-two editions of fives ; seventy-one edi
tions of tens ; twenty-six editions of tw-entice ; 
and two editions of fifties ; still showing that 
in the United States, as well as in England, on 
local banks as well as that of the United States, 
the course of counterfeiting was still the same ; 
and that the whole stress of the crime fell upon 
the five and ten dollar notes in this country, and 

| their corresponding classes, the one and two 
pound notes in England. Mr. B. also exhibited 
the pages of Bicknell’s Counterfeit Detector, a 
pamphlet covered over column after column 
with its frightful lists, nearly all under twenty 
dollars ; and lie called upon the Senate in the 
sacred name of the morals of the country—in 
the name of virtue and morality—to endeavor 
to check the fountain of this crime, by stopping 
the issue of the description of notes on which 
it exerted nearly its whole force.

“Mr. B. could not quit the evils of the 
crime of counterfeiting in the United States 
without remarking that the difficulty of legal 
detection and punishment was so great, owing 
to tiio distance at which the counterfeits were 

| circulated from the banks purporting to issue
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them, and the still greater difficulty (in most 
cases impossible) of getting witnesses to attend 
to person, in States in which they do not reside, 
the counterfeiters all choosing to practise their 
crime and circulate their forgeries in States 
which do not contain the banks whose paper 
they are imitating. So difficult is it to obtain 
the attendance of witnesses in other States, that 
the crime of counterfeiting is almost practised 
with impunity. The notes under $20 feed and 
supply this crime ; let them be stopped, and 
ninety-nine hundredths of this crime will stop 
with them.

“ A third objection which Mr. B. urged against 
the notes under twenty dollars was, that 
nearly the whole evils of that part of the paper 
system fell upon the laboring and small deal
ing part of the community. Nearly all the 
counterfeits lodged in their hands, or were 
shaved out of their hands. When a bank failed, 
the mass of its circulation being in small 
notes, sunk upon their hands. The gain to the 
banks from the wear and tear of small notes, 
came out of them ; the loss from the same 
cause, falling upon them. The ten or twelve per 
Cent, annual profit for furnishing a currency in 
place of gold and silver (for which no interest 
would be paid to the mint or the government), 
chiefly falls upon them ; for the paper currency 
is chiefly under twenty dollars. These evils 
they almost exclusively bear, while they have, 
over and above all these, their full proportion 
of all the evils resulting from the expansions 
and contractions which are incessantly going 
on, totally destroying the standard of value, 
periodically convulsing the country ; and in every 
cycle of five or six years making a lottery of 
all property, in which all the prizes are drawn 
by bank managers and their friends.

“ He wished the basis of circulation through
out the country to be in hard money. Fanners, 
laborers, and market people, ought to recciiV 
their payments in hard money. They ought 
not to be put to the risk of receiving bank notes 
in ail their small dealings. They arc no judges 
of good or bad notes. Counterfeits are sure to 
fall upon their hands ; and the whole business 
of counterfeiting was mainly directed to such 
notes as they handle—those under twenty 
dollars.

“ Mr. B. said he here wished to fix the atten- 
ion of those who were in favor of a respectable

paper currency—a currency of respectable-size,] I against gold, we will bar,
notes of twenty dollars and upwards—on the I $20,000,000 of that metal in t
great fact, that the larger the specie basis, the ■ years of President Jackson’s i
larger and safer would be the superstructure of ■ “ Mr. B. took this occasion
paper which rested upon it; the smaller that ■ grot that the true idea of ba
specie basis, the smaller and more unsafe must ■ lost in this country, and that
be the paper which rested on it. The currency H little conception of a bank, e
of England is $300,000,000, to wit: £8,000,000 I of currency. A bank of disc
sterling (near $40,000,000)in silver; £22,000,000 I in contradistinction to a bank
sterling (above $100,000,000) in gold ; and ■ hardly thought of in the Uni
about £30,000,000 sterling (near $150,000,000) ■ may be news to some bank pi
in bank notes. The currency of the United H pose that nothing can bo doi
States is difficult to bo ascertained, from the ^8 to issue millions of paper, to 1, 
multitude of banks, and the ■^cessant ebb and bankers in London and Paris,
flow of their issues; calculations vary; but all put ^8 of Europe, issue no paper; i 
the paper circulation at less than $100,000,000; may be news to them to lcai
and the proportion of specie and paper, at more ^8 and Manchester, two cities w 
than one half paper. This is agreed upon all ^8 about as much business as 
hands, and is sufficient for the practical result, ^8 Aies as this our Washington' 
that an increase of our specie to $100,000,000, ^8 happen to have no banks to 
and the suppression of small notes, will give i ^8 them. They use money and 
larger total circulation than we now have, and ^8 and have banks of discount a; 
a safer one. The total circulation may then I» ^8 banks of circulation. Mr. Ga' 
$200,000,000, in the proportions of half paper and ^8 upon Currency, thus speaks ol 
half specie ; and the specie, half gold and half ^8 “‘There are, however, even 
silver. This would be an immense improve- ^8 incorporated country banks i 
ment upon our present condition, both in quan- ^8 as numerous, and have been i 
tity and in quality ; the pa]>er part would bo- ^8 same advantages, and the si 
come respectable from the suppression of notes ^8 country banks, some extensiv 
under twenty dollars, which are of no profit ei- industrious and prosperous, wl
ccpt to the banks which issue them, and the ^8 docs exist, and where that wa 
counterfeiters who imitate them ; the specie ^8 bills of exchange drawn on 
part would be equally improved by becoming ^8 the case in Lancashire, which i 
one half gold. Mr. B. could not quit this mi- ^8 and Manchester, and where su 
portant point, namely, the practicability if soon ^8 ninety days after date, arc i 
obtaining a s]iecie currency of $100,000,000, and ^8 successive holder, and circulât 
the one half gold, without giving other proot ^8 ous persons before they retu 
to show the facility with which it has been ^8 destination, and are paid by tb 
every where done when attempted. He refer- ^8 “Mr B. greatly regretted tl 
red jto our own history immediately after the ^8 those in'Liverpool and Manch 
Revolution, when the disappearance of paper ^8 vogue in the. United States, 
money was instantly followed, as if by maps; ^8 right kind of banks. They dii 
by the appearance of gold and silver; to Franc ^8 were wholly free'from mise 
where the energy of the great Napoleon, then ^8 money; they kept lioney ; 
first consul, restored an abundant supply of gold ^8 credits on books ; theMbought 
and silver in one year ; to England, where tk ^8 «change ; and these Bills, cir 
acquisition of gold was at the rate of $24 000,05) ^8 many hands, and indorsed b 
pier annum for four years after the notes under ^8 the purpose of largo bank not 
five pounds were ordered to be suppressed ; and ^8 dangers, and became stronger 
he referred with triumph to our own present ^8 were passed. To the banks it 
history, when, in defiance of an immense and ^8 business to sell them, because i 
powerful political and moneyed combinat» change and interest To the
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against gold, we will have acquired about 
320,000,000 °f that metal in the two concluding 
years of President Jackson’s administration.

“ Mr. B. took this occasion to express his re
gret that the true idea of banks seemed to be 
lost in this country, and that here we had but 
little conception of a bank, except as an issuer 
of currency. A bank of discount and deposit, 
in contradistinction to a bank of circulation, is 
hardly thought of in the United States ; and it 
may be news to some bank projectors, who sup
pose that nothing can be done without banks 
to Issue millions of paper, to learn that the great 
hankers in London and Paris, and other capitals 
of Europe, issue no paper ; and, still more, it 
may be news to them to learn that Liverpool 
and Manchester, two cities which happen to do 
about as much business as a myriad of such 
cities as this our Washington-put together, also 
happen to have no banks to issue currency for 
them. They use money and bills of exchange, 
and have banks of discount and deposit, but no 
banks of circulation. Mr. Gallatin, in his Essay 
upon Currency, thus speaks of them :

“‘There are, however, even in England, where 
incorporated country banks issuing p^per are 
is numerous, and have been attended with the 
same advantages, and the same evils, as our 
country banks, some extensive districts, highly 
industrious and prosperous, where no such bank 
docs exist, and where that want is supplied by 
bills of exchange drawn on London. This is 
the case in Lancashire, which includes Liverpool 
ind Manchester, and where such bills, drawn at 
ninety days after date, are indorsed by each 
successive holder, and circulate through rimer
ons persons before they reach their ultimate 
destination, and are paid by the drawee.’

“Mr B. greatly regretted that such banks as 
those iiPLiverpool and Manchester were not in 
vogue in tW United States. They were the 
right kind of biaks. They did great good, and 
were wholly free'from mischief. They lent 
money ; they kept ^ioney ; they transferred 
credits on books ; thojnbought and sold bills of 
exchange; and these bills, circulating through 
many hands, and indorsed by each, answered 
the purpose of large bank notee, without their 
dangers, and became stronger every time they 
were passed. To the banks it was a profitable 
business to sell them, because they got both ex
change and interest To the commercial com

munity they were convenient, both as a remit
tance and as funds in hand. To the community 
they were entirely safe. Banks of discount and 
deposit in the United States, issuing no currency, 
and issuing no bank note except of $100 and 
upwards, and dealing in exchange, would be en
titled to the favor and confidence of the people 
and of the federal government Such banks 
only should be the depositories of the public 
moneys.

“ It is the faculty of issuing paper currency 
which makes banks dangerous to the country, 
and the height to which this danger has risen 
in the United States, and the progress which it 
is making, should rouse and alarm the whole 
community. It is destroying all standard of 
value. It is subjecting the country to demoraliz
ing and ruinous fluctuations of price. It is mak
ing a lottery of property, and making merchan
dise of money, which has to be bought by the 
ticket holders in the great lottery at two and 
three per cent, a month. It te equivalent to the 
destruction of weights and measures, and like 
buying and selling without counting, weighing, 
or measuring. It is the realization, in a differ
ent form, of the debasement and iti-bitrary alter
ation of the value of coins practise!! by the kings 
of Europe in former ages, and now w the Sultan 
of Turkey. It is extinguishing the idea of fixed, 
moderate, annual interest. Great duties are 
thus imposed upon the legislator ; and the first 
of these duties is to revive and favor the class 
of banks of discount and deposit ; banks to make 
loans, keep money, transfer credits on books, 
buy and sell exchange, deal in bunion ; but to 
issue no paper. This class of banks should be 
revived and favored ; and the United States 
could easily revive them by confiding to them 
the public deposits. The next great duty of the 
legislator is to limit the issues of banks of circu
lation, and make them indemnify the community 
in some little degree, by refunding, in annual 
taxes, some part of their undue gains.

“The progress of the banking business is 
alarming and deplorable in the United States. 
It is now computed that there are 750 banks 
and their branches in operation, all having au
thority to issue currency ; and, what is worse, 
all that currency is receivable by the federal 
government. The quantity of chartered bank 
capital, as it is called, is estimated at near 
$800,000,000 ; the amount of this capital re-
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ported by the banks to have been paid in is 
about $300,000,000 ; and the quantity af paper 
money which they arc authorized by their char
ters to issue is about $750,000,000. How much 
of this is actually issued can never be known 
with any precision ; for such arc the fluctuat ions 
in the amount of a paper currency, flowing from 
750 fountains, that the circulation of one day 
cannot be relied upon for the next The amount 
of capital, reported to be paid in, is, however, well 
ascertained, and that is fixed at $300,000,000. 
This, upon its face, and without recourse to any 
other evidence, is proof that our banking system, 
as a whole, is unsolid and delusive, and a fright
ful imposition upon the people. Nothing but 
specie can form the capital of a bank ; there are 
not above sixty or seventy millions of specie in 

the country, and. of that, the banks have not 
the one half. Thirty millions in specie is the 
extent ; the remainder of the capital must have 
been made up of that undefinablc material called 
1 specie funds,’ or 1 funds equivalent to specie,’ 
the fallacy of which is established by the facts 
already stated, and which show that all the 
specie in the country put together is not suffi
cient to meet the one fifth part of these 1 specie 
funds,’ or 1 funds equivalent to specie,’ The 
equivalent, then, does not exist ! cjfcilit alone 
exists ; and any general attempt to ITtlize these 
1 specie funds,’ and turn them into specie, would 
explode the whole banking system, and cover 
the country with ruin. There may be some 
solid and substantial banks in the country, and 
undoubtedly there arc better and worse among 
them ; but as a whole—and it is in that point 
of view the community is interested—as a whole, 
the system is unsolid and delusive ; and there is 
no safety for the country until great and radical | 

reforms are effected.
“The burdens which these 750 banks impose 

upon the people were then briefly touched by Mr. 
B. It was a great field, which he hail not time 
to explore, but which could not, in justice, be 
entirely passed by. First, there were the sala
ries and fees of 750 sets of bank officers : presi
dents, cashiers, clerks, messengers, notaries pub

lic to protest notes, and attorneys to mte on 
them ; all these had salaries, and good salaries, 
paid bv the people, though the people had no 
hand in fixing these salaries : next, the profits 
to the stockholders, which, at an average of ten 
per centum gross would g 'o thirty million^ of

dollars, all levied upon the people ; then came 
the profits to the brokers, first cousins to the 
bankers, for clianging notes for money, or for 
other notes at par ; then the gain to the banks 
and their friends on speculations in property 
merchandise, produce, and stocks, during the 
periodical visitations of the expansions and con
tractions of the currency ; then the gain from 
the wear and tear of notes, which is so much 
loss to the people; and, finally, the great chap
ter of counterfeiting which, without being pro
fitable tc the bank, is a great burden to the peo
ple, on whoso hands all the counterfeits sink. 
The amount of these burdens he could not com
pute; but there was one item about which there 
was no dispute—the salaries to the officers and 
the profits to the stockholders—and this pré
sente»* an array of names more numerous, and 
an amount of money more excessive, than was 
to be found in the 1 Blue Book,’ with the Army 
and Navy Begister inclusive.

“ Mr. B. said this was a faint sketch of the 
burdens of the banking system as carried on in 
the United States, where every bank is a coiner 
of paper currency, and where every town, in 
some States, must have its banks of circulation, 
while such cities as Liverpool and Manchester 
have no such banks, and where the papermoney 
of all these machines receive wings to fly over 
the whole continent, and to infest the whole 
land, from their universal reeeivability by the 
federal government in payment of all dues at 
their custom-houses, land-offices, post-offires, 
and by all the district attorneys, marshals, and 
clerks, employed under the federal judiciary. 
The improvidence of the States, in chartering 
such institutions, is great and deplorable ; but 
their error was trilling, compared to the impro 
a idence of the federal government in taking the 
paper coinage of all these banks for the currency 

| of the federal government, maugre that clause 
1 in the constitution which recognizes nothing but 
gold and silver for currency, ami which was in
tended for ever to defend and preserve this Union 
from the evils of paper money.

“Mr. B. averred, with a perfect knowledge of 
I the fact, that the banking system of the United 
States was on a worse footing than it was in any 
country u|xm the face of the earth ; and that,in 
addition to its deep and dangerous defects, it 
was also the most expensive and burdensome, 
and gave the most undue advantages to one part
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of the community over another. He had no 
doubt but that this banking system was more 
burdensome to the free citizens of the United 
States than ever the feudal system was to the 
filleins, and serfs, and peasants of Europe. And 
what did they get in return for this vast bur- 
ien? A pestiferous currency of small paper! 
when they might have a gold currency without 
prying interest, or suffering losses, if their hanks, 
like those in Liverpool and Manchester, issued no 
currency except as bills of exchange ; or, like 
the Bank of France, issued no notes but those 
0f 500 and 1,000 francs (say $100 and $500) ; 
or even, like l*lc Bank of England, issued no 
note under £5 sterling, and payable in gold. And 
with how much real capital is this banking sys- 

| tem, so burdensome to the people of the United 
States, carried on? About $30',000,000! Yes; on 
about $30,000,000 of specie rests the $300,000,000 
paid in, and on which the community are paying 
interest, and giving profits to bankers, and blind
ly yielding their faith and confidence, as if the 
whole §300,000,000 was a solid bed of gold and 
silver, instead of being, as it is, one tenth part 
specie, and nine tenths paper credit ! ”

| Other senators spoke against the rechartcr of 
these banks, without the amelioration of their' 
charters which the public welfare required ; but 
without effect The amendments were all re
jected, and the bill passed for the rechartcr of 
the whole six by a large vote—20 to Id. The 
yeas and nays were :

I Ytas.—Messrs. Black, Buchanan, Calhoun, 
Clav, Crittenden, Cuthbert, Davis, Ewing of 
Ohio,Goldsborough, Hendricks Hubbard, Kent, 
King of Alabama, Knight, I-eigh, Naudain, 
Nicholas, l'orter, Prentiss, Hives, Southard, 
Stvift, Tailmadge, Tomlinson, Walker, Webster.

Nays —Messrs. Benton, Ewing uf Illinois, 
King of Georgia, Linn, McKean, Mangum, Mor
ris, Niles, Robinson, Buggies, Shepley, Wall,

| White, Wright

CHAPTER C X LI V.

INDEPENDENCE OF TEXAS.

Diking several months memorials had been 
coming in from public meetings in different cities 
in favor of acknowledging the independence of 
teas—the public Ibcling in behalf of the people

of that small revolted provinpefstrong from the 
beginning of the contest, rtfw inflamed into rage 
from the massacres of the Alamo and of Goliad. 
Towards the middle of May news of the vic
tory of San Jacinto arrived at Washington. 
Public feeling no longer knew any bounds. 
Tile people were exalted—Congress not less so 
—and a feeling for tlic acknowledgment of 
Texian independence, if not universal, almost 
general. The sixteenth of May—the first sitting 
of the Senate after this great news—Mr. Man- 
gum, of North Carolina, presented the proceed
ings of a public meeting in Burke county, of that 
State, praying Congress to acknowledge the in
dependence of the young republic. Mr. Preston 
said : “ The effects of that victory had opened up 
a curtain to a most magnificent scene. This 
invader had come at the head of his forces, urged 
on by no ordinary impulse—by an infuriate fana
ticism—by a superstitious Catholicism, goaded 
on by a miserable priesthood, against that in
vincible Anglo-Saxon race, the van of which 
now approaches the del Norte. It was at once 
a war of religion and of liberty. And when 
that noble race engaged in a war, victory was 
sure to perch upon their standard. This was 
not merely the retribution of the cruel war upon 
the Alamo, but that tide which was swollen 
by tiiis extraordinary victory would roll on ; 
and it was not in the spirit of p».>phecy to say 
where it would stop.” Mr. Walker, of Missis
sippi, said : „ J

u He had, upon the 22d of April last, railed 
tlic attention of the Senate to the struggle in 
Texas, and suggested the reservation of any 
surplus that might remain in the treasury, for 
the purpose of acquiring Texas from whatever 
government might remain the government <le 
facto of that country. At that period (said Mr. 
W.) no allusion had been made, he believed, by 
anv one in either House of Congress to the situ
ation of affairs in Texas. And now (said Mr. 
W.), upon the very day that he had called 
the attention of tlic Senate to this subject, it 
appeared that Santa Anna had been captured, 
and ltis army overthrown. Mr. W. said lie had 
never doubted this result. When on the 22d 
of April last, resolutions were introduced before 
the Senate by the senator from Ohio (Mr. Mor
ris), requesting Congress to recognize the inde
pendence of Texas, lie (Mr. W.) had opposed 
laying these resolutions on the table, and advo
cated their reference to a committee of the 
Senate. Mr. W. saiil he had addressed the 
Senate then under very different circumstance» 
from tlioee which now existed. The cries of
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the expiring prisoners at the Alamo were then 
resounding in our ears ; the victorious usurper 
was advancing onward with his exterminating 
warfare, and, in the minds of many, all was 
gloom and despondency ; but Mr. W. said that 
the published report of our proceedings demon
strated that he did not for a moment despond ; 
that his confidence in the rifle of the West was 
firm and unshaken ; and that he had then de
clared that the sun was not more certain to set 
in the western horizon, than that Texas would 
maintain her ihdepcndencc ; and this sentiment 
he had taken occasion to repeat in the debate 
on this subject in the Senate on the 9th of May 
last. Mr. W. said that what was then predic
tion was now reality ; and his heart lient high, and 
his pulse throbbed with delight, in contemplating 
this triumph of liberty. Sir (said Mr. W.), the 
people of the valley of the Mississippi never

• ’ " •-........ 1 t.;= mvr-

reasonable proof that she had established a gov. 
ernment. There were views connected with 
Texas which he would not now present, as it 
would be premature to do so ; but he would ob
serve that he had received some information 
from a respectable source, which turned his at. 
tention to the very significant expression used 
by Mr. Monroe in his message of 1822, that no 
European Power should ever be permitted t0 
establish a colony on the American continent. 
He had no doubt that attempts would be made 
by some European government to obtain a ces- 
sion of Texas from the government of Mexico.8

people oi inu i»"-j -- --- ...
rould have permitted Santa Ana and his myl- 
midons to retain the dominion ot lexas.

Mr. Walker afterwards moved the reference 
of all the memorials in relation to Texas to the 
Committee on Foreign Relations. If the accounts 
received from Texas had been official (for as 
yet there were nothing but newspaper accounts 
of the great victory), he would have moved for 
the immediate recognition of the Tcxian inde
pendence. Being unofficial, he could only move 
the reference to the committee in the ex jacta
tion that they would investigate the facts and 
bring the subject before the Senate in a suitable 
form for action. Mr. Webster said:

Mr. King, of Alabama, counselled moderation 
and deliberation, although he was aware that in 
the present excited feeling in rclatidB-to Texas, 
every prudent and cautious course would be 
misunderstood, and a jirojier reserve be probably 
construed into hostility to Texian independent; 
but he would, so long as he remained a memba 
on that floor, be regardless of every personal 
consideration, and place himself in opposition t« 
all measures which he conceived were calculated 
to detract from the exalted character of this 
country for good faith, and for undeviating ad
herence to all its treaty stipulations. He then 
went on to say :

“ That if the picople of Texas had established 
a government de facto, it was undoubtedly 
the duty of this government to acknowledge 
their independence. The time and manner of 
doing so, however, were all matters projier 
for grave and mature consideration. He should 
have lieen better satisfied, had this matter 
not been moved again till all the evidence 
had been collected, and until they had received 
official information of the important events that 
had taken place in Texas. As this proceeding 
had been moved by a member of the adminis
tration party, he felt himself bound to under
stand that the Executive was not opposed to 
take the first steps now, and that in his ojiinion 
this proceeding was not dangerous or premature. 
Mr. W. was of opinion that it would lie best 
not to act with precipitation. If this informa
tion was true, they would doubtless before long 
hear from Texas herself ; for as soon as she felt 
that she was a country, and had a country, she 
would uatu-ally present her claims to her neigh- 
liors, to be recognized as an indejxndent nation. 
He did not say that it would be necessary to 
wait lor this event, but he thought it would be 
discreet to do so. He would tic one of the first 
to acknowledge the indejxindence of Texas, on

“ lie knew not whether the information ns 
ceived of the extraordinary successes of the Tex- 
ans was to be relied on or not ; he sincerely 
hojied it might prove true ; no man here felt i 
deejier detestation of the bloodthirsty wretches 
who had cruelly butchered their defenceless 
prisoners, than tie did ; but, whether true or 
false, did it become wise, discreet, prudent men, 
bound by the strongest considerations to pre
serve the honor and faith of the country, to fe 
hurried along by the effervescence of fueling, 
and at once abandon the course, and, he would 
say, the only true course, which this government 
lias invariably, heretofore, pursued towards (> I 
reign jiowcrs ? We liavc uniformly (said Mr. ' 
K.) recognized the existing governments—the 
governments de facto; we have not stopped to | 
inquire whether it is a despotic or constitutional 
government ; whether it is a republic or a des 
jiotism. All we ask is, does a government actis I 
ally exist? and, having satisfied ourselves d I 
that fact, we look no further, but recognize it as 
it is. It was on this principle (said Mr. K.)— 
this safe, this correct principle, that we raw- 
nizeil what was called the Republic of Fnrore, 
founded on the ruins of the old monarchy; then 
the consular government ; a little after, the in- 
jierial ; and when that was crushed by a combi- 
nation of all Europe, and that extraordinary 
man who wielded it was driven into exile, n 
again acknowledged the kingly government if 
tile House of Bourbon, and now the consul» 
tional King Louis Pliilipjie of Orleans.
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are ; we ask not how govemn 
lished—by what revolutions tl 
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“Sir (said Mr. K.), we take things as they 
ire ■ we ask not how governments are estab
lished—1by «"hat revolutions they are brought 
into existence. Let us see an independent gov
ernment in Texas, and he would not be behind 
Ihe senator from Mississippi nor the senator 
from South Carolina in pressing forward to its 

^ recosrnition, and establishing with it the most 
cordial and friendly relations.”

Mr. Calhoun went beyond all other speakers, 
and advocated not only immediate recognition 
of the independence of Texas, but her siintilta- 
geous admission into the Union ; was in favor 
of acting on both questions together, and at the 
present session ; and saw an interest in the slave- 
holding States in preventing Texas from having 
the power to annoy them. And he said :

‘lie was of opinion that it would add more 
strength to the cause of Texas, to wait for a few 
divs, until they received official confirmation of 
thé victory anil capture of Santa Anna, in order 
to obtain a more unanimous vote in favor of the 
cognition of Texas. He had been of hut one 
opinion, from the beginning, that, so far from 
Mexico being able to reduce Texas, there was 
pent danger of Mexico, herself, being conquered 
by the Texans. The result of one battle had 
placed the ruler of Mexico in the power of the 

l Tenuis ; and they were now able, cither to dic
tate what terms they pleased to him, or to make 
terms with the opposition in Mexico. This ex
traordinary meeting had given a handful of brave 
men a most powerful control over the destinies 
of Mexico; he trusted,'they would use their 
victory with moderation. He had made up his 
mind not only to recognize the independence of 
Texas, but for heradmission into this Union; and 
if the Texans managed their affairs prudently, 
they would soon lie called upon to decide that 
question. No man could suppose for a moment 
that that country could ever come again under 
the dominion of Mexico ; and he was of opinion 
that it was not for our interests that there 
should be an independent community between 

s and Mexico. There were powerful reasons 
why Texas should bo a part of this Union. The 
Southern States, owning a slave population, were 
deeply interested in preventing that country 
from having the power to annoy them ; and the 
Mvigating and manufacturing interests of the 
North and the East were equally interested in 

' ing it a part of this Union. lie thought 
they would soon he called on to decide these 
questions ; and when they did act on it. he was 
for acting on both together—for recognizing the 
independence of Texas and for admitting lier 
into the Union. Though he felt the deepest so
licitude on this subject, he was for acting calmly, 
deliberately, and cautiously, hut at the same 
lime with decision and firmness. They should 
lot violate their neutrality ; but when they 
1ère once satisfied that Texas had established
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a government, they should do as they had done 
in all other similar cases : recognize her as an 
independent nation ; and if her people, who were 
once citizens of this Republic, wished to come 
hack to us, he would receive them with open 
imns. If events should goon as they had done, 
he could not hut hope that, before the close of 
the present session of Congress, they would not 
only acknowledge the independence of Texas, 
hut admit her into the Union. He hoped there 
would lie no unnecessary delay, for, in such 
eases, delays were dangerous ; but that they 
would act with unanimity, and act promptly.”

The author of this View did not reply tol(fr. 
Calhoun, being then on ill terms with him ; hut 
he saw in the speech much to be considered and 
remembered—the shadowings fortli of coming* 
events ; the revelation of a new theatre for the 
slavery agitation ; and a design to make the 
Texas question an element in the impending 
election. Mr. Calhoun had been one of Mr. Mon
roe’s cabinet, at the time that Texas was ceded 
to Spain, and for reasons (as Mr. Monroe stated 
to General Jackson, in the private letter hereto
fore quoted) of internal policy and considera
tion ; that is to say, to conciliate the free States, 
by amputating slave territory, and preventing 
their opposition to future Southern presidential 
candidates. He did not use those precise words, 
but that was the meaning of the words used. 
The cession of Texas was made in the crisis of 
the Missouri controversy ; and both Mr. Mon
roe and Mr. Calhoun received the benefit of 
the conciliation it produced: Mr. Monroe in the 
re-election, almost unanimous, of 1820 ; and Mr. 
Calhoun in the vice-presidential elections of 
1824 and 1828 ; in which he was so much a 
favorite of the North as to get more votes than 
Mr. Adams received in the free States, and owed 
to them his honorable election by the people, 
when all others were defeated, on the popular 
vote. Their justification (that of Mr. Monroe’s 
cabinet) fur this cession of a great province, 
was, that the loss was temporary—“ that it 
could he gut hack again whenever it was want
ed ”—hut the victory of San Jacinto was hardly 
foreseen at that time. It was these reasons 
(Northern conciliation, and getting it hack when 
wc pleased) that reconciled General Jackson 
to the cession, at the time it was made. One 
of the foremost to give away Texas, Mr. Cal
houn was the very foremost to get her back ; 
and at an immense cost to our foreign relations 
and domestic peace. The immediate admission
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of Texas into the Union, was his plan. She 
was at war with Mexico—we at peace : to in
corporate her into the Union, was to adopt her 
war. We had treaties of amity with Mexico: 
to join Texas in the war, was to 6e faithless to 
those treaties. We had a presidential election 
depending ; and to discuss the question of Texian 
admission into our Union, was to bring that cle
ment into the canvass, in which all prudent men 
who were adverse to the admission (as Mr. 
Van Buren and his friends'were), would be 
thrown under the force of an immense popular 
current ; while all that were in favor of it 
would expect to swim high upon the waves of 
that current. The proposition was incredibly 
rash, tending to involve us in war and dishonor ; 
and also disrespectful to Texas herself, who had 
not asked for admission ; and extravagantly 
hasty, in being broached before there was any 
official news of the great victory. Before the 
debate was over, the author of this View took 
an opportunity to reply, without reference to 
other speakers, and to give reasons against the 
present admission of Texas. But there was 
one of Mr. Calhoun’s reasons for immediate ad
mission, which to him was enigmatical, and at 
that time, incomprehensible ; and that was, the 
prevention of Texas “ from having the power to 
annoy” the Southern slave States. We had 
just been employed in suppressing, or explod
ing, this annoyance, in the Northeast ; and. in 
the twinkling of an eye, it sprung up in the 
Southwest, two thousand miles off, and quite 
diagonally from its late point of apparition. 
That sudden and so distant re-appearance of the 
danger, was a puzzle, remaining unsolved until 
the Tyler administration, and the return of Mr. 
Duff Green from London, with the discovery 
of the British abolition plot ; which was to be 
planted in Texas, spread into the South, and 
blow tip its slavery. Mr. Bedford Brown, and 
others, answered Mr. Calhoun. Mr. Brown 
said :

“ He regarded our national character as worth 
infinitely more than all the territoria' posses
sions of Mexico, her wealth, <ir the wealth of all 
other nations added togethen, We occupied a 
standing among the nations pf the earth, of 
which we might well lie prout|. and which we 
ought not to permit to be tarnished. We have, 
said Mr. B., arrived at that pbrioq of our history, 
as a nation, when it behoovck us to act with the 
greatest wisdom and circumspection. But a few 
years since as a nation, we were comparatively

in a state of infancy ; we were now, in the con. 
fidence of youth, and with the buoyancy of spirit 
incident to this period of our existence as a na, 
tion, about to enter on ‘ man’s estate.’ powei, 
ful in resources, and conscious of our strength 
let us not forget the sacred obligations of ju$!JUS-tice and good faith, which form the indispena- 
hie basis of a nation’s character—greatness and 
freedom ; and without which, no people could 
long preserve the blessings of self-government. 
Republican government was based on the prig, 
ciplvs of justice ; and for it to be administered 
on any other, either in its foreign or domestic 
alfairs, was to undermine its foundation and to 
hasten its overthrow.”

Mr. Rives concurred in the necessity forcag. 
tion ; and said :

“ This government should act with moden. 
tion, calmness, and dignity ; and, because he 
wished the Senate to art with that becominj 
moderation, calmness, and dignity, which ought 
to characterize its deliberations on international 
subjects, it was his wish that the subject might 
be referred. If it was postponed, it would come 
up again for discussion, from morning to mon- 
ing, to the exclusion of most of the bus 
of the Senate, as there was nothing to prevent 
the presentation of petitions every morning to 
excite discussioj. It was for the purpose’of 
avoiding these discussions, that he should vote 
to refer it at once to the Committee on Foreign 
Relations. A prominent member of that com
mittee had been long and intimately acquainted 
with the subject of our foreign relations, and 
there were members on it representing all the 
difi'erent sections of the country, to whose chara 
lie believed the subject could be safely commit
ted. It would seem, from the cohrse of dekte 
this morning, that gentlemen supposed the ques
tion of the recognition of the independence if 
Texas, or its admission into this Union, was di
rectly before the Senate; and some gentlemen 
had volunteered their opinions in advance of the 
report of the committee. He did not vote to 
refer it to the committee to receive its quietus, 
but that they might give their views upon it; 
nor did lie feel as if he were called upon ton- 
press an opinion upon the propriety of the ms- 
sure. It was strange that senators, who stated 
that fin ir opinions were made uji, should op- 
pose the reference.”

Mr. Niles, of Connecticut, was entirely ini 
favor of preserving the national faith inviolate,! 
and its honor untarnished, and ourselves fini 
the imputation of base motives in our futursl 
conduct in relation to Texas, and said:

“ This was a case in whk-li this government] 
should act with caution. In ordinary cists fl 
this kind the question was only one-of fact.™ 
was but little calculated to compromit the i 
terests or honor of the United States ; but t

question in regard to Texas w 
and vastly more important. T 
on our own borders, and its ii 
of them, emigrants from the 
ind most of the brave men 
army, who are so heroically fi( 
the province, are citizens of til 
who have engaged in this bold 
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those authorities, might there n 
ion to charge us with having 

I independence of the country as a 
possession of it ? These and c 
lions require that this governn 
with caution ; yet, when the proj 
it will be our duty to act, and t 
But he trusted that all would : 
tance of preserving the nationo 
tional honor. They should no 
pure, but free from injurious si 
note to be prized than any ext 
lory,wealth, population, or ot 
which enters into the elements i 
prnty or power.”

The various memorial^ wore 
tommittce on foreign relations, ci 
Clay, Mr. King of Georgia, Mr. 
Mangum, and Mr. Porter of I,o 
reported early, and unanimously 
recognition of the indcpicndcnct 
i» n as satisfactory information 
ceited, showing that she had a ci 
in operation capable of perform 
sad fulfilling the obligations 
power. In the report which ae 
Resolution, its author, Mr. Clay,

‘•Sentiments of sympathy at

I
tivil liberty, which have altvayi 
(copie of the United States, have 
adoption of the resolution, and 
niions of popular feeling whi 
ttferml to the committee, reconn 
Inowledgment of the independt

I
 he committee shares fully in a 
leoti; hut a wise and prudei 
hould not act solely on the imp 
owner natural and laudable i 
oght to avoid all precipitation, at
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,my, who arc so heroically fighting to redeem 
the province, are citizens of the United States, 
who have engaged in this bold enterprise as vo
lunteers. Were this government to be precipi
ce in acknowledging the independence of 
Texas, might it not be exposed to a suspicion 
„f having encouraged these enterprises of its 
citizens ? There is another consideration of 
more importance. Should the independence of
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ill’ll* *—I .Texas he followed by its annexation to 
Vnited States, the reasons for suspicions dero
gatory to the national faith might be still 
Stronger. If we, by our own act, contribute to 
clothe the constituted authorities of the pro
vince with the power of sovereignty over it, | 
and then accept a cession of the country from 1 
those authorities, might there not be some rca- 
w to charge us with having recognized the 
independence of the country as a means of getting 
possession of it ? These and other considera
tions require that this government should act 
with caution ; yet, when the proper time arrives 
it will be our duty to act, and to act promptly. 
But he trusted that all would feel the impor
tance of preserving the national failli and na
tional honor. They should not only be kept 
pure, but free from injurious suspicions, being 
more to be prized than any extension of terri
tory, wealth, population, or other acquisition, 
which enters into the elements of national pros
perity or power.”

I The various memorial were referred to the 
committee on foreign relations, consisting of Mr. 
Clay, Mr. King of Georgia. Mr. Tallmndge, Mr. 
Mingum, and Mr. Porter of Ixiuisiann; which

grave a measure as that of recognizing the in de- 
pendence of a new Power, until it has satisfac
tory information, and has fully deliberated.

11 The committee has no information respecting 
the recent movements in Texas, except such as 
is derived from the public prints. According 
to that, the war broke out in Texas last autumn. 
Us professed object, like that of our revolution
ary contest in the commencement, was not 
separation and independence, but a redress of 
grievances. In March last, independence was 
proclaimed, and a constitution and form of gov
ernment were established. No means of ascer
taining accurately the exact amount of the 
population of Texas are at the eomiqand of the 
committee. It lias been estimated at some sixty 
or seventy thousand souls. Nor are the precise 
limits of the country which passes under the 
denomination of Texas known to the committee. 
They are probably not clearly defined, but they 
arc supposed to be extensive, and sufficiently large, 
when peopled, to form a respectable Power."

Mr. Southard concurred in the views and con
clusion of the report, but desired to say a few 
words in repily to that part of Mr. Calhoun’s 
speech which looked to the “ balance of power, 
and the perpetuation of our institutions,’’ as a 
reason for the speedy admission of Texas into 
the Union, and said'

“I should not have risen to express these 
notions, if I had not understood the ISenator 
from South Carolina [Mr. Calhoun] to declare 
that he regarded the acknowledgment of the in- 
depience of Texas as important, and principally 
important, because it prepared the way for the 
speedy admission of that State as a memlier of 
our Union; and that he looked anxiously to 

| that event, as conducing to a proper balance of 
power, and to the perpetuation of our institu-

morted early, and unanimously, in favor of the j tionn. 1 am not now, "sir, prepared to express 
. , , " T . „ „. 1 an opanion on that question—a question which

recognition of the im open cnee o exa , as I])U t foresee will embrace interests as wide 
locals satisfactory information should be re- | as ollr Union, and as lasting in their consequcn- 
eeited showing that she hail a civil government 1 cos as the freedom which our institutions secure. 

Iiioperation capable of performing the duties When it shall la' necessarily presented to me l 
■ * . , shnll endeavor to meet it m a manner suitable

l fulfilling the ob ig.\ ions <> a cix i i/.u magnitude, and to the vital interests which
power. In the report which accompanied the | it involves ; but 1 will not. on the present re

|Resolution, its author, Mr. Clay, said:

kSentiments of sympathy and devotion to 
civil liberty, which have always animated the

1
 people of the United States, have prompted the 
idoption of the resolution, and other nianifes- 
hti'ns of popular feeling which have been 
Merml to the committee, recommending an ac- 
Enowleilgment of the independence of Texas. 
(The committee shares fully in all these senti- 
oents; hut a wise and prudent government 
ould not act solely on the impulse of feeling, 

lowevcr natural and laudable it may lx\ It 
pDght to avoid all precipitation, and not adopt so

lution, anticipate it ; nor can 1 permit an inference, 
as to my decision upon it, to lie drawn from 
the vote which 1 now give. That vote is upon 
this resolution alone, and confined to it, founded 
upon principles sustained by the laws of na
tions, upon the unvarying practice of our gov
ernment, and upon the facts as they are now 
known to exist. It relates to the independence 
of Texas, not to the admission of Texas into 
this Union. The achievement of the one. at the 
proper time, may be justified ; the other may 
be found to lx1 opposed by the highest and 
strongest considerations of interest and dut)-. 
1 discuss neither at this time ; nor am 1 willing
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that the remarks of the senator should lead, in 
or out of this chamber, to the inference that all 
those who vote for the resolution concur with 
him in opinion. The question which he has 
started should be left perfectly open and free.”

The rote in favor of the Resolution re
ported by Mr. Clay was unanimous—39 senators 
present and voting. In the House of Repre
sentatives a similar resolution was reported 
from the House Committee of foreign relations, 
Mr. John Y. Mason, of Virginia, chairman ; and 
adopted by a vote of 113 to 22. The nays 
were: Messrs. John Quincy Adams, Ileinan 
Allen, Jeremiah Bailey, Andrew Beaumont, 
James W. Bouldin, William Clark, VV alter 
Coles, Edward Darlington, George Grennell, jr., 
Hiland Hall, Abner Hazeltine, William Iliester, 
Abbott Lawrence, Levi Lincoln, Thomas C. 
Love, John J. Milligan, Dutee J. Pearce, Ste
phen C. Phillips, David Potts, jr., John Reed, 
David Russell, William Slade.

It is remarkable that in the progress of this 
Texas question both Mr. Adams and Mr. Cal
houn reversed their positions—the former being 
against, and the latter in favor, of its alienation 
in 1819; the former being against, and the 
latter in favor of its recovery in 183fi—’44.—Mr. 
Benton was the last speaker in the Senate in 
favor of the recognition of independence ; and 
his speech being the most full and carefully 
historical of any one delivered, it is presented 
entire in the next chapter ; and, it is believed, 
that in going more fully than other speakers did 
into the origin and events of the Texas Revolu
tion, it will give a fair and condensed view of that 
remarkable event, so interesting to the American 
people.

OJI AFTER CXLV.
TEXAS INDEPENDENCE—Hit. BENTON'S SPEECH.

‘Mr. Benton rose and said he should confine 
himself strictly to the proposition presented in 
the resolution, and should not complicate the 
practical question of recognition with specula
tions on the future fate of Texas. Such specu
lations could have no good effect upon cither of 
the countries interested ; upon Mexico, Texas, 
or the United States. Texas has not asked for 
admission into this Union. Her independence

is still contested by Mexico. Her boundaries 
and other important points in her political con. 
dition, are not yet adjusted. To discuss the 
question of her admission into -his Union, under 
thes'fc circumstances, is to treat her with dierc. 
spect, to embroil ourselves with Mexico, to com 
promise the disinterestedness of our motives in 
the eyes of Europe ; and to start among ourselves 
prematurely, anil without reason, a question 
which, whenever it comes, cannot be without 
its own intrinsic difficulties and perplexities.

“ Since the three months that the affairs of 
Texas have been the subject of repeated discus- 
sion in this chamber, I have imposed on mvself 
a reserve, not the effect of want of feeling but 
the effect of strong feeling, and some judgment 
combined, which has not permitted me to give 
utterance to the general expression of my sen. 
timents. Once only have I spoken, and that # 
the most critical moment of the contest, and 
when the reported advance of the Mexican! 
upon Nacogdoches, and the actual movement of 
General Gaines and our own troops in that & 
rection, gave reason to apprehend the encounter 
of flags, or the collision of arms, which might 
compromise individuals or endanger the pew; 
of nations. 11 was then that I used those words, 
not entirely enigmatical, and which have since 
been repeated by some, without the prefix of
their important qualifications, namely; that while 
neutrality was the obvious line of our duty md 
of our interest, yet there might lie emergencies 
in which the obligation of duty could have no 
force, and the calculations of interest could have 
no place ; when, in fact, a man should hate no 
head to think ! nothing but a heart to feel! and 
an arm to strike ! and 1 illustrated this senti
ment. It was after the affair of Goliad, and the 
imputed order to unpeople the country, with 
the supposititious ca.se of prisoners assassinated 
women violated, and children slaughtered ; and 
these horrors to be perpetrated in the presence 
or hearing of an American army. In such a case 
I declared it to be my sentiment—and I now is 
l>cnt it, for I feel it to be in me—in such a case, 
I declared it to be my sentiment, that treaties 
were nothing, books were nothing, laws wen 
nothing ! that the paramount law of God aid 
nature was every tiling ! and that the Amenai 
soldier, hearing the cries of helplessness and 
weakness, and remembering only that he wu i 
man, and born of woman, and the father of chit
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of helplessness aid 
ig only that he wis I 
and the father of chib

jren, should fly to the rescue, and strike to pre
vent the perpetration of crimes which shock hu
manity and dishonor the age. I uttered this 
sentiment not upon impulsion, but with consid
eration ; not for theatrical effect, hut as a rule 
for action ; not as vague declamation, but with 
an eye to possible or probable events, and with a 
,;cw to the public justification of General Gaines 
and his men, if, under circumstances appalling 
to humanity, they should nobly resolve to obey 
the impulsions of the heart instead of coldly con
sulting the musty leaves of books and treaties.

ii Beyond this I did not go, and, except in this 
instance, I do not speak. Duty and interest 
prescribed to the United States a rigorous ncu- 
wlity ; and this condition she has faithfully ful
led, Our young men have gone to Texas to 
(Hit; but they have gone without the sanction 
of the laws, and against the orders of the Gov
ernment. They have gone upon that impulsion 
which, in all time, has carried the heroic youth 
of ill ages to seek renown in the perils and glo
bes of distant war. Our foreign enlistment law 
is not repealed. Unlike England, in the civil 
war now raging in Spain, we have not licensed 
interference by repealing our penalties : we have 
not stimulated action by withdrawing obsta- 

, des. No member of our Congress, like General 
Evans in the British Parliament, has left his 
seat to levy troops in the streets of the metrop
olis, and to lead them to battle and to victory in 
the land torn by civil discord. Our statute 

| igjnst armaments, to invade friendly powers is 
Ml force. Proclamations have attested our 

neutral dispositions. Prosecutions have been 
ordered against violators of law'. A naval force 
^ the gulf, and a land force on the Sabine, have 
ten directed to enforce the policy of the gov
ernment ; and so far as acts have gone, the ad
vantage has been on the side of Mexico ; for 
the Texian armed schooner Invincible has been 
brought into an American port by an American 
ship of war. If parties and individuals still go 
to Texas to fight, the act is particular, not na
tional compromising none but the parties them- 
slres, and may take place on one side as well 
as on the other. The conduct of the administra
tion has been strictly neutral ; and, as a friend 
to that administration, and from my own con
victions, I have conformed to its policy, avoid
ing the language which would irritate, and op
posing the acts which might interrupt pacific
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and commercial communications. Mexico is our 
nearest neighbor, dividing with us the continent 
of North America, and possessing the elements 
of a great power. Our boundaries arc co-ter- 
minous for more than two thousand miles. We 
have inland and maritime commerce. She has 
mines ; we have ships. General considerations 
impose upon each power the duties of reciprocal 
friendship ; especial inducements invite us to 
uninterrupted commercial intercourse. As a 
western senator, coming from the hanks of the 
Mississippi, and from the State of Missouri, I 
cannot he blind to the consequences of inter
rupting that double line of inland and maritime 
commerce, which, stretching to the mines of 
Mexico, brings hack the perennial supply of 
solid money which enriches the interior, and 
enables New Orleans to purchase the vast accu
mulation of agricultural produce of which she 
is the emporium. Wonderful are the workings 
of commerce, and more apt to find out its own 
proper channels by its own ojieralions than to 
be guided into them by the hand of legislation. 
New Orleans now is what the Havana once was 
—the entrepot of the Mexican trade, and the 
recipient of its mineral wealth. The superficial 
reader of commercial statistics would say that 
Mexico hut slightly encourages our domestic 
industry ; that she takes nothing from our ag
riculture, and but little from our manufactures. 
On the contrary, the close observer would see a 
-cry different picture. He would see the pro
ducts of our soil passing tqall the countries of 
Europe, exchanging into fine fabrics, and these 
returning in the ships of many nations, our own 
predominant, to the city of New Orleans ; and 
thence going off in small Mexican vessels to 
Matamores, Tampico, Vera Cruz, and other Mex
ican ports. Thq^return from these ports is in 
the precious me this ; and, to confine myself to 
a single year, as a sample of the whole, it may 
lie stated that, of the ten millions and three 
quarters of silver coin and bullion received in 
the United States, according to the custom-house 
returns during the least year, eight millions and 
one quarter of it came from Mexico alone, and the 
mass of it through the port of New Orleans. 1 his 
amount of treasure is not received for nothing, 
nor, as it would seem on the commercial tables, 
for foreign fabrics unconnected with American 
industry, but, in reality, for domestic produc
tions changed into foreign fabrics, and giving
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double employment to the navigation of the 
country. New Orleans has taken the place of 
the Havana ; it has become the entrepot of this 
trade ; and many circumstances, not directed by 
law, or even known to lawgivers, have combined 
to produce the result. First, the application of 
steam power to the propulsion of vessels, which, 
in the form of towboats, has given to a river 
city a prompt and facile communication with the 
sea ; then the advantage of full and assorted 
cargoes, which brings the importing vessel to a 
point where she delivers freight for two differ
ent empires ; then the marked advantage of a 
return cargo, with cheap and abundant supplies, 
which are always found in the grand emporium 
of the great West ; then the discriminating du
ties in Mexican ports in favor of Mexican vessels, 
which makes it advantageous to the importer to 
stop and transship at New Orleans ; finally, our 
enterprise, our police, and our free institutions, 
our perfect security, under just laws, for life, 
liberty, person and property. These circum
stances, undirected by government, and without 
the knowledge of government, have given to 
New Orleans the supreme advantage of being 
the entrepot of the Mexican trade ; and have 
presented the unparalleled spectacle of the no
blest valley in the world, and the richest mines 
in the world, sending their respective products 
to meet each other at the mouth of the noblest 
river in the world ; anil there to create in lapse 
of time, the most wonderful city which any ago 
or country has evervbeheld. A look upon the 
map of the great West, and a tolerable capacity 
to calculate the aggregate of geographical ad
vantages, must impress the beholder with avast 
opinion of tlft- future greatness of New Orleans ; 
but he will only look upon one half of the pic
ture unless he contemplates this new branch of 
trade which is making the emporium of the 
Mississippi the entrepot of Mexican commerce, 
and the recipient of the Mexican mines, and 
which, though now so great, is still in its in
fancy. Let not government mar a consumma
tion so auspicious in its aspect, and teeming 
with so many rich and precious results. Let 
no unnecessary collision with Mexico interrupt 
our commerce, turn back the streams of three 
hundred mines to the Havana, and give a wound 
to a noble city which must be felt to the head
spring and source of ever)' stream that pours 
it» tribute into the King of Floods.

“ Thus far Mexico has no cause of complaint. 
The conduct of our government has béen that 
of rigorous neutrality. The present motion does 
not depart from that line of conduct ; for the 
proposed recognition is not only contingent upon 
the tie facto independence of Texas, but it f0). 
lows in the train, and conforms to the spirit, of 
the actual arrangements of the President General 
Santa Anna, for the complete separation of the 
two countries. We have authentic information 
that the President General has agreed to an 
armistice j that he has directed the evacuation 
of the country ; that the Mexican army is ja 
full retreat; that the Rio Grande, a limit fir 
beyond the discovery and settlement of La Sale 
in 1084, is the provisional boundary ; and that 
negotiations arc impending for the establishment 
of peace on the basis of separation. Mexico hu 
had the advantage of these arrangement.^ thouch 
made by a captive chief, in the unmolested re 
treat and happy extrication of her troops froa 
their perilous position. Under these circim- 
stances, it can be no infringement of ncutralitv 
for the Senate of the United States to adopt ( 
resolution for the contingent and qualified sc- 
knowledgment of Texian independence. Even 
after the adoption of the resolution, it will n~ 
main inoperative upon the hands of the IV,.> 
dent until he shall have the satisfactory infox 
ination which shall enable him to act without 
detriment to any interest, and without infac
tion of any law.

“Even without the armistice and provisions! 
treaty with Santa Anna, I look upon the separa
tion of the two countries as being in the fixed 
order of events, and absolutely certain to tike 
place. Texas and Mexico are not formed ft I 
union. They arc not homogeneous. 1 freak \ 
of Texas as known to La Salle, the hav eft 
Bernard—(Matagorda)—anil the waters n l.i-b 
belong to it, king the western boundary. They 
do not belong to the same divisions of country 
nor to the same systems of commerce, arts 
the same pursuits of business. They have no 
affinities—no attraction.—no tendencies tor» 
lescc. In the course of centuries, and while 
Mexico hae extended her settlements tali: ■T 
further in other directions—to the head of lie 
Rio Grande in the north, and to the hiyJ.'u 
Francisco in the northwest ; yet i.o se-ttlemeal 
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eotton and sugar lands of Texas, though at the 
very door of Mexico, yet requiring the applica
tion of a laborious industry to make them pro
ductive, have presented no temptation to the 
mining and pastoral population of that empire. 
For age's this beautiful agricultural and planting 
region had lain untouched. Within a few years, 
jud by another race, its settlement has begun ; 
and the presence of this race has not smoothed, 
but increased, the obstacles to union presented by 
nature. Sooner or later, separation would be in
evitable ; and the progress of human events has 
accelerated the operation of natural causes. Go
liad has tom Texas from Mexico ; Goliad has 
decreed independence; San Jacinto has scaled it ! 
IVhat the massacre decreed, the victory has scal
ed; and the day of the martyrdom of prisoners 
must for ever be regarded as the day of disunion 
between Texas and Mexico. I Speak of it politi
cally, not morally ; that massacre was a great 

I political blunder, a miscalculation, an error, and 
a mistake. It was expected to put an end to 
resistance, to subdue rebellion, to drown revolt 

, b blood, and to extinguish aid in terror. On 
| the contrary, it has given life and invincibility 
I to the cause of Texas. 11 has fired the souls of 

her own citizens, and imparted to their courage 
the energies of revenge and despair. It has 
given to her the sympathies and commiseration 
of the civilized world. It has given her men 
ud money, and claims upon the aid and a hold 
upon the sensibilities of the human race. If the 
struggle goes on, not only our America, but 
Europe will send its chivalry to join in the con
test. I repeat it ; that cruel morning of the 

1 Alamo, and that black day of Goliad, were great 

political fault». The blood of the martyr is the 
seed of the church. The blood of slaughtered 
patriots is the dragon’s teeth sown upion the 
earth, from which heroes, full grown and armed, 
leap into life, and rush into battle. Often will 
the Mexican, guiltless of that blood, feel the 
Anglo-American steel for the deed of that dav. 
if this war continues. Many were the innocent 
it Sin Jacinto, whose cries, in broken Spianish, 

juring Goliad and the Alamo, could not save

[
tie devoted lives from the avenging remem- 

sriceof the slaughtered garrison and the mas
sed prisoners.
‘Unhappy day, for ever to be deplored, that 

^xday morning, March C, 1830, when the un
ited garrison of the Alamo, victorious in so 
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many assaults over twenty times their number 

perished to the last man by the hands of those 
part of whom they had released on pvarole two 
months before, leaving not one to toll how they 
first dealt out to multitudes that death which 
they themselves finally received. Unhappy day, 
that Palm Sunday, March 27, when the five 
hundred and twelve prisoners at Goliad, issuing 
from the sally port at dawn of day, one by one, 
under the cruel delusion of a return to their 
families, found themselves envoi opjed in double 
files of cavalry and infantry, marched to a spiot 
fit for the perpetration of the horrid deed—and 
there, without an instant to think of parents, 
country, friends, and God—in the midst of the 
consternation of terror and surprise, were in
humanly set upjon, and pitilessly put to death, 
in spite of those moving cries which reached to 
heaven, and regardless of those supplicating 
hands, stretched forth for mercy, from which 
arms had been taken under the perfidious forms 
of a capitulation. Five hundred and six perish
ed that morning—young, vigorous, brave, sons 
of respectable families, and the pride of many a 
parent’s heart—and their bleeding bodies, tom 
with wounds, and many yet alive, were thrown 
in heaps upon vast fires, for the flames to con
sume what the steel had mangled. Six only es
caped, and not by mercy, hut by miracles. And 
this was the work of man upon his brother ; of 
Christian upon Christian ; of those upon those 
who adore the same God, invoke the same hea
venly benediction, and draw pirccepts of charity 
and merev from the same divine fountain. Ac
cursed be the ground on which the dreadful deed 
was done ! Sterile, and set apart, let it for ever 
be ! No fruitful cultivation should %vcr enrich 
it; no joyful edifice should ever adorn it; but 
shut up, and closed by gloomy walls, the mourn
ful cvp>ress,thc weeping willow, and the inscrip
tive monument, should for ever attest the foul 
deed of which it was the scene, and invoke from 
every passenger the throb of pity for the slain, 
and the start of horror for the slayer. And you, 
neglected victims of the Old Mission .and San 
Patricio, shall you lie forgotten because your 
numliers were fewer, and your hapless fate more 
concealed ? No! but to you also justice shall 
be done. One common fate befell you all ; 
one common memorial shall perpietuate your 
names, and embalm your memories. Inexorable 
history will sit in judgment upon all concerned,
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and will reject the plea of government orders, 
evep if those orders emanated from the govern
ment, instead of being dictated to it. The French 
National Convention, in 1793, ordered all the 
English prisoners who should be taken in battle 
to be put to death. The French armies refused 
to execute the decree. They answered, that 
French soldiers were the protectors, not the assas
sins of prisoners ; and all France, all Europe, the 
whole civilized world, applauded the noble reply.

“ But let us not forget that there is some relief 
to this black and bloody picture—some allevia
tion to the horror of its appalling features. 
There was humanity, as well as cruelty, at Go
liad—humanity to deplore what it could not 
prevent The letter of Colonel Fernandez does 
honor to the human heart. Doubtless many 
other officers felt and mourned like him, and 
spent the day in unavailing regrets. The ladies, 
Losero and others, of Matamoros, saving the 
doomed victims in that city, from day to day, 
by their intercessions, appear like ministering 
angels. Several public journals, and many in
dividuals, in Mexico, have given vent to feelings 
worthy of Christians, and of the civilization of 
the age ; and the poor woman on the Gauda- 
loupe, who succored and saved the young 
Georgian (Hadaway), how nobly she appears ! 
He was one of the few that escaped the fate of 
the Georgia battalion sent to the Old Mission. 
Overpowered by famine and despair, without 
arms and without comrades, he entered a soli
tary house filled with Mexican soldiers hunting 
the fugitives of his party. His action amazed 
them ; and, thinking it a snare, they stepped out 
to look for the armed body of which he was 
supposed to be the decoy. In that instant food 
was given him by the humane woman, and in
stant flight to the swamp was pointed out He 
fled, receiving the fire of many guns as he went ; 
and, escaping the perils of the way, the hazards 
of battle at San Jacinto, where he fought, and 
of Indian massacre in the Creek nation, when 
the two stages were taken and part of his 
travelling companions killed, he lives to publish 
in America that instance of devoted humanity 
in the poor woman of the Gaudaloupe. Such 
acts as all these deserve to Is- commemorated. 
They relieve the revolting picture of military 
barbarity—soften the resentments of nations— 
and redeem a people from the offence of indi

viduals.

“ Great is the mistake which has prevailed in 
Mexico, and in some parts of the United Staten, 
on the character of the population which hu 
gone to Texas. It has been common to dis- 
parage and (» stigmatize them. Nothing could 
be uiorvTUnjust ; and, speaking from knowledge 
either personally or well acquired (for it fyn 
to my lot to know, cither from actual acquaint- 
auce or good information, the mass of its inhabi
tants), I can vindicate them from erroneous im
putations, and place their conduct and character 
on the honorable ground which they deserve to 
occupy. The founder of the Tcxian colony wag 
Mr. Moses Austin, a respectable and enterprising 
native of Connecticut, and largely engaged in 
the lead mines of Upper Louisiana when 1 went 
to the Territory of Missouri in 1815. The pre
sent head of the colony, his son, Mr. Stephen 
F. Austin, then a very young man, was a menv 
ber of the Territorial Legislature, distinguished 
for his intelligence, business habits, and gentle- 
manly conduct Among the grantees wc dis
tinguish the name of Robertson, son of the 
patriarchal founder and first settler of Wes 
Tennessee. Of the body of the emigrants, moa 
of them are heads of families or enterprising 
young men, gone to better their condition b) re
ceiving grants of fine land in a fine climate, ud 
to continue to live under the republican formel 
government to which they had been accustomed. 
There sits one of them (pointing to Mr. Canon, 
late member of Congress from North Carolina 
and now Secretary of State for Texas). We ill 
know him; our greetings on his appearance in 
this chamber attest our respect ; and such « 
wc know him to be, so do I know' the multitude 
of those to be who have gone to Texas. They 
have gone, not as intruders, but as grantees; 
and to become a barrier between the Mexicans 
and the marauding Indians who infested then 
borders. e

“Heartless is the calumny invented an 
pagnted, not from this floor, but elsewhere, ui 
the cause of the Tvxian revolt. It is said tub 
a war for the extension of slavery. It hid a 
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go many hundred years. A succession of violent 
dianges in government, and the rapid overthrow 
of rulers, annoyed and distressed them ; but 
they remained tranquil under every violence 
which did not immediately bear on themselves.
In 1822 the republic of 1821 was superseded by 
the imperial diadem of Iturbidc. In 1823 he 
was deposed and banished, returned and was 
shot, and Victoria made President Mentuno 
and Bravo disputed the presidency with Vic
toria; and found, in banishment, the mildest 
issue known among Mexicans to unsuccessful 
civil war. Pedraza was elected in 1828 ; Guer
rero overthrew him the next year. Then Bus- 
tamente overthrew Guerrero; and, quickly, 
Santa Anna overthrew Bustamente, and, with 
him, all the forms of the constitution, and the 
whole frame of the federative government. By 
his own will, and by force, Santa Anna dissolved 
the existing Congress, convened another, formed 
the two Houses into one, called it a convention ; 
and made it the instrument for deposing, with
out trial, the constitutional Vice-President, Go- 
met Farias, putting Bnrragan into his place, 
annihilating the State governments, and estab
lishing a consolidated government, of which he 
ns monarch, under the retained republican title 
of President. Still, the Tcxians did not take up 
arms: they did not acquiesce, but they did not 
revolt They retained their State government 
in operation, and looked to the other States, 
older and more powerful than Texas, to vindi- 
ate the general cause, and to re-establish the 
federal constitution of 1824. In September, 
1835, this was still her position. In that month, 
i Mexican armed vessel appeared off the coast 
of Texas, and declared her ports blockaded, 
it the same time, General Cos appeared in the 
Vest with an army of fifteen hundred men, 
with orders to arrest the State authorities, to 
disarm the inhabitants, leaving one gun to every 
ire hundred souls ; and to reduce the State to 
unconditional submission. Gonzales was the 
selected point for the commencement of the exe
cution of these orders ; and the first thing was 
the arms, those trusty rifles which the settlers 
hid brought with them from the United States, 
which were their defence against savages, their 
tesource for game, and the guard which convert

ed their houses into castles stronger than those 
1 which the king cannot enter.’ A detachment 
of General Cos’s army appeared at the village of 
Gonzales, on the 28th of September, and de
manded the arms of the inhabitants ; it was the 
same demand, and for the same purpose, which 
the British detachment, under Major Pitcairn, 
had made at Lexington, on the 19th of April, 
1775. It was the same demand! and the same 
answer was given—resistance—battle—victory ! 
for the American blood was at Gonzales as it 
had been at Lexington ; and between using their 
arms, and surrendering their anus, that blood 
can never hesitate. Then followed the rapid 
succession of brilliant events, which, in two 
months, left Texas without an armed enemy in 
her borders, and the strong forts of Goliad and 
the Alamo, with their garrisons and cannon, the 
almost bloodless prizes of a few hundred Texian 
rifles. This was the origin of the revolt ; and 
a calumny more heartless can never be imagined 
than that which would convert this just and 
holy defence of life, liberty, and property, into 
an aggression for the extension of slavery.

“ Just in its origin, valiant and humane in its 
conduct, sacred in its object, the Texian revolt 
has illustrated the Anglo-SaVon character, and 
given it new titles to the respect and admiration 
of the world.

“ It shows that liberty, justice, valor—moral, 
physical, and intellectual power—discriminate 
that race wherever it goes. Let our America 
rejoice, let Old England rejoice, that the Brasses 
and Colorado, new and strange names—streams 
far beyond the western bank of the Father of 
Floods—have felt the impress, and witnessed the 
exploits of a people sprung from their loins, 
and carrying their language, laws, and cus
toms, their magna charla and its glorious 
privileges, into new regions and far distant 
climes. Of the individuals who have purchased 
lasting renown in this young war, it would 
be impossible, in this place to speak in detail, 
and invidious to discriminate; hut there is one 
among them whose position forms an excep
tion. and whose early association with my
self justifies and claims the tribute of a par
ticular notice. I speak of him whose romantic 
victory has given to the Jacinto* that immor
tality in grave and serious history which the

• IlyecInUi; hysclnüiui; Uuaklnlhoe; witor flower
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diskos of Apollo had given to it in the fabu
lous pages of the heathen mythology. General 
Houston was bom in the State of Virginia, 
county of Rockbridge : he was appointed an en
sign in the army of the United States, during 
the late war with Great Britain, and served in 
the Creek campaign under the banners of Jack- 
son. I was the lieutenant" colonel of the regi
ment to which he belonged, and the first field 
officer to whom he reported. I then marked in 
him the same soldierly and gentlemanly quali
ties which have since distinguished his eventful 
career : frank, generous, brave ; ready to do, or 
to sulfer, whatever the obligations of civil or 
military duty imposed ; and always prompt to 
answer the call of honor, patriotism, and friend
ship. Sincerely do I rejoice in his victory. It 
is a victory without alloy, and without parallel, 
except at New Orleans. It is a victory which 
the civilization of the age, and the honor of the 
human race, required him to gain : for the nine
teenth century is not the age in which a repeti
tion of the Goliad matins could be endured. 
Nobly has he answered the requisition; fresh 
and luxuriant are the laurels which adorn his 

brow.
"It is not within the scope of my present 

purpose, to speak of military events, and to 
celebrate the exploits of that vanguard of the 
Anglo-Saxons who are now on the confines of 
the ancient empire of Montezuma; but that 
combat of,the San Jacinto ! it must for ever re
main in the catalogue of milita-y miracles. 
Seven hundred and fifty citizens, miscellane
ously armed with rifles, muskets, belt pistols, 
and knives, under a leader who had never seen 
service, except as a subaltern, march to at
tack near double their numbers—march in open 
day across a clear prairie, to attack upwards of 
twelve hundred veterans, the élite of an invad
ing anny of seven thousand, posted in a wood, 
their flanks secured, front intrenched ; and com
manded by a general trained in civil wars, vic
torious in numberless battles ; and chief of an 
empire of which no man becomes chief except 
as conqueror. In twenty minutes, the position 
is forced. The combat becomes a carnage. The 
flowery prairie is stained with blood ; the hya
cinth is no longer blue, but scarlet. Six hun
dred Mexicans arc dead ; six hundred more arc 
prisoners, half wounded ; the President General 
himself is a prisoner ; the camp and baggage all

taken ; and the loss of the victors, six killed 
and twenty wounded. Such are the results, and 
which no European can believe, but those who 
saw Jackson at New Orleans. Houston is the 
pupil of Jackson; and he is the first self-made 
general, since the time of Mark Antony, and the 
King Antigonus, who has taken the general of 
the army and the head of the government cap. 
tive in battle. Different from Antony, he has 
spared the life of his captive, though forfeited 
by every law, human and divine.

“I voted, in 1821, to acknowledge the abso
lute independence of Mexico ; 1 vote now to re- 
cognize the contingent and expected independ
ence of Texas. In both cases, the vote is given 
upon the same principle—upon the principle of 
disjunction where conjunction is impossible or 
disastrous. The Union of Mexico and Spain 
had become impossible ; that 'of Mexico and 
Texas is no longer desirable or possible. \ 
more fatal present could not be made than that 
of the future incorporation of the Texas of La 
Salle with the ancient empire of Montesun». 
They could not live together, and extermination 
is not the genius of the age; and, besides,is 
more easily talked of than done. Bloodshed 
only could be the fruit of their conjunction; 
and every drop of that blood would be the dra
gon’s teeth sown upon the earth. No wis 
Mexican should wish to have this Trojan horse 
shut up within their walls.’’

CHAPTER CXLVI.

THE SVEC1E CIRCULAR.
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discretionary authority to receive the notes of 
specie paying banks in revenue payments, gave 
him also the right to reject teem. The num
ber of these banks had now’ become so great, 
Ihe quantity of notes issued so enormous, the 
facility of obtaining loans so universal, and the 
temptation to converting shadowy paper into 
real estate, so tempting, that the rising streams 
of paper from seven hundred and fifty banks took 
their course towards the new States, seat of the 
public domain—discharging in accumulated vol
ume there collected torrents upon the different 
land-offices. The sales were running up to five 
millions a month, with the prospect of unbound
ed increase after the rise of Congress ; and it 
was this increase from the land sales which made 
that surplus which the constitution had been 
burlesqued to divide among the States. And 
there was no limit to this conversion of public 
land into inconvertible paper. In the custom
house branch of the revenue there was a limit 
in the amount to be received—limited by the 
amountof duties to be paid : but in thbdand-offlce 
branch there was no limit. It was therefore at 
that point that the remedy was w rib ted ; and, 
for that reason, the “ Specie Circular ” was limit
ed in its application to the land-offices ; and 
totally forbade the sale of the public lands for 
air thing but hard money. It was an order of 
incalculable value to the United States, and 

issued by President Jackson in known disregard 
of the will both of the majority of Congress and 

of his cabinet.
Before the adjournment of Congress, and in 

concert with the President, the author of this 
View had attempted to get an act of Oongress to 
stop the evil ; and in support of hi# motion to 

that effect gave his opinion of the evil itself, and 
of the benefits which would result from its sup- 

I pression He said:

“ He was able to inform the Senate how it 
I happened that the sales of the public lands had 

deceived all calculations, and run up from four 
millions a year to five millions a quarter ; it was 
this: speculators went to banks, borrowed five, 

I ten, twenty, fifty thousand dollars in paper, in 
small notes, usually under twenty dollars, and 
engaged to carry off these notes to a great dis- 

I tance, sometimes five hundred or a thousand 
I miles ; and there laid them out for public lands. 
| Being land-office money, they would circulate in 
I the country ; many of these small notes would 
I after return at all, and their loss would be a 
I clear gain to the bank ; others would not return 
| for a long time ; and the bank would draw in

terest on them for years before they had to re* 
deem them. Thus speculators, loaded with pa- 
per would outbid settlers and cultivators, who 
had no undue accommodations from banks, and 
who had nothing but specie to give for lands, 
or the notes which were its real equivalent. Mr. 
J*. said that living in a new State, it came with
in ms knowledge that such accommodations as 
he had mentioned were the main cause of the 
excessive sales which had taken place in the 
public lands, and that the effect was equally in
jurious to every interest concerned—except the 
banks and the speculators : it was injurious to 
the treasury, which was filling up with paper ; 
to the new States, which were flooded with pa
per ; and to settlers and cultivators, who were 
outbid by sjieculators, loaded with this borrow
ed paper. A return to specie payments for lands 
is the remedy for all these evils.”

Having exposed the evil, and that to the coun
try generally as well as to the federal treasury, 
Mr. B. went on to give his opinion of the bene
fits of suppressing it ; and said :

“ It would put an end to every complaint now 
connected with the subject, and have a beneficial 
effect upon every public and private interest. 
Upon the federal government its effect would be 
to check the unnatural sale of the public lands 
to speculators for paper ; it would throw the 
speculators out of market, limit the sales to 
settlers and cultivators, stop the swelling in
creases of paper surpluses^in the treasury, put 
an end to all projects for disposing of surpluses ; 
and relieve all anxiety for the fate of the public 
moneys in the deposit hanks. Upon the new 
States, where the public lands are situated, its 
effects would he most auspicious. It would stop 
the flood of paper with which they are inundated, 
and bring in a steady stream of gold and silver in 
its place. It would give them a hard-money 
currency, and especially a share of the gold cur
rency ; for every emigrant could then carry gold 
to the country. Upon the settler and cultivator 
who wished to purchase land its effect would be 
peculiarly advantageous. He would be relieved 
from the competition of speculators ; he w’ould 
not have to contend with those who received 
undue accommodations at hanks, and came to 
the land-offices loaded with bales of hank notes 
which they had borrowed upon condition of 
carrying them far awijy, and turning them loose 
where many would he lost, and never get hack 
to the tffuik that issued them. All these and 
many other good effects would thus l>e produced, 
and no hardship or evil of any kind could accrue 
to the meritorious part of the country ; for the 
settler and cultivator who wishes to buy land 
for use, or for a settlement for his children, or 
to increase his farm, would have no difficutly in 
getting hard money to make his purchase. He 
has no undue accommodations from hanks. He 
has no paper hut what is good ; such as he can 
readily convert into specie. To him the exac-
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tion of specie payments from all purchasers would 
be a rule of equality, which would enable him 
to purchase what he needs without competition 
with fictitious and borrowed capital."

Mr. B. gave a view of the actual condition of 
the paper currency, which ho described as hide
ous and appalling, doomed to a catastrophe ; and 
he advised every prudeut man, as well as the 
government to fly from its embrace. His voice, 
and his warning, answered no purpose. Ho got 
no support for his motion. A few friends were 
willing to stand by him, but the opposition se
nators stood out in unbroken front against it, 
reinforced largely by the friends of the adminis
tration : but it is in vain to attribute the whole 
opposition to the measure merely to the mis
taken opinions of friends, and the resentful pol
icy of foes. There was another cause operating 
to the same effect; and the trutht>fhistory re
quires it to be told. There were many members 
of Congress engaged in these land speculations, 
upon loans of bank paper ; and' who were un
willing to see a sudden termination of so profit
able a game. The rejection of the bill it was 
thought would be sufficient ; and on the news 
of it the speculation redoubled its activity. But 
there was a remedy in reserve for the cure of 
tiie evil which they had not foreseen, and which 
was applied the moment that Congress was gone. 
Jackson was still President ! and he had the 
nerve which the occasion required. He saw 
the public lands fleeting away—saw that Con
gress would not interfere—and knew the major
ity of his .cabinet to be against his interference. 
He did as he had often done in councils of war 
—called the council together to hear a decision. 
He summoned his cabinet—laid the case before 
them—heard the majority of adverse opinions > 
—and directed the order to issue. His private 
Secretary, Mr. Donclson, was directed to prepare 
a draught of the order. The author of tins View 
was all the while in the office of this private 
Secretary. Mr. Donelson came to him, with 
the President’s decision, and requested him to 
draw up the order. It was done—the rough 
draught carried back to the council—put into 
official form—signed—issued. It was a second 
edi tion of the removal of the deposits scene, and 
made an immense sensation. The disappointed 
speculators raged. Congress was considered in
sulted, the cabinet defied, the banks disgraced. 
But the vindication of the measure soon came,

in the discovery of the fact, that some tens of 
millions of this bank paper was on its way to 
the land-offices to be changed into land—when 
overtaken by this fatal “ Specie Circular,” and 
turned back to the sources from which it came.

C II APT Ell CXLVII.

DEATH OF MR. MADISON, FOURTH PRESIDEST 
OF THE UNITED STATES.

He died in the last year of the second term of 
the presidency of General Jackson, at the ad- 
vanced age of. eighty-six, his mind clear and 
active to the last, and greatly occupied witi 
solicitous concern for the safety of the Union 
which ho had contributed so much to establish. 
He was a patriot from the beginning. “When 
the first blood was shed in the streets of Boston, 
he was a student in the process of his education 
at Princeton College, where the next year, he 
received the degree of Bachelor of Arts. He 
was even then so highly distinguished by the 
power of application and the rapidity of progress, 
that he performed all the exercises of the two 
senior collegiate years in one—while at the 
same time his deportment was so exemplary, 
that Dr. AVitherspoon, then at the head of the 
college, and afterwards himself one of the most 
eminent patriots and sages of our revolution 
always delighted in bearing testimony to the | 
excellency of his character at that early stag 
of his career ; and said to Thomas Jefferson 
long afterwards, when they were all colleagues 
iu the revolutionary Congress, that in the whole 
career of Mr. Madison at Princeton, he hai 
never known him say, or do, an indiscreet thing'1 
So wrote Mr. John Quincy Adams in his die-1 
course upon the “Life of James Madison." 
written at the request of the two Houses (< 
Congress: and in this germ of manhood isI» 
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with General Hamilton ; and was, perhaps, the 
only eminent public man of his day who so 
classed, and so equally contended in three of the 
fields of intellectual action. Mr. Jefferson was 
Kcustomed to say he was the only man that 
could answer Hamilton. Perspicuity, precision, 
closeness of reasoning, and strict adherence to 
the unity of his subject, were the character
istics of his style ; and his speeches in Congress, 
and his dispatches from the State Department, 
may be equally studied as models of style, di
plomatic and parliamentary as sources of in
formation, as examples of integrity in conduct
ing public questions : and as illustrations of the 
amenity with which the most earnest debate, 
and the most critical correspondence, can be 
conducted by good sense, good taste, and good 
temper. Mr. Madison was one of the great 
founders of our present united federal govern
ment, equally efficient in the working convention 
which framed the constitution and the written 
labors which secured its adoption. Co-laborer 
with General Hamilton in the convention and 
in the Federalist—both members of the old Con
gress and of the convention at the same time, 
and working together in both bodies for the at
tainment of the same end, until the division of 
parties in Washington’s time began to estrange 
old friends, and to array against each other 
former cordial political co-laborers. As the 
first writer of one party, General Hamilton 
wrote some leading papers, which, as the first 
writer of the other party, Mr. Madison was 
called upon to answer : but without forgetting 
on the part of either their previous relations, 
their decorum of character, and their mutual 
respect for each other. Nothing that either 
said could give an unpleasant personal feeling 
to the other ; and, though writing under bor
rowed names, their productions were equally 
known to each other and the public ; for none 
bat" themselves could imitate themselves. 
Purity, modesty, decorum—a modoration, tem
perance, and virtue in every thing — were the 
characteristics of Mr. Madison’s life and man
ners ; and it is grateful to look back upon such 
elevation and beputy of personal character in 
the illustrious and venerated founders of our 
Republic, leaving such virtuous private charac
ters to be admired, as well as such great works 
to be preserved. The offer of this tribute to 
the memory of one of the purest of public men

is the more gratefully rendered, private reasons 
mixing with considerations of public duty. Mr. 
Madison is the only President from whom he 
ever asked a favor, and who granted immediately 
all that was asked—a lieutenant-colonelcy in 
the army of the United States in the late war 
with Great Britain.

CHAPTER C X L V111.

DEATH OF MR. MONUOF., FIFTH PRESIDENT OF 
THE UNITED STATES.

He died during the first term of the ad
ministration of President Jackson, and is ap
propriately noticed in this work next after Mr. 
Madison, with whom he had been so long and 
so intimately associated, both in public and in 
private life ; and whose successor he hail been 
in successive high posts, including that of the 
presidency itself. He is • one of our eminent 
public characters which have not attained their 
due place in history ; nor has any one attempted 
to give him that place but one—Mr John Quincy 
Adams—in his discourse upon the life of Mr. 
Monrioe. Mr. Adams, and who could be a more 
competent judge ? places him in tlie first tine 
of American statesmen, and contributing, during 
the fifty years of his connection with the public 
affairs, a full share in the aggrandisement and 
advancement of his country. His parts were 
not shining, but solid. He lacked genius, but 
he possessed judgment : and it was the remark 
of Dean Swift, well illustrated in his own case 
and that of his associate friends, Harley and 
Bolingbroke (three of the rarest geniuses that 
ever acted together, and whose cause went to ruin 
notwithstanding their wit and eloquence), that 
genius was not necessary to the conducting of the 
affairs of state : that judgment, diligence, know
ledge, good intentions, and will, were sufficient. 
Mr. Monroe was an instance of the soundness of 
this remark, as well as the three brilliant geniuses 
of Queen Anne’s time, and on the opposite side 
of it. Mr. Monroe had none of the mental 
qualities which dazzle and astonish mankind ; 
but he had a discretion which seldom committed 
a mistake—an integrlt/that always looked to 
the public good—a firmness of will which car
ried him resolutely upon his object—a diligence
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that mastered every subject—and a perseverance 
that yielded to no obstacle or reverse, lie began 
his patriotic career in the military service, at the 
commencement of the war of the revolution— 
went into the general assembly of his native 
State at an early age—and thence, while still 
young, into the continental Congress. There 
he showed his character, and laid the foundation 
of his future political fortunes in his uncompro
mising opposition to the plan of a treaty with 
Spain by which the navigation of the Mississip
pi was to be given up for twenty-five years in 
return for commercial privileges. It was the 
qualities of judgment, and perseverance, which 
he displayed on that occasion, which brought 
him those calls to diplomacy in which he was 
afterwards so much employed with three of the 
then greatest Euro|iean powers—France, Spain, 
Great Britain. And it was in allusion to this 
circumstance that President Jefferson after
wards, when the right of deposit at New Orleans 
had been violated by Spain, and when a minister 
was wanted to recover it, said, “ Monroe is the 
man : the defence of the Mississippi belongs to 
him.” And under this appointment he had> the 
felicity to put his name to the treaty which se
cured the Mississippi, its navigation and all the 
territory drained by its western waters, to the 
United States for ever. Several times in his life 
he seemed to miscarry, and to fall from the 
top to the bottom of the political ladder : but 
always to reascend as high, or higher than ever. 
Recalled by Washington from the French mis
sion. to which ho had been appointed from the 
Senate of the United States, he returned to the 
starting point of his early career—the general 
assembly of his State—served as a member from 
his county—w as elected Governor ; and from 
that post restored by Jefferson to the French 
mission, soon to be followed by the embassies 
to Spain and England. Becoming estranged 
from Mr. Madison about the time of that gentle
man’s first election to the presidency, and hav
ing returned from his missions a little mortified 
that Mr. Jefferson had rejected his British treaty 
without sending it to the Senate, he was again 
at the foot of the political ladder, and apparently 
out of favor with those who were at its top.

Nothing despairing, he went^iack to the 0lj 
starting point—served again ih the Virginia 
general assembly—was again elected Governor 
and from that post was called to the cabinet of 
Mr. Madison, to be his double Secretary of Stale 
and War. He was the effective power in the 
declaration of war against Great Britain. fljs 
residence abroad had shown him that unavenged 
British wrongs was lowering our character with 
Europe, and that war with the “ mistress of the 
seas ” was as necessary to our respectability in 
the eyes of the world, as to the security of our 
citizens and commerce upon the ocean. I]e 
brought up Hr. Madison to the war point. Hv 
drew the war report which the committee oa
foreign relations presented to the IIc»se_that
report which the absence of Mr. Peter B. Porter 
the chairman, and the hesitancy of Mr. Grundy 
the second on the committee, threw into the 
hands of Mr. Calhoun, the third on the list and 
the youngest of the committee ; and the pre
sentation of which immediately gave him a na
tional reputation. Prime mover of the war, he 
w as also one of its most efficient supporters, 
taking upon himself, when adversity pressed, 
the actual duties of war minister, financier, and 
foreign secretary at the same time. lie was an 
enemy to all extravagance, to all intrigue, to all 
indirection in the conduct of business. Mr. 
Jefferson’s comprehensive and compendious eu- 
logium upon him, as brief as true, was the 
faithful description of the man—“ honest and 
brave.” Ho was an enemy to nepotism, and 
no consideration or .entreaty—no need of the 
support which an office would give, or interces
sion from friends—could ever induce him to 
appoint a relative to any place under the go
vernment. He had opposed the adoption of 
the constitution until amendments were ob
tained ; but these had, he became one of its 
firmest supporters, and labored faithfully, am- 
iously and devotedly, to administer it in its pun- 
ty. He was the first President under whom the 
author of this View served, commencing his first 
senatorial term with the commencement of the 
second presidential term of this last of the men 
of the revolution who were spared to fill theoffio 
in the great Republic which they had founded.

CHAPTER C X
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tq say that it distanced competition—leaving all 
associates and opponents far behind, and carry
ing the case. Seldom has one speech brought 
so much fame, and high appointment to any one 
man. When he had delivered it his reputation 
was in the zenith: in less than nine brief 

I months thgfeaftcr he was Secretary at War, 
Secretary of State, Minister to F rance, and Chief 
Justice of the Supreme Court of the United 
States. Politically, he classed with the federal 
party, and was one of those high-minded and 
patriotic men of that party, who, acting on 

solid judgment, great I Principle, commanded the respect of those even 
who deemed them wrong.

CHAPTER CXLIX.

death of chief justice Marshall

He died in the middle of the second term of 
General Jackson’s presidency, having been chief 
justice of the Supreme Court of the United 
States full thirty-five years, presiding all the 
while (to use the inimitable language of Mr. 
Randolph), “with native dignity and unpre
tending grace.” Ho was supremely fitted for 

high judicial station :
reasoning powers, acute and penetrating mind : 
with manners and habits to suit the purity and 
the sancity of the ermine attentive, patient, 
laborious: grave on the bench, social in the 
intercourse of life: simple in his tastes, and in
exorably just. Seen by a stranger come into a 
room, and ho would be taken for a modest coun
try gentleman, .without claims to attention, and 
ready to take thS lowest place in company, or 
it table, and to act bis part without trouble to 
my body. Spoken tà, and closely observed, he 
would be seen to bo fc. gentleman of finished 
bleeding, of winning and prepossessing talk, and 

just is much mind as the occasion required 
him to show. Coming to man’s estate at the 
beginning of the revolution he followed the cur
rent into which so many young men, destined 
to become eminent, so ardently entered ; and 

| reeved in the army, and with notice and obser
vation, under the eyes of Washington. Elected 
to Congress at an early age he served in the 
House of Representatives in the time of the 
elder Mr. Adams, and found in one of the pro
minent questions of the day a subject entirely 
fitted to his acute and logical turn of mind—the 
case of the famous Jonathan Robbins, claiming 
to be an American citizen, reclaimed by the 
British government as a deserter, delivered up, 
and hanged at the yard-arm of an English man- 
of-war. Party spirit took up the case, and it 
to one to inflame that spirit. Mr. Marshall 
spoke in defence of the administration, and 
made the master speech of the day, when there 
were such master speakers in Congress as 
Madison, Gallatin, William B. Giles, Edward 
Livingston, John Randolph. It was a judicial 
subject, adapted to the legal mind of Mr. Mar 
shall, requiring a legal pleading : and.well did 
he plead IL Mr. Randolph has often been heard

CHAPTER CL.

DEATH OF COL BURK, THIRD VICE-PRESIDENT 
OF TIIE UNITED STATES.

He was one of the few who, entering the war 
of independence with ardor and brilliant pros
pects, disappointed the expectations he had 
created, dishonored the cause he hail espoused, 
and ended in shame the career which he had 
opened with splendor. lie was in the adven
turous expedition of Arnold through the wilder
ness to Quebec, went ahead in the disguise of 
a priest to give intelligence of the approach of 
aid to General Montgomery, arrived safely 
through many dangers, captivated the General 
by the courage and address which he had shown, 
was received by him into his military family ; 
nrd was at his side when lie was killed. Re
turning to the seat of war in the Northern 
States he was invited by Washington, captiva
ted like Montgomery by the soldierly and intel
lectual qualities ho had shown, to his head
quarters, with a view to placing him on his 
staff ; hut he soon perceived that the brilliant 
young man lacked principle ; and quietly got 
rid of him. The after part of his life was such 
as to justify the opinion which Washington had 
formed of him ; hut such was his address and 
talent as to rise to high political distinction: 
Attorney General of New-York, Senator in 
Congress, and Vice-President of the United 
States. At the close of the presidential election 
of 1800, he stood equal with Mr. Jefferson in 

l the vote which he received, and his undoubted
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successor at the end of Mr. Jefferson’s term. 
But there his honors came to a stand, and took 
a downward turn, nor ceased descending until 
he was landed itr the abyss of shame, misery, 
and desolation. He intrigued with the federal
ists to supplant Mr. Jefferson—to get the place 
of President, for which he had not received a 
single vote—was suspected, detected, baffled— 
lost the respect of his party, and was thrown 
upon crimes to recover a position, or to avenge 
his losses. The treasonable attempt in the 
West, and the killing of General Hamilton, 
ended his career in the United States. But 
although he had deceived the masses, and 
reached the second office of the government, 
with the certainty of attaining the first if he 
only remained still, yet there were some close 
observers whom he never deceived. The early 
mistrust of Washington has been mentioned : 
it became stronger as Burr mounted higher in 

"the public favor ; and in 1Ï94, when a senator 
in Congress, and when the republican party had 
taken him for their choice for the French mission 
in the place of Mr. Monroe recalled, and had 
sent a committee of which Mr. Madison was 
chief to ask his nomination from Washington, 
that wise and virtuous man peremptorily re
fused it, giving as a categorical reason, that his 
rule was invariable, never to appoint an im
moral man to any office. Mr. Jefferson had the 
saipe ill opinion of him, and, notwithstanding his 
party zeal, always considered him in market 
when the federalists had any high office to 
bestow. But General Hamilton was most 
thoroughly imbued with a sense of his un- 
worthiness, and deemed it due to his country to 
balk his election over Jefferson ; and did so. 
His letters to the federal members of Congress 
painted Burr iif his true character, and dashed 
far from his grasp, and for ever, the gilded prize 
his hand was touching. For that frustration 
»f his hopes, four years afterwards, he killed 
Hamilton in a duel, having on the part of Burr 
the spirit of an assassination—cold-blooded, cal
culated, revengeful, and falsely-pretexted. He 
alleged some trivial and recent matter for the 
challenge, such as would not justify it in any code 
of honor ; and went to the ground to kill upon 
an old g nidge which he was ashamed to avow. 
Hard was the fate of Hamilton—losing his life 
at the early age of forty-two for having done 
justice to his country in the person of the man

to whom he stood most politically opposed, and 
the chief of the party by which he had been 
constrained to retire from the Scene of publie 
life at the age of thirty-four—the age at which 
most others begin it—he having accomplished 
gigantic works. He was the man most eminently 
and variously endowed of all the eminent men 
of his day—at once soldier and statesman, with i 
head to conceive, and a hand to execute : a writer 
an orator, a jurist: an organizing mind, able to 
grasp the greatest system ; and administrative, 
to execute the smallest details : wholly turned 
to the practical business of life, and with a ca
pacity for application and production which 
teemed with gigantic labors, each worthy to 1* 
the sole product of a single master intellect ; bat 
lavished in litters from the ever teeming fecun- 
dity of his prolific genuis. Hard his fate, when, 
withdrawing from public fife at the age of 
thirty-four, he felt himself constrained to appeal 
to posterity for that justice which contempo
raries withheld from him. And the appeal was 
not in vain. Statues rise to his memory : his
tory embalms his name : posterity will do jus
tice to the man who at the age of twenty was 
“the principal and most confidential aid of 
Washington,” who retained the love and confi
dence of the Father of his country to the last; 
and to whom honorable opponents, while op
posing his systems of policy, accorded honor, 
and patriotism, and social affections, and tran
scendental abilities.—This chapter was com
menced to write a notice of the character of 
Colonel Burn but that subject will not re
main under the pen. At the appearance of 
that name, the spirit of Hamilton starts up to 
rebuke the intrusion—to drive back the foul 
apparition to its gloomy abode—and to concen
trate all generous feeling on itself.

CHAPTER CLI.
DEATH OP WILLIAM B. GILES, OK VIRGINIA.

He also died under the presidency of Genenl 
Jackson. Ho was one of the eminent public 
men coming upon the stage of action W'th the 
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S, OF VIRGINIA.

was one of the most conspicuous in the early 
annals of our Congress. He had that kind of 
speaking talent which is most effective in legis
lative bodies, and which is so different from 
set-speaking. Ho was a debater ; and was con

sidered by Mr. Randolph to be, in our House of 
Representatives, what Charles Fox was admit
ted to be in the British House of Commons : 
the most accomplished debater which his coun
try had ever seen. But their acquired advan
tages were very different, and their schools of 
practice very opposite. Mr. Fox perfected him

self in the House, speaking on every subject ; 
Jlr. Giles out of the House, talking to every 

body, Mr. Fox, a ripe scholar, addicted to liter
ature, and imbued with all the learning of all 
the classics in all time ; Mr. Giles neither read 
nor studied, but talked incessantly with able 
men, rather debating with them all the while : 
and drew from this source of infonnation, and 
from the ready powers of his mind, the ample 
means of speaking on every subject with the 
fulness which the occasion required, the quick
ness which confounds an adversary, and the 
effect which a lick in time always produces. 
He had the kind of talent which was necessary 
to complete the circle of all sorts of ability 
which sustained the administration of Mr. Jef
ferson. Macon was wise, Randolph brilliant, 
Gallatin and Madison able in argument ; but 
Giles was the ready champion, always ripe for 
the combat—always furnished with the ready 
change to meet every hill. He was long a 
member of the House ; then senator, and gov- 

j ernor; and died at an advanced age, like Patrick 
Henry, without doing justice to his genius in 
the transmission of his labors to posterity ; be
cause, like Henry, he had been deficient in edu
cation and in reading. He was the intimate 
friend of all the eminent men of his day, which 
sufficiently bespeaks him a gentleman of manners 
and heart, as well as a statesman of head and
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CHAPTER CL II.
! PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION OF 1886.

I
MaVas lie ran was the candidate of the demo- 

tratic party ; General Harrison the candidate of

the opposition; and Mr. Hugh L. White that ol 
a fragment of the democracy. Mr. Van Buren 
was elected, receiving one hundred and seventy 
electoral votes, to seventy-three given to Gene
ral Harrison, and twenty-six given to Mr. White. 
The States voting for each, were :—Mr. Van 
Buren : Maine, New Hampshire, Rhode Island, 
Connecticut, New York, Pennsylvania, Virginia, 
North Carolina, Louisiana, Mississippi, Illinois, 
Alabama, Missouri, Michigan, Arkansas. For 
General Harrison: Vermont, New Jersey, Dela
ware, Maryland, Kentucky, Ohio, Indiana. For 
Mr. White : Georgia and Tennessee. Massachu

setts complimented Mr. Webster by bestowing 
her fourteen votes upon him ; and South Caro
lina, as in the two preceding elections, threw 
her vote away upon a citizen not a candidate, 
and not a child of her soil—Mr. Mangum of 
North Carolina—disappointing the expectation» 
of Mr. White’s friends, whose standing for the 
presidency had been instigated by Mr. Calhoun, to 
divide the democratic party and defeat Mr. Van 
Buren. Colonel Richard M. Johnson, of Ken
tucky, was the democratic candidate for the vice- 
presidency, and received one hundred and forty- 
seven votes, which, not being a majority of the 
whole number of votes given, the election was 
referred to the Senate, to choose between the 
two highest on the list ; and that body being 
largely democratic, he was duly elected : receiv
ing thirty-three out of forty-nine senatorial 
votes. The rest of the vice-presidential vote, in 
the electoral colleges, had been between Mr. 
Francis Granger, of New York, who received 

seventy-seven votes ; Mr. John Tyler, of Virgi
nia, who received forty-seven ; and Mr. William 
Smith, of South Carolina, complimented by Vir
ginia with her twenty-three votes. Mr. Gran
ger, being the next highest on the list, ^fter 
Colonel Johnson, was voted for as one of the two 
referred to the Senate ; and received sixteen 
votes. A list of the senators voting for each 
will show the strength of the respective parties 
in the Senate, at the approaching end of Presi
dent Jackson’s administration ; and how signally 
all the efforts intended to overthrow him had 
ended in the discomfiture of their authors, and 
converted an absolute majority of the whole 
Senate into a meagre minority of one third. 
The votes for Colonel Johnson were : Mr. Ben- 
ton of Missouri ; Mr. Black of Mississippi ; Mr. 
Bedford Brown of North Carolina; Mr. Budhan-
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an of Pennsylvania ; Mr. Cuthbert of Georgia ; 
Mr. Dana of Maine ; Mr. Ewing of Illinois ; Mr. 
Fulton of Arkansas ; Mr. Grundy of Tennessee ; 
Mr. Hendricks of Indiana; Mr. Hubbard of 
Maine ; Mr. Wihiam Rufus King of Alabama ; 
Mr. John P. King of Georgia; Mr. Louis F. 
Linn of Missouri ; Mr. Lucius Lyon of Michi
gan ; Mr. McKean of Pennsylvania; Mr. Gabriel 
Moore of Alabama; Mr. Morris of Ohio ; Mr. 
Alexander Mouton of Louisiana ; Mr. Wilson 
C. Nicholas of Louisiana; Mr. Niles of Connec
ticut ; Mr. John Norvell of Michican ; Mr. John 
Page of New Hampshire ; Mr. Richard E. Par
ker of Virginia ; Mr. Rives of Virginia ; Mr. 
John M. Robinson of Illinois ; Mr. Ruggles of 
Maine ; Mr. Ambrose H. Sevier of Arkansas ; 
Mr. Pcleg Sprague of Maine ; Mr. Robert Strange 
of North Carolina ; Mr. Nathaniel P. Talmadge 
of New York ; Mr. Tipton of Indiana ; Mr. Ro
bert J. Walker of Mississippi ; Mr. Silas Wright 
of New York. Those voting for Mr. Francis 
Granger were: Mr. Richard H. Bayard of Dela
ware ; *Mr. Clay ; Mr. John M. Clayton of Dela
ware ; Mr. John Crittenden of Kentucky ; Mr. 
John Davis of Massachusetts ; Mr. Thomas 
Ewing of Ohio ; Mr. Kent of Maryland; Mr. 
Nchemiah Knight of Rhode Island; Mr. Pren
tiss of Vermont ; Mr. Asher Robbins of Rhode 
Island ; Mr. Samuel L. Southard of New Jer
sey; Mr. John S. Spence of Maryland ; Mr. 
Swift of Vermont ; Mr. Gideon Tomlinson of 
Connecticut ; Mr. Wall of New Jersey ; Mr. 
Webster. South Carolina did not vote, neither 
in the person of Mr. Calhoun nor in that of his 
colleague, Mr. Preston : an omission which could 
not be attributed to absence or accident, as both 
were present ; nor fail to be remarked and con
sidered ominous in the then temper of the State, 
and her refusa’ to vote in the three preceding 
presidential elections.

CHAPTER C L 111.

LAST ANNUAL MESSAGE OF PRESIDENT JACKSON.

At the opening of the second Session of the 
tw'enty-fourth Congress, President Jackson de
livered his last Annual Message, and under cir
cumstances to be grateful to his heart. The 
powerful opposition in Congress had been broken

down, and he saw full majorities of ardent 
tried friends in each House. We were in 
and friendship with all the world, and all excit 
ing questions quieted at home. Industry in a|] 
its branches was prosperous. The revenue «y 
abundant—too much so. The people were hap. 
py. His message, of course, was first a recapitu- 
lation of this auspicious state of things, at home 
and abroad ; and then a reference to the qucs. 
tions of domestic interest and policy which re
quired attention, and might call for action. 
the head of these measures stood the deposit 
act of the last session—the act which under the 
insidious and fabulous title of a deposit of a 
surplus of revenue with the States—made an 
actual distribution of that surplus ; and was m. 
tended by its contrivers to do so. His rK)tlce 
of this measure went to two points—his »wa 
regrets for having signed the act, and his mis. 
givings in relation to its future observation. He 
said:

“ The consequences apprehended, when tin 
deposit act of the last session received a re. 
lue tant approval, have been measurably realized. 
Though an act merely for the deposit of the 
surplus moneys of the United States in the 
State Treasuries, for safe keeping, until they 
may be wanted for the service of the general 
government, it has been extensively spoken d 
as an act to give the money to the several States- 
and they have been advised to use it as a gilt, 
without regard to the means of refunding it 
when called for. Such a suggestion has doubt- 
less been made without a duo consideration of 
the obligation of the deposit act, and without 
a proper attention to the various principles 
and interests which are affected by it. It j, 
manifest that the law itself cannot sanction such 
a suggestion, and that, as it now stands, the 
States have no more authority to receive and 
use these deposits without intending to return 
them, than any deposit bank, or any individual 
temporarily charged with the safe-keeping or 
application of the public money, would now 
have for converting the same to their private 
use, without the consent and against the will of 
the government. But, independently of the 
violation of public faith and moral obligation 
which arc involved in this suggestion, when 
examined in reference to the terms of the pre
sent deposit act, it is believed that the con
siderations which should govern the future 
legislation of Congress on this subject, will te 
equally conclusive against the adoption of ant 
measure recognizing the principles on wind 
the suggestion has been made.”
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' — ■ session was over there was actually a motion to
of ardent and ■ r(i|(.lisc the States from their obligation to rc-

3 wm ln Poace ■ Etore the money—to lay which motion on the
l, and all excit- H ,#|je there were seventy-three resisting votes— 
Industry in all ■ a[1 ytonishing number in itself, and the more
re revenue was ■ s0 as given by the same members, sitting in the 
»ple were hap. H Qmc seats, who had voted for the net as a de- 
first a recapitu- ■ ^ a few months before. Such a vote was 
things, at home H ominous of the fate of the money ; and that 
» to the ques- ■ fate was npt long delayed. Akin to this men- 
lolicy which re- H surC) and in fact the parent of which it was the 
for action. At ■ petard progeny, was distribution itself, under 
lod the deposit H jts 0wn proper name , and which it was evident 
which under the ^E was goon to be openly attempted, encouraged 
a deposit of a ^E as jts advocates were by the success gained in 

tales—made m tl,e deposit act. The President, with his char-
us ; and was in. ^E actcristic frankness and firmness, impugned that 
so. His notice ^B policy in advance ; and deprecated its effects un
winds—his own ■ jcr every aspect of public and private justice, 
ct, and lus mis. ^B |n,j 0f every consideration of a wise or just 
observation. lie ■ ^y. He said :

‘•To collect revenue merely for distribution 
nded, when the to the States, would seem to be highly impolitic, 
n received a re- ^B if cot as dangerous as the proposition to retain it 
isurably realized. ^B is the Treasury. The shortest reflection must 
3 deposit of the ^B satisfy every one that to require the people to 
d States in the ^B pay taxes to the government merely that they 
ping, until they ^B may be paid back again, is sporting with the 
! of the general ^B substantial interests of the country, and no 
isively spokend system which produces such a result can be 
xe several States; expected to receive the public countenance. 
3 use it as a gift, ^B Nothing could be gained by it, even if each in- 
of refunding it dividual who contributed a portion of the tax 

rstion lias doubt- could receive back promptly the same portion, 
consideration But it is apparent that no system of the kind

act, and without can ever be enforced, which will not absorb a
avions principles considerable portion of tile money, to bo distri
led by it. It is H tated in salaries and commissions to the agents 
not sanction such employed in the process and in the various
now stands, the losses and depreciations which arise from other

ty to receive and causes; and the practical effect of such an at- 
.ending to return tempt mast ever bo to burden the people with 
or any individual ^B taxes, not fur purposes beneficial to them, hut 

s safe-kcepiing or to swell the profits of deposit hanks, and sup- 
mey, would now port a band of useless public officers. A distri- 
to their private ^B bution to the people is impracticable and unjust 

against the will of in other respects, it would be taking one man’s 
pcndently of the ^B property and fiviug it to another. Such would 
moral obligation be the unavoidable result of a rule of equality 

suggestion, when (and none other is spoken of, or would be likely 
terms of the pro ^B to be adopted), inasmuch as there is no mode by 
ed that the con- ^B which the amount of the individual contribu- 
overn the future lions of our citizens to the public revenue can 
is subject, will he be ascertained. We know that they contribute 
e adoption of anv wiet/ually, and a rule therefore that would dis- 
nciples on which ^B tribute to them equally, would be liable to all 

■ the objections which apply to the principle of 
■ an equal division of property. To make the 

unded. Before tk ^B g»aeral government the instrument of carrying

vuiuus y.uicipie into effect, would be at 
once to destroy the means of its usefulness, and 
change the character designed for it by the 
framers of the constitution.”

There was another consideration connected 
with this policy of distribution which the Pre
sident did not name, and could not, in the deco
rum and reserve of an official communication to 
Congress : it was the intended effect of these 
distributions—to debauch the people with their 
own money, and to gain presidential votes by 
lavishing upon them the spoils of their country. 
To the honor of the people this intended effect 
never occurred ; no one of those contriving these 
distributions ever reaching the high object of 
their ambition. Instead of distribution—instead 
of raising money from the people to be returned 
to the people, with all the deductions which the 
double operation of collecting and dividing 
would incur, and with the losses which unfaith
ful agents might inflict—instead of that idle 
and wasteful process, which would have been 
childish if it had not been vicious, he recom
mended a reduction of taxes on the comforts 
and necessaries of life, and the levy of no more 
money than was necessary for the economical 
administration of the government ; and said :

“In reducing the revenue to the wants of the 
government, your particular attention is invited 
to those articles which constitute the necessaries 
of life. The duty on salt was laid as a war tax, 
and was nu doubt 'continued to assist in provid
ing for tile payment of the war debt. There is 
no article the release of which from taxation 
would be felt so generally and so beneficially. 
To this may be added all kinds of fuel and pro
visions. Justice and benevolence unite in favor 
of releasing the poor of our cities from burdens 
which are not necessary to the support of our 
government, and tend ouly to iucrease the 
wants of the destitute.”

| The issuance of the “Treasury Circular” 
naturally claimed a place in the President’s 
message ; and received it. The President gave 
his reason for the measure ill the necessity of 
saving the public domain from being exchanged 
for hank paper money, which was not wanted, 
and might be of little value or use when want
ed ; and expressed himself thus :

“ The effects of an extension of bank credits, 
and over-issues of bank paper, have been strik
ingly illustrated in the sales of the public lands. 
From the returns made by the various register* 
and receivers in the early part of last summer
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it was perceived that the receipts arising from 
the sales of the public lands, were increasing to 
an unprecedented amount. In effect, however, 
these receipts amounted to nothing more than 
credits In bank. The banks lent out their notes 
to speculators ; they were paid to the receivers, 
and immediately returned to the banks, to be 
lent out again and again ; being mere instru
ments to transfer to speculators the most valu
able public land, and pay the government by a 
credit on the books of the banks. Those cre
dits on the books of some of the western banks, 
usually called deposits, were already greatly 
beyond their immediate means of payment, and 
were rapidly increasing. Indeed each specula
tion furnished means for another ; for no sooner 
had one individual or company paid in the 
notes, than they were immediately lent to ano
ther for a like purpose ; and the banks were 
extending their business and their issues so 
largely, as to alarm considerate men, and render 
it doubtful whether these bank credits, if per
mitted to accumulate, would ultimately be of 
the least value to the government. The spirit 
of expansion and speculation was not confined 
to the deposit banks, but pervaded the whole 
multitude of banks throughout the Union, and 
was giving rise to new institutions to aggravate 
the evil. The safety of the public funds, and 
the interest of the people generally, required 
that these operations should be checked ; and it 
became the duty of every branch of the general 
and State governments to adopt all legitimate 
and proper means to produce that salutary 
effect. Under this view of ray duty, I directed 
the issuing of the order which will be laid be
fore you by the Secretary of the Treasury, re
quiring payment for the public lands sold to be 
made in specie, with an exception until the 15th 
of the present month, in favor of actual settlers. 
This measure has produced many salutary con
sequences. It checked the career of the Western 
banks, and gave them additional strength in 
anticipation of the pressure which has since 
pervaded our Eastern as well as the European 
commercial cities. By preventing the extension 
of the credit system, it measurably cut off the 
means of speculation, and retarded its progress 
in monopolizing the most valuable of the public 
lands. It lias tended to save the new States, 
from a non-resident proprietorship, one of the 
greatest obstacles to the advancement of a new 
country, and the prosperity of an old one. It 
has tended to keep open the public lands for 
the entry of emigrants at government prices, 
instead of their being compelled to purchase of 
speculators at double or treble prices. And it 
is conveying into the interior large sums in 
silver and gold, there to enter permanently into 
the currency of the country, and place it on a 
firmer foundation. It is confidently believed 
that the country will find in the motives which 
induced that onler, and the happy consequences 
which will have ensued, much to commend and 
nothing to condemn.”

The people were satisfied with the Treasury 
Circular ; they saw its honesty and good effects, 
but the politicians were not satisfied with j,_ 
They thought they saw in it a new exercise of 
illegal power in the President—a new tampering 
with the currency—a new destruction of the 
public prosperity; and commenced an attack 
upon it the moment Congress met, very much 
in the style of the attack upon the order forthe 
removal of the deposits ; and with fresh hopes 
from the resentment of the “ thousand banks " 
whose notes had been excluded, and from the 
discontent of many members of Congress whose 
schemes of speculation had been balked. And 
notwithstanding the democratic majorities in 
the two Houses, the attack upon the “Circular” 
had a great success, many members being in- 
terested in the excluded banks, and partners in 
schemes for monopolizing the lands. A bill in- 
tended to repeal the Circular was actnallv 
passed through both Houses ; but not in direct 
terms. That would have been too flagrant. It 
was a bad thing, and could not be fairly done 
and therefore gave rise to indirection and ambi 
guity of provisions, and complication of phrases, 
and a multiplication of amphibologies, which 
brought the bill to a very ridiculous conclusion 
when it got to the hands of General Jackson. 
But of this hereafter.

The intrusive efforts made by politicians and 
missionaries, first, to prevent treaties from bein« 
formed with the Indians to remove from the 
Southern States, and then to prevent the re
moval after the treaties were made, led to se
rious refusals on the part of some of these 
tribes to emigrate ; and it became necessary to 
dispatch officers of high rank and reputation, 
with regular troops, to keep down outrages and 
induce peaceable removal. Major General 
Jesup was sent to the Creek nation, where he 
had a splendid success in a speedy and bloodless 
accomplishment of his object. Major General 
Scott was sent to the Cherokees, where a perti
nacious resistance was long encountered bet 
eventually and peaceably overcome. The Semi
nole hostilities in Florida were just breaking 
out ; and the President, in his message, this 
notices all these events :
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employment of nearly our whole regular force, 
including the marine corps, and of large bodies 
of militia and volunteers. With all these events, 
so far as they were known at the seat of govern
ment before the termination of your last session, 
von are already acquainted ; and it is therefore 
hulv needful in this place to lay before you a 
brief summary of what has since occurred. The 
war with the "Scminoles during the summer was, 
on our part, chiefly confined to the protection 
of our frontier settlements from the incursions 
of the enemy ; and, as a necessary and impor
tant means for the accomplishment of that end, 
to the maintenance of the posts previously es
tablished. In the course of this duty several 
actions took place, in which the bravery and 
discipline of both officers and men were con- 
micuously displayed, and which I have deemed 
it proper to notice in resyiect to the former, by 
the granting of brevet rank for gallant services 
in the field. But as the force of the Indians 
was not so far weakened by these partial suc- 
wsses as to lead them to submit, and as their 
tarage inroads were frequently repeated, early 
measures were taken for placing at the disposal 
„f Governor Call, who, as commandcr-in-chief 
of the territorial militia, had been temporarily 
invested with the command, an ample force, for 
the purpose of resuming offensive operations in 
the most efficient manner, so soon as the season 
should permit. Major General Jcsup was also 
directed, on the conclusion of his duties in the 
I'reek country, to repair to Florida, and assume 
the command. Happily for the interests of 
humanity, the hostilities with the Creeks were 
brought to a close soon after your adjournment, 
without that effusion of blood, which at one time 
was apprehended as inevitable. The uncondi
tional submission of the hostile party was fol
lowed by their speedy removal to the country 
aligned them west of the Mississippi. The in
quiry as to the alleged frauds in the purchase 
of the reservations of these Indians, and the 
causes of their hostilities, requested by the re
solution ef tho House of Representatives of the 
lit of July last to be made by the President, is 
now going on. through the agency of commis
sioners appointed for that purpose. Their report 
may he expected during your present session, 
lhe difficulties apprehended in the Cherokee 
country have been prevented, and the peace and 
safety of that region and its vicinity effectually 
secured, by the timely measures taken by the 
war department, and still continued.”

I The Bank of the United States was destined 
to receive another, and a parting notice from 
bencral Jackson, and greatly to its further dis
credit, brought upon it by its own lawless and 
dishonest course. Its charter had expired, and 
it had delayed to refund the stock paid for by 
the United States, or to pay the back dividend ; 
and had transferred itself with all its effects.

and all its subscribers except the United States, 
to a new corporation, under the same name, 
created by a proviso to a road bill in the Genera) 
Assembly of Pennsylvania, obtained by bribery, 
as subsequent legislative investigation proved. 
This transfer, or transmigration, was a new 
and most amazing procedure. The metempsy
chosis of a hank was a novelty which confound
ed and astounded the senses, and set tho wits 
of Congress to work to find out how it could 
legally be done. The President, though a good 
lawyer and judge of law, did not trouble him
self with legal subtleties and disquisitions. He 
took the broad, moral, practical, business view of 
the question ; and pronounced it to be dishonest, 
unlawful, and irresponsible ; and recommended 
to Congress to look after its stock. The mes
sage said :

“ The conduct and present condition of that 
bank, and the great amount of capital vested in 
it by the United States, require your careful at
tention. Us charter expired on the third day 
of March last, and it has now no power but that 
given in the 21st section, ‘ to use the corporate 
name, style, and capacity, for the purpose of 
suits, for the final settlement and liquidation of 
the affairs and accounts of the corporation, and 
for the sale and disposition of their estate, real, 
personal, and mixed, and not for any other pur
pose, or in any other manner whatsoever, nor for 
a period exceeding two years after the expira
tion of the said term of incorporation.’ Before 
the expiration of the charter, the stockholders 
of the bank obtained an act of incorporation 
from the legislature of Pennsylvania, excluding 
only the United States. Instead of proceeding 
to wind up their concerns, and pay over to the 
United States the amount due on account of the 
stock held hy them, the president and directors 
of the old bank appear to have transferred the 
books, papers, notes, obligations, and most or all 
of its property, to this new corporation, which 
entered upon business as a continuation of the 
old concern. Amongst other acts of questiona- 

I bio validity, the notes of the expired corporation 
*are known to liave been used as its own, and 

again put in circulation. That the old bank 
had no right to issue or reissue its notes after 
the expiration of its charter, cannot be denied ; 
and that it could not confer any such right on 
its substitute, any more than exercise it itself, 
is equally plain. In law and honesty, the notes 
of the bank in circulation, at the expiration of 
its' charter, should have been called in by public 
advertisement, paid up as presented, and, to
gether with those on hand, cancelled and de
stroyed. Their re-issue is sanctioned by no law, 
and warranted by no necessity. If tho United 
States be responsible in their stock for the pay
ment of these notes, their re-issue by the new
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corporation, for their own profit, is a fraud on 
- • Uni " ~ 'the government If the United States is not 

responsible, then there is no legal responsibility 
in any quarter, and it is a fraud on the country. 
They are the redeemed notes of a dissolved 
partnership, but, contrary to the wishes of the 
retiring partner, and without his consent, are 
again re-issued and circulated. It is the high 
and peculiar duty of Congress to decide whether 
any further legislation be necessary for the se
curity of the large amount of public property 
now held and in use by the new bank, and for 
vindicating the rights of the government, and 
compelling a speedy and honest settlement with 
all the creditors of the old bank, public and pri
vate, or whether the subject shall be left to the 
power now possessed by the executive and 
judiciary. It remains to be seen whether the 
persons, who, as managers of the old bank, un
dertook to control the government, retained the 
public dividends, shut their doors upon a com
mittee of the House of Representatives, and filled 
the country with panic to accomplish their own 
sinister objects, may now, as managers of a new 
Bank, continue with impunity to flood the coun
try with a spurious currency, use the seven mil
lions of government stock for their own profit, 
and refuse to the United States all information 
as to the present condition of their own proper
ty, and the prospect of recovering it into their 
own possession. The lessons taught by the 
bank of the United States cannot well be lost 
upon the American people. They will take care 
never again to place so tremendous a power in 
irresponsible hands, and it will be fortunate if 
they seriously consider the consequences which 
are likely to result on a smaller scale from the 
facility with which corporate powers are granted 
by their State government.”

This novel and amazing attempt of the bank to 
transmigrate into the body of another bank with 
all its effects, was a necessity of its position—the 
necessity which draws a criminal to even insane 
acts to prevent the detection, exposure, and ruin 
from which guilt recoils in not less guilty contriv
ances. The bank was broken, and could not wind 
up, and wished to postpone, or by chance avert 
the dreaded discovery. It was in the position of 
a glass vase, cracked from top to bottom, and 
ready to split open if touched, but looking as 
if whole while sitting unmoved on the shelf. 
The great bank was in this condition, and there
fore untouchable, and saw no resource except in 
a metempsychosis—a difficult process for a soul
less institution—and thereby endeavoring to 
continue its life without a change of name, form, 
or substance. The experiment was a catastro
phe, as might have been expected beforehand j 
and as was soon seen afterwards.

The injury resulting to the public service 
from the long delay in making the approprij. 
tions at the last session—delayed while occupied 
with distribution bills until the season for labor 
had well passed away. On this point the mes
sage said :

“ No time was lost, after the making of the 
requisite appropriations, in resuming the great 
national work of completing the unfinished for- 
tifications on our seaboard, and of placing them 
in a proper state of defence. In consequence 
however, of the very late day at which thos« 
bills were passed, but little progress could be 
made during the season which has just closed 
A very large amount of the moneys granted at 
your last session accordingly remains unexpend, 
ed ; but as the work will be again resumed at 
the earliest moment in the coming spring the 
balance of the existing appropriations, anil, in 
several cases which will be laid before yrou. with 
the proper estimates, further sums for the like 
objects, may be usefully expended during the 
next year.”

Here was one of the evils of dividing the pub- 
lie money, and of factious opposition to the got- 
emment. The session of 1834—’5 had closed 
without a dollar for the military defences, leav
ing half finished works unfinished, and finished 
works unarmed ; and that in the presence of a 
threatening collision with France ; and at the 
subsequent session of 1835- 6, the appropriation* 
were not made until the month of July yd 
when they could not be used or applied.

Scarcely did the railroad system begin to 
spread itself along the highways of the United 
States than the effects of the monopoly and et-, 
tort ion incident to moneyed corporations, begu 
to manifest itself in exorbitant demands for the 
transportation of the mails, and in capricious 
refusals to carry them at all except on their own 
terms. President Jackson was not the man to | 
submit to an imposition, or to capitulate to i 
corporation. He brought the subject before I 
Congress, and invited particular attention to it 
in a paragraph of his message ; in which he | 
said :

“ Your particular attention is invited to the 
subject of mail contracts with railroad com-1 
panics. The present laws providing for the ml-1 
ing of contracts are based upon the presumption I 
that competition among bidders will secure the I 
service at a fair price. But on most of the ml f 
road lines there is no competition in that kind I 
of transportation, and advertising is therefore I 
useless. No contract can now be made with I 
them, except such as shall be negotiated before I

the time of offering or afterwards 
of the Postmaster-general to p 
prices is, practically, without 
would be a relief to him, and no 
conduce to the public interest t 
law some equitable basis upon w 
tracts shall rest, and restrict him 
of allowance. Under a liberal at 
hr would undoubtedly be able to 
rices of most of the railroad coni) 
interest of the Department wou
ranced.”

The message recommended a 1 
vision over the Indian tribes re 
West of the Mississippi, with i 
suggestion of preventing intestine 
tarr interference, as well ns impre 
dition by all the usual means. Oi 
it said :

"The national policy, founded al 
and u humanity, so long and so ste 
by this government, for the remc 
dian tribes originally settled on tl 

I Mississippi, to the west of that
said to have been consummated by i
of the late treaty with the Che 
measures taken in the execution o 
and in relation to our Indian alia 
will fully appear by referring to tin 
ing papers. Without dwelling on 
and important topics embraced in 
invite your attention to the impor 
riding a well-digested and comprehi 
for the protection, supervision and 
of the various tribes now planted J country. The suggestions subm 

I commissioner of Indian affairs, and 
the secretary, on this subject, and a 
to the establishment of additional n 

I in the Indian country, are entitled 
I found consideration. Both measur 
I -ary for the double purpose of pi 
I Indians from intestine war, and in o 
I complying , with our engagements 
I of securing our Western frontier ac 
I sms, which otherwise will assure!
I on it. Ihe best hopes of humanit 
I to the aboriginal race, tile welfare o 
I extending settlements, and the hono:
I ml States, are nil deeply involved 
I lions existing between this governn 
I migrating tribes. 1 trust, thcrefi 
I various matters submitted in thvar 
■documents, in respect to those relati 
lcweyour early and mature dclibc 
I that it may issue in the " ,,
■ measures adapted to the circiimstar 
lbes of the present crisis.”

This suggestion of preventing in
in they arc called) in the bosoms 
■isfounded equally in humanity to

1 Vol. I.—44
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would be a relief to him, and no doubt would 
ronduce to the public interest, to prescribe by 
l,w some equitable basis U|>on which such cop- 
tracts shall rest, and restrict him by a fixed rule 
„f allowance, tinder a liberal act of that sort, 
he would undoubtedly be able to secure the ser- 
vices of most of the railroad companies, and the 
mterest of the Department would be thus ad
vanced, ”

The message recommended a friendly super
vision over the Indian tribes removed to the 
Wet of the Mississippi, with the important 
suggestion of preventing intestine war by mili
tari' interference, as well ns improving their con
dition by all the usual means. On these points,

it said:
-The national policy, founded alike in interest 

md i:i humanity, so long and so steadily pursued 
by this government, for the removal of tbe In
dian tribes originally settled on this side of the 
Mississippi, to the west of that river, may be 
said to have been consummated by the conclusion 
of the late treaty with the Chcrokecs. The 
measures taken in the execution of that treaty, 
and in relation to our Indian affairs generally, 
will fully appear by referring to the accompany
ing pipers. Without dwelling on the numerous 
and important topics embraced in them, I again 
invite your attention to the importance of pro
viding a well-digested and comprehensive system 
for tlie protection, supervision and improvement 
of the various tribes now planted in the Indian 
country. The suggestions submitted by the 
commissioner of Indian affairs, and enforced by 
ik secretary, on this subject, and also in regard 
in the establishment of additional military posts 
in the Indian country, are entitled to yonr pro
found consideration. Both measures are neces
sary for the double purpose of protecting the 
Indians from intestine war, and in other respects 
complying.with our engagements to them, and 
of securing our Western frontier against incur
sions, which otherwise will assuredly he made 
on it The best hopes of humanity, in regard 
lo the aboriginal race, the welfare of our rapidly 
«lending settlements, and the honor of the Uni- 
led States, are all deeply involved in the rein- 
lions existing between this government and the 
emigrating tribes. 1 trust, therefore, that the 
various matters submitted in the accompanying 
documents, in respect to those relations, will rv- 
iceivc your early and mature deliberation ; and 
that it may issue in the adoption of legislative 
measures adapted to the circumstances and du
ties of the present crisis.”

and duty to ourselves. Such wars are nothing 
but massacres, assassinations and confiscations. 
The stronger party oppress a hated, or feared 
minority or chief; and slay with impunity (in 
some of the tribes), where the assumption of a 
form of government, modelled after that of tlie 
white race, for which they have no capacity, 
gives the justification of executions to what is 
nothing hut revenge and assassination. Under 
their own ancient laws, of blood for blood, and 
for the slain to avenge the wrong, this liability 
of personal responsibility restrained the killings 
to cases of public justifiable necessity. Since 
tlie removal of that responsibility, revenge, tin- 
bitirniyplundcr, take their course: and the con
sequence is a series of assassinations which have' 
been going on for a long time ; and still continue. 
To aggravate many of these massacres, and to 
give their victims a stronger claim upon the pro
tection of the United States, they are donp upon 
those who are friends to the United States, 
upon accusations of having betrayed the interest 
of the tribe in some treaty fur the sale of lands. 
The United States claim jurisdiction over their 
country, and exercise it in the punishment of 
some classes of criminals ; and it would he good 
to extend it to the length recommended by Pre
sident Jackson.

The message would have been incomplete 
without a renewal of the standing recommenda
tion tv take the presidential election out of the 
hands of intermediate bodies, and give it direct
ly to the people. He earnestly urged an amend
ment to the constitution to that effect ; hut that 
remedy living of slow, difficult, and doubtful at
tainment, the more speedy process by the action 
of the people becomes the more necessary. Con
gressional caucuses were put down by the peoplt- 
in the election of 1824: their substitute and sue 
cessor—national convent ions—ruled by a minor
ity, and managed by intrigue and corruption.

I arc about as much worse than a Congress cau- 
j CUS as Congress itself would lie if the members 

appointed, or contrived the appointment, of tlieni- 
l selves, instead of being elected by the people. 
The message nppropriatelyconcludcd with thanks 
to the people for the high honors to which they 
had lifted him, and their support under arduous 
circumstances, and said :

This suggestion of preventing intestine wars , „aving n0, the obscrvations <loem
«is they arc called) in the bosoms of the tribes, vd proper on this, the last occasion I shall have 
|is founded equally in humanity to the Indians of communicating with the two Houses of Co»-
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press at their meeting, I -cannot omit an expres
sion of the gratitude which is due to the great 
body of my fellow citizens, in whose partiality and 
indulgence I have found encouragement and sup
port in the many difficult and trying scenes 
through which it has been my lot to pass dur
ing my public career. Though deeply sensible 
that my exertions have not been crowned with a 
success corresponding to the degree of favor be
stowed upon me, I am sure that they will be 
considered as having been directed by an earnest 
desire to promote the good of my country ; and 
1 am consoled by the persuasion that whatever 
errors have been committed will find a corrective 
in the intelligence and patriotism of those who 
will succeed us. All that has occurred during 
my administration is calculated to inspire me 
with increased confidence in the stability of our 
institutions, and should I be spared to enter up- 
pon that mirement which is so suitable to my 
age and infirm health, and so much desired by 
me in other respects, I shall not cease to invoke 
that beneficent Jlcing to whose providence we 
are already so signally indebted for the continu
ance of his blessings on our beloved country.”

CHAPTER CLIV.

FINAL REMOVAL OF THE INDIANS.

At the commencement of the annual session of 
183C--’37, President Jackson had the gratifica
tion to make known to Congress the completion 
of the long-pursued policy of removing all the 
Indians in the States, and within the organized 
territories of the Union, to their new homes 
west of the Mississippi. It was a policy com
mencing with Jefferson, pursued by all succeed
ing Presidents, and accomplished by Jackson. 
The Creeks and Cherokees had withdrawn from 
Georgia and Alabama ; the Chickasaws and 
Choctaws from Mississippi and Alabama ; the 
Seminoles had stipulated to remove from Flori
da; Louisiana, Arkansas and Missouri had all 
been relieved of their Indian population ; Ken
tucky and Tennessee, by earlier treaties with 
the Chickasaws, had received the same advan
tage. This freed the slave States from an ob
stacle to their growth and prosperity, and left 
them free to expand, and to cultivate, to the 
full measure of their ample boundaries. All 
the free Atlantic States had long been relieved 
from their Indian populations, and in this re
spect the northern and southern States were 
now upon an equality. The result has been

proved to be, what it was then believed it would 
be, beneficial to both parties ; and still more » 
to the Indians than to the whites. With them 
it was a question of extinction, the time only 
the debatable point. They were daily wa«tm, 
under contact with the whites, and had before 
their eyes the eventual but certain fate of the 
hundreds of tribes found by the early colonists 
on the Roanoke, the James River, the Potomac, 
the Susquchannah, the Delaware, the Connecté 
cut, the Merrimac, the Kennebec and the Pen. 
obscot. The removal saved the southern tribes 
from that fate ; and in giving them new and 
unmolested homes beyond the verge of the 
white man’s settlement, in a country temperate 
in climate, fertile in soil, adapted to agriculture 
and to pasturage, with an outlet for hunting, 
abounding with salt water and salt springs—it 
left them to work out in peace the problem of 
Indian civilization. To all the relieved States 
the removal of the tribes within their borders 
was a great benefit—to the slave States tuns- 
cendently and inappreciably great. The largest 
tribes were within their limits, and the best of 
their lands in the hands of the Indians, to the 
extent, in some of the States, as Georgia, Ala- j 
bama and Mississippi, of a third or a quarter of 
their whole area I have heretofore shown, in 
the case of the Creeks and the Cherokees in 
Georgia, that the ratification of the treaties for I 

the extinction of Indian claims within her lim 
its, and which removed the tribes which encum. | 
bered her, received the cordial support of north
ern senators ; and that, in fact, without that 
support these great objects could not have tren 
accomplished. I have now to say the same of 
all the other slave States. They were all re
lieved in like manner. Chickasaws and Choc
taws in Mississippi and Alabama ; Chickasaw 
claims in Tennessee and Kentucky ; Scminola 
in Florida ; Caddos and Quapaws in Louisiana 
and in Arkansas ; Kickapoos, Delawares, Shaw- 
nees, Usages, Iowas, Pinkeshaws, AVeas. Pc 
orias, in. Missouri ; all underwent the same prel 
cess, and with the came support and result! 
Northern votes, in the Senate, came to the ratifi-l 
cation of every treaty, and to the passage i| 
every necessary, (appropriation act in the Houser 
of Representatives. Northern men may tr 
said to have made the treaties, and passed ill 
acts, as without their aid it could not have teed 
done, constituting, as they did, a large majort*
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in the House, and being equal in the Senate, 
where a vote of two-thirds was wanting. I do 
not go over these treaties and laws one by one, 
to show their passage, and by what votes. I 
did that in the case of the Creek treaty and the 
Cherokee treaty, for the removal of these tribes 
from Georgia ; and showed that the North was 
unanimous in one case, and nearly so in the 
other, while in both treaties there was a south
ern opposition, and in one of them (the Chero
kee), both Mr. Calhoun and Mr. Clay in the 
negative : and these instances may stand for an 
Illustration of the whole. And thus the area of 
dave population has been almost doubled in the 
dave States, by sending away the Indians to make 
room for their expansion; and it is unjust and 
cruel—unjust and cruel in itself, independent of 
the motive—to charge these Northern States 
with a design to abolish slavery in the South. 
If they had harbored such design—if they had 
been merely unfriendly to the growth and pros
perity of these Southern States, there was an 
easy way to have gratified their feelings, with
out committing a breach of the constitution, or 
an aggression or encroachment upon these 
States: they had only to sit still and vote 
gainst the ratification of the treaties, and the 
enactment of the laws which effected this great 
removal. They did not do so—did not sit still 
and vote against their Southern brethren. On 
the contrary, they stood up and spoke aloud, and 
gave to these laws and treaties an effective and 
tealous support. And I, who was the Senate’s 
chairman of the committee of Indian affairs at 
this time, and know how these things were done, 
and who was so thankful for northern help at 
the time ; I, who know the truth and love jus
tice, and cherish the harmony and union of the 
American people, feel it to he my duty and my 
privilege to note this great act of justice from the 
North to the South, to stand in history as a per
petual contradiction of all imputed design in the 
free States to abolish slavery in the slave States.
1 (peak of States, not of individuals or societies.

I have shown that this policy of the uni- 
| versai removal of the Indians from the East to 

e West of the Mississippi originated with Mr. 
Jefferson, and from the most humane motives, 
and after having seen the extinction of more than 
forty tribes in his own State of Virginia ; and 

I had been followed up under all subsequent ad- 
I ministrations. With General Jackson it was
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nothing but the continuation of an established
policy, but one in which he heartily concurred, 
and of which his local position and his experience 
made him one of the safest of judges ; hut, like 
every other act of his administration, it was 
destined to obloquy and opposition, and to mis
representations, which have survived the object 
of their creation, and gone into history. He was 
charged with injustice to the Indians, in not 
protecting them against the laws and jurisdiction 
of the States ; with cruelty, in driving them 
away from the bones of their fathers ; with rob
bery, in taking their lands for paltry considera
tions. Parts of the tribes were excited to 
resist the execution of the treaties, and it even 
became necessary to send troops and distinguish-* 
ed generals—Scott to the Cherokees, Jesup to 
the Creeks—to effect their removal ; which, by 
the mildness and steadiness of these generals, 
and according to the humane spirit of their 
orders, was ev entually accomplished without the 
aid of force. The outcry raised against General 
Jackson, on account of these measures, reached 
the ears of the French traveller and^vriter on 
American democracy (De Tocqueville), then so
journing among us and collecting materials for 
his work, and induced him to write thus in his 
chapter 18 : *

“ The ejectment of the Indians very often takes 
place, at the present day. in a regular, and, as it 
were, legal manner. When the white popula
tion begins to approach the limit of a desert 
inhabited by a savage tribe, the government of 
the United States usually dispatches envoys to 
them, who assemble the Indians in a large plain, 
and having first eaten and drunk with them, 
accost them in the following manner : 1 What 
have you to do in the land of your fathers Î 
Before long you must dig up their hones in order 
to live. In what resiiect is the country you in
habit better than another ? Are there no woods, 
marshes or prairies, except where you dwell ? 
and can you live nowhere hut under your own 
sun ? Beyond those mountains, which you sec 
at the horizon—beyond the lake which bounds 
your territory on tile west—there lie vast coun
tries w here ileasts of chase arc found in great 
abundance. Sell your lands to us, and go and 
live happily in those solitudes.’

“ After holding this language, they spread 
before the eyes of the Indians fire-arms, woollen 
garments, kegs of brandy, glass necklaces, brace
lets of tinsel, ear-rings, and looking-glasses. 
If, when they have beheld all these riches, they 
still hesitate, it is insinuated that they have not 
the means of refusing their required consent,
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snd that the government itself will not lqng 
have the power of protecting them in their 
rights. What arc they to do ? Half convinced, 
half compelled, they go to inhabit new deserts, 
where the importunate whites will not permit 
them to remain ten years in tranquillity. In 
this manner do the Americans obtain, at a very 
low price, whole provinces, which the richest 
sovereigns in Europe could not purchase.”

The Grecian Plutarch deemed it necessary to 
reside forty years in Rome, to qualify himself 
to write the lives of some Roman citizens ; and 
then made mistakes. European writers do not 
deem it necessas^ to reside in our country at all 
in order to write our history. A sojourn of some 
months in the principal towns—a rapid flight 

1 along some great roads—the gossip of the steam
boat, the steam-car, the stage-coach, and the 
hotel—the whispers of some earwigs—with the 
reading of the daily papers and the periodicals, 
all more or less engaged in partisan warfare— 
and the view of some debates, or scene, in Con
gress, which may be an exception to its ordinary 
decorum and intelligence : these constitute a 
modem European traveller’s qualifications to 
write American history. No wonder that they 
commit mistakes, even where the intent is honest. 
And no wonder that Mons. de Tocqueville, with 
admitted good intentions, but with no “ forty 
years ” residence among us, should be no excep
tion to the rule which condemns the travelling 
European writer of American history to the 
compilation of facts manufactured for partisan 
effect, and to the invention of reasons supplied 
from his own fancy. I have already had occa
sion. several times, to correct the errors of Mons. 
de'Tocqueville. It is a compliment to him, 
implicative of respect, and by no means extend
ed to others, who err more largely, and of pur
pose, but less harmfully. His error in all that 
he has here written is profound ! and is injuri
ous, not me re Ik to General Jackson, to whom 
his mistakes apply, but to the national charac
ter, made up as it is of the acts of individuals ; 
and which character it is the duty of every 
American to cherish and exalt in all that is 
worthy, and to protect and defend from all un
just imputation. It was in this sense that I 
marked this passage in Ile Tocqueville for re
futation as soon as his book ap|warcd, and took 
steps to make the contradiction (so far as the 
alleged robbery and cheating of the Indians was 
concerned) authentic and complete, and as pub

lic and durable as the archives of the goverii. 
ment itself In this sense I had a call made for 
a full, numerical, chronological and official state- 
ment of all our Indian purchases, from the be- 
gining of the federal government in 1789 to that 
day, 1840—tribe by tribe, cession by cession, 
year by year—for the fifty years which the gov- 
emment had existed ; with the number of acres 
acquired at each cession, and the amount paid 
for each.

The call was made in the Senate of the Uni- 
tod States, and answered by document No. 616 
1st session, 20th Congress, in a document of 
thirteen printed tabular pages, and authenticated 
by the signatures of Mr. Van Buren, President; 

I Mr. Poinsett, Secretary at War; and Mr. Hart
ley Crawford, Commissioner of Indian Affairs. 
From this document it appeared, that the Uni
ted States had paid to the Indians eighty-five 
millions of dollars for land purchases up to the 
year 1840 ! to which five or six millions may 
be added for purchases since—say ninety mil- 
lions. This is near six times as much as the 
United States gave the great Napoleon for 
Louisiana, the whole of it, soil and jurisdiction; 
and nearly three times as much as all three of 
the great foreign purchases—Louisiana, Florida 
and California—cost us ! and that for soil alone, 
and for so much as would only be a fragment 
of Louisiana or California. Impressive as this 
statement is in the gross, it becomes more so in 
the detail, and when applied to the particular 
tribes whose imputed sufferings have drawn so 
mournful a picture from Mons. de Tocqueville. 
These are the four great southern tribes—Creeks, 
Cherokees,Chickasaws and Choctaws. Applied 
to them, and the table of purchases and pay
ments stands thus : To the Creek Indians 
twenty-two millions of dollars for twenty-live 
millions of acres ; which is seven millions more 
than was paid France for Louisiana, and seven
teen millions more than was paid Spain for 
Florida. To the Choctaws, twenty-three mil
lions of dollars (besides reserved tracts), for 
twenty millions of acres, being three million- 
more than was paid for Louisiana and Florida 
To the Cherokees, for eleven millions of acre, 

I was paid about fifteen millions of dollars, the 
j exact price of Louisana or California To tin 
I Chickasaws, the whole net amount for which 
i this country sold under the land system of the 
i United States, and by the United States land
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693officers, three millions of dollars for six and | feront previous treaties ! And all the rude tribes

three-quarter millions of acres, being the way , those in the hunting state, or just emerging

the nation chose to dispose of it. Here are j from it—were provided for in the same manner,fifty-six millions to four tribes, leaving thirty ! the object of the United Stales being to trait)
millions to go to the small tribes whose names j them to agriculture and pasturage—to conduct
ue unknown to history, and which it is probable j them from the hunting to the pastoral and agri-
the writer on American democracy had never | cultural state ; and for that purpose, and in ad
heard of when sketching the picture of their ] dition to all other b»r„R.-----  •
r—J -——=°:—■

____  ________ ......,,vi_> nau never
heard of when sketching the picture of their 
fancied oppressions.

I will attend to the case of these small re
mote tribes, and say that, besidœs their propor
tion of the remaining thirty-six millions of 
dollars, they received a kind of compensation 
suited to their condition, and intended to induct 
them into the comforts of civilized life. Of 

|j these I will give one example, drawn from a 
treaty with the Osages, in 1839 ; and which was 
only in addition to similar benefits to the same 
tribe, in previous treaties, and which were ex
tended to all the tribes which were in the hunt
ing state. These benefits were, to these Osages, 
two blacksmith’s shops, with four blacksmiths, 
with five hundred pounds of iron and sixty 
pounds of steel annually ; a grist and a saw 
mill, with millers for the same ; 1,000 cows and 
calves; two thousand breeding swine ; 1,000 
ploughs ; 1,000 sets of horse-gear ; 1,000 axes ; 
1,000 hoes ; a house each for ten chiefs, costing 
two hundred dollars apiece; to furnish these 
chiefs with six good wagons, sixteen carts,

„ -o—i on us, cargo of goods, forfeituretwenty-eight yokes of oxen, with yokes and bond, and immediate suit
log-chain; to pay all claims for injuries com- ----- * '
milted by the tribe on the white people, or on 
other Indians, to the amount of thirty thousand 
dollars ; to purchase their reserved lands at two 
dollars per acre ; three thousand dollars to re
imburse that sum for so much deducted from 
their annuity, in 1825, for property taken from 
the whites, and since returned ; and, finally, 
three thousand dollars more for an imputed 
wrongful withholding of that amount, for the 
same reason, in the annuity payment of the 
vtar 1829. In previous treaties, had lieen given 
feed grains, and seed vegetables, with fruit seeds 
ind fntit trees ; domestic fowls ; laborers to 
plough up their ground and to make their fences, 
to raise crops and to save them, and teach the
Indians how to farm ; with spinning, weaving, \ ______,
and sewing implements, and persons to show j of mills and shops, with mechanics to work 
their use. Now, all this was in one single trea- | them and teach their use—the provisions for 
ty, with an inconsiderable tribe, which had been ' schools and missionaries, fur building fences and 
largely provided for in the same way in six dif- , houses—which are found in the Osage treaty

— , -.... .vi mat, purpose, and in addition to all other benefits, are to be added the 
support of schools, the encouragement of mis
sionaries, and a small annual contribution to 
religious societies who take charge of their civ
ilization.

1 Besides all this, the government keeps up a 
large establishment for the special care of the 
Indians, and the management of thoir affairs ; a 
special bureau, presided over by a commissioner 
at Washington City ; superintendents in differ
ent districts ; agents, sub-agents, and interpret
ers, resident with the tribej and all charged 
with seeing to their rights and interests—seeing 
that the laws are observed towards them ; that 
no injuries are done them by the whites ; that 
none but licensed traders go among them ; that 
nothing shall be bought from them which is ne
cessary for their comfort, nor any thing sold to 
them which may be to their detriment. Among 
the prohibited articles are spirits of all kinds ; 
and so severe arc the penalties on this head, that 
forfeiture of the license, forfeiture of the whole 
cargo of goods, forfeiture of the penalty of the 
bond, and immediate suit in the nearest federal 
court for its recovery, expulsion from the Indian 
country, and disability for ever to acquire another 
license, immediately follow every breach of the 
laws for the introduction of the smallest quan
tity of any kind of spirits. IIow unfortunate, 
then, in M. de Tocqueville to write, that kegs 
of brandy are spread before the Indians to in
duce them to sell their lands ! How unfortunate 
in representing these purchases to be made in 
exchange for woollen garments, glass necklaces, 
tinsel bracelets, car-rings, and looking-glasses ! 
What a picture this assertion of bis makes by 
the side of the eighty-five millions of dollars at 
that time actually paiil to those Indians for their 
lands, and the long and large list of agricultural 
articles and implements—long and large list of z 
domestic animals and fowls—the ample supply

wore
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quoted, and which are to be found, more or less, 
in every treaty with every tribe emerging from 
the hunter state. The fact is, that the govern
ment of the United States has made it a fixed 
policy to cherish and protect the Indians, to im
prove their condition, and turn them to the 
habits of civilized life ; and great is the wrong 
and injury which the mistake of this writer has 
done to our national character abroad, in repre
senting the United States as cheating and rob
bing these children of the forest.

But Mons. de Tocqueville has quoted names 
and documents, and particular instances of im
position upon Indians, to justify his picture ; and 
in doing so has committed the mistakes into 
which a stranger and sojourner may easily fall. 
He cites the report of Messrs. Clark and Cass, 
and makes a wrong application—an inverted ap
plication—of what they reported. They were 
speaking of the practices of disorderly persons 
in trading with the Indians for their skins and 
furs. They were reporting to the government 
an abuse, for correction and punishment. They 
were not speaking of United States commission
ers, treating for the purchase of lands, but of 
individual traders, violating the laws. They 
were themselves those commissioners and super
intendents of Indian affairs, and governors of 
Territories, one for the northwest, in Michigan, 
the other for the far west, in Missouri ; and both 
noted for their justice and humanity to the In
dians, and for their long and careful adminis
tration of their affairs within their respective 
superintendcncics. Mons. de Tocqueville has 
quoted their words correctly, but with the comi
cal blunder of reversing their application, and 
applying to the commissioners themselves, in 
their land negotiations for the government, the 
cheateries which they were denouncing to the 
government, in the illicit traffic of lawless 
traders. This was the comic blunder of a 
stranger : yet this is to appear as American his
tory in Europe, and to be translated into our 
own language at home, and commended in a pre
face and notes.

CHAPTER CLV

RECI8ION OF THF. TREASURY CIRCULAR,

Immediately upon the opening of the Scrute 
and the organization of the body, Mr. Kwine 
of Ohio, gave notice of his intention to move a ' 
joint resolution to rescind the treasury circuler' 
and on hearing the notice, Mr. Benton made it 
known that he would oppose the resolution at 
the second reading—a step seldom resorted to 
except when the measure to be so oppose] 
is deemed too flagrantly wrong to be entitled 
to the honor of rejection in the usual forms 0f J 
legislation. The debate came on promptly, and 
upon the lead of the mover of the resolution, in 
a prepared and well-considered speech, in which 
he said :

“ This extraordinary papier was issued by the 
Secretary of the Treasury on the 11th of'ju|v 
last, in the form of a circular to the receivers of 
public money in the several land offices in the 
United States, directing them, after the 10th nf 
August then next, to receive in payment hr 
public lands nothing but gold and silver and 
certificates of deposits, signed by the Treasurer 
of the United States, with a saving in favor of 
actual settlers, and bona fide residents in the 
State in which the land happened to lie. This 
saving was for a limited time, ami expires. I 
think, to-morrow. The professed object of this 
order was to check the speculations in public 
lairds ; to check excessive issues of bank paper 
in the West, and to increase the specie currency 
of the country ; and the necessity of the mea
sure was supported, or pretended to 1» support
ed, by the opinions of members of this body and 
the other branch of Congress. But, before t pas 
ceed to examine in detail this paper, its charac
ter, and its consequences, I will briefly advert 
to the state of things out of which it grew. 1 
am confident, and 1 believe I can make the thin» 
manifest, that the avowed objects were not the 
only, nor even the leading objects fur which tbs 
order was framed ; they may have influenced the 
minds of some who advised it, but those who 
planned, and those who at last virtually eie 
cuted it, were governed by other and différait 
motives, which 1 shall proceed to explain. It 
was foreseen, prior to the commencement of the 
last session of Congress, that there would her 
very largo surplus of money in the public trea
sury beyond the wants of the country for ill 
their reasonable expenditures. It was also well 
understood that the land bill, or some other 
measure for the distribution of this fund, would, 
be again presented to Congress ; and, if the true
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condition of the public sentiment were known 
,nd understood, that its distribution, in some 
form or other, would be demanded by the eoun-
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(rv On the other hand, it seems to have been 
determined by the party, and some of those who 
act with it thoroughly, that the money should 
romain where it was in the deposit hanks, so 
that it could be wielded at pleasure by the exe
cutive. This order grew out of the contest to 
which I have referred. It was issued not by 
the advice of Congress or under the sanction of 
,nv law. It was delayed until Congress was 
fairly out of the city, and all possibility of inter
ference by legislation was removed ; and then j 
came forth this new and last expedient. It was | 
known that these funds, received for public ! 
lands, had become a chief source of revenue, and 
it may have occurred to some that the passage 
of a treasury order of this kind would have a 
tendency to embarrass the country ; and as the 
Pill for "the regulation of the deposits had just 
passed the public might tie brought to believe 
that all the mischief occasioned bv the order 
wav the effect of the distribution bill. It has, 
indeed, happened, that this scheme lias failed; 
the public understand it rightly, but that was 
not by any means certain at the time the mea
sure was devised. It was not then foreseen that 
the people would as generally sec through the 
contrivance as it has since been found that they 
do. There may have been various other motives 
which led to the measure. Many minds were 
probably to be consulted ; for it is not to be pre
sumed that a step like this was taken without 
consultation, and guided by the will of a single 
individual alone. That is not the wây in which 
these things arc done. No doubt one effect 
hoped for by some was, that à check would be 
put to the sales of the public lands. The ope
ration of the order would naturally be. to raise 
the price of land by raising the price of the cur
rency in which it was to be paid for. But, while 
this would be the effect on small buyers, those 
who purchased on a large scale would he ena
bled to sell at an advance of ten or fifteen per 
rent over what would have been given if (Jie 
United States lands had been o])on to purchasers 
in the ordinary way. Those who had Irorrowed 
money of the deposit banks and paid it out for 
land', would thus be enabled to make sales to 
advantage ; and by means of such sales make 
payment to the hanks who found it necessary 

! to call in their large loans, in order to meet the 
provisions of the deposit hill. The order, tbere- 

1 fore, was likely to operate to the common benefit 
of the deposit banks and the great land dealers, 

l while it counteracted the effect of the obnoxious 
deposit bill. There may have been yet another 
motive actuating some of those who devised this 
order. There was danger that the deposit banks, 
when called upon to refund the public treasure, 
would be unable to do it : indeed, it was said 
on this floor that the immediate effect of the 
distribution bill would be to break those banks. 
Now this treasury order would operate to col

lect the specie of the country into the land of
fices, whence it would immediately go into the 
deposit banks, and would prove an acceptable 
aid to them while making the transfers required 
by law. These seem to me to have been among 
tire real motives which led to the adoption of 
that order."

Mr. Ewing then argued at length against the 
legality of the treasury circular, quoting tho 
joint resolution of 181 fi, and insisting that its 
provisions had been violated ; also insisting on 
the largeness of the surplus, and that it had 
turned out to be much larger tln^n was admitted 
by the friends of the administration ; which 
latter assertion was in /fact true, because^ the 
appropriations for the public service (the bills 
for which were in the hands of the opposition 
members) had been kept off till the middle of 
the summer, and could not he used ; and so left 
some fifteen millions in the treasury of appro
priated money which fell under the terms of the 
deposit act, and became divisible as surplus.

Mr. Benton replied to Mr. Ewing, saying :

11 In the first of these objects the present 
movement is twin brother to the famous reso
lution of 1833, but without its boldness; for 
that resolution declared its object upon its face, 
while this one eschews specification, and insidi
ously seeks a judgment of condemnation by ins 
ference and argument. In the second of these \ 
objects every body will recognize the great de
sign of the second branch of the same famous 
resolution of 1833, which, in the restoration of 
the deposits to tho Bank of the United States, 
clearly went to the establishment of the paper 
system, and its supremacy over the federal gov
ernment. The present movement, therefore, is 
a second edition of the old one, but a lame and 
impotent affair compared to that. Then, we had 
a magnificent panic ; now, nothing but a misera
ble starveling! For though the letter of the 
president of the Bank of the United States an
nounced, early in November, that the meeting 
of Congress was the time for the new distress 
to become intense, yet we are two weeks deep 
in the session, and no distress memorial, no dis
tress deputation, no distress committees, to this 
hour! Nothing, in fact, in that line, but the 
distress speech of the gentleman from Ohio [Mr. 
Ewing]; so that the new panic of 183(1 has all 
the signs of being a lean and slender allair—a 
mere church-mouse concern—a sort of dwarf
ish, impish imitation of the gigantic spectre which 
stalked through the land in 1833.”

Mr. Benton then showed that this subaltern
and Lilliputian panic was brought upon the stage 
in the same way, and by the same managers, with 
its gigantic brother of 1833—’34 ; and quoted from
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a published letter of Mr. Biddle in November 
preceding, and a public speech of Mr. Clay in 
the month of September preceding, in which 
they gave out the programme for the institution 
of the little panic ; and the proceeding against 
the President for violating the laws ; and against 
the treasury order itself as the cause of the new 
distress. Mr. Biddle in his publication said: 
11 Our pecuniary condition seems to be a strange 
anomaly. When Congress adjourned, it left 
the country with abundant crops, and high 
prices for them—with every branch of industry 
flourishing, and with more specie than we ever 
had before—with all the elements of universal 
prosperity. None of these have undergone the 
slightest change ; yet, after a few months, Con
gress will rc-asseinblc, and find the whole coun
try suffering intense pecuniary distress. The 
occasion of this, and the remedy for it, will oc
cupy our thoughts. In ipy judgment, the main 
cause of it is the mismanagement of the reve
nue—mismanagement in two respects : the mode 
of executing the distribution law, and the order 
requiring specie for the payment of the public 
lands—an act which seems to me a most wan
ton abuse of power, if not a flagrant usurpation. 
The remedy follows the causes of the evils. The 
first measure of relief, therefore, should be the 
instant repeal of the treasury order requiring 
specie for lands ; the second, the adoption of a 
proper system to execute the distribution law. 
These measures would restore confidence in 
twenty-four hours, and repose in at least as 
many days. If the treasury will not adopt them 
voluntarily, Congress should immediately com
mand it.” This was the recommendation, or 
mandate, of the president of the Bank of the 
United States, still acting as a part of the na
tional legislative power even in its new trans
formation, and keeping an eye upon that dis
tribution which Congress passed as a deposit, 
which he had recommended as raising the price 
of the State stocks held by the bank ; and the 
delay in the delivery of which he considers as 
one of the causes which had brought on the new 
distress. Mr. Clay in his Lexington speech had 
taken the same grounds ; and speaking of the 
continued tampering with the currency by the 
administration, went on to say :

“ One rash, lawless, and crude experiment 
succeeds another. He considered the late trea
sury order, by which all payments for public lands

were to be in specie, with one exception, for . 
short duration, a most ill-advised, illegal and
noeninimio monciipo In npinoirvla it -___ 'pernicious measure. In principle it was
in practice it will favor the very speculation 
which it professes to endeavor to suppress” 
The officer who issued it, as if conscious of jo 
obnoxious character, shelters himself behind th*
name of the President. But the President and 
Secretary had no right to promulgate any such 
order. The law admits of no such discrimina- 
tion. If the resolution of the 30th 'of April 
1810, continued in operation (and the adminis- 
tration on the occasion of the removal of the de. 
posits, and on the present occasion, relics upon 
it as in full force), it gave the Secretary no such 
discretion as he has exercised. That resolution 
required and directed the Secretary of the 
Treasury to adopt such measures as he might 
deem necessary, ‘ to cause, as soon as may be 
all duties, taxes, debts, or sums of money, ao 
cruing or becoming payable to the United States 
to be collected and paid in the legal currency of 
the United States, or treasury notes, or notes 
of the Bank of the United States, as by latrpro. 
vided and declared, or in notes of banks which 
are payable and paid on demand, in said legal 
currency of the United States.’ This resolution 
was restrictive and prohibitory upon the Seem, 
tary only as to the notes of banks not redeem
able in specie on demand. As to all such notes, 
he was forbidden to receive them from and after 
the 20th of February, 1817. As to the notes 
of banks which were payable and paid on de
mand in specie, the resolution was not merely 
permissive, it was compulsory and mandatory. 
He was bound, and Is yet bound, to receive 
them, until Congress interfere.”

Mr. Benton replied to the arguments of Mr. 
Ewing, the letter of Mr. Biddle, and the speech 
of Mr. Clay ; and considered them all as identi
cal, and properly answered in the lump, without, 
special reference to the co-operating assailants. 
On the point of the alleged illegality of the 
treasury order, lie produced the Joint Resolu
tion of 181G under which it was done ; and then 
said :

“ This is the law, and nothing can be plainer 
than the right of selection which it gives to 
the Secretary of the Treasury. Four differ
ent media are mentioned in which the revenue 
may be collected, and the Secretary is made 
the actor, the agent, and the power, by which 
the collection is to be effected. He is to 
do it in one, or in another. He may choose 
several, or all, or two, or one. All are in 
the disjunctive. No two are joined together, 
but all are disjoined, and presented to him in
dividually and separately. It is clearly the 
right of the Secretary to order the collections 
to be made in either of the four media mention
ed. That the resolution is not mandatory a
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fhvor of any one of the four, is obvious from the 
manner in which the notes of the Bank of the 
bpited States arc mentioned. They were to be 
received as then provided for by law ; for the 
t„nk charter had then just passed ; and the 14th 
section hail provided for the reception of the 
notes of this institution until Congress, by law, 
should direct otherwise. The right of the in
stitution to deliver its notes in payment of the 
revenue, was anterior to this resolution, and al
ways held under that 14th section, never under 
this joint resolution, and when that section was 
repealed at the last session of this Congress, that 
right was admitted to be gone, and has never 
been claimed since. The words of the law are 
clear; the practice under it has been uniform 
md uninterrupted from the date of its passage 
to the present day. F or twenty years',Nand un
der thrte Presidents, all the Secretaries'^ the 
Treasury have acted alike. Each has made se
lections, permitting the notes of some specie
paying banks to be received, and forbidding
others.

national calamity in December ; and after charg
ing part of this ruin and mischief on the mode 
of executing what he ostentatiously styles the 
distribution law, when there is no such law in 
the country, he goes on to charge the remainder, 
being ten-fold more than the former unon the 
Treasury order w(tich excludes paper money 
from the land offices.”

Mr. Benton then read Mr. Biddle’s description 
of the new distress, which, in his publication 
was awful and appalling, but which, he said, was 
nowhere visible except in the localities where 
the bank had power to make it. It was a pic
ture of woe and ruin, hut not without hope and 
remedy if Congress followed his directions ; in 
the mean time he thus instructed the country 
how to behave, and promised his co-operation—

| that of the bank—in the overthrow of President
raving Dana» w ”” ■ V":  .......... "7'r„~ï.T Jackson, and his successor, Mr. Van Buren (for1*7 J Mr Crawford did it in numerous in- > \ v
0t" • and fierce and universal as were the 1 that is what he meant in thus passage) :
sticks upon that eminent patriot, during the « jn mean all forbearance and calm- 
rircsidential canvass of lh-4, no mn.m e g neBS should be maintained. There is great rea
der thought of charging him w it l ega î y gon for anxjj,ty—none whatever for alarm ; and 
this respect Mr. Rush twice made simi a | wj,h mutual confidence and courage, the coun- 
leclions, during the administrationio r. * •*’ l try may yet be able to defend itself against the 
md no one, either in the same cabinet wi i ’ government. In that struggle my own poor 
or out of the cabinet against him, ever comp am- cg-ortg svlan not be wanting. I go for the conn
ed of it For twenty years the practice has | whoeycr nlle8 iL x R0 for thc country, 
been uniform; and every citizen of the es 1 hest loved when worst governed—and it will 
knows that that practice was the genera , t oug i i ajpor(j mc far more gratification to assist in. re
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raving bank paper from the Western land offices, ^ictthem.” 
this every man in the West knows, and know s
thit that general exclusion continued down to I -phis pledge of aid ill a struggle with the gov- 
the day that the Bank of the United States ceas- cmment wag a key to unlock thc meaning of the
t thaUvent^hkh the doortoYhé movements then going on to produce the general

receivability of State bank paper which has suspension of specie payments in all the banks 
since been enjoyed.” I which saluted the administration of Mr. Van

, , Buren in the first quarter of its existence, and
Having vindicated the treasury order from

the charge of illegality, Mr. Benton took up thc
head of the new distress, and said :

“The news of all this approaching calamity 
was given out in advance in the Kentucky 
speech and the Philadelphia letter, already re
ferred to ; and thc fact of its positive advent

was intended to produce it in its first month. 
Considering specie payments as the only safety 
of the country, and foreseeing the general bank 
explosions, chiefly contrived by thc Bank of the 
United States, which was to re-appear in the 
ruin, and claim its rc-establishment as the only

and actual presence was vouched by the senator I remedy for thc evils which itself and its confed-
• /1L 1 ill- V1 nn t lu, Vl-1 -lav that the —...... », w 1 AT,- Tînntnn Knwt •fmm Ohio [Mr. Ewing] on the last day that the 
Senate was in session. I do not permit myself 
(said Mr. B.) to bandy contradictory assevera
tions and debatable assertions across this floor.
1 choose rather to make an issue, and to test 

! insertion by the application of evidence. In this 
I way I will proceed at present. I will take the 

letter of the president of the Bank of the United 
States as being official in this case, and most an- 

I thoritative in the distress department of thiscom- 
| lined movement against President Jackson, lie 
1 announces, in November, the furthcoming of the

crates created, Mr. Benton said :

“ There is no safety for the federal revenues 
but in thc total exclusion of local paper, and 
that from every branch of the revenue—customs, 
lands, and |iost office. There is no safety for 
the national finances hut in thc constitutional 
medium of gold and silver. After forty years 
of wandering in the wilderness of paper money, 
we have approached the coniines of thc consti
tutional medium. Seventy-five millions of specie 

| in the country, with the prospect of annual in-
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crease of ten or twelve millions for the next four 
yeitrs ; three branch mints to commence next 
spring, and the complete restoration of the gold 
currency; announce the success of President 
Jackson’s great measures for the reform of the 
curreiuy and vindicate the constitution from the 
libel of having prescribed an impracticable cur
rency. The success is complete ; and there is 
no way to thwart it, but to put down the treas
ury order, and to re-open the public lands to the 
inundation of paper money. Of this, it is not 
to be dissembled, there is great danger. Four 
deeply interested classes are at work to do it— 
speculators, local banks, United States Bank, 
and politicians out of power. They may succeed, 
but he (Mr. B.) would not despair. The dark
est hour of night is just before the break of day; 
and, through the gloom ahead, he saw the bright 
vision of the constitutional currency erect, ra
diant, and victorious. Through regulation, or 
explosion, success must eventually come. If re
form measures go on, gold and silver will be 
gradually and temperately restored ; if reform 
measures are stopped, then the paper system 
runs riot, and explodes from its own expansion. 
Then the Bank of the United States will exult 
in the catastrophe, and claim its own re-estab
lishment. as the onjy adequate regulator of the 
local banks. Then it will be said the specie ex
periment has failed ! But no ; the contrary w ill 
be known, that the specie experiment has not 
failed, but it was put down by the voice and 
power of the interested classes, and must be put 
up again by the voice and power of the disinter
ested community.”

This was uttered in December 1830: in April 
1837 it was history.

Mr. Crittenden, of Kentucky, replied to Mr. 
Beuton ; and said :

•‘The senator from Missouri had exhibited a 
table, the results of which lie had pressed with 
a very triumphant air. Was it extraordinary 
that the deposit banks should be strengthened > 
The effect of the order went directly to sustain 
them. But it was at the expense of all the 
other banks of the country. Under this order, 
all the specie was collected and carried into their 
vaults : an operation which went to disturb and 
embarrass the general circulation of the country, 
and to produce that pecuniary difficulty which 
was felt in all quarters of the Union. Mr. C. 
did not profess to be competent to judge how 
far the whole of this distress was attributable 
to the operation of the treasury order, but of 
this at least he was very sure, through a great 
part of the Western country, it was universally 
attributed to that cause. The senator from 
Missouri supposed that the order had produced 
no part of this pressure. If not, he would ask 
what it had produced? Had it increased the 
specie in the country ? Had it increased the 
specie in actual and general circulation? If it 
had done no evil, what good had it done 7 This,

he believed was as yet undiscovered. So far M 
it had operated at all, it had been to deranm 
the state of the currency, and to give it a direc- 
tion inverse to the course of business. The 
honorable senator, however, could not see hos 
moving money across a street could operate t« 
affect the currency ; and seemed to suppose that 
moving money from west to east'or from east 
to west, would have as little effect Money 
however, if left to itself, would always move ac
cording to the ordinary course of business trans
actions. This course might indeed be disturbed 
for a time, but it would be like forcing the needle 
away from the pole : you might turn it round 
and round as often as you pleased, but, left to 
itself, it would still settle at the north. Our 
great commercial cities were the natural reposi- 
tories where money centred and settled. There 
it was wanted, and it was more valuable if left 
there than if carried into the interior. Any in
telligent business man in the West would rather 
have money paid him for a debt in New-York 
than at his own door. It was worth more to 
him. If, then, specie was forced, by treasury 
tactics, to take a direction contrary to the natu
ral course of business, and to move from east to 
west, the operation would be beneficial to none, 
injurious to all. It was not in the power of gov
ernment to keep it in a false direction or posi
tion. Specie «'as in exile whenever it was forced 
out of that place where business called for it. 
Such an operation did no real good. It was i 
forced movement and was soon overcome by the 
natural course of things.

“ Mr. C. was well aware that men might be 
deluded and mystified on this subject, and that 
while the delusion lasted, this treasury order 
might be held up before the eyes of men as i 
splendid arrangement in finance ; hut it was 
only like the natural rainbow, which owed in 
very existence to the mist in which it had its 
being. The moment the atmosphere was clear, 
its bright colors vanished from the view. Soit 
would be with this matter. The specie of the 
country must resume its natural course. Mu 
might as well escape from the physical necessi
ties of their nature, as from the laws which gov
erned the movements of finance : and the mia 
who professed to reverse or dispense with the 
one was no greater quack than he who made 
the same professions w'ith regard to the other.

‘•But it was said to be the distribution till 
which had done all the mischief; and Mr. C. 
was ready to admit that the manner in which 
the government had attempted to carry that 
law into effect might in part have furnished the 
basis for such a supposition. He had no doubt 
that the pecuniary evils of the country had beet 
aggravated by the manner in which this Id 
been done.”

Mr. Webster also replied to Mr. Benton.inn 
elaborate speech, in which, before arguing thr 
legal question, ho said :
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“The honorable member from Missouri (Mr. 
Benton) objects even to giving the resolution to 
rescind a second reading. He avails himself of 
his right, though it be not according to general 
practice, to arrest the progress' of the measure 
at its first stage. This, at least, is open, bold, 
and manly warfare. The honorable member, in 
his elaborate speech, founds his opposition to 
this resolution, and his support of the treasury 
order, on those general principles respecting 
currency which he is known to entertain, and 
which lie has maintained for many years. 11 is 
opinions some of us regard as altogether ultra 
and impracticable ; looking to a state of things 
not desirable in itself, even if it were practica
ble; and, if it were desirable, as being far be
yond the power of this government to bring 
about.

“ The honorable member has manifested much 
[vrseverance and abundant labor, most undoubt
edly. in support of his opinions ; he is under
stood, also, to have had countenance from high 
places ; and what new hopes of success the pre
sent moment holds out to him, 1 am not able to 
judge, but we shall probably soon see. It is pre
cisely on these general and long-known opinions 
that he rests his support of the treasury order.
A question, therefore, is at once raised between 
the gentleman’s principles and opinions on the 
subject of the currency, ami the principles and 
opinions which have generally prevailed in the 
country, nnd which are. and have been, entirely 

I opposite to his. That question is now about to 
be put to the vote of the Senate. In the pro
pres and by the termination of this discussion, 

j wc shall learn whether the gentleman’s senti- 
[ Bents are or are not to prevail, so far, at least 

is the Senate is concerned. The country will 
rejoice, 1 ain sure, to see some declaration of the 
opinions of Congress on a subject about which 
so much has been said, and which is so well cal
culated, by its perpetual agitation, to disquiet 
and disturb the confidence of society.

“We are now fast approaching the day when 
| one administration goes out of office, and an- 
1 other is to come in. The country has an inte

rest in learning, as soon as possible, whether the 
new administration, while it receives the power 
tod patronage, is to inherit, also, the topics and 
the projects of the past; whether it is to keep 
up the avowal of the same objects and the same 
schemes, especially in regard to the currency.
The order of the Secretary is prospective, an i, 
on the face of it, per|>ctual. Nothing in or 
about it gives it the least appiearanee of a tern- j 
pvrary measure. On the contrary, its terms ' 
imply no limitation in point of duration, and the 
gradual manner in which it is to come into ope
ration shows plainly an intention of making it 
the settled and permanent policy of government.
Indeed, it rs but now beginning its complete ex
istence. It is only five or six days since its full 
operation has commenced. Is it to stand ns the 
law of the land and the rule of the treasury, 
under the administration which is to ensue 7
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And are those notions of an exclusive specif 
currency, and opposition to all banks, on which 
it is defended, to be espoused and maintained by 
the new administration, as they have been by its 
predecessor 7 These are questions, not of mere 
curiosity, but of the highest interest to the 
whole country. In considering this order, the 
first thing naturally is, to look for the causes 
which led to it, or are assigned for its promulga
tion. And these, on the face of the order itself, 
arc declared to be 1 complaints which have been 
made of frauds, speculations, and monopolies, in 
the purchase of the public lands, and the aid 
which is said to be given to effect these objects,

| by excessive bank credits, and dangerous, if not 
partial, facilities through hank drafts and hank 
deposits, and the general evil influence likely to 
result to the public interest, and especially the 
safety of the great amount of money in the trea 
sury, and the sound condition of the currency 
of the country, from the further exchange of the 
national domain in this manner, and chiefly for 
bank credits and paper money.’

“ This is the catalogue of evils to he cured by 
tliis order. In what these frauds consist, what 
are the monopolies complained of, or what is 
precisely intended by these injurious specula
tions, we are not informed. All is left on the 
general surmise of fraud, speculation, and mono
poly. It is not avowed or intimated that the 
government has sustained any loss, either by 
the receipt of the bank notes which proved not 
to l>e equivalent to specie, or in any other way. 
And it is not a little remarkable that these evils, 
of fraud, speculation, and monopoly, should have 
become so enormous and so notorious, on the 
11th of July, as to require this executive inter
ference for their suppression, and yet that they 
should not have reached such a height as to 
make it proper to lay the subject before Con
gress, although Congress remained in session 
until within seven days of the date of the order. 
And what makes this circumstance still more 
remarkable, is the fact that, in his annual mes
sage. at tlie commencement of the same session, 
the President had spoken of the rapid sales of 
tlie public lands as one of the most gratifying 
proofs of the general prosperity of tlie country, 
without suggesting that any danger whatever 
was to be apprehended from fraud, speculation, 
or monopoly. Ills words were: ‘Among the 
evidences of the increasing prosperity of tho 
country, not the least gratifying, is that afforded 
bv tho receipts from the sales of the public 
lands, which amount, in tlie present year, to the 

! unexpected sum of eleven millions.’ From the 
| time of the delivery of that message, down to 
tlie date of the treasury order, there had not 
been tlie least change, so far as 1 know, or so 
far as wo are informed, in the manner of receiv
ing payment for the public lands. Every thing 
stood, on tlie 11th of July, 1830. as it had stood 
at the o]K-ning of the session, in December, 1835. 
llow so different a view of things happened to 
be taken at the two periods, wc may he able to
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learn, perhaps, in the further progress of this 
debate.

“The order speaks of the ‘evil influence’ 
likely to result from the further exchange of the 
public lands into 1 paper money.’ Now, this is 
the very language of the gentleman from Mis
souri. He habitually speaks of the notes of all 
banks, however solvent, and however promptly 
their notes may be redeemed in gold and silver, 
as 1 paper money.’ The Secretary has adopted 
the honorable member’s phrases, and he speaks, 
too, of all the bank notes received at the land 
offices, although every one of them is redeem
able in specie, on demand, but as so much 1 paper 
money.’ In this respect, also, sir, I hope we 
may know more as we grow older, and be able 
to learn whether, in times to come, as in times 
recently passed, the justly obnoxious and odious 
character of ‘ paper money ’ is to be applied to 
the issues of all the banks in all the States, 
with whatever punctuality they redeem their 
bills. This is quite new, as financial language. 
By paper money, in its obnoxious sense, I under
stand paper issues on credit alone, without capi
tal, without funds assigned for its payment, rest
ing only on the good faith and the future ability 
of those who issue it. Such was the paper mo
ney of our revolutionary times ; and such, per
haps, may have been the true character of the 
paper of particular institutions since. But the 
notes of banks of competent capitals, limited in 
amount to a due proportion to such capitals, 
made payable on demand in gold and silver, and 
always so paid on demand, are paper money in 
no sense but one ; that is to say, they are made 
of paper, and they circulate ns money. And it 
may be proper enough for those who maintain 
that nothing should so circulate but gold and 
silver, to denominate such bank notes ‘paper mo
ney,’ since they regard them hut as paper intrud
ers into channels which should flow only with 
gold and silver. If this language of the order 
is authentic, and is to be so hereafter, and all 
bank notes are to be regarded and stigmatized 
as mere ‘ paper money,’ the sooner the country 
knows it the better.

“The memlier from Missouri charges those 
who wish to rescind the treasury order with 
two objects: first, to degrade and disgrace the 
President ; and, next, to overthrow the consti
tutional currency of the country. For my own 
part, sir, I denounce nobody ; I seek to degrade 
or disgrace nobody. Holding the order illegal 
and unwise, I shall certainly vote to rescind it ; 
and, in the discharge of this duty, I hope I am 
not expected to shrink back, lest I might do 
something which might call in question the wis
dom of the Secretary, or even of the President. 
And I hope that so much of independence as 
may be manifested by free discussion and an 
honest vote is not to cause denunciation from 
any quarter. If it should, let it come.”

It became a very extended debate, in which

Mr. Niles, Mr. Rives, Mr. Hubbard, Mr. South- 
ard, Mr. Strange of N. C., Mr. Clay, Mr. Walker 
of Miss., and others partook. The subject haring 
been referred to the committee of public lands 
of which Mr. Walker was chairman, reported a 
bill, “ limiting and designating the funds receiv
able for the revenues of the United States ; ” the 
object of which was to rescind the treasury cir. 
cular without naming it, and to continue the 
receipt Of bank notes in payment of all dues to 
the government. Soon after the bill was re
ported, and had received its second reading, a 
motion was made in the Senate to lay the im
pending subject ( public lands) on the table for 
the purpose of considering the bill reported by 
Mr. Walker to limit and designate the funds 
receivable in public dues. Mr. Benton was taken 
by surprise by this motion, which was imme
diately agreed to, and the bill ordered to be en
grossed for a third reading the next day. To 
that third reading Mr. Benton looked for his 
opportunity to speak ; and availed himself of it, 
commencing his speech with giving the reason 
why he did not speak the evening before when 
the question was on the engrossment of the 
bill. He said he could not have foreseen that 
the subject depending before the Senate, the bill 
for limiting the sales of the public lands to ac
tual settlers, would be laid down for the purpose 
of taking up tills subject out of its order ; and, 
therefore, had not brought with him some mem
orandums which he intended to use when this 
subject came up. lie did not choose to ask for 
delay, because his habit was to s|ieak to subjects 
when they were called ; 4ml in this particular 
cause he did not think it material when he spoke; 
for ho was very' well aware that his speaking 
would not affect the fate of the bill. It would 
pass ; and that was known to all in the chanter. 
It w as known to the senator from Ohio (Mr, 
Ewing) who indulged himself in saying he 
thought otherwise a few days ago ; hut that 
was only a good-natured way of stimulating his 

! friends, and bringing them up to the scratch. 
The bill would pass, and that by a good rota 
for it would have the vote of the opposition, and 
a division of the administration vote. Why. 
then, did he speak ? Because it was due to his 
position, and the part he had acted on the ran 
rency questions, to express his sentiments mon 
fully on this hill, so vital to the general cunt» 

| cy, than could be done by a mere negatire roll
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He should, therefore, speak against it, and 
should direct vhis attention to the bill reported 
by the Public Land Committee, which had so 
totally changed the character of thc proceeding 
on this subject. The recision of the treasury 
order was introduced a resolution—it went out 
s resolution—but it came back a bill, and a bill 
to regulate, not the land office receipts only, but 
all the receipts of the federal government ; and 
in this new form is to become statute law, and 
a law to operate on all the revenues, and to re
peal all other laws upon thc subject to which it 
related. In this new form it assumes an im
portance, and acquires an effect, infinitely be
yond a resolution, and becomes in fact, as well 
is in nafnc, a totally new measure. Mr. B. 
reminded the Senate that he had, in his first 
speech on this subject, given it as his opinion, 
that two main objects were proposed to be ac
complished by the rescinding resolution ; first, 
the implied condemnation of President Jackson 
for violating the laws and constitution, anti de
stroying the prosperity of the country ; and, se
condly, the imposition of the paper currency of 
the States upon the federal government With 
respect to the first of these objects, he presumed 
it was fully proved by the speeches of all the 
opposition senators who had spoken on this sub
ject ; and, with respect to the second, he be
lieved it would find its proof in the change which 
the original resolution had undergone, and the 
form it was now assuming of statute law, and 
especially with the proviso which was added at 
the end of the second section.

Mr. B. then took tip the bill reported by the 
committee, and remarked, first, upon its phrase- 

| ology, not in the spirit of verbal criticism, but 
in the spirit of candid objection and fair argu- 

j meat. There were cases in which words were 
j things, and this was one of those cases. Money 

was a thing, and the only words in the constitu- 
| tion of that thing were, “ gold and silver coin.” 

The bill of the committee was systematically 
«elusive of the words which meant this thing, 
and used words which included things which 
were not money. These words were, then, a 
fair subject of objection and argument, because 
they went to set aside the money of thc consti
tution, and to admit thc public revenues to be 
paid in something which was not money. The 
title of the bill uses the word *• funds." It pro
fesses to designate the funds receivable for the
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revenues of the UnitedStates. Upon this word 
Mr. B. had remarked before, as being one of the 
most indefinite in the English language ; and, 
so far from signifying money only, even paper 
money only, that it comprehended every variety 
of paper security, public or private, individual or 
corporate out of which money could be raised. 
The retention of this word by the committee, 
after the objections made to it, were indicative 
of their intentions to lay open the federal trea
sury to the reception of something which was 
not constitutional money ; and this intention, 
thus disclosed in the title to the bill, was fully 
carried out in its enactments. The words “ legal 
currency of the United States ” are twice used 
in the first section, when the words “ gold and 
silver ” would have been more appropriate and 
more definite, if hard money was intended.

Mr. B. admitted that, in the eye of a regular 
bred constitutional lawyer, legal currency might 
imply constitutional currency ; but certain it 
was that the common and popular meaning of 
the phrase was/not limited to constitutional 
money, but included every currency that the 
statute law made receivable for debts. Thus, 
the notes of the Bank of the United States were 
generally considered as legal currency, because 
receivable by law in payment of public dues ; 
and in like manner the notes of all specie-paying 
banks would, under the committee’s bill, rise to 
the dignity of legal currency. The second sec
tion of the bill twice used the word “ cash ; ” a 
word which, however understood at the Bank 
of England, where it always means ready money, 
and where ready money signifies gold coin in 
hand, yet with the banks with which we have 
to deal it has no such meaning, but includes all 
sorts of current paper money on hand, as well 
as gold and silver on hand.

Having remarked upon the phraseology of the 
hill, and shown that a paper currency composed 
of the notes of a thousand local banks, not only 
might become the currency of thc federal go
vernment, hut was evidently intended to he 
made its currency ; and that in the face of all 
the protestations of thc friends of the adminis
tration in favor of re-establishing the national 
gold currency, Mr. B. would now take up the 
bill of the committee under two or three other 
asjtects, and show it to he as mistaken in its 
design as it would he impotent in its effect. In 
the first place, it transferred the business of
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suppressing the small note circulation from 
the deposit branch to the collecting branch of 
the public revenue. At present, the business 
was In a course of progress through the deposit 
banks, as a condition of holding the public 
moneys ; and, as such, had a place in the deposit 
act of the last session, and also had a place in 
the President’s message of the last session, 
where the suppression of paper currency under 
twenty dollars was expressly referred to the 
action of the deposit banks, and as a condition 
of their retaining the public deposits. It was 
through the deposit banks, and not through the 
reception of local bank paper, that the suppres
sion of small notes should be effected. In the 
next place, he objected to the committee’s bill, 
because it proposed to make a bargain with each 
of the thousand banks now in the United States, 
and the hundreds more which will soon be bom ; 
and to give them a right—a right by law—to 
have their notes received at the federal treasury. 
He was against such a bargain. He had no idea 
of making a contract with these thousand banks 
for the reception of their notes. He had no idea 
of contracting with them, and giving them a 
right to plead the constitution of the United 
States against us, if, at any time, after having 
agreed to receive their notes, upon condition 
that they would give up their small circulation, 
they should choose to say we had impaired the 
contract by not continuing to receive them ; and 
so either relapse into the issue of this small trash, 
or have recourse to the judicial process to com
pel the United States to abide the contract, and 
continue the reception of all their notes. Mr. 
B. had no idea of letting down this federal go
vernment to such petty and inconvenient bar
gains with a thousand moneyed corporations. 
The government of the United States ought to 
act as a government, and not as a contractor. 
It should prescribe conditions, and not make 
bargains. It should give the law. He was 
against these bargains, even if they were good 
ones ; but they were bad bargains, wretchedly 
bad, and ought to be rejected as such, even if 
all higher and nobler considerations were out of 
the question. What is the consideration that 
the United States is to receive? A mere indi
vidual agreement with each bank by itself, that 
in three years it will cease to issue notes under 
ten dollars and in five years it will cease to issue 
notes under twenty dollars. What is the price

which she pays for this consideration ? In thc I government. But that st
first place, it receives the notes of such bank as I to be taken in words, for it ii
gold and silver at all the land-offices, custom. B the other great step become
houses, and post-offices, of the United States; H contestable that what the g
and, of course, pays them out again as gold and ■ it must pay out; and what
silver to all her debtors. In the next placent I the currency of the count
compels the deposit banks to credit them as cash, I this bill passes, the paper
In the third place, it accredits the whole cirai- 1 banks will be a tender by
lation of the banks, and makes it current all over ■ government, and a tender b
the United States, in consequence of universal H gosmment to its creditor
receivability for all federal dues. In other words, ■ This is the state to which tl
it endorses, so far as credit is concerned, the will bring us ! and now, let
whole circulation of every bank that comes into ^E template, for a moment, the 
the bargain thus proposed. This is certainly a tod the vast ocean of paper
most wretched bargain on the part of the United proposed to be embarked.
States—a bargain in which what she receives is We stand upon a constit
ruinous to her ; for the more local payment she nizes nothing but gold and si
receives in payment of her revenues, the worse »t»nd upon a legislation of
for her, and the sooner will her treasury be filled which recognizes nothing bi
with unavailable funds. money. Now, for the first ti

Mr. B. having gone over these objections to tutory enactment proposed
the committee’s bill, would now ascend to i paper of a wilderness of local
class of objections of a higher and graver chi- and in so doing to repeal all I
racter. He had already remarked that the law, and the constitution by 
committee had carried out a resolution, and had ^E cra in our legislation. It is s 
brought back a bill ; that the committee pro- ^E hoi all other law, and is no 
posed a statutory enactment, where the senator ^E **d other laws, and to exprès 
from Ohio [Mr. Ewing], and the senator from ^E Congress. It is statutory en 
Virgiiia [Mr. Rives], had only proposed a joint ^E law, and not a declaratory resc 
resolution ; and he had already further remarked, ^E law ; and the effects of this sb
that in addition to this total change in the “lie a paper government_I
mode of action, the committee had added what portation of our specie_to
neither of these senators had proposed, a clause, ^E l>»nks without foundations to r 
under a proviso, to enact paper money into cash ^E dace a certain catastrophe in 
—to pass paper money to the credit of the ^E system—to revive the pretensi 
United States, as cash—and to punish, by the ^E States Bank—and to fasten for 
loss of the deposits, any deposit bank which ^E Smith system upon the Federal 
should refuse so to receive, so to credit, and so the whole Union, 
to pass, the notes “ receivable ” under the prov;-
sions of their bill. These two changes make en- 1 r’ concluded his
tirely a new measure—one of wholly a different a*’a'nst the coming i
character from the resolutions of the two set* ^E 8 ’ an sa‘<* ■ 

tors—a measure which openly and in terms, and The day of revulsion may con
under penalties undertakes to make local Stale and its effects may be more or les 
paper a legal tender to the federal government, come it must, and disastrous t 
and to compel the reception of all its revenucsii must be. The present bloat in 
the notes “ receivable ” under the provisions of ^E cannot continue ; the present 
the committee’s bill. After this gigantic step- ^B money exemplified in the high 
this colossal movement—in favor of paper money ^E Iking dependent upon the hoint 
there was but one step more for the committee ^B last. The revulsion will come at 
to take ; and that was to make these notes a ^E m 1819—’20. But it will come 
legal tender in all payments from the federal ^E the treasury order is maintain
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government. But that step was unnecessary 
to be taken in words, for it is taken in fact, when ' 
the other great step becomes law. For it is irv 
contestable that what the government receives, 
it must pay out; and what it pays out becomes 
the currency of the country. So that when 
this bill passes, the paper money of the local 
banks will be a tender by law to the federal 
government, and a tender by duresse from the 
goWnment to its creditors and the people. 
This is the state to which the committee’s bill 
will bring us ! and now, let us pause and con
template, for a moment, the position wo occupy, 
and the vast ocean of paper on which we are 
proposed to be embarked.

Wc stand upon a constitution which recog
nizes nothing but gold and silver for money ; we 
stand upon a legislation of near fifty years, 
which recognizes nothing but gold and silver 
money. Now. for the first time, we have a sta
tutory enactment proposed to recognize the 
piper of a wilderness of local banks for money, 
ind in so doing to repeal all prior legislation by 
law, and the constitution by fact. This is an 
era in our legislation. It is statute law to con
trol all other law, and is not a resolution to 
lid other laws, and to express the opinions of 
Congress. It is statutory enactment to create 
law, and not a declaratory resolution to expound 
law ; and the effects of this statute would be, to 
make a paper government—to insure the ex
portation of our specie—to leave the State 
banks without foundations to rest upon—to pro
duce a certain catastrophe in tho whole pa|ier 
system—to revive the pretensions of the U ni ted 
States Bank—and to fasten for a time the Adam 
Smith system upon the Federal Government and 
the whole Union.

Mr. Benton concluded his speech with a 
wiming against the coming explosion of tho 
banks ; and said :

The day of revulsion may come sooner or later, 
ind its effects may be more or less disastrous ; but 
come it must, and disastrous, to some degree, it 
must lie. The present bloat in the paper system 
cannot continue ; the present depreciation of 
money exemplified in the high price of every 

[ tiling dependent upon the home market, cannot 
Inti The revulsion will come, as surely as it did 
in 1819—’20. But it will come with less force if 
tiie treasury order is maintained, and if paper

money shall be excluded from the federal trea
sury. But, let these things go as they may, 
and let reckless or mischievous banks do what 
they please, there is still a refuge for the wise 
and good; there is still an ark of safety for 
every honest bank, and for every prudent man ; 
it is in the mass of gold and silver now in the 
country—the seventy odd millions which the 
wisdom of President Jackson’s administration 
has accumulated—and by getting their share of 
which, all who are so disposed can take care of 
themselves. Sir (said Mr. B.), I have jierformed 
a duty to myself, not pleasant, but necessary. 
This bill is to bo an era in our legislation and in 
our political history. It is to be a point upon 
which tho future age will ho thrown back, and 
from which future consequences will bo traced.
I separate myself from it ; I wash my hands of 
it ; I oppose it. I am one of those who pro
mised gold, not paper. I promised the currency 
of the constitution, not the currency of corpo
rations. I did not join in putting down the 
Bank of the United States, to put up a wilder
ness of local banks. I did not join in putting 
down the paper curency of a national bank, to 
put up a national paper currency of a thousand 
local banks. I did not strike Cæsar to make 
Anthony master of Rome.

Mr. Walker replied to what lie called the bill 
of indictment preferred by the senator from 
Missouri against the committee on public lands; 
and after some prefatory remarks went on to 
say :

“ But when that senator, having exhausted 
the argument, or having none to olfer, had in
dulged in violent and intemperate denunciation 
of the Committee on Public Lands, and of the 
report made by him as their organ, Mr. W. 
could not withhold the expression of his sur
prise and astonishment. Mr. W. said it was his 
good fortune to be upon terms of the kindest 
personal intercourse with every senato^ and 
these friendly relations should not be inter
rupted by any aggression upon his part. And 
now, Mr. W. said, he called upon the whole 
Senate to bear witness, as he was sure they all 
cheerfully would, that in this controversy he 
was not the aggressor, and that nothing had 
been done or said by him to provoke the wrath 
of the senator from Missouri, unless, indeed, to 
differ from him in opinion upon any subject 
constituted an offence in tho mind of that sena
tor. If such were the views of that geutlcman, 
if he was prepared to immolate every senator 
who would not worship the same images of gold 
and silver which decorated the political chapel
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of the honorable gentleman, Mr. W. was fearful 
that the senator from Missouri would do execu
tion upon every member of the Senate but 
himself, and be left here alone in his glory. Mr. 
W. said he recurred to the remarks of the 
senator from Missouri with feelings of regret, 
rather than of anger or excitement ; and that 
he could not but hope, that when the senator 
from Missouri had calmly reflected upon this 
subject, he would himself see much to regret 
in the course he had pursued in relation to the 
Committee on Public Lands, and much to recall 
that he had uttered under feelings of temporary 
excitement. Sir (said Mr. W.), being deeply 
solicitous to preserve unbroken the ranks of the 
democratic party in this bod)7, participating with 
the people in grateful recollection of the distin
guished services rendered by the senator from 
Missouri to the democracy of the Union, he 
would pass by many of the remarks made by 
that senator on this subject

“ [Mr. Benton here rose from his chair, and 
demanded, with much warmth, that Mr. Walker 
should not pass by one of them. Mr. W. asked, 
what one ? Mr. B. replied, in an angry tone, 
Not one, sir. Then Mr. W. said he would ex
amine them all, and in a spirit of perfect free
dom ; that he would endeavor to return blow 
for blow ; and that, if the senator from Missouri 
desired, as it appeared he did, an angry contro
versy with him, in all its consequences, in and 
out of this house, he could be gratified.]

“Sir (said Mr. W.), why has the senator 
from Missouri assailed the Committee on Pub
lic Lands, and himself, as its humble organ ? 
He was not the author of this measure, so much
denounced " w —:----
had he sa
measure originated __________
ginia [Mr. Rives], He was the author of the 
measure, and had been, and still was. its able

senator of Missouri, for exclusive gold and sil- 
ver currency ; and such is not only the prayer 
of the country, but of the Senate, with scarrely 
a dissenting voice. Sir, if the senator from 
Missouri could, by his mandate, in direct op- 
position to the views of the President, hereto
fore expressed, sweep from existence all the 
banks of the States, and establish his exclusive 
constitutional currency of gold and silver, lie 
would bring upon this country scenes of ruin 
and distress without a parallel—an immediate 
bankruptcy of nearly every debtor, and of al
most every creditor to whom large amounts 
were due, a prodigious depreciation in the price 
of all property and all products, and an imme
diate cessation by States and individuals of near
ly every work of private enterprise or public 
improvement. The country would be involved 
in one universal bankruptcy, and near the grave , 
of the nation’s prosperity would perhaps repose 
the scattered fragments of those great am] 
glorious institutions which give happiness to 
millions here, and hopes to millions more of 
disenthralment from despotic power. Sir. in 
resistance to the power of the Bank of the 
United States, in opposition to the re-establish- 
ment of any similar institution, the senator from 
Missouri would find Mr. W. with him; hut he 
could not enlist as a recruit in this new crusade 
against the banks of his own and every other 
State in the Union. These institutions, whether 
for good or evil, are created by the States, 
cherished and sustained by them, in many cases 
owned in whole or in part by the States, and 
closely united with their prosperity; and what
right have we to destroy them ? What right 
- - - - 11 -------------- . „not the author of this measure, so mucii ] npiiv ...— ... -----  _ed by the senator from Missouri, nor had he, a humble servant of the people of Mis- 

said one word ujvon the subject. The sissippi, to say to his own, or any other State, 
originated with the senator from Vir- your State legislation is wrong—your State in-

vnur state hanks, must be annihilated.
JVUl UW*w ------ --------- 0 v

stitution, your State banks, must be annihilated, 
and we will legislate here to ell'eet this object 
Are we the masters or servants of the sovereica 
States, that we dare speak to them in language 
like this — that we dare attempt to prostrate 
here those institutions which arc created and 
maintained by those very States which we 

These may I# the

lalous, and successful advocate. Why, then, 
had the senator from Missouri assailed him 
(Mr. W.), and permitted the author of the 
measure to escape unpunished 7 Sir, are the
arrows which appear to be aimed by the senator ..._______from Missouri at the humble organ of the Com- represent on this lloor 7 
mittee on Public lands, who reported this bill, ! opinions entertained by some senators of their 
intended to inflict a wound in another quarter ? ; duty to the States they represent, but they were 
Is one senator the apparent object of assault, not his (Mr. W’s) views or bis opinions, lie 
when another is designed as the real victim? was sincerely desirous to co-operate with bis 
Sir, when the senator from Missouri, without1 State in limiting any dangerous powers of the 
any provocation, like a thunderbolt from an banks, in enlarging the circulation of gold and 
uuchiuded sky, broke upon the Senate in a per- silver, and in suppressing the small note cur- ; 
feet tempest of wrath and fury, bursting upon rency, so ns to avoid that explosion which vis 
his poor head like a tropical tornado, did he in- to lie apprehended from excessive issues of bant 
tend to sweep before the avenging storm another paper. But a total annihilation of all the banks 
individual more obnoxious to his censure 7 i of his own State, now possessing a chartered 

“ Sir (said Mr. W.), the senator from Missouri, capital of near forty millions of dollars, would 
has thrice repeated the prayer, ‘(jo<j save the j Mr. W. knew, produce almost universal bank- 
country from the Committee on Public Lands ; ’ ruptcy, anil was not, he believed, anticipated k 
but Mr. W. fully believed if the prayer of the [ any one of his constituents, 
country could be heard within these walls, “ But the senator from Missouri tells us till 
it would be, Uod save us from the wild, vision- j this measure of the committee is a repeal of tie ary, ruinous, and impracticable schemes of the ; constitution, by authorizing the receipt of papif

gynev in revenue paymen 
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money in revenue payments. If so, then the 
eonstitution never has had an existence ; for the 
period cannot be designated when paper money 
was not so receivable by the federal govern
ment. This species of money was expressly 
made receivable for the public dues by an act 
of Congress, passed immediately after the adop
tion of the constitution, and which remained in 
force until eighteen hundred and eleven. It 
was so received, as a matter of practice, from 
eighteen hundred and eleven until eighteen 
hundred and sixteen, when, again, by an act of 
Congress then passed, and which has just ex
pired, it was so authorized to be received during 
all that period. Now, although these acts have 
expired, there is that which is equivalent to a 
law still in force, expressly authorizing the 
notes of the specie-paying banks of the States 
to be received in revenue payments. It is the 
joint resolution of eighteen hundred and six
teen, adopted by both houses of Congress, and 
approved by President Madison.

“ Where is the distinction, in principle, as re
gards the reception of bank paper on public ac
count, between the two provisions ? And the 
senator from Missouri, in thus denouncing the 
bill of the committee as a repeal of the consti
tution, denounces directly the President of the 
United States. Congress, no more than a State 
legislature, can make any thing but gold or sil
ver a tender in payment of debts by one citizen 
to another; but that Congress, or a State legis
lature, or an individual, may waive their con
stitutional rights, and receive hank paper or 
drafts, in payment of any debt, is a principle of 
universal adoption in theory and practice, and 
never doubted by any one until at the present 
session by the senator from Missouri. The 
distinction of the senator in this respect was as 
incomprehensible to him (Mr. W.) as he be-
lieved it was to every senator, and, indeed, was I mt0 a should not be able to add much
discernible only by the magnifying powers of a to what had been said bv the honorable senator,
tolar microscope, h was a point-no-point, but was desirous of adding his mite in reply to so’ 
which, like the logarithmic spiral, or asymptote mnph nf 1viin. , , , i , , ,
of the hyperbolic curve, might be for ever ap- ‘ >een so zealously urged by
proached without reaching; an infinitesimal, the “ie scna*ov fr°m Missouri (Mr. Benton), as had
ghost of an idea, not only without length, not touched upon by the chairman of the
brudth, thickness, shape, weight, or dimensions, land committee ; and did so in an elaborate
SStite ShBSafwSL I '>•>- »r. Benton «

of the honorable senator, when traversing, in no^ rePv to either of the senators ; ho believed 
his fitful somnambulism, that tessclated pave- i l*iat the events of a few months would answer 
ment of gold, silver, and bullion, which that them, and the vote being immediately token
senator delighted to occupy. Sir, the senator, the bill was passed almost unanimously-only 
from Missouri might have heaped mountain r * J J
high his piles of metal ; he might have swept, ! lvo “,8ScntmK votes, [lie yeas and nays were: 
in his Quixotic flight, over the banks of the! Yeas—Messrs. Black. Brown, Buchanan.Clay, 
States, putting to the sword their officers, stock- Clayton, Crittenden, Cuthbert, Dana, Davis, 
holders, directory, and legislative bodies by j Ewing of Illinois, Ewing of Ohio, Fulton, Grun- 
which they were clmrtiw.nl ■ >.<■ —!->-» *• dy Hnndrù-k= n,.i.i.—i • •' - ■-
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of fifteen hundred millions, and Mr. W. would 
not have disturbed his beatific visions, nor 
would any other senator—for they were visions 
only, that could never be realized—but when, 
descending from his ethereal flights, he seized 
upon the Committee on Public Lands as crimi
nals, arrainged them as violators of the consti
tution, and prayed Heaven for deliverance from 
them, Mr. W. could be silent no longer. Yes, 
even then he would have passed lightly over 
the ashes of the theories of the honorable Sena
tor, for, if he desired to make assaults upon any, 
it would be upon the living, and not the dead ; 
but that senator, in the opening of his (Mr. 
W.’s) address, had rejected the olive branch 
which, upon tile urgent solicitation of mutual 
friends, against his own judgment, he had ex
tended to the honorable senator. The senator 
from Missouri had thus, in substance, declared 
his ‘ voice was still for war.’ Be it so ; but ho 
hoped the Senate would all recollect that he 
(Mr. W.) was not the aggressor; and that, 
whilst he trusted he never would wantonly 
assail the feelings or reputation of any senator, 
he thanked God that he was not so abject or 
degraded as to submit, with impunity, to un
provoked attacks or unfounded accusations from 
any quarter. Could lie thus submit, he would 
be unfit to represent the noble, generous, and 
gallant people, whose rights and interests it 
wqs his pride and glory to endeavor to protect, 
whose honor and character were dearer to him 
than life itself, and should never ho tarnished 
by any act of his, as one of their humble repre
sentatives upon this floor.”

Mr. Bives returned thanks to Mr. Walker
for his able and satisfactory defence of the bill,
which in fact was his own resolution changed
into a bill. He should not be able to add much 

> ■ -

........o, ........... i. mm legislative bodies by
which they were chartered ; he might, in his 
reveries, have demolished their charters, and 
coasumed their paper by the tire of his elo
quence; he might have transacted, in fancy, 
with a metallic currency of twenty-eight mil
lions in circulation, an actual annual business

Vol. I.—45

_.......„ ...wii, umng oi vmo, Milton, Grun
dy, Hendricks, Hubbard, Kent, King of Ala
bama, King of Georgia, Knight, McKean, Moore, 
Nicholas, Niles, Norvell, Page, Parker, Prentiss, 
Preston, Rives, Bobbins, Robinson, Sevier, 
Southard, Swift, Tallmadge, Tipton, Tomlinson, 
Walker, Wall, Webster, White.—41.
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Nays—Messrs. Benton, Linn, Morris, Bug
gies, Wright—5.

The name of Mr. Calhoun is not in either list 
of these votes. He had a reason for not voting, 
which he expressed to the Senate, before the 
vote was taken ; thus :

“ He had been very anxious to express his 
opinions somewhat at large upon this subject 
He put no faith in this measure to arrest the 
downward course of the country. He believed 
the state of the currency was almost incurably 
bad, so that it was very doubtful whether the 
highest skill and wisdom could restore it to 
soundness ; and it was destined, at no distant 
time, to undergo an entire revolution. An ex
plosion he considered inevitable, and so much 
the greater, the longer it should be delayed. 
Mr. C. would have been glad to go over the 
whole subject ; but as he was now unprepared 
to assign his reasons for the vote which he 
might give, he was unwilling to vote at all.”

The explosion of the banks, which Mr. Cal
houn considered inevitable, was an event so fully 
announced by its “ shadow coming before,” 
that Mr. Benton was astonished that so many 
senators could be blind to its approach, and 
willing, by law, to make their notes receivable 
In all payments to the federal government. The 
bill went to the House of Representatives, where 
a very important amendment was reported from 
the Committee of Ways and Means to which the 
bill had been referred, intended to preserve to the 
Secretary of the Treasury his control over the 
receivability of money for the public dues, so as 
to enable him to protect the constitutional cur
rency and reject the notes of banks deemed by 
him to be unworthy of credit. That amend
ment was in these words, and its rejection goes 
to illustrate the character of the bill that was 
passed:

“ And be it further enacted, That no part of 
this act shall Do construed as repealing any ex
isting law relative to the collection of the reve
nue from customs or public lands in the legal 
currency, or as substituting bank notes of any 
description as a lawful currency for coin, as pro
vided in the constitution of the United States ; 
nor to deprive the Secretary of the Treasury of 
the power to direct the collectors or receivers 
of the public revenue, whether derived from du
ties, taxes, debts, or sales of the public laitds, 
not to receive in payment, for any sum due to 
the United States, the notes of any bank or 
banks which.thc said Secretary may have reason 
to believe unworthy of credit, or which he ap
prehends may be compelled to suspend specie 
payments.”

Mr. Cambrelcng, chairman of the Committee 
of Ways and Means, in support of this amend
ment, said it had been reported for the purpose 
of preventing a misconstruction of the bill jt 
came from the Senate, and securing the publie 
revenue from serious frauds , and asked for the 
yeas and nays. The amendment was cut off by 
a sustained call for the previous question ; and 
the bill passed by a strong vote—143 to 59, 
The nays were :

Nays—Messrs. Ash, Barton, Bean, Beaumont, 
Black, Bockeo BoVd, Brown, Burns, Cambré 
leng, Chancy, Ch^JçColes, Cushman, Double- 
day. Dromgoole, Wocr, Fairfield, Farlin, Fry, 
Fuller, Galbraith, J. Hall, Hamer, Hardin, A, 
G. Harrison, Hawes, Holt, Huntington, Jarvis, 
0. Johnson, B. Jones, Lansing, J. Lee, Leonard’ 
Logan, Loyal 1, A. Mann, W. Mason, M. Mason, 
McKay, McKeon, McLean, Page, Parks, F. Fierce’ 
Joseph Reynolds, Rogers, Seymour, Shinn, Sick
les, Smith, Taylor, Thomas, J. Thomson, Tur- 
rill, Vanderpoel, W ard, Ward well—59.

It was near the end of the session before the 
bill passed the House of Representatives. It 
only got to the hands of the President in the 
afternoon of the day before the constitutional 
dissolution of the Congress. He might have re- ] 
tained it (for want of the ten days for considera
tion which the constitution allowed him), with
out assigning any reason to Congress for so do
ing'; but he chose to assign a reason which, 
-though good and valid in itself) may have been 
helped on to its conclusions by the evil tendencies 
of the measure. That reason was the ambiguoui 
and equivocal character of the bill, and the diver- [ 
sity of interpretations which might be placed I 
upon its provisions ; and was contained in the | 
following message to the Senate :

“The bill from the Senate entitled ‘An act 
designating and limiting the funds receivable fw 
the revenues of the United States, came to mj 
hands yesterday, at two o’clock P. M. On pv 
rusing it, I found its provisions so complétas! 
uncertain, that I deemed it necessary to obtain 
the opinion of the Attorney General of the tin
ted States on several important questions, touch
ing its construction and effect, before I could 
decide on the disposition to be made of it. Tht 
Attorney General took up the subject imip 
ately, and his reply was reported to gic thn 
day, at five o’clock P. M. As this officer, af 
a careful and laborious examination of the t 
and a distinct expression of his opinion c 
points proposed to him, still came to then 
elusion that the construction of the bill, sboalt 
it become a law, would be yet a subject of u

perplexity and doubt (a view |y coincident with my own), 
think it proper, in a matter of 
»f such constant application, 
ao liable to diversity of int 
more especially as I have not h 
duties constantly pressing on 
subject that deliberate consid 
importance demands, I am con 
the bill, without acting definite 
to the end that my reasons ft 
be fully understood, I shall c, 
with the opinion of the Alton 
the bill in question, to be depi 
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Thus the firmness of the 
sued the country from an im 
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perplexity and doubt (a view of the bill entire
ly coincident with my own), and as I cannot 
think it proper, in a matter of such interest and 
ef such constant application, to approve a bill 
so liable to diversity of interpretations, and 
more especially as I have not had time, amid the 
duties constantly pressing on me, to give the 
eubject that deliberate consideration which its 
importance demands, I am constrained to retain 
the bill, without aiding definitively thereon ; and 
to the end that my reasons for this step may 
bb fully understood, I shall cause this paper, 
with the opinion of the Attorney General, and 
the bill in question, to be deposited in the De- 
nirtment of State.”

Thus the firmness of the Presilient’, again 
seed the country from an immense calamity, 
and in a few months covered him with the 
plaudits of a preserved and grateful country.

CHAPTER CL VI.

DISTRIBUTION OF LANDS AND MONET—VARIOUS 
PROPOSITIONS.

The spirit of distribution, having got a taste of 
that feast in the insidious deposit bill at the pre
ceding session, became ungovernable in its ap
petite for it at this session, and open and undis
guised in its efforts to effect its objects. Within 
the first week cf the meeting of Congress, Mr. 
Mercer, a representative from Virginia, moved 
a resolution that the Committee of Ways and 
Means be directed to bring in a bill to release 
the States from all obligation ever to return the 
dividends they should receive under the so-called 
deposit act. It was ahold movement, considering 
that the States had not yet received a dollar, and 
that it was addressed to the same members, 
sitting in the same chairs, who had enacted the 
measure under the character of a deposit, to be 

edly returned to the United States when- 
| ev# desired ; and under that character had 

ed over to the support of the act two classes 
I voters who could not otherwise have beep 

obtained ; namely, those who condemned the 
policy o( distribution, and those who denied its 
constitutionality. Mr. Dunlap, of Tennessee, 
met Mr. Mercer’s motion at the threshold—con
demned it as an open conversion of deposit into 
distribution—as a breach of the condition on 
which the deposit was obtained—as unfit to be

discussed ; and moved that it be laid upon the 
table—a motion that precludes discussion, and 
brings on an immediate vote. Mr. Mercer asked 
for the yeas and nays, which being taken showed 
the astonishing spectacle of seventy-three mem
bers recording their names against the motion. 
The votcwasl26to73. Simultaneously with Mr. 
Mercer’s movement in the House to pull the mask 
from the deposit bill, and reveal it in its true 
character, was Mr. Clay’s movement in the Senate 
to revive his land-money distribution bill, to 
give it immediate effect, and continue its opera
tion for five years. In the first days of the 
session he gave notice of his intention to bring 
in his bill ; and quickly followed up his notice 
with its actual introduction. On presenting the 
bill, he said it was due to the occasion to make 
some explanation" : and thus went on to make 
them :

“ The operation of the bill which had hereto
fore several times passed the Senate and once 
the House, commenced on the last of December, 
1822, and was to continue five years. It pro
vided for a distribution of the nett proceeds of 
the public lands during that period, upon well- 
known principles. But the deposit act of the 
last session had disposed of so large a part of 
the divisible fund under the land bill, that he 
did not think it right, in the present state of the 
treasury, to give the bill—which ho was about 
to apply for leave to introduce—that retrospec
tive character. He had accordingly, in the 
draught which he was going to submit, made the 
last day of the present month its commence
ment, and the last day of the year 1841 its ter
mination. If it should pass, therefore, in this 
shape, the period of its duration will be the 
same as that prescribed in the former bills. 
The Senate will readily comprehend the motive 
for fixing the end of the year 1841, as it is at 
tliat time that the biennial reductions of ten 
per cent upon the existing duties cease, accord
ing to the act of the 2d March 1833, commonly 
called the compromise act, and a reduction of 
one half of the excess beyond twenty per cent, 
of any duty then remaining, is to take effect. 
By that time, a fair experiment of the land bill 
will have been made, and Congress can then de
termine whether the proceeds of the national 
domain shall continue to be equitably divided, 
or shall lie applied to the current expenses of 
the government The bill in his hand assigns 
to the new State of Arkansas her just propor
tion of the fund, and grants to her 500,000 acres 
of land as proposed to other States. A similar 
assignment and grant are not made to Michi
gan, because her admission into the Union is not 
yet complete. But when that event occurs, 
provision is made by which that State will re-
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eeive its fair dividend. He had restored, in this 
draught, the provision contained in the original 
plan for the distribution of the public lands, 
which he had presented to the Senate, by which 
the States, in the application of the fund, are 
restricted to the great objects of education, in-1 
ternal improvement, and colonization. Such a 
restriction would, he believed, relieve the Legis
latures of the several States from embarrassing 
controversies about the disposition of the fund, 
and would secure the application of what was 
common in its origin, to common benefits in its 
ultimate destination. But it was scarcely ne
cessary for him to say that this provision, as 
well as the fate of the whole bill, depended u]>on 
the superior wisdom of the Senate and of the 
House. In all respects, other than those now 
particularly mentioned, the bill is exactly as it 
passed this body at the last session.”

The bill was referred to the Committee on 
Pnblic Lands, consisting of Mr. Walker of 
Mississippi, Mr. Ewing of Ohio, Mr. King of 
Alabama, Mr. Ituggles of Maine, Mr. Fulton of 
Arkansas. The committee returned the bill 
with an amendment, proposing to strike out the 
entire bill, and substitute for it a new one, to 
restrict the sale of the lands to actual settlers 
ia limited quantities. In the cours» of the 
discussion of the bill, Mr. Benton offered an 
amendment, securing to any head of a family, 
any young man over the age of eighteen, and 
any widow, a settlement right in ICO acres at 
reduced prices, and inhabitation and cultivation 
for five years : which amendment was lost by a 
close vote—18 to 20. The yeas and nays were :

Yeas—Messrs. Benton, Black, Dana, Ewing 
of Illinois, Fulton, Hendricks, King of Alabama, 
Linn, Moore. Morris, Nicholas, Bivcs, Robin
son, Sevier, Strange, Tipton, Walker, White- 
18.Nays—Messrs. Bayard, Brown, Calhoun, 
Clay, Clayton, Crittenden, Davis, Ewing of 
Ohio, Hubbard, Kent, King of Georgia, Niles, 
Page, Prentiss, Bobbins, Buggies, Swift, Tall- 
madge, Wright—20.

The substitute reported by the committee on 
public lands, after an extended debate, and vari
ous motions uf amendment, was put to the vote, 
and adopted—twenty-four to sixteen—the yeas 
and nays being :

ing of Ohio, Kent, King of Georgia. Knight 
8 gouthard, SwiftPrentiss, Bobbins,' Sevier, ouumu™, 

Tomlinson, Wall, Webster, White—16.

Ykas—Messrs. Benton, Black, Brown, Bu
chanan, Cuthbert, Ewing of Illinois, Fulton 
Grundy, Hendricks, Hubbard, King of Alaba
ma, Linn, Lyon, Moore. Mouton, Nicholas, 
Niles, Norvell, Page, Rives, Robinson, Strange, 
Walker, IVright—24.

Nays.—Messrs. Bayard, Calhoun, Davis, Ew-

So Mr. Clay’s plan of a five years’ open distri 
bution of the land money to the States, in addition 
to the actual distribution, under the deposit 
mask, was now defeated in the Senate : but tint 
did not put an end to kindred schemes. The; 
multiplied in different forms ; and continued 
to vox Congress to almost the last day of its 
existence. Mr. Calhoun brought a plan for the 
cession of all the public lands to the States in 
which they lay, to be sold by them on graduated 
prices, extending to thirty-five years, on condi
tion that the States should take the expenses ol 
the land system on themselves, and pay thirty- 
three and a third per centum, of the sales, to the 
federal treasury. Mr. Benton objected, on prino- | 
pie, to any complication of moneyed or proper» 
transactions between the States and the federal ! 
government, leading, as they inevitably would, 
to dissension and contention ; and ending in con- 
troversies between the members and the head 
of the federal government : and, on detail, be 
cause the graduation was extended beyond a 
period when the new States would be strong 
enough to obtain better terms, without the am
plication of a contract, and the condition of a 
purchase. Within the thirty-five years, then 
would be three new apportionments of repre
sentatives, under the censuses of 1840, 1656 
and I860—doubling or trebling the new State I 
representation each time ; also several nei | 
States admitted ; so that they would be 
enough to take effectué measures for then-1 
tinction of the federal titles within the Statea I 
on just and equitable principles. Mr. Buchanaa I 
openly assailed Mr. Calhoun’s proposition as 11 
bid for the presidency ; and said :

“ He had heard a great deal said about bribing 
the people with their own money ; arguera» 
of that kind had been reiterated, but they hail 
never had much effect on him. But speaking 
on the same principles on which this hid k# 
said, and without intending any thing personal 
toward the honorable senator from South Caro
lina, ho would say this was the most spleiuM 
bribe that had ever yet been offered. Itwaal 
give the entire public domain to the pec 
the new States, without fee or reward, a 
the single condition that they should not I 
all the land into market at once. It wa 
first time such a proposition had been broug 
forward for legislation ; and he solemnly f 
tested against the principle that Congress I

ANNO
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grossly exaggerated. In the course 
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right, in equity or justice, to give what be
longed to the entire people of the Union to the 
inhabitants of any State or States whatever. 
After warmly expressing his dissent to the 
amendment, Mr. R said he hoped it would not 
receive the sanction of any considerable pqrtion 
of the Senate.” x \J

Mr. Sevier of Arkansas, said it might be very 
true that presidential candidates would bid deep 
for the favor of the W est; but that was no rea
son why the West should refuse a good offer, 
when made. Deeming this a good one, and 
beneficial to the new States, he was for taking 
it Mr. Linn, of Missouri, objected to the propo
sition of Mr. Calhoun, as an amendment to the 
bill in favor of actual settlers (in which form it 
was offered), because it would be the occasion 
of losing both measures ; and said :

“ He might probably vote for it as an inde
pendent proposition, but could no't as it now 

I stood. He had set out with the determination 
to vote against every amendment which should 
be proposed, as the bill had once been nearly 
lost by the multiplication of them. If this 
amendment should be received, the residue of 
the session would be taken up in discussing it, 
and nothing would be done for his constituents. 

I lie wanted them to know that he had done his 
utmost, which was but little, to carry into effect 

I their wishes, and to secure their best interests 
i the settlement of the new country. He was 

I anxious to obtain the passage of an equitable 
I pre-emption law, vyhich should secure to them 
I their homes, and not throw the country into 
I the hands of great capitalists, as had been done 
I in the case of the Holland Land Company, and 
I thus retard the settlement of the West. As to 
I the evasions of previous pre-emption laws of 
I which so much had been said, he believed they 
I either hail no existence in Missouri, or had been 
I grossly exaggerated. In the course of his pro- 
lfeesional duty (Mr. Linn is a physician, in large 
■practice), he had occasion to become extensively 
licquainted with the people concerning whom 
Ithese things had been asserted (he referred to 

he emigrants who had setled in that State, 
inder the pre-emption law of 1814), and he 
mid say, nothing of the kind had fallen under 
s observation. They had come there, in most 

poor, surrounded by all the evils and 
dvantages of emigration to a now country ; 

e had attended many of them in sickness ; and 
« “«Id truly aver that they were, as a whole, 
ki kst and most upright body of people he 

1 ever known.
u Mr. L said he was a practical man, though 

Lis temperament might be somewhat warm. He 
loked to things which were attainable, and in 
ie near prospect of being obtained, rather than 
t those contingent and distant. Here was a

bill, far advanced in the Senate, and, as he hoped, 
on the eve of passing. He believed it would 
secure a great good to his constituents ; and he 
could not consent to risk that bill by accepting 
the amendment proposed by the senator from 
South Carolina. If the senator from Arkansas 
would let this go, he might possibly find that it 
was a better thing than he could ever get again. 
He wanted that Congress should so regulate thé 
public lands, and so arrange the terms on which 
it was disposed of, as to furnish in the West 
an opportunity for poor men to become rich, 
and every worthy and industrious man pros
perous and happy.”

Mr. Calhoun felt himself called upon to rise 
in defence of his proposition, and in vindication 
of his own motives in offering it ; and did so, 
in a brief speech, saying :

“ When the Senate had entered upon the pre
sent discussion, he had had little thought of 
offering a proposition like this. He had, indeed, 
always seen that there was a period coming 
when this government must cede to the new 
States the possession of their own soil ; but lie 
had never thought, till now, that period was so 
near. What he had seen this session, however, 
and especially the nature and character of the 
hill which was now likely to pass, had fully 
satisfied him that the time had arrived. There 
were at present eighteen senators from the new 
States. In four years, there would be six mqre, 
which would make twenty-four. All, therefore) 
must see that, in a very short period, those 
States would have this question in their own 
hands. And it had been openly said that they 
ought not to accept of the present proposition, 
because they would soon he able to get bettor 
terms. He thought, therefore, that, instead of 
attempting to resist any longer what must 
eventually happen, it would be better for all 
concerned that Congress should yield at once to 
the force of circumstances, and cede the public 
domain. His objects in this movement were 
high and solemn objects. He wished to break 
down the vassalage of the new States. He de
sired that this government should cease to hold 
the relation of a landlord. He wished, further, 
to draw this great fund out of the vortex of the 
presidential contest, with which it had openly 
been announced to the Senate there was an 
avowed design to connect it. lie thought the 
country had been sufficiently agitated, corrupt
ed, and debased, by the influence of that con
test ; and he wished to take this great engine 
out of the hands of power. If he were a can
didate for the presidency, he would wish to 
leave it there. He wished to go further : lie 
sought to remove the immense amount of pa
tronage connected with the management of this 
domain—a patronage which had corrupted both 
the old and the new States to an enormous ex
tent. He sought to counteract the centralism,
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which was the great danger of this government, 
and thereby to preserve the liberties of the peo
ple much longer than would otherwise be possi
ble. As to what was to be received for these 
lands, he cared nothing about it. He would 
have consented at once to yield the whole, and 
withdraw altogether the landlordship of the 
general government over them, had he not be
lieved that it would be most for the benefit of 
the new States themselves that it should con
tinue somewhat longer. These were the views 
which had induced him to present the amend
ment. He offered no gilded pill. He threw in 
no apple of discord. He was no bidder for popu
larity. He prescribed to himself a more humble 
aim, which was simply to do his duty. He 
sought to counteract the corrupting tendency 
of the existing course of things. He sought (o 
weaken this government by divesting it of at 
least a part of the immense patronage it wield
ed. He held that every great landed estate re
quired a local administration, conducted by per
sons more intimately acquainted with local wants 
and interests than the members of a central 
government could possibly be. If any body 
asked him for a proof of the truth of his posi
tions, he might point them to the bill now be
fore the Senate. Such were the sentiments, 
shortly stated, which had governed him on this 
occasion. He had done his duty, and he must 
leave the result with God and with the new 
States.”

of the new States of the public lands in the ag> 
gregate, without specifying the motive or con. 
sidération upon which they were made. Its 
argument is, that an equal quantity should lie 
granted to the old States, to make them respec
tively equal sharers in the public lands. Now, 
sir (said Mr. M.), nothing could he devised more 
disingenuous and deceptive. Let us look at it 
briefly. The idea is, that the old States granted 
these lands to the new for an implied considera
tion, and resulting benefit to themselves ; that 
it was a sort of Indian gift, to be refunded 
with increase. Not so, sir, at all. If Mr. M. 
understood the motives inducing those grants, 
they were paternal on the part of the old States; 
proceeding upon that generous and noble liber
ality which induces a wealthy father to advance 
and provide for his children. This was the 
moving consideration, though he (Mr. M.) was 
aware that the giants in aid of the improve
ments of the new States and territories were 
upon consideration of advancing the sale ami 
improvement of the remaining lands in those 
States held by the United States.”

The proposition of Mr. Allen was disposed of 
by amotion to lie on the table,which prcvailtd- 
one hundred and fourteen to eighty-one votes, 
Jmt the end of these propositions was not yet.

Mr. Calhoun’s proposition was then put to 
the vote, and almost unanimously rejected, only 
six senators besides himself voting for it ; name
ly : Messrs. King of Georgia ; Moore of Alaba
ma ; Morris of Ohio ; Robinson of Illinois ; 
Sevier of Arkansas; and White of Tennessee. 
And thus a third project of distribution (count
ing Mr. Mercer’s motion as one), at this ses
sion, had miscarried. But it was not the end. 
Mr. Chilton Allen, representative from Ken
tucky, moved a direct distribution of land to the 
old States, equal in amount to the grants which 
had been made to the new States. Mr. Abijah, 
Mann, jr., of New York, strikingly exposed the 
injustice of this proposition, in a few brief re
marks, saying :

“It must lie apparent, by this time, that this 
proposition was neither more nor less than a 
new edition of the old and exploded idea of dis
tributing the proceeds of the sales of the public 
lands, attempted to be concealed under rubbish 
and verbiage, and gilded over by the patriotic 
idea of applying it to the public education. Its 
paternity is suspicious, and its hope fallacious 
and delusive. The preamble to this resolution 
Is illusory and deceptive, addressed to the cupid
ity of the old States represented On this floor. 
It recites the grants made by Congress to each

gress was to be elected, and to t 
that time ; the present Congres 
in six days : and it was argued t 
ther right nor decent to anticipai 
sors, and do what they, fresh fre 
might not do. Mr. Yell, of Ark 
principal speaker against it ; and

. .nuttier motion to divide surpluses was to 1» 
made, and was made in the expiring days of the 
session, and by way of amendment to the regu
lar fortification bill. Mr. Bell, of Tennessee, 
moved, on the 25 th of February, that a furtbn 
deposit of all the public monies in the treasury 
on the first day of January, 1838, above il» 
sum of five millions of dollars, should be •‘depo
sited” with the States, according to the terms of | 
the “deposit” bill of the preceding session; and ! 
which would have the effect of making a second | 
“ deposit ” after the completion of the first one. 
The argument for it was the same which ha/1 
been used in the first case ; the argument against 
it was the one previously used, with the addi
tion of the objectionable proceeding of springing 
such a proposition at the end of the session, 
and as an amendment to a defence appropriation 
bill, on its passage; to which it was utterly in
congruous, and must defeat ; as, if it failed to 
sink the bill in one of the Houses, it must cer
tainly be rejected by the President, who, it 
was now known, would not be cheated again 
with the word deposit. It was also oppondu 
an act of supererogation, as nobody could id 
whether there would be any surplus a teal 
hence ; and further, it was opposed as an act or 
usurpation and an encroachment upon the a*J 
thority of the ensuing Congress. A new Cot>j
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tail on this country a system of ta 
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days of the tea and ten-penny tax—tv 
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for momentary duration; that it is n 
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ithasbeen introduced at this; and 
jog Mr. Speaker, it never will be ah; 
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A new Con

gress was to be elected, and to assemble before 
that time ; the present Congress would expire 
in six days : and it was argued that it was nei
ther right nor decent to anticipate their succes
sors, and do what they, fresh from the people, 
might not do. Mr. Yell, of Arkansas, was the 
principal speaker against it ; and said :

“I voted. Mr. Speaker, against the amend
ment proposed by the gentleman from Ten
nessee fMr. Bell), because I am of opinion that 
this bill, if passed, and sanctioned by the Pre
sident—and I trust that it never will receive 
the countenance of tha£ distinguished man and 
illustrious statesman—will at once establish a 
system demoralizing and corrupting in its in
fluences, and tend to the destruction of the 
sovereignty of the States, and render them de
pendant suppliants on the general government. 
This measure of distribution, since it has been 
i hobby-horse for gentlemen to ride on, has pre
sented an anomalous spectacle ! The time yet 
belongs to the history of this Congress, when 
honorable gentlemen, from the South and West, 
were daily found arraying themselves against 
every species of unnecessary taxation, boldly 
wowing that they were opposed to any and all 
tariff systems which would yield a revenue be
yond the actual wants and demands of the gov
ernment. Such was their language but a few 
weeks or months ago ; and, in proclaiming it, 
they struggled hard to excel each other in zeal 
and violence. And now, sir, what is the spec
tacle we behold 7 A system of distribution— 
mother and a specious name for a system of 
Mery has been started ; the hounds are in full 
cry ; and the same honorable and patriotic gen
tlemen now step forward, and, at the watch
word of 1 put money in thy purse ; aye, put 
money in thy purse,’ vote fur the distribution 

| or bribery measure ; thê effect of which is to en
tail on this country a system of taxation and 
oppression, which has had no parallel since the 
javs of the tea and ten-penny tax—two frightful 

I measures of discord, which roused enfeebled 
lies to rebellion, and led to the foundation 

I d this mighty republic. But we are told, Mr. 
Speaker, that this proposed distribution is only 
(or momentary duration ; that it is necessary to 
relieve the Treasury of a redundant income, and 

I that it will speedily be discontinued ! Indeed, 
1 sir ! What evidence have we of the fact ? What 
I evidence do we require to disprove the assertion ? 
I This scheme was commenced the last session ; 
I it has been introduced at this ; and let mo tell 
I you, Mr. Speaker, it never will be abandoned so 
I keg as the high tariff party can wheedle the 
I people with a siren lullaby, and cheat them out 
I of their rights, by dazzling the vision with gold, 
land deluding the fancy by the attributes of so- 
Iphistry. Depend upon it, sir, if this baleful 
laystall of distribution be not nipped in the bud, 
lit will betray the people into submission by a 
I eyeries of taxation which no nation on earth
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should endure. Sir, continued Mr. Y., I enter 
nay protest against a system of bargain and cor
ruption, which is to be executed by parties of 
different political complexions, for the purpose 
of dividing the s/ioils which they have plundered 
from the people. If the sales of the public lands 
are to he continued for the benefit of the specu
lators who go to the West in multitudes for the 
purpose of legally stealing the lands and im
provements of the people of the new States, I 
hope my constituents may know who it is that 
thus imposes upon them a system of legalized 
fraud and oppression. If, sir, my constituents 
are to be sacrificed by the maintenance of a sys
tem of persecution, got up and carried on for the 
puipose of filling the pockets of others to their 
ruin, I wish them to know Who is the author of 
the enormity. I had hoped, Mr. S[leaker, and 
that hope has not yet been abandoned, that if 
ever this branch of the government is bent on 
the destruction of the rights of the people, and 
a violation of the Constitution, there is yet one 
ordeal for it to pass where it may be shorn of 
its baneful aspect. And, Mr. Speaker, I trust 
in God that, in its passage through that ordeal, 
it will find a (quietus.”

Mr. Bell’s motion succeeded. The scconn 
“ deposit ” act, by a vote of 112 to 70, was en
grafted on the appropriation bill for completing 
and constructing fortifications ; and, thus loaded, 
that bill went to the Senate. Being referred to 
the Committee on Finance, that committee direct
ed their chairman, Mr. W right of New-York, to 
move to strike it out. The motion was resisted 
by Mr. Calhoun, Mr. Clay, Mr. Webster, Mr. 
White of Tennessee, Mr. Ewing of Ohio, Crit
tenden, Preston, Southard, and Clayton; and 
supported by Messrs. Wright, Benton, Bedford 
Brown, Buchanan^UfunriyyNihis of Connecticut, 
Rives, Strange of North Carolina : and being 
put to the vote, the motion was carried, and the 
“ deposit ” clause struck from the bill by a vote 
of 26 to 19. The yeas and nays were :

“Y’eas—Messrs. Benton, Black, Brown, Cuth- 
bert, Ewing of Illinois, Fulton, Grundy, Hub
bard, King of Alabama, King of Georgia, Linn, 
Lyon, Nicholas, Niles, Norvell, Page, Parker, 
Rives, Buggies, Sevier, Strange, Tallmadge, 
Walker, Wall, Wright—26.

“ Nays—Messrs. Bayard, Calhoun, Clayton, 
Crittenden, Davis, Ewing of Ohio, Hendricks, 
Kent, Knight, Moore, Prentiss, Preston, Bob
bins, Southard, Spence, Swift, Tomlinson, Web
ster, White—19.”

Being returned to the House, a motion was 
made to disagree to the Senate’s amendment, 
and argued with great warmth on each side, the 
opponents to the “deposit” reminding its friends
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of the l^ss of a previous appropriation bill for 
fortifications ; and warning them that their per
severance must now have the same effect, and 
operate a sacrifice of defence to the spirit of dis
tribution : but all in vain. The motion to dis
agree was carried—110 to 94. The disputed 
clause then went through all the parliamentary 
forms known to the occasion. The Senate “ in
sisted ” on its amendment : a motion to “ recede ” 
was made and lost in the House : a motion to 
“ adhere ” was made, and prevailed : then the 
Senate “adhered”: then a committee of “con
ference” was appointed, and they “ disagreed." 
This being reported to the Houses, the bill fell— 
the fortification appropriations were lost : and in 
this direct issue between the plunder of the 
country, and the defence of the country, defence 
was beaten. Such was the deplorable progress 
which the spirit of distribution had made.

CHAPTER CL VII.
MILITARY ACADEMY: ITS HIDING-HOUSE.

The annual appropriation bill for the support of 
this Academy contained a clause for the purchase 
of forty horses, “ for instruction in light artil
lery and cavalry exercise ; ” and proposed ten 
thousand dollars for the purpose. This purchase 
was opposed, and the clause stricken out. The 
bill also contained a clause proposing thirty 
thousand dollars, in addition to the amount 
theretofore appropriated, for the erection of a 
building for “recitation and military exercises,” 
as the clause expressed itself. It was under
stood to be for the riding-house in bad weather. 
Mr. McKay, of North Carolina, moved to strike 
out the clause, upon the ground that military men 
ought to be inured to hardship, not pampered 
in effeminacy ; and that, as war was carried on 
in the field, so young officers should be learned 
to ride in the open air, and on rough ground, 
and to be afraid of no weather. The clause was 
stricken out, but restored upon re-consideration ; 
in opposition to which Mr. Smith, of Maine, rvas 
the principal speaker ; and said :

“ I beg leave to call the attention of the com
mittee to the paragraph of this bill proposed to 
be stricken out. It is an appropriation of thirty 
thousand dollars, in addition to the amount al
ready appropriated, for the erection of a build
ing within which to exercise and drill the cadets

at West Point. The gentleman from Pennsvl 
vania [Mr. Ingersoll] who reported this bill, and 
who never engages himself in any subject with
out making himself entire master of all its pans, 
will do the committee the justice, I trust, to 
inform them, when he shall next take the floor, 
what the amount heretofore appropriated for 
this same building, in which to exercise the ca
dets, actually has been ; that, if wre decide on 
the propriety of having such a building, we may 
also know how much we have heretofore taken 
from the public Treasury for its erection, and 
'o what sum the thirty thousand dollars now 
proposed will be an addition.

“ The honorable gentleman from New-York 
[Mr. Cambreleng] says this proposed building 
is to protect the cadets during the inclemency 
of the winter season, when the snow is from two 
to six feet deep ; and has urged upon the com
mittee the extreme hardship of requiring the 
cadets to perform their exercises in the open air 
in such an inclement and cold region as that 
where West Point is situated. Sir, if the gen
tleman would extend his inquiries somewhat 
further North Qr East, he would find that at 
points where the winters are still more inclem
ent than at West Point, and where the snow 
lies for months in succession fronq two to eight 
feeWeep, a very large and useful and respectable 
portion of the citizens not only incur the snows 
and storms of winter by day without workshops 
or buildings to protect them, but actually pursue 
the business of months amid such snows and 
storms, without a roof, or board, or so much as 
a shingle to cover and protect them by either 
day or night, and do not dream of murmuring. 
But, forsooth, the young cadet at West Point, 
who goes there to acquire an education for him
self, who is clothed and fed, and even paid for 
his time, by the government while acquiring his 
education, cannot endure the atmosphere of 
West Point, without a magnificent building to 
shield him during the few hours in the week, 
while in the act of being drilled, as part of his 
education ! The government is called upon to 
appropriate thirty thousand dollar^, in addition 
to what has already been appropriated for the 
purpose, to protect the young cadet, who is pre
paring to be a soldier, against this temporary 
and yet most salutary exposure, as I esteem it 
Sir, is Congress prepared thus to pamper the 
effeminacy of these young gentlemen, at such 
an expense, too, upon the public Treasury ! Is 
it not enough to educate them for nothing, ind 
to pay them for their time while you are educat
ing them, and that you provide for their comfort
able subsistence, comfortable lodgings, and all 
the ordinary comforts, not to say numcroui 
luxuries of life, without attempting to keep them 
for ever within doors, to lw raised like children! 
I am opposed to it ; and I think, whenever thi 
people of this nation shall be made acquainted 
with the fact, they too will be opposed to it 

“ The gentleman from New-York says the ex
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[«red with those of the generality < 
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ries—two hundred and fifty dolli 
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magnificent buildings to shield th 
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Congress, and for the people of thi 
reflect seriously upon these matteri 
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character of this institution.

“But the honorable gentleman fre 
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among other duties, they are required to per
form camp duties for three months in the year. 
It is true, sir, that the law of Congress imposes 
three months’ camp duty upon the cadet. But 
the same tender spirit of guardianship Which has 
suggested the expediency of-housing the cadets 
from the atmosphere while performing their drill 
duties and exercises has in some way construed 
away one third of the law of Congress upon this 
subject ; and, instead of three months’ camp duty, 
i» the law requires, the cadets are required, by the 
rules and regulations of the institution, to camp 
out only two months of the year ; and for this 
purpose, sir, every species of camp utensils and 
camp furniture that government money can pur
chase is provided for them ; and this same duty, 
thus pictured forth here by the gentleman from 
New-York as a severe hardship, is in fact so tem ■ 
pered to the cadets as to become a mere luxury—a 
matter of absolute preference among the cadets. 
The gentleman from New-York will find, by the 
rales and regulations of the Academy, the 
months of July and August, or of August and 
September, are selected for this camp duty : 
seasons of the year, sir, when it is absolutely 
a luxury and privilege for the cqg^ts to leave 
their close quarters and- confined rooms, to per
forin duty out door, and to spend the nights in 
their well-furnished camps. Sir, the hardships 
and exposures of the cadets are nothing com
pared with those of the generality of our fellow- 
citizens in the North, in their ordinary pursuits ; 
and yet we are called upon to add to their luxu- 

-two hundred and fifty dollar horses to 
I ride, splendid camp equipage to protect them 

from the dews and damp air of summer, and 
magnificent buildings to shield them in their 
winter exercises. I think it is high time for 
Congress, and for the people of this nation, to 
reflect seriously upon these matters, and to in
quire with somewhat of particularity into the 

I character of this institution.
“But the honorable gentleman from Pennsyl- 

I uni» (Mr. Ingersoll), has volunteered to put 
the reputation of the \Vest Point Academy for 
morality in issue at this time, and sets it out in 

I eloquent description, as pre- eminently pure and 
I irreproachable in this respect.
I “ Sir, does not the honorable gentleman know 

that the history of this institution, within a few 
I reaps back only, bears quite different testimony 
I upon this subject ? Does not the gentleman 
1 know thë fact—a fact well substantiated by the 
I Register of Debates in your library—that only 
I a few years since the government was forced 
I into the necessity of purchasing up, at an ex- 
I pense of ten thousand dollars, a neighboring 
I tavern stand, as the only means of saving the 
I institution from being overwhelmed and ruined 
I by the gross immoralities of the cadets ? Is not 
I the gentleman aware that the whole argument 
I urged to force and justify the government into 
I this purchase was, that the moral power of the 
I Academy was unequal to the counter influences 
1 if the neighboring tavern ? And arc wo to be

told, sir, that this institution stands forth in its 
history pre-eminently pure, and above com
parison with the institutions that exist upon 
the private enterprise and munificence, and 
thirst for knowledge, that characterize our 
countrymen ? I make these suggestions, and 
allude to these facts, not voluntarily, and from 
a wish to create a discussion upon either the 
merits or demerits of the Academy. When I 
made the proposition to strike from this bill 
the ten thousand dollars proposed to be appro
priated for the purchase of horses, I neither in- 
teded nor desired to enter into a discussion of 
the institution. I have not now spoken, except 
upon the impulse given by the remarks of 
the gentlemen from New-York and Pensyl- 
vania ; and now, instead of going into the facts 
that do exist in relation to the Academy, I can 
assure gentlemen that I have but scarcely ap- 
prodched them. 11 have been willing, ana am 
now willing, to have these facts brought to light 
at another time, and upon a proper occasion 
that will occur hereafter, and leave the people 
of this nation to judge of them dispassionately. 
A report upon the subject of this institution 
will be made shortly, as the honorable gentle
man from Kentucky (Mr. Haw-cs) has assured 
the house. From that report, all will be able to 
form an opinion as to the policy of the institu
tion in its present shape and under its present 
discipline. That some grave objections exist? to 
both its shape and discipline, I think all will 
agree. But I wish not to discuss cither at this 
time. Let us know, however, and let the coun
try know, something about the expensive build
ings now in progress at West Point, before we 
conclude to add this further appropriation of 
thirty thousand dollars to the expenses of the 
institution ; and, while I am up, I will call the 
attention of the honorable gentleman who re
ported this bill to another item in it, which 
embraces forage for horses among other matters, 
and I wish him to specify to the committee what 
proportion of tiie sum of over thirteen thousand 
dollars contained in this item, is based upon the 
supposed supply of forage. Wc have stricken out 
tiie appropriation for purchasing horses, and ano
ther part of the bill provides forage for the of
ficers’ horses ; hence a portion of the item now 
adverted to should probably be stricken out-” 

The debate became spirited and discursive, 
grave and gay, and gave rise to some ridiculous 
suggestions, as that if it was necessary to pro
tect these young officers from bad weather when 
exercising on horseback, it ought to be done in 
no greater degree than young women are pro
tected in like circumstances—parasols for the 
sun, umbrellas for rain, and pelisses for cold : 
which it was insisted would be a great economy. 
On the other hand it was insisted that riding- 
houses were appurtenant to the military colleges 
of Europe, and that fine riders were trained in
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these schools. The $30,000, in addition to pre
vious appropriations for the same purpose, was 
granted ; but has been found to he insufficient ; 
and a late Board of Visitors, following the lead 
of the Superintendent of the Academy, and 
powerfully backed by the War Office, at Wash
ington City, has earnestly recommended a fur
ther additional appropriation of $20,000, still 
further to improve the riding-house; on the 
ground that, “ the room now used for the pur
pose is extremely dangerous to the lives and 
limbs of the cadets.” This further accommoda
tion is deemed indispensable to the proper teach
ing of the art of “ equitation : ” that is to say, 
to the art of riding on the back of a horse ; and 
the Visitors recommend this accommodation to 
Congress, in the following pathetic terms: “The 
attention of the committee has been drawn to 
the consideration of the expediency of erecting 
a new building for cavalry exercise. We arc 
aware that the subject has been before Con
gress, upon the recommendation of former boards 
of Visitors, anil we cannot add to the force of 
the arguments made use of by them, in favor 
of the measure. We would regret to be com
pelled to believe that there is a greater indiffer
ence to the safety of human life and limb in 
this country than in most others. 11 is enough 
for us to say that, in the opinion of the Super
intendent, the course of equitation cannot be 
properly taught without it, 1 and that the room 
now used for the purpose is extremely danger
ous to the lives and limbs of the cadets.’ In 
this opinion, we entirely concur. The appro
priation required for the erection of such a 
building will amount to some $20,000. We can 
hardly excuse ourselves, if we neglect to bring 
this subject, so far as we are able to do so, most 
emphatically to the notice of those who have 
the power, and, we doubt not, the disposition 
also, to remove the evil.”

that what upon the record is a tax of about 100 
per centum, is in the reality a tax of 200 pci 
centum ; and that upon an article of prime ne
cessity and universal use, while we have articles 
of luxury and superfluity—wines, silks—either 
free of tax, or nominally taxed at some ten or 
twenty per centum. The bare statement of the 
case is revolting and mortifying; but it is only 
by looking into the detail of the tax—its 
amount upon different varieties of salt—its ef. 
feet upon the trade and sale of the article—upon 
its importation and use—and the consequences I 
upon the agriculture of the country, for want 
of adequate supplies of salt—that the «eight 
of the tax, and the disastrous effects of its im- 
position, can be ascertained. To enable the 
Senate to judge of these effects and consequen
ces, and to render my remarks more intelligible,
I will read a table of the importation of rail 
for the year 1835—the last that has been made I 
up—and which is known to be a fair index to 
the annual importations for many years past 
With the number of bushels, and the name of 
the country from which the importations come, 
will be given the value of each parcel at the place 
it was obtained, and the original cost per bushel

Statement of the quantity of Salt imported I 
into the United States during the year 1835,1 
with the value and cost thereof, per bushel, it I 
the place from which it was imported : '

No. of 
bushels.

CHAPTER C LV I11.
SALT TAX: MIL BENTON'S FOURTH SPEECH 

AOA1NST IT.

The amount which this tax brings into the 
treasury is about 600,000 dollars, and that upon 
an article costing about 650,000 dollars ; and 
one-half of the tax received goes to the fishing 
counties and allowances founded upon it. So

Cm
Countries. bushels. p.buil

Sweden and Norway, 8,556 $572 6 341
Swedish West Indies, 6,856 708 101-41
Danish West Indies, 2,351 386 16
Dutch West Indies, 141,566 12,967 9 
England, 2,613,077 412,507 161-21
Ireland, 51,954 12,276 I
Gibraltar, 17,832 1,385 7 3-41
Malta, 1,500 118 7 3d|
British West Indies, 959,786 98,497 10 
British Am. Colonies, 138,593 30,374 
France on Mediterrar 32 64g 2 ,M

ncan,Spain on Atlantic, 360,140 16,760 434|
Spain on Mediterran., 101,000 5,443 5141
Portugal. 780,000 55,087
Cape de Verd Islands, 8,134 751 9 MOl
Italy, 36,742 1,580 4 111
Sicily, 5.786 150 2241
Trieste, 7,888 255 3741
Turkey, 9.377 984 10 1-llf
Colombia, 17,162 1,227
Brazil, 250 68
Argentine Republic, 402 41Africa, 5,733 615 1034|

6,735,364 655,000

Mr. B. would remark that salt, 1 
in ballast, the greatest quantity cai 

| land, where we had the largest tra 
s importation, with a tax upon it, 

iiiidental to trade, this greatest q 
from the place where it cost mos 
fir inferior kind. The salt from 
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île cost was about sixteen cents a 
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ted. The other half of the importe 
b less than the English salt, and : 
mperior to it ; so far superior that t 
alt will not even serve for a substi 
important business of curing fish, 
fcr long keeping, or southern expos 
alt was made by the action of the 
latitudes approaching, and under tl 
We begin to obtain it in the West I 
in large quantity on Turk’s Island ; 
ran all the islands and coasts, under 

Itnck, from the Gulf of Mexico to the 
|Tlie Cipe dc Verd Islands, the At 
"editerranean coasts of Spain and Pc 
editerrancan coast of France, the 

Id Italy, the islands in the Mediterz 
pasts of the Adriatic, the Archip 
kthe Black Sea, all produce it and 

- The table which has been read s 
t original cost of this salt—the p 

trongest in the world—is about ni 
rats a bushel in the Gulf of Mexicc 
id seven cents on the coasts of Fra 
id Portugal ; three and four cents in 
he Adriatic ; and less than three cents 
let «11 this salt bears one uniform dut 

11 twenty cents a bushel, and is now 
^its « bushel ; so that while the t! 

ish salt is a little upwards of fifty

fthc value, the same tax on all the i 
from one hundred to two hundred, i 
mdred and near four hundred per a
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of about 100 
it of 200 pci 
of prime ne- 
bave articles 
silks—either 
some ten or 
ement of the 
mt it is only ! 
the tax—its I 
salt—its cf- 

articlc—upon ! 
consequences I 
ry, for want 
it the weight I 
cts of its im- 
o enable the 
id conscqucn- 
re intelligible, I 
tation of salt I 
las been made | 
fair index t 
y years past I 
1 the name of I 
rtations come, 
*1 at the place I 
ost per bushel I

Salt imported I 
be year 1835,1 
per busheUtl 
rted :

£572
708
386

12,967
12,507
12.276

1,385
118

58,497
10,374
2,155 0 241

16,760 434
5,443 51-3

15.087 7 1
'751 9 1-10

1,580 414
156 224
255 314
984 10 Ml

10 i

,55,000

Mr. B. would remark that salt, being brought 
in ballast, the greatest quantity came from Eng
land, where we had the largest trade ; and that 
its importation, with a tax upon it, being merely 
incidental to trade, this greatest quantity came 
from the place where it cost most, and was of 
hr inferior kind. The salt from England was 
nearly one half of the whole quantity imported ; 
its cost was about sixteen cents a bushel ; and 
its quality was so inferior that neither in the 
United States, nor in Great Britain, could it be 
used for curing provisions, fish, butter, or any 
thing that required long keeping, or exposure 
to southern heats. This was the salt commonly 
ailed Liverpool. It was made by artificial heat, 
and never was, and never can be made pure, as 
the mere agitation of the boiling prevents the 
leparation of the bittern, and other foreign and 
poisonous ingredients with which all salt water, 
and even mineral salt, is more or less impregna
ted. The other half of the imported salt costs 
it less than the English salt, and is infinitely 
superior to it ; so far superior that the English 
salt will not even serve for a substitute in the 
important business of curing fish, and flesh, 
lor long keeping, or southern exposure. This 
salt was made by the action of the sun in the 
latitudes approaching, and under the tropics. 
We begin to obtain it in the West Indies, and 
in large quantity on Turk’s Island ; and get it 
,from all the islands and coasts, under the sun’s 
[track, from the Gulf of Mexico to the Black Sea. 
The Cape de Verd Islands, the Atlantic and 
Mediterranean coasts of Spain and Portugal, the 

lediterranean coast of France, the two coasts 
Italy, the islands in the Mediterranean, the 
ists of the Adriatic, the Archipelago, up 
the Black Sea, all produce it and send it to 

The table which has been read shows that 
* original cost of this salt—the purest and 

t in the world—is about nine or ten 
nts a bushel in the Gulf of Mexico ; five, six 
id seven cents on the coasts of France, Spain 

Portugal ; three and four cents in Italy and 
ic Adriatic ; and less than three cents in Sicily, 
’et all this salt bears one uniform duty ; it was 
1 twenty cents a bushel, and is now near ten 
nits a bushel ; so that while the tax on the 
iglish salt is a little upwards of fifty per cent, 
the value, the same tax on all the other salt 

from one hundred to two hundred, and three 
idred and near four hundred per cent. The

sun-made salt is chiefly used in the Great West, 
in curing provisions ; the Liverpool is chiefly 
used on the Atlantic coasts ; and thus the peo 
pie in different sections of the Union pay differ
ent degrees of tax upon the same articles, and 
that which costs least is taxed most. A tax 
ranging to some hundred per cent, is in itself an 
enormous tax ; and thus the duty collected by 
the federal government from all the consumers 
of the sun-made salt, is in itself excessive; 
amounting, in many instances, to double, treble, 
or even quadruple the original cost of the article. 
This is an enormity of taxation which strikes 
the mind at the first blush ; but, it is only the 
beginning of the enormity, the extent of which 
is only discoverable in tracing its effects to all 
their diversified and injurious consequences. In 
the first place, it checks and prevents the im
portation of the salt. Coming as ballast, and 
not as an article of commerce on which profit is 
to be made, the shipper cannot bring it except 
he is supplied with mqmcy to pay the duty, or 
surrenders it into the hands of salt dealers, on 
landing, to go his security for the payment of 
the duty. Thus, the importation of the article 
is itself checked ; and this check operates with 
the greatest force in all cases where the original 
price of the salt was least ; and, therefore, where 
it operates most injuriously to the country. In 
all such cases the tax operates as a prohibition 
to use salt as ballast, and checks its importation 
from all the places of its production nearest the 
sun’s track, from the Gulf of Mexico to Con
stantinople. In the next place, the imposition of 
the tax throws the salt into the hands of an in
termediate set of dealers in the seaports, who 
either advance tho duty, or go security for it, 
and w ho thus become possessed of nearly all 
the salt which is imported. A few persons em
ployed in this business engross the salt, and fix 
the price for all in the market ; and fix it higher 
or lower, not according to the cost of the ar
ticle, but according to the necessities of the 
country, and the quantity on hand, and the sea
son of the year. The prices at vfhich they fix 
it are known to all purchasers, and may be seen 
in all prices-current. It is generally, in the case 
of alum salt, four, five, ten, or fifteen times as 
much as it cost. It is generally forty, or fifty, 
or sixty cents a bushel, and nearly the same 
price for all sorts, without any reference to the 
original cost, whether it cost three cents, or five
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cents, or ten cents, or fifteen cents a bushel. 
About one uniform price is put on the whole, 
and the purchaser has to submit to the imposi
tion. This results from the effect of the tax, 
throwing the article, which is nothing hut bal
last, into the hands of salt dealers. The importer 
does not bring more money than the salt is 
worth, to pay the duty ; he does not come pre
pared to pay a heavy duty on his ballast ; he 
has to depend upon raising the money for pay
ing the duty after he arrives in the United 
States ; and this throws him into the hands of 
the salt dealer, and subjects the country pur
chaser to all the fair charges attending this 
change of hands, and this establishment of an 
intermediate dealer, who must have his profits ; 
and also to all the additional exactions which 
he may choose to make. This should not be. 
There should bo no costs, nor charges, nor in
termediate profits, on such an article as salt. It 
comes as ballast ; as ballast it should be handed 
out—should be handed from the ship to the 
steamboat—should escape port charges, and in
termediate profits—and this would be the case, 
if the duty was abolished. Thus the charges, 
costs, profits, and exactions, in consequence of 
the tax, are greater than the tax itself! But 
this is not all—a further injury, resulting from 
the tax, is yet to be inflicted upon the consumer.
It is well known that the measured bushel of 
alum salt, and all sun-made salt is alum salt— 
it is well known that a bushel of this salt weighs 
about eighty-four pounds ; yet the custom-house 
bushel goes by weight, and not by measure, and 
fifty-six pounds is there the bushel. Thus the 
consumer, in consequence of having the salt sent 
through the custom-house, is shifted from the 
measured to the weighed bushel, and loses 
twenty-eight pounds by the operation! but this 
is not his whole loss; the intermediate salt 
dealer deducts six pounds more, and gives fifty 
pounds for tlie bushel ; and thus this taxed and 
custom-housed article, after paying some hun
dred per cent, to the government and several 
hundred per cent, more to the regraters, is 
worked into a loss of thirty-four pounds on every 
bushel ! All these losses and impositions would 
vanish, if salt was freed from the necessity of 
passing the custom-houses ; and to do that, it 
must be freed in loto from taxation. The slight
est duty would operate nearly the whole mis- 
thief, for it would throw the article into the

hands of regraters, and would substitute th, 
weighed for the measured bushel.

Such are the direct injuries of the salt tax ; 
a tax enormous in itself, disproportionate in its I 
application to the same article in different parts 
of the Union, and bearing hardest upon that 
kind which is cheapest, best, and most indus, 
pensable. The levy to the government is enor
mous, $050,000 per annum upon an article only 
worth about $600,000 ; but what the govern
ment receives is a trifle, compared to what is 
exacted by the regrater,—what is lost in the 
difference between the weighed and the mea
sured bushel,—and the loss which the farmer I 
sustains for want of adequate supplies of salt for 
his stock, and their food. Assuming the got- 
eminent tax to be ten cents a bushel, the aver
age cost of alum salt to be seven cents, and the 
regrater’s price to be fifty cents, and it is clear 
that he receives upwards of three times as much 
as the government does ; and that the tribute 
to those regraters is near two millions of dollars 
per annum. Assuming again that thirty-four 
pounds in the bushel are lost to the consumer 
in the substitution of the weighed for the mea
sured bushel, and here is another loss amount
ing to nearly three-eighths of the value of the 
salt ; that is to say, to about $250,000 on aa 
importation of $050,000 worth.

These detailed views of the operation and 
effects of the salt duty, continued Mr. B., plie 
the burdens of that tax in the most odious and 
revolting light; but the picture is not yet com
plete ; two other features are to be introduced 
into it, each of which, separately, and still mom, 
both put together, go far to double its enormity, 
and to carry the iniquity of such a tax up to the 
very verge of criminality and sinfulness Tin 
first of these features is, in the loss which til 
farmers sustain for want of adequate supplia 
of salt for their stock ; and the second, fra* 
the fact that the duty is a one-sided tax, beinf1 
imposed only on some sections of the I'rnoaJ 
and not at all upon another section of l“ 
Union. A few details will verify these ad 
tional features. First, as to the loss which tl 
country sustains for want of adequate supplie 

|.of salt. Every' practical man knows that field 
description of stock requires salt—hogs, bora 
cattle, sheep ; and that all the prepared fix* 
of cattle requires it also—hay, fodder, clou 
shucks, Ac. In England it is ascertained, l(

experience, that sheep require, 
pound a week, which is twenty- 
or half a custom-house bushel, py 
require a bushel and a half pier a: 
attic a bushel ; draught horses,
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experience, that sheep require, each, half a 
pound a week, which is twenty-eight pounds, 
or half u custom-house bushel, py annum ; cows 
require a bushel and a half per annum ; young 
rattle a bushel ; draught horses, and draught 
tattle, a bushel ; colts, and young cattle, from 
three pecks to a bushel each, per annum ; and 
it was computed in England, before the aboli
tion of the salt-tax there, that the stock of the 
English farmers, for want of adequate supplies 
of salt, was injured to an annual amount far bo- 
yojid the product of the tax.

Dr. Young, before a committee of the Brit
ish House of Commons, and upon oath, testi- 
fed to his belief that the use of salt free of 
tax would benefit the agricultural interest, in 
the increased value of their stock alone, to 
the annual amount of three millions sterling, 
near fifteen millions of dollars. Such was the 
injury of the salt-tax in England to the agri
cultural interest in the single article of stock. 
What the injury might be to the agricultu- 

I ral interest in the United States on the same 
article, on account of the stinted use of salt 
occasioned by the tax, might be vaguely con
ceived from general observation and a few 

1 established facts. In the first place, it was 

kown to every body that stock in our country 
was stinted for salt ; that neither hogs, horses, 

lattle, or sheep, received any thing near the 
1 quantity found by experience to be necessary 
lia England ; and, as for their food, that little or 
Ino salt was put upon it in the United States ; 

[while in England, ten or fifteen pounds of salt 
ltd the ton of hay, clover, Ac. was used in curing 
lit Taking a single branch of the stock of the 
[United States, that of sheep, and more decided 

vidence of the deplorable deficiency of salt can
ot be produced. The sheep in the U ni ted States 
lire computed by the wool-growers, in 1832, in 

eir petitions to Congress, at twenty millions ; 
his number, at half a bushel each, would re
lire about ten millions of bushels ; now the 

supply of salt in the United States, both 
unade and imported, barely exceeds ten 

liions ; so that, if the sheep received an ade- 
|nte supply, there would not remain a pound 
pr my other purpose ! Of course, the sheep 
M not receive an adequate supply, nor perhaps 

! fourth part of what was necessary ; and so 
>11 other stock. To give an opinion of the 

loss to the agricultural interest in the

United States for want of the free use of this 
article, would require the minute, comprehen
sive. sagacious, and peculiar turn of mind of 
Dr. Young ; but it may be sufficient for the ar
gument, and for all practical purposes, to assume 
that our loss, in proportion to the number of 
our stock, is greater than that of the English 
farmers, and amounts to fifteen or twenty times 
the value of the tax itself !

CHAPTER CL IX.
EXPUNGING RESOLUTION—PREPARATION FOR 

DECISION.

It was now the last session of the last term of 
the presidency of General Jackson, and the work 
of the American Senate doing justice to itself by 
undoing the wrong which it had done to Itself 
in its condemnation of the President, kvas at 
hand. The appeal to the people had produced 
its full effect ; and, in less time than had been 
expected. Confident from the beginning in the 
verdict of the people, the author of the move
ment had not counted upon its delivery until 
several years—probably until after the retire
ment of Genercl Jackson, and until the subsi
dence of the passions which usually pursue a 
public, man while he remains on the stage of 
action. Contrary to all expectation, the public 
mind was made up in less than three years, and 
before the termination of that second adminis
tration which was half run when the sentence 
of condemnation was passed. At the commence
ment of this session, 1836—’37, the public voice 
had come in, and in an imperative form. A 
majority of the States had acted decisively on 
the subject—some superseding their senators 
at the end of their terms who had given the 
obnoxious vote, and replacing them by those 
who would expunge it ; others sending legisla
tive instructions to their senators, which carried 
along wTith them, in the democratic States, the 
obligation of obedience or resignation ; and of 
which it was known there were enough to obey 
to accomplish the desired expurgation. Great 
was the number superseded, or forced to resign. 
The great leaders, Mr. Clay, Mr. Webster, Mr. 
Calhoun, easily maintained themselves in their
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respective States ; but the mortality fell heavily 
upon their followers, and left them in a helpless 
minority. The time had come for action ; and 
on the second day after the meeting of the Sen
ate, Mr. Benton gave notice of his intention to 1 

bring in at an early period the unwelcome reso
lution, and to press it to a decision. Heretofore 
he had introduced it without any view to action, 
but merely for an occasion for a speech, to go to 
the people ; but the opposition, exulting in their 
strength, would of themselves call it up, against 
the wishes of the mover, to receive the rejection 
which they were able to give it. Now these 
dispositions were reversed ; the mover was for 
decision—they for staving it off. On the 2Gth ' 
day of December—the third anniversary of the 
day on which Mr. Clay had moved the condem
natory resolution—Mr. Benton laid upon the 
table the resolve to expunge it—followed by 
his third and last speech on the subject. The 
following is the resolution ; the speech const! 

tutes the next chapter:
Resolution to expunge from the Journal the 
Resolution of the Senate of March 28, 1834, 
in relation to President Jackson and the 
Removal of the Deposits.
“ Whereas, on the 26th day of December, in 

the year 1833, the following resolve was moved 

in the Senate :
“ ‘Resolved/Th&t, by dismissing the late Secre- 

Treasury, because he would not, 
- i' u,.*,- remove thetar)- of the Treasury, ixwu* ___contrary to his own sense of duty, remove the 

money of the United States in deposit with the 
Bank of the United States and its branches, in 
conformity with the President’s opinion, and by 
appointing his successor to effect such removal, 
which has been done, the President has assumed 
the exercise of a power over the Treasury of the 
United States, not granted him by the Constitu
tion and laws, and dangerous to the liberties of

the people.’“ Which proposed resolve Was altered and 
changed by the mover thereof, on the 28th day 
of March, in the year 1834, so as to read as

follows :“1 Resolved, That, in taking upon himself the 
responsibility of removing the deposit of the 
public money from the Bank of the United 
States, the President of the United States has 
assumed the exercise <tf a power over the Trea- | 
sury of the United States not granted to him 
by the constitution and laws, and dangerous to
the liberties of the people.’“ Which resolve, so changed and modified by 
the mover thereof on the same day and year 
last mentioned, was further altered, so as to read 

In these words :“1 "--''re,/ That the President, in the late

executive proceedings in relation to the revenue 
has assumed upon himself authority and power 
not conferred by the constitution and laws (,u|
in derogation.^ both : ’

“In which last mentioned form the said re- 
sol ve, on the same day and year last mentioned, 
was adopted by the Senate, and became the art 
and judgment of that laxly, and, as such, n 
remains upon the journal thereof :

“And whereas the said resolve was not warrant
ed by the constitution, and was irregularly and 
illegally adopted by the Senate, in violation of 
the rights of defence which belong to every 
citizen, and in subversion of the fundamental principles of law and justice ; because President ! 
Jackson was thereby adjudged and pronounad 
to be guilty of an impeachable offence, and i 
stigma placed upon him as a violator of his oath 

I of office, and of the laws and constitution which 
he was sworn to preserve, protect, and defend, 
without going through the forms of an impeach 
ment, and without allowing to him the benefit! 
of a trial, or the means of defence :

“And whereas the said resolve, in all ite 
various shapes and forms, was unfounded and 
erroneous in point of fact, and therefore unjust 
and unrighteous, as well as irregular and unau
thorized by the constitution ; because the said 
President Jackson neither in the act of dismiss
ing Mr. Duane, nor in the appointment of Mr. 
Taney, as specified in the first form of the re
solve ; nor in taking upon himself the responsi
bility of removing the deposits, as specified in 
the second form of the same resolve ; nor in an; 
act which was then, or can now, be specifier 
under the vague and ambiguous terms of I 
general denunciation contained in the third i 
last form of the resolve, did do or commit any 
act in violation or in derogation of the laws and 
constitution ; or dangerous to the liberties of I 

people r“And whereas the said resolve, as adopted,! 
uncertain and ambiguous, containing'nothingl 
a loose and floating charge for derogating from 1 
laws and constitution, and assuming ungrant 
power and authority in the late executive pror» 
ings in relation to the public revenue ; riti 
specifying what part of the executive proo 
ings. or what part of the public revenue was 
tended to be referred to ; or what parts of I 
laws and constitution were supposed to haw 
been infringed ; or in what part of the I’nioi 
or at what period of his administration, tha 
late proceedings were supposed to have till 

I place ; thereby putting each senator at lihert 
to vote in favor of the resolve upon a sepin 

I and secret reason of his own, and leaving ! 
ground of the Senate’s judgment to be goes 
at by the public, and to be differently and i 
versely interpreted by individual senators, I 
cording to the private and particular uni 
standing of each : contrary to all the e« 
justice, and to all the forms of legal or ji— 

| proceeding ; to the great prejudice of the 
* — ~>.iM not know against what
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defend himself ; and to the loss of 
responsibility, by shielding senators ft 
accountability for making up a judgr 
grounds which the public cannot k 
which, if known, might prove to be il 
in law, or unfounded in fact :

“And whereas the specification coi 
the first and second forms of the resol 
been objected to in debate, and shoi 
insufficient to sustain the charges tl 
adduced to support, and it being well 
that no majority could be obtained t< 
the said specifications, and the same hai 
actually withdrawn by the mover in th 
the whole Senate, in consequence of su 
lion and belief, and before any vote tak 
upon; the said specifications could n 
wards be admitted by any rule of parlia 
practice, or by any principle of legal imp 
secret intendment, or mental reservatic 
main and continue a part of the writ 
public resolve from which they were th 
drawn ; and, if they could be so admitb 
would not be sufficient to sustain the 
therein contained :

“And whereas the Senate being the c 
tional tribunal for the trial of the Pr 
when charged by the House of Represei 
with offences against the laws and the c< 
lion, the adoption of the said resolve, befi 
impeachment preferred by the House, 
breach of the privileges of the House ; ni 
ranted by the constitution; a subvers 
justice; a prejudication of a question 
light legally come before the Senate; 
disqualification ofAat body to perform i 
ftitutional duty with fairness and impar 
if the President should thereafter be rep 

[impeached by the House of Rcpresentatii 
[the same offence :

“And whereas the temperate, respectfi 
|argumentative defence and protest of the 
fat against the aforesaid proceeding c 
Senate was rejected and repulsed by thgt 
and was voted to be a breach of its privi 
and was not permitted to be entered ( 
journal or printed among its documents ; 
all memorials, petitions, resolves, and re 
trances against the President however vi 
ir unfounded, and calculated to inflami 
feople against him, were duly and honoi 

lived, encomiastically commented upc 
cches, read at tiie table, ordered to be pr 

nth the long listpf names attached, referri 
‘e Finance Committee for consideration, 
ray among thp/public archives, and now 
litute a part erf the public documents of 
mate, to be lmnded down to the latest 
inly:
“And whereas the said resolve was in 

iced, debated, and adopted, at a time and ui 
ruiiiEtances which had the effect of co-opt 
with the Bank of the United States in 
icidal attempt which that institution 

tu making to produce a panic and pressun
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defend himself ; and to the loss of senatorial 
responsibility, by shielding senators from public 
accountability for making up a judgment upon 
grounds which the public cannot know-, and 
which, if known, might prove to be insufficient 
in law, or unfounded in fact :

“And whereas the specification contained in 
the first and second forms of the resolve having 
been objected to in debate, and shown to be 
insufficient to sustain the chaises they were 
adduced to support, and it being well believed 
that no majority could be obtained to vote for 
the said specifications, and the same having been 
actually withdrawn by the mover in the face of 
the whole Senate, in consequence of such objec
tion and belief, and before any vote taken there
upon; the said specifications could not after
wards be admitted by any rule of parliamentary 
practice, or by any principle of legal implication, 
secret intendment, or mental reservation, to re
main and continue a part of the written and 
public resolve from which they were thus with
drawn ; and, if they could be so admitted, they 
would not be sufficient to sustain the charges 
therein contained :

“ And whereas the Senate being the constitu
tional tribunal for the trial of the President, 
when charged by the House of Representatives 
with offences against the laws and the constitu
tion, the adoption of the said resolve, before any 
impeachment .preferred by the House, was a 
breach of the privileges of the House ; not war
ranted by the constitution ; a subversion of 
justice ; a prejudication of a question which 
might legally come before the Senate ; and a 
disqualification of Aat body to perform its con- 
ititutional duty with fairness and impartiality, 
if the President should thereafter be regularly 
impeached by the House of Representatives for 
the same offence :

“And whereas the temperate, respectful, and 
irgumentativc defence and protest of the Presi
dent against the aforesaid proceeding of the 
Senate was rejected and repulsed by thqt body, 
and was voted to be a breach of its privileges, 
nd was not permitted to be entered on its 
iroal or printed among its documents ; while 
memorials, petitions, resolves, and remon- 

aoces against the President, however violent 
unfounded, and calculated to inflame the 

iple against him, were duly and honorably 
eived, encomiastically commented upon in 
cches, read at tfie table, ordered to be printed 

ith the long list pf names attached, referred to 
he Finance Committee for consideration, filed 
(way among the/public archives, and now con
fute a part the public documents of the 
male, to be thnded down to the latest poa- 
inty:
"And whereas the said resolve was intro- 

. debated, and adopted, at ft time and under 
umetances which had the effect of co-operat- 

: with the Bank of the United States in the 
nodal attempt which that institution was 

m making to produce a panic and pressure in

the country ; to destroy the confidence of the 
people in President Jackson; to paralyze his 
administration ; to govern the elections ; to 
bankrupt the State banks ; ruin their currency ; 
fill the whole Union with terror and distress ; 
and thereby to extort from the sufferings and 
the alarms of the people, the restoration of the 
deposits and the renewal of its charter :

“ And whereas the said resolve is of evil ex
ample and dangerous precedent, and should 
never have been received, debated, or adopted 
by the Senate, or admitted to entry upon its 
journal : Wherefore,

“Resolved, That the said resolve be expunged 
from the journal ; and, for that purpose, that 
the Secretary of the Senate, at such time as the 
Senate may appoint, shall bring the manuscript 
journal of the session 1833 ’34 into the Senate, 
and, in the presence of the Senate, draw black lines 
round the said resolve, and write across the face 
thereof, in strong letters, the following words ;
1 Expunged by order of the Senate, this — day 
of------ , in the year of our Lord 1837. ’ ”

CHAPTER CLX.

EXPUNGING RESOLUTION.-MR. BENTON'S THIRD 
SPEECH.

' \

Mr. President : It is now near three years 
since the resolve was adopted by the Senate, 
which it is my present motion to expunge from 
the journal. At the moment that this resolve 
was adopted, I gave notice of my intention to 
move to expunge it; and then expressed my 
confident belief that the motion would even
tually prevail. That expression of confidence 
was not an ebullition of vafiity, or a presump
tuous calculation, intended to accelerate the 
event it affected to foretell. It was not a vain 
boast, or an idle assumption, but was the result 
of a deep conviction of the injustice done Presi
dent Jackson, and a thorough reliance upon the 
justice of the American people. I felt that the 
President had been wronged ; and my heart told 
me that this wrong would be redressed ! The 
event proves that I was not mistaken. The 
question of expunging this resolution has been 
carried to the people, and their -Heeision has 
been had upon it. They decide in favor of the 
expurgation ; and their decision has been both 
made and manifested, and communicated to us 
in a great variety of ways. A great number of
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States have expressly instructed their senators 
to vote for this expurgation. A very great 
majority of the States have elected senators and 
representatives to Congress, upon the express 
ground of favoring this expurgation. The Bank 
of the United States, which took the initiative 
in the accusation against the President, and 
furnished the material, and worked the ma
chinery which was used against him, and which 

1 was then so powerful on this floor, has become 
more and more odious to the public mind, and 
musters now but a slender phalanx of friends 
in the two Houses of Congress. The late Presi
dential election (umishes additional evidence of 
public sentiment. The candidate who was the 
friend of President Jackson, the supporter of 
his administration, and the avowed advocate 
for the expurgation, has received a large ma
jority of the suffrages of the whole Union, and 
that after an express declaration of his senti
ments on this precise point. The evidence of 
the public will, exhibited in all these forms, is 
too manifest to be mistaken, too explicit to re
quire illustration, and too imperative to bo dis
regarded. Omitting details and specific enu
meration of proofs, I refer to our own files for 
the instructions to expunge,—to the complexion 
of the two Houses for the temper of the people, 
—to the denationalized condition of the Bank 
of the United States for the fate of the im
perious accuser,—and to the issue of the Presi
dential election for the answer of the Union. 
All these are pregnant proofs of the public will, 
and the last pre-eminently so: because, both 
the question of the expurgation, and the form 
of the process, was directly put in issue upon it 
A representative of the people from the State 
of Kentucky formally interrogated a prominent 
candidate for the Presidency on these points, 
and required from him a public answer for the 
information of the public mind. The answer 
was given, and published, and read by all the 
voters before the election ; and I deem it right 
to refer to that answer in this place, not only 
as evidence of the points put in issue, but also 
for the purpose of doing more ample justice to 
President Jackson by incorporating into the 
legislative history of this case, the high and 
honorable testimony in his favor of the eminent 
citizen, Mr Van Buren, who has just been ex
alted to the lofty honors of the American Presi
dency :

X.

“Your last question seeks to know ‘my1 
opinion as to the constitutional power of the 
Senate or House of Representatives to expunge 
or obliterate from the journals the proceedings 
of a previous session.

“You will, I am sure, be satisfied upon fur
ther consideration, that there are but few ques
tions of a political character less connected with 
the duties of the oEce of President of the United 
States, or that might not with equal propriety 
be put by an elector to a candidate for that sta
tion, than this. With the journals of neither 
house of Congress can he properly have any 
thing to do. But, as your question has doubt
less been induced by the pendency of Col. Ben
ton’s resolutions, to expunge from the journals 
of the Senate certain other resolutions touching 
the oEcial conduct of President Jackson, I pro 
fer to say, that I regarded the passage of Col. 
Benton’s preamble and resolutions to be an act 
of justice to a faithful and greatly injured public 
servant, not only constitutional in itself, bat 
imperiously demanded by a proper respect for 
the well known will of the people.”

I do not propose, sir, to draw violent, un-1 
warranted, or strained inferences. I do not as-1 
sume to say that the question of this expurga-1 
tion was a leading, or a controlling point in the | 

issue of this election. I do not assume to say, 
or insinuate, that .every individual, and every 
voter, delivered his suffrage with reference to 
this question. Doubtless thpre were many ex
ceptions. Still, the triumphant election of the I 
candidate who had expressed himself in the terms I 
just quoted, and who was, besides, the personal 
and political friend of President Jackson, and 
the avowed approver of his administration, mast 
be admitted to a place among the proofs in this 
case, and ranked among the high concurring evi
dences of the public sentiment in favor of the 
motion which I make.

Assuming, then, that we have ascertains 
the will of the people on this great question^ 
the inquiry presents itself, how far the expn 
sion of that will ought to be conclusive oft 
action here ? I hold that it ought to be bind 
and obligatory upon us ! and that, not only t 
the principles df representative govemmei 
which requires obedience to the known willo 
the people, but also in conformity to theprii 
ciples upon which the proceeding against 
sident Jackson was conducted when thA^entt* 
against him was adopted. Then every *hia| 
was done with especial reference to the will 
the people ! Their impulsion was assumai I 
be the sole motive to action ; and to them I
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ultimate verdict was expressly referred. The 
whole machinery of alarm and pressure—every 
engine of political and moneyed power—was put 
in motion, and worked for many months, to ex
cite the people against the President ; and to stir 
up meetings, memorials, petitions, travelling 
committees, and distress deputations against 
him ; and each symptom of popular discontent 
was hailed as an evidence of public will, and 
quoted here as proof that the people demanded 
the condemnation of the President. Not only 
legislative assemblies, and memorials from large 
assemblies, were then produced here as evidence 
of public opinion, but the petitions of boys un
der age, the remonstrances of a few signers, 
and the results of the most inconsiderable elec
tions, were ostentatiously paraded and magnified, 
as the evidence of the sovereign will of our con
stituents. Thus, sir, th^ public voice was every 
thing while that voice, partially obtained through 
political and pecuniary machinations, was ad
verse to the President. Then the popular will 
was the shrine at which all worshipped. Now, 
when that will is regularly, soberly, repeatedly, 
and almost universally expressed through the 
ballot boxes, at the various elections, and turns 
out to be in favor of the President, certainly'no 
one can disregard it, nor otherwise look at it 
than as the solemn verdict of the competent and 
ultimate tribunal upon an issue fairly made up, 
fully argued, and duly submitted for decision. 
As such verdict, I receive it. As the deliberate 
verdict of the sovereign people, I bow to it. I 
am content. I do not mean to reopen the case, 
cor to recommence the argument, I leave that 
work to others, if any others choose to perform 
it For myself, I am content ; and, dispensing 
with further argument, I shall call for judgment, 
and ask to have execution done, upon that un- 
happy journal, which the verdict of millions of 
freemen finds guilty of bearing om its face an un
true, illegal, and unconstitutional sentence of 
condemnation against the approved President 
of the Republic.

But, while declining to reopen the argument 
of this question, and refusing to tread over again 
the ground already traversed, there is another 
and a different task to perform ; one which the 
approaching termination of President Jackson’s 
administration makes peculiarly proper at this 
time, and which it is my privilege, and perhaps 
mv duty, to execute, as being the suitable con-

*V0L. I.—46

elusion to the arduous contest in which we have 
been so long engaged ; I allude to the genera# 
tenor of his administration, and tçsjts effect, for 
good or for evil, upon the condition olSiis country. 
This is the proper time for such a view to be 
taken. The political existence of this great man 
now draws to a close. In little more than forty 
days he ceases to be a public character. In a 
few brief weeks he ceases to be an object of po
litical hope to any, and should cease to be an 
object of political hate, or envy, to all. What
ever of motive the servile and timeserving might 
have found in his exalted station for raising the 
altar of adulation, and burning the incense of 
praise before him, that motive can no longer cJkt) 
ist. The dispenser of the patronage of an em
pire—the chief of this great confederacy of 
States—is soon to be a private individual, strip- 
pied of all power to reward, or to punish. Ilis 
own thoughts, as he has shown us in the con
cluding paragraph of that message which is to 
be the last of its kind that we shall ever receive 
from him, are directed to that beloved retire
ment from which he was drawn by the voice of 
millions of freemen, and to which he now looks 
for that interval of repose which age and infir
mities require. Under these circumstances, he 
ceases to be a subject for the ebullition of the 
passions, and passes into a character fi^he con
templation of history. Historically, then, shall 
I view him ; and limiting this view to his civil 
administration, I demand, where is there a chief 
magistrate of whom so much evil has been pre
dicted, and from whom so much good has come? 
Never has any man entered upon the chief ma
gistracy of a country under such appalling pre
dictions of ruin and woe ! never has any one been 
so pursued with direful prognostications ! never 
has any one been so beset and impeded by a 
powerful combination of political and moneyed 
confederates ! never has any one in any coun
try where the administration of just ice has risen 
above the knife or the bowstring, been so law
lessly and shamelessly tried and condemned 
by rivals and enemies, without hearing, without 
defence, without the forms of law or justice ! 
History has been ransacked to find examples 
of tyrants sufficiently odious to illustrate him 
by comparison. Language has been tortured 
to find epithets sufficiently strong to paint him 
in descripition. Imagination has been exhausted 
in her efforts to deck him with revolting and
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Inhuman attributes. Tyrant, despot, usurper; 
destroyer of the liberties of his country ; rash, 
ignorant, imbecile ; endangering the public peace 
with all foreign nations ; destroying domestic 
prosperity at home ; ruining all industry, all 
commerce, all manufactures ; annihilating con
fidence between man and man ; delivering up 
the streets of populous cities to grass and weeds, 
and the wharves of commercial towns to the 
encumbrance of decaying vessels ; depriving 
labor of all reward ; depriving industry of all 
employment ; destroying the currency ; plung
ing an innocent and happy people from the sum
mit of felicity to the depths of misery, want, and 
despair. Such is the faint outline, followed up 
by actual condemnation, of the appalling denun
ciations daily uttered against this one MAN, 
from the moment he became an object of poli
tical competition, down to the concluding mo
ment of his political existence.

“The sacred voice of inspiration has told us 
that there is a time for all things. There cer- J 

tainly has been a time for every evil that human 
nature admits of to be vaticinated of President 
Jackson’s administration ; equally certain the 
time has now come for all rational and well-dis
posed people to compare the predictions with the 
facts, and to ask themselves if these calamitous 
prognostications have been verified by events 1 
Have we peace, or war, with foreign nations 7 
Certainly, we have peace with all the world ! 
peace with all its benign, and felicitous, and bene
ficent influences ! Are we respected, or despised 
abroad ? Certainly the American name never was 
more honored throughout the four quarters of the 
globe, than in this very moment. l)o we hear of 
indignity, or outrage in any quarter? of merchants

n r----ozinrnhp.1 on
mniçmij,vi uullUh--------- j n
robbed in foreign ports ? of vessels searched on 
the high seas ? of American citizens impressed 
Ihto foreign service ? of the national flag insulted 
any where ? On the contrary, we see former 
wrongs repaired ; no new ones inflicted. France 
pays twenty-five millions of francs for spolia
tions committed thirty years ago ; Naples pays 
two millions one hundred thousand ducats for 
wrongs of the same date ; Denmark pays six 
hundred and fifty thousand rix dollars for wrongs 
done a quarter of a century ago ; Spain engages 
to pay twelve millions of reals vellon for injuries 
of fifteen years date ; and Portugal, the last in 
the list of former aggressors, admits lie' .lability, 
•ml onlv waits the adjustment of details to close

her account by adequate indemnity. So far 
from war, insult, contempt, and spoliation frog 
abroad ; this denounced administration has been 
the season of peace and good will, and the aus
picious era of universal reparation. So far from 
suffering injury at the hands of foreign powers, 
our merchants have received indemnities for all 
former injuries. It has been the day of account
ing, if settlement, and of retribution. The 
total list of arrearages, extending through four 
successive previous administrations, has been 
closed and settled up. The wrongs done to 
commerce for thirty' years back, and undet so 
many differenrfPrcsidents, and indemnities with
held from allniave been repaired and paid over 
under the, bdfujfioent and glorious administration 
of Pres'fybf Jackson. But one single instance 
of outragehas occurred, and that at the extremi
ties of the world, and by a piratical horde, 
amenable to no law but the law of .force. The 
Malays of Sumatra committed a robbery and 

1 massacre upon an American vessel. Wretches! 
they did not then know that JACKSON was 
President of the United States ! and that no 
distance, no time, no idle ceremonial of treating 
with robbers and assassins, was to hold hack 
the arm of justice. Commodore Downes went 
out. His cannon and his bayonets struck the 
outlaws in their den. They paid in terror and 
in blood for the outrage which was committed; 
and the great lesson was taught to these distant 
pirates—to our antipodes themselves—that not 
even the ent ire diameter of this globe could pro
tect them ! and that the name of American 
citizen, like that of Roman citizen in the great 
days of the Republic and of the empire, was to 
be the inviolable passport of all that wore it 
throughout the whole extent of the habitable 

world.
“At home, the most gratifying picture pre

sents itself to the view : the public debt paid 
off ; taxes reduced one half ; the completion of 
the public defences Systematically commenced; 
the compact with Georgia, uncomplied with
since 1802, now carried into effect, and her soil 

.................. ... »... u™since lev-, ......--------
ready to be freed, as her jurisdiction has b#n 
delivered, from the presence and cncumbrancf 
of an Indian population. Mississippi and Ma
nama, Georgia, Tennessee, an-' North Carolina; 
Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Missouri, and Arkansas; 

| in u word, all the States encumbered with aa 
I Indian population have been relieved from that

encumbrance ; and the India 
been transferred to new and 
every way better adapted to 
their existence, the préservât 
and the improvement of thei 
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encumbrance ; and the Indians themselves have 
been transferred to new and permanent homes, 
every way better adapted to the enjoyment of 
their existence, the preservation of their rights, 
and the improvement of their condition.

“The currency is not ruined! On the con
trary, seventy-five millions of specie in the coun
try is a spectacle never seen before, and is the 
barrier of the people against the designs of any 
banks which may attempt to suspend payments, 
and to force a dishonored paper currency upon 
the community. These seventy-five millions are 
the security of the people against the dangers of 
a depreciated and inconvertible paper money. 
Gold, after a disappearance of thirty years, is 
restored to our country. All Europe beholds 
with admiration the success of our efforts in 
three years, to supply ourselves with the cur
rency which our constitution guarantees, and 
which the example of France and Holland 
shows to be so easily attainable, and of such in
calculable value to industry, morals, economy, 
and solid wealth. The success of these efforts 
is styled in the best London papery not merely 
i reformation, but a revolution in the currency ! 
i revolution by which our America is now re
gaining from Europe the gold and silver which 
the lias been sending to it for thirty years 
past.

Domestic industry is not paralyzed; confi
dence is, not destroyed ; factories are not stop
ped; workmen are not mendicants for bread 
and employment ; credit is not extinguished ; 
prices have not sunk ; grass is not growing in 

I the streets of populous cities ; the wharves are 
not lumbered with decaying vessels ; columns 
of curses, rising from the bosoms of a ruined and 
igoaized people, are not ascending to heaven 
igainst âo destroyer of a nation’s felicity and 
prosperity. On the contrary, the reverse of all 
this is ttjic ! and true to a degree that aston

ishes and bewilders the senses. I know that all 
lis not gold that glitters ; that there is a differ-
I sec between a specious and a solid prosperity.
II know ttynt a part of the present prosperity is 
Japparent 0nly—the effect of an increase of fifty

millions paper money, forced into circulation 
^ one thousand banks ; but, after making due 
llowancelfor this fictitious and delusive excess, 

Ite real prosperity of the country is still unprece
dentedly ajid transcendently great. I know t hat 
I'ery flow; must be followed by its ebb, that

every expansion must be followed by its con
traction. I know that a revulsion of the paper 
system is inevitable ; but I Jnow, also, that 
these seventy-five millions of gold and silver is 
the bulwark of the country, and will enable 
every honest bank to meet its liabilities, and 
every prudent citizen to take care of himself.

Turning to some points in the civil adminis
tration of President Jackson, and how much da 
we not find to admire ! The great cause of the 
constitution has been vindicated from cn impu
tation of more than forty years’ duration. He 
has demonstrated, by the fact itself, that a na
tional bank is not1 necessary ’ to the fisfal opera
tions of the federal government ; and in that 
demonstration he has upset the argument of 
General Hamilton, and the decision of the Su
preme Court of the United States, and all that 
ever has bfen said in favor of the constitution
ality of af national bank. All this argument 
and decision rested on the single assumption 
of the ‘necessity’ of that institution to the fed- - 
oral government. He has shown it is not ‘ ne
cessary;’ that the currency of the constitution, 
and especially a 'gold currency, is all that the 
federal government wants, and that she can get 
that whenever she pleases. In this single act, 
he has vindicated the constitution from an un
just imputation, and knocked from under the 
decision of the Supreme Court the assumed fact 
on which it rested. He has prepared the way 
for the reversal of that decision ; and it is a 
question for lawyers to answer, whether the 
case is not ripe for the application of that writ 
of most remedial nature, as Lord Coke calls 
it, and which was invented, lest, in any case, 
there should he an oppressive defect of justice ! 
the venerable writ of audita querela defenden- 
tis, to ascertain the truth of a fact happening 
since the judgment ; and upog the due finding 
of which the judgment will be vacated. Let 
the lawyers bring their books, and answer us, 
if there is not a case here presented for the 
application of that ancient and most remedial 
writ? ^

From President Jackson, the country has 
first learned the true theory and practical in
tent of the constitution, in giving to the Execu
tive a qualified negative on the legislative power 
of Congress. Far frdrn being an' odious, danger
ous, or kingly prerogative, this power, as vested 
in the President, is nothing but a qualified copy
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of the famous veto power vested in the tribunes 
of the people among the Romans, and intended 
to suspend the passage of a law until the people 
themselves should have time to consider it. The 
qualified veto of the President destroys nothing ; 
it only delays the passage of a law, and refers 
it to the people for their consideration and de
cision. It is the reference of a law, not to a 
committee of the House, or of the whole House, 
but to the committee of the whole Union. It 
is a recommitment of the bill to the people, for 
them to examine and consider ; and iÇ upon this 
examination, they are content to pass it, it will 
pass at <he next session. The delay of a few 
months is the only effect of a veto, in a case 
where the people shall ultimately approve a 
law ; where they do not approve it, the interpo
sition of the veto is the barrier which saves 
them the adoption of a law, the repeal of which 
might afterwards be almost impossible. The 
qualified negative is, therefore, a beneficent pow
er, intended, as General Hamilton expressly 
declares in the ‘Federalist,’ to protect, first, 
the executive department from the encroach
ments of the legislative department ; and, se
condly, to preserve the people from hasty, dan
gerous, or criminal legislation on the part of 
their representatives. This is the design and 
intention of the veto power.; and the fear ex
pressed by General Hamilton was, that Presi
dents, so far from exercising it too often, would 
not exercise it as often as the safety of the peo
ple required ; that they might lack the moral 
courage to stake themselves in opposition to a 
favorite measure of the majority of the two 
Houses of Congress ; and thus deprive the peo
ple, in many instances, of their right to pass 
upon a bill befonrit becomes a final law. The 
cases in which President Jackson has exercised 
the veto power has shown the soundness of these 
observations. No ordinary President would 
have staked himseLC against the Bank of the 
United States, and the two Houses of Congress, 
in 1832. It required President Jackson to con
front that power—to stem that torrent—to stay 
the progress of that charter, and to refer it to 
the people for their decision. His moral cour
age was equal to the crisis. He arrested the 
charter until it could go to the people, and they 
have arrested it for ever. Had he not done so, 
the charter would have become law, and its re
veal almost impossible. The people of the whole

Union would now have been in the condition o| 
the people of Pennsylvania, bestrode by the 
monster, in daily conflict with him, and main
taining a doubtful contest for supremacy be- 
tween the government of a State and the direc
tory of a moneyed corporation.

To detail specific acts which adorn the ad
ministration of President Jackson, and illustrate 
the intuitive sagacity of his intellect, the firm
ness of his mind, his disregard of personal popu
larity, and his entire devotion to the public 
good, would be inconsistent with this rapid 
sketch, intended merely to present general 
views, and not to detail single actions, howso
ever worthy they may be of a splendid page in 
the volume of history. But how can we pass 
over the great measure of the removal of the 
public moneys from the Bank of the United 
States, in the autumn of 18337 that wise, he
roic, and masterly measure of prevention, which 
has rescued an empire from the fangs of a mer
ciless, revengeful, greedy, insatiate, implacable, 
moneyed power ! It is a remark for which I 
am indebted to the philosophic observation of 
my most esteemed colleague and friend (point
ing to Dr. Linn), that, while it requires far 
greater talent to foresee an evil before it hap
pens, and to arrest it by precautionary measures, 
than it requires to apply an adequate remedy 
to the same evil after it has happened, yet the 
applause bestowed by the world is always great
est in the latter case. Of this, the removal of 
the public moneys from the Bank of the United 
States is an eminent instance. The veto of 
1832, which arrested the charter which Con
gress had granted, immediately received the ap
plause and approbation of a majority of the 
Union : the removal of the deposits, which pro 
vented the bank from forcing a recharter, waa 
disapproved by a large majority of the country, 
and even of his own friends ; yet the veto would 
have been unavailing, and the bank would inevi
tably have been rechartercd, if the deposits had 
not been removed. The immense sums of pub 
lie money since accumulated would have en
abled the bank, if she had retained the posses
sion of it, to have coerced a recharter. ^Nothing, 
but the removal could have prevented her from 
extorting a rechartcr from the sufferings and 
terrors of the people. If it had not been 6» 
that measure, the previous veto would tan 
been unavailing ; the bank would have to
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condition ol ■ again installed in power ; and (hie entire federal

rode by the ■ government would have been held as%n append-
n, and main- B age to that bank, and administered according to
(prcmacy be- ■ her directions, and by her nominees. That
md the direc- | great measure of prevention, the removal of the

deposits, though feebly and faintly supported 
dorn the ad- ■ by friends at first, has expelled the bank from
and illustrais ■ the field, and driven her into abeyance under a 
lect, the firm- ■ State charter. She is not dead, but, holding 
ersonal popu- ■ her capital and stockholders together under a 
to the publie ■ State charter, she has taken a position to watch 
th this rapid ■ events, and to profit by them. The royal tiger 
•sent general ■ has gone into the jungle ; and, crouched on his 
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lendid page in ■ big from his covert, and springing on the body 
v can we pass H 0f the unsuspicious traveller ! 
emoval of the ■ The Treasury order for excluding paper mon- 
of the United H ey from the land offices is another wise mea- 
that wise, he- H Eure, originating in enlightened forecast, and 

vention, which preventing great mischiefs. The President forc
ings of a mer- ■ saw the evils of suffering a thousand streams of 
,te, implacable, ■ paper money, issuing from a thousand different 
rk for which 1 H banks, to discharge themselves on the national 
observation of ■ domain. He foresaw that if these currents were 
friend (point- ^B allowed to run their course, that the publi 

it requires far ■ lands would be swept away, the Treasury would 
before it hap ■ he filled with irredeemable paper, a vast num

mary measures, ■ her of banks must be broken by their folly, and 
lequatc remedy ■ lbe cry set up that nothing but a national bank 
ipened, yet the ■ could regulate the currency. He stopped the 
is always great- ■ course of these streams of paper ; and, in so do- 
tbo removal of ■ jn„ has saved the country from a great calamity, 
k of the United ■ and excited anew the machinations of those 

The veto of ^B whose schemes of gain and mischief have hecn 
cr which Con- ■ disappointed ; and who had counted on a new 
received the ip ^B edition of panic and pressure, and again saluting 
najority of the ■ Congress with the old story of confidence de- 
isits, which pre- ■ gtroyed, currency ruined, prosperity annihilated, 
a recharter, wu ^B tod distress produced, by the tyranny of one 
of the country, ^B They began their lugubrious song; hut
t the veto would ■ ridicule and contempt have proved too strong 
ink would mere ■ for money and insolence ; and the panic letter 
the deposits had ■ 0r the ex-president of the denationalized bank, 
iso sums of pure H after limping about for a few days, has shrunk 
would have en ■ from the lash of public scorn, and disappeared 
ined the P08-** ^B from the forum of public debate, 
îartcr. j’01*1™8 ^B The difficulty with France : what an instance 
-vented ner ^B it presents of the miperior sagacity of President 
io sufferings ~::^B .i^-kson over allrthe commonplace politicians 
îad not been f* ^B w|,0 beset and ' impede his administration at 
reto would hume! That difficulty,iniiamed and aggravated

uld have by domestic faction, wore, at one time, a por

tentous aspect. ; the skill, firmness, elevation of 
purpose, and manly frankness of the President, 
avoided the danger, accomplished the object, 
commanded the admiration of Europe, and re
tained the friendship of France. He conducted 
the delicate affair to a successful and mutually 
honorable issue. All is amicably and happily 
terminated, leaving not a wound, nor even a 
scar, behind—leaving the Frenchman and 
American on the ground on which they have 
stood for fifty years, and should for ever stand ; 
the ground of friendship, respect, good will, and 
mutual wishes for the honor, happiness, and 
prosperity, of each other.

But why this specification ? So beneficent 
and so glorious has been the administration of 
this President, that where to begin, and where 
to end, in the enumeration of great measures, 
would be the embarrassment of him who has 

/iis eulogy to make. He came into office the 
first of generals ; he goes out the first of states
men. His civil competitors have shared the 
fate of his military opponents ; and Washington 
city has been to the American politicians who 
have assailed him, what New Orleans was to the 
British generals who attacked his lines. Re
pulsed ! driven hack ! discomfited ! crushed ! 
has been the fate of all assailants, foreign and 
domestic, civil and military. At home and 
abroad, the impress of his genius and of his 
character is felt. He has impressed upon the 
age in which ho lives the stamp of his arms, 
of his diplomacy, and of his domestic policy. In 
a word, so transcendent have been the merits 
of his administration, that they have operated 
a miracle upon the minds of his most inveterate 
opponents. He has expunged their objections 
to military chieftains ! lie has shown them that 
they were mistaken ; that military men were 
not the dangerous rulers they had imagined, but 
safe and prosperous conductors of the vessel of 
state. He has changed^their fear into love. 
With visible signs they admit their error, and, 
instead of deprecating, they now invoke the reign 
of chieftains. They labored hard to procure a 
military successor to the present incumbent ; 
and if their love goes on increasing at the same 
rate, the republic may be put to the expense of 
periodical wars, to breed a perpetual succession 
of these chieftains to rule over them and their 
posterity for ever.

To drop this irony, which the inconsistency
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of mad opponents has provoked, and to return 
to the plain delineations of historical painting, 
the mind instinctively dwells on the vast and 
unprecedented popularity of this President. 
Great is the influence, great the power, greater 
than any man ever before possessed in our 
America, which he has acquired over the public 
mind. And how has he acquired it? Not by 
the arts of intrigue, or the juggling tricks of 
diplomacy ; not by undermining rivals, or sac
rificing public interests for the gratification of 
classes or individuals. But he has acquired it, 
first, by the exercise of an intuitive sagacity, 
which, leaving all book learning at an immea
surable distance behind, has always enabled him 
to adopt the right remedy, at the right time, 
and to conquer soonest when the men of forms 
and office thought him most near to ruin and 
despair. Next, by a moral courage which knew 
no fear when the public good beckoned him to 
go on. Last, and chiefest, he has acquired it 
by an open honesty of purpose, which knew no 
concealments ; by a straightforwardness of ac
tion, which disdained the forms of office and the 
arts of intrigue ; by a disinterestedness of mo
tive, which knew no selfish or sordid calcula
tion ; a devotedness of patriotism, which staked 
every thing personal on the issue of every mea
sure which the public welfare required him to 
adopt. By these qualities, and these means, he 
has acquired his prodigious popularity, and his 
transcendent influence over the public mind; 
and if there are any who envy that influence 
and popularity, let them envy, also, and emulate, 
if they can, the qualities and means by which 
they were acquired.

Great has been the opposition to President 
Jackson’s administration ; greater, perhaps, than 
ever has been exhibited against any government, 
short of actual insurrection and forcible resist
ance. Revolution has been proclaimed ! and 
everything has been done that could be ex
pected to produce revolution. The country has 
been alarmed, agitated, convulsed. From the 
Senate chamber to the village bar-room, from 
one end of the continent to the other, denuncia
tion, agitation, excitement, has been the order 
of the day. For eight years the President of 
this republic has stood upon a volcano, vomiting 
fire and flames upon him, and threatening the 
country itself with ruin and desolation, if the 
people did not expel the usurper, despot, and

tyrant, as he was called, from the high place t< 
which the suffrages of millions of freeigen had 
elevated him.

Great is the confidence which he has always 
reposed in the discernment and equity of the 
American people. I have been accustomed to 
see him for many years, and under many dis
couraging trials ; but never saw him doubt, for 
an instant, the ultimate support of the people.
It was my privilege to see him often, and during 
the most gloomy period of the panic conspiracy, 
when the whole earth seemed to be in commo
tion against him, and when many friends were 
falterifig, and stout hearts were quailing, before 
the raging storm which bank machination, and 
senatorial denunciation, had conjured up to over
whelm him. I sawr him in the darkest moments 
of this gloomy period ; and never did I see his 
confidence in the ultimate support of his fellow- 
citizens forsake him for an instant. He always 
said the people would stand by those who stand 
by them ; and nobly have they justified that 
confidence ! That verdict, the voice of millions, 
which now demands the expurgation of that 
sentence, which the Senate and the bank then 
pronounced upon him, is the magnificent re
sponse of the people’s hearts to the implicit con
fidence’ which he then reposed in them. But it 
was not in the people only that he had confi
dence; there was another, and a far higher 
Power, to w hich he constantly looked to save 
the country, and its defenders, from every dan
ger ; and signal events prove that he did not 
look to that high Power in vain.

Sir, I think it right, in approaching the ter
mination of this great question, to present this 
faint and rapid sketch of the brilliant, beneficent 
and glorious administration of President Jack- 
son. It is not for me to attempt to do it jus
tice ; it is not for ordinary men to attempt its 
history. His military life, resplendent with 
dazzling events, will demand the pen of a nerv
ous write^ ; his civil administration, replete 
with scenes which have called into action so 
many and such various passions of the humnil 
heart, and which has given to native sagacity 
so many victories over practised politicians, will 
require the profound, luminous, and philosophi
cal conceptions of a Livy, a Plutarch, or a Sal
lust. This history is not to be written in our 
day. The cotemporaries of such events are not 
the hands to describe them. Time must first à
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its office—must silence the passions, remove the 
actors, develope consequences, and canonize all 
that is sacred to honor, patriotism, and glory. 
In after ages the historic genius of our America 
shall produce the writers which the subject de
mands—men far removed from the contests of 
this day, who will know' how to estimate this 
great epoch, and how to acquire an immortality 

• for their own names by painting, with a mas
ter’s hand, the immortal events of the patriot 
President’s life.

And now, sir, I finish the task which, three 
years ago, I imposed on myself. Solitary and 
alone, and amidst the jeers and taunts of my 
opponents, I put this ball in motion. The peo
ple have taken it up, and rolled it forward, and 
1 am no longer any thing but a unit in the vast 
mass which now propels it. In the name of 
that mass I speak. I demand the execution of 
the edict of the people ; I demand the expurga
tion of that sentence which the voice of a few 
senators, and the power of their confederate, 
the Bank of the United States, has caused to be 
placed on the journal of the Senate ; and which 
the voice of millions of freemen has ordered to 

j be expunged from it.
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CHAPTER CL XI.

| EXPUNGING RESOLUTION: MR. CLAY, MR. CAL
HOUN, MR. WEBSTER: LAST SCENE: RESOLU 
T10N PASSED, AND EXECUTED.

Saturday, the 14th of January, the democratic 
fenators agreed to have a meeting, and to take 
their final measures for passing the expunging 
resolution. They knew they had the numbers ; 
hut they also knew that they had adversaries 
to grapple with to whom might be applied the 

| proud motto of Louis the Fourteenth : “ Hyt an 
[unequal match for numbers.” They also knew 

It members of the party were in the process of 
separating from it, and would require concilia
ting. They met in the night at the then famous 
restaurant of Boulanger, giving to the assemblage 
the air of a convivial entertainment. It continu- 
id till midnight, and required all the modera
tion. tact and skill of the prime movers to ub- 

in and maintain the union upon details, on 
success of which the fate of the meas

ure depended. The men of conciliation were 
to he the efficient men of that night ; and all 
the winning resources of Wright, Allen of Ohio 
and Linn of Missouri, were put into requisition. 
There were jserious differences upon the modo 
of expurgation, while agreed upon the tiling ; 
and finally obliteration, the favorite of the 
mover, was given up ; and the mode of expurga
tion adopted which had Tieen proposed in the 
resolutions of the General Assembly of Virginia ; 
namely, to inclose the obnoxious sentence in a 
square of black lines—an oblong square : a com
promise of opinions to which the mover agreed 
upon condition of being allowed to compose the 
epitaph—!‘ Expunged by the order of the Se
nate.” The agreement which was ton lead to 
victory was then adopted, each one severally 
pledging himself to it, that there should be no 
adjournment of the Senate after the resolution 
was called until it was passed ; and that it should 
be called immediately after the morning business 
{in the Monday ensuing. Expecting a protract
ed session, extending through the day and night, 
and knowing the difficulty of keeping men 
steady to their work and in good humor, when 
tired and hungry, the mover of the proceeding 
took care to provide, as far as possible, against 
such a state of things; and gave orders that 
night to have an ample supply of cold lftuns, 
turkeys, rounds of beef, pickles, wines and cups 
of hot cofibc, ready in a certain committee room 
near the Senate chamber by four o’clock on tlie 
afternoon of Monday.

The motion to take up the subject was made 
at the appointed time, and immediately a debate 
of long speeches, chiefly on the other side, open
ed itself upon the question. It was evident 
that comsumption of time, delay and adjourn
ment, was their plan. The three groat leaders 
did not join in the opening ; hut their place was 
well supplied by many of their friends, able 
speakers—some effective, some eloquent : Pres
ton of South Carolina ; Richard II. Bayard and 
John M. Clayton of Delaware ; Crittenden of 
Kentucky; Southard of New Jersey ; White of 
Tennessee ; Ewing of Ohio. They were only the 
half in number, but strong in zeal and ability, that 
commenced the contest three years before, rein
forced by Mr. White of Tennessee. As the dark
ness of approaching night came on, and the great 
chandelier was lit up, splendidly illuminating the 

, chamber, then crowded with the members of the
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House, and the lobbies and galleries filled to 
their utmost capacity by visitors and spectators, 
the scene became grand and impressive. A few 
spoke on the side of the resolution—chiefly 
Rives, Buchanan, Niles — and with an air of 
ease and satisfaction that bespoke a quiet deter
mination, and a consciousness of victory. The 
committee room had been resorted to in parties 
of four and six at a time, always leaving enough 
on watch : and not resorted to by one side alone.

the people. It is no such tning. n <■ m nilu, 
how these legislative returns have been obtained. 
It is by dictation from the White House. The 
President himself, with that vast mass of patron
age which he wields, and the thousand expecta
tions he is able to hold up, has obtained these 
votes of the State legislatures ; and this, for- 
sooth, is said to be the voice of the people. The 
voice of the people ! Sir, can we forget the 
scene which was exhibited in this chamber when 
that expunging resolution was first introduced 
here? Have we forgotten the universal giving 

--t----- „„ fl,„t the senator from
01 lour miu ma «V ».----- ,.on watch : and not resorted to by one side alone, here 7 Have we îurgvu*». ----------------- G.,eThe opposition were invited to a full participa- of conscience so that the senator from 

. . r, Missouri was left alone? 1 see before me sc-
tion an invitation of which those wrho were , lators whu could not swallow that resolution ; 
able to maintain their good temper readily avail- ' 1 ■

ed themselves ; but the greater part were not in 
-i.:— 11v. Midi a

Missouri was iku (him, , . —____
lators who could not swallow that resolution ; 
and has its nature changed since then ? Is it 
any more constitutional now than it was then ? 
Not at all. But executive power has interpos- 
ed. Talk to me of the voice of the people ! No, 
sir. It is the combination of patronage and 
power to coerce this body into a gross and pal
pable violation of the constitution. Some indi
viduals, I perceive, think to escape through the 

”. .. ,, . . , .. . particular form in which this act istohener-
that the inevitable hour had come : that me They tcll us that the resolution on
damnable deed was to be done that night: and y0ur records is not to be expunged, but is only 

siiPnce was no longer to them to be endorsed ‘ Expunged.’ Really, sir, I do
“— *- mrainst such contcmnti-

ed themselves ; oui mo r__ _
a humor to eat any thing—especially at such a 
feast. The night was wearing away : the ex- 
pungers were in full force—masters of the cham
ber—happy—and visibly determined to remain. 
It became evident to the great opposition leaders
that the inevitable hour had come : that the 

- - -
dam name ueeu w«o w ______
that the dignity of silence was no longer to them 
a tenable position. The battle was going against 
them, and they must go into it, without being able 
to re-establish it. In the beginning, they had 
not considered the expunging movement a seri
ous proceeding : as it advanced they still expect
ed it to miscarry on some point : now the real 
ity of the thing stood before them, confronting 
their presence, and refusing to “ down ” at any 
command. They broke silence, and gave vent 
to language which bespoke the agony of their 
feelings, and betrayed the revulsion of stomach 
with which they approached the odious subject. 

Mr. Calhoun said : 'v

“No one, not blinded by party zcal,-can pos
sibly be insensible that the measure proposed is 
«violation of the constitution. The constitution 
requires the Senate to keep ajournai ; this re
solution goes to expunge the journal. If you 
may expunge a part, you may expunge the 
whole ; and if it is expunged, how is it kept ? 
The constitution says the journal shall be kept ; 
this resolution says it shall be destroyed. It 
does the very thieg which the constitution de
clares shall not 1A done. That is the argument, 
the whole argument. There is none other.
— -■ J—1 „ ■

your recuruo ..... ...___ e ,__o
to be endorsed 1 Expunged.’ Really, sir, I do 
not know how to argue against such contempti
ble sophistry. The occasion is too solemn for 
an argument of this sort. You are going to 
violate the constitution, and you get rid of the 
infamy by a falsehood. You yourselves say that 
the resolution is expunged by your order. Yet 
you say it is not expunged. You put your act 
in express words. You record it, and then turn 
round and deny it.“ But why do I waste my breath ? I knur 
it is all utterly vain. The day is gone; night 
approaches, and night is suitable to the dark 
deed we meditate. There is a sort of destiny 
in this thing. The act must be performed ; and 
it jp an act which will tcll on the political histo
ry of this country for ever. Other preceding 
violations of the constitution (and they hate 
been many and great) filled my bosom with in
dignation, but this fills it only with grief 
Others were done in the heat of party. Power 
was, as it were, compelled to support itself bj 
seizing upon new instruments of influence and 
patronage ; and there were ambitious and able 
men to direct the process. Such was the re
moval of the deposits, which the President se» 
ed upon by a new and unprecedented act of r- 
bitrary power ; an act which gave him ampiil 
means of rewarding friends and punishing ene
mies. Something may, perhaps, be pardoned! 

' l this matter, on the old apology of 
-the plea of necessity. But here then 
such apology. Here no necessity ail

Sir. LJJ1B IB VV UO uv-nv, ..X,. ... _ X,----  Il UU 11V OVavia ----0</ IV. V,  ----argument, but in spite of argument. I under- so much as be pretended. This act origin» 
stand the case. I know perfectly well the gen- in pure, unmixed, personal idolatry. It is If 
tkmen have no liberty to vote otherwise. They melancholy evidence of a broken spirit, i 
are coerced by an exterior power. They try, bow at the feet of power. The former act * 
indeed, to comfort their conscience by saying such a one as might have been perpetrated a 

' ............. . ""d the voice of the days of Pompey or Cæsar; but an act III
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this could never have been consummated by a 
Roman Senate until the times of Caligula and 
Nero.”

Mr. Calhoun was right in his taunt about the 
universal giving way when the resolution was 
first introduced—the solitude in which the 
mover was then left—and in which solitude he 
would have been left to the end, had it not been 
for his courage in reinstating the word expunge, 
and appealing to the people.

Mr. Clay commenced with showing that he 
had never believed in the reality of the proceed
ing until now ; that he had considered the reso
lution as a thing to be taken up for a speech,- 
and laid down when the speech was delivered ; 
and that the last lay ing down, at the previous 
gession, was the end of the matter. He said :

“ Considering that he was the mover of the 
resolution of March, 1834, and the consequent 
relation in which he stood to the majority of 
the Senate by whose vote it was adopted, he 
had felt it to be hig duty to say something 
on this expunging resolution ; and he had 
always intended to do so when he should be 
persuaded that there existed a settled purpose 
of pressing it to a final decision. But it had 
been so taken up and put down at the last ses
sion—taken up one day, when a speech was 
prepared for delivery, and put down when it was 
pronounced—that he had really doubted whe
ther there existed any serious intention, of ever 
putting it to the vote. At the very close of the 
last session, it will be recollected that the reso
lution came up, and in several quarters of the 
Senate a disposition was manifested to come to 
a definitive decision. On that occasion he had 
offered to waive his right to address the Senate, 
and silently to vote upon the resolution ; but it 
was again laid upon the table ; and laid there for 
ever, as the country supposed, and, as he be
lieved. It is, however, now revived ; and, sun
dry changes having taken place in the members 
of this body, it would seem that the present 
design is to bring the resolution to an absolute 
conclusion.”

Then, after an argument against the expurga
tion, which, of necessity, was obliged to be a 
recapitulation of the argument in favor of the 
original condemnation of the President, he went 
on to give vent to his feelings in expressions not 
less bitter and denunciatory of|(he President 
and his friends than those used by Mr. Calhoun, 
saying:

“But if the matter of expunction be contrary 
| to the truth of the case, reproachful for its base 

subserviency, derogatory from the just and ne

cessary powers of the Senate, and repugnant to 
the constitution of the United States, the man
ner in which it is proposed to accomplish this 
dark deed is also highly exceptionable. The 
expunging resolution, which is td blot out or 
enshroud the four or five lines in which the 
resolution of 1834 stands recorded, or rather 
the recitals by which it is preceded, are spun 
out into a thread of enormous length. It runs, 
whereas, and whereas, and whereas, and where
as, and whereas, &c., into a formidable array of 
nine several whereases. One who should have 
the courage to begin to read them, unaware of 
what was to be their termination, would think 
that at the end of such a tremendous display he 
must find the very devil.”

And then coming to the conclusion, he coiv-' 
centra ted his wrath and grief in an apostro
phizing peroration, which lacked nothing but 
verisimilitude to have been grand and affecting. 
Thus :

“But why should I detain the Senate, or 
needlessly waste my breath in fruitless exer
tions. Ths decree has gone forth. It is one of 
urgency, too. The deed is to be done—that foul 
deed which, like the blood-stained hands of the 
guilty Macbeth, all deean’s waters will never 
wash out. Proceed, then, with the noble work 
which lies before you, and, like other skilful 
executioners, do it quickly. And when you have 
perpetrated it, go home to the people, and tell 
them what glorious honors you have achieved 
for our common country. Tell them that you 
have extinguished one of the brightest and 
purest lights that ever burnt at the altar of 
civil liberty. Tell them that you have silenced 
one of the noblest batteries that ever thundered 
in defence of the constitution, and bravely spiked 
the cannon. Tell them that, henceforward, no 
matter what daring or outrageous act any Presi
dent may perform, you have for ever hermeti
cally sealed the mouth of the Senate. Tell 
them that he may fearlessly assume what pow
ers he pleases, snatch from its lawful custody 
the public purse, command a military detach
ment to enter the halls of the capitol, overawe 
Congress, trample down the constitution, and 
raze every bulwark of freedom ; but that the 
Senate must stand mute, in silent submission, 
and not dare to raise its opposing voice. That 
it must wait until a House of Representatives, 
humbled and subdued like itself, and a majority 
of it composed of the partisans of the President, 
shall prefer articles of impeachment. Tell them, 
finally, that you have restored the glorious doc
trines of passive obedience and non-resistance. 
And, if the people do not pour out their indig
nation and imprecations, 1 have yet to learn the 
character of American freemen.”

Mr. YVehstcr spoke last, and after a pause in 
the debate which seemed to indicate its conclu-
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sion; and only rose, and that slowly, as the 
question was about to be put. Having no per
sonal griefs in relation to General Jackson like 
Mr. Calhoun and Mr. Clay, and with a tempera
ment less ardent, he delivered himself with com
parative moderation, confining himself to a brief 
protest against the act ; and concluding, in mea
sured and considered language, with expressing 
his grief and mortification at what he was to 
behold ; thus :

“We have seen, with deep and sincere pain, 
the legislatures of respectable States instructing 
the senators of those States to vote for and sup
port this violation of the journal of the Senate ; 
and this pain is infinitely increased by our full 
belief, and entire conviction, that most, if not 
all these proceedings of States had their origin 
in promptings .from Washington ; that they 
have been urgently requested and insisted on, 
as being necessary to the accomplishment of the 
intended purpose ; and that it is nothing else 
but the influence and power of the executive 
branch of this government which has brought 
the legislatures of so many of the free States of 
this Union to quit the sphere of their ordinary 
duties, for the purpose of oo-operating to accom
plish a measure, in our judgment, so unconsti- 
tional, so derogatory to the character of the 
Senate, and niai ked with so broad an impression 
of compliance with power. But this resolution 
is to pass. We expect it. That cause, which 
has been powerful enough to influence so many 
State legislatures, will show itself powerful 
enough, especially with such aids, to secure the 
passage of the resolution here. We make up 
our minds to behold the spectacle which is to 
ensue. We collect ourselves to look on, in si
lence, while a scene is exhibited which, if we did 
not regard it as a ruthless violation of a sacred 
instrument, would appear to us to be little ele
vated above the character of a contemptible 
farce. This scene wo shall behold ; and hun
dreds of American citizens, as many as may 
crowd into Uiese lobbies and galleries, will be
hold it also : with what feelings I do not under
take to say.”

Midnight was now approaching. The dense 
masses which filled every inch of room in the 
lobbies and the galleries, remained immovable. 
No one went out: no one could get in. The 
floor of the Senate was crammed with privileged 
persons, and it seemed that all Congress was 
there. Expectation, and determination to sec 
the conclusion, was depicted upon every counte
nance. It was evident there was to be no ad
journment until the vote should be taken—until 
the deed was done ; and this aspect of invinci
ble determination, had its effect upon the ranks

of the opposition. They began to falter under 
a useless persistence, for they alone now did the 
speaking; and while Mr. Webster was yet ro- 
citing his protest, two senators from the oppo- 
site side, who had been best able to maintain their 
equanimity, came round to the author of this 
View, and said “ This question has degenerated 
into a trial of nerves and muscles. It has be- 
come a question of physical endurance ; and we 
see no use in wearing ourselves out to keep off 
for a few hours longer what has to come before 
we separate. We see that you are able and 
determined to carry your measure : so call the 
vote as soon as you please. We shall say no 
more.” Mr. Webster concluded. No one rose 
There was a pause, a dead silence, and an intense 
feeling. Presently the silence was invaded by 
the single word “question”—the parliamen
tary call for a vote—rising from the seats of 
different senators. One blank in the resolve 
remained to be filled—the date of its adoption. 
It was done. The acting president of the Se
nate, Mr. King, of Alabama, then directed the 
roll to be called. The yeas and nays had been 
previously ordered, and proceeded to be called 
by the secretary of the Senate, Mr. Asbury 
Dickens. "Forty-three senators were prejftt, 
answering : five absent. The yeas were :

“Messrs. Benton, Brown, Buchanan, Dana, 
Ewing of Illinois Fulton, Grundy, Hubbard. 
King of Alabama, Linn, Morris, Nicholas, Niles, 
Page, Rives, Robinson, Rugglcs, Sevier, Strange, 
Tallmadgo, Tipton, Walker, Wall, Wright.

“Nats.—Messrs. Bayard, Black, Calhoun, 
Clay, Crittenden, Davis, Ewing of Ohio, Hen
dricks, Kent, Knight, Moore, Prentiss, Preston. 
Robbins, Southard, Swift, Tomlinson, Webster, 
White."

The passage of the resolution was announced 
from the chair. Mr. Benton rose, and said that 
nothing now remained but to execute the 
order of the Senate ; which he moved be done 
forthwith. It was ordered accordingly. The 
Secretary thereupon produced the original 
manuscript journal of the Senate, and opening 
at the page which contained the condemnatory 
sentence of March 28th, 1834, proceeded i« 
open Sbnate to draw a square of broad black 
lines around the sentence, and to write across 
its face in strong letters these words: “Hi- 
punged qy order of the Senate, this ICth da; 
of March, 1837.” Up to this moment thecrcwd
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in the great circular gallery, looking down upon 
the Senate, though sullen and menacing in their 
looks, had made no manifestation of feeling ; 
and it was doubtless not the intention of Mr. 
Webster to excite that manifestation when he 
referred to their numbers, and expressed his ig
norance of the feeling with which they would 
tee the deed done which he so much deprecated. 
Doubtless no one intended to excite that crowd, 
mainly composed, as of usual since the bank 
question began, of friends of that institution ; 
but its appearance became such that Senator 
Linn, colleague of Senator Benton, Mr. George W. 
Jones, since senator from Iowa, and others sent 
out and brought in arms ; other friends gathered 

i about him ; among them Mrs. Benton, who, re
membering what had happened to General 
Jackson, and knowing that, after him, her hus
band was most obnoxious to the bank party, 
bid her anxiety sufficiently excited to wish to 
be near him in this concluding scene of a seven 
Tears’ contest with that great moneyed power. 
Things were in this state when the Secretary 

I of the Senate began to perform the expunging
I process on the ptanuscript journal. Instantly
II etorm of tpfeses, groans, and vociferations 
I rose from the left wing of the circular gallery, 
lovctthelicad of Senator Benton. The presid- 

m officer promptly gave the order, which the 
I rules prescribe in such cases, to clear the gallery^ 
1 Mr. Benton opposed the order, saying :

“I hope the galleries will not be cleared, as 
Imny innocent persons will be excluded, who 
lhivebeen guilty of no violation of order. Let 
Ilk ruffians who have made the disturbance
I alone be punished: let them be apprehended.
II hope the sergeant-at-arms will tie directed to 
Imter the gallery, and seize the ruffians, ascer
taining who they are in the best way he can. 
Ilet him apprehend them and bring them to the 
|hr of the Senate. Let him seize the bank ruf-

, 1 hope that they will not now be suffered 
«insult the Senate, as they did when it was 

ider the power of the Bank of the United 
IStates, when ruffians, with arms upon them, 
insulted us with impunity. Let them be 
iken and brought to the bar of the Senate. 

Eero is one just, above me, that may easily be 
dentified—the bank ruffians ! ”

| Mr. Benton knew that he was the object of 
this outrage, and that the way to treat these 
pibaltern wretches was to defy and seize 
hem, and have them dragged as criminals to 
e bar of the Senate. They were congregated

immediately over his head, and had evidently 
collected into that place. His motion was agreed 
to. The order to clear the galleries was revoked ; 
the order to seize the disturbers was given, and 
immediately executed by the energetic sergeant- 
at-arms, Mr. John Shackford, and his assistants. 
The ringleader was seized, and brought to tho 
bar. This sudden exanmle intimidated the rest ; 
and the expunging process was performed in 
quiet. The whole scene was impressive ; but 
no part of it so much so as to see the great 
leaders who, for seven long years had warred 
upon General Jackson, and a thousand times 
pronounced him ruined, each rising in his place, 
with pain and reluctance, to confess themselves 
vanquished—to admit his power, and their weak
ness—qnd to exhale their griefs in unavailing 
reproaches, and impotent deprecations. It was 
a tribute to his invincibility which cast into the 
shade all the eulogiums of his friends. The 
gratification of General Jackson was extreme. 
He gave ». grand dinner to the expungers (as 
they were called) and their wives ; and being 
too weak to sit at the table, he only met the 
company, placed the “ head-expunger ” in his 
chair, and withdrew to his sick chamber. That 
expurgation ! it was the “ crowning mercy ” of 
his civil, as New Orleans had been of his mili
tary, life !

C II APT EH CLXII.

THE SUPREME COURT-JUDGES AND OFFICERS.

The death of Chief Justice Marshall hadvaeate'd 
that high office, and Roger B. Taney, Esq., was 
nominated to fill it. He still encountered op
position in the Senate ; but only enough to show 
how much that opposition had declined since 
tho time when he was rejected as Secretary of 
the Treasury. The vote against, his confirma
tion was reduced to fifteen ; namely : Messrs. 
Black of Mississippi; Calhoun,Clay,Crittenden; 
Ewing of Ohio ; Leigh of Virginia ; Mangum ; 
Naudain of Delaware ; Porter of Louisiana ; 
Preston ; Bobbins of Rhode Island ; Southard, 
Tomlinson, Webster, White of Tennessee.

Among the Justices of the Supreme Court, 
these changes took place from the commence-
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ment of this View to the end of General Jack- 
eon’s administration : Smith Thompson, Esq., 
of New York, in 1823, in place of Brockholst 
Livingston, Esq., deceased ; Robert Trimble, Esq., 
of Kentucky, in 1826, in place of Thomas Todd, 
deceased ; John McLean, Esq., of Ohio, in 1829, 
in place of Rofrort Trimble, deceased ; Henry 
Baldwin, Esq* of-Pennsylvania, in 1830, in place 
of Bushrod'.Washingtmi. deceased; James M. 
Wayne, Esq., of Georgia, in 1835, in place of 
William Johnson, deceased ; Philip P. Barbour, 
Esq., of Virginia, in 1836, in place of Gabriel 
Duval, resigned.

In the same time, William Griffith, Esq. of 
New Jersey, was appointed Clerk, in 1826, in 
place of Elias B. Caldwell, deceased ; and Wil
liam Thomas Carroll, Esq., of the District of 
Columbia, was appointed, in 1827, in pis!» of 
William Griffith, deceased. Of the reporters 
of the decisions of the Supreme Court, Richard 
Peters, jr., Esq., of Pennsylvania, was appointed, 
in 1828, in place of Henry Wheaton; and Ben
jamin C. Howard, Esq., of Maryland, was ap
pointed, in 1843, to succeed Mr, Peters, de
ceased.

The Marshals of the District, during the 
same period, were : Henry Ashton, of the Dis
trict of Columbia, appointed, in 1831, in place 
of Tench Ringgold ; Alexander Hunter, of the 
same District, in place of Henry Ashton ; Robert 
Wallace, in 1848 in place of Alexander Hunter, 
deceased ; Richard Wallach, in 1849, in place of 
Robert Wallace ; and Jonah D- Hoover, in 1853, 
in place of Richard Wallach.

CHAPTER CLXIII.

FAREWELL ADDRESS dF PRESIDENT JACKSON- 
EXTRACT.

General Jackson had to confront it as a present, 
actual, subsisting danger ; and said :

“We behold systematic efforts publicly mi4 
to sow the seeds of discord between different 
parts of the United States, and to place party 
divisions directly upon geographical distinction!; 
to excite the South against the North, and the 
North against the South, and to force into th 
controversy the most delicate and exciting to 
pics—topics upon which it is impossible that a 
large portion of the Union can ever speak with
out strong emotion. Appeals, too, are constantly 
made to sectional interests, in order to influence 
the election of the Chief Magistrate, as if it wen 
desired that he should favor a particular quarter 
of the country, instead of fulfilling the dabs 
of his station with impartial justice to all; and 
the possible dissolution of the Union hsi it 
length become an ordinary and familiar subject 
of discussion. Has the warning voice of Wish 
ington been forgotten ? or have designs alresiy 
been formed to sever the Union 7 Let it not » 
supposed that I impute to all of those who Inn 
taken an active part in these unwise and unpre 
fitable discussions, a want of patriotism or if 
public virtue. The honorable feelings of Stall 
pride, and local attachments, find a place in th 
bosoms of the most enlightened and pure. Bat 
while such men are conscious of their own » 
tegrity and honesty of purpose, they ought 
never to forget that the citizens of other Slats 
are their political brethren ; and that, howtnr 
mistaken they may be in their views, the pal 
body of them are equally honest and uprigk 
with themselves. Mutual suspicions and » 

(.proaches may in time create mutual hostility; 
and artful and designing men will alwayi »ng men will alwayi
found, who are ready to foment these fatal fc | 

AP jesions, and to inflame the natural* jealousies if IUTal'.
different sections of the country ! The history 
of the world is full of such examples, and eipe 
daily the history of republics.

“ What have you to gain by division and & 
sension ? Delude not yourselves with the be 
lief, that a breach, onoe made, may be afterwu* 
repaired. If the Union is once severed, the 6s 
of separation will grow wider and wide- ; sf 
the controversies which are now debated ih 
settled in the halls of legislation, will thee It 
tried in fields of battle, and determined by Ik 
sword. Neither should you deceive yourseha

Following the example of Washington, Gene
ral Jackson issued a Farewell Address to the 
people of the United States, at his retiring from 
the presidency ; and, like that of Washington, 
it was principally devoted to the danger of dis
union, and to the preservation of harmony and 
good feeling between the different sections of 
the country. General Washington only had to 
contemplate the danger of disunion, as a possi
bility, and as an event of future contingency ;

sword, rseitner snould you deceive ymira-™» 
with the hope, that the first line of separata! 
would be the permanent one, and that uottafl
but harmony and concord would bo found I 
the new associations formed upon the dis«*| 
tion of this Union. Local interests would 
be found there, and unchastened ambition ' 

if the recollection of common dangers, in whs 
the people of these United States stood sidiW 
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victories won by their united valor ; the f“ 
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these recollections and proofh of common inter- 
I est are not strong enough to bind us together 
I « one people, what tie will hold united the new 
| divisions of empire, when these bonds have been 
I broken and this Union dissevered! The first 
I line of separation would not last for a single 
I generation ; new fragments would be tom off; 
I new leaders would spring up ; and this great
I nnd glorious republic would soon be broken into
II multitude of, petty States, without commerce, 
I without credit ; jealous of one another ; armed I for mutual aggressions ; loaded with taxes to pay 
I armies and leaders ; seeking aid against each 
I other from foreign powers : insulted and tram- I pled upon by the nations of Europe ; until, har- I meed with conflicts, and humbled and debased I in spirit, they would be ready to submit to the I absolute dominion of any military adventurer, 
land to surrender their liberty for the sake ot I repose. It is impossible to look on the conse- 
Iqnences that would inevitably follow the destruc- 
Iflon of this government, and not feel indignant 
I when we hear cold calculations about the value 
lof the Union, and have so constantly before us 
la line of conduct so well calculated to weaken
|its ties.”

Nothing but the deepest conviction of an ao- 
Itual danger could have induced General Jackson, 
■in this solemn manner, and with such pointed 

t and obvious application, to have given 
warning to his countrymen, at that last 

lent, when he was quitting office, and re- 
to his home to die. He was, indeed, 

aly impressed with a sense of that danger 
s much so as Mr. Madison was—and with the 

“pain” of feeling, and presentiment of 
calamities to our country. What has 

i taken place hqs Shown that their appre- 
renmons were not groundless—that the danger 

! deep-seated, and wide-spread ; and the end 
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CHAPTER CLXIV.
fONCLUSION OF GENERAL JACKSON'S ADMINIS

TRATION.

1st enemies of popular representative govern 
Tent may suppose that they find something i 

bn work to justify the reproach of faction an 
Bolence which they lavish upon such forms c 
preeminent ; but it will be by committing th 
istake of overlooking the broad features of

picture to find a blemish in the detail—disregard, 
ing a statesman’s life to find a misstep; and shut
ting their eyes upon the action of the people. The 
mistakes and errors of public men are fairly 
shown in this work ; and that might seem to justi
fy the reproach : but the action of the people is 
immediately seen to come in, to correct every 
error, and to show the capacity of the people for 
wise and virtuous government. It would be te
dious to enumerate the instances of this conserva
tive supervision, so continually exemplified in the 
course of this history ; but some eminent cases 
stand out too prominently to be overlooked. 
The recharter of the Bank of the United Statesr 
was a favorite mcasrSe with politicians; the 
people rejected it ; and the wisdom of their con
duct is now universally admitted. The distri
bution of land and money was a fevorite mea
sure with politicians ; the people condemned it 
and no one of those engaged in these distribu
tions ever attained the presidency. President 
Jackson, in his last annual message to Congress, 
and in direct reference to this conservative ac
tion of the people, declared “ that all that had 
occurred during his administration was calcula
ted to inspire him with increased confidence in 
the stability of our institutions.” I make the 
same declaration, founded upon the same view 
of the conduct of the people—upon the obser
vation of their conduct in trying circumstances ; 
and their uniform discernment to see, and virtue 
and patriotism to do, whatever the honor and 
interest of the country required. The work is 
full of consolation and encouragement to popular 
government ; and in that point of view it may 
be safely referred to by the friends of that form 
of government. I have written veraciously 
and of acts, not of motives. I have shown a 
persevering attack upon President Jackson on 
the part of three eminent public men during his 
whole administration ; but have made no attri
bution of motives. But another historian has 
not been so forbearing—one to whose testimony 
there can be no objection, cither on account of 
bias, judgment, or information ; and who, writing 
under the responsibility of history, has indicated 
a motive in two of the assailants.. Mr. Adams, 
in his history of the administration of Mr. 
Monroe, gives an account of the attempt in the 
two Houses of Congress in 1818, to censure 
General Jackson for his conduct in the Semi
nole war, and says : “ Efforts were made in Con

’S
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gress to procure a vote censuring the conduct 
of General Jackson, whose last increasing pop
ularity had, m all probability, already excited 
the envy of politicians. Mr. Olay and Mr. Cal
houn in particular favored this movement ; but 
the President himself, and Mr. Adams, the Se
cretary of State, who had charge of the Spanish 
negotiation, warmly espoused the cause of the 
American commander.” This fear of a rising 
popularity was not without reason. There were 
proposals to bring General Jackson forward for 
the presidency in 1816, and in 1820; to which 
he would not listen, on account of his friendship 
to Mr. Monroe. A refusal to enter the canvass 
at those periods, and foSIhat reason, naturally 
threw him into it in 1824, when he would come 
into competition with those two gentlemen. 
Their opposition to him, therefore, (laths back 
to the first term of Mr. Monroe’s administra
tion ; that of Mr. Clay openly and responsibly ; 
that of Mr. Calhoun secretly and deceptiously, 
as shown in the “ Exposition.” They were both 
of the same political party school with Qytieral

Jackson ; and it was probably his rising to thi 
head of that party which threw them both out 
of it. Mr. Webster’s opposition arose from his 
political relations, as belonging to the opposite 
school ; and was always more moderate, and 
better guarded by decorum. He even appeared, 
sometimes, as the justifier and supporter of | 
President Jackson’s measures ; as in the well- 
known instance of South Carolina nullification 
Mr. Clay’s efforts were limited to the over
throw of President Jackson; Mr. Calhoun’s ex
tended to the overthrow of the Union, and to 
the establishment of a southern confederacy of 
the slave States. The subsequent volume will 
have to pursue this subject.

This chapter ends the view of the administra- | 
tion of President Jackson, promised to him in 
his lifetime, constituting an'entire work ink- 
self, and covering one of the most eventful pe
riods of American history—as trying to the 
virtue and intelligence of the American people"- 
as was the war of the revolution to their coon 
age and patriotism.
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CHAPTER CLXV. \J
RETIB1NO AND DEATH OF GENERAL JACKSON—ADMINISTRATION OF MARTIN VAN BUREN.

I
Jst second and last term of General Jack- 
Son’s presidency expired on the 3d of March, 
1837. The next day, at twelve, he appeared 
with his successor, Mr. Van Buren, on the ele
vated and spacious eastern portico of the eapitol, 
is one of the citizens who came to witness the 
inaguration of the new President, and no way 
distinguished from them, except by his place on 
the left hand of the President elect. The day 
was beautiful—clear sky, balmy vernal sun, 
tranquil atmosphere ;—and the assemblage im
mense. On foot, in the largo area in front of 

i steps, orderly without troops, and closely 
wedged together, their faces turned to the por
tico-presenting to the beholders from all the 
astern windows the appearance of a field paved 
with human faces. This vast crowd remained 
riveted to their places, and profoundly silent, 
until the ceremony of inauguration was over. 
It was the stillness and silence of reverence and 
■flection ; and there was no room for mistake as 
to whom this mute and impressive homage was 

idered. For once, the rising was eclipsed by 
i setting sun. Though disrobed of power, 

led retiring to the shades of private life, it was 
(vident that the great ex-Presidcnt was the ab
sorbing object of this intense regard. At the 

lent he began to descend the broad steps of 
e portico to take his seat in the open carriage 

rhich was to bear him away, the deep repressed 
; of the dense mass brook forth, acelama- 

s and cheers bursting from the heart and 
ing the air—such as power never commanded, 

kr man in power received. It was the affec- 
lon, gratitude, and admiration of the living age, 
plating for the last time a great man. It was 

■ acclaim of posterity, breaking from the 
«ms of contemporaries. It was the antici- 
lon of futurity—mipurchasable homage to

the hero-patriot who, all his life, and in all cir
cumstances of his life, in peace and in war, and 
glorious in each, had been the friend of his 
country, devoted to her, regardless of self. Un
covered, and bowing, with a look of unaffected 
humility and thankfulness, ho acknowledged in 
mute signs j^is deep sensibility to this affecting 
overflow of popular feeling. I was looking down 
from a side window, and felt an emotion which 
had never passed through me before. I had seen 
the inauguration of many presidents^aod their 
going away, and their days of state, vested with 
power, and surrounded by the splendors of the 
first magistracy of a great republic. But they 
all appeared to be as pageants, empty and soul
less, brief to the view, unreal to the touch, and 
soon to vanish. But here there seemed to be a 
reality—a real scene—a man and the people— 
he, laying down power and withdrawing through 
the portals of everlasting fame ;—they, sounding 
in his cars the everlasting plaudits of unborn 
generations. Two days after, I saw the patriot 
ex-President in the car which bore him off to 
his desired seclusion. I saw him depart with 
that look of quiet enjoyment which bespoke the 
inward satisfaction of the soul at exchanging the 
cares of office for the repose of home. History, 
poetry, oratory, marble and brass, will hand 
down the military exploits of Jackson : this 
work will commemorate the events of his civil 
administration, not less glorious than his mili
tary achievements, great as they were ; and this 
brief notice of his last appearance at the Ame
rican capital is intended to preserve some faint 
memory of a scene, the grandeur of which was 
so impressive to the beholder, and the selace of 
which must have been so grateful to the heart 
of the departing patriot.

Eight years afterwards he died at the Hermit-
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age, in the full possession of all Sis faculties, 
and strong to the last in the ruling passion of 
his soul—love of country. Public history will 
do justice to his public life; but a further notice 
is wanted of him—a notice of the domestic 
man—of the man at home, with his wife, his 
friends, his neighbors, his slaves ; and this I feel 
some qualification for giving, from my long and 
varied acquaintance with him. First, his inti
mate and early friend—then a rude rupture— 
afterwards friendship and intimacy for twenty 
years, and until his death : in all forty years of 
personal observation, in the double relation of 
friend and foe, and in all the walks of life, public 
and private, civil and military.

The first time that I saw General Jackson 
was at Nashville, Tennessee, in 1799—he on 
the bench, a judge of the then Superior Court, 
and I a youth of seventeen, back in the crowd. 
He was then a remarkable man, j^nd had his 
ascendant over all who approached him, not the 
effect of his high judicial station, nor of the 
senatorial rank which he had held and resigned ; 
nor of military exploits, for he had not then 
been to war ; but the effect of personal qualities ; 
cordial and graceful manners, hospitable temper, 
elevation of mind, undaunted spirit, generosity, 
and perfect integrity. In charging the jury in 
the impending case, he committed a slight so
lecism in language which grated on my ear, and 
lodged on my memory, without derogating in 
the least from the respect which he inspired ; 
and without awakening the slightest suspicion 
that I was ever to be engaged in smoothing his 
diction. The first time I spoke with him was 
some years after, at a (then) frontier town in 
Tennessee, when he was returning from a 
Southern visit, which brought him through the 
towns and camps of some of the Indian tribes. 
In pulling off his overcoat, I perceived on the 
white lining of the turning down sleeve, a dark 
speck, which had life and motion. I brushed it 
sdf, and put the heel of my shoe upon it—little 
thinking that I was ever to brush away from 
him game of a very different kind. He smiled; 
and we began a conversation in which he very 
quickly revealed a leading trait of his charac
ter,—that of encouraging young men in their 
laudable pursuits. Getting my name and parent
age, and learning my intended profession, he 
manifested a regard for me, said he had received 
hospitality at my father’s house in North Caro

ANNi
lina, gave me kind invitations to visit him ; and 
expressed a belief that I would do well at the 
bar—generous words which had the effect of 
promoting wht* they undertook to foretell. Soon 
after, he had further opportunity to show hii 
generous feelings. I was employed in a crimi
nal case of great magnitude, where the oldest 
and ablest counsel appeared—Haywood, Grundy 
Whiteside,—and the trial of which General 
Jackson attended through concern for the fate 
of a friend. As junior counsel I had to pre
cede my elders, and did my best ; and, it being 
on the side of his feelings, he found my effort to 
be better than it was. He complimented me 
greatly, and from that time our intimacy began.

I soon after became his aid, he being a Major 
General in the Tennessee militia—made so by 
a majority of one vote. How much often de
pends upon one vote !—New Orleans, the Creel 
campaign, and all their consequences, date from 
that one vote !—and after that, I .was habitually 
at his house ; and, as an inmate, had opportuni
ties to know his domestic life, and at the period 
when it was least understood and most misrep
resented. He hail resigned his place on the 
bench of the Superior Court, as he had previ
ously resigned his place in the Senate of the 
United States, and lived on a superb estate of 
some thousand acres, twelve miles from Nash-1 
ville, then hardly known by its subsequent 
famous name of the Hermitage—name chosenl 
for its perfect accord with his feelings ; for he 
had then actually withdrawn from the stage of 
public life, and from a state of feeling well) 
known to belong to great talent when fin, 
no theatre for its congenial employment Hi 
was a careful farmer, overlooking every thii 
himself, seeing that the fields and fences w« 
in good order, the stock well attended, and tl 
slaves comfortably provided for. His house n 
the seat of hospitality, the resort of friends 
acquaintances, and of all strangers visiting 
State—and the more agreeable to all from 
perfect conformity of Mrs. Jackson’s chai 
to his own. But he needed some eicitei 
beyond that which a farming life can afford, 
found it, for some years, in the animating spo 
of the turf. He loved fine horses—racers 
speed and bottom—ow ned several, and coni 
ed the four mile heats with the best that 
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ever knew him to come. Cards and the cock
pit have been imputed to him, but most errone
ously. I never saw him engaged in cither. 
Duels were usual in that time, and he had his 
share of them, with their unpleasant concomi
tants ; hut they passed away with all their ani
mosities, and he has often been seen zealously 
pressing the advancement of those against whom 
he had but lately been arrayed in deadly hos
tility.

His temper was placable as well as irascible, ' 
ind his reconciliations were cordial and sincere. 
Of that, my own case was a signal instance. 
After a deadly feud, I became his confidential 
adviser ; was offered the highest marks of his 
Itvor, and received from his dying bed a mes
sage of friendship, dictated when life was de
parting, and when he would have to pause for 
breath. There was a deep-seated vein of piety 
in him, unaffectedly showing itself in his rever
ence for divinè worship, respect for the ministers 
of the gospel, their hospitable reception in his 
house, and constant encouragement of all the 
pious tendencies of Mrs. Jackson. And when 
they both afterwards became members of a 
church, it was the natural and regular result of 
theirearly and cherished feelings. He was gen
tle in his house, and alive to the tenderest emo
tions; and of this, I can give an instance, greatly 
in contrast with his supposed character, and 
worth more than a long discourse in showing 
what that character really was. I arrived at 
his house one wet chilly evening, in February, 
and came upon him in the twilight, sitting alone 
before the fire, a lamb and a child between his 
knees. He started a little, called a servant to 
remove the two innocents to another room, and 
explained to me how it was. The child had 
tried because the lamb was out in the cold, and 
begged him to bring it in—which he had done 
to please the child, his adopted son, then not 
two years otd. The ferocious man does not do 
that Hind though Jackson had his passions and 
his violence, they wen.! for men and enemies— 
those who stood up against him—and not for 
women and children, or the weak and helpless : 
for all whom his feelings were those of protec
tion and support His hospitality was active 
a well as cordial, embracing the worthy in 
nery walk of life, and seeking out deserving 
*jects to receive it, no matter how obscure. 
Of this, I learned a characteristic instance in
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relation to the son of the famous Daniel Boone. 
The young man had come to Nashville on his 
father’s business, to be detained som* weeks 
and had his lodgings at a small taveiyaowards 
the lower part of the town. Gcneml Jackson 
heard of it ; sought him out ; found him ; took 
him home to remain as long as his business de
tained him in the country, saying, “Yourfather’s 
dog should not stay in a tavern, where I have a 
house.” This was heart ! and I had it from the 
young man himself, long after, when he was a 
State Senator of the General Assembly of Mis
souri, and, as such, nominated me for the United 
States Senate, at my first election, in 1820: an 
act of hereditary friendship, as our fathers had 
been early friends.

Abhorrence of debt, public and private, dis
like of banks, and love of hard money—love of 
justice and love of country, were ruling pas
sions with Jackson ; and of these he gave con
stant evidence in all the situations of his life. 
Of private debts he contracted none of his own, 
and made any sacrifices to get out of those in
curred for others. Of this he gave a signal in
stance, not long before the war of 1812—selling 
the improved part of his estate, with the best 
Wildings of the country upon it, to pay a debt 
incurred in a mercantile adventure to assist a 
young relative ; and going into log-houses in the 
forest to begin a new home and farm. He was 
living in these rude tenements when he van
quished the British at New Orleans ; and, prob
ably, a view of their conqueror’s domicile would 
have astonished the British officers as much as 
their defeat had done. He was attached to his 
friends, and to his country, and never believed 
any report to the discredit of either, until com
pelled by proof. He would not believe in the 
first reports of the surrender of General Hull, 
and became sad and oppressed when forced to 
believe it He never gave up a friend in a doubt
ful case, or from policy, or calculation. lie was 
a firm believer in the goodness of a superintend
ing Providence, and in the eventua. right judg
ment and justice of the people. 1 have seen him 
at the most desperate part of his fortunes, and 
never saw him waver in the belief that all would 
come right in the end. In the time of Cromwell 
he would have been a puritan.

The character of his mind was that of judg
ment, with a rapid and almost intuitive percep
tion, followed by an instant and decisive action.
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It was that which made him a General, and a 
President for the time in which he served. He 
had vigorous thoughts, but not th| faculty of 
arranging them in a regular composition, either 
written or spoken ; and in formal papers he usual
ly gave his draft to an aid, a friend, or a secretary, 
to be written over—often to the loss of vigor. But 
the thoughts were his own vigorously express
ed ; and without effort, writing with a rapid 
pen, and never blotting or altering; but, as 
Carlyle says of Cromwell, hitting the nail upon 
the head as he went. I have a great deal of Ilfs 
writing now, some on public affairs and cover
ing several sheets of paper ; and no erasures or 
interlineations anywhere. His conversation was 
like his writing, a vigorous flowing current, ap
parently without the trouble of thinking, and 
always impressive. His conclusions were rapid, 
and immovable, when he was under strong con
vierons; though often yielding, on minor points, 
to his friends. And no man yielded quicker 
when he was convinced ; perfectly illustrating 
the difference between firmness and obstinacy. 
Of all the Presidents who have done me the 
honor to listen to my opinions, there was no one 
to whom I spoke with more confidence when I 
felt myself strongly to be in the right.

He had a load to carry all his life ; resulting 
from a temper which refused compromises and 
bargaining, and went for a clean victory or a clean 
defeat, in every case. Hence, every step he took 
was a contest-: and, it may be added, every con
test was a victory. I have already said that he 
was elected a Major General in Tennessee—an 
election on which so much afterwards depended 
—by one vote. His appointment in the United 
States regular army was a conquest from the 
administration, which had twice refused to 
appoint him a Brigadier, and once disbanded 
him as a volunteer general, and only yielded to 
his militia victories. His election as President 
was a victory over politicians—as was every 
leading event of his administration.

I have said that his appointment in the regu
lar army was a victory over the administration, 
and it belongs to the inside view of history, and 
to the illustration of government mistakes, and 
the elucidation of individual merit surmounting 
obstacles, to tell how it was. Twice passed by 
to, give preference to two others in the West 
(General Harrison and General Winchester), 
once disbanded, and omitted in all the lists of

military nominations, how did he get at last to 
be appointed Major General? It was thus. 
Congress had passed an act authorizing the 
President to accept organized corps of volunteers. 
I proposed to General Jackson to raise a corps 
under that act, and hold it ready fdr service. 
He did so ; and with this corps and sortpe militia, 
h</ defeated the Creek Indians, and gained the 
reputation which forced his appointment in the 
regular army. I drew up the address which he 
made to his division at the time, and when 1 
carried it to him in the evening, I found the 
child and the lamb between his knees. He had 
not thought of this resource, but caught at it 
instantly, adopted the address, with two slight 
alterations, and published it to his division. I 
raised a regiment myself, and made the speeehei 
at the general musters, which helped to raise two 
others, assisted by a small ^and of friends—all 
feeling confident that if we could conquer the 
difficulty—master the first step—and get him 
upon the theatre of action, he would do the rest • 
himself. This is the way he got into the regu
lar army, not only unselected by the wisdom of 
government, but rejected by it—a stone rejected 
by the master builders—and worked in by an 
unseen hand, to become the corner stone of the 
temple. The aged men of Tennessee will re
member all this, and it is time that history 
should learn it. But to return to the private 
life and personal characteristics of this extraor
dinary man.

There was an innate, unvarying, self-acting | 
delicacy in his intercourse with the female set, 
including all womankind ; and on that point 
my personal observation (and my opportunities 
for observation were both large and various), 
enables me to join in the declaration of the be
lief expressed by his earliest friend and most 
intimate associate, the late Judge Overton, of 
Tennessee. The Roman general won an im 
tality of honor bygone act of continence ; whit I 
praise is due to Jackson, whose whole life wis [ 
continent ? I repeat : if he had been bom in 
the time of Cromwell, he would have been i 
puritan. Nothing could exceed his kindness 
and affection to Mrs. Jackson, always increasing 
in proportion as his elevation, and culminating 
fortunes, drew cruel attacks upon her. I knew 
her well, and that a more exemplary woman in 
all the relations of life, wife, friend, neighbor, rela- 
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presented a more quiet, cheerful and admirable 
management of her household. She had not 
education, but she had a heart, and a good one ; 
and that was always leading her to do kind 
things in the kindest manner. She had the 
General’s own warm heart, frank manners and 
hospitable temper ; and no two persons could 
have been better suited to each other, lived 
more happily together, or made a house more 
attractive to visitors. She had the faculty—a 
rare one—of retaining names and titles in a 
throng of visitors, addressing each one appro
priately, and dispensing hospitality to all with 
a cordiality which enhanced its value. No 
bashful youth, or plain old man, whose modesty 
sat them down at the lower end of the table, 
could escape her cordial attention, any more 
than the titled gentlemen on her right and left. 
Young persons were her delight, and she always 
had her house filled with them—clever young 
women and clever young men—all calling her af
fectionately, “Aunt Rachel.” I was young then, 
and was one of that number. I owe it to early

recollections, and to cherished convictions—in 
this last notice of the Hermitage—to bear this 
faithful testimony to the memory of its long 
mistress—the loved and honored wife of a great 
man. Her greatest eulogy is in the affection 
which he bore her living, and in the sorrow 
with which he mourned her dead. She died 
at the moment of the General’s first election to 
the Presidency ; and every one that had a just 
petition to present, or charitable request to 
make, lost in her death, the surest channel to 
the ear and to the heart of the President. His 
regard for her survived, and lived in the persons 
of her nearest relatives. A nephew of hers was 
his adopted son and heir, taking his own name, 
and now the respectable master of the Her
mitage. Another nephew, Andrew Jackson 
Donelson, Esq., was his private secretary when 
President. The Presidential mansion was pre
sided over during his term by her niece, the 
most amiable Mrs. Donelson ; and all his con
duct bespoke affectionate and lasting remem
brance of one he had held so dear.

END OF VOLUME I.
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l, B. PM, The.—Charges against Wm. H. Crawford, 85; 
the À. B. papers, a series of articles which appeared In 
the newspapers, 85 ; expectation of the accuser that the 
matter would lie over until after the Presidential elec
tion, 85; Immediate action, 85; committee appointed, 
85; answer of Crawford, 85; Its character, 85; who 
written by, 85; proceeding In the case, 85; testimony 
of Edwards, 86 ; his proceedings, 86; report of com
mittee, 86.

Adams, John, decease of, 87 ; sketch of his character, 87.
Adams, John Quincy, Secretary of State, 7; his diary rela

tive to the unanimity of the cabinet on the Missouri 
question, 8 ; connection with the treaty of 1818, 15 ; 
on Internal Improvements, 22 ; candidate for the Presi
dency in 1824,44 ; commencement of his administration, 
54; his Inaugural address, 54 ; grounds of opposition, 54 ; 
the majority of the Senate opposed, 65 ; strong minority 
of the House opposed, 65 ; position of the two Houses 
with regard to the President, VI ; contest for Speaker, 
92; organization of the committees, 92; contents of the 
President’s message, 92; its notice of the Panama Con
gress, 92; the finances, 98; uselessness of retaining a 
balance in the treasury, 98 ; members of the two Houses, 
93; array of business talent, 94; three classes of men: 
men of speech and Judgment, men of Judgment and no 
speech, men of speech and no judgment, 94; on the 
Committee of Bank Investigation, 241 ; his position on 
the slavery question, 686.

àffairt, how changed, by the War of 1812, and (Mr subse
quent aspect.—War of 1812, 1 ; necessity and impor
tance, 1 ; changes It produced In American policy, 1 ; 
state of the finances and currency under which it strug
gled, 1 ; its termination with respect to Its causes, 1 ; 
gold ceased to be a currency, 1 ; silver banished, 1 ; local 
banks, 1 ; suspension of specie payments, 1 ; Treasury 
notes resorted to, 1 ; depreciation, 1 ; their use, 1 ; the 
Government, paralyzed by the state of tho finances, 
forced to seek peace, 1 ; impressment the cause of the 
declaration of the war, 1 ; first time in modern history 
that a war terminated by a treaty without astipulation 
u to its cause, 1 ; treaty of 1807, why rejected by the 
President, 1; its importance,!; the war ihowed the 
British Government that the people of tho United States 
would fight on the point of Impressment, 2 ; no impress
ment since, 2 ; causes of the success of the war, in spite

of the empty treasury, 2; exemption held by right and 
by might, 2 ; tho financial lesson taught by the war, 2 ; 
the lesson when availed of, 2; its effects, 2.

The second Bank grew out of the war, 2 ; currency of 
tho constitution not thought of, 2 ; national bank re 
garded as the only remedy, 2 ; Its constitutionality, 2 ; 
the word 11necessary,” 2; Hamilton’s grounds for a 
bank, 2 ; difficulties of tho finances during the second 
war ascribed to tho want of a bank, 8 ; concessions of its 
old opponents, 8; many subsequently convinced the 
constitutional currency had not had a fair trial, 8; na
tional bank shown to be unnecessary by the Mexican 
war, 8; constitutional question decided, 8.

Protection of American industry as a substantive ob
ject grew out of tho war, 8 ; Incidental protection always 
acknowledged and granted, 8 ; domestic manufactures 
wanted, during tho non-importation period of the em
bargo and hostilities, 8; want of articles of defence felt 
during the war; 8; protection for tho sake of protection 
carried in 1816, 8; course of legislation reversed, 8.

Question of internal improvements developed by the 
war, 3; want of facilities for transportation felt in mil
itary operations, 8 ; the power claimed as an incident to 
the greatest powers, 8 ; found in the word “ necessary,” 
8; complicated the national legislation from 1820 to 
1850, 8; the question does not extend to territories, 
4 ; no political rights under tho constitution, 4 ; rivers 
and harbors—internal improvement of based on tho com
mercial and revenue clause, 4; the restriction contend-

Boundarics between tho treaty-making power and 
tho legislative departments a subject of examination, 4; 
the broad proposition, 4 ; tho qualification, 4; a vital 
one, 4; which department to judge of encroachments 
by the other? 4 ; discussions in Congress, between 1815 
and 1820, on this point, 4.

The doctrine of secession was born of the war of 
1812,4; the design imputed to tho Hartford Convention, 
4; its existence raised tne question, 4; the right then 
repudiated by the democracy, 4 ; language respecting it 
then south of the Potomac, 4 ; the question thus far 
compromised, not settled, 5.

Slavery agitation took Its rise about 1819, 5; manner 
in which it was then quieted, 5; tho compromise a clear 
gain to the anti-slavery side, 5 ; a southern measure, 5 
its features, 5.
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Debt created by the war, 6; amount of the public 
debt at its close, 6 ; the problem to be snlvéfl was wheth- 

• €t a public debt could be paid in time of peace, 6.
Public distress becomes a prominent feature of subse

quent years, 6 ; expansion and collapse of the bank, 6 ; 
gloom of 1619 and 1820, B; commercial proceedings, 6; 
legislative proceedings, 5; distress the cry—relief the 
demand, 6 ; good results of the war, 6.

Amendment of the Constitution.—Mistakes of European 
writers on our system of Government, 87; Thiers and 
De Tocqueville, 87 ; the electors but an instrument to 
obey the will of the people, 87 ; electors useless, 87 ; 
amendment proposed, 87 ; views of the convention 
which framed the constitution, 87 ; Benton’s remarks on 
a direct vote of the people for President, 87 ; “ evil of 
the want of uniformity in the choice of Presidential 
electors endangers the tights of the people, 87 ; the dis
trict system, 88; origin of the general ticket system in 
10 States, 88; objection to a direct vote of the people 
considered, 88; whence it is taken, 89 ; admit its truth, 
what then ? 89 ; better officers elected, 89 ; ancient his
tory, 89; triumph of popular elections, 89; other objec
tions to intermediate electors, 40 ; time and experience 
condemn the continuance of the electoral system, 40 ; 
even.if the plan of the constitution had not failed, it js 
better to get rid of the electors, 40; historical examples, 
4L*

An attempt to give the election of President and 
Vice-President to the direct vote of the people, 78; 
various propositions offered, 78; committee appointed 
to report, 78; plan reported by the committee. 78; its 
prominent features, 79 ; abolition of the electors and di
rect vote Vf the people—a second election between the 
two highesV-unlformlty in the mode of election, 79; 
advantages olkhe plan, 79.

Exclusion of Members of Congresf from Civil Office 
appointments—Inquiry Into the expediency of amend
ing the Constitution so as to exclude members from ap
pointment to civil office moved, 82; motion only ap
plied to the term for which they were elected, 82 ; com
mittee report that the exclusion should extend to the 
Presidential term during which the member was elected, 
83; proceedings of the convention that framed the con
stitution, 88; other conventions, 83; extracts from the 
proceedings of Federal Convention, 88; early jealousy 
on this point, 88; provisions for thé Independence of 

the two Houses, 88; instance of the observance "f these 
provisions, 84; instance of the contrary, 84; the Con
stitutional limitation a small restraint, 84: views of the 
•* Federalist," 84 ; what has been the working of the 
Government? 85; the effects of legislation, 85; other 
evils resulting from the appointment of members to 
office, 85; the independence of the departments ceases 
between the Executive and Legislative, 86; examples of 
early Presidents, 86.

Anderson, Richard C., Jun., iîepresentatlvo from Ken
tucky, 7 ; nominated minister to Panama, 66.

Appropriation fur Defences and Fortification Bill.—Pre
paration recommended in the message, 654; referred 
and reported on, 554; resolved unanimously that the 
treaty with France be maintained and its execution in
sisted on, 554; and that preparations ought to bo made 
to meet any emergency, 554 ; appropriation of three 
millions inserted in the Fortification bill, 654; rejected 
in the Senate, 654; House* Insist, 554; Senate adhere, 
554; remarks of Mr. King, of Alabama, 654; this mo
tion never resorted to until more gentle means have 
failed, y>4 ; are gentlemen prepared to taka upon them
selves sucn a fearful responsibility as the rejection of

this bill ? 554 ; in what docs It violate the constitution 
556; appropriations under Washington's administration, 
665; adherence carried, 655; conference asked by the 
House, 555; committees disagree, 555; question as to 
the hour of the termination of the session, 655 ; remark 
of Mr. Cambreleng, 556; responsibility put on the Sen. 
ate, 556.

Arcukr, William 8., Representative from Virginia, 7; on 
reference of the bank memorial to a select committee, 
284.

Arkansas Territory, cession of a part of to the Cherokee* 
—Reasons for making her a first-class State, 107; i 
treaty negotiated altering the western boundary, 107• 
can a law of Congress be abolished by an Indian treaty ? 
107; is it expedient to weaken the future State? 107; 
supremacy of the treaty-making power considered, 107; 
power in Congress to dispose of territory, 108; the 
treaty ratified, 108; a southern measure, 108; twelve 
thousand square miles taken off of slave territory, 10j; 
object to assist in inducing the removal of the Chero
kee*,^; what became of the white inhabitants, 108; 
bought by the government, 109.

Arkansas and Michigan, admission of.—Application for 
an enabling act, 627 ; Congress refuse to pass it, 627 ; 
people hold conventions on their own authority and 
form constitutions, 627 ; message communicating the 
constitution of Michigan, 627 ; referred, also a memorial 
entitled from the “Legislature of Michigan,” 627; ob
jection to its title, 628; bill reported, 628; objections, 
628; remarks of Mr. Buchanan, 628; bill passed and 
sent to the House, 628 ; the practice of admitting a free 
and a slave State together, 629.

Application of Arkansaartpken upj 629; remarks of 
Mr. Swift against the admission, on the ground of 
slavery, 629; do. of Mr. Duchanan In favor of her ad
mission, 629; Prentiss opposes the admission on the 
ground of the revolutionary manner in which the State 
had held her convention, 680; remarks of Mr. Morris, 
630; bill passed and sent to the House, 681.

Moved in the House to postpone the Michigan to take 
up the Arkansas "bill, 631 ; remarks of Mr. Thomas, 631; 
the point of Jealousy between some Southern and 
Northern members revealed, 681; remarks on the mo
tion to refer both bills and combine them In one, 631; 

Lewis's remarks on giving the Arkansas bill the priority 
of decision, 682; further debate, 688; bills referred to 
thÎPÇommittce of the Whole, 684 ; points of the debate- 
Firstf the formation of constitutions without the previ
ous assent of Congress ; Second, the right of aliens to 
vote before naturalization ; Third, the right of Arksosai 
to be admitted with slavery by virtue of the rights of i 
State —of the treaty of Louisiana and of tho Missouri 
Compromise, 684, 685, 686 ; an account of the session ol 
twenty-four hours, 686; bill put to vote, 637; atruggie 
to bring the bills to a vote not to pass them, 687; causa, 
687 ; one special one, 687.

Asroa, John Jacob.—IIis colony at Astoria, 18,109.
Austin, Moses, founder of the Texas Colony, 674.

Baldwin, IIknry, Representative from Pennsylvania 7, 
coadjutor with Clay on the Missouri question, 10; ip- 
pointed Justice of the Supreme Court, 120.

Bank of the United States.—Wheh charter of first expired, | 
1 ; origin of the second, 2 ; its course in 1819, 6.

Constitutionality and expediency called In question il I 
General Jackson’s first message, 158; suggestion of odi I 
founded on the credit asd revenues of thetiovernmeii j

gested/to General Jackson, an 
cause j>f a resort to the deposit / 
government fiscal agent stlgmat 
mittecs, 158; war of the bank < 
ance with the opposition, 168; i 
of it* president, 15V ; Its power 
banks, 159. x

Ceaseless activity In behalf 
President’s message in 1829,187 
aide, 187; current all setting c 
attempts to counteract it, 187 ; p 
duce a resolution against the re 
the occasion, showing that the 1 
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158'; a hold currency and an independent treasury sug
gested/to Qencrsd Jackson, and approved at once, 158; 
cause 6f a resort to the deposit system, 158 ; the idea of a 
government fiscal agent stigmatized, 158 ; reports of com
mittees, 163; war of the bank commenced, 158; its Alli
ance with the opposition, 158; its power, 158; statement 
of its president, 15V; its power to ruin and destroy local 
banks, 159. x

Ceaseless activity in behalf of the bank, since the 
President's message in 1829,187 ; little done on the other 
aide, 187 ; current all setting one way, 187 ; failure of 
attempts to counteract It, 187 ; permission asked to intro
duce a resolution against the re-charter, 187; speech on 
the occasion, showing that the institution had too much 
power over the people and the government—over busi
ness and jtolitlcs; and disposed to exercise it against 
freedom and equality, 187; proposal to revive the cur
rency of the constitution, 187; “willing to see the 
currency of the government left to the hard money 
intended by the constitution,” 187; every species of 
paper left to the State governments, 187 ; experience of 
France and England, 187 ; a hard money party against a 
paper party, 187 ; justification for bringing forward the 
question of renewal, 188; the reports on previous reso
lutions offered at the clpse of each session and all in 
favor of renewal, 188; then followed the message of 
President Jackson, 188; it^keference, 188; report, etc., 
188; the conduct of the hank and its friends second 
ground for justification, 188; these proceedings, 1S9; an 
example drawn from the British Parliament, 189; re
marks of Sir Ilenry Parnell, 189; do. of Mr. Hume, 189; ^o. 
of Mr. Edward Ellice, 189 ; do. of Sir William Pulteney, 
190; it is said the debate will injure the stockholders, 
depreciate the value of their property, and that it is 
wrong to sport with vested rights, 190; the stockholders 
know the facts and such assertions absurd, 190; the in- 
itltutlon hns forfeited its charter and may be shut up any 
hour, 190; the case of the Bank vs. Owens, 190; parlia
mentary rule requiring members to withdraw who have 
an Interest In the subject of dtsenssion, 191.

The bank is an institution too great and powerful to 
be tolerated in a government of free anti equal laws,
191 ; on renewal, Its direct power must speedily become 
boundless and uncontrollable, 191 ; authorized to own

r^snd issue ninety millions, 191 ; its Indirect power, 191 ; to 
' whom is all this power granted ? 191 ; by whom 1s It to be 

exercised? 191 ; it will become the absolute monopolist 
of American money, 191 ; what happened in Great Brit
ain In 1795, 192; letter of the bank directors to Pitt,
192 ; condition of Great Britain at that time, 192 ; it sub
dued the minister to the purposes of tho bank, 192 ; fur 
twenty years the bank was the dominant power In Eng
land, 192; cannot the Bank of the United States act In 
the same way ? 192

Ils tendencies are dangerous and pernicious to the 
government and tho people, 192; the heads of each 
mischief; 192,183.

The exclusive privileges and anti-republican monop
oly which it gives tho stockholders, 198; the exclusive 
legal privileges It gives, 198; twelve enumerated, 194; 
their effect and bearing, 194 ; compensation made by the 
Bank of England for undrawn balances, 194; amount of 
undrawn balances, 194 ; injury suffered by the people 
on account of tlfb uncompensated masses of public 
money In tho hands of the bai.k, 195; to discredit and 
disparage the notes of all other banks by excluding them 
from the collection of the revenue, 196 ; the power to 
hold real estate, receive rent*, Ac., 197 ; effect of this 
Tiet capacity to acquire and legal power to retain real

estatç, 197 ; the power to deal in pawns, merchandise, 
and bills of exchange, 198; to establish branches In the 
different States without their consent and in defiance of 
their resistance, 199; exemption of the stockholders 
from individual liability, 199; to have the United 
States for a partner, 200; extract from the speech 
of Pulteney, 200 ; amount of stock owned by foreigners, 
201 ; exemptions from due course of law for violations 
of its charter, 201 ; these privileges secured by a pledge 
of tho public faith tojeharter no other bank, 202; the 
government from which we have made this copy has 
condemned tho original, 202 ; correspondence between 
the Chancellor of the Exchequer aittflhe Bank directors, 
203; how was this Babylon prostrated? 204; effect of 
the speech, 204; how It was received, 204; leave re
fused, 205.

Statement that the bank has failed In furnishing a 
uniform currebey, 220 ; it vicious and illegal currency, 
220; origin of the practice, 220; leave to bring in a re
solution declaring It illegal asked for, 220; reasons, 
220; “the resolution expresses Its own object, 221; 
the currency arraigned, 221 ; the points of Incom
patibility between this currency and the requisites of 
the charter, 221 ; fourteen points stated, 221; tho cur
rency fails at every test, 221 ; these orders cannot serve 
as currency because they are subject to the law of en
dorsed paper, 222 ; being once paid they are done with, 
222; operations of tho bank In 1817, 222; origin of the 
branch hank orders, 223; this currency ought to be sup
pressed, 228; the fact of Illegality sufficient to require 
it, 228; pernicious consequences result from it, 228; 
the branch baJik orders are not payable In the States in 
which they are issued, 228; practice of the Bank of 
Iceland, 224; leave refused, 224.

Message of tho President in 1829-80, 224; its remarks 
relative to the bank, 224; the position of the constltu- « 
ttynal question, 224; the democracy opposed not only 
thdibnnk but the latitudinarian construction which 
would authorize it. 225; It was the turning point be
tween a strong and splendid government on one side 
and a plain economical government on tho other, 
limited by a written constitution, 225; the construction 
was the main point, 225;, effect of the message on the 
democracy of the country, 225; the contest at hand, 225; 
violent attacks upon the President, 226; remark of M. 
Tocqueville on President Jackson and the bunk, 226; 
every word an error, 226; examined, 220 ; application 
for a renewal of the charter when ami why made, 226; 
action of/riends of Jackson and tho bank, 227; memo
rial for Renewal presented, 227 ; course of events, 227 ; 
erro- off De Tocqueville exposed, 228; another extract, 
928; lU errorarexposed, 229; consequences of refusing 
the re-charted, 229.

Re-cJuirttr.—Convention of the National Republicans 
to nominate a President, 282; tho nominations, 282; 
addresses of tho convention, 282; remarks relative to 
the bank, 282 ; “Its beneficial character, 282; no pretext 
of any adequate motive is assigned for the President's 
denunciation, 288; are tho people ready to destroy one 
of their most valuable Institutions to gratify the caprice 
of the President? 238.”

The Bank question presented as an issue of the elec
tion by its friends, 288; two classes of friends, 288; one 
friends of the President, the other against him, 283 ; how 
the consent of the former was obtained, 288; memorial 
for re-charter presented, 2*3; referred to a select com
mittee in tho Senate, 288 ; referred to tho Committee of 
Ways and Means in the House, 288; reason of the dif
ference, 238; motion to refer to a select committee, 284
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remarks, 284; this measure entirely disconnected from 
the Baltimore convention, 884; “a select committee the 
proper one, 884; the course in such cases, 284; the ques
tion should not be taken up at this session, 284 ; the 
stockholders left the application discretionary with the 
directors, 285; It will divide the whole country, 285 ; the 
bank has been charged with using Its funds and those 
of the people In operating upon and controlling public 
opinion, 285; this of sufficient consequence to demand 
an accurate Inquiry, 285; charged with violating its 
charter, 28o ; other charges, 285 ; memorial referred to 
Committee of Ways and Means, 285.

Investigation ordered.—Course necessary to tie pur
sued by the opposition, 285; to prepare the people to 
sustain the veto, 285; policy of the bank leaders, 286; 
reasons for taking up the investigation In the House, 
236; motion for Inquiry made, 286; manner in which 
the motion was treated, 286 ; resistance to Investigation, 
286; “a re-charter Is asked, yet the friends of the 
bank shrink from inquiry, 286 ; the inference which 
might be drawn from this resistance, 287 ; what la tho 
ground of opposition ? 287 ; how the memorial was 
treated In the other House, 287 ; result of the examina
tion In 1819,287; three years after it went into existence, 
It was on the verge of bankruptcy, 287;” right of either 
House to make the Inquiry, 287 ; the misconduct of the 
bank In numerous instances, 287 ; list of accusations 
«gainst the bank, 28S; tho friends of the bank obliged to 
ieclare In favor of examination, 238; modes of inves
tigation proposed, 289 ; restrictions proposed to the In- 
|ulry, 289; remarks upon the manner In which tho pro
mised inquiry has been treated by the House, 289; re- 
smrks on modes adopted by the bank fbr extorting 
usury, 240 ; another mode makes the loan take the form 
»f a domestic bill from tho beginning, 240; effect of the 
debate on the bank with tho country, 240; speakers 
against the bank, 240; advocates of the bank, 841 ; the 
Committee of Investigation, 241 ; its composition; 241 ; 
throe reports, 241 ; their character, 241.

The three per rent, debt— This a portion of the revo
lutionary debt standing at sixty-four, 242; money in the 
bank to pay it, 242; the money retained to sustain the 
bank and the debt not paid until it rose to par, 242 ; re
marks on tho course of the bank, 242 ; the loss to the 
people, 248.

Bill for re-charter rejtorted.—Remarks relative to 
previous charters, 248; former course of Webster, 248 ; 
his defence of his present position, 843; * the years that 
have parsed, 248; tho efleets of experience, 248; action 
of Calhoun in procuring the present charter, 244 ; the 
vote of Webster against It, 24-1; his views, 244 ; evils of 
a disordered currency, 244 ; tho small note currency 
cause of the small amount of specie In the country, 244 ; ” 
the grant of exclusive privileges and the bonus required 
opposed, 245; remarks upon them, 245; the present ap
plication of the bank opposed, 245; “some years before 
the charter expires, 245 ; now late in the session, 245 ; not 
time to do justice to the subject, 2-45; other subjects of 
more Immediate and pressing Interest must be thrown 
aside, 245; an unfinished Investigation presents another 
reason for delaying the final action of Congress on this 
subject, 245; the people have no opportunity to make 
up their minds on tho Information now printed, 24f«; 
this question belongs to the Congress elected within the 
next census, 246; looks like usurpation on the part of 
this Congress, 246; different representation In the next 
Congress, 246; a charter should be granted w ith as little 
Invasion of the rights of posterity as possible, 246; this 
question must effect the presidential election If not de

cide It, 846 ; take a leaaon from the monarohlal partis 
ment of England, 84T.”

A motion declaratory of the right of the States to s4 
mit or deny the establishment of branches of the mother 
bank within their limits, offered, 947 ; remarks, 247; “if 
this amendment is struck out It is tantamount to a legls- 
Inti vo declaration that no such rights existed. 247 ; de
cision of tho Supreme Court on the right of the State» to 
tax the branches, 247 ; this Is the supremacy of the 
bank and the degradation of the States, 247 ; the argu
ment that these branches are necessary to enable the 
Federal Government to carry on Its fiscal operations 
and therefore ought to be Independent of State legisla. 
lion, Is answered by the determination of Congress It
self 247 ; every thing Is left to the bank Itself except 
the branch at this place, 947; tho establishment of 
branches Is a mere question of profit and loss to the 
bank, 847 ; point of the question, 847 ; motion re.

Motion to strike out the exclusive privileges and tc 
make the stockholders liable, 948 ; u example of the 
Scottish banks, 948; the excellence of their plan, 848, 
clauses granting exclusive privileges, 948; tho establish
ment of any other bank by the United States prohibited 
during tho existence of the charter, 948 ; this Is contrary 
to the genius of our Government, 249 ; the restrictios 
upon fhture Congresses Is at war with every principle 
of constitutional right and legislative equality 949; it 
this Congress to Impose restrictions upon the power of 
their successors f 249; In nine months this Congre» it 
defunct, 849 ; the renewed charter will not take effnt 
till three years after tho full representation of the kit 
Congress In power, 249.”

All amendments proposed by the opponents of the 
bank voted down, 250; the interest of members of the 
Senate as stockholders, 250 ; bill passed In the Sena# 
and House, 250.

The Veto.—“ If this government sells exclusive privi
leges, It should at least exact for them as much as they ire 
worth In the market, 961 ; the present value of the monop
oly b seventeen millions, and the act proposes to sell It 
for three, 251 ; how can the present stockholders hare my 
claim to the special fhvor of the Government f 231 ; this 
act does not permit competition In the purchase of this 
monopoly, 251 ; not Just to set others aside and grant the 
privilege to the few who have been fortunate enough te 
secure the stock, 251 ; ” the force of precedents for const)- 
tutionallty argued against, 259 ; decision of the Supreme 
Court, 259 ; examined 255 ; remarks, 252 ;14 precedence a 
a dangerous source of authority, and ahculd not be regard
ed aa deciding questions of constitutional ;>ower except 
where the acquiescence of the people and the States u 
well settled, 958 ; precedents are really against the bank 
258 ; If tho opinion of the Supreme Court corered the 
whole ground of this act, It ought not to control the co
ordinate authorities of this Government, 258; In the cm 

relied on, the Supreme Court have not decided thst «11 
the features of this corporation are compatible with the 
constitution, 258; the misconduct of the Institntli*. 
both In conducting Its business and In resisting investi- j 
gallon, 958 ; suspicions are entertained and charges 
of gross violations of the charter, 953 ; the recommends- 
tlon of a majority of the committee, 258; additi-asl I 
reason fbr leas haste and more caution, 858.”

The great speeches from the advocates of the bail 
now made to repel the effects of the veto, 254 ; a true- 
fer of the question to the political arena, 254; toth 
presidential election, 954; frightful distress predicted 
and a change of the chief magistrate the only mesas i
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averting the calamity, 254; remarks of Webster on this 
point, 854; remarks of White upon the bank taking the 
lead of a political party, 254; the distress pictured by 
Clayton, 854; the winding up of the bank, with regard 
to time, 855 ; case of the previous bank, 255 ; menace of 
distress from the bank if denied a renewal, entirely gra
tuitous, 255; vehement declamation against the veto, 
856 ; remarks of Clay on the veto power, 255 ; reply of 
Benton, 255 ; objects of the vetoes of the French king, 
856; “the fable of the cat and the eagle, 256; why de
bate the bank question, now It is vetoed, ami not debate 
it before? 857; the bank is finished, why debate it 
now? 257; the bank is in the field, a fearful and tre
mendous combatant in the presidential election, 257 ; 
the Great West is selected as the theatre of her opera
tions, 257 ; ruin is to be the punishment of the West, 
if she votes for Jackson, 267 ; the bank debt has been 
created for electioneering purposes, 258; this point ex
amined, 258; the establishment of several now branches 
and the promise of more, 259 ; the alleged necessity for 
the prompt and vigorous collection of this debt, if the 
charter is not renewed, 259 ; the opinion of the Senator 
from Kentucky, about the legality of this trust, 259 ; 
once in every ten years the capital of this debt is paid in 
interest, 259 ; the ruinous drain of capital in hard money 
from the West, 259; the old banks of Ohio, Kentucky, 
and Tennessee, defended from the aspersions cast on 
them, 260 ; manner in which the charter was pushed 
through, pending an investigation, 200; the foreign 
stockholders of the bank, 260 ; the bank a monopoly,
261 ; English authority for calling the Bank of England 
a monopoly, and the British bank in America is copied 
from it, 261 ; the President’s idea of his oath, 261 ; his 
independence in construing the constitution, 262; the 
drain upon the resources of the West, made by the bank,
262 ; address to the Jackson bank men, 262 ; address to 
the West, 262; the dangerous power of the bank and 
the present audacity of her conduct, 268.”

“PtssatlfActlon expressed that the speeches of some 
Benators fill the galleries, and those of others empty 
them. 268; charged with a want of courtesy to the Pres
ident, 268; charges of tho Senator from Missouri, onco 
again.'t tho President, 268.

“No adjourned question of veracity between the Sen
ator from Missouri and tho President, 264 ; the prediction 
charged upon the Senator from Missouri, 264; ” further 
debate, 264; direful picture of distress drawn, 265.

Delay in paying the three per cents.—Message re
commended that the United States stock should be 
sold, and that a committee b/appointed to investi
gate its condition, 287 ; referred to a special com
mittee of friends of the bank, 287 ; objected that the 
committee should not proceed until the report of the 
agent of the Secretary of the Treasury was made, 287 ; 
its depreciation of the stock, 287 ; this objection falla
cious, 887 ; the lose of the bank, by depreciation, stated 
at half a mtflion, 288 ; nothing before the House to make 
so \iy//rj Into the condition of the bank desirable, 288 ; 
ejedtual ability to discharge all its obligations, is not 

Itself sufllciont to entitle the bank to tho confidence 
of the Government, 988 ; what was the Executive com
plaint against the bank ? 288 ; that it had interfered with 
the payment of the public debt, 888 ; effect of the 
charges upon the feelings of the corporators, 288; tho 
report of the agent, 288 ; the exhibit contrasted with its 
actual state, 288; a large surplus presented for the 
stockholders, 289 ; tho report a mere compendium of 
the bank returns, 289; proceedings of the bank with 
regard to the three per cents, 289 ; investigation re
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forged to the Committee of Ways and Means, 289
report, 289 ; public deposits reported entirely safe, 289 
resolution to continue the deposits In the bank offered, 
289; debate, 289; the bank exceeded its legitimate 
authority in relation to the three per cents, 290 ; had 
the bank promptly paid the public money deposited in 
its vaults when ca^d for, 290 ; proceedings of the bank, 
290 ; resolution carried, 291 ; loss by the manner the 
three per cents were paid, 291.

Sale of Stock in the.—Sale of United States stock in 
all corporate companies recommended by the President, 
294; partnership of government with corporations 
condemned, 294 ; bill introduced, 294 ; moved to reject 
it, 294; debate, 294; indignation at this persecution 
of a national institution, 294; indignities to which 
members were subjected who presumed to take 
any step concerning the bank which militated against 
that corporation, 295; a plain business proceeding, 

295; an Isolated proposition, 295; the bill summarily 
rejected, 295; fifty members borrowers of the bank, 
296; tho same thing had happened once before, 296; 
proposed in 1827 to sell the stock solely on the ground 
of public advantage, 296; remarks on this proposition at 
the time, 296; reflections, 296.

Removal of the Deposits.—Order for removal issued 
by the Secretary of the Treasury, 878 ; the President’» 
own message, 874; reports of directors to the President, 
874 ; extracts from them, 874, 875 ; resolutions adopted 
by the board, 876; fhrther outrages of the bank, 876; 
the exchange committee of the banks, 876; paper read 
by President Jackson to his Cabinet, 876; extracts, 877, 
878 ; Impression produced by the removal, 879.

Proceedings of the Rank on the removal of the De
posits.—The reference of the President’s paper to a 
committee, 879 ; report, 879 ; extracts, 879 ; its temper, 
879; gives the lead to proceedings in Congress, 880; 
the violations of law and the constitution referred to,
880 ; amount of the charges against the President by the 
bank, 881.

Report of the Secretary of the Treasury relative to 
removal qf the Deposits.—Reisons for the cessation of 
deposits in the bank, 881 ; the duty of the Secretary,
881 ; no prospects of a renewal of the charter, 882 ; 
other reasons, 888; the board of directors, 888; author
ity of the Secretary to remove the deposits, 884 ; the 
deposit banks, 885; difficulty of obtaining the deposit 
banks, 885; power of the Bank of the United States, 885.

In the Sena te.—Report considered, 898 ; proposed, that 
the Senate act upon it at once without the intervention of 
a committee, 898 ; tho House the proper place to inves
tigate the charges made in that report, 898; resolution 
offered, 898 ; referred, 894 ; report, 894 ; remarks on the 
despotism of the committee, 894; reply, 894; report 
drawn by the counsel for tho bank, 894 ; Inefficiency of 
the resolution, 895 ; no action proposed, 895; resolution 
adopted, 895.

Resolution subsequently proposed again with another 
requiring the return of the deposits to tho bank, 896 ; 
remarks, 896; impropriety of the resolutions so near 
the close of the session, 896 ; other considerations, 897 ; 
resolutions adopted, 897 ; sent to the House and not 
taken up, 897.

In the House.—Report of the Secretary, memorial of 
the bank, and of the government directors referred,
898 ; report, 898 ; adopted, 898.

Government Directors, their Nomination and Re
jection.—Opposition manifested to four of the five nom 
Inated, 885; resolution of inquiry into their fitness, Ac. 
offered and rejected, 8S5 ; four rejected, 886 ; no com-
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plaint against them except from the bank, 886; gjected 
for the report made to the President, 886; re-noml- 
nated, 886; message, 8,86; extracts, 887, 88S; quee/on 
raised as to which was the nominating power for bank 
directors, the President and Senate or tlio Bank and 
Senate, 888; determination to try this question, 888; 
message referred to a commlttv^thti; report against the 
re-nom I nation*, 389; the absolute right of the Senate to 
reject, 389; their privilege to give no reasons, 389; tlnyj 
general policy of making re-nominations, 889; extracts, 
889; memorial of the rejected directors, 889; extracts, 
890; their rights and duties as government directors, 
890; opinion of Alexander Hamilton relative to gov
ernment directors 891 ; opinion of Alexander J. Dallas, 
891 ; reasons why the motion to strike out government 
directors was resisted when the charter was under con
sideration, 891 ; they are the guardians of the public 
interest, and to secure a Just and honorable administra
tion of the affairs of the bank, 891 ; the nominations 
again rejected, 892; reasons kept secret, 892; motion 
made to publish the proceedings, 892 ; lost, 892 ; re
marks on the Report of tho Committee of Investigation 
relative to the Exchange Committee, 892.

% Call on the President for a copy of Ou paper read 
to hie Cabinet.—Request to be informed if it was 
genuine, 899 ; and if so to furnish a copy, 899 ; Senate not 
the branch of the Legislature to call for this document, 
899 ; uses to which the paper might be put, 899 ; it can
not be rightfully called for, 899 ; resolution passed, 400; 
answer of the President, 400 ; denied the right to call, 
dfcc., 400.

Attempted Investigation. —loct Committee ap
pointed In the House to investigate the affairs of the 
United States Bank, 458 ; objects to be ascertained, 469 ; 
authority given to the committee, 469 ; right of the 
House* to make the Investigation, 469 ; proceedings of 
tho bank to defeat Investigation, 469; report of com
mittee, 466 ; extracts, 400 ; treatment of their call for 
certain books, 461 ; action under subpoenas, 461 ; a war
rant recommended for the apprehension of the presi
dent and directors, 461 ; the committee of 1819, 462.

Investigation by the Senate.—bInce much ground 
lost In public opinion by resisting the Investigation of 
the House to retrieve the bank, an Investigation com
mences in the Senate, 470; committee moved,470; view 
of this act of the Senate, 471 ; the members of the com
mittee defenders of the bank, 471 ; the only semblance 
of precedent, 471; called the “ Whitewashing Commit
tee,” 471.

Downfall (f the Bank.—Copy of resolutions of Its 
stockholders, 471; extracts from Philadelphia papers, 
472< rejfort wfthe Finance Committee, 4SI ; Its friendly 
reception, 481 ; Its contents, 481 ; Its declarations con
tradicted by Senator Benton, 482"; extracts, 482; impu
tations upon the President, Vice-President, and Senator 
Benton, 482; committee departed from the business 
with which they were charged, 488; the charge of hos
tility to the bank on the part of the President, 488; de
fends the Secretary of the Treasury against the Imputa
tions of the report, 484 ; misconduct of the bank ^hown 
from recent facts, 484 ; the abduction of a million *o<l a 
half from New Orleans. 485; the report ea^uarte, 4^6 ; 
reply In defence of the report, 486; extract*, 486. She 
Jack turn's Administration.

Banks the District, recharter of.—Speech of Senator 
Benton, 668 ; “ the charters wrong, 668 ; no bank of cir
culation ought to bo authorized In this district, 669; 
none to furnish other currency than large notes should 
be chartered anywhere, 669; ameliorations In charters

proposed to be granted In order to render them lee 
dangerous to the community, 669; liability of the 
stockholders, 659; bank stock to be subject to taxstlos 
like other property, 659 ; to issue no notes lew than 
twenty dollars, 659 ; the charters to be rcpealable at the 
will of Congress, 669; evil of small notes classed iindei 
three heads, 66V; the banishment* of gold and sliver 
counterfeiting and throwing other burdens of lowei 
upon the poorer classes, 660; the basis of circulation 
throughout the country should be hard money, 662; the 
true Idea of banks seemed to be lost In the country, 663; 
the faculty of issuing paper money renders bunks dan
gerous, 668; progress of banking business 1s alarming 
and deplorable In the United States, 663; tho burdeni 
which the banks Impose on the people, 661 ; ” recharter 
carried, 665.

Barbour, Jambs, Senator from Virginia, 7; governor,7; 
votes for the Missouri Compromise, 8; on the Virginie 
resolutions, 85 ; Secretary at War, 66; negotiates treaty 
with the Cherokeos, 1U7.

Barbour, Philip 1\, Representative from Virginia, 7; on 
selling the stock of the United titates in the bank, 296; 
bis character, 296.

Barry, William T., Postmaster General, 120; appointed 
Minister to Spain, 181.

Bayard, Jambs, Commissioner at QKent, 91. •
Benton, Thomas U., instigator of the clause prohibiting le

gislative interference with slavery in tho constitution 
of Missouri, 8; hi* first experience in standing “solitary 
and alone,’’ 16 ; vlfffca relative to the settlement of Ore
gon, 18; first suggests sending ministers to Oriental na
tions, 14; denounces the treaty of 1818, 15, 17; mortt 
amendment to the constitution, 87 ; visit to Jefferson, 
43; offers a bill to occupy Columbia river, ÔU; remark* 
on the treaty with the Crocks, 61 ; on tho duty on in
digo, 97 ; on the sale of the public lands, lu8, 180: oo 
slavery, 186; on the peroration of Webster, 142; on the 
regulation of commerce, 151 ; tho repeal of the alum 
salt tax, 155; on the Blink of the United titates, h*; 
his silence relative to the nomination of Van Huren *.- 
Minister to England, 218; letter to Van Buren, 818; un 
the illegal currency of tho Bank of the United State* 
220; on government expenses, 281; against the exclu
sive privileges of the bank, 245; reply to Clay on tin 
veto power, 255, 256; on the compromise tariff bill, 
819; on homo valuation, 824; on Missouri resolutions, 
86V; on report of the Secretary of the Treasury, 893; 
on the removal of the deposits, 406; gives notice of the 
expunging resolution, 428; on a gold currency, 486; un 
public distress, 462 ; on tho Report of the Senate Com
mittee to Investigate the affairs of the bank, 482; rela
tive to the expunging resolutions of Alabama, 524; on 
the Branch Mints, Ml ; on distribution of the procçrà 
of the public lands, 560 ; on ttie memorial to abolish 
slavery in the District of Columbia, 677 ; on French nf- 
fairs, 691 ; on abolition petitions, 617 ; on the Expung
ing resolution, 645; on distribution of the land proceed* 
649, 652; on ^chartering the district banks, 65»; »n 
Texas Independence, 670; on the specie circular, 677; 
on revision of the specie circular, 695, 701 ; on the tali ^ 
tax, 714; on the Expunging resolution, 719.

Bbrrirn, John M., remarks on the treaty with the 0*4 | 
62; attorney-general, 120; resigns hla seat in the cabi
net, 181.

Bibb, Gkorub M., on home valuation, 824 ; on the French | 
spoliation bill, 487.

Birthday of Jefferson and the doctrine of nullification. Hi
Blair, Francis P.t how ltd to establish the Globe w*» 

paper, 130.

Bouldin, James W., on the admis 
Branch, John,‘Secretary of the 

seat in the cabinet, 1S1.
Branch Mints at New Orleans at 

regions.—Bill reported, 660; o] 
unwise and Injudicious to estai 
Indefinite postponement’moved 
llflcatlon of mints, 660; the pr 
the measure would be auxiliary 
metallic currency, Ml ; remsr 
“constitutional right to establ 
set of justice to the South and ^ 
five or six branches and nobod 
pa|>er, M2; the idea of expe 
scouted, M2 ; for the greater p 
Is In the vaults of the bank, 
Western people now sustained f 
favor of measures that will put 
put up gold and silver, M2;” 
other motions made and lost, 55* 

British West India Trade, recove 
trade, 124 ; six negotiations ci 
United States and Great Britair 
limited concessions only obtain 
ject with Washington, 125; his 1< 
Gouverneur Morris, 125; a prom 
negotiation In 1794, 125; attempt 
remarks on the negotiation of 1 
word “elsewhere,” 126; attempt 
lstration to negotiate, 126 ; efft 
Gallatin's Interview with Mr. Hui 
126 ; facts communicated to C 
Adams. 127 ; the case presented 1 
of this trado an injury to tho coui 
of General Jackson, 127 ; mlnistei 
reasons given for a renewed app 
right waived, 128 ; the trade red 
under the act of Parliament, 128 
cess, 12a N

Beown, Brdford, for Van BurenSa 
216; on the branch mints, Ml ; c 
612.

' Beown, James, Senator from Louisiana 
sour! Compromise, 8.

Buchanan, Jamkh, presents menuirii 
Friends, 676; on French affairs, 69< 
mission of Arkansas, 630; on dist 
proceeds, 709.

I IlniKK, Edmund, on the sale of the cro 
Brit, Col. Aaron, decease of— Brillii 
J in shame, 681 ; In the expedition w 

opinion of Washington, 691 ; posltic 
presidential election of 1800, 681 ; 
gaided by his combers, 682; his t 
of Hamilton, 682.

Bciton, Hutchins G., Representative 1 
7 ; governor, 7.

Bcih, IIknry, Representative from Ohi 
Bctlkr, Benjamin F., nominated Secret 

470.
Butub, Thomas, Representative from I

CxuiorN, John C., Secretary at War,
1 pro veinent, 22; candidate for tho '

1824, 46; rupture with Jackson, 167
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Bloomfield, Joseph, Representative from New Jersey, votes 
for the admission of Missouri, 9.

Bouldin, James W., on the admission of Arkansas, 631
Branch, John,‘Secretary of the Navy, 120; resigns his 

seat In the cabinet, 1S1.
Branch Mint« at New Orleans and in the Southern gold 

region*.—Bill reported, 660; opposed by Mr. Clay, 550 
unwise and Injudicious to establish these branches, 550 , 
indefinite postponemenfmoved, 650 ; no evil in the nul
lification of mints, 650; the present one sufficient, 551 ; 
the measure would be auxiliary to the restoration of the 
metallic currency, 651 ; remarks of Mr. Benton, 651 ; 
“constitutional right to establish these mints, 651; an 
act of justice to the South and West, 551 ; give the mint 
five or six branches and nobody would want the bank 
paj>er, 652; the idea of expense on such an object 
scouted, 652 ; for the greater part of tho gold currency 
Is In the vaults of the bank, 652; what loss has tho 
Western people now sustained for want of gold ? 652 ; In 
favor of measures that will put down small paper and 
put up gold and silver, 652;" postponement lost, 5Ç8 ; 
other motions made and lost, 558 ; bill passed, 558.

British Went India Trade, recovery of.—Account of this 
trade, 124 ; six negotiations carried on between tho 
United States and Great Britain on this subject, 124; 
limited concessions only obtained, 125; a primary ob
ject with Washington, 125; his letter of Instructions to 
Gouverneur Morris, 126; a prominent point In our first 
negotiation In 1794, 125; attempts of 1822 and 1828, 125; 
remarks on the negotiation of 1822, 125; effect of tho 
word ‘ elsewhere," 126; attempts of Mr. Adams’admin
istration to negotiate, 126 ; effects of Ills failure, 126 ; 
Gallatin’s Interview with Mr. Huekteeon, 126 ; despatch, 
126 ; facts communicated to Congress by President 
Adams. 127 ; the case presented hopeless, 127 ; the loss 
of this trade an injury to tho country, 127 ; tho position 
of General Jackson, 127 ; minister sent to London, 127 ; 
reasons given for a renewed application, 128; point of 
right waived, 128; the trade recovered, 129; tho trade 
under the act of Parliament, 128; the grounds of suc
cess, 128. x

Brown, Bedford, for Van Burenaa^Mlnietor to F.ngland, 
216; on the branch mints, 651 ; on abolition petitions, 
612.

1 Brown, James, Senator from Louisiana, 7 ; votes for tho Mis
souri Compromise, 8.

Buchanan, Jam kh, presents memorial of the Society of 
Friends, 676; on French affairs, 690 ; in favor of tho ad
mission of Arkansas, 680; on distribution of the land 
proceeds, 709.

Buber, Edmund, on the sale of the crown lands, 102.
Burr, Col Aaron, decease of—Brilliant prospects ending
i.Oll ihame, 681 ; In the expedition with Arnold, 681 ; the 

opinion of Washington, 691 ; position at the close of the 
presidential election of 1600, 681 ; his character as re* 
glided by his comjieers, 682; his talents, 662; the fate 

i of Hamilton, 682.
Burton, Hutchins O., Representative from North Carolina,

7; governor, 7.
Rcih, Henry, Representative from Ohio, 7.

I Butler, Benjamin F., nominated Secretary of tho Treasury, 
47».

Butler, Thomas, Representative from Louisiana, 7,

Tii

ICilbocn, John C., Secretary at War, 7; ou internal im

provement, 22; candidate for tho Vico-Presidency in 
1824,45; rupture with Jackson, 167; his friendship for

Jackson, 218 ; on the compromise tariff bill, 815; on home
valuation, 324; offers nullification resolutions, 884; on 
the principles of nullification, 885; on distribution oj 
proceeds of land sales, 864, 651, 709 ; on the removal of 
the depoelta, 411 ; on the plan of relief, 484 ; on the ex 
punging resolutions of Alabama, 626, 627 ; on the branch 
mints, 558; on tho combination of the slave States, 685; 
on French affairs^691 ; on abolition petitions, 611, 614, 
619; on the Independence uf Texas, 667 ; on tho Expung 
ing resolution, 728.

Cambreleno, C. C., on tho Committee of Bank Investlga 
Uon, 241 ; on the fortification bill, 556.

Campbell, John W„ Representative from Ohio, T.
Cannon, Newton, Representative from Tennessee, 7; gov

ernor, 7.
Carroll, Charles, decease of; last of the signers ofthe Dec

laration of Independence, 476; fate of other signers fe
licitous, 477 ; his career, 477 ; not present on the day of 
signing, 477 ; signed afterwards, 477 ; incident, 477. 

Carson, Kit, application for a commission in the army, ISA 
Cass, Lewis, Secretary at War, 181.
Chambers, E. F., against Van Buren as Minister to Eng

land, 215.
Chandler, John, Senator from Maine, 9 ; votes for the ad

mission of Missouri, 9.
Chesapeake Canal discussed, 22.
Clarke, Gen., treaties with the Indians, $9.
Clat, Henry, Representative from Kentucky, 7 ; efforts for 

tho declaration of war In 1812, 6 ; moves a joint com
mittee of both Houses on the admission of Missouri, 9 ; 
often complimented as the author of the Compromise 
of 1820,10 ; selects tho members of tho joint committee 
in the House, 10; his coadjutors, 10; movement against 
tho treaty of 1818,17 ; on internal improvement, 22; ad
dress to I>afayette, 80; on public distress, 32 ; lays be
fore the House the note of Vivian Edwards, 84; ap
points committee on charges against Crawford, 85; can
didate for the Presidency In 1624, 44 ; letter to Benton 
relative to declaring his Intention previously to vote for 
Adams, 48; Secretary of State, 65; Commissioner at 
Ghent, 91 ; against Van Bnren as Minister to England, 
215; nominated for the Presidency, 832; remarks on 
the veto power, 255, 256L-OIL the origin of the protec
tive policy, 267 ; repor^elative to the public lands, 275; 
candidate for tho Presidency, 292 ; on the Compromise 
Tariff bill, 813; on K in dal I cotton, 819; on distribution 
of proceeds of land salek. 863 ; on report of the Secre
tary of the Treasury, 898; on the removal of tho depos
its, 402 ; on tho expunging resolutions of Alabama, 525, 
527; on the bill to suppress Incendiary publications, 
5S6; on distribution of land proceeds, 707 ; on tbe Ex
punging resolution, 729.

Clay, Mrs., her api>ear»urc on the evening previous to the 
duel between Clay and Randolph, 74.

Clayton, J. M., against Van Buren as Minister to England, 
215 ; on the coming distress of the people, 254; on home 
valuation, 824-826; on French affairs, 694; moves s 
committee of investigation on tho Bank affairs, 236; on 
the committee to investigate the affairs of the U. 8. 
Bank, 241.

Cobb, Thomas W., Representative from Georgia, 7.
Cooke, John, Representative from Tennessee, 7.
Coles, Edward, publishes correction of errors relative to 

the passage of the ordinance of 1787.
ColumlAa Hirer, occupation of, bill to authorise the Presi

dent to take possession and occupy the country offered,
60 ; object of the British, 50 ; the British pretensions ex- 
amlncd under their own exhibition of title, 60,51,62,58 ; 
title as claimed by the United States, 54.
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Combination again* General Jackson.—See Bank of the 
United States.

Commerce, regulation o/—The power which Is given to 
Congress by the constitution, 149 ; not yet been executed 
ltfthe sense Intended by the constitution,149 ; views of Mr. 
Jefferson, of Madison, Hamilton, Ac., 149; remarks, 149; 
the principle of the regulation was to be that of recipro
city, 160 ; mode of acting, 160 ; object to carry out these 
views on the extinction of the public debt, 160 ; bill to re
vive the policy of the Madison resolutions, 160 ; Madison's 
remarks, 160 ;14 the commerce of the United States not 
on that respectable footing to which its nature and Im
portance entitled it, 160; situation of things previous to 
the adoption of the constitution, 160 ; effects to be pro
duced by the resolutions proposed, 160 ; advantageous 
position this country is entitled to stand in, 160; our 
country may make her enemies feel the extent of»her 
power, 150; " “ bill proposed, 161 ; to provide for the 
abolition of duties, 151 ; the title of the bill, 161 ; the 
bill, 169 ; the first section, 169 ; contains the principle of 
abolishing duties by the Joint act of the Legislative and 
Executive departments, 169; the idea of equivalents, 
169; in what way may the restriction on our commerce 
be best removed, regulated, or counteracted ? 169; two 
methods, 169 ; friendly arrangements, 159 ; the plan pro
posed, 159 ; benefits resulting from an abolition of du
ties, 168; do not our agriculture and manufactures re
quire better markets abroad than they possess at this 
time? 168; the merits of the plan, 168; its success, 168; 
advantages arising from a payment of the publie debt, 
168 ; the treaties should be for limited terms, 164 ; ” re

marks, 154.
Committee on the charges against W. H. Crawford, 86 ; on 

amendments to the constitution, 78 ; on the reduction 
of Executive patronage, 80 ; on the application of the 
bank for a renewal of its charter, 988; House, to whom 
was referred the memorial of the bank, 286 ; of investi
gation into the affairs of the U. 8. Bank, 241 ; to investi
gate the affairs of the bank, 458,470 ; on Incendiary pub
lications, 680; on abolition petitions, 621.

Congress, 22d, its members, 208; their talent, 208; com 
mencement of 24th, 668; when does the term of its ses
sion expire? 698, 699.

Cook, Daniil P., Representative from Illinois, 7.
CiAwroin, William H., Secretary of the Treasury, 7; de

vises a measure of relief for the public land debtors, 12 ; 
on Internal improvement, 22 ; charges against, 85 ; can
didate for the Presidency in 1824,44; déclines the Sec
retaryship of the Treasury tendered by Adams, 65; let

ter to Mr. Forsyth, 182.
CaiTTiNDXN, John J., on the reclsion of the specie circular, 

698.
Crooks. Ramsey, founder of the colony at Astoria, 18. 
Crowell, John, Representative from Alabama, 7. 
Cumberland Road discussed, 22.
Ccshins, Caleb, on the admission of Arkansas, 682.

Dallas, George M., presents memorial for a renewal of the 
bank charter, 227 ; remarks, 227 ; on the operation of the 
Tariff, 970 ; on home valuation, 824.

Dane, Nathan, claimed as the author of the ordinance of 

1787,188.
Daniei* on the Virginia resolutions, 861.
Davis, John, on the compromise tariff bill, 810.
Debt, public, amount of at the dose of the second war, 5. 
Deposit Bank bill, to regulate the custody of the public

money, 668 ; bill once defeated in the Senate, 688 ; sent 
up again and passed, 658.

Dickens Asburt, writes the answer of Crawford to charge* 

.against him, 86.
Distribution of the Revenue.—These propositions first op

posed and afterwards favored by Mr. Calhoun with the 
salvo of an amendment to the constitution, 666 ; com
mittee of inquiry ̂ appointed, 666 ; basis upon which the 
committee was proposed, 667 ; first meeting and a sub
committee appointed, 667 ; the report an ingenious and 
plausible attack upon the administration, Ac., 667; de
bate on the report, 667 ; expenses doubled from extraor
dinary objects, not belonging to the Government, tem
porary in their nature and transient, 667 ; the distribution 
of the surplus and the amendment of the constitution, 
667 ; distribution the only practical depletion of the 
Treasury and remedy for the corruptions which an exu
berant Treasury engendered, 657; no minority report 
made, 667 ; custody of the publie moneys not illegal, 
f,67 ; opponents of the Administration defeated the De
posit Regulation bill, 657 ; the report, 667 ; M what is to 
bo done with the surplus? 667 ; existence of our institu
tions and the liberty of the country may depend on the 
success of this investigation, 668 ; danger from excess of 
patronage arising from excess of revenue must be tem
porary, 668 ; the Government in a state of passage from 

► an excess of revenue to a limited revenue, 658 ; object* 
of investment, 668 ; objections to distribution, 558; ef
fects of distribution, 668 ; reasons for suggesting this 
proposal, 669.”

Reply of Senator Benton, 669 ; “ proposition in the 
report to amend the constitution for eight years to ena- 
ble Congress to make the distribution, 660 ; eclipses all 
other propositions, 660; predictions from the earn# 
source of a deficiency of the revenue, 660; anecdote, 
660; the Treasury was to be bankrupt and the currency 
rained, 660 ; the amendment of the constitution, 861 
this scheme an old acquaintance on this floor, 561; the 
statement of a surplus examined, 661 ; report of the 
Secretary of the Treasury, 662 ; it is said there is noway 
to reduce the revenue before the end of 1842 without vio
lating the compromise, 668 ; sources from which a large 
reduction could be made, 668 ; it is said there is no pot- 
atMttty of finding an article of general utility on which 
the surpluses could be expended, 664 ; several useful 
necessary, aûd exigeant measures, 664; defenceless state 
of the country, 664; fortifying the coasts, 564: messin 
of President Monroe in 1822, 665; extracts, 566; remarks 
upon the extracts, 666, 667 ; ” no vote ever taken on tlw 
amendment to the constitution, 667 ; deficiency In the 
Treasury, 667 ; distribution afterward took place without 
the amendment, 667.

Extract from the National Gazette attributed te 
Nicholas Biddle, 649 ; distribution nearly become a party 
measure, 649 ; the plans proposed, 649 ; remarks of Sen
ator Benton, 649 ; introduces an antagonistic bill, devot
ing the surplus money to the public defences, 649; mak
ing an Issue between the plunder of the country and the 
defence of the country, 649 ; every surplus dollar n- 
qui red for the defences, 650; bill passed Sonate, ®1 
sent to the House, 661 ; course adopted to secure rota 

in the House, 651.
Scheme of deposit with the States, 651 ; objeetk* 

651 ; vote on the passage of the bill, 652; objetdee 
urged against the Dill, 652 ; attempt to debauch the pee 
pie, 658 ; consequences must be deplorable and destne- 
tlve to the Federal Government, 654; the progrès! 
the distribution spirit, 654; the measure goes toaapik 
fovcdAîl'/Ji» vt tlw FoJenl Government, 655; Ultew

to throw away this money ? 6 
this fatal scheme, 657 ; bill pass 
lngs of the President on approv 

Moved that a bill t>e brought 
, from all obligations ever to re 

der the deposit act, 707; motioi 
set, 707 ; laid op the table, 707 ; 
vive the land distribution bill 
a substitute reported, 708 ; kind 
houn's proposition, 708 ; debate, 
709; proposition rejected, 710; j 
laid on the table, 710; deposit clan 
priation bill, 711 ; struck out in tl 

Delaware.—Her position in relation 
Di Tocqueville, errors of; 169 ; erro 

of Representatives, 206; errors i 
United States, 226, 228.

Duel between Clay and Randolp 
Randolph and Benton, 70 ; Rand 
not fire at Clay, 70 ; circumatan 
the challenge, 70 ; reasons for re: 
70; meaning of “ two pledgee” rt 
dolph, 71 ; conduct of Randolp 
71 ; Randolph’s, letter of accept 
Randolph, an explanation, 71 ; fti 
79; remarks on Randolph’s spee 
attempt of the seconds to delay 
report of Randolph’s remarks mad 
between the seconds as to the ca 
forther views on the speech, 78 ; “ 
78; place of the duel, 78 ; interv 
and Clay, 74; subsequent intern 
sad Randolph, 74 ; Randolph arra 
Mrs, 74 ; Randolph at the bank, 7 
TO; manner in which the word 
the preparations on the ground, 7 
charge of a pistol, 76 ; Randolph’s : 
first fire Benton interposes, 76 ; Cli 
dolphs feelings and remarks, 76 ; tl 
77; Randolph fires in the air, 71 
gratification of the parties, 77 ; tht 
ton, Tatnall, and Benton, 77. 

Dtxcanson, J. M., interview with Get 
Duval, Judge of Supreme Court, 8.

E

Exile, Elias, Representative from Sou 
ernor, 7.

Eaton, John H., Secretary at War, 120 
the Cabinet, 181; appointed Gover 
Minister to Spain, 181.

Edwards, Weldon N., Representative 
Una, 7 ; votes for the Missouri Comp 

Edwards, Ninian, note of; 84 ; brought 
•ion to Mexico, by the Sergeant-at-A 

EUeti'm of 1882.—The candidates, 2$fi 
terns and measures tried in thtf pc 
stood out boldly in their represent 
feat of Clay, 282 ; the success of Jack 
and lesson of the Vice-Presidential 
vote, 282 ; Anti-masonic excitement, 

Tuiott, John, votes for the Missouri C 
marks on the removal of the Indians, 

Euxaxre, Amos, candidate for the Pres 
Ewna, William, Representative from 

of revolutionary memory, 7.
SwiNQ, Thomas, against Van Buren as 

laid, 216; on the specie circular, 694.
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to throw away this money ? 666 ; nothing but evil In 
this fetal scheme, 657 ; bill passes the House, 667 ; feel
ings of the President on approving of the act, 667.

Moved that a bill toe brought In to release the States 
from all obligations ever to return the dividends un
der the deposit act, T07 ; motion condemned at the out
set, 707 ; laid op the table, 707 ; Olay’s movement to re
vive the land distribution bill, 707 ; his remarks, 707 ; 
a substitute reported, 708 ; kindred schemes, 708 ; Cal
houn’s proposition, 708 ; debate, 708 ; Calhonn in reply, 
709 ; proposition rejected, 710 ; Allen's proposition, 710 ; 
laid on the table, 710; deposit clause attached to the appro
priation bill, 711 ; struck out In the Senate, 711 ; lost, 712.

Delaware.—Her position in relation to slavery, 10.
Di Tooqotivill*, errors of, 169 ; errors respecting the House 

of Representatives, 205 ; errors respecting Bank of the 
United BUtes, 826, 228.

Duel between Clay and Randolph.—Interview between 
Randolph and Benton, 70 ; Randolph declares he shall 
lot fire at Clay, 70 ; circumstances of the delivery of 
the challenge, 70 ; reasons for refusing to fire at Clay, 
70; meaning of “ two pledgee” referred to by Mr. Ran
dolph, 71 ; conduct of Randolph, 71 ; characteristics,
71 ; Randolph’s, letter of acceptance, 71 ; protest of 
Randolph, an explanation, 71 ; further communications,
72 ; remarks on Randolph’s speech In the Senate, 72 ; 
attempt of the seconds to delay the meeting, 72; the 
report of Randolph’s remarks made to Clay, 78 ; Inquiry 
between the seconds as to the cause of the quarrel, 78 ; 
further views on the speech, 78 ;“ PurlUn and blackleg,’ 
78; place of the duel, 78; Interview between Benton 
and Clay, 74; subsequent Interview between Benton 
and Randolph, 74 ; Randolph arranging his worldly af
fairs, 74 ; Randolph at the bank, 74 ; the pieces of gold, 
T5; manner in which the word was to be given, 75; 
the preparations on the ground, 75 ; an accidental dis
charge of a pistol, 75 ; Randolph’s remark, 75 ; after the 
first fire Benton Interposes, 76 ; Clay’s answer, 76 ; Ran 
dolph’s feelings and remarks, 76 ; the second fire of Clay, 
T7; Randolph fires In the air, 77 ; reconciliation and 
gratification of the parties, 77 ; the gold seals of Hamil
ton, Tatnall, and Benton, 77.

j DtmcxxeoN, J. M., Interview with Gen. Duff Green, 128. /
1 Dmt, Judge of Supreme Court, 8.

E

| Euli, Elias, BepresenUtive from South Carolina, 7; Gov

| Eatok, John H., Secretary at War, 120 ; resigns his seat in 
the Cabinet, 181; appointed Governor of Florida, *181 
Minister to Spain, 181.

| Edwaeds, Weldon N., BepresenUtive from North Caro
lina, 7 ; votes for the Missouri Compromise, 8.

| Edwaeds, Ninian, note of, 84 ; brought bock from his rnis- 
don to Mexico, by the Sergeant-at-Arms, 85.

| Dedf<m of 1882.—The candidates, 2$*; a question of sys
tems and measures tried In thé persons of those who 
stood out boldly In thetr represenUtlon, 282 ; the de
feat of Clay, 282 ; the success of Jackson, 282 ; the point 
and lesson of the Vice-Presidential election, 282 ; tho 
vote, 282 ; Anti-masonic excitement, 282 ; Its result, 288. 

|Elliott, John, votes for the Missouri Compromise, 8 ; re
marks on the removal of the Indians, 27.

IEllmaxer, Amos, candidate for the Presidency, 282.
|Et»ns, William, BepresenUtive from Massachusetts^; 

of revolutionary memory, 7.
jEwisa, Thomas, against Van Bnren as Minister to Eng- 

Wi 216; on the specie circular, 694.

-Repenses of Goesmmsnf.-Expenses from 1890 to 1881, 
280; comparison with the present day, 280; remarks, 
280; “It Is said that since 1820 the expenses have 
nearly doubled, 280 ; excepting four years the expenses 
have not lneroasod, 280 ; cause of reduced expenditures 
lu oerUln years,” 280 ; error In tho basis of calculation, 
281 ; “ two great and broad fects in view, 281 ; expendi
tures for different years, 281 ; object to show a great 
increase In a short time,” 282 ; Important to know the 
correct expenses, 282.

Expunging resolution, notice of by Senator Benton, 428.
Do. of Alabama.—Resolutions of the^General Assem

bly of Alabama, entreating their Senators to use thetr 
best endeavors to cause to bo expunged from the Jonrnll 
of the Senate the resolve condemnatory of President 
Jackson for the removal of the deposits, 624 ; several 
States had already given Instructions, 624 ; Inquiry of 
Mr. Clay relative to the Intention of the Senator 
from Alabama relative to the resolutions, 624 ; reply of 
Mr. Benton, 624; the notice given by him at the time 
of passing the condemnatory resolution, 624 ; reasons 
for giving the notice, 624; answer to the Inquiry of Mr. 
Clay, 62&

Remarks of Mr. King, 626 ; “ surprised at the question,” 
625; bound to obey Instructions, 625 ; If the gentleman 
from Missouri declined, he should at the proper time 
bring forward an expunging resolution, 625; Anther 
remarks, 525; Mr. Clay's remarks, 625; “ no motion ac
companies these resolutions, 525 ; the inquiry a natuAl 
one, 525 ; a hope that the resolutions would be with
drawn, 626 ; if, after consulting precedents, the Senator 
from Alabama should deem proper to offer them, they 
would be entitled to consideration, 626 ; until then, hU 
duty to resist such an unconstitutional procedure as the 
reception of these resolutions,” 526.

“ Decline to accede to this proposition, 626 ; object to 
carry out his Instructions, 626 ; at a proper time a dis
tinct proposition would be presented on this subject,” 626.

Moved to lay the resolutions on the table, by Mr. Cal
houn, 626; object to give the Senator an opportunity to 
prepare a rescinding resolution, 526 ; curious to see how 
such a proceeding would bo reconciled with the Inde
pendent existence of the Senate, 626 ; how Is it pro
posed to repeal a journal ? 626 ; the only course left is to 
declare that the principle upon which the Senate acted 
is not correct, 526 ; what is the principle to be over
thrown but that “ we have a right to express our opin
ions,” 626 ; then it comes to this, that the Senate had 
no right to express its opinion In relation to the execu
tive, 626; “the king can do no wrong," 626 ; this Is tho 
very question in which the expunging our legislative 
freedom and Independence Is to be agitated, 627 ; a 
question of the utmost magnitude, 627 ; none of deeper 
or more radical Importance, 527. 
v The question on receiving the résolutions, 627 ; the 
case of Georgia legislative proceedings, 627 ; the case of 
Wilkes, In the British House of Commons, 627 ; no 
doubt of tho power of the Senate to repeal, 627 ; have 
we not It In our power to retrace our steps when we 
have done wrong, or to correct our journal, which asserts 
what is not true f 627 ; the democratic party of the 
country had declared the facts of the Journal to be felse, 
627 ; the party to which Mr. Calhoun belongs, 627 ; res
olution laid on the table, 628; reception and printing 
refused to a resolution of a sovereign State, 628.

Expunging Resolution of Senator Renton, 628 ; ex
tremely dlstastefhl to a majority of the Senate, 628; 
characterized as an indictment which the Senate itself 
was required to try, and to degrade Itself In its own con-

• #
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damnation, 628 ; remarks, 628 ; this bitterness aggravated 
by the course which the public mind was taking, 628 ; 
resolutions of several States had arrived, Instructing 
their Senators to vote for the expurgation, 629 ; speech 
of Senator Benton on the motion, 629; time of present
ing the criminal resolution, 629 ; length of its discussion, 
629; date of its passage, 629; an announcement of a 
series of motions for its expurgation, 629; this step con
sidered for four months, 629 ; was expurgation the pro
per mode, 629 ; the criminating resolution combined all 
the characteristics of a case which required erasure 
and obliteration, 629; a case of the exercise of power 
without authority and without Jurisdiction, 629; other 

£ modes of annulling the resolution not proper in this 
case, 629 ; they would imply rightful Jurisdiction, a lawful 
authority, a legal action, though an erroneous Judgment, 
629 ; it is objected that the Senate have no right to ex
punge any thing from its journal, 629 ; it is said we have 
no right to destroy a part of the Journal. 629 ; to expunge, 
it is said, is to destroy, 629 ; not so, 629 ; it is incorporated 
in the expunging resolution, and lives as long as that 
lives, 629 ; the case of the Middlesex election, 629 ; the 
resolution to expel John Wilkes expunged from the Jour
nals of the House of Commons, 629 ; words of the resolu
tion, 680; annually introduced from 1769 to 1782, and 
passed, 680; the history of the case not lost, 680; the res
olution adopted in the Senate of Massachusetts during the 
late war, adverse to the celebration of our national vic
tories, 680; expunged ten years afterward, 630; the Sen
ate tried President Jackson a year ago, now it is itself 
nominally on trial before itself but in reality before 
America, Europe and posterity, 680; the proceedings of 
this day will not be limited to the present age ; they will 
go down to posterity, 680 ; the first President who has re
ceived the condemnation of the Senate for the violation 
of the laws and constitution which he is sworn to observe, 
680; the argument of public opinion in the case of the 
Middlesex election, 630t extract from W'ilkes’speech, 
680; do. from Fox’s speech, 681 ; an English Whig of 
the old school acknowledges the right of the people to 
instruct their representatives, 631 ; acknowledges the 
duty of Parliament to obey the voice of the people, 681 ; 
the voice of the people of the United States has been 
hoard on this subject, 681 ; Vie resolution should be ex
punged because it is illegal and unjust, 681 ; illegal be
cause it contains a criminal charge, 681 ; the first step 
taken in the House on an impeachment, 681 ; the British 
Parliament practise an impeachment to which our con
stitution is conformable, 682 ; the injustice of the res
olution shown, 682 ; tills point examined, 622 ; the res
olution vague and indefinite, 682; the law should be 
specified and the clause of the constitution violated, 532; 
Giles’ accusation against General Hamilton, 682 ; differ
ent forms in which the resolution was presented, 688 ; 
reasons of such extraordinary metamorphoses, 688 ; op
portunity for any Senator to speak who would under
take to specify any act in which the President had vi
olated the constitution, 688; the resolution was unwar
ranted by the constitution and laws, 633; subversion of 
the rights of defence which belong to an accused and im
peachable officer, 688 ; of evil example, 584 ; speech of 
Mr. Macon on the vote of approbation, 684; the resolu- 
lutlon passed at a time and under circumstances to in
volve the political rights and pecuniary interests of the 
people of the United States in serious injury and pecu
liar danger, 684 ; this condemnation of the President 
indissolubly connected with the cause of the bank, 684 ; 
instructions sent to the branch banks contemporaneously 
witty the progress of the debate on the criminating res

olutions, 686; extracts, 686; six positions taken, 686 
no new measures to destroy the Bank, 687 ; the Preti 
dent harbored no hostile and revengeful designs against 
the bank, 688 ; not true that there was any necessity for 
the curtailment ordered in January, 689 ; no excuse or 
apology for doubting the rates of exchange, breaking up 
the exchange business In the West, and concentrating 
the collection of exchange on the four great commercial 
cities, 640; the curtailments of these exchange regula
tions were political and revolutionary, and connect 
themselves with the contemporaneous proceedings of the 
Senate for the condemnation of the President, 640; the* 
case of the Western branches, 642 ; evidence drawn from 
the bank itself, 548 ; extracts from Mr. Biddle’s letters, 
648, 644 ; article in the National Gazette, 645 ; the distress 
of the country occasioned by the bank of the United 
States and the Senate of the United States, 646; history 
of the reduction of the deposits, 646 ; in 1819 the bank 
was unconnected with politics, 646 ; further proof that 
the Senate and the bank, and the Senate more than the 
bank, produced the distress during last winter, MT ; two 
instances of the bank creating wanton pressure, 647 • 
the resolution which it is proposed to expunge,” 649.

The expunging resolution laid on the table, 649; called 
up on the last, 649 ; motion to strike out the word u ex
punge ” and insert “ rescind, reverse, and make null and 
void," 649 ; the friends of the expunging resolution as
tonished, 549 ; an expurgation of the Journal would be 
its obliteration, 649 ; Inconsistent with the constitutional 
Injunction “to keep a Journal," 649; the mover of the 
expunging resolution yields, 660; carried, 660; exulta
tion of Mr. Webster that the word “expunge" was ex
punged, 650; remarks, 650; the original expunging re
solution renewed, 65<X

Remarks of Senator Benton, 645 ; “ the condemnation 
of the President co-operative with the conspiracy of 
the bank to effect the most wicked scheme of mischief 
exhibited in modern times, 646 ; President Jackaon fcu 
done more for the human race than the whole tribe of 
politicians put together, 646 ; his services to the country, 
647 ; no parallel to Jackson crushing the bank except ia 
the Roman Consul crushing Catiline, 617 ; further n- 
marks, 648.”

Less than three years were sufficient to express pub- 
,c sentiment in favor of reversal, 717 ; notice of the In
dention to bring up the resolution, 718 ; the resolution. 
718; remarks of Senator Benton, 719; “ the change in I 
public sentiment, 720; ascertained, 720; how far should 
the expression of this will bo conclusive of our action. 
720 ; the terror of Jackson’s administration and its effect j 
for good or evil on the country," 721, 722, 728, 724,725.

Meeting of democratic Senators, 727; final measure! I 
taken, 727 ; debate on the motion to take up the sub
ject, 727 ; the speakers, 727, 728 ; feelings of the oppe- I 
sltlon, 728; expressions of Calhoun, 728; feeling and 
expressions of Clay, 729; Webator’a protest against its I 
act, 780 ; resolution passed, 780; the expunging done is I 
open Senate, 780; excitement in the galleries, 781; di> I 
ner given by President Jackson, 781.

Farnham, Russell, founder of Colony at Astoria, 13.
Financée.—Distress of the Government in 1820, 11; no»- I 

omy forced upon it, 11 ; army reduced from 10,0N» I 
6,000 men, 11 ; naval appropriation reduced one bal Ï 
11 ; twenty-one millions more than double the amoait I 
required for the actual expenses of the government, 11 f 
how expended, 11 ; mistake to suppose an amount » I 
cessary to be left In the Treasury as a reserve, 11
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Florida, Treaty and Cession of Taras.—Treaty of 1818, 
giving up Texas and acquiring Florida, 16; its de
nunciation, 15; action of Monroe’s Cabinet, 15; treaty 
approved by the country, 15; points of the treaty, 15; 
letter of Monroe to General Jackson, 16; repugnance of 
the Northeast to seo the aggrandize ment of the Union on 
the South and West, 16; extent of this feeling, 16; views 
of Jefferson and Jackson on the cession of Texas, 16; 
Spain fails to ratify, 16 ; negotiations revived, 16; treaty 
ratified, 17 ; movement against the treaty, 17; change 
In the relations of Spain and Mexico, 17 ; treaty with 
Mexico, 17 ; three times ratified by the Senate, 17 ; how 
the territory was got back, 17 ; extinguished slave ter
ritory nearly, 17; Indian treaties, 18; largest territorial 
abolition of slavery ever effected, 18; how received at 
the South, 18; the Inside view, 18.

Flotd, John, Representative from Virginia, 7 ; moves a 
proposition for the settlement of Columbia river, 18; 
his character, 13.

Foot, Samuel A., resolution of lnquley relative to public 
lands, 180; against Van Burcn as Minister to England, 
916.

Foisytu, John, on the donation to the Greeks, 68; for Van 
Buren as Minister to England, 216; on the Compromise 
tariff bill, 815 ; Seccretary of State, 477.

Fulinqhuysbn, Theodore, against Van Buren as Minister 
to England, 216.

Trench and Spanish iAind Claims, settlement of.—State of 
titles In Louisiana on Its transfer to the United States, 
819; the treaty protected every thing that was prop
erty, 279 ; the question was to apply it to the land titles, 
879; boards of commissions established, 279; their 
operation, 279; defects, 279; the act of 1982, 280; Its 
first section, 280; Its successful operation, 280.

French Iiulemnity.—Special communication from the Presi
dent, 688; French tieet approaching the coast, 688 ; Im
plying a design to overawe the government or to be 
ready for expected hostilities, 688; remarks of the mes
sage on the subject of an apology, 688; a private at
tempt to obtain a dictated apology, 688 ; an attempt 
made to get this refused apology placed on the archives 
of the government, 688 ; statement of the message, 689; 
the indvrdlction of our ports to the entry of French 
vessels and French products recommended, 689; nature 
of the treaty that had been formed, 689; stipulated for 
a reduction of duties on wines by our government and 
the payment of Indemnity by France, 689; advantages 
to France, 690; reasons of such delay on the part of 
France, 590; extract relative to the French armament, 
890.

Calhoun charges upon the President a design to have 
war with France, 691; Benton asserts that the con
duct of the Senate at its last session had given to the 
French question Its present hostile aspect, 691 ; remarks, 
691; conduct of Franco Insulting to us, 691 ; an example 
from French history, 691 ; a party In tho French Cham
bers working to separate the President from the people 
of the United States, and to make him responsible for 
the hostile attitude of tho two countries, 692 ; comments 
on the approach of the French fleet, 698; the present 
elate of affairs charged upon the conduct of the Senate. 
593; defence of Senators, 694 ; tho Senate charged with 

at Astoria, 18. *088 th® defence bills at the last session, 695 ; de
nt In 1820, 11; ft* knee Senate by Webster, 696; further discussion
duced from 10,OW* ca tho time when the second session of Congress ex-
n reduced one half 698, 699; American arming declared to be war on
n double the amort ■ •»<»•. 600 ; denied, 600.
the governmenUl BritUK Mediation.—Message Informing the Senate
pose an amount a* ^ tireat Britain had offered her friendly mediation
s a reserve, IV

between the United States and France, 600; suspension 
of retaliatory measures recommended, 600 ; all points hi 
the controversy Involving the honor of the United States 
excepted, 600; motives of the offer, 600, 601 ; reflections 
upon this subject, 601.

French Sj>oliation Claim.—Ground of examined, 91 ; as
sumptions on which their payment by the United 
States rested, 487 ; liability of the United States to be
come pay masters themselves, in eases whore failing, by 
war or negotiation, to obtain redress they make a treaty 
settlement surrendering or abandoning the claims, 487 ; 
this point examined, 487 ; governments not bound to 
push such interests to the extremity of a war, 487 ; ought 
not to go back thirty-four years and call In question the 
Judgment of Washington's administration, 488 ; another 
instance of abandonment, 488; speech of Mr. Webster, 
488; grounds of the claims, 4S9 ; speech of Mr. Wright, 
489; relations between Franco and the United States 
prior to the disturbances, 489; stipulations of treaties, 
490,491 ; origin of the claims which formed tho subject 
of the bill, 491 ; reference to acts of Congress to prove 
that war existed between the United Statoç and France, 
498 ; the treaty of 1800,495 ; what object in the negotia
tion of 1800, 496; liability of the United States, 496; 
further remarks, 497,498 ; propositions established, 600; 
the advocates of the bill concede that two positions must 
be established on their part to sustain It, 600, 601, 602, 
608.

Speech of Mr. Webster, 605; “essentially a judicial 
question, 605; oldnoss of the claims, 605; said most of 
them have been bought up, 605 ; report of the Secretary 
of State presenting a general view of the history and 
character of these claims, 506 ; before the Interference 
of our government with them they constituted just de
mands against France, 607; grounds upon which the 
claims are vested by the claimants, 507 ; points admitted, 
608; propositions to be established, 60S; were these 
subsisting claims against France at the time of the 
treaty? 60S; these claims released and relinquished by 
the amendment of the treaty and Its ratifications, 611 ; 
those claims surrendered or released by the government 
on national considerations, 611 ; further remarks,” 612, 
618, 614,

SjH'ech of Mr. Benton, 514; “the whole stress of the 
question lies in a few simple facts, 614 ; assumed grounds 
on which the claims rest, 515; on what grounds Is It 
maintained that tho United States received a valuable" 
consideration for these claims ? 615; the case as between 
France and us relative to these claims, 515; our obliga
tion under the guarantee of France, 615; the Justice and 
validity of the claims themselves, 616; how can the 
American people be pressed to pay these claims when It 
would be unreasonable to press France herself to pay 
them? 516; it Is said the United States have received 
full consideration from France for those claims, 617 ; ex
ertions made by the United States on behalf of these 
claims, 619; what wore the losses which led to these 
claims? 519; one of the most revolting features of this 
bill Is Its relation to the Insurers, 619 ; what sum of 
money will this bill abstract from the treasury?” 620; 
bill passed the Senate, 521; lost In tho House, 621; 
claim agencies and assignments thould be broken up, 
521 ; assignees and agents constitute a profession, 621.

G

Gaillard, John, Senator from South Carolina, 7 ; President 
of the Senate, 7 ; votes for the Missouri Compromise, 8 ; 
decease of, 77 ; nearly thirty years in the Senate, 77,
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xll nine times elected president of the Senate, TT ; his

character as presiding officer 77.Gallatin, Albert, candidate for the Vice Presidency In 
1824, 46 ; commissioner at Ghent, 71 ; negotiates for 
Joint occupation of Oregon, 109 ; Interview with Hus-

kiason, 120.Giles, Wm. B., decease of his peculiar talent, 688; the 
Charles Fox of the House, 688 ; his character, 688.

Gilmer, G ko roe, Representative from Georgia, 7 ; Governor,
7 ; action relative to the Cherokees, 166.

Globe Newspaper, the establishment of.—An interview, 
129; scheme to set aside Gen. Jackson and run Mr. 
Calhoun for the next President, 129 ; propositions, 129 ; 
communicated to General Jackson, 129 ; the Telegraph 
newspaper, 129; Francis P. Blair, 129; how brought to 
the notice of General Jackson, 129; establishes the 
Globe newspaper, 180; stand taken by, 192.

Gold currency, remarks of Mr. Benton upon a, 486 ; bills to 
equalize the value of gold and silver and legalizing the 
tender of foreign coins in either, brought forward, 469 ; 
the relative value of the two metals, 469 ; experience of 
Mexico and South America, 469; 16 to 1, 469; bill pass

ed, 469 ; its good effects, 469, 470.
Government, the, Its personal aspect In 1820, 7.

Granny White, the case ot, 105.Giundt, Felix, offers antl-nulllflcatlon.resolutlons, 84.

on. ».
mons, 208 ; the Senate now occupies prominent publis 

attention, 208.Hunter, WilliaM, Senator from Rhode Island, 7.

11
\Hall, Thomas II., Representative from North Carolina, 7.

Hamar, Thomas L., on the admission of Arkansas, 634.
Hamilton, General, argument for a national bank drawn 

from the Indian War, 2.Hamilton, James A., acts as Secretary ofState, 119.
Hardin, Benjamin, Representative from Kentucky, 7.
Uartford convention.—De sign of secession imputed to, 4.
Hayne, Robert Y., on revision of the tariff, 99 ; on the duty 

on indigo, 99; onlaal«|of the public lands, 182; debate 
with Webster, 188, 140; in reply to Webster, 140; 
against Van Buren as Minister to England, 215; on 

southern resistance to the tariff, 274.
Hendricks, William, Representative from Indiana, 7.

Hill, Isaac, on abolition petitions, 614.
Holmes, John, Senator from Maine, 7 ; votes for the admis

sion of Missouri, 9; against Van Buren as Minister to

England, 216.Horsey, Outerbbidor, votes Ar the Missouri Compro-

Uouse of Representatives.—Yrron of De Tocqueville, 205 ; 
reputation of the work in Europe, 205; Immense superi
ority attributed to the Senate arising from the different 
manner of election, 205; statement of De Tocqueville,
205 ; its tenor to disparage democracy—to attack the prin
ciple of popular elections, 206; advantage of extending 
instead of restricting the privilege of the direct vote, 206 ; 
further remarks on his statement, 206; every man of 
eminence has owed his first elevation to popular elec
tions, 206; experience of England, Scotland, Ireland and 
Rome, of the success of a direct vote. 206 ; popular elec
tion the safest and wisest mode of election, 206; the 
difference then between the two Houses has vanished,
206 ; causes to account for an occasional difference, 206; 
statesmen not improvised, 207 ; time often required to 
carry measures, 207 ; Instance parliamentary reform,
207 ; other great British measures, 207 ; short service the 
evil of the House, 207 ; instances of Adams and Randolph 
retaken up by the people when dropped from the 
Senate, 207; this error disparages the controlling branch 
of our Government, 207 ; the British House of Com-

Im prison ment for debt, abolition of—Act of Congress 
passed to abolish all imprisonment on process issuing 

» from the courts of the United States, 292; effect of the 
example, 292; report, 292; extracts, 292 ; “power of the 
creditor over4.he debtor in ancient Greece and Rome,
292 ; the history of English Jurisprudence furnishes the 
remarkable fact that for many centuries personal liberty 
could not be violated for debt, 292 ; progress of imprison
ment in England, 298 ; further remarks,” 293 ; act pass
ed, 298; effect upon the States, 298; imprisonment con
demned by morality, by humanity, and by the science 

of political economy, 294.Incendiary publications circulated by mail.—Moved, 
that so much of the President’s message as related to 
this subject be referred to a select committee, 680 ; op
posed, should go to the committee on post-offices and 
post-roads, 680; object to secure a committee that wool.; 
calmly investigate the whole subject, 680; discussion 
relative to the committee, 680; special committee ap
pointed, 680; bill and report, 680; dissent of various 
members of the committee from the sentiments of the 
report, 681 ; two parts exceptionable, 681 ; the nature of 
the Federal Government founded in “compact" and on 
interference of non-slave Btates with slavery in other 
States, 681 ; extracts from the report, 681, 682,588;ln• 
Bldiousness of the report consisted in the assumption of 
impending danger of the abolition of slavery in all the 
slave States, and the necessity for extraordinary meanst* 
prevent these dire calamities, when the fact was that there 
was notone particle of any such danger, 684; the report 
foreshadows disunion, 684 ; in vain to expect security or 
protection for the slavcholdlng States except from them 
selves, and concert only wanted among them to obtain this 
end, 684; Calhoun recurs to secession for a new griet- 
ance, 685; remark of Clay relative to the compromis* 
of 1888, 685; remarks of Mr. Webster, 686; examination 
of the features of the bill, 686; remarks of Mr. Clayon 
the bill, 686; the bill not only unnecessary, but as • lev 
of dangerous, if nota doubtful authority, 686 ; whence 
did Congress derive the power to pass this law ? 567.

Votes on the bill, 687; three successive tie votes, 697 
yeas and nays called, 687 ; the Vice-President called for 
687; gives the casting vote for engrossment, 667; re 
marks on the vote of various Senators, 687.

Indian Factory System—W.s origin, 21 ; objects, 21; how 
carried on, 21 ; its inside working, 21 ; bill to repci 
passed, 21 ; shows bow long the Indians and the Govern 
ment may be cheated without knowing It, 21.

Indians, removal of—Large tracts held by the Indians in 
South and Western States in 1821, 27 ; early jKilicyr of 
the Government, 27 ; applications to the Federal Gov 
ernment incessant for their removal, 27 ; what has be 
como of the tribes In the older States? 27; speech a 
Elliot, 27 ; views of Jefferson, 28; action of Monroe i 
administration, 28; process for effecting the remoril, 
28; bill passed, 28; treaties ratified, 29; the eystem of

removal begun, 29.Creeks, removal from Georgia.—Agreement betwwi 
the United States and Georgia, 68; treaty of remonl 
concluded In 1824, 68 ; resisted by the nation, 69; *!■ 
tempts to enforce It by the State of Georgia, 59; inter 
ference of the administration, 59 ; new treaty negotiated, 
69; objections toit in the Senate, 69; fiirther negvtis- 
tlon, 69; treaty ratified, 59; an incident, 69; remirti

of Wan Buren, 60; reraai 
62,68.

Cherokees, removal from 
624; combination of obstacle 
to, 624; treaty with the Che 
stipulation, G24 ; treaty oppo 
test from the Cherokee uatl 
Ject the treaty, 625 ; close vo 
votes, 626; involved an exte 
and fraternal spirit of the frt 
brethren, 626.

Final removal of—This 
690; completed, 690; effects 
morals, 690 ; increase of area 
conduct of the northern Bta 
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Ixoham, Samuel D., Secretary of th< 
his seat in the cabinet, 181.
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canals all the vogue, 22; Candida 
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cabinet, 217; veto of the recharte 
elected President, 289 ; proclama 
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eablnet, 119; members of Congress, 
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Cherokees, removal from Georgia— Facts of the case, 
624; combination of obstacles, 624 ; proceedings relative 
to, 624; treaty with the Cherokees, 624; amount of the 
stipulation, 624; treaty opposed in the Senate, 624; pro
test from the Cherokee nation, 625 ; proposition to re
ject the treaty, 625; close vote, 626; saved by free State 
votes, 626; involved an extension of slavery, 626; just 
and fraternal spirit of the free States to their southern 
brethren, 626.

Final removal of.—This policy when commenced. 
690; completed, 690; effects, 690; extent of the re
movals, 690; increase of area of slave population, 691 ; 
conduct of the northern States, 691 ; outcry against 
General Jackson, 691; statements of De Tocqueville, 
691 ; remarks, 692 ; amount of payments to the Indians, 
692; the smaller remote tribes, 698; the Indian bureau, 
693.

Indian sovereignties ioithin States.—Indian oligarchies set 
up in some of the States, 168; remarks of President 
Jackson's message in 1829-80, 164; “the condition and 
ulterior destiny of the Indian tribes within States, an 
object of much interest, 164 ; has the General Govern
ment a right to sustain them in erecting an independent 
government within the limits of a State ? 164; reference 
to the constitution, 164; their efforts discountenanced, 
164; passsage of an act to enable their removal recom
mended, 164; an old policy taken hold of by party 
spirit, 164; proceedings in Georgia, 164; proceedings of 
the Cherokees, 164; action of Governor Gilmer relative 
to the suit of the Cherokees, 165; charge of Judge Clay
ton to the Grand Jury of the Indian countries, 166 ; ad 
dress of Milner to the Foreign Missionary Society of 
London, 165; remarks, 166 ; the case of George Tassels, 
166; answer of Governor Gilmer to a request to make up 
s case before the United States Supreme Court, 166 ; set
tlement, 166.

UrenxM, Samuel D., Secretary of the Treasury, 119; resigns 
his seat in the cabinet, 181.

Internal Improvementa within the States, source of the 
question, 8; New York canal finished, 22; roads and 
canals all the vogue, 22 ; candidates for the Presidency 
spread their sails, 22 ; advocates of the measure, 22 ; 
two prominent subjects discussed, 22 ; extent of the de
sign, 22; Monroe’s veto, 22; the statement of the ques
tion, 22; constitutional point how viewed in the mes
sage, 28 ; the post-oflice and post-road grant of power, 
28 ; the war power, 28 ; the power to regulate com
merce, 24; to pay debts and provide for the general 
welfare, 24 ; to mate laws necessary and proper, 26 ; to 
make needfhl rules and regulations, 26; the point on 
which Mr. Monroe ÿtejdod, 26; the act for surveys pass
ed, 26; places recommended for improvement, 26 ; veto 
message of Jackson, 26; fate of the system, 27.

| Jicnoiv, Andrew, views on the cession of Texas, 16; on 
internal Improvement, 22 ; candidate for the Presidency 
in 1824,44; message relative to a removal of the In
dians, 1(^ ; veto of Maysvlllo road bill, 167 ; letter to 
Van Buren, relative to his agency In the rupture of the 
cabinet, 217 ; veto of the recharter of the bank, 251 ; 
elected President, 282 ; proclamation against South 
Carolina, 299 ; retains the bill to distribute the proceeds 
of the sales of the public lands, 864 ; veto, 865.

His administration.—Ills Inaugural address, 119; hla I 
eablnet, 119; members of Congress, 120; Speaker, 121 ; |

recommendations of his first annual message, 121 
“amendment of the constitution relative to elections of 
President and Vice President,” 121; remarks, 122: 
amendment to the constitution too fur removed from 
the people, 122; events impressively urge it, 122; not 
another examine on earth of a free people surrendering 
the choice of their President; 122 ; exclusion of mem
bers of Congress from office recommended, 122; re
marks of the message on this point, 122 ; the policy re
commended respecting the navy, 122 ; instructions to 
Virginia Senators in 1800,122; the army and navy as 
found by President Jackson, 128; recommendations 
relative to ship building, 123 ; the inutility of the Bank 
of the United States asserted, 128; remarks of the mes
sage, 123; manner in which they wore perverted, 128; 
the finances, 124; other recommendations, 124.

Breaking up of the Cabinet—Resignation of the 
members, 181 ; codktesy of the proceeding, 181 ; ground 
upon which the President placed the required resigna
tions, 181 ; the new cabinet, 181 ; excitement in party 
politics, 181; attack on Mr. Crawford, 181; hia^answer, 
181 ; exposure of errors of the pamphlet of Calhoun, 
181; the words of Mr. Crawford, 182; change in the 
course of tho Telegraph newspaper, 182; the stand 
taken by the Globe.—See Globe newspaper.

Twenty-second Congress, 80S; the Speaker, 209; 
message, 210; boundary between Maine and New 
Brunswick referred to the King of Netherlands, 210; 
his opinion on the cate, 210; our claims with France, 
210; a treaty made, 210; differences with Spain, 210. 
claims against Naples, 211 ; our demands on the Sici
lies, 211 ; relations with Russia, 211; effect of our treaty 
with Austria, 211 ; China and the East Indies, 212 ; 
Mexico, 212; Central America, 212; South American 
powers, 212 ; state of the finances, 218 ; • insolvent 
debtors to the Government, 218 ; election of President 
and Vice President by a direct vote of the people, 218 ; 
tho bank of the United States, 218. »

Message after a second election, 288 ; wholly confinod 
to business topics, 283 ; the finances, 288 ; extinguishment 
of the national debt, 288; reduction of burthens on the 
people, 288 ; protection should be limited to a few articles 
of Indispensable necessity, 284; views on the public 
lands, 284 ; should cease to be a source of revenue soon 
as practicable, 284; the federal title should be extin
guished in tho States, 284; donations or sales at barely 
reimbursing prices is*lhe wise policy of the government, 
284; after a fixed day the surrender of that unsold 
should take place, 284; advantages of this course, 284; 
removal of the Indians nearly consummated, 285 ; ob
stacles to the removal of the Indian tribes, 285 ; the re
movals seized upon by party spirit, 285; Congress ap
pealed to and refused to intervene, 285; tho Supreme 
Court appealed to and refhsed the application, 285 ; the 
case of the missionaries, 2S5; tho case of Tassells, 285 ; 
interference in the affairs of Georgia, 286; an intima
tion given of the insolvency of the bank and the inse
curity of the public deposits, 286; this intimation re
ceived with scorn by the friends of the bank 286 ; con
duct of tho bank in relation to tne payment five mil
lions of tho three per cent stock, 286; the Attitude of 
South Carolina, 286; opposition to the re-idnue laws, 
286.

Message to28d Congress, 871 ; the state oft e finances, 
871 ; remarks relative to an economical administration, 
871 ; reasons for the removal of the public deposits, 
871 ; amendments to the constitution recommended, 872 ; 
remarks on conventions, 872.

Combination agasnst General Jackson.—Incident in
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the career of Mr. Fox, leader in the House of Commons, 
400; union against Gen. Jackson, 400 ; their movements 
take a personal and vindictive character, 400 ; power of 
the bank to produce distress, 401 ; speakers, 401 ; the 
business of the combination divided—distress and panic 
the object, 401; the friends of General Jackson, 401 ; 
speech of Mr. Clay on the removal of the deposits, 402.

“ In the midst of a revolution, hitherto bloodless, 402 ; # 
the Judiciary has not been exempted from the prevail
ing rage for Innovation, 402 ; a large proportion of the 
good and enlightened men of the Union are yielding to 
sentiments of despondency, 402 ; at the close of last ses
sion the power of Congress over the purse was left un
touched, 408; after all the testimonies of the safety of 
the public money, who would have supposed that the 
place would have been changed ? 408; by virtue of 
whose will, power, dictation, were the deposits re
moved ? 404; the President bus no power over the 
Public Treasury, 404 ; some of the tremendous conse
quences which may ensue from this high-handed meas
ure, 405; what security have the people against the law
less conduct of the President ? 405; the instance of 
Ctesar, 405 ; what is it our duty to doj,” 406; remarks 
in reply, 406.

“The first of the resolutions a direct impeachment of 
the President, 406 ; we are trying an impeachment, 406 ; 
the Senate should consider well before they proceed 
further, 407 ; the right of the President to dismiss his 
secretaries, 407 ; two other impeachments going on at 
the same time, 407 ; the President on trial for a high 
crime, 407 ; for a misdemeanor, 408 ; the Secretary of the 
Treasury on trial, 408 ; the charge of being the instru
ment of the President, 408 ; people called upon to rise 
and drive the Goths from the capitol, 409 ; the bank was 
not the Treasury of the United States, 409 ; fourteenth 
article of the bank charter, 409 ; the legal existence of 
the Treasury brought out by the debates,” 410.

Union of Clay and Calhoun against Jackson, 411 ; 
speech of Calhoun, 411 ; gives Clay assurance of aid, 
411 ; the robbery of the Treasury, 411 ; the revolution 
not to go backwards, 412; entirely owing to the military 
and nullifying attitude of South Carolina that the com
promise was passed, 412 ; a political coalition to act 
against Gen. Jackson, 412 ; opposition to the “ usurpa
tions ” of the President, 418 ; contempt and scorn at the 
Secretary’s reasons for removing the deposits, 418 ; the 
removal of Secretary Duane an abuse of power, 418; 
Calhoun’s independence of the bank, 414 ; Clay disclaims 
all connection with the bank, 414; the list of Congres
sional borrowers or retainers large, 415.

Message to Congress in 1684, 477; relations with 
France, 477 ; the indemnity stipulated in the treaty has 
not been paid, 477 ; extracts, 477 ; question of waiting 
on the action of France, or of action on our part, referred 
to Congress, 478; United States should insist on a prompt 
execution, 478 ; consequences considered, 478; collision 
with France to be regretted on account of her position 
with regard to libérai institutions, 478; condition of the 
finances, 479 ; freedom from public debt, 479 ; seizure of 
the dividends due the United States on stock, by the 
bank, 479 ; other proceedings of the bank, 480 ; criminal
ity of the bank in making the distress, 480; bank losses 
commenced at this period, 480; selling the stock in the 
bank, 480 ; law relative to public deposits, 480; increase 
of the gold currency, 481 ; reform in the Presidential 
election, 481.

Meeting of twenty-fourth Congress, 669; choice of 
Speaker, 669 ; message of the President, 669; “ relations 
with France, 569; origin of our claims against France,

669 ; extent of the Injuries we received, 669 ; an%ffair » 
uninterrupted negotiation for twenty years, except i 
short time when France was overwhelmed by the mill 
tary power of United Europe, 669 ; subject brought up 
in the message of 1829, 670; exceptions taken to the 
message by the French Government, 670; the justice ok 
the claims recognized and the amount stipulated in the 
treaty of 1881, 670 ; its ratification, 670 ; delays of the 
French Government in their action upon the subject o( 
its fulfilment heretofore stated, 670 ; expectations found- ' 
ed on the promises of the French Government not real
ized, 671 ; consultation with Congress relative to meas
ures for reprisal, 671 ; regarded as an insult by the 
French Government, 671 ; recall of their Minister and 
suspension of all diplomatic intercourse, 671; having 
vindicated the dignity of France, they next proceeded 
to illustrate her justice, 671 ; bill passed in the Chamber 
of Deputies to make the appropriations «ecessary to 
carry into effect the treaty, 671 ; a stipulation that the 
money should not be paid until it was ascertained that 
no steps had been authorized by Congress of a hostile 
character towards France, 671 ; this point ascertained, 
672 ; subsequently the bill amended to require a satis
factory explanation of the President’s message,” 672; 
the apology repulsed by the President as a stain on the 
national character, 672 ; injurious effects of the lose ol 
the fortification bill in the previous Congress, 672 ; the 
humane policy which governed the United States in the 
removal of the Indians, 678 ; the revival of the gold cur
rency and its influence on the Industry of the country, 
678; increase of specie in the country, 678; the trans
portation of the malls by railroad and the extortion of 
the companies, 674 ; the transmission by mail into the 
slave States of incendiary publications tending to excite 
servile insurrection, 674 ; reform in the mode of electing 
the two first officers of the Republic, 676.

Foreign Diplomacy.—Most alarm felt from this part 
of his administration by the opponents of his electing 
601 ; no part more successful, beneficial, and honorable, 
601.

The British West India trade recovered, 602. j
The French Indemnity treaty, 602 ; efforts previously 

for redress, 602; the message, 602 ; Rives sent as Minis
ter, 602 ; the treaty, 602 ; further proceedings, 608.

The Danish treaty of indemnity for spoliations on 
American commerce, 608 ; consisted of illegal seiium i 
and confiscations of American vessels in Danish ports 
during the time of the British orders in Council and the 
French decrees, 608; negotiations of J. Q. Adams’sd- | 
ministration, 608; subsequent success of the negotii- | 
tions, 608.

Neapolitan Indemnity treaty for spoliations on Amerl- I 
can commerce, 608; previous efforts to obtain Indemni
ty, 608 ; cause of delay, 604; embarrassments, 604; soc* I 
cess, 604

Spanish indemnity treaty for causes of complaint smi I 
1819, 604 ; Spanish blockades of ports of South Amelias J 
colonies, 604 ; state of negotiations, 604 ; success, 605.

Russian commercial treaty, none before negotiate, I 
606 ; many previous efforts, 605 ; every thing else granted j 
but a commercial treaty, 606 ; final success of negotii-1 
tions, 606.

Portuguese indemnity for seizures during the blocksdi I 
of Tcrcetra, 606 ; treaty made, 606 ; inability of Portupl | 
to pay, 606 ; time extended and payment made, 606.

Treaty with the Ottoman Empire made in 1881, *11 
first treaty with that power, 606 ; still fürther treatyls I 
relation to our commerce needed, 607 ; stipulations,^ | 
success, 607.
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Renewal of the treaty with Morocco, 608.
Treaty with Siam, 608.
Treaty with Sultan of Muscat, 608.
Last message, 684; recapitulation of the auspicious 

state of things at home and abroad, 684 ; the deposit act, 
684; the distribution scheme, 685; effects, 686; issuance 
of the Treasury circular, 685 ; attack upon the circular In 
Congress, 686; Seminole hostilities in Florida, 686; the 
stock in the Bank of the United States, 687 ; the delay 
of appropriations, 688; mall contracts with railroads, 
688 ; supervision over the Indian tribes, 689 ; the mode 
of the Presidential election, 689.

Farewell address of President Jackson, 782 ; on dis
union, 782 ; his apprehensions, 788.

Conclusion of his administration, 788 ; remarks and re
actions, 788, 784; appearance at the inauguration of 

Van Buren, 785; his reception, 786; his retirement, 
785 ; his decease, 786 ; hie first appearance to the writer, 
786; first Interview, 786; Intercourse, 786; Mrs. Jack- 
son, 787, 789 ; his character, 787, 788 ; elected Mgjor- 
General lu Tennessee, 788; nephews, 789.

Jackson and Calhoun, rupture between.—Pamphlet of Mr. 
Calhoun relative to, 167 ; Its title, 167 ; Its contents, 167 ; 
the case as It was made dut In the pamphlet an Intrigue 
on the part of Van Buren to supplant a rival, 168; this j 
case confronted* by Jackson, 168 ; his previous opinion 
of Calhoun, 168; the reply of Jackson never published 
heretofore, 168 ; how It came Into the possession of Ben
ton, 168; letter of Kendall, 168; contents of Jackson’s 
exposition, 168; justification of himself under the law of 
nations and the treaty with Spain for taking military 
possession of Florida, 168; do. under the orders of Mon
roe and Calhoun as Secretary of War, 168; a statement 
of Mr. Calhoun’s conduct towards him In all that affair 
of the Seminole War, 169; 14Introduction, 169; ex
tracts from orders, 169; letter of Calhoun, 169; Jack- 
son’s letter to Monroe, 169 ; manner of the reception of 
the letter, 170; reply by John Rhea, 170; circumstances 
under which Jackson entered Florida, 170; conduct of 
the Spanish authorities, 171; the impreessions under 
which Jackson acted, 171 ; his dispatch to the Secretary 
of War, 172; slcted within the letter and spirit of his or
ders, and in accordance with the secret understanding of 
the Government, in taking possession of St Marks and 
Pensacola, 172 ; letters to the Secretary of War, 172; no 
replies of disapprobation, 172; statements of a Georgia 
journal, 178; no reason to doubt Mr. Calhoun's approval, 
178; further evidence, 178; letter of Col. A. P. Hayne, 
178; his Impressions derived from Mr. Calhoun, 174; 
informed that Calhoun was the Instigator of the attacks 
upon him, 174 ; and that Crawford was unjustly blamed, 
174 ; statement of Mr. Cobb, 174 ; inquiries of Col. Ham
ilton of Mr. Calhoun, 174 ; private letter of Gen. Jackson 
to Mr. Calhoun, 174; Calhoun’s reply, 176; recapitula
tion, 175; how the suspicions of Gen. Jackson were 
awakened against Mr. Calhoun, 175; statement of Mr. T. 
Rlngold, 176; the statement of Mr. Crawford obtained, 
ITS; Inquiry relative to Its correctness, of Calhoun, 176; 
hie reply, 175 ; no/s, 175 ; united testimony of the Cab
inet, 176; toast of Calhoun by Gen. Jackson, 177 ; the 
report on the resolutions of censure In the House, 177 ; 
Its bitterness due to Mr. Calhoun, 177 ; proceedings of 
Mr. Leacock, 177; Calhoun’s secret communications to 
him, 179; report of Mr. Leacock, 178; a darker shade 
added, 178; success of Calhoun’s management thus far, 
179; the mask worn by Mr. Csdhoun, 179 ; frirther state
ments,” 180 ; calamitous events followed this rupture, 
160; Crawford’s words relative to the production of the 
private letter of Jackson to Monroe in the Cabinet 
meeting, 180.

Jackson, attempted aeeaeeination q/—The President and 
Cabinet attend the funeral of William R Davis, 621 ; 
circumstances of the attempt to shoot the President 
691 ; the aseailant knocked down and secured, 691 ; the 
prisoner, 621; the pistols, 621; prisoner examined by 
physicians relative to the soundness of his mind, 699; 
report of physicians, 622 ; a diseased mind acted upon 
by a general outcry against a public man, 698 ; not tried, 
but treated as Insane, 624.

Jackson, President, Senatorial Condemnation qf.—Clay 
and Calhoun the leading spirits in this measure, 428 ; 
the resolution passed, 428; irrelevance of the reeolutlon 
to any right or duty of the Senate, 428; Its effect, 428 ; 
composure of President Jackson, 494; course of his 
friends, 424 ; mischief of the distress, 424 ; the Protest of 
the President, 425 ; Its contenta, 426 ; extracts, 425; “It 
wants both the form and substance of a legislative meas
ure, 425; the whole phraseology judicial, 426; Its charges, 
425; In substance an Impeachment of the President, 
425 ; this Impeachment originated In the Senate without 
the aid or concurrence of the House, 426 ; Senators from 
three States voted contrary to the sense of their legisla
tures, 426 ; words of the Protest, 427 ; an appesd to his 
private history for the patriotism and Integrity of his 
life,” 427 ; the excitement which ensued upon Its read
ing In the Senate, 427.

Notice of the Expunging resolution given, 428; re
marks, 429; “Instance of the House of Commons, 428; 
the question brought before the American people, 428 ; 
motion to reject the President’s message, Is the ques
tion, 429 ; the chsuges of the resolution, 429 ; spoechoe In 
support of the resolution, 480 ; three characters In which 
the Senate can act, 480; one of the most difficult 
and delicate tasks In the convention was to select a 
court for the trial of Impeachments, 480 ; it Is an object 
not more to be desired, than difficult to be obtsdned,
481 ; further remarks, 481 ; the Star Chamber Court,
482 ; what occasion has the Senate, sitting as a court of 
Impeachment, for the power of execution," 432 ; motion 
carried, 482 ; reasons for the Senate’s refusal, 488.

Jefferson, Thomas, rejects the treaty of 1807,1; his Idea 
of a commercial communication with Asia, 14; his inter
view with the traveller Ledyard, 14; seeks discov
ery of the Columbia river, 14 ; projects the expedition 
of Lewis and Clarke, 14 ; views on the oeeeion of Texas, 
16; letter to Dr. Breckenrtdge, 16; as a statesman, 28 ; 
remarks on future French affaire, 81 ; remarks on the 
road from Georgia to New Orleans, 48 ; decease of, 87 ; 
character, 87, 88; his connection with the doctrine of 
nullification, 148.

Jebsuf, Gen., second to Mr. Clay In the duel with Randolph, 
70 ; his statement, 70.

Johnny, the servant of Randolph, anxiety for his master at 
the duel between Randolph and Clay, 75.

Johnson, Charles, on reference of the Bank memorial to a 
select committee, 285.

Johnson, Hen by, Senator from Louisiana, 7 ; governor, 7.
Johnson, Richard M., Senator from Kentucky, 7 ; votes for 

the Missouri Compromise, 8 ; Judge of Supreme Court, 8. 
On committee of bank investigation, 241 ; reports dn Im

prisonment for debt, 292.
Joint Committee of both Houses on the admission of Mis

souri, 9.
Jones, Francis, Representative from Tennessee, 7.

Kendall, Amos, letter to Calhoun, 168; Postmaster Gen
eral, 181.

Kino, Rufus, Senator from New York, 7 ; appoln^ted Mlnlster
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t ........................................ .... 1 — •---------to Englahd, BT ; long service In the Government, 67 ; his ;
manners, 67 ; dress, 67 ; courtesy between him and Van
Buren, 67 ; his suggestions to Senator Benton, 68 ; his
statement of the sentiment of the revolutionary period, 68.

Kino, William R., Senator from Alabama, 7 ; votes for the
Missouri Compromise, 8 ; on the Expunging resolutions

of Alabama, 5*5, 6*6, 687.Kino, John P., on abolition petitions, 618,617 ; on the Inde

pendence of Texas, 666.Kremeb, George, avowed author of an anonymous publi

cation againa^Clay ; 71.

Lafayette, his visit.—An absence of forty years, 29 ; manner 
of his reception, 29 ; address of Speaker Clay, 80 ; Lafay
ette in the presence of poeterl ty, 80 ; appropriation of 
money and land to La&yette, 80 ; the grants opposed 
80; reasons, 80; advocated, 81 ; his sacrifices, 81 ; views 
of Jefferson, 81 ; return of La&yette to France, 81.

Lanman, Jambs, the case qf.—On the expiration of the Sen
atorial term of Lanman, the Legislature of Connecticut 
falling to elect, the governor appointed him, 66; debate 
on the validity of the appointment, 66 ; not a case in 
which a governor con fill a vacancy, the vacancy fore
seen, not happened, 66 ; precedents reported to the Sen
ate, 66; unsatisfactory, 66 ; motion to admit, rejected, 66.

Lawrence, Bichaed, attempts to assassinate President

Jackson, 621. ilseA
ColSWa

Jackson, 621.Leake, Walter, votes for the Missouri Comproml 
Led yard, John, attempts the discovery of the • 

river, 14.LnoiiKK, Robert P., moves the compromise tariff bill, 809. 
Lewis, of North Carolina, on the admission of Arkansas, 682. 
Livingston, Edward, Secretary of State, 181.
Lloyd, Edward, Senator from Maryland, 7 ; governor, 7 ;

votes for the Missouri Compromise, 8.
Loo an, William, votes for the Missouri Compromise, 8. 
Lowndes, William, Representative from South Carolina, 

7 ; weight of his opinions, 8; on the committee to whom 
was referred the application of Missouri, 9 ; decease, 18; 

his character, 18.Lowbie, Walter, votes for the Missouri, Compromise, 8.

in
Macaulay, his description of removals from office, 162. 
Macon, Nathaniel, Senator from North Carolina, 7 ; votes 

for the Missouri Compromise, 8; opposes the grants to 
Lafayette, 80 ; his vote for1 Vice-President in 1824, 45; 
answer relative to the authorship of the report on the.
Panama mission, 68. I 

Retirement of, 114; his temperament, 114; fixed the
time for his retirement long before, 114; his resignation, 
114; his death, 114; his character, 114; sketch of his 
life, 115 ; enters the army, 115; refuses to leave the camp 
for the legislative assembly of his native State, 115; the 
battle of Guilford, 116; Macon's civil life, 116; his po
litical principles, 116; disregard of wealth, 117-; his 
friendships, 117; his executor, 117; codicil to his will, 
117; his charity, 118; his dress, 118; his disinterested
ness, 118; his simplicity, 118; letter on the Military

Academy, 182 ; his character, 684.
Madison, James, yields In favor of the second bank. 8; on 

the regulation of commerce, 156 ; his veto of an internal 
Improvement bill, 167 ; his letter on slavery agitation, 
609 ; remarks, 628 ; decease of—time of his death, 678 ; 
remarks of Dr. Witherspoon, 678; his talent, 677; his 

writings, 679; characteristics, 679.

MoGuibr, J. C., publishes a quarto volume of Madison' 

letters, 149.Manoum, Willii P., on the branch Mints, 660.
Marcy, William L, for Van Buren as kfculster to Eng

land, 216,Marshall, John, Chief Justice, 7 ; administers the oath oi 
office to Jackson, 119; decease of Chief Justiee, 681 
his character, 681; his speech in the case of Jonathan 

Robbins, 661.McDuffie, George, moves amendment to the constitu
tion, 87 ; expresses the views of the South on the re
vised tariff, 100; on revision of the tariff, 100; on the 
Committee of Bank Investigation, 241.

McIntosh, William, Chief of Creek Indiana, 68; negotiates

a treaty, 58.McLane, Louis, Representative from Delaware, 7; sent 
Minister to England, ,127 ; Secretary of the Treasury,

181.McLean, John, Postmaster General, 7; Postmaster-Gen
eral, 6d; appointed Justice of the Supreme Court, 120. 

McKinney, Thomas L., superintendent of the Indian fac

tory system, 21.Meigs, R. J., coadjutor with Clay on the Missouri ques

tion, 10.Memorial of the Bank Directors to Congress relative to the 
removal of the public deposits, 879; of the rejected 
Government Directors of the Bank to Congress, 889. 

Mercer, Charles Fenton, Representative from Virginia,:. 
Message on the Booth Carolina proceedings, 808; relative 

to the distribution of the proceeds of the sale of public 
lands, 865; to twenty-third Congress, 869; on the re- 
nomlnatlon of the Bank Directors, 886.

Metcalfe, Thomas, Representative from Kentucky, 7 ; gov

ernor, 7.
Michigan, admission of. See Arkansas.Military Academy.—Numerous desertions in the army, 132; 

difficulty to find a remedy for the evil, 182; letter from 

Mr. Macon, 182; not a government in the world so un
friendly to the rights of the people as ours since the es- 
taliahment of the West Point Institution, 182; officers 
rise from the ranks iir all countries of Europe, 193; re
turns to Parliament, 188; how Is It in our service? 183; 
difficulty of obtaining a commission for a citizen in the 
regular regiments, 188; case of Hermann Thorn, 183; 
admitted to service In Austria, 188; case of Kit Carson, 
188 ; rejected because he did not come through the West 
Point gate, 188; this rule of appointment become tbs 

law of the land, 188 ; popular opposition to the institu
tion, 184 ; It Is said Washington was the founder of the 
institution, 184; the institution of his day a very dif
ferent affair, 184; explained, 184; all was right until 
1812, 184; extract from the actof 1812, 184; the decep
tion of the clause, 184; other dPapptions which follow 

185 ; this establishment is mainly a school for the gra
tuitous education of those who haveNufluence to get 
there, 184; gratuitous instruction to the àhfidren of tbs 
living is a vicious principle, 185; vital objectons to tbs 
institution, 186; a monopoly of the appointing bow 
effected, 185; the President and the academy Me the 
real appointing power, and the Senate an office tlths 

registration of appointments, 186 ; act of 1812 rdf in 
constitutionality on fictions, 186 ; the title of the ict fic
titious, 186; its title, 186; our academy an imitation a! 
European military schools, 186; the remedy for the*

evils is to repeal the act of 1812, 186.Attempted Inquiry into.—Organized under the id 
--------«nu against early commenced, iK;| Attempted. Inquiry into.—Orgamzeu uu__of 1812 688; movements against early commenced, iK: 

committee appointed, 686; report 688; no attentio* 
given to It, 688; other motions, 688; debate, 639: i 
monopoly for the gratuitous education of the sons o/tM

rich end inflnencial, 689 ; s 
army as applies to memb 
efforts to obtain an investi) 
prvpriatlon resorted to, 641 
641 ; “ grounds of oppositio 
gallon been resisted? 641 
comes the most efficient eu 
exclusiveness of the instltu 
emy not calculated to ma 
the institution in the times 
Institution as it is now, 6 
Great Britain examined, 64 

A clause in the appropria 
forty horses, Ac., erection o 
in bad weather, 712; struck 
restoration, 712, 718 ; forth* 

Missouri, admission of.—Excl 
Congress of 1820-*21, 8 ; the 
striction, 8 ; the oompromli 
unanimity of the Presiden 
the Senate on the comproc 
called In question, 8; Sénat 
the House, 8 ; the increase < 
a question of political powe 
of the Union, 8; provision I 
forbidding Legislative interfi 
the prohibition of the emlgn 
9 ; its treatment by Congress 
lion, 9 ; Application for admie 
9; report of committee, 9; r< 
in the Senate, 9; House reje< 

v ate, 9; joint committee ord< 
Houses, 9 ; report, 9 ; adopte 
Beaate, 10; compliance of 
Missouri, 10; defeat of the i 
from having slaves if she c 
object of, 10; tW objoctiom 
girded, 10; excitement of i 
movement, 10; sentiments ol 
10; a movement for the balac 

Missouri resolutions.—Not now 
confederation was a league wi 
sovereignties, 861 ; the Fedei 
old system, 861 ; on the certai 
when the sword is once drav 
861 ; advantage of working 
citizens and not on States, 86 

Missouri QgfitMon, extension o, 
boundary on the Missouri ri 
threefold, 626 ; • bill for the alt 
line and the extension of the 
pAsod bo til Houses, 627; thii 
northern members gave to the 
ishing slavery, 627.

Mitchell, Gbokgk E., on referenc 
to a select committee, 284. 

Monroe, James, negotiates the tre: 
the declaration of war in 181: 
showing the unanimity of his 
question, 8 ; his letters to Jacks 
as, 16; ditto to Jefferson, 16; t 
voto on internal Improvement I 
land road bill, 167 ;‘decease of, , 
his character, 679 ; genius, 679; 
tion of his political career, 68 
6S0; his career, 6S0.

Monroe doctrine, 67.
Moore, Gabriel, anecdote rospectl
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rich and influential, 639 ; some rule should apply to the 
army as applies to members of Congress, 640; further 
efforts to obtain an investigation, 640; attack on the ap
propriation resorted to, 641 ; remarks of Franklin Pierce, 
641 ; “ grounds of opposition, 641 ; why has this investi
gation been resisted? 641 ; from the middling Interest 
comes the most efficient support in trying periods, 642 ; 
exclusiveness of the institution, 642 ; the military acad
emy not calculated to make the army effective, 642; 
the institution in the times of Washington, <ka, and tho 
institution as it is now, 648; gratuitous education In 
Great Britain examined, 644; farther remarks," 645.

A clause in the appropriation bill for the purchase of 
forty horses, Ac., erection of a building, a riding house 
in bad weather, 712 ; struck out, 712 ; opposition to its 
restoration, 712, 718 ; further debate, 714. 

iflssouri, admission of—Exciting question of session of 
Congress of 182Q-’21, 8 ; the state admitted without re
striction, 8; the compromise, 8; work of the South, 8; 
unanimity of the President's cabinet, 8; unanimity of 
the Senate on the compromise, 8; its constitutionality 
called in question, 8; Senators voting for it, 8; vote in 
the House, 8 ; the Increase of slave States avowed to be 
a question of political power between- the two sections 
of the Union, 8; provision in the Missouri Constitution 
forbidding Legislative interference, 8 ; clause authorizing 
the prohibition of tho emigration of free people of color, 
0; its treatment by Congress, 9 ; tho real point of objec
tion, 9 ; Application for admission presented and referred,

9 ; report of committee, 9 ; resolution rejected, 9 ; its fate 
in the Senate, 9 ; House reject tho resolution of the Sen- 

^ ate, 9; joint committee ordered and appointed in both 
Houses, 9 ; report, 9 ; adopted in the House, 9; in the 
Senate, 10; compliance of the General Assembly of 
Missouri, 10; defeat of tho attempt to restrict a State 
from having slaves if she chose, 10 ; the real struggle, 
object of, 10; tW objectionable clause, how since re
garded, 10; excitement of tho occasion, 10; a federal 
movement, 10; sentiments of tho northern democracy, 
10; a movement for the balance of power, 10.

Missouri resolution*.— Not now discussed, 860; tho old 
confederation was a league with a legislature acting on 
sovereignties, 861 ; tho Federalist on the defects of the 
old system, 861 ; on the cortiiin destruction of the Union 
when the sword is once drawn between the members, 
861 ; advantage of working If the laws operate on 
citizens and not on States, 861.

Missouri Q&stlon, extension of.—Object to extend tin- 
boundary on tho Missouri rtvor, 626; difficulties, 626; 
threefold, 626 ; a bill for tho alteration of tho compromise 
line and tho extension of the boundary reported, 627 ; 
pfÉsed both Houses, 627 ; this was the answer which 
northern members gave to the imputed design of abol
ishing slavery, 627.

Mitchell, George E., on reference of the bank memorial, 
to a select committee, 284.

Monroe, James, negotiates the treaty of 1807, 1 ; efforts for 
the declaration of war in 1812, 6; President, 7; letter 
showing the unanimity of his cabinet on tho Missouri 
question, 8 ; his letters to Jactson on the cession of Tex
as, 15; ditto to Jefferson, 16; cause of those letters, 17; 
veto on Internal Improvement bill, 22 ; veto of Cumber
land road bill, 167 ; ‘decease of, his place in history, 679 ; 
his character, 679 ; genius, 679; discretion, 079; founda
tion of his political career, 630 ; remark of Jefferson, 
680; his career, 6SO.

Monroe doctrine, 67.
Moore, Gabriel, anecdote respecting the rejection of Van

Buren as Minister to England, 215; against Van Buren 
ns Minister to England, 215.

Morris, Thomas, on abolition petitions, 612.

N

Now Mexico, internal trade with.—All foreigrf Ingress cut 
off until 1821, 41 ; intercourse between Missouri and the 
“Western Internal Provinces,” 41 ; a branch of Interior 
commerce, 41 ; a bill brought into the Senate to open a 
road and to afford protection against the savages, 41 ; 
statement of facts relative to the trade, 41 ; precedents 
for the construction of a road, 42; remarks of Mr. Jeffer
son on the road from Georgia to New Orleans, 48; the 
foreign part of the road the point of difficulty, 48; 
moved to strike out the extra territorial part of the 
national highway, 43; views of Senators, 48, 44; bill 
passed, 44; road to New Mexico built under Adams' ad
ministration, 44.

Niles, John M., on the independence of Texas, 668.
Noble, James, votes for the Missouri Compromise, 8. 
Nullification —Event of its origin, 95 ; the assumed right of 

a State to annul an act of Congress, 188; new turn In the 
debate, 188; allusions to the conduct of New England 
in 1812,188; meetings in South Carolina on tho Tariff, 
188; resolves passed, 138; their defence, 188; the doc
trine summed up, 188; counter explanation, 189 ; the 
Virginia resolution, 189 ; how th^ South Carolina doc
trine would have operated in New England, 189; the 
doctrine has no foundation in the constitution or in Vir
ginia resolutions, 189; “ the character of the govern-

I
ipremacy of the constitution and laws, 
tation of the Virginia resolutions disputed, 
140; Hartford Convention, 140 ; pledge 

is tance to any attempt to enforce uncon- 
rs, 140; remarks, 141 ; Webster’s pérora- 
larks of Benton, 142 ; his slowness to be- 
aslgn to subvert the Union, 142.

’ of Jefferson’s birth-day, 14S ; a subscrip- 
148; the guests, 148; the regular toasts, 
tion excited by them, 148 ; toast of the 

President, 148; toast of Calhoun, 148; remarks relative 
to Mr Jefferson, 14S; his vindication, 148; resolves ol 
Virginia, 149. «s

Ordinance in South Carolina.—The fate of the 
American system was sealed by the elections of 1S83, 
297 ; the course of South Carolina, 297 ; words of the 
ordinance, 297, 298 ; it placed the State in tho attitude 
of open and forcible resistance to the laws of the United 
States to take effect In the February following, 29S; 
officially communicated to the President, 298 ; his oath 
of office, 298.

Proclamation against nullification.—Proceedings 
of tho South Carolina convention stated, 299 ; the ordi
nance founded not on the indefeasible right of resisting 
acts which are plainly unconstitutional and too Oppres

sive to be endured, 299 ; but on the position that a State 
may declare tho acts of Congress void and prohibit their 
execution, 800 ; two appeals from an unconstitutional 
act, 800 ; words of tho social compact, 800 ; if this doc
trine had been established kt an early day tho Union 
would have been dissolved In Its infancy, 800; our con
stitutional history shows it would have been repudiated 
If proposed for a feature of our Government, 800 ; the 
constitution declares, Ac., 801 ; a law repealed by a 
small majority of the voters of a single State, 801 ; the 
constitution forms a government, not a league, 801 ; ad
dress to the members of the convention, 802.

Message on the South Carolina proceeding».—No-
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tice in the annual message, 808 ; continuation and ag
gravation of the proceedings, 808 ; special message, 808 
“ordinance transmitted by the Oovernor'of South Caro
lina, 808 ; hope indulged that by explaining the recom
mendations proposed to Congress, the authorities of 
South Carolina might recede, 808 ; hence proclamation 
issued, 808; the reasonable expectations not realized,
808; neither the recommendations of the Executive nor 
the disposition manifested by Congress, nor the une
quivocal expression of public opinion, have produced 
any relaxation in the measures of opposition, 808 ; the 
State authorities actively organizing their military re
sources, 804 ; proclamation of the Governor has openly 
defied the authority of the Executive of the Union,
804; determination of the authorities of South Caro
lina, 804 ; acts on the part of South Carolina, 804, 805 ; no 
sufficient cause for such proceedings on the part of 
Bouth Carolina, 306; she still claims to be a'component 
part oAlhe Union, 806 ; the duty of the Executive, 807 ; 
recommendations of the President, 807 ; importance of 

the crisis," 807.Deep feeling of discontent in South Carolina ope
rated upon by politicians, 808; this feeling Just and 
reasonable, and operated upon by politicians for per
sonal and ambitious objects, 809; twofold aspect of hie 
proclamation and message, 808 ; one of relief and Jus
tice in reducing the revenue ; and the other, firm and 
mild in enforcing the laws against offenders, 808; two 
classes of discontented—the honest and the politicians,
80S ; bills proposed in Congress, 80S.

Revenue Collection or Force Bill.—Bill to secure the 
execution of certain laws in South Carolina, 880 ; re
marks, 880; “contains no novel principle, 880; pro- 
vislonjbr removal of the Custom House, 880 ; legislation 
neceMry, 880 ; secession on one hand, and nullification 
on the other, 881 ; state of affairs in South Carolina, 831 ; 
the bill confers <>n the President the power of closing 
old ports of entry and opening new ones, 881 ; a promi
nent cause which led to the revolution, 881 ; empower
ed to employ the land and naval forces to put down all 
abettors, 88*2; no ambiguity about this measure, 882; 
the President is charged by the constitution with the 
execution of the laws, 882; tho President's measure, 
88*2 ; the resemblance between this bill and tho Boston 
Port bill, 838; the war is waged against the measures of 
the administration," 888; the support of Mr. Webster,

Virginia resolutions, being merely an appeal to publie 
opinion, 88T; debate, 887 ; “what was the otnduct o 
Virginia in the memorable era of 99 and 99 , 888; bet 
real intentions and policy were proved not by declara
tions and speeches merely, but by fects, 888 ; the con
stitution does not provide for events which must be 
preceded by its own distraction, 888 ; secession and nob 
lifleation revolutionary, 888; its tendency is to break up 
the constitution as to all the other States, 889 ; it strikes 
a deadly blow at the vital principle of the whole Union,
889 ; it arrests the power of the law, absolves the citi
zen from duty, and elevates another authority to su
preme command, 889; the laws must be repealed 
throughout the whole Union, or executed in Carolina as 

well as elsewhere, 889.“ Nature of our federal government, 889 ; a union In 
contradistinction to a league, 889 ; it is not a compact or 
confederacy between the people of the several States In 
their sovereign capacities, 889 ; no State authority has 
power to dissolve these relations, 840 ; the constitution, 
acts of Congress, Ac., the supreme law, 840 ; an attempt 
of a State at nullification a direct usurpation of the just 
powers of the federal government," 840 ; some other 
cause than the alleged one at the bottom of this desire 
of secession, 840 ; ambitious and personal proceedings 
intimated as Involved in the proceedings of South Caro
lina, 840 ; expression of Calhoun, 840 ; a contest between 
power and liberty, 841 ; the freedom and the slave 
property of the South involved, 841 ; exclusion of pa. 
triotic men of the South from the Presidency, 841 ; con
tradicted by all history of our national elections, 841 ; 
protective tariff not the sole or main cause of the South 
Carolina discontent, 841; remarks on this point, 841; 
“another subject connected with this which will prevent 
the return of peace and quiet, 841 ; the force bill a prac
tical assertion of one theory of the government against 
another, 841 ; the bill cannot be acquiesced in, unless 
the South is dead to the sense of liberty," 841 ; these 
positions not sustained by Southern sentiment, 842- 

See Tarif, Reduction of duties.

a.Nullification resolutions— Resolutions on tho pow 
ers of the government introduced into the Senate, 884 ; 
counter-resolutions offered, 884; source whence Mr. 
Calhoun obtained the seminal Idea of nullification as a 
remedy In a government, 885; Virginia resolution of,
98. 99; the essential idea derived from the Roman tribu- 
nltiau veto, 885; considered a cure for all the disorders 
of a Roman State, 835 ; remarks, 885 ; “ the Roman 
system, 885; operation of the Roman veto, 885; the 
right of a State to interfere, 886; governments of seve
ral States might be cited as an argument against this 
view, 836; the tendency to conflict in this action," 886; 
Calhoun's opinion of the defects of our form of govern
ment, and the remedy for these defects, 887 ; the defect I 
of an unchecked authority of the minority, 887 ; the rem- ' 
edy an authority In the minority to check that majority 
and to secede, 837 ; example of Jewish history, 887 ; its 
squint to the Virginia resolutions, 887 ; circumstances 
nndcr wtych this remedy contended for, 887 ; object to 
create or find this remedy in our system, 887 ; nullifica
tion, resistance, secession, found by Calhoun In the 
Virginia resolutions, 83T; all that was Intended by the

Ordinance of 1787.—Authorship claimed for Nathan Dsns,
188; claimed for Jefferson, 188 ; history of the case, 183; 
its ultimate passage the work of the South, 188; extract! 
from the Journal of Congress, 184 ; remarks on the 
claim for Dane of authorship, 184; “origin of the meas
ure, 184; an attempt to transfer the honor to the South, 
185; proposed a second time," 185; statements compar

ed with facts, 186,186.Oregon Territory.—Proposition for the settlement of, first 
made at the session of 1820-21, 18 ; causes that led toll,
18; committee moved, 18; carried, 18; tho committee.
18; report, 18; proceedings In the House, 18; cone* 
quences of neglect by the Government, 18 ; advantage» 
from its settlement, 18; historical facts, 14.

Joint occupation of—Astoria captured during the 
war of 1812,109; not restored under the treaty of Cheat, 
109 ; convention for Joint occupation concluded at Lea 
don, 109 ; words of the convention, 109 ; article written by 
Benton on the subject, 109; our traders driven outofth#,^ 
country, 110; other effects of the Joint occupation» llC 
resolutions against the ratification of tJi*\luWqoMt 
treaty relative to continuance of the Joint Occupation

!"Otis, IIàbrisoh Qbat, Senator from Massachusetts, 7.

Palmer, Wiliam A., votes for 
Panama Mission.—A master 

rise to grave questions, 65 ; 
ment to turn the tide rut 
Congress at Panama, 65 ; 
nomination of ministère, 
American States to send di 
the question with open doo 
dent, 65 ; his answer, 65 ; i 
nominations confirmed, 66 ; 
vocales of the measure, 66 
for tho Congress, the exist; 
the new States and the motl 
relations of the United Stat 
dent relative to objects of tl 
doctrine, 67 ; extract from 
it, 67 ; entirely confined to 
objects—advancement of re 
our good will, 67 ; reference 
report, 67 ; expressive of th< 
day, 67 ; its general principle 
ship, but no entangling alliai 
tee on religious freedom, 68 
doctrine, 68; our present un< 
tion regarded as most beneff 
advantages of friendly relatU 
anees, 69 ; right of the Preaid 
69 ; relations with Hayti, on 
69 ; excitement produced by 

Paper read to the cabinet by G 
the removal the public de| 

Patronage, Executive, reduction 
to report on the expediency 
mittee, 80; report, 80 ; the si: 
from the report, 80 ; “ grt 
opinion, 80; multiply the gm 
power, 81 ; the extent of pa 
Increase of patronage, 81 ; run 
81,82.

Paisa,tt, John F., votes for the Î 
Puses, Franklin, on abolition p 
Pinckney, Chari.», Représentât! 
Pinkney, William, Senator fron 

the treaty of 1807, 1 ; votes for 
8 ; decease, 19 ; rank as an orato 
Missouri controversy, 19; abili 
Randolph announces his deal 

Pleasants, Jam», Senator from 
votes for the Missouri Compro 

Poindexter, Gboror, against Vi 
England, 215 ; on the protest o 

Polk, Jam» K., on the non-paym< 
289; on continuing the deposit 
Speaker of the House, 669. 

Presidential election of 1824.—T 
brought forward, 44 ; nnmbei 
vote for each, 44 ; candidates 
45; vote, 45.

In t\e House.— The theory a 
the constitution in tho electloi 
President, 46 ; first election In 1 
son and Burr, 46 ; balloting», 41 
tion, 47; secoad election la the 
proceedings, 47 ; the democratic 
rtous, 47; conduct of certain 1 
presses to Benton his intention 
lore the election, 49; letter of (
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Palmer, Wiliam A., votes for the Missouri Compromise, 8.
Panama Mission.—A master subject In Its day, 66 ; gave 

rise to grave questions, 65 ; designed os a popular move
ment to turn the tide running against Adahis, 65 ; the 
Congress at Panama, 65 ; debate In the Senate on the 
nomination of ministers, 65 ; invited by the South 
American States to send deputies, 65 ; motion to debate 
the question with open doors, 65; reference to the Presi
dent, 65; his answer, 65 ; indignation of the Senate, 66; 
nominations confirmed, 66 ; patronage distributed to ad
vocates of the measure, 66 ; the basis of the agreement 
for the Congress, the existing state of war between all 
the new States and the mother country, 66 ; its object, 66 ; 
relations of the United States, 66; message of the Presi
dent relative to objects of the Congress, 67 ; the Monroe 
doctrine, 67 ; extract from Adams’ message respecting 
It, 67 ; entirely confined to our own borders, 67 ; other 
objects—advancement of religions liberty, 67 ; proofij of 
our good will, 67 ; reference of the message, 67 ; adverse 
report, 67 ; expressive of the democratic doctrines of the 
day, 67 ; its general principle that of good-will and friend
ship, but no entangling alliances, 68 ; remarks of commit
tee on religious freedom, 68; their views on the Monroe 
doctrine, 68; our present unconnected and friendly posi
tion regarded as most beneficial to the republics, 68 ; the 
advantages of friendly relations without entangling alli
ances, 69 ; right of tho President to Institute the mission, 
69; relations with Hayti, on what principle established, 
69 ; excitement produced by the proposed mission, 69.

Paper read to the cabinet by General Jackson relative to 
the removal <^f the public deposits, 876.

Patronage, Executive, reduction of.—Committee appointed 
to report on the expediency of reducing, 80; the com
mittee, 80; report, 80 ; the six bills reported, 80; extract 
from the report, 80 ; “ grounds of tho committee’s 
opinion, 80; multiply the guards against the abuse of 
power, 81 ; the extent of patronage,” 81 ; subsequent 
Increase of patronage, 81 ; remarks, oh the hills reported, 
81,81

Parrott, John F., votes for the Missouri Compromise, 8.
Pintci, Franklin, on abolition petitions, 615.
Pincknkt, Charles, Representative from South Carolina, 7. 
Pinkney, William, Senator from Maryland, 7 ; negotiates 

the treaty of 1807, 1 ; votes for the Missouri Compromise,
8 ; decease, 19 ; rank as an orator, 19 ; speeches, 19 ; on the 
Missouri controversy, 19; abilities, 20; manner in which 
Randolph announces his death, 20 ; character, 20. 

Pleasants, James, Senator from Virginia, 7; governor 7;
votes for the Missouri Compromise, 8.

Poindexter, Georok, against Van Ruren as Minister to 
England, 215; on the protest of General Jackson, 427. 

Polk, James K., on the non-payment of the three percents., 
289 ; on continuing the deposits In the bank, 289 ; chosen 
Speaker of the House, 669.

Presidential election of 1824.—The candidates, 44 ; how 
brought forward, 44 ; number of electoral votes, 44 ; 
vote for each, 44 ; candidates for the Vice Presidency, 
45 ; vote, 45.

In the House.—The theory and practical working of 
the constitution in the election of President and Vice- 
President, 46 ; first election in the House that of Jeffer
son and Burr, 46; balloting», 47 ; effect on tho constitu
tion, 47; secoid election in the House that of 1824, 47 ; 
proceedings, 47 ; tho democratic principle finally victo
rious, 47; conduct of certain individuals, 48 ; Clay ex
presses to Benton his Intention to vote for Adams be
fore the election, 49; letter of Clay to Benton, 48; evi

dences of Clay’s declaration, 48 ; this election put an end 
to caucus nominations by members of Congress, 49 ; a 
different mode of concentrating public opinion adopted 
49 ; its degeneration, 49 ; an anomalous body whene th# 
election is now virtually made, 49; this destructive t# 
the rights and sovereignty of the people, 49 ; the reme
dy, 49.

Presidential election 0/1828.—The candidates, 111; result 
111 ; vote of the free States for the slave-holding candi 
dates, 111 ; election pf Jackson a triumph of démocratie 
principle, 111;terrors of Mons. de Tocqueville, 112; 
charge of violent temper against Jackson, 112; “medi
ocre talent and no capacity to govern,” 112; “opposed 
by a majority of enlightened classes,” 118 ; “ raised to 
the Presidency solely by the recollection of the victory 
of New Orleans,” 118. See page 282.

Presidential election of 1886.—The candidates, 688 ; 
Vice-President elected by the Senate, 6S3 ; details, 
688, 684.

Preston, William C., on French affairs, 694.
Protection to American Industry, origin of tho questioi^fcU
Protective System.—The periodical season for Its discuSuÇïr 

265 ; the session most prolific of party topics and party 
contests of any ever known, 266; the reason, 266; the 
subjects, 266 ; the bank and tariff two leading meas
ures, 266 ; proposal of the President’s message, 266 ; the 
proposition of Mr. Clay, 266; the seven years before the 
Tariff and the seven years after, 266 ; the one, calamity ; 
the other, prosperity, 266; remarks, 266; the seven 
years of calamity immediately followed the establish
ment of the bank, 266 ; protection an Incident before 
1816, afterwards an object, 267 ; origin and progress of 
the protective policy, 267.

“ It began on the 4th of July, 1789. The second act 
on the statute book, 267 ; prosperity consequent ou the 
French revolution, 267 ; state of things after the peace 
in 1816, 267 ; subject again brought up in 1820, 267 ; 
summary of the policy,” 267.

Other speakers in favor of the policy, 268; those 
against it, 268; bearing of the question on the harmony 
and the stability of the Union. 268.

A crisis arrived, 268 ; dissatisfaction of all the South, 
268; objects of the Revolution, 268; manufacturers 
should be supported incidentally, 268.

“This system an overruling necessity, 269 ; the dan
ger to its existence lies in the abandonment, and not In 
tho continuance of the American system, 269; great 
excitement in South Carolina, 269; tho Union necessary 
to the whole and to nil its parts, 269 ; the majority must 
govern, 269 ; can it be believed that two-thirds of the 
people would consent to the destruction of a policy be
lieved to be indispensably necessary to their prosperity ?” 
269.

An appalling picture dissolution of tho Union present
ed on cither hand, 270; former designs of bringing Jack
son forward for the Presidency, 270; views entertained 
in South Carolina, 270; views of the Democratic party^ 
270; “cannot feel indifferent to the sufferings of any 
portion of tho American people, 270; what is the cause 
of Southern distress? 271; other causes which exist,” 
271 ; the levy and expenditure of tho federal govern
ment the cause of Southern decadence, 271 ; expor
tation of American manufactures, 272 ; this fact urged 
to show the excellence of American fabrics, and that 
they are worthy of protection, S72 ; also urged to show 
their Independence of protection, 272 ; “American cot
tons now traverse tho one-half of the circumference of 
the globe, 272 ; effect of these duties id create monopo
lies at home, 272 ; the Custom House returns,” 272 ; the
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prosperity attributed to the Tariffs of 1824 and 1829. 
272; real cause of the revived prosperity, 278; remarks, 
278; Clay’s remarks on hie own falling powers and ad* 
vanced age, 278; compliments on his remarks, 278 ; spar
ring between Gen. Smith and Mr. Clay on the age of 
the latter, 278, 274; the seriousness of Southern resist
ance to the Tariff, 274 ; an appeal to all to meet the 
South In a spirit of conciliation, 274.

Protest of Gen. Jackson on the vote of censure In the Sen
ate, 426.

Public distress.—From the moment of the removal of the 
deposits, the plan of the bank was to force their return, 
and with It a renewal of Its charter, by operating on 
the business of the country and the alarms of the peo
ple, 415 ; course to be pursued, 415 ; first step to get up 
distress meetings, 415; memorial sent to Congress, 415; 
speeches on their presentation, 415 ; remarks of Mr. Ty
ler on presenting a memorial from Virginia, 410; do. of 
Mr. Robbins on presenting a memorial, 416; do. of Mr. 
Webster on presenting a memorial, 41T, 418, 419; do. of 
Mr. Southard on presenting a memorial, 417 ; do. of Mr. 
Clay on presenting a memorial, 418; do. of Mr. Kent on 
presenting a memorial, 418; Clay’s apostrophe to the 
Vice President, charging him with a message of prayer 
and supplication to the President, 420 ; the Vice Pres
ident takes a pinch of Mr. Clay’s snuff, 420; resolution 
of a public meeting relative to the message to bo con
veyed by the Vice President, 420.

All this Is a repetition of what was heard In 1811, 421 ; 
extracts from Debates of Congress, 421 ; the two dis
tresses proved the same thing, 421 ; agitation and com
motion In the large cities, 421 ; gaining a municipal 
election In New York, 421 ; extracts relative to every
day occurrences, 421; amounts of money expended, 
422.

Report of the Secretary of the Treasury on the Fi
nances, 462; call mado at the height of the panic, 462; 
showed an Increase In every branch of the revenue, In
stead of a decline, 462; test of the prosperity of the 
United States, 462; the distress confined to the victim» 
of the Bank, or fictitious and artificial, 462 ; attempt to 
quietly put the report aside, 462; preparation made to 
defeat this move, 462; the entire reading demanded, 
462; speech of Mr. Benton on Its conclusion, 462; the 
speech, 462; “assertions and predictions under which 
the call had been made, 462 ; a report to make the pa
triot's heart rejoice, 463 ; it had been called for to bo given 
to the people, and the people should have It, 468; the 
statements of the report examined, 468; evidence of 
commercial prosperity, 464 ; Increased Imports, increased 
shipping, increased sales of public lands, 464 ; it has been 
said that trade Is paralyzed, 465; the odium of all the 
distress falls on the bank, 465; the prosperity of the 
country, 466; recapitulation of the evidences, 467 ; the 
alarm is over, the people are tired of it, 467 ; the spectre 
of distress could never be made to cross the Mississippi, 
467; the bonk Is now a nuisance,” 469; report laid on 
the table and printed, 469. Nee Tariff.

*ublic hind Debtors. —The credit system tnen prevailed, 
11 ; debt for lands sold to the Government, 12 ; situation 
of the public land debtors, 12; system on which the 
lands were sold, 12 ; subject referred to In the President’s 
message, 12; the measurtfof relief devised, 12; the cash 
system and reduced price adopted, 12 ; the pre-emption 
right Introduced, 12; opposed, 12; carried, 12; the 
graduation principle pressed, 12.

i*ublic I.ands.—Burke's bill for the sale of the Crown lands 
presented In tho British House of Commons, 102; its 
application to this country, 102; hj^4emarks, 102; sales

of land by a government tylts citizens a false policy 
102; movements to obtains graduation of price, 108 
recommendation of Jackson message, 108 ; the revenue 
derived from the sale of lan^ a trifle compared with the 
revenue derivable from thermo lands through settle, 
ment and cultivation, 108; sale of land brings no popu- 
lation, cultivation produces population, 108 ; remarks in 
favor of donation of lands, 108 ; example of the Atlantic 
States In favor of donations, 104; remarks against the 
reservation of saline and mineral lands, 104; these lands 
sold In Missouri, 105; system of renting mines abolished, 
106; case of “Granny White,” 105; the example of all 
nations In favor of giving land, 106 ; proclamation of the 
King of Persia In 1*28, 106 ; Western States sufferers bj 
this land policy, 106; change In public sentiment, 107.

A proposition to Inquire Into the expediency of limit- 
iu<f4jie sales of land to those In market—to suspend the 
surveys, Ac., 180 ; “a proposition that would cheek emi
gration to tho new States of the West, 180 ; limit settle
ments, 180 ; deliver up large portions to the dominion of 
wild beasts, 181 ; remove the land records, 181 ; never 
right to Inquire Into the expediency of doing wrong, 131 ; 
Inquiry Is to do wrong," 181 ; charge upon the Hast of 
Intending to check the growth of the West, 182; history 
of the first ordinance for the sale and survey, 132; to 
make clean work Is like requiring your guest to eat ill 
the bones before he should have more meat, 182; the 
propriety of selling at auction prices and at an arbitrary 
minimum for all qualities, 182; system adopted by all 
nations, 188; the British and Spanish colonies fostered 
under a very different system, 188; Indefinite postpone
ment moved, 188.

Distribution to the States.—Rill to reduce the price 
ordered to a third reading, 275; pre-emption established. 
276 ; plan to distribute the proceeds reported, 275 ; re
port, 275; “inexpedient to reduce the price, or to cede 
tho lands to the States, 275; sound policy enjoins the 
preservation of the existing system, 275; governments 
no more than Individuals, should be intoxicated by pros
perity, 275; should husband their resources, 276; the 
proposal to divide the proceeds among tho States,276; t 
bill for this purpose reported," 276.

Impropriety of originating such a bill In a Committee 
of Manufactures, 276; referred to tho Committee on 
Public Lands, 2?6; a counter report, 276; “this view 
fundamentally erroneous, 276 ; the Committee on Manu
factures regard tho Federal domain merely as an object 
of revenue, 276; quotation from the speech of Burke, 
276; these sentiments the Inspiration of political wis
dom, 277 ; expectations from the public lands, 277; re
sult of an experiment of near fifty years, 277; the bill to 
divide the proceeds Is wholly inadmissible in principle 
and erroneous In its details, 277 ; It proposes to change 
injuriously and fatally for tho new States tne chancier 
of their relation to the Federal Government on this sub
ject, 277 ; Its effects, 277 ; the details of the LIU arc preg
nant with Injustice and unsound policy, 278; it nuke» 
no distinction between those States which did or did net 
make cessions of their vacant land to the Federal Gw- 

» eminent, 27S ; It proposes benefits to some States which 
they cannot receive without dishonor nor refuse with
out pecunlury prejudice, 278; these lands were granted 
to pay the debts of the Revolutionary War, 278; other 
objections, 278; postponed in the House, 279.

Distribution of proceeds.—YS\\\ renewed, 862; sr 
guments In Its favor, 862; provisions of the bill,86.' 
advantages of settling the question and disposing of the 
public lands, 868; revenue from sales considered, 863

A measure dangerous in Itself and unconstltationh
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864; bill passed the Senate, 864; passed In the House 
with amendments, 864 ; Senate concur on the last night 
of the session, 864; retained by the President, 864: rea
sons, 864 ; denunciations of the Press, 865 ; next session 
bill returned with objections, 865 ; “ first principles of 
the whole subject, 865; the practice of the Government, 
865; an entire subversion of one of the compacts by 
which the United States became possessed of the West
ern domain, 866; these ancient compacts are invaluable 
monuments of an age of patriotism and virtue, 866; 
other principles inserted in the bill, 866; the object to 
create a surplus for distribution, 867 ; a more direct road 
to consolidation cannot be devised, 867 ; difficult to per
ceive what advantages will accrue to the States, 86S; 
the true policy is that the public lands shall cease as 
soon as practicable to bo a source of revenue, 869 ; state
ment of revenues derived from the public lands,” 868 ; 
remarks on this veto message, 869.

11

Randolph, John, Representative from Virginia, 7; opposes 
Clay on the Missouri question, 10; decease of, 478; place 
of his death, 473; his career, 478; how he should bo 
judged, 478 ; never enjoyed a day of perfect health, 478 ; 
insanity at periods, 478; conversation on that point, 
474; his parliamentary life, 474; friendship with Macon, 
474; dispbsition, 474; feelings on slavery, 474; ns a duel
list, 475; religious sentiment, 475.

Vtlitf, Mr. Webster'» plan of—Renewal of the charter of 
the bank for six years, 488; to give up the exclusive or 
monopoly feature, 488; further particulars, 488; leave 
asked to bring in the bill, 488; opposition from Clay and 
Calhoun, 488; reasons for Calhoun's position, 484; his

‘ object to “unbank the banks,” 484 ; remarks, 484; ulti
mate object to arrive at a metallic currency, 435 ; this an 
object of the administration, 485; conversations among 
Senators, 485 ; motion for leave to bring in a bill laid on 
the table, 435 ; excuse for this movement, 496.

No previous opportunity to show the people the kind 
of currency they were entitled to possess, 436; the Gov
ernment intended to be a hard money Government, 
4%; evidences on this point, 487,488; the quantity of 
specie derivable from foreign commeree, added to the 
quantity of gold derivable from our mines, were fully 
sufficient to ftirnish the people with an abundant cir
culation of gold and silver, 489, 48V; the value now set 
upon gold is unjust and erroneous, 440 ; these laws have 
expelled it from circulation, 440 ; nature and effects of 
this false valuation, 441, 442, 449; intention and meaning 
of the constitution that foreign coins should pass cur
rently as money, and at their full value, withlu the 
United States, 444; the plan presented for the support 
of public credit in 1791, 445 ; four points presented, 445; 
facts, 445; injuries resulting from the exclusion of for
eign coins, 446; what reason can now be given for not 
preventing it? 447 ; a review of the present condition of 
the statute currency of the United States,449; three 
distinct objections to the Bunk of the United States as a 
regulator of the currency, 449 ; a power that belongs to 
the Government, 44V; it cannot be delegated, 449it 
ought not to bo delegated to any bank, 450 ; differs from 
Mr. Calhoun in the capacity of the bank to supply a 
general currency. 451,462; circulation of the bank in 
.883, 458; objections to prolonging the existence of the 
present bank, 454; the conduct of the present bank, 
454 ; that of the first bank, 455; the spirit which seems 
to have broken out against the State banks deprecated.

456; a small paper circulation onoof the greatest griev
ances that cau affliot a community, 457 ; restoration oi 
the gold currency has great influence in putting down 
a small note circulation, 458. See Public Distress.

Removal» from Office.—Error of De Tocqueville, 159; hia 
statement, 159; case of Adams' administration, 159; 
no distinct party lines, 159; no case presented to him 
for political removal, 160; so in the main with Jackson, 
160 ; extent of removals by him, 160 ; his election a 
change of parties, 160; he followed the example of Jef 
forson, 160 ; the circumstances of Jefferson, 160 ; the four 
years’ limitation law not then in force, 161 ; fundamental 
principle, 161 ; his letter to Monroe, 161 ; do. to Gov
ernor Giles on removals, 161 ; do. to Elbridge Gerry, 161 ; 
do. to Mr. Lincoln, 161 ; Jefferson’s law ofrcmovala, 161 ; 
said he had never done Justice to his own party in this 
respect, 162; clamor against Jackson, 162; the practice 
of removals for opinion’ sake becoming too common, 162; 
description of Macaulay, 162; the evil become worse 
since the time of De Tocqueville, 162 ; an evil in our 
country, 162; Jefferson’s rule affords the remedy, 162; 
remarks upon it, 168.

Report of Government Bank Directors, 874.
Resolution» of Webster relative to the Compromise, 817; 

relative to the report of the Secretary of the Treasury 
on the removal of the public deposits, «kc., 894, 898.

Rhka, John, Representative from Tennessee, 7.
River» and Harbor».—Internal improvement of, how based, 

4 ; how restricted, 4.
Rives, William C., on the meaning of the Virginia resolu

tions, 887 ; on the independence of Texas, 668.
Roberts, Jonathan, votes for the Missouri Compromise,

8.
Robertson, George, Representative from Kentucky, 7.
Rowan, John, on revision of the tariff, 95.
Rush, Richard, Secretary of the Treasury, 65; negotiate» 

for joint occupancy of Oregon, 109.

Sail Tax, repeal of—This tax an odious measure, 148; 
fluctuations in the tax, 148; efforts to repeal it, 148; 
“the English salt taxjand manner of its repeal, 144 ; the 
enormous amount of the tax, 144; contrary to every 
principle of taxation, 141 ; the distribution of this tax 
oa different sections of the Union, 144; the Northwest, 
14-1; the South, 145; the West, 145; provision curera 
and exporters were entitled to the same bounty and al- t 
lowance with exporters of fish, 145; the provision trade - 
of the West, 145; the repeal of the salt duty the greatest 
favor to this trade, 145 ; the domestic manufacture has 
ei\)oyed all possible protection, 146; time enough been 
had for the trial, 146 ; the American system without a 
gross departure from its principles could not cover this 
duty any longer, 146 ; every argument that could bo 
used hero had been used in England in vain, 147 ; the 
petition of the British manufacturers, 147 ; effect of an 
era of free trade in salt,” 147.

This tax a curse, 154; a mystery in salt, 154; bill to 
abolish offered, 155; the fisheries, 155; “the tax on 
alum salt, the foundation of all these bounties, 155 ; dif
ferent acts of Congress recited, 155, 156 ; reasons for 
abolishing the duty on alum salt, 156 ; an article of in
dispensable necessity to the provision trade of the 
United States, 156; no salt of the kind made in the 
United States, 156 ; the duty enormous and quadruples 
the price, 156; it is unequal in its operation, 156; means 
of drawing an undue amount of money from the public 
treasury, 157 ; a practioal violation of one of the most

S
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equitable clause* in the Constitution of the United 
States, 1ST ; it now rests on a false basis, 167 ; its repeal 
will not materially diminish the revenue nor delay the 
extinguishment of the public debt, 167 ; it belongs to an 
unhappy period in the history of the government,” 167.

Amount paid by it into the treasury, 714 ; quantity 
imported, 714 ; its import from England, 716 ; effect of 
the tax, 716; its direct injuries, 716; the burdens ap
pear in the most odious light, 716; testimony of Dr. 
Young, 717.

Sanfobd, Nathan, Senator from New York, 7; candidate 
for Vice Presidency in 1834, 45.

Scott, John, Delegate from Missouri, 8 ; presents the appli
cation of Missouri for admission into the Union, 9.

Seat of Colonel Benton, origin of it, 77.
Accession of a State—origin of the doctrine, 4 ; Senate in 

favor, 84 ; do. against, 84.
Bsboxant, John, Representative from Pennsylvania, 7 ; on 

the committee to whom was referred the application of 
Missouri, 9; nominated minister to Panama. 66; renom 
lnated for the Vice Presidency, 282 ; candidate fur the 
Vice Presidency, 282.

Bbvieb, Ambbose H., on the cession of the public lands, 709.
Shaw, II., Representative from Massachusetts, 9; votes for 

the admission of Missouri, 9 ; coadjutor with Clay on 
the Missouri question, 10.

Sierra Leone, origin of the colony of, 88.
Bilsbkb, Nathaniel, Representative from Massachusetts,

1 ISlave» deported, British Indemnity for.—Controversy re-| 
specting slaves carried off in the war of 1812 concluded 
in 1827, 88; similar controversy under the treaty of 
1788, 88 ; origin of the colony of Sierra Leone, 88 ; subject 
referred to the Emperor Alexander, 88; arbitrament 
disputed, 88 ; payment made, 88; statement of the case, 
88 ; the reference, 89 ; views, 89 ; the third treaty, 89 ; 
the payment, 90; the example, 90; question of restitu
tion arising under the Revolutionary war, 90; number 
carried off, 90 ; the commissioners at Ghent, 91 ; French 
spoliation claim, 91 ; contrast with the claim for de
ported slaves, 91 ; proof that Northern men will do Jus
tice to the South, 91.

Slavery, effect of its earistence or non~earistence on different 
States.—“ The ghost of the Missouri question, 186 ; the 
line drawn between the free State of Ohio and the slave 
State of Kentucky, 186; views of leading men North 
and South indisputably the same in the earlier periods 
of our government, 186; tfio sublime morality of those 
who cannot bear the abstract contemplation of slavery a 
thousand miles off, 186; the morality of the primitive 
Christians,” 186 ; conduct of the Free States at the first 
introduction of the slavery topic into Congress, 187 ; 
further remarks, 188.

Slavery in the District of Columbia, Abolition of.—Memo
rial of Society of Friends In Pennsylvania, 676 ; source 
whence the memorial emanated, 676; previous proceed
ings on these memorials, 676; motion to reject when 
presented for reception, 676 ; this point the origin of a 
long and acrimonious war in the two Houses of Con
gress, 576 ; reception and condemnation would quiet the 
question, 676; moved to i>oetpone, 577; remarks of 
Senator Renton, 577 ; ” character of the petitioners, 577 ; 
^he abolitionists, 677 ; publications and prints, 677 ; in
tended to inflame the passions of slaves, 677 ; cause of 
ttte massacre of San Domingo, 677 ; course of the French 

j society, 678; the conspiracy in Louisiana, 678; these
sodetles had already perpetrated more mischief than 

\ th* joint remainder of all their lives spent in prayers of 
qontrltlon and works of retribution, could ever atone

for, 678 ; the conduct of the great body of the people h, 
the free States, 679 ; object is to give that vote which 
will have the greatest effect in putting down these to- 
ciet ee, 679; past action of the Senate,” 679.

Slavery agitation.—Time of its rise, 6 ; unceasing efforts to 
alarm the South by imputations against the North, of 
unconstitutional designs on the subject of slavery, 609; 
letter of Mr. Madison to Mr. Clay, 609 ; letter to Ed
ward Coles, 609 ; nullification in a new disguise, 609 ; 
publications to alarm the South, 610 ; the “ Crisis,” 610; 
the subject of a Southern Convention, 610 ; the conduct 
of Mr. Calhoun, 610; petitions for the abolition of 
slavery in the district of Columbia, 611 ; Calhoun's re 
marks, 611; extreme ground taken, 611; his doctrine, 
611 ; reply of Mr. Morris, 612; Bedford Brown in reply 
to Mr. Calhoun, 612 ; King charges upon the remarks of 
Calhoun the effect of increasing the slavery agitation, 
618; Calhoun, in reply, charges that any other course 
will divide and distract the£outh, 614; remarks of Mr. 
IIlll relative to the views of Northern States, 614 ; petl- 
tions in the House, 615; remarks of Mr. Franklin 
Pierce, 615; course of the Telegraph newspaper, 615;

* the Herald of Freedom newspaper, 616; Calhoun sends 
a paper to the Clerk's desk to be read, containing an at
tack upon a member of the other House, 616; apology 
by the presiding officer for permitting it to be read, 
616; remarks of Mr. Benton at the request, and in de
fence of Mr. Pierce, 617 ; the statement of Mr. Cal
houn involved him in the solecism of sending forth In
cendiary publications through the action of the Senate, 
617 ; remarks of Mr. Benton on this point, 617 ; remarks 
of Mr. King on the strange scene of Southern Senators 
attacking their Northern friends because they defended 
the South, 617; increase of abolitionism denied, 618; 
treatment of George Thompson, 618; fiirthvr state
ments, 619; remarks of Mr. Webster, 619; refusal of 
Mr. Calhoun to vote on the motion to reject the prayer 
of petitioners, 619; his remarks, 619; an,unjustifiable 
assumption, 620; memorial of the Society of Friend», 
620 ^ farther remarks, 620.

Action of the House on abolition petitions, 621 ; reso
lution presented by Mr. Pinkney, 621 ; votes, 621 ; com
mittee ordered and report, 621 ; report adopted, 621 ; 
remarks of Mr. J. Q. Adams on the reception of these 
petition*, 622 ; action of early Congresses on this sub
ject, 628; Madison on abolition petitions, 628; his con
sistent course, 628; South, the point of danger from 
slavery agitation, 62tf.

Sloan, John, Representative from Ohio, 7.
Smith, Bbbnabd, Representative from New Jersey, 9; vote! 

for the admission of Missouri, 9.
Smith, Samuel, Representative from Maryland, 7 ; on tb* 

committee to whom was referred the application of Mis
souri, 9; for Van Buren as Minister to England, 216; on 
the British West India Trade, 125; on the expensMof 
government, 280; on the protective policy, 268; on the 
compromise tariff bill, 815, 827.

Smith. William, Senator from South Carolina, 7; Judge,?; 
votes for the Missouri Compromise, 8; move* to 
be excused from voting on the measure for the re 
lief of public land debtors, as he was one, 12; eicua 
refused, 12.

Smttue, Alexandeb, Representative from Virginia, 7.
South a ko, Samuel L., Senator from New Jersey, 7 ; ticcre 

tary of the Navy, 65; on the Expunging resolution, Zto; 
on the independence of Texas, 669.

Speakers in the House in favor of protection, 82; ditto 
against, 88.

Specie Circular.—Its issue marked the firmness, forealght.

and decision of General J 
extent of the land sales, 6! 
required the specie clrcul 
ing it, 677 ; a view of the 
currency, 678; bill which 
rejected, 678 ; President d< 

Resolution to rescind tt
694 ; remarks of Senator E-
695 ; Its legality, 695 ; reir 
a little panic 695 ; letter of 1 
at Lexington, 696; illegi 
examined, 696 ; the new 
description of it, 697 ; mo 
suspension of specie payme 
Benton, 697 ; reply of Sena 
Senator Webster, 699; oth> 
ferred, 700; report, 700; 
cause of Mr. Benton's spei 
proceedings, 701, 702 ; expl 
708; reply t>f Senator Walk 
Calhoua’s reason for not v 
706; bill passed in the Sem 
House, 706; lost, 706; veto,

Stevenson, Andbew, chosen Spi 
209; chosen Speaker of the 

Btoebs, Henbt R., Représentât! 
Stokes, Montfobt, Senator froi 

ernor, 7 ; votes for the Misso 
Stobt, Joseph, Justice of Suprei 
Supreme Court, its Judges and < 
Swift, Benjamin, opposes the a

Taket, Rooeb B., Attorney 
Secretary of the Treasu 
session, 470; immediately 
appointed Chief Justice, 7 

Tariff and American System 
82 ; protection looked for i 
82 ; the design was to mak 
revenue the incident, 82 
posed, 82 ; public distress 
new tariff, 82 ; remarks of 

“ Public distress of the w 
nent object of attention, 8! 
tent, 82; a truthful ploturv 

Other speakers, 82, the 
cause the paper system, 88 
88; Webster's remarks, 83 
tion, 83; passage of the bill 
of the vote, 84 ; moved to r< 
in the Senate, 84 ; lost, 84 ; 
manufactures, 84 ; passed t 
revenue a motive with soi 
views of the candidates for tl 
of various States on the bill, i 

Revision of—Date of a scr 
North and South, 95 ; the wo 
facturera, 95 ; productions of ■ 
additional duties on their riva 
“in vain that it is called the A 
tax for the support of Governr, 
if for any other purpose, it is 
eurrender of individual opinli 
State," 95 ; the bill contained 
the tariff an Issue in the Presli 
ufkcturers warned not to mlng 
tics, 96 ; change of policy in the
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and decision of General Jackson, 676; its purport, 676 ; 
extent of the land sales, 677 ; remarks on the evil which 
required the specie circular, 677 ; benefits of suppress
ing it, 677 ; a view of the actual condition of the paper 
currency, 678 ; bill which was the basis of the remarks 
rejected, 67S ; President decides to issue the order, 678.

Resolution to rescind the Treasury Circular offered, 
694; remarks of Senator Ewing, 694 ; origin of the order, 
695 ; its legality, 695 ; remarks of Senator Benton, 695 ; 
a little panic 695 ; letter of Mr. Blddlo, 696 ; Clay’s speech 
at Lexington, 696; Illegality of the treasury order 
examined, 696 ; the new distress, 697 ; Mr. Biddle’s 
description of It, 697 ; movement to produce a general 
suspension of specie payments, 697 ; remarks of Senator 
Benton, 697 ; reply of Senator Crittenden, 698; ditto of 
Senator Webster, 699; other speakers, 700; subject re
ferred, 700; report, 700; action of the Senate, 700; 
cause of Mr. Benton's speech, 700; his speech on the 
proceedings, 701, 702 ; explosion of the banks foretold, 
708; reply pf Senator Walker to Benton, 708, 704; Mr. 
Calhoun’s reason for not voting on the reclsion bill, 
706; bill passed In the Senate, 706 ; amendment of the 
House, 706 ; lost, 706 ; veto, 706.

Stevenson, Andbew, chosen Speaker, 121 ; elected Speaker, 
209; chosen Speaker of the House, Ç71.

8tobbs, Hbnby R., Representative from New York, 7.
Btokbs, Montfobt, Senator from North Carolina, 7; Gov

ernor, 7 ; votes for the Missouri Compromise, 8.
Btoby, Joseph, Justice of Supremo Court, 7.
Supreme Courts its Judges and officers, 781.
Swift, Benjamin, opposes the admission of Arkânsas, 627.

Takit, Rogbb B., Attorney General, 181 ; nomination as 
Secretary of the Treasury sent in near close of the 
session, 470; Immediately rejected, 470 ; resigns, 470 ; 
appointed Chief Justice, 781 ; vote in the Senate, 781.

Tariff and American System.—Beginning of the question, 
82; protection looked for among the incidental powers, 
82; the design was to make protection the object, and 
revenue the Incident, 82 ; revision of the tariff pro
posed, 82 ; public distress the leading argument for the 
new tariff, 82 ; remarks of Mr. Clay, 82.

“ Public distress of the whole country the most promi
nent object of attention, 82 ; its evidences, 32; Its ex
tent, 82; a truthful ploturV 82 

Other speakers, 82, the distress disputed, 88 ; its 
cause the paper system, 88 ; no necessity for protection, 
88; Webster's remarks, 83; other speakers in opposi
tion, 83; passage of the bill in the House, 81 ; closeness 
of the vote, 84 ; moved to refer to finance committees 
in the Senate, 84 ; lost, 84 ; referred to committee on 
manufactures, 84; passed the Senate, 84; increase of 
revenue a motive with some friends of the bill, 84; 
views of the candidates for the Presidency, 84 ; position 
of various States on the bill, 84.

Revision of.—Date of a serious division between the 
North and South, 95; tho work of politicians and manu
facturers, 95 ; productions of different States favored by 
additional duties on their rival imports, 95 ; remarks, 95 ; 
“In vain that it Is called tho American system, 95; as a 
tax for the support of Government, It is to be supported ; 
If for any other purpose, It Is to be reprobated, 95; the 
surrender of individual opinion to the Interest of the 
State," 95; the bill contained a vicious principle, 95; 
the tariff an issue in tho Presidential contest, 96; man
ufacturers warned not to mingle their interests in poli
tics, 96; change of policy in the Now England States, 96;

“she held back, 96 Renounced, 96; the present mea*

ure called a New England one, 96 ; tone of those who 
administered the Government," 96 ; the question now 
both political and se<Sonal, 97 ; the duty on Indigo, 97 ; 
remarks on the motion, 97 ; “ history of Its prodûctlon, 
97; reasons for encouraging its home production, 98; 
reasons for a unanimous vote, 98 ; burdens imposed by 
every tariff on Virginia and the Carollnas," 99 ; *• object 
to make tho bill consistent, though opposed to the prin
ciple, 99 ; no boon asked for the South, 99 ; capacity of 
tho country to produce it, 100 ; ” motion lost, 100 ; a 
nominal duty Imposed, 100 ; this regarded as an Insult 
by tho South, 100; Southern vie-ya of the bill, 100; 
scheme of this Tariff, where conceived, 101 ; the bill a 
regular appendage of presidential elections, 101 ; change 
between the prosperity of the North and the South, 
101 ; cause to which attributed, 101 ; Its Justice, 101 ; 
feeling of the mass of democratic members, 102.

Reduction of Duties.—A certain amount reduced at 
the previous session, 808 ; a step In the right direction, 
808 ; further reduction expected, 808 ; Vorplanck’s bill, 
808; the financial history of tho country since the late 
war, 309 ; a satisfactory statement, 809 ; carrying back the 
protective system to the year of Its commencement, 809 ; 
abundant protection to real manufacturers, 809 ; bound 
to be satisfactory to the South Carolina school, 809 ; bill 
lingered in the House under interminable debates on 
systems and theories, 809 ; suddenly knocked over by a 
new bill, 809 ; moved to strike out all after the enacting 
clause, and to Insert a new bill, called the compromise, 
809; delay asked for by Northern members, 810; re
marks, 810; “ one short hour ago collecting our papers 
to go home, 810 ; a new bill, proposed, and the cry of 
4 question ’ raised, 810 ; hasty legislation deprecated in 
matters of great Importance, 810 ; this matter assumes an 
Imposing attitude, 810; a bill to tranquillize feelings, 
810; it is said the next Congress will be hostile to the 
tariff 811; the discontent has a deeper scat than the 
tariff," 811 ; the seductive and treacherous nature of com
promise legislation, 811 ; bill passed at once, 811 ; a bill 
without precedent In tho annals of legislation, 812; the 
manner of proceeding, 812; the degree to which it was a 
compromise, 812; list of the voters, 812.

Clay asks leave to introduce a bill called a “ compro
mise measure," 818; remarks, 818; “ two great objects 
in view, 814 ; the first object looks at the tariff, 313; it 
stands in imminent danger, 818; it must fall at the next 
session, 818 ; be productive of calamitous consequences, 
818; can be placed on a better foundatlon,now, than 
at the next session, 818; tho majority of tl^ dominant 
party is adverse to the tariff, 818; the fathofr of the sys
tem charged with Its unnatural abandonment, 818 ; a 
wish to separate itfrbm politics," 814 ; the principle of 
tho bill a series or annual reductions of one-tenth per 
cent., Ac., 814 ; other features of the bill, 814 ; remarks on 
the number of years the protective policy has to run, 
and the guaranties for its abandonment, 814; a stipula
tion to continue nine years, and no guarantee for its 
abandonment, 814 ; moral guarantees, 814 ; “ this project 
has not the elements of success, 815 ; a violation of the 
constitution, as tho Senate have no power to originate a 
revenue bill, 815 ; after they are defeated, and can no 
longer maintain a conflict, they come to make the best 
bargain they can, 815 ; the tariff is In its last gasp, 815 ; 
what has the tariff led us to already ? 815 ; what evi
dence that the manufacturers will not come at the end 
of tho time, and ask more protection than ever," 815 ; “ a 
measure for harmony, 815; tho unhappy divisions of 
North and South attributable to this bill, 815 ; further

XXÜ1
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remarks,” 815; fallibility of political opinions, 816;
Clay's views, 816; Calhoun’s views, 816 ; Clay’s deter
mination relative to a reaction, 816; manner in which 
the bill was received by (he^rablic, 816 ; Niles’a.Regis- 
ter, 616 ; conclusions of th^manufacturers, 816 ; position 
of Webster, 816; not consulted on the subject, 816;
“the bills well-understood surrender of the power of 
discrimination, or tC stipulation not to use that power 
lor a certain period, 817 ; if the tariff is in danger, it Is 
because the people will not sanction it, 817 ; resolutions 

relative to the bill,” 817.Probable reasons for Webster's exclusion from all I 
knowledge of the compromise bill, 818; coincidence of 
his views with those of General Jackson, 818; a reduc
tion of the tariff to a stable condition frustrated by the 
compromise bill, 818; objections urged against the bill,
818; attitude of South Carolina surmounted the objec
tions, 818; would remove all cause of discontent from 
her, 818 ; House bill introduced during the discussion on 
the question of leave, 819 ; ditto passed, 819; share of 
the manufacturing states in this compromise, 819 ; an 
incident showing that measures may be passed on other 
reasons than their merits, 819; remarks, 819; “un ex
traordinary augmentation of duties in a bill which was 
to reduce duties, 819 ; two or three little factories in 
Connecticut must be protected, 819; contrary to the 
whole tenor and policy of the bill, 820 ; a view of the 
circumstances which had attended the duties on these 

woollens," 820.Another incident—the character of protection openly 
claimed for this bill, 820 ; remarks of varions Senators 
on this point, 821 ; silence of Calhoun on this point, 821.

The constitutionality of originating this bill in the 
Senate, 821 ; purely a question of privilege, and the de
cision of it belonged alone to the other House, 821 ; no 
Committee of Ways and Means in the Senate, 821 ; it Is 
not the less a money bill from Its object being protec
tion, 821 ;.amendment proposed relative tc the draw
back on manufactured Imports, 821; Instance refined 
sugar, 822 ; lost, 822 ; carried, so far as relates to sugar, In 

after years, 822.
Motion to substitute home valuations for foreign or 

imported goods, 822 ; strenuously opposed by Calhoun,
822 ; Insisted upon by friends of the bill, 822 ; moved to 
lay the bill on the table, 822; adjournment moved and 
carried, 822 ; Calhoun recedes, 822 ; the conditions, 822 ; 
their fallacy, 828; debate on this point, 828; “a home 
valuation deemed necessary by the friends of the pro
tective system, 828 ; believed that after nine years most 
of the manufacturers will be sufficiently grown to pro
tect themselves under a twenty-five per cent duty,
828; it would be an increase of duties, 828; essentially 
necessary in order to prevent and detect frauds, 828; It 
will be an entering wedge for future measures, 828; for 
the sake of conciliation, the bill Is brought forward, 824 ; 
the objections to the motion insurmountable, 824; the 
bill will save South Carolina from herself, 824; you can
not have the fair twenty per cent without adopting the 
principle of home valuation, 825; the unequal operation 
of the homo valuation, 825 ; not possible to maintain our 
institutions and our liberties under the continuance of 
this controversy, 826 ; proposed to lay the bill on the 
table, 826; further debate, 827 ; motion withdrawn, 827 ; 
amendment moved, 827 ; adjournment moved, 827 ; car
ried, 827 ; amendment that no valuation be adopted 
which will operate unequally in different parts of the 
Union considered. 827; requirement of the constitution, 
827 ; merchant put to great inconvenience. 827 ; the bill is 

* *- v—-™«iwnt «27: home valuation imprac

ticable and unprecedented, and unknown in any legie
lation, 828; without the assurance that the principle wil. 
not be disturbed, bill should be opposed, 829 ; home 
valuation tending to a violation of the constitution,}^; 
injurious and almost fatal to the Southern ports, 829; 
create great additional expense, 829 ; an increase of 
duties In a new form, 829; the fate of the bill depends 
on the fate of the amendment, 829 ; two conditions of 
the vote of Mr. Calhoun, 829; amendment fixing s 
homo valuation adopted,” 880; a new principlu thus 
adopted at the expense of the constitution, 880.

Compromise, secret history of.—Calhoun and Clay 
rival candidates for the Presidency, 842 ; leaders In op
posite political systems, 842 ; cause of their friendship,
842 ; rupture, 842 ; a question between them, which had 
the upper hand of the other, 842 ; Letcher conceives the 
Idea of a compromise to release South Carolina from 
her position, 842; determination of Jackson to arrest 
Calhoun for high treason. 848 ; conferences, 848 ; agree
ment with the manufacturers, 848; action of Mr. Clay
ton, 848 ; amendments which were agreed to, 843 ; man
ner of the passage of the homo valuation amendment, 
844; Calhouns remarlys, 844; his vote, 844; John M. 
Clayton master of both, 844.

Act of 1888.—Compromises, 844 ; act of 1833 a breach 
of all the rules and principles of legislation, 845; a con
ception of rival politicians who had failed In the game 
of agitation, and threw It up for the game of pacification, 
845 ; how could this measure be effected In a country so 
vast and Intelligent, 845; lienton's view of the compro
mise, 346; vices of the act, 846; mischiefs done to the 
frame of the government, 847. See Protective System. 

Tatnall, Col., on the treaty with the Creeks, 64; second 
to Randolph In the duel with Clay, 72.

Taylor, John W., Representative from New York, 7;
Speaker, 7 ; votes for the Missouri compromise, 8. 

Taylor, John, decease of, a perfect and complete republi
can statesman, 45; demeanor, 45 ; dress, 45; hU char
acter, 45 : writings, 45; presented the Virginia Résolu- 
lions of 1798, 46 ; on the Virginia resolutions, 851. 

Taylor, 0. K., on the Virginia Resolutions, 850. 
Territories.—Their rights under the constitution, 4 
Texas, Independence (/—Memorials on the subject, 665; 

effects of the victory of San Jacinto, 665 ; remarks,665; 
reference to Committee on Foreign Affairs moved, 6(6; 
if Texas has a government de facto, It Is the duty of tin 
government to acknowledge It, 666; moderation snd 
deliberation counselled; 666; acknowledgment and ad
mission advocated, 667 ; ' new theatre for tho slavery 

J agitation revealed, 667 ; a design to make Texas an ele
ment in the Presidential election, 667 ; tho former ces
sion of Texas, G67 ; the course of Calhoun, 067; remark! 
of Bedford Brown, 668 ; remarks of Mr. Hires, <i$; 
national faith should be preserved inviolate, 668; report 
in favor, 669 ; “ tho balance of power and the perpetua
tion of our Institutions," as a reason for admission. 669; 
resolutions of recognition paased both Houses, 670; re 
marks of Senator Bcn(on, 670 ; the separation of them 
countries among the fixed order qf events, 672; th« 
Alamo, 678; humanity of Mexican ladles, 674; calumny 
on tho cause of tho revolt, 674 ; the revolt has illustrai 

the Anglo Saxon character, 675.
Thomas, Jesse B., votes for the Missouri Compromise, S. 
Thomas, Francis, on Committee of Bank Investigation^ 

on the admission of Arkansas, 681.
Thompson, Smith, Secretary of the Navy, 7.
Tompkins, I). D., Vice President, 7.

Treasury notes, resorted to, 1 
second year of tho war of 181 

Treaty qf 1807. —Cause of its re 
the Senate, 1.

Treaty-mating j/omer.— Its ext 
Treaty qf Indian Springs, 58. 
Trimble, Daniel, Reprosentatlv 
Tucker, Georok, Reprosentatlvi 
Tyler, John, Representative fh 

bill, 881 ; defends the Senat< 
report, 486

Tho.!., Lieut, hi. fate, 109. _______„ * |
Tim*a. Hermann, application for

Van Bcren, Martin, remarks on 
60; Secretary of State, 119; i 
land, 181 ; resigns his seat in 
tlon as Minister to Englan- 
succession to General Jacl 
Buren’s appointment as Seen 
plng-stone to the Presidency 
and left for London, 214; eha 
cabinet for the purpose of oust 
814; hie nomination sent to 
certain, soon as a case could b<
914 ; causes of objection, 215 ;
—a killing off in the public 
speeches, 215; anecdote, 215; 
trophe of Madame Roland, 21! 
bamboozling Is practised In th] 
speakers fur the nomination, ! 
the objections were based, 216 
816; report of Mr. Gallatin c< 
the objections relative to th« 
original of Van Buren’s letter 
published speech of Van Bur 
ground, 217 ; Jackson, author 
letter of General Jackson to V 
became President, 217 ; comp 
honorable Imputation, 217 ; 1 
Jackson, 218; the New York sy; 
silence of Benton, reason for, 
Buren, 218; the rejection In ! 
upon Mr. Van Buren, 219 ; rem 
tie votes, 219 ; the Injunction c 
relative to removals under Ja< 
President, 282.

Yah Dyke, Nicholas, votes for the
Veto qfMaysrille Road BUI.—Thir 

Internal lmprovementVl67 ; hist 
they embrace all the/ constitut 
question, 167.

Veto of the bank, effects of—This a 
opposition newspapers throughoi 
ruin of the country made to ap| 
Journals, 281 ; the programme 
branches, 281 ; wicked attempt oi 
corporation to govera the electlc

Verplanck’s, Oclian C., bill for the
Rrjyinta resolutions, suggestive of 

houn, 885; debate of 1880, the da 
fleation, 847 ; the Virginia résolu 
llflcation doctrines avowed, 847 ; 
pealed to, 847 ; the resolutions, 
84S; from their text, 848; tho i 
Interposition claimed, 848 ; forcit 
position not meant, 848; the const 
mo<les of Interposition, 848 ; to in 
to nullify and set at nought, 849.
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Treasury notes, resorted to, 1 ; degree of depreciation in 
second year of tho war of 1812,1.

Treaty of 1807.—Cause of its rejection without reference to 
the Senate, 1.

Treaty-matinç ]xtwer.—Its extent, 4.
Treaty qf Indian Springs, 58.
Tbimble, Daniel, Representative from Kentucky, 7.
Tucker, George, Representative from Virginia, 7.
Ttlkr, John, Representative from Virginia, 7 ; on the force 

bill, 881 ; defends the Senate investigating committee’s 
report, 486.

Van Bcben, Martin, remarks on tho treaty with the Creeks 
60; Secretary of State, 119; appointed Minister to Eng
land, 181 ; resigns his seat in the cabinet, 181 ; his rejec
tion as Minister to England, 214; candidates for the 
succession to General Jackson, 214 ; effect of Van 
Buren's appointment as Secretary of State, 214 ; a step
ping-stone to the Presidency, 214 ; appointed minister, 
and left for London, 214; charged with breaking up the 
cabinet for the purpose of ousting tho friends of Calhoun 
214 ; his nomination sent to the Senate, and rejection 
certain, soon as a case could be made out for Justification, 
814; causes of objection, 215 ; rejection was not enough 
—a killing off in the public mind intended, 215; the 
speeches, 216; anecdote, 215; the speakers, 215; apos
trophe of Madame Roland, 215; oh politics! how much 
bamboozling is practised in thy name, 215; tie votes, 215 • 
speakers fur tho nomination, 216 ; grounds upon which 
the objections were based, 216; quotation from McLane, 
216; report of Mr. Gallatin containing a refutation of 
the objections relative to the British trade, 216; the 
original of Van Huron’s letter of instructions, 216; un
published speech of Van Buren, 217; the Washington 
ground, 217; Jackson, author of the instructions, 217. 
letter of General Jackson to Van Buren after tho latter 
became President, 217 ; completely disproving a dis
honorable imputation, 217 ; Calhoun’s friendship for 
Jackson, 218; the New York system of proscription, 218; 
silence of Benton, reason for, 218; his letter to Van 
Buren, 218; the rejection in England, 219? Its effects 
upon Mr. Van Buren, 219 ; remark of Calhoun, 219 ; the 
tie votes, 219 ; the injunction of secrecy removed, 219 ; 
relative to removals under Jackson, 218; elected Vice 
President, 282.

Vah Dike, Nicholas, votes for the Missouri Compromise, 8
Veto of Mayttrilie Hoad BUI.—Third veto the subject of 

internal lmprovementyi67 ; history of i^cso vetoes, 167; 
they embrace all tin/ constitutional reàsonlng on the 
question, 167.

Veto of the lank, effects of.—This a general caption for tho 
opposition newspapers throughout the country, 280; the 
ruin of the country made to appear, 280; extracts from 
Journals, 281 ; the programme of the bank and its 
branches, 281 ; wicked attempt on tho part of a moneyed 
corporation to govera tho election, 281.

Verb lance's, Gcuan C., bill for the reduction of duties, 808.
Rryiaw resolutions, suggestive of nullification to Mr. Cal

houn, 885 ; debate of 1880, the dawn ofthe Ideas of nulll^ 
fleation, 817 ; the Virginia resolutions quoted, 847 ; nul
lification doctrines avowed, 847 ; resolutions of ’98 ap
pealed to, 847 ; the resolutions, 848; their vindication, 
848; from their text, 848; tho right and duty of State 
interposition claimed, 848; forcible or nullifying inter
position not meant, 848; the constitution suggests several 
modes of interposition, 848 ; to interpose, does not moan 
to nullify and set at nought, 849.

The cotemporaneous interpretation, 849 ; where found, 
849 ; speakers in tho Virginia Legislature, 849 ; opinions 
advanced by the speakers, 850, 851 ; the opposera of tho 
resolutions did not charge upon them, nor thoir sup
porters in any manner contend for any principle like 
that of nullification, 852 ; responses of State Legislatures, 
report on the, 862; extracts, 852; enumeration of the 
powers which in tho premises are claimed for the States, 
858; views of the republicans who adopted the resolu
tions, 858 ; remark of Madison, 858 ; of Monroe in 1800, 
804; tho passage of the sedition law, 854; conduct of the 
people of Virginia, 854.

1 he resolutions disabused of nullification by their au« 
thor, 854 ; tho letters of Madison, 855; extracts from hie 
letker to Mr. Everett, 855 ; reasons for rejecting in the 
constitution fanciful and impracticable theories, 855; 
what tho constitution adopts as a security of the rights 
and powers of the States, 856; completeness of these 
provisions for the security of the States, 856; on the 
doctrine of nullification, 856 ; letter to Joseph C. Cabell, 
856, 857, 859 ; to Daniel Webster, 856; to James Robert 
son, 856 ; to N. P. Trlst, 857, 859 ; to C. E. Haynes, 857; 
to Andrew Stevenson, 857 ; from a memorandum on 
nullification, 858, 859 ; note, 858 ; to Mr. Townsend, 859 ; 
further extracts, 860; remarks, 860.

Vote against the ratification of tho treaty of 1818,17; on re
pairs of Cumberland road, 22 ; on the bill to make a road 
to Now Mexico, 44 ; on the bill to occupy the Columbtc 

• river, 60; on tho nomination of Clay as Secretary ol 
State, 55 ; on the nominations to tho Panama mission, 
66 ; on treaty with the Cherokees, 108; on leave to offer 
a resolution of inquiry relative to recharter of the bank, 
206; on the recharter of the bank, 250; do. in the 
House, 250 ; on selling the stock of the United States In 
bank, 295 ; on the compromise tariff bill, 812; on the 
compromise bill, 880 ; on the bill to distribute the sales 
from public lands, 864 ; on the resolution of inquiry Into 
tho fitness of the persons nominated for bank directors, 
885; on the resolution relative to tho report of the Sec
retary of tho Treasury, 895; on the resolution condemn
ing President Jackson, 423; on Webster’s plan of relief, 
485; on laying the expunging resolutions of Alabama on 
the table, 528; on the branch mints, 558; on the deposit 
bank bill, 658; on tho fortification bill, 655; on the In
cendiary publication bill, 689; on the reception of aboli
tion petitions, 619; on abolition petition of Society of 
Friends, 621 ; on abolition petitions In tho House, 621 ; 
on the Cherokee treaty, 625; on the admission of Arkan
sas, 681 ; on tho distribution bill, 651 ; on recognizing the 
independence of Texas, 670; on the recislon of the specie 
circular, 705; on tho substitute to land distribution, 
70S; on striking out the deposit clause from the ap
propriation bill, 711.

W

Walker, John W., Senator from Alabama, 7; Judge, 7; 
votes for tho Missouri Compromise, 8 ; on tho independ
ence of Texas, 665 ; on tho specie circular, 708.

War of 1812.—By whose exertions the declaration was ob
tained, 6 ; Its great results, 6.

Washington, Judge, of Supreme Court, 8.
Watmouoh, John O., on the Committee of Bank investiga

tion, 241.
Wayne, James M., moves a reference of the bank memorial 

to a select committee, 284 ; on the bank Investigation 
289; appointed Judge of tho Supreme Court, 669.

Webster, Daniel, denies the public distress, 88; on the 
protective system, 96; on revision of the tariff, 96 on
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the ordinance of 1787, 184 ; on the conduct of the free 
States on slavery, 187 ; in reply to Hayne, 188 ; debate 
with Hayne, 188,140; opposes Van Buren as Minister to 
England, 815 ; on the recharter of the bank, 848,244; ottv 
the prospect of public distress, 854 ; on the force bill» 
882 ; on nullification, 888 ; on the French spoliation bill, 
488, 606; on the Expunging resolution 550; on the bill to 
suppress incendiary publications, 580 ; on French affairs. 
504, 696 ; on abolition petitions, 619; on the specie circu
lar, 699.

White, Hugh L., on the entrance of the bank directors Into 
the political field, 254.

Wicxlistb, Charles H., on the Committee of Inquiry, 287.
Wilkins, William, on the force bill, 880.
Williams, John, Senator from Tennessee, T.

Williams, Lewis, Representative from North Carolina, T ; 
Father of the House, 7.

Williams, T. H., votes for the Missouri Compromise, &
Wist, William, Attorney General, 7, 66; counsel for the 

Cherokee Indians, 165; candidate for the Presidency, 
282 ; decease of, 475; rank as a lawyer, 475; lessons oi 
his life, 475; early condition, 475; authorship, 476; time 
of his death, 476; remarks of Mr. Webster at bar meet 
ing, 476.

Woodbury, Levi, Secretary of the Navy, 181.
Weight, Silas, on the French Spoliation bill, 489.

Yell, Archibald, on the cession of the public lands, 7U.
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